CONSULTATION DOCUMENT ON THE NEW AND AMENDED CIVIL AVIATION
REGULATIONS
1.

Introduction
1.1

1.2

Tanzania Civil Aviation Authority, under the CAA Act, Cap 80, is empowered in
consultation with the Minister, make regulations for regulating the air transport
services in Tanzania and giving effect to the Chicago Convention and its
annexes. Effective implementation of this obligation has necessitated the
Authority to develop and amend its Regulations.
With the changes of International Standards every year, most of the 2017
Regulations were affected by the changes and amended accordingly. The
Authority has also developed new Regulations to address those changes.

1.3

The purpose of this consultation document is to request your views as a key
stakeholder in the aviation industry with regard to the attached New and
Amended Regulations. The document is forwarded to you, among other
stakeholders, for comments, which will assist in coming up with a revised
document. We shall thereafter hold a consultative meeting with all stakeholders
for final consideration.

1.4

These regulations are:
GROUP A – FLIGHT SAFETY STANDARDS
AMENDED REGULATIONS ARE:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations, 2017;
The Civil Aviation (Approved Training Organization) Regulations, 2017;
The Civil Aviation (Aircraft Registration Marking) Regulations, 2017;
The Civil Aviation (Approved Maintenance Organization) Regulations,
2017;
5. The Civil Aviation (Instrument and Equipment) Regulations, 2017;
6. The Civil Aviation (Airworthiness) Regulations, 2017; and
7. The Civil Aviation (Air Operator Certification and Administration)
Regulations, 2017.

NEW REGULATIONS ARE:
1. The Civil Aviation (Fatigue Risk Management System) Regulations, 2022;
2. The Civil Aviation (Dangerous Goods) Regulations, 2022;

3. The Civil Aviation (Commercial Air Transport Operations) Regulations,
2022;
4. The Civil Aviation (Helicopter Operations) Regulations, 2022;
5. The Civil Aviation Authority (General Aviation) Regulations, 2022.
GROUP B – AERODROMES
1. The Civil Aviation (Heliports) Regulations, 2022;
2. The Civil Aviation (Aerodromes Design and Operations) Regulations, 2022;
and
3. The Civil Aviation (Aerodrome Certification Licensing and Registration)
Regulations, 2022.

GROUP C – AVIATION SECURITY
1. The Civil Aviation (Security) Regulations,2018; and
2. The Civil Aviation (Remotely Piloted Aircrafts Systems,) Regulations,2018.
GROUP D – AIR NAVIGATION SERVICES
1. The Civil Aviation (Air Traffic Services,) Regulations, 2017;
2. The Civil Aviation (Rules of the Air) Regulations, 2017;
3. The Civil Aviation (Construction of Visual and instrument Flight
Procedures) Regulations, 2017;
4. The Civil Aviation (Metrological Services for International Air Navigation)
Regulations, 2017;
5. The Civil Aviation (Communication System) Regulations, 2017;
6. The Civil Aviation (Surveillance and Collision Avoidance System)
Regulations, 2017;
7. The Civil Aviation (Aeronautical Radio Frequency Spectrum Utilization),
Regulations, 2017;
8. The Civil Aviation (Communication Procedures) Regulations, 2017;
9. The Civil Aviation (Radio Navigation Aids) Regulations, 2017;
10. The Civil Aviation (Aeronautical Charts) Regulations, 2017;
11. The Civil Aviation (Aircraft Registration and Marking) Regulations, 2017;
12. The Civil Aviation (Approved Training Organization) Regulations, 2017;
and
13. The Civil Aviation (Aeronautical Information Services) Regulations, 2017.
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Consultation questions
2.1

In considering your response to the draft Regulations annexed as Annex
B, please answer the questions stated below and paragraphs 3.1 to 3.8

assists you on how to respond.
2.1.1 Do you consider that the draft Regulations conform to the CAA
Act, especially with respect to Duties, Functions and powers of
the Authority?
2.1.2 Are there any provisions and SARPs of appropriate Annexes that
you think are missing from the draft Regulations? – (State them
relating to the Annexes)?
2.1.3 Are the draft Regulations made to suit Tanzanian operating
environment without derogating the uniformity to the international
standards as required by Article 12 of the Convention?
2.1.4 With reference to SARPs, are there any provisions in the draft
Regulations that you consider excessive or superfluous?
2.1.5 What sort of guidance and information would you expect in order
to be able to implement the new Regulations?
2.1.6 What is your opinion for the period you require to be able to
implement the Regulations?
2.1.7 Any other information you think is appropriate?
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Consultation timing and how to respond
3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5
3.6

3.7

The Act requires the Tanzania Civil Aviation Authority (TCAA) to consult
for the purpose of effectively carrying out its functions. The civil aviation
safety and security regulations are fundamental elements in the national
civil aviation safety oversight system. This being the core function of
TCAA, it is thus important to get your views on the proposed changes.
Annex D sets out Procedures used by the Authority for consultation.
The list of consultees is at Annex A. However, comments are invited from
all interested parties even if one is not listed in the Annex. A response
form is shown as Annex C.
The consultation period will run from 5th September up to 18th September
2022. Responses should therefore be submitted before 18th September
2022, if they are to be considered.
As part of this consultation exercise, the Authority will arrange a series
of presentations. The purpose of the presentations will be to explain the
changes to the participants and expose them on the key issues to help
them make informed views or opinions about the proposed Regulations.
Details of Dates and venues for these presentations will be announced
later and posted on the Authority’s website.
When responding, please state whether or not you are responding as an
individual or representing the views of a larger organisation or
association. This will help us to see the effective participation of the
intended stakeholders in the consultation.
All responses should be forwarded to:
The Director General
Tanzania Civil Aviation Authority

Aviation House,
Nyerere/Kitunda Road Junction, Banana Area,
P O Box 2819, Dar es Salaam Tanzania.
Tel: (255 22) 2198100/
Fax: (255 22) 2844300
email: tcaa@tcaa.go.tz and copy to massa.mumburi@tcaa.go.tz
3.8

If you have any queries regarding this consultation document or the
process in general please contact the under-mentioned:
Massa Mumburi
Address, telephone, fax as per 3.6
E-mail: massa.mumburi@tcaa.go.tz
3.9
Responses or a summary thereof where appropriate will be published
on TCAA website after the consultation deadline.
3.10 Unless the consultee requests anonymity, his identity may be made
public together with his views. In the case the consultee requests
confidentiality it will be treated as required by section 45 of the TCAA
Act, 2003.
ANNEX A: LIST OF CONSULTEES
(Air Operators, Aerodromes Operators, Air Navigation Service Providers, Ministries
and Relevant Institutions)
ANNEX B: DRAFT REGULATIONS
Posted on the Website
(Consultees may use a separate sheet of paper for response)

ANNEX C: RESPONSE FORM
(Consultees may use a separate sheet of paper for response)
Consultee Details
Name:
Organisation:
Address:
Telephones:
Fax:
E-mail:
Do you require anonymity or do you require confidentiality of your response? (Tick the
appropriate box)
YES
NO

Comments on/observations from the draft regulations

•

(If responding on behalf of an organisation or group of people, please identify them)

•

(Please submit comments for each set of Regulations on different forms)

PROGRAM TIME-TABLE
CONSULTATION MEETING ON THE AMENDED AND NEW CIVIL AVIATION
REGULATIONS TO BE HELD ON 19 -21 SEPTEMBER 2022
Day One – 19 SEPTEMBER 2022
SN.

TIME

ACTIVITY

RESPONSIBLE
PERSON

1.

8:30 am – 9:00 am

Arrival and Registration

All

2.

9:00 am – 9:20 am

DG

3.

9:20 am – 9:30 am

Introduction and Opening
Remarks
Overview of Civil Aviation
Regulations

4.

9:30 am – 10:30 am

DLS

1. Presentation of Flight Safety DSR Chiefs
Standards Regulations The
Civil Aviation (Personnel
Licensing) Regulations, 2017
2. The Civil Aviation (Approved
Training
Organization)
Regulations, 2017
3. The Civil Aviation (Aircraft
Registration
Marking)
Regulations, 2017
4. The Civil Aviation (Approved
Maintenance Organization)
Regulations, 2017 The Civil
Aviation (Instrument and
Equipment)
Regulations,
2017

5. The
Civil
Aviation
(Airworthiness) Regulations,
2017
Health Break
All

5.

10:30 am – 11:00 am

6.

11:00 am – 12:00 noon Presentation of Flight Safety
DSR Chiefs
Standards Regulations
6. The Civil Aviation (Air
Operator Certification and
Administration) Regulations,
2017
7. The Civil Aviation (Fatigue
Risk Management System)
Regulations, 2022;
8. The Civil Aviation (Dangerous
Goods) Regulations, 2022;
9. The
Civil
Aviation
(Commercial Air Transport
Operation)
Regulations,
2022;
10.
The
Civil
Aviation
(Helicopter
Operation)
Regulations, 2022;
11.
The
Civil
Aviation
(General
Aviation)
Regulations, 2022.

7.

12:00 pm – 1:00 pm

Discussion

All

8.

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm

End of the Program
Lunch Break

All

Day Two - 20 September 2022
SN.

TIME

ACTIVITY

RESPONSIBLE
PERSON

1.

8:30 am – 9:00 am

Arrival and Registration

All

2.

9:00 am – 9:20 am

Introduction Welcome Note and
Recap from Day One

DLS

3.

9:20 am – 10:20 am

Presentation of AGA and
SECURITY Regulations

DSR Chiefs

4. The Civil Aviation (Heliports)
Regulations, 2022;
5. The
Civil
Aviation
(Aerodromes Design and

Operations)
Regulations,
2022; and
6. The
Civil
Aviation
(Aerodrome
Certification
Licensing and Registration)
Regulations, 2022.
Health Break
All

4.

10:20 am – 11:00 am

5.

11:00 am – 12:00 noon Presentation of AGA and
DSR Chiefs
SECURITY Regulations
3.
The
Civil
Aviation
(Security)
Regulations,2018;
and
4.
The
Civil
Aviation
(Remotely Piloted Aircrafts
Systems,) Regulations,2018

6.

12:00 pm – 1:00 pm

Discussion

All

7.

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm

End of the Program
Lunch Break

All

Day Three – 21 September 2022
SN.

TIME

ACTIVITY

RESPONSIBLE
PERSON

1.

8:30 am – 9:00 am

Arrival and Registration

All

2.

9:00 am – 9:20 am

Introduction Welcome Note and
Recap From day 2

DLS

3.

9:20 am – 10:20 am

Presentation of Air Navigation DSR Chiefs
Regulations
14. The Civil Aviation (Air
Traffic Services,) Regulations,
2017;
15. The Civil Aviation (Rules
of the Air) Regulations, 2017;
16. The
Civil
Aviation
(Construction of Visual and
instrument Flight Procedures)
Regulations, 2017;
17. The
Civil
Aviation
(Metrological Services for
International Air Navigation)
Regulations, 2017;
18. The
Civil
Aviation
(Communication
System)
Regulations, 2017;

19. The
Civil
Aviation
(Surveillance and Collision
Avoidance
System)
Regulations, 2017;
20. The
Civil
Aviation
(Aeronautical Radio Frequency
Spectrum
Utilization),
Regulations, 2017;
4.

10:20 am – 11:00 am

Health Break

5.

11:00 am – 12:00 noon

6.

12:00 pm – 1:00 pm

21. The
Civil
Aviation DSR Chiefs
(Communication Procedures)
Regulations, 2017;
22. The Civil Aviation (Radio
Navigation Aids) Regulations,
2017;
23. The
Civil
Aviation
(Aeronautical
Charts)
Regulations, 2017;
24. The
Civil
Aviation
(Aircraft
Registration
and
Marking) Regulations, 2017;
25. The
Civil
Aviation
(Approved
Training
Organization)
Regulations,
2017;
26. The
Civil
Aviation
(Aeronautical
Information
Services) Regulations, 2017 ;
Discussion
All

7.

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm

End of the Program
Lunch Break

All

All

LEGAL NOTICE .. ………………….

THE CIVIL AVIATION ACT

REGULATIONS

THE MODEL EAC CIVIL AVIATION (APPROVED TRAINING ORGANIZATION)
REGULATIONS, 2022
ARRANGEMENT OF REGULATIONS
Regulation
PART I
PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS
1. Citation.
2. Interpretation.
3. Application

PART II
CERTIFICATION OF TRAINING ORGANISATION AND CONTINUED VALIDITY
OF CERTIFICATE
4. Requirements for an ATO certificate.
5. Evaluation and checking.
6. Application for issuance of an ATO certificate and training specifications.
7. Application for amendment of an ATO certificate and training specifications
8. Validity of the certificate.
9. Inspection
10. Renewal of the ATO certificate.
11. Suspension or revocation
12. Certificate holder responsibilities
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13. Quality system for ATO
14. Location of principal business office
15. Satellite ATOs
16. Changes requiring notice to the Authority.
17. Training manual and procedures manual.
18. Safety management program.

PART III
TRAINING FOR FLIGHT CREW LICENCES AND RATINGS
19. Flight crew training courses.
20. Key management personnel required for ATO
21. Training programme and approval
22. Aircraft for training purposes
23. Synthetic flight trainers
24. Aerodrome and sites
25. Training facilities
PART IV
TRAINING FOR LICENCES AND RATINGS FOR AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
ENGINEERS, AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS AND FLIGHT OPERATIONS
OFFICERS
26. Training courses for licenses and ratings for aircraft maintenance engineers, air
traffic controllers and flight operations officers.
27. Key management personnel required for ATO
28. Training Programme and approval
29. Training facilities, equipment and material for aircraft maintenance engineer
courses
30. Training facilities, equipment and material for air traffic controllers or flight
radiotelephony operator
31. Training facilities, equipment and material for flight operations officers or cabin
crew members
32. Advertising limitations
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PART V
EXEMPTION
33. Application and evaluation
34. Exemption

PART VI
GENERAL PROVISIONS
35. Possession of the licence, certificate, approval or authorization.
36. Drug and alcohol testing and reporting.
37. Inspection of licences, certificates, approvals and authorizations
38. Change of name.
39. Change of Address.
40. Replacement of licences, certificates, approval or authorization documents.
41. Suspension, variation or Revocation of a licence, certificate, approval or
authorization.
42. Use and retention of licences, certificates, approvals, authorizations and records.
43. Record keeping
44. Reports of violation
45. Enforcement of directives
46. Aeronautical user fees.
47. Application of Regulations to Government and visiting forces
48. Extra-territorial application of Regulations.
PART VII
OFFENCES AND PENALTIES
49. Contravention of Regulations.
50. Offences and penalties.
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SCHEDULES
FIRST SCHEDULE
Quality system.
SECOND SCHEDULE
ATO training manual and procedures manual contents.
THIRD SCHEDULE
ATO key personnel responsibilities and qualifications.
FOURTH SCHEDULE.
Offenses and Penalties.
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THE CIVIL AVIATION (APPROVED TRAINING ORGANIZATION)
REGULATIONS, ……………….

PART I
PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS
Citation.

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Civil Aviation (Approved Training
Organizations) Regulations, 2022

Interpretation

2. In these Regulations, unless the contest otherwise requires:
“Accountable manager” means the manager who has corporate authority for
ensuring that all training commitments can be financed and carried out
to the standard required by the Authority and any additional
requirements defined by the approved training organization;
“Aeroplane” means a power-driven heavier-than-air aircraft, deriving its lift
in flight chiefly from aerodynamic reactions on surfaces which remain
fixed under given conditions of flight;
“Aircraft avionics” means any electronic device including its electrical part
for use in an aircraft, including radio, automatic flight control and
instrument systems;
“Aircraft” means any machine that can derive support in the atmosphere
from the reactions of the air, other than the reactions of the air against
the earth’s surface;
“Approved training” means training conducted under special curricula and
supervision approved by the Authority;
“Approved training organization” means an organization approved by the
Authority to perform approved training as specified in these
Regulations and operating under the supervision of the Authority;
“ATO” means an approved training organization;
“ATS surveillance service” means a service provided directly by means of
an ATS surveillance system;
“Authority” means the Tanzania Civil Aviation Authority;
“Certify as airworthy” means to certify that an aircraft or parts thereof
comply with current airworthiness requirements after maintenance has
been performed on the aircraft or parts thereof;
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“Error” means an action or inaction by an operational person that leads to
deviations from organizational or the operational person’s intentions
or expectations;
“Procedures manual” means a manual containing procedures, instructions
and guidance for use by personnel of the approved training
organization in the execution of their duties in meeting the
requirements of the certificate;
“Quality manager” means the manager, acceptable to the Authority,
responsible for the management of the quality system, monitoring
function and requesting corrective actions;
“Quality System” means the documented organizational procedures and
policies, the internal audit of those policies, procedures, management
review and recommendation for quality improvement;
“Safety management system” means a systematic approach to managing
safety, including the necessary organizational structures,
accountabilities, policies and procedures;
“State safety programme or SSP” means an integrated set of regulations and
activities aimed at improving safety;
“Satellite ATO” means an ATO at a location other than primary location of
the ATO;
“Synthetic flight trainer” means any one of the following 3 types of
apparatus in which flight conditions are simulated on the ground:
(i)
a flight simulator, which provides an accurate representation of
the cockpit of a particular aircraft type to the extent that the
mechanical, electrical, electronic, aircraft systems control
functions, the normal environment of flight crew members, the
performance and flight characteristics of that type of aircraft
are realistically simulated;
(ii)
a flight procedures trainer, which provides a realistic cockpit
environment, and simulates instrument responses, simple
control functions of mechanical, electrical, electronic, aircraft
systems, and the performance and flight characteristics of
aircraft of a particular class; or
(iii)
a basic instrument flight trainer, which is equipped with
appropriate instruments, and simulates the cockpit
environment of an aircraft in flight in instrument flight
conditions.
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“Threat” means events or errors that occur beyond the influence of an
operational person, increase operational complexity and must be managed to
maintain the margin of safety;
“Training manual” means a manual containing the training goals, objective,
standards syllabi, and curriculum for each phase of the approved
training course; and
“Training specifications” means a document issued to an approved training
organization certificate holder by the Authority that specifies training
program requirements and authorizes the conduct of training,
checking, and testing with any of the attendant limitations.
Application

3. These Regulations shall apply to all persons operating or maintaining
approved training organisations registered in the United Republic of
Tanzania.
PART II

CERTIFICATION OF TRAINING ORGANISATION AND CONTINUED VALIDITY
OF CERTIFICATE

Requirements
for ATO
certification

4. (1) A person, other than:
(a) an air operator certificate or approved maintenance organisation
certificate holder conducting training of its own personnel under
the applicable Civil Aviation (air operator certification and
administration) Regulations, and the Civil Aviation (approved
maintenance organisation) Regulations, respectively; and
(b) an operator with an approved training programme in its operations
manual under the applicable Civil Aviation (operation of aircraft)
Regulations,
shall not hold or operate an approved training organization without, or in
violation of, an approved Training Organization certificate and training
specifications issued under these Regulations.
(2) The Authority shall only approve those ATOs that provide the following:
(a) any training activity that leads towards the issue of a licence, rating,
authorization or approval
(b)Provision of training services necessary for an Operator to meet the
requirements of the Civil Aviation (Air operator certification and
administration) Regulations; and the Civil Aviation (approved
maintenance organization) Regulations
(c) special curricula training designated to meet;
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(i) Qualifications-based training requirements, including those deemed
acceptable through the approval of an alternative compliance mechanism;
or
(ii) Competency based training and assessment requirements; and
(iii) Those training requirements deemed acceptable through approval of
an alternative compliance mechanism.
(3) The approval of a training organization by the Authority shall be
dependent upon the applicant demonstrating compliance with the
requirements of these regulations and relevant provisions in the Civil
Aviation (Safety Management) Regulations as applicable.
(4) A training organization that is exposed to safety risks related to aircraft
operations during the provision of its services shall establish a Safety
management system.
(5) A person shall not conduct training, testing or checking in synthetic flight
trainers without, or in violation of, an ATO certificate and training
specifications required under these Regulations.
(6) The Authority shall issue to a training organization that meets the
requirements of these Regulations an ATO certificate and training
specifications for providing courses for flight crew licences and ratings and for
courses for personnel other than flight crew members, as approved by the
Authority.
(7) A holder of an ATO certificate shall, at all times, display that certificate
in a place with in the training organisation that is normally accessible to the
public and that is not obscured.
Evaluation and 5. Where the Authority has authorized an ATO certificate holder to conduct
checking
the testing required for the issue of a licence or rating, the testing shall be
conducted by personnel authorized by the Authority or designated by the
training organization in accordance with criteria approved by the
Authority.
Application for 6. (1) An applicant for issuance, of an ATO certificate and training
issuance of an
specifications, shall apply to the Authority at least 90 days before the
ATO
beginning of any proposed training
certificate
and training
(2) An applicant for issuance an ATO certificate shall submit an
specifications
application on a form and manner prescribed by the Authority.
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(3) (1) The application shall contain the following information:
(a) a statement showing that the minimum qualification requirements
for each management position are met in accordance with the
provisions of the Third Schedule to these Regulations;
(b) a description of the minimum qualifications and ratings for each
instructor;
(c) a statement acknowledging that the applicant shall notify the
authority within 10 working days of any change made in the
assignment of persons in the required management or instructor’s
positions;
(d) the proposed training specifications requested by the applicant;
(e) a description of the training equipment that the applicant proposes
to use, such as the aircraft, the synthetic flight trainers including
any special equipment used for each phase of training;
(f) a listing of the aerodromes or sites at which training flights
originate, where applicable, and a description of the applicant’s
training facilities, equipment and qualifications of personnel to be
used;
(g) a training program, including manuals, curricula, course outlines,
courseware, procedures and documentation to support the items
required in these Regulations
(h) a description of a recordkeeping system that will identify and
document the details of training, qualification, and licencing of
students, instructors, and evaluators;
(i) a description of quality control measures proposed;
(j) a method of demonstrating the applicant's qualification and ability
to provide training for a licence or rating in fewer than the
minimum hours prescribed in the applicable Civil Aviation
(Personnel Licencing) Regulations where the applicant proposes
to do so; and
(k) a statement of compliance showing how the applicant has met all
applicable requirements in these Regulations and other Civil
Aviation Regulations.
(4) An ATO shall submit a procedures manual for approval by the
Authority to ensure compliance with all relevant requirements of these
regulations and the procedures shall include a quality system which meets the
requirements specified in these Regulations
(5) An applicant for an ATO certificate shall ensure that the facilities and
equipment described in the application are:
(a) available for inspection and evaluation prior to approval; and
(b) operational at the location of the training organization prior to the
issue of a certificate under these Regulations.
(6) The Authority shall after inspection, issue to an applicant who meets the
requirements of these Regulations:
(a) an ATO certificate containing:
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(i) the name and location of the ATO;
(ii) the date of issue and period of validity of the certificate;
(iii)the authorized locations of operations; and
(iv)training courses for the categories, as applicable:

(b) training specifications containing:
(i) the type of training authorized;
(ii) the rating, category, class and type of aircraft, or parts of the
aircraft, that shall be used for training, testing and checking;
(iii)
for each synthetic flight trainer that may be used for
training, testing and checking, the make, model and series of
aircraft being simulated, its qualification level and the
identification number assigned by the Authority;
(iv)
any aircraft, or part of the aircraft, approved for
training, as appropriate; and
(v) any other items the Authority may require or allow.
Application for 7. (1) An applicant for amendment of an ATO certificate and training
amendment of
specifications, shall apply to the Authority at least 45 days before the
an ATO
beginning of any proposed training which was not approved before.
certificate and
training
(2) The Authority may amend an ATO certificate or the training
specifications
specifications:
(a) on the Authority’s own initiative, under the applicable legislation;
or;
(b) upon application by the certificate holder.
(3) An application for amendment of ATO certificate and training
specifications shall contain the following information:
(a) statement showing that in accordance with the provisions of the
Third Schedule to these Regulations:
(i) each approved management position meets the minimum
qualification requirements in relation to the amendment
being sought; or
(ii) the ATO has proposed action to ensure that the minimum
qualification requirements are met
(b) a description of the minimum qualifications and ratings for each
instructor;
(c) the proposed amendments to the training specifications requested
by the applicant;
(d) a description of the training equipment and where applicable
facilities appropriate for the delivery of training for the new
courses including a listing of the aerodromes or sites at which
training flights originate;
(e) qualifications of personnel to be used under the proposed
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amendment;
(f) revised ATO documents including training program, manuals,
curricula, course outlines, courseware and procedures to support
the items required in these Regulations
(g) where applicable a description of any additional quality control
measures proposed;
(h) where applicable a method of demonstration of the applicant's
qualification and ability to provide training for a licence or rating
in fewer than the minimum hours prescribed in the applicable
Civil Aviation (Personnel Licencing) Regulations where the
applicant proposes to do so; and
An updated statement of compliance showing how the
applicant has met all applicable requirements in these
Regulations and other Civil Aviation Regulations in relation to
the amendment
Validity of the
certificate.

8. An ATO certificate shall be valid for 12 months from the date of issue or
renewal, unless:
(a) a shorter period is specified by the Authority: or
(b)the Authority amends, suspends, revokes or otherwise terminates
the certificate; or
(c) the ATO surrenders it to the Authority.

Inspection.

9. (1) The Authority may, at any time, inspect an ATO certificate holder’s or
applicant’s facilities, records, personnel and equipment to determine the
ATO’s ongoing compliance with these Regulations.
(2) The Authority shall conduct inspections at least once annually.
(3) After the inspection specified in sub-regulation (1) and (2), an ATO
certificate holder shall be notified, in writing, of any deficiencies found
during the inspection.
(4) An inspection shall also be conducted on the training organization of the
applicant for, or on the holder of an ATO certificate based outside the
United Republic of Tanzania
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(5) An inspection carried out pursuant to this Regulation shall focus on:
(a) adequacy of, and qualifications of staff;
(b) validity of instructors’ licences, ratings and logbooks;
(c) training aircraft, associated documents and maintenance records;
(d) synthetic flight trainer’s qualification and approval;
(e) facilities- library, class rooms, training equipment adequacy to the
courses being conducted and the number of students;
(f) documentation: - documents related to the courses
(g) updating system;
(h) training and operations manuals;
(i) training records and assessment forms;
(j) flight instruction including pre-flight briefing, actual flight
debriefing for ATOs for flight crew training;
(k) examination: management and control;
(l) instruction program for personnel other than flight crew; and
(m) quality assurance system.
Renewal of the
ATO
certificate.

10. (1) An ATO certificate holder may apply for renewal of the certificate at
least 30 days before the expiry date in order to ensure continuity of the
training, provided the ATO meets the requirements of these Regulations.
(2) The Authority shall inspect an ATO that applies for renewal to ensure
that the ATO meets the requirements of these Regulations.
(3) Any application for renewal of a certificate made more than 90 days after
the expiry of the certificate shall comply with the procedure as prescribed by
the Authority

Suspension or
revocation

11. The Authority shall suspend or revoke an approved training organization
certificate, when it is established that a certificate holder does not comply
or no longer meets the requirements of these Regulations.

Certificate
12. A holder of an ATO certificate shall:
holder
(a) ensure that the facilities and working environment of the ATO are
responsibilities
appropriate for the tasks to be performed;
(b) ensure that it has the necessary technical data, equipment, training
devices and material to conduct the courses for which it is
approved.
(c) not make a substantial change in facilities, equipment or material
that have been approved for a particular training program, unless
that change is approved by the Authority in advance;
(d) maintain the records required by these Regulations in facilities
adequate for that purpose; and
(e) describe the method used for the completion and retention of the
training records.
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Quality system 13. (1) An applicant for, or holder of ATO shall establish and maintain a
for ATO
quality system approved by the Authority which includes:
(a) an independent audit procedure to monitor training standards;
(b) the integrity of knowledge examinations and practical
assessments; and
(c) compliance with and adequacy of procedures.
(2) The management of the quality system must include feedback of
the independent audit findings to the ATO senior management personnel and
ultimately to the accountable manager to ensure corrective action as
appropriate.
(3) The quality system shall meet the requirements prescribed in the
First Schedule to these Regulations.

Location
14. An applicant for, or holder of an ATO certificate shall establish and
of Principal
maintain a principal business office that is physically located at the address
Business Office
shown on the certificate.
Satellite ATOs. 15. (1)A holder of an ATO certificate may conduct training in accordance with
a training program approved by the Authority at a satellite ATO where:
(a) the facilities, equipment, personnel and course content of the
satellite ATO meet the applicable approval requirements of these
regulations;
(b) the instructors at the satellite ATO are under the direct supervision
of management personnel of the principal ATO; and
(c) the ATO certificate holder’s training specifications reflect the name
and address of the satellite ATO and the approved training courses
offered at the satellite ATO.
(2) A training organisation located outside the United Republic of Tanzania
may apply for ATO certificate, to provide training leading to a license issued
by the Authority provided the requirements of these Regulations are met.
(3) The Authority shall issue training specifications which describe the
operations authorized.
(4) An ATO may sub-contract certain activities to any other organizations
subject to the approval of the Authority.
(5) The ultimate responsibility for the training provided by the satellite ATO
remains with the principal ATO.
(6) The principal ATO and the satellite ATO will execute a written
agreement defining the safety and quality related to the services to be
provided;
(7) The satellite ATO’s safety related activities relevant to the agreement
under sub regulation (5) shall be included in the ATO’s safety and quality
assurance programme.
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Changes
requiring
notice to the
Authority.

16. (1) A holder of an ATO shall notify the Authority within 30 days of any
of the following changes:
(a) the Accountable Manager;
(b) the Quality Manager;
(c) the instructional staff; and
(d) the housing, training facilities and equipment, procedures, training
programs and work scope that could affect the approval.
(2) The Authority may prescribe the conditions under which the ATO
may operate during the period such changes as specified in sub-regulation (1)
occurs unless the Authority determines that the approval be suspended.

Training
manual
and
procedures
manual

17. (1) An applicant or a holder of an ATO certificate shall prepare and
maintain a Training Manual and Procedures Manual and submit to the
Authority for Approval.
(2) The Training Manual and Procedures Manual under sub regulation (1)
shall contain information and instructions to enable staff to perform their
duties and to give guidance to students on how to comply with course
requirements, as listed in the Training Manual and Procedures Manual set out
in the Second Schedule to these Regulations.
(3)
An applicant or holder of ATO certificate may combine the Training
Manual and Procedures Manual in one document
(4)
The holder of an ATO certificate shall ensure that the Training
Manual and Procedures Manual are amended as necessary to keep the
information contained therein up to date.
(5) Copies of all amendments to the Training Manual and Procedures Manual
shall be furnished promptly to all organizations or persons to whom the manual
has been issued after being approved by the Authority.
(6) The training organization shall provide Training Manual and Procedures
Manual for the use and guidance of personnel concerned.

Safety
management
program

18. The approval of a training organization by the Authority shall be
dependent upon the applicant demonstrating compliance with the
requirements contained in the Civil Aviation (Safety Management)
Regulations.
PART III
TRAINING FOR FLIGHT CREW LICENCES AND RATINGS

Flight crew
training
courses.

19. (1) The Authority may approve, as provided in the training specifications,
the following courses of instruction to an applicant for, or a holder of an
ATO certificate, provided the applicant meets the requirements of the Civil
Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations and these Regulations,
including meeting the requirements for:
(a)
private pilot licence course;
(b)
commercial pilot licence course;
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(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)

instrument rating course;
commercial pilot licence course;
instrument rating-multi-crew
airline transport pilot licence course;
multi-crew pilot licence course;
flight engineer licence course;
flight navigator licence course;
flight instructor course;
instructor course for additional type or class ratings;
Ground instructor course;
instructor course for synthetic flight training; and
Remote pilot course

(2) An ATO certificate holder shall not conduct training in aviation
complementary courses for flight crew, including the following without prior
authorization from the Authority.
(a)
Aviation Security Course
(b)
Aircraft ground handling.
(c)
Aircraft Accident Investigation
(d)
Crew resource management
(e)
Safety Management systems
(f)
Dangerous goods
(g)
teaching and instructional techniques course
(h)
Quality management
(I)
Extended diversion time operation (EDTO)
(J)
Engine or crew resource management integrated course;
(k)
refresher courses;
(l)
category II and III Ops;
(o)
loss of control in flight;
(p)
upset prevention and recovery;
(q)
class rating course;
(r)
type rating course; and,
(s)
Any other course as may be acceptable to the Authority
(3) An ATO certificate holder who desires to conduct any aviation
complimentary course shall apply to the Authority in a form and manner
described by the Authority.
(4) an ATO certificate holder applying for authorization to conduct an
aviation complimentary course shall demonstrate to the Authority capability
to conduct the applicable courses in terms of:
(a) detailed and elaborate course curriculum that meets the current
industry requirement.
(b) A training program
(c) Qualified and competent instructors appropriate to the desired course.
(d) Sufficiency of facilities and equipment appropriate to the course
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requirement.

Key
management
personnel
required for
ATO

Training
program and

(5) The Authority may authorise an ATO which meets the requirements in
sub-Regulation (4) to conduct the applicable aviation complimentary courses.
20. (1) An ATO certificate holder or applicant shall demonstrate to the
Authority that an adequate number of qualified, competent staff are
employed as follows:
(a) an accountable manager;
(b) a quality manager;
(c) a head of training;
(d) safety manager;
(e) a chief flight instructor, as applicable;
(f) a chief ground instructor as applicable; and
(g) an adequate number of ground and flight instructors and any other
instructors relevant to the course provided.
(2) An instructor for flight training shall hold an instructor rating or
authorization in accordance with the applicable Civil Aviation (Personnel
Licensing) Regulations.
(3) All instructional personnel shall receive initial and continuous training
appropriate to their assigned tasks and responsibilities.
(4) The training program for instructional personnel established by the ATO
shall include training in knowledge and skills related to human performance.
(5) The responsibilities and qualifications of the management personnel
employed in an ATO shall be as specified in the Third Schedule to these
Regulations.
(6) The Authority may approve positions, other than those listed in subregulation (1), where the ATO demonstrates that it can conduct the training
effectively under the direction of fewer or different categories of key personnel
due to the:
(a) kind of training conducted;
(b) number of students;
(c) locations of training.
(7) An ATO shall describe the duties and qualification of the personnel
referred to in sub regulation (1) designated as responsible for planning,
performing and supervising the training in accordance with the applicable
technical guidance material and the Third Schedule to these Regulations.
(8). The competence of training personnel shall be in accordance with
procedures prescribed and accepted by the Authority.
21. (1) An applicant for, or a holder of an ATO certificate, shall apply to the
Authority for training program approval.
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approval.

(2) An applicant for, or holder of an ATO certificate shall have in
place training program for each type of course offered which shall
include:
(a) a breakdown of flying and theoretical knowledge instruction in
either a week-by-week or phased presentation;
(b) a list of standard exercises and a curriculum summary, in
particular synthetic flight training and theoretical knowledge
instructions, phased in such a manner that students apply to flying
exercises the knowledge gained on the ground;
(c) minimum aircraft and flight training equipment requirements for
each proposed program;
(d) minimum instructor qualifications for each proposed program; and
(e) a program for initial training and recurrent training of each
instructor employed to instruct in a proposed program.
(3) The content and sequence of the training program shall be acceptable to
the Authority.
(4) Approved training shall provide a level of competency at least equal to
that provided by the minimum experience requirements for personnel not
receiving such approved training.
(5) Approved training for flight crew shall be conducted within an approved
training organization facility.

Aircraft for
training
purposes

22. (1) A holder of an approved training organization certificate shall provide
an adequate fleet of training aircraft in accordance with the Authority
approval appropriate to the courses of training for flight crew licences and
ratings.
(2) A training aircraft provided under sub regulation (1) shall be fitted with
dual primary flight controls for use by the instructor and the student, and shall
not have swing-over flight controls.
(3) The fleet provided under sub-regulation (1) shall include:
(a) as appropriate to the courses of training, aeroplanes suitable for
demonstrating stalling and spin avoidance;
(b) as appropriate to the courses of training, a helicopter suitable for
auto-rotation demonstration; and
(c) aircraft suitably equipped to simulate instrument meteorological
conditions and suitably equipped for instrument flight training and
testing.
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Synthetic flight 23. (1) An applicant for, or a holder of an approved training organization
trainers.
certificate providing synthetic flight training shall:
(a) have suitably equipped synthetic flight trainers appropriate to the
number of students and organization of courses; and
(b) ensure that each synthetic flight trainer used for training, testing
and checking is specifically qualified and approved by the
Authority for:
(i)
each manoeuvre and procedure for the make, model and
series of aircraft, set of aircraft, or aircraft type simulated,
as applicable; and
(ii)
each training program or training course for which the
synthetic flight trainer is used, meets the requirements of
these Regulations.
(2) Synthetic training devices shall be assessed and approved by the
Authority to ensure that they are appropriate to the task.
Aerodrome
and sites.

24. (1) An applicant for, or a holder of, an ATO certificate for flight training
shall demonstrate continuous use of each airport and sites for helicopter,
whichever is applicable, training at which training flights originate and
that the airport has an adequate runway and other necessary equipment.
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(2) A base aerodrome and any alternative base aerodrome at which flying
training is to be conducted shall have at least the following facilities:
(a) at least 1 runway or take-off area that allows training aircraft to
make a normal take-off or landing at the maximum take-off or
maximum landing mass authorized, and touch down autorotation
as appropriate:
(i)
under calm wind of not more than 5 knots conditions and
temperatures equal to the mean high temperature for the
hottest month of the year in the operating area;
(ii)
clearing all obstacles in the take-off flight path by at least
50 feet;
(iii)
with the powerplant operation and the landing gear, where
applicable recommended by the manufacturer; and
(iv)
with a smooth transition from lift-off to the best rate of
climb speed without exceptional piloting skills or
techniques.
(b) wind direction indicator that is visible at ground level from the
ends of each runway;
(c) have adequate runway electrical lighting if used for night training;
(d) have a traffic direction indicator when:
(i)
the airport does not have an operating control tower; and
(ii)
traffic and wind advisories are not available;
(e) sites shall be available for:
(i)
confined area operation training;
(ii)
simulated engine off autorotation; and
(iii)
sloping ground operation.
Training
facilities

25. (1) An applicant for, or a holder of an ATO certificate shall, have
facilities appropriate for the maximum number of students expected to be
trained at any time.
(2) The minimum facilities shall be:
(a) for flight operations:
(i)
an operation room;
(ii)
a flight planning room;
(iii)
adequate briefing rooms;
(iv)
an office for the instructors;
(b) for knowledge instructions:
(i)
classroom accommodation;
(ii)
suitable demonstration equipment;
(iii)
a radio telephony training and testing facility;
(iv)
a library; and
(v)
an office for instructors.
(3) A holder of an ATO certificate shall not make a substantial change in
facilities, equipment or material that have been approved for a particular
training program unless that change is approved by the Authority in advance.
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(4) The ATO’s principal place of business shall:
(a) not be shared with or used by another ATO; and
(b) be adequate to maintain the files and records required to
operate business of the ATO.
PART IV
TRAINING FOR LICENCES AND RATINGS FOR AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
ENGINEERS, AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS, FLIGHT OPERATION
OFFICERS AND CABIN CREW MEMBERS
Training
26. The Authority shall approve the following courses of instruction to an
courses for
applicant for, or holder of an ATO certificate, provided the applicant meets
licenses and
the requirements of these Regulations and the Civil Aviation (Personnel
ratings for
Licensing) Regulations:
aircraft
(a) aircraft maintenance engineers’ basic course;
maintenance
(b) airframe rating, powerplant rating, avionics rating course;
engineers, air
(c) air traffic controller licence course;
traffic
(d) training for ratings for air traffic controller licences;
controllers and
(e) flight operation officer/dispatcher course;
flight operation
(f) flight radiotelephony operator course; and
officers.
(g) cabin crewmember course.
(2) An ATO certificate holder shall not conduct training in aviation
complementary courses for non-flight crew, including the following without
prior authorization from the Authority.
(a)
Aviation Security Course
(b)
Aircraft ground handling.
(c)
Aircraft Accident Investigation
(d)
Crew resource management
(e)
Safety Management systems
(f)
Dangerous goods
(g)
teaching and instructional techniques course
(h)
Quality management
(I)
Extended diversion time operation (EDTO)
(J)
Engine or crew resource management integrated course;
(k)
refresher courses;
(l)
category II and III Ops;
(n)
class rating course;
(o)
type rating course; and,
(p)
Any other course as may be acceptable to the Authority
(3) An ATO certificate holder who desires to conduct any aviation
complimentary course shall apply to the Authority in a form and manner
prescribed by the Authority
(4) an ATO certificate holder applying for authorization to conduct an
aviation complimentary course shall demonstrate to the Authority capability
to conduct the applicable courses in terms of:
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(a) detailed and elaborate course curriculum that meets the current
industry requirement.
(b) A training programs.
(c) Qualified and competent instructors appropriate to the desired
course.
(d) Sufficiency of facilities and equipment appropriate to the
course requirement.
(5) The Authority may authorise an ATO which meets the requirements in
sub-Regulation (4) to conduct the applicable aviation complimentary courses.
Key
Management
Personnel
required for
ATO.

27. (1) An ATO shall demonstrate the Authority that an adequate number of
qualified, competent staff are employed as follows:
(a) an accountable manager;
(b) a quality control manager;
(c) a head of training;
(d) a safety manager as applicable;
(e) a chief instructor; and
(f) an adequate number of instructors relevant to the courses provided,
qualified in accordance with the requirements of the Civil Aviation
(Personnel Licensing) Regulations.
(2) The ATO shall ensure that all instructional personnel receive initial and
continuous training appropriate to their assigned tasks and responsibilities of
the training program established by the training organization and shall include
training in knowledge and skills related to human performance.
(3) The ATO shall provide a description of key personnel indicating how the
ATO ensures that they have good interpersonal and communication skills,
integrity, impartiality in carrying out tasks, tactful, good understanding of
human nature and possess the ability to get along with other people
(4) The personnel specified in this regulation shall submit their credentials to
the Authority and shall show that they have relevant qualifications and
satisfactory experience related to approved training as appropriate in
accordance with the Third Schedule to these Regulations.
(5) The Authority may approve positions, other than those listed in subregulation (1), if where the ATO demonstrates is able to show that it can
conduct the training effectively with the high training standard under the
direction of fewer or different categories of management key personnel due to
the:
(a) kind of training conducted;
(b) number of students; and
(c) locations of training.
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Training
Program and
approval.

28. (1) An applicant for, or a holder of an approved training organization
certificate shall(a) apply to the Authority for an approval of a training program;
(b) ensure that each training program submitted to the Authority for
approval meets the applicable requirements;
(c) indicate in the application:
(i) courses which are part of the program; and
(ii) requirements of the Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing)
Regulations which may be satisfied.
(2) Where the Authority finds that the approved training programme does not
meet the applicable requirements, it shall require the holder to make revision in
the training programme.
(3) Approved training for air traffic controllers shall be conducted within an
approved training organization.

Training
29. (1) An applicant for, or a holder of an approved training organization
facilities,
(ATO) certificate that intends to conduct or conducts aircraft maintenance
equipment and
engineer courses shall have suitable facilities, as determined by the
material for
Authority, appropriate for the maximum number of students expected to
aircraft
be taught at any time and the ratings sought, as follows:
maintenance
(a) an enclosed adequately equipped classroom;
engineer
(b) a well-equipped library;
courses.
(c) workshops, equipment, tools, adequate supply of materials, special
tools and similar articles for the rating sought;
(d) adequate office facilities; and
(e) secure storage facilities for examination papers and training
records.
(2) An applicant for, or holder of an ATO certificate with approved licenced
maintenance engineer courses shall have and maintain the adequate
instructional equipment as is appropriate to the rating sought.
(3) A holder of an ATO certificate shall not make any change in facilities,
equipment or material that have been approved for a particular training
program, unless that change is approved by the Authority in advance.
(4) An applicant for, or holder of, an ATO certificate to conduct aircraft
maintenance engineer courses shall ensure that the tools, equipment, materials,
and instructional equipment required by paragraph (1) and (2) be in
satisfactory working condition for instructional and practice purposes.
(5) Competency based approved training for aircraft maintenance engineers’
licence shall be conducted within an Approved Maintenance Organization.
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Training
30. (1) An applicant for, or holder of, an approved training organization
facilities,
(ATO) certificate to train air traffic controllers or flight radiotelephony
equipment and
operators shall have facilities as determined by the Authority, appropriate
material for air
for the maximum number of students expected to be taught at any time and
traffic
the ratings sought, as follows:
controllers or
(a) an enclosed adequately equipped classroom;
flight
(b) well-equipped library;
radiotelephony
(c) well-designed simulators appropriate for the rating sought;
operator.
(d) adequate office accommodation for instructors;
(e) control desk or console where applicable;
(f) syllabus for rating being sought; and
(g) secure storage facilities for examination papers and training
records.
(2) An applicant for, or a holder of, an ATO certificate with air traffic control
or flight radiotelephony operator courses shall maintain instructional
equipment as is appropriate to the rating sought.
(3) A holder of an ATO certificate to train air traffic controllers or flight
radiotelephony operators shall not make any change in facilities, equipment,
simulators or materials that have been approved for a particular training unless
that change is approved by the Authority in advance.
(4) An applicant for, or holder of, an ATO certificate to train air traffic
controllers or flight radiotelephony operators shall ensure that the equipment,
materials, and simulators required by paragraph (1) and (2) be in satisfactory
working condition for instructional and practice purposes.
Training
31. (1) An applicant for, or holder of an approved training organization
facilities,
(ATO) certificate to train flight operations officers or cabin crewmembers
equipment and
shall have facilities, as determined by the Authority, appropriate for the
material for
maximum number of students expected to be taught at any time, as
flight
follows:
operations
(a) adequate enclosed classroom;
officers or
cabin
(b) flight operations facilities, including:
crewmembers
(i)
an operations room;
(ii)
a flight planning room;
(iii)
an office for the instructors;
(c) suitable demonstration equipment and cabin mock ups;
(d) suitable radio telephony training and testing facility for flight
operations officer training only;
(e) a library; and
(f) secure storage facilities for examination papers and training
records.
(2) An applicant for, or a holder of an ATO certificate for flight operations
officers or cabin crew members courses shall have and maintain instructional
equipment appropriate for the training sought.
(3) A holder of an ATO certificate shall not make a substantial change in
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facilities, equipment or material that have been approved for a particular
training program, unless that change is approved by the Authority in advance.
(4) An applicant for, or holder of, an ATO certificate to train flight
operations officers or cabin crewmembers shall ensure that the equipment and
materials, required by paragraph (1) and (2) be in satisfactory working
condition for instructional and practice purposes.
Advertising
limitations.

32. (1) An approved training organization shall not(a) conduct or advertise to conduct any training, testing, or checking
that is not approved by the Authority if that training is designed to
satisfy any requirement of these Regulations;
(b) make any statement relating to its ATO certification and training
specifications that is false or designed to mislead any person
contemplating enrolment in that ATO; or
(c) advertise that the ATO is certified unless it clearly differentiates
between courses that have been approved under these Regulations
and those that have not been approved under these Regulations.
(2) An ATO whose certificate has been surrendered, suspended, revoked, or
terminated shall promptly:
(a) remove all indications, including signs, wherever located, that the
ATO was certified by the Authority; and
(b) notify all advertising agents, and advertising media employed by
the ATO to cease all advertising indicating that the ATO is
certified by the Authority.
PART V
EXEMPTIONS

Application
and evaluation

33. (1) A person may apply to the Authority for exemption from any of the
provisions of these Regulations.
(2)
A request for exemption shall be made in accordance with the
requirements of these Regulations and an application for such exemption
shall be submitted and processed in a manner prescribed by the Authority.
(3) A request for an exemption must contain the applicant’s:
(a) name;
(b) physical address and mailing address;
(c) telephone number;
(d) fax number where available;
(e) email address where available;
(f) description of exemption sought and citation of the specific
requirement; and
(g) Detailed reasons and duration of the exemption sought
(h) Risk assessment associated with the operation of the exemption
requested an
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(4) The application shall be accompanied by a fee prescribed by the
Authority in the applicable aeronautical information circulars for technical
evaluation.
Exemption

34. (1) The Authority may, upon consideration of the circumstances of a
particular ATO, issue an exemption providing relief from specified
provisions of these Regulations, provided that:
(a) the Authority finds that the circumstances presented warrant the
exemption; and
(b) a level of safety shall be maintained equal to that provided by the
Regulations from which the exemption is sought.

(2) The exemption referred to in sub-regulation (1) may be terminated or
amended at any time by the Authority.
(3)
A person or ATO who receives an exemption shall have a means of
notifying their management and appropriate personnel performing functions
subject to the exemption.
PART VI
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Possession of
the licence,
certificate,
approval or
authorization

35. (1) A holder of a licence, certificate, approval or authorisation issued by
the Authority shall have that licence, certificate, approval or authorisation
in his or her possession or at the work site when exercising the privileges
of the licence, certificate, approval or authorisation.
(2) A flight crew of a foreign registered aircraft shall hold a valid licence,
certificate or authorisation and have that licence, certificate, approval or
authorisation in his or her possession or at the work site when exercising the
privileges of the licence, certificate or authorisation.

Drug and
alcohol testing

36. (1) A person who performs any function requiring the Authority’s
approval may be tested for drug or alcohol usage.
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and reporting.

(2) Where the Authority or any person authorised by the Authority wishes to
test a person referred to in sub regulation (1) for the percentage by weight of
alcohol in the blood, or for the presence of narcotic drugs, marijuana, or
depressant or stimulant drugs or substances in the body, and that person:
(i)
refuses to submit to the test; or
(ii)
having submitted to the test, refuses to authorise the release
of the test results, the Authority may suspend or revoke the
certificate of the approved training organization (ATO) that
employs that person.
(3) In determining whether to suspend or revoke the certificate of the ATO,
the Authority shall consider all relevant factors, including:
(a) whether the ATO had knowledge of the drug or alcohol use;
(b) whether the ATO encouraged the person to refuse the drug or
alcohol test;
(c) whether the ATO dismissed the person who failed or refused the
drug tests; or
(d) the position that person held in the ATO.
(4) The Authority shall require the ATO to show cause why that person
should not be dismissed from the employment of the ATO.
(5) A person who is convicted, whether in or outside [State], for any offence
relating to the growing, processing, manufacture, sale, disposition, possession,
transportation, or importation of narcotic drugs, marijuana, or depressant or
stimulant drugs or substances, shall be dismissed from the employment of the
ATO.
(6) The Authority may suspend or revoke the certificate or approval of an
ATO that refuses to dismiss from its employment a person convicted under sub
regulation (4)

Inspection of
37. A person who holds a License, certificate or authorisation required by
Licenses
these Regulations shall present it for inspection upon a request from the
certificates,
Authority or any other person authorised by the Authority.
approvals and
authorisations.
Change of
name

38. (1) A holder of a licence, certificate, approval or authorisation issued
under these Regulations may apply to change the name on the licence,
certificate, approval or authorisation
(2) The holder shall include with any such request:
(a) the current certificate or authorisation; and
(b) a court order, or other legal document verifying the name change.
(3) The Authority may change the certificate or authorisation and issue a
replacement;
(4) The Authority shall return to the holder the original documents specified
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in sub-regulation 2(b) and retain copies thereof and return the replaced licence,
certificate, approval or authorisation with the appropriate endorsement.
Change of
Address.

39. (1) A holder of a licence, certificate, approval or authorisation issued
under these Regulations shall notify the Authority of the change in the
physical and mailing address and shall do so in the case of:
(a) physical address, at least 14 days in advance;
(b) mailing address upon the change.
(2) A person who fails to notify the Authority of the change of physical
address within the time frame specified in sub-regulation (1) shall not
exercise the privileges of the licence, certificate, approval or authorisation.

Replacement of 40. A person may apply to the Authority in the form and manner prescribed by
licences,
the Authority in the applicable technical guidance materials for
certificates,
replacement of documents issued under these Regulations where such
approval or
documents are lost or destroyed.
authorization.
Suspension,
variation or
Revocation of a
licence,
certificate,
approval or
authorization.

41. (1) The Authority may, where it considers it to be in the public interest,
suspend provisionally, pending further investigation, any licence,
certificate, approval, authorisation or such other document issued, granted
or having effect under these Regulations.
(2) The Authority may, upon the completion of an investigation which has
shown sufficient ground to its satisfaction and where it considers it to be in
the public interest, revoke, suspend, or vary any licence, certificate, approval,
exemption or such other document issued or granted under these Regulations.
(3) The Authority may, where it considers it to be in the public interest,
prevent any person or aircraft from flying.
(4) A holder or any person having the possession or custody of any
certificate, approval, authorization or such other documents which has been
revoked, suspended or varied under these Regulations shall surrender it to the
Authority within 14 days from the date of revocation, suspension or variation.
(5) The breach of any condition subject to which any certificate, approval,
authorization or any other document, has been granted or issued under these
Regulations shall render the document invalid during the continuance of the
breach.
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Use and
retention of
licences,
certificates,
approvals,
authorization
and records.

42. (1) A person shall not:
(a) use any licence, certificate, approval, authorization or such other
document issued or required by or under these Regulations which
has been forged, altered, revoked, or suspended, or to which he is
not entitled; or
(b) forge or alter any licence, certificate, approval, authorization or
such other document issued or required by or under these
Regulations; or
(c) lend any certificate, approval, exemption or such other document
issued or required by or under these Regulations to such other
person; or
(d) make any false representation for the purpose of procuring for
himself or any other person the grant issue renewal or variation of
any such licence, certificate, approval, or authorization or such
other document.
(2) During the period for which it is required under these Regulations to be
preserved, a person shall not mutilate, alter, render illegible or destroy any
records, or any entry made therein, required by or under these Regulations to
be maintained, or knowingly make, or procure or assist in the making of, any
false entry in any such record, or wilfully omit to make a material entry in such
record.
(3) All records required to be maintained by or under these Regulations shall
be recorded in a permanent and indelible material.
(4) A person shall not purport to issue any licence, certificate, approval or for
the purpose of these Regulations unless he or she is competent, qualified and
authorised to do so under these Regulations.
(5) A person shall not issue any licence, certificate, approval or authorization
of the kind referred to in sub-regulation (4) unless he or she has satisfied
himself or herself that all statements in the licence, certificate, approval or
authorization are correct, and that the applicant is qualified to hold that licence,
certificate, approval or authorization.

Record
keeping.

43. (1) A holder of an ATO certificate shall have a system to maintain and
retain the following records for a minimum period of 10 years from the
date of completion of training:
(a) details of training given to individual students;
(b) detailed and regular progress reports from instructors including
assessments, regular progress tests and examinations; and
(c) trainee information, including, names, course, certificates held,
expiry dates of medical certificates and where applicable, ratings.
(2) An ATO shall maintain a system for recording the qualifications and
training of instructional and examining staff, where appropriate.
(3) Records of qualifications and training of instructors and examiners shall
be re-trained for a minimum period of 10 years after the instructor or examiner
ceases to perform a function for the training organization.
(4) An ATO shall submit training records and report as required by the
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Authority.
(5) The format of the student training records shall be specified in the
training manual.
Reports of
violation.

44. (1) Any person who knows of a violation of the Civil Aviation Act, or any
amendment under the Act, or any rule, regulation, or order issued there
under, shall report the violation to the Authority.
(2) The Authority will determine the nature and type of any additional
investigation or enforcement action that need be taken.

Enforcement of 45. A person who fails to comply with any provision given to him by the
provisions
Authority or by any authorised person under these Regulations shall be
deemed for the purposes of these Regulations to have contravened that
provision.
Aeronautical
user fees

46. (1) The Authority shall publish in the Aeronautical Information Circular
the fees to be charged in connection with the issue, validation,
renewal, extension or variation of any licence, certificate, approval,
authorization or such other document, including the issue of a copy
thereof, or the undergoing of any examination, test, inspection or
investigation or the grant of any permission required by, or for the purpose
of these Regulations any orders, notices or proclamations made
thereunder..
(2) Upon an application being made in connection with which any fee is
chargeable in accordance with the sub-regulation (1), the applicant shall be
required, before the application is entertained, to pay the fee so chargeable.
(3) where, after payment has been made, the application is withdrawn by the
applicant or otherwise ceases to have effect or is rejected, the Authority shall
not refund the payment made.

Application of
regulations to
Government
and visiting
forces, etc.

47. (1) These Regulations shall apply to aircraft, not being military aircraft,
belonging to or exclusively employed in the service of the Government,
and for the purposes of such application, the department or other authority
for the time being responsible for management of the aircraft shall be
deemed to be the operator of the aircraft, and in the case of an aircraft
belonging to the Government, to be the owner of the interest of the
Government in the aircraft.
(2) Except as otherwise expressly provided, the naval, military and air force
authorities and member of any visiting force and property held or used for the
purpose of such a force shall be exempt from the provision of these regulations
to the same extent as if the visiting force formed part of the military force of
the United Republic of Tanzania.
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Extraterritorial
application of
Regulations.

48. Except where the context otherwise requires, the provisions of these
Regulations:
(a) in so far as they apply, whether by express reference or otherwise,
to aircraft registered in the [State], shall apply to such aircraft
wherever they may be;
(b) in so far as they apply, whether by express reference or otherwise,
to other aircraft, shall apply to such aircraft when they are within
the United Republic of Tanzania;
(c) in so far as they prohibit, require or regulate, whether by express
reference or otherwise, the doing of anything by any person in, or
by any of the crew of, any aircraft registered in the [State], shall
apply to such persons and crew, wherever they may be; and
(d) in so far as they prohibit, require or regulate, whether by express
reference or otherwise, the doing of anything in relation to any
aircraft registered in the United Republic of Tanzania by other
persons shall, where such persons are citizens of the United
Republic of Tanzania, apply to them wherever they may be.
PART VII
OFFENCES AND PENALTIES

Contravention
of Regulations

49. A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations may have
his or her licence, certificate, approval, authorisation, exemption or such
other document revoked or suspended.

Offenses and
Penalties

50. (1) When any provision of these Regulations, orders, notices or
proclamations made there under is contravened in relation to an
aircraft, the operator of that aircraft and the pilot-in-command, where the
operator or, the pilot in command is not the person who contravened that
provision he or she shall, without prejudice to the liability of any other
person under these Regulations for that contravention, be deemed for
the purposes of the following provisions of this Regulation to have
contravened that provision unless he or she proves that the
contravention occurred without his consent or connivance and that he
exercised all due diligence to prevent the contravention.
(2) Where it is proved that an act or omission of any person, which would
otherwise have been a contravention by that person of a provision of these
Regulations, orders, notices or proclamations made there under was due to
any cause not avoidable by the exercise of reasonable care by that person, the
act or omission shall be deemed not to be a contravention by that person of
that provision.
(3) Where a person is charged with contravening a provision of these
Regulations orders, notices or proclamations made there under by reason of
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his having been a member of the flight crew of an aircraft on a flight for the
purpose of commercial air transport operations, the flight shall be treated,
without prejudice to the liability of any other person under these Regulations,
as not having been for that purpose when he or she proves that he or she
neither knew nor had reason to know that the flight was for that purpose.
(4) A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations, orders,
notices or proclamations made thereunder not being a provision referred to in
sub-regulation (9) shall, upon conviction, be liable to a fine, and in the case of
a continuing contravention, each day of the contravention shall constitute a
separate offence.

(5) In case an aircraft is involved in a contravention and the contravention is
by the owner or operator of the aircraft, the aircraft shall be subject to a lien
for the penalty.
(6) Any aircraft subject to alien for the purpose of sub-regulation (5) may be
seized by and placed in the custody of the Authority.
(7) The aircraft shall be released from custody of the Authority upon:
(a) payment of the penalty or the amount agreed upon in compromise;
(b) deposit of a bond in such amount as the Authority may prescribe,
conditioned upon payment of the penalty or the amount agreed upon
in compromise; and
(c) receiving an order of the court to that effect.
(8) The Authority and any person specifically authorized by name by him or
she or any police officer not below the rank of inspector specifically
authorized by name by the Minister, may compound offences under the fourth
schedule to these Regulations by assessing the contravention and requiring
the person reasonably suspected of having committed the offence to pay
to the Authority a sum equivalent in the United Republic of Tanzania
shillings of one hundred United States dollars to in the fourth schedule to
these Regulations.
(9) When any person contravenes any provision specified in the fourth
schedule to these Regulations, upon conviction is liable to a fine not less than
the equivalent in the United Republic of Tanzania Shillings of one thousand
United States Dollars or to imprisonment for a term of 12 months or to both.
(10) Where any person is aggrieved by any order made under sub- regulation
(8), he may, within 21 days of such order being made, appeal against the
order to a higher court and the relevant provisions of the Criminal Procedure
Act, shall apply mutatis mutandis, to every such appeal as if it were an appeal
against a sentence passed by a district court in the exercise of its original
jurisdiction
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FIRST SCHEDULE
QUALITY SYSTEM
(Regulation 13)
Approved Training Organisation: Quality System
1. Interpretation
In this Schedule:
“quality” means the totality of features and characteristics of a product or service
that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs.
“quality assurance’’ means all those planned and systematic actions necessary to
provide adequate confidence that all training activities satisfy given requirements,
including the ones specified by the ATO in relevant manuals.
“quality manual” means the document containing the relevant information
pertaining to the ATO’s quality system and quality assurance programme.
“quality audit” means a systematic and independent examination to determine
whether quality activities and related results comply with planned arrangements
and whether these arrangements are implemented effectively and are suitable to
achieve objectives;
“small ATO” means an ATO with capacity to train a maximum of 50 students.
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2.

The quality system of an ATO for training for licences and ratings shall address
the following elements(a) determination of the organization’s training policy and training and flight
safety standards;
(b) determination and establishment of assignment of responsibility, resources,
organization and operational processes, which will make allowance for
policy and training and flight safety standards;
(c) follow up system to ensure that policy, training and flight safety standards
are complied with;
(d) registration and documentation of deviations from policy, training and flight
safety standards together with necessary analysis, evaluations and correction
of such deviations;
(e) evaluation of experiences and trends concerning policy, training and flight
safety standards;
(f) a strategic review of policies and procedures which measures the ATO’s
current assumptions, objectives and plans by applying a relevance test
matched to evolving trends in the industry or changes occurring within the
ATO; and
(g) an employee training plan that instils and promotes best practices in quality
management efforts.

3.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A QUALITY SYSTEM
(1)

(2)

(3)

Purpose of a Quality System
The implementation and employment of a Quality System will enable the
ATO to monitor compliance with the relevant parts of the Procedures
Manual and the Training Manual, and any other standards as established by
the ATO or the Authority, to ensure safe and efficient training.
Quality Policy and Strategy
(a) The ATO shall describe how it formulates, deploys, and reviews its
policies and strategies and turns them into plans and actions. A formal
written Quality Policy Statement shall be established as a commitment
by the Accountable Manager as to what the Quality System is intended
to achieve. The Quality Policy shall reflect the achievement and
continued compliance with relevant parts of the Procedures Manual
and the Training Manual together with any additional standards
specified by the ATO or the Authority.
(b) The Accountable Manager will have overall responsibility for the
Quality System including the frequency, format and structure of the
internal management evaluation activities.
Quality System
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(a)

(4)

The Quality System of the ATO shall ensure compliance with and the
adequacy of training activities conducted.
(b) The ATO will specify the basic structure of the Quality System
applicable to all training activities conducted.
(c) The Quality System will be structured according to the size of the
ATO and the complexity of the training to be monitored.
Scope
A quality System will address the following:
(a) Leadership
(b) Policy and Strategy
(c) Processes
(d) The relevant provisions of Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing)
Regulations and these Regulations.
(e) Additional standards and training procedures as stated by the ATO
(f) The organizational structure of the ATO
(g) Responsibility for the development, establishment and management of
the Quality System
(h) Documentation, including manuals, reports and records
(i) Quality Assurance Programme
(j) The required financial, material and human resources
(k) Training requirements
(l) Customer satisfaction

(5)

Feedback System
The quality system will include a feedback system to ensure that corrective
actions are both identified and promptly addressed. The feedback system
also specifies who is required to rectify discrepancies and non-compliance
in each particular case, and the procedure to be followed if corrective action
is not completed within an appropriate timescale.

(6)

Documentation
(a) Relevant documentation includes the relevant part(s) of the Training
and Procedures Manual, which may be included in a separate Quality
Manual.
(b) In addition, the relevant document also includes the following:
i.
description of the ATO;
ii.
quality policy and strategy;
iii.
glossary;
iv.
organizational risk profile;
v.
risk management plan;
vi.
coherence matrix;
vii.
procedures and reporting system for corrective and preventive
actions;
viii.
specified training standards;
ix.
assignment of duties and responsibilities in relation to the QA or
QS; and
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x.

training procedures related to the QS to ensure regulatory
compliance.

(7)

Quality Assurance Programme
(a) The Quality Assurance Programme includes all planned and
systematic actions necessary to provide confidence that all training are
conducted in accordance with all applicable requirements, standards
and procedures.
(b) The Quality Assurance Programme describes:
(i) Schedule of the monitoring process
(ii) Audit procedures
(iii) Reporting procedures
(iv) Follow-up and corrective action procedures
(v) Recording System
(vi) The training syllabus
(vii) Document control
(c) The Quality Assurance Programme of the ATO shall identify the
persons within the ATO who have the experience, responsibility and
authority to:
(i) Perform quality inspections and audits as part of ongoing Quality
Assurance
(ii) Identify and record any concerns or findings, and the evidence
necessary to substantiate such concerns or findings
(iii) Initiate or recommend solutions to concerns or findings through
designated reporting channels
(iv) Verify the implementation of solutions within specific timescales
(v) Report directly to the Quality Manager.
(8) Quality Inspections:
(a) The primary purpose of a quality inspection is to observe a particular
event, action or document etc., in order to verify whether established
training procedures and requirements are followed during the
accomplishment of that event and whether the required standard is
achieved.
(b) Typical subject areas for quality inspections are:
(i) all training courses covered under these regulations
(ii) Maintenance, if applicable
(iii) Technical Standards
(iv) Training Standards
(9) Audits:
(a) An audit is a systematic, and independent comparison of the way in
which a training is being conducted against the way in which the
published training procedures say it should be conducted.
(b) Audits include at least the following quality procedures and processes:
(i) An explanation of the scope of the audit
(ii) Planning and preparation
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(c)

(iii) Gathering and recording evidence
(iv) Analysis of the evidence
The various techniques that make up an effective audit are:
(i) Interviews or discussions with personnel
(ii) A review of published documents
(iii) The examination of an ade4quate sample of records
(iv) The witnessing of the activities which make up the training
(v) The preservation of documents and the recording
observations

of

(10) Auditors:
(a) The ATO must decide, depending on the complexity of the training,
whether to make use of a dedicated audit team or a single auditor. In
any event, the auditor or audit team shall have relevant training and/or
operational experience.
(b) The responsibilities of the auditors will be clearly defined in the
relevant documentation.
(11) Auditor’s independence:
(a) Auditors shall not have any day-to-day involvement in the area of the
operation or maintenance activity which is to be audited. An ATO
may, in addition to using the services of full-time dedicated personnel
belonging to a separate quality department, undertake the monitoring
of specific areas or activities by the use of part-time auditors.
(b) An ATO whose structure and size does not justify the establishment of
full-time auditors may undertake the audit function by the use of parttime personnel from within its own organization or from an external
source under the terms of an agreement acceptable to the Authority.
(c) In all cases the ATO will develop suitable procedures to ensure that
persons directly responsible for the activities to be audited are not
selected as part of the auditing team. Where external auditors are used,
it is essential that any external specialist is familiar with the type of
training conducted by the ATO.
(12) Audit Scope:
ATOs are required to monitor compliance with the Training and Procedures
Manuals they have designed to ensure safe and efficient training. In doing so
they should as a minimum, and where appropriate, monitor:
(a) Organization
(b) Plans and objectives
(c) Training Procedures
(d) Flight Safety
(e) Manuals, Logs and Records
(f) Flight and Duty Time limitations
(g) Rest requirements and scheduling
(h) Aircraft Maintenance and operations interface
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(i)
(j)

Maintenance programmes and continued airworthiness
Maintenance accomplishment

(13) Audit Scheduling:
(a) A Quality Assurance Programme will include a defined audit schedule
and a periodic review cycle. The schedule may be flexible, and allow
unscheduled audits when negative trends are identified. Follow-up
audits will be scheduled when necessary to verify that corrective
action was carried out and that it was effective.
(b) An ATO will establish a schedule of audits to be completed during a
specific calendar period. All aspects of the training are to be reviewed
within a period of 12 months in accordance with the programme unless
an extension to the audit period is accepted as explained below.
(c) An ATO may increase the frequency of their audits at their discretion
but should not decrease the frequency without the acceptance of the
Authority. It is considered unlikely that a period of greater than 24
months would be acceptable for any audit topic.
(d) When an ATO defines the audit schedule, significant changes to the
management, organization, training, or technologies must be
considered, as well as changes to the regulatory requirements.
(14)

Monitoring and corrective action:
(a) The primary aim of monitoring within the Quality System is to
investigate and judge its effectiveness, thereby ensuring that defined
policies and training standards are complied with continuously.
Monitoring activity is based upon quality inspections, audits,
corrective action and follow-up. The ATO shall establish and publish a
quality procedure to monitor regulatory compliance on a continuing
basis. The objective of this monitoring activity is eliminating the
causes of unsatisfactory performance.
(b) Any non-compliance identified shall be communicated to the manager
responsible for taking corrective action or, if appropriate, the
Accountable Manager. Such non-compliance shall be documented to
support further investigation, to determine the cause, and to enable the
development of recommendations of appropriate corrective actions.
(c) The Quality Assurance Programme shall include procedures to ensure
that corrective and preventive actions are developed in response to
findings. These quality procedures will allow for the monitoring of
corrective actions to verify their effectiveness and that they have been
completed. Organizational responsibility and accountability for the
implementation of corrective action resides with the department
finding was identified. The Accountable Manager will have the
ultimate responsibility for ensuring, through the Quality Manager(s),
that corrective action has re-established compliance with the standard
required by the Authority and any additional requirements established
by the ATO.
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(15)

Corrective action:
(a) Subsequent to the quality inspection or audit, the ATO will determine:
(i) The seriousness of any findings and any need for immediate
corrective action
(ii) The origin of the finding
(iii) What corrective actions are required to ensure that the noncompliance does not recur
(iv) A schedule for corrective action
(v) The identification of individuals or departments responsible for
implementing corrective action
(vi) Allocation of resources by the Accountable Manager, where
appropriate
(b) The Quality Manager will:
(i) Verify that corrective action is taken by the manager responsible
in response to any finding of non-compliance
(ii) Verify that corrective action includes the elements outlined in
paragraph (14) above
(iii) Monitor the implementation and completion of corrective action
(iv) Provide management with an independent assessment of
corrective action, implementation and completion
(v) Evaluate the effectiveness of corrective action through the
follow-up process

(16) Management Evaluation:
(a) A management evaluation is a comprehensive, systematic documented
review by the management of the quality system, training policies, and
procedures.
(b) A management evaluation considers the results of quality inspections,
audits and any other relevant indicators, as well as the overall
effectiveness of the management organization in achieving stated
objectives. A management evaluation also identifies and corrects
trends, and prevents, where possible, future non-conformities.
Conclusions and recommendations made as a result of an evaluation
should be submitted in writing to the responsible manager for action.
(c) The responsible manager is an individual who has the authority to
resolve issues and take action. The Accountable Manager will decide
upon the frequency, format, and structure of internal management
evaluation activities.
(17) Recording:
(a) Accurate, complete and readily accessible records documenting the
result of the Quality Assurance Programme shall be maintained by the
ATO. Records are essential to enabling an ATO to analyze and
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(b)

determine the root causes of non-conformity, so that areas of noncompliance can be identified and subsequently addressed.
The following records shall be retained for a period of 5 years:
(i) Audit schedules
(ii) Quality inspection and audit reports
(iii) Responses to findings
(iv) Corrective action reports
(v) Follow-up and closure reports
(vi) Management evaluation reports

(18) Quality Assurance Responsibility for Satellite ATOs:
The ATO will ensure that the satellite ATO has the necessary authorisations or
approvals, and commands the necessary resources and competence to
undertake the tasks. If the ATO requires the satellite ATO to conduct activity
which exceeds the satellite ATO’s authorisation or approval, the ATO is
responsible for ensuring that the satellite ATO’s quality assurance takes
account of such additional requirements.
(19) Quality System Training:
(a) Correct and thorough training is essential to optimise quality in every
organization. In order to achieve significant outcomes of such training
the ATO will ensure that its staff understands the objectives as laid
down in the Quality Manual.
(b) Those responsible for managing the Quality System are to receive
training covering:
(i) An introduction to the concept of Quality System
(ii) Quality management
(iii) Concept of Quality Assurance
(iv) Quality manuals
(v) Audit techniques
(vi) Reporting and recording
(vii) The way in which the Quality System will function in the ATO
(c) Time must be provided to train every individual involved in quality
management and for briefing the remainder of the employees. The
allocation of time and resources is to be governed by the size and
complexity of the operation concerned.
(d) Sources of Training
Quality management courses are available from the various national or
international institutions, and an ATO may consider whether to rely on
such institutions in training those personnel likely to be involved in the
management of Quality Systems. Organizations with sufficient,
appropriately-qualified staff may consider whether to carry out inhouse training.
(20) Quality Systems for small ATO:
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(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

The requirement to establish and document a Quality System, and to
employ a Quality Manager applies to all ATOs.
Complex quality systems may be inappropriate for small ATOs and
the clerical effort required to draw up manuals and quality procedures
for a complex system may stretch their resources. An ATO will tailor
its quality system to suit the size and complexity of its training and
allocate resources accordingly.
Small ATOs may develop a Quality Assurance Programme that
employs a checklist. The checklist must have a supporting schedule
that requires completion of all checklist items within a specified
timescale, together with a statement acknowledging completion of a
periodic review by top management. An occasional independent
overview of the checklist contents and achievement of the Quality
Assurance should be undertaken.
The small ATO may decide to use internal or external auditors or a
combination of the two. In these circumstances, external specialists
and or qualified organizations may perform the quality audits on
behalf of the Quality Manager.
If the independent quality audit function is conducted by external
auditors, the audit schedule will be described in the relevant
documentation.
Whatever arrangements are made, the main ATO retains the ultimate
responsibility for the quality system and especially the completion and
follow-up of corrective actions.

SECOND SCHEDULE
ATO TRAINING MANUAL AND PROCEDURES MANUAL CONTENTS
(Regulation 17)
1.

General:
The Training Manual for approved training courses shall include the following:
(a) Preamble relating to the use and applicability of the manual
(b) Table of contents.
(c) Amendment, revision and distribution of the manual:
(i) procedures for amendment;
(ii) record of amendments page;
(iii) distribution list; and
(iii) list of effective pages.
(d). Glossary of definitions and significant terms, including a list of acronyms
and/or abbreviations.
(e). Description of the structure and layout of the manual, including:
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a) the various parts and sections, as well as their contents and use; and
b) the numbering system for headings and paragraphs.
(f). Description of the scope of training authorized under the ATO’s terms of
approval.
(g). Description of key personnel indicating how the ATO ensures that they have
good interpersonal and communication skills, integrity, impartiality in carrying
out tasks, tactful, good understanding of human nature and possess the ability to
get along with other people
(h). Organization (chart of the ATO’s management organization
(i). Corporate Commitment statement

2.

Pilot Training:
The Training Manual for use at an ATO conducting approved training courses for pilots
shall include the following:
(a) The Training Plan:
(i)
Aim of the course:
A statement of what the student is expected to do as a result of the training,
the level of performance, and the training constraints to be observed;
(ii)
Pre-entry requirements:
Minimum age, educational requirements including language, and medical
requirements;
(iii)
Credits for previous experience:
To be obtained from the Authority before training begins;
(iv)
Training Curricula:
The single engine flying curriculum, the multi-engine flying curriculum, the
synthetic flight training curriculum and the theoretical knowledge training
curriculum;
(v)
The time scale and scale in weeks:
For each curriculum: arrangements of the course and the integration of
curricula time;
(vi)
Training program:
The general arrangements of daily and weekly programs for flying, ground
and synthetic flight training; bad weather constraints; program constraints in
terms of maximum student training times (flying, theoretical knowledge,
synthetic) e.g. per day or week or month; restrictions in respect of duty
periods for students; duration of dual and solo flights at various stages;
maximum flying hours in any day or night; maximum number of training
flights in any day or night and minimum rest period between duty period for
students;
(vii) Training records:
Rules for security of records and documents; attendance records; the form of
training records to be kept; persons responsible for checking records and
students’ log books; the nature and frequency of records’ checks;
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standardisation of entries in training records and rules concerning log book
entries;
(viii)

Safety training:
Individual responsibilities; essential exercises; frequency of emergency drills;
frequency of dual checks at various stages and requirement before first solo
day or night or navigation;

(ix)

Checks and tests:
aa) Flying: Progress checks and skill tests.
ba) Knowledge: Progress tests and knowledge tests.
ca) Authorization for test.
da) Rules concerning refresher training before retest.
ea) Test reports and records.
fa) Procedures for test paper preparation, type of question and
assessment, standard required for ‘Pass’.
ga) Procedure for question analysis and review and for raising
replacement papers.
ha) Test resit procedures.

(x)

Training effectiveness:
Individual responsibilities; General Assessment; liaison between departments;
Identification of unsatisfactory progress individual students; actions to correct
unsatisfactory progress; procedure for changing instructors; maximum
number of instructor changes per student; internal feedback system for
detecting training deficiencies; procedure for suspending a student from
training; discipline and reporting and documentation;
Standards and level of performance at various stages:
aa)
Individual responsibilities.
ba)
Standardization - Standardization requirements and procedures.
ca)
Application of test criteria.

(xi)

(b)

Briefing and air exercises:
(i)
Air exercise:
A detailed statement of the content specification of all the air exercises to be
taught, arranged in the sequence to be flown with main and sub-titles;
(ii)
Air exercise reference list:
An abbreviated list of the exercises referred to paragraph (i) giving only main
and sub-titles for quick reference, and preferably in flip-card form to facilitate
daily use by instructors;
(iii)
Course structure – Phase of training:
A statement of how the course will be divided into phases, indication of how
the air exercises referred to in paragraph (ii) will be divided between the
phases and how they will be arranged to ensure that they are completed in the
most suitable learning sequence and that essential emergency exercises are
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repeated at the correct frequency. Also, the curriculum hours for each phase
and for groups of exercises within each phase shall be stated and when
progress tests are to be conducted, etc.
(iv)
Course structure integration of curricula:
The manner in which theoretical knowledge, synthetic flight training and
flying training will be integrated so that as the flying training exercises are
carried out students will be able to apply the knowledge gained from the
associated theoretical knowledge instruction and synthetic flight training;
(v)
Student progress:
The requirement for student progress including a brief but specific statement
of what a student is expected to be able to do and the standard of proficiency
the student must achieve before progressing from one phase of air exercise
training to the next. Include minimum experience requirements in terms of
hours, satisfactory exercise completion, as necessary before significant
exercises, such as night flying;
(vi)
Instructional methods:
The requirements, particularly in respect of pre and post-flying briefing,
adherence to curricula and training specifications and authorisation of solo
flights;
(vii) Progress tests:
The instructions given to examining staff in respect of the conduct and
document of all progress tests;
(viii) Glossary of terms:
Definition of significant terms as necessary;
(ix)
Appendices:
Samples of ATO working documents including:
aa) training Progress report forms,
ba) test progress report forms,
ca) skill test report forms,
da) certificates of training
ea) competence, etc. as required, issued by an ATO.
fa) any other templates applicable to the ATO operations

(c)
(d)

3.

Synthetic flight training: Structure generally as in (b).
Knowledge instruction: Structure generally as in (b) with a training specification
and objectives for each subject. Individual lesson plans to include mention of the
specific training aids available for use.

Training Other than Pilot Training:
The Training Manual for use by an ATO conducting approved training courses other than
pilots training shall include the following:
(a)
The Course Plan:
(i)
The objectives and learning outcomes;
(ii) Pre-entry requirements:
aa) Minimum age,
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(iii)
(iv)
(v)
aa)
ba)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(x)

(xi)

(xii)

ba) educational requirements including language, and
ca) medical requirements as applicable for training sought.
A list showing each subject and the topics covered in the subject;
A description of the examination or assessment methods and the examination
or assessment criteria;
A description of:
methods in which training is conducted (for example: lecture,
computer-based training, simulators or practical training); and
available equipment and data necessary for training.
A description of the facilities including classroom, laboratory and workshop
necessary to deliver the training;
A list showing the prerequisites, if any, for each subject;
Credit for previous knowledge, experience or other qualifications, proof of
which should be obtained from the Authority before the training commences;
A statement showing the number of hours of training that are necessary for
each topic and for the whole course.
The minimum and maximum student attendance requirements for each
subject and description of the way in which students’ attendance is checked
and recorded
For each subject, a copy of:
(a) the course notes that are to be given to student; and
(b) any examination paper or examinations question bank that is to be used
A list showing the units of competency that must be completed for each
course

(b)

Training:
(i)
Organisation of courses and course schedules
(ii) Preparation of course material
(iii) Preparation of classroom equipment
(iv) Preparation of workshops, simulation media and equipment
(v) Method of conducting knowledge and practical training
(vi) Retention of Records of Training conducted
(vii) Rules for security of records and documents; attendance records; the form of
training records to be kept; persons responsible for checking records and
students’ log books; the nature and frequency of records’ checks; and
standardisation of entries in training records;
(viii) Use of locations other than location for which the ATO is approved
(ix) Conduct of basic practical training

(c)

Examinations:
(i)
Organisation and conduct of Examinations
(ii) Security of Examination Materials
(iii) Preparation of Examination Rooms
(iv) Marking and record of Examinations
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(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)
(d)

Storage and retention of Examination records
Examination or assessment at satellite locations
Preparation, Control and Issue of training course records
Storage of course material and equipment
Prevention, Investigation and reporting of examination or assessment
misconduct.
Certification
(i)
course transcript;
(ii)
certificates

PROCEDURES MANUAL
The Procedures Manual for approved training courses shall include the following:
1.

General:
(i)
a list and description of all volumes in the procedure manual.
(ii)
a list of effective pages and revision pages
(iii) corporate Commitment statement
(iv)
a list of Management Staff.
(v)
responsibilities and qualifications of Management staff.
(vi)
organisation Chart
(vii) Description of selection procedure for ATO key personnel showing how the ATO that
they have good interpersonal and communication skills, integrity, impartiality in carrying
out tasks, tactful, good understanding of human nature and possess the ability to get along
with other people
(viii)
(ix)
(x)
(xi)
(xii)

description of facilities, equipment and data
type of approved training courses and the capability lists
amendment of Procedures Manual and Training Manual
number of instructors
notification Procedure to Authority

2. Pilot Training:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

a list and description of all volumes in the Procedures Manual;
administration (function and management);
schedules of responsibilities for all management and administrative staff;
student discipline and disciplinary action.
approval/authorization of flights;
preparation of flying programme (restriction of numbers of aircraft in poor
weather);
(vii)
control of training aircraft;
(viii) responsibilities of pilot-in-command;
(ix)
carriage of passengers;
(x)
aircraft documentation;
(xii)
retention of documents;
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(xiii)
(xiv)
(xv)
(xvi)
(xvii)
(xviii)
(xix)
(xx)
(xxi)
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

flight crew qualification records,
renewal of licences and medical certificates;
flying duty period and flight time limitations for flying instructors;
flying duty period and flight time limitations for students;
rest periods for flying instructors;
rest periods for students;
pilots’ log books;
flight planning; and
safety covering general: equipment, radio listening watch, hazards,
accidents and incidents (including reports) and safety pilots.
Technical:
(i)
aircraft descriptive notes;
(ii) aircraft handling, including checklists, limitations, aircraft maintenance and
technical logs, in accordance with relevant requirements, etc.;
(iii) emergency procedures;
(iv) radio and radio navigation aids;
(v) Minimum equipment list or MEL; and
(vi) Configuration deviation list CDL.
Route:
(i)
performance legislation, take-off, route, landing, etc.;
(ii) flight planning (fuel, oil, minimum safe altitude, navigation equipment,
etc.);
(iii) loading (load sheets, mass, balance, limitations);
(iv) weather minima (flying instructors);
(v) weather minima (students: at various stages of training); and
(vi) training routes/areas.
Staff training:
(i)
appointments of persons responsible for standards or competence of flying
staff;
(ii) initial training;
(iii) refresher training;
(iv) standardization training;
(v) proficiency checks;
(vi) upgrading training; and
(vii) Staff standards evaluation.
Quality Management System:
(i)
the procedure for quality control of training;
(ii) the procedures used to audit examination and competency assessment
system;
(iii) the procedures used to analyse the results of any examination or assessment;
(iv) the procedures used to rectify deficiencies identified by analysis in (iii);
(v) the procedure used for conducting periodic reviews including information
on review timetable;
(vi) the procedure for maintenance of instructors’ skills and qualifications;
(vii) the procedure used for recording instructors’ qualification;
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(viii) the procedures to assess compliance and adequacy of the procedures.
3.

Training other than Pilot Training:
(a)

Training and Examination Procedures
(i)
courses organization procedures;
(ii)
the procedures used to develop or acquire documents for Training and
Examinations;
(iii)
the procedures used to prepare and use of equipment for theory and basic
practical training;
(iv)
the procedures for conducting knowledge and practical training;
(v)
training record storage and retention procedures;
(vi)
procedures for conducting examinations and practical skill assessments;
(vii) procedures for marking of examinations and recording the results;
(viii) procedures for storage of examination records;
(ix)
the procedures for storage of course material and equipment used for
instruction;
(x)
procedures to prevent, investigate and report to Authority any examination
or assessment misconduct.

(b)

Quality Management System:
(i)
the procedure for quality control of training;
(ii)
the procedures used to audit examination and competency assessment
system;
(iii) the procedures used to analyse the results of any examination or
assessment;
(iv)
the procedures used to rectify deficiencies identified by analysis in (iii);
(v)
the procedure used for conducting periodic reviews including information
on review timetable;
(vi)
the procedure for maintenance of instructors’ skills and qualifications;
(vii) the procedure used for recording instructors’ qualification;
(viii) the procedures to assess compliance and adequacy of the procedures.

(c)

Appendices:
(i)
samples of documents and forms used;
(ii)
syllabus of each training course;

(d)

Staff training:
i.

ii.

Identification of persons or positions responsible for the maintenance of
the standards and performance criteria of the training, and for ensuring the
competency of personnel;
Details of the procedures to validate the qualifications and determine the
competency of instructional personnel;
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iii.

iv.

Details of the initial and recurrent training programmes for all personnel,
including awareness training with respect to their responsibilities within
the ATO’s system governance processes; and
Procedures for proficiency checks and upgrade training.

THIRD SCHEDULE
ATO KEY PERSONNEL RESPONSIBILITIES AND QUALIFICATIONS
(Regulation 20 and 27)
PART A: GENERAL- FOR ALL APPROVED TRAINING ORGANISATIONS
1. Accountable Manager:
(1)

(2)

The Accountable Manager:
(a) Is the Chief Executive and corporate authority for ensuring that all training
commitments are financed and carried out to the standard required by the Authority
and any additional requirements defined by the aviation training organisation; and
(b) May delegate in writing to another person within the organization, the day-to-day
management but not the overall approval management responsibility.
The Accountable Manager shall possess the following qualifications:
(a) A background in the management of training organizations
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(b)

(c)

Knowledge of the Civil Aviation (Approved Training Organization) Regulations and
the regulations and other materials published by the Authority that are applicable to
the courses taught by the ATO; and
A thorough understanding of the organization and training program of the ATO.

2. Quality Manager:
Responsibilities:
(a) The Quality Manager shall:
(i) have the primary role to verify, by monitoring activities in the field of training, that
the standards required by the Authority, and any additional requirements as
established by the ATO are being carried out properly;
(ii) be responsible for ensuring that the Quality Assurance Programme is properly
implemented, maintained and continuously reviewed and improved;
(iii) have direct access to all parts of the ATO’s organization; and
(iv) in the case of small ATO’s, the posts of the Safety Manager and the Quality manager
may be combined.
(b) in the case that the posts of the Safety Manager and the Quality Manager are combined
the quality audits shall be conducted by independent personnel.
(c) The Quality Manager shall report directly to the Accountable Manager.

Qualifications:
(a) The Quality Manager shall:
(i) be a technically qualified person in at least one field of the training to be conducted;
(ii) have at least 2 years’ experience in the training to be conducted;
(iii) have successfully completed a training in quality management recognized by the
Authority

3. Safety Manager:
Responsibilities:
(a) The scope of the safety manager’s duties shall include safety planning, safety
programme implementation and the operation of the ATO SMS.
(b) The safety manager shall report directly to the Accountable Manager.
Qualifications:
(c) The Safety Manager shall:
(i)
have undergone safety Management system Course or equivalent course
recognised by the Authority;
(ii) hold an aviation licence or have proven knowledge and experience in the
aviation environment; and
(iii) possess sound knowledge of safety management principles and practices;
and

PART B - FLIGHT CREW TRAINING
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1. Head of Training:
Responsibility:
The Head of Training shall have overall responsibility for ensuring satisfactory integration
of flying training, synthetic flight training and theoretical knowledge instruction, and for
supervising the progress of individual students
Qualifications:
The Head of Training shall have:
(a) a current professional pilot licence and ratings related to the flying training courses
conducted by the ATO.
(a) at least 3 years’ experience in training as a flight instructor for professional pilot
licences; and
(b) provide evidence of management training and experience in training supervision.
2. Chief Flight Instructor:
(a) Responsibility:
The Chief Flight Instructor shall be responsible for the supervision of flight and synthetic
flight instructors and for the standardisation of all flight instruction and synthetic flight
instruction;

(b)Qualification:
The Chief Flight Instructor shall:
(a) hold the highest professional pilot licence related to the flying training courses conducted
in the ATO;
(b) hold the rating(s) related to the flying training courses conducted by the ATO;
(c) hold a flight instructor rating for at least one of the types of aircraft used for training by
the ATO;
3. Flight and Synthetic Flight Instructors qualifications
(a) A Flight instructor shall hold:
(i)
a professional pilot licence and ratings related to the flying training courses
conducted by the ATO;
(ii) a flight instructor rating on the types of aircraft used for training by the ATO; and
(iii)
an instrument rating instructor endorsement where he or she is to conduct
instrument rating training.
(b) A Synthetic flight instructor shall:
(i)
hold or have held a professional pilot licence; and
(ii) possess an authorization from the Authority for the synthetic training as provided
in the applicable Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations.
4. Chief Ground Instructor:
(a) Responsibility
The Chief Ground Instructor shall:
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be responsible for the supervision of ground instructors and for the standardisation of all
ground instruction;
(b) Qualification
In addition to fulfilling all the requirements for ground instructor licence as provided in the
Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations, the chief ground instructor shall have the
level of knowledge commensurate with the level of training in the ATO training
specifications.
Commented [P1]: This may be put in the TGM for approval of
management personnel. Its not a responsibility or qualification.

5. Ground instructor’s qualification:
A Ground Instructor shall:
(a) fulfil all the requirements for ground instructor’s licence as provided in Civil the Aviation
(Personnel Licensing) Regulations commensurate with the level of training to be
conducted; or
(b) Be a subject matter expert or hold an academic qualification relevant to the support
subjects of instruction as prescribed in the applicable technical guidance materials; and
(c) subject to paragraph (b):
(i) have received training in teaching and instructional techniques as provided by the
Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations; or
(ii) hold at least a certificate in a teaching discipline.

6. Flight engineer instructor’s qualification:
A Flight Engineer Instructor shall:
(a) hold a flight engineer licence and ratings related to the training courses to be conducted;
(b) hold an instructor’s endorsement in his licence from the Authority on the course to be
conducted; and
(c) hold an authorization in accordance with the Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing)
Regulations if he is to conduct training in synthetic flight trainer.
7. The Chief Remote Pilot Instructor shall:
(a) Responsibility:
The Chief Flight Instructor shall be responsible for the supervision of flight and synthetic
flight instructors and for the standardisation of all flight instruction and synthetic flight
instruction;
(b) Qualification
(i) hold the remote pilot licence related to the flying training courses conducted in the ATO
with at least 3 years’ experience;
(ii) hold the rating(s) related to the flying training courses conducted by the ATO;
(iii)hold a flight instructor rating for at least one of the types of aircraft used for training by
the ATO;
(iv) provide evidence of management training and experience in training supervision;
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(v) received training in teaching and instructional techniques as provided by the Civil
Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations; or
(vi) hold at least a certificate in a teaching discipline;

PART C - AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING TRAINING
1. Head of Training:
(a)
Responsibility
The Head of Training shall have overall responsibility for ensuring satisfactory integration of
engineering training, that includes practical and theoretical knowledge instruction and for
supervising the progress of individual students.
(b) Qualification
The Head of Training shall:
(i) hold or have held an AMEL with at least 3 years’ experience in aircraft maintenance
training. and
(ii) provide evidence of management training and experience in training supervision;
2. Chief Aircraft Maintenance Engineering Instructor:
(a) Responsibility
The Chief Aircraft Maintenance Engineering Instructor shall be responsible for the
supervision of instructors and for the standardisation of all engineering instructions.
(b) Qualification
The chief aircraft maintenance engineer’s licence shall:
(i)
hold or have held an AMEL with ratings related to the courses to be conducted by
the ATO;
(ii)have:
(aa) received training in the teaching and instructional techniques provided in the
applicable Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations; or
(bb) at least a certificate in a teaching discipline.
(iii)provide evidence of management training and experience in training supervision.

3. Aircraft Maintenance Engineering Instructor qualification:
An Aircraft Maintenance Engineering Instructor shall:
(a) hold:
(i) or have held an AMEL with ratings related to the courses to be conducted by the
ATO; or
(ii) an academic qualification relevant to the support subjects of instruction as
prescribed in the applicable technical guidance materials; and
(b)have:
(i)received training in teaching and instructional techniques as provided by the Civil
Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations; or
(ii) hold at least a certificate in a teaching discipline.
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PART D - AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL TRAINING
1. Head of Training:
(a) Responsibility:
The Head of Training shall have overall responsibility for ensuring satisfactory integration of
ATS training in both, theoretical and simulator training, and for supervising the progress of
individual students.
The Head of Training shall report directly to the Accountable Manager:
(b) Qualification:
The head of training shall
(i) hold an ATC licence with ratings related to the courses to be conducted by the ATO;
(ii) have at least 3 years’ experience in a training supervisory role;
(iii) Have:
(aa) received training in teaching and instructional techniques as provided by the
Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations; or
(bb) hold at least a certificate in a teaching discipline; and
(iv) provide evidence of management training and experience in training supervision.
2. Air Traffic Control Chief Instructor:
(a)
Responsibility:
The Air Traffic Control Chief Instructor shall be responsible for the supervision of the
instructors and for the standardisation of all theoretical and simulator instructions.
(b) Qualification:
The air traffic control instructor shall:
(i)hold all the air traffic control ratings related to the ATC courses conducted; and
(ii)have at least 2 years’ experience in a training supervisory role;

(e) have:
(i) received training in teaching and instructional techniques as provided by the Civil
Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations; or
(ii) at least a certificate in a teaching discipline.

3. Air Traffic Control Instructor qualification:
An Air Traffic Control Instructor shall:
(a) hold:
(i) an air traffic control licence with ratings related to the ATC courses to be
conducted by the ATO; or
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(ii) an academic qualification relevant to the support subjects of instruction such
as Mathematics, geography as prescribed in the applicable technical guidance
materials; and
(b)

have:
(i) received training in teaching and instructional techniques as provided by the
civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations; or
(ii) at least a certificate in a teaching discipline.

PART E - FLIGHT OPERATIONS OFFICER (FOO) TRAINING
1. Head of Training:
(a) Responsibility
The Head of Training shall have: overall responsibility for ensuring satisfactory integration of
Flight Operations training in both, theoretical and practical training, and for supervising the
progress of individual students
(b) Qualification:
The head of training shall
(ii) hold or have held:
(aa) a Flight Operations Officer’s Licence with at least 3 years’ experience in
training; or
(bb) hold or have held an Airline Transport Pilot Licence with at least 3 years’
experience in training.
(iii)provide evidence of management training and experience in training supervision;

2. Flight Operations Chief Instructor:
(a) Responsibility
The Chief Instructor shall be responsible for the supervision of the instructors and for the
standardisation of all theoretical and practical instructions
(a) Qualification:
The Chief Flight Operations Officer instructor shall:
(i)
hold or have held:
(aa) a Flight Operations Officer’s Licence with at least 2 years’ experience in
training; or
(bb) an Airline Transport Pilot Licence with at least 2 years’ experience in
training.
(ii)

provide evidence of management training and experience in training supervision;

3. Flight Operations Instructor:
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The Flight operations Instructor shall:
(b) Hold or have held:
(i) a flight operation officers’ licence; or
(ii) an airline transport pilot licence; or
(iii) hold an academic qualification relevant to the support subjects of instruction
as prescribed in the applicable technical guidance materials; and
(b) have:
(iii)received training in teaching and instructional techniques as provided by the
Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations; or
(iv) hold at least a certificate in a teaching discipline.
PART F – CABIN CREW MEMBER (CCM) TRAINING
1. Cabin crew Member Chief Instructor:
(a) Responsibility
The Chief Instructor shall be responsible for the supervision of the instructors and for the
standardisation of all theoretical and practical instructions
(b) Qualification:
The Chief Cabin Crew Member instructor shall:
(i)
hold or have held a cabin crew member certificate with at least 2 years’
experience in training;
(ii)

provide evidence of management training and experience in training supervision;

2. Cabin Crew Member Instructor:
The Cabin Crew Member Instructor shall:
i. Hold or have held a cabin crew member certificate or
ii. hold an academic qualification relevant to the support subjects of
instruction as prescribed by the Authority and
(ii) have received training in teaching and instructional techniques as provided by the Civil
Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations; or
(iii)hold at least a certificate in a teaching discipline.
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FOURTH SCHEDULE
OFFENCES AND PENALTIES
(Regulation 49 and 50)

Regulation Number
4
12
13
25
29
30

Regulation Title
Requirements for an ATO Certificate
Certificate holder responsibilities
Quality systems for ATO
Training facilities
Training facilities equipment and material
for aircraft maintenance engineer course
Training facilities, equipment and material
for air traffic controllers or flight
radiotelephony operator.
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Penalties
A
A
A
B
B
B

31

32
37
42
45

Training facilities, equipment and material
for flight operations officers or cabin crew
members.
Advertising limitations
Inspection of licences, certificate,
approvals or authorization
Use and retention of licences, certificates,
approvals Authorizations and records.
Enforcement of directives
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B

B
A
B
A

The Civil Aviation (Aeronautical Information Services) Regulations,

THE CIVIL AVIATION ACT
(CAP. 80)

THE CIVIL AVIATION (AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION
SERVICES) REGULATIONS, 2021
ARRANGEMENT OF REGULATIONS

PART I
PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS
1 - Citation.
2 - Interpretation.
3 - Application.

PART II
GENERAL PROVISIONS
4 - Horizontal Reference System
5 - Vertical Reference System
6 - Temporal Reference System
7 - Miscellaneous Specifications

PART III
RESPONSIBILITIES AND FUNCTIONS
8-

Responsibilities of the Authority

9-

Aeronautical Information Service Provider Responsibilities and functions

10 - Exchange of aeronautical data and aeronautical information
11 - Copyright
12 - Cost Recovery
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PART IV
AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
13 - Information management requirements
14 - Data Quality Specifications
15 - Data origination Requirements
16 - Aeronautical data and aeronautical information validation and verification
17 - Data error detection
18 - Use of automation
19 - Quality Management System
20 - Human Factors considerations

PART V
SCOPE OF AERONAUTICAL DATA AND AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION
21 - Scope of aeronautical data and aeronautical information
22 - Meta data

PART VI
AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
23 - General Specifications
24 - Aeronautical Information in a standardized presentation
25 - Aeronautical Information Publication
26 - aeronautical information publication supplements
27 - Electronic aeronautical information publication
28 - Aeronautical Information Circulars
29 - Aeronautical Charts
30 - Digital Data Sets in general
31 - Aeronautical Information Publication data sets
32 - Terrain and obstacle data sets general
33 - Terrain data sets
34 - Obstacle data sets
35 - Aerodrome Mapping data sets
36 - Instrument flight procedure data sets
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37 - Distribution Services
38 - Pre-flight information services
39 - Post Flight information services

PART VII
AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION UPDATES
40 - General
41 - Aeronautical Information Regulation and Control (AIRAC)
42 - Aeronautical Information Publication Updates
43 - Notice to Airmen (NOTAM)
44 - Specification for NOTAM
45 - Data Set updates

SCHEDULES
FIRST SCHEDULE − Aeronautical Data Catalogue
SECOND SCHEDULE − Contents of The Aeronautical Information Publication
THIRD SCHEDULE − NOTAM Format
FOURTH SCHEDULE SNOWTAM Format
FIFTH SCHEDULE − ASHTAM Format
SIXTH SCHEDULE – Terrain and Obstacle Attributes Provision Requirements
SEVENTH SCHEDULE - Predetermined Distribution System For NOTAM
EIGHTH SCHEDULE – Terrain and Obstacle Data Requirements
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THE CIVIL AVIATION ACT
(CAP. 80)
_________
REGULATIONS
_________
(Made under section 4)
_________

THE CIVIL AVIATION (AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION
SERVICES) REGULATIONS, 2019

PART I
PRELIMINARY

Citation

Interpretation

1.These Regulations may be cited as the Civil Aviation (Aeronautical
Information Services) Regulations 2019.
2. In these Regulations unless the context otherwise requires''Aerodrome'' means a defined area on land or water (including any buildings,
installations and equipment) intended to be used either wholly or in part for
the arrival, departure and surface movement of aircraft.
“Aerodrome Mapping Data (AMD)” means data collected for the purpose of
compiling aerodrome mapping information;
“Aerodrome Mapping Database (AMDB)” means a collection of aerodrome
mapping data organized and arranged as a structured data set;
''Aeronautical chart'' means a representation of a portion of the Earth, its culture and
relief, specifically designated to meet the requirements of air navigation.
“aeronautical data” means a representation of aeronautical facts, concepts or
instructions in a formalized manner suitable for communication,
interpretation or processing.
''Aeronautical fixed service (AFS)'' means a telecommunication service between
specified fixed points provided primarily for the safety of air navigation and
for the regular, efficient and economical operation of air services.
“aeronautical information” means information resulting from the assembly, analysis
and formatting of aeronautical data;
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“Aeronautical Information Circular (AIC)” means a notice containing information
that does not qualify for the origination of a NOTAM or for inclusion in
the AIP, but which relates to flight safety, air navigation, technical,
administrative or legislative matters;
“Aeronautical information management (AIM)” means the dynamic, integrated
management of aeronautical information through the provision and
exchange of quality-assured digital aeronautical data in collaboration with
all parties.
''Aeronautical information product'' means aeronautical data and aeronautical
information provided either as digital data sets or as a standardized
presentation in paper or electronic media. Aeronautical information
products include:
— Aeronautical Information Publications (AIP), including Amendments
and Supplements;
— Aeronautical Information Circulars (AIC);
— aeronautical charts;
— NOTAM; and
— digital data sets.
“Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP)” means a publication issued by or
with the authority of a State and containing aeronautical information of a
lasting character essential to air navigation.
“Aeronautical information regulation and control(AIRAC)” means a system aimed
at advance notification, based on common effective dates, of circumstances
that necessitate significant changes in operating practices;
“Aeronautical Information Service (AIS)” means a service established within the
defined area of coverage responsible for the provision of aeronautical data
and aeronautical information necessary for the safety, regularity and
efficiency of air navigation;
“AIP Amendment” means Permanent changes to the information contained in
the AIP;
“AIP Supplement” means temporary changes to the information contained in the
AIP which are provided by means of special pages;
“Air defence identification zone (ADIZ)” means special designated airspace of
defined dimensions within which aircraft are required to comply with
special identification
and/or reporting procedures additional to those
related to the provision of air traffic services (ATS).
''Air traffic management (ATM)'' means the dynamic, integrated management of air
traffic and airspace (including air traffic services, airspace management and
air traffic flow management) — safely, economically and efficiently —
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through the provision of facilities and seamless services in collaboration
with all parties and involving airborne and ground-based functions.
“Application” means manipulation and processing of data in support of user
requirements (ISO 19104*);
“Area navigation (RNAV)” means a method of navigation which permits aircraft
operation on any desired flight path within the coverage of ground- or
space-based navigation aids or within the limits of the capability of selfcontained aids, or a combination of these;
''Area navigation route*'' An ATS route established for the use of aircraft capable of
employing area navigation;
“ASHTAM” means a special series NOTAM notifying by means of a specific
format change in activity of a volcano, a volcanic eruption and/or volcanic
ash cloud that is of significance to aircraft operations;
“Assemble” means a process of merging data from multiple sources into a database
and establishing a baseline for subsequent processing;
“ATS surveillance service” means a term used to indicate a service provided
directly by means of an ATS surveillance system;
“ATS surveillance system” means a generic term meaning variously, ADS-B, PSR,
SSR or any comparable ground-based system that enables the identification
of aircraft;
“Automatic dependent surveillance — broadcast (ADS- B)” means a means by
which aircraft, aerodrome vehicles and other objects can automatically
transmit and/or receive data such as identification, position and additional
data, as appropriate, in a broadcast mode via a data link;
“Automatic dependent surveillance — contract (ADS- C)” means a means by which
the terms of an ADS-C agreement will be exchanged between the ground
system and the aircraft, via a data link, specifying under what conditions
ADS-C reports would be initiated, and what data would be contained in the
reports;
“Automatic terminal information service (ATIS)” means the automatic provision of
current, routine information to arriving and departing aircraft throughout 24
hours or a specified portion thereof:Data link-automatic terminal information service (D- ATIS)” - the provision
of ATIS via data link;
Voice-automatic terminal information service (Voice- ATIS)” - the
provision of ATIS by means of continuous and repetitive voice
broadcasts;
“Bare Earth” means a surface of the Earth including bodies of water and permanent
ice and snow, and excluding vegetation and manmade objects;
“Calendar” means discrete temporal reference system that provides the basis for
defining temporal position to a resolution of one day (ISO 19108*);
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“Canopy” means bare Earth supplemented by vegetation height;
“Confidence level” means the probability that the true value of a parameter is within
a certain interval around the estimate of its value;
“Controller-pilot data link communications (CPDLC)” means a means of
communication between controller and pilot, using data link for ATC
communications;
“Conventional navigation route'' An ATS route established by reference to ground
navigation aids;
“Culture” means all man-made features constructed on the surface of the Earth, such
as cities, railways and canals;
“Cyclic redundancy check (CRC)” means a mathematical algorithm applied to the
digital expression of data that provides a level of assurance against loss or
alteration of data;
“Danger area” means an airspace of defined dimensions within which activities
dangerous to the flight of aircraft may exist at specified times;
''Data accuracy'' means a degree of conformance between the estimated or measured
value and the true value.
''Data completeness'' means the degree of confidence that all of the data needed to
support the intended use is provided.
''Data format'' means a structure of data elements, records and files arranged to meet
standards, specifications or data quality requirements.
''Data integrity (assurance level)'' means a degree of assurance that an aeronautical
data and its value has not been lost or altered since the origination or
authorized amendment.
''Data product'' means data set or data set series that conforms to a data product
specification (ISO 19131*).
“Data product specification” means a detailed description of a data set or data set
series together with additional information that will enable it to be created,
supplied to and used by another party (ISO 19131*);
“Data quality” means a degree or level of confidence that the data provided meets
the requirements of the data user in terms of accuracy, resolution, integrity
(or equivalent assurance level), traceability, timeliness, completeness and
format;
''Data resolution'' means a number of units or digits to which a measured or
calculated value is expressed and used.;
“Data set” means an identifiable collection of data ISO 19101*).;
“Data set series” means a collection of data sets sharing the same product
specification (ISO 19115*);
''Data timeliness'' means a the degree of confidence that the data is applicable to the
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period of its intended use.
''Data traceability'' means the degree that a system or a data product can provide a
record of the changes made to that product and thereby enable an audit trail
to be followed from the end-user to the originator.
“Datum” means any quantity or set of quantities that may serve as a reference or
basis for the calculation of other quantities (ISO 19104*);
“Digital Elevation Model (DEM)” means the representation of terrain surface by
continuous elevation values at all intersections of a defined grid, referenced
to common datum;
“Direct transit arrangements” means special arrangements approved by the public
authorities concerned by which traffic which is pausing briefly in its
passage through the Contracting State may remain under their direct control;
“Ellipsoid height (Geodetic height)” means the height related to the reference
ellipsoid, measured along the ellipsoidal outer normal through the point in
question;
“Feature” means abstraction of real world phenomena (ISO 19101*);
“Feature attribute” means characteristic of a feature (ISO 19101*);
“Feature operation” means operation that every instance of a feature type may
perform (ISO 19110*);
“Feature relationship” means relationship that links instances of one feature type
with instances of the same or a different feature type (ISO 19101*);
“Feature type” means class of real world phenomena with common properties (ISO
19110*);
“Geodesic distance” means the shortest distance between any two points on a
mathematically defined ellipsoidal surface.
“Geodetic datum” means a minimum set of parameters required to define location
and orientation of the local reference system with respect to the global
reference system or frame.
“Geoid” means the equipotential surface in the gravity field of the Earth which
coincides with the undisturbed mean sea level (MSL) extended continuously
through the continents.
“Geoid undulation” means the distance of the geoid above ,positive, or below,
negative, the mathematical reference ellipsoid;
“Gregorian calendar” means calendar in general use; first introduced in 1582 to
define a year that more closely approximates the tropical year than the
Julian calendar (ISO 19108*);
“Height” means the vertical distance of a level, point or an object considered as a
point, measured from a specific datum;
“Heliport” means an aerodrome or a defined area on a structure intended to be used
wholly or in part for the arrival, departure and surface movement of
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helicopters;
“Human Factors principles” means principles which apply to aeronautical design,
certification, training, operations and maintenance and which seek safe
interface between the human and other system components by proper
consideration to human performance;
“Integrity (aeronautical data)” means a degree of assurance that an aeronautical data
and its value has not been lost or altered since the data origination or
authorized amendment;
''Integrity classification (aeronautical data)'' means classification based upon the
potential risk resulting from the use of corrupted data. Aeronautical data is
classified as:
(a) routine data: there is a very low probability when using corrupted
routine data that the continued safe flight and landing of an aircraft
would be severely at risk with the potential for catastrophe;
(b) essential data: there is a low probability when using corrupted essential
data that the continued safe flight and landing of an aircraft would be
severely at risk with the potential for catastrophe; and
(c) critical data: there is a high probability when using corrupted critical
data that the continued safe flight and landing of an aircraft would be
severely at risk with the potential for catastrophe.
“international airport” means any airport designated by the Contracting State in
whose territory it is situated as an airport of entry and departure for
international air traffic, where the formalities incident to customs,
immigration, public health, animal and plant quarantine and similar
procedures are carried out;
“International NOTAM Office (NOF)” means an office designated by a State for the
exchange of NOTAM internationally;
“logon address” means a specified code used for data link logon to an ATS unit;
“manoeuvring area” means that part of an aerodrome to be used for the take-off,
landing and taxiing of aircraft, excluding aprons;
“Metadata” means data about data (ISO 19115*);
“Minimum en-route altitude (MEA)” means the altitude for an en-route segment that
provides adequate reception of relevant navigation facilities and ATS
communications, complies with the airspace structure and provides the
required obstacle clearance;
“Minimum obstacle clearance altitude (MOCA)” means the minimum altitude for a
defined segment of flight that provides the required obstacle clearance;
“Movement area” means that part of an aerodrome to be used for the take-off,
landing and taxiing of aircraft, consisting of the manoeuvring area and
the apron;
“Navigation specification” means a set of aircraft and flight crew requirements
needed to support performance-based navigation operations within a defined
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airspace. There are two kinds of navigation specifications;
“Required navigation performance (RNP) specification” - navigation
specification based on area navigation that includes the requirement for
performance monitoring and alerting, designated by the prefix RNP, RNP 4
or RNP APCH;
“Area navigation (RNAV) specification” - a navigation specification based
on area navigation that does not include the requirement for performance
monitoring and alerting, designated by the prefix RNAV, RNAV 5 or
RNAV 1;
“Next intended user” means the entity that receives the aeronautical data or
information from the aeronautical information service.
“NOTAM” means a notice distributed by means of telecommunication containing
information concerning the establishment, condition or change in any
aeronautical facility, service, procedure or hazard, the timely knowledge of
which is essential to personnel concerned with flight operations;
“obstacle” means all fixed ,whether temporary or permanent, and mobile objects,
or parts thereof, that:
(a) are located on an area intended for the surface movement of
aircraft; or
(b) extend above a defined surface intended to protect aircraft in flight;
or
(c) stand outside those defined surfaces and that have been assessed as
being a hazard to air navigation.
“obstacle or terrain data collection surface” means a defined surface intended for the
purpose of collecting obstacle or terrain data;
''Origination (aeronautical data or aeronautical information)''. means the creation of
the value associated with new data or information or the modification of the
value of existing data or information;.
''Originator (aeronautical data or aeronautical information)'' means an entity that is
accountable for data or information origination and/or from which the AIS
organization receives aeronautical data and information;
“Orthometric height” means a height of a point related to the geoid, generally
presented as an MSL elevation;
“Performance-Based Communication (PBC)” means communication based on
performance specifications applied to the provision of air traffic services;
“Performance-Based Navigation (PBN)” means area navigation based on
performance requirements for aircraft operating along an ATS route, on an
instrument approach procedure or in a designated airspace;
“Performance-Based Surveillance (PBS)” means a surveillance based on
performance specifications applied to the provision of air traffic services;
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“portrayal” means a presentation of information to humans (ISO 19117*).
“position (geographical)” means a set of coordinates (latitude and longitude)
referenced to the mathematical reference ellipsoid which define the position
of a point on the surface of the Earth;
“post spacing” means an angular or linear distance between two adjacent elevation
points;
“precision” means the smallest difference that can be reliably distinguished by a
measurement process;
“Pre-flight Information Bulletin (PIB)” means a presentation of current NOTAM
information of operational significance, prepared prior to flight;
“prohibited area” means an airspace of defined dimensions, above the land areas or
territorial waters of a State, within which the flight of aircraft is prohibited;
“Quality” means a degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfils
requirements (ISO 9000*);
“Quality assurance” means part of quality management focused on providing
confidence that quality requirements will be fulfilled (ISO 9000*);
“Quality control” means part of quality management focused on fulfilling quality
requirements (ISO 9000*);
“Quality management” means coordinated activities to direct and control an
organization with regard to quality (ISO 9000*);
“Radio navigation service” means a service providing guidance information or
position data for the efficient and safe operation of aircraft supported by one
or more radio navigation aids.
“Required Communication Performance (RCP)” means a set of requirements for air
traffic service provision and associated ground equipment, aircraft
capability, and operations needed to support performance-based
communication.
“Required Surveillance Performance (RSP) specification” means a set provision and
associated ground equipment, aircraft capability, and operations needed to
support performance-based surveillance;
“Requirement” means a need or expectation that is stated, generally implied or
obligatory (ISO 9000*);
“restricted area” means an airspace of defined dimensions, above the land areas or
territorial waters of a State, within which the flight of aircraft is restricted in
accordance with certain specified conditions;
“route stage” means a route or portion of a route flown without an intermediate
landing;
“SNOWTAM” A special series NOTAM given in a standard format providing a
surface condition report notifying the presence or cessation of hazardous
conditions due to snow, ice, slush, frost, standing water or water associated
with snow, slush, ice or frost on the movement area.
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“station declination” means an alignment variation between the zero degree radial of
a VOR and true north, determined at the time the VOR station is calibrated;
“terrain” means the surface of the Earth containing naturally occurring features such
as mountains, hills, ridges, valleys, bodies of water, permanent ice and
snow, and excluding obstacles;
“traceability” means ability to trace the history, application or location of that which
is under consideration (ISO 9000*);
“validation” means confirmation, through the provision of objective evidence, that
the requirements for a specific intended use or application have been
fulfilled (ISO 9000*);
“verification” means confirmation, through the provision of objective evidence, that
specified requirements have been fulfilled (ISO 9000*);
“VOLMET” means meteorological information for aircraft in flight;
“Data Link-VOLMET (D-VOLMET)” means a provision of current aerodrome
routine meteorological reports (METAR) and aerodrome special
meteorological reports (SPECI), aerodrome forecasts (TAF), SIGMET,
special air-reports not covered by a SIGMET and, where available,
AIRMET via data link; and
“VOLMET broadcast” means provision, as appropriate, of current METAR, SPECI,
TAF and SIGMET by means of continuous and repetitive voice broadcasts;

Application

3. (1) These Regulations apply to :a) an aeronautical information service provider.
b) all parties involved in providing aeronautical data and aeronautical
information.
(2) These Regulations shall not apply to aeronautical information service
provided by the military.

PART II
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Horizontal
reference system

4. (1) The World Geodetic System — 1984 (WGS-84) shall be used as the
horizontal (geodetic) reference system for air navigation.
(2) Published aeronautical geographical coordinates (indicating latitude
and longitude) shall be expressed in terms of the WGS-84 geodetic
reference datum.

Vertical reference
system

5. (1) Mean sea level (MSL) datum shall be used as the vertical reference
system for international air navigation.
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(2) the Earth Gravitational Model — 1996 (EGM-96) shall be used as the global
gravity model for air navigation.
(3) at those geographical positions where the accuracy of EGM-96 does not
meet the accuracy requirements for elevation and geoid undulation on the
basis of EGM-96 data, regional, national or local geoid models containing
high resolution (short wavelength) gravity field data shall be developed and
used.
(4) When a geoid model other than the EGM-96 model is used, a description of
the model used, including the parameters required for height transformation
between the model and EGM-96, is provided in the Aeronautical
Information Publication (AIP).
Temporal
reference system

6. (1) The Gregorian calendar and Coordinated Universal Time (UTC)
shall be used as the temporal reference system for air navigation.
(2) when a different temporal reference system is used for some
applications, the feature catalogue, the metadata associated with an
application schema or a data set, as appropriate, includes either a
description of that system or a citation for a document that describes
that temporal reference system.

Miscellaneous
specifications

7. ( 1 ) T h e aeronautical service provider shall: -

(a) include English text for those parts of the aeronautical information products
intended for international -distribution expressed in plain language;
(b) spell the names of places in conformity with local usage, transliterated, when
necessary, into the ISO-Basic Latin alphabet; and
(c) use ICAO abbreviations in the aeronautical information products whenever
they are appropriate and their use will facilitate distribution of aeronautical
data and aeronautical information.

PART III
RESPONSIBILITIES AND FUNCTIONS
Responsibiliti 8. (1) The Authority shall designate an agency to provide an aeronautical
information service in accordance with these Regulations.
es of the
Authority
(2) the designated agency shall:
(a) provide aeronautical data and aeronautical information that covers the
entire territory of the (state) and those areas over the high seas for which it
is responsible for the provision of air traffic services;
(b) remain responsible for the aeronautical data and aeronautical
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information provided in accordance with sub regulation (a);
(c) The aeronautical data and aeronautical information provided for and on
behalf of the Authority shall clearly indicate that they are provided
under the authorization of that Authority irrespective of the format in
which they are provided.
(d) provide aeronautical data and aeronautical information of required
quality in accordance with regulation 14;
(e) establish formal arrangements between originators of aeronautical data and
aeronautical information and the AIS in relation to the timely and complete
provision of aeronautical data and aeronautical information.
(f) documented the identification of data originators based on the scope of
aeronautical data and aeronautical information to be collected.
Aeronautical
9.
(1) An aeronautical information service provider shallInformation
(a) make available aeronautical data and aeronautical information necessary
Service
for the safety, regularity and efficiency of air navigation in a form
Provider
suitable for the operational requirements of the air traffic management
responsibilities
community, includingand functions
(i) those involved in flight operations, including flight crews, flight
planning and flight simulators; and
(ii) the air traffic services unit responsible for flight information
service and the services responsible for pre-flight information.;
(b) receive, collate or assemble, edit, format, publish or store and distribute
aeronautical data and aeronautical information concerning the entire
territory of the (state);
(c) obtain aeronautical data and aeronautical information to for pre-flight
information service and in-flight information from the aeronautical
information services of other States or other sources that may be
available.
(2) The Aeronautical data and aeronautical information shall be provided as
aeronautical information product.
(3) Where 24-hour service is not provided, service shall be available during the
whole period an aircraft is in flight in the area of responsibility of an
aeronautical information service and the period of at least two hours before
and after such a period.
(4) The aeronautical information service shall also be available at such other
time as may be requested by an appropriate ground organization
(5) An AIS provider shall, in addition, obtain aeronautical data and aeronautical
information to enable it to provide pre-flight information service and to meet
the need for in-flight information:
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a) from the AIS of other States; and
b) from other sources that may be available.
(6) The Aeronautical data and aeronautical information obtained from other
States or other sources that is available shall (a) when distributed, be clearly identified as having the authority of the
State of Origin; and
(b) Where possible, be verified before distribution and if not verified, when
distributed, be clearly identified as such
(7) An aeronautical information service provider shall promptly make available
to the aeronautical information services of other States, any aeronautical data
and aeronautical information necessary for the safety, regularity or efficiency
of air navigation required by them.

Exchange of
aeronautical
data
and
aeronautical
information

10.-(1) The aeronautical information service provider shall(a) designate the office to which all elements of the aeronautical
information product provided by other States shall be addressed;
(b) ensure the office is qualified to deal with requests for aeronautical data
and aeronautical information provided by other States;
(c) in circumstances where more than one international NOTAM office is
designated within the (state), define the extent of responsibility and the
territory covered by each office;
(d) satisfy operational requirements for the issuance and receipt of NOTAM
distributed by telecommunication; and
(e) establish direct contact with other providers of aeronautical
information services in order to facilitate the international exchange of
aeronautical data and aeronautical information;
(2) except as provided in terms of sub regulation (4), the aeronautical
information service provider shall avail one copy of each of the following
aeronautical information products (where available) that have been
requested by the AIS of a Contracting State in the mutually agreed form(s),
without charge, even where authority for publication, storage and
distribution has been delegated to a non-governmental agency:
i)

Aeronautical Information Publications (AIP), including Amendments
and Supplements;

ii) Aeronautical Information Circulars (AIC);
iii) NOTAM; and
iv)

aeronautical charts.
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(3) The exchange of more than one copy of the elements of the aeronautical
information product and other air navigation documents, including those
containing air navigation legislation and regulations, shall be subject to a
bilateral agreement between the participating aeronautical information
service provider and entities.
(4) When aeronautical data and aeronautical information are provided in the
form of digital data sets to be used by the aeronautical information
service provider, they shall be provided on the basis of agreement between
the Contracting States concerned.
(5) The procurement of aeronautical data and aeronautical information,
including the elements of the aeronautical information product, and other
air navigation documents, including those containing air navigation
legislation and regulations, by States other than ICAO Contracting States
and by other entities shall be subject to separate agreement between the
participating aeronautical information service provider and entities.
(6) Globally interoperable aeronautical data and aeronautical information
exchange models shall be used for the provision of data sets.
Copyright

11.-(1) The aeronautical information service provider shall only make
available any aeronautical information product which has been granted
copyright protection by the originating State and provided to another State
in accordance with regulation 10, to a third party on condition that (a) the third party is made aware that the product is copyright
protected; and
(b) provided that it is appropriately annotated that the product is subject to
copyright by the originating State.
(2) When aeronautical data and aeronautical information are provided to a
State in accordance with regulation 10 (4), the receiving State shall not
provide the digital data sets of the providing State to any third party without
the consent of the providing State.

Cost
Recovery

12. The aeronautical information service provider shall only recover the
overhead cost of collecting and compiling aeronautical data and
aeronautical information product.

PART IV
AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Information
management

13. The aeronautical information service provider shall provide and/or establish
adequate information management resources and processes to warrant the
timely collection, processing, storing, integration, exchange and delivery of
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requirements

data
quality
specifications

quality-assured aeronautical data and aeronautical information within the
Air Traffic Management system.
14 (1) The aeronautical information service provider shall make sure that:(a) the order of accuracy for aeronautical data shall be in accordance with its
intended use;
(b) the order of resolution of aeronautical data shall be commensurate with the
actual data accuracy.
(c) the integrity of aeronautical data is maintained throughout the data chain from
origination to distribution to the next intended user.
(d) the applicable integrity classification, procedures shall put in place in order(i) for routine data: avoid corruption throughout the processing of the data;
(ii) for essential data: assure corruption does not occur at any stage of the
entire process and include additional processes as needed to address
potential risks in the overall system architecture to further assure data
integrity at this level; and
(iii) for critical data: assure corruption does not occur at any stage of the entire
process and include additional integrity assurance processes to fully
mitigate the effects of faults identified by thorough analysis of the overall
system architecture as potential data integrity risks;
(e) the traceability of aeronautical data is ensured and retained as long as the data
is in use
(f) the timeliness of aeronautical data is ensured by including limits on the
effective period of the data elements.
(g) the Completeness of aeronautical data is ensured in order to support its
intended use; and
(h) the format of delivered aeronautical data is adequate to ensure that the data is
interpreted in a manner that is consistent with its intended use.
(i) Collected data shall be verified and validated for compliance with data quality
requirements

data origination
requirements

15 (1) Data shall be collected from raw data providers and transmitted to the
Aeronautical Information Service in accordance with the accuracy requirements
and integrity classification specified in the first schedule.
2) Positional data shall be classified as: surveyed points (e.g. navigation aid
positions, runway threshold); calculated points (mathematical calculations from
the known surveyed points of points in space, fixes); or declared points (e.g.
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flight information region boundary points).
3)

4)

Aeronautical data
and aeronautical
information
validation
and
verification

Geographical coordinates indicating latitude and longitude shall be determined
and reported to the aeronautical information service in terms of the World
Geodetic System – 1984 (WGS-84) geodetic reference datum.
Geographical coordinates that have been transformed into WGS-84 coordinates
by mathematical means and whose accuracy of original field work does not
meet the applicable requirements contained in first schedule shall be identified.
16 (1) Material to be issued as part of an aeronautical information product shall
be thoroughly checked before it is submitted to the Aeronautical Information
Service in order to ensure that all necessary information has been included and
that it is correct in detail.
(2) An Aeronautical Information Service provider shall establish verification and
validation procedures which ensure that upon receipt of aeronautical data and
aeronautical information, quality requirements are met.

Data
detection

error

17 (1) The aeronautical information service provider shall :
(a) Use digital data error detection techniques during the transmission and/or
storage of aeronautical data and digital data sets.
(b) Use digital data error detection techniques in order to maintain the integrity
levels as specified in regulation 14.

Use of automation

18 (1) The aeronautical information service provider shall:
(a) apply automation in order to ensure the quality, efficiency and costeffectiveness of aeronautical information services.

(c) take due consideration to the integrity of data and information when
automated processes are implemented and mitigating steps taken where risks
are identified.
(2) In order to meet the data quality requirements, automation shall:
(i)enable digital aeronautical data exchange between the parties involved in
the data processing chain; and
(ii)use aeronautical information exchange models and data exchange models
designed to be globally interoperable.

Quality
management
system

19. (1) The aeronautical information service provider shall implement
and maintain a quality management system encompassing all
functions of an aeronautical information service, as specified in
regulation 9;
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(2) The execution of such quality management systems shall be
demonstrable for each function stage.

made

(3) The Quality management shall be applicable to the whole aeronautical data
chain from data origination to distribution to the next intended user, taking
into consideration the intended use of data.
(3) The quality management system established in accordance with sub
regulation (1) shall follow the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) 9000 series of quality assurance standards, and is certified by an
accredited certification body;
(4) Within the established quality management system the aeronautical
information service provider shall :-(a) identify the competencies and the associated knowledge, skills and
abilities required for each function;
(b) train appropriately the personnel assigned to perform those functions;
(c) put in place processes to ensure that personnel possess the competencies
required to perform specific assigned functions;
(d) maintain appropriate records so that the qualifications of personnel can be
confirmed;
(e) establish initial and periodic assessments that require personnel to
demonstrate the required competencies; and
(f) use periodic assessments of personnel as a means to detect and correct
shortfalls in knowledge, skills and abilities;
(g) include the necessary policies, processes and procedures, including those for
the use of metadata, to ensure and verify that aeronautical data is traceable
throughout the aeronautical information data chain so as to allow any data
anomalies or errors detected in use to be identified by root cause, corrected
and communicated to affected users.
(g) provides users with the necessary assurance and confidence that
distributed aeronautical data and aeronautical information satisfy the
aeronautical data quality requirements;
(h) take all necessary measures to monitor compliance with the quality
management system in place;
(i) demonstrate compliance of the quality management system applied by audit;
(j) initiate action to determine and correct causes of nonconformities without
undue delay; and
(k) ensure that the audit observations and remedial actions are evidenced and
properly documented.
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Human Factors
considerations

20. (1) The organization of an Aeronautical Information Service as well
as the design, contents, processing and distribution of aeronautical
data and aeronautical information shall take into consideration
human factors principles which facilitate their optimum utilization.
(2) Due consideration shall be given to the integrity of information where
human interaction is required and mitigating steps taken where risks are
identified
PART V
SCOPE OF AERONAUTICAL DATA AND AERONAUTICAL
INFORMATION

Scope
of
aeronautical data
and aeronautical
information

21. (1) The aeronautical data and aeronautical information to be received and
managed by the aeronautical information service provider shall include the
following sub-domains:
(a) national regulations, rules and procedures;
(b) aerodromes and heliports;
(c) airspace;
(d) air traffic services (ATS) routes;
(e) instrument flight procedures;
(f) radio navigation aids/systems;
(g) obstacles;
(h) terrain; and
(i) geographic information.
(2) Determination and reporting of aeronautical data shall be in accordance
with the accuracy and integrity classification required to meet the needs of
the end-user of aeronautical data.

Metadata

22. (1) The aeronautical information service provider shall collect metadata for
aeronautical data processes and exchange points.
(2) the metadata collected shall be applied throughout the aeronautical information
data chain, from origination to distribution to the next intended user.
(3) The metadata to be collected shall include, as a minimum:
(a) the names of the organizations or entities performing any action of
originating, transmitting or manipulating the data;
(b) the action performed; and
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(c) the date and time the action was performed

PART VI
AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
General
specification

23. (1) Aeronautical information shall be provided in the form of Aeronautical
Information Products and associated services.
(2) When aeronautical data and aeronautical information are provided in multiple
formats, processes shall be implemented to ensure data and information
consistency between formats.
(3) Aeronautical data shall be provided in accordance with the resolution
requirements contained in the first schedule.

Aeronautical
information in a

24. (1) The aeronautical information services provider shall: -

standardized

presentation

(a) provide aeronautical information in a standardized presentation that includes
the aeronautical information publication,
aeronautical information
publication amendment, aeronautical information publication supplement,
aeronautical information circular, notice to airmen and Aeronautical Charts.
(b) provide the aeronautical information publication, aeronautical information
publication amendment, aeronautical information publication supplement
and aeronautical information circular on paper and/or as an electronic
document.
(c) when providing as an electronic document (eAIP), the aeronautical
information publication, aeronautical information publication amendments,
aeronautical information publication supplements and
aeronautical
information circulars allow for both displaying on electronic devices and
printing on paper.
Aeronautical
Information
Publication

25. (1) The aeronautical information publication shall ensure that the AIP includes:-

(a) a statement of the competent authority responsible for the air navigation
facilities, services or procedures covered by the AIP;
(b) the general conditions under which the services or facilities are available for
international use;
(c) a list of significant differences between the national regulations and practices
of the State and the related ICAO Standards, Recommended Practices and
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Procedures, given in a form that would enable a user to differentiate readily between
the requirements of the State and the related ICAO provisions;
(d) the choice made by a State in each significant case where an alternative
course of action is provided for in ICAO Standards, Recommended Practices and
Procedures
(e) concise, current information relating to, and arranged under, the subject
headings listed in the second schedule.
AIP
Supplement

26. (1) An aeronautical information service provider shall provide regularly a
checklist of valid AIP Supplements.
(2) Each Aeronautical Information Publication Supplement shall be allocated a
serial number which consecutive and based on the calendar year.
(3) Each Aeronautical Information Publication Supplement shall be provided on
distinctive pages allowing for easy identification from the regular Aeronautical
Information Publication content.
(4) Whenever an Aeronautical Information Publication Supplement is issued as a
replacement of a NOTAM, a reference to the series and number of the
NOTAM shall be included.
(5) A checklist of valid Aeronautical Information Publication Supplements shall
be issued at intervals of not more than one month as part of the checklist of
NOTAM and with distribution as for the Aeronautical Information Publication
Supplements.
(6) Each Aeronautical Information Publication Supplement page shall show a
publication date.
(7) Each Aeronautical Information Regulation and Control Aeronautical
Information Publication Supplement page shall show a publication date and an
effective date.

electronic AIP (eAIP)

27. (1) When provided, the information content of the eAIP and the structure of
chapters, sections and subsections shall follow the content and structure of the
paper AIP. The eAIP shall include files that allow for printing a paper AIP.
(2) New or revised information shall be identified either by an annotation against it
in the margin or by a mechanism that allows comparing the new/revised
information with the previous information.
(3) When provided, the eAIP should be available on a physical distribution medium
(CD, DVD, etc.) and/or online on the Internet.

Aeronautical
Information
Circulars (AIC)

28. (1) An aeronautical information service provider shall use the AIC to provide:
(a) a long-term forecast of any major change in legislation, regulations,
procedures or facilities; or
(b) information of a purely explanatory or advisory nature liable to affect flight
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safety; or
(c) information or notification of an explanatory or advisory nature concerning
technical, legislative or purely administrative matters.
(2)

An AIC shall not be used for information that qualifies for inclusion in the
Aeronautical Information Publication and NOTAM.

(3)

The validity of the Aeronautical Information Circular currently in force shall
be reviewed at least once a year.

(4)

A checklist of currently valid Aeronautical Information Circular shall be
regularly provided.

(5)

An Aeronautical Information Circular shall be provided whenever it is
desirable to promulgate:-

a) forecasts of important changes in the air navigation procedures, services and
facilities provided;
b) forecasts of implementation of new navigational systems;
c) significant information arising from aircraft accident/incident investigation
which has a bearing on flight safety;
d) information on regulations relating to the safeguarding of international civil
aviation against acts of unlawful interference;
e) advice on medical matters of special interest to pilots;
f) warnings to pilots concerning the avoidance of physical hazards;
g) effect of certain weather phenomena on aircraft operations;
h) information on new hazards affecting aircraft handling techniques;
i) regulations relating to the carriage of restricted articles by air;
j) reference to the requirements of, and publication of changes in, national
legislation;
k) aircrew licensing arrangements;
l) training of aviation personnel;
m) application of, or exemption from, requirements in national legislation;
n) advice on the use and maintenance of specific types of equipment;
o) actual or planned availability of new or revised editions of aeronautical charts;
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p) carriage of communication equipment;
q) explanatory information relating to noise abatement;
r) selected airworthiness directives;
s) changes in Notice to Airmen series or distribution, new editions of Aeronautical
Information Publication or major changes in their contents, coverage or format;
(6)

The aeronautical information provider shall:

(a) select the aeronautical information circulars that are to be given international
distribution.
(b) give selected aeronautical information circulars for international distribution
the same distribution as for the AIP.
(c) allocate each aeronautical information circulars a serial number which shall be
consecutive and based on the calendar year.
(d) separately identify each series of aeronautical information circulars by a letter in
the event that they are provided in more than one series.
(e) issue a checklist of aeronautical information circulars currently in force at least
once a year, with distribution as for the aeronautical information circulars.
(f) Include in the NOTAM checklist of aeronautical information circulars provided
internationally.
aeronautical
charts

29. (1) The aeronautical charts listed below shall, when available for designated
international aerodromes/heliports, form part of the AIP, or be provided
separately to recipients of the AIP:
a) Aerodrome/Heliport Chart — ICAO;
b) Aerodrome Ground Movement Chart — ICAO;
c) Aerodrome Obstacle Chart — ICAO Type A;
d) Aerodrome Obstacle Chart — ICAO Type B (when available);
e) Aerodrome Terrain and Obstacle Chart — ICAO (Electronic);
f) Aircraft Parking/Docking Chart — ICAO;
g) Area Chart — ICAO;
h) ATC Surveillance Minimum Altitude Chart — ICAO;
i) Instrument Approach Chart — ICAO;
j) Precision Approach Terrain Chart — ICAO;
k) Standard Arrival Chart — Instrument (STAR) — ICAO;
l) Standard Departure Chart — Instrument (SID) — ICAO; and
m) Visual Approach Chart — ICAO.
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(2) The enroute Chart — ICAO shall, when available, form part of the AIP, or be
provided separately to recipients of the AIP.
(3) The aeronautical charts listed below shall, when available, be provided as
aeronautical information products:
a) World Aeronautical Chart — ICAO 1:1 000 000;
b) Aeronautical Chart — ICAO 1:500 000;
c) Aeronautical Navigation Chart — ICAO Small Scale; and
d) Plotting Chart — ICAO chart
(4) electronic aeronautical charts should be provided based on digital databases and
the use of geographic information systems
(5) the chart resolution of aeronautical data shall be that as specified for a particular

chart

Digital
data
sets in general

30. (1) Digital data shall be in the form of the following data sets:
a) AIP data set;
b) terrain data sets;
c) obstacle data sets;
d) aerodrome mapping data sets; and
e) instrument flight procedure data sets.
(2) each data set shall be provided to the next intended user together with a
minimum set of metadata that ensures data traceability from the end-user to the
originator.
(3) a checklist of valid data sets shall be regularly provided.
(4) the Aeronautical Information Publication data set shall contain the
digital representation of aeronautical information of lasting character
(permanent information and long duration temporary changes) essential to air
navigation.

AIP Data sets

31. (1)The AIP data set shall contain the digital representation of aeronautical
information of lasting character essential to air navigation.
(2) When provided the AIP data set shall include data about the following
subjects;
a) Air Traffic Services airspace including type, name, lateral limits, vertical
limits, class of airspace;
b) Special activity airspace including type, name, lateral limits, vertical
limits, restriction, activation;
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c) Route including the identifier prefix, flight rules, designator;
d) Route segment including navigation specification, start point, endpoint,
track, distance, upper limit, lower limit, Minimum en-route altitude, Minimum
obstacle clearance altitude, direction of cruising level, reverse direction of
cruising level, required navigation performance;
e) Waypoint – en-route including reporting requirement, identification,
location, formation;
f) Aerodrome/Heliport including location indicator, name, International Air
Transport Association designator, served city, certified by the International
Civil Aviation Organization, certification date, certification expiration date,
control type, field elevation, reference temperature, magnetic variation, airport
reference point including ;
g) Runway including designator, nominal length, nominal width, surface
type, strength;
h) Runway Direction including designator, true bearing, threshold, the takeoff run available, take-off distance available, accelerate-stop distance available,
and landing distance available, rejected take-off distance available;
i) Final approach and take-off area including designation, length, width,
threshold point;
j) Touchdown and lift-off area including designator, center point, length,
width, surface type;
k) Radio navigation aid including type, identification, name, aerodrome
served, hours of operation, magnetic variation, frequency/channel, position,
elevation, magnetic bearing, true bearing, zero bearing direction.
Terrain
and
obstacle data
sets general

32. (1) The coverage areas for terrain and obstacle data sets shall be specified
as:
a) Area 1: the entire territory of a State;
b) Area 2: within the vicinity of an aerodrome as indicated in the eighth
schedule, subdivided as follows;
i). Area 2a: a rectangular area around a runway that comprises the
runway strip plus any clearway that exists.
ii). Area 2b: an area extending from the ends of Area 2a in the
direction of departure, with a length of 10 km and a splay of 15
per cent to each side;
iii). Area 2c: an area extending outside Area 2a and Area 2b at a
distance of not more than 10 km from the boundary of Area 2a;
and
iv). Area 2d: an area outside the Areas 2a, 2b and 2c up to a distance
of 45 km from the aerodrome reference point, or to an existing
terminal control area (TMA) boundary, whichever is nearest;
c) Area 3: the area bordering an aerodrome movement area that extends
horizontally from the edge of a runway to 90 m from the runway centre
line and 50 m from the edge of all other parts of the aerodrome
movement area.
d) Area 4: The area extending 900 m prior to the runway threshold and 60
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m each side of the extended runway centre line in the direction of the
approach on a precision approach runway, Category II or III.
(2) Where the terrain at a distance greater than 900 m (3 000 ft) from the
runway threshold is mountainous or otherwise significant, the length of Area 4
shall be extended to a distance not exceeding 2 000 m (6 500 ft) from the
runway threshold
Terrain
sets

data

33. (1) Terrain data sets shall contain the digital representation of the terrain
surface in the form of continuous elevation values at all intersections
(points) of a defined grid, referenced to common datum.
(2) Terrain data shall be provided for Area 1.
(3) For aerodromes regularly used by international civil aviation, terrain data
shall be provided for:
a) Area 2a;
b) the take-off flight path area; and
c) an area bounded by the lateral extent of the aerodrome obstacle limitation
surfaces.
(4) For aerodromes regularly used by international civil aviation, additional
terrain data shall be provided within Area 2 as follows:
a) in the area extending to 10 km from the Aerodrome Reference Point
(ARP); and
b) within the area between 10 km and the Terminal control area (TMA)
boundary or 45-km radius (whichever is smaller) where terrain penetrates a
horizontal terrain data collection surface specified as 120 m above the
lowest runway elevation.
(5) arrangements shall be made for the coordination of providing terrain data
for adjacent aerodromes where their respective coverage areas overlap to assure
that the data for the same terrain are correct.
(6) for those aerodromes located near territorial boundaries, arrangements shall
be made among States concerned to share terrain data.
(7) for aerodromes regularly used by international civil aviation, terrain data
shall be provided for Area 4 for all runways where precision approach Category
II or III operations have been established and where detailed terrain information
is required by operators to enable them to assess the effect of terrain on
decision height determination by use of radio altimeters.
(8) a terrain grid shall be angular or linear and shall be of regular or irregular
shape.
(9) sets of terrain data shall include spatial (position and elevation), thematic
and temporal aspects for the surface of the Earth containing naturally occurring
features such as mountains, hills, ridges, valleys, bodies of water, permanent
ice and snow, and excluding obstacles. In practical terms, depending on the
acquisition method used, this shall represent the continuous surface that exists
at the bare Earth, the top of the canopy or something in-between, also known as
“first reflective surface”.
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(10)

in terrain data sets, only one feature type, i.e. terrain, shall be provided.

(11) the feature attributes describing terrain shall be those listed in the
Seventh schedule and those annotated as mandatory are to be recorded in the
terrain data set.
(12) terrain data for each area shall conform to the applicable numerical
requirements in contained in the first schedule table S1-7;
Obstacle
sets

data

34. (1) Obstacle data sets shall contain the digital representation of the
vertical and horizontal extent of obstacles.
(3)

obstacle data are not be included in terrain data sets.

(4)

the obstacle data is for obstacles in Area 1 whose height is 100 m or
higher above ground.
(5) for aerodromes regularly used by international civil aviation, obstacle
data shall be provided for all obstacles within Area 2 that are assessed as
being a hazard to air navigation.
(6) for aerodromes regularly used by international civil aviation, obstacle
data shall be provided for:
(a) area 2a for those obstacles that penetrate an obstacle data collection surface
outlined by a rectangular area around a runway that comprises the runway
strip plus any clearway that exists. The Area 2a obstacle collection surface
shall have height of 3 m above the nearest runway elevation measured
along the runway centre line, and for those portions related to a clearway, if
one exists, at the elevation of the nearest runway end;
(b) objects in the take-off flight path area which project above a plane surface
having a 1.2 per cent slope and having a common origin with the take-off
flight path area; and
(c) penetrations of the aerodrome obstacle limitation surfaces.
(7) For aerodromes regularly used by international civil aviation, obstacle data
shall be provided for Area 4 for all runways where precision approach
Category II or III operations have been established.
(8) Obstacle data elements shall be represented in the data sets by points, lines
or polygons.
(9) In an obstacle data set, all defined obstacle feature types shall be provided
and each of them shall be described according to the list of mandatory
attributes provided in the seventh schedule.
(10) Obstacle data for each area shall conform to the applicable numerical
requirements contained in the first schedule.
(11) The obstacle data product specification, supported by geographical
coordinates for each aerodrome included within the dataset, shall describe
the following areas:
(a) areas 2a, 2b, 2c, 2d;
(b) the take-off flight path area; and
(c) the obstacle limitation surfaces.
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(12) collection of terrain and obstacle data shall be as per the requirements
specified in the eighth schedule

Aerodrome
mapping data
sets

35. Aerodrome mapping data sets shall contain the digital representation of
aerodrome features.

Instrument
flight
procedure data
sets

36. (1) Instrument flight procedure data sets shall contain the digital
representation of instrument flight procedures.
(2)The Instrument flight procedure data sets shall be made available for
aerodromes regularly used by international civil aviation

Distribution
services

37. An Aeronautical Information Service provider shall distribute
Aeronautical Information Products to those users who request them as
follows:(1) the

aeronautical information publication, aeronautical information
publication amendments, aeronautical information publication
supplements and aeronautical information circulars are made available
by the most expeditious means.
(2) notice to airmen are distributed on the basis of a request
(3) notice to airmen are prepared in conformity with the relevant provisions of
the international civil aviation organization communication procedures.
(4) the Aeronautical Fixed Service are whenever practicable, be employed for
notice to airmen distribution.
(5) when a notice to airmen is sent by means other than the AFS, a six-digit
date-time group indicating the date and time of notice to airmen origination,
and the identification of the originator shall be used, preceding the text.
(6) select the notice to airmen that are to be given international distribution.
(7) international exchange of notice to airmen shall take place only as mutually
agreed between the international notice to airmen offices concerned and
between the notice to airmen offices and multinational notice to airmen
Processing Units.
(8) upon request grant distribution of notice to airmen series other than those
distributed internationally.
(9) The Aeronautical Information Service shall arrange, as necessary, to satisfy
operational requirements for the issuance and receipt of NOTAM distributed by
telecommunication.
(10) The international exchange of ASHTAM, and NOTAM where States
continue to use NOTAM for distribution of information on volcanic activity,
shall include volcanic ash advisory centres and the centres designated by
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regional air navigation agreement for the operation of AFS Secure Aviation
Data Information Service (SADIS) and the World Area Forecast System
(WAFS) Internet file service (WIFS), and shall take account of the
requirements of long-range operations.
(11) The exchange of NOTAM between international NOTAM offices and
between the international NOTAM offices and multinational NOTAM
processing units shall, as far as practicable, cover the needs of operations
personnel including flight crew members.
(12) A predetermined distribution system for NOTAM transmitted on the AFS
in accordance with regulation 42 (3) shall be used whenever possible as
described in the sixth schedule
(13) The originating State shall, upon request, grant distribution of NOTAM
series other than those distributed internationally.
Pre-Flight
Information
Services

38. (1) An Aeronautical Information Service Provider shall:
(a) for any aerodrome/heliport used for international air operations,
aeronautical information relative to the route stages originating at the
aerodrome/heliport is e made available to flight operations personnel, including
flight crews and services responsible for pre-flight information.
(b) provide aeronautical information for pre-flight planning purposes that
includes information of operational significance from the elements of the
Aeronautical Information Products
(c) use automated pre-flight information systems to make aeronautical data
and aeronautical information available to operations personnel including flight
crew members for self-briefing, flight planning and flight information service
purposes.
(d) Use self-briefing facilities of an automated pre-flight information
system to provide access to operations personnel, including flight crew
members and other aeronautical personnel concerned;
(e) Ensure that the human/machine interface of such facilities shall when
provided easy access in a guided manner to all relevant information/data.
(f) automated pre-flight information systems for the supply of aeronautical
data and aeronautical information for self-briefing, flight planning and flight
information service:
(i) provide for continuous and timely updating of the system database and
monitoring of the validity and quality of the aeronautical data stored;
(ii) permit access to the system by operations personnel including flight crew
members, aeronautical personnel concerned and other aeronautical users
through suitable telecommunications means;
(iii)ensure provision, in paper copy form, of the aeronautical data and
aeronautical information accessed, as required;
(iv) use access and interrogation procedures based on abbreviated plain
language and ICAO location indicators, as appropriate, or based on a
menu-driven user interface or other appropriate mechanism as agreed
between the civil aviation authority and operator concerned; and
(v) provide for rapid response to a user request for information.
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(2)

(3)

(4)

Post-flight
information
Services

automated pre-flight information systems providing a harmonized,
common point of access by operations personnel, including flight crew
members and other aeronautical personnel concerned, to aeronautical
information be established by an agreement between the civil aviation
authority and the relevant meteorological authority.
where automated pre-flight information systems are used to provide the
harmonized, common point of access by operations personnel, including
flight crew members and other aeronautical personnel concerned, to
aeronautical data, aeronautical information and meteorological
information, the Air Navigation Service Provider shall remain responsible
for the quality and timeliness of the aeronautical data and aeronautical
information provided by means of such a system.
It complies with requirements prescribed by the authority in relation to
the provision of post flight information.

39. An Aeronautical Information Service Provider shall:
(1) Make arrangements to receive at any aerodrome/heliport used for
international air operations, information concerning the state and operation of
air navigation facilities or services noted by aircrews.
(2) the arrangements specified in sub regulation (1) to ensure that such
information is made available to the aeronautical information service for
distribution as the circumstances necessitate;
(3) the information submitted in sub regulation (2) above shall be in writing
and in the prescribed form.
(4) Make arrangements to receive at any aerodrome/heliport used for
international air operations, information concerning the presence of wildlife
hazard observed by aircrews.
(5) the information about presence of wildlife hazard is distributed as the
circumstances necessitate.
PART VII
AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION UPDATES

General

40. An Aeronautical information Service provider shall keep up to date
aeronautical data and aeronautical information.

Aeronautical
Information
Regulation and
Control
(AIRAC)

41. (1) Information concerning the following circumstances shall be
distributed under the AIRAC regulated system i.e. basing establishment,
withdrawal or significant changes upon a series of common effective dates
at intervals of 28 days, including 8th November 2018:
(a) Limits (horizontal and vertical), regulations and procedures applicable to:
i) flight information regions;
ii) control areas;
iii) control zones;
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iv) advisory areas;
v) air traffic service routes;
vi) permanent danger, prohibited and restricted areas (including type and
periods of activity when known) and ADIZ;
vii) permanent areas or routes or portions thereof where the possibility of
interception exists.
(b) Positions, frequencies, call signs, identifiers, known irregularities and
maintenance periods of radio navigation aids, and communication and
surveillance facilities.
(c) Holding and approach procedures, arrival and departure procedures, noise
abatement procedures and any other pertinent ATS procedures.
(d) Transition levels, transition altitudes and minimum sector altitudes.
(e) Meteorological facilities (including broadcasts) and procedures.
(f) Runways and stop ways
(g) Taxiways and aprons.
(h) Aerodrome ground operating procedures (including low visibility
procedures).
(i) Approach and runway lighting.
(j) Aerodrome operating minima when published
(2) the information notified under the AIRAC system shall not be changed
further for at least another 28 days after the effective date, unless the
circumstance notified is of a temporary nature and would not persist for the full
period.
(3) information provided under the AIRAC system shall be made available
by the AIS so as to reach recipients at least 28 days in advance of the AIRAC
effective date.
(4) when information has not been submitted by the AIRAC date, a NIL
notification is distributed not later than one cycle before the AIRAC effective
date concerned.
(5) implementation dates other than AIRAC effective dates shall not be
used for pre-planned operationally significant changes requiring cartographic
work and/or for updating of navigation databases.
(6) An aeronautical information service provider shall ensure that information
provided under the Aeronautical Information Regulation And Control
system in paper copy form is distributed at least 42 days in advance of the
effective date with the objective of reaching recipients at least 28 days in
advance of the effective date.
Aeronautical
Information
publication

42. An Aeronautical information service provider shall:-
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Updates
(1) Amend or re-issue the Aeronautical Information Publication at such
regular intervals as may be necessary to keep them up to date.
(2) Publish permanent changes to the Aeronautical Information Publication as
AIP Amendments.
(3) Publish temporary changes of long duration (three months or longer) and
information of short duration which contains extensive text and/or
graphics as Aeronautical Information Publication Supplements
Notice
airmen
(NOTAM)

to

43. An Aeronautical information service provider shall:(1) Originate a trigger Notice to Airmen when an Aeronautical Information
Publication Amendment or an Aeronautical Information Publication
Supplement is published in accordance with Aeronautical Information
Regulation and Control procedures.
(2) originate and issue a NOTAM promptly whenever the information to be
distributed is of a temporary nature and of short duration or when
operationally significant permanent changes, or temporary changes of long
duration are made at short notice, except for extensive text and/or graphics.
(3) Originate and issue a NOTAM is concerning the following information:
(a) establishment, closure or significant changes in operation of
aerodrome(s) or heliport(s) or runways;
(b) establishment, withdrawal and significant changes in operation of
aeronautical services (Aerodromes and Ground Aids, Aeronautical
Information Services , Air Traffic Services, Communication Navigation
Surveillance, Meteorology, Search and Rescue, etc.);
(c) establishment, withdrawal and significant changes in operational
capability of radio navigation and air-ground communication services
including:
i). interruption or return to operation,
ii). change of frequencies,
iii). change in notified hours of service,
iv). change of identification,
v). change of orientation (directional aids),
vi). change of location,
vii). power increase or decrease amounting to 50 per cent or more,
viii). change in broadcast schedules or contents, or irregularity or
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unreliability of operation of any radio navigation and air-ground
communication services; or
ix). limitations of relay stations including operational impact, affected
service, frequency and area
(d) unavailability of back-up and secondary systems, having a direct
operational impact;
(e) establishment, withdrawal or significant changes made to visual aids;
(f) interruption of or return to operation of major components of aerodrome
lighting systems;
(g) establishment, withdrawal or significant changes made to procedures for
air navigation services;
(h) occurrence or correction of major defects or impediments in the
manoeuvring area;
(i) changes to and limitations on availability of fuel, oil and oxygen;
(j) major changes to search and rescue facilities and services available;
(k) establishment, withdrawal or return to operation of hazard beacons
marking obstacles to air navigation;
(l) changes in regulations requiring immediate action, e.g. prohibited areas
for SAR action;
(m) presence of hazards not otherwise promulgated, which affect air
navigation (including obstacles, military exercises and operations,
intentional and unintentional radio frequency interferences, rocket
launches, displays, fireworks, sky lanterns, rocket debris, races and
major parachuting events);
(n) conflict zones which affect air navigation (to include information that is
as specific as possible regarding the nature and extent of threats of that
conflict and its consequences for civil aviation);
(o) planned laser emissions, laser displays and search lights if pilots’ night
vision is likely to be impaired;
(p) erecting or removal of, or changes to, obstacles to air navigation in the
take-off/climb, missed approach, approach areas and runway strip;
(q) establishment or discontinuance (including activation or deactivation) as
applicable, or changes in the status of prohibited, restricted or danger
areas;
(r) establishment or discontinuance of areas or routes or portions thereof
where the possibility of interception exists and where the maintenance
of guard on the VHF emergency frequency 121.5 MHz is required;
(s) allocation, cancellation or change of location indicators;
(t) changes in aerodrome/heliport rescue and firefighting category provided
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(u) presence or removal of, or significant changes in, hazardous conditions
due to snow, slush, ice, radioactive material, toxic chemicals, volcanic
ash deposition or water on the movement area;
(v) outbreaks of epidemics necessitating changes in notified requirements
for inoculations and quarantine measures;
(w) forecasts of solar cosmic radiation, where provided;
(x) an operationally significant change in volcanic activity, the location,
date and time of volcanic eruptions and/or horizontal and vertical extent
of volcanic ash cloud, including direction of movement, flight levels
and routes or portions of routes which could be affected;
(y) release into the atmosphere of radioactive materials or toxic chemicals
following a nuclear or chemical incident, the location, date and time of
the incident, the flight levels and routes or portions thereof which could
be affected and the direction of movement
(z) establishment of operations of humanitarian relief missions, such as
those undertaken under the auspices of the United Nations, together
with procedures and/or limitations which affect air navigation;
(aa) implementation of short-term contingency measures in cases of
disruption, or partial disruption, of air traffic services and related
supporting services; and
(4) in the following circumstances not originate or issue a NOTAM:
a)
b)

c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

i)
j)
k)
l)

routine maintenance work on aprons and taxiways which does not affect
the safe movement of aircraft;
runway marking work, when aircraft operations can safely be conducted
on other available runways, or the equipment used can be removed
when necessary;
temporary obstructions in the vicinity of aerodromes/heliports that do
not affect the safe operation of aircraft;
partial failure of aerodrome/heliport lighting facilities where such failure
does not directly affect aircraft operations;
partial temporary failure of air-ground communications when suitable
alternative frequencies are known to be available and are operative;
the lack of apron marshalling services and road traffic control;
the unserviceability of location, destination or other instruction signs on
the aerodrome movement area;
parachuting when in uncontrolled airspace under Visual Flight Rules,
when controlled, at promulgated sites or within danger or prohibited
areas;
training activities by ground units;
unavailability of back-up and secondary systems if these do not have an
operational impact;
limitations to airport facilities or general services with no operational
impact;
national regulations not affecting general aviation;
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m) announcement or warnings about possible/potential limitations, without
any operational impact;
n) general reminders on already published information;
o) availability of equipment for ground units without containing
information on the operational impact for airspace and facility users;
p) information about laser emissions without any operational impact and
fireworks below minimum flying heights;
q) closure of movement area parts in connection with planned work locally
coordinated of duration of less than one hour;
r) closure or unavailability of, or changes in, operation of
aerodrome(s)/heliport(s)
outside
the
aerodrome(s)/heliport(s)
operational hours; and
s) other non-operational information of a similar temporary nature.
Specifications
for NOTAM

44. (1) An Aeronautical information service provider shall :(a)

publish NOTAM with sufficient lead time for the affected parties to take
any required action, except in the case of unserviceability, volcanic
activity, release of radioactive material, toxic chemicals and other events
that cannot be foreseen.

(b) give an estimate of the period of unserviceability or the time at which
restoration of service is expected for NOTAM notifying unserviceability
of aids to air navigation, facilities or communication services.
(c) give at least seven days’ advance notice of the activation of established
danger, restricted or prohibited areas and of activities requiring temporary
airspace restrictions other than for emergency operations.
(d) give as soon as possible notice of any subsequent cancellation of the
activities or any reduction of the hours of activity or the dimensions of the
airspace is.
(e) within three months from the issuing of a permanent NOTAM, the
information contained in the NOTAM is included in the aeronautical
information products affected.
(f)

within three months from the issuing of a temporary NOTAM of long
duration, the information contained in the NOTAM is included in the AIP
Supplement.

(g) when a NOTAM with estimated end of validity unexpectedly exceeds the
three-month period, a replacement NOTAM is issued, unless the condition
is expected to last for a further period of more than three months; in this
case, an AIP Supplement shall be issued.
(h) when an AIP Amendment or an AIP Supplement is published in
accordance with AIRAC procedures, a so-called “Trigger NOTAM” is
originated giving a brief description of the contents, the effective date and
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time, and the reference number of the amendment or supplement.
(i)

the Trigger NOTAM comes into force on the same effective date and time
as the amendment or supplement and shall remain valid in the pre-flight
information bulletin for a period of fourteen days.

(j)

in the case of an AIP Supplement, the Trigger NOTAM remains valid for a
period of fourteen days.

(k) in the case of an AIP Supplement that is valid for less than fourteen days,
the Trigger NOTAM remains valid for the complete validity period of the
AIP Supplement.
(l)

in the case of an AIP Supplement that is valid for fourteen days or more,
the Trigger NOTAM remains valid for at least fourteen days.

(2) A checklist of valid NOTAM shall be regularly provided.
(3) each NOTAM shall contain the information in the order shown in the
NOTAM Format in the third schedule.
(4) Information concerning snow, slush, ice, frost, standing water, or water
associated with snow, slush, ice or frost on the movement area shall be
disseminated by means of a SNOWTAM, and shall contain the information
in the order shown in the SNOWTAM Format in fourth schedule
(5) Information concerning an operationally significant change in volcanic
activity, volcanic eruption and/or volcanic ash cloud shall, when reported by
means of an ASHTAM, contain the information in the order shown in the
ASHTAM Format in fifth schedule.
Data
updates

set

45. An aeronautical information service provider shall ensure that: (1) Data sets are amended or reissued at such regular intervals as may be
necessary to keep them up to date.
(2) Permanent changes and temporary changes of long duration (three months
or longer) made available as digital data shall be issued in the form of a
complete data set or a sub-set that includes only the differences from the
previously issued complete data set.
Updates to AIP, AIP data sets and Instrument Flight Procedures data sets
shall be synchronized.
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SCHEDULES

FIRST SCHEDULE
AERONAUTICAL DATA CATALOGUE
See ( Part IV Regulation 15(1), Part VI Regulation 23(3), 33(13) and 34(10)

TABLE S1-1 Aerodrome/Heliport Data
Subject

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Aerodrome/

Field
Elevation

Elevation

Elevation

The vertical distance
above Mean Sea Level
(MSL) of the highest
point of the landing area.

Geoid
undulation

Height

Geoid undulation at the
aerodrome/ heliport
elevation position

Reference
temperature

Value

The monthly mean of the
daily maximum
temperatures for the
hottest month of the year
at an aerodrome. This
temperature should be
averaged over a period
of years.

Mean low
temperature

Value

The mean lowest
temperature of the
coldest month of the
year, for the last five
years of data at the

Heliport

Note

where
appropriate

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

0.5 m

essential

surveyed

1m or 1 ft

1 m or 1 ft

0.5 m

essential

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

1 m or 1 ft

5 degrees

Subject

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

aerodrome elevation.

Runway

Magnetic
Variation

Angle

Angle

The magnetic variation
angle value

1 degree

essential

surveyed

1 degree

1 degree

Reference
point

Position

Point

Geographical location of
aerodrome reference
point.

30 m

routine

surveyed/
calculated

1 sec

1 sec

Nominal
length

Distance

The declared
longitudinal extent of the
runway for operational
(performance)
calculations.

1m

critical

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

1m

Nominal
width

Distance

The declared transversal
extent of the runway for
operational
(performance)
calculations.

1m

essential

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

1m

Position

Point

The geographical
location of runway
centre line at each end of
the runway, at the
stopway and at the origin
of each take-off flight
path area, and at each
significant change in
slope of runway and
stopway

1m

critical

surveyed

Elevation

Elevation

The elevation of the
corresponding centre line
point. Any significant

0.25 m

critical

surveyed

Subject

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

1 sec

high and low
intermediate points along
the runway shall be
measured to the accuracy
of one-half metre or foot.

Runway
Direction

Geoid
undulation

Height

The geoid undulation at
the corresponding center
line point

Runway exit
line

Exit guidance
line

Line

The geographical
location of the runway
exit line

0.5 m

essential

surveyed

1/100 sec

Shoulder

Width

Distance

The width of the runway
shoulder

1m

essential

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

Bearing

The true bearing of the
runway.

1/100 deg

Routine

surveyed

1/100 degree

1 degree

Position

Point

Geographical location
for runway threshold

1m

critical

surveyed

1/100 sec

1 sec

Elevation

Elevation
of the
runway
threshold

Threshold elevation for
runways with nonprecision approaches

0.5 m

essential

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

1 m or 1 ft

Elevation

Elevation
of the
runway
threshold

Threshold elevation for
runways with precision
approaches

0.25 m

critical

surveyed

0.1 m or 0.1 ft

0.5 m or 1 ft

Geoid

Height

WGS-84 geoid
undulation at runway

0.5 m

essential

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

1 m or 1 ft

True bearing

Threshold

Subject

Property

Sub
property

Type

undulation

Runway End

Touch Down
Zone

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

0.25 m

critical

surveyed

0.1 m or 0.1 ft

0.5 m or 1 ft

1m

routine

surveyed

1m or 1ft

critical

surveyed

1/100 sec

threshold, non-precision
approaches

Geoid
undulation

Height

WGS-84 geoid
undulation at runway
threshold, precision
approaches

Displacement

Distance

Distance of displaced
threshold

Position

Point

Location of the runway
end in the direction of
departure

1m

Elevation

Elevation

Elevation of the runway
end and any significant
high and low
intermediate points along
the runway for nonprecision approaches

0.5 m or 1 ft

Elevation

Elevation

Elevation of the runway
end and the highest
elevation of the
touchdown zone for
precision approach
runways

0.25 m or 1 ft

Elevation

Elevation

Highest elevation of the
touchdown zone of a
precision approach
runway

If displaced
threshold

precision
approach
RWY

0.25 m or 1 ft

1 sec

Subject

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

Stop way

Length

Distance

The longitudinal extent
of stopway

if any

1m

critical

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

1m

Width

Distance

Width of the stop way

1m

critical

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

1m

Length

Distance

The longitudinal extent
of the clearway

1m

essential

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

Width

Distance

The transversal extent of
the clearway

1m

essential

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

Clearway

Ground
profile
Declared
Distances

The vertical profile (or
slope) of the clearway

TORA

Distance

Take-off run available The length of runway
declared available and
suitable for the ground
run of an aeroplane
taking off.

1m

critical

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

1m

TODA

Distance

Take-off distance
available - The length of
the take-off run available
plus the length of the
clearway, if provided.

1m

critical

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

1m

ASDA

Distance

Accelerate-stop distance
available - The length of
the take-off run available
plus the length of the
stopway, if provided.

1m

critical

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

1m

LDA

Distance

Landing distance
available - The length of

1m

critical

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

1m

Subject

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

runway which is
declared available and
suitable for the ground
run of an aeroplane
landing.
Final
Approach
and Take off
area (FATO)

Threshold

Position

Point

Geographical location of
FATO threshold

1m

critical

surveyed

1/100 sec

1 sec

Elevation

Elevation

FATO threshold, for
heliports with or without
a PinS approach

0.5m

essential

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

FATO
threshold, for
heliports
with or
without a
PinS
approach

FATO threshold, for
heliports intended to be
operated in accordance
with ICAO Annex 14,
Appendix 2

0.25m

critical

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft
(nonprecision)
0.1 m or 0.1 ft
(precision)

FATO
threshold, for
heliports
intended to
be operated
in
accordance
with ICAO
Annex 14,
Appendix 2

WGS–84 geoid
undulation at FATO
threshold, TLOF
geometric centre, for
heliports with or without

0.5m

essential

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

WGS–84
geoid
undulation at
FATO
threshold,

Geoid
undulation

Height

Subject

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

a PinS approach

Departure
end of a
runway

TLOF
geometric
centre, for
heliports
with or
without a
PinS
approach

WGS–84 geoid
undulation at FATO
threshold, TLOF
geometric centre, for
heliports intended to be
operated in accordance
with ICAO Annex 14,
Appendix 2

0.25m

critical

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft
(nonprecision)
0.1 m or 0.1 ft
(precision)

1m

critical

surveyed

1/100 sec

Position

Point

Geographical location of
DER

Elevation

Elevation

The elevation of the
DER is the higher of the
elevations of the
beginning and end of the

Chart
Resolution.

WGS–84
geoid
undulation at
FATO
threshold,
TLOF
geometric
centre, for
heliports
intended to
be operated
in
accordance
with ICAO
Annex 14,
Appendix 2

Subject

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

1m

runway/FATO.
Length

Distance

The longitudinal extent
of FATO

1m

critical

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

True Bearing

Bearing

The true bearing of
FATO

1/100 deg

routine

surveyed

1/100 degree

TODAH

Distance

Take-off distance
available - The length of
the FATO plus the
length of helicopter
clearway (if provided)

1m

critical

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

RTODAH

Distance

Rejected Take-off
distance available - The
length of the FATO
declared available and
suitable for helicopters
operated in performance
class 1 to complete a
rejected take-off.

1m

critical

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

LDAH

Distance

Landing distance
available - The length of
the FATO plus any
additional area declared
available and suitable for
helicopters to complete
the landing manoeuvre
from a defined height.

1m

critical

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

Position

Point

Geographical location of

1m

critical

surveyed

1/100 sec

Declared
Distances

Touchdown
and lift-off

Centre point

and if
applicable,
alternative
reduced
declared
distances;

1 sec

Subject

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

FATO threshold, for
heliports with or without
a PinS approach

0.5m

essential

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

FATO
threshold, for
heliports
with or
without a
PinS
approach

FATO threshold, for
heliports intended to be
operated in accordance
with ICAO Annex 14,
Appendix 2

0.25m

critical

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft
(nonprecision)
0.1 m or 0.1 ft
(precision)

FATO
threshold, for
heliports
intended to
be operated
in
accordance
with ICAO
Annex 14,
Appendix 2

WGS–84 geoid
undulation at FATO
threshold, TLOF
geometric centre, for
heliports with or without
a PinS approach

0.5m

essential

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

WGS–84
geoid
undulation at
FATO
threshold,
TLOF
geometric
centre, for
heliports
with or
without a
PinS

TLOF geometric centre

area
Elevation

Geoid
undulation

Elevation

Height

Subject

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.
approach

WGS–84 geoid
undulation at FATO
threshold, TLOF
geometric centre, for
heliports intended to be
operated in accordance
with ICAO Annex 14,
Appendix 2

0.25m

critical

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft
(nonprecision)
0.1 m or 0.1 ft
(precision)

WGS–84
geoid
undulation at
FATO
threshold,
TLOF
geometric
centre, for
heliports
intended to
be operated
in
accordance
with ICAO
Annex 14,
Appendix 2

Length

Distance

The longitudinal extent
of TLOF

1m

critical

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

1m

Width

Distance

The transversal extent of
TLOF

1m

critical

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

1m

Bearing
strength

Value

The bearing strength of
TLOF

Apron

Geometry

Polygon

Geographical location of
the apron element

1m

routine

surveyed

1/10 sec

Taxiway

Width

Distance

The transversal extent of
the taxiway.

1m

essential

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

1 tone

1 sec

Subject

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Centre line
points

Position

Point

Elevation

Shoulder

Guidance
Lines

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

Geographical
coordinates of taxiway
center line points

0.5m

essential

surveyed

1/100 sec

1/100 sec

Elevation

Elevation of taxiway
center line points

1m

essential

surveyed

Width

Distance

The width of the taxiway
shoulder

1m

essential

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

Geometry

Line

Geographical location of
guidance lines

0.5 m

essential

surveyed

1/100 sec

1/100 sec

Line

Intermediate holding
position marking line

0.5 m

essential

surveyed

1/100 sec

1 sec

Line

Geographical location of
runway holding position

0.5m

essential

surveyed

1/100 sec

1 sec

Center line
points

Point

Geographical location of
helicopter ground center
line taxiway points

0.5m

essential

surveyed/
calculated

Elevation

Elevation

Elevation of helicopter
ground taxiway

1m

essential

surveyed

Width

Distance

The transversal extent of
the helicopter ground
taxiway

1m

essential

surveyed

Surface type

Text

The surface type of the
helicopter ground

Intermediate
holding
position
marking line
Runway
holding
position
Helicopter
ground
taxiway

Geometry

Note

Subject

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

1/100 sec

1 sec

taxiway
Intersection
marking line

Line

Helicopter ground
taxiway intersection
marking line

0.5 m

essential

surveyed

Center line
points

Point

Geographical location of
helicopter air taxiway
center line points

0.5m

essential

surveyed/
calculated

Elevation

Elevation

Elevation of helicopter
air taxiway

1m

essential

surveyed

Width

Distance

The transversal extent of
the helicopter air taxiway

1m

essential

surveyed

Helicopter air
transit route

Width

Distance

The transversal extent of
the helicopter air transit
route

1m

essential

Surveyed

INS
Checkpoint

Position

Point

Geographical location of
the INS check point

0.5m

routine

surveyed

1/100 sec

1/100 sec

Aircraft
Stand

Aircraft
stand points

Position

Point

Geographical location of
aircraft stand point

0.5m

routine

surveyed

1/100 sec

1/100 sec

Stand
guidance
line

Geometry

Line

Geographical location of
stand guidance line

0.5m

essential

surveyed

Helicopter air
taxiway

1/100 sec
Elevation

Helicopter
stand

Position

where
available

Elevation

Parking guidance line
points elevation

1m

essential

surveyed

Point

Geographical location of
helicopter stand point/

0.5m

essential

surveyed

1/100 sec

Subject

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

1m

routine

surveyed

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

1/10 sec

1 sec

INS checkpoints
De-Icing
Area

Geometry

Polygon

Geographical location of
de-icing area

TABLE S1-2 Airspace Data
Subject
ATS
Airspace

Property
Lateral limits

Type

Description

Polygon

FIR, UIR

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

2 km

routine

declared

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

1 min

as plotted

TMA, CTA

100 m

essential

calculated

1 sec

as plotted

CTR

100 m

essential

calculated

1 sec

as plotted

50 m

routine

calculated

50 m or 100 ft

50 m or 100 ft

Upper limit

Altitude

The upper limit of the airspace

Lower limit

Altitude

The lower limit of the airspace

Name

Text

The name given to the airspace by
a responsible authority

Type

Code list

Type of special activity airspace
(Prohibited Area, Restricted Area,
Danger Area, Military Execise
Area, Military Training Area, Air

Vertical
Limits

Special
activity
airspace

Sub
property

Subject

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

inside CTA/CTR

100 m

essential

calculated

1 sec

as plotted

outside CTA/CTR

2 km

routine

declared

1 min

as plotted

Defence Identification Zone
(ADIZ),Other)
Lateral limits

Polygon

TABLE S1-3 ATS and other routes Data
Subject

Property

Route
Segment

Sub
property

Type

Description

Navigation
specification

Text

Designation of the navigation
specification(s) applicable to a
specified segment(s) - There are two
kinds of navigation specifications:
Required navigation performance
(RNP) specification. A navigation
specification based on area
navigation that includes the
requirement for performance
monitoring and alerting, designated
by the prefix RNP, e.g. RNP 4, RNP
APCH.
Area navigation (RNAV)
specification. A navigation
specification based on area
navigation that does not include the
requirement for performance
monitoring and alerting, designated
by the prefix RNAV, e.g. RNAV 5,
RNAV 1.

Track

Bearing

Track, VOR radial or magnetic
bearing of a route segment

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

1/10 degree
(terminal arrival
departure)

routine
(terminal arrival
departure)

calculated
(terminal
arrival
departure)

1 degree (terminal
arrival departure)

1 degree
(terminal arrival
departure)

Subject

Waypoint

Property

Type

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

Change-over
point

Point

The point at which an aircraft
navigating on an ATS route segment
defined by reference to very high
frequency omnidirectional radio
ranges is expected to transfer its
primary navigational reference from
the facility behind the aircraft to the
next facility ahead of the aircraft.

in case of
VOR radial

Length

Distance

The geodesic distance between from
point and to point

Airway
segments
length

1/10 km

routine

calculated

1/10 km
or 1/10 NM

1 km or 1 NM

MEA

Altitude

Minimum en-route altitude (MEA).
The altitude for an en-route segment
that provides adequate reception of
relevant navigation facilities and
ATS communications, complies with
the airspace structure and provides
the required obstacle clearance.

Lower ATS
Routes

50 m

routine

calculated

50 m or 100 ft

50 m or 100 ft

MOCA

Altitude

Minimum obstacle clearance altitude
(MOCA). The minimum altitude for
a defined segment of flight that
provides the required obstacle
clearance.

Lower ATS
routes

50 m

routine

calculated

50 m or 100 ft

50 m or 100 ft

Minimum
flight altitude

Altitude

Minimum flight altitude

Helicopter
route

50 m

routine

calculated

50 m or 100 ft

50 m or 100 ft

Lateral Limits

Distance

Lateral limits of route

Identification

Text

Names, coded designators or namecodes assigned to the significant
point.

Position

Point

Geographical location of the
waypoint

100 m

essential

surveyed
calculated

1 sec

1 sec

Text

The station identification of the
reference VOR/DME

Formation

Sub
property

Navaid

Subject

Enroute
holding

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

Bearing

Bearing

The bearing from the reference
VOR/DME, if the waypoint is not
collocated with it.

Bearing used
for the
formation of
an en-route
fix

1/10 degree

routine

calculated

1/10 degree

1/10 degree

Distance

Distance

The distance from the reference
VOR/DME, if the waypoint is not
collocated with it.

Distance used
for the
formation of
an en-route
fix

1/10 km

routine

calculated

1/10 km
or 1/10 NM

2/10 km (1/10
NM)

100m

essential

surveyed
calculated

1 sec

1 sec

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

Identification

Text

Identification of the holding
procedure

Fix

Text

Identification of the holding
procedure fix

Waypoint

Point

Geographical location of the holding
waypoint

TABLE S1-4 Instrument flight procedure data
Subject
Procedure

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

OCA/H

Altitude

Altitude

The lowest altitude used in
establishing compliance with
appropriate obstacle clearance
criteria.

APCH

as specified in
Doc 8168

essential

as specified in
Doc 8168

Height

Height

The lowest height above the
elevation of the relevant runway
threshold or the aerodrome
elevation as applicable, used in
establishing compliance with
appropriate obstacle clearance
criteria.

APCH

as specified in
Doc 8168

essential

as specified in
Doc 8168

Subject

Property

Procedure
segment

Final
approach
segment

Type

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Procedure
altitude/height

Altitude/Height

A specified altitude/height flown
operationally a tor above the
minimum altitude/height and
established to accommodate a
stabilized descent ata prescribed
descent gradient/angle in the
intermediate/final approach
segment.

SID, STAR,
APCH certain
segments
only

as specified in
Doc 8168

essential

MOCA

Altitude

The minimum altitude for a
defined segment that provides the
required obstacle clearance.

SID, STAR,
APCH

Distance

Distance

Geodesic distance to the nearest
tenth of a kilometer or tenth of a
nautical mile between each
successive
designated significant point;

1/100 km

essential

calculated

1/100 km or 1/100
NM

1 km or 1 NM

True bearing

Bearing

True track to the nearest tenth of a
degree to the nearest degree
between each successive
significant point;

SID, STAR,
APCH

1/10 degree

routine

calculated

1/10 degree

1 degree

Magnetic
bearing

Bearing

Magnetic track to the nearest
tenth of a degree to the nearest
degree between each successive
significant point;

SID, STAR,
APCH

1/10 degree

routine

calculated

1 degree

1 degree

Position

Point

Latidude and Longitude of the
LTP/FTP

0.3 m (1 ft)

critical

0.0005" (0.01")

Ellipsoid
height

Elevation

The height of the LTP/FTP above
the WGS-84 ellipsoid

0.25 m

critical

0.1 m

Orthometric
height

Elevation

The height of the LTP/FTP as
related to the geoid and presented
as an MSL elevation

LTP/FTP

FPAP

Sub
property

Flight path alignment point

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.
as specified in
Doc 8168

Subject

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

0.3 m (1 ft)

critical

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

(FPAP)
Position

Point

Latidude and Longitude of the
FPAP

0.0005" (0.01")

Orthometric
height

Elevation

The height of the FPAP as related
to the geoid and presented as an
MSL elevation

TCH

Height

Approach Threshold Crossing
Height (TCH) - The designated
crossing height of the flight path
angle above the LTP (or FTP).

0.5 m

critical

GPA

Value

Glide Path Angle (GPA) - The
angle of the approach path (glide
path) with respect to the
horizontal plane defined
according to WGS-84 at the
LTP/FTP.

0.01°

N/A

0.01°

Course Width
at threshold

Value

The semi-width of the lateral
course width at the LTP/FTP,
defining the lateral offset at which
the receiver will achieve full-scale
deflection.

N/A

critical

0.25 m

Delta Length
Offset

Distance

The distance from the stop end of
the runway to the FPAP.It defines
the location where lateral
sensitivity changes to the missed
approach sensitivity.

N/A

N/A

8m

HAL

Value

Horizontal Alert Limit

SBAS only

VAL

Value

Vertical Alert Limit

SBAS only

FAS Data
Block

Text

Binary string describing the Final
Approach Segment (FAS) data
block generated with an
appropriate software tool. The
FAS data block is set of

calculated

0.05 m

Chart
Resolution.

Subject

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

En-route
navaid and
fixes,
holding,
STAR/SID
points

100 m

essential

surveyed /
calculated

1 sec

1 sec

Final
approach
fixes/points
and other
essential
fixes/points
comprising
the
instrument
approach
procedure

3m

essential

surveyed /
calculated

1/10 sec

1 sec

parameters to identify a single
precision approach or APV and
define its associated approach

Procedure
fix

CRC
Remainder

Text

An 8-character hexadecimal
representation of the calculated
remainder bits used to determine
the integrity of the FAS data
block data during transmission
and storage.

Position

Point

Geographical location of the fix

Formations

Navaid
Bearing

Text

The station identification of the
reference VOR/DME

Bearing

Bearing used for the formation of
a terminal fix

1/10 degree

routine

calculated

1/10 degree

1/10 degree

Bearing used for
the formation of
a terminal fix

Bearing used for the formation of
an instrument approach procedure
fix

1/100 degree

essential

calculated

1/100
degree

1/10 degree

Bearing used for
the formation of
an instrument
approach

Subject

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.
procedure fix

Distance

Procedure
Holding

Helicopter
Procedure
Specifics

Distance

The distance from the reference
VOR/DME, if the waypoint is not
collocated with it.

1/100 km

Fix

Point

Geographical location that serves
as a reference for a holding
procedure.

same as proc fix

Inbound
course

Angle

Inbound true course

1/10 degree

Outbound
course

Angle

Outbound true course

1/10 degree

Leg distance

Distance

Outbound distance of the leg

1/10 km or 1/10
NM

Turn direction

Value

Direction of the procedure turn

Minimum
altitude

Altitude

Minimum holding level to the
nearest higher 50 m or 100
ft/flight level

Maximum
altitude

Altitude

Maximum holding level to the
nearest higher 50 m or 100
ft/flight level

50 m or 100
ft/flight level

Speed

Value

Maximum indicated air speed

10 kts

HCH

Height

Heliport crossing height

IDF

Point

Initial departure fix

DEP

MAPt

Point

Missed Approach Point

APCH

50 m

0.5 m

essential

calculated

1/100 km
or 1/100 NM

2/10 km (1/10
NM)

Fix

routine

essential

calculated

calculated

50 m or 100
ft/flight level

1 m or 1 ft

1 m or 1 ft

TABLE S1-5 Radio navigation aids/systems data
Subject
Radio
navigation
aid

Property

Type

Description

Name

Text

The textual name assigned to the
navaid

Purpose

Code list

Indication whether navigation aid
serves en-route (E), aerodrome
(A) or dual (AE) purposes.

Angle

The magnetic variation at the
radio navigation aid

Magnetic
Variation

Sub
property

Angle

Date

Position

Elevation

Ellipsoidal

Date

The date on which the magnetic
variation had the corresponding
value.

Point

Geographical location of the radio
navigation aid

Elevation

Height

The elevation of the transmitting
antenna of DME
The elevation of GBAS reference
point

The ellipsoid height of the GBAS

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

ILS Localizer

1 degree

essential

surveyed

1 degree

NDB

1 degree

routine

surveyed

1 degree

Aerodrome
Navaid

3m

essential

surveyed

1/10 sec

GBAS Ref
Point

1m

Enroute

100 m

essential

surveyed

1 sec

DME

30m (100ft)

essential

surveyed

30 m (100 ft)

DME/P

3m

essential

surveyed

3 m (10 ft)

GBAS Ref
Point

0.25 m

essential

GBAS

1 m or 1 ft

Chart
Resolution.

as plotted

30 m (100 ft)

Subject

Property

Sub
property

Type

height
Localizer
alignment

Description

Note

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

ILS Localizer

1/100 deg

essential

surveyed

1/100 degree (if
true)

1 degree

1/100 degree (if
true)

1 degree

reference point,
Bearing

Type

Bearing

The localizer course

Text

Type of localizer alligment, true
or magnetic

ILS Localizer

Zero azimuth
alignment

Bearing

MLS zero azimuth alignment

MLS

Angle

Angle

The angle of the glide path of an
ILS or the normal glide path angle
for the MLS installation

ILS GP /MLS

RDH

Value

The value of the ILS Reference
Datum Height (ILS RDH).

ILS GP

0.5m

critical

calculated

0.1m or 0.1ft

0.5m or 1ft

Localizer
antenna rwy
end distance

Distance

ILS localizer runway/FATO end
distance

ILS Localizer

3m

routine

calculated

1 m or 1 ft

as plotted

ILS glideslope
antenna TRSH
distance

Distance

ILS glideslope antenna - threshold
distance along centerline

ILS GP

3m

routine

calculated

1 m or 1 ft

as plotted

ILS marker
TRSH
distance

Distance

ILS marker - threshold distance

ILS

3m

essentail

calculated

1 m or 1 ft

2/10 km (1/10
NM)

ILS DME
antenna TRSH
distance

Distance

ILS DME antenna - threshold
distance along centerline

ILS

3m

essential

calculated

1 m or 1 ft

as plotted

MLS azimuth
antenna rwy
end distance

Distance

MLS azimuth antenna runway/FATO end distance

MLS

3m

routine

calculated

1 m or 1 ft

as plotted

MLS DME
antenna TRHS
distance

Distance

MLS DME/P antenna - threshold
distance along centre line

MLS

3m

essential

calculated

1 m or 1 ft

as plotted

1/100 deg

essential

surveyed

Subject

Aeronautical
ground
lights
Special
navigation
system

Property

Sub
property

Type

Description

Note

Signal
polarization

Code list

GBAS signal polarization
(GBAS/H or GBAS/E)

GBAS

DOC

Text

Designated operational coverage
(DOC or stadard service volume
SSV) as range or service volume
radius from the navaid / GBAS
reference point, height and sectors
if required

Intensity

Value

Intensity of the light of the beacon

Position

Point

Geographical location of the
special navigation system

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

1000 candela

100m

essential

surveyed /
calculated

Accuracy

Integrity

Origin
Type

Pub.
Resolution.

Chart
Resolution.

50 m

routine

surveyed

1 sec

as plotted

5m

essential

surveyed

1/10 sec

1/10 sec

0.5 m

essential

surveyed

1/10 sec

1/10 sec

Table S1-6 Obstacle Data
Subject

Property

Obstacle

Sub
property

Type

Description

Obstacle
identifier
Operator /
Owner
Geometry
type

Text

Unique identifier of obstacle

Text

Horizontal
position

Point
Line
Polygon

Name and Contact information of
obstacle operator or owner
An indication whether the
obstacle is a point, line or
polygon.
Obstacles in Area 1

Code list

Obstacles in Area 2 (including 2a,
2b, 2c, 2d, take-off flight path
area and obstacle limitation
surfaces)
Obstacles in Area 3

Note

Obstacles in Area 4

2.5 m

essential

surveyed

Horizontal
extent
Elevation

Distance

Hoizontal extent of the obstacle

Elevation

Obstacles in Area 1

30 m

routine

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

3 m (10 ft)

Height

Height

Obstacles in Area 2 (including 2a,
2b, 2c, 2d, take-off flight path
area and obstacle limitation
surfaces)
Obstacles in Area 3

3m

essential

surveyed

1 m or 1 ft

1 m or 1 ft

0.5 m

essential

surveyed

1m or 1 ft

Obstacles in Area 4

1m

essential

surveyed

0.1 m or 0.1 ft
0.01 m
0.1 m

Type

Text

Type of obstacle

Date and time
stamp
Operations

Date

Effectivity

Text

Date and time the obstacle was
created
Feature operations of mobile
obstacles
Effectivity of temporary types of
obstacles

Text

Table S1-7. Terrain Data Numerical Requirements

Area 1

Area 2

Area 3

Area 4

3 arc seconds

1 arc second

0.6 arc seconds

0.3 arc seconds

(approx. 90 m)

(approx. 30 m)

(approx. 20 m)

(approx. 9 m)

Vertical accuracy

30 m

3m

0.5 m

1m

Vertical resolution

1m

0.1 m

0.01 m

0.1 m

Horizontal
accuracy

50 m

5m

0.5 m

2.5 m

Confidence level

90%

90%

90%

90%

routine

essential

essential

essential

as required

as required

as required

as required

Post spacing

Integrity
classification
Maintenance period

Table S1-8 Data Types
Type
(1)

Description
(2)

Data elements
(3)
Latitude

Point

A pair of coordinates (latitude and
longitude) referenced to the mathematical
reference ellipsoid which define the
position of the point on the surface of the
Earth.

Longitude
Horizontal reference system
Units of measurement
Horizontal accuracy achieved

Line

Sequence of Points defining a linear object

Sequence of Points

Polygon

Sequence of Points forming the boundary
of the polygon. The first and last Point are
identical.

Closed sequence of Points

Height

The vertical distance of a level, point or an
object considered as a point, measured
from a specific datum.

Numerical value
Vertical reference system
Units of measurement

Type
(1)

Description
(2)

Data elements
(3)
Vertical accuracy achieved
Numerical value

Altitude

The vertical distance of a level, a point or
an object considered as a point, measured
from mean sea level.

Vertical reference system
Units of measurement
Vertical accuracy achieved
Numerical value

Elevation

The vertical distance of a point or a level,
on or affixed to the surface of the earth,
measured from mean sea level.

Vertical reference system
Units of measurement
Vertical accuracy
Numerical value

Distance

A linear value

Units of measurement
Accuracy achieved
Numerical value

Angle / Bearing

An angular value

Units of measurement
Accuracy achieved
Numerical Value

Value

Any measured, declared or derived value
not listed above.

Units of Measurement
Accuracy achieved

A calendar date referencing a particular
day or month

Text

Schedule

A repetitive time period, composed of one
or more intervals or special dates (e.g.
holidays) occurring cyclically

Text

Code list

A set of predefined Text strings or values

Text

Free text

String of characters without
constraints

Date

Text

SECOND SCHEDULE
CONTENTS OF THE AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION PUBLICATION (AIP)
(See part VI Regulation 23(1)(e))
Note 1. — The information elements prefixed with “#AIP-DS#” may be omitted when available
through the AIP data set
Note 2.— The information elements prefixed with “#OBS-DS#” may be omitted when available
through the obstacle data set

PART 1 — GENERAL (GEN)

When the AIP is produced as one volume, the preface, record of AIP Amendments, record of AIP
Supplements, checklist of AIP pages and list of current hand amendments appear only in Part 1 —
GEN, and the annotation “not applicable” shall be entered against each of these subsections in Parts 2
and 3.
If an AIP is produced and made available in more than one volume with each having a separate
amendment and supplement service, a separate preface, record of AIP Amendments, record of AIP
Supplements, checklist of AIP pages and list of current hand amendments shall be included in each
volume.
GEN 0.1

Preface

Brief description of the AIP, including:
1) name of the publishing authority;
2) applicable ICAO documents;
3) publication media (i.e. printed, online or other electronic media);
4) AIP structure and established regular amendment interval;
5) copyright policy, if applicable; and
6) service to contact in case of detected AIP errors or omissions.
GEN 0.2

Record of AIP Amendments

A record of AIP Amendments and AIRAC AIP Amendments (published in accordance with the
AIRAC system) containing:

1) amendment number;
2) publication date;
3) date inserted (for the AIRAC AIP Amendments, effective date); and
4) initials of officer who inserted the amendment.
GEN 0.3 Record of AIP Supplements
A record of issued AIP Supplements containing:
1) Supplement number;
2) Supplement subject;
3) AIP section(s) affected;
4) period of validity; and
5) cancellation record.

GEN 0.4

Checklist of AIP pages

A checklist of AIP pages containing:
1) page number/chart title; and
2) publication or effective date (day, month by name and year) of the aeronautical information.
GEN 0.5 List of hand amendments to the AIP
A list of current hand amendments to the AIP containing:
1) AIP page(s) affected;
2) amendment text; and
3) AIP Amendment number by which a hand amendment was introduced.

GEN 0.6

Table of contents to Part 1

A list of sections and subsections contained in Part 1 — General (GEN).
GEN 1.

GEN 1.1

NATIONAL REGULATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

Designated authorities

The addresses of designated authorities concerned with the facilitation of international air navigation
(civil aviation, meteorology, customs, immigration, health, en-route and aerodrome/heliport charges,

agricultural quarantine and aircraft accident investigation) containing, for each authority:
1) designated authority;
2) name of the authority;
3) postal address;
4) telephone number;
5) telefax number;
6) e-mail address;
7) aeronautical fixed service (AFS) address; and
8) website address, if available.

GEN 1.2

Entry, transit and departure of aircraft

Regulations and requirements for advance notification and applications for permission concerning
entry, transit and departure of aircraft on international flights.

GEN 1.3

Entry, transit and departure of passengers and crew

Regulations (including customs, immigration and quarantine, and requirements for advance
notification and applications for permission) concerning entry, transit and departure of non-immigrant
passengers and crew.

GEN 1.4

Entry, transit and departure of cargo

Regulations (including customs, and requirements for advance notification and applications for
permission) concerning entry, transit and departure of cargo.

GEN 1.5

Aircraft instruments, equipment and flight documents

Brief description of aircraft instruments, equipment and flight documents, including:
1) instruments, equipment (including aircraft communication, navigation and surveillance
equipment) and flight documents to be carried on aircraft, including any special requirement in
addition to the provisions specified in Annex 6, Part I, Chapters 6 and 7; and
2) emergency locator transmitter (ELT), signaling devices and life-saving equipment as
presented in Annex 6, Part I, 6.6 and Part II, 2.4.5, where so determined by regional air
navigation agreement, for flights over designated land areas.

GEN 1.7

Differences from ICAO Standards, Recommended Practices and Procedures

A list of significant differences between national regulations and practices of the State and related
ICAO provisions, including:
1) provision affected (Annex and edition number, paragraph); and
2) difference in full text.
All significant differences shall be listed under this subsection. All Annexes shall be listed in numerical
order even if there is no difference to an Annex, in which case a NIL notification shall be provided.
National differences or the degree of non-application of the regional supplementary procedures
(SUPPs) shall be notified immediately following the Annex to which the supplementary procedure
relates.

GEN 2.

TABLES AND CODES

GEN 2.1

GEN 2.1.1

Measuring system, aircraft markings, holidays

Units of measurement

Description of units of measurement used including table of units of measurement.

GEN 2.1.2

Temporal reference system

Description of the temporal reference system (calendar and time system) employed, together with an
indication of whether or not daylight saving hours are employed and how the temporal reference
system is presented throughout the AIP.
GEN 2.1.3

Horizontal reference system

Brief description of the horizontal (geodetic) reference system used, including:
1) name/designation of the reference system;
2) identification and parameters of the projection;
3) identification of the ellipsoid used;
4) identification of the datum used;
5) area(s) of application; and
6) an explanation, if applicable, of the asterisk used to identify those coordinates that do not meet
the accuracy requirements.

GEN 2.1.4

Vertical reference system

Brief description of the vertical reference system used, including:
1) name/designation of the reference system;
2) description of the geoid model used including the parameters required for height
transformation between the model used and EGM-96; and
3) an explanation, if applicable, of the asterisk used to identify those elevations/geoid undulations
that do not meet the accuracy requirements.

GEN 2.1.5

Aircraft nationality and registration marks

Indication of aircraft nationality and registration marks adopted by the State.

GEN 2.1.6

Public holidays

A list of public holidays with indication of services being affected.

GEN 2.2

Abbreviations used in aeronautical information products

A list of alphabetically arranged abbreviations and their respective significations used by the State in
its AIP and in the distribution of aeronautical data and aeronautical information with appropriate
annotation for those national abbreviations that are different from those contained in the Procedures
for Air Navigation Services — ICAO Abbreviations and Codes (PANS-ABC, Doc 8400).

GEN 2.3

Chart symbols

A list of chart symbols arranged according to the chart series where symbols are applied.

GEN 2.4

Location indicators

A list of alphabetically arranged location indicators assigned to the locations of aeronautical fixed
stations to be used for encoding and decoding purposes. An annotation to locations not connected to
the aeronautical fixed service (AFS) shall be provided.
GEN 2.5

List of radio navigation aids

#AIP-DS# A list of radio navigation aids arranged alphabetically, containing:
1) identifier;
2) name of the station;

3) type of facility/aid; and
4) indication whether aid serves en-route (E), aerodrome (A) or dual (AE) purposes.

GEN 2.6 Conversion of units of measurement
Tables for conversion or, alternatively, conversion formulae between:
1) nautical miles and kilometres and vice versa;
2) feet and metres and vice versa;
3) decimal minutes of arc and seconds of arc and vice versa; and
4) other conversions as appropriate.

GEN 2.7

Sunrise/sunset

Information on the time of sunrise and sunset including a brief description of criteria used for
determination of the times given and either a simple formulae or table from which times may be
calculated for any location within its territory/area of responsibility, or an alphabetical list of locations
for which the times are given in a table with a reference to the related page in the table and the
sunrise/sunset tables for the selected stations/locations, including:
1) station name;
2) ICAO location indicator;
3) geographical coordinates in degrees and minutes;
4) date(s) for which times are given;
5) time for the beginning of morning civil twilight;
6) time for sunrise;
7) time for sunset; and
8) time for the end of evening civil twilight.

GEN 3.

SERVICES

GEN 3.1

GEN 3.1.1

Aeronautical information services

Responsible service

Description of the aeronautical information service (AIS) provided and its major components,

including:
1) service/unit name;
2) postal address;
3) telephone number;
4) telefax number;
5) e-mail address;
6) AFS address;
7) website address, if available;
8) a statement concerning the ICAO documents on which the service is based and a reference to
the AIP location where differences, if any, are listed; and
9) an indication if service is not H24.

GEN 3.1.2

Area of responsibility

The area of responsibility for the AIS.

GEN 3.1.3

Aeronautical publications

Description of the elements of the aeronautical information products, including:
1) AIP and related amendment service;
2) AIP Supplements;
3) AIC;
4) NOTAM and pre-flight information bulletins (PIB);
5) checklists and lists of valid NOTAM; and
6) how they may be obtained.
When an AIC is used to promulgate publication prices, that shall be indicated in this section of the
AIP.
GEN 3.1.4

AIRAC system

Brief description of the AIRAC system provided including a table of present and near future AIRAC
dates.

GEN 3.1.5

Pre-flight information service at aerodromes/heliports

A list of aerodromes/heliports at which pre-flight information is routinely available, including an
indication of relevant:
1) elements of the aeronautical information products held;
2) maps and charts held; and
3) general area of coverage of such information.

GEN 3.1.6

Digital data sets

Description of the available data sets, including:
1) data set title;
2) short description;
3) data subjects included;
4) geographical scope; and
5) if applicable, limitations related to its usage.
6) Contact details of how data sets may be obtained, containing:
a) name of the individual, service or organization responsible;
b) street address and e-mail address of the individual, service or organization responsible;
c) telefax number of the individual, service or organization responsible;
d) contact telephone number of the individual, service or organization responsible;
e) hours of service (time period including time zone when contact can be made);
f) online information that can be used to contact the individual, service or organization; and
g) supplemental information, if necessary, on how and when to contact the individual,
service or organization.
GEN 3.2

GEN 3.2.1

Aeronautical charts

Responsible service(s)

Description of service(s) responsible for the production of aeronautical charts, including:

1) service name;
2) postal address;
3) telephone number;
4) telefax number;
5) e-mail address;
6) AFS address;
7) website address, if available;
8) a statement concerning the ICAO documents on which the service is based and a reference to
the AIP location where differences, if any, are listed; and
9) an indication if service is not H24.

GEN 3.2.2

Maintenance of charts

Brief description of how aeronautical charts are revised and amended.

GEN 3.2.3

Purchase arrangements

Details of how charts may be obtained, containing:
1) service/sales agency(ies);
2) postal address;
3) telephone number;
4) telefax number;
5) e-mail address;
6) AFS address; and
7) website address, if available.
GEN 3.2.4

Aeronautical chart series available

A list of aeronautical chart series available followed by a general description of each series and an
indication of the intended use.

GEN 3.2.5

List of aeronautical charts available

A list of aeronautical charts available, including:
1) title of series;
2) scale of series;
3) name and/or number of each chart or each sheet in a series;
4) price per sheet; and
5) date of latest revision.

GEN 3.2.6

Index to the World Aeronautical Chart (WAC) — ICAO 1:1 000 000

An index chart showing coverage and sheet layout for the WAC 1:1 000 000 produced by a State. If
Aeronautical Chart — ICAO 1:500 000 is produced instead of WAC 1:1 000 000, index charts shall be
used to indicate coverage and sheet layout for the Aeronautical Chart — ICAO 1:500 000.

GEN 3.2.7

Topographical charts

Details of how topographical charts may be obtained, containing:
1) name of service/agency(ies);
2) postal address;
3) telephone number;
4) telefax number;
5) e-mail address;
6) AFS address; and
7) website address, if available.

GEN 3.2.8

Corrections to charts not contained in the AIP

A list of corrections to aeronautical charts not contained in the AIP, or an indication where such
information can be obtained.

GEN 3.3

GEN 3.3.1

Air traffic services

Responsible service

Description of the air traffic service (ATS) and its major components, including:

1) service name;
2) postal address;
3) telephone number;
4) telefax number;
5) e-mail address;
6) AFS address;
7) website address, if available;
8) a statement concerning the ICAO documents on which the service is based and a reference to
the AIP location where differences, if any, are listed; and
9) an indication if service is not H24.

GEN 3.3.2

Area of responsibility

Brief description of area of responsibility for which ATS is provided.

GEN 3.3.3

Types of services

Brief description of main types of ATS provided.

GEN 3.3.4

Coordination between the operator and ATS

General conditions under which coordination between the operator and air traffic services is effected.

GEN 3.3.5

Minimum flight altitude

The criteria used to determine minimum flight altitudes.

GEN 3.3.6

ATS units address list

A list of ATS units and their addresses arranged alphabetically, containing:
1) unit name;
2) postal address;
3) telephone number;
4) telefax number;

5) e-mail address;
6) AFS address; and
7) website address, if available.

GEN 3.4

GEN 3.4.1

Communication and navigation services

Responsible service

Description of the service responsible for the provision of telecommunication and navigation facilities,
including:
1) service name;
2) postal address;
3) telephone number;
4) telefax number;
5) e-mail address;
6) AFS address;
7) website address, if available;
8) a statement concerning the ICAO documents on which the service is based and a reference to
the AIP location where differences, if any, are listed; and
9) an indication if service is not H24.

GEN 3.4.2

Area of responsibility

Brief description of area of responsibility for which telecommunication service is provided.

GEN 3.4.3

Types of service

Brief description of the main types of service and facilities provided, including:
1) radio navigation services;
2) voice and/or data link services;
3) broadcasting service;
4) language(s) used; and

5) an indication of where detailed information can be obtained.

GEN 3.4.4

Requirements and conditions

Brief description concerning the requirements and conditions under which the communication service
is available.

GEN 3.4.5

Miscellaneous

Any additional information (e.g. selected radio broadcasting stations, telecommunications diagram).

GEN 3.5

GEN 3.5.1

Meteorological services

Responsible service

Brief description of the meteorological service responsible for the provision of meteorological
information, including:
1) service name;
2) postal address;
3) telephone number;
4) telefax number;
5) e-mail address;
6) AFS address;
7) website address, if available;
8) a statement concerning the ICAO documents on which the service is based and a reference to
the AIP location where differences, if any, are listed; and
9) an indication if service is not H24.

GEN 3.5.2

Area of responsibility

Brief description of area and/or air routes for which meteorological service is provided.
GEN 3.5.3

Meteorological observations and reports

Detailed description of the meteorological observations and reports provided for international air
navigation, including:

1) name of the station and the ICAO location indicator;
2) type and frequency of observation including an indication of automatic observing equipment;
3) types of meteorological reports (e.g. METAR) and availability of a trend forecast;
4) specific type of observation system and number of observation sites used to observe and
report surface wind, visibility, runway visual range, cloud base, temperature and, where
applicable, wind shear (e.g. anemometer at intersection of runways, transmissometer next to
touchdown zone, etc.);
5) hours of operation; and
6) indication of aeronautical climatological information available.

GEN 3.5.4 Types of services
Brief description of the main types of service provided, including details of briefing, consultation,
display of meteorological information, flight documentation available for operators and flight crew
members, and of the methods and means used for supplying the meteorological information.

GEN 3.5.5

Notification required from operators

Minimum amount of advance notice required by the meteorological authority from operators in respect
of briefing, consultation and flight documentation and other meteorological information they require or
change.

GEN 3.5.6

Aircraft reports

As necessary, requirements of the meteorological authority for the making and transmission of aircraft
reports.

GEN 3.5.7

VOLMET service

Description of VOLMET and/or D-VOLMET service, including:
1) name of transmitting station;
2) call sign or identification and abbreviation for the radio communication emission;
3) frequency or frequencies used for broadcast;
4) broadcasting period;
5) hours of service;
6) list of aerodromes/heliports for which reports and/or forecasts are included; and

7) reports, forecasts and SIGMET information included and remarks.
GEN 3.5.8

SIGMET and AIRMET service

Description of the meteorological watch provided within flight information regions or control areas for
which air traffic services are provided, including a list of the meteorological watch offices with:
1) name of the meteorological watch office and the ICAO location indicator;
2) hours of service;
3) flight information region(s) or control area(s) served;
4) SIGMET validity periods;
5) specific procedures applied to SIGMET information (e.g. for volcanic ash and tropical
cyclones);
6) procedures applied to AIRMET information (in accordance with relevant regional air
navigation agreements);
7) ATS unit(s) provided with SIGMET and AIRMET information; and
8) additional information (e.g. concerning any limitation of service, etc.).

GEN 3.5.9

Other automated meteorological services

Description of available automated services for the provision of meteorological information (e.g.
automated pre-flight information service accessible by telephone and/or computer modem), including:
1) service name;
2) information available;
3) areas, routes and aerodromes covered; and
4) telephone and telefax number(s), e-mail address, and, if available, website address.

GEN 3.6

GEN 3.6.1

Search and rescue

Responsible service(s)

Brief description of service(s) responsible for the provision of search and rescue (SAR), including:
1) service/unit name;
2) postal address;

3) telephone number;
4) telefax number;
5) e-mail address;
6) AFS address;
7) website address, if available; and
8) a statement concerning the ICAO documents on which the service is based and a reference to
the AIP location where differences, if any, are listed.

GEN 3.6.2

Area of responsibility

Brief description of area of responsibility within which SAR services are provided.

GEN 3.6.3

Types of service

Brief description and geographical portrayal, where appropriate, of the type of service and facilities
provided including indications where SAR aerial coverage is dependent upon significant deployment
of aircraft.

GEN 3.6.4

SAR agreements

Brief description of SAR agreements in force, including provisions for facilitating entry and departure
of other States’ aircraft for search, rescue, salvage, repair or salvage in connection with lost or
damaged aircraft, either with airborne notification only or after flight plan notification.

GEN 3.6.5

Conditions of availability

Brief description of provisions for SAR, including the general conditions under which the service and
facilities are available for international use, including an indication of whether a facility available for
SAR is specialized in SAR techniques and functions, or is specially used for other purposes but
adapted for SAR purposes by training and equipment, or is only occasionally available and has no
particular training or preparation for SAR work.

GEN 3.6.6

Procedures and signals used

Brief description of the procedures and signals employed by rescue aircraft and a table showing the
signals to be used by survivors.

GEN 4. CHARGES FOR AERODROMES/HELIPORTS AND AIR NAVIGATION
SERVICES

GEN 4.1

Aerodrome/heliport charges

Brief description of type of charges which may be applicable at aerodromes/heliports available for
international use, including:
1) landing of aircraft;
2) parking, hangarage and long-term storage of aircraft;
3) passenger service;
4) security;
5) noise-related items;
6) other (customs, health, immigration, etc.);
7) exemptions/reductions; and
8) methods of payment.

GEN 4.2

Air navigation services charges

Brief description of charges which may be applicable to air navigation services provided for
international use, including:
1) approach control;
2) route air navigation services;
3) cost basis for air navigation services and exemptions/reductions; and
4) methods of payment.

PART 2 — EN-ROUTE (ENR)
If an AIP is produced and made available in more than one volume with each having a separate
amendment and supplement service, a separate preface, record of AIP Amendments, record of AIP
Supplements, checklist of AIP pages and list of current hand amendments shall be included in each
volume. In the case of an AIP being published as one volume, the annotation “not applicable” shall be
entered against each of the above subsections.

ENR 0.1

Table of contents to Part 2

A list of sections and subsections contained in Part 2 — En-route.

ENR 1.

GENERAL RULES AND PROCEDURES

ENR 1.1

General rules

The requirement is for publication of the general rules as applied within the State
.
ENR 1.2 Visual flight rules
The requirement is for publication of the visual flight rules as applied within the State.

ENR 1.3

Instrument flight rules

The requirement is for publication of the instrument flight rules as applied within the State.

ENR 1.4

ENR 1.4.1

ATS airspace classification and description

ATS airspace classification

Description of ATS airspace classes in the form of the ATS airspace classification table in Annex 11,
Appendix 4, appropriately annotated to indicate those airspace classes not used by the State.

ENR 1.4.2

ATS airspace description

Other ATS airspace descriptions as applicable, including general textual descriptions.

ENR 1.5

ENR 1.5.1

Holding, approach and departure procedures

General

The requirement is for a statement concerning the criteria on which holding, approach and departure
procedures are established. If different from ICAO provisions, the requirement is for presentation of
criteria used in a tabular form.

ENR 1.5.2

Arriving flights

The requirement is to present procedures (conventional or area navigation or both) for arriving flights
which are common to flights into or within the same type of airspace. If different procedures apply
within a terminal airspace, a note to this effect shall be given together with a reference to where the

specific procedures can be found.

ENR 1.5.3

Departing flights

The requirement is to present procedures (conventional or area navigation or both) for departing flights
which are common to flights departing from any aerodrome/heliport.

ENR 1.5.4

Other relevant information and procedures

Brief description of additional information, e.g. entry procedures, final approach alignment, holding
procedures and patterns.
ENR 1.6
ENR 1.6.1

ATS surveillance services and procedures
Primary radar

Description of primary radar services and procedures, including:
1) supplementary services;
2) the application of radar control service;
3) radar and air-ground communication failure procedures;
4) voice and CPDLC position reporting requirements; and
5) graphic portrayal of area of radar coverage.

ENR 1.6.2

Secondary surveillance radar

Description of secondary surveillance radar (SSR) operating procedures, including:
1) emergency procedures;
2) air-ground communication failure and unlawful interference procedures;
3) the system of SSR code assignment;
4) voice and CPDLC position reporting requirements; and
5) graphic portrayal of area of SSR coverage.

ENR 1.6.3

Automatic dependent surveillance — broadcast

Description of automatic dependent surveillance — broadcast (ADS-B) operating procedures,
including:

1) emergency procedures;
2) air-ground communication failure and unlawful interference procedures;
3) aircraft identification requirements;
4) voice and CPDLC position reporting requirements; and
5) graphic portrayal of area of ADS-B coverage.

ENR 1.6.4

Other relevant information and procedures

Brief description of additional information and procedures, e.g. radar failure procedures and
transponder failure procedures.

ENR 1.7

Altimeter setting procedures

The requirement is for a statement of altimeter setting procedures in use, containing:
1) brief introduction with a statement concerning the ICAO documents on which the procedures
are based together with differences to ICAO provisions, if any;
2) basic altimeter setting procedures;
3) description of altimeter setting region(s);
4) procedures applicable to operators (including pilots); and
5) table of cruising levels.

ENR 1.8

Regional supplementary procedures

The requirement is for presentation of regional supplementary procedures (SUPPs) affecting the entire
area of responsibility.

ENR 1.9

Air traffic flow management and airspace management

Brief description of air traffic flow management (ATFM) system and airspace management, including:
1) ATFM structure, service area, service provided, location of unit(s) and hours of operation;
2) types of flow messages and descriptions of the formats; and
3) procedures applicable for departing flights, containing:
a) service responsible for provision of information on applied ATFM measures;

b) flight plan requirements; and
c) slot allocations.
4) information on overall responsibility regarding airspace management within FIR(s), details
of civil/military airspace allocation and management coordination, structure of manageable
airspace (allocation and changes to allocation) and general operating procedures.
ENR 1.10

Flight planning

The requirement is to indicate any restriction, limitation or advisory information related to the flight
planning stage which may assist the user in the presentation of the intended flight operation, including:
1) procedures for the submission of a flight plan;
2) repetitive flight plan system; and
3) changes to the submitted flight plan.

ENR 1.11

Addressing of flight plan messages

The requirement is for an indication, in tabular form, of the addresses allocated to flight plans,
showing:
1) category of flight (IFR, VFR or both);
2) route (into or via FIR and/or TMA); and
3) message address.

ENR 1.12

Interception of civil aircraft

The requirement is for a complete statement of interception procedures and visual signals to be used
with a clear indication of whether ICAO provisions are applied and, if not, that differences exist.

ENR 1.13

Unlawful interference

The requirement is for presentation of appropriate procedures to be applied in case of unlawful
interference.

ENR 1.14

Air traffic incidents

Description of air traffic incidents reporting system, including:
1) definition of air traffic incidents;
2) use of the “Air Traffic Incident Reporting Form”;

3) reporting procedures (including in-flight procedures); and
4) purpose of reporting and handling of the form.

ENR 2.

ENR 2.1

ATS AIRSPACE

FIR, UIR, TMA and CTA

#AIP-DS# Detailed description of flight information regions (FIR), upper flight information regions
(UIR), and control areas (CTA) (including specific CTA such as TMA), including:
1) name, geographical coordinates in degrees and minutes of the FIR/UIR lateral limits and in
degrees, minutes and seconds of the CTA lateral limits, vertical limits and class of airspace;
2) identification of unit providing the service;
3) call sign of aeronautical station serving the unit and language(s) used, specifying the area and
conditions, when and where to be used, if applicable;
4) frequencies, and if applicable SATVOICE number, supplemented by indications for specific
purposes; and
5) remarks.
#AIP-DS# Control zones around military air bases not otherwise described in the AIP shall be included
in this subsection. Where the requirements of Annex 2 concerning flight plans, two-way
communications and position reporting apply to all flights in order to eliminate or reduce the need for
interceptions and/or where the possibility of interception exists and the maintenance of guard on the
VHF emergency channel 121.5 MHz is required, a statement to this effect shall be included for the
relevant area(s) or portion(s) thereof.
A description of designated areas over which the carriage of an emergency locator transmitter (ELT) is
required and where aircraft shall continuously guard the VHF emergency frequency 121.5 MHz, except
for those periods when aircraft are carrying out communications on other VHF channels or when
airborne equipment limitations or cockpit duties do not permit simultaneous guarding of two channels.

ENR 2.2

Other regulated airspace

Where established, a detailed description of other types of regulated airspace and airspace
classification.

ENR 3.
ENR 3.1

ATS ROUTES
Lower ATS routes

#AIP-DS# Detailed description of lower ATS routes, including:
1) route designator, designation of the required communication performance (RCP)
specification(s), navigation specification(s) and/or required surveillance performance (RSP)
specification(s) applicable to a specified segment(s), names, coded designators or name-codes
and the geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes and seconds of all significant points
defining the route including “compulsory” or “on-request” reporting points;
2) tracks or VOR radials to the nearest degree, geodesic distance to the nearest tenth of a
kilometre or tenth of a nautical mile between each successive designated significant point and,
in the case of VOR radials, changeover points;
3) upper and lower limits or minimum en-route altitudes, to the nearest higher 50 m or 100 ft,
and airspace classification;
4) lateral limits and minimum obstacle clearance altitudes;
5) direction of cruising levels;
6) the navigation accuracy requirement for each PBN (RNAV or RNP) route segment; and
7) remarks, including an indication of the controlling unit, its operating channel and, if
applicable, its logon address, SATVOICE number, and any navigation, RCP and RSP
specification(s) limitations.

ENR 3.2

Upper ATS routes

#AIP-DS# Detailed description of upper ATS routes, including:
1) route designator, designation of the required communication performance (RCP)
specification(s), navigation specification(s) and/or required surveillance performance (RSP)
specification(s) applicable to a specified segment(s), names, coded designators or name-codes
and the geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes and seconds of all significant points
defining the route including “compulsory” or “on-request” reporting points;
2) tracks or VOR radials to the nearest degree, geodesic distance to the nearest tenth of a
kilometre or tenth of a nautical mile between each successive designated significant point and,
in the case of VOR radials, changeover points;
3) upper and lower limits and airspace classification;
4) lateral limits;
5) direction of cruising levels;
6) the navigation accuracy requirement for each PBN (RNAV or RNP) route segment; and
7) remarks, including an indication of the controlling unit, its operating channel and, if
applicable, its logon address, SATVOICE number, and any navigation, RCP and RSP
specification(s) limitations.

ENR 3.3

Area navigation routes

#AIP-DS# Detailed description of PBN (RNAV and RNP) routes, including:
1) route designator, designation of the required communication performance (RCP)
specification(s), navigation specification(s) and/or required surveillance performance (RSP)
specification(s) applicable to a specified segment(s), names, coded designators or name-codes
and the geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes an seconds of all significant points
defining the route including “compulsory” or “on-request” reporting points;
2) in respect of waypoints defining an area navigation route, additionally as applicable:
a) station identification of the reference VOR/DME;
b) bearing to the nearest degree and the distance to the nearest tenth of a kilometre or tenth
of a nautical mile from the reference VOR/DME, if the waypoint is not collocated with
it; and
c) elevation of the transmitting antenna of DME to the nearest 30 m (100 ft);
3) magnetic reference bearing to the nearest degree, geodesic distance to the nearest tenth of a
kilometre or tenth of a nautical mile between defined end-points and distance between each
successive designated significant point;
4) upper and lower limits and airspace classification;
5) direction of cruising levels;
6) the navigation accuracy requirement for each PBN (RNAV or RNP) route segment; and
7) remarks, including an indication of the controlling unit, its operating channel and, if
applicable, its logon address, SATVOICE number, and any navigation, RCP and RSP
specification(s) limitations.

ENR 3.4

Helicopter routes

#AIP-DS# Detailed description of helicopter routes, including:
1) route designator, designation of the required communication performance (RCP)
specification(s), navigation specification(s) and/or required surveillance performance (RSP)
specification(s) applicable to a specified segment(s), names, coded designators or name-codes
and the geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes an seconds of all significant points
defining the route including “compulsory” or “on-request” reporting points;
2) tracks or VOR radials to the nearest degree, geodesic distance to the nearest tenth of a
kilometre or tenth of a nautical mile between each successive designated significant point and,
in the case of VOR radials, change over points;
3) upper and lower limits and airspace classification;

4) minimum flight altitudes to the nearest higher 50 m or 100 ft;
5) the navigation accuracy requirement for each PBN (RNAV or RNP) route segment; and
6) remarks, including an indication of the controlling unit, its operating channel and, if
applicable, its logon address, SATVOICE number, and any navigation, RCP and RSP
specification(s) limitations.

ENR 3.5

Other routes

#AIP-DS# The requirement is to describe other specifically designated routes which are compulsory
within specified 1area(s).

ENR 3.6

En-route holding

#AIP-DS# The requirement is for a detailed description of en-route holding procedures, containing:
1) holding identification (if any) and holding fix (navigation aid) or waypoint with geographical
coordinates in degrees, minutes and seconds;
2) inbound track;
3) direction of the procedure turn;
4) maximum indicated airspeed;
5) minimum and maximum holding level;
6) time/distance outbound; and
7) indication of the controlling unit and its operating frequency.
ENR 4.

ENR 4.1

RADIO NAVIGATION AIDS/SYSTEMS
Radio navigation aids — en-route

#AIP-DS# A list of stations providing radio navigation services established for en-route purposes and
arranged alphabetically by name of the station, including:
1) name of the station and magnetic variation to the nearest degree and for VOR, station
declination to the nearest degree used for technical line-up of the aid;
2) identification;
3) frequency/channel for each element;

4) hours of operation;
5) geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes and seconds of the position of the transmitting
antenna;
6) elevation of the transmitting antenna of DME to the nearest 30 m (100 ft); and
7) remarks.
If the operating authority of the facility is other than the designated governmental agency, the name of
the operating authority shall be indicated in the remarks column. Facility coverage shall be indicated in
the remarks column.

ENR 4.2

Special navigation systems

#AIP-DS# Description of stations associated with special navigation systems (DECCA, LORAN, etc.),
including:
1) name of station or chain;
2) type of service available (master signal, slave signal, colour);
3) frequency (channel number, basic pulse rate, recurrence rate, as applicable);
4) hours of operation;
5) geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes and seconds of the position of the transmitting
station; and
6) remarks.
If the operating authority of the facility is other than the designated governmental agency, the name of
the operating authority shall be indicated in the remarks column. Facility coverage shall be indicated in
the remarks column.

ENR 4.3

Global navigation satellite system (GNSS)

A list and description of elements of the global navigation satellite system (GNSS) providing the
navigation service established for en-route purposes and arranged alphabetically by name of the
element, including:
1) the name of the GNSS element, (GPS, GLONASS, EGNOS, MSAS, WAAS, etc.);
2) frequency(ies), as appropriate;
3) geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes and seconds of the nominal service area and
coverage area; and
4) remarks.
If the operating authority of the facility is other than the designated governmental agency, the name of

the operating authority shall be indicated in the remarks column.
ENR 4.4

Name-code designators for significant points

#AIP-DS# A list of alphabetically arranged name-code designators (five-letter pronounceable “namecode”) established for significant points at positions not marked by the site of radio navigation aids,
including:
1) name-code designator;
2) geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes and seconds of the position;
3) reference to ATS or other routes where the point is located; and
4) remarks, including supplementary definition of positions where required.

ENR 4.5

Aeronautical ground lights — en-route

#AIP-DS# A list of aeronautical ground lights and other light beacons designating geographical
positions which are selected by the State as being significant, including:
1) name of the city or town or other identification of the beacon;
2) type of beacon and intensity of the light in thousands of candelas;
3) characteristics of the signal;
4) operational hours; and
5) remarks.

ENR 5.

ENR 5.1

NAVIGATION WARNINGS

Prohibited, restricted and danger areas

#AIP-DS# Description, supplemented by graphic portrayal where appropriate, of prohibited, restricted
and danger areas together with information regarding their establishment and activation, including:
1) identification, name and geographical coordinates of the lateral limits in degrees, minutes and
seconds if inside and in degrees and minutes if outside control area/control zone boundaries;
2) upper and lower limits; and
3) remarks, including time of activity.
Type of restriction or nature of hazard and risk of interception in the event of penetration shall be
indicated in the remarks column.
ENR 5.2

Military exercise and training areas and air defence identification zone (ADIZ)

#AIP-DS# Description, supplemented by graphic portrayal where appropriate, of established military
training areas and military exercises taking place at regular intervals, and established air defence
identification zone (ADIZ), including:
1) geographical coordinates of the lateral limits in degrees, minutes and seconds if inside and in
degrees and minutes if outside control area/control zone boundaries;
2) upper and lower limits and system and means of activation announcements together with
information pertinent to civil flights and applicable ADIZ procedures; and
3) remarks, including time of activity and risk of interception in the event of penetration of
ADIZ.

ENR 5.3
ENR 5.3.1

Other activities of a dangerous nature and other potential hazards
Other activities of a dangerous nature

#AIP-DS# Description, supplemented by charts where appropriate, of activities that constitute a
specific or obvious danger to aircraft operation and could affect flights, including:
1) geographical coordinates in degrees and minutes of centre of area and range of influence;
2) vertical limits;
3) advisory measures;
4) authority responsible for the provision of information; and
5) remarks, including time of activity.

ENR 5.3.2

Other potential hazards

#AIP-DS# Description, supplemented by charts where appropriate, of other potential hazards that could
affect flights(active volcanoes, nuclear power stations, etc.), including:
1) geographical coordinates in degrees and minutes of location of potential hazard;
2) vertical limits;
3) advisory measures;
4) authority responsible for the provision of information; and
5) remarks.

ENR 5.4

Air navigation obstacles

#OBS-DS# A list of obstacles affecting air navigation in Area 1 (the entire State territory), including:

1) obstacle identification or designation;
2) type of obstacle;
3) obstacle position, represented by geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes and seconds;
4) obstacle elevation and height to the nearest metre or foot; and
5) type and colour of obstacle lighting (if any).

ENR 5.5

Aerial sporting and recreational activities

#AIP-DS# Brief description, supplemented by graphic portrayal where appropriate, of intensive aerial
sporting and recreational activities together with conditions under which they are carried out,
including:
1) designation and geographical coordinates of the lateral limits in degrees, minutes and
seconds if inside and in degrees and minutes if outside control area/control zone boundaries;
2) vertical limits;
3) operator/user telephone number; and
4) remarks, including time of activity.

ENR 5.6

Bird migration and areas with sensitive fauna

Description, supplemented by charts where practicable, of movements of birds associated with
migration, including migration routes and permanent resting areas and areas with sensitive fauna.

ENR 6.

EN-ROUTE CHARTS

The requirement is for the En-route Chart — ICAO and index charts to be included in this section

PART 3 — AERODROMES (AD)
If an AIP is produced and made available in more than one volume with each having a separate
amendment and supplement service, a separate preface, record of AIP Amendments, record of AIP
Supplements, checklist of AIP pages and list of current hand amendments shall be included in each
volume. In the case of an AIP being published as one volume, the annotation “not applicable” shall be
entered against each of the above subsections.

AD 0.1

Table of contents to Part 3

A list of sections and subsections contained in Part 3 — Aerodromes (AD).

AERODROMES/HELIPORTS — INTRODUCTION

AD 1.

AD 1.1

AD 1.1.1

Aerodrome/heliport availability and conditions of use

General conditions

Brief description of the State’s designated authority responsible for aerodromes and heliports,
including:
1) the general conditions under which aerodromes/heliports and associated facilities are
available for use; and
2) a statement concerning the ICAO documents on which the services are based and a reference
to the AIP location where differences, if any, are listed.

AD 1.1.2

Use of military air bases

Regulations and procedures, if any, concerning civil use of military air bases.

AD 1.1.3

Low visibility procedures

The general conditions under which the low visibility procedures applicable to Cat II/III operations at
aerodromes, if any, are applied.

AD 1.1.4

Aerodrome operating minima

Details of aerodrome operating minima applied by the State.

AD 1.1.5

Other information

If applicable, other information of a similar nature
AD 1.2
AD 1.2.1

Rescue and firefighting services and snow plan
Rescue and firefighting services

Brief description of rules governing the establishment of rescue and firefighting services at aerodromes
and heliports available for public use together with an indication of rescue and firefighting categories
established by a State.

AD 1.2.2

Snow plan

Brief description of general snow plan considerations for aerodromes/heliports available for public use
at which snow conditions are normally liable to occur, including:
1) organization of the winter service;
2) surveillance of movement areas;
3) measuring methods and measurements taken;
4) actions taken to maintain the usability of movement areas;
5) system and means of reporting;
6) the cases of runway closure; and
7) distribution of information about snow conditions.

AD 1.3

Index to aerodromes and heliports

A list, supplemented by graphic portrayal, of aerodromes and heliports within a State, including:
1) aerodrome/heliport name and ICAO location indicator;
2) type of traffic permitted to use the aerodrome/heliport (international/national, IFR/VFR,
scheduled/non-scheduled, general aviation, military and other); and
3) reference to AIP, Part 3 subsection in which aerodrome/heliport details are presented.

AD 1.4

Grouping of aerodromes/heliports

Brief description of the criteria applied by the State in grouping aerodromes/heliports for
production/distribution/provision of information purposes (international/national; primary/secondary;
major/other; civil/military; etc.).
AD 1.5

Status of certification of aerodromes

A list of aerodromes in the State, indicating the status of certification, including:
1) aerodrome name and ICAO location indicator;
2) date and, if applicable, validity of certification; and
3) remarks, if any.

AD 2.

AERODROMES

Note.— **** is to be replaced by the relevant ICAO location indicator.

**** AD 2.1

Aerodrome location indicator and name

The requirement is for the ICAO location indicator allocated to the aerodrome and the name of
aerodrome. An ICAO location indicator shall be an integral part of the referencing system applicable to
all subsections in section AD 2.

**** AD 2.2

Aerodrome geographical and administrative data

The requirement is for aerodrome geographical and administrative data, including:
1) aerodrome reference point (geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes and seconds) and its
site;
2) direction and distance of aerodrome reference point from centre of the city or town which the
aerodrome serves;
3) aerodrome elevation to the nearest metre or foot, reference temperature and mean low
temperature;
4) where appropriate, geoid undulation at the aerodrome elevation position to the nearest metre or
foot;
5) magnetic variation to the nearest degree, date of information and annual change;
6) name of aerodrome operator, address, telephone and telefax numbers, e-mail address, AFS
address and, if available, website address;
7) types of traffic permitted to use the aerodrome (IFR/VFR); and
8) remarks.

**** AD 2.3

Operational hours

Detailed description of the hours of operation of services at the aerodrome, including:
1) aerodrome operator;
2) customs and immigration;
3) health and sanitation;
4) AIS briefing office;
5) ATS reporting office (ARO);
6) MET briefing office;
7) air traffic service;
8) fuelling;

9) handling;
10) security;
11) de-icing; and
12) remarks.

**** AD 2.4

Handling services and facilities

Detailed description of the handling services and facilities available at the aerodrome, including:
1) cargo-handling facilities;
2) fuel and oil types;
3) fuelling facilities and capacity;
4) de-icing facilities;
5) hangar space for visiting aircraft;
6) repair facilities for visiting aircraft; and
7) remarks.

**** AD 2.5

Passenger facilities

Passenger facilities available at the aerodrome, provided as a brief description or a reference to other
information sources such as a website, including:
1) hotel(s) at or in the vicinity of aerodrome;
2) restaurant(s) at or in the vicinity of aerodrome;
3) transportation possibilities;
4) medical facilities;
5) bank and post office at or in the vicinity of aerodrome;
6) tourist office; and
7) remarks.

**** AD 2.6 Rescue and firefighting services
Detailed description of the rescue and firefighting services and equipment available at the aerodrome,

including:
1) aerodrome category for firefighting;
2) rescue equipment;
3) capability for removal of disabled aircraft; and
4) remarks.

**** AD 2.7

Seasonal availability — clearing

Detailed description of the equipment and operational priorities established for the clearance of
aerodrome movement areas, including:
1) type(s) of clearing equipment;
2) clearance priorities; and
3) remarks.

**** AD 2.8

Aprons, taxiways and check locations/positions data

Details related to the physical characteristics of aprons, taxiways and locations/positions of designated
checkpoints, including:
1) designation, surface and strength of aprons;
2) designation, width, surface and strength of taxiways;
3) location and elevation to the nearest metre or foot of altimeter checkpoints;
4) location of VOR checkpoints;
5) position of INS checkpoints in degrees, minutes, seconds and hundredths of seconds; and
6) remarks.
If check locations/positions are presented on an aerodrome chart, a note to that effect shall be provided
under this subsection.
**** AD 2.9

Surface movement guidance and control system and markings

Brief description of the surface movement guidance and control system and runway and taxiway
markings, including:
1) use of aircraft stand identification signs, taxiway guide lines and visual docking/parking
guidance system at aircraft stands;
2) runway and taxiway markings and lights;

3) stop bars and runway guard lights (if any);
4) other runway protection measures; and
5) remarks.

**** AD 2.10

Aerodrome obstacles

#OBS-DS# Detailed description of obstacles, including:
1) obstacles in Area 2:
a) obstacle identification or designation;
b) type of obstacle;
c) obstacle position, represented by geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes, seconds
and tenths of seconds;
d) obstacle elevation and height to the nearest metre or foot;
e) obstacle marking, and type and colour of obstacle lighting (if any); and
f) NIL indication, if appropriate.

2) the absence of an Area 2 data set for the aerodrome is to be clearly stated and obstacle data
are to be provided for:
a) obstacles that penetrate the obstacle limitation surfaces;
b) obstacles that penetrate the take-off flight path area obstacle identification surface; and
c) other obstacles assessed as being hazardous to air navigation.
3) indication that information on obstacles in Area 3 is not provided, or if provided:
a) obstacle identification or designation;
b) type of obstacle;
c) obstacle position, represented by geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes, seconds and
tenths of seconds;
d) obstacle elevation and height to the nearest tenth of a metre or tenth of a foot;
e) obstacle marking, and type and colour of obstacle lighting (if any);
f) if appropriate, an indication that the list of obstacles is available as a digital data set, and a

reference to GEN 3.1.6; and
g) NIL indication, if appropriate.

**** AD 2.11

Meteorological information provided

Detailed description of meteorological information provided at the aerodrome and an indication of
which meteorological office is responsible for the service enumerated, including:
1) name of the associated meteorological office;
2) hours of service and, where applicable, the designation of the responsible meteorological
office outside these hours;
3) office responsible for preparation of TAFs and periods of validity and interval of issuance of
the forecasts;
4) availability of the trend forecasts for the aerodrome, and interval of issuance;
5) information on how briefing and/or consultation is provided;
6) types of flight documentation supplied and language(s) used in flight documentation;
7) charts and other information displayed or available for briefing or consultation;
8) supplementary equipment available for providing information on meteorological conditions,
e.g. weather radar and receiver for satellite images;
9) the air traffic services unit(s) provided with meteorological information; and
10) additional information (e.g. concerning any limitation of service).

**** AD 2.12

Runway physical characteristics

Detailed description of runway physical characteristics, for each runway, including:
1) designations;
2) true bearings to one-hundredth of a degree;
3) dimensions of runways to the nearest metre or foot;
4) strength of pavement (PCN and associated data) and surface of each runway and associated
stopways;
5) geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes, seconds and hundredths of seconds for each
threshold and runway end and, where appropriate, geoid undulation of:
— thresholds of a non-precision approach runway to the nearest metre or foot; and

— thresholds of a precision approach runway to the nearest tenth of a metre or tenth of a
foot;
6) elevations of:
— thresholds of a non-precision approach runway to the nearest metre or foot; and
— thresholds and the highest elevation of the touchdown zone of a precision approach
runway to the nearest tenth of a metre or tenth of a foot;
7) slope of each runway and associated stopways;
8) dimensions of stopway (if any) to the nearest metre or foot;
9) dimensions of clearway (if any) to the nearest metre or foot;
10) dimensions of strips;
11) dimensions of runway end safety areas;
12) location (which runway end) and description of arresting system (if any);
13) the existence of an obstacle-free zone; and
14) remarks.

**** AD 2.13 Declared distances
Detailed description of declared distances to the nearest metre or foot for each direction of each
runway, including:
1) runway designator;
2) take-off run available;
3) take-off distance available, and if applicable, alternative reduced declared distances;
4) accelerate-stop distance available;
5) landing distance available; and
6) remarks, including runway entry or start point where alternative reduced declared distances
have been declared.
If a runway direction cannot be used for take-off or landing, or both, because it is operationally
forbidden, then this shall be declared and the words “not usable” or the abbreviation “NU” entered
(Annex 14, Volume I, Attachment A, Section 3).
**** AD 2.14

Approach and runway lighting

Detailed description of approach and runway lighting, including:

1) runway designator;
2) type, length and intensity of approach lighting system;
3) runway threshold lights, colour and wing bars;
4) type of visual approach slope indicator system;
5) length of runway touchdown zone lights;
6) length, spacing, colour and intensity of runway centre line lights;
7) length, spacing, colour and intensity of runway edge lights;
8) colour of runway end lights and wing bars;
9) length and colour of stopway lights; and
10) remarks.

**** AD 2.15

Other lighting and secondary power supply

Description of other lighting and secondary power supply, including:
1) location, characteristics and hours of operation of aerodrome beacon/identification beacon (if
any);
2) location and lighting (if any) of anemometer/landing direction indicator;
3) taxiway edge and taxiway centre line lights;
4) secondary power supply including switch-over time; and
5) remarks.

**** AD 2.16

Helicopter landing area

Detailed description of helicopter landing area provided at the aerodrome, including:
1) geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes, seconds and hundredths of seconds and, where
appropriate, geoid undulation of the geometric centre of touchdown and lift-off (TLOF) or
of each threshold of final approach and take-off (FATO) area:
— for non-precision approaches, to the nearest metre or foot; and
— for precision approaches, to the nearest tenth of a metre or tenth of a foot;
2) TLOF and/or FATO area elevation:
— for non-precision approaches, to the nearest metre or foot; and

— for precision approaches, to the nearest tenth of a metre or tenth of a foot;
3) TLOF and FATO area dimensions to the nearest metre or foot, surface type, bearing strength
and marking;
4) true bearings to one-hundredth of a degree of FATO;
5) declared distances available, to the nearest metre or foot;
6) approach and FATO lighting; and
7) remarks.

**** AD 2.17

Air traffic services airspace

#AIP-DS# Detailed description of air traffic services (ATS) airspace organized at the aerodrome,
including:
1) airspace designation and geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes and seconds of the
lateral limits;
2) vertical limits;
3) airspace classification;
4) call sign and language(s) of the ATS unit providing service;
5) transition altitude;
6) hours of applicability; and
7) remarks.

**** AD 2.18

Air traffic services communication facilities

Detailed description of ATS communication facilities established at the aerodrome, including:
1) service designation;
2) call sign;
3) channel(s);
4) SATVOICE number(s), if available;
5) logon address, as appropriate;
6) hours of operation; and

7) remarks.
**** AD 2.19

Radio navigation and landing aids

#AIP-DS# Detailed description of radio navigation and landing aids associated with the instrument
approach and the terminal area procedures at the aerodrome, including:
1) type of aids, magnetic variation to the nearest degree, as appropriate, and type of supported
operation for ILS/MLS, basic GNSS, SBAS, and GBAS, and for VOR/ILS/MLS also station
declination to the nearest degree used for technical line-up of the aid;
2) identification, if required;
3) frequency(ies), channel number(s), service provider and reference path identifier(s) (RPI), as
appropriate;
4) hours of operation, as appropriate;
5) geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes, seconds and tenths of seconds of the position
of the transmitting antenna, as appropriate;
6) elevation of the transmitting antenna of DME to the nearest 30 m (100 ft) and of DME/P to
the nearest 3 m (10 ft); elevation of GBAS reference point to the nearest metre or foot, and
the ellipsoid height of the point to the nearest metre or foot. For SBAS, the ellipsoid height
of the landing threshold point (LTP) or the fictitious threshold point (FTP) to the nearest
metre or foot;
7) service volume radius from the GBAS reference point to the nearest kilometre or nautical
mile; and
8) remarks.
When the same aid is used for both en-route and aerodrome purposes, a description shall also be given
in section ENR 4. If the GBAS serves more than one aerodrome, description of the aid shall be
provided under each aerodrome. If the operating authority of the facility is other than the designated
governmental agency, the name of the operating authority shall be indicated in the remarks column.
Facility coverage shall be indicated in the remarks column.

**** AD 2.20

Local aerodrome regulations

Detailed description of regulations applicable to the use of the aerodrome, including the acceptability
of training flights, non-radio and microlight aircraft and similar, and to ground manoeuvring and
parking but excluding flight procedures.

**** AD 2.21

Noise abatement procedures

Detailed description of noise abatement procedures established at the aerodrome.

**** AD 2.22

Flight procedures

Detailed description of the conditions and flight procedures, including radar and/or ADS-B procedures,
established on the basis of airspace organization at the aerodrome. When established, detailed
description of the low visibility procedures at the aerodrome, including:
1) runway(s) and associated equipment authorized for use under low visibility procedures;
2) defined meteorological conditions under which initiation, use and termination of low
visibility procedures would be made;
3) description of ground marking/lighting for use under low visibility procedures; and
4) remarks.

**** AD 2.23

Additional information

Additional information at the aerodrome, such as an indication of bird concentrations at the aerodrome,
together with an indication of significant daily movement between resting and feeding areas, to the
extent practicable.

**** AD 2.24

Charts related to an aerodrome

The requirement is for charts related to an aerodrome to be included in the following order:
1) Aerodrome/Heliport Chart — ICAO;
2) Aircraft Parking/Docking Chart — ICAO;
3) Aerodrome Ground Movement Chart — ICAO;
4) Aerodrome Obstacle Chart — ICAO Type A (for each runway);
5) Aerodrome Obstacle Chart — ICAO Type B (when available);
6) Aerodrome Terrain and Obstacle Chart — ICAO (Electronic);
7) Precision Approach Terrain Chart — ICAO (precision approach Cat II and III runways);
8) Area Chart — ICAO (departure and transit routes);
9) Standard Departure Chart — Instrument — ICAO;
10) Area Chart — ICAO (arrival and transit routes);
11) Standard Arrival Chart — Instrument — ICAO;
12) ATC Surveillance Minimum Altitude Chart — ICAO;

13) Instrument Approach Chart — ICAO (for each runway and procedure type);
14) Visual Approach Chart — ICAO; and
15) bird concentrations in the vicinity of the aerodrome.
If some of the charts are not produced, a statement to this effect shall be given in section GEN 3.2.

AD 3.

HELIPORTS

When a helicopter landing area is provided at the aerodrome, associated data shall be listed only under
**** AD 2.16.

**** AD 3.1

Heliport location indicator and name

The requirement is for the ICAO location indicator assigned to the heliport and the name of heliport.
An ICAO location indicator shall be an integral part of the referencing system applicable to all
subsections in section AD 3.

**** AD 3.2

Heliport geographical and administrative data

The requirement is for heliport geographical and administrative data, including:
1) heliport reference point (geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes and seconds) and its
site;
2) direction and distance of heliport reference point from centre of the city or town which the
heliport serves;
3) heliport elevation to the nearest metre or foot, reference temperature and mean low
temperature;
4) where appropriate, geoid undulation at the heliport elevation position to the nearest metre
or foot;
5) magnetic variation to the nearest degree, date of information and annual change;
6) name of heliport operator, address, telephone and telefax numbers, e-mail address, AFS
address and, if available, website address;
7) types of traffic permitted to use the heliport (IFR/VFR); and
8) remarks.

**** AD 3.3

Operational hours

Detailed description of the hours of operation of services at the heliport, including:
1) heliport operator;
2) customs and immigration;
3) health and sanitation;
4) AIS briefing office;
5) ATS reporting office (ARO);
6) MET briefing office;
7) air traffic service;
8) fuelling;
9) handling;
10) security;
11) de-icing; and
12) remarks.

**** AD 3.4

Handling services and facilities

Detailed description of the handling services and facilities available at the heliport, including:
1) cargo-handling facilities;
2) fuel and oil types;
3) fuelling facilities and capacity;
4) de-icing facilities;
5) hangar space for visiting helicopters;
6) repair facilities for visiting helicopters; and
7) remarks.

**** AD 3.5

Passenger facilities

Passenger facilities available at the heliport, provided as a brief description or as a reference to other

information sources such as a website, including:
1) hotel(s) at or in the vicinity of the heliport;
2) restaurant(s) at or in the vicinity of the heliport;
3) transportation possibilities;
4) medical facilities;
5) bank and post office at or in the vicinity of the heliport;
6) tourist office; and
7) remarks.
**** AD 3.6

Rescue and firefighting services

Detailed description of the rescue and firefighting services and equipment available at the heliport,
including:
1) heliport category for firefighting;
2) rescue equipment;
3) capability for removal of disabled helicopters; and
4) remarks.

**** AD 3.7

Seasonal availability — clearing

Detailed description of the equipment and operational priorities established for the clearance of heliport
movement areas, including:
1) type(s) of clearing equipment;
2) clearance priorities; and
3) remarks.

**** AD 3.8

Aprons, taxiways and check locations/positions data

Details related to the physical characteristics of aprons, taxiways and locations/positions of designated
checkpoints, including:
1) designation, surface and strength of aprons, helicopter stands;
2) designation, width and surface type of helicopter ground taxiways;
3) width and designation of helicopter air taxiway and air transit route;

4) location and elevation to the nearest metre or foot of altimeter checkpoints;
5) location of VOR checkpoints;
6) position of INS checkpoints in degrees, minutes, seconds and hundredths of seconds; and
7) remarks.
If check locations/positions are presented on a heliport chart, a note to that effect shall be provided
under this subsection.
**** AD 3.9

Markings and markers

Brief description of final approach and take-off area and taxiway markings and markers, including:
1) final approach and take-off markings;
2) taxiway markings, air taxiway markers and air transit route markers; and
3) remarks.

**** AD 3.10

Heliport obstacles

#OBS-DS# Detailed description of obstacles, including:
1) obstacle identification or designation;
2) type of obstacle;
3) obstacle position, represented by geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes, seconds
and tenths of seconds;
4) obstacle elevation and height to the nearest metre or foot;
5) obstacle marking, and type and colour of obstacle lighting (if any); and
6) NIL indication, if appropriate.

**** AD 3.11

Meteorological information provided

Detailed description of meteorological information provided at the heliport and an indication of which
meteorological office is responsible for the service enumerated, including:
1) name of the associated meteorological office;
2) hours of service and, where applicable, the designation of the responsible meteorological
office outside these hours;
3) office responsible for preparation of TAFs, and periods of validity of the forecasts;

4) availability of the trend forecasts for the heliport, and interval of issuance;
5) information on how briefing and/or consultation is provided;
6) type of flight documentation supplied and language(s) used in flight documentation;
7) charts and other information displayed or available for briefing or consultation;
8) supplementary equipment available for providing information on meteorological
conditions, e.g. weather radar and receiver for satellite images;
9) the ATS unit(s) provided with meteorological information; and
10) additional information (e.g. concerning any limitation of service).
**** AD 3.12

Heliport data

Detailed description of heliport dimensions and related information, including:
1) heliport type (surface-level, elevated or helideck);
2) touchdown and lift-off (TLOF) area dimensions to the nearest metre or foot;
3) true bearings to one-hundredth of a degree of final approach and take-off (FATO) area;
4) dimensions to the nearest metre or foot of FATO, and surface type;
5) surface and bearing strength in tonnes (1 000 kg) of TLOF;
6) geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes, seconds and hundredths of seconds and,
where appropriate, geoid undulation of the geometric centre of TLOF or of each threshold
of FATO:
— for non-precision approaches, to the nearest metre or foot; and
— for precision approaches, to the nearest tenth of a metre or tenth of a foot;
7) TLOF and/or FATO slope and elevation:
— for non-precision approaches, to the nearest metre or foot; and
— for precision approaches, to the nearest tenth of a metre or tenth of a foot;
8) dimensions of safety area;
9) dimensions, to the nearest metre or foot, of helicopter clearway;
10) the existence of an obstacle-free sector; and
11) remarks.

**** AD 3.13

Declared distances

Detailed description of declared distances to the nearest metre or foot, where relevant for a heliport,
including:
1) take-off distance available, and if applicable, alternative reduced declared distances;
2) rejected take-off distance available;
3) landing distance available; and
4) remarks, including entry or start point where alternative reduced declared distances have
been declared.

**** AD 3.14

Approach and FATO lighting

Detailed description of approach and FATO lighting, including:
1) type, length and intensity of approach lighting system;
2) type of visual approach slope indicator system;
3) characteristics and location of FATO area lights;
4) characteristics and location of aiming point lights;
5) characteristics and location of TLOF lighting system; and
6) remarks.

**** AD 3.15

Other lighting and secondary power supply

Description of other lighting and secondary power supply, including:
1) location, characteristics and hours of operation of heliport beacon;
2) location and lighting of wind direction indicator (WDI);
3) taxiway edge and taxiway centre line lights;
4) secondary power supply including switch-over time; and
5) remarks.

**** AD 3.16

Air traffic services airspace

#AIP-DS# Detailed description of air traffic services (ATS) airspace organized at the heliport,
including:

1) airspace designation and geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes and seconds of the
lateral limits;
2) vertical limits;
3) airspace classification;
4) call sign and language(s) of ATS unit providing service;
5) transition altitude;
6) hours of applicability; and
7) remarks.

**** AD 3.17

Air traffic services communication facilities

Detailed description of ATS communication facilities established at the heliport, including:
1) service designation;
2) call sign;
3) channel(s);
4) SATVOICE number(s), if available;
5) logon address, as appropriate;
6) hours of operation; and
7) remarks.

**** AD 3.18

Radio navigation and landing aids

#AIP-DS# Detailed description of radio navigation and landing aids associated with the instrument
approach and the terminal area procedures at the heliport, including:
1) type of aids, magnetic variation to the nearest degree, as appropriate, and type of supported
operation for ILS/MLS, basic GNSS, SBAS and GBAS, and for VOR/ILS/MLS also
station declination to the nearest degree used for technical line-up of the aid;
2) identification, if required;
3) frequency(ies), channel number(s), service provider and reference path identifier(s) (RPI),
as appropriate;
4) hours of operation, as appropriate;

5) geographical coordinates in degrees, minutes, seconds and tenths of seconds of the position
of the transmitting antenna, as appropriate;
6) elevation of the transmitting antenna of DME to the nearest 30 m (100 ft) and of DME/P to
the nearest 3 m (10 ft), elevation of GBAS reference point to the nearest metre or foot, and
the ellipsoid height of the point to the nearest metre or foot. For SBAS, the ellipsoid height
of the landing threshold point (LTP) or the fictitious threshold point (FTP) to the nearest
metre or foot;
7) service volume radius from the GBAS reference point to the nearest kilometre or nautical
mile; and
8) remarks.
When the same aid is used for both en-route and heliport purposes, a description shall also be given in
section ENR 4. If the GBAS serves more than one heliport, description of the aid shall be provided
under each heliport. If the operating authority of the facility is other than the designated governmental
agency, the name of the operating authority shall be indicated in the remarks column. Facility coverage
shall be indicated in the remarks column.

**** AD 3.19

Local heliport regulations

Detailed description of regulations applicable to the use of the heliport, including the acceptability of
training flights, non-radio and microlight aircraft and similar, and to ground manoeuvring and parking
but excluding flight procedures.

**** AD 3.20

Noise abatement procedures

Detailed description of noise abatement procedures established at the heliport.
**** AD 3.21

Flight procedures

Detailed description of the conditions and flight procedures, including radar and/or ADS-B procedures,
established on the basis of airspace organization established at the heliport. When established, detailed
description of the low visibility procedures at the heliport, including:
1) touchdown and lift-off (TLOF) area(s) and associated equipment authorized for use under
low visibility procedures;
2) defined meteorological conditions under which initiation, use and termination of low
visibility procedures would be made;
3) description of ground marking/lighting for use under low visibility procedures; and
4) remarks.

**** AD 3.22

Additional information

Additional information about the heliport, such as an indication of bird concentrations at the heliport,
together with an indication of significant daily movement between resting and feeding areas, to the
extent practicable.

**** AD 3.23

Charts related to a heliport

The requirement is for charts related to a heliport to be included in the following order:
1) Aerodrome/Heliport Chart — ICAO;
2) Area Chart — ICAO (departure and transit routes);
3) Standard Departure Chart — Instrument — ICAO;
4) Area Chart — ICAO (arrival and transit routes);
5) Standard Arrival Chart — Instrument — ICAO;
6) ATC Surveillance Minimum Altitude Chart — ICAO;
7) Instrument Approach Chart — ICAO (for each procedure type);
8) Visual Approach Chart — ICAO; and
9) bird concentrations in the vicinity of heliport.
If some of the charts are not produced, a statement to this effect shall be given in section GEN 3.2.

THIRD SCHEDULE
NOTAM FORMAT
(see PART VII Regulation 44(2))

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE NOTAM FORMAT

(1)
General
The qualifier line (Item Q) and all identifiers (Items A) to G) inclusive) each followed by a closing
parenthesis, as shown in the format, shall be transmitted unless there is no entry to be made against a
particular identifier.
(2)
NOTAM numbering
Each NOTAM shall be allocated a series identified by a letter and a four-digit number followed by a
stroke and a two-digit number for the year (e.g. A0023/03). Each series shall start on 1 January with
number 0001.

(3)

Qualifiers (Item Q)

Item Q) is divided into eight fields, each separated by a stroke. An entry shall be made in each field.
Examples of how fields are to be filled are shown in the Aeronautical Information Services Manual (Doc
8126). The definition of the field is as follows:
(a)FIR
(i) If the subject of the information is located geographically within one FIR, the ICAO location
indicator shall be that of the FIR concerned. When an aerodrome is situated within the
overlying FIR of another State, the first field of Item Q) shall contain the code for that
overlying FIR (e.g. Q) LFRR/…A) EGJJ);
or,
if the subject of the information is located geographically within more than one FIR, the FIR
field shall be composed of the ICAO nationality letters of the State originating the NOTAM
followed by “XX”. (The location indicator of the overlying UIR shall not be used). The ICAO
location indicators of the FIRs concerned shall then be listed in Item A) or indicator of State
or non-governmental agency which is responsible for provision of a navigation service in
more than one State.
(ii) If one State issues a NOTAM affecting FIRs in a group of States, the first two letters of the
ICAO location indicator of the issuing State plus “XX” shall be included. The location
indicators of the FIRs concerned shall then be listed in Item A) or indicator of State or nongovernmental agency which is responsible for provision of a navigation service in more than
one State.
(b) NOTAM CODE
All NOTAM Code groups contain a total of five letters and the first letter is always the letter Q. The
second and third letters identify the subject, and the fourth and fifth letters denote the status or

condition of the subject reported upon. The two-letter codes for subjects and conditions are those
contained in the PANS-ABC (Doc 8400). For combinations of second and third, and fourth and fifth
letters, refer to the NOTAM Selection Criteria contained in Doc 8126 or insert one of the following
combinations, as appropriate:

(i) If the subject is not listed in the NOTAM Code (Doc 8400) or in the NOTAM Selection Criteria
(Doc 8126), insert “XX” as the second and third letters (e.g. QXXAK);
(ii) If the condition of the subject is not listed in the NOTAM Code (Doc 8400) or in the NOTAM
Selection Criteria (Doc 8126), insert “XX” as the fourth and fifth letters (e.g. QFAXX);
(iii) When a NOTAM containing operationally significant information is issued in accordance with
Appendix 4 and Chapter 6 and when it is used to announce the existence of AIRAC AIP
Amendments or Supplements, insert “TT” as the fourth and fifth letters of the NOTAM Code;
(iv) When a NOTAM is issued containing a checklist of valid NOTAM, insert “KKKK” as the
second, third, fourth and fifth letters; and
(v)The following fourth and fifth letters of the NOTAM Code shall be used in NOTAM
cancellations:
AK = RESUMED NORMAL OPERATION
AL = OPERATIVE (OR RE-OPERATIVE) SUBJECT TO PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED
LIMITATIONS/CONDITIONS
AO = OPERATIONAL
CC = COMPLETED
CN = CANCELLED
HV = WORK COMPLETED
XX = PLAIN LANGUAGE
(c) TRAFFIC
I = IFR
V = VFR
K = NOTAM is a checklist
(d) PURPOSE
N = NOTAM selected for the immediate attention of flight crew members
B = NOTAM of operational significance selected for PIB entry
O = NOTAM concerning flight operations
M = Miscellaneous NOTAM; not subject for a briefing, but it is available on request
K = NOTAM is a checklist
(e) SCOPE
A = Aerodrome
E = En-route

W = Nav Warning
K = NOTAM is a checklist

(f) and (g) LOWER/UPPER
LOWER and UPPER limits shall only be expressed in flight levels (FL) and shall express the actual
vertical limits of the area of influence without the addition of buffers. In the case of navigation
warnings and airspace restrictions, values entered shall be consistent with those provided under
Items F) and G).
If the subject does not contain specific height information, insert “000” for LOWER and “999” for
UPPER as default values.
(h)

COORDINATES, RADIUS
The latitude and longitude accurate to one minute, as well as a three-digit distance figure giving the
radius of influence in NM (e.g. 4700N01140E043). Coordinates present approximate centre of
circle whose radius encompasses the whole area of influence, and if the NOTAM affects the entire
FIR/UIR or more than one FIR/UIR, enter the default value “999” for radius.

(4)

Item A)

Insert the location indicator as contained in ICAO Doc 7910 of the aerodrome or FIR in which the facility,
airspace, or condition being reported on is located. More than one FIR/UIR may be indicated when
appropriate. If there is no available ICAO location indicator, use the ICAO nationality letter as given in
ICAO Doc 7910, Part 2, plus “XX” and followed up in
Item E) by the name, in plain language. If information concerns GNSS, insert the appropriate ICAO
location indicator allocated for a GNSS element or the common location indicator allocated for all
elements of GNSS (except GBAS).
(5)

Item B)

For date-time group use a ten-figure group, giving year, month, day, hours and minutes in UTC. This
entry is the date-time at which the NOTAMN comes into force. In the cases of NOTAMR and NOTAMC,
the date-time group is the actual date and time of the NOTAM origination. The start of a day shall be
indicated by “0000”.
(6)

Item C)

With the exception of NOTAMC, a date-time group (a ten-figure group giving year, month, day, hours
and minutes in UTC) indicating duration of information shall be used unless the information is of a
permanent nature in which case the abbreviation “PERM” is inserted instead. The end of a day shall be
indicated by “2359” (i.e. do not use “2400”). If the information on timing is uncertain, the approximate

duration shall be indicated using a date-time group followed by the abbreviation “EST”. Any NOTAM
which includes an “EST” shall be cancelled or replaced before the date-time specified in Item C).

(7)

Item D)

If the hazard, status of operation or condition of facilities being reported on will be active in accordance
with a specific time and date schedule between the dates-times indicated in Items B) and C), insert such
information under Item D). If Item D) exceeds 200 characters, consideration shall be given to providing
such information in a separate, consecutive NOTAM.

(8)

Item E)

Use decoded NOTAM Code, complemented where necessary by ICAO abbreviations, indicators,
identifiers, designators, call signs, frequencies, figures and plain language. When NOTAM is selected for
international distribution, English text shall be included for those parts expressed in plain language. This
entry shall be clear and concise in order to provide a suitable PIB entry. In the case of NOTAMC, a
subject reference and status message shall be included to enable accurate plausibility checks.

(9)

Items F) and G)

These items are normally applicable to navigation warnings or airspace restrictions and are usually part of
the PIB entry. Insert both lower and upper height limits of activities or restrictions, clearly indicating only
one reference datum and unit of measurement. The abbreviations GND or SFC shall be used in Item F) to
designate ground and surface respectively. The abbreviation UNL shall be used in Item G) to designate
unlimited.

FOURTH SCHEDULE

SNOWTAM FORMAT
(see part VII Regulation 44 (4))

(COM
heading)

(Abbreviated
heading)

(PRIORITY
INDICATOR)

(ADDRESSES)

(DATE AND TIME
OF FILING)

(ORIGINATOR’S
INDICATOR)

(SW* SERIAL NUMBER)
S

W

SNOWTAM

*

<≡

(LOCATION
INDICATOR)

<≡
(OPTIONAL GROUP)

DATE/TIME OF ASSESMENT

*

<≡(

<≡

(Serial number)

Aeroplane performance calculation section
<≡

(AERODROME LOCATION INDICATOR)

M

A)

(DATE/TIME OF ASSESSMENT (Time of completion of assessment in UTC))

M

B)

(LOWER RUNWAY DESIGNATION NUMBER)

M

C)

(RUNWAY CONDITION CODE (RWYCC) ON EACH RUNWAY THIRD)
(From Runway Condition Assessment Matrix (RCAM) 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6)

M

D)

/ /

(PER CENT COVERAGE CONTAMINANT FOR EACH RUNWAY THIRD)

C

E)

/ /

(DEPTH (mm) OF LOOSE CONTAMINANT FOR EACH RUNWAY THIRD)

C

F)

/ /

(CONDITION DESCRIPTION OVER TOTAL RUNWAY LENGTH)
(Observed on each runway third, starting from threshold having the lower runway designation number)

M

G)

/ /

O

H)

(REDUCED RUNWAY LENGTH, IF LESS THAN PUBLISHED LENGTH (m))

O

I)

(DRIFTING SNOW ON THE RUNWAY)

O

J)

(LOOSE SAND ON THE RUNWAY)

O

K)

(CHEMICAL TREATMENT ON THE RUNWAY)

O

L)

(SNOWBANKS ON THE RUNWAY)
(If present, distance from runway centre line (m) followed by “L”, “R” or “LR” as applicable)

O

M)

(SNOWBANKS ON A TAXIWAY)

O

N)

(SNOWBANKS ADJACENT TO THE RUNWAY)

O

O)

(TAXIWAY CONDITIONS)

O

P)

(APRON CONDITIONS)

O

R)

(MEASURED FRICTION COEFFICIENT)

O

S)

(PLAIN-LANGUAGE REMARKS)

O

T)

COMPACTED SNOW
DRY
DRY SNOW
DRY SNOW ON TOP OF COMPACTED SNOW
DRY SNOW ON TOP OF ICE
FROST
ICE
SLUSH
STANDING WATER
WATER ON TOP OF COMPACTED SNOW
WET
WET ICE
WET SNOW
WET SNOW ON TOP OF COMPACTED SNOW
WET SNOW ON TOP OF ICE
(WIDTH OF RUNWAY TO WHICH THE RUNWAY CONDITION CODES APPLY, IF LESS THAN
PUBLISHED WIDTH)

<≡≡

Situational awareness section

NOTES:
1.
*Enter ICAO nationality letters as given in ICAO Doc 7910, Part 2 or otherwise applicable aerodrome identifier.
2.
Information on other runways, repeat from B to H.
3.
Information in the situational awareness section repeated for each runway, taxiway and apron. Repeat as applicable when reported.
4.
Words in brackets ( ) not to be transmitted.
5.
For letters A) to T) refer to the Instructions for the completion of the SNOWTAM Format, paragraph 1, item b).
SIGNATURE OF ORIGINATOR (not for transmission)

)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE SNOWTAM FORMAT
Note.— Origin of data, assessment process and the procedures linked to the surface conditions reporting system are
prescribed in the Procedures for Air Navigation Services — Aerodromes (PANS-Aerodromes, Doc 9981).
1.

General
a)

When reporting on more than one runway, repeat Items B to H (aeroplane performance calculation section).

b) The letters used to indicate items are only used for reference purpose and should not be included in the messages.
The letters, M (mandatory), C (conditional) and O (optional) mark the usage and information and shall be included
as explained below.
c)

Metric units shall be used and the unit of measurement not reported.

d)

The maximum validity of SNOWTAM is 8 hours. New SNOWTAM shall be issued whenever a new runway
condition report is received.

e)

A SNOWTAM cancels the previous SNOWTAM.

f)

The abbreviated heading “TTAAiiii CCCC MMYYGGgg (BBB)” is included to facilitate the automatic
processing of SNOWTAM messages in computer data banks. The explanation of these symbols is:
TT
AA

=
=

data designator for SNOWTAM = SW;
geographical designator for States, e.g. LF = FRANCE, EG = United Kingdom (see Location
Indicators (Doc 7910), Part 2, Index to Nationality Letters for Location Indicators);
iiii
= SNOWTAM serial number in a four-digit group;
CCCC = four-letter location indicator of the aerodrome to which the SNOWTAM refers (see Location
Indicators (Doc 7910));
MMYYGGgg = date/time of observation/measurement, whereby:
MM = month, e.g. January = 01, December = 12
YY = day of the month
GGgg = time in hours (GG) and minutes (gg) UTC;
(BBB) = optional group for correction, in the case of an error, to a SNOWTAM message previously
disseminated with the same serial number = COR.
Note 1.— Brackets in (BBB) are used to indicate that this group is optional.
Note 2.— When reporting on more than one runway and individual dates/times of observation/assessment are
indicated by repeated Item B, the latest date/time of observation/assessment is inserted in the abbreviated
heading (MMYYGGgg).
Example: Abbreviated heading of SNOWTAM No. 149 from Zurich, measurement/observation of 7 November at
0620 UTC: SWLS0149 LSZH 11070620
Note.— The information groups are separated by a space, as illustrated above.
g) The text “SNOWTAM” in the SNOWTAM Format and the SNOWTAM serial number in a four-digit group
shall be separated by a space, for example: SNOWTAM 0124.
h) For readability purposes for the SNOWTAM message, include a line feed after the SNOWTAM serial
number, after Item A, and after the aeroplane performance calculation section.
i)

When reporting on more than one runway, repeat the information in the aeroplane performance calculation section
from the date and time of assessment for each runway before the information in the situational awareness section.

j)

Mandatory information is:
1) AERODROME LOCATION INDICATOR;

2)
3)
4)
5)

2.

DATE AND TIME OF ASSESSMENT;
LOWER RUNWAY DESIGNATOR NUMBER;
RUNWAY CONDITION CODE FOR EACH RUNWAY THIRD; and
CONDITION DESCRIPTION FOR EACH RUNWAY THIRD (when runway condition code (RWYCC)
is reported 1–5)

Aeroplane performance calculation section
Item A —

Aerodrome location indicator (four-letter location indicator).

Item B —

Date and time of assessment (eight-figure date/time group giving time of observation as month, day,
hour and minute in UTC).

Item C —

Lower runway designator number (nn[L] or nn[C] or nn[R]).

Note.— Only one runway designator is inserted for each runway and always the lower number.
Item D —

Runway condition code for each runway third. Only one digit (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6) is inserted for each
runway third, separated by an oblique stroke (n/n/n).

Item E —

Per cent coverage for each runway third. When provided, insert 25, 50, 75 or 100 for each runway
third, separated by an oblique stroke ([n]nn/[n]nn/[n]nn).

Note 1.— This information is provided only when the runway condition for each runway third (Item D) has been
reported as other than 6 and there is a condition description for each runway third (Item G) that has been
reported other than DRY.
Note 2.— When the conditions are not reported, this will be signified by the insertion of “NR” for the appropriate
runway third(s).
Item F —

Depth of loose contaminant for each runway third. When provided, insert in millimetres for each
runway third, separated by an oblique stroke (nn/nn/nn or nnn/nnn/nnn).

Note 1.— This information is only provided for the following contamination types:
— standing water, values to be reported 04, then assessed value. Significant changes 3 mm up to and
including 15 mm;
— slush, values to be reported 03, then assessed value. Significant changes 3 mm up to and including 15 mm;
— wet snow, values to be reported 03, then assessed value. Significant changes 5 mm; and
— dry snow, values to be reported 03, then assessed value. Significant changes 20 mm.
Note 2.— When the conditions are not reported, this will be signified by the insertion of “NR” for the
appropriate runway third(s).
Item G —

Condition description for each runway third. Insert any of the following condition descriptions for
each runway third, separated by an oblique stroke.
COMPACTED SNOW
DRY SNOW
DRY SNOW ON TOP OF COMPACTED SNOW
DRY SNOW ON TOP OF ICE
FROST ICE
SLUSH
STANDING WATER
WATER ON TOP OF COMPACTED SNOW
WET

WET ICE WET
SNOW
WET SNOW ON TOP OF COMPACTED SNOW
WET SNOW ON TOP OF ICE
DRY (only reported when there is no contaminant)
Note.— When the conditions are not reported, this will be signified by the insertion of “NR” for the
appropriate runway third(s).
Item H —

3.

Width of runway to which the runway condition codes apply. Insert the width in metres if less than the
published runway width.

Situational awareness section
Note 1.— Elements in the situational awareness section end with a full stop.
Note 2.— Elements in the situational awareness section for which no information exists, or where the conditional
circumstances for publication are not fulfilled, are left out completely.
Item I —

Reduced runway length. Insert the applicable runway designator and available length in meters
(example: RWY nn [L] or nn [C] or nn [R] REDUCED TO [n]nnn).

Note.— This information is conditional when a NOTAM has been published with a new set of declared
distances.
Item J —

Drifting snow on the runway. When reported, insert “DRIFTING SNOW”.

Item K —

Loose sand on the runway. When loose sand is reported on the runway, insert the lower runway
designator and with a space “LOOSE SAND” (RWY nn or RWY nn[L] or nn[C] or nn[R] LOOSE
SAND).

Item L —

Chemical treatment on the runway. When chemical treatment has been reported applied, insert the
lower runway designator and with a space “CHEMICALLY TREATED” (RWY nn or RWY nn[L] or
nn[C] or nn[R] CHEMICALLY TREATED).

Item M —

Snow banks on the runway. When snow banks are reported present on the runway, insert the lower
runway designator and with a space “SNOW BANK” and with a space left “L” or right “R” or both sides
“LR”, followed by the distance in metres from centre line separated by a space FM CL (RWY nn or
RWY nn[L] or nn[C] or nn[R] SNOW BANK Lnn or Rnn or LRnn FM CL).

Item N —

Snow banks on a taxiway. When snow banks are present on a taxiway, insert the taxiway designator and
with a space “SNOW BANK” (TWY [nn]n SNOW BANK).

Item O —

Snow banks adjacent to the runway. When snow banks are reported present penetrating the height
profile in the aerodrome snow plan, insert the lower runway designator and “ADJ SNOW BANKS”
(RWY nn or RWY nn[L] or nn[C] or nn[R] ADJ SNOW BANKS).

Item P —

Taxiway conditions. When taxiway conditions are reported as poor, insert the taxiway designator
followed by a space “POOR” (TWY [n or nn] POOR or ALL TWYS POOR).

Item R —

Apron conditions. When apron conditions are reported as poor, insert the apron designator followed by
a space “POOR” (APRON [nnnn] POOR or ALL APRONS POOR).

Item S —

Measured friction coefficient. Where reported, insert the measured friction coefficient and friction
measuring device.

Note.— This will only be reported for States that have an established programme of runway friction

measurement using a State-approved friction measuring device.
Item T —

Plain language remarks.

EXAMPLE OF COMPLETED SNOWTAM FORMAT
Example SNOWTAM 1
GG EADBZQZX EADNZQZX EADSZQZX
170100 EADDYNYX SWEA0149
EADD 02170055 (SNOWTAM
0149
EADD
02170055 09L 5/5/5 100/100/100 NR/NR/03 WET/WET/WET SNOW
)
Example SNOWTAM 2
GG EADBZQZX EADNZQZX EADSZQZX
170140 EADDYNYX SWEA0150
EADD 02170135 (SNOWTAM
0150
EADD
02170055 09L 5/5/5 100/100/100 NR/NR/03 WET/WET/WET SNOW
02170135 09R 5/2/2 100/50/75 NR/06/06 WET/SLUSH/SLUSH
)
Example SNOWTAM 3
GG EADBZQZX EADNZQZX EADSZQZX
170229 EADDYNYX SWEA0151
EADD 02170225 (SNOWTAM
0151
EADD
02170055 09L 5/5/5 100/100/100 NR/NR/03 WET/WET/WET SNOW
02170135 09R 5/2/2 100/50/75 NR/06/06 WET/SLUSH/SLUSH
02170225 09C 2/3/3 75/100/100 06/12/12 SLUSH/WET SNOW/WET SNOW
RWY 09L SNOW BANK R20 FM CL. RWY 09R ADJ SNOW BANKS. TWY B POOR. APRON NORTH POOR)
Example SNOWTAM 4
GG EADBZQZX EADNZQZX EADSZQZX
170350 EADDYNYX SWEA0152
EADD 02170345 (SNOWTAM
0152
EADD
02170345 09L 5/5/5 100/100/100 NR/NR/03 WET/WET/SLUSH
02170134 09R 5/2/2 100/50/75 NR/06/06 WET/SLUSH/SLUSH
02170225 09C 2/3/3 75/100/100 06/12/12 SLUSH/WET SNOW/WET SNOW 35
DRIFTING SNOW. RWY 09L LOOSE SAND. RWY 09R CHEMICALLY TREATED. RWY 09C CHEMICALLY
TREATED.)

FIFTH SCHEDULE
ASHTAM FORMAT
(see part VII Regulation 44 (5))

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE ASHTAM FORMAT

(1) General
(a) The ASHTAM provides information on the status of activity of a volcano when a change in its
activity is, or is expected to be of operational significance. This information is provided using
the volcano level of alert colour code given in (3)(e) below.
(b) In the event of a volcanic eruption producing ash cloud of operational significance, the
ASHTAM also provides information on the location, extent and movement of the ash cloud and
the air routes and flight levels affected.
(c) Issuance of an ASHTAM giving information on a volcanic eruption, in accordance with
paragraph (3) below, should not be delayed until complete information A) to K) is available but
should be issued immediately following receipt of notification that an eruption has occurred or
is expected to occur, or a change in the status of activity of a volcano of operational significance
has occurred or is expected to occur, or an ash cloud is reported. In the case of an expected
eruption, and hence no ash cloud evident at that time, items A) to E) should be completed and
items F) to I) indicated as “not applicable”. Similarly, if a volcanic ash cloud is reported, e.g. by
special air-report, but the source volcano is not known at that time, the ASHTAM should be
issued initially with items A) to E) indicated as “unknown”, and items F) to K) completed, as
necessary, based on the special air-report, pending receipt of further information. In other
circumstances, if information for a specific field A) to K) is not available indicate “NIL”.
(d) The maximum period of validity of ASHTAM is 24 hours. New ASHTAM must be issued
whenever there is a change in the level of alert.
(2) Abbreviated heading
(a) Following the usual AFTN communications header, the abbreviated heading “TT AAiiii CCCC
MMYYGGgg (BBB)” is included to facilitate the automatic processing of ASHTAM messages
in computer data banks. The explanation of these symbols is:
TT = data designator for ASHTAM = VA;
AA = geographical designator for States, e.g. NZ - New Zealand (see Location Indicators
(Doc 7910), Part 2, Index to Nationality Letters for Location Indicators);
iiii = ASHTAM serial number in a four-figure group;
CCCC = four-letter location indicator of the flight information region concerned (see
Location Indicators (Doc 7910), Part 5, addresses of centres in charge of
FIR/UIR);
MMYYGGgg = date/time of report, whereby:
MM = month, e.g. January - 01, December - 12
YY = day of the month
GGgg = time in hours (GG) and minutes (gg) UTC;

(BBB) = Optional group for correction to an ASHTAM message previously disseminated
with the same serial number - COR.
(3) Content of ASHTAM
(a) Item A— Flight information region affected, plain-language equivalent of the location indicator
given in the abbreviated heading, in this example “Auckland Oceanic FIR”.
(b) Item B — Date and time (UTC) of first eruption.
(c) Item C — Name of volcano, and number of volcano as listed in the ICAO Manual on Volcanic
Ash, Radioactive Material and Toxic Chemical Clouds (Doc 9691), Appendix H, and on the
World Map of Volcanoes and Principal Aeronautical Features.
(d) Item D — Latitude/Longitude of the volcano in whole degrees or radial and distance of volcano
from NAVAID (as listed in the ICAO Manual on Volcanic Ash, Radioactive Material and
Toxic Chemical Clouds (Doc 9691), Appendix H, and on the World Map of Volcanoes and
Principal Aeronautical Features).
(e) Item E — Colour code for level of alert indicating volcanic activity, including any previous
level of alert colour code follows:

Level of
alert colour code
GREEN
ALERT

Status of activity of volcano

Volcano is in normal, non-eruptive state.
or, after a change from a higher alert level:
Volcanic activity considered to have ceased, and volcano reverted to its
normal, non-eruptive state.

YELLOW
ALERT

ORANGE
ALERT

RED
ALERT

Volcano is experiencing signs of elevated unrest above known background
levels.
or, after a change from higher alert level:
Volcanic activity has decreased significantly but continues to be closely
monitored for possible renewed increase.
Volcano is exhibiting heightened unrest with increased likelihood of eruption.
or,
Volcanic eruption is underway with no or minor ash emission [specify ashplume height if possible].
Eruption is forecasted to be imminent with significant emission of ash into the
atmosphere likely.

or,
Eruption is underway with significant emission of ash into the atmosphere
[specify ash-plume height if possible]

Note; The colour code for the level of alert indicating the status of activity of the volcano and any change
from a previous status of activity shall be provided to the area control centre by the responsible
vulcanological agency in the State concerned, e.g. “RED ALERT FOLLOWING YELLOW” OR
“GREEN ALERT FOLLOWING ORANGE”.
(f) Item F — If volcanic ash cloud of operational significance is reported, indicate the horizontal
extent and base/top of the ash cloud using latitude/longitude (in whole degrees) and altitudes in
thousands of metres (feet) and/or radial and distance from source volcano. Information initially
may be based only on special air-report, but subsequent information may be more detailed
based on advice from the responsible meteorological watch office and/or volcanic ash advisory
centre.
(g) Item G — Indicate forecast direction of movement of the ash cloud at selected levels based on
advice from the responsible meteorological watch office and/or volcanic ash advisory centre.
(h) Item H — Indicate air routes and portions of air routes and flight levels affected, or expected to
become affected.
(i) Item I — Indicate closure of airspace, air routes or portions of air routes, and availability of
alternative routes.
(j) Item J — Source of the information, e.g. “special air-report” or “vulcanological agency”, etc. The
source of information should always be indicated, whether an eruption has actually occurred or
ash cloud reported, or not.
(k) Item K — Include in plain language any operationally significant information additional to the
foregoing.

SIXTH SCHEDULE
PREDETERMINED DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM FOR NOTAM
(See part VI Regulation 36(12)

(1) The predetermined distribution system provides for incoming NOTAM (including SNOWTAM
and ASHTAM) to be channeled through the aeronautical fixed service (AFS) direct to designated
addressees predetermined by the receiving State concerned while concurrently being routed to the
international NOTAM office for checking and control purposes.
(2) The addressee indicators for those designated addressees are constituted as follows:
(a) First and second letters:
The first two letters of the location indicator for the AFS communication centre associated
with the relevant international NOTAM office of the receiving State.
(b) Third and fourth letters:
The letters “ZZ” indicating a requirement for special distribution.
(c) Fifth letter:
The fifth letter differentiating between NOTAM (letter “N”), SNOWTAM (letter “S”), and
ASHTAM (letter “V”).
(d) Sixth and seventh letters:
The sixth and seventh letters, each taken from the series A to Z and denoting the national
and/or international distribution list(s) to be used by the receiving AFS centre.
Note.— The fifth, sixth and seventh letters replace the three-letter designator YNY which, in the normal
distribution system, denotes an international NOTAM office.
(f) Eighth letter:
The eighth position letter shall be the filler letter “X” to complete the eight-letter addressee
indicator.
(3). States are to inform the States from which they receive NOTAM of the sixth and seventh letters to
be used under different circumstances to ensure proper routing.

SEVENTH SCHEDULE
TERRAIN AND OBSTACLE ATTRIBUTES
PROVISION REQUIREMENTS
(see part VI regulation 33(11)

Terrain Attribute

Table S5-1. Terrain attributes
Mandatory/Optional

Area of coverage

Mandatory

Data source identifier

Mandatory

Acquisition method

Mandatory

Post spacing

Mandatory

Horizontal reference system

Mandatory

Horizontal resolution

Mandatory

Horizontal accuracy

Mandatory

Horizontal confidence level

Mandatory

Horizontal position

Mandatory

Elevation

Mandatory

Elevation reference

Mandatory

Vertical reference system

Mandatory

Vertical resolution

Mandatory

Vertical accuracy

Mandatory

Vertical confidence level

Mandatory

Surface type

Optional

Recorded surface

Mandatory

Penetration level

Optional

Known variations

Optional

Integrity Mandatory

Mandatory

Date and time stamp

Mandatory

Unit of measurement used

Mandatory

Table S5-2. Obstacle attributes
Obstacle attribute

Mandatory/Optional

Area of coverage

Mandatory

Data source identifier

Mandatory

Obstacle identifier

Mandatory

Horizontal accuracy

Mandatory

Horizontal confidence level

Mandatory

Horizontal position

Mandatory

Horizontal resolution

Mandatory

Horizontal extent

Mandatory

Horizontal reference system

Mandatory

Elevation

Mandatory

Height

Mandatory

Vertical accuracy

Mandatory

Vertical confidence level

Mandatory

Vertical resolution

Mandatory

Vertical reference system

Mandatory

Obstacle type

Mandatory

Geometry type

Mandatory

Integrity

Mandatory

Date and time stamp

Mandatory

Unit of measurement used

Mandatory

Operations

Optional

Effectivity

Optional

Lighting

Mandatory

Marking

Mandatory

EIGHTH SCHEDULE
TERRAIN AND OBSTACLE DATA REQUIREMENTS
(See part VI Regulation 32 (1)

Figure S7-1. Terrain data collection surfaces — Area 1 and Area 2
(1) Within the area covered by a 10-km radius from the aerodrome reference point (ARP), terrain data
shall comply with the Area 2 numerical requirements.
(2) In the area between 10 km and the terminal control area (TMA) boundary or 45-km radius
(whichever is smaller), data on terrain that penetrates the horizontal plane 120 m above the lowest
runway elevation shall comply with the Area 2 numerical requirements.
(3) In the area between 10 km and the TMA boundary or 45-km radius (whichever is smaller), data on
terrain that does not penetrate the horizontal plane 120 m above the lowest runway elevation shall
comply with the Area 1 numerical requirements.
(4) In those portions of Area 2 where flight operations are prohibited due to very high terrain or other
local restrictions and/or regulations, terrain data shall comply with the Area 1 numerical
requirements.

Figure S7-2. Obstacle data collection surfaces — Area 1 and Area 2
(1) Obstacle data shall be collected and recorded in accordance with the Area 2 numerical requirements
specified in Schedule 1.
(2). In those portions of Area 2 where flight operations are prohibited due to very high terrain or other
local restrictions and/or regulations, obstacle data shall be collected and recorded in accordance
with the Area 1 requirements.
(3) Data on every obstacle within Area 1 whose height above the ground is 100 m or higher shall be
collected and recorded in the database in accordance with the Area 1 numerical requirements
specified in Schedule 1.

Figure S7-3. Terrain and obstacle data collection surface — Area 3
Terrain and obstacle data in Area 3 shall comply with the numerical requirements specified in Schedule1.

Figure A7-4. Terrain and obstacle data collection surface — Area 4
Terrain and obstacle data in Area 4 shall comply with the numerical requirements specified in Schedule 1.

CONSULTATION DOCUMENT ON THE NEW AND AMENDED CIVIL AVIATION
REGULATIONS
1.

Introduction
1.1

1.2

Tanzania Civil Aviation Authority, under the CAA Act, Cap 80, is empowered
in consultation with the Minister, make regulations for regulating the air
transport services in Tanzania and giving effect to the Chicago Convention
and its annexes. Effective implementation of this obligation has necessitated
the Authority to develop and amend its Regulations.
With the changes of International Standards every year, most of the 2017
Regulations were affected by the changes and amended accordingly. The
Authority has also developed new Regulations to address those changes.

1.3

The purpose of this consultation document is to request your views as a key
stakeholder in the aviation industry with regard to the attached New and
Amended Regulations. The document is forwarded to you, among other
stakeholders, for comments, which will assist in coming up with a revised
document. We shall thereafter hold a consultative meeting with all
stakeholders for final consideration.

1.4

These regulations are:
GROUP A – FLIGHT SAFETY STANDARDS
AMENDED REGULATIONS ARE:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations, 2017;
The Civil Aviation (Approved Training Organization) Regulations, 2017;
The Civil Aviation (Aircraft Registration Marking) Regulations, 2017;
The Civil Aviation (Approved Maintenance Organization) Regulations,
2017;
5. The Civil Aviation (Instrument and Equipment) Regulations, 2017;
6. The Civil Aviation (Airworthiness) Regulations, 2017; and
7. The Civil Aviation (Air Operator Certification and Administration)
Regulations, 2017.
NEW REGULATIONS ARE:
1. The Civil Aviation (Fatigue Risk Management System) Regulations, 2022;
2. The Civil Aviation (Dangerous Goods) Regulations, 2022;

3. The Civil Aviation (Commercial Air Transport Operations) Regulations,
2022;
4. The Civil Aviation (Helicopter Operations) Regulations, 2022;
5. The Civil Aviation Authority (General Aviation) Regulations, 2022.
GROUP B – AERODROMES
1. The Civil Aviation (Heliports) Regulations, 2022;
2. The Civil Aviation (Aerodromes Design and Operations) Regulations,
2022; and
3. The Civil Aviation (Aerodrome Certification Licensing and Registration)
Regulations, 2022.
GROUP C – AVIATION SECURITY
1. The Civil Aviation (Security) Regulations,2018; and
2. The Civil Aviation (Remotely Piloted Aircrafts Systems,) Regulations,2018.
GROUP D – AIR NAVIGATION SERVICES
1. The Civil Aviation (Air Traffic Services,) Regulations, 2017;
2. The Civil Aviation (Rules of the Air) Regulations, 2017;
3. The Civil Aviation (Construction of Visual and instrument Flight
Procedures) Regulations, 2017;
4. The Civil Aviation (Metrological Services for International Air Navigation)
Regulations, 2017;
5. The Civil Aviation (Communication System) Regulations, 2017;
6. The Civil Aviation (Surveillance and Collision Avoidance System)
Regulations, 2017;
7. The Civil Aviation (Aeronautical Radio Frequency Spectrum Utilization),
Regulations, 2017;
8. The Civil Aviation (Communication Procedures) Regulations, 2017;
9. The Civil Aviation (Radio Navigation Aids) Regulations, 2017;
10. The Civil Aviation (Aeronautical Charts) Regulations, 2017;
11. The Civil Aviation (Aircraft Registration and Marking) Regulations, 2017;
12. The Civil Aviation (Approved Training Organization) Regulations, 2017;
and
13. The Civil Aviation (Aeronautical Information Services) Regulations, 2017.

2

Consultation questions
2.1

In considering your response to the draft Regulations annexed as
Annex B, please answer the questions stated below and paragraphs

3.1 to 3.8 assists you on how to respond.
2.1.1 Do you consider that the draft Regulations conform to the CAA
Act, especially with respect to Duties, Functions and powers of
the Authority?
2.1.2 Are there any provisions and SARPs of appropriate Annexes
that you think are missing from the draft Regulations? – (State
them relating to the Annexes)?
2.1.3 Are the draft Regulations made to suit Tanzanian operating
environment without derogating the uniformity to the
international standards as required by Article 12 of the
Convention?
2.1.4 With reference to SARPs, are there any provisions in the draft
Regulations that you consider excessive or superfluous?
2.1.5 What sort of guidance and information would you expect in order
to be able to implement the new Regulations?
2.1.6 What is your opinion for the period you require to be able to
implement the Regulations?
2.1.7 Any other information you think is appropriate?
3

Consultation timing and how to respond
3.1

3.2
3.3
3.4

3.5
3.6

3.7

The Act requires the Tanzania Civil Aviation Authority (TCAA) to
consult for the purpose of effectively carrying out its functions. The civil
aviation safety and security regulations are fundamental elements in
the national civil aviation safety oversight system. This being the core
function of TCAA, it is thus important to get your views on the proposed
changes. Annex D sets out Procedures used by the Authority for
consultation.
The list of consultees is at Annex A. However, comments are invited
from all interested parties even if one is not listed in the Annex. A
response form is shown as Annex C.
The consultation period will run from 5th September up to 18th
September 2022. Responses should therefore be submitted before
18th September 2022, if they are to be considered.
As part of this consultation exercise, the Authority will arrange a series
of presentations. The purpose of the presentations will be to explain
the changes to the participants and expose them on the key issues to
help them make informed views or opinions about the proposed
Regulations.
Details of Dates and venues for these presentations will be announced
later and posted on the Authority’s website.
When responding, please state whether or not you are responding as
an individual or representing the views of a larger organisation or
association. This will help us to see the effective participation of the
intended stakeholders in the consultation.
All responses should be forwarded to:

The Director General
Tanzania Civil Aviation Authority
Aviation House,
Nyerere/Kitunda Road Junction, Banana Area,
P O Box 2819, Dar es Salaam Tanzania.
Tel: (255 22) 2198100/
Fax: (255 22) 2844300
email: tcaa@tcaa.go.tz and copy to massa.mumburi@tcaa.go.tz
3.8

If you have any queries regarding this consultation document or the
process in general please contact the under-mentioned:
Massa Mumburi
Address, telephone, fax as per 3.6
E-mail: massa.mumburi@tcaa.go.tz
3.9
Responses or a summary thereof where appropriate will be published
on TCAA website after the consultation deadline.
3.10 Unless the consultee requests anonymity, his identity may be made
public together with his views. In the case the consultee requests
confidentiality it will be treated as required by section 45 of the TCAA
Act, 2003.
ANNEX A: LIST OF CONSULTEES
(Air Operators, Aerodromes Operators, Air Navigation Service Providers, Ministries
and Relevant Institutions)
ANNEX B: DRAFT REGULATIONS
Posted on the Website
(Consultees may use a separate sheet of paper for response)
ANNEX C: RESPONSE FORM
(Consultees may use a separate sheet of paper for response)
Consultee Details
Name:
Organisation:
Address:
Telephones:
Fax:
E-mail:
Do you require anonymity or do you require confidentiality of your response? (Tick
the appropriate box)
YES
NO
Comments on/observations from the draft regulations



(If responding on behalf of an organisation or group of people, please identify them)



(Please submit comments for each set of Regulations on different forms)

PROGRAM TIME-TABLE
CONSULTATION MEETING ON THE AMENDED AND NEW CIVIL AVIATION
REGULATIONS TO BE HELD ON 19 -21 SEPTEMBER 2022
Day One – 19 SEPTEMBER 2022
SN.

TIME

ACTIVITY

RESPONSIBLE
PERSON

1.

8:30 am – 9:00 am

Arrival and Registration

All

2.

9:00 am – 9:20 am

DG

3.

9:20 am – 9:30 am

Introduction and Opening
Remarks
Overview of Civil Aviation
Regulations

4.

9:30 am – 10:30 am

DLS

1. Presentation of Flight Safety DSR Chiefs
Standards Regulations The
Civil Aviation (Personnel
Licensing) Regulations, 2017
2. The Civil Aviation (Approved
Training
Organization)
Regulations, 2017
3. The Civil Aviation (Aircraft
Registration
Marking)
Regulations, 2017
4. The Civil Aviation (Approved
Maintenance Organization)
Regulations, 2017 The Civil

Aviation (Instrument and
Equipment)
Regulations,
2017
5. The
Civil
Aviation
(Airworthiness) Regulations,
2017
Health Break
All

5.

10:30 am – 11:00 am

6.

11:00 am – 12:00 noon Presentation of Flight Safety
DSR Chiefs
Standards Regulations
6. The Civil Aviation (Air
Operator Certification and
Administration) Regulations,
2017
7. The Civil Aviation (Fatigue
Risk Management System)
Regulations, 2022;
8. The
Civil
Aviation
(Dangerous
Goods)
Regulations, 2022;
9. The
Civil
Aviation
(Commercial Air Transport
Operation)
Regulations,
2022;
10.
The
Civil
Aviation
(Helicopter
Operation)
Regulations, 2022;
11.
The
Civil
Aviation
(General
Aviation)
Regulations, 2022.

7.

12:00 pm – 1:00 pm

Discussion

All

8.

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm

End of the Program
Lunch Break

All

Day Two - 20 September 2022
SN.

TIME

ACTIVITY

RESPONSIBLE
PERSON

1.

8:30 am – 9:00 am

Arrival and Registration

All

2.

9:00 am – 9:20 am

Introduction Welcome Note and DLS
Recap from Day One

3.

9:20 am – 10:20 am

Presentation of AGA and
SECURITY Regulations
4. The

Civil

Aviation

DSR Chiefs

(Heliports)
Regulations,
2022;
5. The
Civil
Aviation
(Aerodromes Design and
Operations)
Regulations,
2022; and
6. The
Civil
Aviation
(Aerodrome
Certification
Licensing and Registration)
Regulations, 2022.
Health Break
All

4.

10:20 am – 11:00 am

5.

11:00 am – 12:00 noon Presentation of AGA and
DSR Chiefs
SECURITY Regulations
3.
The
Civil
Aviation
(Security)
Regulations,2018;
and
4.
The
Civil
Aviation
(Remotely Piloted Aircrafts
Systems,) Regulations,2018

6.

12:00 pm – 1:00 pm

Discussion

All

7.

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm

End of the Program
Lunch Break

All

Day Three – 21 September 2022
SN.

TIME

ACTIVITY

RESPONSIBLE
PERSON

1.

8:30 am – 9:00 am

Arrival and Registration

All

2.

9:00 am – 9:20 am

Introduction Welcome Note and DLS
Recap From day 2

3.

9:20 am – 10:20 am

Presentation of Air Navigation DSR Chiefs
Regulations
14. The Civil Aviation (Air
Traffic Services,) Regulations,
2017;
15. The Civil Aviation (Rules
of the Air) Regulations, 2017;
16. The
Civil
Aviation
(Construction of Visual and
instrument Flight Procedures)
Regulations, 2017;
17. The
Civil
Aviation
(Metrological Services
for
International Air Navigation)

Regulations, 2017;
18. The
Civil
Aviation
(Communication
System)
Regulations, 2017;
19. The
Civil
Aviation
(Surveillance and Collision
Avoidance
System)
Regulations, 2017;
20. The
Civil
Aviation
(Aeronautical
Radio
Frequency
Spectrum
Utilization), Regulations, 2017;
4.

10:20 am – 11:00 am

Health Break

5.

11:00 am – 12:00 noon

6.

12:00 pm – 1:00 pm

21. The
Civil
Aviation DSR Chiefs
(Communication Procedures)
Regulations, 2017;
22. The Civil Aviation (Radio
Navigation Aids) Regulations,
2017;
23. The
Civil
Aviation
(Aeronautical
Charts)
Regulations, 2017;
24. The
Civil
Aviation
(Aircraft
Registration
and
Marking) Regulations, 2017;
25. The
Civil
Aviation
(Approved
Training
Organization)
Regulations,
2017;
26. The
Civil
Aviation
(Aeronautical
Information
Services) Regulations, 2017 ;
Discussion
All

7.

1:00 pm – 2:00 pm

End of the Program
Lunch Break

All

All

GOVERNMENT NOTICE NO. …………………. published on………………………

THE CIVIL AVIATION ACT
(CAP. 80)
_______
REGULATIONS
_______
(Made under section 4)
_______
THE CIVIL AVIATION (AIRWORTHINESS) (AMENDMENT) REGULATIONS, 2020
Citation
These Regulations may be cited as the Civil Aviation (Airworthiness) (Amendment)
GN. No. 57 of Regulations, 2020 and shall be read as one with the Civil Aviation (Airworthiness)
2017
Regulations, 2017 here in after referred to as the principal regulations.
Amendment of 1. The principal Regulations are amended in Regulation 2 by:Regulation 2
(a) Deleting the definitions of the following words in their alphabetical order and
substituting with the following :
(i)
“Maintenance” means the performance of tasks on an aircraft, engine, propeller or
associated part required to ensure the continuing Airworthiness of an aircraft engine,
propeller or associated part including any one or combination of overhaul, inspection,
replacement, defect rectification, and the embodiment of a modification or repair;”
(ii)
“major modification” in respect of an aeronautical product for which a type certificate
has been issued, means a change in the type design that has an appreciable effect, or other
than a negligible effect, on the mass and balance limits, structural strength, engine
operations, flight characteristics, reliability, operational characteristics, or other
characteristics or qualities affecting the airworthiness or environmental characteristics of
an aeronautical product;”
(iii)
”major repair” means a repair of an aeronautical product that might appreciably affect
the weight, balance, structural strength, performance, power plant, operations, flight
characteristics, or other qualities affecting airworthiness or environmental
characteristics, or that will be embodied in the product using non-standard practices;”
(iv)
“Maintenance records” means Records that set out the details of the maintenance carried
out on an aircraft, engine, propeller or associated part;”
(v)
“Modification” means a change to the type design of an aircraft, engine or propeller;”
(vi)
“Overhaul” means the restoration of an aircraft or aeronautical product using methods,
techniques and practices acceptable to the Authority, including disassembly, cleaning
and inspection as permitted, repair as necessary, and reassembly.”
(vii)
“Rebuild” means the restoration of an aircraft or aeronautical product by using methods,
techniques, and practices acceptable to the Authority, when it has been disassembled.”
(viii) “Repair” means the restoration of an aircraft, engine, propeller or associated part to an
airworthy condition in accordance with the appropriate airworthiness requirements after
it has been damaged or subjected to wear;”
(ix)
“State of Manufacture” means the State having jurisdiction over the organization
responsible for the final assembly of the aircraft, engine or propeller;
(x)
“State of Registry” means the State on whose register the aircraft is entered;”

“Type Certificate” means a document issued by a Contracting State to define the design
of an aircraft, engine or propeller type and to certify that this design meets the appropriate
airworthiness requirements of that State;”
(xii)
“Type design” means the set of data and information necessary to define an aircraft,
engine or propeller type for the purpose of airworthiness determination;”
(xiii) “Certificate of Release to Service” a document which contains a certification confirming
that the maintenance work to which it relates has been completed in a satisfactory manner
in accordance with appropriate airworthiness requirements.”
(b) “ deleting the Word Standard atmosphere and its definition”
(xi)

(c) adding the following new definitions in their alphabetical order as follows:
“Configuration” means a particular combination of the positions of the moveable
elements, such as wing flaps and landing gear, that affect the aerodynamic characteristics
of the aeroplane;
(ii)
“Airworthiness Directive” means continuing airworthiness information that applies to
the following products: aircraft, aircraft engines, propellers, and appliances. It is
mandatory if issued by the State of Design;
(iii)
“Organization Responsible for the Type Design” means the organization that holds the
type certificate, or equivalent document, for an aircraft, engine or propeller type, issued
by a Contracting State;
(iv)
“Human Performance” means human capabilities and limitations which have an impact
on the safety and efficiency of aeronautical operations;
(v)
“Rendering a Certificate of Airworthiness valid” means the action taken by a Contracting
State, as an alternative to issuing its own Certificate of Airworthiness, in accepting a
Certificate of Airworthiness issued by any other Contracting State as the equivalent of
its own Certificate of Airworthiness;
(vi)
“Recognized airworthiness code” means the standards relating to the design, materials,
construction equipment, performance and maintenance of aircraft or aircraft component
issued by the State of Design accepted and prescribed by the Authority.
(i)

(vii)

“Duplicate Inspection” means an inspection first made by an authorized person
signing the maintenance release who assumes full responsibility for the
satisfactory completion of the work, before being subsequently inspected by a
second independent competent person who attests to the satisfactory completion
of the work recorded and that no deficiencies have been found;

Amendment of 2. The principal Regulations are amended by deleting regulation 3 and substituting with
Regulation 3
the following:“3. These Regulations shall apply to person operating aircraft:(a) registered in United Republic of Tanzania and operate in or outside the United
Republic;
(b) registered in another contracting State that are operated by a person licensed in the
United Republic of Tanzania shall be maintained in accordance with the standards of the
aircraft State of Registry, wherever that maintenance is performed; and
c) of other Contracting States operating in the United Republic of Tanzania;”
Amendment of 3. The principal Regulations are amended in regulation 4 by deleting sub regulation (3)
Regulation 4
and substituting with the following:-
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“(3) the recognized airworthiness code under sub regulation (1) shall be as prescribed in
the Sixth Schedule to these regulations.”

Amendment of 4. The principal Regulations are amended in regulation 6 by:
Regulation 6
(a) adding immediately after sub regulation (1) the following new sub regulations:“(2) Subject to sub regulation (1),a person before applying for modification shall make
sure that, the State of Registry has competent technical expertise to evaluate the
proposed change in accordance with the type design”
(b) renumbering sub regulation (2) as sub regulation (3).
(c) Adding immediately after sub regulation (3) the following new sub regulations:
“(4) A person who alters a product by introducing a modification or repair classified as
minor , having a negligible, or no appreciable, effect on the mass, balance, structural
strength, reliability, operational characteristics or other characteristics affecting the
airworthiness of the aeronautical product in the type design shall apply to Authority for
acceptance in a manner as may be prescribed.
(5) Where the minor modification or repair of the product is already approved by another
Contracting State, the Authority may accept or recognize the approval or equivalent
document issued by the State of Design in respect of the modification or repair where:
(a) the approved documents recognized by the Authority was issued; or
(b) the design, materials, construction equipment, performance and maintenance of the
modification of the aircraft or aircraft component technical evaluation against a
recognized airworthiness code has been carried out by the Authority and has been found
to:
(i)
meet the required standards of the recognized airworthiness code; or
(ii)
comply with any requirements prescribed by the Authority.
(6)The owner or operator shall develop or adopt continuing airworthiness requirements
and submit them to the Authority for approval to ensure the continuing airworthiness of
the aircraft during its service life, after the modification, or repair.”
Amendment of 5. The principal Regulations are amended by deleting regulation 9 and substituting with
Regulation 9
the following :
“Classifications of certificates of
9. The Certificate of Airworthiness shall be
airworthiness
classified as follows:

(a) a certificate of airworthiness;
(b) a restricted certificate of airworthiness
(c) a special flight permit authorization; and
(d) an export certificate of airworthiness.”
Amendment of 6. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 11 by deleting the words “te state”
Regulation 11
appearing at the end of paragraph (b):
Amendment of 7. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 12(3) by deleting the words
Regulation 12
“sixty” appearing between the words “than” and “days” and substituting with the words
“thirty”.
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Amendment of 8. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 13 Regulation 13
“Aircraft
13. An applicant for a certificate of airworthiness or a restricted
identification
certificate of airworthiness or special flight permit shall show
that, the aircraft is properly registered, marked and has
identification plates affixed to the aircraft.”
Amendment of 9. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 14(1) by:Regulation 14
(a) adding immediately after paragraph (g) the following new paragraph:“(h) there is any special requirements in place in addition to those adopted or required by
the exporting state and make them available to the exporting State; and
“(i) it agrees that, they shall be listed as exceptions to the export certificate of
airworthiness or require compliance with the additional requirements before accepting
the export certificate of airworthiness.
(b) renumbering sub regulation (4), (6), (7) and(8) as sub regulation (3), (4) , (5) and (6)
accordingly:Amendment of 10. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 18 by:
Regulation 18
(a) adding immediately after sub regulation (2) the following new sub regulation: (3) (a) The aeronautical products or article being exported may be placed in any of the
following classes:
(i) Class I : a complete aircraft, engine or propeller which has been type certificated in
accordance with the appropriate airworthiness requirements and for which the necessary
type certificate data sheets or equivalent have been issued;
(ii) Class II : a major component of Class I product such as a wing, fuselage and
empennage service, the failure of which would jeopardize the safety of a class I product
or any part, material or system thereof; and
(iii) Class III - any product or component which is not a Class I or Class II product or
standard part.
(b) For aeronautical products other than those under Class I, the export airworthiness
certification may be issued in the form of certificates or identification tags which
confirms that, the aeronautical product meets the approved design data in a condition for
safe operation, and complies with any special requirements as notified by the importing
State.
(c) renumbering sub regulation (3), (4) and (5) as sub regulation (4), (5) , and (6)
accordingly:Amendment of 11. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 19 by deleting paragraph (e) and
Regulation 19
(f) and substituting with the following:(e) the aircraft is operating for non commercial flight only;
(f) only persons essential for the safe operation of the aircraft are carried on the aircraft
and must be advised of the contents of the permit and the airworthiness status of the
aircraft;
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Amendment of 12. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 21(1) byRegulation 21
(a) renumbering paragraph (a) and (c) as paragraph ((c) and (d); and
(b) deleting paragraph (c) and substituting with the following:
“(c) the certificate of release to service is completed to the effect that the maintenance
work performed has been completed satisfactorily and in accordance with the aircraft
and aircraft component manufacturer’s recommendations, instructions for continued
airworthiness, aircraft maintenance program approved by the State of Registry and the
prescribed methods; and;”
Amendment of 13. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 22 by: Regulation 22
(a) deleting paragraph (b) and substituting with the following:
“(b) obtain and assess continuing airworthiness information and recommendations
available from the organisation responsible for the type design, component
manufacturers, modifications, repairs and implement resulting actions considered
necessary in accordance with the procedure approved by the Authority;”
(b) adding immediately after sub regulation the following new sub regulations: (3) Information used in developing procedures for maintaining the aircraft in an
airworthy condition shall be made available to the Authority.
(4) The information under sub regulation (3), shall include a description of the aircraft
and recommended methods for the accomplishment of maintenance tasks, and such
information shall include guidance on defect diagnosis and ageing aircraft maintenance
requirements.
Amendment of 14. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 23: Regulation 23
(a) in sub regulation (1) by adding immediately after paragraph (d) the following new
paragraphs:
“(e) ensure that, when approving a maintenance organization or accepting the approval
of a maintenance organization issued by another Contracting State, verify compliance
GN.No. 55 of
with the civil Aviation (Approved Maintenance Organization) regulations;
2017
(f) ensure that, sensitive aviation security information is not transmitted when
distributing mandatory continuing airworthiness information;
(g) ensure that, sensitive aviation security information is securely transmitted to the
appropriate authority in the State of Design in accordance with the civil Aviation
(Security) regulations;
(h) where a continuing airworthiness safety issue is associated with a modification, shall
ensure that there exists a system whereby the above information is transmitted to the
organization responsible for the design of the modification; and
(i) subject to sub regulation (d) whenever that information relates to an engine or
propeller, such information shall be transmitted to both the organization responsible for
engine or propeller type design and the organization responsible for aircraft type design;
(j) upon receipt of mandatory continuing airworthiness information from the State of
Design, adopt the mandatory information directly or assess the information received and
take appropriate action;
(k) ensure that, all mandatory continuing airworthiness information which it, as the
State of Registry, originated in respect of that aircraft, is transmitted to the appropriate
State of Design.”
(b) by adding immediately after sub regulation( 6) ,the following new sub regulation;
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(7)The Authority shall develop or adopt requirements to ensure the continuing
airworthiness of the aircraft during its service life, including requirements to ensure that
the aircraft:
“ (a) continues to comply with the appropriate airworthiness requirements after a
modification, a repair or the installation of a replacement part; and
(b) is maintained in an airworthy condition and in compliance with the maintenance
requirements of these regulations;”
Amendment of 15. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 25: Regulation 25
(a) by adding immediately after sub regulation (1), the following new sub regulation;
“(2) In addition to the requirements of sub regulation (1), an owner or operator approved
for Extended Diversion Time Operations shall report any failures, malfunctions, or
defects that may result in at least one of the following;
a) in-flight shut-downs;
b) diversion or turn-back;
c) uncommand power changes or surges;
d) inability to control the engine or obtain desired power; and
(e) significant events or adverse trends with Extended Diversion Time Operations
significant systems;”
(b) renumbering:(i)
sub regulation (2), (3) and (4) as sub regulation (3) (4) and (5) accordingly:
(ii)
paragraph (a) and (a) appearing in sub regulation (2) as paragraph (a) and (b)

(c) deleting sub regulation (3) and substituting with the following:
(3) The Authority, upon receipt of the report specified in sub-regulation (2) for
aircraft registered in the United Republic of Tanzania, shall submit the reports to:
(a) State of Design;
(b) Manufacturer; or
(c) Organisation responsible for the design.
Amendment of 16. The principal regulations are amended by deleting regulation 27(2) and substituting
Regulation 27
with the following:(2)The following persons are authorised to approve for return to service(a) pilot licensed by the Authority, after performing authorized preventive maintenance,
provided he has successfully completed an approved maintenance course on the type of
aircraft of maximum certificated take-off mass of 5700 kg or less’at the end of the
paragraph;

(b) a LAME after the LAME has performed, supervised, or inspected its maintenance subject
to the limitations specified in the Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations;
(c) an AMO that may approve aircraft and aircraft components for return to service as
provided in the specific operating provisions approved by the Authority; and
(d) a pilot licensed by the Authority operating a balloon listed for use by an air operator
certificate holder provided that, a pilot has been trained on the appropriate balloon
maintenance;
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Amendment of 17. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 28(1) by deleting the words “by
Regulation 28
the Civil Aviation (Operation of Aircraft) Regulations” appearing between the words
“required” and “for”.
Amendment of 18. The principal regulations are amended by deleting regulation 29(e) and substituting
Regulation 29
with the following:(e) replacing defective safety wiring or cotter keys pins.
Amendment of 19. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 30 by renumbering sub
Regulation 30
regulation (4) and (5) as sub regulation (3) and (4) accordingly.
Amendment of 20. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 31 by:
Regulation 31
(a) renumbering sub regulation (7) as sub regulation (6) accordingly; and
(b) adding immediately after sub regulation (6) the following new sub regulation:
(7) A duplicate inspection shall be carried out:(a) after any flight safety sensitive maintenance tasks involving the assembly or any
disturbance of a control system that, when errors occur, could result in a failure,
malfunction, or defect endangering the safe operation of the aircraft; and
GN.No.71 of (b) by two appropriately qualified persons in accordance with the Civil Aviation
2017
(Personnel Licensing) Regulations, to ensure correct assembly, locking and sense of
operation and a technical record of the inspections shall contain the signatures of both
persons before the relevant certificate of release is issued.
Amendment of 21. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 33Regulation 33
(a) By adding immediately after sub regulation(1) the following new sub regulations(2) An aircraft shall be weighed to determine their basic weight and the corresponding centre
of gravity position when all manufacturing processes have been completed.
(3) Aircraft exceeding 5700 kg (12500 lb) MTMA must be re-weighed two years after
the date of manufacture and thereafter at intervals not exceeding five years and at such
times as the Authority may require.
(4) Aircraft not exceeding 5700 kg (12500 lb) shall be weighed at intervals not exceeding
five years and at such times as the Authority may require.
(b) Renumbering sub regulation (2) and (3) as sub regulation (5) and (6) accordingly.
(c) in sub regulation (5) by adding immediately after paragraph (b) the following new
paragraphs (c) the loading information including the empty mass of the aircraft, together with a
description of the condition of the aircraft at the time of weighing, the corresponding
centre of gravity position, and the reference points and datum lines to which the centre
of gravity limits are related; and
(d) the loading limitations including all limiting masses, centers of gravity positions,
mass distributions, and floor loadings.
Amendment of 22. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 39
Regulation 39
(a) by deleting sub regulation (1) and substituting with the following:
“(1) a certificate of release to service shall be maintained by an owner or operator in
duplicate.”
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(b) in sub regulation (2) by renumbering paragraph (a), (c) and (d) as paragraph (a), (b) and
(c) accordingly.
Amendment of 23. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 40 (1) by inserting the words “of
Regulation 40
airworthiness” between the words “certificate” and “in”.
Amendment of 24. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 41 by adding immediately after
Regulation 41
sub regulation(7) the following new sub regulations“(8) a clear record of continued compliance with all applicable mandatory airworthiness
requirements shall be recorded in the logbook;
(9) whenever a certificate of fitness for flight is issued, the aircraft log book shall be endorsed
with the reason for its issue and a copy included in the log book;
(10) duplicate inspections certified in accordance with these Regulations must be
recorded in the appropriate log book except that, when made elsewhere such as in the
technical log, they may be cross-referred to in the log book.”
Amendment of 25. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 42
Regulation 42
(a)in sub regulation (1) by
(i)
renumbering paragraph (b), (c) and (d) as paragraph (a), (b) and (c) accordingly; and
(ii)
by deleting paragraph (a) and substituting with the following:
(a) a description or reference to data acceptable to the authority of work performed
including but not limited;
(i) the total time in service in hours, calendar time, and cycles, as appropriate of the aircraft
and all life-limited components;
(ii) the current status of compliance with all mandatory continuing airworthiness
information;
(iii) appropriate details of modifications and repairs;
(iv) time in service in hours, calendar time, and cycles, as appropriate since last overhaul
of the aircraft or its components subject to a mandatory overhaul life; and
(v) the current status of the aircraft’s compliance with the approved maintenance program,
and the detailed maintenance records to show that all requirements for signing of a
maintenance release have been met.
(b) in sub regulation (6) (b) by deleting the word “one year” appearing between the words
“least” and “from” and substituting with the words “two years”
Amendment of 26. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 52(1) by renumbering paragraph
Regulation 52
(a), (b), (c) and (a) as paragraph (a), (b), (c) and (d).
Amendment of 27. The principal regulations are amended by deleting the First Schedule and substituting
First Schedule
with the following:
FIRST SCHEDULE
(Made under Regulation 35(1) and (2))
AIRCRAFT NOISE CERTIFICATION CLASSIFICATIONS
PART A:
Classifications as per ICAO Annex 16, Volume I to the Chicago Convention (as amended)

Annex
Chapter

Details
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2

3

4

5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13

Subsonic Jet Aeroplanes – Application for Certificate of Airworthiness for
the prototype accepted before 6th October 1977
(a) all subsonic jet aero planes and propeller-driven aero planes, including
their derived versions, with a maximum certificated take-off mass of 55
000 kg and over for which the application for a Type Certificate was
submitted on or after 31 December 2017;
(b) all subsonic jet aero planes, including their derived versions, with a
maximum certificated take-off mass of less than 55000 kg for which the
application for a Type Certificate was submitted on or after 31 December
2020;
(c) all propeller-driven aero planes, including their derived versions, with a
maximum certificated take-off mass of over 8618 kg and less than 55000
kg for which the application for a Type Certificate was submitted on or
after 31 December 2020; and
(d) all subsonic jet aero planes and all propeller-driven aero planes
certificated originally as satisfying Annex 16, Volume I, Chapter 3,
Chapter 4 or Chapter 5, for which recertification to Chapter 14 is
requested.

1. Subsonic jet aero planes – application for type certificate
submitted on or after 6 October 1977 and before 1st January
2006.
2. Propeller-driven aeroplanes over not exceeding 8618 kgs –
Application for type certificate submitted on or after 1st January
1985 and before 1stJanuary 2006.
1. Supersonic Aeroplanes-Application for certificate of
airworthiness for the prototype accepted on or after 1st January
2006
2. Propeller driven aeroplanes over 8,618 kg – Application for
certificate of airworthiness for the prototype accepted on or after 1st
January 2006
Propeller-Driven Aeroplanes over 5,700kg – Application for Certificate of
Airworthiness for the Prototype accepted before 1st January 1985
Propeller-Driven Aeroplanes Not Exceeding 8,618kg – Application for
Certificate of Airworthiness for the Prototype accepted before 17th November
1988
Propeller driven STOL Aeroplane.
Helicopters
Installed Auxiliary power unit (APU) and associated power systems during
ground operations.
Propeller-Driven Aeroplanes Not Exceeding 8,618kg – Application for
Certificate of Airworthiness for the Prototype or derived version accepted on
or after 17th November 1988
Helicopters Not Exceeding 3,175kg Maximum Certificated Take-off Mass
Supersonic aeroplanes
Tilt-rotor aircraft: -

(a) The Standards of this chapter shall be applicable to all tiltrotors,
including their derived versions, for which the application for a
Type Certificate was submitted on or after 1 January 2018.
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(b) Noise certification of tiltrotors which are capable of carrying external
14.

loads or external equipment shall be made without such loads or
equipment fitted.
The Standards of this chapter shall, with the exception of those aeroplanes
which require a runway length of 610 m or less at maximum certificated mass
for airworthiness or propeller-driven aeroplanes specifically designed and
used for agricultural or fire-fighting purposes, be applicable to-

(a) all subsonic jet aeroplanes and propeller-driven aeroplanes,
including their derived versions, with a maximum certificated
take-off mass of 55 000 kg and over for which the application
for a Type Certificate was submitted on or after 31 December
2017;
(b) all subsonic jet aeroplanes, including their derived versions,
with a maximum certificated take-off mass of less than 55 000
kg for which the application for a Type Certificate was
submitted on or after 31 December 2020;
(c) all propeller-driven aeroplanes, including their derived
versions, with a maximum certificated take-off mass of over 8
618 kg and less than 55 000 kg for which the application for a
Type Certificate was submitted on or after 31 December 2020;
and
(d) all subsonic jet aeroplanes and all propeller-driven aeroplanes
certificated originally as satisfying Annex 16, Volume I,
Chapter 3, Chapter 4 or Chapter 5, for which recertification to
Chapter 14 is requested.
PART B
INFORMATION TO BE INCLUDED IN THE DOCUMENT ATTESTING NOISE
CERTIFICATION
(1)
The following information shall be included on the document attesting noise certification of an
aircraft1.

Name of State

2.

Title of the noise document

3.

Number of the document

4.

Nationality or common mark and registration marks

5.

Manufacturer and manufacturer’s designation of aircraft

6.

Aircraft serial number

7.

Engine manufacturer, type and model

8.

Propeller type and model for propeller-driven aeroplanes

9.

Maximum take-off mass and unit

10. Maximum landing mass and unit for certificates issued
11. The chapter and section of the Regulations according to which the aircraft is certificated
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12. Additional modifications incorporated for the purpose of compliance with the applicable noise
certification Standards
13. The lateral/full-power noise level in the corresponding unit for documents issued
14. The approach noise level in the corresponding unit for documents issued
15. The flyover noise level in the corresponding unit for documents issued
16. The overflight noise level in the corresponding unit for documents
17. The take-off noise level in the corresponding unit for documents issued
18. Statement of compliance
19. Date of issuance of the noise certification document
20. Signature of the officer issuing it.

Amendment of 28. The principal regulations are amended by deleting the Second Schedule and
Second
substituting with the following:
Schedule

SECOND SCHEDULE
(Regulation 38(2), (3), and (4))
AIRCRAFT, ENGINE AND PROPELLER LOGBOOKS
Aircraft logbook:
Aircraft logbook:
(1) The following entries shall be included in the aircraft logbook(a) the name of the constructor, the type of the aircraft, the number assigned
to it by the constructor and the date of construction of the aircraft;
(b) the nationality and registration marks of the aircraft;
(c) the name and address of the operator of the aircraft;
(d) the date of each flight and the duration of the period between take-off and
landing, or, if more than one flight was made on that day, the number of
flights and the total duration of the periods between take-off and landings
on that day;
(e) particulars of all maintenance work carried out on the aircraft or its
equipment;
(f) particulars of any defects occurring in the aircraft or in any equipment
required to be carried in it by or under these Regulations, and of the action
taken to rectify such defects including a reference to the relevant entries
in the technical log required by the Civil Aviation (Air Operator
Certification and Administration) Regulations.
(g) particulars of any overhauls, repairs, replacements and modifications
relating to the aircraft or any such equipment as aforesaid.
Provided that entries shall not be required to be made under subparagraphs (e), (f) and
(g) in respect of any engine or variable pitch propeller.
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(2) The following entries shall be included in the engine logbook(a) the name of the constructor, type of engine, the number assigned to
it by the constructor and the date of the construction of the engine;
(b) the nationality and registration marks of each aircraft in which the
engine is fitted;
(c) the name and address of the operator of each such aircraft(d) either(i) the date of each flight and the duration of the period
between take-off and landing or, if more than one
flight was made on that day, the number of flights and
the total duration of the periods between take-off and
landings on that day; or
(ii) the aggregate duration of periods between take-off and landing
for all flights made by that aircraft since, immediately
preceding occasion that any maintenance, overhaul, repair,
replacement, modification or inspection was undertaken on the
engine.
(e) Particulars of all maintenance work done on the engine;
(f) Particulars of any defects occurring in the engine, and of the rectification
of such defects, including reference to the relevant entries in the technical
log required by the Civil Aviation (Air Operator Certification and
Administration) Regulations;
(g) Particulars of all overhauls, repairs, replacement and modifications
relating to the engine or any of its accessories.
(3).
The following entries shall be included in the variable pitch propeller
logbook(a) the name of the constructor, the type of the propeller, the number assigned
to it by the constructor and the date of the construction of the propeller;
(b) the nationality and registration marks of each aircraft, and the type and
number of each engine, to which the propeller is fitted;
(c) the name and address of the operator of each such aircraft;
(d) either(i)
the date of each flight and the duration of the period between
take-off and landing or, if more than one flight was made on that
day, the number of flights and the total duration of the periods
between take-off and landings on that day; or
(ii)
the aggregated duration of periods between take-off and landing
for all flights made by that aircraft since immediately preceding
occasion that any maintenance, overhaul, repair, replacement,
modification or inspection was undertaken on the propeller;
(e) particulars of all maintenance work done on the propeller;
(f) particulars of any defects occurring in the propeller, and of the
rectification of such defects, including a reference to the relevant entries
in the technical log required by regulation 10(2) and (3) of these
Regulations;
(g) particulars of any overhauls, repairs, replacements and modifications
relating to the propeller.
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Amendment of 29. The principal regulations are amended by deleting the Third Schedule and
Third Schedule substituting with the following:

THIRD SCHEDULE

__________
(Regulation 39 (4) and 41 (b))
Made under
________
MAJOR REPAIRS AND MODIFICATION FORM
Amendment of 29. The principal regulations are amended by deleting the Fourth Schedule and
Fourth
substituting with the following:
Schedule
FOURTH SCHEDULE

(Made under regulation 59(8) and (9))
PENALTIES
REG.
NO.

TITLE

PART

6

Issue of supplemental type certificate

A

8

Certificate of airworthiness to be in force.

A

15

Airworthiness directives and service bulletins.

A

19

Conditions on the special flight permit.

B

20(1)

Certificate of fitness for flight.

A

21

Responsibility for maintenance.

B

22

Continued airworthiness information

A

24

Compliance with the manufacturer’s instructions and airworthiness directives.

A

25

Reporting of failures, malfunctions, and defects.

A

26

Persons authorised to perform maintenance, preventive maintenance and
modification.

B

27

Personnel authorised to approve for return to service.

B

28

Persons authorised to perform inspections.

B

30

Performance rules: maintenance.

A

31

Performance rules: inspection.

A

13

32

Airworthiness limitation performance rules.

A

33

Aircraft mass schedule

B

34

Requirements of noise certification

A

36

Keeping of maintenance release records.

A

37

Technical Log entries.

A

38

Aircraft ,engine and propeller log books

A

39

Maintenance, rebuilding, and modification records.

A

40

Description of overhaul and rebuilding records.

A

41

Approval for return to service.

A

48

Use and retention of certificates and records.

B

50

Enforcement of directions

A

Addition
of 30. The principal regulations are amended by adding immediately after Fifth Schedule
Sixth Schedule the following:
SIXTH SCHEDULE
(Made under Regulation 4(3))
RECOGNIZED AIRWORHINESS CODES
NO.
1.

AUTHORITY
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)

INSTRUMENTS
Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs)

3.
4.

COUNTRY
United State of
America
United
Kingdom
Canada
Brazil

United Kingdom Civil Aviation Authority
(UKCAA)
Transport Canada Civil Aviation (TCCA)
National Civil Aviation Agency (ANAC)

5.
6.

Europe
Australia

European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA)

7.

China

Civil Aviation Administration of China
(CAAC)

British Civil Airworthiness Require
(BCARs)
Canadian Aviation Regulations (CAR
Regulamento Brasileiro da Aviação
(RBAC)
Certification Specifications (CSs)
Civil Aviation Safety
Regul
(CASRs)
China Civil Aviation Regulations (CC

2.
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GOVERNMENT NOTICE NO. …………………. published on………………………

THE CIVIL AVIATION ACT
(CAP. 80)
_______
REGULATIONS
_______
(Made under section 4)
_______
THE CIVIL AVIATION (AIRCRAFT REGISTRATION AND MARKING) (AMENDMENT)
REGULATIONS, 2020
ARRANGEMENT OF REGULATIONS
Citation

GN.No. 65 of
2017
Amendment of
Regulation 4

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Civil Aviation (Aircraft
Registration and Marking) (Amendment) Regulations, 2020 and shall be
read as one with the Civil Aviation (Aircraft Registration and Marking)
Regulations, 2017 here in after referred to as the principal regulations.

2. The principal Regulations are amended in Regulation 4 by:(a) Deleting sub regulation (1) and substituting with the following:
(1) A person shall not operate an aircraft within or fly over the
United Republic of Tanzania, unless(a) the aircraft eligible for registration has been registered by
its owner in accordance with these Regulations and the
Authority has issued a certificate of registration for that
aircraft; or
(b) the aircraft is registered in(i) a Contracting State to the Convention on
International Civil Aviation;
(ii) some other State in relation to which there is in
force an agreement between the Government of the
United Republic of Tanzania and the Government of
that State which makes provisions for the flight over

the United Republic of Tanzania of aircraft registered
in that State.
(b) in sub regulation (2) by:
(i)
deleting paragraph (b) and (c) and substituting with the
following:
“(b) an unqualified person is entitled as owner to any
legal or beneficial interest in the aircraft or to any
share therein; “
(ii)
renumbering sub regulation (d) and (e) as sub regulations (c)
and (d) accordingly;
(c) adding immediately after sub regulation (5) the following new sub
regulation (6)
“(6) The aircraft classification shall be as prescribed in the first
schedule to these regulations.”
Amendment of
Regulation 5

3. The principal Regulations are amended in Regulation 5 (1) by inserting
in paragraph (a) the words “or leased” between the words “owned” and
“by” :-

Amendment of
Regulation 13

4. The principal Regulations are amended in Regulation 13 :(a) in sub regulation (1) by adding immediately after paragraph (b) the
following new paragraph :“(c) Special cases - where a heavier-than-air aircraft does not possess
parts corresponding to those mentioned in paragraph (a) and (b), the
marks shall appear in such a manner that the aircraft can be identified
readily.”
“(d) marking and placards shall :
(i)
be on instruments, equipment, controls and any such
items include such limitations or information as
necessary for the direct attention of the flight crew
during flight; and
(ii)
provide instructions with information that is essential
to the ground crew in order to preclude the possibility
of mistakes in ground servicing such as towing and
refueling that could pass unnoticed and jeopardize the
safety of the aircraft in subsequent flights.
(b) in sub regulation (2), by adding immediately after paragraph (d) the
following new paragraph;
“(e) unmanned free balloons:- the mark shall appear on
the identification plate a fixed conspicuously to the
exterior of the payload.”
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Amendment of
Regulation 18

5. The principal Regulations are amended in Regulation 18 by deleting
paragraph and substituting with the following:“(c) secured to the aircraft in a prominent position, near the main
entrance, or, in the case of unmanned free balloon affixed
conspicuously to the exterior of the payload;”

Amendment of
Regulation 23

6. The principal Regulations are amended in Regulation 23 by deleting
paragraph and substituting with the following:-

Amendment of
First Schedule

7. The principal Regulations are amended in the First Schedule by deleting
the title of the schedule and substituting with the following:“FIRST SCHEDULE
(Made under regulation 4(6))”
8.

3

Item
Number
2

Description of
the
regulation/Item
Regulation 2–
Interpretation.

THE CIVIL AVIATION (AIRWORTHINESS) REGULATIONS, 2017
Proposed action
Reason

Addition of:
“Configuration (as applied to the aeroplane)” means a New definitions which
particular combination of the positions of the moveable
elements, such aswing flaps and landing gear,that affect
the aerodynamic characteristics of the aeroplane;
Rendering (a Certificate of Airworthiness) valid means
the action taken by a Contracting State, as an alternative to
issuing its own Certificate of Airworthiness, in accepting a
Certificate of Airworthiness issued by any other
Contracting State as the equivalent of its own Certificate
of Airworthiness.
Revised for clarity.
“Maintenance” means the performance of tasks on an
aircraft, engine, propeller or associated part required to
ensure the continuing
Airworthiness of an aircraft engine, propeller or associated
part including any one or combination of overhaul,
inspection,replacement, defect rectification, and the
embodiment of a modification or repair;

The definition was
shallow. Amended to
“Maintenance records” means Records that set out the provide more clarity.
details of the maintenance carried out on an aircraft,
engine, propeller orassociated part;

“Modification” meansa change to the type design of an
aircraft, engine or propeller;
‘major repair” means a repair of an aeronautical product
that might appreciably affect the weight, balance, Added weight and balance
structural strength, performance, power plant, operations, which had been left out in
flight characteristics, or other qualities affecting the current regulation.
airworthiness or environmental characteristics, or that will
be embodied in the product using non-standard practices;
“major modification” in respect of an aeronautical
product for which a type certificate has been issued,
means a change in the type design that has an appreciable
effect, or other than a negligible effect, on the mass and
balance limits, structural strength, engine operations,
flight
characteristics,
reliability,
operational
characteristics, or other characteristics or qualities
affecting
the
airworthiness
or
environmental
characteristics of an aeronautical product;

The definition was
shallow. Amended to
provide more clarity.
Aircraft component
changed to aeronautical
product in order to include
all relevant items.

“Overhaul” means the restoration of an aircraft or
aeronautical product using methods, techniques and
practices acceptable to the Authority, including
disassembly, cleaning and inspection as permitted, repair Content is found in the
as necessary, and reassembly;
body of the regulation
and is a part of a standard
“Organization responsible for the type design” from Annex 8.
meansthe organization that holds the type certificate, or
equivalent document, for an
Aircraft component
aircraft, engine or propeller type, issued by a Contracting changed to aeronautical
State;
product in order to include
all relevant items
“rebuild” means the restoration of an aircraft or

aeronautical product by using methods, techniques, and
practices acceptable to the Authority, when it has been As per the new Annex
disassembled,
Standards and the
applicability of the term in
“Repair” means the restoration of an aircraft, engine, the different provisions
propeller or associated part to an airworthy condition in
accordance
with
theappropriate
airworthiness As per the new Annex
requirements after it has been damaged or subjected to Standards and the
wear;
applicability of the term in
the different provisions
Rendering (a Certificate of Airworthiness) valid.
The action taken by a Contracting State, as an alternative Topographical error
to issuing its ownCertificate of Airworthiness, in
accepting a Certificate of Airworthiness issued by any
other Contracting State as theequivalent of its own
Certificate of Airworthiness.
“State of Manufacture” means the State having
jurisdiction over the organization responsible for the final
assembly of the aircraft,
engine or propeller;
“State of Registry” means the State on whose register the
aircraft is entered;
“Type Certificate” means a document issued by a
Contracting State to define the design of an aircraft,
engine or propeller type and tocertify that this design
meets the appropriate airworthiness requirements of that
State;
“Type design” means the set of data and information

necessary to define an aircraft, engine or propeller type for
the purpose of airworthiness determination;
Delete validation
Certificate of Release to Service –
A document which contains a certification confirming that the
maintenance work to which it relateshas been completed in a
satisfactory manner in accordance with appropriate airworthiness
requirements.
Airworthiness approval tag–
A tag that may be attachedto a part. The tag must include the part
number, serial number, and current life status of thepart. Each
time the part is removed from a type certificated product, a new
tag must becreated or the existing tag must be updated with the
current life status.
The tag has two distinct purposes –
(1) is as a certification of release to service of a part,component
or assembly after maintenance, preventive maintenance, overhaul
or rebuilding,
And
(2) the other is as shipping of a newly manufactured part.

As per the new Annex
Standards and the
applicability of the term in
the different provisions
-

give more clarity.

Used in the body and it is
as per Annex
It has nothing to do with
our SFPA. (Check reg 36)
Regulation 17(c) will be
amended to delete

Airworthiness directive.- Continuing airworthiness information
that applies to the followingproducts: aircraft, aircraft engines, Revised to be more clarity
propellers, and appliances. It ismandatory if issued by the State of
Design.

“Recognized airworthiness code” means the standards relating to
the design, materials, construction equipment, performance and
maintenance of aircraft or aircraft component issued by the State
of Design accepted and prescribed by the Authority.
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Regulation 3

Regulation 4 –
Acceptance of
Type Certificate

2. The principal Regulations are amended by deleting regulation 3
and substituting with the following:“3. These Regulations shall apply to person operating
aircraft:(a) registered in United Republic of Tanzania and
operate in or outside the United Republic;
(b) registered in another contracting State that are
operated by a person licensed in the United
Republic of Tanzania shall be maintained in
accordance with the standards of the aircraft State
of Registry, wherever that maintenance is
performed; and
c) of other Contracting States operating in the
United Republic of Tanzania;”
Add sub regulation
4(4) the following airworthiness codes are recognized by the Airworthiness recognised
Authority:
codes are expounded (They
(a)
USA Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)-Federal were in the TGM
Aviation Regulations (FAR);
(b)
UK CAA-British Civil Airworthiness Requirements
(BCAR)
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Regulation 6 –
Issue of
Supplemental
Type Certificate

(c)
CANADA TCCA- Canadian Aviation Regulations
(CARS);
(d)
BRAZIL Agência Nacional de Aviação Civil (ANAC) –
Regulamento Brasileiro da Aviação Civil (RBAC)-RBHA;
(e)
European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)- Certification
Specifications (CS);
(f)
AUSTRALIA Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA)Civil Aviation Safety Regulations (CASR’s); and
(g)
Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC)- China
Civil Aviation Regulations (CCAR’s).
Insert phrase
provided that the State of Registry has the technicalexpertise to
evaluate the proposed change in accordance with the type design’ Information was left out
at the end of the existing regulation 6(1)
Insert another sub regulations
6(2) Minor modifications and repairs:
Apersonwhoaltersaproductbyintroducingamodification or repair
classified as minor according to the procedures prescribed by the
Authority in the applicable technical guidance material, having a
negligible, or no appreciable, effect on the mass, balance, structural
strength, reliability, operational characteristics or other
characteristics affecting the airworthiness of the aeronautical
product, in the type design shall apply for acceptance in a manner
prescribed by the Authority in the applicable technical guidance
material.
6 (3)Where the minor modification or repair of the product is
already approved by another Contracting State, the Authority
may accept or recognize this approval or equivalent document

issued by the State of Design in respect of the modification or
repair where:
(a) the approval document recognized by the Authority
was issued; or
(b) the design, materials, construction equipment,
performance and maintenance of the modification of the
aircraft or aircraft component technical evaluation against a
recognized airworthiness code has been carried out by the
Authority and has been found to:
(i)meet the required standards of the recognized airworthiness
code; or
(ii) has complied with any requirements
prescribed by the Authority.

6(4)The owner or operator shall develop or adopt continuing
airworthiness requirements and submit them to the Authority for
approval to ensure the continuing airworthiness of the aircraft
during its service life, after the modification, or repair.
6(5) An application for the supplemental type certificate shall be
made in the form and manner to be prescribed by the Authority.
(sub 6(2) in the existing regulations)
Regulation 9

“Classifications of
certificates of
airworthiness

9. The Certificate of Airworthiness shall be
classified as follows:
(a) a certificate of airworthiness;
(b) a restricted certificate of
airworthiness
(c) a special flight permit
authorization; and

(d) an export certificate of
airworthiness.”
Delete a term ‘te State’ at the end of sub regulation 11(b)
Regulation 11 –
Surrender of C
of A
Regulation 12 –
Validity of C of
A

Amend sixty to thirty days
12 (3) An application for renewal of a certificate of airworthiness
shall be made in a form and manner, to be prescribed by the
Authority, not later than thirty days before the certificate expires.

Topographical error in the
existing regulation

-Difficulties in
implementation,
-Airworthiness status of
the aircraft will not be
the same due to longevity
of the time given
(60days).

Add this sub regulation
12 (4) The Authority shall be under no obligation to process and
issue a renewal of certificate of airworthiness before its
expiry where the application is submitted later than thirty
days before the certificate expires.

To deter complains and
ensure effective
implementation of the
requirement.

Add this sub regulation

Regulation 13 –
Aircraft
Identification

(5) The application referred in sub regulation (3), shall meet the
requirement of regulation 55(2) of these regulations.
Amend to include ‘and’
An applicant for a certificate of airworthiness or a restricted
certificate of airworthiness or special flight permit shall
show that, the aircraft is properly registered, and marked

To get a proper meaning of
the paragraph.

has with identification plates affixed to the aircraft.”
Regulation 14 –
Issue of C of A

adding immediately after paragraph (g) the following
new paragraph
(h) in the case where the Authority has any special
requirements in place in addition to those adopted or
required by the exporting state, make them available to
the exporting State;
(i) it agrees that they shall be listed as exceptions to the
export certificate of airworthiness or require
compliance with the additional requirements before
accepting the export certificate of airworthiness;
renumbering sub regulation (4), (6), (7) and(8) as sub
regulation (3), (4), (5) and (6) accordingly:-

There is a need to include
the special requirements
provision for C of A
issuance.
- To address PQ
5.141

In order to comply with
aircraft importation
requirements.
Amplify the limitations to
the Aerial work category.
To give more clarity.

Regulation 18

Amend sub regulation 18(3) (b) by swapping places
To get a proper meaning of
of a term ‘mandatory’
(a) the applicant submits a statement of compliance with the paragraph, all Ads are
the airworthiness directives and mandatoryservice mandatory.
bulletins applicable to the aircraft and its equipment;
Add sub regulations 18( 6) and 18( 7)
3. (a) The items being exported may be placed in any of the
following classes:
(j) Class I product:a complete aircraft, engine or propeller

which has been type certificated in
accordance with the appropriate airworthiness
requirements and for which the necessary
typecertificate data sheets or equivalent have
been issued;
(ii). Class II product: a major component of Class I
productsuch as a wing, fuselage and empennage service, the
failure of which would jeopardize the safety of a class I
product orany part, material or system thereof; and

ICAO Standards
Emanated from the PQs
5.241

(iii). Class III product- any product or component which is
not a Class I or Class II product or standard part.
(b) For aeronautical products other than those under Class
I, the export airworthiness certification may be issued
in the form of certificates or identification tags which
confirms that, the aeronautical product meets the
approved design data in a condition for safe operation,
and complies with any special requirements as
notified by the importing State.
Regulation 19 –
Conditions on
the Special Flight
Permit

11. The principal regulations are amended in regulation 19 by
deleting paragraph (e) and (f) and substituting with the
following:(e) the aircraft is operating for non commercial flight only;
Amend sub regulation 19(1f) by adding ‘and the airworthiness
status of the aircraft’

ICAO Standard

(f) only persons essential for the safe operation of the aircraft are
carried on the aircraft and must be advised of the contents
of the permit and the airworthiness status of the aircraft;

ICAO Standard

Regulation 21
Responsibility of
Maintenance

Regulation 22
Continuing
Airworthiness
Information

(a) renumbering paragraph (a) and (c) as paragraph ((c) and (d);
and
(b) deleting paragraph (c) and substituting with the following:
“(c) the certificate of release to service is completed to the effect
that the maintenance work performed has been completed
satisfactorily and in accordance with the aircraft and
aircraft component manufacturer’s recommendations,
instructions for continued airworthiness, aircraft
maintenance program approved by the State of Registry and
the prescribed methods; and;”
Amend sub regulation 22(1b) by inserting the phrase after the
word design
‘component manufacturers, modifications, repairs’
Add sub regulations 22(3 ) and 22(4)
(3) Information for use in developing procedures for maintaining
the aircraft in an airworthy condition shall be made
available to the Authority.

Regulation 23
Responsibility of
State of Registry
in respect of
Continuing
Airworthiness

(4) Maintenance information shall include a description of the
aircraft and recommended methods for the
accomplishment of maintenance tasks, and such
information shall include guidance on defect diagnosis
and ageing aircraft maintenance requirements.
Amend sub regulation 23(1) by adding sub paragraphs e - k
23(1) (e) when approving a maintenance organization
or accepting the approval of a maintenance
organization issued by another Contracting State,
verify compliance with the civil Aviation (Approved

Important information was
missing.

Binding operators to
submit the source of
information used during
the development of the
relevantdocuments.

Maintenance Organization) regulations; and
23(1) (f) ensure that sensitive aviation security
information is not transmitted when distributing
mandatory continuing airworthiness information;
23(1) (g) ensure that sensitive aviation security
information is securely transmitted to the appropriate
authority in the State of Design in accordance with the
civil Aviation (Security) regulations;
23(1) (h) Where a continuing airworthiness safety issue is
associated with a modification, the State of Registry shall
ensure that there exists a system whereby the above
information is transmitted to the organization responsible
for the design of the modification; and
23(1) (i) Subject to sub regulation (d) whenever that
information relates to an engine or propeller, such
information shall be transmitted to both the organization
responsible for engine or propeller type design and the
organization responsible for aircraft type design.
(23)(1) (j) upon receipt of mandatory continuing airworthiness
information from the State of Design, adopt the
mandatoryinformation directly or assess the information received
and take appropriate action;
(23)(1) (k) ensure that all mandatory continuing airworthiness
information which it, as the State of Registry, originated inrespect
of that aircraft, is transmitted to the appropriate State of Design;
and

Addition
Regulation 25
Reporting of
Failures
Malfunction and
defects

Add sub regulation 23(7)
23(7) develop or adopt requirements to ensure the continuing
airworthiness of the aircraft during its service life,
includingrequirements to ensure that the aircraft:
(a) continues to comply with the appropriate airworthiness
requirements after a modification, a repair or theinstallation of a
replacement part; and
(b) is maintained in an airworthy condition and in compliance
with the maintenance requirements of these regulations.
25 (2) In addition to the requirements of sub regulation (1), an
owner or operator approved for EDTOs operations shall report
any failures, malfunctions, or defects that may result in at least
one of the following;
a) in-flight shut-downs;
b) diversion or turn-back;
c) uncommand power changes or surges;
d) inability to control the engine or obtain desired power; and
e) significant events or adverse trends with EDTO significant
systems.
Deleting sub regulation 25(3) and substituting with the following:
25(3) The Authority, upon receipt of the report specified in subregulation (2) for aircraft registered in the United Republic of
Tanzania , shall -

(b)

(a) Submit the reports to the State of Design.
Where failure, malfunction, or defects that occurs in
aircraft involves manufacturer of aeronautical products
used in the manufacturing of the aircraft the Authority
shall notify the respectively manufacturer;

Regulation 27
Personnel
Authorised to
Return to
Service

Regulation 27(2)
is deleted

The Principal regulations are amended by deleting regulation
27(2) and substituting
The following persons are authorised to approve for return to
service(a) pilot licensed by the Authority, after performing
authorized preventive maintenance, provided he has
successfully completed an approved maintenance course
on the type of aircraft of maximum certificated take-off
mass of 5700 kg or less’at the end of the paragraph.
(b) a LAME after the LAME has performed, supervised, or
inspected its maintenance subject to the limitations
specified in the Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing)
Regulations; or
(c) an AMO that may approve aircraft and aircraft
components for return to service as provided in the
specific operating provisions approved by the Authority.

Regulation 28
Person
authorised to
perform
inspections

(d) a pilot licensed by the Authority operating a balloon listed
for use by an air operator certificate holder provided that,
a pilot has been trained on the appropriate balloon
maintenance;
28.-(1) Except as 28(1) The principal regulations are amended in regulation 28(1)
authorized by the by deleting the words “by the Civil Aviation (Operation of
Authority, a
Aircraft) Regulations” appearing between the words “required”
person shall not
and “for”.
perform the
inspections
required by the

Civil Aviation
(Operation of
Aircraft)theseRe
gulations for
aircraft and
aircraft
components
prior to or after
the aircraft has
undergone
maintenance,
preventive
maintenance,
rebuilding, or
modification.
Regulation 29
Preventive
Maintenance
Limitations
Regulation 30
Performance
Rules
Maintenance
Regulations 33
Aircraft Mass
Schedule

29.(e)Replacing
defectivesafety
wiring or cotter
keys

29.(e) replacing defective safety wiring or cotter keys pins.

The principal regulations are amended in regulation 30 by
renumbering sub regulation (4) and (5) as sub regulation (3) and
(4) accordingly.

By adding immediately after sub regulation(1) the following new
sub regulations33(3) An aircraft shall be weighed to determine their basic weight
and the corresponding centre of gravity position when all
manufacturing processes have been completed.
(4)Aircraft exceeding 5700 kg (12500 lb) MTMA must be re-

weighed two years after the date of manufacture and
thereafter at intervals not exceeding five years and at such
times as the Authority may require.
(5) Aircraft not exceeding 5700 kg (12500 lb) shall be weighed
at intervals not exceeding five years and at such times as
the Authority may require.
Renumbering sub regulation (2) and (3) as sub regulation (5) and
(6) accordingly.
Amend sub regulation 33(2) by adding c and d

Amendment of
Regulation 31

(2) (c) the loading information shall include the empty
mass of the aircraft, together with a description of the
condition of the aircraft at the time of weighing, the
corresponding centre of gravity position, and the reference
points and datum lines to which the centre of gravity
limits are related; and
(d) the loading limitations shall include all limiting
masses, centers of gravity positions, mass distributions,
and floor loadings.
Adding new sub regulation in
Insert a new provisions34 and 35
Standard 9.6.1 and 9.6.2
31 (7) A duplicate inspection shall be carried out after any
flight safety sensitive maintenance tasks involving the
assembly or any disturbance of a control system that,
when errors occur, could result in a failure,
malfunction, or defect endangering the safe operation
of the aircraft.
(8) Duplicate inspections shall be carried out by two
appropriately qualified persons in accordance with the

Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations,to
ensure correct assembly, locking and sense of operation
and a technical record of the inspections shallcontain the
signatures of both persons before the relevant certificate
of release is issued.

35. An operator shall ensure that markings and placards:
(a) on instruments, equipment, controls and any such
items include such limitations or information as necessary
for the direct attention of the flight crew during flight; and
(b) provide instructions with information that is essential
to the ground crew in order to preclude the possibility of
mistakes in ground servicing such as towing and refueling
that could pass unnoticed and jeopardize the safety of the
aircraft in subsequent flights
Regulation 39
Keeping CRS
records

Amend sub regulation 39(1) to read
39(1)’A certificate of release to service shall be maintained by an
owner or operator in duplicate.’
Renumbering of sub regulation 39(2)

Regulation 40
Technical
Logbook

Amend the sub regulation 41(1) by adding a word ‘of
airworthiness is’in between words certificate and in

Regulation 41
Aircraft, Engine
and Propeller
Logbooks

Referred Second Schedule of regulation 41
Paragraph 3 needs renumbering.

Add sub regulations 41 (8), 9 and 10
41(8)A clear record of continued compliance with all applicable
mandatory airworthiness requirements shall be recorded
in the logbook.

41(9) Whenever a certificate of fitness for flight is issued, the
aircraft log book shall be endorsed with the reason for its
issue and a copy included in the log book.
41(10) Duplicate inspections certified in accordance with these
Regulations must be recorded in the appropriate log book
except that, when made elsewhere such as in the technical
log, they may be cross-referred to in the log book
Regulation 42
Records of
Maintenance

Amend sub regulation 42(6) (b) by changing a specified from one
to two years.
Amend sub regulation 42(1) (a) by inserting
42(1)(a) a description or reference to data acceptable to
theauthority of work performed including but not limited;
(i) the total time in service in hours, calendar time, and
cycles, as appropriate of the aircraft and all life-limited
components;
(ii) the current status of compliance with all mandatory
continuing airworthiness information;
(iii) appropriate details of modifications and repairs;
(iv) time in service in hours, calendar time, and cycles, as

Inherited mistake

appropriate since last overhaul of the aircraft or its
components subject to a mandatory overhaul life; and
(v) the current status of the aircraft’s compliance with the
approved maintenance program, and the detailed
maintenance records to show that all requirements for
signing of a maintenance release have been met.

Regulation 52

Topographical error in sub regulation (1)
Fourth paragraph changes to (d)
Remove or at the end of the same paragraph

THE CIVIL AVIATION (REMOTELY PILOTED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS) (AMENDMENT)
REGULATIONS, 2019
Review of the Regulations
.
Proposed Amendments
Regulation

Current

Proposed amendments

Remarks/Source

Regulation 1
Regulation 2

None
“aerodrome codes” means aerodrome The Regulation is amended in Defining instead
reference code specified in the Civil Aviation Regulation 1, by deleting the of
cross
(Aerodromes) Regulations, 2017;
definition of the term “aerodrome referencing.
codes” and substituting for it the
following:
“aerodrome codes” means a code
used for planning purposes to
classify an aerodrome with respect
to
the
critical
aircraft
characteristics for which the
aerodrome is intended”
“National Civil Aviation Security Committee
(NCASC)” means the Committee established The Regulation is amended in
by the Civil Aviation (Security) Regulations, Regulation 1, by deleting the
2015;
definition of the term “National Civil
Aviation
Security
Committee
(NCASC)” and substituting for it
the following:
“National Civil Aviation Security
Committee (NCASC)” means the
Committee established by the Civil
Aviation Act, Cap 80 R.E. 2020
1

Regulation 3
Regulation 4
Regulation 5
Regulation 6
Regulation 7
Regulation 8

Regulation 9
Regulation 10

Regulation 11
Regulation 12
Regulation 13
Regulation 14
Regulation 15
Regulation 16
Regulation 17
Regulation 18
Regulation 19
Regulation 20
Regulation 21
Regulation 22

None
None
None
None
None
The Regulation is amended by
adding sub regulation (d) “any
other document that the Authority
will require” on Regulation 8 (2).
None
The Regulation is amended by The current code
deleting “(“9XR-….”)” and replace is for Rwanda.
it with “(“5H-…”)”
Propose
to
change the code
to our national
code.
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
The Regulation is amended by
adding “without authorization from
the Authority” to regulation 22.
“A person shall not take or cause
to be taken on board a RPAS or
2

deliver or cause to be delivered for
loading any goods which that
person knows or has reasonable
cause to know to be dangerous
goods without authorization from
the Authority.”
Regulation 23

The Regulation is amended by
deleting the abbreviation under
Regulation 23 (3) (b) and to
replace
with
the
following
abbreviation BVLoS instead of
VLoS.
The Regulation is amended by
adding (c ) Extended Beyond
Visual Line of Sight (EBVLoS).

Regulation 24
Regulation 25
Regulation 26

(4) Notwithstanding subregulation (3)(b) a The Regulation is amended by
RPAS to be operated Beyond Visual Line Of replacing Regulation 23 (4) with
Sight shall be equipped with a detector and the following:
avoid system.
“Notwithstanding
subregulation
(3)(b) and (c ) a RPAS to be
operated BVLoS and EBVLoS
shall be equipped with a detector
and avoid system and is
authorised by the Authority.
None
None
The Regulation is amended by
adding “unless authorised by the
Authority” to regulation 26.
3

“a person shall not act as a remote
pilot in the operation of more than
one RPAS at the same time unless
authorised by the Authority.”
Regulation 27
Regulation 28
Regulation 29
Regulation 30
Regulation 31
Regulation 32
Regulation 33
Regulation 34
Regulation 35
Regulation 36
Regulation 37
Regulation 38
Regulation 39
Regulation 40
Regulation 41
Regulation 42
Regulation 43
Regulation 44
Regulation 45
Regulation 46
Regulation 47
Regulation 48
Regulation 49
Regulation 50
Regulation 51
Regulation 52

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
4

Regulation 53
Regulation 54
Regulation 55
Regulation 56
Regulation 57
Regulation 58
Regulation 59
Regulation 60
Regulation 61
Regulation 62

Regulation 63
Regulation 64
Regulation 65

(2) The RPAS operator shall specify the
security measures, procedures and practices
to be followed by the operator to protect pilots
and facilities from acts of unlawful interference.

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
The Regulation is amended by
deleting “to be followed by the
operator” to Regulation 62 (3) to
read
“The RPAS operator shall specify
the security measures, procedures
and practices to protect pilots and
facilities from acts of unlawful
interference”.
None
None
The Regulation is amended by
deleting Regulation 65(3)

On risk basis on
short basis.

Regulation 66
Regulation 67

The Regulation is amended by
deleting 24 months and replacing it Ibaki 24 months.
with 12 on Regulation 65 (6)
None
None
5

Regulation 68
Regulation 69
Regulation 70
Regulation 71
Regulation 72
Regulation 73

None
None
None
None
None
None

The Regulation is amended by adding a new regulation under Regulation 46 to read:
Conversion of
pilot licence

47.-(1) A person who holds a current and valid pilot licence issued by
another contracting state may apply for a validation of such licence for
use on RPAS registered within such state.
(2) The applicant for the validation certificate shall present to the
Authority(a) the foreign licence;
(b) holds a current medical certificate issued by the Contracting State
that issued the applicant’s licence; and
(c)demonstrate English language proficiency.
(3) The Authority may allow the applicant to use his foreign medical
certificate with the validation certificate provided that the medical
certification requirements on which the foreign medical certificate was
issued meet the requirements of these Regulations, relevant to the
licence held.
(4) Authority shall verify the authenticity of the licence and the
medical certificate with the state that issued the licence prior to the
issuance of the validation certificate.

6

(5) The Authority may issue a validation certificate which shall be
valid for one year, provided the foreign licence, ratings and the medical
certificate remains valid.

7

THE CIVIL AVIATIO (AIRCRAFT REGISTRATION AND MARKING) REGULATIONS, 2017
Current Regulation
Proposed Amendment
Reasons

Item
Number

Title of the Regulation

4

Prohibition from operating
an aircraft

4. (1) A person shall not within or
fly over the United Republic of
Tanzania operate an aircraft as
classified in the First Schedule to
these Regulations, unless-

(1) A person shall not operate an
aircraft within or fly over the
United Republic of Tanzania,
unless-

Deleting the words as
classified in the First
Schedule
to
these
regulationsand adding
new sub regulation
(a) the aircraft eligible for prescribing
registration has been classification of aircraft
registered by its owner in for clarity.
accordance with these
Regulations and the
Authority has issued a
certificate of registration
for that aircraft; or
(b) the aircraft is registered in(i) a Contracting State to
the Convention on
International Civil
Aviation;
(ii) some other State in
relation to which there is in
force an agreement
between the Government
of the United Republic of
Tanzania and the
Government of that State
which makes provisions

for the flight over the
United Republic of
Tanzania of aircraft
registered in that State
•

Regulation 4(2)- Subject
to this Regulation, an
aircraft shall not be
registered or continue to
be registered in the
United Republic where-

Combined sub- para b and c to
read as follows;
Regulation 4(2) - Subject
to this Regulation, an
aircraft shall not be
registered or continue to be
registered in [state] where-

(b) an unqualified person
is entitled as owner to
any legal or beneficial

“(b) an unqualified person is
entitled as owner to any legal or
beneficial interest in the aircraft or
to any share therein; “

Combining paragraph
(b) and (c) to get an
intended information in
a proper flow.

(c) interest in the aircraft
or to any share therein; or
•
•

Re- arrangement

4(2) inserting

4
Addition

Re-numbering paragraph (b) – (e)
Inserting the words “Tanzania”
between the words “Republic” and
“where”
“(6) The aircraft classification
shall be as prescribed in the first
schedule to these regulations.”.

Insertingthe words
Tanzania for clarity.
The provision was
missing in the
regulation while the
schedule had already
been prepared.

5

Eligibility for registration
5.-(1) An aircraft shall be
eligible for registration where it
is•

13

Location of marks

owned by a citizen of the
United
republic
of
Tanzania, an individual
citizen of a foreign State
who is lawfully admitted
for residency in the
United
Republic
of
Tanzania, a corporation
lawfully organized and
doing business under the
laws of the United
Republic of Tanzania or
a government entity of
the United Republic of
Tanzania; and

Addition

Insert ‘ leased’ in Regulation
5(1a) after ‘owned’
•

Leased aircraft are also
eligible to be registered
owned or leased by a in URT.
citizen of the United
republic of Tanzania, an
individual citizen of a
foreign State who is
lawfully
admitted for
residency in the United
Republic of Tanzania, a
corporation
lawfully
organized
and
doing
business under the laws of
the United Republic of
Tanzania or a government
entity of the United
Republic of Tanzania; and

“(1)(c) Special cases - where a
heavier-than-air aircraft does not
possess parts corresponding to
those mentioned in paragraph (a)
and (b), the marks shall appear in
such a manner that the aircraft can
be identified readily.”
“(1)(d) marking and placards shall :
(i) be on instruments, equipment,
controls and any such items

Amended to incorporate
the missing provision to
in line with Annex
Standard 4.3.3 and
4.2.5

include such limitations or
information as necessary for the
direct attention of the flight crew
during flight; and
(ii) provide instructions with
information that is essential to the
ground crew in order to preclude
the possibility of mistakes in
ground servicing such as towing
and refueling that could pass
unnoticed and jeopardize the
safety of the aircraft in subsequent
flights.
“(2) (e) unmanned free balloons:the mark shall appear on the
identification plate a fixed
conspicuously to the exterior of
the payload.”
Identification plate required
18

“(c) secured to the aircraft in a
prominent position, near the main
entrance, or, in the case of free
balloon affixed conspicuously to
the exterior of the payload;”

First
schedule

Made under regulation 4(1)

“(c) secured to the aircraft in a
prominent position, near the main
entrance, or, in the case of
unmanned free balloon affixed
conspicuously to the exterior of
the payload;”
Made under regulation 4(6)

PEL REGULATIONS MAY 2022
Proposed action

Item
Description of the regulation/Item
Number
1
Regulation Title - The Civil Aviation (Personnel
Licensing) Regulations, 2017
2

4

5

Interpretation.

Licenses and certificates issued.

Ratings issued.

Reason

Amended to read;
The Civil Aviation (Personnel
Licensing) Regulations, 2022
Discharge

Regulation is amended

Flight crew member definition

Inserted a definition

(a) Amend to include remote pilot
for aeroplane, airship, glider,
rotorcraft, powered-lift or free
balloon.
(b) Remove dispatch
(3) amend to include TGM

Definition is required. The term
is in the main body but without a
clear clarification.

(a) Provision was not
included
(b)Term used in our system

(3) it was not in the current
TCARs
Amend to include Remote pilot ratings in Information was not included
5(1)(a)
5(7) in the existing changed to be 5(8)
by incorporating new names for ATC
ratings.

Annex changes

B1 and B2 information
5(8) in the existing TCARs changed to
read 5(9) (1) in the proposed TCARs.
Addition of 9(2) which is the new
requirements for B1 and B2

6
7
9
11

14
16
17
21
22
27

Transitional Measures Relating To Aircraft
Maintenance Engineers License (AMEL)
Authorisations issued
Authority to act as a flight and remote flight crew
member
Rendering a licence valid pursuant to a formal
agreement.

28

Validity of a medical assessment certificate
Application requirements for medical examination
Medical reports
Validity of licences
Deferral of medical examination
Duration of licenses, certificates ratings and
authorisation
General requirements for validation

30
32

Validation of licenses
Conversion of Military Pilots qualification

33
35
36
37
39
40
44

Conversation of foreign License
Validation of AMEL
Conversion of AMEL
Recognition of military of AMEL
Authority to act as a flight crew member

100

IR renewal requirements

Records of training time

New regulation inserted.
Amend by adding (g) and (h) with FOO
and Examiner
New regulation inserted as a new

Annex changed ICAO 174

New regulation inserted as a new as
11(3)(b)
Definition of EAC
(4) inclusion of cabin crew info
(4) fails to furnish info
Sub 4 & 5 included
Add RPAS into reg 21(7)(n)
Added 22 (1) (d) for remote pilot
Sub reg 27(13) amend validity of cabin
crew certificates
Reg 28(5) revised to 3 months from one
tear
28 (2)(d) added
Reg 30 (a)-amended
Reg 31 (1) amended to remove military
pilot cat A,B,C and D
Regulation 33(1) (e) added for clarity
Reg 35 (1) (d) added
Reg 36(1) (c) added
37(2) (a) added word release
39 (3) add air operation
40 (4) New provision inserted
44(2) added word into a logbook
authorised by the Authority
Validity period of IR info included

EAC partner’s states info
inserted.

Standard 1.2.1.1 &4

missing
Borrowed from the existing
Borrowed from the existing
missing
missing
For clarity
For consistency and clarity
missing
For implementation
For clarity
missing
missing
missing
missing
For clarity
Missing
Info missing

126

Flight examiner authorization requirements

151

The whole part VII is included STD 2.11
amendment 175
Renewal recency

162
164

General requirements of AMEL
Experience for AMEL

169
179
180

Skills and knowledge requirements
Eligibility requirements for FOO license
Knowledge, skill and experience requirements

182

Renewal FOO

191

Renewal of CCM

204

Medical assessment

21
256
264
265

Validity of license
suspension
Penalties

10

Renewal
PART IV cabin crew info added

(sub 6) Renewal requirements info
included
RPAS TCARs

Info missing

Information amended to include time
frame for lapsing
Technical background in science
Recognized university and complex
aircraft

Information missing, borrowed
from the existing TCARs

1(c and d)
3 relevant tasks amended
Add reg 169(2) OJT instructor
Remove proficiency language info
Side note added
Time frame raised to 2 yrs for assistant
dispatch
Add info on work experience, timeframe
and recency
Added sub regulation 2 for application
timeframe (14 days)
Balloon medical raised to class 1
Omitted pilot for remote in sub 1
CCM medical time should be 24 months
Suspend violators
Customization needed
ATO REGULATIONS
Lapse info included in sub regulation 3

Info missing

clarification
Changed as per ICAO Annex 174
Info irrelevant
Standard is 1 year

Missed information
Missed information
More restrictive than ICAO
SARPS
complied
Add information

TGM should be developed for
lapsing

33

Exemption

Sub (3) f, g and h included

19
45

Flight Training courses
Enforcement
3rd schedule amended

RPAS
Amended to include rovision.
Cabin crew information added into 3rd
schedule

Review process to identify the needed TGMs
1. Balloon
2. Rpas

Safety officer 44(2 )(a)( v)

Risk assessment, duration,
reasons information are
included.
Not included
missed

THE CIVIL AVIATION (AERONAUTICAL CHARTS ) REGULATIONS, 2017
MATRIX OF AMMENDMENTS
S/N
1.

REGULATION

PROPOSED AMMENDMENTS

Table of
content
Reg no 17

On Reg no 17 insert the following
words; '' restricted and danger
areas'' in front of the word
Prohibited,
On Reg no 18 insert the following
words ''airspaces'' in front of the
word Air traffic services

2.

REASON FOR AMMENDMENTS
TO BE UNDERTAKEN
The statement was added to meet
requirement with amendment 60 of
Annex 4
The word ''airspaces'' was added to
meet requirement with amendment 60
of Annex 4

2
3.

Data quality

Insert the new statement in front of
the meaning of definition ''(or
equivalent assurance level),
traceability, timeliness,
completeness and format.;''

The statement was added to the
definition to meet requirement with
Annex 4

4.

Resolution

5.

Procedure
altitude/height

Insert the word ''Data'' before the
word "resolution" appearing in the
definition of the term "resolution"
Insert the following statement in front
of the term Procedure altitude/height;
“A published altitude/height used
in defining the vertical profile of a
flight procedure, at or above the
minimum obstacle clearance
altitude/height where established;''

The word ''Data'' added to the definition
of resolution with a view to meet
requirement with Annex 4
The meaning of definition changed to
meet requirement with Annex 4

1

6.

20

7.

20(d)

8.

20(e)

9.

20(f)

Insert the following reference ''the
Civil Aviation (Aeronautical
Information Services)
Regulations'' instead of '' the Civil
Aviation (Aeronautical charts
Services) Regulations''
Delete the words ''order of'' and
''and as presented in a tabular
form in the sixth schedule of these
Regulations''
Delete and substitute paragraph (h)
with the following text:
''the integrity of aeronautical data
is maintained throughout the data
process from origination to
distribution to the next intended
user''
Delete regulation 20(f)(i), (ii) and (iii)

10.

20(g)

Delete regulation 20(g)

11.

20(h)

Delete and substitute paragraph (h)
with the following text:

12.

21(d)

The reference reviewed to met Annex
4 requirements

Paragraph (d) words was deleted to suit
requirement in annex 4

The following statement was modified
to meet Annex 4 requirements

Paragraph (f) statement was deleted to
suit requirement in annex 4
Paragraph (g) statement was deleted to
suit requirement in annex 4
The new statement is created to meet
Annex 4 requirements

''Digital data error detection
techniques shall be used during
the transmission and/or storage of
aeronautical data and digital data
sets''.
Delete the text ''order of'' and text Paragraph (d) the words was deleted
' ' and in accordance with Table 1 to suit requirement in annex 4
of the sixth schedule.''
2

13.

22(c)

Delete the text ''order of'' and text
' ' and in accordance with Table 2
of the sixth schedule.''

14.

51(a)

Delete the word ''Electronic''

15.

51(f)

Delete and substitute paragraph (f)
with the following text:
' ' a d d i t i o n a l terrain attributes
provided in the database(s) is
linked to the portrayed terrain
feature.''

16.

52(a)

Delete the word ''Electronic''

17.

52(d)

The word ''other'' replaced by word
''Additional'' and delete the
following text;

Paragraph (c) the text 'order of'' and
' ' and in accordance with Table 2 of
the sixth schedule.'' was deleted to
suit requirement in annex 4
Paragraph (a) the word ''Electronic''
was deleted to suit requirement in
annex 4
Paragraph (f) is modified to suit
requirement in annex 4

Paragraph (a) the word ''Electronic''
was deleted to suit requirement in
annex 4
Paragraph (d) the word ''other'' was
replaced by word ''Additional'' and the
statement was deleted to suit
requirement in annex 4

''as specified in the Civil Aviation
(Aeronautical Information
Services) Regulations eighth
schedule table A8-4, and''
18.

53(a)

Delete the following text ' ' Civil
Aviation (Aerodrome) Regulations
and''

19.

55(a)

Delete and substitute paragraph (a)
with the following text:
3

Paragraph (a) the text ' ' Civil Aviation
(Aerodrome) Regulations and' ' was
deleted to suit requirement with
amendment 60 of annex 4
Paragraph (a) is modified to suit
requirement in annex 4

''order of accuracy of
aeronautical, terrain and obstacle
data shall be in accordance with
its intended use.''
20.

55(c)

21.

98(2)(b)

Delete and substitute paragraph (c)
with the following text:
''aeronautical, terrain and obstacle
data resolution shall be
commensurate with the actual
data accuracy.''
Delete and substitute paragraph (b)
with the following
1) when the radio navigation aid is used for
conventional navigation:
i) plain language name;
ii) identification;
iii) Morse code;
iv) frequency;
v) geographical coordinates in degrees,
minutes and seconds; and
vi) for DME, the channel and the elevation
of the transmitting antenna of the DME to
the nearest 30 m (100 ft);

Paragraph (c) is modified to suit
requirement in annex 4

Paragraph (b) is modified to meet
requirement with amendment 61 of
annex 4

2) when the radio navigation aid is used as a
significant point for area navigation:
i) plain language name; and
ii) identification;

22.

98(2)(c)

Delete and substitute paragraph (c)
with the following text:
c) significant points not marked by the
4

Paragraph (c) is modified to meet
requirement with amendment 61 of
annex 4

position of a radio navigation aid including:
1) when the significant point is used for
conventional navigation:
i) name-code;
ii) geographical coordinates in degrees,
minutes and seconds;
iii) bearing to the nearest tenth of a degree
from the reference radio navigation aid;
iv) distance to the nearest two-tenths of a
kilometre (tenth of a nautical mile) from the
reference radio navigation aid; and
v) identification of the reference radio
navigation aid;
2) when the significant point is used for area
navigation:
i) name-code;

23.

111(2)(b)

Delete and substitute paragraph (b)
with the following

Paragraph (b) is modified to meet
requirement with amendment 61 of
b) the radio navigation aid(s) associated with annex 4
the route(s) including:
1) when the radio navigation aid is used for
conventional navigation:
i) plain language name;
ii) identification;
iii) Morse code;
iv) frequency;
v) geographical coordinates in degrees,
minutes and seconds; and
vi) for DME, the channel and the elevation
of the transmitting antenna of the DME to
the nearest 30 m (100 ft);
2) when the radio navigation aid is used as a
significant point for area navigation:
5

i) plain language name; and
ii) identification;

24.

111(2)(c)

Delete and substitute paragraph (c)
with the following text:
c) significant points not marked by the
position of a radio navigation aid including:
1) when the significant point is used for
conventional navigation:
i) name-code;
ii) geographical coordinates in degrees,
minutes and seconds;
iii) bearing to the nearest tenth of a degree
from the reference radio navigation aid;
iv) distance to the nearest two-tenths of a
kilometre (tenth of a nautical mile) from the
reference
radio navigation aid;
v) identification of the reference radio
navigation aid;
2) when the significant point is used for area
navigation:
i) name-code;

25.

99(b)

Paragraph (c) is modified to meet
requirement with amendment 61 of
annex 4

Insert the new statement
1) when the radio navigation aid is
used for conventional navigation:
(iii) Morse code;

The New statement was added to meet
requirement with Annex 4

Insert the new statement
2) when the radio navigation aid is
used as a significant point for area
navigation:
(i) plain language name; and
(ii) identification;

The New statement was added to meet
requirement with Annex 4

6

26.

99(c)

Delete the paragraph (c) and
substitute paragraph with the
following text:

Paragraph (c) modified to suit
requirement in annex 4

(c) significant points not marked by
the position of a radio navigation aid
including:
1) when the significant point is used
for conventional navigation:
i) name-code;
ii) geographical coordinates in
degrees, minutes and seconds;
iii) bearing to the nearest tenth of a
degree from the reference radio
navigation aid;
iv) distance to the nearest two-tenths
of a kilometre (tenth of a nautical
mile) from the reference radio
navigation aid; and
v) identification of the reference radio
navigation aid;
2) when the significant point is used
for area navigation:
i) name-code;
27.

112(b)

Insert the new statement
1) when the radio navigation aid is
used for conventional navigation:
(iii) Morse code;

7

The New statement was added to meet
requirement with Annex 4

28.

29.

112(c)

Insert the new statement 2) when the
radio navigation aid is used as a
significant point for area navigation:
(i) plain language name; and
(ii) identification;
Delete the paragraph (c) and
substitute paragraph with the
following text:
(c) significant points not marked by
the position of a radio navigation aid
including:
1) when the significant point is used
for conventional navigation:
i) name-code;
ii) geographical coordinates in
degrees, minutes and seconds;
iii) bearing to the nearest tenth of a
degree from the reference radio
navigation aid;
iv) distance to the nearest two-tenths
of a kilometre (tenth of a nautical
mile) from the reference radio
navigation aid; and
v) identification of the reference radio
navigation aid;
2) when the significant point is used
for area navigation:
i) name-code;

8

The New statement was added to meet
requirement with Annex 4

Paragraph (c) modified to suit
requirement in annex 4

30.

126(d)

31.

126(f)

32.

Second
scheduleICAO CHART
SYMBOLS
AIR TRAFFIC
SERVICES

33.

Sixth
schedule

Insert the new statement d) plain
language name and identification
shall be shown only when a radio
navigation aid is used as a significant
point for area navigation
Insert the new statement f) used for
conventional navigation
Insert the new statement ''Procedure
altitudes'' instead of word ''Altitudes''

The New statement was added to meet
requirement with Annex 4

The New statement was added to meet
requirement with Annex 4
The New statement was added to meet
requirement with Annex 4

“At” instead of ''Mandatory”
Add the word ''/flight level'' in front of
the statement “Expected” altitude
Insert the zero(0) in front of FL70,
FL30 and FL50
Delete sixth schedule in total

sixth schedule deleted in total
deleted to suit requirement with
amendment 60 of annex 4

SECOND SCHEDULE
ICAO CHART SYMBOLS
AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES
Procedure altitudes/flight levels

altitude/flight level “window”
17 000
10 000
9

FL 220
10 000

“At or above” altitude/flight level
7000

FL070

“At or below” altitude/flight level
5 000
125

FL 050

“At” altitude/flight level
3000

FL 030

“Recommended” altitude/flight level
FL 050
5 000
altitude/flight level

10

Expect 5000

Expect FL 050

1. ATM-SECTION
DRAFT PROPOSED AMENDMENTS ON THE CIVIL AVIATION (AIR TRAFFIC SERVICES) REGULATIONS 2017
MATRIX OF AMENDMENTS

SN

1

2

REGULATI
ON/PART
CHANGED
Reg. 3 subreg. (a) and
(b

MARGINAL
NOTE OF
REGULATION
Application

Reg.8 subregs (1)

Designation of
the portions of
the airspace
and controlled
aerodromes
where air traffic
services will be
provided

CURRENT
REGULATIO
N/PART
3. These
Regulations
shall- (a) apply
to provision of
air traffic
services within
designated air
spaces and at
aerodrome;
and (b) not
apply to a
person
providing air
traffic services
in the course
of his duties to
state aircraft.
8.-(1) When it
has been
determined
that air traffic
services is
provided in
particular
portions of the
airspace or at
particular
aerodromes,
those portions
of the airspace

REVISED/NEW/PR
OPOSED CHANGE
OR AMENDMENT
These Regulations
shall apply to any
person providing air
traffic services within
designated
airspaces

8(1) Where it has
been determined
that air traffic
services will be
provided in
particular portions of
the airspace or at
particular
aerodromes, those
portions of the
airspace or those
aerodromes shall be
designated in

ACTION TAKEN

REASONS FOR
AMENDMENTS TO
BE UNDERTAKEN
•
The sub-reg. was amended To meet
by removing the following words:
requirements of
«…requirements of these…» and EAC Model
«…and at an aerodrome».
•
The sub-reg. (2) was
removed.

•

In sub-reg. (1) the word « To meet
when» replaced by the word « requirements of
EAC Model
Where»

3

Reg. 10 subregs
(1)(2)(3) to
(5

Performancebased
navigation
(PBN)
operations

or those
aerodromes
shall be
designated in
relation to the
air traffic
services that
are to be the
airspace
where it is
determined
that air traffic
control service
is provided.
10.-(1) An air
traffic services
provider shall
implement
performance
based
navigation
within
designated
airspaces and
aerodromes in
accordance
with
requirements
prescribed by
the Authority.
(2) The
Authority shall
prescribe
navigation

relation to the air
traffic services that
are to be provided.

(1) An air traffic
services
provider
shall
implement
performancebased
navigation within
designated
airspaces and
aerodromes in
accordance with
requirements as
specified by the
Authority.

(2) The
Authority
shall
specify
navigation
specification

•

The
Reg.10
sub-reg
(1)(2)(3)(5) The word «
prescribe» replaced by the
word « specify»

To meet
requirements of
EAC Model and
ICAO Annex 11
amendment
number

specification
requirements
for PBN
operations on
the basis of
regional Air
Navigation
Agreements.
(3) In
prescribing
navigation
specification
requirements
for PBN
operations the
Authority shall
consider any
limitations
arising from
navigation
infrastructure
constraints or
specific
navigation
functionality
requirements.
(5) The
prescribed
navigation
specification
shall be
appropriate to
the level of
communicatio

requirements for
PBN operations
on the basis of
regional
Air
Navigation
Agreements.
(3) In
specifying
navigation
specification
requirements for
PBN operations
the
Authority
shall consider
any limitations
arising
from
navigation
infrastructure
constraints
or
specific
navigation
functionality
requirements.
(5)The specified
navigation
specification shall
be appropriate to
the level of
communications,
navigation and air
traffic services
provided in the
United Republic of
Tanzania airspace

4

Reg. 11 subregs (1) to
(3)

Performancebased
communication
(PBC)
operations

ns, navigation
and air traffic
services
provided in the
United
Republic of
Tanzania
airspace.
11.-(1) The
Authority shall
prescribe
Required
Communicatio
n Performance
Specifications
when applying
performancebased
communicatio
n. (2) Where
applicable, the
RCP
specification
shall be
prescribed on
the basis of
regional air
navigation
agreements.
(3) The
prescribed
RCP
specification
shall be

(1) The
Authority
shall
specify
Required
Communication
Performance
(RCP)
Specifications
when applying
performancebased
communication
(PBC).
(2) Where
applicable, the
RCP
specification
shall
be
specified on the
basis of regional
air
navigation
agreements.
(3) The
specified
RCP
specification
shall
be
appropriate to

•

All sub-regs(1)(2)(3) revised. For consistency
The word « prescribe» use of English
replaced by the word «
specify»

appropriate to
the air traffic
the air traffic
services
services
provided in the
provided in the
airspace
airspace
concerned
concerned
New reg
New reg
New reg added

5

This New
Reg. was
added

Performancebased
surveillance
(PBS)
operations

6

Reg. 12

Establishment
and
designation of
the units
providing air
traffic services

12. The air
traffic services
shall be
provided by
units
established
and
designated as
follows:

7

Reg. 13 subreg. (4), (7)

Specifications
for flight
information
regions, control
areas and
control zones

(4) Where a
flight
information
region is
limited by an
upper flight
information
region, the
lower limit
specified for

12 . The air
traffic
services shall
be provided
by units
established
and
designated
by the
Authority as
follows:

The term Authority was added

•
(4)Where a flight
information region
is limited by an
upper flight
information region,
the lower limit
specified for the
upper flight
information region

•

To meet the
required standard
from ICAO annex
11

To be more specific

Sub-reg (4), reference made to To be more clarity
« the First Schedule of Civil
Aviation (Rules of the Air)
Regulations ,2017»
Sub-reg. (7) reference made to
«the First Schedule of Civil
Aviation (Rules of the Air)
Regulations,2017»

the upper
flight
information
region shall
constitute the
upper vertical
limit of the
flight
information
region and
shall coincide
with a VFR
cruising level
as specified in
the Civil
Aviation
(Rules of the
air)
Regulations
2016. (7)
When the
lower limit of a
control area is
above 900 m
(3 000 ft)
Mean Sea
Level (MSL) it
shall coincide
with a VFR
cruising level
as specified in
the Civil
Aviation
(Rules of the

shall constitute the
upper vertical limit
of the flight
information region
and shall coincide
with a VFR cruising
level as specified in
the First Schedule
of the Civil Aviation
(Rules of the Air)
Regulations 2017
(7) When the lower
limit of a control
area is above 900 m
(3 000 ft) Mean Sea
Level (MSL) it shall
coincide with a VFR
cruising level in the
First Schedule of
Civil Aviation (Rules
of
the
Air)
Regulations, 2017

8

Reg. 15 subreg.(6)

Control zones

9

Reg. 17 subregs (2) and
(3)

Establishment
and
identification of
ATS routes

Air)
Regulations
2016.
(6) When the
limit in subregulation (5)
is above 900
m (3 000 ft)
Mean Sea
Level it shall
coincide with a
VFR cruising
level as
described in
the Civil
Aviation
(Rules of the
Air)
Regulations
2017.
(2) When
warranted by
density,
complexity or
nature of the
traffic, special
routes shall be
established for
use by lowlevel traffic,
including
helicopters
operating to
and from

6) Where the limit in
sub-regulation (5) is
above 900 m (3 000
ft) Mean Sea Level
(MSL) it shall
coincide with a VFR
cruising level as
described in the
Civil Aviation (Rules
of the Air)
Regulations.

Sub-reg. (6) the word «when»
replaced by the word « where»

For consistency
use of English

(2) Where warranted In sub-reg. (2) and (3) the word
by density,
«when» replaced by the word «
complexity or nature where»
of the traffic, special
routes shall be
established for use
by low-level traffic,
including helicopters
operating to and
from helidecks on
the high seas.

For consistency
use of English

(3) Where
determining the

10

This new
Reg was
added

Coordination
between
aerodrome
operator and
air traffic
services

helidecks on
the high seas.
(3) When
determining
the lateral
spacing
between
routes in subregulation (2),
account shall
be taken of
the
navigational
means
available and
the navigation
equipment
carried on
board
helicopters
(1)Aerodrome
Operator and
air traffic
services
authorities
shall make
arrangements
to ensure that
aircraft receive
the most upto-date
information
which may
affect the safe

lateral spacing
between routes in
sub-regulation (2),
account shall be
taken of the
navigational means
available and the
navigation
equipment carried
on board
helicopters.

New reg

new reg was added

To meet the
required standard
from ICAO annex
11

operation of
aircraft
(2) The ATS
Units shall
provide the
Aerodrome
operator or a
designated
representative
whenever
requested,
with
messages
concerning the
safe operation
of aircraft, in
so far as
practicable, in
accordance
with locally
agreed
procedures.
11

Reg.22

Coordination of
activities
potentially
hazardous to
civil aircraft

Reg22 sub
reg(2) The
coordination
shall be
effected to
permit timely
promulgation
of information
regarding the
activities in
accordance

Reg22 sub
reg(2) The
coordination
shall be effected
early enough to
permit timely
promulgation of
information
regarding the
activities in
accordance with

Early enough was added

For clarity and
English consistency

with the Civil
Aviation
(Aeronautical
Information
Services)
Regulations
2017. (7)
Where
activities
potentially
hazardous to
civil aircraft
take place on
a regular or
continuing
basis, special
committees
shall be
established as
required to
ensure that
the
requirements
of all parties
concerned are
adequately
coordinated.

the Civil Aviation
(Aeronautical
Information
Services)
,Regulations
2017
The ANSP shall
conduct a safety
risk
assessment, for
activities
potentially
hazardous
to
civil aircraft and
ensure
that
appropriate risk
mitigation
measures are
implemented.

(7) If activities
potentially
hazardous
to
civil aircraft take
place on a
regular
or
continuing
basis,
special
committees
shall
be
established as
required
to

This new reg was added The
ANSP shall conduct a safety risk
assessment , for activities
potentially hazardous to civil
aircraft and ensure that
appropriate risk mitigation
measures are implemented

the word «wheree» replaced by
the word «if»

ensure that the
requirements of
all
parties
concerned are
adequately
coordinated

12

Reg. 25

Coordination
between
aeronautical
information
services and
air traffic
services
authorities

(4) Of
particular
importance
are changes
to aeronautical
information
that affect
charts or
computer
based
navigation
systems which
qualify to be
notified by the
Aeronautical
Information
Regulation
and Control
(AIRAC)
system and as
specified in
the Civil
Aviation
(Aeronautical
Information

(4) Changes to
aeronautical
information that
affect charts or
computerbased
navigation
systems which
qualify to be
notified by the
Aeronautical
Information
Regulation and
Control
(AIRAC)
system, shall be
as specified in
the applicable
Civil
Aviation
(Aeronautical
Information
Services)
Regulations,20
17

Remove of the words«of
particular importance are» and
changed the regulation «2016»to
«2017»

Remove of the words« in addition
to fourteen days postage time »

For clarity

Services)
Regulation
2016. (5) The
predetermined
,
internationally
agreed AIRAC
effective dates
in addition to
fourteen days
postage time
shall be
observed by
the
responsible air
traffic services
when
submitting the
raw
information or
data to
aeronautical
information
services. (6)
The air traffic
services
responsible for
the provision
of raw
aeronautical
information or
data to the
aeronautical
information

(5) Subject to
sub regulation
(4),
the
predetermined
internationally
agreed AIRAC
effective dates
shall
be
observed by the
responsible air
traffic services
when
Remove of the words« as
submitting the specified in the Fifth Schedule to
raw information these Regulations »
or
data
to
aeronautical
information
services.
(6)
The
air
traffic services
responsible for
the provision of
raw
aeronautical
information/dat
a
to
the
aeronautical
information
services shall
do so while
taking
into
account
accuracy and

13

Reg. 26

Minimum flight
altitudes

14

Reg. 31

Requirements
for carriage
and operation
of pressure-

services shall
do so while
taking into
account
accuracy and
integrity
requirements
for
aeronautical
data as
specified in
the Fifth
Schedule to
these
Regulations.
2) The
minimum flight
altitudes
determined in
sub-regulation
(1) shall
provide a
minimum
clearance
above the
controlling
obstacle
located within
the areas
concerned.
31. The
Authority shall
establish
requirements

integrity
requirements
for aeronautical
data

(2)Subject
to
sub-regulation
(1)
The
minimum flight
altitudes shall
provide
a
minimum
clearance
above
the
controlling
obstacle
located within
the
areas
concerned.
This newly
condition to be
added;A person
shall not operate

Remove of the words« The
minimum flight altitudes
determined in sub-regulation >>
and the word Subject to subregulation added

For English
consistency

Newly condition added

Flow of event
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Reg. 32

altitude
reporting
transponders

for carriage
and operation
of pressurealtitude
reporting
transponders
within defined
portions of
airspace.

Safety
management

32.-(1) Any
significant
safety-related
change to the
ATS system,
including the

an aircraft within
defined portions of
airspace unless it
complies with the
requirements for:
(a) Carriage as
specified in
Civil Aviation
(Aircraft
Instruments
and
Equipment)
regulations;
and
(b) Operation of
pressurealtitude
reporting
transponders
as specified
in the Civil
Aviation (–
Surveillance
and Collision
Avoidance
Systems)
Regulations.
(1)
An air traffic
services provider
shall establish a
safety management
system in
accordance with the

Regulation revised

To meet the
requirements for
safety management

implementatio
n of a reduced
separation
minimum or a
new
procedure,
shall only be
effected after
a is
assessment
has
demonstrated
that an
acceptable
level of safety
will be met
and users are
consulted.. (3)
An ANSP
shall, at alltime
demonstrate
compliance
with the
requirements
of the Civil
Aviation
(Safety
Management)
Regulations,
2015.

Civil Aviation (Safety
Management)
Regulations
(2)
An ATS
provider shall
document all
activities undertaken
in an ATS Safety
Management
System.
(3)
An ATS
provider shall retain
all documentation
for such period of
time as is specified
by the appropriate
authority
(4) Any significant
safety-related
change to the ATS
system shall only be
effected after a
safety assessment
has demonstrated
that an acceptable
level of safety will be
met and users have
been consulted.
(5) An ATS provider
shall systematically
review Safetyrelated reports
concerning:

(a)
the operation
of air traffic services,
including air traffic
incident reports, in
order to detect any
adverse trend in the
number and types of
incidents which
occur
(b)
the
serviceability of ATS
facilities and
systems, such as
failures and
degradations of
communications,
surveillance and
other safety
significant systems
and equipment in
order to detect any
trend in the
operation of such
systems which may
have an adverse
effect on safety
(6) Safety reviews
of ATS units shall be
conducted on a
regular and
systematic basis by
personnel qualified
through training,
experience and

expertise and
having a full
understanding of
relevant Standards
and Recommended
Practices (SARPs),
Procedures for Air
Navigation
Services(PANS),
safe operating
practices and
Human Factors
principles.
(7) An ATS provider,
when appropriate,
shall ensure that
adequate provision
is made for postimplementation
monitoring to verify
that the defined
level of safety
continues to be met
(1)
(8) (8) An
ATS provider shall
carry out safety
assessment in
respect of proposals
for significant
airspace
reorganizations,
significant changes
in the provision of
ATS procedures

applicable to an
airspace or an
aerodrome, and for
the introduction of
new equipment,
systems or facilities,
including:
a)
a reduced
separation minimum
to be applied within
an airspace or at an
aerodrome;
b)
a new
operating
procedure, including
departure and
arrival procedures,
to be applied within
an airspace or at an
aerodrome;
c)
a
reorganization of the
ATS route structure;
d)
a resectorization of an
airspace;
e)
physical
changes to the
layout of runways or
taxiways at an
aerodrome; and
f)
implementati
on of new

communications,
surveillance or other
safety-significant
systems and
equipment, including
those providing new
functionality or
capabilities.
(9) The Proposals
referred to under
sub regulation (8)
shall be
implemented only
when the
assessment has
shown that an
acceptable level of
safety will be met.
(10) The safety
assessment referred
to under sub
regulation (8) shall
consider all relevant
factors determined
to be safetysignificant,
including:
a)
types of
aircraft and their
performance
characteristics,
including aircraft

navigation
capabilities and
navigation
performance;
b)
traffic density
and distribution; c)
airspace
complexity, ATS
route structure and
classification of the
airspace;
d)
aerodrome
layout, including
runway
configurations,
runway lengths and
taxiway
configurations;
e)
type of airground
communications and
time parameters for
communication
dialogues, including
controller
intervention
capability;
f)
type and
capabilities of
surveillance system,
and the availability
of systems providing
controller support
and alert functions.

g)
Where ADSB implementation
envisages reliance
upon a common
source for
surveillance and/or
navigation, the
safety assessment
shall take account of
adequate
contingency
measures to
mitigate the risk of
either degradation
or loss of this
common source;
and
h)
any
significant local or
regional weather
phenomena
(11) An ATS
provider shall
assess and classify
for its risk
acceptability any
actual or potential
hazard related to the
provision of ATS
within an airspace or
at an aerodrome,
whether identified
through an ATS

safety management
activity or by any
other means.
(12) The ATS
provider concerned
shall, as a matter of
priority and as far as
practicable,
implement
appropriate
measures to
eliminate the risk or
reduce the risk to a
level that is
acceptable except
when the risk can be
classified as
acceptable
(13) The ATS
provider shall, as a
matter of priority and
as far as
practicable,
implement
appropriate remedial
measures if it
becomes apparent
that the level of
safety applicable to
an airspace or an
aerodrome is not, or
may not be
achieved

(14) Implementation
of any remedial
measure shall be
followed by an
evaluation of the
effectiveness of the
measure in
eliminating or
mitigating a risk.
16

New Reg.

Fatigue
management

(1) Managing
New reg
fatigue in the
provision of air
traffic services
shall be
conducted in
accordance
with the Civil
Aviation
(Fatigue
Management)
Regulations
(2) (For the
purposes of
managing its
fatigue-related
safety risks,
the air traffic
services
provider shall
establish one
of the
following:

New reg was added

To meet the
requirement of
ICAO Fatigue
management

(a)
air
traffic
controller
schedules
commensurat
e with the
service(s)
provided and
in compliance
with the
provisions set
out in the Civil
aviation
(Fatigue
Management)
Regulations
a);
(b)
an
FRMS, in
compliance
with Part Y
Civil aviation
(Fatigue
Management)
Regulations
for the
provision of all
air traffic
control
services; or
(c)
an
FRMS, in
compliance
with the

applicable
Civil aviation
(Fatigue
Management)
Regulations.
b), for a
defined part of
its air traffic
control
services in
conjunction
with Part X
Civil aviation
(Fatigue
Management)
Regulations
for the
remainder of
its air traffic
control
services
(3) Where the
air traffic
services
provider
complies with
the provisions
of Part X of
the applicable
Civil aviation
(Fatigue
Management)
Regulations,

the Authority
shall require
that:
(a)
limitatio
ns are not
exceeded and
that non-duty
period
requirements
are met; and
(b)
the air
traffic services
provider
familiarizes its
personnel with
the principles
of fatigue
management
and its policies
with regard to
fatigue
management.
(4) Where an
air traffic
services
provider
implements an
FRMS to
manage
fatigue-related
safety risks in
the provision

of part or all of
its air traffic
control
services in
accordance
with Part Y of
the applicable
Civil Aviation
(Fatigue
Management)
Regulations
they shall
have
processes to
integrate
FRMS
functions with
its other safety
management
functions.
17

Reg. 35

Temporal
reference
system

35.-(1) The
Gregorian
calendar and
Coordinated
Universal
Time shall be
used as the
temporal
reference
system for air
navigation. (2)
When a
different

(1)
World
Geodetic System —
1984 shall be used
as the horizontal reference system for
air navigation.
(2)
Reported
aeronautical
geographical
coordinates
indicating latitude
and longitude shall

It has been revised

To meet the
requirement from?

18

Reg. 37subreg. (2)

Contingency
arrangements

temporal
reference
system is
used, the
temporal
reference
system shall
be indicated in
Part 1, Section
2.1.2. of the
Aeronautical
Information
Publication.
(2) The
contingency
plans shall be
developed
with the
assistance of
International
Civil Aviation
Organization
in coordination
with the air
traffic services
authorities
responsible for
the provision
of services in
adjacent
portions of
airspace and
with airspace

be expressed in
terms of the World
Geodetic System —
1984 geodetic
reference datum

(2) The contingency The words « …with the
plans shall be
assistance of…» replaced by the
developed in
word «…in coordination with…»
coordination with
International Civil
Aviation
Organization, in
coordination with the
air traffic services
authorities
responsible for the
provision of services
in adjacent portions
of airspace and with
airspace users
concerned

For English
consistency

19

Reg. 41 subreg. (4) (e)
and (6)(i)(ii)

users
concerned.
Operation of air (4) Clearances
traffic control
issued by air
service
traffic control
units shall
provide
separation
between: (e)
special VFR
flights when
so prescribed
by the
appropriate
ATS authority
(6) Separation
by an air traffic
control unit
shall be
obtained by at
least one of
the following(a) vertical
separation,
obtained by
assigning
different levels
selected from:
(i) the
appropriate
table of
cruising levels
described in
the Civil

(4) Clearances
issued by air traffic
control units shall
provide separation
between: (e) special
VFR flights when so
specified by the
appropriate ATS
authority
(6) Separation by an
air traffic control unit
shall be obtained by
at least one of the
following- (a) vertical
separation, obtained
by assigning
different levels
selected from: (i) the
appropriate table of
cruising levels
described in the
Civil Aviation (Rules
of the air )
Regulations, 2017;
or (ii) a modified
table of cruising
levels, when so
prescribed in
accordance with the
Civil Aviation (Rules
of the Air)

In sub-reg. (4) (e) the word « For English
prescribed» replaced by the word consistency and
« specified»
clarity
In sub-reg. (6) (a) (i)(ii) reference
made to the Civil Aviation (Rules of
the air) Regulations,2017

20

Reg. 43

Responsibility
for control

21

Reg 44

Place or Time
of Transfer

Aviation
(Rules of the
air )
Regulations,
2016; or (ii) a
modified table
of cruising
levels, when
so prescribed
in accordance
with the Civil
Aviation
(Rules of the
Air)
Regulations,
2016 for flight
above FL 410
Responsibility
for control

Regulations, 2017
for flight above FL
410

Responsibility for
control within a
given block of
airspace
The responsibility
for the control of an
aircraft shall be
transferred from
one air traffic
control unit to
another in the
manner set out in
the Sixth Schedule

Add the words <within a given
block of airspace>

For clarity

The reg was reviewed

To meet
requirements of
EAC Model
Current Sixth
Schedule contents
to be deleted and
replaced with new
contents as per
EAC Model as
referred to in
appendix 1

22

Reg.49

Read-back of
clearances and
safety-related
information

49.-(1) The
flight crew
shall read
back to the air
traffic
controller
safety-related
parts of Air
Traffic Control
clearances
and
instructions
which are
transmitted by
voice. (2) The
flight crew
shall always
read back the
following items
of Air Traffic
Control
clearances
and
instructions:
(a) ATC route
clearances;
(b) clearances
and
instructions to
enter, land on,
take off from,
hold short of,
cross and
backtrack on

New sub reg added New sub reg was added
as follow:
(6) Vehicle drivers
operating or
intending to operate
on the manoeuvring
area shall read back
to the air traffic
controller safetyrelated parts of
instructions which
are transmitted by
voice, e.g.
instructions to enter,
hold short of, cross
and operate on any
operational runway
or taxiway.
(7)
The
controller shall
listen to the
read-back
to
ascertain that
the instruction
has
been
correctly
acknowledged
by the vehicle
driver and shall
take immediate
action to correct
any
discrepancies

Flow of event

any runway;
and (c)
Runway-inuse, altimeter
settings, SSR
codes, level
instructions,
heading and
speed
instructions
and, whether
issued by the
controller or
contained in
ATIS
broadcasts,
transition
levels. (3)
Other
clearances or
instructions,
including
conditional
clearances,
shall be read
back or
acknowledged
in a manner to
clearly
indicate that
they have
been
understood
and will be

revealed by the
read-back.

complied with.
(4) The
controller shall
listen to the
read-back to
ascertain that
the clearance
or instruction
has is
acknowledged
by the flight
crew and shall
take
immediate
action to
correct any
discrepancies
revealed by
the readback.
(5) Unless
specified by
the
appropriate Air
Traffic
Services
Authority,
voice readback of
Controller Pilot
Data Link
Communicatio
n messages
shall not be
required

23

Reg.68 subreg.(1)

24

Reg.73

Notification of
rescue
coordination
centres

Aeronautical
mobile service
(air-ground
communicatio
ns)

68.-(1)
Without
prejudice to
any other
circumstances
that may
render such
notification
advisable, air
traffic services
units shall,
except as
prescribed in
in regulation
71, notify
rescue
coordination
centers
immediately
an aircraft is
considered to
be in a state of
emergency in
accordance
with the
following
(2)Where a
Required
Communicatio
n Performance
specification
has been
prescribed by
the Authority

(1)
Withou In sub-reg. (1) the word « For English
t prejudice to prescribe» replaced by the word « consistency
any
other specify»
circumstances
that may render
such notification
advisable,
air
traffic services
units
shall,
except
as
Specified
in
regulation
71,
notify
rescue
coordination
centres
immediately an
aircraft
is
considered to be
in a state of
emergency
in
accordance with
the following:

2)Where a Required
Communication
Performance (RCP)
specification has
been Specified by
the Authority for
performance-based
communication, Air

To remove the word prescribe to
specify
Change of the marginal note from
Aeronautical mobile service (airground communications) to read
as General requirements for
communications

For English
consistency and
clarity

25

Reg.83

Flight
information
centres and
area control
centres

for
performancebased
communicatio
n , Air Traffic
Services units
shall, in
addition to the
requirements
specified in
sub-regulation
(1), have
communicatio
n equipment
which enable
them to
provide Air
Traffic
Services in
accordance
with the
prescribed
Required
Communicatio
n
Performance)
specifications
83.-(1) Flight
information
centres and
area control
centres shall
be supplied
with

Traffic Services
units shall, in
addition to the
requirements
specified in subregulation (1), have
communication
equipment which will
enable them to
provide Air Traffic
Services in
accordance with the
specified Required
Communication
Performance (RCP)
specification.
Change of marginal
note to read as
General
requirements for
communications

1) Flight information
centres and area
control centres shall
be supplied with
meteorological
information as
specified inthe Civil

Replace the word “described” and
replace it with “ specified” in subreg (1) and amend the reference
to reflect proposed changes to
Met Regulations

For English
consistency and
clarity

26

New reg
(previous,Re
g.84)

Information on
aerodrome
conditions and
the operational
status of
associated
facilities

meteorological
information as
described in
Civil Aviation
(Meteorology
Service for
International
Air
Navigation),
Regulations
2016
particular
emphasis
being given to
the
occurrence or
expected
occurrence of
weather
deterioration
as soon as
this can be
determined.
84.
Aerodrome
control towers
and units
providing
approach
control service
shall be kept
currently
informed of
the

Aviation
(Meteorological
Service for Air
Navigation)
Regulations,

84(1) Units
providing approach
control service shall
be supplied with
meteorological
information as
described in the the
Civil Aviation
(Meteorological
Service for Air
Navigation)

Change of marginal note to read
Revised to employ
as Units providing approach
a new reg for clarity
control service thus
and flow of event
Delete Reg. 84 and replace it with
new regulation on Unit Providing
Approach Control Service
Amendment made on reference

operationally
significant
conditions of
the movement
area, including
the existence
of temporary
hazards, and
the
operational
status of any
associated
facilities at the
aerodrome(s)
with which
they are
concerned.

Regulations, for the
airspace and the
aerodromes with
which they are
concerned
(2)
Special
reports and
amendments to
forecasts shall be
communicated to
the units providing
approach control
service as soon as
they are necessary
in accordance with
established criteria,
without waiting for
the next routine
report or forecast
(3)
Where
multiple
anemometers are
used, the indicators
to which they are
related shall be
clearly marked to
identify the runway
and section of the
runway monitored
by each
anemometer.
(4)
Units
providing approach
control service shall

be provided with
current pressure
data for setting
altimeters, for
locations specified
by the unit providing
approach control
service.
(5)
Units
providing approach
control service for
final approach,
landing and take-off
shall be equipped
with surface wind
display(s).
(6)
The
display(s) referred to
in sub-regulation (5)
shall be related to
the same location(s)
of observation and
be fed from the
same sensor(s) as
the corresponding
display(s) in the
aerodrome control
tower and in the
meteorological
station, where such
a station exists.
(7)
Units
providing approach
control service for

final approach,
landing and take-off
at aerodromes
where runway visual
range values are
assessed by
instrumental means
shall be equipped
with display(s)
permitting read-out
of the current
runway visual range
value(s).
(8)
The
display(s) referred to
in sub-regulation (7)
shall be related to
the same location(s)
of observation and
be fed from the
same sensor(s) as
the corresponding
displays in the
aerodrome control
tower and in the
meteorological
station, where such
a station exists
(9)
Units
providing approach
control service for
final approach,
landing and take-off
at aerodromes

where the height of
cloud base is
assessed by
instrumental means
shall be equipped
with display(s)
permitting read-out
of the current
value(s) of the
height of cloud base
(10) The displays
referred to in subregulation (9) shall
be related to the
same location(s) of
observations and be
fed from the same
sensor(s) as the
corresponding
display(s) in the
aerodrome control
tower and in the
meteorological
station, where such
a station exists
(11) Units
providing approach
control service for
final approach,
landing and take-off
shall be supplied
with information on
wind shear which
could adversely
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New reg
(previous,Re
g.84

Information on
aerodrome
conditions and
the operational
status of
associated
facilities

84.
Aerodrome
control towers
and units
providing
approach
control service
shall be kept
currently
informed of
the
operationally
significant
conditions of
the movement
area, including
the existence
of temporary
hazards, and
the
operational
status of any
associated
facilities at the
aerodrome(s)
with which
they are
concerned.

affect aircraft on the
approach or take-off
paths or during
circling approach
(1)
The
meteorological
service provider
shall supply
aerodrome control
towers with
meteorological
information as
specified in the Civil
Aviation
(Meteorological
Service for Air
Navigation)
Regulations, for the
aerodrome with
which they are
concerned.
(2)
The
meteorological
service provider
shall communicate
special reports and
amendments to
forecasts to the
aerodrome control
towers as soon as
they are necessary
in accordance with
established criteria,
without waiting for

Change of marginal note to read
Revised to employ
as Aerodrome control towers thus a new reg for clarity
Delete Reg. 84 and replace it with and flow of event
new regulation on Aerodrome
control towers Amendment made
on reference

the next routine
report or forecast.
(3)
The
meteorological
service provider
shall provide
aerodrome control
towers with current
pressure data for
setting altimeters for
the aerodrome
concerned.
(4)
Aerodrome
control towers shall
be equipped with
surface wind
display(s
(5)
The surface
wind display(s) shall
be related to the
same location(s) of
observation and be
fed from the same
sensor(s) as the
corresponding
display(s) in the
meteorological
station, where such
a station exists.
(6)
Where
multiple sensor(s)
are used, the
surface wind
displays to which

they are related
shall be clearly
marked to identify
the runway and
section of the
runway monitored
by each sensor.
(7)
Aerodrome
control towers at
aerodromes where
runway visual range
values are
measured by
instrumental means
shall be equipped
with display(s)
permitting read-out
of the current
runway visual range
value(s).
(8)
The
display(s) referred to
in sub-regulation (7)
shall be related to
the same location(s)
of observation and
be fed from the
same sensor(s) as
the corresponding
display(s) in the
meteorological
station, where such
a station exists

(9)
Aerodrome
control towers at
aerodromes where
the height of cloud
base is assessed by
instrumental means
shall be equipped
with display(s)
permitting read-out
of the current
value(s) of the
height of cloud
base.
(10) Aerodrome
control towers at
aerodromes where
the height of cloud
base is assessed by
instrumental means
shall be equipped
with display(s)
permitting read-out
of the current
value(s) of the
height of cloud
base.
(11) The displays
shall be related to
the same location(s)
of observations and
be fed from the
same sensor(s) as
the corresponding
display(s) in the

meteorological
station, where such
a station exists.
(12) Aerodrome
control towers shall
be supplied with
information on wind
shear which could
adversely affect
aircraft on the
approach or take-off
paths or during
circling approach
and aircraft on the
runway during the
landing roll or takeoff run.
(13) Aerodrome
control towers or
other appropriate
units shall be
supplied with
aerodrome warnings

Appendix 1
SIXTH

SCHEDULE

PROCEDURE FOR TRANSFER OF CONTROL

(Regulation 44)
1.1DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR CONTROL BETWEEN AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL UNITS
1.1.1 General
The appropriate ATS authority shall designate the area of responsibility for each air traffic control (ATC) unit and, when
applicable, for individual control sectors within an ATC unit. Where there is more than one ATC working position within a
unit or sector, the duties and responsibilities of the individual working positions shall be defined.
1.1.2 Between a unit providing aerodrome control service and a unit providing approach control service

1.1.2.1 Except for flights which are provided aerodrome control service only, the control of arriving and departing controlled flights
shall be divided between units providing aerodrome control service and units providing approach control service as follows:
1.1.2.1.1 Arriving aircraft. Control of an arriving aircraft shall be transferred from the unit providing approach control service to
the unit providing aerodrome control service when the aircraft—
(a) is in the vicinity of the aerodrome, and
(i) it is considered that approach and landing will be completed in visual reference to the ground, or
(ii) has reached uninterrupted visual meteorological conditions, or
(b) is at a prescribed point or level, or
(c) has landed,
as specified in letters of agreement or ATS unit instructions.
1.1.2.1.2 Transfer of communications to the aerodrome controller should be effected at such a point, level or timethat clearance to
land or alternative instructions, as well as information on essential local traffic, can be issued in a timelymanner.
Note.— Even though there is an approach control unit, control of certain flights may be transferred directly from anACC
to an aerodrome control tower and vice versa, by prior arrangement between the units concerned for the relevantpart of
approach control service to be provided by the ACC or the aerodrome control tower, as applicable.
1.1.2.1.3 Departing aircraft.Control of a departing aircraft shall be transferred from the unit providing aerodromecontrol service to
the unit providing approach control service:
(a) when visual meteorological conditions prevail in the vicinity of the aerodrome—
(i) prior to the time the aircraft leaves the vicinity of the aerodrome,
(ii) prior to the aircraft entering instrument meteorological conditions, or
(iii) when the aircraft is at a prescribed point or level,as specified in letters of agreement or ATS unit instructions;
(b) when instrument meteorological conditions prevail at the aerodrome:

(i) immediately after the aircraft is airborne, or
(ii) when the aircraft is at a prescribed point or level,as specified in letters of agreement or local instructions.
Note. — See Note following 1.1.2.1.2.
1.1.3 Between a unit providing approach control serviceand a unit providing area control service
1.1.3.1 When area control service and approach control service are not provided by the same air traffic control unitresponsibility
for controlled flights shall rest with the unit providing area control service except that a unit providingapproach control
service shall be responsible for the control of—
(a) arriving aircraft that have been released to it by the ACC;
(b) departing aircraft until such aircraft are released to the ACC.
1.1.3.2 A unit providing approach control service shall assume control of arriving aircraft, provided such aircrafthave been released
to it, upon arrival of the aircraft at the point, level or time agreed for transfer of control, and shallmaintain control during
approach to the aerodrome.
1.1.4 Between two units providing area control service
The responsibility for the control of an aircraft shall be transferred from a unit providing area control service in a controlarea
to the unit providing area control service in an adjacent control area at the time of crossing the common control
areaboundary as estimated by the ACC having control of the aircraft or at such other point, level or time as has been
agreedbetween the two units.
1.1.5 Between control sectors/positions within the same air traffic control unit
The responsibility for the control of an aircraft shall be transferred from one control sector/position to another
controlsector/position within the same ATC unit at a point, level or time, as specified in local instructions.
1.1.6 Transfer of control Where an ATS surveillance service is being provided
1.1.6.1Where an ATS surveillance service is being provided, transfer of control should be effected, wheneverpracticable, so as to
enable the uninterrupted provision of the ATS surveillance service.

1.1.6.2 Where SSR and/or ADS-B and/or MLAT is used and the display of position indications with associatedlabels is provided
for, transfer of control of aircraft between adjacent control positions or between adjacent ATC unitsmay be effected without
prior coordination, provided that—
(a) updated flight plan information on the aircraft about to be transferred, including the discrete assigned SSR
codeor, with respect to Mode S and ADS-B, the aircraft identification, is provided to the accepting controller prior
totransfer;
(b) the ATS surveillance system coverage provided to the accepting controller is such that the aircraft concerned
ispresented on the situation display before the transfer is effected and is identified on, but preferably before,receipt
of the initial call;
(c) when the controllers are not physically adjacent, two-way direct speech facilities, which permit communicationsto
be established instantaneously, are available between them at all times;
Note. — “Instantaneous” refers to communications which effectively provide for immediate access
betweencontrollers.
(d) the transfer point or points and all other conditions of application, such as direction of flight, specified
levels,transfer of communication points, and especially an agreed minimum separation between aircraft, including
thatapplicable to succeeding aircraft on the same route, about to be transferred as observed on the situation
display,have been made the subject of specific instructions (for intra-unit transfer) or of a specific letter of
agreementbetween two adjacent ATC units;
(e)the instructions or letter of agreement specify explicitly that the application of this type of transfer of controlmay be
terminated at any time by the accepting controller, normally with an agreed advance notice;
(f) the accepting controller is informed of any level, speed or vectoring instructions given to the aircraft prior to
itstransfer and which modify its anticipated flight progress at the point of transfer.
1.1.6.3 The minimum agreed separation between aircraft about to be transferred (1.1.6.2 d) refers) and the advance notice
(1.1.6.2 e) refers) shall be determined taking into account all relevant technical, operational and other circumstances.

If circumstances arise in which these agreed conditions can no longer be satisfied, controllers shall revert to the procedure
in 1.1.6.4 until the situation is resolved.
1.1.6.4 Where primary radar is being used, and where another type of ATS surveillance system is employed but the provisions of
1.1.6.2 are not applied, the transfer of control of aircraft between adjacent control positions or between twoadjacent ATS
units may be effected, provided that—
(a) identification has been transferred to or has been established directly by the accepting controller;
(b) when the controllers are not physically adjacent, two-way direct-speech facilities between them are at all
timesavailable which permit communications to be established instantaneously;
(c) separation from other controlled flights conforms to the minima authorized for use during transfer of controlbetween
the sectors or units concerned;
(d) the accepting controller is informed of any level, speed or vectoring instructions applicable to the aircraft at thepoint
of transfer;
(e) radio communication with the aircraft is retained by the transferring controller until the accepting controller
hasagreed to assume responsibility for providing the ATS surveillance service to the aircraft. Thereafter, the
aircraftshould be instructed to change over to the appropriate channel and from that point is the responsibility of
theaccepting controller.
1.2 Coordination of transfer
1.2.1 Responsibility for control of an aircraft shall not be transferred from one air traffic control unit to another without the consent
of the accepting control unit, which shall be obtained in accordance with 1.2.2, 1.2.2.1, 1.2.2.2 and 1.2.3.
1.2.2 The transferring control unit shall communicate to the accepting control unit the appropriate parts of thecurrent flight plan and
any control information pertinent to the transfer requested.
1.2.2.1 Where transfer of control is to be effected using radar or ADS-B data, the control information pertinent to thetransfer shall
include information regarding the position and, if required, the track and speed of the aircraft, as observed byradar or ADSB immediately prior to the transfer.

1.2.2.2 Where transfer of control is to be effected using ADS-C data, the control information pertinent to the transfershall include
the four-dimensional position and other information as necessary.
1.2.3 The accepting control unit shall—
(a) indicate its ability to accept control of the aircraft on the terms specified by the transferring control unit, unless byprior
agreement between the two units concerned, the absence of any such indication is understood to signifyacceptance
of the terms specified, or indicate any necessary changes thereto; and
(b) specify any other information or clearance for a subsequent portion of the flight, which it requires the aircraft tohave at
the time of transfer.
1.2.4 The accepting control unit shall notify the transferring control unit when it has established two-way voiceand/or data link
communications with and assumed control of the aircraft concerned, unless otherwise specified byagreement between the
two control units concerned.1.2.5 Applicable coordination procedures, including transfer of control points, shall be specified
in letters ofagreement and ATS unit instructions as appropriate.
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28

Reg. 2

Interpretation

“command and
control (C2) link”
means the data link
between the remotely
piloted aircraft and

“C2 Link” means the data
link between the remotely
piloted aircraft and the
remote pilot station for the

The words
command
and control
was removed
to be C2 Link

REASONS
FOR
AMENDMENTS
TO BE
UNDERTAKEN
The definition is
adopted to meet
requirements of
Amendment 47

29

Reg. 2

Interpretation

30

Reg. 3

Territorial
application of
the rules of
the air

the remote pilot
station for the
purposes of
managing the flight;
“remotely piloted
aircraft system”
means a remotely
piloted aircraft, its
associated remote
pilot stations, the
required command
and control links and
any other
components as
specified in the type
design;
3.-(1) These
Regulations shall
apply to all aircrafts
including state
aircraft: (a) bearing
the nationality and
registration marks of
the United Republic
of Tanzania,
wherever they may
be, to the extent that
they do not conflict
with the rules
published by the
Statehaving
jurisdiction over the
territory overflown;
(b) flying over the

purposes of managing the
flight

«Remotely piloted aircraft
system (RPAS)». A remotely
piloted aircraft, its associated
remote pilot station(s), the
required C2 Link(s) and any
other
components
as
specified in the type design.

(1)
Every person and
every aircraft, including state
aircraft shall comply with
these Regulations;

of ICAO Annex
2

The words
command
and control
was removed
and C2 link(s)
replaced

The
regulation
has been
revised (in
EAC Model
(2)
These Regulations
civil aviation
shall apply to all aircraft
(Rules of the
bearing the nationality and
air)
registration marks of [State], regulations
wherever they may be, to the were deleted
extent that they do not
and moved to
conflict with the rules
regulation no
published by the State
43).
having jurisdiction over the
territory overflown.
(3)
These Regulations
shall apply in full to all

The definition is
adopted to meet
requirements of
Amendment 47
of ICAO Annex
2

To meet the
requirement as
per EAC Model
civil aviation
(Rules of the
air) regulations

high seas. (2) For
purposes of flight
over those parts of
the high seas where
another Contracting
State has accepted,
pursuant to a
regional air
navigation
agreement, the
responsibility of
providing air traffic
services, the
appropriate ATS
authority designated
by that State shall be
responsible for
providing those
services to aircraft
registered in
Tanzania.
(3) Where any
departure from these
Regulations is made
for the purpose of
avoiding immediate
danger or in an
emergency situation,
the pilot-in-command
shall cause written
particulars of the
departure, and of the
circumstances giving
rise to it, to be given

aircraft flying over the high
seas.
(4)
where the Authority
has not notified the ICAO to
the contrary, it shall be
deemed, as regards aircraft
of its registration, to have
agreed that:
(a)
for purposes of flight
over those parts of the high
seas where another
Contracting State has
accepted, pursuant to a
regional air navigation
agreement, the responsibility
of providing air traffic
services, (b) the appropriate
ATS authority designated by
that State shall be
responsible for providing
those services to aircraft
registered in [State].

without delay, and in
any case within ten
days thereafter, to
the competent
authority of the State
in whose territory the
departure was made
with a copy of it to
the Authority and the
State of the operator,
and in the case of a
State aircraft, if the
departure was made
over the high seas, to
the Authority.
(4) Nothing in these
Regulations shall
exonerate any
person from the
consequences of any
neglect in the use of
lights or signals or of
the neglect of any
precautions required
by ordinary aviation
practice or by the
special
circumstances of the
case.
(5) The Authority
may, for the purpose
of promoting the
safety of aircraft,

make rules as to
special signals and
other
communications to
be made by or on an
aircraft, as to the
course on which and
the height at which
an aircraft shall fly
and as to any other
precautions to be
observed in relation
to the navigation and
control of aircraft
which the Authority
may consider
expedient for the
purpose aforesaid
and no aircraft shall
fly in contravention of
any such rules.

31

Part II
General rules

(6) A person who
contravenes these
Regulations commits
an offence.
GENERAL RULES
(a) Protection of
persons and property

GENERAL RULES

The subtitle « Flow of event
3.1:Protection
of persons
and
property»
under the title
« Part 3:
General

32

New reg.

Flights
over
game parks,
game reserves
and national
parks

33

Reg. 18

Right-of-way

A person shall not
operate an aircraft
except for the
purpose of take-off or
landing, below 1500
feet, above ground
level when operating
the aircraft over
game parks, game
reserves or national
parks.
18.-(1) The pilot-incommand of an
aircraft that has the
right-of-way shall
maintain the aircraft
heading and speed.
(2) An aircraft that is
obliged to keep out of
way for another
aircraft in regulations
21, 22, 23, 24 and 25
shall avoid passing
over, under or in front
of the other, unless it
passes well clear and
taking into account
the effect of aircraft
wake turbulence.

New Reg

Required to add or Adopt
the Reg as it is from Model
«Unmanned aircraft system
shall give way to manned
aircraft or vehicle and shall
not pass over, under or
ahead unless well clear».
«Unmanned aircraft system
shall yield the right of way
to manned aircraft or
vehicle».

rules» was
deleted
New Reg to
be added

This new
sub-reg. was
inserted

This is done to
accommodate
stakeholders
concerns

To meet the
requirement as
per EAC Model

34

New Reg

Contravention
of Regulations

(1) It shall be an The regulation has been
offence
to revised and some text added New Reg
added
contravene, or to from regulation 3
permit
the
contravention of,
or to fail to
comply
with,
these
Regulations.
(2) A person who
contravenes any
provision
of
these
Regulations shall
have his licence,
certificate,
approval,
authorisation,
exemption
or
other document
revoked
or
suspended.
Nothing in these
Regulations shall
exonerate any
person from the
consequences of any
neglect in the use of
lights or signals or of

To meet
requirements of
EAC Model
emanating from
ICAO
amendments

8

New Reg

Departure
from
regulation

the neglect of any
precautions required
by ordinary aviation
practice or by the
special
circumstances of the
case.
(1) If any departure
from
these Some text from Regulation 3
Regulations
is has been moved to form this
new regulation
made
for
the
purpose
of
avoiding
immediate danger
or
in
an
emergency
situation, the pilotin-command shall
cause
written
particulars of the
departure, and of
the circumstances
giving rise to it, to
be given without
delay, and in any
case within ten
days thereafter, to
the
competent
authority of the
State in whose

New reg
added

For Clarity

territory
the
departure
was
made with a copy
of
it
to
theAuthority and
the State of the
Operator, and in
the case of a
State aircraft, if
the departure was
made over the
high seas, to the
Authority.
The Authority may,
for the purpose of
promoting the safety
of aircraft, make
rules as to special
signals and other
communications to
be made by or on an
aircraft, as to the
course on which and
the height at which
an aircraft shall fly
and as to any other
precautions to be
observed in relation
to the navigation and
control of aircraft
which the Authority

may consider
expedient for the
purpose aforesaid
and no aircraft shall
fly in contravention of
any such rules

2. AIM SECTION
DRAFT PROPOSED AMENDMENTS ON THE CIVIL AVIATION (CONSTRUCTION OF VISUAL AND INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
PROCEDURES) REGULATIONS, 2017
MATRIX OF AMENDMENTS

Reg. No.

Marginal note of
Regulation

Current Regulation

Revised/New Regulation

Reasons

PART I PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS

1.

Citation

2.

Interpretation

NIL
New

NIL
“Aeronautical information product”
means
aeronautical
data
and
aeronautical information provided
either as digital data sets or as a
standardized presentation in paper or
electronic media and includes:
(a) aeronautical information
publication, including
amendments and supplements;
(b) aeronautical information
circulars;

New
definition
inserted

Reg. No.

Marginal note of
Regulation

Current Regulation

Revised/New Regulation

Reasons

(c) aeronautical charts;
(d) notice to air men; and
(e) digital data sets;
“integrated aeronautical
information package” means a
package which consists of the
following

“integrated aeronautical information
package”

Deleted

elements(a) AIP, including amendment
service;
(b) Supplements to the AIP;
(c) NOTAM and PIB;
(d) AIC; and
(e) checklists and lists of valid
NOTAM;
NIL

3.

Application

These Regulations shall apply
to a person providing an
instrument flight procedure
design
service
within
designated airspaces and at

“Person” means human or non-human
entity providing air navigation
services;

New
definition
inserted

These Regulations shall apply to a person
providing or intending to provide an
Instrument Flight Procedure Design
Service within designated airspaces and
at aerodromes for civil aviation purposes

the words
''or
intending
to'' added

Commented [DO1]: Accepted for deletion

Reg. No.

Marginal note of
Regulation

Current Regulation

Revised/New Regulation

Reasons

aerodromes for civil aviation
purposes.
PART II
REQUIREMENTS

PART II REQUIREMENTS

PART I1 – REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
Marginal
PROVISION OF THE INSTRUMENT
note for
FLIGHT PROCEDURE DESIGN SERVICE. Part II
amended to
comply with
amendment

4.

Requirements for the
provision of an
Instrument Flight
Procedure Design
Service

NIL

(C) Deviations from the criteria by the flight
procedure design provider shall be
approved by the Authority.

5.

General provisions

NIL

NIL

6.

Instrument Flight
Procedure Design
organization

NIL

NIL

7.

Instrument Flight
Procedure designer
training experience
and approval

NIL

NIL

New sub
regulation
4(c) Added

Reg. No.
8.

Marginal note of
Current Regulation
Regulation
Procedure design data NIL
and information
acquisition

Revised/New Regulation
NIL

9.

Procedure design
facility requirements

NIL

NIL

10.

Instrument flight
procedure design
(IFPD)

(5)(b) (ii) details and
assumptions used by the
instrument flight procedure
designer, such as:

(5)(b)(ii) details and assumptions used by
the instrument flight procedure
designer, such as:

(a) controlling obstacle for each
segment of the procedure;
(b) effect of environmental
considerations on the design
of the procedure;
(c) infrastructure assessment;
(d) airspace constraints;
(e) for modifications or
amendments to existing
procedures, the reasons for
any changes;
(f) for any deviation from
existing standards, the
reasons for such a deviation
and details of the mitigations

Reasons

(aa) controlling obstacle for each segment
of the procedure;
(bb) effect of environmental considerations
on the design of the procedure;
(cc) infrastructure assessment;
(dd) airspace constraints;
(ee) for modifications or amendments to
existing procedures, the reasons for
any changes;
(ff) for any deviation from existing
standards, the reasons for such a
deviation and details of the mitigations
applied to assure continued safe
operations; and
(gg) the results of the final verification for
accuracy and completeness, quality

Proper
numbering
of sub
regulations

Reg. No.

Marginal note of
Regulation

Current Regulation

Revised/New Regulation

Reasons

applied to assure continued
safe operations; and
(g) the results of the final
verification for accuracy and
completeness, quality

11.

Competency of flight
validation pilots

New

(11)(c) Deviations criteria by the flight
procedure design provider shall be
approved by the Authority.

New Sub
regulation
inserted

New

(11)(d) A Flight Procedure Design service
provider shall not deviate from the
Design Criteria unless a Risk
assessment acceptable to the
Authority has been conducted

New Sub
regulation
inserted

New

(11)(e) Subject to sub regulation (d), a
Safety Risk assessment of an IFP
shall be considered completed when
the IFPD is in compliance with these
regulations

New Sub
regulation
inserted

(a) at least a commercial pilot
licence with instrument rating;

(2) The qualifications for a Flight Validation
Pilot shall be at least a commercial pilot
licence with instrument rating includes;

Editorial
and
combined
with 2(a)

Reg. No.

Marginal note of
Regulation

Current Regulation

Revised/New Regulation

Reasons

(b) the licence held by the Flight
Validation Pilot shall be for the
aircraft category, aeroplane or
helicopter, appropriate for the
procedure to be validated; and

(a) a holder of licence for the aircraft
category appropriate for the
procedure to be validated; and

(c) Flight Validation Pilots shall
meet all the experience
requirements for the airline

(b) to meet all the experience requirements editorial
for the airline transport pilot licence in
the relevant category of aircraft as
prescribed in the applicable Civil
Aviation (Personnel Licensing)
Regulations.

transport pilot licence in the
relevant category of aircraft,
aeroplane or helicopter, as
described in personnel licensing

editorial

regulations except that the flight
validation pilot does not have to
be the pilot-in command of the
validation flight nor is he
required to have the type rating
on the aircraft used for the
validation flight.
(c) Flight Validation Pilots shall
meet all the experience
requirements for the airline
transport pilot licence in the
relevant category of aircraft,
aeroplane or helicopter, as
described in personnel licensing

(3)
If the flight validation pilot is not the
pilot-in-command of the flight validation
aircraft, then the provisions of sub
regulation (2)(a) to (b) also apply to the
pilot-in-command of the flight validation
aircraft.

Editorial
Sub
regulatio
n (2)(c)
changed
to (3)

Reg. No.

Marginal note of
Regulation

Current Regulation

Revised/New Regulation

Reasons

regulations except that the flight
validation pilot does not have to
be the pilot-incommand of the
validation flight nor is he
required to have the type rating
on the aircraft used for the
validation flight.
(3)
The
instrument
flight
procedure
designer
shall
provide all data required to
conduct a flight validation,
flight inspection, and flight
simulator evaluation to the
entity conducting the exercise;
12.

Approval of instrument New
flight procedures

New

(4)
The instrument flight procedure
designer shall provide all data required to
conduct a flight validation, flight
inspection, and flight simulator evaluation
to the entity conducting the exercise;

(4) A Flight Procedure shall not be
approved unless all the appropriate steps
within the flight procedure design
process
have
been
completed,
documented and signed off by the
competent personnel as specified by the
Authority.
(5) Flight procedure designs submitted for
evaluation and approval by the Authority
shall be accompanied with:
(a) A complete record of the design
process including copies of all
source
data,
information,
calculations and drawings used in
the project;

Editorial
Sub
regulatio
n
(3)
changed
to (4)
New Sub
regulation
inserted as
per ICAO
Doc 9906
Vol VI
New Sub
regulation
inserted as
per ICAO
Doc 9906
Vol VI and
8168 Vol II

Reg. No.

Marginal note of
Regulation

Current Regulation

Revised/New Regulation
(b) Documentation relating to the
Quality Assurance process of the
flight procedure design
(c) A narrative, which unambiguously
describes the procedure in textual
format and table showing all tracks
in degrees True
(d) A graphical representation which
accurately reflects the content of
the narrative provided;
(e) Relevant signed validation reports;
and
(f) A comprehensive design rationale
in text format, including references
to design criteria, applicable
computations and where a
deviation from these regulations
has been employed, compliance
with
the
requirements
of
Regulation 10 has been fulfilled.

13.

IFP Design publication

NIL

14.

Use of automation in
procedure design and
flight validation

NIL

15.

Errors in published
instrument flight
procedures

NIL

Reasons

Commented [DO2]: Check on the correct reference

Reg. No.
16.

Marginal note of
Regulation
Aerodrome operating
minima

Current Regulation

Revised/New Regulation
NIL

PART X EXEMPTIONS
17.

17. Requirements for application
for exemption

NIL

18.

18. Review and publication

NIL

19.

19. Evaluation of the request

NIL
PART XI GENERAL PROVISIONS

20.

Drug and alcohol testing and
reporting

NIL

21.

Change of Name

NIL

22.

Change of address

NIL

23.

Replacement of documents

NIL

24.

Use and retention of documents
and records

NIL

25.

Reports of violation

NIL

26.

Failure to comply with direction

NIL

27.

Aeronautical fees

NIL

Reasons

Reg. No.

Marginal note of
Regulation

Current Regulation

Reasons

Revised/New Regulation

PART XII OFFENCES AND PENALTIES

28.

Penalties

NIL

29.

General penalty

NIL

3. MET SECTION
THE CIVIL AVIATION (METEOROLOGICAL SERVICES FOR INTERNATIONAL AIR NAVIGATION) REGULATIONS, 2017
S
N

REGULATION/
PART
CHANGED

1

NAME OF
REGULATION

MARGINAL
NOTE OF
REGULATI
ON

CURRENT
REGULATION/P
ART

REVISED/NEW/PROPOSED CHANGE OR
AMENDMENT

ACTION
TAKEN

THE
CIVIL THE CIVIL AVIATION (METEOROLOGICAL Customiz
SERVICES FOR IAIR NAVIGATION)
ed by
AVIATION
REGULATIONS,
20…
Delete
(METEOROLOG
the word
ICAL SERVICES

REASONS
FOR
AMENDME
NTS TO BE
UNDERTAK
EN

FOR
INTERNATIONA
L
AIR
NAVIGATION)
REGULATIONS,
2017

Internatio
nal

2

Regulation2

interpretatio
n

Not existed

‘ICAO
meteorological
information
exchange model (IWXXM)’ means data
model
for
representing
aeronautical
meteorological information.

New
definition
inserted

3

Regulation2

interpretatio
n

Not existed

4

Regulation2

interpretatio
n

Not existed

5

Regulation2

interpretatio
n

Not existed

New
definition
inserted
New
definition
inserted
New
definition
inserted

6

Regulation2

interpretatio
n

Not existed

7

Regulation2

interpretatio
n

Not existed

“issue”means cases where the obligation
specifically extends to sending out
theinformation to a user;
“make available”means cases where the
obligation ends with making the
informationaccessible to a user;
‘Meteorological watch office (MWO)’
means an office designated to provide
information concerning the occurrence or
expected occurrence of specified en-route
weather and other phenomena in the
atmosphere that may affect the safety of
aircraft operations within its specified area of
responsibility.
“Pre-eruption volcanic activity” means
unusual and/or increasing volcanic activity
which could presage a volcanic eruption
“provide” means the provision of service;

New
definition
inserted
New
definition
inserted

8

Regulation2

interpretatio
n

Not existed

‘Space weather centre (SWXC)’ means a
centre designated to monitor and provide
advisory information on space weather
phenomena expected to affect highfrequency radio communications,
communications via satellite, GNSS-based
navigation and surveillance systems and/or
pose a radiation risk to aircraft occupants.

New
definition
inserted

9

Regulation2

interpretatio
n

Not existed

‘State volcano observatory’ means a
volcano observatory, designated by regional
air navigation agreement, to monitor active
or potentially active volcanoes within a State
and to provide information on volcanic
activity to its associated area control
centre/flight information centre,
meteorological watch office and volcanic ash
advisory centre

New
definition
inserted

10

Regulation2

interpretatio
n

Not existed

‘World area forecast system (WAFS)’
means a worldwide system by which world
area forecast centres provide aeronautical
meteorological en-route forecasts in uniform
standardized formats.

New
definition
inserted

Regulation 4

Designation
and
authorizatio
n to provide
meteorologi
cal services
for air
navigation.

A person shall
not provide
meteorology
services for air
navigation
unless- (a) he is
mandated by the
government of
United Republic

(1) The Authority shall designate a person
to provide or arrange for the provision
of meteorological services for air
navigation on its behalf and details of
the
meteorological
authority
designated shall be included in the
Civil
Aviation
(Aeronautical
Information Services) Regulations,
[2017].

Regulation 6

Obligations
of the
service
provider

of Tanzania; and
(b) the services
are provided in
accordance with
the requirements
prescribed in
these regulations
and any
associated
standards and
procedures and
includes having
in place a
manual of
operations in
terms of these
Regulations
6.-(1)
The
service provider
of meteorology
services for air
navigation shall,
before providing
the services, be
satisfied that(a) the personnel
are adequate in
number
and
have
the
necessary
competency to
provide
the
service;

(2) A
person
shall
not
provide
meteorological services for air
navigation unless:
(a) he is mandated by the
government
of
United
Republic of Tanzania; and
(b) the services are provided in
accordance
with
the
requirements prescribed in
these Regulations and any
associated standards and
procedures.

6.-(1) The service provider of meteorology
services for air navigation shall, before
providing the services, be satisfied that(a) the personnel are adequate in number
and have the necessary competency to
provide the service;
(b) the manual of operations contains all the
relevant information as prescribed by the
Authority;
(c) the facilities, services and equipment are
established in accordance with these
Regulations; (d) the operating procedures
make satisfactory provision for the safety of
aircraft;
(e) an approved quality management system
is in place;

Add the
word
prescribe
d by the
Authority
to 1(b)
and (f)

(b) the manual of
operations
contains all the
relevant
information;
(c) the facilities,
services
and
equipment
are
established
in
accordance with
these
Regulations; (d)
the
operating
procedures
make
satisfactory
provision for the
safety of aircraft;
(e) an approved
quality
management
system is in
place;
(f) the person has
financial
capability
to
provide
the
service; and
(g) the applicant
has insurance
policy in force in
relation to the
services
provided.

(f) all other relevant document required for
operations as prescribed by the Authority
are in place.
(g) the person has financial capability to
provide the service; and
(h) the applicant has insurance policy in
force in relation to the services provided.

Regulation
12(10)

Supply, use
and quality
managemen
t of
meteorologi
cal
information

9(10) ( The
meteorological
information
supplied to the
users shall be
consistent with
Human Factors
principles
and
shall be in a form
which requires
minimum
interpretation by
the users.

12(10) The specific value of any of the New sub.
elements given in;
regulatio
(a)
an observation report shall be the best
n
approximation of the actual conditions at the inserted
time of observation as set out in the First
and
Schedule; and
continue
(b)
a forecast report shall be of the most numberin
probable value which the element is likely to
g
assume during the period of the forecast as
set out in the Second Schedule.

13(7) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub- New sub.
regulation (6), in case of scheduled flights,
regulatio
the requirements of some of the information
n
referred to under sub-regulation (6) may be
inserted
waived by agreement between the
aerodrome meteorological office and the
operator concerned.
PART III

GENERAL
PROVISIONS
FOR
METEOROLOG
Y SERVICES
FOR AIR
NAVIGATION

PREPARATION OF THE MANUAL OF
OPERATIONS
Included issues of
1.
• Requirements for
the Manual of
Operations
• Contents of the
Manual of
Operations.
• Amendment of the
Manual of
Operations.

New part
III
inserted

PART IV

Regulation
16(1)

Aerodrome
meteorologi
cal offices

Regulation
18

Space
weather
centres
(SWXC)

WORLD AREA
FORECAST
SYSTEM AND
METEOROLOGI
CAL OFFICES
13(1) The
service provider
shall establish
one or more
aerodrome or
other
meteorological
offices which
shall be
adequate for the
provision of the
meteorological
service required
to satisfy the
needs of air
navigation.

PART V
GLOBAL SYSTEMS, SUPPORTING
CENTRES AND METEOROLOGICAL
OFFICES

Part IV
changed
to Part V

16(1) The service provider shall establish
one or more aerodrome or other
meteorological offices which shall be
adequate for the provision of the
meteorological service required to satisfy the
needs of air navigation as specified in the
Third Schedule.

Added
word as
specified
in the
Third
Schedule

(1)
the space weather centre shall
monitor and provide advisory information on
space weather phenomena in its area of
responsibility by arranging for that centre to:
(a)
monitor relevant ground-based,
airborne and space-based observations to
detect, and predict when possible, the
existence of space weather phenomena that
have an impact in the following areas:
(i)
high frequency (HF) radio
communications;
(ii)
communications via satellite;

New
regulatio
n
inserted

(iii)
Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS) based navigation and surveillance;
and
(iv)
radiation exposure at flight levels;
(b)
issue advisory information regarding
the extent, severity and duration of the
space weather phenomena that have an
impact referred to in (a);
(c)
supply the advisory information
referred to in (b) to:
(i)
area control centres, flight information
centres and aerodrome meteorological
offices in its area of responsibility which may
be affected;
(ii)
other SWXCs; and
(iii)
international OPMET databanks,
international NOTAM offices and
aeronautical fixed service internet-based
services.
(2)

SWXC shall maintain a 24-hour watch
and in the event of interruption of the
operation of a SWXC, its functions shall be
carried out by another SWXC or another
centre, as designated by the SWXC Provider
State concerned.
(3)
The service provider shall arrange to
receive advisory information regarding the
extent, severity and duration of the space
weather phenomena that have an impact
referred to in sub- regulation (1) above

Regulation
19

Volcanic ash
advisory
centres

(1)
The Volcanic ash advisory centres
shall respond to a notification that a volcano
has erupted or is expected to erupt, or that
volcanic ash is reported in its area of
responsibility, by:
(a)
monitoring relevant geostationary and
polar-orbiting satellite data and, where
available, relevant ground-based and
airborne data, to detect the existence and
extent of volcanic ash in the atmosphere in
the area concerned;
Note.— Relevant ground-based and
airborne data include data derived from
Doppler weather radar,ceilometers, lidar and
passive infrared sensors.
(b)
activating the volcanic ash numerical
trajectory/dispersion model in order to
forecast the movement of any ash “cloud”
which has been detected or reported;
Note.— The numerical model may be its
own or, by agreement, that of another
VAAC.
(c)
issuing advisory information regarding
the extent and forecast movement of the
volcanic ash “cloud” to:
(i)
MWOs, ACCs and FICs serving FIRs
in its area of responsibility which may be
affected;
(ii)
other VAACs whose areas of
responsibility may be affected;
(iii)
WAFCs, international OPMET
databanks, international NOTAM offices, and
centres designated by regional air navigation

agreement for the operation of aeronautical
fixed service Internet-based services; and
(iv)
operators requiring the advisory
information through the AFTN address
provided specifically for this purpose; and
(d)
issuing updated advisory information
to the MWOs, ACCs, FICs and VAACs
referred to in c), as necessary, but at least
every six hours until such time as:
(i)
the volcanic ash “cloud” is no longer
identifiable from satellite data and, where
available, ground-based and airborne data;
(ii)
no further reports of volcanic ash are
received from the area; and
(iii)
no further eruptions of the volcano are
reported.
(2)

VAACs shall maintain a 24-hour
watch.
(3)
In case of interruption of the operation
of a VAAC, its functions shall be carried out
by another VAAC or another meteorological
centre, as designated by the [VAAC Provider
State] concerned.
Regulation
20

Volcano
observatorie
s

15. Where there
is active or
potentially active
volcanoes the
meteorological
service provider
shall arrange
that selected
State ] volcano

The service provider shall arrange that the
[STATE] volcano observatories, as
designated by regional air navigation
agreement in accordance with the Third
Schedule, monitor these volcanoes and
when observing:
(a)
significant pre-eruption volcanic
activity, or a cessation thereof;

Regulation
21

Tropical
cyclone
advisory
centres

observatories, as
designated by
regional air
navigation
agreement,
monitor these
volcanoes and
when observing;
(a)
significant
pre-eruption
volcanic activity,
or a cessation
thereof;
(b)
a volcanic
eruption, or a
cessation
thereof; or
(c)
volcanic
ash in the
atmosphere,
shall send this
information as
quickly as
practicable to
their associated
ACC, MWO and
VAAC.
Not existed

(b)

a volcanic eruption, or a cessation
thereof; or
(c)
volcanic ash in the atmosphere, shall
send this information as quickly as
practicable to their associated ACC, MWO
and VAAC.

The Tropical cyclone advisory centres
(TCAC)shall arrange to:
(a)
monitor the development of tropical
cyclones in its area of responsibility, using
geostationary and polar-orbiting satellite
data, radar data and other meteorological
information;

Added
new
regulatio
n

(b)

PART V

Regulation
22(2)

PART VI

Aeronautical
meteorologi
cal stations
and
observations

METEOROLOGI
CAL
OBSERVATION
S AND
REPORTS
Not existed

issue advisory information concerning
the position of the cyclone centre, its
direction and speed of movement, central
pressure and maximum surface wind near
the centre, in abbreviated plain language to:
(i)
MWOs in its area of responsibility;
(ii)
other TCACs whose areas of
responsibility may be affected; and
(iii)
WAFCs, international OPMET
databanks, and centres designated by
regional air navigation agreement for the
operation of aeronautical fixed service
Internet-based services; and
(c)
issue updated advisory information to
MWOs for each tropical cyclone, as
necessary, but at least every six hours.
PART VI
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS
AND REPORTS

22. (2) The service provider shall carry
out meteorological observations and issue
reports in accordance with the technical
specification and detailed criteria set out in
the Fourth Schedule.
AIRCRAFT
OBSERVATION
S AND
REPORTS

PART VII
AIRCRAFT OBSERVATIONS AND
REPORTS

New sub
regulatio
n
inserted

Regulation
37(2)

Obligation of
the Authority

PART VII

Regulation 46

PART VIII

24(1) The
Authority shall
arrange,
according to the
provision of
these
regulations, for
observations to
be made by
aircraft of its
registry
operating on
international air
routes and for
the recording
and reporting of
these
observations .

FORECASTS

Interpretatio
n and use of
forecasts

Not existed

SIGMET
INFORMATION,
AERODROME
WARNINGS
AND WIND

(1)
The Authority shall ensure that
arrangements for observations to be made
by aircraft of its registry operating on
international air routes and for the recording
and reporting of these observations are
made according to the provisions of these
Regulations.

New sub
regulatio
n2
inserted.

(2)
The aircraft observations and reports
referred to in sub-regulation (1) shall be
made by aircraft and reported in accordance
with the technical specification and detailed
criteria set out in the Fifth Schedule.

PART VIII
FORECASTS
46.
(1)
The service provider
shall issue meteorological forecast in
accordance with the technical specification
and detailed criteria set in Sixth Schedule.

Inserted
new sub
regulatio
n

PART IX
SIGMET INFORMATION, AERODROME
WARNINGS AND WIND SHEAR
WARNINGS AND ALERT

Part VIII
changed
to IX

PART IX

Regulation
51(1)

SIGMET
information

PART X

Regulation
54(1)

PART XI

SHEAR
WARNINGS
AND ALERT
AERONAUTICA
PART X
L
AERONAUTICAL CLIMATOLOGICAL
CLIMATOLOGIC
INFORMATION
AL
INFORMATION
Not existed
59
(1)
The service provider
shall issue SIGMET information, aerodrome
warnings and wind shear warnings and
alerts in accordance with the technical
specification and detailed criteria set out in
the Seventh Schedule.
SERVICE FOR
OPERATORS
AND FLIGHT
CREW
MEMBERS

General
provisions

NFORMATION
FOR AIR
TRAFFIC
SERVICES,
SEARCH AND
RESCUE
SERVICES AND
AERONAUTICA

Part IX
changed
to X

Inserted
new sub
regulatio
n

PART XI
SERVICE FOR OPERATORS AND FLIGHT
CREW MEMBERS

Part X
changed
to XI

54
(1)
The service provider
shall issue aeronautical climatological
information in accordance with the technical
specification and detailed criteria set out in
the Eighth Schedule.

Inserted
new sub
regulatio
n

PART XII
INFORMATION FOR AIR TRAFFIC
SERVICES, SEARCH AND RESCUE
SERVICES AND AERONAUTICAL
INFORMATION SERVICES

Part XI
changed
to XII

Regulation
58(1)

General
provisions

PART XII

Regulation
63(1)

Information
for air traffic
services
units

PART XIII
Regulation
66(1)

PART XIV

L
INFORMATION
SERVICES
Not existed

REQUIREMENT
S FOR AND
USE OF
COMMUNICATI
ONS
Not existed

EXEMPTIONS
Requiremen
ts for
communicati
ons

Not existed

GENERAL
PROVISIONS

58.
(1)
The service provider
shall provide service to operators and flight
crew members in accordance with the
technical specification and detailed criteria
set out in the Ninth Schedule.
PART XIII
REQUIREMENTS FOR AND USE OF
COMMUNICATIONS

63.
(1)
The service provider
shall provide information for air traffic
services, search and rescue services and
aeronautical information services in
accordance with the technical specification
and detailed criteria set out in the Tenth
Schedule.
PART XIV
EXEMPTIONS
66.
(1)
The service provider
shall provide and use communication
services in accordance with the technical
specification and detailed criteria set out in
the Eleventh Schedule
PART XV
GENERAL PROVISIONS

Added
new
regulatio
n

Part XII
changed
XIII

Added
new
regulatio
n

Added
new
regulatio
n

Part XIV
changed
to XV

PART V

Schedule 1

OFFENCES
AND
PENALTIES

Regulation
12(10)(a)

SCHEDULES
Not existed

PART XVI
OFFENCES AND PENALTIES

FIRST SCHEDULE
Regulation 12(10) (a)

Part XV
changed
to XVI

Regulatio
n citation
edited

OPERATIONALLY DESIRABLE
ACCURACY OF MEASUREMENT OR
OBSERVATION
Schedule 2

Regulation
12(10)(b)

Not existed

SECOND SCHEDULE.
Regulation 12(10) b

Regulatio
n citation
edited

OPERATIONALLYDESIRABLEA
CCURACY OFFORECASTS
Schedule 3

Regulations
15, 16, 18

Not existed

THIRD SCHEDULE
Regulations 15, 16, 18

Regulatio
n citation
edited

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS RELATED
TO GLOBAL SYSTEMS, SUPPORTING
CENTRES AND METEOROLOGICAL
OFFICES

Schedule 4

Regulations
22(2) and
58(9

Not existed

FOURTH SCHEDULE
Regulations 22(2) and 58(9)
TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONSRELATEDTOMETEORO
LOGICAL OBSERVATIONS ANDREPORTS

Regulatio
n citation
edited

Schedule 5

Regulation
37(2)

Not existed

FIFTH SCHEDULE
TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONSRELATEDTOA
IRCRAFT OBSERVATIONS
ANDREPORTS

Schedule 6

Regulations
46 and 58(9)

Not existed

Regulation 37(2)
SIXTH SCHEDULE
TECHNICALSPECIFICATIONSRELATED
TOFORECASTS

Regulatio
n citation
edited

Regulatio
n citation
edited

Regulations 46 and 58(9)
Schedule 7

Regulation
51

Not existed

SEVENTH SCHEDULE
TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONSRELATEDTOSIG
MET AND AIRMET INFORMATION,
AERODROMEWARNINGS AND
WIND SHEAR WARNINGS
ANDALERTS
Regulation 51
Example A2-1. Advisory message for
volcanic ash

Schedule 8

Regulation5
4(1)

Not existed

EIGHTH SCHEDULE
TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONSRELATEDTOAERONAUTI

Regulatio
n citation
edited
1.1.6 the
effective
date was
updated
Example
A2-1.
Advisory
message
for
volcanic
ash is
reviewed
Regulatio
n citation
edited

CAL CLIMATOLOGICALINFORMATION

Schedule 9

Regulation
58(1) and
(8)

Not existed

Schedule 10

Regulation
63(1)

Not existed

Regulation 54(1)
NINTH SCHEDULE
TECHNICALSPECIFICATIONSRELATED
TO SERVICE FOR OPERATORS AND
FLIGHT CREWMEMBERS
Regulation 58(1) and (8)
TENTH SCHEDULE
TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONSRELATEDTOINFORMATI
ON FOR AIR TRAFFICSERVICES,
SEARCH AND RESCUE SERVICES AND
AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION
SERVICES

Regulatio
n citation
edited

Regulatio
n citation
edited

Regulation 63(1)
Schedule 11

Regulation
66(1)

Not existed

ELEVENTH SCHEDULE
Regulatio
TECHNICAL
n citation
SPECIFICATIONSRELATEDTOREQUIREM edited
ENTS FOR AND USE
OFCOMMUNICATIONS
Regulation 66(1)

4. CNS SECTION
DRAFT PROPOSED AMENDMENT ON THE CIVIL AVIATION (COMMUNICATION SYSTEM)
REGULATIONS, 2017
MATRIX OF AMENDMENTS

s/no
1

Regulation
Change

Marginal Note
of Regulation

Current
Regulation

Revised/New/Proposed ACTION
Change or Amendment TAKEN

Reasons for
Amendment

68: The
radiotelephony
procedures for
aeronautical
mobile service
voice

Delete ‘Second
Schedule’ and insert ‘Six
Schedule’.
The radiotelephony
procedures for
aeronautical mobile

To include
standards
from new
ICAO
amendment
91

2

communication
shall be as
specified in the
Second
Schedule to
these
Regulations.

service voice
communication shall be
as specified in the Six
Schedule to these
Regulations.

38.
Meteorological
operational
channel
procedures and
meteorological
operational
communication
network
procedures
shall be
compatible with
aeronautical
fixed
telecommunica
tions network
procedures

Meteorological
operational channel
procedures and
meteorological
operational
communication network
procedures shall be
compatible with
aeronautical fixed
telecommunication
network (AFTN) or ATS
message handling
services (AMHS)
procedures.

To include
standards
from new
ICAO
amendment
92

3

Table of
Contents

15. Flight
Inspection

Aligned
Combine 15 and 16 text
to be one text with
number 15 reading ‘Flight
16. Operational Inspection ,Operation
and
and Maintenance Plan
Maintenance
plan.
Aligned
16. Operational Change to read ; Training
requirement for CNS
and
Personnel
Maintenance
plan.
Aligned
Change to read; CNS
17.Training
Personnel requirement
requirement for
CNS
Personnel,
CNS Personnel
requirement

Part II, General
Requirement
4

5

Table of
Contents
Part II, General
Requirement
Table of
Contents
Part II, General
Requirement

6

Reg. 4

Requirements
for CNS
Facilities

The minimum
requirements for
installation,
commissioning,
operation and
maintenance of
the CNS
facilities shall be
in accordance to

1. The minimum
requirements for
planning,
installation,
commissioning,
training,
operations and
maintenance of
facilities shall
conform to these

Remove the
word;
Communicati
ons,
Navigation
and
Surveillance
(CNS).

To align with
marginal
note of
Regulation

To align with
marginal
note of
Regulation

To align with
marginal
note of
Regulation

complements
the guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.4

these
Regulations.

regulations.
2. The ANSP
accompanied by
the Authority
Inspector(s) shall
verify the
standards of the
new CNS
equipment at
Manufacturer’s
factory before the
equipment is
shipped for
installation.
3. The ANSP shall
ensure the
Authority
Inspector(s) is
included in the
implementation of
sub Regulation ( 2
).

7

New

Safety case,
notification of
Aeronautical
facility status
and interruption
to service

1. (1) The Air
Navigation
Service Provider
shall ensure that
for safety critical
systems,
including
automated air
traffic control

Safety
Oversight

systems,
communication
systems and
instrument
landing
systems, the
commissioning
of such systems
shall include the
conduct of a
safety case or
equivalent.
(2) The Air
Navigation
Service Provider
shall ensure that
human factors
principles are
observed in the
design,
operations and
maintenance of
aeronautical
telecommunicati
on facilities.
(3) An air
navigation
service provider
shall, as soon
as possible—

(a)
forward
to the
Aeronautical
Information
Services—
(i) information
on the
operational
details of any
new facility for
publication in
the Aeronautical
Information
Publication; and
(ii) information
concerning any
change in the
operational
status of any
existing facility,
for the issue of
a Notice to
Airmen; and
(b)
ensure
that the
information
forwarded under
sub-paragraph
(a) has been

accurately
published.
(4) An air
navigation
service provider
shall—
(a)
establish
a procedure to
be used in the
event of
interruption to or
when upgrading
communication,
navigation and
surveillance
systems;
(b)
specify
an acceptable
recovery time
for each service.
8

Reg. 18
Proficiency
certification
program

18. The
Authority shall
develop
proficiency
certification
program of
personnel who
are engaged in
the installation,

. (1) The Air Navigation
Service Provider shall
develop proficiency
certification program for
ATSEP engaged in the
installation, training,
operations and
maintenance of
Communication,
Navigation and

Re-write the
Regulation

complements
the guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.18

operation and
maintenance of
Communication,
Navigation and
Surveillance
systems used in
the designated
airspace and
aerodrome

9

New

Facility
malfunction
incident
reporting and
operational
status of CNS
systems

Surveillance systems in
accordance with
guidelines provided by
the Authority.
(2) The Authority shall
certify ATSEP involved in
the installation, training,
operations and
maintenance of
Communication,
Navigation and
Surveillance systems in
accordance with Civil
Aviation Regulations.
1. (1) An air navigation
service provider shall
establish procedures for
the reporting, collection
and notification of facility
malfunction incidents and
safety incidents.
(2) The procedures in
sub-regulation (1) shall
be documented in the
MANSOPS.
(3) An air navigation
service provider shall
compile reports of
incidents and review
such reports periodically
with its maintenance
contractors to—
(a) determine the cause

Safety
Oversight

of the incidents and
determine any adverse
trends;
(b) implement corrective
and preventive actions
where necessary to
prevent recurrence of the
incidents; and
(c) implement any
measures to improve the
safety performance of
the aeronautical
telecommunication
service.
(4) The air navigation
service provider shall—
(a)
report any serious
service failure or safety
incident to the Authority
and investigate such
incidents in order to
establish how and why
the incident happened,
including possible
organizational
contributing factors and
to recommend actions to
prevent a recurrence;
and
(b)
ensure that
information on the
operational status of

each communication,
navigation and
surveillance facility that is
essential for the enroute, approach, landing,
and take-off phases of
flight is provided to meet
the operational needs
ofthe service being
provided.
10

New

Radio frequency
management
and interference
reporting

16. The air
navigation
service provider
shall—
(a) establish a
procedure for
the
management
and protection
of aeronautical
radio spectrum;
(b) designate a
responsible
person to
control any
frequency
allocation within
the aeronautical
radio spectrum
to ensure that
there shallbe no

Safety
oversight

conflict and
interference to
any radio
stations or
facility;
(c) ensure that
there is no wilful
transmission of
unnecessary or
anonymous
radio signals,
messages or
data by any of
its radio
stations;
(d) establish
procedures with
the
communication
authority to
address
occurrence of
radio frequency
interference;
(e) ensure that
any frequency
interference
occurrences are
reported,
investigated and

follow-up
actions taken to
prevent
recurrence;
(f) keep updated
records of all
allocated
frequencies;
and ensure that
no facility
providing radio
signals for the
purpose of
aviation safety
shall be allowed
to continue in
operation, if
there is a
suspicion or any
cause to
suspect that the
information
being provided
by that facility is
erroneous
11

New

Interface
2.An air
arrangement for navigation
support services service provider
shall formalize
interface

Safety
Oversight

arrangements
where
applicable with
external
organizations in
the form of
service level
agreements,
detailing the
following—
(a)
interface
and functional
specifications of
the support
service;
(b)
service
level of the
support service
such as
availability,
accuracy,
integrity and
recovery time of
failure of
service; and
(c)
monitorin
g and reporting
of the

operational
status of the
service to the
service provider
12

Reg. 6

Approval
Requirement

6.-(1) A person
shall not provide
communication,
navigation and
surveillance
systems or
operate
communication,
navigation and
surveillance
facility or
facilities in the
designated
airspace and
aerodromes
unless the
system or
facility has been
approved by the
Authority.
(2) The
Authority shall
approve
installation, use,
decommissionin
g, upgrading or

The ANSP shall notify
the Authority of its
intention to procure,
install, use,
decommission, upgrade
or relocate any
communication,
navigation and
surveillance facility or
facilities in the
designated airspace and
aerodromes not less than
thirty(30) days prior to
the date of start of the
process.

Reg. 6(2) to
be;
The ANSP
shall notify
the Authority
of its
intention to
procure,
install, use,
decommissio
n, upgrade or
relocate any
communicati
on,
navigation
and
surveillance
facility or
facilities in
the
designated
airspace and
aerodromes
not less than
thirty(30)
days prior to
the date of
start of the
process.

complements
the guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.6

relocation of all
the
communication,
navigation and
surveillance
facility or
facilities in the
designated
airspace and
aerodromes.

And new
subRegulation
6(3) be;
The Authority
shall approve
installation,
use,
decommissio
ning,
upgrading or
relocation of
all the
communicati
on,
navigation
and
surveillance
facility or
facilities in
the
designated
airspace and
aerodromes.

13

Reg. 7

Inspections and
Audits

.-(1) The
authority shall
carry out safety
inspections and
audits on CNS
facilities,
documents and
records of the
CNS facilities to
determine
compliance in
accordance with
these
Regulations.
(2) An inspector
of the authority
shall have
unrestricted
access to the
facilities,
installations,
records and
documents of
the service
provider to
determine
compliance with
the regulations
and these
standards

1. (1) The Authority shall
carry out safety
inspections and audits on
CNS facilities,
documents and records
of the CNS facilities to
determine compliance in
accordance with these
Regulations
(2) An inspector of the
Authority shall have
unrestricted access to
the facilities, installations,
records and documents
of the service provider to
determine compliance
with these Regulations
and required procedures.
(3) The Authority shall
communicate to the
ANSP the inspection and
audit report including any
corrective action required
of the inspections and
audits.
(4) The ANSP shall
submit to the Authority, a
corrective action plan for
addressing the
deficiencies within the
time stipulated in the
audit report and
implement the corrective
action plan proposed

Write new
Sub
regulation
(3)(4)(5)

complements
the guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.7

after acceptance by the
Authority.
(5) Where the ANSP
does not implement the
corrective action plan
within the period agreed
in sub-regulation (4), the
Authority shall take the
appropriate punitive
action as provided in Part
VII of these Regulations.

14

Reg. 10

Availability,
reliability and
Test Equipment

10.-(1) The
performance of
technical
facilities shall be
monitored,
reviewed and
reported in
accordance with
these
Regulations.
(2) The CNS
provider shall(a) provide
protected
power supply

1. (1) An Air Navigation Re- write the
Services Provider shall
Regulation
be responsible for the
provision of
communication,
navigation and
surveillance services and
facilities to ensure that
the telecommunication
information and data
necessary for the safe,
regular and efficient
operation of air
navigation is available.
(2) The functional
specification of each of
the air navigation service
provider’s

complements
the guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.10

system, battery
back-up, reliable
connectivity and
air conditioning;

telecommunication
services shall include the
following values or
characteristics for each
service—
(b) ensure that (a)
availability;
appropriate
(b)
reliability;
tools and
(c)
accuracy;
test equipment
(d)
integrity;
are available
(e)
mean time
for personnel
between failure (MTBF);
to
and
(f)
mean time to
repair (MTTF)
(3) The values
mentioned in submaintain the
regulation (2) shall be
operation of
derived or measured
equipment;
from either or both of—
(a)
the configuration
(c) establish a
of each service; and
procedure to
(b)
the known
control,
performance of each
calibrate, and
service.
maintain all the
(4) the Air navigation
equipment
service provider shall
required; and
describe in the
operations manual the
(d) use
method used to calculate
documented
procedures to each of the values
control, calibrate (5) For a radio
navigation service, the
integrity values or

and maintain
test equipment.
(3) The
maintenance
plan or the
operating and
maintenance
instructions for
each facility
shall specify the
test equipment
requirements
for all levels
of operation and
maintenance
undertaken
15

Reg. 11

Record Keeping

11. A CNS
provider shall
establish
procedures to
identify, collect,
index, store,
maintain, and
dispose records
covering(a) the
performance
and
maintenance

characteristics shall be
given for each kind of
navigation aid facility that
forms part of the service.
(6)The performance of
technical facilities shall
be monitored, reviewed
and reported against
these Regulations.
(7) The air navigation
service provider shall
ensure that a facility is
installed with main and
standby power supply
and adequate air
conditioning to ensure
continuity of operation
appropriate to the service
being provided.
1. (1) An air navigation
Re- write the
service provider shall—
Regulation
(a)
hold copies of
relevant equipment
manuals, technical
standards, practices,
instructions,
maintenance procedures,
site logbooks, systems
backup data, equipment
and test gear inventory
and any other
documentation that are
necessary for the
provision and operation

complements
the guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.11

history of each
facility;
(b) the
establishment
of the
periodic test
programmes for
each facility;
(c) each item of
test equipment
required for the
measurement of
critical
performance
parameters;
(d) each
reported or
detected facility
malfunction; (e)
each internal
quality
assurance
review; and
(f) each
person who is
authorised to
place facilities
into operational
service

of the facility.
(b)
establish a
procedure for the control
of the documentation
required under these
regulations.
(c)
keep records
under the control of the
relevant key personnel
(d)
Control access to
the records system to
ensure appropriate
security.
(2) The air navigation
service provider shall
ensure that data and
voice for air navigation
service operational
systems are recorded
continuously and
procedures established
for the retention and
utilization of these
recordings for analysis

16

Reg. 12

Documentation

12. A CNS
provider shall(a) hold copies
of relevant
equipment
manuals,
technical
standards,
practices,
instructions,
maintenance
procedures, site
logbooks, and
any other
documentation
that are
necessary for
the provision
and operation of
the facility;
(b) have entries
recording all
occurrences
and actions
relating to
operation,
maintenance,
modification,
failure, faults,
removal from
and restoration

(2) An air navigation
service provider shall
maintain all documents
and records which are
necessary for the
operation and
maintenance of the
service and make
available copies of these
documents to personnel
where needed.
(3) These documents
shall include—
(a) a copy of these
regulations;
(b) the air navigation
service provider’s
operations manual;
(c) ICAO Annex 10
Volumes I to V, ICAO
Doc 8071 - Manual on
Testing of Radio
Navigation Aids, and
other relevant ICAO
documents;
(d) records of
malfunction and safety
incident reports;
(e) records of internal
audit reports;
(f) agreements with other
organizations

Re-write the
Regulation

complements
the guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.12

to service in the
log books;
(c) establish a
procedure for
the control of
the
documentation
required under
sub regulation
(a) above.

(g) records of
investigation into serious
incidents;
(h) records of staff
deployment, duty and
leave rosters;
(i) records of equipment
spares;
(j) records of job
description, training
programme and plan of
each staff member; and
(k) all related air
navigation service
technical standards and
technical guidance
material developed by
the Authority.
(4) A document retained
for this regulation shall
be retained for at least
three (3) years if paper
based and one hundred
and eighty (180) days if
computer based.
(5) The air navigation
service provider shall
establish a process for
the authorization and
amendment of these
documents to ensure that
they are constantly
updated and ensure

that—
(a) the currency of the
documentation can be
readily determined;
(b) amendments to the
documentation are
controlled in accordance
with established quality
management principles;
(c) only current versions
of documents are
available; and
(d) the person
authorising the creation
and any revision is
identified.
(6) The air navigation
service provider shall
ensure that where
documents are held as
computer-based records
and where paper copies
of computer-based
records are made, they
are subjected to the
same control as paper
documents
(7) An air navigation
service provider shall
establish procedures to
identify, collect, index,
store, maintain, and
dispose records

covering—
(a)
the performance
and maintenance history
of each facility;
(b)
the establishment
of the periodic test
programmes for each
facility;
(c)
each item of test
equipment required for
the measurement of
critical performance
parameters;
(d)
each reported or
detected facility
malfunction;
(e)
each internal
quality assurance review;
and
each person who is
authorised to place
facilities into operational
service.

DRAFT PROPOSED AMENDMENT ON THE CIVIL AVIATION (SURVEILLANCE AND COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM)
REGULATIONS, 2017
MATRIX OF AMENDMENTS

s/no

Regulation
Change

Marginal Note
of Regulation

Current
Regulation

6

Reg. 4

Requirements
for CNS
Facilities

The minimum
requirements for
installation,
commissioning,
operation and
maintenance of
the CNS
facilities shall be
in accordance to

Revised/New/Proposed ACTION
Change or Amendment TAKEN

1. The minimum
requirements for
planning,
installation,
commissioning,
training, operations
and maintenance of
facilities shall
conform to these
regulations.
2. The ANSP

Remove the
word;
Communicati
ons,
Navigation
and
Surveillance
(CNS).

Reasons
Amendment

for

complements the
guidance
provided in the
text of Reg.4

these
Regulations.

accompanied by the
Authority
Inspector(s) shall
verify the standards
of the new CNS
equipment at
Manufacturer’s
factory before the
equipment is
shipped for
installation.
3. The ANSP shall
ensure the Authority
Inspector(s) is
included in the
implementation of
sub Regulation ( 2 ).

7

New

Safety case,
notification of
Aeronautical
facility status
and interruption
to service

1. (1) The Air
Navigation
Service Provider
shall ensure that
for safety critical
systems,
including
automated air
traffic control
systems,
communication
systems and
instrument
landing

Safety Oversight

systems, the
commissioning
of such systems
shall include the
conduct of a
safety case or
equivalent.
(2) The Air
Navigation
Service Provider
shall ensure that
human factors
principles are
observed in the
design,
operations and
maintenance of
aeronautical
telecommunicati
on facilities.
(3) An air
navigation
service provider
shall, as soon
as possible—
(a)
forward
to the
Aeronautical

Information
Services—
(i) information
on the
operational
details of any
new facility for
publication in
the Aeronautical
Information
Publication; and
(ii) information
concerning any
change in the
operational
status of any
existing facility,
for the issue of
a Notice to
Airmen; and
(b)
ensure
that the
information
forwarded under
sub-paragraph
(a) has been
accurately
published.

(4) An air
navigation
service provider
shall—
(a)
establish
a procedure to
be used in the
event of
interruption to or
when upgrading
communication,
navigation and
surveillance
systems;
(b)
specify
an acceptable
recovery time
for each service.
8

Reg. 18
Proficiency
certification
program

18. The
Authority shall
develop
proficiency
certification
program of
personnel who
are engaged in
the installation,
operation and
maintenance of
Communication,

. (1) The Air Navigation
Re-write the
Service Provider shall
Regulation
develop proficiency
certification program for
ATSEP engaged in the
installation, training,
operations and
maintenance of
Communication,
Navigation and
Surveillance systems in
accordance with guidelines
provided by the Authority.

complements the
guidance
provided in the
text of Reg.18

Navigation and
Surveillance
systems used in
the designated
airspace and
aerodrome

9

New

Facility
malfunction
incident
reporting and
operational
status of CNS
systems

(2) The Authority shall
certify ATSEP involved in
the installation, training,
operations and
maintenance of
Communication,
Navigation and
Surveillance systems in
accordance with Civil
Aviation Regulations.
1. (1) An air navigation
service provider shall
establish procedures for
the reporting, collection
and notification of facility
malfunction incidents and
safety incidents.
(2) The procedures in subregulation (1) shall be
documented in the
MANSOPS.
(3) An air navigation
service provider shall
compile reports of
incidents and review such
reports periodically with its
maintenance contractors
to—
(a) determine the cause of
the incidents and
determine any adverse
trends;
(b) implement corrective

Safety Oversight

and preventive actions
where necessary to
prevent recurrence of the
incidents; and
(c) implement any
measures to improve the
safety performance of the
aeronautical
telecommunication service.
(4) The air navigation
service provider shall—
(a)
report any serious
service failure or safety
incident to the Authority
and investigate such
incidents in order to
establish how and why the
incident happened,
including possible
organizational contributing
factors and to recommend
actions to prevent a
recurrence; and
(b)
ensure that
information on the
operational status of each
communication, navigation
and surveillance facility
that is essential for the enroute, approach, landing,
and take-off phases of
flight is provided to meet
the operational needs

ofthe service being
provided.
10

New

Radio frequency
management
and interference
reporting

16. The air
navigation
service provider
shall—
(a) establish a
procedure for
the
management
and protection
of aeronautical
radio spectrum;
(b) designate a
responsible
person to
control any
frequency
allocation within
the aeronautical
radio spectrum
to ensure that
there shallbe no
conflict and
interference to
any radio
stations or
facility;
(c) ensure that
there is no wilful

Safety oversight

transmission of
unnecessary or
anonymous
radio signals,
messages or
data by any of
its radio
stations;
(d) establish
procedures with
the
communication
authority to
address
occurrence of
radio frequency
interference;
(e) ensure that
any frequency
interference
occurrences are
reported,
investigated and
follow-up
actions taken to
prevent
recurrence;
(f) keep updated
records of all
allocated

frequencies;
and ensure that
no facility
providing radio
signals for the
purpose of
aviation safety
shall be allowed
to continue in
operation, if
there is a
suspicion or any
cause to
suspect that the
information
being provided
by that facility is
erroneous
11

New

Interface
2.An air
arrangement for navigation
support services service provider
shall formalize
interface
arrangements
where
applicable with
external
organizations in
the form of
service level
agreements,

Safety Oversight

detailing the
following—
(a)
interface
and functional
specifications of
the support
service;
(b)
service
level of the
support service
such as
availability,
accuracy,
integrity and
recovery time of
failure of
service; and
(c)
monitorin
g and reporting
of the
operational
status of the
service to the
service provider
12

Reg. 6

Approval
Requirement

6.-(1) A person
shall not provide
communication,
navigation and

The ANSP shall notify the
Authority of its intention to
procure, install, use,
decommission, upgrade or

Reg. 6(2) to
be;
The ANSP
shall notify

complements the
guidance

surveillance
systems or
operate
communication,
navigation and
surveillance
facility or
facilities in the
designated
airspace and
aerodromes
unless the
system or
facility has been
approved by the
Authority.
(2) The
Authority shall
approve
installation, use,
decommissionin
g, upgrading or
relocation of all
the
communication,
navigation and
surveillance
facility or
facilities in the
designated

relocate any
communication, navigation
and surveillance facility or
facilities in the designated
airspace and aerodromes
not less than thirty(30)
days prior to the date of
start of the process.

the Authority provided in the
of its
text of Reg.6
intention to
procure,
install, use,
decommissio
n, upgrade or
relocate any
communicati
on,
navigation
and
surveillance
facility or
facilities in
the
designated
airspace and
aerodromes
not less than
thirty(30)
days prior to
the date of
start of the
process.
And new
subRegulation
6(3) be;
The Authority
shall approve
installation,
use,

airspace and
aerodromes.

13

Reg. 7

Inspections and
Audits

.-(1) The
authority shall
carry out safety
inspections and
audits on CNS
facilities,
documents and
records of the
CNS facilities to
determine
compliance in
accordance with
these
Regulations.
(2) An inspector
of the authority

1. (1) The Authority shall
carry out safety
inspections and audits on
CNS facilities, documents
and records of the CNS
facilities to determine
compliance in accordance
with these Regulations
(2) An inspector of the
Authority shall have
unrestricted access to the
facilities, installations,
records and documents of
the service provider to
determine compliance with
these Regulations and
required procedures.
(3) The Authority shall

decommissio
ning,
upgrading or
relocation of
all the
communicati
on,
navigation
and
surveillance
facility or
facilities in
the
designated
airspace and
aerodromes.
Write new
Sub
regulation
(3)(4)(5)

complements the
guidance
provided in the
text of Reg.7

shall have
unrestricted
access to the
facilities,
installations,
records and
documents of
the service
provider to
determine
compliance with
the regulations
and these
standards

14

Reg. 10

Availability,
reliability and
Test Equipment

communicate to the ANSP
the inspection and audit
report including any
corrective action required
of the inspections and
audits.
(4) The ANSP shall submit
to the Authority, a
corrective action plan for
addressing the deficiencies
within the time stipulated in
the audit report and
implement the corrective
action plan proposed after
acceptance by the
Authority.
(5) Where the ANSP does
not implement the
corrective action plan
within the period agreed in
sub-regulation (4), the
Authority shall take the
appropriate punitive action
as provided in Part VII of
these Regulations.
10.-(1) The
1. (1) An Air Navigation
Re- write the
performance of
Services Provider shall be Regulation
responsible for the
technical
facilities shall be provision of
communication, navigation
monitored,
and surveillance services
reviewed and
and facilities to ensure that
reported in
the telecommunication
accordance with
information and data

complements the
guidance
provided in the
text of Reg.10

these
Regulations.

necessary for the safe,
regular and efficient
operation of air navigation
(2) The CNS
is available.
provider shall(2) The functional
specification of each of the
(a) provide
air navigation service
protected
provider’s
power supply
telecommunication
system, battery services shall include the
back-up, reliable following values or
connectivity and characteristics for each
air conditioning; service—
availability;
(b) ensure that (a)
(b)
reliability;
appropriate
(c)
accuracy;
tools and
(d)
integrity;
test equipment
(e)
mean time between
are available
failure (MTBF); and
for personnel
(f)
mean time to repair
to
(MTTF)
(3) The values mentioned
in sub-regulation (2) shall
be derived or measured
from either or both of—
maintain the
(a)
the configuration of
operation of
each
service;
and
equipment;
(b)
the known
(c) establish a
performance of each
procedure to
service.
control,
(4) the Air navigation
calibrate, and
service provider shall
maintain all the
describe in the operations

equipment
required; and

manual the method used
to calculate each of the
values
(d) use
(5) For a radio navigation
documented
service, the integrity values
procedures to or characteristics shall be
control, calibrate given for each kind of
and maintain
navigation aid facility that
test equipment. forms part of the service.
(6)The performance of
(3) The
technical facilities shall be
maintenance
monitored, reviewed and
plan or the
reported against these
operating and
Regulations.
maintenance
(7) The air navigation
instructions for
service provider shall
each facility
ensure that a facility is
shall specify the installed with main and
test equipment standby power supply and
adequate air conditioning
requirements
to ensure continuity of
for all levels
of operation and operation appropriate to
the service being provided.
maintenance
undertaken
15

Reg. 11

Record Keeping

11. A CNS
provider shall
establish
procedures to
identify, collect,
index, store,
maintain, and

1. (1) An air navigation
service provider shall—
(a)
hold copies of
relevant equipment
manuals, technical
standards, practices,
instructions, maintenance
procedures, site logbooks,

Re- write the
Regulation

complements the
guidance
provided in the
text of Reg.11

dispose records
covering(a) the
performance
and
maintenance
history of each
facility;
(b) the
establishment
of the
periodic test
programmes for
each facility;
(c) each item of
test equipment
required for the
measurement of
critical
performance
parameters;
(d) each
reported or
detected facility
malfunction; (e)
each internal
quality
assurance
review; and

systems backup data,
equipment and test gear
inventory and any other
documentation that are
necessary for the provision
and operation of the
facility.
(b)
establish a
procedure for the control of
the documentation
required under these
regulations.
(c)
keep records under
the control of the relevant
key personnel
(d)
Control access to
the records system to
ensure appropriate
security.
(2) The air navigation
service provider shall
ensure that data and voice
for air navigation service
operational systems are
recorded continuously and
procedures established for
the retention and utilization
of these recordings for
analysis

(f) each
person who is
authorised to
place facilities
into operational
service
16

Reg. 12

Documentation

12. A CNS
provider shall(a) hold copies
of relevant
equipment
manuals,
technical
standards,
practices,
instructions,
maintenance
procedures, site
logbooks, and
any other
documentation
that are
necessary for
the provision
and operation of
the facility;
(b) have entries
recording all
occurrences
and actions

(2) An air navigation
Re-write the
service provider shall
Regulation
maintain all documents
and records which are
necessary for the
operation and
maintenance of the service
and make available copies
of these documents to
personnel where needed.
(3) These documents shall
include—
(a) a copy of these
regulations;
(b) the air navigation
service provider’s
operations manual;
(c) ICAO Annex 10
Volumes I to V, ICAO Doc
8071 - Manual on Testing
of Radio Navigation Aids,
and other relevant ICAO
documents;
(d) records of malfunction
and safety incident reports;

complements the
guidance
provided in the
text of Reg.12

relating to
operation,
maintenance,
modification,
failure, faults,
removal from
and restoration
to service in the
log books;
(c) establish a
procedure for
the control of
the
documentation
required under
sub regulation
(a) above.

(e) records of internal audit
reports;
(f) agreements with other
organizations
(g) records of investigation
into serious incidents;
(h) records of staff
deployment, duty and
leave rosters;
(i) records of equipment
spares;
(j) records of job
description, training
programme and plan of
each staff member; and
(k) all related air navigation
service technical standards
and technical guidance
material developed by the
Authority.
(4) A document retained
for this regulation shall be
retained for at least three
(3) years if paper based
and one hundred and
eighty (180) days if
computer based.
(5) The air navigation
service provider shall
establish a process for the
authorization and
amendment of these
documents to ensure that

they are constantly
updated and ensure that—
(a) the currency of the
documentation can be
readily determined;
(b) amendments to the
documentation are
controlled in accordance
with established quality
management principles;
(c) only current versions of
documents are available;
and
(d) the person authorising
the creation and any
revision is identified.
(6) The air navigation
service provider shall
ensure that where
documents are held as
computer-based records
and where paper copies of
computer-based records
are made, they are
subjected to the same
control as paper
documents
(7) An air navigation
service provider shall
establish procedures to
identify, collect, index,
store, maintain, and
dispose records

covering—
(a)
the performance
and maintenance history of
each facility;
(b)
the establishment of
the periodic test
programmes for each
facility;
(c)
each item of test
equipment required for the
measurement of critical
performance parameters;
(d)
each reported or
detected facility
malfunction;
(e)
each internal quality
assurance review; and
each person who is
authorised to place
facilities into operational
service.

DRAFT PROPOSED AMENDMENT ON THE CIVIL AVIATION (AERONAUTICAL RADIO FREQUENCY SPECTRUM
UTILIZATION) REGULATIONS, 2017
MATRIX OF AMENDMENTS

s/no

Regulation
Change

Marginal Note
of Regulation

Current
Regulation

17

Reg. 4

Requirements
for CNS
Facilities

The minimum
requirements for
installation,
commissioning,
operation and
maintenance of
the CNS
facilities shall be
in accordance to
these
Regulations.

Revised/New/Proposed ACTION
Change or Amendment TAKEN

1. The minimum
requirements for
planning,
installation,
commissioning,
training, operations
and maintenance of
facilities shall
conform to these
regulations.
2. The ANSP
accompanied by the

Remove the
word;
Communicati
ons,
Navigation
and
Surveillance
(CNS).

Reasons
for
Amendment
complements the
guidance
provided in the
text of Reg.4

Authority
Inspector(s) shall
verify the standards
of the new CNS
equipment at
Manufacturer’s
factory before the
equipment is
shipped for
installation.
3. The ANSP shall
ensure the Authority
Inspector(s) is
included in the
implementation of
sub Regulation ( 2 ).
18

New

Safety case,
notification of
Aeronautical
facility status
and interruption
to service

1. (1) The Air
Navigation
Service Provider
shall ensure that
for safety critical
systems,
including
automated air
traffic control
systems,
communication
systems and
instrument
landing
systems, the

Safety Oversight

commissioning
of such systems
shall include the
conduct of a
safety case or
equivalent.
(2) The Air
Navigation
Service Provider
shall ensure that
human factors
principles are
observed in the
design,
operations and
maintenance of
aeronautical
telecommunicati
on facilities.
(3) An air
navigation
service provider
shall, as soon
as possible—
(a)
forward
to the
Aeronautical
Information
Services—

(i) information
on the
operational
details of any
new facility for
publication in
the Aeronautical
Information
Publication; and
(ii) information
concerning any
change in the
operational
status of any
existing facility,
for the issue of
a Notice to
Airmen; and
(b)
ensure
that the
information
forwarded under
sub-paragraph
(a) has been
accurately
published.
(4) An air
navigation

service provider
shall—
(a)
establish
a procedure to
be used in the
event of
interruption to or
when upgrading
communication,
navigation and
surveillance
systems;
(b)
specify
an acceptable
recovery time
for each service.
19

Reg. 18
Proficiency
certification
program

18. The
Authority shall
develop
proficiency
certification
program of
personnel who
are engaged in
the installation,
operation and
maintenance of
Communication,
Navigation and
Surveillance

. (1) The Air Navigation
Re-write the
Service Provider shall
Regulation
develop proficiency
certification program for
ATSEP engaged in the
installation, training,
operations and
maintenance of
Communication,
Navigation and
Surveillance systems in
accordance with guidelines
provided by the Authority.
(2) The Authority shall
certify ATSEP involved in

complements the
guidance
provided in the
text of Reg.18

systems used in
the designated
airspace and
aerodrome

20

New

Facility
malfunction
incident
reporting and
operational
status of CNS
systems

the installation, training,
operations and
maintenance of
Communication,
Navigation and
Surveillance systems in
accordance with Civil
Aviation Regulations.
1. (1) An air navigation
service provider shall
establish procedures for
the reporting, collection
and notification of facility
malfunction incidents and
safety incidents.
(2) The procedures in subregulation (1) shall be
documented in the
MANSOPS.
(3) An air navigation
service provider shall
compile reports of
incidents and review such
reports periodically with its
maintenance contractors
to—
(a) determine the cause of
the incidents and
determine any adverse
trends;
(b) implement corrective
and preventive actions
where necessary to

Safety Oversight

prevent recurrence of the
incidents; and
(c) implement any
measures to improve the
safety performance of the
aeronautical
telecommunication service.
(4) The air navigation
service provider shall—
(a)
report any serious
service failure or safety
incident to the Authority
and investigate such
incidents in order to
establish how and why the
incident happened,
including possible
organizational contributing
factors and to recommend
actions to prevent a
recurrence; and
(b)
ensure that
information on the
operational status of each
communication, navigation
and surveillance facility
that is essential for the enroute, approach, landing,
and take-off phases of
flight is provided to meet
the operational needs
ofthe service being
provided.

21

New

Radio frequency
management
and interference
reporting

16. The air
navigation
service provider
shall—
(a) establish a
procedure for
the
management
and protection
of aeronautical
radio spectrum;
(b) designate a
responsible
person to
control any
frequency
allocation within
the aeronautical
radio spectrum
to ensure that
there shallbe no
conflict and
interference to
any radio
stations or
facility;
(c) ensure that
there is no wilful
transmission of
unnecessary or

Safety oversight

anonymous
radio signals,
messages or
data by any of
its radio
stations;
(d) establish
procedures with
the
communication
authority to
address
occurrence of
radio frequency
interference;
(e) ensure that
any frequency
interference
occurrences are
reported,
investigated and
follow-up
actions taken to
prevent
recurrence;
(f) keep updated
records of all
allocated
frequencies;
and ensure that

no facility
providing radio
signals for the
purpose of
aviation safety
shall be allowed
to continue in
operation, if
there is a
suspicion or any
cause to
suspect that the
information
being provided
by that facility is
erroneous
11

New

Interface
2.An air
arrangement for navigation
support services service provider
shall formalize
interface
arrangements
where
applicable with
external
organizations in
the form of
service level
agreements,

Safety Oversight

detailing the
following—
(a)
interface
and functional
specifications of
the support
service;
(b)
service
level of the
support service
such as
availability,
accuracy,
integrity and
recovery time of
failure of
service; and
(c)
monitorin
g and reporting
of the
operational
status of the
service to the
service provider
12

Reg. 6

Approval
Requirement

6.-(1) A person
shall not provide
communication,
navigation and

The ANSP shall notify the
Authority of its intention to
procure, install, use,
decommission, upgrade or

Reg. 6(2) to
be;
The ANSP
shall notify

complements the
guidance

surveillance
systems or
operate
communication,
navigation and
surveillance
facility or
facilities in the
designated
airspace and
aerodromes
unless the
system or
facility has been
approved by the
Authority.
(2) The
Authority shall
approve
installation, use,
decommissionin
g, upgrading or
relocation of all
the
communication,
navigation and
surveillance
facility or
facilities in the
designated

relocate any
communication, navigation
and surveillance facility or
facilities in the designated
airspace and aerodromes
not less than thirty(30)
days prior to the date of
start of the process.

the Authority provided in the
of its
text of Reg.6
intention to
procure,
install, use,
decommissio
n, upgrade or
relocate any
communicati
on,
navigation
and
surveillance
facility or
facilities in
the
designated
airspace and
aerodromes
not less than
thirty(30)
days prior to
the date of
start of the
process.
And new
subRegulation
6(3) be;
The Authority
shall approve
installation,
use,

airspace and
aerodromes.

13

Reg. 7

Inspections and
Audits

.-(1) The
authority shall
carry out safety
inspections and
audits on CNS
facilities,
documents and
records of the
CNS facilities to
determine
compliance in
accordance with
these
Regulations.
(2) An inspector
of the authority

1. (1) The Authority shall
carry out safety
inspections and audits on
CNS facilities, documents
and records of the CNS
facilities to determine
compliance in accordance
with these Regulations
(2) An inspector of the
Authority shall have
unrestricted access to the
facilities, installations,
records and documents of
the service provider to
determine compliance with
these Regulations and
required procedures.
(3) The Authority shall

decommissio
ning,
upgrading or
relocation of
all the
communicati
on,
navigation
and
surveillance
facility or
facilities in
the
designated
airspace and
aerodromes.
Write new
Sub
regulation
(3)(4)(5)

complements the
guidance
provided in the
text of Reg.7

shall have
unrestricted
access to the
facilities,
installations,
records and
documents of
the service
provider to
determine
compliance with
the regulations
and these
standards

14

Reg. 10

Availability,
reliability and
Test Equipment

communicate to the ANSP
the inspection and audit
report including any
corrective action required
of the inspections and
audits.
(4) The ANSP shall submit
to the Authority, a
corrective action plan for
addressing the deficiencies
within the time stipulated in
the audit report and
implement the corrective
action plan proposed after
acceptance by the
Authority.
(5) Where the ANSP does
not implement the
corrective action plan
within the period agreed in
sub-regulation (4), the
Authority shall take the
appropriate punitive action
as provided in Part VII of
these Regulations.
10.-(1) The
1. (1) An Air Navigation
Re- write the
performance of
Services Provider shall be Regulation
responsible for the
technical
facilities shall be provision of
communication, navigation
monitored,
and surveillance services
reviewed and
and facilities to ensure that
reported in
the telecommunication
accordance with
information and data

complements the
guidance
provided in the
text of Reg.10

these
Regulations.

necessary for the safe,
regular and efficient
operation of air navigation
(2) The CNS
is available.
provider shall(2) The functional
specification of each of the
(a) provide
air navigation service
protected
provider’s
power supply
telecommunication
system, battery services shall include the
back-up, reliable following values or
connectivity and characteristics for each
air conditioning; service—
availability;
(b) ensure that (a)
(b)
reliability;
appropriate
(c)
accuracy;
tools and
(d)
integrity;
test equipment
(e)
mean time between
are available
failure (MTBF); and
for personnel
(f)
mean time to repair
to
(MTTF)
(3) The values mentioned
in sub-regulation (2) shall
be derived or measured
from either or both of—
maintain the
(a)
the configuration of
operation of
each
service;
and
equipment;
(b)
the known
(c) establish a
performance of each
procedure to
service.
control,
(4) the Air navigation
calibrate, and
service provider shall
maintain all the
describe in the operations

equipment
required; and

manual the method used
to calculate each of the
values
(d) use
(5) For a radio navigation
documented
service, the integrity values
procedures to or characteristics shall be
control, calibrate given for each kind of
and maintain
navigation aid facility that
test equipment. forms part of the service.
(6)The performance of
(3) The
technical facilities shall be
maintenance
monitored, reviewed and
plan or the
reported against these
operating and
Regulations.
maintenance
(7) The air navigation
instructions for
service provider shall
each facility
ensure that a facility is
shall specify the installed with main and
test equipment standby power supply and
adequate air conditioning
requirements
to ensure continuity of
for all levels
of operation and operation appropriate to
the service being provided.
maintenance
undertaken
15

Reg. 11

Record Keeping

11. A CNS
provider shall
establish
procedures to
identify, collect,
index, store,
maintain, and

1. (1) An air navigation
service provider shall—
(a)
hold copies of
relevant equipment
manuals, technical
standards, practices,
instructions, maintenance
procedures, site logbooks,

Re- write the
Regulation

complements the
guidance
provided in the
text of Reg.11

dispose records
covering(a) the
performance
and
maintenance
history of each
facility;
(b) the
establishment
of the
periodic test
programmes for
each facility;
(c) each item of
test equipment
required for the
measurement of
critical
performance
parameters;
(d) each
reported or
detected facility
malfunction; (e)
each internal
quality
assurance
review; and

systems backup data,
equipment and test gear
inventory and any other
documentation that are
necessary for the provision
and operation of the
facility.
(b)
establish a
procedure for the control of
the documentation
required under these
regulations.
(c)
keep records under
the control of the relevant
key personnel
(d)
Control access to
the records system to
ensure appropriate
security.
(2) The air navigation
service provider shall
ensure that data and voice
for air navigation service
operational systems are
recorded continuously and
procedures established for
the retention and utilization
of these recordings for
analysis

(f) each
person who is
authorised to
place facilities
into operational
service
16

Reg. 12

Documentation

12. A CNS
provider shall(a) hold copies
of relevant
equipment
manuals,
technical
standards,
practices,
instructions,
maintenance
procedures, site
logbooks, and
any other
documentation
that are
necessary for
the provision
and operation of
the facility;
(b) have entries
recording all
occurrences
and actions

(2) An air navigation
Re-write the
service provider shall
Regulation
maintain all documents
and records which are
necessary for the
operation and
maintenance of the service
and make available copies
of these documents to
personnel where needed.
(3) These documents shall
include—
(a) a copy of these
regulations;
(b) the air navigation
service provider’s
operations manual;
(c) ICAO Annex 10
Volumes I to V, ICAO Doc
8071 - Manual on Testing
of Radio Navigation Aids,
and other relevant ICAO
documents;
(d) records of malfunction
and safety incident reports;

complements the
guidance
provided in the
text of Reg.12

relating to
operation,
maintenance,
modification,
failure, faults,
removal from
and restoration
to service in the
log books;
(c) establish a
procedure for
the control of
the
documentation
required under
sub regulation
(a) above.

(e) records of internal audit
reports;
(f) agreements with other
organizations
(g) records of investigation
into serious incidents;
(h) records of staff
deployment, duty and
leave rosters;
(i) records of equipment
spares;
(j) records of job
description, training
programme and plan of
each staff member; and
(k) all related air navigation
service technical standards
and technical guidance
material developed by the
Authority.
(4) A document retained
for this regulation shall be
retained for at least three
(3) years if paper based
and one hundred and
eighty (180) days if
computer based.
(5) The air navigation
service provider shall
establish a process for the
authorization and
amendment of these
documents to ensure that

they are constantly
updated and ensure that—
(a) the currency of the
documentation can be
readily determined;
(b) amendments to the
documentation are
controlled in accordance
with established quality
management principles;
(c) only current versions of
documents are available;
and
(d) the person authorising
the creation and any
revision is identified.
(6) The air navigation
service provider shall
ensure that where
documents are held as
computer-based records
and where paper copies of
computer-based records
are made, they are
subjected to the same
control as paper
documents
(7) An air navigation
service provider shall
establish procedures to
identify, collect, index,
store, maintain, and
dispose records

covering—
(a)
the performance
and maintenance history of
each facility;
(b)
the establishment of
the periodic test
programmes for each
facility;
(c)
each item of test
equipment required for the
measurement of critical
performance parameters;
(d)
each reported or
detected facility
malfunction;
(e)
each internal quality
assurance review; and
each person who is
authorised to place
facilities into operational
service.

s/no

Regulation
Change

Marginal Note
of Regulation

Current Regulation

Revised/New/Proposed
Change or Amendment

ACTION TAKEN

1

Reg. 68

Radiotelephony
procedures

The radiotelephony
procedures for
aeronautical mobile
service voice
communication shall
be as specified in
the Second
Schedule to these
Regulations.

The radiotelephony
procedures for aeronautical
mobile service voice
communication shall be as
specified in the Six Schedule
to these Regulations.

Delete ‘Second
Schedule’ and insert
‘Six Schedule’.
The radiotelephony
procedures for
aeronautical mobile
service voice
communication shall
be as specified in the
Six Schedule to
these Regulations.

Reasons for
Amendment
To include
standards
from new
ICAO
amendment
91

2

Reg. 38

Meteorological
operational
channels and
meteorological
operational
telecommunication
on networks

Meteorological
operational
channel
procedures and
meteorological
operational
communication
network
procedures shall
be compatible
with aeronautical
fixed
telecommunicatio
ns network
procedures

Meteorological operational
channel procedures and
meteorological operational
communication network
procedures shall be
compatible with aeronautical
fixed telecommunication
network (AFTN) or ATS
message handling services
(AMHS) procedures

Meteorological
operational channel
procedures and
meteorological
operational
communication
network procedures
shall be compatible
with aeronautical
fixed
telecommunication
network (AFTN) or
ATS message
handling services
(AMHS) procedures

To include
standards
from new
ICAO
amendment
92

3

Reg. 4

Requirements for
CNS Facilities

The minimum
requirements for
installation,
commissioning,
operation and
maintenance of
the CNS facilities

1. The minimum
requirements for
planning, installation,
commissioning,
training, operations
and maintenance of
facilities shall
conform to these

Remove the word;
Communications,
Navigation and
Surveillance (CNS).

complement
s the
guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.4

shall be in
accordance to
these
Regulations.

4

New

Safety case,
notification of
Aeronautical
facility status
and interruption
to service

1. (1) The Air
Navigation Service
Provider shall ensure
that for safety critical
systems, including
automated air traffic
control systems,
communication
systems and
instrument landing
systems, the
commissioning of
such systems shall

regulations.
2. The ANSP
accompanied by the
Authority
Inspector(s)at
Manufacturer’s
factory shall verify
and accept the
standards of the new
CNS equipment
before it is shipped
for installation.
3. The ANSP shall
ensure the Authority
Inspector(s) is
included in the
implementation of
Regulation ( 2 ).

Safety
Oversight

include the conduct of
a safety case or
equivalent.
(2) The Air Navigation
Service Provider shall
ensure that human
factors principles are
observed in the
design, operations
and maintenance of
aeronautical
telecommunication
facilities.
(3) An air navigation
service provider shall,
as soon as possible—
(a)
forward to the
Aeronautical
Information
Services—
(i) information on the
operational details of
any new facility for
publication in the
Aeronautical
Information
Publication; and
(ii) information
concerning any

change in the
operational status of
any existing facility,
for the issue of a
Notice to Airmen; and
(b)
ensure that the
information forwarded
under sub-paragraph
(a) has been
accurately published.
(4) An air navigation
service provider
shall—
(a)
establish a
procedure to be used
in the event of
interruption to or when
upgrading
communication,
navigation and
surveillance systems;
(b)
specify an
acceptable recovery
time for each service.
5

Reg. 19
Proficiency
certification
program

19. The Authority shall
develop proficiency
certification program
of personnel who are
engaged in the

. (1) The Air Navigation
Service Provider shall
develop proficiency
certification program for
ATSEP engaged in the

Re-write the
Regulation

complement
s the
guidance
provided in

installation, operation
and maintenance of
Communication,
Navigation and
Surveillance systems
used in the
designated airspace
and aerodrome

6

New

Facility
malfunction
incident
reporting and
operational
status of CNS
systems

installation, training,
operations and maintenance
of Communication,
Navigation and Surveillance
systems in accordance with
guidelines provided by the
Authority.
(2) The Authority shall
certify ATSEP involved in
the installation, training,
operations and maintenance
of Communication,
Navigation and Surveillance
systems in accordance with
Civil Aviation Regulations.
1. (1) An air navigation
service provider shall
establish procedures for the
reporting, collection and
notification of facility
malfunction incidents and
safety incidents.
(2) The procedures in subregulation (1) shall be
documented in the
MANSOPS.
(3) An air navigation service
provider shall compile
reports of incidents and
review such reports
periodically with its
maintenance contractors
to—

the text of
Reg.19

Safety
Oversight

(a) determine the cause of
the incidents and determine
any adverse trends;
(b) implement corrective
and preventive actions
where necessary to prevent
recurrence of the incidents;
and
(c) implement any measures
to improve the safety
performance of the
aeronautical
telecommunication service.
(4) The air navigation
service provider shall—
(a)
report any serious
service failure or safety
incident to the Authority and
investigate such incidents in
order to establish how and
why the incident happened,
including possible
organizational contributing
factors and to recommend
actions to prevent a
recurrence; and
(b)
ensure that
information on the
operational status of each
communication, navigation
and surveillance facility that
is essential for the en-route,

approach, landing, and
take-off phases of flight is
provided to meet the
operational needs ofthe
service being provided.
7

New

Radio frequency The air navigation
management
service provider
and interference shall—
reporting
(a) establish a
procedure for the
management and
protection of
aeronautical radio
spectrum;
(b) designate a
responsible person to
control any frequency
allocation within the
aeronautical radio
spectrum to ensure
that there shallbe no
conflict and
interference to any
radio stations or
facility;
(c) ensure that there is
no wilful transmission
of unnecessary or
anonymous radio
signals, messages or

Safety
oversight

data by any of its
radio stations;
(d) establish
procedures with the
communication
authority to address
occurrence of radio
frequency
interference;
(e) ensure that any
frequency interference
occurrences are
reported, investigated
and follow-up actions
taken to prevent
recurrence;
(f) keep updated
records of all allocated
frequencies; and
ensure that no facility
providing radio signals
for the purpose of
aviation safety shall
be allowed to continue
in operation, if there is
a suspicion or any
cause to suspect that
the information being

provided by that
facility is erroneous
8

New

Interface
An air navigation
arrangement for service provider shall
support services formalize interface
arrangements where
applicable with
external organizations
in the form of service
level agreements,
detailing the
following—
(a)
interface and
functional
specifications of the
support service;
(b)
service level of
the support service
such as availability,
accuracy, integrity and
recovery time of
failure of service; and
(c)
monitoring and
reporting of the
operational status of
the service to the
service provider

Safety
Oversight

9

Reg. 6

Approval
Requirement

6.-(1) A person shall
not provide
communication,
navigation and
surveillance systems
or operate
communication,
navigation and
surveillance facility or
facilities in the
designated airspace
and aerodromes
unless the system or
facility has been
approved by the
Authority.
(2) The Authority shall
approve installation,
use,
decommissioning,
upgrading or
relocation of all the
communication,
navigation and
surveillance facility or
facilities in the
designated airspace
and aerodromes.

The ANSP shall notify the
Authority of its intention to
procure, install, use,
decommission, upgrade or
relocate any
communication, navigation
and surveillance facility or
facilities in the designated
airspace and aerodromes
not less than thirty(30) days
prior to the date of start of
the process.

Reg. 6(2) to be;
The ANSP shall
notify the Authority of
its intention to
procure, install, use,
decommission,
upgrade or relocate
any communication,
navigation and
surveillance facility or
facilities in the
designated airspace
and aerodromes not
less than thirty(30)
days prior to the date
of start of the
process.
And new subRegulation 6(3) be;
The Authority shall
approve installation,
use,
decommissioning,
upgrading or
relocation of all the
communication,
navigation and
surveillance facility or
facilities in the
designated airspace
and aerodromes.

complement
s the
guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.6

10

Reg. 7

Inspections and
Audits

.-(1) The authority
shall carry out safety
inspections and audits
on CNS facilities,
documents and
records of the CNS
facilities to determine
compliance in
accordance with these
Regulations.
(2) An inspector of the
authority shall have
unrestricted access to
the facilities,
installations, records
and documents of the
service provider to
determine compliance
with the regulations
and these standards

1. (1) The Authority shall
Write new Sub
carry out safety inspections regulation (3)(4)(5)
and audits on CNS facilities,
documents and records of
the CNS facilities to
determine compliance in
accordance with these
Regulations
(2) An inspector of the
Authority shall have
unrestricted access to the
facilities, installations,
records and documents of
the service provider to
determine compliance with
these Regulations and
required procedures.
(3) The Authority shall
communicate to the ANSP
the inspection and audit
report including any
corrective action required of
the inspections and audits.
(4) The ANSP shall submit
to the Authority, a corrective
action plan for addressing
the deficiencies within the
time stipulated in the audit
report and implement the
corrective action plan
proposed after acceptance
by the Authority.
(5) Where the ANSP does
not implement the corrective

complement
s the
guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.7

action plan within the period
agreed in sub-regulation (4),
the Authority shall take the
appropriate punitive action
as provided in Part VII of
these Regulations.

11

Reg. 10

Availability,
reliability and
Test Equipment

10.-(1) The
performance of
technical facilities
shall be monitored,
reviewed and reported
in accordance with
these Regulations.
(2) The CNS provider
shall(a) provide protected
power supply
system, battery backup, reliable
connectivity and air
conditioning;

1. (1) An Air Navigation
Re- write the
Services Provider shall be
Regulation
responsible for the provision
of communication,
navigation and surveillance
services and facilities to
ensure that the
telecommunication
information and data
necessary for the safe,
regular and efficient
operation of air navigation is
available.
(2) The functional
specification of each of the
air navigation service
provider’s
telecommunication services

complement
s the
guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.10

(b) ensure that
appropriate tools
and test equipment
are available for
personnel to

shall include the following
values or characteristics for
each service—
(a)
availability;
(b)
reliability;
(c)
accuracy;
(d)
integrity;
(e)
mean time between
failure (MTBF); and
maintain the operation (f)
mean time to repair
of equipment;
(MTTF)
(3) The values mentioned in
(c) establish a
sub-regulation (2) shall be
procedure to control,
derived or measured from
calibrate, and
either or both of—
maintain all the
(a)
the configuration of
equipment required;
each service; and
and
(b)
the known
(d) use documented performance of each
service.
procedures to
(4) the Air navigation
control, calibrate and
service provider shall
maintain test
describe in the operations
equipment.
manual the method used to
(3) The maintenance
calculate each of the values
plan or the operating
(5) For a radio navigation
and maintenance
service, the integrity values
instructions for each
or characteristics shall be
given for each kind of
facility shall specify
navigation aid facility that
the test equipment
requirements for all forms part of the service.
(6)The performance of
levels of operation
technical facilities shall be

and maintenance
undertaken

12

Reg. 12

Record Keeping

12. A CNS provider
shall establish
procedures to identify,
collect, index, store,
maintain, and dispose
records covering(a) the performance
and maintenance
history of each facility;
(b) the
establishment of
the periodic test
programmes for each
facility;
(c) each item of test
equipment required
for the measurement

monitored, reviewed and
reported against these
Regulations.
(7) The air navigation
service provider shall
ensure that a facility is
installed with main and
standby power supply and
adequate air conditioning to
ensure continuity of
operation appropriate to the
service being provided.
1. (1) An air navigation
Re- write the
service provider shall—
Regulation
(a)
hold copies of
relevant equipment
manuals, technical
standards, practices,
instructions, maintenance
procedures, site logbooks,
systems backup data,
equipment and test gear
inventory and any other
documentation that are
necessary for the provision
and operation of the facility.
(b)
establish a procedure
for the control of the
documentation required
under these regulations.
(c)
keep records under
the control of the relevant
key personnel

complement
s the
guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.12

of critical performance
parameters;

(d)
Control access to the
records system to ensure
appropriate security.
(d) each reported or
(2) The air navigation
detected facility
service provider shall
malfunction; (e) each
ensure that data and voice
internal quality
for air navigation service
assurance review; and operational systems are
recorded continuously and
(f) each person
procedures established for
who is authorised
the retention and utilization
to place facilities into of these recordings for
operational service
analysis
13

Reg. 13

Documentation

13 A CNS provider
shall(a) hold copies of
relevant equipment
manuals, technical
standards, practices,
instructions,
maintenance
procedures, site
logbooks, and any
other documentation
that are necessary
for the provision and
operation of the
facility;
(b) have entries
recording all

(2) An air navigation service Re-write the
provider shall maintain all
Regulation
documents and records
which are necessary for the
operation and maintenance
of the service and make
available copies of these
documents to personnel
where needed.
(3) These documents shall
include—
(a) a copy of these
regulations;
(b) the air navigation service
provider’s operations
manual;
(c) ICAO Annex 10 Volumes
I to V, ICAO Doc 8071 -

complement
s the
guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.13

occurrences and
actions relating to
operation,
maintenance,
modification, failure,
faults, removal from
and restoration to
service in the log
books;
(c) establish a
procedure for the
control of the
documentation
required under sub
regulation (a) above.

Manual on Testing of Radio
Navigation Aids, and other
relevant ICAO documents;
(d) records of malfunction
and safety incident reports;
(e) records of internal audit
reports;
(f) agreements with other
organizations
(g) records of investigation
into serious incidents;
(h) records of staff
deployment, duty and leave
rosters;
(i) records of equipment
spares;
(j) records of job description,
training programme and
plan of each staff member;
and
(k) all related air navigation
service technical standards
and technical guidance
material developed by the
Authority.
(4) A document retained for
this regulation shall be
retained for at least three (3)
years if paper based and
one hundred and eighty
(180) days if computer
based.
(5) The air navigation

service provider shall
establish a process for the
authorization and
amendment of these
documents to ensure that
they are constantly updated
and ensure that—
(a) the currency of the
documentation can be
readily determined;
(b) amendments to the
documentation are
controlled in accordance
with established quality
management principles;
(c) only current versions of
documents are available;
and
(d) the person authorising
the creation and any
revision is identified.
(6) The air navigation
service provider shall
ensure that where
documents are held as
computer-based records
and where paper copies of
computer-based records are
made, they are subjected to
the same control as paper
documents
(7) An air navigation service
provider shall establish

procedures to identify,
collect, index, store,
maintain, and dispose
records covering—
(a)
the performance and
maintenance history of each
facility;
(b)
the establishment of
the periodic test
programmes for each
facility;
(c)
each item of test
equipment required for the
measurement of critical
performance parameters;
(d)
each reported or
detected facility malfunction;
(e)
each internal quality
assurance review; and
each person who is
authorised to place facilities
into operational service.
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DRAFT PROPOSED AMENDMENT ON THE CIVIL AVIATION (RADIO NAVIGATION AIDS)
REGULATIONS, 2017
MATRIX OF AMENDMENTS

s/no

Regulation
Change

Marginal Note
of Regulation

Current
Regulation

Revised/New/Proposed
Change or Amendment

ACTION TAKEN

Reasons for
Amendment

1

Reg.11

Record keeping

okay

Table of content written ‘Test
Equipment’

Edit the word ‘Test
equipment’ from table
of contents part II and
insert the word
‘Record keeping’

Table of
contents to
align with the
text number

2

Reg.12

Documentation

Okay

Table of content written
‘Record keeping’

Edit the word ‘Record
keeping’ from table of
contents part II and
insert the word
‘Documentation’

Table of
contents to
align with the
text number

3

Reg. 13

Periodic
Inspection and
Testing

Okay

Table of content written
‘Documentation’

Edit the word
‘Documentation’ from
table of contents part
II and insert the word
‘Periodic Inspection
and Testing’

Table of
contents to
align with the
text number

4

Reg. 14

Flight

Okay

Table of content written
‘Periodic Inspection and
Testing’

Edit the word ‘Periodic
Inspection and
Testing’ from table of
contents part II and
insert the word ‘Flight
Inspection’

Table of
contents to
align with the
text number

Okay

Table of content written ‘Flight
Inspection’

Edit the word ‘Flight
inspection’ from table
of contents part II and
insert the word
‘Operation and
Maintenance plan

Table of
contents to
align with the
text number

Inspection

5

Reg. 15

Operation and
Maintenance
Plan

6

Reg. 16

Training
Okay
requirements for
CNS personnel

Table of content written
‘Operation and Maintenance
Plan ’

Edit the word
‘Operation and
Maintenance Plan’
from table of contents
part II and insert the
word ‘Training
requirement for CNS
personnel

Table of
contents to
align with the
text number

7

Reg. 17

CNS personnel
requirements

Okay

Table of content written ‘
Training requirements for CNS
Personnel ’

Edit the word ‘
Training requirements
for CNS Personnel’
from table of contents
part II and insert the
word ‘CNS personnel
reqirement

Table of
contents to
align with the
text number

8

Reg. 18

Proficiency
certification
program

Okay

Table of content written ‘CNS
personnel requirements‘

Edit the word ‘ CNS
Personnel
requirement’ from
table of contents part
II and insert the word
‘Proficiency
certification program’

Table of
contents to
align with the
text number

9

Reg. 19

Installation,
operation and
maintenance of
CNS systems

Okay

Table of content written ‘
Proficiency certification
program’

Edit the word ‘
Proficiency
certification program’
from table of contents
part II and insert the
word ‘ Installation,
operation and

Table of
contents to
align with the
text number

maintenance of CNS
systems’
10

Reg. 20

11

Reg. 21 -56

12

Reg. 38

Standard radio
navigation aids

Functions of
GNSS

13

Reg.39

Edit the word ‘
Installation, operation
and maintenance of
CNS systems’ ’ from
table of contents part
II and insert the word ‘
Standard radio
navigation aids’

Okay

Table of content written ‘
Installation, operation and
maintenance of CNS systems’

Okay

Table of contents not align to
Marginal Text

Table of
contents to
align with the
text number

The ANS
provider shall
ensure that the
Global
Navigation
Satellite
System
(GNSS)
provides
position and
time data to the
aircraft.

Add the amendment to
The ground subsystem shall
be sub regulation 2
monitor the satellite signals to
detect conditions that will result and the existing be 1
in improper operation of
differential processing for
airborne receivers complying
with the tracking constraints.

complement
s the
guidance
provided in
the text 38

GNSS Elements ANS provider
shall provide
the GNSS

The GBAS shall consist of a
ground subsystem and an
aircraft subsystem. The GBAS

Table of
contents to
align with the
text number

Add the amendment to complement
be sub regulation 2
s the
and the existing be 1
guidance

navigation
service using
various
combinations of
the following
elements
installed on the
ground, on
satellites or on
board the
aircraft; (a)
global
positioning
system that
provides the
standard
positioning
service; (b)
global
navigation
satellite system
that provides
the channel of
standard
accuracy
navigation
signal; (c)
aircraft-based
augmentation
system; (d)
satellite-based
augmentation

ground subsystem shall
provide data and corrections
for the GNSS ranging signals
over a digital VHF data
broadcast to the aircraft
subsystem. The GRAS ground
subsystem shall consist of one
or more GBAS ground
subsystems

provided in
the text 39

Add the amendment to
be sub regulation 3
A GBAS ground subsystem
shall support either the
positioning service, approach
service or both types of service

system; (e)
ground-based
augmentation
system; (f)
ground-based
regional
augmentation
system; and
(g) aircraft
GNSS receiver.
14

Schedule
9.2.5.1
Performance.
GBAS
combined with
one or more of
the other
GNSS
elements and a
fault-free
GNSS receiver
shall meet the
requirements
for system
accuracy,
continuity,
availability and
integrity for the
intended

‘’within the service volume for
the service used to support the
operation as defined in 9.2.5.3

a)
By adding item
9.2.5.1 of the schedule
extending to it at the
end the following;
‘’within the service
volume for the service
used to support the
operation as defined in
9.2.5.3

complement
s the
guidance
provided in
Schedule
,table
3.7.2.4-1 to
Annex 10
Vol 1

operation as
stated in 9.0.
15

9.2.5.3
Coverage

‘Service Volume’

Deleting item 9.2.5.3
of the schedule and
substituting for it the
following: ‘Service
Volume’

enabling
enhanced
GBAS
technology
capable of
supporting
Category
II/III
approach
and landing

16

9.2.5.3.1
Category I
precision
approach and
approach with
vertical
guidance. The
GBAS
coverage to
support each
Category I
precision
approach or
approach with
vertical
guidance shall
be as follows,
except where

General requirement for
approach services. The
minimum GBAS approach
service volume shall be as
follows, except where
topographical features dictate
and operational requirements
permit:

l)
By deleting item
9.2.5.3.1 of the
schedule and
substituting for it the
following:’

enabling
enhanced
GBAS
technology
capable of
supporting
Category
II/III
approach
and landing

General requirement
for approach services.
The minimum GBAS
approach service

topographical
features dictate
and operational
requirements
permit:
17

9.2.5.3.2
a) laterally,
beginning at
140 m (450 ft)
each side of
the landing
threshold
point/fictitious
threshold point
(LTP/FTP) and
projecting out
±35 degrees
either side of
the final
approach path
to 28 km (15
NM) and ±10
degrees either
side of the final
approach path
to 37 km (20
NM); and

a) laterally, beginning at
140 m (450 ft) each side
of the landing threshold
point/fictitious threshold
point (LTP/FTP) and
projecting out ±35
degrees either side of
the final approach path
to 28 km (15 NM) and
±10 degrees either side
of the final approach
path to 37 km (20 NM);
and

k)
By deleting item
9.2.5.3.2 of the
schedule and
substituting for it the
following:

a) laterally, beginning
at 140 m (450 ft) each
side of the landing
threshold
point/fictitious
threshold point
b) vertically, within the
(LTP/FTP) and
lateral region, up to the projecting out ±35
greater of 7 degrees or
degrees either side of
1.75 promulgated glide
the final approach
path angle (GPA) above path to 28 km (15 NM)
the horizontal with an
and ±10 degrees
origin at the glide path
either side of the final
interception point
approach path to 37
(GPIP) to an upper
km (20 NM); and
bound of 3 000 m (10
000 ft) height above
threshold (HAT) and
0.45 GPA above the
b) vertically, within the
horizontal or to such
lateral region, up to

enabling
enhanced
GBAS
technology
capable of
supporting
Category
II/III
approach
and landing

b) vertically,
within the
lateral region,
up to the
greater of 7
degrees or 1.75
promulgated
glide path
angle (GPA)
above the
horizontal with
an origin at the
glide path
interception
point (GPIP)
and 0.45 GPA
above the
horizontal or to
such lower
angle, down to
0.30 GPA, as
required, to
safeguard the
promulgated
glide path
intercept
procedure. This
coverage
applies
between 30 m
(100 ft) and
3000 m (10 000

lower angle, down to
0.30 GPA, as required,
to safeguard the
promulgated glide path
intercept procedure.
The lower bound is half
the lowest decision
height supported or 3 ,.7 m (12 ft), whichever
is larger.

the greater of 7
degrees or 1.75
promulgated glide
path angle (GPA)
above the horizontal
with an origin at the
glide path interception
point (GPIP) to an
upper bound of 3 000
m (10 000 ft) height
above threshold (HAT)
and 0.45 GPA above
the horizontal or to
such lower angle,
down to 0.30 GPA, as
required, to safeguard
the promulgated glide
path intercept
procedure. The lower
bound is half the
lowest decision height
supported or 3 -,.7 m
(12 ft), whichever is
larger.

ft) height above
threshold (HAT
18

9.2.5.3.2.1 For
Category I
precision
approach, the
data broadcast
as specified in
9.2.5.4 shall
extend down to
3.7 m (12 ft)
above the
runway surface
9.2.5.3.2.2 The
data broadcast
shall be omnidirectional
when required
to support the
intended
applications.

Approach services supporting
auto land and guided take-off.
The minimum additional GBAS
service volume to support
approach operations that
include automatic landing and
rollout, including during guided
take-off, shall be as follows,
except where operational
requirements permit:
a) Horizontally within a
sector spanning the
width of the runway
beginning at the stop
end of the runway and
extending parallel with
the runway centre line
towards the LTP to join
the minimum service
volume as described in
9.2.5.3.2.1
b) Vertically, between
two horizontal surfaces
one at 3.7 m (12 ft) and
the other at 30 m (100
ft) above the runway
centreline to join the
minimum service

By deleting items
9.2.5.3.2.1 and
9.2.5.3.2.2 of the
schedule and
substituting for it the
following:’
Approach services
supporting auto land
and guided take-off.
The minimum
additional GBAS
service volume to
support approach
operations that include
automatic landing and
rollout, including
during guided take-off,
shall be as follows,
except where
operational
requirements permit:

a) Horizontally within
a sector spanning the
width of the runway
beginning at the stop
end of the runway and

enabling
enhanced
GBAS
technology
capable of
supporting
Category
II/III
approach
and landing

volume as described in
9.2.5.3.2.1

extending parallel with
the runway centre line
towards the LTP to
join the minimum
service volume as
described in
9.2.5.3.2.1

b) Vertically, between
two horizontal
surfaces one at 3.7 m
(12 ft) and the other at
30 m (100 ft) above
the runway centreline
to join the minimum
service volume as
described in
9.2.5.3.2.1
19

9.2.5.3.3 GBAS
positioning
service. The
GBAS
positioning
service area
shall be that
area where the
data broadcast
can be
received and
the positioning

GBAS positioning service. The
service volume for the GBAS
positioning service shall be
where the data broadcast can
be received and the
positioning service meets the
requirements of 9.0 of the
schedule and supports the
corresponding approved
operations.

j)
By deleting item
9.2.5.3.3 of the
schedule and
substituting for it the
following:’
GBAS positioning
service. The service
volume for the GBAS
positioning service
shall be where the
data broadcast can be

enabling
enhanced
GBAS
technology
capable of
supporting
Category
II/III
approach
and landing

service meets
the
requirements of
9.0 and
supports the
corresponding
approved
operations.
20

9.2.5.4.4.1.2
The effective
radiated power
(ERP) shall
provide for a
horizontally
polarized signal
with a minimum
field strength of
215 microvolts
per metre (–99
dBW/m2) and a
maximum field
strength of
0.350 volts per
metre (–35
dBW/m2) within
the GBAS
coverage
volume. The
field strength
shall be
measured as

received and the
positioning service
meets the
requirements of 9.0 of
the schedule and
supports the
corresponding
approved operations.
The effective isotropically
radiated power (EIRP) shall
provide for a horizontally
polarized signal with a
minimum field strength of 215
microvolts per metre (-99
dBW/m2) and a maximum field
strength of 0.879 volts per
metre (27 dBW/m2) within the
GBAS service volume as
specified in 9.2.5.3.1. The field
strength shall be measured as
an average over the period of
the synchronization and
ambiguity resolution field of the
burst. Within the additional
GBAS service volume as
specified in 9.2.5.3.2.1, the
effective isotropic radiated
power (EIRP) shall provide for
a horizontally polarized signal
with a minimum field strength
of 215 microvolts per metre (–
99 dBW/m2) below 36 ft and
down to 12 ft above the

i)
By deleting item
9.2.5.4.4.1.2 of the
schedule and
substituting for it the
following:’
The effective
isotropically radiated
power (EIRP) shall
provide for a
horizontally polarized
signal with a minimum
field strength of 215
microvolts per metre (99 dBW/m2) and a
maximum field
strength of 0.879 volts
per metre (27
dBW/m2) within the
GBAS service volume
as specified in
9.2.5.3.1. The field
strength shall be

enabling
enhanced
GBAS
technology
capable of
supporting
Category
II/III
approach
and landing

21

an average
over the period
of the
synchronization
and ambiguity
resolution field
of the burst.
The RF phase
offset between
the HPOL and
any VPOL
components
shall be such
that the
minimum signal
power is
achieved for
HPOL users
throughout the
coverage
volume

runway surface and 650
microvolts per metre (–89.5
dBW/m2) at 36 ft or more
above the runway surface.

measured as an
average over the
period of the
synchronization and
ambiguity resolution
field of the burst.
Within the additional
GBAS service volume
as specified in
9.2.5.3.2.1, the
effective isotropic
radiated power (EIRP)
shall provide for a
horizontally polarized
signal with a minimum
field strength of 215
microvolts per metre
(–99 dBW/m2) below
36 ft and down to 12 ft
above the runway
surface and 650
microvolts per metre
(–89.5 dBW/m2) at 36
ft or more above the
runway surface.

9.0:
Requirements
for the Global
Navigation

GNSS performance
requirements intended to
support for Category II and III
precision approach operations
necessitate lower level
requirements in the technical
appendix to be applied in addition

h)
By editing item
9.0 of the schedule
,table 3.7.2.4-1 note 7
and substituting for it
the following:’

enabling
enhanced
GBAS
technology
capable of
supporting

Satellite
System (GNSS

to these signal-in-space
requirements.

GNSS performance
requirements intended
to support for
Category II and III
precision approach
operations necessitate
lower level
requirements in the
technical appendix to
be applied in addition
to these signal-inspace requirements.

Category
II/III
approach
and landing

The GBAS shall consist of a
ground subsystem and an
aircraft subsystem. The GBAS
ground subsystem shall
provide data and corrections
for the GNSS ranging signals
over a digital VHF data
broadcast to the aircraft
subsystem. The GRAS ground
subsystem shall consist of one
or more GBAS ground
subsystems.

. g)
By editing item
9.2.5 of the schedule,
adding for it the
following:’

Complement
s the
guidance
provided in
item 9.2.5 of
the schedule

7. GNSS
performance
requirements
for Category II
and III
precision
approach
operations are
under review
and will be
included at a
later date
22
9.2.5 Groundbased
augmentation
system (GBAS)
and groundbased regional
augmentation
system (GRAS)

The GBAS shall
consist of a ground
subsystem and an
aircraft subsystem.
The GBAS ground
subsystem shall
provide data and
corrections for the
GNSS ranging signals
over a digital VHF

data broadcast to the
aircraft subsystem.
The GRAS ground
subsystem shall
consist of one or more
GBAS ground
subsystems.

23

9.2.5.4.5 Power
transmitted in
adjacent
channels. The
amount of
power during
transmission
under all
operating
conditions
when
measured over
a 25 kHz
bandwidth
centred on the
ith adjacent
channel shall
not exceed the
values shown
in Table
9.2.5.41.

Emissions in unassigned time
slots. Under all operating
conditions, the maximum
power over a 25 kHz channel
bandwidth, centred on the
assigned frequency, when
measured over any
unassigned time slot, shall not
exceed –105 dBc referenced
to the authorized transmitter
power.

. f)
By adding item
9.2.5.4.5a of the
schedule for it the
following:’
Emissions in
unassigned time slots.
Under all operating
conditions, the
maximum power over
a 25 kHz channel
bandwidth, centred on
the assigned
frequency, when
measured over any
unassigned time slot,
shall not exceed –105
dBc referenced to the
authorized transmitter
power.

Complement
s the
guidance
provided in
item 9.2.5 of
the schedule

24

9.2.5.5
Navigation
information.
The navigation
data
transmitted by
GBAS shall
include the
following
information: (a)
pseudo-range
corrections,
reference time
and integrity
data; (b)
GBAS-related
data; (c) final
approach
segment data
when
supporting
precision
approach; and
(d) predicted
ranging source
availability
data.

The Type 1 message shall
provide the differential
correction data for individual
GNSS ranging sources (Table
B-70).
The message shall contain
three sections:
a) message information
(time of validity,
additional message flag,
number of
measurements and the
measurement type);
b) low-frequency
information (ephemeris
decorrelation
parameter, satellite
ephemeris CRC and
satellite availability
information); and
c) satellite data
measurement blocks.

a) By adding item
9.2.5.5a of the
schedule for it
the following:’
The Type 1 message
shall provide the
differential correction
data for individual
GNSS ranging
sources (Table B-70).
The message shall
contain three sections:
a) message
information
(time of validity,
additional
message flag,
number of
measurements
and the
measurement
type);
b) lowfrequency
information
(ephemeris
decorrelation
parameter,
satellite
ephemeris CRC

Complement
s the
guidance
provided in
item 9.2.5 of
the schedule

and satellite
availability
information);
and
c) satellite data
measurement
blocks.

b) Type 2 message —
GBAS-related data.
Type 2 message shall
identify the location of
the GBAS reference
point at which the
corrections provided by
the GBAS apply and
shall give other GBAS-

c) Type 2
message —
GBAS-related
data. Type 2
message shall
identify the
location of the
GBAS
reference point

related data.

d) By adding item
9.2.5.5a of the schedule
for
it the following:’
Message types. The message
types that can be transmitted
by GBAS shall be as in Table
B-63.

at which the
corrections
provided by the
GBAS apply
and shall give
other GBASrelated data.
e) By adding
item 9.2.5.5a of
the schedule for
it the following:’
Message types. The
message types that
can be transmitted by
GBAS shall be as in
Table B-63.

25

9.2.6 Aircraft
GNSS receiver
The aircraft
GNSS receiver
shall process
the signals of
those GNSS
elements that it
intends to use.

9.2.6.1 Integrity
Bounding
of
aircraft
errors. For each satellite
used in the navigation
solution, the receiver shall
compute a σreceiver such
that a normal distribution
with zero mean and a
standard deviation equal to
σreceiver
bounds the
receiver contribution to the
corrected
pseudo-range
error.
9.2.6.1.1 For the GBAS
positioning service using
Type 1 messages, the

h)
By adding item
9.2.6 of the schedule
for
It, the following;

9.2.6.1 Integrity

Bounding of aircraft
errors. For each
satellite used in the
navigation solution,
the receiver shall

Complement
s the
guidance
provided in
item 9.2.5 of
the
schedule.

receiver shall provide an
appropriate alert if no Type 1
message
was
received
during the last 7.5 seconds.
9.2.6.1.2 5 For the GBAS
positioning service using
Type 101 messages, the
receiver shall provide an
appropriate alert if no Type
101 message was received
during the last 5 seconds.

compute a σreceiver
such that a normal
distribution with zero
mean and a standard
deviation equal to
σreceiver bounds the
receiver contribution to
the corrected pseudorange error.
9.2.6.1.1 For the
GBAS positioning
service using Type 1
messages, the
receiver shall provide
an appropriate alert if
no Type 1 message
was received during
the last 7.5 seconds.
9.2.6.1.2 5 For the
GBAS positioning
service using Type
101 messages, the
receiver shall provide
an
appropriate alert if no
Type 101 message
was received during
the last 5 seconds.
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9.2.1.1.1
Positioning
accuracy. The
GPS SPS
position errors
shall not
exceed the
following limits:
(Refer table at
9.2.1.1.10

g)
By adding item
9.2.1.11 of the
schedule for
It, the following;
9.2.1.11 Integrity
The integrity requirement of
the navigation system for a
single aircraft to support enroute,
terminal, initial approach,
non-precision approach and
departure is
assumed to be 1 – 1 ×

9.2.1.11Integrity

10–5 per
hour.

terminal, initial
approach, nonprecision approach
and departure is

Complement
s the
guidance
provided in
item 9.2.5 of
the schedule

The integrity
requirement of the
navigation system for
a single aircraft to
support en-route,

assumed to be 1 – 1 ×
10–5 per
hour.
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3.3 Coverage

3.3.3 Facility Performance
Category I — ILS. An ILS
which provides guidance
information from the coverage
limit of the ILS to the point at
which the localizer course line
intersects the ILS glide path at
a height of 6030 m (200100 ft)
or less above the horizontal
plane containing the threshold.

3.3.3 Facility
Performance Category
I — ILS. An ILS which
provides guidance
information from the
coverage limit of the
ILS to the point at
which the localizer
course line intersects
the ILS glide path at a

To include
standards
from new
ICAO
amendment
92
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3.8.3 The
probability of
not losing the
radiated
guidance signal
shall be greater
than 1 – 2 ×
10–6 in any
period of 15
seconds for
Facility
Performance
Categories II
and III glide
paths
(equivalent to 2
000 hours
mean time
between
outages).

3.8.3.2 For Facility
Performance Category II and
III localizers and glide paths,
the level of integrity and
continuity of service shall be at
least Level 3, as defined in
3.1.3.12.4 (localizer) and
3.1.5.8.4 (glide path).

height of 6030 m
(200100 ft) or less
above the horizontal
plane containing the
threshold.
3.8.3.2 For Facility
Performance Category
II and III localizers and
glide paths, the level
of integrity and
continuity of service
shall be at least Level
3, as defined in
3.1.3.12.4 (localizer)
and 3.1.5.8.4 (glide
path

To include
standards
from new
ICAO
amendment
92
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Reg. 4

Requirements
for CNS
Facilities

The minimum
requirements
for installation,
commissioning,
operation and
maintenance of
the CNS
facilities shall
be in
accordance to
these
Regulations.

4. The minimum
requirements for
planning, installation,
commissioning, training,
operations and
maintenance of facilities
shall conform to these
regulations.
5. The ANSP accompanied
by the Authority
Inspector(s) shall verify
the standards of the new
CNS equipment at
Manufacturer’s factory
before the equipment is
shipped for installation.

Remove the word;
Communications,
Navigation and
Surveillance (CNS).

complement
s the
guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.4

6. The ANSP shall ensure
the Authority
Inspector(s) is included
in the implementation of
sub Regulation ( 2 ).
30

New

Safety case,
notification of
Aeronautical
facility status
and interruption
to service

1. (1) The Air
Navigation
Service
Provider shall
ensure that for
safety critical
systems,
including
automated air
traffic control

Safety
Oversight

systems,
communication
systems and
instrument
landing
systems, the
commissioning
of such
systems shall
include the
conduct of a
safety case or
equivalent.
(2) The Air
Navigation
Service
Provider shall
ensure that
human factors
principles are
observed in the
design,
operations and
maintenance of
aeronautical
telecommunicat
ion facilities.
(3) An air
navigation
service
provider shall,

as soon as
possible—
(a)
forward
to the
Aeronautical
Information
Services—
(i) information
on the
operational
details of any
new facility for
publication in
the
Aeronautical
Information
Publication;
and
(ii) information
concerning any
change in the
operational
status of any
existing facility,
for the issue of
a Notice to
Airmen; and
(b)
ensure
that the

information
forwarded
under subparagraph (a)
has been
accurately
published.
(4) An air
navigation
service
provider shall—
(a)
establish
a procedure to
be used in the
event of
interruption to
or when
upgrading
communication,
navigation and
surveillance
systems;
(b)
specify
an acceptable
recovery time
for each
service.
31

Reg. 18

18. The
Authority shall

. (1) The Air Navigation Service Re-write the
Provider shall develop
Regulation
proficiency certification

complement
s the

Proficiency
certification
program

32

New

Facility
malfunction
incident
reporting and
operational
status of CNS
systems

develop
proficiency
certification
program of
personnel who
are engaged in
the installation,
operation and
maintenance of
Communication
, Navigation
and
Surveillance
systems used
in the
designated
airspace and
aerodrome

program for ATSEP engaged in
the installation, training,
operations and maintenance of
Communication, Navigation
and Surveillance systems in
accordance with guidelines
provided by the Authority.
(2) The Authority shall certify
ATSEP involved in the
installation, training, operations
and maintenance of
Communication, Navigation
and Surveillance systems in
accordance with Civil Aviation
Regulations.

guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.18

1. (1) An air navigation service
provider shall establish
procedures for the reporting,
collection and notification of
facility malfunction incidents
and safety incidents.
(2) The procedures in subregulation (1) shall be
documented in the MANSOPS.
(3) An air navigation service
provider shall compile reports
of incidents and review such
reports periodically with its
maintenance contractors to—

Safety
Oversight

(a) determine the cause of the
incidents and determine any
adverse trends;
(b) implement corrective and
preventive actions where
necessary to prevent
recurrence of the incidents; and
(c) implement any measures to
improve the safety
performance of the
aeronautical
telecommunication service.
(4) The air navigation service
provider shall—
(a)
report any serious
service failure or safety incident
to the Authority and investigate
such incidents in order to
establish how and why the
incident happened, including
possible organizational
contributing factors and to
recommend actions to prevent
a recurrence; and
(b)
ensure that information
on the operational status of
each communication,
navigation and surveillance
facility that is essential for the
en-route, approach, landing,
and take-off phases of flight is
provided to meet the

operational needs of the
service being provided.
33

New

Radio frequency
management
and interference
reporting

16. The air
navigation
service
provider shall—
(a) establish a
procedure for
the
management
and protection
of aeronautical
radio spectrum;
(b) designate a
responsible
person to
control any
frequency
allocation
within the
aeronautical
radio spectrum
to ensure that
there shallbe
no conflict and
interference to
any radio
stations or
facility;

Safety
oversight

(c) ensure that
there is no
wilful
transmission of
unnecessary or
anonymous
radio signals,
messages or
data by any of
its radio
stations;
(d) establish
procedures
with the
communication
authority to
address
occurrence of
radio frequency
interference;
(e) ensure that
any frequency
interference
occurrences
are reported,
investigated
and follow-up
actions taken to
prevent
recurrence;

(f) keep
updated
records of all
allocated
frequencies;
and ensure that
no facility
providing radio
signals for the
purpose of
aviation safety
shall be
allowed to
continue in
operation, if
there is a
suspicion or
any cause to
suspect that
the information
being provided
by that facility
is erroneous
34

New

Interface
2.An air
arrangement for navigation
support services service
provider shall
formalize
interface
arrangements
where

Safety
Oversight

applicable with
external
organizations in
the form of
service level
agreements,
detailing the
following—
(a)
interface
and functional
specifications
of the support
service;
(b)
service
level of the
support service
such as
availability,
accuracy,
integrity and
recovery time
of failure of
service; and
(c)
monitori
ng and
reporting of the
operational
status of the

service to the
service
provider
35

Reg. 6

Approval
Requirement

6.-(1) A person
shall not
provide
communication,
navigation and
surveillance
systems or
operate
communication,
navigation and
surveillance
facility or
facilities in the
designated
airspace and
aerodromes
unless the
system or
facility has
been approved
by the
Authority.
(2) The
Authority shall
approve
installation,
use,

The ANSP shall notify the
Authority of its intention to
procure, install, use,
decommission, upgrade or
relocate any communication,
navigation and surveillance
facility or facilities in the
designated airspace and
aerodromes not less than
thirty(30) days prior to the date
of start of the process.

Reg. 6(2) to be;
The ANSP shall notify
the Authority of its
intention to procure,
install, use,
decommission,
upgrade or relocate
any communication,
navigation and
surveillance facility or
facilities in the
designated airspace
and aerodromes not
less than thirty(30)
days prior to the date
of start of the process.
And new subRegulation 6(3) be;
The Authority shall
approve installation,
use, decommissioning,
upgrading or relocation
of all the
communication,
navigation and
surveillance facility or
facilities in the
designated airspace
and aerodromes.

complement
s the
guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.6

decommissioni
ng, upgrading
or relocation of
all the
communication,
navigation and
surveillance
facility or
facilities in the
designated
airspace and
aerodromes.
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Reg. 7

Inspections and
Audits

.-(1) The
authority shall
carry out safety
inspections and
audits on CNS
facilities,
documents and
records of the
CNS facilities
to determine
compliance in
accordance
with these
Regulations.
(2) An
inspector of the
authority shall
have

1. (1) The Authority shall carry
out safety inspections and
audits on CNS facilities,
documents and records of the
CNS facilities to determine
compliance in accordance with
these Regulations
(2) An inspector of the
Authority shall have
unrestricted access to the
facilities, installations, records
and documents of the service
provider to determine
compliance with these
Regulations and required
procedures.
(3) The Authority shall
communicate to the ANSP the
inspection and audit report
including any corrective action

Write new Sub
regulation (3)(4)(5)

complement
s the
guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.7

unrestricted
access to the
facilities,
installations,
records and
documents of
the service
provider to
determine
compliance
with the
regulations and
these
standards
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Reg. 10

Availability,
reliability and
Test Equipment

10.-(1) The
performance of
technical
facilities shall
be monitored,
reviewed and
reported in
accordance
with these
Regulations.
(2) The CNS
provider shall(a) provide
protected
power supply

required of the inspections and
audits.
(4) The ANSP shall submit to
the Authority, a corrective
action plan for addressing the
deficiencies within the time
stipulated in the audit report
and implement the corrective
action plan proposed after
acceptance by the Authority.
(5) Where the ANSP does not
implement the corrective action
plan within the period agreed in
sub-regulation (4), the Authority
shall take the appropriate
punitive action as provided in
Part VII of these Regulations.
1. (1) An Air Navigation
Re- write the
Services Provider shall be
Regulation
responsible for the provision of
communication, navigation and
surveillance services and
facilities to ensure that the
telecommunication information
and data necessary for the
safe, regular and efficient
operation of air navigation is
available.
(2) The functional specification
of each of the air navigation
service provider’s
telecommunication services
shall include the following
values or characteristics for

complement
s the
guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.10

system, battery
back-up,
reliable
connectivity
and air
conditioning;
(b) ensure
that
appropriate
tools and
test equipment
are available
for personnel
to

maintain the
operation of
equipment;
(c) establish a
procedure to
control,
calibrate, and
maintain all the
equipment
required; and
(d) use
documented

each service—
(a)
availability;
(b)
reliability;
(c)
accuracy;
(d)
integrity;
(e)
mean time between
failure (MTBF); and
(f)
mean time to repair
(MTTF)
(3) The values mentioned in
sub-regulation (2) shall be
derived or measured from
either or both of—
(a)
the configuration of each
service; and
(b)
the known performance
of each service.
(4) the Air navigation service
provider shall describe in the
operations manual the method
used to calculate each of the
values
(5) For a radio navigation
service, the integrity values or
characteristics shall be given
for each kind of navigation aid
facility that forms part of the
service.
(6)The performance of
technical facilities shall be
monitored, reviewed and
reported against these
Regulations.

procedures to (7) The air navigation service
control,
provider shall ensure that a
facility is installed with main
calibrate and
and standby power supply and
maintain test
adequate air conditioning to
equipment.
ensure continuity of operation
(3) The
appropriate to the service being
maintenance
provided.
plan or the
operating and
maintenance
instructions for
each facility
shall specify
the test
equipment
requirements
for all levels
of operation
and
maintenance
undertaken
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Reg. 11

Record Keeping

11. A CNS
provider shall
establish
procedures to
identify, collect,
index, store,
maintain, and
dispose
records
covering-

1. (1) An air navigation service Re- write the
provider shall—
Regulation
(a)
hold copies of relevant
equipment manuals, technical
standards, practices,
instructions, maintenance
procedures, site logbooks,
systems backup data,
equipment and test gear
inventory and any other
documentation that are
necessary for the provision and
(a) the
operation of the facility.
performance
(b)
establish a procedure for
and
the control of the
maintenance
history of each documentation required under
these regulations.
facility;
(c)
keep records under the
(b) the
control of the relevant key
personnel
establishment
of the
(d)
Control access to the
records system to ensure
periodic test
appropriate security.
programmes
for each facility; (2) The air navigation service
provider shall ensure that data
(c) each item of and voice for air navigation
test equipment service operational systems
required for the are recorded continuously and
procedures established for the
measurement
retention and utilization of
of critical
these recordings for analysis
performance
parameters;

complement
s the
guidance
provided in
the text of
Reg.11

(d) each
reported or
detected facility
malfunction; (e)
each internal
quality
assurance
review; and
(f) each
person who
is authorised
to place
facilities into
operational
service

_______
FIRST SCHEDULE
__________
(Made under Regulation 35(1) and (2))
_________
AIRCRAFT NOISE CERTIFICATION CLASSIFICATIONS
PART A:
Classifications as per ICAO Annex 16, Volume I to the Chicago Convention (as amended)
Annex
Chapter
2

3

4

5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13

Details
Subsonic Jet Aeroplanes – Application for Certificate of Airworthiness for the
prototype accepted before 6th October 1977
(a) all subsonic jet aero planes and propeller-driven aero planes, including
their derived versions, with a maximum certificated take-off mass of 55
000 kg and over for which the application for a Type Certificate was
submitted on or after 31 December 2017;
(b) all subsonic jet aero planes, including their derived versions, with a
maximum certificated take-off mass of less than 55000 kg for which the
application for a Type Certificate was submitted on or after 31
December 2020;
(c) all propeller-driven aero planes, including their derived versions, with a
maximum certificated take-off mass of over 8618 kg and less than
55000 kg for which the application for a Type Certificate was submitted
on or after 31 December 2020; and
(d) all subsonic jet aero planes and all propeller-driven aero planes
certificated originally as satisfying Annex 16, Volume I, Chapter 3,
Chapter 4 or Chapter 5, for which recertification to Chapter 14 is
requested.
1. Subsonic jet aero planes – application for type certificate submitted on
or after 6 October 1977 and before 1 st January 2006.
2. Propeller-driven aeroplanes over not exceeding 8618 kgs – Application
for type certificate submitted on or after 1st January 1985 and before
1stJanuary 2006.
1. Supersonic Aeroplanes-Application for certificate of airworthiness for
the prototype accepted on or after 1 st January 2006
2. Propeller driven aeroplanes over 8,618 kg – Application for certificate
of airworthiness for the prototype accepted on or after 1 st January 2006
Propeller-Driven Aeroplanes over 5,700kg – Application for Certificate of
Airworthiness for the Prototype accepted before 1 st January 1985
Propeller-Driven Aeroplanes Not Exceeding 8,618kg – Application for
Certificate of Airworthiness for the Prototype accepted before 17 th November
1988
Propeller driven STOL Aeroplane.
Helicopters
Installed Auxiliary power unit (APU) and associated power systems during
ground operations.
Propeller-Driven Aeroplanes Not Exceeding 8,618kg – Application for
Certificate of Airworthiness for the Prototype or derived version accepted on or
after 17th November 1988
Helicopters Not Exceeding 3,175kg Maximum Certificated Take-off Mass
Supersonic aeroplanes
Tilt-rotor aircraft: -

14.

(a) The Standards of this chapter shall be applicable to all tiltrotors,
including their derived versions, for which the application for a
Type Certificate was submitted on or after 1 January 2018.
(b) Noise certification of tiltrotors which are capable of carrying
external loads or external equipment shall be made without such
loads or equipment fitted.
The Standards of this chapter shall, with the exception of those aeroplanes which
require a runway length of 610 m or less at maximum certificated mass for
airworthiness or propeller-driven aeroplanes specifically designed and used for
agricultural or fire-fighting purposes, be applicable to(a) all subsonic jet aeroplanes and propeller-driven aeroplanes,
including their derived versions, with a maximum certificated takeoff mass of 55 000 kg and over for which the application for a Type
Certificate was submitted on or after 31 December 2017;
(b) all subsonic jet aeroplanes, including their derived versions, with a
maximum certificated take-off mass of less than 55 000 kg for
which the application for a Type Certificate was submitted on or
after 31 December 2020;
(c) all propeller-driven aeroplanes, including their derived versions,
with a maximum certificated take-off mass of over 8 618 kg and
less than 55 000 kg for which the application for a Type Certificate
was submitted on or after 31 December 2020; and
(d) all subsonic jet aeroplanes and all propeller-driven aeroplanes
certificated originally as satisfying Annex 16, Volume I, Chapter 3,
Chapter 4 or Chapter 5, for which recertification to Chapter 14 is
requested.

PART B
INFORMATION TO BE INCLUDED IN THE DOCUMENT ATTESTING NOISE CERTIFICATION
(1)

The following information shall be included on the document attesting noise certification of an
aircraft1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Name of State
Title of the noise document
Number of the document
Nationality or common mark and registration marks
Manufacturer and manufacturer’s designation of aircraft
Aircraft serial number
Engine manufacturer, type and model
Propeller type and model for propeller-driven aeroplanes
Maximum take-off mass and unit
Maximum landing mass and unit for certificates issued
The chapter and section of the Regulations according to which the aircraft is certificated
Additional modifications incorporated for the purpose of compliance with the applicable noise
certification Standards
The lateral/full-power noise level in the corresponding unit for documents issued
The approach noise level in the corresponding unit for documents issued
The flyover noise level in the corresponding unit for documents issued
The overflight noise level in the corresponding unit for documents
The take-off noise level in the corresponding unit for documents issued
Statement of compliance
Date of issuance of the noise certification document
Signature of the officer issuing it.

_____
SECOND SCHEDULE
________
(Regulation 38(2), (3), and (4))
________
AIRCRAFT, ENGINE AND PROPELLER LOGBOOKS
Aircraft logbook:
(1)
The following entries shall be included in the aircraft logbook(a) the name of the constructor, the type of the aircraft, the number assigned
to it by the constructor and the date of construction of the aircraft;
(b) the nationality and registration marks of the aircraft;
(c) the name and address of the operator of the aircraft;
(d) the date of each flight and the duration of the period between take-off
and landing, or, if more than one flight was made on that day, the
number of flights and the total duration of the periods between take-off
and landings on that day;
(e) particulars of all maintenance work carried out on the aircraft or its
equipment;
(f) particulars of any defects occurring in the aircraft or in any equipment
required to be carried in it by or under these Regulations, and of the
action taken to rectify such defects including a reference to the relevant
entries in the technical log required by the Civil Aviation (Air Operator
Certification and Administration) Regulations.
(g) particulars of any overhauls, repairs, replacements and modifications
relating to the aircraft or any such equipment as aforesaid.
Provided that entries shall not be required to be made under subparagraphs (e), (f) and
(g) in respect of any engine or variable pitch propeller.
(2) The following entries shall be included in the engine logbook(a) the name of the constructor, type of engine, the number assigned to
it by the constructor and the date of the construction of the engine;
(b) the nationality and registration marks of each aircraft in which the
engine is fitted;
(c)
the name and address of the operator of each such aircraft(d)
either(i) the date of each flight and the duration of the period between takeoff and landing or, if more than one flight was made on that day,
the number of flights and the total duration of the periods
between take-off and landings on that day; or
(ii) the aggregate duration of periods between take-off and landing for
all flights made by that aircraft since, immediately preceding
occasion that any maintenance, overhaul, repair, replacement,
modification or inspection was undertaken on the engine.
(e) Particulars of all maintenance work done on the engine;
(f) Particulars of any defects occurring in the engine, and of the
rectification of such defects, including reference to the relevant entries
in the technical log required by the Civil Aviation (Air Operator
Certification and Administration) Regulations;
(g) Particulars of all overhauls, repairs, replacement and modifications
relating to the engine or any of its accessories.
(3).
The following entries shall be included in the variable pitch
propeller logbook(a) the name of the constructor, the type of the propeller, the number
assigned to it by the constructor and the date of the construction of the
propeller;
(b) the nationality and registration marks of each aircraft, and the type and
number of each engine, to which the propeller is fitted;

(c) the name and address of the operator of each such aircraft;
(d) either(i)
the date of each flight and the duration of the period between
take-off and landing or, if more than one flight was made on
that day, the number of flights and the total duration of the
periods between take-off and landings on that day; or
(ii)

the aggregated duration of periods between take-off and
landing for all flights made by that aircraft since immediately
preceding occasion that any maintenance, overhaul, repair,
replacement, modification or inspection was undertaken on the
propeller;
(e) particulars of all maintenance work done on the propeller;
(f) particulars of any defects occurring in the propeller, and of the
rectification of such defects, including a reference to the relevant entries
in the technical log required by regulation 10(2) and (3) of these
Regulations;
(g) particulars of any overhauls, repairs, replacements and modifications
relating to the propeller.
_________

THIRD SCHEDULE
__________
(Regulation 39 (4) and 41 (b))
________
MAJOR REPAIRS AND MODIFICATION FORM
_

5.1 MAJOR REPAIR AND MODIFICATION
RECORDS

United
Republic of
Tanzania
For TCAA
Use Only
Office
Identification

(Airframe, Engine, Propeller or Appliance)
INSTRUCTIONS: Print or type all entries. See the Civil Aviation (Airworthiness) Regulation 42(5) for instructions and
disposition of this form.
Make
Model
1. Aircraft

Serial Number

Nationality and Registration Mark

Name (As shown on registration certificate)

Address (As shown on registration certificate)

2.
Owner

3. Unit Identification
Unit

4. Type

Make

Model

Serial Number

Repair

Modifi
cation

Airframe
Engine
Propeller
Appliance

Type
Manufacture

5. Conformity Statement
A. Organisation Name and Address

B. Kind of License/Organisation
Others
Approved Maintenance Organisation

C. Certificate/License
Number
(For an AMO include the appropriate
ratings issued for the major repair or
modification)

Manufacturer
D. I certify that the repair and/or modification made to the unit(s) identified in item 4 above and described on the reverse
or attachments hereto have been made in accordance with the requirements of the Civil Aviation (Airworthiness)
Regulations and that the information furnished herein is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.
Date
Signature of Authorised Individual

6. Approval for Return to Service
Pursuant to the authority given persons specified below, the unit(s) identified in item 4 was inspected in the manner
prescribed by the Authority and is
APPROVED
REJECTED
Other (Specify)
TCAA Inspector
Manufacturers
B
Y
Maintenance
Organisation
Date of Approval or Rejection

Other
Certificate or Designation Number

Signature of Authorised
Individual

FOURTH SCHEDULE
__________
(Made under regulation 54)
PENALTIES
REG.
NO.
6
8
15
19
20(1)
21
22
24
25
26
27
28
30
31
32
33
34
36
37
38
39
40
41
48
50

TITLE
Issue of supplemental type certificate
Certificate of airworthiness to be in force.
Airworthiness directives and service bulletins.
Conditions on the special flight permit.
Certificate of fitness for flight.
Responsibility for maintenance.
Continued airworthiness information
Compliance with the manufacturer’s instructions and airworthiness directives.
Reporting of failures, malfunctions, and defects.
Persons authorised to perform maintenance, preventive maintenance and
modification.
Personnel authorised to approve for return to service.
Persons authorised to perform inspections.
Performance rules: maintenance.
Performance rules: inspection.
Airworthiness limitation performance rules.
Aircraft mass schedule
Requirements of noise certification
Keeping of maintenance release records.
Technical Log entries.
Aircraft ,engine and propeller log books
Maintenance, rebuilding, and modification records.
Description of overhaul and rebuilding records.
Approval for return to service.
Use and retention of certificates and records.
Enforcement of directions

PART
A
A
A
B
A
B
A
A
A
B
B
B
A
A
A
B
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
A

_______
FIFTH SCHEDULE
________
(Made under regulation 8)
_________

For use by the Authority

1.Tanzania

3. Document number:

4. Nationality and registration
marks:

2. NOISE CERTIFICATE
5. Manufacturer and manufacturer’s designation
of aircraft:

6. Aircraft serial number:

7. Engine:
9. Maximum take-off mass:
kg

8. Propeller: *
10. Maximum landing mass:
*
kg

11. Noise certification Standard:

12. Additional modifications incorporated for the purpose of compliance with the applicable noise certification
Standards:
13. Lateral/full14. Approach noise 15. Flyover noise
16. Overflight noise 17. Take-off noise
power
level:*
level:*
level:*
level:*
noise level:*
Remarks:
18. This noise certificate is issued pursuant to Volume I of Annex 16 to the Convention on International Civil
Aviation, in respect of the above-mentioned aircraft, which is considered to comply with the indicated noise
Standard when maintained and operated in accordance with the relevant requirements and operating limitations.
19. Date of issue .................................................................................. 20.
Signature....................................................................................................
* These boxes may be omitted depending on the noise certification Standard.”

LEGAL NOTICE NO ……………………..
CIVIL AVIATION ACT
(CAP 80)
THE CIVIL AVIATION (PERSONNEL LICENSING) REGULATIONS, 2022

ARRANGEMENT OF REGULATIONS
Regulation

Title
PART I
PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS

1. Citation
2. Interpretation
3. Application

PART II
LICENCES, CERIFICATION, RATINGS AND AUTHORISATIONS

4. Licenses and certificates issued
5. Ratings issued
6. Transitional measures relating to the B1, B2 licensing
7. Authorizations issued
8. Special authorization for non-passenger carrying flights
9. Authority to act as a flight and remote flight crew member
10. Rendering a licence valid
11. Rendering a licence valid pursuant to a formal agreement between Contracting States
under common licensing regulations
12. Privileges of the holder of a licence
13. Medical fitness
14. Validity of a medical assessment certificate
15. Medical examiners
16. Application requirements for medical examination
17. Medical reports
18. Medical report audits
19. Failure to meet medical requirements

1

20. Confidentiality of medical reports
21. Validity of licences
22. Deferral of medical examination
23. Decrease in medical fitness
24. Extension of validity of medical certificate
25. Use of psychoactive substances
26. Language proficiency
27. Duration of licences, certificates, ratings, and authorisations.
PART III
VALIDATION AND CONVERSION OF FOREIGN FLIGHT CREW LICENCES AND
RECOGNITION OF MILITARY QUALIFICATIONS
28. General requirements for validation
29. Validation certificate with PPL privileges.
30. Validation certificates with privileges of private pilots licence with instrument rating,
Commercial pilots, commercial pilots licence with instrument rating, multi crew pilots
licence, airline transport pilot licence and flight engineer.
31. Recognition of military or former military flight crew qualifications
32. Conversion of the United Republic of Tanzaniamilitary pilots qualification
33. Conversion of foreign pilot licences
34. Conversion of flight engineer licence.
PART IV
VALIDATION, CONVERSION OF FOREIGN AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS
LICENCE AND RECOGNITION OF MILITARY AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS
35. Validation of aircraft maintenance engineer licence (AMEL)
36. Conversion of foreign aircraft maintenance engineer’s
licence
37. Recognition of military aircraft maintenance personnel qualifications
PART V
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR TESTING AND TRAINING FOR PILOT
LICENCES, RATINGS AND AUTHORISATIONS
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38. Authority to act as a flight crew member
39. Knowledge test- prerequisites and passing grades.
40. Practical tests- prerequisites for flight crew
41. Practical tests- general requirements for flight crew
42. Practical tests- required aircraft and equipment
43. Retesting after failure
44. Records of training time
45. Recording of flight time of a holder of pilot licence
46. Limitations on the use of synthetic flight trainer
47. Use of synthetic flight trainers for demonstrations of skill
48. General requirements for pilot licences, ratings and authorizations

PART VI
LICENCES AND RATINGS FOR PILOTS
49. General licensing specifications
50. Transitional measures related to the powered-lift category
51. Requirements for class and type ratings
52. Requirements for the issue of class and type ratings
53. Use of a flight simulation training device for acquisition of experience and
demonstration of skill
54. Requirements for instrument rating.
55. Requirements for authorization to conduct instructions.
56. Crediting of flight time
57. Curtailment of privileges of pilots
Student pilot licence
58. Eligibility requirements for student pilot licence
59. Solo flight requirements
60. Privileges and limitations
61. Solo flight cross-country requirements
62. Renewal requirements
Private pilot Licence
63. Eligibility requirements for private pilot licence
64. Aeronautical knowledge and skills requirements PPL
65. Privileges and limitations of the holder of PPL
66. Specific requirements for the issuance of aeroplane category rating flight instructions
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67. Aeronautical experience and skill requirements for PPL with an aeroplane category
rating
68. Specific requirements for the issue of the helicopter category rating – experience and
flight instructions
69. Specific requirements for the issue of the powered-lift category rating – experience and
flight instructions

70. Specific requirements for the issue of the airship category rating – experience and flight
instructions
71. Renewal requirements
Commercial Pilot Licence
72. Eligibility requirements for commercial pilot licence or CPL
73. Aeronautical knowledge requirements for CPL
74. Specific requirements for the issue of the aeroplane category rating –experience and
flight instructions
75. Specific requirements for the issue of the helicopter category rating – experience and
flight instructions
76. Specific requirements for the issue of the powered-lift category rating – experience and
flight instructions
77. Specific requirements for the issue of the airship category rating – experience and dual
instructions
78. Specific requirements for the issue of the lighter than air or balloon category category
rating – experience and dual instructions
79. Privileges and limitations
80. Renewal requirements
Multi-crew pilot licence
81. Eligibility requirements for multi-crew pilot licence (MPL)
82. Aeronautical knowledge and skill requirements for multi-crew pilot licence
83. Experience and flight instruction
84. Privileges and limitations
85. Renewal requirements
Airline transport pilot licence
86. Eligibility requirements for Airline transport pilot licence (ATPL)
87. Aeronautical knowledge for airline transport pilot licence (ATPL)
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88. Skill requirements for airline transport pilot licence r (ATPL
89. Specific requirements for the issue of the aeroplane category rating – experience and
flight instructions
90. Specific requirements for the issue of the helicopter category rating –Experience and
flight instructions
91. Specific requirements for the issue of the powered-lift category rating – experience and
flight instructions
92. Privileges and limitations
93. Additional aircraft category, class and type ratings
94. Renewal requirements
Instrument rating
95. General eligibility requirements for instrument rating (IR)
96. Aeronautical knowledge and skill requirements
97. Specific requirements for instrument rating (IR)
98. Flight instruction
99. Privileges and limitations
100.
Renewal requirements
Flight instructor rating
101.
Eligibility Requirements for flight instructor rating
102.
Aeronautical knowledge and skills requirements
103.
Flight Instruction
104.
Trainees records.
105.
Additional category.
106.
Privileges
107.
Limitations and qualifications
108.
Renewal requirements
109.
Renewal of an expired flight instructor rating
Glider pilot licence
110.
General eligibility requirements for glider pilot licence
111.
Aeronautical knowledge and skill requirements
112.
Privileges and limitations
Free balloon pilot licence
113.
Eligibility requirements for free balloon pilot licence
114.
Aeronautical knowledge and skill requirements
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115.

Privileges and limitations

116.

Renewal requirements

Other Ratings
117.
Category ratings
118.
Class ratings
119.
Type ratings
120.
Category II and III operations pilot authorization requirements
Balloon ratings
121.
Balloon ratings

Night rating
122.
General eligibility requirements.
123.
Flight instruction requirements
124.
Privileges and limitations
125.
Renewal requirements.
Flight examiner authorization
126.
Flight examiner authorization requirements
127.
Training requirements

128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.

PART VII
LICENCES AND RATINGS FOR REMOTE PILOTS
General licensing specifications
Eligibility requirements
Category ratings
Class and type ratings
skill requirements for class and type ratings
Use of a FSTD for acquisition of experience and demonstration of competencies
Requirements for authorization to conduct remote pilot licence training.
Crediting of RPAS flight time
Privileges and the conditions to be observed in exercising such privileges
Curtailment of privileges for remote pilots

Student remote pilot
138.
Student remote pilot
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139.
General requirements for the issue of the remote pilot licence -knowledge and
skill
140.
Specific requirements for the issue of remote pilot licence –Experience
141.
Remote pilot licence training
RPA instructor rating
142.
Requirements for the issue of RPAS instructor rating or authorization
143.
Skill and experience requirements
144.
Remote pilot instructor training.
145.
Privileges of the holder of the rating and the conditions to be observed in
exercising such privileges

PART VIII
LICENCES FOR FLIGHT CREW MEMBERS OTHER THAN LICENCES FOR PILOTS
Flight engineer’s licence
146.
General eligibility requirements for a flight engineer
147.
Aeronautical knowledge requirements
148.
Experience requirements
149.
Skill requirements
150.
Privileges and Limitations
151.
Renewal requirements
Flight radiotelephony operator licence
152.
General eligibility requirements for flight radiotelephony operator licence
153.
Knowledge and skill requirements
154.
Privileges
155.
Renewal requirements
Ground instructor licence
156.
Eligibility requirements for a ground instructor
157.
Privileges of a ground instructor licence
158.
Requirements for ratings
159.
Limitations
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160.
161.

Renewal Requirements
Authorization for Flight Simulator Instructor

PART IX
LICENCES AND RATINGS FOR PERSONNEL OTHER THAN FLIGHT CREW MEMBERS
Aircraft Maintenance Engineer licence (AMEL)
162.
General eligibility requirements for Aircraft Maintenance Engineer’s licence
(AMEL)
163.
Knowledge and skill requirements for Aircraft maintenance engineer
164.
Experience requirements: licence with or without type rating
165.
Privileges and limitation of AMEL A, B1, B2 and C
166.
Recency and renewal requirement
Air traffic controller Licence
167.
General eligibility requirements for an air traffic controller licence
168.
Required licences and ratings or qualifications
169.
Skill and knowledge requirements for Air traffic controller licence
170.
Air traffic controller ratings
171.
Requirements for air traffic controller ratings
172.
Experience and skill requirements
173.
Privileges and Limitations
174.
Validity of ratings
175.
Maximum working hours.
176.
Responsibilities over fatigue.
177.
Prohibition of unlicensed air traffic controllers
178.
Renewal requirements
Flight operations officer licence
179.
General eligibility requirements for Flight operations officer licence.
180.
Knowledge and skill requirements for Flight operations officer licence
181.
Privileges and Limitations
182.
Renewal requirements
Aviation repair specialist authorization
183.
Eligibility requirements for an aviation repair specialist authorization
184.
Privileges and limitations of an aviation repair specialist
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185.
186.

Display of authorization
Surrender of authorization

Cabin crew member
187.
Required certificate, ratings and qualifications for cabin crew member
188.
Eligibility requirements
189.
Knowledge requirements
190.
Privileges
191.
Renewal requirements

192.
193.
194.
195.

PART X
AVIATION MEDICAL STANDARDS AND CERTIFICATION
General
Aviation medical examiner, designation and qualifications
Evaluation of Medical Examiners' competence
Delegation of authority

Medical Certification Procedures
196.
Medical records.
197.
Aviation medical examiner submission of signed medical evaluation report
198.
Issue of Medical Certificate
199.
Denial of Medical Certificate
200.
Medical confidentiality
201.
Issue of Medical Certificate with a limitation
202.
Duration of Medical Certificate
203.
Renewal of Medical Certificate
204.
Medical Assessments
205.
Medical requirements
206.
Requirements for Medical Assessments
207.
Physical and mental requirements
208.
Colour perception requirements
209.
Hearing test requirements
210.
Issue of Medical Certificate for persons under oral drugs
211.
Visual requirements-general
212.
Vision testing requirements
213.
Acceptability of correcting lenses
214.
Distance vision requirements
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215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232.
233.
234.

Near vision requirements
Ear and related structures
Hearing requirements
Cardiovascular: general
Blood pressure and circulation
Electro-cardiography examination
Neurological requirements
Respiratory capability
Radiology (X-ray) evaluation
Vestibular apparatus
Bones, muscles and tendons.
Endocrine system.
Diabetic applicant
Gastrointestinal and digestive tract
Kidneys and urinary tract.
Lymphatic glands or disease of the blood.
Gynaecological conditions
Pregnancy.
Speech defects
Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome

Class 1 Medical Assessment
235.
Class 1 Medical Assessment
236.
Physical and mental requirements
237.
Visual requirements
238.
Hearing requirements
Class 2 Medical Assessment
239.
Class 2 Medical Assessment
240.
Physical and mental requirements
241.
Visual requirements
242.
Hearing requirements
Class 3 Medical Assessment
243.
Class 3 Medical Assessment
244.
Physical and mental requirements
245.
Visual requirements
246.
Hearing requirements
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PART XI
EXEMPTIONS
247.
248.

Requirements for application
Exemption
PART XII
GENERAL PROVISIONS

249.
250.
251.
252.
253.
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.
261.
262.

Possession of the licence
Use of psychoactive substance
Drug and alcohol testing and reporting
Inspection of licences, certificates and authorizations.
Change of Name
Change of Address
Replacement of documents
Suspension and Revocations of documents
Use and retention of documents and records.
Reports of violation
Enforcement of directions
Aeronautical user fees
Application of regulations to Government and visiting forces, etc.
Extra-territorial application of Regulations

PART XIII
OFFENCES AND PENALTIES
263.
264.

Contravention of Regulations
Penalties

PART IV
TRANSITION, SAVINGS and REVOCATION
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265.

Transition, savings and Revocation

SCHEDULES
FIRST SCHEDULE
SPECIFICATIONS FOR PERSONNEL LICENCES
SECOND SCHEDULE
LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY REQUIREMENTS
THIRD SCHEDULE
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ISSUE OF THE MULTI CREW PILOT LICENSE
FOURTH SCHEDULE
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL REQUIREMENTS FOR AIRCRAFTMAINTENANCE
ENGINEERS LICENSE
FIFTH SCHEDULE
OFFENSES AND PENALTIES
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THE L CIVIL AVIATION (PERSONNEL LICENSING) REGULATIONS, 2020
PART I
PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS

Citation

Interpretatio
n

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Civil Aviation (Personnel
Licensing) Regulations, 2022 .
2. In these Regulations, unless the context otherwise requires:
“Accredited medical conclusion” means the conclusion reached by
one or more medical experts acceptable to the Authority for the
purposes of the case concerned, in consultation with other experts as
necessary;
“Adopted competency” means A group of competencies with their
associated description and performance criteria adopted from ICAO
competency framework that an organization uses to develop
competency-based training and assessment for a given role.
“Aeronautical experience” means pilot time obtained in an aircraft,
approved synthetic flight trainer for meeting the training and flight
time requirements of these Regulations;
“Aeroplane” means a power-driven heavier-than-air aircraft, deriving
its lift in flight chiefly from aerodynamic reactions on surfaces which
remain fixed under given conditions of flight;
“Appropriate airworthiness requirements” means the comprehensive
and detailed airworthiness codes established, adopted or accepted by a
contracting state for the class of aircraft, engine or propeller under
consideration.
“Airmanship” means the consistent use of good judgment and welldeveloped knowledge, skills and attitudes to accomplish flight
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objectives;
. “Air Traffic Control Service” means a service provided for the
purpose of:
(a) preventing collisions:
(i) between aircraft; and
(ii)on the manoeuvring area, between aircraft and
obstructions; and
(b) expediting and maintaining an orderly flow of traffic;
“Air Traffic Control unit” is a generic term meaning variously, area
control centre, approach control unit or aerodrome control tower;
“Aircraft” means any machine that can derive support in the
atmosphere from the reactions of the air other than the reactions of the
air against the earth’s surface;
“Aircraft avionics” means any electronic device, including its
electrical part for use in an aircraft, including radio, automatic flight
control and instrument systems;
“Aircraft category” means classification of aircraft according to
specified basic characteristics such as aeroplane, rotorcraft, glider and
lighter-than-air and powered-lift aircraft;
“Aircraft certificated for single-pilot operation” means a type of
aircraft which the State of Registry has determined, during the
certification process, can be operated safely with a minimum crew of
one pilot;
“Aircraft required to be operated with a co-pilot” means a type of
aircraft that is required to be operated with a co-pilot, as specified in
the flight manual or by the air operator certificate;
“Airship” means a power-driven lighter –than-air aircraft;
“Aircraft type” means all aircraft of the same basic design;
“Aircraft
type of” means all aircraft of the same basic design
including all modifications thereto except those modifications which
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result in a change in handling or flight characteristics;
“Airframe” means the fuselage, booms, nacelles, cowlings, fairings,
airfoil surfaces including rotors, but excluding propellers and rotating
airfoils of a power plant, landing gear of an aircraft, accessories and
controls;
“Appliance” means any instrument, mechanism, equipment, part,
apparatus, appurtenance, or accessory, including communications
equipment, that is:
i. used or intended to be used in operating or controlling an
aircraft in flight:
ii. installed in or attached to the aircraft, and
iii. not part of an airframe, powerplant, or propeller.
“Appropriate airworthiness requirements” means the comprehensive
and detailed airworthiness codes established, adopted or accepted by a
contracting state for the class of aircraft, engine or propeller under
consideration.
“Approved maintenance organisation (AMO)means an organisation
approved to perform specific aircraft maintenance activities by the
Authority including the inspection, overhaul, maintenance, repair or
modification and release to service of aircraft or aircraft component;
“Approved training” means training conducted under special curricula
and supervision approved by the Authority;
“Approved training organization” means an organization approved by
and operating under the supervision of the Authority in accordance
with the Civil Aviation (Approved Training) Regulations and these
Regulations to perform approved training;
“ATS surveillance service” means a service provided directly by
means of an ATS surveillance system;
“ATS surveillance system” is a generic term meaning variously, ADSB, PSR, SSR or any comparable ground-based system that enables the
identification of aircraft;
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“Authorised instructor” means a person who:
(a) holds a valid approved instructor licence, endorsement or
authorization issued under these Regulations for conducting
ground training;
(b) holds a current flight instructor rating issued under these
Regulations for conducting ground training or flight training;
or
(c) is authorised by the Authority to provide ground training, flight
training, or other training under these Regulations and the Civil
Aviation (Approved Training Organisations) Regulations;
“Authority” means Tanzania Civil Aviation Authority;
“Automatic validation of a licence” means Rendering a licence
provided for in valid pursuant to a formal agreement between
Contracting States under common licensing regulations
“Aviation repair specialist (ARS)” means a person qualified to
perform or supervise the maintenance, preventive maintenance, or
alteration of aircraft, airframes, aircraft engines, propellers, appliances,
components, and parts appropriate to the designated specialty area for
which the aviation repair specialist is authorised but only in
connection with employment by an Approved Maintenance
Organization;
“Balloon” means a non-power-driven lighter-than-air aircraft;
“Basic Training” means fundamental knowledge and skills
appropriate to disciplines pursued in the traffic safety surveillance
system environment;
“Cabin crew member” means a crew member who performs in the
interest of safety and comfort of passengers, duties assigned by the
operator or the PIC of the aircraft, but who shall not act as a flight
crew member;
“Category II or CAT II operations” means a precision instrument
approach and landing with:
(a) a decision height lower than 60m or 200) Ft, but not lower than
30m or 10 Ft; and
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(b) a RVR not less than 350m;
“Category IIIA or CAT IIIA operations” means a precision
instrument approach and landing with:
(a) a decision height lower than 30m or 100ft or no decision
height; and
(b) a RVR not less than 200m;
“Category IIIB or CAT IIIB operations” means a precision
instrument approach and landing with:
(a) a decision height lower than 15m or 50Ft or no decision height;
and
(b) a RVR less than 200m but not less than 50m;
“Category IIIC or CAT IIIC operations” means a precision
instrument approach and landing with
(a) no decision height; and
(b) no Runway Visual Range limitations;
Certificate of
‘’discharge or release’’:

means certificate of
release/permission from chief commander to a military officer releasing him
from performing his military activities and allowing the offer to perform
civilian activities

“Certify as airworthy” means to certify that an aircraft or parts thereof
comply with current airworthiness requirements after maintenance has
been performed on the aircraft or parts thereof;
“Check pilot” means a pilot approved by the Authority who has the
appropriate training, experience, and demonstrated ability to evaluate
and certify to the knowledge and skills of pilots;
“CNS-ATM facility” means communication, navigation, surveillance
or air traffic management facilities used in provision of air navigation
services;
“Command and control (C2) link” mean the data link between the
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remotely piloted aircraft and the remote pilot station for the purposes
of managing the flight;
“Commercial air transport operation” means an aircraft operation
involving the transport of passengers, cargo or mail for remuneration
or hire;
“Competency” means a dimension of human performance that is used
to reliably predict successful performance on the job, manifested and
observed through behaviours that mobilize the relevant knowledge,
skills and attitudes to carry out activities or tasks under specified
condition;
“Competency-based training and assessment” means training and
assessment that are characterized by a performance orientation,
emphasis on standards of performance and their measurement, and the
development of training to the specified performance standards.
“Competency standard” means a level of performance that is defined
as acceptable when assessing whether or not competency has been
achieved.
“Competency element” means an action that constitutes a task that has
a triggering event and a terminating event that clearly defines its
limits, and an observable outcome;
“Competency unit” means a discrete function consisting of a number
of competency elements;
“Conditions” means anything that may qualify a specific environment
in which performance will be demonstrated.
“Credit” means
qualifications;

recognition

of

alternative

means

or

prior

“Contracting State” means a State that is signatory to the Convention
on International Civil Aviation;
“Co-pilot” means a licensed pilot serving in a piloting capacity other
than as pilot in command, but excluding a pilot who is on board the
aircraft for the sole purpose of receiving flight instruction;
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“Course” means a programme of instruction to obtain a license, rating,
qualification, authorisation, or recurrency required under the Civil
Aviation (approved training orgaizations) Regulations and these
Regulations;
“Crew Resource Management or CRM” means a program designed to
improve the safety of flight operations by optimising the safe,
efficient, and effective use of human resources, hardware, and
information through improved crew communication and co-ordination;
“Critical engine” means the engine whose failure would most
adversely affect the performance or handling qualities of an aircraft;
“Cross country” means a flight between a point of departure and a
point of arrival following a pre-planned route using standard
navigation procedures;
“Detect and avoid” means the capability to see, sense or detect
conflicting traffic or other hazards and take the appropriate action;
“Designated medical examiner” means a person qualified and
licensed in the practice of medicine, designated by the Authority to
conduct medical examinations of fitness of applicants and issue reports
for the issue or renewal of the licences or certificates or ratings
specified in these Regulations;
“Dual instruction time” means flight time during which a person is
receiving flight instruction from a properly authorized pilot on board
the aircraft or from a properly authorized remote pilot using the remote
pilot station during a remotely piloted aircraft flight;

“Equipment” means portion of a system that performs a function that
contributes to a system output;
“Error” means an action or inaction by an operational person that
leads to deviations from organizational or the operational person’s
intentions or expectations;
“Error management” means the process of detecting errors and
responding to them with countermeasures that reduce or eliminate the
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consequences of errors and mitigate the probability of further errors or
undesired states;
“Evaluator” means a person employed by an approved training
organisation who performs tests for licensing, added ratings,
authorisations, and proficiency checks that are authorised by the
certificate holder's training specification, and who is authorised by the
Authority to administer such checks and tests;
“Examiner” means any person authorised by the Authority to conduct
a pilot proficiency test, a practical test for a licence or rating, or a
knowledge test under these Regulations;
“Facility” means a physical plant, including land, buildings, and
equipment, which provides the means for the performance of
maintenance, or modifications of any article;
“Flight crew member” means a licensed crew member charged with
duties essential to the operation of an aircraft during flight duty period;
“Flight plan” means specified information provided to air traffic
services units relative to an intended flight or portion of a flight of an
aircraft;
“Flight time” means:
(a) for aeroplanes and gliders, the total time from the moment an
aeroplane or a glider moves for the purpose of taking off until
the moment it finally comes to rest at the end of the flight and
it is synonymous with the term “block to block” or “chock to
chock” time in general usage which is measured from the time
an aeroplane first moves for the purpose of taking off until it
finally stops at the end of the flight;
(b) for helicopter, the total time from the moment helicopter rotor
blades start turning until the moment the helicopter comes to
rest at the end of the flight and the rotor blades are stopped;
(c) for airships or free balloon, the total time from the moment an
airship or free balloon first becomes detached from the surface
until the moment when it next becomes attached thereto or
comes to rest thereon;
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“Flight simulation training device” means any one of the following
three types of apparatus in which flight conditions are simulated on the
ground:
(a) a flight simulator, which provides an accurate representation of
the cockpit of a particular aircraft type or an accurate
representation of the remotely piloted aircraft system or RPAS
to the extent that the mechanical, electrical, electronic, aircraft
systems control functions, the normal environment of flight
crew members, and the performance and flight characteristics
of that type of aircraft are realistically simulated;
(b) a flight procedures trainer, which provides a realistic cockpit
environment, realistic RPAS environment and simulates
instrument responses, simple control functions of mechanical,
electrical, electronic, aircraft systems, and the performance and
flight characteristics of aircraft of a particular class; and
(c) a basic instrument flight trainer, which is equipped with
appropriate instruments, and simulates the cockpit environment
of an aircraft or the RPAS environment in flight in instrument
flight conditions;
“Flight time-remotely piloted aircraft system” means The total time
from the moment a command and control (C2) link is established
between the remote pilot station (RPS) and the remotely piloted
aircraft (RPS) for the purpose of taking-off or from the movement the
remote pilot receivers control following handover until the movement
the remote pilot completes a handover or the C2 link between the RPS
and the RPA is terminated at the end of the flight.
“Glider” means a non-power-driven heavier-than-air aircraft deriving
its lift in flight chiefly from aerodynamic reactions on surfaces which
remain fixed under given conditions of flight;
“Glider flight time” means the total time occupied in flight, whether
being towed or not, from the moment the glider first moves for the
purpose of taking off until the moment it comes to rest at the end of
the flight;
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“Handover” means the act of passing piloting control from one
remote pilot station to another
“Heavier-than-air aircraft” means any aircraft deriving its lift in
flight chiefly from aerodynamic forces;
“Helicopter” means a heavier-than-air aircraft supported in flight
chiefly by the reactions of the air on one or more power-driven rotors
on substantially vertical axis;
“Heliport” means an aerodrome or defined area on a structure
intended to be used wholly or in part for the arrival, departure, and
surface movement of helicopters;

“Human performance” means human capabilities and limitations
which have an impact on the safety and efficiency of aeronautical
operations;
“ICAO competency framework” means a competency framework,
developed by ICAO, is a selected group of competencies for a given
aviation discipline where each competency has an associated
description and observable behaviours.
“Inspection” means the examination of an aircraft or aircraft
component to establish conformity with a standard approved by the
Authority;
“Instrument approach procedure” means a series of predetermined
manoeuvres by reference to flight instruments with specified
protection from obstacles from the initial approach fix, or where
applicable from the beginning of a defined arrival route to a point from
which a landing can be completed and thereafter, where a landing is
not completed, to a position at which holding or enroute obstacle
clearance criteria apply;
“Instrument flight time” means the time during which a pilot is
piloting an aircraft solely by reference to instruments and without
external reference points or a remote pilot is piloting a remotely
piloted aircraft, solely by reference to instruments and without external
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reference points;
“Instrument ground time” means the time during which a pilot is
practicing, on the ground, simulated instrument flight in a flight
simulation training device approved by the Authority;
“Instrument time” means time in which cockpit instruments are used
as the sole means for navigation and control;
“Instrument training” means training which is received from an
authorised instructor under actual or simulated instrument
meteorological conditions;

“Knowledge test” means a test on the aeronautical knowledge areas
required for a licence or rating that can be administered in written
form or by a computer;
“Licenced aircraft maintenance engineers LAME course” means a
training course for maintenance licence ratings in airframe, powerplant
and avionics;
“Licensing Authority” means the Authority designated by a
Contracting State as responsible for the licensing of personnel
“Licensed aircraft maintenance engineer” means a person licenced
by the Authority to perform defined maintenance upon aircraft or
aircraft components;
“Lighter-than-air aircraft” means any aircraft supported chiefly by its
buoyancy in the air
“Maintenance” means the performance of tasks required to ensure the
continuing airworthiness of an aircraft, including any one or
combination of overhaul, inspection, replacement, defect rectification,
and the embodiment of a modification or repair;
“Medical assessor” means a physician, appointed by the Authority,
qualified and experienced in the practice of aviation medicine and
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competent in evaluating and assessing medical conditions of flight
safety significance;
“Medical Certificate or Medical Assessment” means the evidence
issued by the Authority confirming that the licence holder meets
specific requirements of medical fitness;
“Medical examiner” means a physician with training in aviation
medicine and practical knowledge and experience of the aviation
environment, who is designated by the Authority to conduct medical
examinations of fitness of applicants for licences or ratings for which
medical requirements are prescribed;
“Monitoring” means a cognitive process to compare an actual to an
expected state;
“Night” means the hours between the end of evening civil twilight and
the beginning of morning civil twilight where Civil twilight ends in
the evening when the centre of the sun’s disc is 6 degrees below the
horizon and begins in the morning when the centre of the sun’s disc is
6 degrees below the horizon;
“NOTAM” means Notice to Airmen;
“Observable behaviour or OB” means single role-related behaviour
that can be observed and may or may not be measurable;
Pilot or to pilot to” means to manipulate the flight controls of an
aircraft during flight time;
“Performance criteria” means statements used to assess whether the
required levels of performance have been achieved for a competency
where performance criterion consists of an observable behaviour,
condition or conditions and a competency standard;
“Pilot flying or PF” means the pilot whose primary task is to control
and manage the flight path and the secondary tasks are to perform nonflight path related actions such as radio communications, aircraft
systems, other operational activities and to monitor other
crewmembers;
“Pilot monitoring or PM” means a pilot whose primary task is to
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monitor the flight path and its management by the PF and the
secondary tasks are to perform non–flight path related actions such as
radio communications, aircraft systems, other operational activities
and to monitor other crewmembers;
“Pilot-In-Command or PIC” means the pilot designated by the
operator, or in the case of general aviation, the owner, as being in
command and charged with the safe conduct of a flight;
“Pilot- in- command under supervision” means a co-pilot performing
under the supervision of the pilot-in-command, the duties and
functions of a pilot-in-command, in accordance with the method of
supervision acceptable to the Authority;
“Pilot time” means that time a person:
(a) serves as a required pilot;
(b) receives training from an authorised instructor in an aircraft, or
approved synthetic flight trainer; or
(c) gives training as an authorised instructor in an aircraft, or
approved synthetic flight trainer;
“Powered-lift” means a heavier-than-air aircraft capable of vertical
takeoff, vertical landing, and low speed flight that depends principally
on engine driven lift devices or engine thrust for lift during these flight
regimes and on non-rotating airfoil(s) for lift during horizontal flight;
“Powerplant” means an engine that is used or intended to be used for
propelling aircraft, and it includes turbo superchargers, appurtenances,
and accessories necessary for its functioning, but does not include
propellers;
“Power-lift” means a heavier-than-air aircraft capable of vertical takeoff, vertical landing, and low speed flight that depends principally on
engine-driven lift devices or engine thrust for the lift during these
flight regimes and on non-rotating aerofoils for lift during horizontal
flight;
“Practical test” means a competency test on the areas of operations
for a licence, certificate, rating, or authorisation that is conducted by
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having the applicant respond to questions and demonstrate
manoeuvres in flight, in an approved synthetic flight trainer, or in a
combination of these;
“Pressurised aircraft” means an aircraft fitted with means of
controlling out flow of cabin air in order to maintain maximum cabin
altitude of not more than 10,000ft so as to enhance breathing and
comfort of passengers and crew;
“Problematic use of substances” means the use of one or more
psychoactive substances by aviation personnel in a way that
constitutes a direct hazard to the user or endangers the lives, health or
welfare of others; and causes or worsens an occupational, social,
mental or physical problem or disorder;
“Proficiency check” means the process of the check pilot
administering each prescribed manoeuvre and procedure to a pilot as
necessary until it is performed successfully during the training period;
“Propeller” means a device for propelling an aircraft that has blades
on a powerplant driven shaft and that, when rotated, produces by its
action on the air, a thrust approximately perpendicular to its plane of
rotation and it includes control components normally supplied by its
manufacturer, but does not include main and auxiliary rotors or
rotating airfoils of powerplants;
“Psychoactive substance” means alcohol, opioids, cannabinoids,
sedatives and hypnotics, cocaine, other psychostimulants,
hallucinogens, and volatile solvents, whereas coffee and tobacco are
excluded;
“Quality system” means documented organizational procedures and
policies, internal audits of those policies and procedures, management
review and recommendation for quality improvement;
“Qualification training” means job category related knowledge,
attitude and skills appropriate to the discipline to be pursued;
“Rated air traffic controller” means an air traffic controller holding a
licence and valid ratings appropriate to the privileges to be exercised;
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“Rating” means an authorisation entered on or associated with a
license or certificate and forming part thereof, stating special
conditions, privileges or limitations pertaining to such license or
certificate;
“Rated Air Traffics Service Equipment Personnel or ATSEP” means
air traffic personnel holding valid rating(s) appropriate to the
privileges to be exercised;
“Remote co-pilot” means a licensed remote pilot serving in any
piloting capacity other than as remote pilot-in-command but excluding
a remote pilot who is in the remote pilot station for the sole purpose of
receiving flight instruction;
“Remote flight crew member” means a licensed flight crew member
charged with duties essential to the operation of a remotely piloted
aircraft system during a flight duty period;
“Remote pilot” means a person charged by the operator with duties
essential to the operation of a remotely piloted aircraft and who
manipulates the flight controls, as appropriate, during flight time;
“Remote pilot-in-command” means the remote pilot designated by the
operator as being in command and charged with the safe conduct of a
flight;
“Remote pilot station or RPS” means the component of the remotely
piloted aircraft system containing the equipment used to pilot the
remotely piloted aircraft;
“Remotely piloted aircraft or RPA” means an unmanned aircraft
which is piloted from a remote pilot station;
“Remotely piloted aircraft system or RPAS” means a remotely piloted
aircraft, its associated remote pilot station or stations, the required
command and control links and any other components as specified in
the type design;
“Rendering a licence valid or Validation” means the action taken by
the Authority, as an alternative to issuing its own licence, in accepting
a licence issued by any other Contracting State as the equivalent of its
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own licence;

“Repair” means the restoration of an aircraft or aircraft component to
a serviceable condition in conformity with an approved standard;
“Rest period” means a period free of all restraint, duty or
responsibility as specified by the Authority;
“Rotorcraft” means a power-driven heavier-than-air aircraft supported
in flight by the reactions of the air on one or more rotors;
“Safety-sensitive personnel” means a person who might endanger
aviation safety if they perform their duties and functions improperly
including but not limited to crew members, aircraft maintenance
personnel and air traffic controllers;
“Sign a maintenance release or to sign a maintenance release ”
means to certify that maintenance work has been completed
satisfactorily in accordance with appropriate airworthiness
requirements, by issuing the maintenance release in the case of a
release not issued by an approved maintenance organization or in the
case of a release issued by an approved maintenance organization;
“Significant” means to a degree or of a nature that is likely to
jeopardize flight safety;
“Solo flight” means a flight on which a student pilot of the aircraft is
the sole occupant of the aircraft;
“Solo flight time” means flight time during which a student pilot is the
sole occupant of the aircraft;
“Solo flight time flight time — remotely piloted aircraft systems”
means Flight time during which a student remote pilot is controlling
the remotely piloted aircraft system, acting solo;
“Specific operating provisions” means a document describing the
ratings, class or limited containing reference material and process
specifications used in performing repair work, along with any
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limitations applied to an AMO;
“State of Registry” means the State on whose register the aircraft is
entered.
“State safety programme (SSP ) means an integrated set of
regulations and activities aimed at improving safety;
“Substance” means alcohol, sedatives, hypnotics, anxiolytics,
hallucinogens, opioids, cannabis, inhalants, central nervous system
stimulants such as cocaine, amphetamines, and similarly acting
sympathomimetics,
phencyclidine
or
similarly
acting
arylcyclohexylamines, and other psychoactive drugs and chemicals;
“Substance abuse” means any of the following:
(a) the use of a substance in a situation in which that use was
physically hazardous, if there has been at any other time an
instance of the use of a substance also in a situation in which
that use was physically hazardous; or
(b) a verified positive drug test result acquired under an anti-drug
program or internal program of a State government; or
(c) misuse of a substance that the Authority, based on case history
and qualified medical judgment relating to the substance
involved, finds that it makes the applicant unable to safely
perform the duties or exercise the privileges of the license
applied for or held or as may reasonably be expected, for the
maximum duration of the Medical Certificate applied for or
held, to make the applicant unable to perform those duties or
exercise those privileges;
“Substance dependence” means a condition in which a person is
dependent on a substance, other than tobacco or ordinary xanthinecontaining beverages, as evidenced by increased tolerance;
manifestation of withdrawal symptoms; impaired control of use; or
continued use despite damage to physical health or impairment of
social, personal, or occupational functioning;
“Synthetic flight trainer” means any one of the following three types
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of apparatus in which flight conditions are simulated on the ground:
(a) a synthetic flight trainer, which provides an accurate
representation of the cockpit of a particular aircraft type to the
extent that the mechanical, electrical or electronic aircraft
systems control functions, the normal environment of flight
crew members, and the performance and flight characteristics
of that type of aircraft are realistically simulated;
(b) a flight procedures trainer, which provides a realistic cockpit
environment, and which simulates instrument responses,
simple control functions of mechanical, electrical, electronic,
etc. aircraft systems, and the performance and flight
characteristics of aircraft of a particular class;
(c) a basic instrument flight trainer, which is equipped with
appropriate instruments, and which simulates the cockpit
environment of an aircraft in flight in instrument flight
conditions;
“System” means one or more types of electronic equipment and
ancillary devices functioning to provide a service;
“System or equipment rating training” means system or equipment
knowledge, attitude and skills leading to recognized competency;

“Threat” means events or errors that occur beyond the influence of an
operational person, increasing operational complexity and must be
managed to maintain the margin of safety;
“Threat management” means the process of detecting threats and
responding to them with countermeasures that reduce or eliminate the
consequences of threats and mitigate the probability of errors or
undesired states;
“Training program” means a program that consists of a course or
courses courseware, facilities, training equipment, and personnel
necessary to accomplish a specific training objective and may include
a core curriculum and a specialty curriculum;
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“Training time” means the time spent receiving from an authorized
instructor flight training, ground training, or simulated flight training
in an approved synthetic flight trainer; and
“VMC” means minimum control speed with critical engine
inoperative
Application

3. These Regulations shall apply to personnel licensed by the Authority
or persons engaged in any operation governed by any part contained
herein.
PART II

LICENCES, CERTIFICATES, RATINGS AND AUTHORISATIONS
License and
certificates
issued

4. (1) The Authority may issue the following licences for the following
personnel;
(a) Flight crew:
(i) Student Pilot Licence (SPL);
(ii) private pilot or PPL — aeroplane, airship, helicopter or
powered-lift;
(iii) commercial pilot (CPL)— aeroplane, airship, helicopter or
powered-lift;
(iv) multi-crew pilot (MPL) — aeroplane;
(v) airline transport pilot (ATPL)— aeroplane, helicopter or
powered-lift
(vi) glider pilot;
(vii) free balloon pilot;
(viii) flight navigatorflight engineer (FE);
(ix) aremote pilot for aeroplane, airship, glider, rotorcraft, poweredlift or free balloon
(x) remote pilot
(b) Other personnel:
(i) aircraft maintenance engineer licence ;
(ii) air traffic controller licence ;
(iii) flight operations officer licence;
(iv) flight radio telephone operator;
(v) aeronautical station operator
(vi) ground instructor licence; and
(vii) cabin crew member certificate.
(2) Where the applicant does not meet the specific requirements for the
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issue of the particular flight crew licence, he or she shall obtain a student
pilot licence to enable him or her fulfill the eligibility requirements for pilot
licence issued under these Regulations.
(3) Personnel licences and certificates issued by the Authority shall
conform to the specifications prescribed in the First Schedule to these
Regulations
Ratings
issued

5. (1) The Authority may issue the following ratings for pilots:
(a) category ratings for:
(i) aeroplane;
(ii) rotorcraft;
(iii)glider;
(iv)free balloon;
(v) powered-lift; and
(vi)airship of a volume of more than 4600 cubic metres;
(vii)
Remote Piloted Aircraft
(b) class ratings in the following aeroplanes:
(i) single-engine, land;
(ii) single-engine, sea;
(iii)multi-engine, land; and
(iv)multi-engine, sea.
(c) class ratings in the following rotorcraft:
(i) helicopters; and
(ii) gyroplane.
(d) class ratings in the following lighter than-air aircraft:
(i) airship; and
(ii) free balloon.
(e) type ratings in the following aircraft:
(i) aircraft certificated for at least two pilots;
(ii) helicopters certificated for single pilot operations and which
have comparable handling, performance and other
characteristics;
(iii)powered-lift category;
(iv)any aircraft considered acceptable by the Authority
(f) instrument ratings in the following aircraft:
(i) instrument – single engine aeroplane;
(ii) instrument – multi engine aeroplane;
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(iii)instrument – single engine helicopter;
(iv)instrument – multi engine helicopter.
(g) night rating;
(h) flight instructor rating;
(i) ground instructor ratings:
(i) basic;
(ii) advanced; and
(iii)instrument.
(2) When the holder of a pilot licence seeks a licence for an additional
category of aircraft, the Authority shall issue the licence holder with an
additional pilot licence for the new category rating in accordance with subregulation (1) and any other requirements in these Regulations.
(3) For the powered lift category:
(a) the Authority may endorse a type rating for aircraft of the
powered-lift category on an aeroplane or helicopter pilot licence
provided the applicant meets the training requirement prescribed
in these Regulations;
(b) the endorsement of the rating on the licence shall indicate that the
aircraft is part of the powered-lift category.
(c) the training for the type rating in the powered lift category shall be
completed during a course of approved training, shall take into
account the previous experience of the applicant in an aeroplane
or a helicopter as appropriate and incorporate all relevant aspects
of operating an aircraft of the powered-lift category.
(4) Category ratings shall not be endorsed on a licence where the category is
included in the title of the licence itself.
(5) Any additional category rating endorsed on a pilot licence shall indicate
the level of licensing privileges at which the category rating is granted.
(6) The Authority may place the category, class or type rating on a pilot
licence when issuing that licence, provided the rating reflects the appropriate
category, class, or type of aircraft used to demonstrate skill and knowledge
for its issue and the aircraft type is registered in the United Republic of
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Tanzania.
(7) The Authority may issue the following ratings for flight engineers:
(a) reciprocating engine powered including type rating;
(b) turbo propeller powered including type rating; and
(c) turbojet powered including type rating.
(8) The Authority may issue the following ratings for air traffic controllers:
(a) aerodrome control rating;
(b) approach control procedural rating;
(c) approach control surveillance rating;
(d) approach precision radar control rating;
(e) area control procedural rating; and
(f) area control surveillance rating
(9)(1)

The Authority may issue the following categories without type ratings for Aircraft Maintenance
Engineer Licence :
(i) Category ‘A’ – Aeroplane;
(ii) Category ‘C’ - Piston engines;
(iii) Category ‘C’ - Gas Turbine engines;
(iv) Category ‘A’ and ‘C’ - Piston Engined Rotorcraft;
(v) Category ‘A’ and ‘C’ - Turbine Engined Rotorcraft;
(vi) Category ‘A’ and ‘C’ - Piston Engined Airship;
(vii) Category ‘A’ and ‘C’ - Turbine Engined Airship;
(viii) Category ‘X’ - Electrical;
(ix) Category ‘X’ - Instruments;
(x) Category ‘X’ - Automatic Pilots -Aeroplanes;
(xi) Category ‘X’ - Automatic Pilots - rotorcraft;
(xii) Category ‘X’ - Compass Compensation and Adjustments;
(xiii) Category R – Radio
(9) The Authority may issue the specific or group type ratings for Aircraft Maintenance Engineer
Licence which may be granted for specific aircraft or engines defined by, or listed in subparagraphs
(a),(b),(c)and (d) excluding aeroplanes; engines; helicopters and systems of aircraft 13,610 kg
(30,000Ibs) maximum take -off mass (MTOM) or greater and gas-turbine engines in Aeroplanes
exceeding 22.25 KN (5000lbf) static thrust including if so endorsed the associated auxilliary power
unit (APU) installations for which maintenance has to be carried out and certified under company
approval.
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(a) Category ‘A’ aeroplanes;
(i) composite material aeroplanes not exceeding 5700 kg MTOM;
(ii)
wooden and combined wood and metal aeroplanes: an aeroplane if the
primary structures is manufactured from wood or combinations of wood and
metal;
(iii) unpressurized aeroplanes not exceeding 2730 kg
MTOM;
(iv)
(v)
(vi)
(vii)
(viii)

Pressurized aeroplanes not exceeding 2730 kg MTOM;
unpressurised aeroplanes not exceeding 5700 kg MTOM;
pressurized aeroplanes not exceeding 5700 kg MTOW;
unpressurised aeroplanes exceeding 5700 kg MTOM; or
pressurised aeroplanes exceeding 5700 kg MTOM;

(b) Category ‘C’ Engines;
(i) diesel Engines in Aeroplanes;
(ii) Piston Engines in Aeroplanes excluding diesel engines;
(iii) gas-turbine engines in Aeroplanes not exceeding 22.25 Kilo Newton (5000lbf)
static thrust including if so endorsed
the associated auxilliary power unit (APU) installations;
(iv) Propeller turbine engines in aeroplanes including
if so endorsed the associated APU installations.
(c) Category “A” and “C” Rotorcraft:
(i)
piston-engined rotorcraft;
(ii) turbine-engined rotorcraft not exceeding 2730 kg MTOM; or
(iii) turbine-engined rotorcraft above 2730 kg MTOM but
below 5700 kg MTOM.
(d) Category “A” and “C” Airship:
(i)
piston-engined airship; or
(ii)
turbine-engined airship.
(e) Category “X” – Electrical:
(i)
aircraft in which the main generation system output is direct current (dc),
including alternators having self contained rectifier system, and in which
secondary alternators having an individual power rating not exceeding 1.5
KVA may be fitted;
(ii)
aircraft in which the main generation system output is dc and which have
installed “frequency wild” alternators with an individual power rating
exceeding 1.5KVA for auxiliary services;
(iii)
(iv)

aircraft in which the main generation system output is “frequency wild”
alternating current (ac) and dc power is supplied from Transformer Rectifier
Units; and
aircraft in which the main generation system output is constant speed drive
units, or variable speed constant frequency (VSCF) generator/converter
systems, and direct current (dc) power is supplied from transformer rectifier
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units;
Category “X” – Instruments:
(i)
general aircraft instrument systems but excluding instruments installed on
any aircraft which has installed a Flight Director System;
(ii) flight Director Systems with air driven gyroscopes (attitudes);
(iii) flight Director Systems with electrical driven gyroscopes (attitudes);
(g) Category “X” –Automatic Pilots (Aeroplanes):
(i)
Non-Radio-Coupled Automatic Pilots;
(ii) Radio-Coupled Automatic Pilots;
(f)

(h) Category “X” –Automatic Pilots (Rotorcraft):
(i) Non Radio-Coupled Automatic Pilots;
(ii) Radio-Coupled Automatic Pilots;
(i) Category “X” – Compass: Compass compensation and adjustment;
(j) Category “R” – Radio;
(i) airborne communication and airborne navigation systems;
(ii) airborne radar systems.
(k) The aircraft of which type /group rating is sought must be of a type enlisted on State civil
register; and
(l) For an applicant to qualify for a group rating he or she shall have more than two categories

endorsed on the licence.

(2)The Authority may issue the following categories without type ratings for
Aircraft Maintenance Engineer Licence:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Category A;
Category B1;
Category B2;
Category C

(10) The Authority may issue the specific or group type rating for Aircraft
Maintenance Engineer Licence which may be granted for the following
specific aircraft or engines:
(a) A1 Fixed Wing -Aeroplane Turbine;
(b) A2 Fixed wing -Aeroplane Piston;
(c) A3 -Helicopters Turbine;
(d) A4 -Helicopters -Piston;
(e) B1.1- Fixed Wing -Aeroplane Turbine
(f) B1.2-Fixed wing -Aeroplane Piston
(g) B1.3-Helicopter -turbine
(h) B1.4- Helicopter -piston
(i) B2 Avionics - fitted to all aircraft
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Transitional
measures
relating
to
aircraft
maintenance
engineers
licence
(AMEL)

6. The aircraft maintenance engineers licenses for category A, C, A & C,
X and R shall not be renewed beyond March, 2027 and shall be
converted by the Authority into the appropriate B1 or B2 category upon
request by the applicant in accordance with the procedures prescribed
by the Authority in the applicable technical guidance material.

Authorizatio
ns issued

7. (1) The Authority may issue authorizations including the following under
these Regulations:
(a) Category II operations;
(b) Category III operations;
(c) flight examiner;
(d) flight engineer Instructor;
(e) type rating instructor;
(f) cabin crew member instructor;
(g) flight operations officer instructor
(h) designated examiners
(i) medical examiner; and
(j) aviation repair specialist or ARS
(2) The Authority may issue the following classes for aviation repair
specialists authorisation:
(a)
propellers;
(b)
computer;
(c)
instrument;
(d)
accessory;
(e)
component;
(f)
welding;
(g)
non-destructive testing; and
(h)
any other authorization as determined by the Authority.

Special
authorization
for nonpassenger

8. (1) The Authority shall not permit the holder of a flight crew licence to act
either as pilot-in- command or co- pilot of an aeroplane, an airship, a
helicopter or a powered- lift aircraft unless the holder has received
authorization as follows:
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carrying
flights

(a) the appropriate class rating specified in Regulation 5(1)(b); or
(b) a type rating when required in accordance with the provisions of
Regulation 5(1)(e).
(2) When a type rating is issued limiting the privileges to act as co-pilot, or
limiting the privileges to act as pilot only during the cruise phase of the
flight, such limitation shall be endorsed on the rating.
(3) For the purpose of training, testing, or specific special purpose nonrevenue or non-passenger carrying flights, special authorization may be
provided in writing to the licence holder by the Authority in place of issuing
the class or type rating in accordance with this Regulation.
(4) Subject to sub-regulation (3) authorization shall be limited in validity
to the time needed to complete the specific flight.

Authority to
act as a flight
and remote
flight crew
member

9. (1) A person shall not act as a flight crew member of an aircraft or as a
remote flight crew member of a Remotely Piloted Aircraft System
unless he or she holds a valid licence issued by the Authority showing
compliance with the specifications of these Regulations and appropriate
to the duties to be performed by that person.
(2) All flight crew members and remote flight crew members shall carry their
appropriate licences on board every aircraft engaged in international and
domestic operations.

Rendering a
licence valid

10. (1) The Authority may render valid a licence issued by another State as
an alternative to the issuance of its own licence and shall after
verification issue a certificate of validation to be carried with the foreign
licence accepting it as the equivalent of its own licence.
(2) Where the Authority limits the authorization to specific privileges, the
certificate of validation shall specify the privileges of the licence which are to
be accepted as its equivalent.
(3) The duration of the validation shall not extend beyond the period of
validity of the licence.
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(4) The authorization ceases to be valid when the licence upon which it was
issued is revoked or suspended.
Rendering a
licence valid
pursuant to a
formal
agreement

11. (1) Notwithstanding the provisions in Regulations 10, the Authority shall
automatically render valid a licence issued by another EAC Partner State
provided that the States have:
(a) adopted common licensing Regulations;
(b) entered into a formal agreement recognizing the automatic
validation process;
(c) established a surveillance system to ensure the continuing
implementation of the common licensing Regulations; and
(d) the agreement has been registered with ICAO pursuant to Article
83 of the Convention on International Civil Aviation.
(2) When issuing a licence subject to sub-regulation (1), the Authority shall
endorse on the licence to render it automatically valid in the EAC Partner
States under the agreement, quoting the ICAO registration number and shall
include a list of all States that are party to the agreement.
(3) For the purpose of this Regulation,
(a)common licensing Regulations refers to a common licensing regulatory
EAC Parterneframework that:
i. is legally binding and directly applicable to the EAC
Partner States party to the agreement recognizing the
automatic validation process; and
ii. contains identical requirements for licence issuance,
maintenance of competency and recent experience
(b) EAC Partiner State Refers Republic of Burundi, Republic of Kenya,
Republic of Uganda, Republic of Rwanda and South Sudan
(4) Subject to the provision of sub-regulation (1), the following licences may
be automatically rendered valid within the EAC Partner States:
(a) flight crew licences
(b) aircraft maintenance engineers licences
(c) air traffic controller licences

Privileges of
a licence
holder

12. The Authority shall not permit the holder of a licence to exercise
privileges other than those granted by that licence.
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Medical
fitness

13. (1) An applicant for flight crew licence or air traffic controller’s licence
shall, hold a medical certificate issued in accordance with these
Regulations

Validity of a 14. (1) Theperiod of validity of a Medical Assessment certificate shall
begin on the day the medical examination is performed.
medical
assessment
(2) The period of validity of a medical assessment certificate shall be in
certificate
accordance with the provisions of these Regulationsand may be extended, at
the discretion of the Authority, up to 45 days.
(3) The day on which the medical assessment certificate expires shall remain
constant by allowing the expiry date of the current medical assessment
certificate to be the beginning of the new validity period, provided that the
medical examination takes place within 45 days before expiry of the current
medical assessment certificate.
(4) Flight crew members, cabin crew members or air traffic controllers shall
not exercise the privileges of their licence/certificates unless they hold a
valid medical assessment certificate of fitness appropriate to the
licence/certificates .

Medical
examiners

15. (1) The Authority shall designate medical examiners who have received
training in aviation medicine and demonstrated competency in aviation
medicine.
(2) Pursuant to these Regulations, the designated medical examiners shall
receive refresher training at regular intervals and have practical knowledge
and experience of the conditions in which the holders of licences and
ratings carry out their duties
(3) The competence of the designated medical examiner shall be evaluated
periodically by the medical assessor.
(4) The Authority shall designate medical examiners, qualified and licensed
in the practice of medicine, to conduct medical examinations of fitness of
applicants for the issue or renewal of the licences.
(5) Before designation, medical examiners shall have received training in
aviation medicine and demonstrated adequate competency in aviation
medicine and shall receive refresher training at regular intervals.
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Application
requirements
for medical
examination

16. (1) Applicants for licences or ratings for which medical fitness is
prescribed shall sign and furnish the medical examiner with a
declaration stating whether they have previously undergone such an
examination and, if so, the date, place and result of the last examination.
(2) The applicant shall indicate to the examiner whether his or her medical
assessment certificate has previously been refused, revoked or suspended
and, if so, the reason for such refusal, revocation or suspension
(3) Any false declaration to a medical examiner made by an applicant for a
licence or rating shall be reported to the Authority for such action as may be
considered appropriate.
(4) If an applicant for a Medical Certificate fails within a reasonable period to
provide the requested medical information or history, or fails to authorise the
release so requested, the Authority may deny the application as well as suspend,
modify or revoke all Medical Certificates held by the applicant.

Medical
reports

17. (1) A medical examiner shall, upon completion of the medical
examination of the applicant, coordinate the results of the examination
and submit a signed report, or equivalent to the Authority, in accordance
with these Regulations and procedures prescribed in the applicable
technical guidance material, detailing the results of the examination and
evaluating the findings with regard to medical fitness
(2) The Authority shall, where the medical examination is carried out by 2 or
more medical examiners, appoint one of the medical examiners to be
responsible for coordinating the results of the examination, evaluating the
findings with regard to medical fitness, and signing the report.
(3) Where the medical report is submitted to the Authority in electronic
format, adequate identification of the examiner shall be established.
(4) Medical examiner report to the Authority any individual case if in the aviation
medical examiner’s judgement, an applicant has failed to meet any requirement
that is likely to jeopardize flight safety; and
(5) having commenced a medical evaluation of an applicant, submit to the
Authority the report, whether the evaluation is terminated prior to completion,
yielded sub-standard results, or was completed satisfactorily.
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Medical
report audits

18. (1) The Authority shall use the services of a medical assessor to
evaluate reports submitted to the Authority by medical examiners.
(2) A medical examiner shall submit sufficient information to the Authority
to enable the Authority undertake medical assessment audits.
(3) The Authority shall carry out audits to ensure that medical examiners meet
the requirements of these Regulations and the applicable technical guidance
materials for good medical practice and aeromedical risk assessment.

Failure
to
meet medical
requirements

Confiden
tiality of
medical
reports

Validity
licences

of

19. Where the medical requirements for a particular licence under these
Regulations are not met, the appropriate medical certificate shall not be
issued or renewed unless the following conditions are fulfilled:
(a) accredited medical conclusion indicates that in special
circumstances the applicant’s failure to meet any requirement,
whether numerical or otherwise, is such that, exercise of the
privileges of the licence applied for is not likely to jeopardize
flight safety;
(b) relevant ability, skill and experience of the applicant and
operational conditions have been given due consideration; and
(c) the licence is endorsed with applicable special limitation or
limitations when the safe performance of the licence holder’s
duties is dependent on compliance with such limitation or
limitations.
20. .(1) Medical Reports shall be kept confidential at all times.
(2) All medical reports and records shall be securely held with
accessibility restricted to authorized personnel.
(3) When justified by operational considerations, the medical assessor shall,
with reference to prescribed technical guidance material determine to what
extent pertinent medical information is presented to relevant officials of the
Authority.
21.

(1) A holder of a licence shall not exercise the privileges granted by
that licence, or by related ratings, unless the holder maintains
competency and meets the requirements for recent experience
established in these Regulations and the applicable technical guidance
materials.
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(2) Where a licence was issued by another Contracting State, the Authority
shall confirm the validity of the licence in accordance with the applicable
technical guidance materials.
(3) The maintenance of competency and recent experience requirements for
pilot licences and ratings, based on a systematic approach to accident
prevention established, shall include a risk assessment process and analysis of
current operations, including accident and incident data appropriate to that
State.
(4) The maintenance of competency of flight crew members engaged in
commercial air transport operations may be satisfactorily established by
demonstration of skill during proficiency flight checks completed in
accordance with these Regulations.
(5) Maintenance of competency may be satisfactorily recorded in the
operator’s records and in the flight crew member’s personal logbook.
(6) A flight crew member may, in lieu of maintaining competency in an
aircraft, demonstrate continuing competency in synthetic flight training
devices approved by the Authority
(7) A report of medical fitness obtained in accordance with these Regulations
shall be valid from the date of the medical examination for a period not
greater than:
(a) 24 months for PPL aeroplane;
(b) 24 months for PPL helicopter or gyroplane;
(c) 24 months for PPL airship or balloon;
(d) 24 months for PPL glider;
(e) 12 months for the CPL aeroplane;
(f) 12 months for CPL helicopter or gyroplane;
(g) 12 months for CPL airship or balloon;
(h) 12 months for ATPL aeroplane;
(i) 12 months for MPL aeroplane;
(j) 12 months for ATPL helicopter;
(k) 12 months for the flight engineer licence;
(l) 24 months for the ATC licence;
(m)12 months for the cabin crew member certificate; and
(n) 24 months for the Remote Pilot Licence.
(8) Where a holder of airline transport pilot licence for aeroplane, helicopter
and powered-lift, and commercial pilot licence for aeroplane, airship, balloon,
helicopter and powered-lift, has passed their 40th birthday, the period of
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validity specified in sub-regulation (7) shall be reduced to 6 months.
(9) Where a holder of private pilot licence for aeroplane, airship, helicopter
and powered-lift, free balloon pilot licence, glider pilot licence, remote pilot
licence and air traffic controller licence has passed their 40th birthday, the
period of validity specified in sub-regulation (7) shall be reduced to 12
months.
(10) A licence or certificate issued by the Authority shall not be valid unless
the holder of the licence or certificate has signed his name on the licence or
certificate in ink with the holder’s ordinary signature.

Deferral of
medical
examination

22. (1) The prescribed re-examination of a licence holder operating in an
area distant from the United Republic of Tanzania designated medical
examiner’s facilities may be deferred at the discretion of the Authority,
provided that such deferment shall only be made as an exception and
shall not exceed:
(a) a single period of 6 months in the case of a flight crew member of
an aircraft engaged in non-commercial operations; or
(b) 2 consecutive periods each of 3 months in the case of a flight crew
member of an aircraft engaged in commercial operations provided
that in each case a favourable medical report is obtained after
examination by a designated medical examiner of the area
concerned; and
(c) in the case of a private pilot, a single period not exceeding 12
months where the medical examination is carried out by an
examiner designated by Contracting State in which the applicant is
temporarily located.
2 consecutive periods each of 3 months in case of a remote flight
crew member
(2) For a deferral granted under sub regulation (1) (b) and (c), a report of the
medical examination shall be submitted to the Authority for the license to be
renewed.

Decrease
medical
fitness

in

23. (1) A Holder of licences provided for in these Regulations shall not
exercise the privileges of his or her licences and related ratings at any
time when he or she aware of any decrease in his or her medical fitness
which might render the holder unable to safely and properly exercise
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these privileges.
(2) A licence holder who conceives shall inform the Authority as soon as she
confirms the pregnancy and the provisions of Regulation 232 shall apply as
applicable
(3) A licence holder shall inform the Authority of any decrease in medical
fitness which requires continued treatment with prescribed medication or
which requires hospital treatment.
(4) The Authority shall suspend the medical certificate of a licence holder
during any period in which the Authority becomes aware that the licence
holder’s medical fitness has, from any cause, decreased to an extent that
would have prevented the issue or renewal of the licence holder’s medical
certificate.
(5) The suspension referenced in sub-regulation (4) shall continue until the
end of the period of the decrease in medical fitness, or until the expiration of
the medical certificate, whichever comes first.
(6) The Authority shall ensure that a licence holder does not exercise the
privileges of the licence and related ratings during any period in which his or
her medical fitness has, from any cause, decreased to an extent that would
have prevented the issue or renewal of their medical certificate.
(7) In the event of an accident or incident, the licence holder shall be required
to undergo a medical assessment.
Extension of
validity
of
medical
certificate

24. The period of validity of a medical certificate may be extended by the
Authority, up to 45 days.

Use
of
psychoactive
substances

25. (1) A holder of a licence provided for in these Regulations shall not
exercise the privileges of his licence and related ratings while under the
influence of any psychoactive substance which might render him or her
unable to safely and properly exercise these privileges.
(2) A holder of a licence provided for in these Regulations shall not engage
in any problematic use of substances and when found, shall be removed from
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their safety critical functions.
(3) The Authority may, after successful treatment and medical assessment or
where no treatment is necessary, after cessation of the problematic use of
substances and upon determination that the licence holder’s continued
performance of the function is unlikely to jeopardize safety, consider return
of the licence holder to the safety critical functions.

Language
proficiency

Duration of
licences,
certificates,
ratings, and
authorisation
s.

26. (1) A holder of aeroplane, airship, helicopter and powered-lift pilot
licence or free balloon, remote pilots, glider, air traffic controllers,
aeronautical station operators licence shall demonstrate the ability to
speak and understand the english language used for radio telephony
communications to the level specified in the language proficiency
requirements as provided for in the Second Schedule to these
Regulations.
(2) Licensed personnel specified in sub-regulation (1) who demonstrates
language proficiency below the expert Level or Level 6 shall be evaluated at
intervals in accordance with an individual’s demonstrated proficiency level
as follows:
(a) those demonstrating language proficiency at the operational Level or
Level 4 shall be evaluated once every three years;
(b) and those demonstrating language proficiency at the extended Level
or Level 5 shall be evaluated once every 6 years.
27. (1) The Authority shall issue licences with a specific expiry date except
as specifically provided for by these Regulations.
(2) Except for an aviation repair specialist authorisation, all authorisations
and ratings issued under these Regulations shall be valid for the term
prescribed by the Authority in the authorization but in any case, not more
than 12 months.
(3) An aviation repair specialist authorisation issued on the basis of
employment with a specified employer, shall be valid for the term of
employment of the aviation repair specialist with that employer.
(4) A student pilot licence or SPL shall be valid:
(a) for a holder who is less than forty years of age, from the date the
licence is issued or renewed by the Authority for a period of the
remainder of the 24 four months validity of the holder’s medical
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certificate; or
(b) for a holder who is 40 years of age or more, from the date the
licence is issued or renewed by the Authority for a period of the
remainder of the 12 months validity of the holder’s medical
certificate.
(5) A PPL with an aeroplane or rotorcraft or glider category rating shall be
valid:
(a) for a holder who is less than 40 years of age, from the date the
licence is issued or renewed by the Authority for a period of the
remainder of the 24 four months validity of the holder’s medical
certificate; or
(b) for a holder who is 40 years of age or more, from the date the
licence is issued or renewed by the authority for a period of the
remainder of the 12 months validity of the holder’s medical
certificate.
(6) A CPL with an aeroplane or rotorcraft category rating shall be valid:
(a) for a holder who is less than 40 years of age, from the date the licence
is issued or renewed by the Authority for a period of the remainder of
the 12 months validity of the holder’s medical certificate; or
(b) for a holder who is 40 years of age or more, from the date the licence
is issued or renewed by the Authority for a period of the remainder of
the 6month validity of the holder’s medical certificate.
(8) An instrument rating is valid for a period of 12 months from the date of
the initial or renewal flight test.
(9) A night rating is valid for a period of 12 months from the date of the
initial issue or renewal of the rating.
(10) A Flight Engineer Licence is valid from the date the licence is issued or
renewed by the Authority for a period of the remainder of the 12-month
validity of the holder’s medical certificate.
(11) A flight radio telephony operator Licence is valid for a period of 24
from the date of issue or renewal.
(12) A Flight operation officer or dispatcher licence is valid for a period of
24 months from the date of issue or renewal.
(13) A cabin crew member certificate shall be valid:
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(a)
for a holder who is less than 40 years of age, from the date the
certificate is issued or renewed by the Authority for a period of the remainder
of the 24 four months validity of the holder’s medical certificate; or
(b)
for a holder who is 40 years of age or more, from the date the
certificate is issued or renewed by the Authority for a period of the remainder
of the 12 months validity of the holder’s medical certificate.
(14) Aircraft Maintenance Engineer Licence is valid for a period of 24
months from the date of issue or renewal.
(15) A Flight Instructor Rating is valid for a period of 12 months from the
date of the instructor flight test or renewal.
(16) A Ground Instructor Licence is valid for a period of 24 months from the
date of issue or renewal.
(17) An Air Traffic Controller Licence shall, in the case of a holder who is:
(a) less than 40 years of age, be valid from the date the licence is issued or
renewed for a period of the remainder of 24 months validity of the
holder’s Medical Certificate; or
(b) 40 years of age or more, be valid from the date the licence is issued or
renewed for a period of the remainder of 12 months validity of the
holder’s Medical Certificate.
PART III
VALIDATION AND CONVERSION OF FOREIGN FLIGHT CREW LICENCES AND
RECOGNITION OF MILITARY QUALIFICATIONS
General
requirements
for
validation.

28. (1) A person who holds a current and valid pilot licence issued by
another Contracting State in accordance with International Civil
Aviation Organization Annex 1 may apply for a validation of such
licence for use on an aircraft registered in the United Republic of
Tanzania
(2) The applicant for the validation certificate shall present to the Authority:
(a) the foreign licence and evidence of the experience required by
presenting the record in the personal flying logbook;
(b) evidence that he holds a current medical certificate issued by the
Contracting State; and
(c) evidence of language proficiency in english as specified in the
Second Schedule to these Regulations or shall demonstrate to the
Authority the English language proficiency skills.
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(d) In addition to the requirements of sub-regulations (2) for non national, a person shall have a proof of employment from a
prospective air operator
(3) The Authority may allow the applicant to use his foreign medical
certificate with the validation certificate provided that the medical
certification requirements on which the foreign medical certificate was issued
meet the requirements of these Regulations, relevant to the licence held.
(4) The Authority shall verify the authenticity of the licence, ratings and the
medical certificate by contacting the state that issued the licence prior to the
issuance of the validation certificate.
(5) The Authority may issue a validation certificate which shall be valid for a
maximum period of three months , provided the foreign licence, ratings and
the medical certificate remain valid.

Validation
certificate
with
PPL
privileges.

29. Subject to Regulation 28, the applicant for the validation certificate with
Private Pilot Licence privileges shall have a foreign licence with at least
private pilot Licence privileges.

Validation
certificate
with
priviledges of
private pilots
licence with
instrument
rating,
Commercial
pilots,
commercial
pilots licence
with
instrument
rating, multi
crew pilots

30. (1) Subject to these Regulations , the applicant for a validation certificate
for PPL, PPL/IR, CPL, CPL/IR, MPL, ATPL or FE privileges, shall have
the relevant equivalent foreign licence and meet the following
requirements:
(a) except for ferry flight or test flight or as the Authority shall require
the applicant to pass a knowledge test in Air law.(b) Where the
Authority finds it necessary, the applicant may be required to undergo
a skill test for the relevant licence and ratings sought to be validated,
relevant to the privileges of the licence held.
(2) The Authority may endorse on the certificate of validation privileges
limited those granted by a foreign licence.
(3) An applicant for a certificate of validation shall use only one foreign
licence as a basis for obtaining a certificate of validation
(4) A person who receives a certificate of validation under this regulation
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licence,
shall:
(a) be limited to the privileges placed on the certificate;
airline
(b) be subject to the limitations and restrictions on the certificate and
transport
foreign licence when exercising the privileges of that certificate in an
pilot licence
aircraft registered in the United Republic of Tanzania ; and
and
flight
(c) not exercise the privileges of the certificate when the person’s foreign
engineer
licence has been revoked and suspended
Recognition
of military
or former
military
flight
crew
qualifications
.

31. (1) Except for a rated military or former military pilot or flight engineer
who has been removed from flying status for lack of proficiency, or
because of disciplinary action involving aircraft operations, a rated
military or former military pilot or flight engineer who meets the
requirements of this regulation may apply, on the basis of the pilot’s or
flight engineer’s military training, for:
(a) private pilot licence, commercial pilot licence or flight engineer
licence;
(b) an aircraft rating in the category and class of aircraft for which
that military pilot or flight engineer is qualified;
(c) an instrument rating with the appropriate aircraft rating for which
that military pilot is qualified; and a type rating, if appropriate.
(2) Subject to these Regulations, the Authority may issue to a rated military
or former military pilot or flight engineer, an aircraft category, class, or type
rating to a flight crew if that flight crew presents documentary evidence that
shows satisfactory accomplishment of:
(a) a military pilot and instrument proficiency check of the United
Republic of Tanzania in the aircraft type he or she is rated within
twelve months preceding the date of application;
(b) at least 10 hours of pilot in command time in that aircraft
category, class, or type, if applicable, within the twelve months
preceding the date of application;
(c) a military flight engineer proficiency check in the aircraft type the
flight engineer is rated within 12 months preceding the date of
application; and
(d) at least 10 hours of flight time in the aircraft type the flight
engineer is rated within twelve months preceding the date of
application.
(3) A rated military pilot or former rated military pilot may apply for an
aeroplane or helicopter instrument rating to be added to the pilot’s
commercial pilot Licence where the pilot has, within the 12 months
preceding the date of application:
(a) passed an instrument proficiency check by the military in the
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aircraft category and class for the instrument rating sought; and
(b) received authorisation from the military to conduct instrument
flight rules flights on airways in that aircraft category and class for
the instrument rating sought.
(4) The Authority shall issue an aircraft type rating only for aircraft types that
the Authority has certified for civil operations and are registered in the
United Republic of Tanzania
(5) The Authority may accept the following documents as satisfactory
evidence of military pilot or flight engineer status:
(a) an official identification card issued to the pilot or flight engineer
by a military force to demonstrate service in the military;
(b) an original or a copy of a certificate of discharge or release from
the military;
(c) at least one of the following:
(i) an order of military flight status as a military pilot or flight
engineer; or
(ii) an order showing that the applicant graduated from a pilot or
flight engineer school and received a rating as a military pilot
or flight engineer.
(d) a certified military logbook or form showing military pilot and
flight engineer status and a summary to demonstrate flight time in
military aircraft;
(e) an official record of a military designation as pilot in command; or
(f) an official record of satisfactory accomplishment of an instrument
proficiency check within the 12 months before the date of the
application as appropriate.
Conversion
of the United
Republic of
Tanzania
military
pilots
qualification.

32. (1) A person who holds a current Tanzanian Military pilot qualification
may apply for a Tanzanian PPL or CPL with the appropriate ratings, if
that person:
(a) has a licence which is not under an order of revocation or
suspension;
(b) meets the minimum flying experience under these Regulations;
(c) holds a valid medical certificate issued by the United Republic of
Tanzania military; and
(d) demonstrates the ability to read, speak, write, and understand the
english language in accordance with the language proficiency
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requirements contained in the Second Schedule to these
Regulations.
(2) An applicant for a pilot licence under this regulation shall submit to the
Authority his personal military flying log book or any other equivalent
document that has been certified by the base commander.
(3) The applicant shall be required to have met the applicable aeronautical
experience requirements for the licence or rating sought.
(4) In addition to the requirements of sub-regulations (1), (2) and (3) the
applicant shall be required to pass:
(a) for CPL:
(i) an examination for the class 1 medical certificate;
(ii) a composite paper comprising of air law, meteorology, aircraft
general knowledge, flight planning, radio aids, navigation, flight
performance and planning, human performance, operational
procedures, principles of flight; and
(iii)the initial instrument rating flight test where the rating is to be
included in the licence.
(b) for PPL:
(i) an examination for the class 2 medical certificate;
(ii) a composite paper comprising of air law, meteorology, aircraft
general knowledge, navigation, flight and performance, human
performance, operational procedures, principles of flight,
radiotelephony knowledge and meteorology.
(5) An applicant for a CPL shall not be eligible for grant of the licence unless
he meets the knowledge and skill requirements for the aircraft category and
type.
(6) The aircraft category and type rating shall be endorsed on the licence as
either pilot-in-command or co-pilot.
(7) The Authority may consider a military type rating qualification for the
purpose of conversion of CPL if:
(a) the aircraft type is endorsed and certified in the applicant’s
military personal logbook where applicable;
(b) the pilot is current on the aircraft type; and
(c) the type of aircraft is registered in the United Republic of
Tanzania .
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(8) an applicant shall meet the minimum passing grades prescribed by the
Authority in the applicable technical guidance materials for the knowledge
test.
(9) An applicant for conversion who fails the knowledge test in 3 consecutive
attempts shall be disqualified for further testing until a period of one month
has elapsed from the date on which the last test was made.
(10) The applicant shall be required to have passed the composite paper for
conversion of a Tanzanian military pilot qualification within a period of six
months preceding the date of the application for the licence.
Conversion
of foreign
pilot licence

33. (1) A person who holds a current pilot licence issued by another
Contracting State may apply for an equivalent licence with the
appropriate ratings, if the applicant:
(a) has a licence which is not under an order of revocation or
suspension by the country that issued the licence;
(b) meets all the ICAO Annex 1 standards for that licence;
(c) holds a valid medical certificate issued by the Contracting State
that issued the licence; and
(d) demonstrates the ability to read, speak, write, and understand the
english language in accordance with the language proficiency
requirements contained in the Second Schedule to these
Regulations.
(e) In addition to the requirements of sub-regulations (1) for non national, a person shall have a proof of employment from a
prospective air operator
(2) An applicant for a pilot licence under this regulation shall submit his or
her licence and medical certificate in the english language or accompanied by
an english language translation that has been signed by an official or
representative of the foreign authority that issued the licence.
(3) The applicant shall have met the applicable aeronautical experience
requirements prescribed in these Regulations for the licence sought.
(4) In addition to the requirements of sub-regulations (1), (2) and (3), the
applicant is required to pass:
(a) for ATPL or MPL:
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(i) the Class 1 medical certificate;
(ii) a composite paper comprising of air law, Meteorology,
Aircraft General Knowledge, Flight Planning and
performance, Navigation, Human Performance, Operational
Procedures, Principles of flight and radiotelephony
knowledge; and
(iii)an initial instrument rating flight test;
(b) for CPL:
(i) an examination for the Class 1 medical certificate;
(ii) the composite paper comprising of air law, meteorology,
aircraft general knowledge, flight planning and performance,
navigation, human performance, operational procedures,
principles of flight and radiotelephony knowledge; and
(iii)the initial instrument rating flight test if the rating is to be
included in the licence;
(c) for PPL;
(i) an examination for the class 2 medical certificate;
(ii) the composite paper comprising of air law, meteorology,
aircraft general knowledge, flight planning and performance,
navigation, human performance, operational procedures,
principles of flight and radiotelephony knowledge and
meteorology;
(iii) for lighter-than-air- the requirements prescribed in paragraph
(b) or (c) as appropriate, and a class 2 medical certificate.
(5) An applicant for a CPL, ATPL or MPL shall not be eligible for grant of
the licence unless he meets the knowledge and skill requirements for the
aircraft category and type.
(6)The aircraft category and type rating shall be endorsed on the licence as
either pilot-in-command or co-pilot.
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(7) The Authority may transfer a type rating from a foreign licence for the
purpose of conversion of CPL or ATPL or MPL provided:
(a) the aircraft type is endorsed on a foreign licence;
(b) the pilot is current on the aircraft type; and
(c) the type of aircraft is registered in the United Republic of
Tanzania .
(8) The applicant shall be required to have passed the composite paper for
conversion of a foreign licence within a period of 6 months preceding the date
of the application for the licence.
(9) The applicant shall meet the minimum passing grades prescribed by the
Authority for the knowledge test.
(10) An applicant for conversion who fails the knowledge test in 3
consecutive attempts shall be disqualified for further testing until a period of
1 month has elapsed from the date on which the last test was made.
(11) The Authority shall verify the authenticity of the foreign licence, ratings
and authorisations presented for conversion with the state of issuance upon
receiving the applicant.
Conversion
of flight
engineer
licence.

34. (1) A person who holds a current flight engineer licence issued by
another Contracting State may apply and be issued with an equivalent
licence with the appropriate ratings, if that person:
(a) has a licence which is not under an order of revocation or
suspension by the country that issued the licence;
(b) holds a licence which meets all the ICAO Annex 1 standards for
that licence;
(c) holds a valid 1 issued by the Contracting State that issued the
licence; and
(d) demonstrates the ability to read, speak, write, and understand the
english language in accordance with the language proficiency
requirements contained in the Second Schedule to these
Regulations;
(e) In addition to the requirements of sub-regulations (1) for non national, a person shall have a proof of employment from a
prospective air operator
(2) An applicant for a flight engineer licence pursuant to this Regulation shall
submit the licence and medical certificate in the english language or
accompanied by an english language translation signed by an official or
representative of the foreign authority that issued that licence.
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(3) The applicant shall meet the aeronautical experience requirements
prescribed in these Regulations for the flight engineers licence.
(4) In addition to the requirements of sub-regulations (1), (2) and (3) the
applicant shall have passed the composite examination for conversion of a
foreign licence within a period of 6 months preceding the date of the
application for the licence in the following subjects:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Air law,
meteorology,
aircraft general knowledge,
flight performance and performance,
human performance,
operational procedures,
principles of flight; and
radiotelephony.

(5) an applicant shall meet the minimum passing grades prescribed by the
Authority for the knowledge test.
(6) An applicant for conversion who fails the knowledge test in 3 consecutive
attempts shall be disqualified from further testing until a period of 1 month
has elapsed from the date on which the last test was made.
(7) The Authority shall verify the authenticity of the foreign licence, ratings
and authorisations presented for conversion with the State of issuance upon
receiving the application.
(8) The Authority may transfer a type rating from a foreign licence for the
purpose of conversion of flight engineer licence if:
(a) the aircraft type is endorsed on a foreign licence;
(b) the flight engineer is current on the aircraft type; and
(c) the type of aircraft is registered in the United Republic of
Tanzania.

PART IV
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VALIDATION, CONVERSION OF FOREIGN AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE
ENGINEERS LICENCE AND RECOGNITION OF MILITARY AIRCRAFT
MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS

Validation of
Aircraft
Maintenance
Engineer
Licence
or
AMEL

35. (1) A person who holds a current and valid aircraft maintenance
engineer Licence or AMEL issued by another Contracting State may
apply for issue of a certificate of validation with the appropriate ratings,
if the applicant:
(a) holds a licence which is not under an order of revocation or
suspension by the country that issued the licence;
(b) holds a licence that does not contain an endorsement stating that
the applicant has not met all ICAO Annex 1standards;
(c) does not currently hold a licence issued by the Authority;
(d) In addition to the requirements of sub-regulations (1) for non national, a person shall have a proof of employment from a
prospective air operator
(2) A person who receives a certificate of validation under this regulation
shall:
(a) be limited to the privileges placed on the certificate;
(b) be subject to the limitations and restrictions on the certificate and
foreign licence when exercising the privileges of that certificate in an
aircraft registered in the United Republic of Tanzania ; and
(c) not exercise the privileges of the certificate when the person’s foreign
licence has been revoked and suspended
(3) The Authority may endorse on the certificate of validation privileges
limited those granted by the foreign licence.
(4) An applicant for a certificate of validation shall present to the Authority
the foreign licence that meets the ICAO Annex 1 standards and proof of
relevant experience.
(5) The certificate of validation shall be valid for a period not exceeding 6
months, provided the foreign licence remains valid.
(6) An applicant for a certificate of validation shall pass a knowledge test in
Air law.
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(7) The Authority shall verify the authenticity of the foreign licence, ratings
and authorisations presented for validation with the state of issuance.

Conversion
of foreign
aircraft
maintenance
engineer’s
licence

36. (1) A person who holds a current aircraft maintenance engineer’s licence
issued by another Contracting State may apply for issue of an equivalent
licence with the appropriate ratings, if the applicant:
(a) has a licence which is not under an order of revocation or
suspension by the issuing State;
(b) holds a licence which meets all the ICAO Annex 1 standards for
that licence.; and
(c) In addition to the requirements of sub-regulations (1) (a) and (b)
for non -national, a person shall have a proof of employment
from a prospective air operator
(2) An applicant for an AMEL under this Regulation shall submit the licence
in the english language or accompanied by an english language translation
that has been signed by an official or representative of the foreign authority
that issued the licence.
(3) The applicant shall meet the applicable minimum experience
requirements for initial issue as prescribed to these Regulations.
(4) In addition to the requirements of sub-regulations (1), (2) and (3) the
applicant shall pass a knowledge test in:
(a) air law;
(b) applicable Airworthiness requirements governing certification and
continuing airworthiness;
(c) approved maintenance organisations and procedures; and
(d) human factors.
(5) The Authority may transfer a type rating from a foreign licence for the
purpose of conversion of AMEL if:
(a) the aircraft type is endorsed on a foreign licence;
(b) that applicant is current on the aircraft type; and
(c) the type of aircraft is registered in the United Republic of
Tanzania .
(6) The applicant shall meet the minimum passing grades prescribed by the
Authority for the knowledge test
(7) An applicant for conversion who fails the knowledge test in 3 consecutive
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attempts shall be disqualified for further testing until a period of 1 month has
elapsed from the date on which the last test was made.
(8) The Authority shall verify the authenticity of the foreign licence, ratings
and authorisations presented for conversion with the state of issuance upon
receiving the applicant.

Recognition
37. (1) A military aircraft maintenance personnel may apply to the
Authority for issue of aircraft maintenance engineer’s licence without
of military
type rating on the basis of his or her military qualifications.
aircraft
maintenance
(2) The application shall be accompanied by:
personnel
qualifications
(a) a certificate of discharge or release from military service;
(b) evidence of experience of 6 years in aircraft maintenance, with 6
months of recency experience having been acquired within 1
month preceding the application; and
(c) a certificate, diploma or such other document showing proof of
approved training in aircraft maintenance.

(3) subject to the requirements of sub-regulations (2), the applicant shall
demonstrate the knowledge and skill requirements for AMEL in accordance
with these Regulations.
PART V
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR TESTING AND TRAINING FOR PILOT
LICENCES, RATINGS AND AUTHORISATIONS

Authority to
act as a flight
crew
member

38. A person shall not act as a flight crew member of an aircraft unless the
person has a valid licence issued by the Authority and appropriate to the
duties to be performed by that person.
(2) The licence shall have been issued by the State of Registry of that aircraft
or by any other Contracting State and rendered valid by the State of Registry
of that aircraft
(3) A flight crew member shall carry their appropriate licences on board every
aircraft engaged in air operation.
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Knowledge
39. (1) An applicant for a knowledge test shall have:
test(a) received an endorsement from an authorised instructor certifying that
prerequisites
the applicant has accomplished approved-training in accordance with
and passing
the Civil Aviation (Approved Training Organizations) Regulations and
grades.
these Regulations for the licence or rating sought and is prepared for
the knowledge test; and
(b)proper identification at the time of taking the test that includes the
applicant’s National identification or passport
(2) The applicant shall meet the minimum passing grades prescribed by the
Authority - for the knowledge test
(3) An applicant who fails the knowledge test in 3 consecutive attempts shall
be disqualified for further testing for a period prescribed by the Authority.
(4) The validity of the knowledge test results for an applicant for a pilot
licence shall be as follows:
(a) PPL - 12 months after passing the test;
(b) CPL -18 months after passing the test;
(c) ATPL - 5 years after passing the test; and
(d) MPL - 5 years after passing the test
Practical
testsprerequisites
for flight
crew

40. (1) To be eligible for a practical test, an applicant shall meet all
applicable requirements for the licence or rating sought.
(2) where an applicant for a practical test does not:
(a) complete all increments of a practical test for a licence or rating in
one day, that applicant shall complete all remaining increments of
the test not more than 60 days after that date; and
(b) satisfactorily complete all increments of the practical test for a
licence or a rating within sixty days after beginning the test, that
applicant shall retake the entire practical test, including those
increments satisfactorily completed.
(3) Except as provided in sub-regulation (4), to be eligible for a practical test
for a licence or rating issued under these Regulations, an applicant for a
practical test shall:
(a) pass the required knowledge test or tests for the type rating within
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(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)

6 months preceding the month the applicant completes the
practical test;
present the applicable knowledge test report or reports at the time
of application for the practical test, where a knowledge test is
required;
have satisfactorily accomplished the approved skill training and
obtained the required aeronautical experience prescribed by these
Regulations for the licence or rating sought;
meet the prescribed age requirement of these Regulations for the
issue of the licence or rating sought; and
have an endorsement in the applicant’s logbook signed by an
authorised instructor who certifies that the applicant:
(i) has received and logged training time within 60 days
preceding the date of application in preparation for the
practical test;
(ii) is prepared for the required practical test; and
(iii) has demonstrated satisfactory knowledge of all subject areas.

(4) An applicant for an ATPL may take the practical test for that licence
within 2 years of the expiration of a knowledge test, provided the applicant:
(a) has been continuously employed as a flight crew member by an air
operator certificate or AOC holder from the time the knowledge
test expired; and
(b) has satisfactorily accomplished the AOC holder’s approved:
(i) pilot-in-command aircraft qualification training programme
that is appropriate to the licence; and
(ii) qualification training requirements appropriate to the licence
and rating sought.
Practical
tests- general
requirements
for flight
crew

41. (1) The ability of an applicant for a practical test to hold a pilot licence
or rating shall be determined based upon the applicant’s ability to
safely, during a practical test:
(a) perform the tasks specified in the areas of operation for the licence
or rating sought within the test standards prescribed in these
Regulation;
(b) demonstrate mastery of the aircraft with the successful outcome of
each task regarding(i) PPL and CPL tests; and
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(ii) ATPL and aircraft type rating tests;
(c) demonstrate sound judgement; and
(d) demonstrate single-pilot competence if the aircraft is type
certified for single-pilot operations.
(2) An applicant who fails any area of operation shall have failed the
practical test and is not eligible for a licence or rating sought.
(3) The examiner or the applicant may discontinue a practical test at any
time:
(a) when the applicant fails one or more of the areas of operation; or
(b) due to inclement weather conditions, aircraft airworthiness concerns
or any other safety-of-flight concern.
(4) Where a practical test is discontinued, the Authority may give the
applicant credit for those areas of operation already passed, provided the
applicant:
(a) passes the remainder of the practical test within 60 days after the date
the practical test was begun;
(b) presents to the examiner for the re-test the original test report or
discontinuance form in the manner prescribed by the Authority
(c) satisfactorily accomplishes any additional training needed and
obtains the appropriate instructor endorsements, if additional training
is required.
(5) The validity of the practical test results for applicants for a pilot licence
and type rating shall be 6 months after passing the test.
Practical
testsrequired
aircraft and
equipment.

42. (1) Except when permitted to accomplish the entire flight increment of
the practical test in an approved flight simulator, an applicant for a
licence or rating issued under these Regulations shall provide an aircraft
registered in the United Republic of Tanzania for each required test that:
(a) is of the category, class, and type applicable to the licence or
rating sought; and
(b) has a valid certificate of airworthiness.
(2) An applicant for a practical test shall use an aircraft that has:
(a) the equipment for each area of operation required for the practical
test;
(b) no prescribed operating limitations that prohibit the aircraft’s use in
any of the areas of operation required for the practical test;
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(c) except as provided in sub-regulation (5), at least 2 pilot stations with
adequate visibility for each person to operate the aircraft safely; and
cockpit and outside visibility adequate to evaluate the performance of
the applicant when an additional jump seat is provided for the
examiner.
(3) An applicant for a practical test shall use an aircraft, other than a lighterthan-air aircraft, that has engine power controls and flight controls that are
easily reached and operable in a conventional manner by both pilots, unless
the examiner determines that the practical test can be conducted safely in the
aircraft without the controls being easily reached.
(4) An applicant for a practical test that involves manoeuvring an aircraft
solely by reference to instruments shall provide an aircraft with:
(a) an equipment that permits the applicant to pass the areas of operation
that apply to the rating sought; and
(b) a device that prevents the applicant from having visual reference
outside the aircraft, but does not prevent the examiner from having
visual reference outside the aircraft, and is otherwise acceptable to
the Authority.
(5) An applicant may complete a practical test in an aircraft having a single
set of controls, if:
(a) the examiner agrees to conduct the test;
(b) the test does not involve a demonstration of instrument skills; and
(c) the proficiency of the applicant can be observed by an examiner who
is in a position to observe the applicant.
Retesting
after failure

43. (1) An applicant for a knowledge or practical test who fails that test
may re-apply for the test only after the applicant has received:
(a) the necessary training from an authorised instructor who has
determined that the applicant is proficient to pass the test; and
(b) an endorsement from an authorised instructor who gave the applicant
the additional training.
(2) An applicant for a flight instructor licence with an aeroplane category
rating or, for a flight instructor licence with a glider category rating, who has
failed the practical test due to deficiencies in instructional proficiency on stall
awareness, spin entry, spins, or spin recovery shall:
(a) comply with the requirements of sub-regulation (1) before being
retested;
(b) bring to the retest an aircraft that is of the appropriate aircraft
category for the rating sought and is certified for spins; and
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(c) demonstrate satisfactory instructional proficiency on stall
awareness, spin entry, spins, and spin recovery to an examiner
during the retest.
Records of
training time

44. (1) A person shall document and record the following time in a form or
log book and manner prescribed by the Authority in the applicable
technical guidance material:
(a) training and aeronautical experience to meet the requirements for a
licence, rating, qualification, or authorisation of these Regulations;
and
(b) the aeronautical experience required to show recent flight
experience requirements of these Regulations.
(2) For the purposes of meeting the requirements of these Regulations, a
person shall enter into a logbook authorised by the Authority the following
information for each flight or lesson logged:
(a) general:
(i) date;
(ii) total flight time;
(iii)location where the aircraft departed and arrived, or for lessons
in an approved synthetic flight trainer, the location where the
lesson occurred;
(iv)type and identification of aircraft or approved synthetic flight
trainer, as appropriate;
(v) the name of a safety pilot, if required by the applicable Civil
Aviation (Operation of Aircraft) Regulations; and
(vi)the name of the authorised instructor where required;
(b) type of pilot experience or training:
(i) solo;
(ii) pilot-in-command or PIC;
(iii) pilot in command under supervision or PCUS
(iv)co-pilot;
(v) flight and ground training received from an authorised
instructor; and
(vi)training received in an approved synthetic flight trainer from
an authorised instructor.
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(c) Conditions of flight:
(i) day or night;
(ii) actual instrument; and
(iii)simulated instrument conditions in flight or in an approved
synthetic flight trainer.
(3) The pilot time described in this Regulation may be used to:
(a) apply for a licence or rating issued under these Regulations; or
(b) satisfy the recent flight experience requirements of the applicable Civil
Aviation (Operation of Aircraft) Regulations.
(4) Except for a student pilot acting as PIC of an airship requiring more than
one flight crew member, a pilot may log as solo flight time, only that flight
time when the pilot is the sole occupant of the aircraft.
(5) A private or commercial pilot may log PIC time only for that flight time
during which that person is:
(a) the sole manipulator of the controls of an aircraft for which the pilot
is rated; or
(b) acting as PIC of an aircraft on which more than one pilot is required;
or
(c) a sole occupant.
(6) An airline transport pilot may log as PIC time all of the flight time while
acting as PIC of an operation requiring an airline transport pilot or multi crew
pilot licence
(7) An authorised instructor may log as PIC time all flight
acting as an authorised instructor.

time while

(8) A student pilot may log PIC time when that student pilot:
(a) is the sole occupant of the aircraft; and
(b) is undergoing training for a pilot licence or rating.
(9) A person may log co-pilot flight time only for that flight time during
which that person:
(a) is qualified in accordance with the co-pilot requirements of the
applicable Civil Aviation (Operation of Aircraft) Regulations, and
occupies a crew member station in an aircraft that requires more
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than one pilot by the aircraft’s type certificate; or
(b) holds the appropriate category, class, and instrument rating where
an instrument rating is required for the flight, for the aircraft being
flown, and more than one pilot is required under the type
certification of aircraft
(10) A person may log instrument flight time only for that flight time
when that person operates the aircraft solely by reference to instruments
under actual or simulated instrument flight conditions.
(11) An authorised instructor may log instrument flight time when
conducting instrument flight instruction in actual instrument flight
conditions.
(12) For the purposes of logging instrument flight time to meet the recent
instrument experience requirements of the applicable Civil Aviation
(Operation of Aircraft) Regulations, the following information shall be
recorded in a person’s logbook:
(a) the location and type of each instrument approach accomplished; and
(b) the name of the safety pilot, if required.
(13) An approved synthetic flight trainer may be used by a person to log
instrument flight time, provided an authorised instructor is present during the
simulated flight.
(14) A person may log training time when that person receives training from
an authorised instructor in an aircraft or in an approved synthetic flight
trainer.
(15) The training time shall be logged in a logbook and shall:
(a) be endorsed in a legible manner by the authorised instructor; and
(b) include a description of the training given, the length of the training
lesson, the instructor’s signature, licence number and licence expiry
date
Recording of
flight time of
a holder of
pilot licence

45. -(1) A student pilot or the holder of a pilot licence shall be credited in
full with all solo, dual instruction and pilot-in-command flight time
towards the total flight time required for the initial issue of a pilot
licence or the issue of a higher grade of pilot licence.
(2) The holder of a pilot licence, when acting as co-pilot at a pilot station of an
aircraft certificated to be operated with a co-pilot, shall be credited in full with
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this flight time towards the total flight time required for a higher grade of pilot
licence.
(3) The holder of a pilot licence, when acting as pilot-in-command under
supervision, shall be credited in full with this flight time towards the total
flight time required for a higher grade of pilot licence.
Limitations
on the use of
synthetic
flight trainer

46. A person shall not receive credit for use of any synthetic flight trainer
for satisfying any training, testing, or checking requirement of this
Regulation unless the synthetic flight trainer is approved by the
Authority for:
(a) training, testing, and checking for which it is used;
(b) each particular manoeuvre, procedure or crew member function
performed; and
(c) the representation of the specific category, class and type of aircraft,
particular variation within the type or set of aircraft for certain flight
training devices.

Use of
synthetic
flight
trainers for
demonstratio
ns of skill

47. (1) A synthetic flight trainer for performing any manoeuvre required
during the demonstration of skill for the issue of a flight crew licence or
rating shall be approved by the Authority to ensure that the synthetic
flight trainer used is appropriate to the task.

General
requirements
for pilot
licences,
ratings and
authorisation
s.

(2) A flight crew member may demonstrate his or her skills during

proficiency flight checks in a synthetic flight trainer approved under sub
regulation (1) to maintain the competence required by these Regulations.

48.

-(1) The Authority may issue to an applicant who cannot comply with
certain eligibility requirements or areas of operations required for the
issue of a licence due of physical limitations, or for other reasons, a
licence, rating, or authorisation with appropriate limitations for
operations only within the United Republic of Tanzania where:
(a) the applicant is able to meet all other certification requirements for the
licence, rating, or authorisation sought;
(b) physical limitation, has been recorded with the Authority on the
applicant’s medical records; and
(c) the Authority determines that the applicant’s inability to perform the
particular area of operation shall not adversely affect safety.

(2) The Authority may remove a limitation placed on a person’s licence where
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that person demonstrates to an examiner or inspector satisfactory proficiency
in the area of operation to which the limitation applies, or otherwise shows
compliance with conditions to remove the limitation.
(3) A person shall not act as the pilot in command of an aircraft unless that
person holds the appropriate category, class, and type rating if a class rating,
and type rating is required for the aircraft to be flown, except where the pilot
is receiving training for the purpose of obtaining an additional pilot licence or
rating while under the supervision of an authorised instructor.
(4) A person shall not act as a pilot of an aircraft that is carrying another
person, or is operated for compensation or hire, unless that pilot holds a
category, class, and type rating for that aircraft.
(5) Sub-regulation (4) shall not apply to an aircraft not type certified as an
aeroplane, rotorcraft, glider, or lighter-than-air aircraft.
(6) A person shall not act as PIC of a complex aircraft, high-performance
aircraft, or a pressurised aircraft capable of flying 25,000 feet above mean
sea level, or an aircraft that the Authority has determined requires aircraft
type specific training unless the person has:
(a) received and logged ground and flight training from an authorised
instructor in the applicable aircraft type, or in an approved synthetic
flight trainer that is a representative of that aircraft, and has been found
proficient in the operation and systems of that aircraft; and received an
endorsement in the pilot’s logbook from an authorised instructor who
certifies that the person is proficient to operate that aircraft.
(7) A person shall not act as PIC of a tailwheel aeroplane unless that person
has:
(a) received and logged flight training from an authorised instructor in a
tailwheel aeroplane on the manoeuvres and procedures listed in
paragraph; and
(b) received an endorsement in the person’s logbook from an authorised
instructor who satisfies that the person is proficient in the operation of a
tailwheel aeroplane, to include at least normal and crosswind takeoffs
and landings, wheel landings, unless the manufacturer has
recommended against such landings, and go around procedures.
(8) Approved training shall be conducted within an approved training
organization.
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PART VI
LICENCES AND RATINGS FOR PILOTS
General
licensing
specifications

49. (1) A person shall not act either as pilot-in-command or as co-pilot of an
aircraft in any of the following categories unless that person is the
holder of a pilot licence issued in accordance with the provisions of
these Regulations:
(a) aeroplane;
(b) airship of a volume of more than 4 600 cubic metres;
(c) free balloon;
(d) glider;
(e) rotorcraft;
(f) powered-lift;
(g) remotely piloted aircraft.
(2) The category of aircraft shall be included in the title of the licence.
(3) When the holder of a pilot licence seeks an additional category of aircraft,
the Authority shall issue him or her with an additional pilot licence for that
category of aircraft.
(4) An applicant shall, before being issued with any pilot licence or rating,
meet all requirements in respect of age, knowledge, experience, flight
instruction, skill and medical fitness, applicable to that licence or rating.
(5) An applicant for any pilot licence or rating shall demonstrate, the
knowledge and skill for that licence or rating as specified in these Regulation

Transitional
measures
related
to
Powered-lift
category

50. (1) The Authority may endorse a type rating for aircraft of the poweredlift category on an aeroplane or helicopter pilot licence and the
endorsement of the rating on the licence shall indicate that the aircraft is
part of the powered-lift category.
(2) The Authority shall, when endorsing under sub regulation (1), take into
account the previous experience of the applicant in an aeroplane or a
helicopter as appropriate and shall incorporate in the endorsement all relevant
aspects of operating an aircraft of the powered-lift category where the training
for the type rating in the powered-lift category is completed during the
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approved training.
Requiremen
ts for class
and
type
ratings

51. (1) A holder of a pilot licence shall not act either as pilot-in-command
or as co-pilot of an aeroplane, an airship, a helicopter or a powered-lift
unless the holder has received authorization as follows:
(a) the appropriate class rating specified in regulation 4(b) or
(b) a type rating when required in accordance with the provisions of
Regulation 5(e) to these Regulations.
(2) When a type rating is issued limiting the privileges to act as co-pilot, or
limiting the privileges to act as pilot-in-command only during the cruise
phase of the flight, such limitation shall be endorsed on the rating.
(3) The Authority shall, for the purpose of training, testing, or specific special
purpose non-revenue, non-passenger carrying flights, issue special
authorization to the licence holder in accordance with the applicable Civil
Aviation (Operation of Aircraft) Regulations and these Regulations in
accordance with this Regulation, and the authorization shall be limited in
validity to the time needed to complete the specific flight.

Requirement
s for the issue
of class and
type ratings

52. (1) The applicant for issue of a class or type rating shall demonstrated
sufficient skills appropriate to the licence in an aircraft of the class for
which the rating is sought in accordance with Regulation 5(b).
(2) For purposes of type rating, the applicant shall have:
(a) gained, under appropriate supervision, and experience in the
applicable type of aircraft or flight simulator in the following:
(i) normal flight procedures and manoeuvres during all phases of
flight;
(ii) abnormal and emergency procedures and manoeuvres in the
event of failures and malfunctions of equipment, such as
engine, systems and airframe;
(iii)where applicable, instrument procedures, including
instrument approach, missed approach and landing
procedures under normal, abnormal and emergency
conditions, including simulated engine failure;
(iv)for the issue of an aeroplane category type rating, upset
prevention and recovery training; and
(v) procedures for crew incapacitation and crew coordination
including allocation of pilot tasks, crew cooperation and use
of checklists; and
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(b) demonstrated the skill and knowledge required for the safe
operation of the applicable type of aircraft, relevant to the duties
of a pilot-in-command or a co-pilot as applicable;
(3) Notwithstanding sub-regulation (2), the applicant shall have demonstrated
the skill and knowledge required for the safe operation of the applicable type
of aircraft, relevant to the licensing requirements and piloting functions of the
applicant.

Use of a
flight
simulation
training
device for
acquisition
of experience
and
demonstratio
n of skill

53. (1) A person shall not use a flight simulation training device for
acquiring the experience or performing any manoeuvre required during
the demonstration of skill for the issue of a licence or rating, unless the
flight simulation training device has been approved by the Authority.

Requirement
s for
instrument
rating

54. (1) A holder of a licence shall not act as either pilot in command or as
co-pilot of an aircraft under instrument flight rules or IFR, unless such
holder has received proper authorization from the Authority, comprising
of an instrument rating appropriate to the aircraft category
(2) Subject to sub-regulation (1), the authorization shall not preclude the issue
of a licence having the instrument rating as an integral part thereof.

Requirement
55. (1) A holder of a pilot license shall not carry out, flight instruction
required for the issue of a pilot licence or rating, unless he or she has
s for
received proper authorization from the Authority.
authorization
to conduct
(2) Subject to sub-regulation (1), proper authorization shall comprise:
instructions
(a) a flight instructor rating on the holder’s licence; or
(b) the authority to act as a check pilot to carry out flight instruction for
the purposes of type rating endorsement; or
(c) a specific authorization granted by the Authority.
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(3) A license holder shall not carry out instruction on a flight simulation
training device required for the issue of a pilot licence or rating unless such
person holds or has held an appropriate licence or has appropriate flight
training and flight experience and has received proper authorization from the
Authority.

Crediting of
flight time

56. (1) A student pilot or holder of a pilot licence shall be credited in full
with all solo, dual instruction and pilot-in-command flight time towards
the total flight time required for the initial issue of a pilot licence or the
issue of a higher grade of pilot licence.
(2) A holder of a pilot licence, when acting as co-pilot at a pilot station of an
aircraft certificated for operation by a single pilot but required by the
Authority to be operated with a co-pilot, shall be credited with not more than
50% of the co-pilot flight time towards the total flight time required for a
higher grade of pilot licence.
(3) Subject to sub-regulation (2) flight time may be credited in full towards
the total flight time required if the aircraft is equipped to be operated by a copilot and the aircraft is operated in a multi-crew operation.
(4) A holder of a pilot licence, when acting as co-pilot at a pilot station of an
aircraft certificated to be operated with a co-pilot, shall be credited in full
with the flight time towards the total flight time required for a higher grade of
pilot licence.
(5) A holder of a pilot licence, when acting as pilot-in-command under
supervision, shall be credited in full with the flight time towards the total
flight time required for a higher grade of pilot licence.

Curtailment
of privileges
of pilots

57. (1) Subject to sub regulations (2) and (3) a person shall not act as a pilot
of an aircraft engaged in international commercial air transport
operations if:
(a) He has attained his 60th birthday; or
(b) in the case of operations with more than one pilot, he has attained
his 65th birthday
(2) A person shall not act as a pilot in command or co-pilot of a multi-crew
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aircraft engaged in international commercial air transport operations when he
or she has attained his 65th birthday and the other pilot has attained his 60th
birthday.
(3) A holder of a pilot licence who has attained the age of 65 years shall not
act as a pilot of an aircraft engaged in commercial air transport operations.
(4) A holder of CPL or ATPL licenses with instructor rating may continue
exercising the privileges of instructor rating in an Approved Training
Organization after the age of 65 years provided that person holds a valid class
one medical certificate.
(5) A holder of a pilot licence who has attained the age of 65 years shall
operate only under the privilege of a PPL.

Student Pilot
Eligibility
requirements
for Student
Pilot Licence

58.

(1) A person shall not receive and log flight instructions, unless he or
she is in possession of a valid Student Pilot Licence or SPL
(2) To be eligible for issue of SPL, an applicant shall:
(a) be at least 16 years of age;
(b) have the ability to read, speak, write, and understand the English
language; and
(c) possess a valid class 2 medical certificate issued under these
Regulations
(3) The student pilot shall comply with the requirements of Regulation 59 to
ensure he does not constitute a hazard to air navigation.

Solo flight
requirements

59. (1) A holder of a Student Pilot Licence (SPL) shall not operate an
aircraft in first solo flight unless that student has met the requirements
of this
(2) A student pilot shall pass an aeronautical knowledge test on the following
subjects:
(a) applicable sections of these Regulations and the applicable Civil
Aviation (Operation of Aircraft) Regulations;
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(b) airspace structure and procedures for the airport where the student
will perform solo flight; and
(c) flight characteristics and operational limitations for the make and
model of aircraft to be flown.
(3) The student’s authorised instructor shall:
(a)

administer the test;

(b)
at the conclusion of the test, review all incorrect answers with
the student before authorising that student to conduct a solo flight; and
(c)
notify the air traffic services before the student commences
such solo flight.
(4) To conduct a solo flight, a student pilot shall have:
(a) received and logged flight training for the manoeuvres and
procedures that are appropriate to the make and model of aircraft to
be flown;
(b) demonstrated satisfactory proficiency and safety, as
determined by an authorised instructor, on the manoeuvres and
procedures required by sub-regulation (5) and (6) in the make and
model of aircraft or similar make and model of aircraft to be flown;
and
(c)demonstrated ability to speak and understand the english
language used for radiotelephony communications.
(5) A student pilot shall not fly solo unless under the supervision of, or with
the authority of an authorized flight instructor.
(6) A student pilot shall not fly solo in an aircraft on an international flight
unless by special or general arrangement between the Contracting States
concerned.
(7) A student pilot who is preparing for solo flight shall have received and
logged training in english Language Proficiency and log flight training for
the required manoeuvres and procedures, including the following as
applicable, for each category and class rating:
(a)

proper flight preparation procedures, including pre-flight
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planning and preparation, engine operation, and aircraft systems;
(b) taxiing or surface operations, including run-up;
(c) takeoffs and landings, including normal and crosswind;
(d) straight and level flight, and turns in both directions;
(e) climbs and climbing turns;
(f) airport traffic patterns,
(g) radio telephony, airport entry and departure procedures;
(h) collision avoidance, wind shear avoidance, and wake turbulence
avoidance;
(i) descents, with and without turns, using high and low drag
configurations;
(j) flight at various airspeeds from cruise to slow flight;
(k) stall entries from various flight attitudes and power combinations
with recovery initiated at the first indication of a stall, and
recovery from a full stall;
(l) emergency procedures and equipment malfunctions;
(m) ground reference manoeuvres;
(n) approaches to a landing area with simulated engine malfunctions;
(o) slips to a landing;
(p) after landing and taxiing instructions; and
(q) go-arounds.
(8) A holder of student pilot licence receiving training for solo flight shall log
flight training for the following additional manoeuvres and procedures, as
applicable, as indicated for the category and class rating:
(a) in a multiengine aeroplane:
(i) proper flight preparation procedures, including pre-flight
planning and preparation, powerplant operation, and aircraft
systems;
(ii) taxiing or surface operations, including runups;
(iii) takeoffs and landings, including normal and crosswind;
(iv) straight and level flight, and turns in both directions;
(v) climbs and climbing turns;
(vi) airport traffic patterns, including entry and departure
procedures;
(vii)collision avoidance, wind shear avoidance, and wake
turbulence avoidance;
(viii) descents, with and without turns, using high and low drag
configurations;
(ix) flight at various airspeeds from cruise to slow flight;
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(x) stall entries from various flight attitudes and power
combinations with recovery initiated at the first indication of a
stall, and recovery from a full stall;
(xi) emergency procedures and equipment malfunctions;
(xii)ground reference manoeuvres;
(xiii) approaches to a landing area with simulated engine
malfunctions; and
(xiv) go-arounds;
(b) in a helicopter:
(i) approaches to the landing area;
(ii) hovering and hovering turns;
(iii) simulated emergency procedures, including autorotational
descents with a power recovery and power recovery to a hover;
(iv) rapid decelerations; and
(v)simulated one engine inoperative approaches and landings for
multiengine helicopter;
(c) in a gyroplane:
(i) approaches to the landing area;
(ii) high rates of descent with power on and with simulated
power off, and recovery from those flight configurations; and
(iii) simulated emergency procedures, including simulated power
off landings and simulated power failure during departures;
(d) in a glider:
(i) the applicable manoeuvres and procedures shown in
paragraph (a);
(ii) launches, including normal and crosswind;
(iii) inspection of towline rigging and review of signals and
release procedures;
(iv) aero tow, ground tow, or self launch procedures;
(v) procedures for disassembly and assembly of the glider;
(vi) slips to a landing;
(vii)procedures and techniques for thermalling; and
(viii)
emergency operations, including towline break
procedures;
(e) in an airship:
(i)
rigging, ballasting, and controlling pressure in the
ballonets, and superheating; and
(ii) landings with positive and with negative static trim;
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(f) in a balloon:
(i) layout and assembly procedures;
(ii) ascents and descents;
(iii) landing and recovery procedures;
(iv) operation of hot air or gas source, ballast, valves, vents, and
rip panels, as appropriate;
(v) use of deflation valves or rip panels for simulating an
emergency;
(vi) the effects of wind on climb and approach angles; and
(vi)obstruction detection and avoidance techniques.

Privileges
and
Limitations

60. (1) A holder of a SPL shall be entitled to fly as a PIC of an aircraft for
the purpose of becoming qualified for a grant or renewal of a Pilot’s
Licence.
(2) A holder of an SPL shall not act as pilot in command of an aircraft:
(a) that is carrying a passenger;
(b) that is carrying property for compensation or hire;
(c) that is operated for compensation or hire;
(d) in furtherance of a business;
(e) on an international flight;
(f)
when the flight cannot be made under visual meteorological
conditions or VMC as specified under the applicable Civil Aviation
(Rules of the Air) Regulations and Civil Aviation (Air Traffic Control)
Regulations; or in a manner contrary to any limitations placed in the
pilot’s logbook by an authorised instructor.
(3) A holder of an SPL shall not act as a required flight crew member on any
aircraft for which more than one pilot is required by the aircraft type
certificate or by these Regulations under which the flight is conducted, except
when receiving flight training from an authorised instructor on board an
airship, and no person other than a required flight crew member is carried on
the airship.
(4) A holder of an SPL shall not operate an aircraft in solo flight unless that
student pilot has received within the ninety days preceding the date of the
flight an endorsement made in the student’s logbook from an authorised
instructor for the specific make and model of aircraft to be flown.

(5) A holder of an SPL shall not act as a PIC of an aircraft unless his logbook
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has been endorsed by an authorised instructor that he is capable of
communicating with air traffic control on radiotelephony.

Solo flight
cross-country
requirements

61. (1) Except as provided in sub-regulation (4), a holder of an SPL shall
meet the requirements of this Regulation before:
(a) conducting a solo cross-country flight, or any flight greater than 25
nautical miles from the airport from where the flight originated; or
(b) making a solo flight and landing at any location other than the airport
of origin.
(2) Except as provided in sub-regulation (4), a student pilot who seeks solo
cross-country flight privileges shall:
(a) have received flight training from an authorised instructor on the
manoeuvres and procedures required by this Regulation, appropriate
to the make and model of aircraft for which solo cross-country
privileges are sought;
(b) have demonstrated cross-country proficiency on the appropriate
manoeuvres and procedures required by this Regulation to an
authorised instructor;
(c) have satisfactorily accomplished the pre-solo flight manoeuvres and
procedures required by this Regulation in the make and model of
aircraft or similar make and model of aircraft for which solo crosscountry privileges are sought; and
(d) comply with any limitations included in the instructor’s endorsement
that are required by sub-regulation (5).
(3) A holder of an SPL who seeks solo cross-country flight privileges must
have received ground and flight training from an authorised instructor on the
cross-country manoeuvres and procedures listed in this Regulation,
appropriate to the aircraft to be flown.
(4) A student pilot shall obtain an endorsement from an authorised instructor
to make solo flights, subject to the following conditions:
(a) a student pilot may make solo flights to another airport that is within
25 nautical miles from the airport where the student pilot normally
receives training if:
(i) the authorised instructor who makes the endorsement gave the
student pilot flight training at the other airport, and that training
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included flight in both directions over the route, entering and exiting
the traffic pattern, with takeoffs and landings at the other airport;
(ii) the student pilot has a current solo flight endorsement in accordance
with these Regulations;
(iii)the instructor has determined that the student pilot is proficient to
make the flight; and
(iv)the purpose of the flight is to practice takeoffs and landings at that
other airport;
(b) a student pilot may make repeated specific solo cross-country flights
to another airport within 50 nautical miles of the airport from which
the flight originated, if:
(i) the authorised instructor who gave the endorsement gave the student
flight training in both directions over the route, including entering
and exiting the traffic patterns, takeoffs, with landings at the airport
to be used;
(ii) the student has current solo flight endorsements in accordance with
these Regulations, and
(iii)the student has a current solo cross-country flight endorsement in
accordance with sub-regulation (5), except that separate
endorsements are not required for each flight made under this
paragraph.
(5) Except as specified in sub-regulation (4)(b), a student pilot shall have a
solo cross-country endorsement placed in the student pilot’s log book by the
authorised instructor who conducted the training for each make and model
aircraft the student shall fly on each cross-country flight.
(6) A student pilot who is receiving training for cross-country flight shall
receive and log flight training in the following manoeuvres and procedures:
(a) in an aeroplane or rotorcraft:
(i) use of aeronautical charts for visual flight rules, navigation pilotage
and dead reckoning with the aid of a magnetic compass;
(ii) use of aircraft performance charts pertaining to crosscountry flight;
(iii)procurement and analysis of aeronautical weather reports and
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forecasts, including recognition of critical weather situations and
estimating visibility while in flight;
(iv)recognition, avoidance, and operational restrictions of hazardous
terrain features in the geographical area where the student pilot will
conduct cross-country flight;
(v) use of radios for VFR navigation and two-way communications;
(vi)climbs at best angle and best rate; and
(vii)
control and manoeuvring solely by reference to flight
instruments, including straight and level flight, turns, descents, climbs,
use of radio aids, and air traffic control clearances;
(b) in a glider:
(i) the manouvres and procedure specified in sub-regulation (6)(a), as
applicable;
(ii)
landings accomplished without the use of the altimeter from
at least 2000 feet above the surface; and
(iii)
recognition of weather and upper air conditions favourable
for cross-country soaring, ascending flight, descending flight, and
altitude control;
(c) in an airship:
(i) the manoeuvres and procedures specified in sub-regulation (6)(a), as
applicable;
(ii) control of air pressure with regard to ascending and descending flight
and altitude control;
(iii) control of the airship solely by reference to flight instruments; and
(iv) recognition of weather and upper air conditions conducive for the
direction of cross-country flight.
Renewal
requirements

62. A holder of an SPL may apply for renewal of the licence where the
holder has passed a class II (two) medical examination.
Private Pilot Licence

Eligibility
requirements

63. – (1) An applicant for a PPL, shall:
(a) be at least 17 years of age for a licence other than the operation of
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for Private
Pilot Licence

glider or balloon;
(b) be at least 16 years of age for a licence in a glider or balloon;
(c) demonstrate the ability to read, speak, write, and understand the
english language in accordance with the language proficiency
requirements contained in the Second Schedule to these Regulations;
(d) receive an endorsement for the knowledge test from an authorised
instructor who shall:
(i) confirm that the applicant has undergone training on the
aeronautical knowledge areas listed in Regulation 64, that
apply to the aircraft category sought; and
(ii) certify that the person is prepared for the required knowledge
test.
(e) be in possession of a valid class 2 Medical Certificate issued under
these Regulations;
(f) pass the required knowledge test on the aeronautical knowledge
areas listed in these Regulations;
(g) receive flight training and a logbook endorsement from an authorised
instructor who shall:
(i) confirm that the applicant has undergone the training in the
areas of operation prescribed in these Regulations, that apply
to the aircraft category and class rating sought; and
(ii) certify that the person is prepared for the required practical
test;
(h) meet the aeronautical experience requirements of this sub-part that
apply to the aircraft category and class rating sought before applying
for the practical test;
(i) pass a practical test on the areas of operation listed in Regulation
66 that apply to the aircraft category and class rating sought; and.
(j) comply with the appropriate provisions of these Regulations that
apply to the aircraft category and class rating sought.

Aeronautical
knowledge
and skills

64. (1) An applicant for a private pilot licence shall have demonstrated a
level of knowledge appropriate to the privileges granted to the holder of
such licence and appropriate to the category of aircraft intended to be
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requirements
for PPL

included in the licence in at least the following subjects:
(a) air law:
(i) rules and regulations relevant to the holder of a private pilot
licence;
(ii) rules of the air;
(iii) altimeter setting procedures,
(iv) appropriate air traffic services practices and procedures for
aeroplane, helicopter, powered-lift and airship;
(b) aircraft general knowledge:
(i) principles of operation and functioning of powerplants, systems
and instruments;
(ii) operating limitations of the relevant category of aircraft and
powerplants; relevant operational information from the flight
manual or other appropriate document;
(iii) for helicopter and powered –lift, transmission power-trains
where applicable; and
(iv) for airship, physical properties and application of gases.
(c) flight performance, planning and loading:
(i) effects of loading and mass distribution on flight characteristics;
mass and balance calculations;
(ii)
use and practical application of take-off, landing and other
performance data;
(iii) pre-flight and en-route flight planning appropriate to private
operations under visual flight rules;
(iv) preparation and filing of air traffic services flight plans;
(v) appropriate air traffic services procedures;
(vi) position reporting procedures; and
(vii) altimeter setting procedures; operations in areas of high-density
traffic.
(d) human performance- human performance including threats and
error management;
(e) meteorology:
(i) application of elementary aeronautical meteorology;
(ii)
use of and procedures for obtaining meteorological
information;
(iii) altimetry; and
(iv) hazardous weather conditions;
(f) navigation:
(i)
practical aspects of air navigation and dead-reckoning
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techniques; and
(ii) use of aeronautical charts.
(g) operational procedures:
(i)
use of aeronautical documentation such as Aeronautical
Information Publication, NOTAM, aeronautical codes and
abbreviations;
(ii)
appropriate precautionary and emergency procedures,
including action to be taken to avoid hazardous weather,
wake turbulence and other operating hazards;
(iii) application of threats and error management principles to
operational performance;
(iv) altimeter setting procedures;
(v)
in case of the helicopter, and if applicable, powered-lift,
settling with power, ground resonance; retreating blade stall;
(vi) dynamic roll-over and other operational hazards; and
(vii) safety procedures, associated with flight in visual
meteorological conditions.
(h) principles of flight;
(i) radiotelephony:
communication procedures and phraseology as applied to visual
flight rules operations and action to be taken in case of
communication failure.
(2) The aeronautical knowledge areas applicable to any relevant rotorcraft
category and class rating shall include all areas covered under sub-regulation
(1) and settling with power, ground resonance, roll over and other operating
hazards.
(3) The aeronautical knowledge areas applicable to any relevant lighter than
air category and class rating shall be as follows:
(a) air law:
(i) rules and regulations relevant to the holder of a lighter than air
category;
(ii) rules of the air;
(iii) appropriate air traffic services practices and procedures;
(b) aircraft general knowledge:
(i) principles of operation of lighter than aircraft category systems and
instruments;
(ii) operating limitations of lighter than aircraft category relevant
operational information from the flight manual or other appropriate
document;
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(iii) physical properties and practical application of gases used in
lighter than aircraft category.
(c) flight performance and planning:
(i) effects of loading on flight characteristics; mass and balance
calculations;
(ii) use and practical application of launching, landing and other
performance data, including the effect of temperature;
(iii) pre-flight and en-route flight planning appropriate to operations
under visual flight rules, appropriate air traffic services procedures;
and
(iv) altimeter setting procedures and operations in areas of highdensity traffic.
(d) human performance:
human performance relevant to the private pilot including principles of
threat and error management;
(e) meteorology:
(i) application of elementary aeronautical meteorology, use of and
procedures for obtaining meteorological information and altimetry;
(ii) hazardous weather conditions.
(f) navigation:
practical aspects of air navigation and dead-reckoning techniques and use
of aeronautical charts.
(g) operational procedures:
(i) use of aeronautical documentation such as aeronautical
information publication, NOTAM, aeronautical codes and
abbreviations;
(ii) appropriate precautionary and emergency procedures, including
action to be taken to avoid hazardous weather, wake turbulence and
other operating hazards;
(iii) application of threat and error management to operational
performance;
(iv) altimeter setting procedures; and
(v) safety procedures, associated with flight in visual meteorological
conditions.
(i) principles of flight relating to lighter than aircraft category.

Privileges
and
limitations of
the holder of
PPL

65. (1) Subject to compliance with the requirements specified in these
Regulations, the privileges of the holder of a private pilot licence shall
permit him fly act, except for remuneration, as pilot-in-command or copilot of aircraft within the appropriate aircraft category engaged in nonrevenue flights.
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(2) Before exercising the privileges at night, the licence holder shall have
received dual instruction in aircraft within the appropriate category of aircraft
in night flying, including take-off, landing and navigation.

Specific
requirements
for the
issuance of
aeroplane
category
rating flight
instructions

66. (1) The applicant for a PPL shall have received dual instruction in
aeroplanes appropriate to the class rating sought, from an authorized
flight instructor.
(2) The instructor shall ensure that the applicant has operational experience
in at least the following areas to the level of performance required for the
private pilot:
(a) recognize and manage threats and errors;
(b) pre-flight operations, including mass and balance determination,
aeroplane inspection and servicing;
(c) aerodrome and traffic pattern operations, collision avoidance
precautions and procedures;
(d) control of the aeroplane by external visual reference;
(e) flight at critically slow airspeeds;
(f) recognition of, and recovery from, incipient and full stalls;
(g) flight at critically high airspeeds;
(h) recognition of, and recovery from, spiral dives;
(i) normal and crosswind take-offs and landings;
(j) maximum performance short field and obstacle clearance takeoffs;
(k) short-field landings;
(l) flight by reference solely to instruments, including the
completion of a level 180° turn;
(m)cross-country flying using visual reference, dead reckoning and,
where available, radio navigation aids;
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(n) emergency operations, including simulated aeroplane equipment
malfunctions;
(o) operations to, from and transiting controlled aerodromes,
compliance with air traffic services procedures; and
(p) communication procedures and phraseology

Aeronautical
experience
and skill
requirements
for PPL with
an aeroplane
category
rating

67. (1) An applicant for a PPL with an aeroplane category rating shall have
completed:
(a) for a single engine class rating for each category rating sought(i) Not less than 40 hours of flight time as pilot of aeroplanes, or 35
hours if completed during approved training as pilot of aeroplane a
total of 5 hours may have been completed in a flight simulator; and
(ii) not less than 10 hours of solo flight time under the supervision of
an authorized flight instructor, including 5 hours of solo crosscountry flight time with at least one cross-country flight totalling
not less than 270 km or 150 NM in the course of which full-stop
landings at two different aerodromes shall be made.
(b) for a multi engine class rating for each category sought, in addition
to the requirements of paragraph (a):
(i) not less than 10 hours under the supervision of an authorised
flight instructor in the category sought; and
(ii) pass a practical skill test on multi-engine aircraft as specified in
Regulation 40.
(2) An applicant for a PPL with a balloon class rating shall have completed
16 hours which consist of not less than 8 training flights in the areas of
operation that includes:
(a) where the training is being performed in a gas balloon:
(i) two flights of 2 hours each that consist of one training flight
within 60 days prior to application for the rating on the areas of
operation for a gas balloon;
(ii) 5 hours of solo flight in a gas balloon under supervision of an
authorised instructor; and
(iii) one flight involving a controlled ascent to 3000 feet above the
launch site;
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(b) where the training is being performed in a balloon with an airborne
heater:
(i) 2 flights of 1 hour each within 60 days prior to application for the
rating on areas of operation appropriate to a balloon with an
airborne heater;
(ii) 5 hours solo flight in a balloon with an airborne heater under an
supervision of anauthorised instructor; and
one flight involving a controlled ascent to 3000 feet above the
launch site.
Specific
requirements
for the issue
of the
helicopter
category
rating experience
and flight
instructions

68. (1) An applicant shall have completed not less than 40 hours of flight
time, or 35 hours if completed during approved training, as a pilot of
helicopters, of which a maximum of 5 hours may have been completed
in a flight simulation training device or FSTD.
(2) The applicant shall have completed in helicopters not less than 10 hours
of solo flight time under the supervision of an authorized flight instructor,
including 5 hours of solo cross-country flight time with at least one crosscountry flight totaling not less than 180 km or 100 NM in the course of
which landings at two different points shall be made.
(3) The applicant shall have received not less than 20 hours of dual instruction
time in helicopters from an authorized flight instructor.
(4) The instructor shall ensure that the applicant has operational experience
in at least the following areas to the level of performance required for the
private pilot:
(a) recognize and manage threats and errors;
(b) pre-flight operations, including mass and balance determination,
helicopter inspection and servicing;
(c) aerodrome and traffic pattern operations, collision avoidance
precautions and procedures;
(d) control of the helicopter by external visual reference;
(e) recovery at the incipient stage from settling with power;
(f) recovery techniques from low-rotor rpm within the normal range
of engine rpm;
(g) ground maneuverings and run-ups;
(h) hovering;
(i) take-offs and landings - normal, out of wind and sloping ground;
(j) take-offs and landings with minimum necessary power;
maximum performance take-off and landing techniques;
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(k) restricted site operations;
(l) quick stops;
(m) cross-country flying using visual reference, dead reckoning and,
where available, radio navigation aids, including a flight of at
least one hour;
(n) emergency operations, including simulated helicopter equipment
malfunctions;
(o) autorotative approach;
(p) operations to and from and transiting controlled aerodromes;
(q) compliance with air traffic services procedures;
(r) communication procedures and phraseology; and
(s) operational experience in flight by reference solely to instruments,
including the completion of a level 180° turn, in a suitably
instrumented helicopter.
(5) Notwithstanding the instrument experience specified in Sub-regulation (l)
and the night flying dual instruction a holder of PPL shall not fly helicopters
under instrument flight rules or IFR.

Specific
requirements
for the issue
of the
powered-lift
category
rating –
experience
and flight
instructions

69. (1) An applicant for a PPL with a powered-lift category rating shall have
completed:
(a) not less than 40 hours of flight time as a pilot of powered-lift; and
(b) not less than 10 hours of solo flight time under the supervision of
an authorized flight instructor, including 5 hours of solo crosscountry flight time with at least one cross-country flight totaling
not less than 270 km or150 NM in the course of which full stop
landing at two different aerodromes shall be made.
(2) Except for balloons and gliders, an applicant for PPL who has flight time
as a pilot in other categories may be credited with 10 hours of the total flight
time.
(3) The applicant shall have received not less than 20 hours of dual
instruction time in powered-lifts from an authorized flight instructor.
(4) The instructor shall ensure that the applicant has operational experience
in at least the following areas to the level of performance required for the
private pilot:
(a) recognize and manage threats and errors;
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(b) pre-flight operations, including mass and balance determination,
powered-lift inspection and servicing
(c) aerodrome and traffic pattern operations, collision avoidance
precautions and procedures;
(d) control of the powered-lift by external visual reference;
(e) ground manoeuvring and run-ups;
(f) hover and rolling take-offs and climb-out;
(g) hover and rolling approach and landings — normal, out of wind and
sloping ground;
(h) take-offs and landings with minimum necessary power;
(i) maximum performance take-off and landing techniques;
(j) restricted site operations; quick stops;
(k) flight by reference solely to instruments, including the completion of
a level 180° turn;
(l) recovery at the incipient stage from settling with power;
(m)recovery techniques from low-rotor rpm within the normal range of
engine rpm;
(n) cross-country flying using visual reference, dead reckoning and,
where available, radio navigation aids, including a flight of at least
one hour;
(o) emergency operations, including simulated powered-lift equipment
malfunctions;
(p) power of reconversion to autorotation and autorotative approach,
where applicable;
(q) transmission and interconnect driveshaft failure, where applicable;
(r) operations to and from and transiting controlled aerodromes,
compliance with air traffic services procedures; and
(s) communication procedures and phraseology.
(5) An applicant for a PPL with glider category shall have completed:
(a) not less than 6 hours of flight time as pilot of gliders including 2
hours solo flight time during which not less than 20 launches and
landings have been performed; and
(b) if the applicant has logged 40 hours of flight time in aeroplanes
the applicant shall complete 3 hours of flight time in a glider,
including 2 hours of solo flight time during which not less than 10
launches and landings have been performed.
(6) An applicant shall have demonstrated the ability to perform as pilot-in
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command of a glider, the procedures and manoeuvres described in
Regulation 111(5) with a degree of competency appropriate to the privileges
granted to the holder of a glider pilot licence, and to:
(a) recognize and manage threats and errors;
(b) operate the glider within its limitations;
(c) complete all manoeuvres with smoothness and accuracy;
(d) exercise good judgement and airmanship;
(e) apply aeronautical knowledge; and
(f) maintain control of the glider at all times in a manner such that
the successful outcome of a procedure or manoeuvre is assured.
Specific
requirements
for the issue
of the airship
category
rating –
experience
and flight
instructions

70. (1) An applicant for a PPL with an airship class rating shall have
completed 25 hours of flight training in airships on the areas of operation
which consists of at least:
(a) if the privileges of the licence are to be exercised at night, three hours
of night flight training in an airship that includes:
(i) a cross-country flight of over 25 nautical miles total distance;
and
(ii) five take offs and 5 landings to a full stop, with each landing
involving a flight in the traffic pattern, at an airport;
(iii) 3 hours of instrument time; and
(b) 5 hours of solo flight in an airship with an authorised instructor.
(2) The applicant shall have received dual instruction in airships from an
authorized flight instructor.
(2) The instructor shall ensure that the applicant has received instruction
in at least the following areas:
(a) recognize and manage threats and errors;
(b) pre-flight operations, including mass and balance determination,
airship inspection and servicing;
(c) ground reference manoeuvres;
(d) aerodrome and traffic pattern operations, collision avoidance
precautions and procedures;
(e) techniques and procedures for the take-off, including appropriate
limitations, emergency procedures and signals used;
(f) control of the airship by external visual reference;
(g) take-offs, landings and go-arounds;
(h) maximum performance obstacle clearance take-offs;
(i) flight by reference solely to instruments, including the completion
of a level 180o turn;
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(j) navigation, cross-country flying using visual reference, dead
reckoning and radio navigation aids;
(k) emergency operations recognition of leaks including simulated
airship equipment malfunctions; and
(l) communication procedures and phraseology.

Renewal
requirements

71. A PPL may be renewed if the holder of the licence has logged the
following hours as PIC on either category, class or type rating sought
within 12 months preceding the date of application for renewal:
(a) for aeroplane and rotorcraft not less than 5 hours; and
(b) for glider or lighter than air not less than 3 hours.

Commercial Pilot Licence
Eligibility
requirements
for
Commercial
Pilot Licence
or CPL

72. An applicant for a commercial pilot licence or CPL shall:
(a) be at least 18 years of age;
(b) demonstrate the ability to read, speak, write, and understand the
English language in accordance with the language proficiency
requirements contained in the Second Schedule to these
Regulations;
(c) receive a logbook endorsement from an authorised instructor who
shall:
(i) confirm that the applicant has undergone the required ground
training on the aeronautical knowledge areas listed in
Regulation 73, that apply to the aircraft category and class
rating sought; and
(ii) certify that the person is prepared for the required knowledge
test that applies to the aircraft category and class rating sought.
(d) pass the required knowledge test on the aeronautical knowledge
areas listed in Regulation 73;
(e) receive the required training and a logbook endorsement from an
authorised instructor who shall:
(i) confirm that the applicant has undergone the training on the
areas of operation that apply to the applicable aircraft category
and class rating sought as specified in these Regulations ; and
(ii) certified that the person is prepared for the required practical
test;
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(f) be in possession of a class 1 medical certificate issued under these
Regulations;
(g) meet the aeronautical experience requirements of the applicable
provisions of these Regulations that apply to the aircraft category
and class rating sought before applying for the practical test
(h) pass the required practical test on the areas of operation listed in
these Regulations that apply to the aircraft category and class
rating sought;
(i) hold a PPL issued under these Regulations or meet the
requirements of these Regulations, pertaining to military licences;
and
(j) comply with all requirements of these Regulations which apply to
the aircraft category and class rating sought.

Aeronautical
knowledge
requirements
for CPL

73. (1) An applicant for a CPL shall have demonstrated a level of knowledge
appropriate to the privileges granted to the holder of such licence and
appropriate to the category of aircraft intended to be included in the
licence in at least the subjects specified in sub-regulation (2).
(2) The aeronautical knowledge areas applicable to any relevant aircraft
category and class rating are:
(a) air law:
(i) rules and regulations relevant to the holder of a CPL;
(ii) rules of the air; and
(iii)appropriate air traffic services practices and procedures;
(b) aircraft general knowledge:
(i) principles of operation and functioning of powerplants,
systems and instruments;
(ii) operating limitations of relevant aircraft category and
powerplants, relevant operational information from the flight
manual or other appropriate document;
(iii)use and serviceability checks of equipment and systems of
appropriate aircraft category;
(iv)maintenance procedures for airframes, systems and
powerplants of appropriate aircraft category;
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(v) for helicopter and powered-lift, transmission or power-trains
where applicable; and
(vi)for airship, physical properties and practical application of
gases;
(c) flight performance, planning and loading:
(i) effects of loading and mass distribution on aircraft handling,
flight characteristics and performance, mass and balance
calculations;
(ii) use and practical application of take-off, landing and other
performance data;
(iii)pre-flight and en-route flight planning appropriate to
commercial operations under visual flight rules;
(iv)preparation and filing of air traffic services flight plans and
appropriate air traffic services procedures.
(v) in the case of airship, helicopter and powered-lift effects of
external loading;
(d) human performance:
human performance relevant to the CPL including principles of
threat and error management;
(e) meteorology:
(i) interpretation
and
application
of
aeronautical
meteorological reports, charts and forecasts;
(ii) use of, and procedures for obtaining, meteorological
information, pre-flight and in-flight and altimetry;
(iii) aeronautical meteorology;
(iv) climatology of relevant areas in respect of the elements
having an effect upon aviation;
(v) the moment of pressure systems, the structure of fronts, and
the origin and characteristics of significant weather
phenomena which affect take-off, en-route and landing
conditions and hazardous weather avoidance;
(vi) causes, recognition and effects of icing;
(vii) frontal zone penetration procedures;
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(viii) hazardous weather avoidance;
(f) navigation:
(i) air navigation, including the use of aeronautical charts,
instruments and navigation aids;
(ii) understanding of the principles and characteristics of
appropriate navigation systems; and
(iii)operation of air borne equipment;
(g) operation procedures:
(i) use of aeronautical documentation such as aeronautica
information publications or IP, notice to airmen of
NOTAM, aeronautical codes and abbreviations;
(ii) appropriate precautionary and emergency procedures;
(iii) operational procedures for carriage of freight;
(iv) potential hazards associated with dangerous goods;
(v) requirements and practices for safety briefing to passengers,
including precautions to be observed when embarking and
disembarking from aircraft;
(vi) night and high altitude;
(vii) application of threats and error management principles to
operational performance.
(viii) altimeter setting procedures;
(ix) in the case of the helicopter, and if applicable, powered-lift
settling with power: ground resonance;
(x) retreating blade stall;
(xi) roll-over and other operation hazards; safety procedures,
associated with flight in visual meteorological conditions or
VMC;
(h) principles of flight:
principles of flight relating to aircraft;
(i) radiotelephony:
(i) communication procedures and phraseology as applied to
visual flight rules operations; and
(ii) action to be taken in case of communication failure.
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(3) The aeronautical knowledge areas applicable to any relevant rotorcraft
category and class rating shall include all areas covered in sub-regulation (2)
in addition to the following areas:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

powerplants;
transmissions or power trains;
external loads on helicopter handling;
settling with power, ground resonance, roll-over and other
operating hazards; and
(e) operational procedures for carriage of freight including external
loads.
(4) The aeronautical knowledge areas applicable to any relevant lighter than
air category and class rating shall be as follows:
(a) air law:
(i) rules and regulations relevant to the holder of a free balloon
pilot licence;
(ii) rules of the air; and
(iii)appropriate air traffic services practices and procedures.
(b) aircraft general knowledge:
(i) principles of operation of free balloon systems and
instruments;
(ii) operating limitations of free balloons;
(iii) relevant operational information from the flight manual or
other appropriate document;
(iv)physical properties and practical application of gases used in
free balloons;
(c) flight performance and planning:
(i) effects of loading on flight characteristics; mass calculations;
(ii) use and practical application of launching, landing and other
performance data, including the effect of temperature;
(iii)pre-flight and en-route flight planning appropriate to
operations under visual flight rules; and
(iv)appropriate air traffic services procedures and altimeter setting
procedures;
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(v) operations in areas of high-density traffic.
(d) human performance:
human performance relevant to the free balloon pilot.
(e) meteorology:
application of elementary aeronautical meteorology; use of, and
procedures for obtaining, meteorological information and
altimetry;
(f) navigation:
(i) practical aspects of air navigation and dead-reckoning
techniques;
(ii) use of aeronautical charts.
(g) operational procedures:
(i) use of aeronautical documentation such as AIP, NOTAM,
aeronautical codes and abbreviations;
(ii) appropriate precautionary and emergency procedures,
including action to be taken to avoid hazardous weather, wake
turbulence and other operating hazards; and
(iii)application of threats and error management principles to
operational performance;
(h) principles of flight
principles of flight relating to free balloons.
(i) in case of airship:
(i) use, limitation and serviceability of avionics and instruments
necessary for the control and navigation;
(ii) use, accuracy and reliability of navigation systems used in
departure; and
(iii)principles and characteristics of self-contained and external
referenced navigation systems and operation of airborne
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equipment.
Specific
requirements
for the issue
of the
aeroplane
category
rating –
experience
and flight
instructions

74. – (1) An applicant for a CPL aeroplanes shall obtain the following hours
of aeronautical experience:
(a) not less than 200 hours of flight time, or 150 hours where
completed during an integrated course of approved training
provided for in an Approved Training Organisation under the
Civil Aviation (Approved Training Organisation) Regulations, as
a pilot of aeroplanes, of which 20 hours may have been completed
in a synthetic flight trainer;
(b) in aeroplanes, not less than:
(i) 100 hours as PIC or, in the case of approved training, 70 hours
as PIC;
(ii) 20 hours of cross-country flight time as PIC including a crosscountry flight totalling not less than 540 km or 300 NM in the
course of which full-stop landings at two different aerodromes
shall be made;
(iii)10 hours of instrument instruction time of which not more than
5 hours may be instrument time in the synthetic flight trainer;
(iv)5 hours of night flying, including 5 take-offs and 5 landings as
PIC;
(c) in a powered-lift not less than:
(i) 50 hours as pilot-in-command;
(ii) 10 hours of cross-country flying as pilot-in-command
including a cross-country flight totaling not less than 540 km
or 300NM in the course of which full-stop landings at two
different aerodromes shall be made;
(iii) 10 hours of instrument instruction of which not more than 5
hours may be instrument ground time; and
(iv)if the privileges of the licence are to be exercised at night, 5
hours of night flight time including 5 take-offs and landings
as pilot-in-command.
(2) A holder of a pilot licence in another category may be credited towards the
200 hours of flight time as follows:
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(a) 10 hours as PIC in a category other than helicopters; or
(b) 30 hours as PIC holding a PPL on helicopters; or
(c) 100 hours as PIC holding a CPL on helicopters.
(3) The applicant shall have received dual instruction in aeroplanes
appropriate to the class or type rating sought from an authorized flight
instructor.
(4) The instructor shall ensure that the applicant has operational experience
in at least the following areas to the level of performance required for the
commercial pilot:
(a) recognize and manage threats and errors;
(b) pre-flight operations, including mass and balance determination,
aeroplane inspection and servicing;
(c) aerodrome and traffic pattern operations, collision avoidance
precautions and procedures;
(d) control of the aeroplane by external visual reference;
(e) flight at critically slow airspeeds;
(f) spin avoidance; recognition of, and recovery from, incipient and full
stalls;
(g) flight with asymmetrical power for multi-engine class or type ratings;
(h) flight at critically high airspeeds;
(i) recognition of, and recovery from, spiral dives;
(j) normal and crosswind take-offs and landings;
(k) maximum performance short field and obstacle clearance take-offs;
short-field landings;
(l) basic flight manoeuvres and recovery from unusual attitudes by
reference solely to basic flight instruments;
(m)cross-country flying using visual reference, dead reckoning and radio
navigation aids;
(n) diversion procedures;
(o) abnormal and emergency procedures and manoeuvres including
simulated aeroplane equipment malfunctions;
(p) operations to, from and transiting controlled aerodromes, compliance
with air traffic services procedures; and
(q)communication procedures and phraseology.
(5) The applicant shall have received, in actual flight, upset prevention and
recovery training approved by the Authority.

Specific

75. 1) An applicant for a CPL helicopter licence shall have completed-
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requirements
for the issue
of the
helicopter
category
rating –
experience
and flight
instructions

(a) not less than 150 hours of flight time or 100 hours if completed during
an integrated course of approved training provided for in an ATO
under the Civil Aviation (Approved Training Organisation)
Regulations, as a pilot of helicopters, of which 10 hours may have
been completed in a synthetic flight trainer;
(b) not less than:
(i) 35 hours as PIC;
(ii) 10 hours of cross-country flight time as PIC including a cross-country
flight in the course of which full-stop landings at two different points
shall be made;
(iii)10 hours of instrument instruction time of which not more than 5
hours may be instrument ground time; and
(iv)if the privileges of the licence are to be exercised at night, 5 hours of
night flight time including 5 take-offs and 5 landing patterns as PIC.
(c) The holder of a pilot licence in the helicopter category may be credited
towards the 150 hours of flight time as follows:
(i) 20 hours as PIC holding a PPL in aeroplanes; or
(ii) 50 hours as PIC holding a CPL in aeroplanes.
(2) The applicant shall have received dual instruction in helicopters from an

authorized flight instructor.

(3)

(3) The instructor shall ensure that the applicant has operational experience
in at least the following areas to the level of performance required for the
commercial pilot:
(a) recognize and manage threats and errors;
(b) pre-flight operations, including mass and balance determination,
helicopter inspection and servicing;
(c) aerodrome and traffic pattern operations, collision avoidance
precautions and procedures;
(d) control of the helicopter by external visual reference;
(e) recovery at the incipient stage from settling with power; recovery
techniques from low-rotor rpm within the normal range of engine
rpm;
(f) ground maneuvering and run-ups; hovering; take-offs and landings
— normal, out of wind and sloping ground;
(g) steep approaches;
(h) take-offs and landings with minimum necessary power;
(i) maximum performance take-off and landing techniques;
(j) restricted site operations;
(k) quick stops;
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(l) hovering out of ground effect;
(m)operations with external load, if applicable;
(n) flight at high altitude;
(o) basic flight manoeuvres and recovery from unusual attitudes by
reference solely to basic flight instruments;
(p) cross-country flying using visual reference, dead reckoning and
radio navigation aids;
(q) diversion procedures;
(r) abnormal and emergency procedures, including simulated
helicopter equipment malfunctions, autorotative approach and
landing;
(s) operations to, from and transiting controlled aerodromes,
compliance with air traffic services procedures; and
(t) communication procedures and phraseology.
(4) An applicant for a CPL gyroplane shall have completed(a) 150 hours of flight time as a pilot, including at least 100 hours in
powered aircraft, of which 25 hours shall be in gyroplanes;
(b) 100 hours of PIC flight time, including at least:
(i) 10 hours in gyroplanes; and
(ii) 3 hours in cross-country flight in gyroplanes; and
(c) 20 hours of training on the areas of operation listed in these
Regulations, including at least(i) 5 hours of instrument training in an aircraft; and
(ii) one cross-country flight of at least 2 hours in a gyroplane in
day VFR conditions, consisting of a total straight-line distance
of more than 50 nautical miles from the original point of
departure; and
(d) 10 hours of solo flight in a gyroplane on the areas of operation
listed in these Regulations including at least:
(i) one cross-country flight with landings at a minimum of three
points, with one segment consisting of a straight-line distance
of at least 50 nautical miles from the original point of
departure; and
(ii) 5 hours in night visual flight rules conditions with 10 takeoffs
and 10 landings with each landing involving a flight in the
traffic pattern.
Specific
requirements

76. (1) An applicant for a CPL powered-lift shall have completed not less
than 200 hours of flights in a powered-lift, or 150 hours if completed
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for the issue
during an approved training, as a pilot of aircraft.
of
the
(2) The applicant shall have experience as a pilot under instruction in a flight
powered-lift
simulation training device of the total flight time of 200 hours or 150 hours,
category
as the case may be, including:
rating
–
(a) 50 hours as a pilot-in-command;
experience
(b) 10 hours of cross-country flying as pilot-in-command including a
and
flight
cross-country flight totalling not less than 540 km or 300 NM in the
course of which full-stop landings at two different aerodromes shall
instructions
be made;
(c) 10 hours of instrument instruction of which not more than 5 hours
may be instrument ground time; and
(d) If the privileges of the licence are to be exercised at night, 5 hours of
night flight time including 5 take-offs and landings as pilot-incommand.
(3) The applicant shall have received dual instruction in a powered-lift from
an authorized flight instructor.
(4) The instructor shall ensure that the applicant has operational experience
in at least the following areas to the level of performance required for the
commercial pilot:
(a) recognize and manage threats and errors;
(b) pre-flight operations, including mass and balance determination,
powered-lift inspection and servicing;
(c) aerodrome and traffic pattern operations, collision avoidance
precautions and procedures;
(d) control of the powered-lift by external visual reference;
(e) recovery at the incipient stage from settling with power;
recovery techniques from low-rotor rpm within the normal range of
engine RPM;
(f) ground manoeuvring and run-ups;
(g) hover and rolling take-offs and climb-out;
(h) hover and rolling approach and landings — normal, out of wind and
sloping ground;
(i) steep approaches;
(j) take-offs and landings with minimum necessary power;
maximum performance take-off and landing techniques;
(k) restricted site operations; quick stops;
(l) hovering out of ground effect;
(m)operations with external load, if applicable; flight at high altitude;
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(n) basic flight manoeuvres and recovery from unusual attitudes by
reference solely to basic flight instruments;
(o) cross-country flying using visual reference, dead reckoning and,
where available, radio navigation aids, including a flight of at least one
hour;
(p) emergency operations, including simulated powered-lift equipment
malfunctions;
(q) power of reconversion to autorotation and autorotative approach,
where applicable;
(r) transmission and interconnect driveshaft failure, where applicable;
(s) operations to, from and transiting controlled aerodromes, compliance
with air traffic services procedures; and
(t) communication procedures and phraseology.
Specific
requirements
for the issue
of the airship
category
rating –
experience
and dual
instructions

77. (1) An applicant for a commercial pilot licence lighter than air airship
category shall have completed not less than 200 hours of flight time as a
pilot, including not less than:
(a) 50 hours as a pilot of airships;
(b) 30 hours in airships as pilot-in-command or pilot-in-command
under supervision, to include not less than:
(i) 10 hours of cross-country flight time; and
(ii) 10 hours of night flight;
(c) 40 hours of instrument time, of which 20 hours shall be in flight
and 10 hours in flight in airships; and
(d) 20 hours of flight training in airships in the areas of operation
listed in sub- regulation (3)
(2) The applicant shall have received dual instruction in airships from an
authorized flight instructor.
(3) The instructor shall ensure that the applicant has operational experience
in at least the following areas to the level of performance required for the
commercial pilot:
(a) recognize and manage threats and errors;
(b) pre-flight operations, including mass and balance determination,
airship inspection and servicing;
(c) aerodrome and traffic pattern operations, collision avoidance
precautions and procedures;
(d) techniques and procedures for the take-off, including appropriate
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limitations, emergency procedures and signals used;
(e) control of the airship by external visual reference;
(f) recognition of leaks;
(g) normal take-offs and landings;
(h) maximum performance short field and obstacle clearance take-offs;
(i) short-field landings;
(j) flight under IFR;
(k) cross-country flying using visual reference, dead reckoning and,
where available, radio navigation aids;
(l) emergency operations, including simulated airship equipment
malfunctions;
(m)operations to, from and transiting controlled aerodromes, compliance
with air traffic services procedures; and
(n) communication procedures and phraseology.
Specific
requirements
for the issue
of the lighter
than air, or
balloon
category
rating
–
experience
and
dual
instructions

78. (1) An applicant for a CPL lighter than air balloon category shall have
completed 35 hours which consist of not less than 20 hours training
flights in the areas of operation, that include:
(a) for a gas balloon:
(i) 2 training flights of not less than 2 hours each in the
appropriate areas of operation within 60 days prior to
application for the rating;
(ii) 10 hours as PIC; and
(iii)two flights involving a controlled ascent to 5,000 feet above
the launch site;
(b) for a balloon with an airborne heater:
(i) two training flights of two hours each in the appropriate areas
of operation within sixty days prior to application for the
rating;
(ii) 10 hours as PIC; and
(iii) two flights involving a controlled ascent to 5000 feet above
the launch site.
(c) for a free balloon:
(i) the procedures and manoeuvres described in sub regulation (3)
with a degree of competency appropriate to the privileges granted
to the holder of a free balloon pilot licence;
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(ii) recognize and manage threats and errors;
(iii) operate the free balloon within its limitations;
(iv) complete all manoeuvres with smoothness and accuracy;
(v) exercise good judgement and airmanship;
(vi) apply aeronautical knowledge; and
(vi)maintain control of the free balloon at all times in a manner such that
the successful outcome of a procedure or maneuver is assured.
(2) The applicant shall have received dual instruction in airships from an
authorized flight instructor.
(3) The instructor shall ensure that the applicant has operational experience
in at least the following areas to the level of performance required for the
commercial pilot:
(a) recognize and manage threats and errors;
(b) pre-flight operations, including mass and balance
determination, airship inspection and servicing;
(c) aerodrome and traffic pattern operations, collision avoidance
precautions and procedures;
(d) techniques and procedures for the take-off, including
appropriate limitations, emergency procedures and signals
used;
(e) control of the airship by external visual reference;
(f) recognition of leaks;
(g) normal take-offs and landings;
(h) maximum performance or short field and obstacle clearance
take-offs; short-field landings;
(i) flight under IFR;
(j) cross-country flying using visual reference, dead reckoning
and, where available, radio navigation aids;
(k) emergency operations, including simulated airship equipment
malfunctions;
(l) operations to, from and transiting controlled aerodromes,
compliance with air traffic services procedures; and
communication procedures and phraseology.

Privileges
and
limitations

79. (1) Subject to compliance with the requirements specified in these
Regulations, the privileges of the holder of a commercial pilot licence
shall be:
(a) to exercise all the privileges of the holder of a private pilot licence in
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an aircraft within the appropriate aircraft category;
(b) to act as pilot-in-command of an aircraft within the appropriate
aircraft category engaged in operations other than commercial air
transportation;
(c) to act as pilot-in-command, in commercial air transportation, of an
aircraft within the appropriate aircraft category and certificated for
single-pilot operation;
(d) to act as co-pilot of an aircraft within the appropriate aircraft category
required to be operated with a co-pilot; and for the airship category,
to pilot an airship under instrument flight rules or IFR.
(2) Before exercising the privileges at night, the licence holder shall have
received dual instruction in aircraft within the appropriate category of aircraft
in night flying, including take-off, landing and navigation.
Renewal
requirements

80. A holder of a PPL may apply for renewal of the licence if the holder of
the licence has logged as PIC or co-pilot within s6 months preceding the
date of renewal, the following hours:
(a) for aeroplanes and rotorcraft, not less than 6 hours and 6 take offs
and landings; and
(b) for lighter than air; 3 hours and 3 launches and landings.

Multi-crew pilot licence
Eligibility
requirements
for Multicrew pilot
licence or
MPL

81. An applicant for Multi-crew Pilot Licence or MPL, shall:
(a) not be less than 18 years of age;
(b) demonstrate the ability to read, speak, write, and understand the
English language in accordance with the language proficiency
requirements contained in the Second Schedule to these Regulations;
(c) meet at least one of the following requirements:
(i) demonstrate a level of knowledge appropriate to the privileges
granted to the holder of an airline transport pilot licence and
appropriate to the aeroplane category in an approved training
course;
(ii) hold either a foreign MPL or a foreign ATPL and an
instrument rating issued by another Contracting State.
(c) meet the applicable aeronautical experience requirements of this
sub-part before applying for the practical test;
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(d) pass a knowledge test on the applicable aeronautical knowledge
areas of these Regulations that apply to the aircraft category
rating sought;
(e) pass the practical test on the applicable areas of operation
specified in these Regulations that apply to the aircraft category
sought; and
(f) have a valid class 1 medical certificate issued under these
Regulations.
Aeronautical
Knowledge
and Skill
requirements
for Multicrew pilot
licence

82. (1) The applicant shall have met the requirements specified in the
knowledge requirements for the airline transport pilot licence appropriate
to the aeroplane category in an approved training course and the
additional requirements specified in the Third Schedule to these
Regulations.
(2) The applicant shall have demonstrated the underpinning skills required
for the competencies of the approved adapted competency model prescribed
in the applicable technical guidance materials as pilot flying and pilot
monitoring, to the level required to perform as a co-pilot of turbine-powered
aeroplanes certificated for operation with a minimum crew of at least 2 pilots
under VFR and IFR,
(3) Training in the underpinning knowledge requirements shall be fully
integrated with the training of the underpinning skill requirements.
(4) The competency standards to be achieved and the associated
performance criteria for the multi-crew pilot licence applicant shall be
publicly available in the applicable technical guidance material.

Experience
and Flight
instruction

83. (1) An applicant for MPL shall have completed an approved training
course, not less than 240 hours as pilot flying and pilot monitoring of
actual and simulated flight.
(2) Flight experience in actual flight shall include at least the experience
requirements in these Regulations, upset prevention and recovery training,
night flying and flight by reference solely to instruments.
In addition to meeting the provisions of sub regulation (2) , the applicant
shall have gained, in a turbine-powered aeroplane certificated for
operation with a minimum crew of at least 2 pilots, or in a flight
simulation training device approved for that purpose by the Authority in
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accordance with the Third Schedule to these Regulations the experience
necessary to achieve the final competency standard of the approved
adapted competency model prescribed by the Authority.
(4) The applicant shall have completed approved training covering the
experience requirements specified in this Regulation.
(5) The applicant shall have received dual flight instruction in order to
achieve the final competency standard in all competencies of the approved
adapted model as specified for the issue of the multi-crew pilot licence.
Privileges
and
limitations

84. (1) Subject to compliance with the requirements specified in these
Regulations, the privileges of the holder of a multi-crew pilot licence
shall be:
(a) to exercise all the privileges of the holder of a PPL in the aeroplane
category provided the requirements of Regulation 66 have been met;
(b) to exercise the privileges of the instrument rating in a multi-crew
operation; and
(c) to act as co-pilot of an aeroplane required to be operated with a copilot.
(2) Before exercising the privileges of the instrument rating in a single-pilot
operation in aeroplanes, the licence holder shall have demonstrated ability to
act as pilot-in-command in a single-pilot operation exercised by reference
solely to instruments and shall have met the skill requirement specified in
these Regulations appropriate to the aeroplane category.
(3) Before exercising the privileges of a commercial pilot licence in a singlepilot operation in aeroplanes, the licence holder shall have:
(a) completed in aeroplanes 70 hours, either as pilot-in-command, or
made up of not less than 10 hours as pilot-in-command and the
necessary additional flight time as pilot-in-command under
supervision;
(b) completed 20 hours of cross-country flight time as pilot-incommand, or made up of not less than 10 hours as pilot-incommand and 10 hours as pilot-in-command under supervision,
including a cross-country flight totaling not less than 540 km 300
NM in the course of which full-stop landings at two different
aerodromes shall be made; and
met the requirements for the commercial pilot licence specified in these
Regulations
, with the exception and appropriate to the aeroplane category.

Renewal

85. A holder of a Multicrew Pilots Licence may apply for renewal of the
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requirements

licence if he or she has logged not less than 6 hours as pilot in command
or co-pilot and has done 6 take offs and landings within 6 months
preceding the date of application for renewal

Airline Transport pilot licence or ATPL
Eligibility
requirements
for Airline
transport
pilot licence
or ATPL

86. An applicant for an Airline Transport Pilot Licence or ATPL shall:
(a) be at least 21 years of age;
(b) demonstrate the ability to , speak, and understand the English
language in accordance with the language proficiency requirements
contained in the Second Schedule to these Regulations;
(c) meet at least one of the following requirements:
(i) hold a valid and current CPL and an instrument rating; or
(ii) meet the military experience requirements under Regulation
31, to qualify for a CPL, and an instrument rating if the person
is a rated military pilot or former rated military pilot; or
(iii) hold either a foreign ATPL or a foreign CPL and an
instrument rating issued by another Contracting State.
(d)
meet the applicable aeronautical experience requirements of
this sub-regulation before applying for the practical test;
(e) pass a knowledge test on the applicable aeronautical knowledge
areas of these Regulations that apply to the aircraft category
and class rating sought; and
(f)
pass the practical test on the applicable areas of operation
specified in these Regulations, that apply to the aircraft
category and class rating sought; and
(g)
have a valid class 1 medical certificate issued under these
Regulations.

Aeronautical
87. (1) Subject to sub-regulation (2) an applicant for an Airline Transport
knowledge
Pilot Licence or ATPL, shall receive and record ground training in a
requirements
manner prescribed by the Authority in the applicable technical guidance
for Airline
material, on the aeronautical knowledge areas that apply to aeroplane
Transport
and helicopter aircraft categories.
pilot licence
or ATPL
(2) The aeronautical knowledge areas applicable to aeroplane aircraft
category shall be as follows:
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(a) air law:
rules and regulations relevant to the holder of an airline transport pilot
licence — aircraft:
(i). rules of the air; and
(ii).appropriate air traffic services practices and procedures.
(b) aircraft general knowledge:
(i). general characteristics and limitations of electrical, hydraulic,
pressurization and other aircraft systems;
(ii).flight control systems, including autopilot and stability
augmentation;
(iii). principles of operation, handling procedures and operating
limitations of aircraft powerplants;
(iv). effects of atmospheric conditions on engine performance;
(v).relevant operational information from the flight manual or other
appropriate document;
(vi).
operating procedures and limitations of appropriate aircraft;
(vii). effects of atmospheric conditions on aircraft performance;
(viii). use and serviceability checks of equipment and systems of
appropriate aircraft;
(ix). flight instruments: - compasses, turning and acceleration
errors; gyroscopic instruments, operational limits and precession
effects; practices and procedures in the event of malfunctions of
various flight instruments;
(x).maintenance procedures for airframes, systems and powerplants
of appropriate aircraft;
(c) flight performance, planning and loading:
(i). effects of loading and mass distribution on aircraft handling, flight
characteristics and performance;
(ii).mass and balance calculations;
(iii). use and practical application of take-off, landing and other
performance data, including procedures for cruise control;
(iv).

pre-flight and en- route operational flight planning;

(v).preparation and filing of air traffic services flight plans;
(vi).

appropriate air traffic services procedures; and

(vii).

altimeter setting procedures;
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(d) human performance:
human performance including principles of threat and error management
relevant to the airline transport pilot;
(e) meteorology:
(i) interpretation and application of aeronautical meteorological
reports, charts and forecasts; codes and abbreviations; use of, and
procedures for obtaining, meteorological information, pre-flight and
in-flight; altimetry;
(i) aeronautical meteorology;
(ii) climatology of relevant areas in respect of the elements having an
effect upon aviation;
(iii)the movement of pressure systems;
(iv)the structure of fronts, and the origin and characteristics of significant
weather phenomena which affect take-off, en-route and landing
conditions;
(f) navigation
(i). air navigation, including the use of aeronautical charts, radio
navigation aids and area navigation systems;
(ii).specific navigation requirements for long-range flights;
(iii). use, limitation and serviceability of avionics and instruments
necessary for the control and navigation of aircraft;
(iv). use, accuracy and reliability of navigation systems used in
departure, en-route, approach and landing phases of flight;
identification of radio navigation aids;
(v).principles and characteristics of self-contained and externalreferenced navigation systems; operation of airborne equipment;
(g) operational procedures:
(i) application of threat and error management to operational
performance;
(ii) interpretation and use of aeronautical documentation such as
Aeronautical Information Publishing, NOTAM, aeronautical codes and
abbreviations, and
instrument procedure charts for departure, en-route, descent and
approach;
(iii) precautionary and emergency procedures; safety practices associated
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with flight under Instrument Flight Rules;
(iv) operational procedures for carriage of freight and dangerous goods;
(v) requirements and practices for safety briefing to passengers, including
precautions to be observed when embarking and disembarking from
aircraft;
(vi) night and high altitude; and
(vii) in the case of helicopters, and if applicable, powered-lifts, settling
with power; ground resonance; retreating blade stall; dynamic rollover
and other operating hazards; safety procedures, associated with flight in
VMC;
(h) principles of flight:
(i). principles of flight relating to aircraft; subsonic aerodynamics;
(ii).compressibility effects, manoeuvre boundary limits, wing design
characteristics, effects of supplementary lift and drag devices; and
(iii). relationships between lift, drag and thrust at various airspeeds
and in different flight configurations;
(i) radiotelephony:
Radio-telephony procedures and phraseology; action to be taken in case of
communication failure.
(3) The aeronautical knowledge areas applicable to helicopter category
rating shall include all areas covered under sub-regulation (2) and in
addition the following areas
(a) helicopter general knowledge:
(i). general characteristics and limitations of electrical, hydraulic, and
other helicopter systems;
(ii).flight control systems, including autopilot and stability
augmentation;
(iii). principles of operation, handling procedures and operating
limitations of helicopter powerplants;
(iv). transmission (power-trains);
(v).effects of atmospheric conditions on engine performance;
(vi).
relevant operational information from the flight manual;
(vii). operating
helicopters;

procedures
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and

limitations

of

appropriate

(viii). effects of atmospheric conditions on helicopter performance;
and
(ix).

relevant operational information from the flight manual;

(b) flight performance and planning:
(i). effects of loading and mass distribution, including external loads,
on helicopter handling, flight characteristics and performance;
(ii). mass and balance calculations;
(iii). causes, recognition and effects of engine, airframe and rotor,
icing; and
(iv). hazardous weather avoidance;
(c) navigation:
(i) use, accuracy and reliability of navigation systems;
(ii) identification of radio navigation aids;
(d) operational procedures:
(i). interpretation and use of aeronautical documentation such as AIP,
NOTAM, aeronautical codes and abbreviations;
(ii).precautionary and emergency procedures;
(iii). settling with power, ground resonance, retreating blade stall,
dynamic roll-over and other operating hazards;
(iv). safety practices associated with flight under visual flight rules;
(v).operational procedures for carriage of freight, including external
loads, and dangerous goods; and
(vi). requirements and practices for safety briefing to passengers,
including precautions to be observed when embarking and
disembarking from helicopters;
(e) principles of flight:
Principles of flight relating to helicopters;
(f) radiotelephony:
(i). radiotelephony procedures and phraseology as applied to visual
flight rules operations; and
(ii).action to be taken in case of communication failure.
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Skill
requirements
for Airline
Transport
pilot licence
or ATPL

Specific
requirements
for the issue
of the
aeroplane
category
rating –
experience
and flight
instructions

88. An applicant for ATPL shall have demonstrated the ability to perform,
as pilot-in-command of an aircraft within the appropriate category
operated with a co-pilot, the following procedures and manoeuvres:
(a) pre-flight procedures, including the preparation of the operational
flight plan and filing of the air traffic services flight plan;
(b) normal fight procedures and manoeuvres during all phases of flight;
(c) abnormal and emergency procedures and manoeuvres related to
failures and malfunctions of equipment, such as engine, systems and
airframe;
(d) procedures for crew incapacitation and crew coordination,
including allocation of pilot tasks, crew cooperation and
use of checklists;
(e) in the case of aeroplanes and powered-lifts, procedures and
manoeuvres for instrument flight described in Regulation 98, including
simulated engine failure.
89. (1) An applicant for ATPL – aeroplane shall have completed not less
than 1 500 hours of flight time as a pilot of aeroplanes.
(2) Notwithstanding sub regulation (1), an applicant who has not completed
1500 hours of flight time, a maximum of 100 hours may be credited to total
up the 1500 hours of flight time if the applicant has acquired experience in the
FSTD out of which not more than 25 hours shall have been acquired in a
flight procedure trainer or a basic instrument flight trainer.
(3) The applicant shall have completed in aeroplanes not less than:
(a) 500 hours as pilot-in-command under supervision or 250 hours,
either as pilot-in-command, or made up by not less than 70 hours as
pilot-in-command and the necessary additional flight time as pilotin-command under supervision;
(b) 200 hours of cross-country flight time, of which not less than 100
hours shall be as pilot-in-command or as pilot-in-command under
supervision;
(c) 75 hours of instrument time, of which not more than 30 hours may
be instrument ground time; and
(d) 100 hours of night flight as pilot-in-command or as co-pilot.
(4) The applicant shall have received the dual flight instruction in the

applicable category as required by these Regulations for the issue of the
commercial pilot licence and the issue of the instrument rating for the
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issue of the multi-crew pilot licence.
(5)

(5) An applicant who has flight time as a pilot of aircraft in other categories,
shall, notwithstanding the requirement of sub-regulation (1) be credited with
flight time from the said category by the Authority as prescribed in the
applicable technical guidance material provided that the credited time does
not exceed 50%.

Specific
requirements
for the issue
of the
helicopter
category
rating –
Experience
and flight
instructions

90. (1) The applicant shall have completed not less than 1000 hours of flight
time as a pilot of helicopters.
(2) Notwithstanding sub regulation (1), an applicant who has not completed
1000 hours of flight time, a maximum of 100 hours may be credited to total
up the 1000 hours of flight time if the applicant has acquired experience in the
FSTD out of which not more than 25 hours shall have been acquired in a
flight procedure trainer or a basic instrument flight trainer.
(3) The applicant shall have completed in helicopters not less than:
(a) 250 hours, either as pilot-in-command, or made up of not less than
70 hours as pilot-in-command and the necessary additional flight
time as pilot-in-command under supervision;
(b) 200 hours of cross-country flight time, of which not less than 100
hours shall be as pilot-in-command or as pilot-in-command under
supervision;
(c) 30 hours of instrument time, of which not more than 10 hours may
be instrument ground time; and
(d) 50 hours of night flight as pilot-in-command or as co-pilot.
(4) The applicant shall have received the flight instruction required for the
issue of the commercial pilot licence specified in these Regulations to these
regulations.
(5) An applicant who has flight time as a pilot of aircraft in other categories,
shall, notwithstanding the requirement of sub-regulation (1) be credited with
flight time from the said category by the Authority as prescribed in the
applicable technical guidance material provided that the credited time does
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not exceed 50%.
Specific
requirements
for the issue
of the
powered-lift
category
rating –
experience
and flight
instructions

91. – (1) The applicant should have completed not less than 1 500 hours of
flight time as a pilot of powered-lifts.
(2) The applicant shall have completed in powered-lifts not less than:
(a) 250 hours, either as pilot-in-command, or made up of not less than
70 hours as pilot-in-command and the necessary additional flight
time as pilot-in-command under supervision;
(b) 100 hours of cross-country flight time, of which not less than 50
hours should be as pilot-in-command or as pilot-in-command under
supervision;
(c) 75 hours of instrument time, of which not more than 30 hours may
be instrument ground time; and
(d) 25 hours of night flight as pilot-in-command or as co-pilot.
(3) An applicant who has flight time as a pilot of aircraft in other categories,
shall, notwithstanding the requirement of sub-regulation (1) be credited with
flight time from the said category by the Authority as prescribed in the
applicable technical guidance material provided that the credited time does
not exceed 50%.
(4) The applicant shall have received the dual flight instruction required in
these Regulations for the issue of the commercial pilot licence and Regulation
98 for the issue of the instrument rating.

Privileges
and
limitations

92. – (1) Subject to compliance with the requirements specified in these
Regulations the privileges of the holder of an airline transport pilot
licence shall be:
(a) to exercise all the privileges of the holder of a private and
commercial pilot licence in an aircraft within the appropriate
aircraft category and, in the case of a licence for the aeroplane
and powered-lift categories, of the instrument rating; and
(b) to act as pilot-in-command, in commercial air transportation, of
an aircraft within the appropriate category and certificated for
operation with more than one pilot.
(2) Where the holder of ATPL in the aeroplane category has previously held
only a multi-crew pilot licence, the privileges of the licence shall be limited to
multi-crew operations unless the holder has met the requirements established
in these Regulations as appropriate.
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(3) Any limitation of privileges shall be endorsed on the licence.
Additional
aircraft
category,
class
and
type ratings

Renewal
requirements

General
eligibility
requirements
for
instrument
rating or IR

93. An applicant who holds a valid ATPL and seeks additional aircraft
category, class and type rating shall:
(a)
meet the applicable eligibility requirements in accordance with
these Regulation
(b)
pass a knowledge test on the applicable aeronautical knowledge
areas;
(c)
meet the applicable aeronautical experience requirements these
Regulation; and:
(d)
pass the practical test on the areas of operation specified these
Regulation

94. A holder of an Airline Transport Pilot Licence may apply for renewal of
the licence if the holder of the licence has logged not less than 6 hours as
pilot in command or co-pilot and has done six take-offs and landings
within the six months preceding the date of application for renewal.

Instrument rating
95. (1)
A holder of a pilot licence shall not act either as pilot in command
or as co-pilot of an aircraft under instrument flight rules unless he has an
instrument rating appropriate to the aircraft category.
(2)

An applicant for an instrument rating shall:
(a)
hold a PPL or CPL, with an aircraft category and type rating
for the instrument rating sought;
(b)
receive a logbook or training record endorsement from an
authorised instructor certifying that the person is prepared to
take the required practical test;
(c)
pass the required knowledge test on the aeronautical
knowledge areas of instrument rating, unless the applicant
already holds an instrument rating in another category; and
(d) pass an instrument rating practical test on the areas of operation
in:
(i) the aircraft category, and type appropriate to the rating
sought; or
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(ii)

a synthetic flight trainer or a flight training device appropriate
to the rating sought and approved for the specific manoeuvre
or procedure performed.
(e)have established their hearing acuity on the basis of compliance
with the hearing requirements for the issue of a Class 1 Medical
Assessment.
(5) The applicant shall have received dual instrument flight instruction
from an authorized flight instructor.
(4) The applicant shall have operational experience in flight by reference
solely to instruments, including the completion of a level 180° turn, in a
suitably instrumented aircraft.
Aeronautical 96. (1). An applicant for an instrument rating aeroplanes and helicopters shall
knowledge
receive and record ground training from an authorised instructor on the
and skill
following subjects:
requirements (a) air law:
rules and regulations relevant to flight under Instrument Flight Rules, related
air traffic services practices and procedures;
(b) aircraft general knowledge:
(i)use, limitation and serviceability of avionics and instruments
necessary for the control and navigation of aircraft under Instrument
Flight Rules and in instrument meteorological conditions;
(ii)use and limitations of automation;
(iii)compasses, turning and acceleration errors;
(iv)gyroscopic instruments, operational limits and precession effects;
and
(v)practices and procedures in the event of malfunctions of various flight
instruments;
(c) flight performance and planning:
(i) pre-flight preparations and checks appropriate to flight under
Instrument Flight Rules;
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(ii) operational flight planning; preparation and filing of air traffic
services flight plans under Instrument Flight Rules; and
(iii) altimeter setting procedures;
(d) human performance:
(i) human performance relevant to instrument flight in aircraft including
principles of threat and error management;
(e) meteorology:
(i) application of aeronautical meteorology; interpretation and use of
reports, charts and forecasts;
(ii)codes and abbreviations;
(iii)use of, and procedures for obtaining, meteorological information;
altimetry;
(iv) causes, recognition and effects of engine and airframe icing; and
(v)frontal zone penetration procedures; hazardous weather avoidance;
(f) navigation:
(i)practical air navigation using navigation system;
(ii) use, accuracy and reliability of navigation systems used in departure,
en-route, approach and landing phases of flight; and
(iii) identification of navigation sources;
(g) operational procedures:
(i) interpretation and use of aeronautical documentation such as
Aeronautical Information Publishing, NOTAM, aeronautical codes and
abbreviations, and instrument procedure charts for departure, en-route,
descent and approach;
(ii) precautionary and emergency procedures; safety practices associated
with flight under Instrument Flight Rules; and
(iii) application of threat and error management to operational
performance.
(h) radiotelephony:
(i) radiotelephony procedures and phraseology as applied to aircraft
operations under Instrument Flight Rules; and
(ii)action to be taken in case of communication failure
(6) The applicant shall have demonstrated in an aircraft of the category for
which the instrument rating is being sought the ability to perform the
procedures and manoeuvres described in these Regulations) with a degree
of competency appropriate to the privileges granted to the holder of an
instrument rating, and to:
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(a) recognize and manage threats and errors;
(b) operate the aircraft for the appropriate category, within its
limitations;
(c) complete all manoeuvres with smoothness and accuracy;
(d) exercise good judgement and airmanship;
(e) apply aeronautical knowledge; and
(f) maintain control of the aircraft at all times in a manner such that
the successful outcome of a procedure or manoeuvre is assured.
(3) Applicants who hold a private pilot licence shall have established their
hearing acuity on the basis of compliance with the hearing requirements for
the issue of a Class 1 medical certificate
(4) The holder of a private pilot licence wishing to have an instrument rating
endorsement shall be required to have a class 1 medical certificate.

Specific
97. (1) An applicant for an Instrument Rating shall hold a PPL or a CPL or
requirements
ATPL for the appropriate aircraft category.
for
(2) The applicant shall have completed not less than:
Instrument
(a) 50 hours of cross-country flight time as pilot-in-command of
Rating or IR
aircraft in categories acceptable to the Authority, of which not less
than 10 hours shall be in the aircraft category being sought; and
(b) 40 hours of instrument time in aircraft of which not more than 20
hours, where a flight simulator is used, may be instrument ground time.
(3) The applicant shall complete ground time shall be under the supervision of
an authorized instructor.
Flight
instruction

98. (1) The applicant shall have gained not less than 10 hours of the
instrument flight time required in sub regulation (2) while receiving dual
instrument flight instruction in the appropriate aircraft category, from an
authorized flight instructor
(2) The instructor shall ensure that the applicant has operational
experience in at least the following areas to the level of performance
required for the holder of an instrument rating:
(a) pre-flight procedures, including the use of the flight manual or
equivalent document, and appropriate air traffic services documents in the
preparation of an IFR flight plan;
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(b) pre-flight inspection, use of checklists, taxiing and pre-take-off
checks;
(c) procedures and manoeuvres for IFR operation under normal,
abnormal and emergency conditions covering at least:
(i) transition to instrument flight on take-off;
(ii) standard instrument departures and arrivals;
(iii) en-route IFR procedures;
(iv) holding procedures;
(v) instrument approaches to specified minima;
(vi) missed approach procedures;
(vii) landings from instrument approaches;
(d) in-flight manoeuvres and particular flight characteristics
(7) where the privileges of the instrument rating are to be exercised on
multi-engined aircraft, the applicant shall have received dual
instrument flight instruction in a multi-engined aircraft within the
appropriate category from an authorized flight instructor.
(8) The instructor shall ensure that the applicant has operational
experience in the operation of the aircraft within the appropriate
category by reference solely to instruments with one engine
inoperative or simulated inoperative.
(9) Where the privileges of instrument rating are to be exercised on multiengined aircraft, out of the 20 hours specified in Regulation
104(2)(b)., the applicant shall have received 15 hours of dual
instrument flight instruction in a multi-engined aircraft within the
appropriate category from an authorized flight instructor.
Privileges
and
limitations

99. (1) Subject to compliance with the requirements specified in Regulation
21, 23 and 48, a holder of an instrument rating with a specific aircraft
category shall have the privilege to fly that category of aircraft under IFR.
(2) A holder of a licence with instrument rating shall not exercise the
privileges of instrument rating on a multi-engined aircraft unless he or she has
complied with the requirements of these Regulations
(3) Where the privileges of the instrument rating are to be exercised on multiengined aircraft, the applicant shall have received dual instrument flight
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instruction in a multi-engined aircraft within the appropriate category from
an authorized flight instructor.
(4) The instructor shall ensure that the applicant has operational experience
in the operation of the aircraft within the appropriate category by reference
solely to instruments with one engine inoperative or simulated inoperative.
(6) Where the privileges of instrument rating are to be exercised on multi-

engined aircraft, out of the 20 hours specified in these Regulations the
applicant shall have received 15 hours of dual instrument flight
instruction in a multi-engined aircraft within the appropriate category
from an authorized flight instructor.

Renewal
100. An applicant for renewal of instrument rating shall have within
requirements
immediately preceding twelve months passed a flight test either on an
aircraft or an approved synthetic flight trainer of an aircraft type rating
included in the pilot licence.

Flight instructor rating
Eligibility
101.
Requirement
s for flight
instructor
rating

-(1)

To be eligible for a flight instructor rating an applicant shall:

(a) be at least 18years of age;
(b) hold either a CPL or ATPL with:
(i) an aircraft category and class rating that is appropriate to the
flight instructor rating sought; and
(ii)
an instrument rating, if the person holds a CPL and is
applying for a flight instructor rating with:
(aa) an aeroplane category and multi-engine class rating;
and
(bb) an instrument rating;
(c)
have received a logbook endorsement from an authorised
instructor on the fundamentals of instructing specified in in these
Regulations appropriate to the required knowledge test;
(d) have passed a knowledge test on the areas specified in these
Regulations);
(e) have received a logbook endorsement from an authorised
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instructor on the areas of operation specified in these
Regulations, appropriate to the flight instructor rating sought;
(f) have passed the required practical test on the areas of operations
listed in regulation 110, that is appropriate to the flight instructor
rating sought in:
(i) an aircraft that is representative of the category and class of
aircraft for the aircraft rating sought; or
(ii) an approved synthetic flight trainer that is representative of
the category and class of aircraft for the rating sought, and
used in accordance with an approved course at an approved
training organisation certificated under the Civil Aviation
(Approved Training Organisations) Regulations.
(i) (g) have accomplished the following for a flight instructor
rating with an aircraft rating: receive a logbook
endorsement from an authorised instructor indicating that
the applicant is competent and possesses instructional
proficiency in stall awareness, spin entry, spins, and spin
recovery procedures after receiving flight training in those
training areas in an aircraft, as appropriate, that is
certificated for spins; and
(ii) demonstrate instructional proficiency in stall awareness,
spin entry, spins, and spin recovery procedures; and
(h) have logged at least 15 hours as PIC in the category, class and
type of aircraft appropriate to the flight instructor rating sought;
(2) For the purpose of the requirement of sub regulation (1)(g)(ii), the
Authority may accept the endorsement specified in paragraph (g)(i) as
satisfactory evidence of instructional proficiency in stall awareness, spin
entry, spins, and spin recovery procedures for the practical test, provided
that the practical test is not a retest as a result of the applicant failing the
previous test for deficiencies in those knowledge or skill areas.
(3) Where the retest referred in sub-regulation (2) is the result of
deficiencies in the ability of an applicant to demonstrate the requisite
knowledge or skill, the applicant shall demonstrate the knowledge and
skill to an examiner in an aircraft, as appropriate, that is certificated for
spins.
Aeronautical 102. (1) An applicant for flight instructor rating shall at least met the
knowledge requirements for the issue of a CPL as appropriate to the
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knowledge
and skills
requirements
.

category of aircraft included in the licence.
(2) In addition, to the requirements of sub-regulation (1) the applicant shall
demonstrate a level of knowledge appropriate to the privileges granted to the
holder of a flight instructor rating, in the following areas:
(a) techniques of applied instruction;
(b) assessment of student performance in those subjects in which ground
instruction is given;
(c) the learning process;
(d) elements of effective teaching;
(e) student evaluation and testing,
(f) training philosophies and methodologies;
(g) training programme development;
(h) lesson planning;
(i) classroom instructional techniques;
(j) use of training aids;
(k)analysis and correction of student errors;
(l)human performance relevant to flight instruction; a
(m)hazards involved in simulating system failures and malfunctions in the air
(4) The applicant shall met the experience requirements for the issue of a
commercial pilot licence as specified in these Regulations for each aircraft
category, as appropriate.

Flight
instruction

103. (1) An applicant for flight instructor rating shall, under the
supervision of an authorized flight instructor for that purpose:
(b) receive instruction in flight instructional techniques including
demonstration, student practices, recognition and correction of
common student errors; and
(c) practice instructional techniques in those flight manoeuvres and
procedures in which it is intended to provide flight instruction.

Trainees
records.

104.

A holder of

flight instructor rating shall:

(a)

sign the logbook or any other approved record keeping document of
each person to whom that instructor has given flight training or ground
training;
(b) maintain a record in a logbook or a separate document that contains the
following:
(i)
the name of each person whose logbook that instructor has endorsed
for solo flight privileges, and the date of the endorsement; and
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(ii)

the name of each person that instructor has endorsed for a
knowledge test or practical test and a record of the kind of test, the
date, and the results.
(c) retain the records required by this Regulation for at least three years
from the date of giving the flight training or ground training.
Additional
category.

Privileges

105. An applicant for an additional category flight instructor rating shall
meet the eligibility requirements listed in these Regulations that apply to
the flight instructor
106.

(1) A flight instructor shall have the following privileges:

(a) to supervise student pilots on solo flights;
(b) to carry out flight and ground instructions for the issue or renewal of:
(i) a private pilot licence;
(ii) a commercial Pilot licence;
(iii) an instrument rating; and
(iv) a flight instructor rating.
(2) To exercise the privileges in sub-regulation (1) a flight Instructor
shall:
(a) hold a licence and rating for which instruction is to be given in the
appropriate aircraft category;
(b) hold a licence and rating necessary to act as the pilot-in-command of
the aircraft on which the instruction is to be given; and
(c) have the flight instructor privileges entered on the licence.
(3) A flight instructor shall not carry out instruction on a flight simulation
training device required for the issue of a pilot licence or rating unless
such person—
(a) holds or has held an appropriate licence;
(b) has appropriate flight training and flight experience; and
(c) has received proper authorization from Authority.
(4) in order for the applicant to carry out instruction for the multi-crew
pilot licence, shall have also met all the instructor qualification
requirements
(5) A flight instructor shall not supervise a student on a solo flight (day or
night), or release a student on a solo cross-country unless he or she:
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(a) has completed 6 months of instructional duties;
(b) has at least 200 hours experience as an instructor;
(c) has a minimum of 400 hours experience as pilot in command; and
(d) has passed a flight instructor rating practical test for removal of
limitations appropriate to the flight instructor rating sought in:
(i) an aircraft that is representative of the category and class of aircraft for
the aircraft rating sought; or
(ii) an approved flight simulation training device that is representative of
the category and class of aircraft for the rating sought, and used in
accordance with an approved course at an approved training organisation
certificated under the Civil Aviation (Approved Training Organisations)
Regulations and the practical test described (d) shall be conducted by a
person duly authorized by the Authority.
Limitations
107. (1) A holder of a flight instructor rating shall observe the limitations
and
and qualifications specified in this regulation.
qualifications
(2) A flight instructor shall not conduct flight instructions for more than 8
.
in any 24 consecutive-hour period.
(3) A flight instructor shall not conduct flight training in any aircraft for
which the flight instructor does not hold:
(a) a valid pilot licence with the appropriate category and class rating
and flight instructor rating;
(b) where appropriate, a type-rating;
(c) for instrument flight training or for training for a type rating not
limited to visual flight rules, an appropriate instrument rating on his
pilot licence and flight instructor rating.
(4) A flight instructor shall not endorse:
(a) a student pilot’s logbook for solo flight privileges, unless that
flight instructor has:
(i) given that student the flight training required for solo flight
privileges required under these Regulations;
(ii) determined that the student is prepared to conduct the flight
safely under known circumstances, subject to any limitations listed
in the student’s logbook that the instructor considers necessary for
the safety of the flight;
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(iii) given the student pilot training in the make and model of
aircraft or a similar make and model of aircraft in which the solo
flight is to be flown; and
(iv) endorsed the student pilot’s logbook for the specific make and
model aircraft to be flown;
(b) a student pilot’s logbook for a solo cross-country flight, unless the
flight instructor has determined that:
(i) the student’s flight preparation, planning, equipment, and
proposed procedures are adequate for the proposed flight under the
existing conditions and within any limitations listed in the logbook
that the instructor considers necessary for the safety of the flight;
and
(ii) the student has the appropriate solo cross-country endorsement
for the make and model of aircraft to be flown.
(c) a logbook of a pilot for a flight check-out, unless that instructor has
conducted a review of that pilot in accordance with the requirements
of Regulation 45; and
d) a logbook of a pilot for an instrument proficiency check, unless that
instructor has tested that pilot in accordance with the requirements of
the Civil Aviation (Operation of Aircraft) Regulations.
(5) A flight instructor shall not give training required for the issue of a
licence or rating in a multiengine aeroplane or helicopter unless that
flight instructor has at least 5 flight hours of PIC time in the specific
make and model of multiengine aeroplane or helicopter, as appropriate.
(6) A flight instructor shall not provide instruction to a pilot to qualify for
a flight instructor rating unless that flight instructor:
(a) holds an appropriate valid flight instructor rating and has exercised
the privileges of that rating within the last twelve months
(b) has given two hundred hours of flight training as a flight instructor in
the relevant aircraft category; and
(c) in the case of glider rating, has given at least eighty hours of flight
training as a flight instructor in gliders.
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Renewal
108.
requirements (a)

(b)

(1) A flight instructor rating may be renewed if the applicant:
passes a practical test for:
(i)

renewal of the flight instructor rating; or

(ii)

an additional flight instructor privileges where applicable; or

presents to the Authority:
(i)

a record of training students that shows that within 12 months
preceding the date of application for renewal of the rating, the
flight instructor has endorsed at least five students for a practical
test for a licence or rating, and at least eighty percent of those
students passed that test on the first attempt; or
(ii) a record that shows that within the preceding 12 months, the flight
instructor has performed as a flight instructor or company check
pilot and has logged not less than 20 instructional hours; or
(iii)
a certificate showing that the applicant has successfully
completed an approved flight instructor refresher course consisting of
ground training or flight training, or both, within 90 days preceding the
date of the expiry of the flight instructor rating.
(2) notwithstanding the provision of sub regulation (1), a holder of a flight
instructor rating shall undergo refresher training after a period not exceeding
2 years
Renewal of
an expired
flight
instructor
rating

109.

(1) An expired flight instructor rating shall not be renewed unless:
(a) the applicant provides to the Authority satisfactory evidence of at
least 20 hours of flight instruction logged within 3 months preceding
expiry of the rating and the application for renewal is made within 60
days after expiry; or
(b)
the holder passes a practical test for renewal of the flight
instructor rating within 60 days after the expiry provided, he or she
provides evidence of at least 10 hours of flight instruction within 30
days before expiry of the rating.

(2) Where a flight instructor rating has expired for a period not exceeding 60
days, the applicant may apply for renewal, subject to sub-regulation (1)
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(3) Where a flight instructor rating has lapsed beyond 60 days, the applicant
shall:
(a) present a certificate showing that he or she has successfully
completed an approved flight instructor refresher course consisting of
both ground training and flight training, within 60 days preceding the
date of the expiry of the flight instructor rating; and
(b) pass a practical test for renewal of the flight instructor rating at
least 30 days preceding the application for renewal of the flight
instructor rating to demonstrate proficiency in the instructor standards
prescribed in these Regulations
Glider pilot licence
General
eligibility
requirement
for glider
pilot licence

110. (1) The applicant for Glider pilot licence shall not be less than 16
years of age.

Aeronautical
knowledge
and skill
requirement

111. (1) The applicant shall have demonstrated a level of knowledge and
skills appropriate to the privileges granted to the holder of a glider pilot
licence, as follows:

(2) The applicant shall hold a current class 2 medical Assessment.

Knowledge in;
(a) Air law:
(i) rules and regulations relevant to the holder of a glider pilot licence;
(ii)rules of the air;
(iii)appropriate air traffic services practices and procedures;
(b)Aircraft general knowledge
(i)principles of operation of glider systems and instruments;
(ii)operating limitations of gliders; relevant operational information from
the flight manual or other appropriate document;
(c)Flight performance, planning and loading
(i) effects of loading and mass distribution on flight characteristics; mass
and balance considerations;
(ii) use and practical application of launching, landing and other
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performance data;
(iii) pre-flight and en-route flight planning appropriate to operations under
VFR; appropriate air traffic services procedures; altimeter setting
procedures; operations in areas of high-density traffic;
(d)Human performance
(i) human performance relevant to the glider pilot including principles of
TEM;
(e)Meteorology
(i)application of elementary aeronautical meteorology;
(ii)use of, and procedures for obtaining, meteorological information;
(iii)altimetry;
(f)Navigation
(i) practical aspects of air navigation and dead-reckoning techniques;
(ii) use of aeronautical charts;
(g)Operational procedures
(i) use of aeronautical documentation such as AIP, NOTAM, aeronautical
codes and abbreviations;
(ii) different launch methods and associated procedures;
(iii) appropriate precautionary and emergency procedures, including action
to be taken to avoid hazardous weather, wake turbulence and other
operating hazards;
(h)Principles of flight
Principles of flight relating to gliders.
(2) The applicant shall have demonstrated a level of knowledge appropriate to
the privileges to be granted to the holder of a glider pilot licence, in
communication procedures and phraseology as appropriate to VFR operations
and on action to be taken in case of communication failure.
(3)
The applicant shall have completed not less than 6 hours of flight
time as a pilot of gliders including 2 hours of solo flight time during which
not less than 20 launches and landings have been performed.
(4)
An applicant who has flight time as a pilot of aircraft in other
categories, shall be credited with flight time from the said category by the
Authority as prescribed in the applicable technical guidance material provided
that the credited time does not exceed 50%.
(5) The applicant shall have gained, under appropriate supervision,
operational experience in gliders in at least the following areas:
(a) pre-flight operations, including glider assembly and inspection;
(b) techniques and procedures for the launching method used, including
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appropriate airspeed limitations, emergency procedures and signals
used;
(c) traffic pattern operations, collision avoidance precautions and
procedures;
(d) control of the glider by external visual reference;
(e) flight throughout the flight envelope;
(f) recognition of, and recovery from, incipient and full stalls and spiral
dives;
(g) normal and crosswind launches, approaches and landings;
(h) cross-country flying using visual reference and dead reckoning;
emergency procedures.
Privileges
and
limitations

112. (1) Subject to compliance with the requirements specified in these
Regulations, the privileges of the holder of a glider pilot licence shall be
to act as pilot-in-command of any glider provided the licence holder has
operational experience in the launching method used
(2) Where passengers are to be carried, the licence holder should have
completed not less than 10 hours of flight time as a pilot of gliders.

Free balloon pilot licence
Eligibility
113. - (1). An applicant for free balloon licence shall be 16 years of age.
requirements
for free
(2) The applicant shall hold a current class 1 medical assessment certificate
balloon pilot
licence
Aeronautical 114. (1) The applicant for free balloon pilot licence shall have
knowledge
demonstrated a level of knowledge appropriate to the privileges granted to
and skill
the holder of a free balloon pilot licence as follows:
requirements
(a) Air law:
(i) rules and regulations relevant to the holder of a free balloon
pilot licence;
(ii)rules of the air;
(iii)appropriate air traffic services practices and procedures;
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(b)Aircraft general knowledge:
(i) principles of operation of free balloon systems and
instruments;
(ii)operating limitations of free balloons;
(iii)relevant operational information from the flight manual or
other appropriate document; and
(iv) physical properties and practical application of gases
used in free balloons.
(c)Flight performance, planning and loading:
(i) effects of loading on flight characteristics; mass calculations;
(ii) use and practical application of launching, landing and other
performance data, including the effect of temperature;
(iv)pre-flight and en-route flight planning appropriate to
operations under VFR;
(v)
appropriate air traffic services procedures;
(vi)
altimeter setting procedures; and
(vii)
operations in areas of high-density traffic;
(d)Human performance:
human performance relevant to the free balloon pilot including
principles of threat and error management
(e)Meteorology
(i) application of elementary aeronautical meteorology;
(ii) use of, and procedures for obtaining, meteorological
information; and
(iii)altimetry;
(f)Navigation
(i) practical aspects of air navigation and dead-reckoning
techniques; and
(ii) use of aeronautical charts;
(g)Operational procedures
(i) use of aeronautical documentation such as AIP, NOTAM,
aeronautical codes and abbreviations; and
(ii) appropriate precautionary and emergency procedures,
including action to be taken to avoid hazardous weather, wake
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turbulence and other operating hazards;
(h)Principles of flight:
(i) principles of flight relating to free balloons.
(2) Where the privileges of the licence are to be exercised at night, the
applicant shall have gained, under appropriate supervision, operational
experience in free balloons in night flying.
(3) Where passengers are to be carried for remuneration or hire, the licence
holder should have completed not less than 35 hours of flight time including
20 hours as a pilot of a free balloon.

Privileges
and
limitations

115.
(1) Subject to compliance with the requirements specified in these
Regulations the privileges of the holder of a free balloon pilot licence
shall permit him or her to act as pilot-in-command of any free balloon
provided that the licence holder has operational experience in hot air or
gas balloons as appropriate.
(2) Before exercising the privileges at night, the licence holder shall
have complied with the requirements specified to these Regulations

Renewal
116. A holder of a Balloon Pilot Licence may apply for renewal of the
requirements
licence if the holder of the licence has logged 3 hours, including 3
launches and landings, as PIC within the 6 months preceding the date of
application for renewal.

Other Ratings
Category
ratings

117. (1) A pilot seeking a category rating shall:
(a) have received the required training and possess the aeronautical
experience prescribed by these Regulations for the aircraft category
and, where applicable, class and type rating sought;
(b)
have an endorsement in that pilot’s logbook or training record from
an authorised instructor that the applicant has been found competent in
the following areas, as appropriate to the pilot licence for the aircraft
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category and, where applicable, class and type rating sought:
(i) aeronautical knowledge areas; and
(ii) areas of operation.
(c) pass the knowledge and practical test that is appropriate to the pilot
licence for the aircraft category and, where applicable, the class rating sought.
Class ratings

118. (1) A pilot seeking an additional class rating:
(a) shall have an endorsement in his or her logbook or training record from
an authorised instructor that the applicant has been found competent in
the following areas, as appropriate to the pilot licence and for the
aircraft class rating sought:
(i) aeronautical knowledge area; and
(ii) areas of operation.
(b) shall pass the practical test applicable to the pilot licence for the aircraft
class rating sought;
(2) The requirement of sub regulation (1) shall not be applicable to an
applicant who holds an aeroplane, rotorcraft or airship category at that pilot

Type ratings

119. (1)
A pilot shall not act as a pilot in command of the following
aircraft unless he or she has a type rating for that aircraft:
(a) an aircraft certificated for at least two pilots;
(b) helicopters and powered-lifts certificated for single-pilot operation
except where a class rating has been issued; or
(c) any aircraft so determined by the Authority;
(2) A person shall not act as a commercial pilot in an aeroplane of maximum
certificated take-off mass over 2,300 kg unless that person’s licence includes
an Instrument Rating.
(3) An applicant seeking an aircraft type rating to be added on a pilot
licence, or the addition of an aircraft type rating that is accomplished
concurrently with an additional aircraft category or class rating shall:
(a) demonstrate the skill and knowledge required for the safe operation of
the applicable type of aircraft, relevant to the licensing requirements
and piloting functions of the applicant;
(i) for aeroplanes of maximum certificated take-off mass of 5,700
kilograms or below not less than five hours with six takeoff and six
landings of dual flight time in the aircraft type sought; or
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(ii) for aeroplanes of maximum certificated take-off mass of over
5,700 kgs where training is conducted in a flight simulator, not less
than 30 hours of flight simulator time and 3 hours of actual flying
time in the aircraft type sought;
(b) Level D FSTD of the aircraft type sought approved by the Authority,
not less than 36 hours;
(c) pass the flight check-out for the aircraft type rating sought; and
(d) pass a knowledge test on the aircraft type on which the rating is
sought.
(4) For the purpose of training, testing, or specific special purpose nonrevenue, non-passenger carrying flights, special authorization may be
provided in writing to the licence holder by the Authority in place of issuing
the class or type rating in accordance with sub- regulation (3).
(5) The authorization referred to in subregulation (4), shall be limited in
validity to the time needed to complete the specific flight.
(6)
The applicant shall have:
(a) gained, under appropriate supervision, experience in the applicable type
of aircraft or flight simulator in the following:
(i) normal flight procedures and manoeuvres during all phases of flight;
(ii) abnormal and emergency procedures and manoeuvres in the event
of failures and malfunctions of equipment, such as engine, systems and
airframe;
(iii) where applicable, instrument procedures, including instrument
approach, missed approach and landing procedures under normal,
abnormal and emergency conditions, including simulated engine
failure;
(iv) for the issue of an aeroplane category type rating, upset prevention
and recovery training; and
(v)procedures for crew incapacitation and crew coordination including
allocation of pilot tasks;
(vi)crew cooperation and use of checklists.
Category II
and III

120. (1)
An applicant for a Category II or Category III operations pilot
authorisation shall:
(a) hold a pilot licence with an instrument rating or an airline transport
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operations
pilot
authorisation
requirements

pilot licence;
(b) hold a category and class rating, and type rating, for the aircraft for
which the authorisation is sought; and
(c) complete the practical test requirements.
(2) An applicant for a Category II or Category III operations pilot
authorisation shall have at least:
(a) 50 of night flight time as PIC;
(b) seventy-five hours of instrument time under actual or simulated
instrument conditions that may include not more than:
(i)
(ii)

a combination of 25 hours of simulated instrument flight time in
an approved synthetic flight trainer; or
40 hours of simulated instrument flight time if accomplished
under an approved course conducted by an appropriately rated
instructor in an approved training organization certified under the
Civil Aviation (Approved Training Organisations) Regulations.

(3) Upon passing a practical test for a Category II or III operations pilot
authorisation, a pilot may renew that authorisation for each type of aircraft for
which the pilot holds the authorisation.
(4)The Authority may not renew a Category II or Category III operations pilot
authorisation for a specific type aircraft for which an authorisation is held
beyond 12 months from the date the applicant passed a practical test in that
type of aircraft.
(5)Where the holder of a Category II or Category III operations pilot
authorisation passes the practical test for renewal in the month before the
authorisation expires, the Authority will consider that the holder passed it on
the date the authorisation expired.
(6) The Authority may issue a Category II or Category III pilot authorisation
by way of a letter, as a part of an applicant’s instrument rating or pilot licence.
(7) Upon original issue, the authorisation shall contain the following
limitations:
(a)
for Category II operations, five hundred metres runway visual
range or RVR and a 150 feet decision height or DH; and
(b)
for Category III operations, as specified in the authorisation
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document.
(8) To remove the limitations on a Category II or Category III pilot
authorisation:
(a) a holder of a Category II operations limitation holder may remove the
limitation by showing that, since the beginning of the 6-preceding
month, the holder has made 3 Category II operations ILS approaches
with a 150 foot- decision height to a landing under actual or simulated
instrument conditions; or
(b) a Category III operations limitation holder may remove the limitation
by showing experience as specified in the authorisation.
(9) An authorisation holder or an applicant for an authorisation may use a
synthetic flight trainer if that synthetic flight trainer is approved by the
Authority for such use, to meet the experience requirement of sub-regulation
(11), or for the practical test required by these Regulations for a Category II or
a Category III operations pilot authorisation, as applicable.
(10) An applicant for:
(a)
issue or renewal of a Category II operations pilot authorisation;
and
(b)
addition of another type of aircraft to a Category II operations pilot
authorisation shall pass a practical test.
(11) To be eligible for the practical test for an authorisation under this
Regulation, an applicant shall:
(a) meet the requirements of this regulation; and
(b) if the applicant has not passed a practical test for this authorisation
within the twelve months preceding the date of the test:
(i) meet the requirements of the applicable Civil Aviation
(Operation of Aircraft) Regulations; and
(ii) have performed at least 6 ILS approaches within the six calendar
months preceding the date of the test, of which at least three of the
approaches shall have been conducted without the use of an approach
coupler.
(12) An applicant shall accomplish the approaches specified in subregulation (11)(b)(ii):
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(a)
under actual or simulated instrument flight conditions;
(b) to the minimum decision height for the ILS approach in the type
aircraft in which the practical test is to be conducted, except that the
approaches need not be conducted to the decision height authorised
for Category II operations;
(c) to the decision height authorised for Category II operations only if
conducted in an approved synthetic flight trainer qualified for
Category II operations; and
(d) in an aircraft of the same category and class and type, as applicable,
as the aircraft in which the practical test is to be conducted or in an
approved synthetic flight trainer that:
(i) represents an aircraft of the same category, class and type, as
applicable, as the aircraft in which the authorisation is sought; and
(ii) is used in accordance with an approved course conducted by an
approved training organisation certified under the Civil Aviation
(Approved Training Organisations) Regulations.
(13) The flight time acquired in meeting the requirements of sub-regulation
(11)(b)(ii) may be used to meet the requirements of sub-regulation (11)(b)(i).
(14) (1) A category II operations practical test consists of an oral and flight
increment in the following areas:
(a)
in case of an oral increment test the applicant shall
demonstrate knowledge of the following:
(i) required landing distance;
(ii) recognition of the decision height;
(iii) missed approach procedures and techniques using computed
or fixed altitude guidance displays
(iv) use and limitations of RVR;
(v)
use of visual clues, their availability or limitations, and
altitude at which they are normally discernible at reduced
RVR;
(vi)
procedures and techniques related to transition from nonvisual to visual flight during a final approach under reduced
RVR;
(vii) effects of vertical and horizontal wind shear;
(viii) characteristics and limitations of the ILS and runway lighting
system;
(ix) characteristics and limitations of the flight director system,
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auto approach coupler, including split axis type if equipped,
auto throttle system if equipped, and other required Category
II operations equipment;
(x) assigned duties of the co-pilot during Category II approaches,
unless the aircraft for which authorisation is sought does not
require a co-pilot; and
(xi) instrument and equipment failure warning systems.
(b)

in the case of a flight increment test, it shall be conducted in an
aircraft of the same category, class and type as applicable, as the
aircraft in which the authorisation is sought or in an approved
synthetic flight trainer that:
(i)
represents an aircraft of the same category and class,
and type, as applicable, as the aircraft in which the
authorisation is sought; and
(ii)
is used in accordance with an approved course
conducted by an ATO certificated under the Civil Aviation
(Approved Training Organisation) Regulations:

(aa) the flight increment shall consist of at least 2 ILS approaches to
one hundred feet above including at least one landing and one
missed approach;
(bb) all approaches performed during the flight increment shall be
made with the use of an approved flight control guidance system,
except if an approved auto approach coupler is installed, at least
1 approach shall be hand flown using flight director commands;
(cc) if a multi-engine aeroplane with the performance capability to
execute a missed approach with one engine inoperative is used
for the practical test, the flight increment shall include the
performance of one missed approach with an engine, which shall
be the most critical engine, where applicable, set at idle or zero
thrust before reaching the middle marker;
(dd) where an approved multi-engine synthetic flight trainer is used
for the practical test, the applicant shall execute a missed
approach with the most critical engine, where applicable, failed;
(ee) for authorisation for an aircraft that requires a type rating, the
applicant shall pass a practical test in co-ordination with a copilot who holds a type rating in the aircraft in which the
authorisation is sought; and
(ff) the Authority’s inspector or evaluator may conduct oral questioning
at any time during a practical test.
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(15) The Authority shall require that an applicant pass a practical test for:
(a) issue or renewal of a Category III operations pilot authorisation;
or
(b)
the addition of another type of aircraft to a Category III
operations pilot authorisation.
(16) To be eligible for the practical test an applicant shall:
(a) meet the requirements of this regulation; and
(b) if the applicant has not passed a practical test for this authorisation
during the twelve calendar months preceding the month of the test shall:
(i)

meet the requirements of the Civil Aviation (Operation of
Aircraft) Regulations and
(ii)
have performed at least six ILS approaches during the six
calendar months preceding the month of the test, of which at least
three of the approaches shall have been conducted without the use of
an approach coupler.

(17) An applicant shall conduct the approaches specified in sub-regulation
(16)(b)(ii):
(a) under actual or simulated instrument flight conditions;
(b) to the alert height or decision height for the ILS approach in the
type of aircraft in which the practical test is to be conducted;
(c) not necessarily to the decision height authorised for Category III
operations;
(d) to the alert height or decision height, as applicable, authorised for
Category III operations only if conducted in an approved synthetic
flight trainer; and
(e) in an aircraft of the same category and class, and type, as applicable,
as the aircraft in which the practical test is to be conducted or in an approved
synthetic flight trainer that:
(i)
represents an aircraft of the same category and class, and type, as
applicable, as the aircraft for which the authorisation is sought; and
(ii)
is used in accordance with an approved course conducted by an
approved training organisation certificated under the Civil Aviation
(Approved Training organization) Regulations.
(18) An applicant for a Category III operations pilot authorisation shall
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demonstrate knowledge of the following:
(a) required landing distance;
(b) determination and recognition of the alert height or decision
height, as applicable, including use of a radio altimeter;
(c) recognition of and proper reaction to significant failures
encountered prior to and after reaching the alert height or decision
height, as applicable;
(d) missed approach procedures and techniques using computed or
fixed attitude guidance displays and expected height loss as they
relate to manual go- around or automatic go- around, and initiation
altitude, as applicable;
(e) use and limitations of RVR, including determination of controlling
RVR and required transmissometers;
(f)
use, availability, or limitations of visual cues and the altitude at which
they are normally discernible at reduced RVR readings including:
(i)
unexpected deterioration of conditions to less than minimum
RVR during approach, flare, and rollout;
(ii)
demonstration of expected visual references with weather at
minimum conditions;
(iii)
the expected sequence of visual cues during an approach in
which visibility is at or above landing minima; and
(v) procedures and techniques for making a transition from instrument
reference flight to visual flight during a final approach under
reduced RVR.
(g) effects of vertical and horizontal wind shear;
(h)
characteristics and limitations of the ILS and runway lighting
system;
(i)
characteristics and limitations of the flight director system auto
approach coupler, including split axis type if equipped, auto
throttle system, if equipped, and other Category III operations
equipment;
(j)
assigned duties of the co-pilot during Category III operations,
unless the aircraft for which authorisation is sought does not
require a co-pilot;
(k)
recognition of the limits of acceptable aircraft position and flight
path tracking during approach, flare, and, if applicable, rollout;
and
(l)
recognition of, and reaction to, airborne or ground system faults
or abnormalities, particularly after passing alert height or decision
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height, as applicable.
(19) An applicant for Category III operations pilot authorisation may conduct
the practical test in an aircraft of the same category and class, and type, as
applicable, as the aircraft for which the authorisation is sought, or in an
approved synthetic flight trainer that:
(a)
represents an aircraft of the same category and class, and type,
as applicable, as the aircraft in which the authorisation is
sought; and
(b)
is used in accordance with an approved course conducted by an
approved training organisation certificated under the Civil Aviation
(Approved Training Organisations) Regulations.
(20) A Category III operations practical test shall consist of at least two ILS
approaches to one hundred feet above ground level, including one landing and
one missed approach initiated from a very low altitude that may result in a
touchdown during the go- around manoeuvre.
(21)
An applicant for Category III operations pilot authorization shall
perform all approaches during the practical test with the approved automatic
landing system or an equivalent landing system approved by the Authority.
(22) Where a multiengine aircraft with the performance capability to execute
a missed approach with one engine inoperative is used for Category III
operations pilot authorisation practical test, the practical test shall include the
performance of one missed approach with the most critical engine, if
applicable, set at an idle or zero thrust before reaching the middle or outer
marker.
(23) Where an approved multiengine synthetic flight trainer is used for the
Category III operations pilot authorisation practical test, the applicant shall
execute a missed approach with an engine, which shall be the most critical
engine, if applicable, failed.
(24) For a Category III operations pilot authorisation for an aircraft that
requires a type rating the applicant shall pass a practical test in co-ordination
with a co-pilot who holds a type rating in the aircraft in which the
authorisation is sought.
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(25) Subject to the limitations of this sub-regulation, for Category IIIB
operations predicated on the use of a fail- passive rollout control system, the
applicant shall execute at least one manual rollout using visual reference or a
combination of visual and instrument references, and shall initiate the
manoeuvre by a fail- passive disconnect of the rollout control system:
(a) after main gear touchdown;
(b) prior to nose gear touchdown;
(c) in conditions representative of the most adverse lateral touchdown
displacement allowing a safe landing on the runway; and
(d) in weather conditions anticipated in Category III B operations.
(26) A person authorised by the Authority may conduct an oral test at any
time during the Category III operations pilot authorisation practical test.
Balloon ratings
Balloon
ratings

121. Where an applicant for a PPL or CPL balloon successful takes a
practical test in(a) a balloon with an airborne heater, the Authority shall place upon
the pilot licence a limitation restricting the exercise of the privileges
of that licence to a balloon with an airborne heater; or
(b) a gas balloon, the Authority shall place upon the pilot licence a
limitation restricting the exercise of the privilege of that licence to a gas
balloon.
Night rating

General
122. PPL holder shall not act as a pilot in command by night in the aircraft
eligibility
unless a night rating or an instrument rating is included in his or her
requirements
licence.
Flight
123. An applicant for a night rating shall have received five hours dual
instruction under a qualified instructor in night flying, 5 flights as pilot in
instruction
command including 5 take offs and landings in an aircraft.
requirements

Privileges

124.

A night rating shall entitle a PPL holder to act as a pilot in command
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and
limitations.

of an aircraft at night but shall not entitle the holder to fly an aircraft
under IFR conditions.

Renewal
125. An applicant for a night rating renewal shall have within the
requirements
immediately preceding 6 months carried out as pilot in command not less
than five takeoffs and five landings at night.

Flight Examiner Authorization
Flight
126.
examiner
authorization
requirements

(1)
(a)

A flight examiner shall holda licence and rating for which he is authorized to conduct skill
tests or proficiency checks; and
(b) appropriate flight instructor ratings for skill tests.

(2) To qualify for a flight examiner’s authorisation, a pilot shall have logged
1000 hours of flight time and 200 hours providing flight instruction.
(3) The ground, flight and synthetic flight training for examiner shall include
the subjects specified in Regulation 102 to these Regulations.
(4) To qualify for a flight examiner’s authorisation, a pilot shall have
conducted at least 1 skill test under observation by the Authority, in the role
of an examiner for which authorization is sought, including briefing, conduct
of the skill test, assessment of the applicant to whom the skill test is given,
debriefing and recording or documentation.
(5) The privileges of the examiner’s authorization are to conduct skill tests
and proficiency checks for a licence and ratings.
(6) An authorization issued under this regulation may be renewed within the
preceding twelve months after a candidate has passed a flight test conducted by
the Authority
Training
requirement
s.

127.

(1) The ground training for examiners shall include:

(a) examiner duties, functions and responsibilities;
(b) applicable regulations and procedures;
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(c) appropriate methods, procedures and techniques for conducting the
required tests and checks;
(d) proper evaluation of student performance including the detection of:
(i) improper and insufficient training; and
(ii) personal characteristics of an applicant that could adversely affect
safety.
(e) appropriate corrective action in the case of unsatisfactory tests and
checks; and
(f) approved methods, procedures and limitations for performing the
required normal, abnormal and emergency procedures in the aircraft.
(2) The flight training shall include:
(a)
training and practice in conducting flight evaluation from the left
and right pilot seats for pilot examiners in the required normal,
abnormal and emergency procedures to ensure competence to
conduct the flight tests and checks;
(b)
the potential results of improper, untimely or non-execution of
safety measures during an evaluation; and
(c)
the safety measures to be taken from either pilot seat for pilot
check examiners for emergency situations that are likely to develop
during an evaluation.
(3) The flight training for examiners in synthetic flight trainer shall include:
(a)
training and practice in conducting flight checks in the required
normal, abnormal and emergency procedures to ensure competence
to conduct the evaluations, tests and checks required under these
Regulations; and
(b) training in the operation of synthetic flight trainer to ensure
competence to conduct the evaluations required under these Regulations.

PART VII
LICENCES AND RATINGS FOR REMOTE PILOTS
General
licensing
specification
s

128. (1) A person shall not act either as remote pilot-in-command or
remote co-pilot of an RPA in any of the following RPA categories unless
that person is the holder of a remote pilot licence issued in accordance
with these Regulations and the relevant provisions of the Civil Aviation
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(Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems) Regulations:
(a) Aeroplane;
(b) Airship;
(c) Glider;
(d) Rotorcraft;
(e) powered-lift;
(f) free balloon.
(2) An applicant who meets the requirements of this Regulation shall have the
specific RPA category rating endorsed on his licence.
(3) An applicant shall, before being issued with any remote pilot licence or
rating, meet such requirements in respect of age, experience, flight
instruction, competencies and medical fitness, specified for that remote pilot
licence or rating.
(4) An applicant for any remote pilot licence or rating shall demonstrate, to
the Authority sufficient knowledge and skill related to the applicable remote
pilot licence as prescribed in the technical guidance material.
(5)A person may be considered to have satisfied the conditions in sub
regulation (1) if that person holds or has held:
(a) a flight crew licence; or
(b) a military qualification equivalent to a flight crew licence; or
(c) a foreign remote pilot licence and qualification equivalent to the
licence issued under these Regulations and the applicable Civil
Aviation (Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems) Regulations.
(d) an air traffic controllers licence or a military qualification equivalent to
an air traffic control licence.
Eligibility
129. (1) An applicant for remote pilot licence shall be at least 18 years of
requirements
age.
(2) The applicant shall hold:
(i) a current class 3 medical certificate for students; or
(ii) a current class 1
(3) An applicant for remote pilot licence may be required to hold a Class
1 medical certificate as specified in the applicable technical guidance
material based on his or her work environment and responsibilities in the
context of a specific RPAS application.
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(4) Demonstrate the ability to speak, and understand the English language
in accordance with the language proficiency requirements contained in
these Regulations;
(5) The applicant for remote pilot licence shall has completed:
(a) the remote pilot training approved by the Authority in the
operation of the any of the RPA categoies listed in sub paragraph
(1); or
(b) training in the operation of the category he or she seeks to be
licenced conducted by the RPA manufacturer or an agent of the
manufacturer; or
(c) a flight test conducted by the Authority for the purposes of this
regulation; and
(d) has demonstrated the competencies required for the safe operation
of the applicable type of RPA and associated RPA control station,
under standard RPA operating conditions specified in the
applicable RPA Regulations; and
(e) has demonstrated the competencies required for the safe operation
of the applicable type of RPA and associated RPA control station,
under standard RPA operating conditions specified in the
applicable RPA Regulations.
(6) An applicant for a remote pilot certificate shall pass a skill test to
demonstrate the ability to perform, as remote PIC of the appropriate RPA
category and associated remote pilot systems or RPS, the relevant
procedures and manoeuvres with the competency appropriate to the
privileges granted.
Category
ratings

130. – (1) The Authority shall endorse a remote pilot licence with any
category rating as specified in Regulation 5(1) provided the applicant:
(a) has completed the remote pilot training approved by the Authority in
the operation of the category being sought; or
(b) training in the operation of the category he or she seeks to be licenced
conducted by the RPA manufacturer or an agent of the manufacturer;
or
(c) a flight test conducted by the Authority for the purposes of this
regulation; and
(d) has demonstrated the competencies required for the safe operation of
the applicable typeand associated RPA control station, under standard
operating conditions specified in the relevant Civil Aviation
(Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems) Regulations.
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(2) A holder of a remote pilot licence seeking additional category ratings
shall meet the requirements of these Regulations regarding RPAS appropriate
to the privileges for which the additional category rating is sought.
(3) An applicant for a remote pilot licence shall pass a skill test to
demonstrate the ability to perform, as remote PIC of the appropriate RPA
category and associated remote pilot systems or RPS, the relevant
procedures and manoeuvres with the competency appropriate to the
privileges granted.
Class and
type ratings

131. (1) When an applicant demonstrates competencies for the initial issue
of a remote pilot licence, the ratings appropriate to the category, class or
type of RPA and associated RPS used in the demonstration shall be
endorsed on that remote pilot licence.
(2) The levels of performance to be achieved to operate the class or type of
RPA for which the ratings are issued shall be determined as prescribed in the
applicable technical guidance material
(3) A holder of a remote pilot licence shall not act either as remote pilot-incommand or as remote co-pilot of an RPA and associated RPS unless the
holder has received authorization as follows:
(a) the appropriate class rating specified in these Regulations; and
(b) the appropriate type rating
(4) When a type rating is issued limiting the privileges to act as remote copilot, or limiting the privileges to act as remote pilot only during the cruise
phase of the flight, such limitation shall be endorsed on the licence.
(5) When a class rating is issued limiting the licence holder to act as remote
pilot only during the cruise phase of the flight, such limitation shall be
endorsed on the licence.
(6) For the purpose of training, testing, or specific special purpose nonrevenue flights, special authorization may be provided in writing to the
remote pilot licence holder by the Authority in place of issuing the class or
type rating in accordance with the specification prescribed by the Authority.
(7) The authorization in sub regulation (4) shall be limited in validity to the
time needed to complete the specific flight.
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Skill
Requirement
s for the class
and type
ratings

132. (1) The applicant shall have demonstrated the competencies required
for the safe operations of an RPA of the class for which the rating is
sought.
(2) The applicant shall have:
a) gained, under appropriate supervision, experience in the applicable
type of Remote Pilot Aircraft and associated Remote Pilot Systems or
Flight Simulation Training Device in the following:
i. normal flight procedures and manoeuvres during all phases of
flight;
ii. abnormal and emergency procedures and manoeuvres in the event
of failures and malfunctions of equipment, such as engine, C2
link, systems and airframe;
iii. instrument procedures, including instrument approach, missed
approach and landing procedures under normal, abnormal and
emergency conditions, including simulated engine failure; and
iv. for the issue of an aeroplane category type rating, upset prevention
and recovery training.
v. procedures for crew incapacitation and crew coordination
including allocation of remote pilot tasks; crew cooperation and
use of checklists;
(b) demonstrated the competencies required for the safe operation of the
applicable type of RPA and associated RPS and demonstrated C2 link
management skills, relevant to the duties of a remote pilot-in-command or a
remote co-pilot as applicable.

Use of a
133. The use of a FSTD for acquiring the experience or performing any
flight
manoeuvre required during the demonstration of competencies for the
simulation
issue of a remote pilot licence or rating shall be approved by the
training
Authority, which shall ensure that the FSTD used is appropriate to the
device or
task.
FSTD for
acquisition of
experience
and
demonstratio
n of
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competencies
Requirement 134. (1) The Authority, having issued a remote pilot licence, shall not
s for
permit the holder thereof to carry out remote pilot licence training
authorization
required for the issue of a remote pilot licence or rating, unless such
to conduct
holder has received proper authorization from such State.
remote pilot
licence
(2) Proper authorization shall comprise:
(a) an RPAS instructor rating on the holder’s remote pilot licence; or
training.
(b) the authority to act as an agent of an approved training
organization authorized by the Authority to carry out remote pilot
licence training; or
c) a specific authorization granted by the Contracting State which
issued the remote pilot licence
(3) The Authority shall not permit a person to carry out remote pilot licence
training on a FSTD required for the issue of a remote pilot licence or rating
unless such person holds or has held an appropriate remote pilot licence or has
appropriate RPAS training and flight experience and has received proper
authorization from such State.
Crediting of 135. (1) A student remote pilot shall be credited in full with all solo and
RPAS flight
dual instruction RPAS flight time towards the total flight time required
time
for the initial issue of a remote pilot licence.
(2) The holder of a remote pilot licence shall be credited in full with all dual
instruction RPAS flight time towards the total RPAS flight time required for a
remote pilot-in-command upgrade.
(3) The holder of a remote pilot licence shall be credited in full with all solo
or dual instruction RPAS flight time, in a new category of RPA or for
obtaining a new rating, towards the total RPAS flight time required for that
rating.
(4) The holder of a remote pilot licence, when acting as remote co-pilot of an
RPA certificated for operation by a single remote pilot but required by the
Authority to be operated with a remote co-pilot, shall be credited with not
more than 50 per cent of the remote co-pilot RPAS flight time towards the
total RPAS flight time required for a remote pilot-in-command upgrade.
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(5) The Authority shall credit RPAS flight time in full towards the total RPAS
flight time required if the RPAS is equipped to be operated by a remote copilot and is operated in a multi-crew operation.
(7) The holder of a remote pilot licence, when acting as remote co-pilot
of an RPA certificated to be operated with a remote co-pilot, shall be credited
in full with this RPAS flight time towards the total RPAS flight time required
for a remote pilot-in-command upgrade.
(7) The holder of a remote pilot licence, when acting as remote pilot-incommand under supervision, shall be credited in full with this RPAS flight
time towards the total RPAS flight time required for a remote pilot-incommand upgrade.
(8) The holder of a remote pilot licence applying for a new rating shall be
credited with RPAS flight time experience after determining the extent of
experience acceptability as prescribed in the applicable technical guidance
material.
(9) An applicant who meets the requirement in Regulation 128 shall be
credited towards the requirements for theoretical knowledge instruction and
examination requirements for the remote pilot certificate in accordance with
the guidelines specified in the applicable technical guidance material.
Privileges
and the
conditions to
be observed
in exercising
such
privileges

136. (1) Subject to compliance with the requirements specified in these
Regulations, the privileges of the holder of a remote pilot licence shall
be:
(a) to act as remote pilot-in-command of an RPA and associated RPS,
certificated for remote single-pilot operation;
(b) to act as remote co-pilot of an RPA and associated RPS, required to
be operated with a remote co-pilot;
(c) to act as a remote pilot-in-command of an RPA and the associated
RPS, required to be operated with a remote co-pilot; and
(d) to act either as remote pilot-in-command or as remote co-pilot of an
RPAS under IFR.
(2) A holder of a remote pilot licence holder shall not exercise the privileges
of the licence at night, unless he or she has received dual instruction in an
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Curtailment
of privileges
for remote
pilots

RPA and the associated RPS in night flying, including take-off, landing and
navigation.
137. A holder of a Remote Pilot Licence who complies with these
Regulations and the relevant Civil Aviation (Remote pilot Aircraft
Systems) Regulations shall exercise the privileges of his licence provided
he holds a valid medical certificate appropriate to the privileges of the
licence.

Student remote pilot
Student
remote pilot

138.

(1) To be eligible for issue of Student Remote Pilot an applicant shall:

(a) be at least 16 years of age;
(b) have the ability to read, speak and understand English language; and
(c) possess a valid class 3 medical certificate issued under these
Regulations.
(2) A student remote pilot shall not fly an RPA solo unless under the
supervision of, or with the authority of, an authorized RPAS instructor.
(3) A student remote pilot shall not fly an RPA solo on international RPAS
operations unless by special or general arrangement between the States
concerned.

General
139. (1) The applicant shall demonstrate a level of knowledge and skills
requirements
appropriate to the privileges granted to the holder of a remote pilot
for the issue
licence and appropriate to the category of RPA and associated RPS
of the remote
intended to be included in the remote pilot licence as follows:
pilot licence Knowledge:
knowledge
a) Air law
and skill
(i) rules and regulations relevant to the holder of a remote pilot licence;
(ii) rules of the air;
(iii)appropriate air traffic services practices and procedures;
(iv) rules and regulations relevant to flight under IFR; and
(v)related air traffic services practices and procedures.
(b) General RPAS knowledge
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(i) principles of operation and the functioning of engines, systems and
instruments;
(ii) operating limitations of the relevant category of RPA and engines;
(iii)relevant operational information from the flight manual or other
appropriate document;
(iv) use and serviceability checks of equipment and systems of
appropriate RPA;
(v) maintenance procedures for airframes, systems and engines of
appropriate RPA;
(vi) for rotorcraft and powered-lifts, transmission or power trains where
applicable;
(vii) use, limitation and serviceability of avionics, electronic devices and
instruments necessary for the control and navigation of an RPA under
IFR and in instrument meteorological conditions;
(viii)flight instruments;
(ix) gyroscopic instruments, operational limits and precession effects;
practices and procedures in the event of malfunctions of various flight
instruments;
(x) for airships, physical properties and practical application of gases;
(c) RPS general knowledge:
(i) principles of operation and function of systems and instruments;
(ii) use and serviceability checks of equipment and systems of
appropriate RPS;
(iii)procedures in the event of malfunctions;
(iv) C2 link general knowledge- different types of C2 links and their
operating characteristics and limitations;
(v) use and serviceability checks of C2 link systems;
(vi)procedures in the event of C2 link malfunction;
(vii)detect and avoid capabilities for RPAS;
(d)Flight performance, planning and loading:
(i) effects of loading and mass distribution on RPA handling, flight
characteristics and performance;
(ii) mass and balance calculations;
(iii)use and practical application of take-off, landing and other
performance data;
(iv)pre-flight and en-route flight planning appropriate to RPAS
operations under IFR;
(v)preparation and submission of air
traffic services flight plans under IFR;
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(vi)appropriate air traffic services procedures; altimeter setting
procedures;
(vii) in the case of airships, rotorcraft and powered-lifts, effects of
external loading on handling.
(e)Human performance:
human performance relevant to RPAS and instrument flight, including
principles of threat and error management or TEM.
(f) Meteorology:
(i) interpretation and application of aeronautical meteorological reports,
charts and forecasts;
(ii)use of, and procedures for obtaining, meteorological information, preflight and in-flight; altimetry;
(iii) aeronautical meteorology;
(iv)climatology of relevant areas with respect to the elements having an
effect on aviation;
(v)the movement of pressure systems, the structure of fronts, and the
origin and characteristics of significant weather phenomena which affect
take-off, en-route and landing conditions;
(vi)causes, recognition and effects of icing;
(vii) frontal zone penetration procedures; hazardous weather avoidance;
(viii) in the case of rotorcraft and powered-lifts, effects of rotor icing;
(ix)in the case of high-altitude operations, practical high-altitude
meteorology, including interpretation and use of weathers reports, charts
and forecasts;
(x) jet streams.
(h) Navigation:
(i) air navigation, including the use of aeronautical charts, instruments
and navigation aids;
(ii)an understanding of the principles and characteristics of appropriate
navigation systems;
(iii)operation of RPAS equipment;
(iv) use, limitation and serviceability of avionics and instruments
necessary for control and navigation;
(v) use, accuracy and reliability of navigation systems used in departure,
en-route, approach and landing phases of flight;
(vi)identification of radio navigation aids;
(vii)principles and characteristics of self-contained and externalreferenced navigation systems;
(viii)operation of RPAS equipment.
(i) Operational procedures:
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(i) application of TEM to operational performance;
(ii) interpretation and use of aeronautical documentation such as AIP,
NOTAM, aeronautical codes and abbreviations and instrument procedure
charts for departure, en-route, descent and approach;
(iii) altimeter setting procedures;
(iv) appropriate precautionary and emergency procedures;
(v) safety practices associated with flight under IFR;
(vi)obstacle clearance criteria;
(vii) operational procedures for carriage of freight;
(viii)potential hazards associated with dangerous goods and their
management;
(ix) requirements and practices for safety briefings to remote flight crew
members;
(x)in the case of rotorcraft, and where applicable, powered-lifts, settling
with power;
(xi)ground resonance;
(xii)
retreating blade stall;
(xiii)
dynamic rollover and other operating hazards;
(xiv)
safety procedures, associated with flight in VMC;
(xv)
operational procedures for handovers and coordination;
(xvi)
operational procedures for normal and abnormal C2 link
operations;
(j) Principles of flight.
(k) Radiotelephony:
(i) communication procedures and phraseology; and
(ii) action to be taken in case of communication failure
(2) Skill:
The applicant shall have demonstrated all the competencies of the adapted
competency model approved by the Authority at the level required, to act as
remote pilot in command of an RPAS operation within the appropriate
category of RPA and associated RPS.
(3) Where the privileges of the remote pilot are to be sought on a multi-engine
RPA, the applicant shall have demonstrated the ability to operate under IFR
with degraded propulsion capabilities.

Specific
requirements

140.

The applicant shall have gained experience during training in
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for the issue
of remote
pilot licence Experience

operating the RPA and associated RPS to successfully demonstrate the
competencies required by these Regulations

Remote pilot
licence
training

141. (1) An applicant for a remote pilot licence, shall have completed an
approved training course.
(2) The training in sub-regulation (1) shall be competency-based and, where
applicable, conducted in a multi-crew operational environment.
(3) During the training, the applicant shall have acquired the competencies
and underpinning skills required for performing as a remote pilot of an RPA
certificated for operation under IFR.
(4) The applicant shall have received dual remote pilot licence training in an
RPA and associated RPS, sought from an authorized RPAS instructor.
(5) The authorized RPAS instructor shall ensure that the applicant gains
operational experience in all phases of flight and the entire operating envelope
of an RPAS, including abnormal and emergency conditions, upset prevention
and recovery training for the categories concerned, as well as IFR operations.
(6) Where the privileges of the remote pilot are to be exercised on a multiengined RPA, the applicant shall have received dual instrument remote pilot
licence training in a multi-engined RPA within the appropriate category from
an authorized RPAS instructor.
(7) The authorized RPAS instructor shall ensure that the applicant has attained
operational experience in the operation of the RPA within the appropriate
category with engines inoperative or simulated inoperative.

RPAS instructor rating
Requirement

142. –(1) An applicant for RPAS instructor rating or authorization shall
demonstrate the ability to effectively assess trainees against the adapted
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s for the issue
competency model used in the approved training programme.
of RPAS
(2) The applicant shall successfully complete the instructor training and meet
instructor
the qualifications of an RPAS instructor appropriate to the delivery of
rating or
authorization competency-based training programmes.
(3)
The RPAS instructor training programme shall focus on the
development of competence in the following specific areas:
(a) the adapted competency model of the remote pilot training programme
according to the defined grading system used by the RPAS operator or
approved training organization;
(b) in accordance with the assessment and grading system of the RPAS
operator or approved training organization, making assessments by
observing behaviours; gathering objective evidence regarding the
observable behaviours of the adapted competency model used;
(c) recognizing and highlighting performance that meets competency
standards;
(d) determining root causes for deviations below the expected standards of
performance; and
(e) identifying situations that could result in unacceptable reductions in
safety margins.
(4) The applicant shall have met the competency requirements for the issue
of a remote pilot licence as appropriate to the category of RPA and associated
RPS.
(5) In addition, the applicant shall have demonstrated a level of competency
appropriate to the privileges granted to the holder of an RPAS instructor
rating, as follows;
(a) techniques of applied instruction;
(b) assessment of student performance in those subjects in which ground
instruction is given;
(c) the learning process;
(d) elements of effective teaching;
(e) competency-based training principles, including student assessments;
(f) evaluation of the training programme effectiveness;
(g) lesson planning;
(h) classroom instructional techniques;
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(i) use of training aids, including FSTDs as appropriate;
(j) analysis and correction of student errors;
(k) human performance relevant to RPAS, instrument flight and remote
pilot licence training, including principles of threat and error
management or TEM; and
(l) hazards involved in simulating system failures and malfunctions in
the aircraft
Skill and
experience
requirements

143. (1) The applicant shall have successfully performed a formal
competency assessment, prior to conducting instruction and assessment
within a competency-based training programme.
(2) The competency assessment shall be conducted during a practical training
session in the category of RPA and associated RPS for which RPAS instructor
privileges are sought, including pre-flight, post-flight and ground instruction
as appropriate.
(3) The competency assessment shall be conducted by a person authorized by
the Authority.
(4) The applicant shall have met the requirements for the issue of a remote
pilot licence, shall maintain competencies and meet the recent experience
requirements for the licence.
(5) The applicant shall have sufficient training and experience to attain the
required level of proficiency in all of the required tasks, manoeuvres,
operations and principles, and methods of instruction required by Regulation
144 to these Regulations.

Remote pilot 144. The applicant shall, under the supervision of an RPAS instructor
instructor
authorized by the Authority for that purpose:
training.
(a) have received training in RPAS instructional techniques including
demonstration, student practices, recognition and correction of common
student errors; and
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(b) have practiced instructional techniques in those flight manoeuvres and
procedures in which it is intended to provide remote pilot licence training.

Privileges of 145. (1) Subject to compliance with the requirements specified in these
the holder of
Regulations, the privileges of the holder of an RPAS instructor rating
the
rating
shall be:
and
the
(a) to supervise solo flights by student remote pilots; and
conditions to
(b) to carry out remote pilot licence training for the issue of a remote
be observed
pilot licence and an RPAS instructor rating provided that the RPAS
in exercising
instructor:
such
(i) holds at least the remote pilot licence and rating for which
privileges
instruction is being given, in the appropriate RPA category and
associated RPS;
(ii) holds the remote pilot licence and rating necessary to act as the
remote pilot-in-command of the RPA category and associated RPS on
which the instruction is given; and
(iii)has the RPAS instructor privileges granted endorsed on the remote
pilot licence.
(2) Where the applicant seeks authorization to carry out remote pilot training
in a multi crew operational environment, he or she shall have met all the
applicable instructor qualification requirements.

PART VIII
LICENCES FOR FLIGHT CREW MEMBERS OTHER THAN LICENCES FOR
PILOTS

General
eligibility
requirements
for a flight
engineer

Flight engineer’s licence
146. – (1) An applicant for a flight engineer licence shall, before being
issued with a licence, meet the requirements in respect of age,
knowledge, experience, skill and medical fitness as are specified for that
licences.
(2) An applicant for a flight engineer’s licence shall:
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(a)
be at least 18 years of age;
(c) have the ability to read and write the english language.
(d)
comply with all the Regulations that apply to the rating
sought; and
(d) possess a valid class 2 medical certificate issued under these
Regulations.
(3) A person shall not act as a flight engineer of an aircraft registered in

[State] unless that person holds a flight engineer’s licence with
appropriate ratings.

Aeronautical
knowledge
requirements

147. (1) An applicant for flight engineer’s licence shall have demonstrated
a level of knowledge and skills appropriate to the privileges granted to
the holder of a flight engineer licence, as follows:
a) Air law:
(i) rules and regulations relevant to the holder of a flight engineer
licence; and
(ii)rules and regulations governing the operation of civil aircraft pertinent
to the duties of a flight engineer;
(b) Aircraft general knowledge:
(i) basic principles of engines, gas turbines and/or piston engines;
(ii)characteristics of fuels, fuel systems including fuel control;
(iii) lubricants and lubrication systems;
(iv)afterburners and injection systems, function and operation of engine
ignition and starter systems;
(v) principles of operation, handling procedures and operating limitations
of aircraft engines;
(vi)effects of atmospheric conditions on engine performance;
(vii)

airframes, flight controls, structures, wheel assemblies, brakes

and anti-skid units, corrosion and fatigue life;
(viii)

identification of structural damage and defects;
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(ix) ice and rain protection systems;
(x)) pressurization and air-conditioning systems, oxygen systems;
(xi) hydraulic and pneumatic systems;
(xii) basic electrical theory, AC and DC electrical systems, aircraft wiring
systems, bonding and screening;
(xiii) principles of operation of instruments, compasses, autopilots, radio
communication equipment, radio and radar navigation aids, flight
management systems, displays and avionics;
(xiv) limitations of appropriate aircraft;
(xv) fire protection, detection, suppression and extinguishing systems;
(xvi) use and serviceability checks of equipment and systems of
appropriate aircraft.
c) Flight performance, planning and loading:
(i) effects of loading and mass distribution on aircraft handling, flight
characteristics and performance;
(ii)mass and balance calculations; and
(iii) use and practical application of performance data including
procedures for cruise control;
d) Human performance:
human performance relevant to the flight engineer including principles
of TEM;
e) Operational procedures:
(i) principles of maintenance, procedures for the maintenance of
airworthiness, defect reporting, pre-flight inspections, precautionary
procedures for fuelling and use of external power;
(ii)installed equipment and cabin systems;
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(iii) normal, abnormal and emergency procedures; and
(iv) operational procedures for carriage of freight and dangerous goods;
(f) Principles of flight:
fundamentals of aerodynamics;
(g) Radiotelephony:
communication procedures and phraseology

Experience
requirements

148. (1) The applicant for flight engineers licence shall have operational
experience in the performance of the duties of a flight engineer, under the
supervision of a flight engineer accepted by the Authority for that
purpose, as follows;
(a) Normal procedures
(i) pre-flight inspections
(ii) fueling procedures, fuel management
(iii)inspection of maintenance documents
(iv)normal flight deck procedures during all phases of flight
(v) crew coordination and procedures in case of crew incapacitation
(vi)defect reporting
b) Abnormal and alternate or standby procedures
(i) recognition of abnormal functioning of aircraft systems
(ii) use of abnormal and alternate (standby) procedures
c) Emergency procedures
(i) recognition of emergency conditions
(ii) use of appropriate emergency procedures
(2) The applicant for flight engineer’s licence shall have demonstrated the
ability to perform as flight engineer of an aircraft, the duties and
procedures described in Regulation 149 to these regulations with a degree
of competency appropriate to the privileges granted to the holder of a
flight engineer licence, and to:
(a) recognize and manage threats and errors;
(b) use aircraft systems within the aircraft’s capabilities and limitations;
(c) exercise good judgement and airmanship;
(d) apply aeronautical knowledge;
(e) perform all the duties as part of an integrated crew with the successful
outcome assured; and
(f) communicate effectively with the other flight crew members
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(3) The applicant shall have completed, under the supervision of a person
accepted by the Authority for that purpose, not less than 100 hours of flight
time in the performance of the duties of a flight engineer.
(4) The Authority shall determine whether experience as a flight engineer

in a flight simulator, which it has approved, is acceptable as part of the
total flight time of 100 hours.

(5) Credit for such experience shall be limited to a maximum of 50 hours.
(10) An applicant who has flight time as a pilot of aircraft, shall,
notwithstanding the requirement of this be credited with flight time as
prescribed in the applicable technical guidance material provided that the
credited time does not exceed 50%.
Skill
requirements

149. (1) The applicant shall have demonstrated the ability to perform as
flight engineer of an aircraft, the duties and procedures described in
Regulation 148 with a degree of competency appropriate to the privileges
granted to the holder of a flight engineer licence, and to:
(a) recognize and manage threats and errors;
(b) use aircraft systems within the aircraft’s capabilities and limitations;
(c) exercise good judgement and airmanship;
(d) apply aeronautical knowledge;
(e) perform all the duties as part of an integrated crew with the successful
outcome assured; and
(f) communicate effectively with the other flight crew members.
(2) The use of a FSTD for performing any of the procedures required during
the demonstration of skill described in sub paragraph (1) shall be approved by
the Authority to ensure that the FSTD is appropriate to the task.

Privileges
and
Limitations

150. (1) Subject to compliance with the requirements specified in
Regulation 21, 23 and 24, the privileges of the holder of a flight engineer
licence shall be to act as flight engineer of any type of aircraft on which
the holder has demonstrated a level of knowledge and skill, as determined
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by the Authority on the basis of those requirements specified in
Regulation 148(1) and which are applicable to the safe operation of that
type of aircraft.
(2) The types of aircraft on which the holder of a flight engineer licence is
authorized to exercise the privileges of that licence, shall be either entered on
the licence or recorded elsewhere in a manner acceptable to the Authority.
Renewal
requirements

General
eligibility
requirements
for flight
radiotelepho
ny operator
licence

Knowledge
and skill
requirements
.

. A holder of a Flight Engineer Licence may apply for renewal of the licence if
the holder has logged not less than six hours as Flight Engineer within the six
months preceding the date of application for renewal.

Flight radiotelephony operator licence
151. (1) Except for a holder of a pilot licence, a person required to use
radiotelephone apparatus aboard an aircraft shall hold a flight
radiotelephony operator licence.
(2) An applicant for a flight radiotelephony operator licence shall:
(a) be at least 17 years of age;
(b) demonstrate the ability to, speak and understand the English language
in accordance with the language proficiency requirements contained in
the Second Schedule to these Regulations;
(c) comply with the knowledge and skill requirements, for flight
radiotelephone operator as contained in these Regulations; and
(d) demonstrate a level of knowledge appropriate to the privileges granted
to a holder of a flight radiotelephone operator licence.

152.

(1) knowledge:
An applicant for a flight radiotelephony operator licence shall:

pass a practical and knowledge test covering the following areas:
(a) the ICAO spelling alphabet;
(b) departure and position reporting;
(c) obtaining meteorological information;
(d) transmission and procedures of distress and urgency signals;
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(e) communication techniques and procedures;
(f) the necessity for brevity in radiotelephony communication and
priorities;
(g) pre-flight briefing;
(h) classification of directional finding bearings;
(i) radiotelephony facilities and frequencies available in the FIR;
(j) elementary knowledge of the relationship between wavelength and
frequency;
(j) radiotelephony procedures and phraseology;
skill:
(i) ability to use the radio equipment of the type installed in the aircraft;
and
(ii) the ability to carry out emergency procedures.
(2) The knowledge test results for a radiotelephony operator licence shall be
valid for 24 months after passing the examination.
Privileges.

153. A holder of a flight radiotelephony operator licence shall have the
privilege to use the radiotelephone on board an aircraft.

Renewal
requirements
.

154. A holder of a flight radiotelephony operator licence may apply for
renewal of the licence if the holder has exercised the privileges of the
licence in the 6 months preceding the date of application.

Ground instructor licence
Eligibility
155. (1) An applicant for a ground instructor licence shall:
requirements
(a) be at least 18 years of age;
for a ground
(b) have the ability read and write English;
instructor
(c) pass a knowledge and skill test on the aeronautical knowledge areas as
prescribed the fundamentals of instructing including:
licence
(i) the learning process;
(ii) elements of effective teaching;
(iii) student evaluation and testing;
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(iv) course development;
(v) lesson planning;
(vi) classroom training techniques;
(vii) techniques of applied instructions;
(viii) use of training aids;
(ix) analysis and correction of student errors; and
(x) human performance relevant to ground instruction;
(e) pass the applicable knowledge test on the CPL or ATPL aeronautical
knowledge areas specified in Regulations 73 and 87 to these Regulations.
(2) A ground instructor licence shall be issued with the following ratings:
(a) basic; or
(b) advanced; or
(c) instrument; or
(d) a combination of a) and c) or b) and c)
(3) The knowledge test specified in sub regulation (1)(d) is not required if the
applicant holds a flight instructor rating issued under these Regulations.
(4) The knowledge test results for a ground instructor licence shall be valid
for 18 months after passing the examination.
(5) The validity period for a ground instructor licence is 24 months.

Privileges of
a ground
instructor
licence

156. (1)
A holder of a ground instructor licence may exercise the
privileges appropriate to the rating as follows:
(a) for a holder of a basic ground instructor rating:
(i) ground training in the aeronautical knowledge areas required for the
issue of a private pilot licence or associated ratings;
(ii) ground training required for a private pilot flight check-out; and
(iii) a recommendation for a knowledge test required for the issuance of a
PPL;
(b) for a holder of an advanced ground instructor rating:
(i) ground training in the aeronautical knowledge areas required for the
issue of any pilot licence or rating;
(ii) ground training required for any flight check out; and
(iii) a recommendation for a knowledge test required for the issue of any
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pilot licence;
(c) for a holder of an instrument ground instructor rating:
(i) ground training in the aeronautical knowledge areas required for the
issue of an instrument rating;
(ii) ground training required for an instrument proficiency check; and
(ii) a recommendation for a knowledge test required for the issue of an
instrument rating.
(iii)
(2) A person who holds a ground instructor licence shall be authorised,
within the limitations of the ratings on the ground instructor licence, to
endorse the logbook or other training record of a person to whom the holder
has provided the training or recommendation specified in sub-regulation (1).

Requirement
s for ratings

157. (1) An applicant for a ground instructor licence is required to hold or
have held a CPL or ATPL as appropriate or pass the following:
(a)
basic ground instructor rating:
aeronautical knowledge
requirements for CPL as prescribed in these Regulations ;
(b) advanced ground instructor rating: aeronautical knowledge
requirements for ATPL as prescribed in these Regulations
(c) instrument ground instructor rating(i) meet the requirements of either (a) or (b) and in addition the
instrument rating knowledge requirements as prescribed in
Regulation 96; and
(ii) be a holder of a valid instrument rating.

Limitations

158. (1) A holder of a ground instructor licence shall not perform the
duties of a ground instructor unless within the 12 preceding months, the
person has served for 3 months as a ground instructor.
(2) A holder of a ground instructor licence shall not conduct training under a
rating unless he holds:
(a)
a valid pilot licence with the applicable category and class rating
and flight instructor rating;
(b) if appropriate, a type-rating; and
(c)
for instrument flight training or for training for a type rating not
limited to visual flight rules, an appropriate instrument rating on his pilot
licence and flight instructor rating.
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Renewal
Requiremen
ts.

159. (1) A ground instructor licence may be renewed if the applicant
presents to the Authority a record of training students that shows that
within 12 months preceding the date of application for renewal of the
licence, the ground instructor has trained students under the appropriate
ground instructor rating
(2) The applicant for renewal of a ground instructor licence shall provide to
the Authority satisfactory evidence of at least 3 months service as a ground
instructor within the past 12 months.
(3) Where the ground instructor licence has expired for a period not
exceeding 90 days, the applicant shall apply for renewal, subject to subregulation (2)
(4) Where the ground instructor licence has lapsed beyond 90 days the
applicant shall apply for re-issue, having completed an appropriate refresher
training acceptable to the Authority and shall be re-tested to demonstrate
proficiency with the instructor requirements prescribed in these Regulations.
(5) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-regulation (1),
(2) and (3) a holder of a ground instructor licence
shall undergo a refresher training after a period not
exceeding 5 years.

Authorizatio
n for flight
simulator
instructor

Flight simulator instructor authorization
160. (1) A Current or former holder of a professional pilot licence, having
instructional experience can apply for authorisation to provide flight
instruction in on flight simulation training device or FSTD, provided the
applicant has at least 1year experience as instructor in flight simulation
training devices.
(2) Skill:
The applicant shall have demonstrated through a skill test, in the category,
class and type of aircraft for which instructor authorisation privileges are
sought, the ability to instruct in those areas in which instruction is to be
given.
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(3) Privileges:
Subject to compliance with the requirements specified in these Regulations
privileges of a holder of an authorisation shall include instruction in a flight
simulation training device for the issue of a class or type rating in the
appropriate aircraft category.
(4) Validty:
Subject to compliance with the requirements specified in these
Regulations, the validity period of an instructor authorisation for
flight simulation training is 1 year.
(5) Renewal:
A holder of a flight simulator instructor authorization may apply for renewal
subject to successful completion of a proficiency check.
(6) Re-issue:
Where the authorisation has expired beyond 90 days, the applicant shall
complete refresher training and successfully pass a proficiency check on the
simulator he applicable category and class or type of aircraft for which
instructor authorisation privileges are sought.

PART IX
LICENCES AND RATINGS FOR PERSONNEL OTHER THAN FLIGHT CREW
MEMBERS

Aircraft Maintenance Personnel
General
eligibility
requirements
for aircraft
maintenance
engineer’s
licence or
AMEL

161. (1) An applicant for grant of an aircraft maintenance engineer’s
licence without type rating shall:
(a) be at least 18 years of age;
(b) have the ability to read, speak, write, and understand the english
language, interprete technical reports and maintenance publications
and carry out technical discussions in the English language;
(c)
comply with the knowledge, skill experience and competency
requirements prescribed for the licence sought in these Regulations
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(d)
pass all the prescribed examinations for the licence sought as
prescribed by the Authority.
( e) Technical background knowledge related to science subjects in
Mathematics, physcis
(2) A Licenced Aircraft Mantenance Engineer (LAME) applying for type
rating shall:
(a) be at least 21 years of age;
(b) have the ability to read, speak, write and understand the english
language, interprete technical reports and maintenance publications and
carry out technical discussions in the English language;
(c) comply with the knowledge, skill experience and competency
requirements for the ratings sought as prescribed in these Regulations
and
(d)
pass all the prescribed examinations for the sought as prescribed by
the Authority.
(3) An applicant for AMEL with type rating shall have completed a course of
training appropriate to the privileges to be granted.
(6) Competency-based approved training for aircraft maintenance personnel
shall be conducted within an approved maintenance organization.

Skill and
knowledge
requirements
for Aircraft
maintenance
engineers
licence

An applicant for AMEL shall have demonstrated a level of knowledge and
skill relevant to the privileges to be granted and appropriate to the
responsibilities of an aircraft maintenance engineer’s licence holder, in
accordance with the fourth Schedule to these Regulations.

Experience
requirements
for AMEL
with or
without type
rating

162. (1) An applicant for an aircraft maintenance engineer’s licence shall
have acquired:
(a)

For category A and subcategories B1.2 and B1.4:

(i) 4 3 years of practical maintenance experience on operating aircraft where
the applicant has no previous relevant technical training in aircraft
maintenance, provided the experience is gained in an AMO; or
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(ii) 2 years of practical maintenance experience on operating aircraft and
completion of training as a skilled worker in a technical trade applicable to the
licence sought; or
(iii) 1 year of practical maintenance experience on operating aircraft and
completion of an approved basic training course.
(b) For category B2 and subcategories B1.1 and B1.3:
(i) 5 years of practical maintenance experience on operating aircraft where the
applicant has no previous relevant technical training provided the experience
is gained in an AMO; or
(ii) 3 years of practical maintenance experience on operating aircraft and
completion of training as a skilled worker in a technical trade applicable to the
licence sought; or
(iii) 2 years of practical maintenance experience on operating aircraft and
completion of an approved basic training course.
(c) For category C with respect to large or complex aircraft:
(i) 3 years of experience exercising category B1.1, B1.3 or B2 privileges on
large aircraft or as B1.1, B1.3 or B2 maintenance personnel working on large
aircraft, or, a combination of both; or
(ii) 5 years of experience exercising category B1.2 or B1.4 privileges on large
aircraft or as B1.2 or B1.4 maintenance personnel working on large aircraft,
or a combination of both.
(d) For category C with respect to aircraft other than large or cmplex
aircraft:
3 years of experience exercising category B1 or B2 privileges on aircraft other
than large aircraft or as B1 or B2 maintenance personnel working on aircraft
other than large aircraft, or a combination of both.
(e) For category C obtained through the academic route:
an academic degree in a technical discipline applicable to the licence sought
from a recognized university, and 3 years of experience working in a civil
aircraft maintenance environment on a representative selection of tasks
directly associated with aircraft maintenance, including 6 months of
observation of base maintenance tasks.
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(2) An applicant for an additional category or subcategory to an aircraft
maintenance engineer’s licence shall have a minimum civil aircraft
maintenance experience requirement appropriate to the additional category or
subcategory of licence applied for as specified by the Authority.
(3) An applicant for categories A, B1 and B2 shall have practical experience
relevant to maintenance tasks on operating aircraft and acceptable to the
Authority..
(4) An applicant for category A and subcategories B1.2 and B1.4 shall have at
least 1 year of the required practical maintenance experience, including recent
maintenance experience on aircraft of the category or subcategory for which
the initial aircraft maintenance licence is sought.
(5) An applicant of category B2 and subcategories B1.1 and B1.3, shall have
at least 2 years of the required practical maintenance experience, including
recent maintenance experience on aircraft of the category or subcategory for
which the initial aircraft maintenance licence is sought.
(6) For an applicant of subsequent category or subcategory addition to an
existing aircraft maintenance licence, the entire duration of maintenance
experience as required by these Regulations.
(7) Subject to sub-regulation (6) the required practical maintenance
experience shall be dependent upon the difference between the licence
category or subcategory held and applied for and all recent practical
maintenance experience shall be demonstrated in a manner acceptable to the
Authority.
(8) For an applicant of category C having gone through the academic route,
the 6 months of observation of base maintenance tasks shall be demonstrated
in a manner acceptable to the Authority
(9) Notwithstanding sub-regulation (1) (a), aircraft maintenance experience
gained outside a civil aircraft maintenance environment may be accepted by
the Authority when satisfied that such experience is equivalent to that
specified in the applicable technical guidance materials and additional recent
practical maintenance experience on the maintenance of civil aircraft shall be
required to ensure understanding of the civil aircraft maintenance
environment.
Privileges and 163. (1) Subject to compliance with the requirements specified in
limitation of
Regulation 162 and 163, the privileges of the holder of an AMEL shall
Aircraft
include certifying aircraft or parts of the aircraft as airworthy after an
Maintenance
authorized repair, modification or installation of an engine, accessory,
Engineers
instrument, or item of equipment, and to sign a maintenance release
Licence- A,
following inspection, maintenance operations or routine servicing.
B1, B2 and C
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(2) The privileges of the holder of an aircraft maintenance licence specified
in these Regulations shall be exercised only in respect of:
(a)
aircraft as are entered on the licence in their entirety either
specifically or under broad categories; or
(b) airframes and engines and aircraft systems or components entered on
the licence either specifically or under aircraft avionic systems or
components entered on the licence either specifically or under broad
categories.
(3) The AMEL licence holder is familiar with all the relevant information
relating to the maintenance and airworthiness of the particular aircraft for
which the licence holder is signing a Maintenance Release, or such airframe,
engine, aircraft system or component and aircraft avionic system or
component which the licence holder is certifying as being airworthy; and
(4) Within the preceding 24 months, the licence holder has either had
experience in the inspection, servicing or maintenance of an aircraft or
components in accordance with the privileges granted by the licence held for
not less than six months, or has met the provision for the issue of a licence
with the appropriate privileges, to the satisfaction of the Authority.
(5) The scope of the privileges of the licence holder in terms of the
complexity of the tasks to which the certification relates shall be in
accordance with these Regulations.
(6) Details of the certification privileges should be endorsed on or attached to
the licence, either directly or by reference to another document issued by the
Authority.
Recency and
Renewal
requirement

164. -(1) A holder of an AMEL shall apply for renewal of licence at least 2
months before the expiry period in a form and manner prescribed by the
Authority.
(2) The holder shall have performed work comparable with that required for
the grant of the licence for periods totaling at least 6 months during the 24
months preceding the date of the expiry of the licence.
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(3) A person who fails to renew his licence after the expiry period may do
so within the next 12 months provided that he proves that he has been
continuously engaged in practical work for the entire extended period.
(4) A person who does not apply for a renewal within the extended period as
provided for in sub-regulation (3) or fails to prove that he has continuously
been engaged in practical work during that period shall be required to present
evidence of 6 months recent hands-on experience under an AMO and sit for
an air law exam before his licence is renewed.
(5) A holder of an AMEL shall not exercise the privileges of the licence
unless the licence is kept valid as prescribed as prescribe in these Regulations.

Air Traffic Controller Licence
General
eligibility
requirements
for an air
traffic
controller
licece

165.

(1) An applicant for an air traffic controller licence or ATC shall:
(a)
be at least 21 years of age;
(b)
demonstrate the ability to speak, and
understand the english language in accordance with the language
proficiency requirements contained in the Second Schedule to these
Regulations without impediment of speech that would interfere with 2way radio conversation;
(c ) have the ability to read and write English;
(c) comply with the knowledge requirements of these Regulations; and
(d) hold a current class 3 medical certificate

Required
166. (1) A person shall not act as an ATC unless he or she holds an air
licences and
traffic controller licence issued under these Regulations.
ratings or
qualifications (2) A student air traffic controller shall not receive instruction in an
operational environment unless that student holds a current class 3 medical
assessment.
(3) A licence holder to act as an air traffic controller shall include:
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(a) one or more ratings as specified in these Regulations, specifying the
type of air traffic control service which the holder of the licence is
competent to provide; and
(b)
a list of the places at which, and the type of radar equipment, if any,
with the aid of which the licence holder may provide the service.
(4) Where during a continuous period of 6 months the holder of an air traffic
controller licence has not at any time provided at a particular place the type of
air traffic control service specified in the rating, the rating shall cease to be
valid for that place at the end of the 6 months period.
(5)
Upon a rating ceasing to be valid as specified for a place, in sub
paragraph (4) the holder of the air traffic controller licence shall forthwith
inform the Authority to that effect and shall forward the licence to the
Authority the licence to for appropriate endorsed.

Skill and
knowledge
requirements

167. (1) An applicant for ATC licence shall have demonstrated a level of
knowledge and skill appropriate to the holder of an air traffic controller
licence, as follows:
a) Air law:
rules and regulations relevant to the air traffic controller;
(b) Air traffic control equipment:
principles, use and limitations of equipment used in air traffic control;
(c) General knowledge:
(i) principles of flight;
(ii) principles of operation and functioning of aircraft, RPAS, engines and
systems; and
(iii) aircraft performance relevant to air traffic control operations;
d) Human performance
human performance including principles of TEM;
e) Meteorology:
(i) aeronautical meteorology;
(ii) use and appreciation of meteorological documentation and
information;
(iii) origin and characteristics of weather phenomena affecting flight
operations and safety;
(iv) altimetry;
f) Navigation:
(i) principles of air navigation;
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(ii) principle, limitation and accuracy of navigation systems and visual
aids; and
g) Operational procedures
(i)air traffic control, communication, radiotelephony and phraseology
procedures routine, non-routine and emergency;
(ii) use of the relevant aeronautical documentation; and
(iii)safety practices associated with flight.
(2) The applicant shall have completed an approved training course and not
less than three months of satisfactory service engaged in the actual control of
air traffic under the supervision of an appropriately rated air traffic controller.
(3) The experience requirements specified for air traffic controller ratings in
these Regulations may be credited as part of the experience specified in this
paragraph.

Air traffic
controller
ratings

168.

Requirement
s for air
traffic
controller
ratings

169. (1) The applicant shall have demonstrated a level of knowledge
appropriate to the privileges granted, in at least the following subjects in
so far as they affect the area of responsibility:
(a) aerodrome control rating:
(i) aerodrome layout; physical characteristics and visual aids;
(ii) airspace structure;
(iii)applicable rules, procedures and source of information;
(iv)air navigation facilities;
(v) air traffic control equipment and its use;
(vi)terrain and prominent landmarks;
(vii)
characteristics of air traffic;
(viii)
weather phenomena; and
(ix)emergency and search and rescue plans;

Air traffic controller ratings shall comprise the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

aerodrome control rating;
approach control procedural rating;
approach control surveillance rating;
approach precision radar control rating;
area control procedural rating; and
area control surveillance rating.
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(b) approach control procedural and area control procedural ratings:
(i) airspace structure;
(ii)
applicable rules, procedures and source of information;
(iii)
air navigation facilities;
(iv)
air traffic control equipment and its use;
(v)terrain and prominent landmarks;
(vi)
(vi)characteristics of air traffic and traffic flow;
(vii)
weather phenomena; and
(viii)
emergency and search and rescue plans; and
(c) approach control surveillance, approach precision radar control and area
control surveillance ratings: The applicant
shall meet the requirements specified in paragraph (b) in so far as they affect
the area of responsibility, and shall have demonstrated a level of knowledge
appropriate to the privileges granted, in at least the following additional
subjects:
(i) principles, use and limitations of applicable ATS surveillance systems
and associated equipment; and
(ii) procedures for the provision of ATS surveillance service, as
appropriate, including procedures to ensure appropriate terrain clearance.

Experience
and skill
requirements

170.

(1) The applicant shall have:

(a) satisfactorily completed an approved training course and
demonstrated the required competency, having completed not less 3
months of satisfactory service engaged in the actual control of air
traffic under the supervision of an air traffic control or ATC on the
job training instructor or OJT;
(b) The experience requirements specified for air traffic controller
ratings in this Regulation may be credited as part of the experience
specified in this paragraph.
(c) An air traffic controller acting as an air traffic control on-the-job
training instructor shall hold an appropriate rating and be qualified as
an air traffic control on-the-job training instructor;
(d) demonstrated the required competence while providing, under the
supervision of an air traffic control (ATC) on-the-job training
instructor (OJTI), one or more of the following;
(i) aerodrome control rating:
-an aerodrome control service, for a period of not less than 90
hours or one month whichever is greater, at the unit for which the
rating is sought;
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(ii) approach control procedural, approach control surveillance, area
control procedural or area control surveillance rating:
-the control service for which the rating is sought, for a period of
not less than 180 hours or three months, whichever is greater, at the
unit for which the rating is sought;
(iii) approach precision radar control rating: not less than 200 precision
approaches of which not more than 100 shall have been carried out
on a radar simulator approved for that purpose by the Authority;
and
(iv) Not less than 50 of those precision approaches shall have been
carried out at the unit and on the equipment for which the rating is
sought.
(e) The application for a rating shall be made within six months from the
completion of experience specified in sub-regulation (1) (d).
(2) The experience specified in sub regulation (1) (b) shall have been
completed within the 6-month period immediately preceding application.
(3) When the applicant already holds an air traffic controller rating in another
category, or the same rating for another unit, the experience requirement of
sub-regulation (1) (b) can be reduced, in accordance with the applicable
technical guidance material provided the credited experience does not exceed
50%
Concurrent issuance of two air traffic controller ratings-:
when 2 air traffic controller ratings are sought concurrently, the requirements
for each rating and these requirements shall not be less than those of the more
demanding rating.
Privileges
and
Limitations

171. – (1) Subject to compliance with the requirements specified in these
Regulations, the privileges of the holder of an air traffic controller licence
endorsed with one or more of the undermentioned ratings shall be:
(a) aerodrome control rating:
to provide or to supervise the provision of aerodrome control
service for the aerodrome for which the licence holder is rated;
(b) approach control procedural rating:
to provide or to supervise the provision of approach control
service for the aerodrome or aerodromes for which the licence
holder is rated, within the airspace or portion thereof, under the
jurisdiction of the unit providing approach control service;
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(c) approach control surveillance rating:
(i) to provide or supervise the provision of approach control
service with the use of applicable ATS surveillance systems
for the aerodrome or aerodromes for which the licence holder
is rated, within the airspace or portion thereof, under the
jurisdiction of the unit providing approach control service;
(ii) subject to compliance with the provisions of these
Regulations, privileges shall include the provision of
surveillance radar approaches;
(d) approach precision radar control rating:
to provide or supervise the provision of precision approach radar
service at the aerodrome for which the licence holder is rated;
(e) area control procedural rating:
to provide or supervise the provision of area control service within
the control area or portion thereof, for which the licence holder is
rated; and
(f) area control surveillance rating: to provide or supervise the
provision of area control service with the use of an ATS
surveillance system, within the control area or portion, for which
the licence holder is rated.
(2) A holder of an air traffic controller licence shall not carry out instruction
in an operational environment unless such holder has received authorization
from the Authority
Validity
ratings

Maximum
working
hours.

of 172. An ATC rating becomes invalid when the holder has ceased to
exercise the privileges of the rating for a period of 6 months and shall
remain invalid until the controller’s ability to exercise the privileges of
the rating has been re-established.
173. (1) Except in an emergency, a licensed air traffic controller shall not
perform any duties for 24 consecutive hours during each seven
consecutive days.
(2) An air traffic controller shall not serve or be required to serve:
(a) for more than ten consecutive hours; or
(b) for more than ten hours during a period of 24 consecutive hours,
unless the air traffic controller has had a rest period of at least 8 hours at
or before the end of the 10 hours of duty.
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Responsibiliti 174. (1) An ATC licence holder shall not act as an air traffic controller nor
es over
shall an employer allow a licensed controller, when the controller or the
fatigue.
employer knows or suspects that the controller is suffering from or,
having regard to the circumstances of the period of duty to be undertaken,
is likely to suffer from such fatigue as may endanger the safety of any
aircraft to which an air traffic control service may be provided.

Prohibition
175. (1) An air traffic controller shall not provide any type of air traffic
of unlicensed
service at any aerodrome at which air traffic control service is required to
air
traffic
be provided under the Civil Aviation (Rules of the Air and Air Traffic
controllers.
Control) Regulations or at any other place, not being an aerodrome, at
which air traffic control service is provided, whether or not under the
direction of the Authority, unless:
(a) he or she has a valid air traffic controller licence so granted
authorising air traffic controller to provide that type of service at
that aerodrome or other places;
(b) he or she has a valid air traffic controller licence so granted which
does not authorise air traffic controller to provide that type of
service at the aerodrome or other place, but he is supervised by a
person who is present at the time and who is the holder of a valid
air traffic controller licence so granted which authorises him to
provide at that aerodrome or other place the type of air traffic
control service which is being provided; or
(c) the air traffic controller’s appointment as an air traffic controller
trainee and he is supervised by a person who is present at the time
and who is the holder of a valid air traffic controller's licence so
granted which authorises him to provide that type of service at any
aerodrome or at a place at which air traffic control service is
provided.
(2)
A person who acts in the course of duty as a member of the United
Republic of Tanzania military or a visiting force shall not be required the
ATC licence.
(3) A holder of an ATC licence shall not perform any of the functions
specified in these Regulations in respect of a rating at any of the places
referred to in sub-regulation (1) unless:
(a) his or her licence includes that rating and the rating is valid for the
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place at which, and the type of radar equipment, if any, with the aid
of which functions are performed; or
(b) he or she is supervised by a person who is present at the time and
who is the holder of a valid air traffic controller’s licence granted
under these Regulations which authorises him or her to provide at
that aerodrome or other place the type of air traffic control service
which is being provided.
(3) Nothing in this regulation shall prohibit a holder of a valid air traffic
controller licence from providing at any place for which the licence includes a
valid rating, information to aircraft in flight in the interests of safety.
Renewal
requirements

176. (1) An ATC licence may be renewed if the holder demonstrates, at a
level appropriate to the privileges being renewed, the skill, judgement
and performance required to provide a safe, orderly and expeditious
control service within the 6 months preceding the date of application for
renewal.

Flight operations officer’s licence
General
eligibility
requirements
for flight
operations
officer
licence.

177.

An applicant for a flight operations officer licence shall:
(a) be at least 21 years of age;
(b) demonstrate the ability to speak and understand the english
language in accordance with the language proficiency
requirements contained in these Regulations;
(c) comply with the training knowledge requirements, experience or
training requirements and skill requirements for flight operations
officer as contained in Regulation.180 to these Regulations; and
(d)

Knowledge
and skill
requirements

Pass a knowledge and skill test on the areas specified in
Regulation 180.

178. – (1) An applicant for flight operations officer’s licence shall have
demonstrated a level of knowledge and skill appropriate to the privileges
granted to the holder of a flight operations officer licence as follows:
(a) Knowledge:
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(i)Air law
aa) rules and regulations relevant for operational control and to the
holder of a flight operations officer licence; and
(bb)appropriate air traffic services practices and procedures;
(ii) Aircraft general knowledge:
(aa) principles of operation of aeroplane engines, systems and
instruments;
(bb) operating limitations of aeroplanes and engines;
(cc) minimum equipment list and configuration deviation list;
(iii) Flight performance calculation, planning procedures and loading:
(aa) effects of loading and mass distribution on aircraft performance
and flight characteristics; mass and balance calculations;
(bb) operational flight planning; fuel consumption and endurance
calculations; alternate aerodrome selection procedures;
(cc) en-route cruise control; extended range operation;
(iv) preparation and filing of air traffic services flight plans;
(aa)basic principles of computer-assisted planning systems;
(bb)take off performance including field length, climb and obstacle
criteria and limitation;
(cc)
cruise
performance
including
minimum
altitudes,
decompression/engine out/gear down scenario planning; and
(dd)landing performance including approach climb and field length
criteria and limitations;
(iv) Human performance:
human performance relevant to operational control duties, including
principles of threat and error management or TEM;
(v) Meteorology
(aa) aeronautical meteorology;
(bb) the movement of pressure systems;
(cc) the structure of fronts, and the origin and characteristics of
significant weather phenomena which affect take-off, en-route and
landing conditions;
(dd) interpretation and application of aeronautical meteorological
reports, charts and forecasts;
(ee) codes and abbreviations;
(ff) use of, and procedures for obtaining, meteorological information;
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(vi) Navigation
principles of air navigation with particular reference to instrument flight;
(vii) Operational procedures:
(aa) use of aeronautical documentation and standard operating
procedures;
(bb) operational procedures for the carriage of freight and dangerous
goods;
(cc) procedures relating to aircraft accidents and incidents;
(dd) emergency flight procedures;
(ee) procedures relating to unlawful interference and sabotage of
aircraft;
(viii) Principles of fligh:
principles of flight relating to the appropriate category of aircraft; and
(ix) Radio communication
procedures for communicating with aircraft and relevant ground stations.
(b) Skill:
(aa) identify and to retrieve aeronautical data and other information
relevant for the analysis of operational situations and risks;
(ab)identify and evaluate the risk factors and the possible consequences for
flight operations;
(ac) identify and evaluate actions considering risk, the effect on flight
safety and regularity of the operation;
(ad) determine an appropriate course of action based on the responsibilities
and policies described in the operation manuals; and
(ae) apply appropriate standard and non-standard procedures from the
operations manual for the initiation, planning, continuation, diversion
or termination of flights in the interest of safety of the aircraft and
regularity and efficiency of the operation.
(af) make an accurate and operationally acceptable weather analysis;
(ag) provide an operationally valid briefing on weather conditions of a
specific air route;
(ah)forecast weather trends pertinent to air transportation with particular
reference to destination and alternates;
(ai) identify and apply operational limitations and minimums in relation to
the weather, aircraft status and appropriate navigation procedures.
(2) The applicant shall have gained the following experience:
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(a) a total of 2 years of service in any one or in any combination of the
capacities specified in paragraphs (i) to (v) inclusive, provided that
in any combination of experience the period serviced in any
capacity shall be at least one year:
(i) a flight crew member in air transportation; or
(ii) a meteorologist in an organization providing operational
control to aircraft in air transportation; or
(iii) an air traffic controller; or
(iv) a technical supervisor of flight operations officers or air transportation
flight operations systems; ora technical supervisor of flight operations
officers or air transportation flight operations systems; or
(v) assistant in the dispatching of air transport; or
(b) have satisfactorily completed approved training.
(3) Subject to the provision of sub-regulation (2), an applicant for flight
operations officers’ licence shall have served under the supervision of a flight
operations officer for at least 90 working days within the 6 months
immediately preceding the application.

Privileges
and
Limitations

179. Subject to compliance with the requirements of these Regulations, the
privileges of the holder of a flight operations officer licence shall be to
serve in that capacity with responsibility for each area for which the
applicant meets the requirements specified the applicable Civil Aviation
(Operation of Aircraft) Regulations.

Renewal
requirements

182. (1) A flight operations officer licence may apply for renewal in a period
of 24 months preceding the date of the expiry of the licence if the holder has
performed his duties in the 6 months preceding the date of application for
renewal exercising the privileges of the licence.

Aviation Repair Specialist Authorization
Eligibility

180.

(1) An applicant for an aviation repair specialist authorisation shall:
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requirements
for an
aviation
repair
specialist
authorisation

(a) be at least 18 years of age;
(b) be able to read, speak, write, and understand the English language
and interpreted technical reports and maintenance publications
and carry out technical discussions in the English language;
(c) be specially qualified to perform maintenance on aircraft or
aircraft components appropriate to the job for which the aviation
repair specialist was employed;
(d) be employed for a specific job requiring special qualifications by
an approved maintenance organisation certificated under the
applicable Civil Aviation (Approved Maintenance Organisation)
Regulations;
(e) be recommended for certification by the aviation repair
specialist’s employer, to the satisfaction of the Authority, as
having the ability to satisfactorily maintain aircraft or
components, appropriate to the job for which the aviation repair
specialist is employed; and
(f) either:
(i)
have at least 18 months of practical experience in the
procedures, practices, inspection methods, materials, tools,
machine tools, and equipment generally used in the
maintenance duties of the specific job for which the person
is to be employed and certificated; or
(ii)
have completed formal training acceptable to the Authority
and specifically designed to qualify the applicant for the
job on which the applicant is to be employed.

Privileges
181. (1) An applicant for an aviation repair specialist authorisation who is
and
employed by an approved maintenance organization or AMO shall be
limitations
concurrent with the rating issued to the approved maintenance
of an aviation
organisation be limited to the specific job task for which the aviation
repair
repair specialist is employed to perform, supervise or approve for return
specialist
to service.
(2) An applicant for an aviation repair specialist authorisation in respect of
airframe, engine, avionics or other systems shall not be issued with that
authorisation for purposes of circumventing the process of obtaining an
AMEL.
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(3) An aviation repair specialist may perform or supervise the maintenance,
preventive maintenance or alteration of aircraft, airframes, engines,
propellers, appliances, components and parts appropriate to the designated
speciality area for which he or she is or authorised and rated, but only in
connection with employment by a maintenance organisation approved under
the applicable Civil Aviation (Approved Maintenance Organisation)
Regulations.
(4) An aviation repair specialist shall not perform or supervise duties unless
he understands the current instructions of the employing approved
maintenance organisation and the instructions for continued airworthiness,
which relate to the specific operations concerned.

Display of
authorisation

182. A person who holds an aviation repair specialist authorisation shall
keep that authorisation within the immediate area where he or she
exercises the privileges of the authorisation and shall present it for
inspection upon the request of the person authorised by the Authority.

Surrender of 183. A holder of an aviation repair specialist authorisation shall surrender
authorisation
the authorisation to the Authority when it is suspended, revoked or at the
time the holder leaves the employment of the approved maintenance
organisation.

Cabin Crew Member
Required
184. A person shall not act as a cabin crew member unless that person
certificate,
holds:
ratings and
(a) a cabin crew member certificate;
qualifications
(b) a rating for the specific aircraft type or is operating under the
for
cabin
supervision of a rated cabin crew for the purpose of qualifying for
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crew
member

the rating;
(c) the required knowledge for the type of aircraft and operating
position;
(d) a current medical certificate class 2;
(2) A person undergoing training to qualify for a cabin crew member
certificate or rating shall not(a) form a part of the required minimum number of cabin crew
member for that aircraft;
(b)
be assigned to an operating position that requires a cabin crew
member.
(3) In this Regulation, operating position means a duty station assigned to the
cabin crew member for execution of emergency duties.

Eligibility
requirements

185.

Knowledge
requirements

186. An applicant for a cabin crew member certificate shall have
demonstrated a level of knowledge and skill appropriate to the privileges
granted to the holder of a cabin crew member certificate, as follows;
a) fire and smoke training to include:
(i) emphasis on the responsibility of cabin crew to deal promptly with
emergencies involving fire and smoke and, in particular, emphasis on the
importance of identifying the actual source of the fire;
(ii) the importance of informing the flight crew immediately, as well as
the specific actions necessary for co-ordination and assistance, when fire
or smoke is discovered;
(iii) the necessity for frequent checking of potential fire-risk areas
including toilets and the associated smoke detectors;
(iv) the classification of fires and the appropriate type of extinguishing
agents and procedures for particular fire situations, the techniques of

An applicant for cabin crew member certificate shall-

(a) be at least 18 years of age
(b) have ability to read, speak and understand the English language
sufficiently to adequately carry out the responsibilities of a cabin crew
member;
(c) have completed training approved by the Authority and
(d) have passed a knowledge test appropriate to his or her tasks.
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application of extinguishing agents, the consequences of misapplication,
and of use in a confined space; and
(v) the general procedures of ground-based emergency services at
aerodromes.
(b)water survival training to include the actual donning and use of personal
flotation equipment in water by each cabin crew member;
(c)before first operating on an aeroplane fitted with life-rafts or other similar
equipment, training shall be given on the use of this equipment, as well as
actual practice in water;
(d) survival training appropriate to the areas of operation such as polar,
desert, jungle or sea;
(e) medical aspects and first aid to include:
(i) instruction on first aid and the use of first-aid kits;
(ii) first aid associated with survival training and appropriate hygiene;
and
(iii) the physiological effects of flying with particular emphasis on
hypoxia;
(e) passenger handling to include the following:
(i) advice on the recognition and management of passengers who are, or
become, intoxicated with alcohol or are under the influence of drugs or
are aggressive;
(ii) methods used to motivate passengers and the crowd control
necessary to expedite an aeroplane evacuation;
(iii) regulations covering the safe stowage of cabin baggage including
cabin service items and the risk of the baggage becoming a hazard to
occupants of the cabin or otherwise obstructing or damaging safety
equipment or aeroplane exits;
(iii)
the importance of correct seat allocation with reference to
aeroplane mass and balance with particular emphasis given on the
seating of disabled passengers and the necessity of seating able-bodied
passengers adjacent to unsupervised exits;
(iv)
duties to be undertaken in the event of encountering
turbulence including securing the cabin;
(vi) precautions to be taken when live animals are carried
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in the cabin;
(vii) dangerous goods training as prescribed in applicable Civil Aviation
(Operation of Aircraft) Regulations and Civil Aviation (Air Operator
Certification and Administration) Regulations; and
(viii) security procedures, including the provisions of Civil Aviation
(Operation of Aircraft) Regulations, and Civil Aviation (Air Operator
Certification and Administration) Regulations;
(f) communication - emphasis shall be placed on the importance of effective
communication between cabin crew and flight crew including technique,
common language and terminology;
(i) the importance of cabin crew performing their duties in accordance
with the Operations Manual;
(ii) continuing competence and fitness to operate as a cabin crew member
with special regard to flight and duty time limitations and rest
requirements;
(iii) an awareness of the aviation regulations relating to cabin crew
member and the role of the Authority;
(iv) general knowledge of relevant aviation terminology, theory of flight,
passenger distribution, meteorology and areas of operation;
(v) pre-flight briefing of the cabin crew member and the provision of
necessary safety information with regard to their specific duties;
(vi) the importance of ensuring that relevant documents
and manuals are kept up-to date with amendments provided by the
operator;
(vii) the importance of identifying when cabin crew members have the
authority and responsibility to initiate an evacuation and other emergency
procedures;
(viii) the importance of safety duties and responsibilities and the need to
respond promptly and effectively to emergency situations; and
(g) discipline and responsibilities;
(h) Crew Resource Management to include appropriate provisions of the
Civil Aviation (Operation of Aircraft) Regulations in relation to cabin crew
member.
(2) The knowledge test results for a cabin crew member certificate shall be
valid for twelve months after passing the examination
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Privileges

187.

(1) A holder of a cabin crew member certificate may:
(a) act as a cabin crew member in aircraft of types specified in the
certificate when such aircraft are engaged in commercial transport
operations; and
(b) be authorized to act as a cabin crew member instructor for issue or
renewal of cabin crew certificate and aircraft type ratings.

Renewal
requirements

188. A holder of a cabin crew member certificate may apply for renewal if
the holder has successfully completed the annual safety and emergency
procedure training approved by the Authority.
PART X

AVIATION MEDICAL STANDARDS AND CERTIFICATION
General

189. (1) The Authority and established and implemented basic safety
management principles to the medical assessment process of licence
holders, that as a minimum include:
(a) routine analysis of in-flight incapacitation events and medical
findings during medical assessments to identify areas of increased
medical risk; and
(b) continuous re-evaluation of the medical assessment process to
concentrate on identified areas of increased medical risk.
(2) For applicants under 40 years of age, medical examiners may to omit
certain routine examination items related to the assessment of physical fitness,
on a case by case basis, whilst increasing the emphasis on health education
and prevention of ill health in accordance with the applicable technical
guidance material

Aviation
190. (1) The Authority shall designate a medical doctor who meets the
medical
qualifications specified in sub-regulation (2) as an aviation medical
examiner,
examiner to conduct medical examinations for fitness of applicants for
designation
the issue or renewal of licences or certificates specified in these
and
Regulations.
qualifications
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.

(2) For a medical doctor to be designated as an aviation medical examiner, he
shall:
(a) be qualified and licenced in the practice of medicine;
(b) have obtained aviation medicine training at an institution
recognised by the Authority;
(c) demonstrate competence in aviation medicine; and
(d) have practical knowledge and experience of the conditions in
which the holders of licences and ratings he or she is to examine
carry out their duties.
(3) A medical examiner shall receive refresher training after every 5 years.

Evaluation of 191. (1) The Authority shall use the services of medical assessors to
Medical
evaluate reports submitted by medical examiners and making final
Examiners
assessments to issue, renew or deny medical certificates
Competence
(2) The Authority shall use the services of medical assessors to evaluate
reports submitted by medical examiners.
(3) The medical assessors shall be qualified and experienced in the practice of
aviation medicine and competent in evaluating and assessing medical
conditions of flight safety significance.
(4) Medical assessors shall receive refresher training after every 3 years.
(5) The medical assessors shall periodically evaluate the competence of
medical examiners to ensure that they meet applicable standards for good
medical practice and aeromedical risk assessment as prescribed in the
applicable technical guidance material.
(6) The medical assessors shall be in charge of Accredited Medical
Conclusions.

Delegation of 192. -(1) The Authority may delegate to an aviation medical examiner the
authority.
authority to:
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(a)

accept applications for physical examinations necessary for issue
of a medical certificate under these Regulations;
(b) examine applicants for and license holders to determine whether
the applicants meet the applicable medical standards; and
(c)
recommend issuance, renewal, denial or withdrawal of medical
certificates to an applicant based on meeting or failing to meet applicable
medical standards.
(2) The Authority shall retain the right to reconsider any action of an aviation
medical examiner.

Medical Certification Procedures
Medical
records.

193. (1) An applicant for a medical certificate shall, in a form and manner
prescribed by the Authority in the technical guidance materials.
(a) sign and furnish the medical examiner with a personally certified
statement of medical facts concerning personal, familial and hereditary
history that is as complete and accurate as the applicant’s knowledge
permits, the date, place and result of the last examination;
(b)indicate to the Examiner whether a medical assessment has previously
been refused, revoked or suspended and, if so, the reason for such refusal,
revocation or suspension.
(2) Any false declaration to a Medical Examiner made by an applicant for a
license or rating shall be reported to the Authority for such action as may be
considered appropriate.
(3) Where an applicant for a medical certificate fails to provide the requested
medical information or history, or fails to authorise the release so requested,
the Authority shall deny the application as well as either suspend or modify or
revoke all medical certificates held by the applicant in accordance with the
applicable technical guidance materials.
(4) Where a medical certificate is suspended, revoked or modified under subregulation (3), the suspension, revocation or modification remains in effect
until:
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(a)

the holder provides the requested information, history, or
authorisation to the Authority; and
(b)
the Authority determines that the holder meets the medical
standards

Aviation
194. (1)
medical
shall:
examiner
(a)
submission of
signed
medical
(b)
evaluation
report

An aviation medical examiner designated under Regulation 15

sign the required report and medical certificate and submit directly
to the Authority the full details in the form and manner prescribed
in the applicable technical guidance material;
report to the Authority any individual case where in the aviation
medical examiner’s judgement, an applicant has failed to meet any
requirement that is likely to jeopardize flight safety; and
(c) having commenced a medical evaluation of an applicant, submit to
the Authority the report, whether the evaluation is terminated prior to
completion, yielded sub-standard results, or was completed
satisfactorily.

(2) Medical report submitted to the Authority in electronic format, shall be
done in a form and manner prescribed by the Authority in the applicable
technical guidance material to ensure authenticity.

Issue of a
medical
certificate.

195. (1) A designated medical examiner shall issue the applicable medical
certificate to a person who meets the medical standards prescribed in
these regulations, based on medical examination and evaluation of the
applicant’s history and condition.
(2) A person to be issued with a medical certificate shall undergo a medical
examination based on the physical and mental standards contained in these
Regulations.
(3) If the medical examination is carried out by 2 or more medical examiners,
the Authority shall appoint one of them to be responsible for coordinating the
results of the examination, evaluating the findings with regard to medical
fitness, and signing the report.
(4) The medical examiner shall be required to submit medical information to
the Authority to enable the Authority to audit medical assessments
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Denial of
medical
certificate.

196. (1) An applicant for a medical certificate shall be denied a certificate
if, upon medical examination, the applicant does not meet the physical
and mental standards specified in these Regulations.
(2) The denial of the medical certificate is effective:
(a) the date of the medical evaluation that determined that the
applicant did not meet the physical and mental standards
specified in these Regulations; and
(b)
until such time that the applicant is again determined by the
Authority to be fit to exercise the privileges through:
(i)
an accredited medical conclusion;
(ii)
a special flight test; or
(iii) with respect to a transient condition, until a subsequent
satisfactory report is acceptable to the Authority.
(3) An applicant who is not satisfied with the denial of a medical certificate
by aviation designated medical examiner may, within 30 days after the date of
the denial, apply in writing to the Authority for reconsideration of the denial.
(4) Upon receiving an application for reconsideration, the Authority shall
appoint more than one medical examiner to conduct medical examination on
the applicant and shall designate one of the medical examiners to be
responsible for coordinating the results of the examination, evaluation and
findings with regard to medical fitness, and signing the report.
(5) Where the applicant does not apply for reconsideration during the 30-day
period after the date of the denial, the Authority shall consider that the
applicant has withdrawn the application for a medical certificate.
(6) Subject to sun-regulation (4) the period of validity of the medical
assessment may be reduced when clinically indicated.

Medical
confidentialit
y.

197. (1)
Medical confidentiality shall be respected at all times and all
medical reports and records shall be securely held with accessibility
restricted to authorised personnel as prescribed in the technical guidance
material.
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(2) When justified by operational considerations, a medical assessor shall
determine to what extent pertinent medical information, in addition to the
information contained in the medical report submitted under Regulation 201,
is presented to relevant officials of the Authority.
Issue of
Medical
Certificate
with a
limitation.

198. (1) The Authority may issue a medical certificate with a limitation to
an applicant who does not meet the applicable standards for a medical
certificate if the applicant shows to the satisfaction of the Authority that:

Duration of
medical
certificate.

199.

(a)

an accredited medical conclusion indicates that in special
circumstances the applicant’s failure to meet any requirement, whether
numerical or otherwise, is such that exercise of the privileges of the
licence applied for is not likely to jeopardize flight safety; and
(b)
relevant ability, skill, and experience of the applicant and operational
conditions have been given due consideration.
(2) The Authority shall issue a medical limitation on a licence when the
medical assessor or aviation designated medical examiner determines the safe
performance of the licence holder's duties is dependent on compliance with
such a limitation.
(1) A class 1 medical certificate issued to an applicant who is:
(a)
(b)

under the age of 40 years shall be valid for 12 months from the
day the medical examination is performed; and
40 years of age or more shall be valid for 6 months from the day
the medical examination is performed.

(2) A class 2 medical certificate issued to an applicant who is:
(a) under the age of 40 years shall be valid for 24 months from the
day the medical examination is performed; and
(b) 40 years of age or more shall be valid for 12 months from the
day the medical examination is performed.
(3) A Class 3 medical certificate issued to an applicant who is:
(a) under the age of 40 years shall be valid for 24 months from the day
the medical examination is performed; and
(b) 40 years of age or more shall be valid for 12 months from the day the
medical examination is performed.
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Renewal of
medical
certificate.

200. (1) The requirements for the renewal of a medical certificate are the
same as those for the initial assessment except where otherwise
specifically stated in case of prevailing circumstances in the operational
environment
(2) When required to obtain or renew correcting lenses, the applicant for
medical examination shall advise the designated medical examiner
conducting the medical examination of the new prescription, including
revised reading distances:
(a) for a class 1 medical certificate, for the visual cockpit tasks relevant to
the types of aircraft in which the applicant is likely to function;
(b) for a class 2 medical certificate, for the visual cockpit and cabin tasks
relevant to the types of aircraft in which the applicant is likely to
function; and
(c) for a class 3 medical certificate, for the air traffic control duties the
applicant is to perform.

Medical
Assessments

201. (1) The Authority may issue classes of medical assessment that are
intended to indicate the minimum medical standards as follows
(a) class 1 medical assessment; applies to applicants for, and holders of:
(i) commercial pilot licences — aeroplane, helicopter, airship, remotely
pilot, aircraft and powered-lift;
(ii) multi-crew pilot licences — aeroplane; and
(iii) airline transport pilot licences — aeroplane, helicopter and poweredlift.
(b) class 2 medical ssessment: applies to applicants for, and holders of:
(i) flight navigator licences;
(ii) flight engineer licences;
(iii) private pilot licences — aeroplane, airship, helicopter and poweredlift;
(iv) glider pilot licences; and
(v) free balloon pilot licences.
(b) class 3 medical assessment; applies to applicants for, and holders of:
air traffic controller and remotely pilot licences.
(c)
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(2) The applicant for a medical assessment shall provide the medical examiner
with a personally certified statement of medical facts concerning personal,
familial and hereditary history.
(3) The applicant shall be made aware of the necessity for giving a statement
that is as complete and accurate as the applicant’s knowledge permits, and any
false statement shall be dealt with in accordance with Regulation 195 to these
Regulations.
(4) The medical examiner shall report to the Authority any individual case
where, in the examiner’s judgement, an applicant’s failure to meet any
requirement, whether numerical or otherwise, is such that exercise of the
privileges of the licence being applied for, or held, is not likely to jeopardize
flight safety.
(5) The level of medical fitness to be met for the renewal of a medical
certifcate shall be the same as that for the initial assessment except where
otherwise specifically stated under these Regulations.
(6) The intervals between routine medical examinations for the purpose of
renewing a medical certificate shall be as specified in these Regulations .
Medical
requirements

202. (1)A person shall not hold or be issued a medical certificate if that
person:
(a)

has any organic, functional or structural disease, defect or limitation
(active, latent, acute or chronic);
(b) has any wound, injury or sequelae from operation; or
(c)
uses any prescribed or non-prescribed medication or other
treatment that, based on the case history and appropriate qualified
medical judgement relating to the condition involved, the Authority
finds that the medication or treatment:
(i) makes the person unable to safely perform the duties or exercise
the privileges of the licence or rating applied for or held; or
(ii) may reasonably be expected, for the maximum duration of the
medical Certificate applied for or held, to make the applicant unable
to perform the duties or exercise the privileges of the licence or
rating.
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Requirement 203. (1) An applicant for a Medical Assessment issued in accordance with
s for Medical
the regulations shall undergo a medical examination based on the
Assessments
following:
(a)physical and mental;
(b)visual and colour perception; and
(c)hearing.
Physical and
mental
requirements

204. (1) For the purpose of physical and mental requirements, an applicant
for any class of Medical Assessment shall be required to be free from:

Colour
perception
requirements

205. – (1) For the purpose of colour perception requirements, the
Authority shall use such methods of examination as will guarantee
reliable testing of colour perception.

(a)any abnormality, congenital or acquired; or
(b)any active, latent, acute or chronic disability; or
(c)any wound, injury or sequelae from operation; or
(d)any effect or side-effect of any prescribed or non-prescribed
therapeutic, diagnostic or preventive medication taken
such as would entail a degree of functional incapacity which is likely to
interfere with the safe operation of an aircraft or with the safe performance of
duties.

(2) An applicant shall be required to demonstrate the ability to perceive
readily the colour perception of which is necessary for the safe performance
of duties.
(3) An applicant shall be tested for the ability to correctly identify a series of
pseudoisochromatic plates in daylight or in artificial light of the same colour
temperature such as that provided by CIE standard illuminants C or D65 as
specified by the International Commission on Illumination or CIE.
(4) An applicant obtaining a satisfactory result as prescribed by the Authority
shall be assessed as fit.
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(5) An applicant who fails to obtain satisfactory result in the test shall be
assessed as unfit unless able to readily distinguish the colours used in air
navigation and correctly identify aviation coloured lights.
(6) Applicants who fails to meet criteria under these regulations shall be
assessed as unfit save for class 2 assessment with a restriction of “valid
daytime only”.
(7) Sunglasses worn during the exercise of the privileges of the licence or
rating held shall be non-polarizing and of a neutral grey tint.
Hearing test 206. – (1) For the purpose of hearing test requirements the Authority shall
requirements
use such methods of examination as will guarantee reliable testing of
hearing.
(2) An applicant shall demonstrate a hearing performance sufficient for the
safe exercise of his licence and rating privileges.
(3) An applicant for class 1 medical Assessments shall be tested by(a) pure-tone audiometry at first issue of the assessment, not less than
once every five years up to the age of 40 years, and thereafter not less
than once every two years; or such other methods providing equivalent
results as determined by medical examiner.
(4) An applicant for class 3 medical Assessments shall be tested by(a) pure-tone audiometry at first issue of the Assessment, not less than
once every four years up to the age of 40 years, and thereafter not less
than once every 2 years.
such other methods providing equivalent results as determined by
medical examiner.
(5) An applicant for class 2 Medical Assessment shall be tested by pure-tone
audiometry at first issue of the Assessment and, after the age of 50 years, and
thereafter not less than once every two years.
(6) An applicant, during medical examinations, where audiometry is not
performed, shall be tested in a quiet room by whispered and spoken voice
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tests.
(7)A person holding or being issued a medical certificate shall be required to
demonstrate a hearing performance sufficient for the safe exercise of his
licence or rating privileges.
(8)
An applicant for a medical certificate shall be tested by pure-tone
audiometer at first issue for class 1 not less than once every five years, and for
class 3 not less than once every four years, up to the age of 40 years,
thereafter not less than once every 2 years.
(9)
An applicant for a class 2 medical certificate shall be tested by puretone audiometry at first issue and, after the age of 50 years, not less than once
every two years or other alternative methods providing equivalent results may
be used.
(10)
At a medical examination where audiometer is not performed, an
applicant shall be tested in a quiet room by whispered and spoken voice tests.

Issue of
207. A medical certificate may be issued to an applicant where oral drugs
medical
are administered under conditions permitting appropriate medical
certificate for
supervision and control and which, according to an accredited medical
persons
conclusion, are compatible with the safe exercise of the applicant’s
under oral
licence and rating privileges.
drugs.
Visual
requirements
- general.

208. -(1)
have:

A person holding or being issued a medical certificate shall

(a) normally functioning eyes and adnexae;
(b) normal fields of vision, normal binocular function; and
(c) no active pathological condition, acute or chronic, nor sequelae of
surgery or trauma of the eyes or their adnexae, which is likely to
jeopardize flight safety.
(2) A person with reduced stereopsis, abnormal convergence not interfering
with near vision, and ocular misalignment where the fusional reserves are
sufficient to prevent asthenopia and diplopia shall not be disqualified.
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Vision testing 209. -(1) The corrected and uncorrected visual acuity must be measured
requirements
and recorded at each examination.
(2) An applicant for a medical examination who uses contact lenses need not
have his uncorrected visual acuity measured at each re-examination provided
the history of the contact lens prescription is known.
(3) The test for visual acuity must comply with the following(a) for a visual acuity test in a lighted room, use a test illumination
level of approximately 50 lx, normally corresponding to a
brightness of 30 cd per square metre;
(b) visual acuity shall be measured by means of a series of optotypes
of landolt, or similar optotypes, placed at a distance of six metres
from the applicant, or five metres as appropriate.
(4) The Authority may require a separate ophthalmic report before issue of a
Medical Certificate.
(5) The conditions which indicate a need to obtain an ophthalmic report
include(a) a substantial decrease in the uncorrected visual acuity;
(b) any decrease in best corrected visual acuity; and
(c) the occurrence of eye disease, eye injury or eye surgery.
Acceptability 210. (1) A person may meet the visual acuity fitness for near or distant
of correcting
vision by using correcting lenses.
lenses
(2) Correcting spectacles may be used if(a) not more than one pair of correcting spectacles is used to
demonstrate compliance with visual acuity requirements;
(b) single-vision near correction lenses (full lenses of one power
only, appropriate to reading) are not used for both near and
distance vision; and
(c)
in order to read the instruments and a chart or manual held in
the hand, and to make use of distant vision through the windscreen without
removing the lenses, the spectacles are as appropriate:
(i) lookover;
(ii) bifocal; or
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(iii) trifocal.
(3) An applicant for medical examination may use contact lenses to meet the
distance vision acuity requirement if the lenses are:
(a) monofocal;
(b) non-tinted; and
(c) well tolerated.
(4) A person issued with a medical certificate that requires correcting lenses
or spectacles shall have a limitation placed on the document requiring that
person, while exercising the privileges of the licence or certificate, as
appropriate:
(a) wear the distant-correction lenses at all times,
(b) have readily available and use the near-correction spectacles as
necessary to accomplish near vision functions; and
(c)
have a second pair of suitable spectacles (distant or nearcorrection, as appropriate) available for immediate use.

Distance
vision
requirements

211. (1) A person issued with a Medical Certificate shall have a distant
visual acuity, with or without correcting lenses of at leasta)6/9 with binocular visual acuity of 6/6 or better, for class 1 medical
certificate; or
b) 6/12 with binoculars visual acuity of 6/9 or better, for class 2
medical certificate 6/9 with binoculars visual acuity of 6/6 or
better, for class 3 medical certificate.
(2) Uncorrected distance visual acuity is not a limiting factor.
(3) An applicant for a medical certificate with a large refractive error shall
use contact lenses or high-index spectacle lenses.
(4) Where spectacles are used, high-index lenses are needed to minimize
peripheral field distortion.
(5) An applicant for a medical certificate whose uncorrected distant visual
acuity in either eye is worse than 6/60 shall provide a full ophthalmic report
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prior to initial medical evaluation and every five years thereafter.
(6) An applicant for a medical certificate who has undergone surgery
affecting the refractive status of the eye shall be free of those sequelae likely
to interfere with the safe exercise of the applicant’s licence privileges.

Near vision
requirements
.

212. (1)
A person issued with a medical certificate shall meet the
following minimum visual standards for near visual acuity to read, with
or without corrective lenses, an(a) N14 chart or its equivalent at a distance of 100 cm, with “N14”
referring to “Times Roman” font; and
(b) N5 chart at a distance of 30 to 50 cm as selected by the applicant,
with “N5” referring to “Times Roman” font.
(2) Where the near-vision requirements are met only by the use of nearcorrection and the applicant also needs distant-correction, both corrections
must be added to a pair of spectacles to be used to meet the requirements.
(3) When required to obtain or renew correcting lenses, an applicant for a
medical certificate shall advise the aviation medical examiner of reading
distances for the duties the applicant is to perform.
(4) When required to obtain or renew correcting lenses, an applicant for a
medical certificate shall advise the aviation medical examiner of reading
distances for the visual flight deck tasks relevant to the types of aircraft in
which the applicant is likely to function.

Ear
and 213. (1) A person shall not hold or be issued a Medical Certificate if that
related
person
structures
(a)
possesses any abnormality or disease of the ear or related
structures which is likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the
applicant’s licence or rating privileges;
(b)
except for Class 3 Medical Certificate
(i)
has disturbance of vestibular function;
(ii)
has significant dysfunction of the eustachian tubes;
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(iii)

has unhealed perforation of the tympanic membranes;
and
(iv)
has nasal obstruction.
(c) has malformation or any disease of the buccal cavity or upper
respiratory tract which is likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the
applicant’s licence and rating privileges.
(2) Except for a class 3 medical certificate, a single dry perforation of the
tympanic membrane need not render a person unfit.
Hearing
requirements
.

214. (1) An applicant for a medical certificate when tested on a pure-tone
audiometer shall not have a hearing loss, in either ear separately, of more
than 35 dB at any of the frequencies 500, 1000 or 2000 Hz, or more than
50 dB at 3000 Hz.
(2) An applicant with a hearing loss greater than that specified in subregulation (1) may be declared fit provided that the applicant has normal
hearing performance against a background noise that reproduces or simulates
the masking properties of flight deck noise upon speech and beacon signals.
(3) A person shall not hold or be issued a class 2 medical certificate if that
person is unable to hear an average conversational voice in a quiet room,
using both ears, at a distance of two metres from the examiner and with the
back turned to the examiner or an alternative practical hearing test conducted
in flight in the cockpit of an aircraft of the type for which the applicant’s
licence and ratings are valid may be used.
(4) An applicant who does not meet the requirements listed above shall
undergo further testing in accordance with these regulations.
(5) An applicant for a class 3 medical certificate with a hearing loss greater
than the above may be declared fit provided that the applicant has normal
hearing performance against a background noise that reproduces or simulates
that experienced in a typical air traffic control working environment.
Alternatively, a practical hearing test conducted in an air traffic control
environment representative of the one for which the applicant’s license and
ratings are valid may be used.
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Cardiovascul
ar- general.

215. (1) A person shall not hold nor be issued a medical certificate if that
person has any abnormality of the heart, congenital or acquired, which is
likely to interfere with the safe exercise of his licence or rating privileges.
(2) An applicant who has undergone coronary by-pass grafting or angioplasty
with or without stenting or other cardiac intervention or who has a history of
myocardial infarction or suffers from any other potentially incapacitating
cardiac condition shall not hold nor be issued a medical certificate unless the
applicant’s cardiac condition has been investigated and evaluated in
accordance with best medical practice and is assessed not likely to interfere
with the safe exercise of the applicant’s licence or rating privileges.
(3) The applicant for a medical certificate with an abnormal cardiac rhythm
shall not hold or be issued a medical Certificate unless the cardiac arrhythmia
has been investigated and evaluated with best medical practice and is assessed
not likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the applicant’s licence or rating
privileges.

Blood
216. (1) A person shall not hold or be issued a medical certificate if that
pressure and
person has:
circulation.
(a) systolic and diastolic blood pressures outside normal limits; or
(b)
a significant functional or structural abnormality of the
circulatory system.
(2) The use of drugs for control of high blood pressure shall be disqualifying
except for those drugs, the use of which is compatible with the safe exercise
of the applicant’s licence and rating privileges.

Electro217. (a) Electrocardiography shall form part of the heart examination for
cardiography
the first issue of a medical certificate.
examination.
(b)
The purpose of routine electrocardiography is case finding. It
does not provide sufficient evidence to justify disqualification without
further thorough cardiovascular investigation.
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(2) Electrocardiography should be included in re-examinations of applicants
between the ages of 30 and 50 no less frequently than every 2 years, except
for class 1 medical certificate which shall be annually.

Neurological
requirements
.

218. (1) A person shall not hold nor be issued a medical certificate if that
person has a medical history or clinical diagnosis of any of the following:
(a)

(b)
(c)

a progressive or non-progressive disease of the nervous system,
the effect of which, is likely to interfere with the safe exercise of
the applicant’s licence or rating privileges;
epilepsy; or
any disturbance of consciousness without satisfactory medical
explanation of cause.

(2) A person shall not hold nor be issued a medical certificate if that person
has suffered any head injury, the effects of which, are likely to interfere with
the safe exercise of the applicant’s licence and rating privileges.

Respiratory
capability.

219. -(1) A person shall not hold nor be issued a medical certificate if that
person has an established medical history or clinical diagnosis of(a) disability of the lungs or any active disease of the structures of the
lungs, mediastinum or pleurae likely to result in incapacitating symptoms
during normal or emergency operations;
(b) active pulmonary tuberculosis; and
asthma causing significant symptoms or likely to cause incapacitating
symptoms during normal or emergency operations
(2) Unless there is an accredited medical conclusion indicating that the use of
drugs for control of asthma is not likely to interfere with the safe exercise of
the applicant’s license or rating privileges, the use of such drug shall be
disqualifying.
(3) An applicant with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease shall be
assessed as unfit unless the applicant’s condition has been investigated and
evaluated in accordance with best medical practice and is assessed not likely
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to interfere with the safe exercise of the applicant’s licence or rating
privileges.
(4) An applicant with quiescent or healed lesions which are known to be
tuberculous, or are presumably tuberculous in origin, may be assessed as fit.
(5) Applicants shall be completely free from those hernias that might give rise
to incapacitating symptoms.
(6) Applicants with significant impairment of the function of the
gastrointestinal tract or its adnexa shall be assessed as unfit.
(4)
Applicants with sequelae of disease of or surgical intervention on
any part of the digestive tract or its adnexa, likely to cause incapacitation in
flight, in particular any obstruction due to stricture or compression, shall be
assessed as unfit.

Radiology
(X-ray)
evaluation

220. (1) A radiography evaluation shall be accomplished during the initial
chest examination and be conducted as necessary in subsequent medical
examinations where there are historical chest cavity issues, symptoms or
doubtful clinal cases.

Vestibular
apparatus

221. (1)
A person shall not hold or be issued a medical certificate if
that person has an established medical history or clinical diagnosis of any
of the following medical conditions(a) active acute or chronic pathological process of the internal ear or of the
middle ear;
(b) a disease or condition of the middle or internal ear, nose, oral cavity,
pharynx, or larynx thatinterferes with, or is aggravated by, flying or may reasonably be expected to
do so; or
interferes with, or may reasonably be expected to interfere with clear and
effective speech communication;
(i) a disease or condition manifested by, or that may reasonably be
expected to be manifested by, vertigo or a disturbance of
equilibrium;
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(ii) permanent disturbances of the vestibular apparatus; or
(iii) permanent obstruction to eustachian tubes.
(2) Unless there is an accredited medical conclusion indicating that the
condition is not likely to affect the safe exercise of the applicant’s license or
rating privileges, the following medical conditions are disqualifying(a)
acute or chronic impairment of nasal air entry on either side; or
(b)
serious malformation or serious, acute or chronic affection of
the buccal cavity or upper respiratory tract.

Bones,
222. A person shall not hold nor be issued a medical certificate if that
muscles and
person possesses any abnormality of the bones, joints, muscles, tendons
tendons.
or related structures which is likely to interfere with the safe exercise of
the applicant’s licence or rating privileges

Endocrine
system.

223. A person shall not hold or be issued a Medical Certificate if that
person has an established medical history or clinical diagnosis of any
metabolic, nutritional or endocrine disorders that are likely to interfere
with safe exercise of his licence or rating privileges.

Diabetic
applicant

224. (1) A person shall not hold nor be issued a medical certificate if that
person has an established medical history or clinical diagnosis of:
(a) insulin treated diabetes mellitus; or
(b) non-insulin treated diabetes mellitus unless the condition is shown
to be satisfactorily controlled by diet alone or by diet combined
with oral anti-diabetic medication, the use of which is compatible
with the safe exercise of that person’s licence or rating privileges.

Gastrointesti 225. (1) A person shall not hold, nor be issued a medical certificate if that
nal
and
person has an established medical history or clinical diagnosis of any of
digestive
the following medical conditions:
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tract.

(a)
(b)

(c)

significant impairment of function of the gastrointestinal tract or
its adnexa;
sequelae of disease of, or surgical intervention on, any part of the
digestive tract or its adnexae, likely to cause incapacitation in
flight, in particular, obstruction due to stricture or compression; or
hernias that might give rise to incapacitating symptoms except for
class 3 medical certificate.

(2) Unless there is an accredited medical conclusion indicating that the
effects of the operation are not likely to cause incapacitation in flight, an
applicant who has undergone a major surgical operation on the biliary
passages or the digestive tract or its adnexa with a total or partial excision or a
diversion of any of these organs that may cause incapacity in flight shall not
hold, nor be issued a medical certificate.

Kidneys and 226. (1) A person shall not hold nor be issued a medical certificate if that
urinary tract.
person has an established medical history or clinical diagnosis of genitorurinary disease, unless adequately investigated and his condition found
unlikely to interfere with the safe exercise of the person’s licence or
rating privileges.
(2) A urine examination shall form part of the medical examination and
abnormalities shall be adequately investigated.
(3) A person shall not hold nor be issued a medical certificate if that person
has:
(a) any sequelae of diseases of, or surgical procedures on the kidneys or the
genitor-urinary tract, in particular obstructions due to stricture or
compression, unless his condition has been investigated and evaluated in
accordance with the best medical practice and is assessed not likely to
interfere with the safe exercise of that person’s licence or rating
privileges; or
(b) undergone nephrectomy unless the condition is well compensated.

Lymphatic
227. (1) An applicant for a medical certificate with diseases of the blood or
glands
or
the lymphatic system shall be assessed as unfit unless adequately
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disease of the
blood.

investigated and his condition found unlikely to interfere with the safe
exercise of the applicant’s licence or rating privileges

Gynaecologic
al conditions.

228. An applicant for a medical certificate who has a gynaecological
disorder that is likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the applicant’s
licence or rating privileges shall be assessed as unfit.

Pregnancy.

229. (1) An applicant for a medical certificate who is pregnant shall be
assessed as unfit unless obstetrical evaluation and continued medical
supervision indicate a low-risk uncomplicated pregnancy.
(2) For an applicant with a low-risk uncomplicated pregnancy evaluated and
supervised in accordance with sub-regulation (1), the “fit” certificate shall, in
the case of class 1 and 2 medical certificates be limited to the period from the
end of the 12th week to the end of the 26th week of gestation and in the case
of class 3 medical certificate be limited until the period until the end of the
34th week of gestation.
(3) Following confinement or termination of pregnancy the applicant shall
not be permitted to exercise the privileges of her licence until she has
undergone re-evaluation in accordance with best medical practice and it has
been determined that she is able to safely exercise the privileges of her
licence or ratings.
(4) The Authority shall take precautions for the timely relief of an air traffic
controller in the gestational period in the event of early onset of labour or
other complications.

Speech
defects.

230. An applicant for a medical certificate with stuttering or other speech
defects sufficiently severe to cause impairment of speech communication
shall be assessed as unfit.

Acquired
Immunodefic
iency
Syndrome.

231. (1)
An applicant for a medical certificate with acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome or AIDS shall be assessed as unfit.
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(2) Applicants who are seropositive for human Immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) shall be assessed as unfit unless the applicant’s condition has been
investigated and evaluated in accordance with best medical practice and is
assessed as not likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the applicant’s
licence or rating privileges.

Class 1 Medical Assessment
Class
1 232. – (1) An applicant for a commercial pilot licence —aeroplane,
Medical
airship, helicopter or powered-lift, a multi-crew pilot, remote pilot licence
Assessment
— aeroplane, or an airline transport pilot licence — aeroplane, helicopter
or powered-lift shall undergo an initial medical examination for the issue
of a class 1 medical Assessment.
(2) Except as otherwise provided in this regulation, a holder of(a) commercial pilot licence for aeroplane, airship, helicopter or
powered-lift;
(b) multi-crew pilot licence for aeroplane; or
(c) airline transport pilot licences for aeroplane, helicopter or poweredlift;
shall have his class 1 medical Assessments renewed at intervals as
specified in these Regulations
(3) The Authority shall, in alternate years, for class 1 applicants under 40
years of age, at its discretion, allow medical examiners to omit certain routine
examination items related to the assessment of physical fitness, whilst
increasing the emphasis on health education and prevention of ill health.
(4) Where the Authority is satisfied that the requirements of this regulations
and provisions of regulation 6 have been met, a class 1 medical Assessment
shall be issued to the applicant.
Physical and
mental
requirements

233. – (1) An applicant who suffers from any disease or disability which
could render that applicant likely to become suddenly unable either to
operate an aircraft safely or to perform assigned duties safely shall not
operate an aircraft.
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(2) An applicant for class 1 medical certificate shall have no established
medical history or clinical diagnosis of:
(a) an organic mental disorder;
(b) a mental or behavioural disorder due to use of psychoactive
substances; this includes dependence syndrome induced by alcohol or
other psychoactive substances;
(c) schizophrenia or a schizotypal or delusional disorder;
(d) a mood affective disorder;
(e) a neurotic, stress-related or somatoform disorder;
(f)a behavioural syndrome associated with physiological disturbances or
physical factors;
(g) a disorder of adult personality or behaviour, particularly if manifested
by repeated overt acts;
(h) mental retardation;
(i) a disorder of psychological development;
(j) a behavioural or emotional disorder, with onset in childhood or
adolescence; or
(k) a mental disorder not otherwise specified; such as might render the
applicant unable to safely exercise the privileges of the licence
applied for or held.
(3) An applicant with depression, being treated with antidepressant
medication, shall be assessed as unfit unless the medical assessor, having
access to the details of the case concerned, considers the applicant’s
condition as unlikely to interfere with the safe exercise of the applicant’s
licence and rating privileges.
(4) The applicant shall have no established medical history or clinical
diagnosis of any of the following:
(a) a progressive or non-progressive disease of the nervous system, the
effects of which are likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the
applicant’s licence and rating privileges;
(b) epilepsy; or
any disturbance of consciousness without satisfactory medical
explanation of cause.
(5) The applicant shall not have suffered any head injury, the effects of which
are likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the applicant’s licence and
rating privileges.
(6) The applicant shall not possess any abnormality of the heart, congenital
or acquired, which is likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the
applicant’s licence and rating privileges.
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(7)An applicant who has undergone coronary bypass grafting or angioplasty
(with or without stenting) or other cardiac intervention or who has a history
of myocardial infarction or who suffers from any other potentially
incapacitating cardiac condition shall be assessed as unfit unless the
applicant’s cardiac condition has been investigated and evaluated in
accordance with best medical practice and is assessed not likely to interfere
with the safe exercise of the applicant’s licence or rating privileges.
(8) An applicant with the following shall be assessed as unfit:
(a) an abnormal cardiac rhythm, unless the cardiac arrhythmia has been
investigated and evaluated in accordance with best medical practice
and is assessed not likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the
applicant’s licence or rating privileges;
(b) asthma causing significant symptoms or likely to cause incapacitating
symptoms during normal or emergency operations;
(c) active pulmonary tuberculosis;
(d) quiescent or healed lesions which are known to be tuberculous, or are
presumably tuberculous in origin
(e) significant impairment of function of the gastrointestinal tract or its
adnexa
(f)sequelae of disease of, or surgical intervention on, any part of the
digestive tract or its adnexa, likely to cause incapacitation in flight, in
particular any obstruction due to stricture or compression;
(g) metabolic, nutritional or endocrine disorders that are likely to
interfere with the safe exercise of their licence and rating privileges;
(h) insulin-treated diabetes mellitus;
(i) diseases of the blood or the lymphatic system, unless adequately
investigated and their condition found unlikely to interfere with the
safe exercise of their licence and rating privileges
(j) who has undergone a major surgical operation on the biliary passages
or the digestive tract or its adnexa with a total or partial excision or a
diversion of any of these organs, until such time as the medical
assessor, having access to the details of the operation concerned,
considers that the effects of the operation are not likely to cause
incapacitation in flight
(k) with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease unless the applicant’s
condition has been investigated and evaluated in accordance with best
medical practice and is assessed not likely to interfere with the safe
exercise of the applicant’s licence or rating privileges
(l) non-insulin-treated diabetes mellitus unless the condition is shown to
be satisfactorily controlled by diet alone or by diet combined with
oral anti-diabetic medication, the use of which is compatible with the
safe exercise of the applicant’s licence and rating privileges.
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(m)renal or genitourinary disease, unless adequately investigated and
their condition found unlikely to interfere with the safe exercise of
their licence and rating privileges
(n) sequelae of disease of or surgical procedures on the kidneys or the
genito-urinary tract, in particular obstructions due to stricture or
compression, unless the applicant’s condition has been investigated
and evaluated in accordance with best medical practice and is
assessed not likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the
applicant’s licence or rating privileges
(o) who has undergone nephrectomy unless the condition is well
compensated?
(p) who is seropositive for HIV unless the applicant’s condition has been
investigated and evaluated in accordance with best medical practice
and is assessed as not likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the
applicant’s licence or rating privileges?
(q) who is pregnant unless obstetrical evaluation and continued medical
supervision indicate a low-risk uncomplicated pregnancy?
(r)stuttering or other speech defects sufficiently severe to cause
impairment of speech communication.
(9) Electrocardiography shall form part of the heart examination for the first
issue of a medical assessment.
(10) Electrocardiography shall be included in re-examinations of applicants
over the age of 50 no less frequently than annually.
(11) Electrocardiography shall be included in re-examinations of applicants
between the ages of 30 and 50 no less frequently than every two years
(12) Routine electrocardiography may be carried out for case finding
purposes except that it shall not constitute sufficient evidence to justify
disqualification without further thorough cardiovascular investigation.
(13) The systolic and diastolic blood pressures shall be within normal limits.
(14) The use of drugs for control of high blood pressure shall be
disqualifying except for those drugs, the use of which is compatible with the
safe exercise of the applicant’s licence and rating privileges.
(15) There shall be no significant functional nor structural abnormality of the
circulatory system
((16) There shall be no acute disability of the lungs or any active disease of
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the structures of the lungs, mediastinum or pleurae likely to result in
incapacitating symptoms during normal or emergency operations.
(17) Chest radiography shall form part of the initial examination.
(18) Periodic chest radiography may not be necessary but may be of
necessity in situations where asymptomatic pulmonary disease can be
expected.
(19) An applicant who uses drugs for control of asthma shall be disqualified
except for use of drugs which are compatible with the safe exercise of the
applicant’s licence and rating privileges.
(20) An applicant shall be completely free from those hernias that might give
rise to incapacitating symptoms.
(21) Urine examination shall form part of the medical examination and
abnormalities shall be adequately investigated.
(22) For applicants with a low-risk uncomplicated pregnancy, evaluated and
supervised in accordance with these Regulations, the “fit” assessment shall
be limited to the period from the end of the 12th week until the end of the
26th week of gestation.
(23) Following confinement or termination of pregnancy, the applicant shall
not be permitted to exercise the privileges of her licence until she has
undergone re-evaluation in accordance with best medical practice and it has
been determined that she is able to safely exercise the privileges of her
licence and ratings.
(24) An applicant shall not possess any abnormality of the bones, joints,
muscles, tendons or related structures which is likely to interfere with the
safe exercise of the applicant’s licence and rating privileges.
(25) Any sequelae after lesions affecting the bones, joints, muscles or
tendons, and certain anatomical defects will normally require functional
assessment to determine fitness.
(26) An applicant shall not possess any abnormality or disease of the ear or
related structures which is likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the
applicant’s licence and rating privileges.
(27) There shall be:
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(a) no disturbance of vestibular function;
(b) no significant dysfunction of the Eustachian tubes; and
no unhealed perforation of the tympanic membranes.
(28) A single dry perforation of the tympanic membrane need not render the
applicant unfit.
(29) There shall be:
(a) no nasal obstruction; and
no malformation nor any disease of the buccal cavity or upper respiratory
tract which is likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the applicant’s
licence and rating privileges.
Visual
requirements

234. – (1) The medical examination shall be based on the following
requirements:
(a) the function of the eyes and their adnexa shall be normal.
(b) there shall be no active pathological condition, acute or chronic, or
any sequelae of surgery or trauma of the eyes or their adnexa likely to
reduce proper visual function to an extent that would interfere with
the safe exercise of the applicant’s licence and rating privileges.
(c) distant visual acuity with or without correction shall be 6/9 or better
in each eye separately, and binocular visual acuity shall be 6/6 or
better and no limits shall apply to uncorrected visual acuity and where
the standard, of visual acuity can be obtained only with correcting
lenses, the applicant may be assessed as fit provided that:
i. such correcting lenses are worn during the exercise of the
privileges of the licence or rating applied for or held; and
ii. in addition, a pair of suitable correcting spectacles is kept readily
available during the exercise of the privileges of the
applicant’s licence.
(2)
An applicant may use contact lenses to meet the requirement under
this regulation provided that:
(a) the lenses are monofocal and non-tinted;
(b) the lenses are well tolerated; and
(c) a pair of suitable correcting spectacles is kept readily available during
the exercise of the licence privileges.
(3) An applicant with a large refractive error shall use contact lenses or high-
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index spectacle lenses.
(4) An applicant whose uncorrected distant visual acuity in either eye is
worse than 6/60 shall be required to provide a full ophthalmic report prior to
initial Medical Assessment and every five years thereafter.
(5) An applicant who has undergone surgery affecting the refractive status of
the eye shall be assessed as unfit unless they are free from those sequelae
which are likely to interfere with the safe exercise of their licence and rating
privileges.
(6) An applicant shall have the ability to read, while wearing the correcting
lenses, if any, required by these Regulations to these regulations, the N5
chart or its equivalent at a distance selected by that applicant in the range of
30 to 50 cm and the ability to read the N14 chart or its equivalent at a
distance of 100 cm.
(7) If this requirement is met only by the use of near correction, the applicant
may be assessed as fit provided that this near correction is added to the
spectacle correction already prescribed in accordance with these Regulations
if no such correction is prescribed, a pair of spectacles for near use shall be
kept readily available during the exercise of the privileges of the licence.
When near correction is required, the applicant shall demonstrate that one
pair of spectacles is sufficient to meet both distant and near visual
requirements.
(8) An applicant who needs near correction to meet this requirement will
require “look-over”, bifocal or perhaps multifocal lenses in order to read the
instruments and a chart or manual held in the hand, and also to make use of
distant vision, through the windscreen, without removing the lenses. Singlevision near correction (full lenses of one power only, appropriate for reading)
significantly reduces distant visual acuity and is therefore not acceptable.
(9) Whenever there is a requirement to obtain or renew correcting lenses, an
applicant is expected to advise the refractionist of reading distances for the
visual flight deck tasks relevant to the types of aircraft in which the applicant
is likely to function.
(10) When near correction is required in accordance with this paragraph, a
second pair of near-correction spectacles shall be kept available for
immediate use.
(11) An applicant shall be required to have normal binocular function and
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normal fields of vision.
(12) Reduced stereopsis, abnormal convergence not interfering with near
vision, and ocular misalignment where the fusional reserves are sufficient to
prevent asthenopia and diplopia need not be disqualifying.
Hearing
requirements

235. (1) An applicant, when tested on a pure-tone audiometer, shall not
have a hearing loss, in either ear separately, of more than 35 dB at any of
the frequencies 500, 1 000 or 2 000 Hz, or more than 50 dB at 3 000 Hz.
(2) An applicant with a hearing loss greater than the above may be declared
fit provided that the applicant has normal hearing performance against a
background noise that reproduces or simulates the masking properties of
flight deck noise upon speech and beacon signals.
(3) Alternatively, a practical hearing test conducted in flight in the cockpit of
an aircraft of the type for which the applicant’s licence and ratings are valid
may be used.

Class 2 Medical Assessment
Class 2
Medical
Assessment

236. – (1) An applicant for a private pilot licence — aeroplane, airship,
helicopter or powered-lift, a glider pilot licence, a free balloon pilot
licence, a flight engineer licence or a flight navigator licence shall
undergo an initial medical examination for the issuance of a class 2
medical Assessment.
(2) Except where otherwise provided in this Regulation, holders of private
pilot licences — aeroplane, airship, helicopter or powered-lift, glider pilot
licences, free balloon pilot licences, flight engineer licences shall have their
class 2 medical Assessments renewed at intervals not exceeding those
specified in these Regulations
(3) Where the Authority is satisfied that the requirements of this Regulation
and the general provisions of these Regulations have been met, a class 2
medical assessment shall be issued to the applicant.
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Physical and 237. (1) An applicant who suffers from any disease or disability which
mental
could render that applicant likely to become suddenly unable either to
requirements
operate an aircraft safely or to perform assigned duties safely shall not
operate an aircraft.
(2) An applicant shall have no established medical history or clinical
diagnosis of:
(i) an organic mental disorder;
(ii) a mental or behavioural disorder due to psychoactive substance
use; this includes dependence syndrome induced by
(iii) alcohol or other psychoactive substances;
(iv) schizophrenia or a schizotypal or delusional disorder;
(v) a mood (affective) disorder;
(vi) a neurotic, stress-related or somatoform disorder;
(vii)a behavioural syndrome associated with physiological
disturbances or physical factors;
(viii) a disorder of adult personality or behaviour, particularly if
manifested by repeated overt acts;
(ix) mental retardation;
(x) a disorder of psychological development;
(xi) a behavioural or emotional disorder, with onset in childhood or
adolescence; or
(xii)a mental disorder not otherwise specified; such as might render
the applicant unable to safely exercise the privileges of the licence
applied for or held.
(3) An applicant with the following shall be assessed as unfit:
(a) antidepressant medication, unless depression, being treated the
medical assessor, having access to the details of the case concerned,
considers the applicant’s condition as unlikely to interfere with the
safe exercise of the applicant’s licence and rating privileges;
(b) who has undergone coronary bypass grafting or angioplasty,with or
without stenting or other cardiac intervention or who has a history of
myocardial infarction or who suffers from any other potentially
incapacitating cardiac condition, unless the applicant’s cardiac
condition has been investigated and evaluated in accordance with best
medical practice and is assessed not likely to interfere with the safe
exercise of the applicant’s licence or rating privileges;
(c) an abnormal cardiac rhythm unless the cardiac arrhythmia has been
investigated and evaluated in accordance with best medical practice
and is assessed not likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the
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applicant’s licence or rating privileges;
(d) chronic obstructive pulmonary disease unless the applicant’s
condition has been investigated and evaluated in accordance with best
medical practice and is assessed not likely to interfere with the safe
exercise of the applicant’s licence or rating privileges;
(e) asthma causing significant symptoms or likely to cause incapacitating
symptoms during normal or emergency operations;
(f) active pulmonary tuberculosis
(g) quiescent or healed lesions, known to be tuberculous or presumably
tuberculous in origin;
(h) significant impairment of the function of the gastrointestinal tract or
its adnexa;
(i) sequelae of disease of or surgical intervention on any part of the
digestive tract or its adnexa, likely to cause incapacitation in flight, in
particular any obstruction due to stricture or compression;
(j) who has undergone a major surgical operation on the biliary passages
or the digestive tract or its adnexa with a total or partial excision or a
diversion of any of these organ, until such time as the medical
assessor, having access to the details of the operation concerned,
considers that the effects of the operation are not likely to cause
incapacitation in flight.
(k) metabolic, nutritional or endocrine disorders that are likely to
interfere with the safe exercise of their licence and rating privileges
(l) insulin-treated diabetes mellitus
(m)non-insulin-treated diabetes mellitus unless the condition is shown to
be satisfactorily controlled by diet alone or by diet combined with
oral anti-diabetic medication, the use of which is compatible with the
safe exercise of the applicant’s licence and rating privileges;
(n) diseases of the blood or the lymphatic system unless adequately
investigated and their condition found unlikely to interfere with the
safe exercise of their licence and rating privileges
(o) renal or genitourinary disease, unless adequately investigated and
their condition found unlikely to interfere with the safe exercise of
their licence and rating privileges;
(p) who are seropositive for human immunodeficiency virus or HIV
unless the applicant’s condition has been investigated and evaluated
in accordance with best medical practice and is assessed as not likely
to interfere with the safe exercise of the applicant’s licence or rating
privileges
(q) sequelae of disease of, or surgical procedures on, the kidneys or the
genitourinary tract, in particular obstructions due to stricture or
compression, unless the applicant’s condition has been investigated
and evaluated in accordance with best medical practice and is
assessed not likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the
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applicant’s licence or rating privileges;
(r) who are pregnant unless obstetrical evaluation and continued medical
supervision indicate a low-risk uncomplicated pregnancy;
(s) who have undergone nephrectomy unless the condition is well
compensated stuttering and other speech defects sufficiently severe to
cause impairment of speech communication.
(4) An applicant shall have no established medical history or clinical
diagnosis of any of the following:
(a) a progressive or non-progressive disease of the nervous system, the
effects of which are likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the
applicant’s licence and rating privileges;
(b) epilepsy;
any disturbance of consciousness without satisfactory medical
explanation of cause.
(5) An applicant shall not have suffered any head injury, the effects of

which are likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the applicant’s
licence and rating privileges.

(6) An applicant shall not possess any abnormality of the heart, congenital

or acquired, which is likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the
applicant’s licence and rating privileges.

(7) Electrocardiography shall form part of the heart examination for the

first issue of a Medical Assessment after the age of 40.

(8) Electrocardiography shall be included in re-examinations of applicants

after the age of 50 no less than every 2 years.

(9) Electrocardiography should form part of the heart examination for the

first issue of a Medical Assessment.

(10)Routine electrocardiography may be carried out for case finding

purposes except that it shall not constitute sufficient evidence to justify
disqualification without further thorough cardiovascular investigation.

(11)The systolic and diastolic blood pressures shall be within normal limits.
(12)The use of drugs for control of high blood pressure shall be

disqualifying except for those drugs, the use of which is compatible
with the safe exercise of the applicant’s licence and rating privileges.
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(13)There shall be no significant functional nor structural abnormality of

the circulatory system.

(14)There shall be no disability of the lungs or any active disease of the

structures of the lungs, mediastinum or pleura likely to result in
incapacitating symptoms during normal or emergency operations.

(15)Chest radiography should form part of the initial and periodic

examinations in cases where asymptomatic pulmonary disease can be
expected.

(16)The use of drugs for control of asthma shall be disqualifying except for

those drugs, the use of which is compatible with the safe exercise of the
applicant’s licence and rating privileges.

(17)Applicants shall be completely free from those hernias that might give

rise to incapacitating symptoms.

(18)Sickle cell trait and other haemoglobinopathic traits are usually

compatible with fit assessment.

(19)Urine examination shall form part of the medical examination and

abnormalities shall be adequately investigated.

(20)For applicants with a low-risk uncomplicated pregnancy, evaluated and

supervised in accordance with these Regulations the fit assessment shall
be limited to the period from the end of the 12th week until the end of
the 26th week of gestation.

(21)Following confinement or termination of pregnancy, the applicant shall

not be permitted to exercise the privileges of her licence until she has
undergone re-evaluation in accordance with best medical practice and it
has been determined that she is able to safely exercise the privileges of
her licence and ratings.

(22)The applicant shall not possess any abnormality of the bones, joints,

muscles, tendons or related structures which is likely to interfere with
the safe exercise of the applicant’s licence and rating privileges.

(23)Any sequelae after lesions affecting the bones, joints, muscles or

tendons, and certain anatomical defects will normally require functional
assessment to determine fitness.
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(24)The applicant shall not possess any abnormality or disease of the ear or

related structures which is likely to interfere with the safe exercise of
the applicant’s licence and rating privileges.

(25)There shall be:
(a) no disturbance of the vestibular function;
(b) no significant dysfunction of the Eustachian tubes; and
(c) no unhealed perforation of the tympanic membranes.
(26)A single dry perforation of the tympanic membrane need not render the

applicant unfit.

(27)There shall be:

(a) no nasal obstruction; and
(b) no malformation nor any disease of the buccal cavity or upper
respiratory tract which is likely to interfere with the safe exercise
of the applicant’s licence and rating privileges.

Visual
requirements

238. – (1) The medical examination shall be based on the following
requirements.
(i) The function of the eyes and their adnexa shall be normal. There shall
be no active pathological condition, acute or chronic, nor any
sequelae of surgery or trauma of the eyes or their adnexa likely to
reduce proper visual function to an extent that would interfere with
the safe exercise of the applicant’s licence and rating privileges.
(ii) Distant visual acuity with or without correction shall be 6/12 or better
in each eye separately, and binocular visual acuity shall be 6/9 or
better. No limits apply to uncorrected visual acuity. Where this
standard of visual acuity can be obtained only with correcting lenses,
the applicant may be assessed as fit provided that:
(a)such correcting lenses are worn during the exercise of the privileges
of the licence or rating applied for or held; and
(b)in addition, a pair of suitable correcting spectacles is kept readily
available during the exercise of the privileges of the applicant’s
licence.
(2) An applicant accepted as meeting these provisions is deemed to
continue to do so unless there is reason to suspect otherwise, in which case
an ophthalmic report is required at the discretion of the Authority.
(3) Both uncorrected and corrected visual acuity are normally measured
and recorded at each re-examination. Conditions which indicate a need to
obtain an ophthalmic report include: a substantial decrease in the uncorrected
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visual acuity, any decrease in best corrected visual acuity, and the occurrence
of eye disease, eye injury or eye surgery.
(4) Applicants may use contact lenses to meet this requirement provided that:
(a) the lenses are monofocal and non-tinted;
(b) the lenses are well tolerated; and
a pair of suitable correcting spectacles is kept readily available
during the exercise of the licence privileges.
Applicants who use contact lenses may not need to have their
uncorrected visual acuity measured at each reexamination provided the
history of their contact lens prescription is known.
(5)

Applicants with a large refractive error shall use contact lenses or
high-index spectacle lenses.
(6)

If spectacles are used, high-index lenses are needed to minimize
peripheral field distortion.
(7)

Applicants whose uncorrected distant visual acuity in either eye is
worse than 6/60
(8)

should be required to provide a full ophthalmic report prior to initial
Medical Assessment and every five years thereafter.
(10)
The purpose of the required ophthalmic examination is (1) to
ascertain normal visual performance, and (2) to identify any significant
pathology.
(9)

Applicants who have undergone surgery affecting the refractive status
of the eye shall be assessed as unfit unless they are free from those sequelae
which are likely to interfere with the safe exercise of their licence and rating
privileges.
(11)

The applicant shall have the ability to read, while wearing the
correcting lenses, if any, required Regulation 215 N5 chart or its equivalent
at a distance selected by that applicant in the range of 30 to 50 cm.
(12)

If this requirement is met only by the use of near correction, the
applicant may be assessed as fit provided that this near correction is added to
the spectacle correction already prescribed in accordance with sub regulation (1) (ii); if no such correction is prescribed, a pair of spectacles for
near use shall be kept readily available during the exercise of the privileges
of the licence.
(13)
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When near correction is required, the applicant shall demonstrate that
one pair of spectacles is sufficient to meet both distant and near visual
requirements.
(14)

An applicant who needs near correction to meet the requirement will
require “look-over”, bifocal or perhaps multifocal lenses in order to read the
instruments and a chart or manual held in the hand, and also to make use of
distant vision, through the windscreen, without removing the lenses. Singlevision near correction (full lenses of one power only, appropriate for reading)
significantly reduces distant visual acuity and is therefore not acceptable.
(15)

Whenever there is a requirement to obtain or renew correcting lenses,
an applicant is expected to advise the refractionist of the reading distances for
the visual flight deck tasks relevant to the types of aircraft in which the
applicant is likely to function.
(16)

When near correction is required in accordance with this paragraph, a
second pair of near-correction spectacles shall be kept available for
immediate use.
(17)

The applicant shall be required to have normal fields of vision and
normal binocular function.
(18)

Reduced stereopsis, abnormal convergence not interfering with near
vision, and ocular misalignment where the fusional reserves are sufficient to
prevent asthenopia and diplopia need not be disqualifying.
(19)

Hearing
requirements

239. – (1) Applicants who are unable to hear an average conversational
voice in a quiet room, using both ears, at a distance of 2 m from the
examiner and with the back turned to the examiner, shall be assessed as
unfit.
(2) When tested by pure-tone audiometry, an applicant with a hearing loss, in
either ear separately, of more than 35 dB at any of the frequencies 500, 1 000
or 2 000 Hz, or more than 50 dB at 3 000 Hz, shall be assessed as unfit.
(3) An applicant who does not meet the requirements of sub regulation (1) or
(2) shall undergo further testing as required by these Regulations
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Class 3 Medical Assessment
Class 3
medical
assessment

240. – (1) An applicant for an air traffic controller licence shall undergo an
initial medical examination for the issue of a class 3 medical certificate.
(2) Except where otherwise stated in this Regulations, holders of air traffic
controller licences shall have their class 3 medical assessments renewed at
intervals not exceeding those specified in these Regulations
(4) When the Licensing Authority is satisfied that the requirements of
this Regulation and the general provisions of these Regulations have been
met, a class 3 medical certificate shall be issued to the applicant.
(5)

Physical and
mental
requirements

241. – (1) The applicant shall not suffer from any disease or disability
which could render that applicant likely to become suddenly unable to
perform duties safely.
(2) The applicant shall have no established medical history or clinical
diagnosis of:
(a) an organic mental disorder;
(b) a mental or behavioural disorder due to psychoactive substance use;
this includes dependence syndrome induced by
(c) alcohol or other psychoactive substances;
(d) schizophrenia or a schizotypal or delusional disorder;
(e) a mood (affective) disorder;
(f) a neurotic, stress-related or somatoform disorder;
(g) a behavioural syndrome associated with physiological disturbances
or physical factors;
(h) a disorder of adult personality or behaviour, particularly if
manifested by repeated overt acts;
(i) mental retardation;
(j) a disorder of psychological development;
(k) a behavioural or emotional disorder, with onset in childhood or
adolescence; or
(l) a mental disorder not otherwise specified;
(m)
such as might render the applicant unable to safely exercise
the privileges of the licence applied for or held
(3) An applicant with the following shall be assessed as unfit:
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(a) depression, being treated with antidepressant medication, unless the
medical assessor, having access to the details of the case concerned,
considers the applicant’s condition as unlikely to interfere with the
safe exercise of the applicant’s licence and rating privileges;
(b) who has undergone coronary bypass grafting or angioplasty (with or
without stenting) or other cardiac intervention or who has a history of
myocardial infarction or who suffers from any other potentially
incapacitating cardiac condition unless the applicant’s cardiac
condition has been investigated and evaluated in accordance with best
medical practice and is assessed not likely to interfere with the safe
exercise of the applicant’s licence and rating privileges;
(c) with an abnormal cardiac rhythm unless the cardiac arrhythmia has
been investigated and evaluated in accordance with best medical
practice and is assessed not likely to interfere with the safe exercise of
the applicant’s licence and rating privileges;
(d) with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease unless the applicant’s
condition has been investigated and evaluated in accordance with best
medical practice and is assessed not likely to interfere with the safe
exercise of the applicant’s licence or rating privileges;
(e) with asthma causing significant symptoms or likely to cause
incapacitating symptoms;
(f) active pulmonary tuberculosis
(g) quiescent or healed lesions, known to be tuberculous or presumably
tuberculous in origin;
(h) significant impairment of the function of the gastrointestinal tract or
its adnexae
(i) sequelae of disease of or surgical intervention on any part of the
digestive tract or its adnexa, likely to cause incapacitation, in
particular any obstructions due to stricture or compression;
(j) who has undergone a major surgical operation on the biliary passages
or the digestive tract or its adnexa, with a total or partial excision or a
diversion of any of these organs until such time as the medical
assessor, having access to the details of the operation concerned,
considers that the effects of the operation are not likely to cause
incapacitation;
(k) metabolic, nutritional or endocrine disorders that are likely to
interfere with the safe exercise of their licence and rating privileges
(l) non-insulin-treated diabetes unless the condition is shown to be
satisfactorily controlled by diet alone or by diet combined with oral
anti-diabeti medication, the use of which is compatible with the safe
exercise of the applicant’s licence and rating privileges;
(m)insulin-treated diabetes mellitus
(n) diseases of the blood and/or the lymphatic system, unless adequately
investigated and their condition found unlikely to interfere with the
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safe exercise of their licence and rating privileges;
(o) renal or genito-urinary disease unless adequately investigated and
their condition found unlikely to interfere with the safe exercise of
their licence and rating privileges
(p) sequelae of disease of, or surgical procedures on the kidneys or the
genito-urinary tract, in particular obstructions due to stricture or
compression, unless the applicant’s condition has been investigated
and evaluated in accordance with best medical practice and is
assessed not likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the
applicant’s licence or rating privileges
(q) who have undergone nephrectomy unless the condition is well
compensated.
(r) who are seropositive for HIV unless the applicant’s condition has
been investigated and evaluated in accordance with best medical
practice and is assessed as not likely to interfere with the safe exercise
of the applicant’s licence or rating privileges;
who are pregnant unless obstetrical evaluation and continued
medical supervision indicate a low-risk uncomplicated pregnancy
with stuttering or other speech defects sufficiently severe to cause
impairment of speech communication.
(4) The applicant shall have no established medical history or clinical
diagnosis of any of the following:
(a).
a progressive or non-progressive disease of the nervous
system, the effects of which are likely to interfere with the safe
(b).
exercise of the applicant’s licence and rating privileges;
epilepsy; or
any disturbance of consciousness without satisfactory medical
explanation of cause.
(6)
The applicant shall not have suffered any head injury, the effects of
which are likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the applicant’s licence
and rating privileges.
(7)
The applicant shall not possess any abnormality of the heart,
congenital or acquired, which is likely to interfere with the safe exercise of
the applicant’s licence and rating privileges.
(7) Electrocardiography shall form part of the heart examination for the first
issue of a medical assessment.
(7) Electrocardiography shall be included in re-examinations of applicants

after the age of 50 no less frequently than every 2 years.

(8) Routine electrocardiography may be carried out for case finding
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purposes except that it shall not constitute sufficient evidence to justify
disqualification without further thorough cardiovascular investigation.
(10) The systolic and diastolic blood pressures shall be within normal limits.
(11) The use of drugs for control of high blood pressure is disqualifying
except for those drugs, the use of which is compatible with the safe exercise
of the applicant’s licence privileges.
(12) There shall be no significant functional nor structural abnormality of the
circulatory system.
(13) There shall be no disability of the lungs nor any active disease of the
structures of the lungs, mediastinum or pleurae likely to result in
incapacitating symptoms.
(14) Chest radiography is usually not necessary but may be indicated in cases
where asymptomatic pulmonary disease can be expected.
(15) The use of drugs for control of asthma shall be disqualifying except for
those drugs, the use of which is compatible with the safe exercise of the
applicant’s licence and rating privileges.
(16) Urine examination shall form part of the medical examination and
abnormalities shall be adequately investigated.
(17) During the gestational period, precautions should be taken for the timely
relief of an air traffic controller in the event of early onset of labour or other
complications.
(18) For applicants with a low-risk uncomplicated pregnancy, evaluated and
supervised in accordance with Regulation 232, the fit assessment should be
limited to the period until the end of the 34th week of gestation.
(19) Following confinement or termination of pregnancy the applicant shall
not be permitted to exercise the privileges of her licence until she has
undergone re-evaluation in accordance with best medical practice and it has
been determined that she is able to safely exercise the privileges of her
licence and ratings.
(20) The applicant shall not possess any abnormality of the bones, joints,
muscles, tendons or related structures which is likely to interfere with the
safe exercise of the applicant’s licence and rating privileges.
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(21) Any sequelae after lesions affecting the bones, joints, muscles or
tendons, and certain anatomical defects will normally require functional
assessment to determine fitness.
(22) The applicant shall not possess any abnormality or disease of the ear or
related structures which is likely to interfere with the safe exercise of the
applicant’s licence and rating privileges.
There shall be no malformation nor any disease of the nose, buccal cavity or
upper respiratory tract which is likely to interfere with the safe exercise of
the applicant’s licence and rating privileges.
Visual
requirements

242. – (1) The medical examination shall be based on the following
requirements:
(a) The function of the eyes and their adnexa shall be normal; and
(b) There shall be no active pathological condition, acuteor chronic, nor
any sequelae of surgery or trauma of the eyes or their adnexa likely to
reduce proper visual function to an extent that would interfere with
the safe exercise of the applicant’s licence and rating privileges.
(2) Distant visual acuity with or without correction shall be 6/9 or better in
each eye separately, and binocular visual acuity shall be 6/6 or better. No
limits apply to uncorrected visual acuity. Where this standard of visual acuity
can be obtained only with correcting lenses, the applicant may be assessed as
fit provided that:
(a). such correcting lenses are worn during the exercise of the privileges
of the licence or rating applied for or held; and
(b) in addition, a pair of suitable correcting spectacles is kept readily
available during the exercise of the privileges of the applicant’s licence.
(3) An applicant accepted as meeting these provisions is deemed to continue
to do so unless there is reason to suspect otherwise, in which case an
ophthalmic report is required at the discretion of the Authority.
(4) Both uncorrected and corrected visual acuity are normally measured and
recorded at each re-examination. Conditions which indicate a need to obtain
an ophthalmic report include: a substantial decrease in the uncorrected visual
acuity, any decrease in best corrected visual acuity, and the occurrence of eye
disease, eye injury or eye surgery.
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(5) Applicants may use contact lenses to meet this requirement provided that:
(a). the lenses are monofocal and non-tinted;
(b). the lenses are well tolerated; and
a pair of suitable correcting spectacles is kept readily available
during the exercise of the licence privileges.
(8)
Applicants who use contact lenses may not need to have their
uncorrected visual acuity measured at each re-examination provided the
history of their contact lens prescription is known.
(9)
Applicants with a large refractive error shall use contact lenses or
high-index spectacle lenses.
(10)
Where spectacles are used, high-index lenses are needed to
minimize peripheral field distortion.
(11)
Applicants whose uncorrected distant visual acuity in either eye is
worse than 6/60 shall be required to provide a full ophthalmic report prior to
initial Medical Assessment and every five years thereafter.
(12)
The purpose of the required ophthalmic examination is (1) to
ascertain normal vision performance, and (2) to identify any significant
pathology.
(13)
Applicants who have undergone surgery affecting the refractive
status of the eye shall be assessed as unfit unless they are free from those
sequelae which are likely to interfere with the safe exercise of their licence
and rating privileges.
(14)
The applicant shall have the ability to read, while wearing the
correcting lenses, if any, required by sub-regulation (14), the N5 chart or its
equivalent at a distance selected by that applicant in the range of 30 to 50 cm
and the ability to read the N14 chart or its equivalent at a distance of 100 cm.
(14) Distant visual acuity with or without correction shall be 6/9 or better
in each eye separately, and binocular visual acuity shall be 6/6 or better
and no limits shall apply to uncorrected visual acuity and where the
standard, of visual acuity can be obtained only with correcting lenses,
the applicant may be assessed as fit provided that:
(a)such correcting lenses are worn during the exercise of the privileges
of the licence or rating applied for or held; and
(b)in addition, a pair of suitable correcting spectacles is kept readily
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available during the exercise of the privileges of the applicant’s licence.
(15)If this requirement is met only by the use of near correction, the applicant
may be assessed as fit provided that this near correction is added to the
spectacle correction already prescribed in accordance with sub regulation
(14) if no such correction is prescribed, a pair of spectacles for near use shall
be kept readily available during the exercise of the privileges of the licence.
(16) When near correction is required, the applicant shall demonstrate that
one pair of spectacles is sufficient to meet both distant and near visual
requirements.
(17) An applicant who needs near correction to meet the requirement will
require “look-over”, bifocal or perhaps multi-focal lenses in order to read
radar screens, visual displays and written or printed material and also to
make use of distant vision, through the windows, without removing the
lenses.
(18) Single-vision near correction full lenses of one power only, appropriate
for reading may be acceptable for certain air traffic control duties.
(19) However, it should be realized that single-vision near correction
significantly reduces distant visual acuity.
(20) Whenever there is a requirement to obtain or renew correcting lenses, an
applicant is expected to advise the refractionist of reading distances for the
air traffic control duties the applicant is likely to perform.
(21) When near correction is required, a second pair of near-correction
spectacles shall be kept available for immediate use.
(22) The applicant shall be required to have normal fields of vision and
normal binocular function.
(23) Reduced stereopsis, abnormal convergence not interfering with near
vision, and ocular misalignment where the fusional reserves are sufficient to
prevent asthenopia and diplopia need not be disqualifying.
Hearing
requirements

243. – (1) The applicant, when tested on a pure-tone audiometer shall not
have a hearing loss, in either ear separately, of more than 35 dB at any of
the frequencies 500, 1 000 or 2 000 Hz, or more than 50 dB at 3 000 Hz.
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(2) An applicant with a hearing loss greater than the above may be declared
fit provided that the applicant has normal hearing performance against a
background noise that reproduces or simulates that experienced in a typical
air traffic control working environment.
(3) The frequency composition of the background noise is defined only to the
extent that the frequency ranges 600 to 4 800 Hzs peech frequency range is
adequately represented.
(4) In the speech material for discrimination testing, both aviation-relevant
phrases and phonetically balanced words are normally used.
(5) Alternatively, a practical hearing test conducted in an air traffic control
environment representative of the one for which the applicant’s licence and
ratings are valid may be used.
PART XI
EXEMPTIONS
Requirement
s for
application

244. (1) A person may apply to the Authority for exemption from any of
the provisions of these Regulations.
(2)
A request for exemption shall be made in accordance with the
requirements of these Regulations and an application for such exemption shall
be submitted and processed by the Authority.
(3) A request for an exemption shall contain the applicant’s:
(a) name;
(b) physical address and mailing address;
(c) telephone number;
(d) fax number where available; and
(e) email address where available.
(f) Description of the exemption sought, sighting the applicable
provisions of these Regulation or Regulations
(g) Detailed reasons and duration of the exemption sought
(h) Risk assessment associated with the operation of the exemption
requested an
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(4) The application shall be accompanied by a fee prescribed by the
Authority in the applicable aeronautical information circulars for technical
evaluation.
Exemption

245. (1) The Authority may, upon consideration of the circumstances of a
particular applicant or holder of a licence, certificate, approval or
authorization, issue an exemption providing relief from specified
provisions of these Regulations, provided that:
(i). the Authority finds that the circumstances presented
warrant the exemption; and
(ii) a level of safety shall be maintained equal to that
provided by the Regulation or Regulations from which the
exemption is sought.
(2) The exemption referred to in sub-regulation (1) may be terminated or
amended at any time by the Authority.

PART XII
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Possession of 246. (1) A holder of a licence, certificate, approval or authorisation issued
the licence
by the Authority shall have in his physical possession or at the work site
when exercising the privileges of that licence, certificate or authorisation.
(2) A crew member of a foreign registered aircraft shall hold a valid licence,
certificate, approval or authorisation, including an appropriate and current
medical certificate, issued by the State of Registry and has it in his or her
physical possession or at the work station when exercising the privileges of
that licence, certificate, approval or authorisation

Use of
psychoactive
substances.

247. – (1) A holder of a licence, certificate, approval or authorisation
issued by the Authority shall have in his physical possession or at the
work site when exercising the privileges of that licence, certificate,
approval or authorisation.
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(2) A crew member of a foreign registered aircraft shall hold a valid
licence, certificate, approval or authorisation, including an appropriate and
current medical certificate, issued by the State of Registry and have it in his or
her physical possession or at the work station when exercising the privileges
of that licence, certificate or authorisation.
(3) A holder of a licence, rating or a certificate issued under these Regulations
shall not exercise the privileges of the licence, rating or certificate while under
the influence of any psychoactive substance, by reason of which human
performance is impaired.
(4) A person whose function is critical to the safety of aviation safetysensitive personnel shall not undertake that function while under the influence
of any psychoactive substance, by reason of which human performance is
impaired.
(5) The person referred to in sub-regulation (1) and (2) shall not engage in any
kind of problematic use of substances.

Drug and
alcohol
testing and
reporting.

248. – (1) A person who performs any function requiring a licence, rating,
qualification or authorisation prescribed by these Regulations directly or
by contract may be tested for drug or alcohol usage.
(2) A person who refuses to submit to a test to indicate the percentage by
weight of alcohol in the blood, when requested by a law enforcement officer
or the Authority, or refuses to furnish or to authorise the release of the test
results requested by the Authority shall(a) be denied any licence, certificate, rating, qualification, or
authorisation issued under these Regulations for a period of up to one
year from the date of that refusal; or
(b) have their licence, certificate, rating, qualification, or authorisation
issued under these Regulations suspended or revoked.
(3) A person who refuses to submit to a test to indicate the presence of
narcotic drugs, marijuana, or depressant or stimulant drugs or substances in
the body, when requested by a law enforcement officer or the Authority, or
refuses to furnish or to authorise the release of the test results requested by
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the Authority shall:
(a) be denied any licence, certificate, rating, qualification, or authorisation
issued under these Regulations for a period of up to one year from the
date of that refusal; or
(b) have their licence, certificate, rating, qualification, or authorisation
issued under these Regulations suspended or revoked.
(4) Any person who is convicted for the violation of any local or national
statute relating to the growing, processing, manufacture, sale, disposition,
possession, transportation, or importation of narcotic drugs, marijuana, or
depressant or stimulant drugs or substances, shall(a) be denied any license, certificate, rating, qualification, or authorisation
issued under these Regulations for a period of up to one year after the
date of conviction; or
(b) have their licence, certificate, rating, qualification, or authorisation
issued under these Regulations suspended or revoked.
Inspection of
licences,
certificates,
approvals
and
authorisation
s.

249. A person who holds a licence, certificate, or authorisation required by
these Regulations shall present it for inspection upon a request from the
Authority or any person authorised by the Authority.

Change of
Name.

250. (1) A holder of a licence, certificate or authorisation issued under
these Regulations may apply to change the name on a licence or
certificate.
(2) The holder shall include with any such request:
(a) the current licence or certificate; and
(b) a court order, or other legal document verifying the name change;
(3) The Authority may change the licence, certificate or authorisation and
issue a replacement thereof;
(4) The Authority shall return to the holder the original documents specified
in sub-regulation 2(b) and retain copies thereof and return the replaced
licence, certificate or authorisation with the appropriate endorsement.
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Change of 251. A holder of a licence, certificate, approval or authorisation issued
Address.
under these Regulations shall notify the Authority of the change in the
physical and mailing address and shall do so in the case of:
(a) physical address, at least 14 days in advance;
(b) mailing address upon the change.

Replacement
of
documents.

252. A person may apply to the Authority in the prescribed form for
replacement of documents issued under these Regulations if the
documents are lost.

Suspension
and
Revocations
of documents

253. (1) The Authority may, where it considers it to be in the public
interest, suspend provisionally, pending further investigation any licence,
certificate, approval, permission, or authorization, or such other
document issued, granted or having effect under these Regulations.
(2) The Authority may, upon the completion of an investigation which has

shown sufficient ground to its satisfaction and where it considers it to be
in the public interest, revoke, suspend, or vary any licence, certificate,
approval, permission, approval or authorization, or other document issued
or granted under these Regulations.

(3) The Authority may, where it considers it to be in public and safety

interest, prevent any person or aircraft from flying.

(4) A holder or any person having the possession or custody of any licence,

certificate, approval, permission, approval, authorisation or other
documents which has been revoked, suspended or varied under these
Regulations shall surrender it to the Authority within 14 days from the
date of revocation, suspension or variation.

(5) The breach of any condition subject to which any licence, certificate,

approval, permission, approval, authorisation, or any other document has
been granted or issued under these Regulations shall render the document
invalid during the continuance of the breach.
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Use and
retention of
documents
and records.

254.

(1) A person shall not:
(a) use any licence, certificate, approval, permission, exemption,

authorisation or other document issued or required by or under
these Regulations which has been forged, altered, revoked, or
suspended, or to which he is not entitled; or
(b) forge or alter any licence, certificate, approval, permission,
exemption, authorisation or other document issued or required by
or under these Regulations; or
(c) lend any licence, certificate, approval, permission, exemption,
authorisation or other document issued or required by or under
these Regulations to any other person; or
(d) make any false representation for the purpose of procuring for
himself or any other person the grant issue renewal or variation of
any such licence, certificate, approval, permission or exemption,
authorisation or other document.
(2) During the period for which it is required under these Regulations to be
preserved, a person shall not mutilate, alter, render illegible or destroy any
records, or any entry made therein, required by or under these Regulations to
be maintained, or knowingly make, or procure or assist in the making of, any
false entry in any such record, or wilfully omit to make a material entry in
such record. All records required to be maintained by or under these
Regulations shall be recorded in a permanent and indelible material.
(3) A person shall not issue any certificate, document or exemption under
these Regulations unless he is authorised to do so by the Authority.
(4) A person shall not issue any certificate of the kind referred to in subregulation (4) unless he has satisfied himself that all statements in the
certificate are correct, and that the applicant is qualified to hold that
certificate.

Reports
violation

of 255. – (1) Any person who knows of a violation of the Civil Aviation Act
or any Regulations or orders issued there under, shall report it to the
Authority.
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(2) The Authority will determine the nature and type of any additional
investigation or enforcement action that need be taken.

Enforcement
of directives.

256. A person who fails to comply with any directives given to him by the
Authority or by any authorised person under these Regulations shall be
deemed for the purposes of these Regulations to have contravened that
provision.

Aeronautica
l user fees.

257. –(1) The Authority shall Publish the fees to be charged in connection
with the issue, validation, renewal, extension or variation of any licence,
certificate, approval, authorization or other document, including the issue
of a copy thereof, or the undergoing of any examination, test, inspection
or investigation or the grant of any permission or approval, required by,
or for the purpose of these Regulations any orders, notices or
proclamations made thereunder.

Application
of
regulations
to
Government
and visiting
forces, etc.

258. (1) These Regulations shall apply to aircraft, not being military
aircraft, belonging to or exclusively employed in the service of the
Government, and for the purposes of such application, the Department or
other authority for the time being responsible for management of the
aircraft shall be deemed to be the operator of the aircraft, and in the case
of an aircraft belonging to the Government, to be the owner of the interest
of the Government in the aircraft.
(2) Except as otherwise expressly provided, the naval, military and air force
authorities and member of any visiting force and property held or used for the
purpose of such a force shall be exempt from the provision of these
regulations to the same extent as if the visiting force formed part of the
military force of United Republic of Tanzania.
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Extraterritorial
application
of
Regulations

259.

Except where the context otherwise requires, these Regulations:
(a) in so far as they apply, whether by express reference or

otherwise, to aircraft registered inUnited Republic of Tanzania,
shall apply to such aircraft wherever they may be;
(b) in so far as they apply, whether by express reference or
otherwise, to other aircraft, shall apply to such aircraft when they
are within the United Republic of Tanzania
(c) in so far as they prohibit, require or regulate, whether by express
reference or otherwise, the doing of anything by any person in, or
by any of the crew of, any aircraft registered in the United
Republic of Tanzania shall apply to such persons and crew,
wherever they may be; and
(d) in so far as they prohibit, require or regulate, whether by express
reference or otherwise, the doing of anything in relation to any
aircraft registered in United Republic of Tanzania by other
persons shall, where such persons are citizens of the United
Republic of Tanzania , apply to them wherever they may be.
PART XIII
OFFENCES AND PENALTIES

Contraventio
n of
Regulations.

260. A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations may
have his licence, certificate, approval, authorisation, exemption or other
document revoked or suspended.

Penalties

261. –(1)A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations,
orders, notices or proclamations made there under is contravened in
relation to an aircraft, the operator of that aircraft and the pilot-incommand, if the operator or, the pilot in command is not the person who
contravened that provision he shall, without prejudice to the liability of
any other person under these Regulations for that contravention, be
deemed for the purposes of the following provisions of this Regulation to
have contravened that provision unless he proves that the contravention
occurred without his consent or connivance and that he exercised all due
diligence to prevent the contravention.
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(2) If it is proved that an act or omission of any person, which would
otherwise have been a contravention by that person of a provision of these
Regulations, orders, notices or proclamations made there under was due to
any cause not avoidable by the exercise of reasonable care by that person, the
act or omission shall be deemed not to be a contravention by that person of
that provision.
(3)Where a person is charged with contravening a provision of these
Regulations orders, notices or proclamations made there under by reason of
his having been a member of the flight crew of an aircraft on a flight for the
purpose of commercial air transport operations, the flight shall be treated,
without prejudice to the liability of any other person under these Regulations,
as not having been for that purpose if he proves that he neither knew nor had
reason to know that the flight was for that purpose.
(4)A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations, orders,
notices or proclamations made thereunder not being a provision referred to in
sub-Regulation (9) shall, upon conviction, be liable to a fine, and in the case
of a continuing contravention, each day of the contravention shall constitute a
separate offence.
(5) In case an aircraft is involved in a contravention and the contravention is
by the owner or operator of the aircraft, the aircraft shall be subject to a lien
for the penalty.
(6) Any aircraft subject to alien for the purpose of sub-Regulation (5) may be
seized by and placed in the custody of the Authority;
(7) The aircraft shall be released from custody of the Authority upon(a) payment of the penalty or the amount agreed upon in compromise;
(b) deposit of a bond in such amount as the Authority may prescribe,
conditioned upon payment of the penalty or the amount agreed upon
in compromise;
(c) receiving an order of the court to that effect.
(8)The Authority and any person specifically authorised by name or any
police officer not below the rank of inspector specifically authorised by name
by the Minister, may compound offences under Part A of the Fifth Schedule
to these Regulations by assessing the contravention and requiring the person
reasonably suspected of having committed the offence to pay to the
Authority a sum equivalent to the United Republic of Tanzania shillings of
one hundred United States dollars and three hundred United States dollars for
provisions referred to in sub-part (i) and sub-part (ii) respectively in Part A of
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the Schedule to these Regulations.
(9) If any person contravenes any provision specified in Part B of the Fifth
Schedule to these Regulations, upon conviction is liable to a fine not less
than the equivalent to the United Republic of Tanzania Shillings of one
thousand United States Dollars or to imprisonment for a term of 12 months
or to both.
(10)Where any person is aggrieved by any order made under sub-regulation
(8), he may, within 21 days of such order being made, appeal against the order
to a higher court and the provisions of Part X of the Criminal Procedure Act,
shall apply mutatis mutandis, to every such appeal as if it were an appeal
against a sentence passed by a district court in the exercise of its original
jurisdiction.

PART VI
TRANSITION, SAVINGS AND REVOCATION
Transition,
262. -(1) The Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations, 2019 are
savings and
hereby revoked.
revocation
GN. No.
(2) All valid licences, certificates, permits or authorisation issued or granted
by the Authority before the commencement of these Regulations shall remain
operational until their expiry or are revoked, annulled or replaced.
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FIRST SCHEDULE
Regulation 4
SPECIFICATIONS FOR PERSONNEL LICENCES
Personnel licences issued by the Authority in accordance with the relevant provisions of these
Regulations shall conform to the following specifications as further prescribed in the technical
guidance materials:
1.

Detail

(a)A [State] having issued a licence, shall ensure that other States are able to easily determine the
licence privileges and validity of ratings.
(b) The following details shall appear on the licence,:
(I) Name of State (in bold type);
(II) Title of licence (in very bold type);
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(III) Serial number of the licence, in Arabic numerals, given by the authority issuing the
licence;
(IV) Name of holder in full
(IV) Date of birth;
(V) Address of holder;
(VI) Nationality of holder;
(VII) Signature of holder;
(VIII) Authority and, where necessary, conditions under which the licence is issued;
(IX) Certification concerning validity and authorization for holder to exercise privileges
appropriate to licence;
(X) Signature of officer issuing the licence and the date of such issue;
(XI) Seal or stamp of the Authority
(XII) Ratings
(XIII) Remarks including an endorsement of language proficiency, and other information
required in pursuance to Article 39 of the Chicago Convention;
(XIV) Any other details deemed neccessary by the Authority.
2. Language:
The Authority licences shall be issued in english,

SECOND SCHEDULE
Regulation 26
LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY REQUIREMENTS
(1)
To meet the language proficiency requirements contained in these Regulations, an
applicant for a licence or a licence holder shall demonstrate, in a manner acceptable to the
Authority, compliance with the holistic descriptors at paragraph (2) and with the Operational
Level (Level 4) of the Language Proficiency Rating Scale in paragraph (3).
(2)
Holistic descriptors - proficient speakers shall:
(a)
communicate effectively in voice-only -telephone/radiotelephone and in face-to-face
situations;
(b)
communicate on common, concrete and work-related topics with accuracy and clarity;
(c)
use appropriate communicative strategies to exchange messages and to recognize and
resolve misunderstandings (e.g. to check, confirm, or clarify information) in a general or workrelated context;
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(d)
handle successfully and with relative ease the linguistic challenges presented by a
complication or unexpected turn of events that occurs within the context of a routine work
situation or communicative task with which they are otherwise familiar; and
(e)
use a dialect or accent which is intelligible to the aeronautical community.
(3)
Rating scales:
(a)
Operational Level or Level 4)
(i)
Pronunciation: Pronunciation, stress, rhythm and intonation are influenced by the first
language or regional variation but only sometimes interfere with understanding.
(ii)
Structure: Basic grammatical structures and sentence patterns are used creatively and are
usually well controlled. Errors may occur, particularly in unusual or unexpected circumstances,
but rarely interfere with meaning.
(iii) Vocabulary: Vocabulary range and accuracy are usually sufficient to communicate
effectively on common, concrete, and work-related topics. Can often paraphrase successfully
when lacking vocabulary in unusual or unexpected circumstances.
(iv)
Fluency: Produces stretches of language at an appropriate tempo. There may be
occasional loss of fluency on transition from rehearsed or formulaic speech to spontaneous
interaction, but this does not prevent effective communication. Can make limited use of
discourse markers or connectors. Fillers are not distracting.
(v)
Comprehension: Comprehension is mostly accurate on common, concrete, and workrelated topics when the accent or variety used is sufficiently intelligible for an international
community of users. When the speaker is confronted with a linguistic or situational complication
or an unexpected turn of events, comprehension may be slower or require clarification strategies.
(vi)
Interactions: Responses are usually immediate, appropriate and informative. Initiates
and maintains exchanges even when dealing with an unexpected turn of events. Deals adequately
with apparent misunderstandings by checking, confirming or clarifying.
(b)
Extended Level or Level 5
(i)
Pronunciation: Pronunciation, stress, rhythm, and intonation, though influenced by the
first language or regional variation, rarely interfere with ease of understanding.
(ii)
Structure: Basic grammatical structures and sentence patterns are consistently well
controlled. Complex structures are attempted but with errors which sometimes interfere with
meaning.
(iii) Vocabulary: Vocabulary range and accuracy are sufficient to communicate effectively
on common, concrete, and work-related topics. Paraphrases consistently and successfully.
Vocabulary is sometimes idiomatic.
(iv)
Fluency: Able to speak at length with relative ease on familiar topics, but may not vary
speech flow as a stylistic device. Can make use of appropriate discourse markers or connectors.
(v)
Comprehension: Comprehension is accurate on common, concrete, and work-related
topics and mostly accurate when the speaker is confronted with a linguistic or situational
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complication or an unexpected turn of events. Is able to comprehend a range of speech varieties
(dialect and/or accent) or registers.
(iv)
Interactions: Responses are immediate, appropriate, and informative. Managers the
speaker/listener relationship effectively.
(c)
Expert Level (Level 6)
(i)
Pronunciation: Pronunciation, stress, rhythm, and intonation, thought possibly influenced
by the first language or regional variation, almost never interfere with ease of understanding.
(ii)
Structure: Both basic and complex grammatical structures and sentence patterns are
consistently well controlled.
(iii) Vocabulary: Vocabulary range and accuracy are sufficient to communicate effectively
on a wide variety of familiar and unfamiliar topics. Vocabulary is idiomatic, nuanced, and
sensitive to register.
(iv)
Fluency: Able to speak at length with a natural, effortless flow. Varies speech flow for
stylistic effect, e.g. to emphasize a point. Uses appropriate discourse markers and connectors
spontaneously.
(v)
Comprehension: Comprehension is consistently accurate in nearly all contexts and
includes comprehension of linguistic and cultural subtleties.
(vi)
Interactions: Interacts with ease in nearly all situations. Is sensitive to verbal and nonverbal cues, and responds to them appropriately.

THIRD SCHEDULE
Regulation 81
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ISSUE OF THE MULTI CREW PILOT LICENSE
1. Training
1.1 In order to meet the requirements of the multi-crew pilot licence in the aeroplane category,
the applicant shall have completed an approved training course. The training shall be
competency-based and conducted in a multi-crew operational environment.
1.2 During the training, the applicant shall have acquired the knowledge, skills and attitudes
required as the underpinning attributes for performing as a co-pilot of a turbine-powered air
transport aeroplane certificated for operation with a minimum crew of at least two pilots.
2. Assessment level
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The applicant for the multi-crew pilot licence in the aeroplane category shall have satisfactorily
demonstrated performance in all the nine competency units specified in 3, at the advanced level
of competency as defined in the Level of Competency.
3. Competency units
The nine competency units that an applicant has to demonstrate are as follows:
(1) apply threat and error management or TEM principles;
(2) perform aeroplane ground operations;
(3) perform take-off;
(4) perform climb;
(5) perform cruise;
(6) perform descent;
(7) perform approach;
(8) perform landing; and
(9) perform after-landing and aeroplane post-flight operations.
4. Simulated flight
4.1 The flight simulation training devices used to gain the experience specified in regulation 58
shall have been approved by the Authority.
4.2 Flight simulation training devices shall be categorized as follows:
(a) Type I. E-training and part tasking devices approved by the Authority that have the following
characteristics:
— involve accessories beyond those normally associated with desktop computers, such as
functional replicas of a throttle quadrant, a sidestick controller, or an FMS keypad; and
— involve psychomotor activity with appropriate application of force and timing of responses.
(b) Type II. A flight simulation training device that represents a generic turbine-powered
aeroplane.
(c) Type III. A flight simulation training device that represents a multi-engine turbine-powered
aeroplane certificated for a crew of two pilots with enhanced daylight visual system and
equipped with an autopilot.
(d) Type IV. Fully equivalent to a Level D flight simulator or to a Level C flight simulator with
an enhanced daylight visual system.
MULTI-CREW PILOT LICENCE — AEROPLANE LEVELS OF COMPETENCY
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(1). Core flying skills
The level of competency at which the applicant shall have complied with the requirements for
the private pilot licence, including night flight requirements, and, in addition, have completed,
smoothly and with accuracy, all procedures and manoeuvres related to upset training and flight
with reference solely to instruments. From the outset, all training is conducted in an integrated
multicrew, competency-based and threat and error management environment. Initial training and
instructional input levels are high as core skills are being embedded in the ab initio application.
Assessment at this level confirms that control of the aeroplane is maintained at all times in a
manner such that the successful outcome of a procedure or a manoeuvre is assured.
(2). Level 1 or Basic
The level of competency at which assessment confirms that control of the aeroplane or situation
is maintained at all times and in such a manner that if the successful outcome of a procedure or
manoeuvre is in doubt, corrective action is taken. Performance in the generic cockpit
environment does not yet consistently meet the Standards of knowledge, operational skills and
level of achievement required in the core competencies. Continual training input is required to
meet an acceptable initial operating standard. Specific performance improvement/ personal
development plans will be agreed and the details recorded. Applicants will be continuously
assessed as to their suitability to progress to further training and assessment in successive phases.
(3). Level 2 or Intermediate
The level of competency at which assessment confirms that control of the aeroplane or situation
is maintained at all times and in such a manner that the successful outcome of a procedure or
manoeuvre is assured. The training received at Level 2 shall be conducted under the instrument
flight rules, but need not be specific to any one type of aeroplane. On completion of Level 2, the
applicant shall demonstrate levels of knowledge and operational skills that are adequate in the
environment and achieves the basic standard in the core capability. Training support may be
required with a specific development plan to maintain or improve aircraft handling, behavioural
performance in leadership or team management. Improvement and development to attain the
Standard is the key performance objective. Any core competency assessed as less than
satisfactory should include supporting evidence and a remedial plan.
(4). Level 3 or Advanced
The level of competency required to operate and interact as a copilot in a turbine-powered
aeroplane certificated for operation with a minimum crew of at least 2 pilots, under visual and
instrument conditions. Assessment confirms that control of the aeroplane or situation is
maintained at all times in such a manner that the successful outcome of a procedure or
manoeuvre is assured. The applicant shall consistently demonstrate the knowledge, skills and
attitudes required for the safe operation of an applicable aeroplane type as specified in the
performance criteria.
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FOURTH SCHEDULE
Regulations 163
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL REQUIREMENTS FOR AIRCRAFTMAINTENANCE
ENGINEERS LICENSING
1.1 The subjects relevant to the knowledge requirements for all licence categories specified in
these Regulations are presented in the technical guidance material
1.2 The examinations for each category of licence, and its sub-divisions where appropriate, shall
be based on a number of the modules as indicated in the module or category relationship set out
in the technical guidance material
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1.3 From the technical guidance material it will be noted that the modular arrangements
recognize that major areas of the subjects are common to more than one licence category or its
sub-divisions. Thus, when an existing licence is to be extended to include another category or
sub-Division, those modules that have been satisfied by previous examinations shall be excluded.
1.4 Each module is numbered and contains a series of syllabus subject headings. Each subject is
then further expanded in more detail against ‘level numbers’ corresponding to Licence Without
Type Rating and Type Rating.

FIFTH SCHEDULE
PENALTIES
Regulation 264

REG.
NO.
21
23
57
48
59

TITLE
Validity of Licences
Decrease in medical fitness
Curtailment of privileges of pilots
General requirements for pilot licences, ratings and authorisations
Solo flight requirements
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PART
A
A
A
A
A

60
65
92
119
122
95
104
107
146
168
173
175
176
177
184
185
186
187
188
197
198
200
199
205
216
218
219
221
222
224
225
226
227
228
239
249

SPL Privileges and Limitations
PPL: Privileges and limitations.
ATPL: Privileges and limitations.
Type ratings
Night rating-general eligibility requirements.
Instrument rating- general eligibility requirements.
Trainee Records
Flight instructor: limitations and qualifications.
Flight engineer: licences and ratings required.
ATC: Required licences and ratings or qualifications.
ATC: Privileges and limitations.
ATC: Maximum working hours.
Responsibilities over fatigue
Prohibition of unlicensed air traffic controllers.
ARS: Privileges and limitations.
ARS: Display of authorisation.
ARS: Surrender of authorisation.
CCMC: Required certificate, ratings and qualifications.
CCMC: Eligibility requirements.
Aviation medical examiner submission of signed medical
evaluation report.
Issue of medical certificate.
Medical confidentiality.
Denial of medical certification.
Medical requirements.
Ear and related structures.
Cardiovascular: general.
Blood pressure and circulation.
Neurological requirements.
Respiratory capability.
Vestibular apparatus
Bones, muscles and tendons.
Endocrine system
Diabetic applicant.
Gastrointestinal and digestive tract.
Kidneys and urinary tract.
Use of psychoactive substances.
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B
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B

250
251
256
257
258

Drug and alcohol testing and reporting.
Inspection of licences, certificates and authorisations.
Use and retention of documents and records.
Report of violation
Enforcement of directives.
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B
A
A
A
B

TANZANIA CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY
DIRECTOR OF SAFETY REGULATIONS
AVIATION SECURITY UNIT

THE CIVIL AVIATION (SECURITY) REGULATIONS, 2018
Review of the Regulations
Proposed Amendments
Regulation
1

Current
Proposed amendments
These Regulations may be cited as These Regulations may be cited as the
the Civil Aviation (Security) Civil Aviation (Security) (Amendment)
(Amendment) Regulations, 2019 Regulations, 2022 and shall be read as
and shall be read as one with the one with the Civil Aviation (Security)
Civil
Aviation
(Security) Regulations, 2018 hereinafter referred
Regulations, 2018 hereinafter to as the “principal Regulations”.
referred to as the “principal
Regulations”.
The principal regulations are amended in regulation 2 by inserting the following
appropriate alphabetical order:
4
“advance passenger information (API)
System’’
means
an
electronic
communications system whereby
required data elements are collected
and transmitted to border control
agencies prior to flight departure or

Remarks/Source
The
Civil
Aviation
(Security)
(Amendment)
Regulations, 2019

new definitions in their
Model Eac - Civil Aviation
(Security)
Regulations,
2019, Amendment 17 To
Annex

4

10(3)(a)
4

4

4

arrival and made available on the
primary line at the airport of entry;
“background check” means a check of EAC
Annex
17a person’s identity and previous Compliance Checklist
experience, including criminal history
and any other security related
information relevant for assessing the
person’s suitability, in accordance with
these Regulations and other written
laws

“background check” means a
check of a person’s identity and
previous experience, including,
where legally permissible, any
criminal history as part of the
assessment of an individual’s
suitability to implement a security
control or for unescorted access to
a security restricted area;
the Director General who shall be Director General of the Authority who
the Chairperson
shall be the Chairperson
“human factors principles” means
principles which apply to design,
certification, training, operations and
maintenance and which seek safe
interface between the human and other
system
components
by
proper
consideration to human performance;
“security survey” means an “vulnerability assessment” means
evaluation of security needs, evaluation of the inadequacies and/or
including the identification of characteristics of any civil aviation
vulnerabilities which could be system/assets, that could permit, aid or
exploited to carry out an act of otherwise facilitate the commission of
unlawful interference and the an act of unlawful interference.
recommendation of corrective
actions;
Aircraft security check. An inspection of
the interior of an aircraft to which
passengers may have had access and
an inspection of the hold for the

Document Review
Model EAC - Civil Aviation
(Security)
Regulations,
2019

Model EAC Annex 17Compliance Checklist

USAP-CMA
Checklist

Compliace

4

4

“certified”
means
a
formal
evaluation and confirmation by or
on behalf of the Authority that a
person possesses the necessary
competencies to perform assigned
functions to an acceptable level as
defined by the Authority;

5(1)(d)

conduct certification of regulated
agents and inflight catering
operators,
aviation
security
screeners, supervisors, instructors
and inspectors once every two
years;
Establish and implement policies
and procedures to adjust the
relevant elements of its national
civil aviation Security Programme
accordingly, based upon a security
risk assessment carried out by the
relevant national authorities;

5(1)(f)

purposes of discovering suspicious
objects, weapons, explosives or other
dangerous devices, articles and
substances.
Aircraft security search. A thorough
inspection of the interior and exterior of
the aircraft for the purpose of
discovering
suspicious
objects,
weapons,
explosives
or
other
dangerous
devices,
articles
or
substances.
Certification. A formal evaluation and
confirmation by or on behalf of the
appropriate authority for aviation
security that a person possesses the
necessary competencies to perform
assigned functions to an acceptable
level as defined by the appropriate
authority.
conduct certification of aviation security
screeners once every two years and for
regulated
agents,
supervisors,
instructors once every three years;

USAP-CMA
Checklist

Compliace

USAP-CMA
Checklist

Compliace

Document Review

Establish, implement and maintain USAP/CMA
Protocol
policies and procedures to adjust the Questions (PQs)
relevant elements of its national civil
aviation
Security
Programme
accordingly, based upon a security risk
assessment carried out by the relevant
national authorities;

5(2)(a)

6

6(c)

9(7)

conduct security surveys to identify
security needs based on emerging
threats
and
security
risk
assessment reports;
The Authority shall have free and
unobstructed access at all times to(a) an airport;
(b) an aircraft operating from or
within the United Republic of
Tanzania; and
(c) the premises of an operator
within the United Republic of
Tanzania, for the purpose of
inspecting security operations or to
carry out security inspections and
surveys, safety and security audits
and testing functions.
the premises of an operator within
the United Republic of Tanzania,
for the purpose of inspecting
security operations or to carry out
security inspections and surveys,
safety and security audits and
testing functions
To define aircraft operator

conduct vulnerability assessment to
identify security needs based on
emerging threats and security risk
assessment reports;
The Authority shall have free and
unobstructed access at all times to(a) an airport;
(b) an aircraft operating from or within
the United Republic of Tanzania; and
(c) the premises of an operator within
the United Republic of Tanzania,
aviation
documentation
and
information for the purpose of
inspecting security operations or to
carry out security inspections and
surveys, safety and security audits and
testing functions.
the premises of an operator within the
United Republic of Tanzania,
for the purpose of inspecting security
operations or to carry out security
inspections
and
vulnerability
assessment, safety and security audits
and testing functions
Every entity conducting general
aviation operations in or from the
United Republic of Tanzania, including
corporate aviation operations, using
aircraft with a maximum take-off mass
greater than 5 700 kg shall establish,
implement and maintain a written
operator security programme that

USAP/CMA
Protocol
Questions (PQs)

Document Review

USAP/CMA
Protocol
Questions (PQs)

USAP/CMA
Protocol
Questions (PQs)

9(8)

10(3)(p)

10(3)(q)
11(1)(b)

11(2)(a)

11(2)(b)

determining the adequacy and
effectiveness of the National
Aviation Security Programme
through audits, tests, surveys,
inspections and exercises;
ensuring that the personnel
carrying out security audits, tests,
surveys and inspections are
trained to appropriate standards for
these tasks in accordance with the
National Civil Aviation Security
Programme;
ensuring that the personnel
carrying out security audits, tests,
surveys and inspections are
afforded the necessary authority to
obtain information to carry out

meets the requirements of the National
Civil Aviation Security Programme
Every entity conducting aerial work
operations in or from the United
Republic of Tanzania shall establish,
implement and maintain a written
operator security programme that
meets the requirements of the National
Civil Aviation Security Programme.
a member from the Tanzania
Intelligence and Security Services
Zanzibar;
a member from Zanzibar Drugs Control
and Enforcement Authority;
determining the
adequacy and
effectiveness of the National Aviation
Security Programme through audits,
tests,
vulnerability
assessment,
inspections and exercises;
ensuring that the personnel carrying
out security audits, tests, vulnerabilty
assessment and inspections are
trained to appropriate standards for
these tasks in accordance with the
National Civil Aviation Security
Programme;
ensuring that the personnel carrying
out security audits, tests, vulnerability
assessment and inspections are
afforded the necessary authority to
obtain information to carry out those

USAP/CMA
Protocol
Questions (PQs)

Document Review

Document Review
USAP/CMA
Protocol
Questions (PQs)

USAP/CMA
Protocol
Questions (PQs)

USAP/CMA
Protocol
Questions (PQs)

those tasks, and
corrective actions;
11(4)

13(2)

13(5)

14

14(3)(c)(i)

to

enforce tasks, and to enforce corrective
actions;
Every operator providing service in or
from the United Republic of Tanzania
shall
establish,
maintain,
and
implement a written Internal Quality
Control Programme that meets the
requirements of the National Civil
Aviation Security Quality Control
Programme and these Regulations.
Every operator of an airport serving Every operator of an airport serving
civil aviation in the United Republic civil aviation in the United Republic of
of Tanzania shall establish and Tanzania shall establish, implement
implement a written Airport and maintain a written Airport Operator
Operator Security Programme that Security Programme that meets the
meets the requirements of the requirements of the National Civil
National Civil Aviation Security Aviation Security Programme and
Programme
and
these these Regulations.
Regulations.
The Airport Operator Security The
Airport
Operator
Security
Programme shall be reviewed and Programme shall be reviewed and
updated as the need may arise and updated as the need may arise at least
at least annually.
after every 2 years.
A person shall not operate an 14.-(1) A person shall not operate an
aircraft serving civil aviation from or aircraft serving civil aviation from or
within the United Republic of within the United Republic of Tanzania
Tanzania without an Aircraft without an Aircraft Operator Security
Operator Security Programme Programme approved by the Authority.
approved by the Authority.
Pre-flight security checks or Pre-flight security checks or searches
searches of aircraft based upon a of aircraft using a dedicated checklist
security risk assessment carried

USAP/CMA
Protocol
Questions (PQs)

Current ICAO USAP/CMA
Protocol Questions (PQs)

Document Review
$100

Document Review

Document Review

15

15(2)(e)
21(4)

26(1)

out by the relevant national
authorities;
15. A person shall not operate an
enterprise or an organisation
whose purpose is the movement of
cargo, mail, baggage or goods by
air within or from the United
Republic of Tanzania without a
Regulated
Agent
Security
Programme approved by the
Authority and a certificate issued
by the Authority.
any other matters hat may be
prescribed by the Authority
A person shall not operate a
training centre whose purpose is to
provide civil aviation security
training in accordance with these
Regulations and the National Civil
Aviation
Security
Training
Programme without an Approved
Training Organisation Certificate
issued by the Authority.
The Authority, in conjunction with
the airport operator and other
responsible persons concerned,
shall identify areas where, based
on a security risk assessment
carried out by the Authority,
operations vital to the continued
safe operation of civil aviation in
the United Republic of Tanzania

15.-(1) A person shall not operate an Document Review
enterprise or an organisation whose
purpose is the movement of cargo,
mail, baggage or goods by air within or
from the United Republic of Tanzania
without a Regulated Agent Security
Programme approved by the Authority
and a certificate issued by the
Authority.
any other matters that may be Document Review
prescribed by the Authority
A person shall not operate a training Document Review
centre or offer aviation security courses
within or to an organization registered
in the United Republic of Tanzania
without
complying
with
the
requirements of the National Civil
Aviation Security Training Programme
and a certificate or authorization issued
by the Authority.
The airport operator and other Document Review
responsible persons concerned, shall
identify areas where, based on a
security risk assessment carried out by
the Authority, operations vital to the
continued safe operation of civil
aviation in the United Republic of
Tanzania are carried out, and

are carried out, and designate
those areas as security restricted
areas.
48
The Authority shall, in accordance
Measures
with the risk assessment carried
relating
to out by relevant national authorities,
cyber threats ensure that appropriate measures
are developed in order to protect
the confidentiality, integrity and
availability of critical information
and communications technology
systems and data used for civil
aviation
purposes
from
interference that may jeopardise
the safety of civil aviation.
(2) The Authority shall ensure that
the
measures
implemented
protect, as appropriate, the
confidentiality,
integrity
and
availability of the identified critical
systems or data.
(3) The measures shall include,
among other things, security by
design, supply chain security,
network separation, and remote
access control, as appropriate and
in accordance with the risk
assessment carried out by relevant
national authorities.

designate those areas as security
restricted areas.
The Authority shall(a)
ensure that operators or entities
as defined in the national civil aviation
security programme or other relevant
national documentation identify their
critical
information
and
communications technology systems
and data used for civil aviation
purposes and, in accordance with a
risk
assessment,
develop
and
implement, as appropriate, measures
to protect them from acts of unlawful
interference;
(b)
ensure that the measures
implemented protect as appropriate,
the confidentiality, integrity and
availability of the identified critical
systems or data; and
(c)
ensure that measures shall
include, security by design, supply
chain security, network separation, and
the protection or limitation of any
remote
access
capabilities,
as
appropriate, and in accordance with
the risk assessment carried out by its
relevant national authorities.

Model EAC - Civil Aviation
(Security)
Regulations,
2019
To insert sub (1) with part
(a)

60

The Authority shall ensure that
international recognised standards
for the transmission of advance
passenger information are adhered
to.

70(1)

Any person who commits act of
unlawful inference commits an
offence and is liable, on conviction,
to a fine not less than the
equivalent in Tanzanian Shillings
of United States Dollars 1000 or to
imprisonment for a term not
exceeding five years or both.

70(2)(a)

The Authority shall ensure that
international recognised standards for
the transmission of advance passenger
information are adhered to taking into
account the internationally recognized
standards
as
defined
in
the
WCO/IATA/ICAO API Guidelines
Any person who commits or attempt to
commit acts of unlawful interference
such as to jeopardize the safety of civil
aviation shall be guilty of an offence
and shall be liable on conviction to
imprisonment for a term not exceeding
twenty years.

For the purposes of this section—
‘’Acts of unlawful interference’’
means acts or attempted acts such as
to jeopardize the safety of civil aviation,
including but not limited to:
— unlawful seizure of aircraft;
— destruction of an aircraft in service;
— hostage-taking on board aircraft or
on aerodromes;
— forcible intrusion on board an
aircraft, at an airport or on the premises
of an aeronautical facility;

Document Review

The National Civil Aviation
Security Programme &
DOC
8973
Aviation
Security Manual

The National Civil Aviation
Security Programme &
DOC
8973
Aviation
Security Manual

25(3)

— introduction on board an aircraft or
at an airport of a weapon or hazardous
device or material intended for criminal
purposes;
— use of an aircraft in service for the
purpose of causing death, serious
bodily injury, or serious damage to
property
or the environment; and
— communication of false information
such as to jeopardize the safety of an
aircraft in flight or on the ground, of
passengers, crew, ground personnel or
the general public, at an airport or on
the premises of a civil aviation facility.
Exemptions from Screening
Document Review
(a)
Specific exemptions from the
inspection/screening
process
are
extended to;
(i)
President of the United Republic
of Tanzania,
(ii)
President of Zanzibar,
(iii)
Vice President of the URT,
(iv)
Prime Minister of the URT,
(v)
Vice Presidents of Zanzibar,
(vi)
Retired Presidents of the URT,
(vii) Retired Presidents of Zanzibar
and
(viii) Visiting Heads of State and their
respective spouses

(b)
Specific exemptions may also
be extended to persons on official
government business provided the
Authority has deemed so under
Regulation 87 of the Civil Aviation
(Security) Regulations, 2018 as
amended. Such exempted persons
shall be kept to an absolute minimum
and prior notification of their travel
arrangements should be provided to
the operator and airport security
services so that special arrangements
may be made.
(c)
Armed Police Officers and
Military Officials who are in uniform and
on duty at the airport may be exempted
from screening.
NB: You may refer the guidance
provided
under
Regulation
25(2)(b)(vii)

GOVERNMENT NOTICE NO………………………PUBLISHED ON………………….

THE CIVIL AVIATION ACT
(CAP 80)

THE CIVIL AVIATION (CERTIFICATION, LICENCING AND REGISTRATION
OF AERODROMES) REGULATIONS, 2023

ARRANGEMENT REGULATIONS
PART I
PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS
Regulation Title
1.
Citation
2.

Interpretation

3.

Applicability

4.

Use of common reference systems

5.

Categories of aerodromes
PART II
CERTIFICATION OF AERODROMES

6.

Application of this Part

7.

Certification of aerodromes used for international operations

8.

Application for certificate

9.

Conditions for issuance of certificate

10.

Breach of conditions of certificate and non-conformance with certification
requirements

11.

Aerodrome or heliport certificate

12.

Issuance of certificate

13.

Validity of certificate

14.

Renewal of certificate

15.

Amendment of certificate

16.

Provisional Aerodrome Certificate
1

17.

Suspension and cancellation of certificate

18.

Surrender of certificate

19.

Charges at certificated aerodromes

20.

Certificates register
PART III
LICENSING OF AERODROMES

21.

Application of this Part

22.

Requirement for aerodrome or heliport license

23.

Application for licence

24.

Conditions for issuance of aerodrome licence

25.

Issuance of licence

26.

Breach of conditions of licence and non-conformance with the licensing
requirements

27.

Aerodrome or heliport licence

28.

Validity of licence

29.

Renewal of licence

30.
31.
32.

Amendment of licence
Interim Aerodrome or Heliport Licence
Suspension and cancellation of licence

33.

Surrender of licence

34.

Charges at licensed aerodromes or heliports

35.

Licences register

36.

PART IV
AERODROME OR HELIPORT MANUAL
Application of this Part

37.

Requirement for Aerodrome or Heliport Manual

38.

Information to be included in an Aerodrome or Heliport manual

39.

Amendment of aerodrome or heliport manual
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PART V
REGISTRATION OF CATEGORY E AERODROMES
40.

Application of this Part

41.

Requirement for registration of a category E aerodrome

42.

Application for registration of a category E aerodrome

43.

Registration of a category E aerodrome

44.

Issuance of a registration approval

45.

Validity of a registration approval

46.

Renewal of a registration approval

47.
48.
49.

Amendment of a registration approval
Cancellation of Amendment of a registration approval
Notification of registered aerodromes
PART VII
OBLIGATIONS OF AN AERODROME OPERATOR

50.

Compliance with conditions

51.

Competence of operational and maintenance personnel

52.

Aerodrome operations and maintenance

53.

Aerodrome Operator’s Safety Management System

54.

Aerodrome operator’s internal safety audits and safety reporting

55.
56.

Storage of hazardous materials
Safety measures against fire

57.

Access to and operations within restricted areas

58.

Entry into or exit from restricted areas of aerodrome

59.

Test-running of aircraft engine

60.

Removal of obstructions from aerodrome movement surfaces

61.

Maintenance of environment management programme

62.

Protection of navigation aids

63.

Responsibilities of aerodrome operator
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64.

Inspection of aerodromes and unhindered access by inspectors of the Authority

65.

Notifying and reporting

66.

Aerodrome movement area inspections

67.

Special inspections

68.

Warning notices

69.
70.

Additional obligations of a category E aerodrome operator
Obligations of a pilot-in-command of an aircraft operating to and from a category E
aerodrome
PART VIII
EXEMPTIONS

71.

Application for exemption

72.

Aeronautical study

73.

Initial review by the Authority

74.

Evaluation of application for exemption

75.

Grant or refusal of an exemption

76.
77.

Control or review of Exemptions
Deviations from these Regulations

PART IX
GENERAL PROVISIONS
78.

Land use in the vicinity of an aerodrome

79.

Certain acts prohibited on aerodromes

80.

Erection of obstacles

81.

Removal of obstacles

82.

Lighting of en-route obstacles

83.

Lights which may cause confusion

84.

Laser emissions which may endanger the safety of aircraft

85.

Change of name of a licence or certificate holder
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86.

Change of address of a licence or certificate holder
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THE CIVIL AVIATION ACT
(CAP 80)
______________
REGULATIONS
______________
(Made under Section 4)
________________

THE CIVIL AVIATION (CERTIFICATION, LICENSING AND REGISTRATION OF
AERODROMES) REGULATIONS, 2023
PART I
PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS

Citation

Interpretation

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Civil Aviation (Certification,
Licensing and Registration of Aerodromes) Regulations, 2023.
2. In these Regulations unless the context otherwise requires“Accident” means an occurrence associated with the operation of an aircraft
which, in the case of a manned aircraft, takes place between the time any
person boards the aircraft with the intention of flight until such time as all
such persons have disembarked, or in the case of an unmanned aircraft, takes
place between the time the aircraft is ready to move with the purpose of flight
until such time as it comes to rest at the end of the flight and the primary
propulsion system is shut down, in which:
(a) a person is fatally or seriously injured as a result of:
(i) being in the aircraft, or
(ii) direct contact with any part of the aircraft, including parts which have
become detached from the aircraft, or
(iii) direct exposure to jet blast,
except when the injuries are from natural causes, self-inflicted or inflicted
by other persons, or when the injuries are to stowaways hiding outside
the areas normally available to the passengers and crew; or
(b) the aircraft sustains damage or structural failure which:
(i) adversely affects the structural strength, performance or flight
characteristics of the aircraft, and
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(ii) will normally require major repair or replacement of the affected
component,
except for engine failure or damage, when the damage is limited to a
single engine (including its cowlings or accessories), to propellers, wing
tips, antennas, probes, vanes, tires, brakes, wheels, fairings, panels,
landing gear doors, windscreens, the aircraft skin (such as small dents or
puncture holes), or for minor damages to main rotor blades, tail rotor
blades, landing gear, and those resulting from hail or bird strike including
holes in the radome; or
(c) the aircraft is missing or is completely inaccessible. For statistical
uniformity only, an injury resulting in death within thirty days of the
date of the accident is classified as a fatal injury. An aircraft is
considered to be missing when the official search has been
terminated and the wreckage has not been located.
“accuracy” means a degree of conformance between the estimated or
measured value and the true value;
“Act” means the Tanzania Civil Aviation Act;
“Aerodrome” means a defined area on land or water (including any
buildings, installations and equipment) intended to be used either wholly or
in part for the arrival, departure and surface movement of aircraft;
“Aerodrome beacon” means an aeronautical beacon used to indicate the
location of an aerodrome from the air;
“Aerodrome certificate” means a certificate issued by the Authority under
Part II of these regulations for the operation of an aerodrome;
“Aerodrome elevation” means the elevation of the highest point of the
landing area;
“Aerodrome facilities and equipment” means facilities and equipment,
inside or outside the boundaries of an aerodrome that are constructed or
installed and maintained for the arrival, departure and surface movement of
aircraft;
“Aerodrome licence” means a licence to operate an aerodrome issued by the
Authority under Part III of these Regulations for the operation of an
aerodrome;
“Aerodrome manual” means the manual that forms part of the application
for a licence or a certificate under these Regulations, including any
amendments to the manual, approved by the Authority;
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“Aerodrome operator” in relation to a certified or licensed aerodrome,
means, the holder of an Aerodrome certificate or licence;
“Aerodrome reference code” means a code used for planning purposes to
classify an aerodrome with respect to the critical aircraft characteristics for
which the aerodrome is intended;
“Aerodrome reference point” means the designated geographical location
of an aerodrome;
“Aerodrome standards” means standards prescribed by the Authority
applicable to aerodromes;
“Aeronautical beacon” means an aeronautical ground light visible at all
azimuths, either continuously or intermittently, to designate a particular
point on the surface of the earth.
“Aeronautical ground light” means any light specially provided as an aid to
air navigation, other than a light displayed on an aircraft.
“Aeronautical Information Circular – (AIC)” means a notice containing
information that does not qualify for the origination of a NOTAM or for
inclusion in the Aeronautical Information Publication, but which relates to
flight safety, air navigation, technical, administrative or legislative matters;
“Aeronautical Information Publication – (AIP)” means an aeronautical
information publication of a lasting character essential to air navigation,
issued by the Authority;
“Air Traffic Service – (ATS)” means a flight information service, alerting
service, air traffic advisory service, or air traffic control service;
“Air traffic service unit” is a generic term meaning variously, air traffic
control unit, flight information centre or air traffic services reporting office;
“Aircraft Classification Number (ACN)” means a number expressing the
relative effect of an aircraft on a pavement for a specified standard sub grade
category;
“Aircraft Classification Rating (ACR)” means a number expressing the
relative effect of an aircraft on a pavement for a specified standard subgrade
category.
“Aircraft stand” means a designated area on an apron intended to be used
for parking an aircraft;
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Altitude/height (OCA/H).” means a person operating an aerodrome licensed
or certificated under these Regulations;
“Apron” means a defined area, on an aerodrome, intended to accommodate
aircraft for purposes of loading or unloading of passengers, mail or cargo,
fuelling, parking or maintenance;
“Authority” means the [State] Civil Aviation Authority;
"Authorized person" means any person authorized by the Authority either
generally or in relation to a particular case or class of cases and reference to
an authorized person includes references to the holder for the time being of
an office designated by the Authority;
“Balked landing” means a landing manoeuvre that is unexpectedly
discontinued at any point below the obstacle clearance altitude/height
(OCA/H).
“Cabinet Secretary (Minister)” means the Cabinet Secretary (Minister) for
the time being responsible for civil aviation;
“Calendar” means discrete temporal reference system that provides
the basis for defining temporal position to a resolution of one day;
“Certificate” means the certificate to operate an aerodrome issued by the
Authority under Part II of these Regulations;
“Certified aerodrome” means an aerodrome whose operator has been
granted an Aerodrome Certificate;
“Clearway” means a defined rectangular area under the control of the
appropriate authority selected or prepared as a suitable area over which an
aircraft may make a portion of its initial climb to a specified height;
“Critical aircraft” means the most demanding aircraft with regard to the
aircraft performance and dimensions for a range of aircraft, for which the
aerodrome facilities is intended;
“Dangerous goods” means articles or substances which are capable of
posing a risk to health, safety, property or the environment.
“Datum” means any quantity or set of quantities that may serve as a
reference or basis for the calculation of other quantities;
“Declared distance” means -
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(a) “Accelerate-stop distance available (ASDA)” which is the length of
the take-off run available plus the length of the stopway, if provided;
(b) “Landing distance available (LDA)” which is the length of the
runway which is declared available and suitable for the ground run of
an aircraft landing;
(c) “Take-off distance available (TODA)” which is the length of the
take-off run available plus the length of the clearway, if provided;
(d) “Take-off run available (TORA)” which is the length of runway
declared available and suitable for the ground run of an aircraft taking
off;
“Displaced threshold” means a threshold not located at the extremity of a
runway;
“General Aviation Operation” means an aircraft operation other than a
commercial air transport operation or an aerial work operation.
“Geoid” means the equipotential surface in the gravity field of the earth
which coincides with the undisturbed Mean Sea Level extended continuously
through the continents;
“Geoid undulation” means the distance of the geoid above (positive) or
below (negative) the mathematical reference ellipsoid;
“Heliport” means an aerodrome or a defined area on a structure intended to
be used wholly or in part for the arrival, departure and surface movement of
helicopters;
“Identification beacon” means an aeronautical beacon emitting a coded
signal by means of which a particular point of reference can be identified;
“Incident” means an occurrence other than an accident associated with the
operation of an aircraft, which affect or may affect the safety of operation of
aircraft;
“Intermediate holding position” means a designated position intended for
traffic control at which taxiing aircraft and vehicles stop and hold until they
are cleared to proceed, when so instructed by the aerodrome control tower;
“Landing area” means that part of a movement area intended for the landing
or take-off of aircraft;
"Licence" means a licence to operate an aerodrome issued by the Authority
under Part II of these Regulations;
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“Manoeuvring area” means that part of an aerodrome to be used for the
take-off, landing and taxiing of aircraft, excluding aprons;
“Marker” means an object displayed above ground level in order to indicate
an obstacle or delineate a boundary;
“Marking” means a symbol or group of symbols displayed on the surface of
the movement area in order to convey aeronautical information;
“Movement area” means that part of the aerodrome to be used for take-off,
landing and taxiing of aircraft, consisting of the manoeuvring area and apron;
“Notify” means shown in Aeronautical Information Publications,
Aeronautical Information Circulars, NOTAM, civil aviation publications or
any other official publication issued for the purpose of enabling any of the
provisions of these Regulations to be complied with;
“Obstacle” means any fixed (whether temporary or permanent) and mobile
object, or part thereof, that:
a) is located on an area intended for the surface movement of aircraft; or
b) extends above a defined surface intended to protect aircraft in flight; or
c) stands outside those defined surfaces and that has been assessed as being
a hazard to air navigation.
“Obstacle free zone (OFZ)” means the airspace above the inner approach
surface, inner transitional surfaces, the balked landing surface and that
portion of the strip bounded by these surfaces, which is not penetrated by any
fixed obstacle other than a low-mass and frangibly mounted one required for
air navigation purposes;
“Obstacle limitation surfaces” means a series of surfaces that define the
volume of airspace at and around an aerodrome to be kept free of obstacles
in order to permit the intended aircraft operations to be conducted safely and
to prevent the aerodrome from becoming unusable by the growth of obstacles
around the aerodrome;
“Pavement Classification Number (PCN)” means a number expressing the
bearing strength of a pavement;
“Pavement Classification Rating (PCR)” means a number expressing the
bearing strength of a pavement
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“Pilot-in-command” means the pilot designated by the operator, or in the
case of general aviation, the owner, as being in command and charged with
the safe conduct of a flight.
“Registration approval” means an approval to operate an aerodrome granted
by the Authority under Part V of these regulations
“Relevant authority” means any authority other than the Civil Aviation
Authority whose action may be necessary or complimentary for the
implementation of these Regulations;
“Road” means an established surface route on the movement area meant for
the exclusive use of vehicles.
“Runway” means a defined rectangular area on a land aerodrome prepared
for the landing and take-off of aircraft.
“Runway end safety area (RESA)” means an area symmetrical about the
extended runway centreline and adjacent to the end of the strip primarily
intended to reduce the risk of damage to an aircraft undershooting or
overrunning the runway;
“Runway-holding position” means a designated position intended to protect
a runway, an obstacle limitation surface, or an ILS/MLS critical/sensitive
area at which taxiing aircraft and vehicles shall stop and hold, unless
otherwise authorized by the aerodrome control tower.
Note. — In radiotelephony phraseologies, the expression “holding point” is
used to designate the runway-holding position.
“Runway strip” means a defined area including the runway and stopway, if
provided, intended (a) to reduce the risk of damage to aircraft running off a runway; and
(b) to protect aircraft flying over it during take-off or landing operations;
“Runway visual range (RVR)” means the range over which a pilot of an
aircraft on the centre line of a runway can see the runway surface markings
or the lights delineating the runway or identifying its centre line;
“Safety” means a state in which the risk of harm to persons or of property
damage is reduced to, and maintained at or below unacceptable level through
a continuing process or hazard identification and risk management;
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“Safety Management System (SMS)” means a systematic approach to
managing safety including the necessary organizational structure,
accountabilities, policies and procedures;
“Sign”
(a) Fixed message sign. A sign presenting only one message.
(b) Variable message sign. A sign capable of presenting several
predetermined messages or no message, as applicable.
“Standard” means any specification for physical characteristics,
configuration, material, performance, personnel or procedure, the uniform
application of which is recognised as necessary for the safety of air
navigation;
“Stopway” means a defined rectangular area on the ground at the end of the
take-off run available, prepared as a suitable area in which an aircraft can be
stopped in the case of an abandoned take-off;
“Taxiway” means a defined path on a land aerodrome established for the
taxiing of aircraft and intended to provide a link between one part of the
aerodrome and another, including (a) aircraft stand taxi lane which is a portion of an apron designated as a
taxiway and intended to provide access to aircraft stands only;
(b) apron taxiway which is a portion of a taxiway system located on an apron
and intended to provide a through taxi route across the apron;
(c) rapid exit taxiway which is a taxiway connected to a runway at an acute
angle and designed to allow landing aircrafts to turn off at higher speeds
than are achieved on other exit taxiways thereby minimizing runway
occupancy times;
“Taxiway intersection” means a junction of two or more taxiways;
“Taxiway strip” means an area including a taxiway intended to protect
aircraft operating on a taxiway and to reduce the risk of damage to an aircraft
accidentally running off the taxiway;
“Threshold” means the beginning of that portion of the runway usable for
landing;
“Touchdown zone” means the portion of a runway beyond the threshold,
intended for landing aircraft on first contact with the runway;
“Unserviceable area” means a part of the movement area that is unfit and
unavailable for use by aircraft;
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“Vicinity” means a defined airspace around an aerodrome for control of
obstacles that may infringe the obstacle limitation surfaces around the
aerodrome, contained within a radius of thirteen kilometres from the
aerodrome reference point up to a height of one thousand five hundred feet
above ground level;
“Wildlife” means feral birds and animals, including domestic animals out of
the control of their owners;
“Wildlife hazard” means a potential for a damaging aircraft collision with
wildlife on or near an aerodrome and
“WGS – 84” means World Geodetic System - 84

Application

3. (1) These regulations shall apply to all aerodromes and heliports in the United
Republic of Tanzania except where otherwise specified.
(2) This regulation shall be complemented by the Civil Aviation (Aerodrome
Design and Operations) Regulations and the Civil Aviation (Heliports)
Regulations.

Use of common
reference
systems

4. (1) The World Geodetic System – 1984 (WGS-84) shall be used as the
horizontal reference system to express aeronautical geographical coordinates
for aerodromes.
(2) The Mean Sea Level datum shall be used as the vertical reference system
(elevation) at aerodromes.
(3) The Gregorian calendar and Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) shall be
used as the temporal reference system.

Categories of
aerodromes

(4) When a different temporal reference system is used, this shall be indicated
in the Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP).
5. In these Regulations aerodromes shall be categorized as follows:
(a)
(b)

(c)

category A comprising aerodromes and heliports designated for
international flights;
category B comprising aerodromes available for use by domestic air
traffic operations with maximum certificated take-off mass exceeding
five thousand seven hundred kilogrammes and designated as a point of
entry and exit other than international aerodrome open for public use;
category C comprising aerodromes available for use only by domestic
air traffic of maximum certificated take-off mass exceeding five
thousand seven hundred kilogrammes and open for public use;
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(d)

category D comprising aerodromes available for use only by domestic
helicopters, drones, balloons, paraglide and parachute operations; and

(e)

category E comprising aerodromes and heliports available for use only
by domestic air traffic of maximum certificated take-off mass not
exceeding five thousand seven hundred kilogrammes and not open to
public use or such aerodrome as may be determined by the Authority to
be registered as a category E aerodrome using the methodology
described in Part 2 of the Fourth Schedule.
PART II
CERTIFICATION OF AERODROMES

Application
this Part

of 6. (1) This Part applies to aerodromes in category A.
(2) This part may apply to aerodromes in category B where deemed necessary
by the Authority or where requested by an aerodrome operator.

Certification of
aerodromes or
heliports used
for international
operations

7. A person shall not operate an aerodrome or heliport used for international
operations unless that person holds a certificate issued by the Authority in
accordance with the requirements of these Regulations and other applicable
Regulations.

Application for
certificate

8. An application for a certificate shall be submitted in a form and manner
specified by the Authority in the applicable guidance materials and shall be
accompanied by (a) two copies of the aerodrome or heliport manual;
(b) Statement of compliance
(c) a plan for the aerodrome or heliport;
(d) a World Geodetic System (WGS – 84) survey
(e) an environmental impact assessment report;
(f) approval from any relevant authority;
(g) proof of financial capability;
(h) particulars of any non-compliance or deviations from the appropriate
aerodrome or heliport design, operation or equipment standards; and
(i) fees as prescribed by the Authority in the Aeronautical Information
Publication or Aeronautical Information Circular; and
(j) details of competence of the key aerodrome personnel including
resumes, training records and any other information that may be sought
by the Authority to ascertain the competency of the person as prescribed
by the Authority in the applicable technical guidance material.
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Conditions for
issuance of
certificate

9. (1) A certificate may be issued subject to conditions prescribed in these
Regulations, the Civil Aviation (Aerodrome Design and Operations)
Regulations, Civil Aviation (Heliports) Regulations and the applicable
technical guidance materials.
(2) The Aerodrome Operator shall comply with the conditions and limitations
of the certificate as endorsed by the Authority for use of an aerodrome and
any other details as may be deemed necessary.

Breach of
conditions of
certificate and
nonconformance
with the
certification
requirements

10. (1) The breach of any condition subject to which a certificate is issued
including any approval, permission or exemption shall render the certificate
invalid.

Specifications of
an Aerodrome
or heliport
certificate

11. (1) An Aerodrome certificate shall specify :

Issuance of
certificate

12. (1) The Authority shall issue a certificate in the form and manner specified in
the technical guidance materials where the Authority is satisfied that:
(a) the applicant and the personnel of the applicant are adequate in number
and have the necessary competency and experience to operate and
maintain an aerodrome;
(b) the aerodrome or heliport manual prepared for the aerodrome and
submitted with the application contains all the relevant information;
(c) the aerodrome or heliport facilities, services and equipment are established
in accordance with approved standards;

(2) The Authority shall impose operating restrictions or sanctions at a certified
aerodrome in the event of non-conformance with the certification
requirements or any unresolved safety concerns.

(a) the category of the Aerodrome and the aerodrome reference code;
(b) the restrictions, if any, relating to non-compliance with or deviations from
the appropriate aerodrome or heliport design, operation or equipment
standards; and
(c) the period of validity of the certificate.
(2) A certificate issued under these Regulations shall not be transferable.
(3) A holder of an aerodrome or heliport certificate which is suspended or
cancelled shall within thirty days of the suspension or cancellation,
surrender the certificate to the Authority.
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(d) the aerodrome or heliport operating procedures make satisfactory
provision for the safety of aircraft;
(e) an acceptable safety management system is in place; and
(f) the applicant has an approved aviation security programme in accordance
with the Civil Aviation (Security) Regulations.
(2) The issuance of a certificate shall be subject to compliance with these
Regulations and any other conditions as may be specified or notified by the
Authority.
(3) The Authority shall inspect the aerodrome and associated facilities for the
purpose of ensuring compliance with applicable requirements before a
certificate is issued.
(4) The Authority may refuse to grant a certificate to an applicant and where
the Authority refuses, it shall notify the applicant in writing, of the reasons
for the refusal, not later than fourteen days after making that decision.
(5) The Authority shall following the issuance of a certificate carry out
surveillance and inspections to ensure continuing validity of the certificate
and continuing capacity of the aerodrome operator to maintain safe and
regular operation of the aerodrome and associated facilities and services.
(6) An aerodrome certificate issued under these Regulations is not
transferable.
Validity of
certificate

13. (1) A certificate shall be valid for a period of [three] years, unless the
certificate is suspended, cancelled or revoked in accordance with these
Regulations.
(2) The Authority shall carryout annual surveillance with a paid fees by the
Operator as prescribed by the Authority.

Renewal of
certificate

14. (1) An application for the renewal of a certificate in a form and manner
prescribed by the Authority in the technical guidance materials and shall be
accompanied by (a)

the aerodrome or heliport manual if significant changes have been made
following the initial certification;
(b) particulars of deviations, if any, from the appropriate design, operation
or equipment standards; and
(c) the appropriate charges as prescribed by the Authority in the
Aeronautical Information Circular.
(2) An application for renewal shall be submitted sixty days before the
expiry of the certificate.
(3) The renewal of a certificate shall be subject to compliance with these
Regulations and any other conditions as may be specified or notified by the
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Authority as determined by safety inspections and audit procedures by the
Authority, before the renewal of the certificate.
(4) The Authority shall inspect the aerodrome and associated facilities for the
purpose of ensuring compliance with applicable requirements before a
certificate is renewed.
Amendment of
certificate

15. (1) An application for amendment of a certificate shall be submitted in a form
and manner prescribed by the Authority.
(2) The Authority may request that the application be accompanied by any or
all of the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

two copies of the aerodrome or heliport manual;
a site plan for the aerodrome or heliport;
an environmental impact assessment report;
approval from any relevant authority;
safety assessment and change management process;
particulars of any non-compliance or deviations from the appropriate
aerodrome design, operation or equipment standards; and
(g) charges as prescribed by the Authority.
(3) The Authority may, provided the requirements of these Regulations are
met, where necessary, amend an aerodrome certificate :(a) for a change in the use or operation of the aerodrome or heliport;
(b) for a change in the boundaries of the aerodrome;
(c) if the holder of the aerodrome certificate requests an amendment; or
(d) if the Authority deems it necessary.
Interim
Aerodrome or
Heliport
Certificate

16. (1) The Authority may issue an interim aerodrome or heliport certificate to the
applicant, authorizing the applicant to operate an aerodrome if the Authority
is satisfied that:
(a) an aerodrome or heliport certificate in respect of the aerodrome will be
issued to the applicant, as soon as the application procedure for the
grant of an aerodrome certificate has been completed; and
(b) the grant of the interim certificate is in the public interest and is not
detrimental to aviation safety.
(2) The holder of an interim certificate shall comply with the provisions of
these regulations and other applicable requirements.
(3) An interim aerodrome certificate referred to in sub-regulation (1) shall
expire on(a) the date on which the aerodrome or heliport certificate is issued; or
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(b) the expiry date specified in the interim aerodrome certificate;
Whichever is earlier.
Suspension and
cancellation of
certificate

17. (1)

The Authority may suspend a certificate where:

(a) following a safety inspection or audit, it is evident that the holder of
the certificate has not complied with the requirements prescribed in
these and other applicable Regulations and failed to remedy a
significant safety non-compliance within a period of thirty days after
the inspection;
(b) the holder of the certificate prevents the Authority from carrying out a
safety inspection or audit in accordance with these Regulations;
(c) the holder of the certificate is under receivership, liquidation or
bankruptcy proceedings;
(d) it is deemed necessary in the interest of aviation safety.
(2) The Authority may, on giving reasons to the holder of a certificate,
suspend the certificate for a period not exceeding sixty days.
(3) A holder of a certificate who is notified of a suspension in sub-regulation
(2) may submit a response in writing within a period not exceeding
fourteen days.
(4) Notwithstanding sub-regulation (3), the Authority may suspend any or all
of the operations at an aerodrome pending receipt of a response from the
holder.
(5) The Authority may cancel an aerodrome certificate where –
(a) the certificate holder is incapable or unwilling to carry out corrective
action or has repeatedly committed serious violations;
(b) the certificate holder has demonstrated a lack of responsibility, such as
deliberate and flagrant acts of non-compliance or falsification of
records jeopardizing aviation safety; or
(c) the certificate holder has made it clear that the continued operation of
the aerodrome will be detrimental to the public interest; and
(d) the holder of the certificate repeatedly prevents the Authority from
carrying out a safety inspection or audit in accordance with these
Regulations.
(6) A holder of a certificate who is aggrieved by the suspension or
cancellation of a certificate may appeal against the suspension or
cancellation to the Cabinet Secretary (minister), within thirty days of the
suspension or cancellation.
(7) Where an appeal is made under sub-regulation (6), the holder of a
certificate shall state in writing the reasons why in his or her opinion, the
suspension shall be varied or set aside.
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(8) The Cabinet Secretary (Minister) may vary or set aside the suspension
made under sub-regulation (2) on the basis of the reasons given in the
appeal under sub-regulation (6).
(9) Where a holder of a certificate does not appeal against the cancellation in
accordance with sub-regulation (6), the holder of the certificate shall
immediately surrender the certificate to the Authority.
Surrender of
certificate

18. (1) Subject to sub-regulation (2), a holder of a certificate may surrender the
certificate to the Authority at any time.
(2) A holder of a certificate who wishes to surrender the certificate shall give
the Authority not less than [sixty days’] notice in writing, before the date
on which the certificate is to be surrendered.
(3) The Authority shall cancel the certificate upon the expiry of the period of
notice in sub-regulation (2).
(4) Where, after the expiry of the period in sub-regulation (2), an aerodrome is
abandoned or is not maintained in accordance with the conditions of the
certificate, the holder of the certificate shall remove, obliterate or modify
the prescribed markings and extinguish any aeronautical ground lights and
signs.
(5) In addition to sub-regulation 4, an aerodrome operator shall display runway
and taxiway closed markings as appropriate.

Charges at
certificated
aerodrome

19. (1) A holder of a certificate shall prescribe charges for the use of the
aerodrome or of any facilities provided at the aerodrome for the safety,
security, efficiency or regularity of air navigation.
(2) Where required by the Authority, a holder of a certificate shall furnish
particulars of the charges levied for the use of an aerodrome or heliport or
the performance of services at the aerodrome or heliport.
(3) Notwithstanding sub-regulation (1), the Authority may where necessary,
prescribe the maximum charges which may be levied for the use of an
aerodrome or the performance of services at the aerodrome or heliport, for
a specified period.
(4) A holder of a certificate of the aerodrome for which the Authority
prescribes charges under sub-regulation (3) shall not cause or permit any
charges to be made in contravention of that sub-regulation.
(5) A holder of a certificate for which the Authority prescribes charges shall
cause the prescribed charges to be posted in a conspicuous place at the
aerodrome.
20. (1) The Authority shall maintain a register of all certificates issued in
accordance with these Regulations.
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Certificates
register

(2) The register shall contain (a) the full name of the holder of an aerodrome certificate;
(b) the nationality of the holder of a certificate;
(c) the postal, telephone, fax and e-mail addresses of a holder of a
certificate;
(d) the name and location of the aerodrome for which a certificate is
issued;
(e) the number of the certificate;
(f) the certificate issue and expiry date; and
(g) any other relevant information.
PART III
LICENSING OF AERODROMES

Application
this Part

of 21. This Part applies to aerodromes in categories B, C and D except where
otherwise specified.

A person shall not operate a category B, C or D aerodrome without a
Requirement for 22.
aerodrome
licence issued by the Authority.
licence
Application for
licence

23. An application for a licence shall be made in a form and manner as specified
in the technical guidance materials and shall be accompanied by (a) Two copies of the aerodrome or heliport, drones port, balloons and
parachute landing sites manual;
(b) Statement of compliance;
(c) a site plan for the aerodrome or heliport;
(d) an environmental impact assessment report;
(e) approval from any relevant authority;
(f) proof of financial capability in the case of aerodromes in Category B;
(g) particulars of any non-compliance or deviations from the appropriate
aerodrome design, operation or equipment standards; and
(h) fees as prescribed by the Authority in the Aeronautical Information
Publication or Aeronautical Information Circular.

Conditions for
issuance of

24. (1) A licence may be issued subject to conditions prescribed by these
Regulations, the Civil Aviation (Aerodrome Design and Operations)
Regulations, the Civil Aviation (Heliports) Regulations and the applicable
technical guidance material.
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aerodrome
licence

(2) The Aerodrome Operator shall comply with the conditions and limitations
of the certificate as endorsed by the Authority for use of an aerodrome and
any other details as may be deemed necessary.
(3) Subject to sub-regulation (4), where an applicant requests or the Authority
considers that an aerodrome shall be available for public use, a licence may
be granted subject to a condition that the aerodrome shall at all times be
available to all persons on equal terms and conditions.
(4) An aerodrome operator shall not refuse an aircraft in an emergency from
using the aerodrome.

Issuance of
licence

25. (1) The Authority shall issue a licence in the prescribed form and manner
where (a) an applicant is found to be competent to operate an aerodrome on
consideration of the previous conduct and experience of the applicant,
the equipment, organization, staffing, maintenance and other
arrangements of the applicant;
(b) the physical characteristics of the aerodrome and its surroundings are
safe for use by aircraft; and
(c) an applicant for a licence complies with the applicable Civil Aviation
(Security) Regulations and the Civil Aviation (Safety Management)
Regulations as far as practicable.
(2) The issuance of a licence shall be subject to compliance with these
Regulations and requirements prescribed by the Authority and any other
condition as may be specified or notified by the Authority in accordance
with safety audit and inspection.
(3) The Authority shall inspect and audit the aerodrome and associated
facilities for the purpose of ensuring compliance with applicable
requirements before an aerodrome license is issued.
(4) The Authority may refuse to grant a licence to an applicant, and where the
Authority so refuses, it shall notify the applicant in writing, of the reasons
for the refusal, not later than fourteen days after making that decision.
(5) The Authority shall, following the issuance of a licence, carry out
surveillance inspections to ensure continuing validity of the licence and
capacity of the aerodrome operator to maintain safe and regular operation
of the aerodrome and its associated facilities and services.
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Breach of
conditions of
licence and nonconformance
with the
licensing
requirements

26. (1) The breach of any condition subject to which a licence is issued including
any approval, permission or exemption shall render the licence invalid.

Aerodrome or
heliport licence

27. (1) A licence shall specify (a) the category of the Aerodrome and the aerodrome reference code;
(b) the restrictions, if any, relating to non-compliance with or deviations
from the appropriate aerodrome design, operation or equipment
standards; and
(c) the period of validity of the licence.
(2) A licence issued under these Regulations shall not be transferable.

Validity of
licence

28. (1) A licence issued under these Regulations shall be valid for a period of two
years unless the licence is suspended or cancelled in accordance with these
Regulations.
(2) A holder of an aerodrome licence which is suspended or cancelled shall
within thirty days of the suspension or cancellation, surrender the licence
to the Authority.

Renewal of
licence

29. (1) An application for the renewal of a licence shall be made to the Authority
in a form and manner prescribed by the Authority in the technical guidance
materials and shall be accompanied by (a) the aerodrome manual if significant changes have been made
following the initial licensing;
(b) particulars of deviations, if any, from the appropriate design, operation
or equipment standards; and
(c) the appropriate charges as prescribed by the Authority in the
Aeronautical Information Publication or Aeronautical Information
Circular.
(2) An application for renewal shall be submitted sixty days before the expiry
of the licence.

(2) The Authority shall impose operating restrictions or sanctions at a licensed
aerodrome in the event of non-conformance with the licensing
requirements or any unresolved safety concerns.

(3) The renewal of a licence shall be subject to compliance with these
Regulations, standards prescribed by the Authority and any other
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conditions as may be specified or notified by the Authority before the
renewal of the licence.
(4) The Authority shall inspect the aerodrome and associated facilities for the
purpose of ensuring compliance with applicable requirements before a
license is renewed.

Amendment of
licence

30. (1) An application for amendment of a licence shall be submitted in a form
prescribed by the Authority.
(2) The Authority may request that the application be accompanied by any or
all the following (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

an aerodrome manual;
a site plan for the aerodrome;
an environmental impact assessment report;
approval from any relevant authority;
a report of the safety assessment and change management process.
particulars of any non-compliance or deviations from the
appropriate aerodrome design, operation or equipment standards;
and
(g)
charges as prescribed by the Authority in the Aeronautical
Information Publication or Aeronautical Information Circular.
(3) The Authority may, provided the requirements of sub-regulation 2 , are
met, where necessary, amend a licence (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Interim
Aerodrome or
heliport Licence

for a change in the use or operation of the aerodrome;
for a change in the boundaries of the aerodrome;
if the holder of the licence requests an amendment; or
if the Authority deems it necessary.

31. (1) The Authority may issue an interim aerodrome licence to the applicant,
authorizing the applicant to operate an aerodrome if the Authority is satisfied
that(e)
an aerodrome licence in respect of the aerodrome will be issued to
the applicant, as soon as the application procedure for the grant of
an aerodrome licence has been completed; and
(f)
the grant of the interim licence is in the public interest and is not
detrimental to aviation safety.
(2) An interim aerodrome licence referred to in sub-regulation (1) shall expire
on(a) the date on which the aerodrome licence is issued; or
(b) the expiry date specified in the interim aerodrome licence;
Whichever is earlier.
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(3) All conditions that apply to an aerodrome licence, shall in the same manner
apply to the interim aerodrome licence.
(4) The holder of an interim certificate shall comply with the provisions of
these regulations and other applicable requirements.

Suspension and
cancellation of
licence

32. (1) The Authority may suspend an aerodrome licence where (a)
following a safety inspection or audit, it is evident that the holder
of the licence has not complied with the requirements prescribed
in these Regulations and failed to remedy the major noncompliance within a period of thirty days after the inspection;
(b)
the holder of the licence prevents the Authority from carrying out
a safety inspection or audit in accordance with these Regulations;
(c)
the holder of the licence is under receivership, liquidation or
bankruptcy proceedings; and
(d)
it is deemed necessary in the interest of aviation safety.
(2) The Authority may, on giving reasons to the holder of a licence, suspend
the licence for a period not exceeding sixty days.
(3) A holder of a licence who is notified of a suspension in sub-regulation (2)
may submit a response in writing within a period not exceeding fourteen
days.
(4) Notwithstanding sub-regulation (3), the Authority may suspend any or all
of the operations at an aerodrome pending receipt of a response from the
holder.
(5) A holder of a licence who is aggrieved by the suspension of a licence may
appeal against the suspension to the Cabinet Secretary [Minister], within
thirty days of the suspension.
(6) Where an appeal is made under sub-regulation (5), the holder of a licence
shall state in writing the reasons why in his or her opinion, the suspension
shall be varied or set aside.
(7) The Cabinet Secretary or Minister may vary or set aside the suspension
made under sub-regulation (2) on the basis of the reasons given in the
appeal under sub-regulation (5).
(8) Where a holder of a licence does not appeal against the suspension in
accordance with sub-regulation (5), the Authority may cancel the licence,
on giving reasons to the holder of a licence.
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(9) Notwithstanding sub-regulation (2), where an aerodrome licence is
suspended for a period of less than thirty days, a holder of the licence shall
surrender the licence immediately.

Surrender of
licence

33. (1) Subject to sub-regulation (2), a holder of a licence may surrender the
licence to the Authority at any time.
(2) A holder of a licence who wishes to surrender the licence shall give the
Authority not less than thirty days’ notice in writing, before the date on
which the licence is to be surrendered.
(3) The Authority shall cancel the licence upon the expiry of the period of
notice in sub-regulation (2).
(4) Where, after the expiry of the period in sub-regulation (2), an aerodrome is
abandoned or is not maintained in accordance with the conditions of the
licence, the holder of the licence shall remove, obliterate or modify the
markings and extinguish the Aeronautical Ground Lights and signs.
(5) In addition to sub-regulation 4, an aerodrome operator shall display runway
and taxiway closed markings as appropriate.

Charges at
licensed
aerodrome

34. (1) A holder of a licence shall prescribe charges for the use of the aerodrome
or of any facilities provided at the aerodrome for the safety, security, efficiency
or regularity of air navigation.
(2) Where required by the Authority, a holder of a licence shall furnish
particulars of the charges levied for the use of an aerodrome or the
performance of services at the aerodrome.
(3) Notwithstanding sub-regulation (1), the Authority may where necessary
prescribe the maximum charges which may be levied for the use of an
aerodrome or the performance of services at the aerodrome, for a specified
period.
(4) A holder of a licence of the aerodrome for which the Authority prescribes
charges under sub-regulation (3) shall not cause or permit any charges to
be made in contravention of that sub-regulation.
(5) A holder of a licence of an aerodrome for which the Authority prescribes
charges shall cause the prescribed charges to be posted in a conspicuous
place at the aerodrome.
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Licences register

35. (1) The Authority shall maintain a register of all licences issued in accordance
with these Regulations.
The register shall contain (a)
the full name of the holder of an aerodrome licence;
(b)
the nationality of the holder of a licence;
(c)
the postal, telephone, fax and e-mail addresses of a holder of a
licence;
(d)
the name and location of the aerodrome for which a licence is
issued;
(e)
the number of the licence;
(f)
the license issue and expiry date; and
(g)
any other relevant information.
PART VI
AERODROME OR HELIPORT MANUAL

Application
this Part

Requirements
for aerodrome
or heliport
manual

of 36. This Part applies to aerodromes in categories A, B, C and D.

37. (1) Upon making an application for a certificate or a licence the applicant shall
submit to the Authority an aerodrome or heliport manual for approval.
(2) An aerodrome or heliport manual shall:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

be typewritten or printed;
be signed by the aerodrome operator;
be in a format that is easy to revise;
have a system for recording the current pages and any
amendments, including a page for logging revisions; and
(e)
be organized in a manner that facilitates the preparation, review
and approval processes.
(3) An aerodrome operator shall keep at least one approved copy of the
aerodrome manual at the aerodrome and one copy at the principal place of
business of the aerodrome operator, where it is different from the
aerodrome.
(4) Where an operator of an aerodrome in category C and D is unable to keep
a copy of the aerodrome manual at the aerodrome, the operator shall keep
the aerodrome manual at a place authorized by the Authority.
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(5) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that all aerodrome personnel and all
other relevant organization personnel have easy access to the parts of the
aerodrome manual that are relevant to their duties and responsibilities.

38. (1) An aerodrome manual shall contain all information and instructions
Information to
be included in an
necessary to enable the personnel of an aerodrome perform their duties.
aerodrome or
(2) Notwithstanding sub-regulation (1), and to the extent that the particulars
heliport manual
are applicable, a manual for an aerodrome in category A shall include the
particulars provided in the First Schedule, for an aerodrome in category B
and C the particulars provided in the Second Schedule and for an
aerodrome in category D, the particulars provided in the Third Schedule.
(3) Where a person is given an exemption in accordance with Part -, the
aerodrome or heliport manual shall show the exemption notice number
given for the exemption by the Authority, the date the exemption came into
effect and any conditions or procedures subject to which the exemption was
granted.

Amendment of
aerodrome or
heliport manual

39. (1) For the purpose of maintaining the accuracy of the information in an
aerodrome or heliport manual –
(a)

an operator shall whenever necessary, amend the aerodrome or
heliport manual; or
(b) the Authority may issue a written directive requiring the operator to
alter or amend the aerodrome manual.
(2) Notwithstanding sub-regulation (1), an operator shall submit the proposed
amendment to the Authority for approval, before the manual is amended.
(3) The Authority shall approve the amendment made to an aerodrome or
heliport manual where the amendment meets the requirements of these
Regulations.
(4) The operator shall make all aerodrome personnel and other relevant
organisations aware of the changes that are relevant to their duties and
responsibilities.

PART VIII
REGISTRATION OF CATEGORY E AERODROMES
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Application of
this Part

40. This Part applies to aerodromes in category E

Requirement for
registration of a
category E
aerodrome

41. A person shall not operate an aerodrome in Category E unless the aerodrome
is registered in accordance with these regulations.

Application for
registration of a
category E
aerodrome

42. An application for registration of a category E aerodrome shall be submitted
in writing accompanied by:
(a)
a Self-reporting Form described in the Fourth Schedule of these
regulation.
(b)
charges as prescribed by the Authority in the Aeronautical
Information Circular.
(c)
written permission from the owner of the land or evidence of
ownership of the proprietary interest in the land on which the
aerodrome is located.

Registration of a
Category E
aerodrome

43. The Authority shall, prior to registration of a category E aerodrome, assess the
facilities of the aerodrome to verify information provided in the Self-reporting
Form described in the Fourth Schedule and compliance with applicable
aerodrome standards.

Issuance of a
registration
approval

44. (1) The Authority shall issue a registration approval in a form prescribed by
the Authority in the technical guidance material where the applicant has(a)

satisfied the requirements of these regulations, and the Selfreporting Form described in the Fourth Schedule.
(b)
complied with any applicable Civil Aviation (Aviation Security)
Regulations.
(c)
complied with any other requirements specified by the Authority.
(2) The issuance of a registration approval may be subject to any other
condition as may be specified or notified by the Authority based on the
results of the pre-registration safety audit or inspection.
(3) The Authority may decline to grant a registration/approval to an applicant
and where the Authority declines, it shall notify the applicant in writing
giving the reasons not later than fourteen days after making that decision.
(4) The Authority shall, following the issuance of a registration approval,
carry out surveillance inspections to ensure continuing validity of the
registration and continuing capacity of the aerodrome operator to
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maintain safe and regular operation of the aerodrome and associated
facilities and services.
(5) Notwithstanding the requirements of sub-regulation (4), the Authority
may use aerodrome condition reports from pilots operating into category
E aerodromes for surveillances purposes.
(6) An aerodrome registration approval issued under these Regulations is not
transferable.
Validity of a
registration
approval

45. A Registration approval shall be valid for a period of three years unless
otherwise suspended or revoked by the Authority.

Renewal of a
registration
approval

46. An application for renewal of an aerodrome registration approval shall be
made to the Authority in the form prescribed by the Authority in the technical
guidance material and shall be accompanied by –
(a)
the Self-reporting Form described in the Fourth Schedule,
(b)
particulars of deviations, if any, from the appropriate design,
operation or equipment standards; and
(c)
the appropriate charges as prescribed by the Authority.

Amendment of
registration
approval

47. (1) An application for amendment of an aerodrome registration approval shall
be submitted to the Authority in writing.
(2) The Authority may request the applicant to submit –
(a)
(b)
(c)

a Self-reporting Form as described in the Fourth Schedule;
a map of the aerodrome site;
particulars of any non-compliances and deviations from standards
if applicable;
(d)
charges as prescribed by the Authority in the Aeronautical
Information Circular.
(3) The Authority may, provided the requirements of this regulation are met,
amend an aerodrome registration approval if –
(a)
there is a change in the use or operation of the aerodrome; or
(b)
the aerodrome operator requests an amendment; or
(c)
it is deemed necessary based on results of an inspection.

48. (1) The Authority may cancel an aerodrome registration approval where –
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Cancellation of a
registration
approval

Notification of
registered
aerodromes

(a)

following a surveillance inspection, it is evident that the
aerodrome is unsafe for the operation of aircraft and the operator
has failed to remedy the situation within a period of sixty days after
the inspection; or
(b)
the holder of the registration requests for the cancellation; or
(c)
it is deemed necessary in the interest of aviation safety.
(2) Subject to sub-regulation (1) (a) and (c), the Authority shall give reasons
for the cancellation in writing to the registered aerodrome operator.
(3) A holder of a registration approval who is aggrieved by the cancellation
under sub-regulation (1) (a) and (c) may appeal to the Cabinet Secretary
[Minister] within thirty days of the cancellation.
49. The Authority shall publish in the [State] Aeronautical Information
Publication the list of all aerodromes registered by the Authority including the
name, postal address, telephone and facsimile numbers and e-mail address of
the registration holder and any other relevant information.

PART IX
OBLIGATIONS OF AN AERODROME OPERATOR

Compliance with
conditions

50. An aerodrome operator shall comply with conditions, endorsed on a licence,
certificate or registration approval granted under these Regulations.

Competence of
operational and
maintenance
personnel

51. (1) An aerodrome operator shall ensure that there is an adequate number of
qualified and skilled personnel to perform activities for aerodrome operations
and maintenance.
(2) Where the Authority or any other relevant authority requires competence
certification for the personnel of an aerodrome, the aerodrome operator
shall employ only those persons with the required certification.
(3) The Aerodrome operator shall develop and implement a training
programme for personnel of the aerodrome as appropriate.

Aerodrome
operations and
maintenance

52. (1) Subject to any directives the Authority may issue, an aerodrome operator
shall operate and maintain an aerodrome in accordance with the procedures set
out in the aerodrome manual.
(2) The Authority may give written directives to an aerodrome operator to
alter the procedures set out in an aerodrome manual.
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(3) An aerodrome operator shall ensure proper and efficient maintenance of
the aerodrome facilities.
(4) Where air traffic services are provided at an aerodrome, the aerodrome
operator shall co-ordinate with the air traffic services, to ensure the safety
of aircraft operating in the airspace, associated with the aerodrome.
(5) The coordination mentioned in sub-regulation 4 shall cover other areas
related to safety such as aeronautical information service, air traffic
services, designated meteorological authorities, and security.
53. (1) An operator shall establish a safety management system that complies
Aerodrome
operator’s Safety
with the requirements specified in the applicable Civil Aviation (Safety
management
Management) Regulations and any other requirements as may be prescribed
system
by the Authority.
(2) The aerodrome operator shall oblige all users of the aerodrome, including
ground-handling agencies and other organizations that perform activities
independently at the aerodrome in relation to flight or aircraft handling,
to comply with the requirements laid down by the aerodrome operator
with regard to safety at the aerodrome and the aerodrome operator shall
monitor such compliance.
(3) The aerodrome operator shall require all users of the aerodrome,
including ground-handling agencies and other organizations to cooperate
in the programme to promote safety at, and the safe use of, the aerodrome
by immediately informing it of any accidents, incidents, defects and faults
which have a bearing on safety.
(4) This regulation shall apply to aerodromes in category A and B.
(5) This regulation shall apply to aerodromes in categories C, D and E to the
extent practicable.
Aerodrome
operator’s
internal safety
audits and safety
reporting

54. (1) The aerodrome operator shall arrange for periodic audits of the safety
management system, including an inspection of the aerodrome facilities and
equipment.
(2) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that the audit reports, including the
report on the aerodrome facilities, services and equipment, are prepared
by suitably qualified personnel.
(3) The aerodrome operator shall also arrange for an external audit and
inspection programme for evaluating other users, including fixed-base
operators, ground handling agencies and other organizations working at
the aerodrome as referred to in regulation --.

Storage of
hazardous
materials

55. A person shall not store fuel, pyrotechnic materials and other highly
inflammable or dangerous goods at an aerodrome except with the permission
of the Authority and in accordance with the applicable laws.

56. (1) A person shall not 32

Safety measures
against fire

Access to and
operations
within restricted
areas

(a)

smoke within any place, or cause an open flame into any area on
or within an aerodrome, where that act is prohibited.
(b)
smoke or cause any flame in the vicinity of an aircraft, any vehicle
used for the supply of fuel to an aircraft, a store, dump, liquid fuel
or explosives;
(c)
wilfully give a false fire alarm;
(d)
tamper or interfere with any fire hose reel, hydrant or any other
item of equipment provided for firefighting purposes;
(e)
keep, store, discard or discharge any flammable liquid, gas, signal
flares or other like material in an aircraft, except in the receptacle
appropriate for the purpose or in a place on the aerodrome
specifically approved by the aerodrome operator for the purpose;
or
(f)
store, stack or use any material or equipment in a manner which
constitutes or is likely to constitute a fire hazard.
(2) An aerodrome operator shall display in conspicuous places appropriate
signage in respect of the acts prohibited under sub-regulation (1).
57. (1) A person shall not access a restricted area of an aerodrome unless
authorised by the aerodrome operator and subject to such conditions as the
aerodrome operator may impose.
(2) A person authorized to access a restricted area under sub-regulation (1)
shall not (a)

(b)
(c)

Entry into or
exit from
restricted areas
of aerodrome

move an aircraft or a vehicle in the restricted area except with the
permission and directions issued by the air traffic services
personnel;
move an aircraft or vehicle in the restricted area in a manner that
endangers the safety of persons and property; or
use a portion of the aerodrome for landing or taking off, other than
the area designated for that purpose.

58. (1) A person, aircraft or vehicle shall not enter or leave a restricted area of an
aerodrome except through points established by the aerodrome operator for
the purpose.
(2) Except in an emergency or at an appropriate point of entry or exit
established by an operator for that purpose, a person (a) other than a person carried in an aircraft or in a vehicle, shall not enter
or leave a restricted area of an aerodrome; or
(b) shall not move an aircraft on the surface of an aerodrome or a vehicle
into or from the restricted area.
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Test-running of
aircraft engine

59. (1) An aerodrome operator shall establish procedures for the test-running of
aircraft engines.
(2) A person shall not test-run an aircraft engine at an aerodrome except at
the approved aircraft maintenance facility of the aerodrome or a place
designated for that purpose, by the aerodrome operator.

Removal of
obstructions
from the
aerodrome
movement
surfaces

60. An aerodrome operator shall remove from the aerodrome surface any vehicle
or other obstruction that is likely to be hazardous to aircraft operations.

Maintenance of
environment
management
programme

61. (1) An aerodrome operator shall establish and maintain an aerodrome
environment management programme for the area within the authority of the
operator and for the area where any wildlife presents or is likely to present a
hazard to aircraft operations.
(2) An aerodrome operator shall ensure that the environment management
programme established under sub-regulation (1) minimizes the effects of
any hazards or potential hazards taking into account the provisions of the
laws on environmental management.
(3) This regulation shall not apply to aerodromes in categories C, D and E.

Protection of
navigation aids

62. An aerodrome operator shall in consultation with the Authority (a) prevent construction of any facilities on the aerodrome, which may
adversely affect the operation of any electronic or visual navigation or
air traffic service facility on the aerodrome; and
(b) as far as it is within the authority of the operator, prevent any
interruption of visual or electronic signal of navigation aids.

Responsibilities
of an operator

63. An aerodrome operator shall –
(a)
maintain the aerodrome in a serviceable condition;
(b)
keep the aerodrome free of unauthorized persons, vehicles and
animals which are not under proper control or any other
obstructions;
(c)
establish a system for the management of wildlife at an aerodrome.
(d)
establish a system for the monitoring and control of obstacles at
and around the aerodrome.
(e)
mark all obstructions in accordance with these regulations;
(f)
inform the Authority of any alterations to obstruction or works on
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(g)
(h)
(i)

(j)
(k)
(l)

(m)
(n)
(o)
(p)

the aerodrome;
An aerodrome operator shall establish procedures for the operation
of aircraft during low visibility conditions.
install approved wind direction indicators to show the surface
direction of the wind and ensure that they function satisfactorily;
maintain the prescribed markings in a conspicuous condition and
ensure that they are readily visible to aircraft in the air or
manoeuvring on the ground;
avail facilities and ensure that they are in serviceable condition and
that all apparatus installed function efficiently;
appropriately mark the unserviceable areas on the landing terrain;
inform the Authority where the aerodrome becomes unserviceable
through any cause or where any portion of the surface of the
landing area deteriorates to such an extent that the safe operation
of aircraft may be endangered;
submit to the Authority reports on the condition of the aerodrome
as may be required by the Authority;
ensure that organisations performing activities at the aerodrome
comply with safety requirements specified by the operator;
report all incidents and accidents at the aerodrome to the
Authority; and
provide reports of all tests and exercises at the request of the
Authority for example friction tests, lighting tests, emergency
drills.

Inspection of
aerodromes and
unhindered
access by
inspectors of the
Authority

64. (1) The Authority shall inspect and carry out tests on the aerodrome facilities,
services and equipment, inspect the documents and records of the aerodrome,
where applicable, verify the safety management system of the aerodrome,
before an aerodrome licence or certificate is issued or renewed and,
subsequently, at any other time, for the purposes of ensuring that safety at the
aerodrome is maintained.
(2) The Authority shall inspect the aerodrome and associated facilities for the
purpose of ensuring compliance with applicable requirements, before an
aerodrome certificate, license or registration is issued or renewed.
(3) For the purpose of facilitating the functions of the Authority specified in
sub-regulations (1) and (2), an inspector of the Authority shall have
unhindered access to any part of the aerodrome or any aerodrome facility,
including equipment, records, documents and personnel.

Notifying and
reporting

65. (1) An aerodrome operator shall notify and report to the Authority, the air
traffic control unit and pilots, within the specified time limits, information on
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(a)
(b)

any inaccuracies in the Aeronautical Information Publication;
any changes to the aerodrome facilities, equipment and level of
service planned, in advance;
(c)
issues that may require immediate notification including obstacles
infringing the OLS, obstructions and hazards, reduced levels of
service, closure of any part of the movement areas, and any other
condition that may affect aviation safety at the aerodrome and
against which precautions are warranted.
(2) Where it is not feasible for an aerodrome operator to arrange for the air
traffic control and the flight operations unit to receive notice of the
circumstances referred to in sub-regulation (1) (c), the aerodrome
operator shall give immediate notice, directly to the pilots who may be
affected by that circumstance.
Aerodrome
movement area
inspections

66. (1) An aerodrome operator shall carry out inspections of the movement area
as often as is necessary according to wildlife, weather conditions and traffic
for aerodromes in category A, B, C and D.
(2) An aerodrome operator shall in addition to daily inspections carry out
inspections of the movement area before each aircraft movement for
aerodromes in Category E.
(3) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that the inspections are carried out
by qualified personnel.

Special
inspections

67. (1) An aerodrome operator shall inspect an aerodrome (a)
as soon as practicable after any accident or incident;
(b)
during any period of construction or repair of the aerodrome
facilities or equipment that is critical to the safety of aircraft
operation; and
(c)
at any other time when there are conditions at the aerodrome that
may affect aviation safety.
(2) An aerodrome operator shall notify and report to the Authority, within
the specified time limits, information on any special inspection carried
out under sub-regulation (1).

Warning notices

68. Where a low flying aircraft, at or near an aerodrome, or where a taxiing
aircraft, is likely to be hazardous to people or vehicles, an aerodrome operator
shall (a) post hazard warning notices to that effect, on any public way that is
adjacent to the maneuvering area; or
(b) where the public way is not controlled by the aerodrome operator,
inform the relevant authority of the hazard.
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Additional
obligations of
category E
aerodrome
operator

69. Notwithstanding Aerodrome operator obligations in this part, a category E
operator shall (a)

(b)

Obligations of
pilot-incommand of
aircraft
operating to and
from a category
E aerodrome

70. The pilot-in-command of an aircraft operating to or from a category E
aerodrome shall –
(a)

Comply with the rules of the air as specified in the applicable Civil
Aviation (Rules of the air) Regulations;

(b)

Comply with any applicable Civil Aviation (Security)
Regulations;
File an airborne flight plan immediately after take-off from a
category E aerodrome on the designated air traffic control
frequency for all flights;
Comply with any instructions as may be required from time to time
by the Minister responsible for civil aviation or internal security
for operation at such aerodromes.
Obtain authorization from the operator of an aerodrome prior to
operating into privately operated aerodromes.

(c)

(d)

(e)

Obligation to
insure

Provide details on operations at the aerodrome as may be required
from time to time by the Minister responsible for civil aviation or
internal security;
Address any safety concerns identified by the Authority in the
course of surveillance inspection of the aerodrome and submit
corrective action plans as required.

71. (1) A person shall not operate, or cause or permit any other person to operate,
an aerodrome unless there is a policy of insurance in force in relation to that
heliport.
(2) A policy of insurance shall be of no effect for the purposes of subregulation (1) unless:
(a)
there has been issued by the insurer to the operator of an aerodrome
in relation to the policy of insurance in such form and containing
such particulars as the Authority may prescribe, and
(b)
The operator has sent, or caused to be sent, to the Authority a copy
of such Licence.
(3) If the policy of insurance at any time or for any reason ceases to have
effect, any licence issued under these Regulations in respect of the
aerodrome to which the policy of insurance relates shall thereupon be
deemed to have been revoked.
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(4) A certificate licence shall not be renewed or amended under these
Regulations in relation to the operation of an aerodrome where the policy
of insurance has expired.
(5) In this regulation "policy of insurance" means a policy which insures the
operator of an aerodrome against liability in respect of loss and damage
caused to any person or property at that aerodrome and which complies
with such conditions as may be prescribed by the Authority.
(6) This regulation shall not apply to aerodromes in categories C, D and E
unless required by the Authority.
PART X
EXEMPTIONS
Application for
exemption

72. (1) The Authority may exempt, in writing, an aerodrome operator from
complying with specific provisions of these regulations.
(2)An aerodrome operator shall submit an application for exemption in writing
and shall contain (a)
the name of the aerodrome and aerodrome operator address.
(b)
the specific requirement from which the applicant seeks
exemption;
(c)
justification for the exemption;
(d)
an aeronautical study;
(e)
a description of the type of operations to be conducted under the
proposed exemption;
(f)
the proposed duration of the exemption;
(g)
a detailed description of the alternative means by which the
applicant is to ensure a level of safety equivalent to that established
by the regulation from which the exemption is applied for;
(h)
any other relevant information that may be required by the
Authority.

Aeronautical
study

73. (1) Where an aerodrome does not meet the requirements of these Regulations,
the Civil Aviation (Aerodrome Design and Operations) Regulations or the
Civil Aviation (Heliports) Regulations, the Authority may determine, after an
aeronautical study, the conditions and procedures that are necessary to ensure
a level of safety equivalent to that established by the relevant regulations.
(2) Subject to sub-regulation (1), the aerodrome operator shall conduct an
aeronautical study, and submit the report to the authority for review.
74. (1) The Authority shall review an application for exemption for accuracy and
compliance with the requirements of these regulation.
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Initial review by
the Authority

Evaluation of
application for
exemption

(2) Where the applicant does not meet the requirements of Regulation 71, the
Authority shall inform the applicant and no further action shall be taken
on that application.
75. (1) The Authority shall conduct an evaluation of an application after the initial
review in accordance with Regulation 71, to determine whether (a)
the proposal by the applicant provides a level of safety equivalent
to that established by the regulation from which the exemption is
sought;
(b)
a grant of the exemption would contravene the applicable
standards;
(2) The Authority shall inform the applicant in writing and publish a detailed
report of its evaluation and decision to grant or deny the application for
exemption.
(3) The report referred to in sub-regulation (2) shall specify the duration of
the exemption and any conditions or limitations of the exemption.
(4) Where an exemption affects a significant population of the aviation
industry or public in the State, the Authority shall publish the report in
the Aeronautical Information Circular.
(5) Where the Authority determines that the application for exemption meets
the requirements of this Part and that a review of its merits are justified,
the Authority shall notify and may publish in the Gazette or at least one
local daily newspaper of wide circulation, a detailed summary of the
application, for public comment, specifying the date by which the
comments are to be received by the Authority for consideration.
(6) When an aerodrome does not meet the requirement of a standard or
practice specified in regulation, the CAA may determine, after carrying
out aeronautical studies, only if and where permitted by the standards and
practices, the conditions and procedures that are necessary to ensure a
level of safety equivalent to that established by the relevant standard or
practice.

Grant or refusal
of an exemption

76. (1) The Authority may refuse an application made under Regulation 75, subregulations (3) and (4) where in the opinion of the Authority,
(a)
the reasons given for the exemption are not satisfactory.
(b)
the exemption will adversely affect safety
(c)
the exemption will not be in the public interest
if applicable, will not provide the level of safety to equal to that intended by
these regulations.
(2) Where the Operator meets the requirements and criteria set for grant of
exemption, the Authority shall grant an exemption for a specified period.
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Control or
review of
Exemptions

77. Following the grant or refusal of an exemption the Authority shall carry out
continuous review of the exemption as prescribed in the applicable technical
guidance material.

Deviations from
these
Regulations

78. Any deviation from these Regulations, the Civil Aviation Aerodrome (Design
and Operations) or the Civil Aviation (Heliports) Regulations and condition
referred to in Regulation 9 and 24 shall be set out in an endorsement on the
aerodrome certificate or license and in the aerodrome manual.

PART VIII
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Land use in the
vicinity of an
aerodrome

79. All land use practices and activities in the vicinity of an aerodrome shall
conform to the provisions prescribed in these Regulations, the Civil Aviation
(Aerodrome and Operations) regulations and the Civil Aviation Heliport
regulations.

Certain acts
prohibited on
aerodromes

80. (1) A person shall not, on an aerodrome(a)
(b)
(c)

obstruct or interfere with the proper use of the aerodrome;
obstruct any person executing his or her duties at the aerodrome;
remove or deface any notice, writing, document or marking erected
or displayed by the aerodrome operator;
(d)
throw, leave or drop anything capable of causing injury to any
person or damage to any property;
(e)
dump any waste matter except at a place approved for the purpose
by the aerodrome operator;
(f)
dump or spill any substance capable of causing water pollution,
whether solid, liquid, vapour or gas or a combination of these,
except at a place approved for that purpose by the aerodrome
operator.
(2) Except with the permission of the operator, a person shall not (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

interfere or tamper with any part of the aerodrome or any
equipment associated with the operation of the aerodrome;
climb any wall, fence, barrier, ceiling, gate or post on an
aerodrome;
handle any baggage or carry baggage for a passenger at an
aerodrome;
bring a vehicle into or drive into an aerodrome; or
obstruct an entrance to or a passage at an aerodrome in a manner
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that inconvenience other users of the entrance or passage.
Erection of
obstacles

81. (1) A person shall not cause or permit the erection or growth of an obstacle at
or in the vicinity of an aerodrome, without the written permission of the
Authority, where the obstacle may prevent an aircraft operation from being
conducted safely or the aerodrome from being usable.
(2) A person shall not cause or permit any object, to penetrate the obstacle
limitation surface, without the written permission of the Authority, where
the object may cause an increase in an obstacle clearance altitude or in the
height for an instrument approach procedure or of any associated visual
circling procedure.
(3) The object referred to in sub-regulation (2) includes a new object or an
extension of an existing object above the obstacle limitation surface.
(4) The obstacle clearance altitude and height applicable to obstacle limitation
surface, and the obstacle limitation requirements shall comply with these
Regulations, the Civil Aviation (Aerodrome Design and Operations) and
Civil Aviation (Heliports) Regulations.

Removal of
obstacles

82. (1) A person shall remove any obstacle in the vicinity of aerodrome, except
where, after an aeronautical study, the Authority determines that the obstacle
does not adversely affect the safety or significantly affect the regularity of
operations of aircraft.
(2) The Authority shall direct the removal of any obstacle which, in the opinion
of the Authority, constitutes a hazard to aircraft operations.
(3) Where an owner fails to remove an obstacle within the time directed by the
Authority, the Authority shall arrange to have the obstacle removed at the
cost of the owner of that obstacle.

Lighting of enroute obstacles

83. (1) An owner or a person in charge of an en-route obstacle shall ensure that
the en-route obstacle is fitted with medium intensity steady red light –
(a)
positioned as close as possible to the top of the obstacle; and
(b)
spaced as far as practicable, equally between the top lights and
ground level with an interval not exceeding thirty-three metres, at
the intermediate levels.
(2) Where any light which is required by this regulation to be displayed fails,
an owner or a person in charge of an en-route obstacle shall repair or
replace the light as soon as is reasonably practicable but, in any case, not
later than twenty-four hours after the failure of the light.
(3) Subject to sub-regulation (2), an owner or a person in charge of an enroute obstacle shall ensure that the lights required to be fitted by this
regulation are displayed.
(4) An owner or a person in charge of an en-route obstacle shall ensure that
sufficient light is fitted and arranged at each level of an obstacle where
lights are required to be fitted, so as to show, when displayed, in all
directions.
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(5) The Authority may direct that an en-route obstacle is fitted with
additional lights which shall be displayed in such positions and at such
times as the Authority may specify.
(6) For the purpose of this regulation –
(a)

(b)

“en-route obstacle” means any building, structure or erection,
which is one hundred metres or more, above ground level, except
a building, structure or erection, which is in the vicinity of an
aerodrome;
“medium intensity steady light” means a light, which complies
with the characteristics described for a medium intensity type C
light.

Lights which
may cause
confusion

84. (1)A non-aeronautical ground light which, by reason of its intensity,
configuration or colour, might prevent, or cause confusion in, the clear
interpretation of aeronautical ground lights shall be extinguished, screened or
otherwise modified so as to eliminate such a possibility and particular attention
shall be directed to a non-aeronautical ground light visible from the air within
the areas described hereunder:
(a)
Instrument runway — code number 4: within the areas before the
threshold and beyond the end of the runway extending at least
4500 m in length from the threshold and runway end and 750 m
either side of the extended runway centre line in width.
(b)
Instrument runway — code number 2 or 3: as in a), except that the
length shall be at least 3000 m.
(c)
Instrument runway — code number 1; and non-instrument
runway: within the approach area.
(2) In the case of aeronautical ground lights near navigable waters,
consideration needs to be given to ensuring that the lights do not cause
confusion to mariners.

Laser emissions
which may
endanger the
safety of aircraft

85. (1) A person shall not use laser emissions which are likely to endanger the
safety of aircraft.
(2) To protect the safety of aircraft against the hazardous effects of laser
emitters, the following protected zones shall be established around aerodromes:
(a) a laser-beam free flight zone (LFFZ);
(b) a laser-beam critical flights zone (LCFZ); and
(c) a laser-beam sensitive flight zone.
(3) The flight zones shall be established in accordance with requirements
prescribed by the Authority.

Animals not
allowed in

86. (1) A person shall not bring, permit or graze an animal in the restricted area of
an aerodrome or cause any animal to graze or feed in the restricted area of an
aerodrome.
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restricted areas
of aerodrome

(2)

Subject to sub-regulation (1), a person who brings, permits or grazes an
animal in the restricted area of an aerodrome or who causes an animal to
graze or feed in a restricted area of an aerodrome or who receives an animal
in the restricted area of the aerodrome, shall ensure that the animal is at all
times under proper control while in the restricted area.
(3) In this regulation, “animal” means a domesticated animal or a bird.

Change of name 87. (1) A holder of a Certificate, licence, or registration approval may apply to the
of a licence or
Authority to change the name of the holder of the licence, certificate or
certificate holder
registration approval.
(2) An application in sub-regulation (1) shall be accompanied by (a)
the current certificate, licence or registration approval; and
(b)
a court order, or any other legal document verifying the change
of name, if any.
(3) The Authority shall change the name of the holder and issue a
replacement certificate, licence or registration approval with the
appropriate endorsement.
(4) The Authority shall retain copies of the documents submitted under subregulation (2).
88. (1) A holder of a certificate, licence or registration approval, shall inform the
Change of
address of a
Authority of –
licence or
(a)
change in the physical address at least fourteen days in advance;
certificate holder
and
(b)
the mailing address upon the change.
(2) Where a holder of a certificate, licence or registration approval does not
inform the Authority of the change in the physical address within the time
specified in sub-regulation (1), the Authority may suspend the certificate,
licence or registration approval.
Use and
retention of
licences,
certificates,
approvals and
records

89. (1)A person shall not (a)

(b)

(c)

use certificate, licence or registration approval, permission,
exemption or any other document issued or required by or under
these Regulations which is forged, altered, revoked, or suspended,
or which the person is not entitled to use;
forge or alter a certificate, licence, registration, approval,
permission, exemption or any other document issued or required
by or under these Regulations;
lend a certificate, licence, registration approval, permission,
exemption or any other document issued or required by or under
these Regulations to any other person; or
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(d)

make any false representation for the purpose of procuring for
himself, herself or any other person the issue, renewal or variation
of a certificate, licence, registration approval, permission or
exemption or other document.
(2) A person shall not, during the period for which it is required under these
Regulations to be preserved (a)
mutilate, alter, render illegible or destroy a certificate, licence,
registration approval or any entry made in any record;
(b)
knowingly make, procure or assist in the making of any false entry
in a licence, certificate or record, or
(c)
wilfully omit to make a material entry in a certificate, licence,
registration approval or record.
(3) All records required to be maintained under these Regulations shall be
recorded in a permanent and indelible material.
(4) A person shall not purport to issue certificate, licence, registration
approval or exemption for the purpose of these Regulations unless that
person is authorised to do so.
(5) The Authority may suspend or cancel certificate, licence, registration
approval of an operator who contravenes any provision of these
Regulations.
Reports of
violation

90. (1) A person who knows of a violation of the Civil Aviation Act, any Rule,
Regulation or Order made there-under, shall report it to the Authority.
(2) The Authority shall determine the nature and type of any additional
investigation or enforcement action that shall be taken.

Replacement of
documents

91. A holder of a certificate, licence or registration approval who requires a
replacement of the certificate, licence or registration approval may apply to
the Authority in the form prescribed by the authority in the technical guidance
material.

Aeronautical
user charges

92. (1) The Authority shall notify of the fees to be charged in connection with –
(a)

(b)
(c)

the issue, validation, renewal, extension or variation of any
certificate, licence or registration approval or any other document,
including a copy of any of these;
the undertaking of any examination, test, inspection or
investigation;
the grant of any permission or approval required for the
purpose of these Regulations.
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(2) Where an application for which any fee is chargeable under subregulation (1) is made, the applicant shall, before the application is
processed, pay the required fee.
(3) The Authority shall not refund the fees where an application is withdrawn
after payment of fees is made or where the application ceases to have
effect or is refused.
Conditions for
operating an
aerodrome

93. A person shall not operate an aerodrome certificated licenced or registered
under these Regulations unless the facilities and characteristics of the
aerodrome are effectively related and match the needs of the aircraft for which
the aerodrome is intended.

Safety
inspections and
audits

94. The Authority shall –
(a)

(b)

Enforcement

carry out such safety inspections and audits as may be necessary
for the purpose of verifying the validity of an application for
construction and operation of an aerodrome;
carry out safety inspections and audits of any document and
records of an operator, which may be necessary to determine
compliance with the appropriate requirements as prescribed in
these Regulations.

95. (1) The Authority shall take enforcement action on any regulated entity that
fails to comply with the provisions of these regulations.
(2) Inspectors of the Authority holding valid delegations shall take necessary
action to preserve safety where an undesirable condition has been detected.
(3) The action(s) referred to in sub-regulation (2) may include:
(a)

(b)

In the case of a regulated entity, imposition of operating
restrictions until such a time that the existing undesirable condition
has been resolved;
In carrying out the enforcement actions pursuant to the provisions
of sub-regulation (2), the inspectors of the Authority shall invoke
the powers with due care and act in good faith in the interest of
preserving safety.
PART IX
OFFENCES AND PENALITIES
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Contravention of 96. A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations may have his
Regulations
certificate, licence, Registration approval, authorisation or such other
document revoked or suspended by the Authority.

Offences and
Penalties

97. (1) A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations, orders or
notices commits an offence and upon conviction is liable to a fine of not more
than two million shillings or to imprisonment for a term not more than six
months or to both.
(2) In the case of a continuing contravention, each day of the contravention shall
constitute a separate offence and shall be liable to an additional fine of not
more than fifty thousand shillings for each day the offence continues.
(3) Where it is proved that an act or omission of any person, which would
otherwise have been a contravention by that person of a provision of these
Regulations, orders or notices made there under was due to any cause not
avoidable by the exercise of reasonable care by that person, the act or
omission shall be deemed not to be a contravention by that person of that
provision.

PART X - SAVINGS AND REVOCATION
Savings

Revocation

98. A licence, certificate, registration approval or any other document issued to an
operator prior to the commencement of these Regulations shall continue in
force as if it was issued under these Regulations until it expires or is cancelled
by the Authority or a court of competent jurisdiction.
99. The Civil Aviation (Aerodromes) Regulations, 2017 are revoked.
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_____________
FIRST SCHEDULE
__________
Regulation 67
_________
PARTICULARS TO BE INCLUDED IN AN AERODROME MANUAL FOR
AERODROMES IN CATEGORY A
PART I:

GENERAL

(1) Table of contents
General information, including the following –
(a) purpose and scope of the aerodrome manual;
(b) the legal requirement for an aerodrome certificate and an aerodrome manual as
prescribed in these regulations;
(c) conditions for use of the aerodrome - a statement to indicate that the aerodrome
shall at all times, when it is available for the take-off and landing of aircraft, be so
available to all persons on equal terms and conditions;
(d) the available aeronautical information system and procedures for its promulgation;
(e) the system for recording aircraft movements; and
(f) obligations of the operator.
(2) a list of the corrigenda or amendments: this section shall log the updates and/or
corrections made to the aerodrome manual;
(3) Responsibility for maintaining the accuracy of the aerodrome manual shall be
defined in the manual.
(4) a description of the aerodrome: this includes maps and charts. The physical
characteristics of the aerodrome shall be documented, as well as the information
regarding the RFF level, ground aids, primary and secondary electrical power
systems and main obstacles. Sufficiently detailed charts of the aerodrome shall also
be included (showing the aerodrome’s boundaries and different areas (manoeuvring
area, apron, etc.). All deviations from the regulatory provisions authorized by the
State shall be listed together with their validity and references to the related
documents (including any safety assessments);
(5) a description of the intended operations, including:
(a) the critical aeroplanes the aerodrome is intended to serve;
(b) the category of runway(s) provided (non-instrument, instrument including nonprecision and precision);
(c) the different runways and their associated levels of service;
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(d) the nature of aviation activities (commercial, passenger, air transport, cargo, aerial
work, general aviation);
(e) the type of traffic permitted to use the aerodrome (international/national, IFR/VFR,
scheduled or non-scheduled); and
(f) the minimum RVR that aerodrome operations can be permitted;
(6) a description of each of the aerodrome operator’s procedures related to the safety
of aeronautical operations at the aerodrome. For each procedure:
(a) the responsibilities of the aerodrome operator are clearly described;
(b) the tasks that are to be achieved by the aerodrome operator or its subcontractors are
listed; and
(c) the means and procedures required to complete these tasks are described or
appended, together with the necessary details such as the frequency of application
and operating modes; and
(7) a description of the operator’s SMS:
(a) the SMS section of the manual is developed, and the related procedures and
documents are enclosed, as well as the safety policy of the aerodrome operator
signed by the accountable executive;
Note. — The Civil Aviation (Safety Management) Regulations specify a framework for
the implementation of an SMS at an aerodrome.
(b) the aerodrome SMS shall be commensurate with the size of the aerodrome and with
the level and complexity of the services provided.
Responsibilities attributed to other aerodrome stakeholders shall be clearly identified and
listed.
General information, including the following –
(g) purpose and scope of the aerodrome manual;
(h) the legal requirement for an aerodrome certificate and an aerodrome manual as
prescribed in these regulations;
(i) conditions for use of the aerodrome - a statement to indicate that the aerodrome
shall at all times, when it is available for the take-off and landing of aircraft, be so
available to all persons on equal terms and conditions;
(j) the available aeronautical information system and procedures for its promulgation;
(k) the system for recording aircraft movements; and
(l) obligations of the operator.
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PART 2:

PARTICULARS OF THE AERODROME SITE

General information, including the following –
(a) a plan of the aerodrome showing the main aerodrome facilities for the operation of
the aerodrome including, particularly, the location of each wind direction indicator;
(b) a plan of the aerodrome showing the aerodrome boundaries;
(c) a plan showing the distance of the aerodrome from the nearest city, town or other
populous area, and the location of any aerodrome facilities and equipment outside
the boundaries of the aerodrome; and
(d) particulars of the land title of the aerodrome site. If the boundaries of the aerodrome
are not defined in the land title documents particulars of the land title to, or interest
in, the property on which the aerodrome is located and a plan showing the
boundaries and position of the aerodrome.
PART 3:

PARTICULARS OF THE AERODROME REQUIRED TO BE
REPORTED TO THE AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION SERVICE

1. General Information
(a) the name of the aerodrome;
(b) the location of the aerodrome;
(c) the geographical coordinates of the aerodrome reference point determined in terms
of the World Geodetic System - 1984 reference datum;
(d) the aerodrome elevation and geoid undulation;
(e) the elevation of each threshold and geoid undulation, the elevation of each runway
end and any significant high and low points along the runway, and the highest
elevation of the touchdown zone of a precision approach runway;
(f) the aerodrome reference temperature;
(g) details of the aerodrome beacon; and
(h) the name of the aerodrome operator and the address, telephone and facsimile
numbers at which the operator may be contacted at all times.
2. Aerodrome dimensions and related information
General information, including the following –
(a) runway - true bearing, designation number, length, width, displaced threshold
location, slope, surface type, type of runway and, for a precision approach runway,
the existence of an obstacle free zone;
(b) length, width and surface type of strip, runway end safety areas, stopways;
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(c) length, width and surface type of taxiways;
(d) apron surface type and aircraft stands;
(e) clearway length and ground profile;
(f) visual aids for approach procedures, viz. Approach lighting type and visual
approach slope indicator system (PAPI/APAPI) and marking and lighting of
runways, taxiways, and aprons; other visual guidance and control aids on taxiways
(including runway holding positions, intermediate holding positions and stop bars)
and aprons, location and type of visual docking guidance system; availability of
standby power for lighting;
(g) the location and radio frequency of VOR aerodrome checkpoints;
(h) the location and designation of standard taxi routes;
(i) the geographical coordinates of each threshold;
(j) the geographical coordinates of appropriate taxiway centre line points;
(k) the geographical coordinates of each aircraft stand;
(l) the geographical coordinates and the top elevation of significant obstacles in the
approach and take-off area, in the circling area and in the vicinity of the aerodrome.
(This information may best be shown in the form of charts such as those required
for the preparation of aeronautical information publications, as specified in the
applicable Civil Aviation (Aeronautical Charts) Regulations and Civil Aviation
(Aeronautical Information Services) Regulations);
(m) pavement surface type and bearing strength using the Aircraft Classification
Number - Pavement Classification Number method;
(n) one or more pre-flight altimeter check locations established on an apron and their
elevation;
(o) declared distances: take-off run available, take-off distances available, acceleratestop distance available, landing distance available;
(p) disabled aircraft removal plan: the telephone, facsimile number and e-mail address
of the aerodrome coordinator for the removal of a disabled aircraft on or adjacent
to the movement area, information on the capability to remove a disabled aircraft,
expressed in terms of the largest type of aircraft which the aerodrome is equipped
to remove; and
(q) rescue and fire-fighting; the level of protection provided, expressed in terms of the
category of the rescue and fire-fighting services, which shall be in accordance with
the longest aeroplane normally using the aerodrome and the type and amounts of
extinguishing agents normally available at the aerodrome.
Note. - the accuracy of the information in Part 3 is critical to aircraft safety.
Information requiring engineering survey and assessment shall be
gathered or verified by qualified technical persons.
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PART 4:

PARTICULARS OF THE AERODROME OPERATING PROCEDURES
AND SAFETY MEASURES

1. Aerodrome reporting
Particulars of the procedures for reporting any changes to the aerodrome information
set out in the Aeronautical Information Publication and Aeronautical Information
Circular and procedures for requesting the issue of NOTAMs, including the following
–
(a) arrangements for reporting any changes to the Authority and recording the
reporting of changes during and outside the normal hours of aerodrome
operations;
(b) the names and roles of persons responsible for notifying the changes, and their
telephone numbers during and outside the normal hours of aerodrome
operations; and
(c) the address and telephone, facsimile numbers and email, as provided by the
Authority, of the place where changes are to be reported to the Authority.
2. Access to the aerodrome movement area
Particulars of the procedures that have been developed and are to be followed in
coordination with the agency responsible for preventing unlawful interference in civil
aviation at the aerodrome and for preventing unauthorized entry of persons, vehicles,
equipment, animals or other things into the movement area, including the following –
(a) the role of the operator, the aircraft operator, aerodrome fixed-base operator, the
aerodrome security entity, the Authority and other government departments, as
applicable; and
(b) the personnel responsible for controlling access to the aerodrome, and the
telephone numbers for contacting them during and after working hours.
3. Aerodrome emergency plan
Particulars of the aerodrome emergency plan, including the following –
(a) plans for dealing with emergencies occurring at the aerodrome or in its vicinity,
including the malfunction of aircraft in flight; structural fires; public health
emergencies, sabotage, including bomb threats (aircraft or structure); unlawful
seizure of aircraft; and incidents on the aerodrome covering “during the
emergency” and “after the emergency” considerations;
(b) details of test and aerodrome facilities and equipment to be used in emergencies,
including the frequency of those tests;
(c) details of exercises to test emergency plans, including the frequency of those
exercises;
(d) a list of organizations, agencies and persons of authority, both on-and/offaerodrome, for site roles; their telephone and facsimile numbers, e-mail
addresses and the radio frequencies of their offices;
(e) the establishment of an aerodrome emergency committee to organize training
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and other preparations for dealing with emergencies; and
(f) the appointment of an on-scene commander for the overall emergency
operation.
4. Rescue and fire-fighting
Particulars of the facilities, equipment, personnel and procedures for meeting the rescue
and fire-fighting requirements, including the names and roles of the persons responsible
for dealing with the rescue and fire-fighting services at the aerodrome.
5. Inspection of the aerodrome movement area and obstacle limitation surface by
the operator
Particulars of the procedures for the inspection of the aerodrome movement area and
obstacle limitation surfaces, including the following –
(a) arrangements for carrying out inspections, including runway friction and waterdepth measurements on runways and taxiways, during and outside the normal
hours of aerodrome operations;
(b) arrangements and means of communicating with air traffic control during an
inspection;
(c) arrangements for keeping an inspection logbook, and the location of the
logbook;
(d) details of inspection intervals and times;
(e) inspection checklist;
(f) arrangements for reporting the results of inspections and for taking prompt
follow-up actions to ensure correction of unsafe conditions; and
(g) the names and roles of persons responsible for carrying out inspections, and
their telephone numbers during and after working hours.
6. Visual aids and aerodrome electrical systems
Particulars of the procedures for the inspection and maintenance of aeronautical lights
(including obstacle lighting), signs, markers and aerodrome electrical systems,
including the following –
(a) arrangements for carrying out inspections during and outside the normal hours
of aerodrome operation, and the checklist for such inspections;
(b) arrangements for recording the result of inspections and for taking follow-up
action to correct deficiencies;
(c) arrangements for carrying out routine maintenance and emergency
maintenance;
(d) arrangements for secondary power supplies and, if applicable, the particulars of
any other method of dealing with partial or total system failure; and
(e) personnel responsible for the inspection and maintenance of the lighting, and
the telephone numbers for contacting those persons during and after working
hours.
7. Maintenance of the movement area
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Particulars of the facilities and procedures for the maintenance of the movement area,
including arrangements for –
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

maintaining the paved areas;
maintaining the unpaved runways and taxiways;
maintaining the runway and taxiway strips; and
the maintenance of aerodrome drainage.

8. Aerodrome works - safety
Particulars of the procedures for planning and carrying out construction and maintenance
work safely (including work that may have to be carried out at short notice) on or in the
vicinity of the movement area which may extend above an obstacle limitation surface,
including the following –
(a) arrangements for communicating with air traffic control during the progress of
such work;
(b) the names, telephone numbers and roles of the persons and organizations
responsible for planning and carrying out the work, and arrangements for
contacting those persons and organizations at all times;
(c) the names and telephone numbers, during and after working hours, of the
aerodrome fixed-base operators, ground handling agents and aircraft operators
who are to be notified of the work;
(d) a distribution list for work plans, if required.
9. Apron management
Particulars of the apron management procedures, including the following –
(a) arrangements between air traffic control and the apron management unit;
(b) arrangements for allocating aircraft parking positions;
(c) arrangements for initiating engine start and ensuring clearance of aircraft pushback;
(d) marshalling service; and
(e) leader (van) service.
10. Apron safety management
Procedures to ensure apron safety, including –
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

protection from jet blasts;
enforcement of safety precautions during aircraft refuelling operations;
apron sweeping;
apron cleaning;
arrangements for reporting incidents and accidents on an apron; and
arrangements for auditing the safety compliance of all personnel working on the
apron.

11. Airside vehicle control
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Particulars of the procedure for the control of surface vehicles operating on or in the
vicinity of the movement area, including the following –
(a) details of the applicable traffic rules (including speed limits and the means of
enforcing the rules);
(b) the method of issuing driving permits for operating vehicles in the movement
area.
12. Birds and wildlife hazard management
Particulars of the procedures to deal with the danger posed to aircraft operations by the
presence of birds or mammals in the aerodrome flight pattern or movement area,
including the following(a) arrangements for assessing birds and wildlife hazards;
(b) arrangements for implementing birds and wildlife control programmes; and
(c) the names and roles of the persons responsible for dealing with birds and
wildlife hazards, and their telephone numbers during and after working hours.
13. Obstacle control
Particulars setting out the procedures for –
(a) monitoring the obstacle limitation surfaces and type A chart for obstacles in the
take-off surface;
(b) controlling obstacles within the authority of the operator;
(c) monitoring the height of buildings or structures within the boundaries of the
obstacle limitation surfaces;
(d) controlling new developments in the vicinity of aerodromes; and
(e) notifying the Authority of the nature and location of obstacles and subsequent
addition of removal of obstacles for action as necessary, including amendment
of the Aeronautical Information Services publications.
14. Removal of disabled aircraft
Particulars of the procedures for removing a disabled aircraft on or adjacent to the
movement area, including the following –
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

the roles of the operator and the holder of the aircraft operator certificate.
arrangements for notifying the aircraft operator.
arrangements for liaising with the air traffic control unit;
arrangements for obtaining equipment and personnel to remove the disabled
aircraft; and
(e) role and telephone numbers of personnel responsible for arranging for the action
as necessary, including amendment of the AIS publications.
15. Handling of hazardous materials
(1) Particulars of the procedures for the safe handling and storage of hazardous
materials on the aerodrome, including the following 54

(a) arrangements for special areas of the aerodrome to be set up for the storage of
inflammable liquids (including aviation fuels) and any other hazardous
materials; and
(b) the method to be followed for the delivery storage, dispensing and handling of
hazardous materials.
(2) For the purposes of this paragraph “hazardous materials” include inflammable
liquids and solids, corrosive liquids, compressed gases and magnetized or
radioactive materials.
16. Low visibility operations
Particulars of procedures to be introduced for low-visibility operations, including the
measurement and reporting of runway visual range as and when required, and the
personnel, their telephone numbers, responsible for measuring the Runway Visual
Range.
17. Protection of sites for radar and navigational aids
Particulars of the procedures for the protection of sites for radar and radio navigational
aids located on the aerodrome to ensure that their performance will not be degraded,
including the following(a) arrangements for the control of activities in the vicinity of radar and navigational
aids installations;
(b) arrangements for ground maintenance in the vicinity of these installations; and
(c) arrangements for the supply and installation of signs warning of hazardous
microwave radiation.
Note 1. In writing the procedures for each category, clear and precise
information shall be included on (i) when, or in what circumstances, an operating procedure is to be activated;
(ii) how an operating procedure is to be activated;
(iii)actions to be taken;
(iv) the equipment necessary for carrying out the actions, and access to such
equipment.
Note 2. if any of the procedures specified above are not relevant or applicable,
reasons shall be given.
PART 5: AERODROME ADMINISTRATION AND SAFETY MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
1.

Aerodrome administration
Particulars of the aerodrome administration, including the following –
(a) an aerodrome organizational chart showing the names and positions of key
personnel, including their responsibilities;
(b) the name, position and telephone number of the person who has overall
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responsibility for aerodrome safety; and
(c) airport committees.
2.

Safety Management System
Particulars of the safety management system established for ensuring compliance with
all safety requirements and achieving continuous improvement in safety performance,
the essential features being –
(a) the safety policy, in so far as applicable, on the safety management process and
its relation to the operational and maintenance process and shall be signed by the
accountable executive;
(b) the structure or organization of the Safety Management System, including
staffing and the assignment of individual and group responsibilities for safety
issues;
(c) Safety Management System strategy and planning, such as setting safety
performance target, allocating priorities for implementing safety initiative and
providing a framework for controlling the risks to as low a level as is reasonably
practicable keeping always in view the requirements of these regulations.
(d) Safety Management System implementation, including facilities, methods and
procedures for the effective communication of safety messages and the
enforcement of safety requirements;
(e) a system for the implementation of, and action on, critical safety areas which
require a higher level of safety management integrity (safety measures
programme);
(f) measures for safety promotion and accident prevention and a system for risk
control involving analysis and handling of accidents, incidents, complaints,
defects, faults, discrepancies and failures, and continuing safety monitoring.
(g) the internal safety audit and review system detailing the systems and
programmes for quality control of safety;
(h) the system for documenting all safety-related aerodrome facilities as well as
airport operational and maintenance records, including information on the design
and construction of aircraft payments and aerodrome lighting. The system shall
enable easy retrieval of records including charts;
(i) personnel training and competency, including the review and evaluation of the
adequacy of training provided to personnel on safety-related duties and of the
certification system for testing their competency; and
(j) the incorporation and enforcement of safety-related clauses in the contract for
construction work at the aerodrome.
(k) a description of each of the aerodrome operator’s procedures related to the
safety of aeronautical operations at the aerodrome. For each procedure:
(i) the responsibilities of the aerodrome operator are clearly described;
(ii) the tasks that are to be achieved by the aerodrome operator or its
subcontractors are listed; and
(iii)the means and procedures required to complete these tasks are described
or appended, together with the necessary details such as the frequency
of application and operating modes.
(l) All deviations from the regulatory provisions authorized by the State shall be
listed together with their validity and references to the related documents
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(including any safety assessments.

SECOND SCHEDULE
____________
Regulation 67
_________

PARTICULARS TO BE INCLUDED IN AN AERODROME MANUAL FOR
AERODROMES IN CATEGORIES B AND C.
PART I:

GENERAL

General information, including the following –
(a) purpose and scope of the aerodrome manual;
(b) the legal requirement for an aerodrome licence and an aerodrome manual in these
Regulations.
(c) conditions for use of the aerodrome - a statement to indicate that the aerodrome
shall at all times, when it is available for the take-off and landing of aircraft, be
so available to all persons on equal terms and conditions.
(d) the available aeronautical information system and procedures for its
promulgation;
(e) the system for recording aircraft movements; and
(f) obligations of the aerodrome operator.
PART 2:

PARTICULARS OF THE AERODROME SITE

General information, including the following –
(a) plan of the aerodrome showing the main aerodrome facilities for the operation
of the aerodrome including, particularly, the location of each wind direction
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indicator;
(b) a plan of the aerodrome showing the aerodrome boundaries;
(c) a plan showing the distance of the aerodrome from the nearest city, town or other
populous area, and the location of any aerodrome facilities and equipment
outside the boundaries of the aerodrome; and
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PART 3:
PARTICULARS OF THE AERODROME REQUIRED TO
REPORTED TO THE AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION SERVICE (AIS)

BE

1. General Information
(a) the name of the aerodrome;
(b) the location of the aerodrome;
(c) the geographical coordinates of the aerodrome reference point determined in
terms of the World Geodetic System - 1984 (WGS-84) reference datum;
(d) the aerodrome elevation
(e) points along the runway, and the highest elevation of the touchdown zone of a
precision approach runway;
(f) the aerodrome reference temperature;
(g) the name of the aerodrome operator and the address, telephone and facsimile
numbers at which the aerodrome operator may be contacted at all times.
2. Aerodrome dimensions and related information
General information, including the following –
(a) runway - true bearing, designation number, length, width, displaced threshold
location, slope, surface type, type of runway and, for a precision approach
runway, the existence of an obstacle free zone;
(b) Length, width and surface type of strip,
(c) apron surface type and aircraft stands;
(d) one or more pre-flight altimeter check locations established on an apron and their
elevation;
(e) rescue and fire-fighting plan;
Note. - the accuracy of the information in this Part is critical to aircraft safety.
Information requiring engineering survey and assessment shall be
gathered or verified by qualified technical persons.

PART 4:
PARTICULARS OF THE AERODROME OPERATING PROCEDURES
AND SAFETY
MEASURES
1. Aerodrome reporting
Particulars of the procedures for reporting any changes to the aerodrome information
set out in the AIP and AIC and procedures for requesting the issue of NOTAMs,
including the following (a) arrangements for reporting any changes to the Authority and recording the
reporting of changes during and outside the normal hours of aerodrome
operations;
(b) the names and roles of persons responsible for notifying the changes, and their
telephone
numbers during and outside the normal hours of aerodrome
operations; and
(c) the address and telephone and facsimile numbers, as provided by the Authority,
of the place
where changes are to be reported to the Authority.
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2. Access to the aerodrome movement area
Particulars of the procedures that have been developed and are to be followed in
coordination with the agency responsible for preventing unlawful interference in civil
aviation at the aerodrome and for preventing unauthorized entry of persons, vehicles,
equipment, animals or other things into the movement area, including the following –
(a) the role of the aerodrome operator, the aircraft operator, aerodrome fixed-base
operator, the aerodrome security entity, the Authority and other government
departments, as applicable; and
(b) the personnel responsible for controlling access to the aerodrome, and the
telephone numbers
for contacting them during and after working hours.
(c) inspection checklist;
(d) arrangements for reporting the results of inspections and for taking prompt
follow-up actions to ensure correction of unsafe conditions; and
(e) the names and roles of persons responsible for carrying out inspections, and their
telephone numbers during and after working hours.
3. Maintenance of the movement area
Particulars of the facilities and procedures for the maintenance of the movement area,
including;
(a) arrangements for maintaining the unpaved runways and taxiways;
(b) arrangements for maintaining the runway and taxiway strips; and
(c) arrangements for the maintenance of aerodrome drainage.
4. Aerodrome works – safety
Particulars of the procedures for planning and carrying out construction and
maintenance work safely (including work that may have to be carried out at short
notice) on or in the vicinity of the movement area which may extend above an obstacle
limitation surface, including the following;
(a) the names, telephone numbers and roles of the persons and organizations
responsible for planning and carrying out the work, and arrangements for
contacting those persons and organizations at all times;
(b) a distribution list for work plans, if required.

5. Birds and Wildlife Hazard Management
Particulars of the procedures to deal with the danger posed to aircraft operations by the
presence of birds or mammals in the aerodrome flight pattern or movement area,
including the following;
(a) arrangements for assessing birds and wildlife hazards;
(b) arrangements for implementing birds and wildlife control programmes; and
(c) the names and roles of the persons responsible for dealing with birds and wildlife
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hazards, and their telephone numbers during and after working hours.
6. Obstacle Control
Particulars setting out the procedures for;
(a) monitoring the obstacle limitation surfaces and Type A Chart for obstacles in the
take-off surface;
(b) controlling obstacles within the authority of the operator;
(c) monitoring the height of buildings or structures within the boundaries of the
obstacle limitation surfaces;
(d) controlling new developments in the vicinity of aerodromes; and
(e) notifying the Authority of the nature and location of obstacles and subsequent
addition of removal of obstacles for action as necessary, including amendment
of the AIS publications.
7. Handling of Hazardous Materials
(1) Particulars of the procedures for the safe handling and storage of hazardous
materials on the aerodrome, including the following;
(a) arrangements for special areas of the aerodrome to be set up for the storage of
inflammable liquids (including aviation fuels) and any other hazardous
materials; and
(b) the method to be followed for the delivery storage, dispensing and handling of
hazardous
materials.
(2) For the purposes of Regulation 58 “hazardous materials” include inflammable
liquids and solids, corrosive liquids, compressed gases and magnetized or
radioactive materials.
8. Protection of Sites for Radar and Navigational Aids
Particulars of the procedures for the protection of sites for radar and radio navigational
aids located on the aerodrome to ensure that their performance will not be degraded,
including the following
(a) arrangements for the control of activities in the vicinity of radar and navigational
aids installations;
(b) arrangements for ground maintenance in the vicinity of these installations; and
(c) arrangements for the supply and installation of signs warning of hazardous
microwave radiation.
Note 1. In writing the procedures for each category, clear and precise information shall
be included on - when, or in what circumstances, an operating procedure is to be activated;
- how an operating procedure is to be activated;
- actions to be taken;
- the equipment necessary for carrying out the actions, and access to such
equipment.
Note 2. if any of the procedures specified above are not relevant or applicable, the
reason shall be given.
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_______________
THIRD SCHEDULE
____________
Regulation _________
PARTICULARS

PART I:

TO

BE INCLUDED IN A HELIPORT
AERODROMES IN CATEGORY D

MANUAL

FOR

GENERAL

General information, including the following –
(a) purpose and scope of the aerodrome manual;
(b) the legal requirement for an aerodrome licence and an aerodrome manual as prescribed
in these Regulations.
(c) conditions for use of the aerodrome - a statement to indicate that the aerodrome shall
at all times, when it is available for the take-off and landing of aircraft, be so available
to all persons on equal terms and conditions;
(d) the available aeronautical information system and procedures for its promulgation;
(e) the system for recording aircraft movements; and
(f) obligations of the aerodrome operator.
PART 2:

PARTICULARS OF THE AERODROME SITE

General information, including the following –
(a) a plan of the aerodrome showing the main aerodrome facilities for the operation of the
aerodrome including, particularly, the location of each wind direction indicator;
(b) a plan of the aerodrome showing the aerodrome boundaries;
(c) a plan showing the distance of the aerodrome from the nearest city, town or other
populous area, and the location of any aerodrome facilities and equipment outside the
boundaries of the aerodrome; and
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PART 3:

PARTICULARS OF THE AERODROME REQUIRED TO BE
REPORTED TO THE AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION SERVICE
(AIS)

1. General Information
(a) the name of the aerodrome;
(b) the location of the aerodrome;
(c) the geographical coordinates of the aerodrome reference point determined in terms
of the World Geodetic System - 1984 (WGS-84) reference datum;
(d) the heliport elevation of the touch down and lift off area (TLOF) and or the elevation
and geoid undulation of each threshold of the final approach and take off area
(FATO);
(e) FATO type, true bearing, designation number, length, width, slope, surface type;
(f) safety area: length, width and surface type;
(g) apron: surface type, helicopter stands and geographical coordinates of specific
points;
(h) declared distances: take off distance available, rejected take off distance available
and landing distance available;
(i) the aerodrome reference temperature;
(j) the name of the aerodrome operator and the address, telephone and facsimile
numbers at which the aerodrome operator may be contacted at all times.
(k) maximum allowable mass;
(l) visual aids available;
(m) rescue and fire fighting service and level of protection;
(n) availability of PAPI, APAPI or helicopter approach PAPI indicator;
2. Aerodrome dimensions and related information
General information, including the following;
(a) dimensions of safety areas, apron, clear way, FATO and TLOF, obstacle limitation
surfaces, helideck obstacle-free sector, helideck obstacle limitation sector and
approach surface;
(b) helicopter ground taxiway, air taxiway and air transit route;
(c) one or more pre-flight altimeter check locations established on an apron and their
elevation;
Note.- the accuracy of the information in this Part is critical to aircraft safety.
Information requiring engineering survey and assessment shall be gathered or
verified by qualified technical persons.
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PART 4:
PARTICULARS OF THE AERODROME OPERATING PROCEDURES
AND SAFETY MEASURES
1. Aerodrome reporting
Particulars of the procedures for reporting any changes to the aerodrome information
set out in the AIP and AIC and procedures for requesting the issue of NOTAMs,
including the following:
(a) arrangements for reporting any changes to the Authority and recording the reporting
of changes during and outside the normal hours of aerodrome operations;
(b) the names and roles of persons responsible for notifying the changes, and their
telephone numbers during and outside the normal hours of aerodrome operations;
and
(c) the address and telephone and facsimile numbers, as provided by the Authority, of
the place where changes are to be reported to the Authority.
2. Access to the aerodrome movement area
Particulars of the procedures that have been developed and are to be followed in
coordination with the agency responsible for preventing unlawful interference in civil
aviation at the aerodrome and for preventing unauthorized entry of persons, vehicles,
equipment, animals or other things into the movement area, including the following:
(d) the role of the aerodrome operator, the aircraft operator, aerodrome fixed-base
operator, the aerodrome security entity, the Authority and other government
departments, as applicable;
(e) the personnel responsible for controlling access to the aerodrome, and the telephone
numbers for contacting them during and after working hours;
(f) inspection checklist;
(g) arrangements for reporting the results of inspections and for taking prompt followup actions to ensure correction of unsafe conditions; and
(h) the names and roles of persons responsible for carrying out inspections, and their
telephone numbers during and after working hours.
3. Maintenance of the movement area
Particulars of the facilities and procedures for the maintenance of the movement area,
including:
(a) arrangements for maintaining the unpaved areas and taxiways;
(b) arrangements for maintaining the FATO and TLOF; and
(c) arrangements for the maintenance of aerodrome drainage.
4. Aerodrome works – safety
Particulars of the procedures for planning and carrying out construction and
maintenance work safely (including work that may have to be carried out at short
notice) on or in the vicinity of the movement area which may extend above an obstacle
limitation surface, including the following;
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(a) the names, telephone numbers and roles of the persons and organizations responsible
for planning and carrying out the work, and arrangements for contacting those
persons and organizations at all times;
(b) a distribution list for work plans, if required.
5. Obstacle Control
Particulars setting out the procedures for:
(a) monitoring the obstacle limitation surfaces;
(b) controlling obstacles within the authority of the operator;
(c) monitoring the height of buildings or structures within the
boundaries of the obstacle limitation surfaces;
(d) controlling new developments in the vicinity of aerodromes; and
(e) notifying the Authority of the nature and location of obstacles and subsequent
addition of removal of obstacles for action as necessary, including amendment of
the AIS publications.
6. Protection of Sites for Radar and Navigational Aids
Particulars of the procedures for the protection of sites for radar and radio navigational
aids located on the aerodrome to ensure that their performance will not be degraded,
including the following:
(a) arrangements for the control of activities in the vicinity of radar and navigational
aids installations;
(b) arrangements for ground maintenance in the vicinity of these installations; and
(c) arrangements for the supply and installation of signs warning of hazardous
microwave radiation.
Note 1. In writing the procedures for each category, clear and precise information shall
be included on - when, or in what circumstances, an operating procedure is to be activated;
- how an operating procedure is to be activated;
- actions to be taken;
- the equipment necessary for carrying out the actions, and access to such
equipment.
Note 2. if any of the procedures specified above are not relevant or applicable, the
reason shall be given.
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FOURTH SCHEDULE
(Regulations 56, -, -)
PART I
SELF- REPORTING FORM FOR CATEGORY E AERODROMES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

INFORMATION
PARTICULARS
LOCATION
Name of Aerodrome
A map of the aerodrome site
Location (County, etc.)
Location (WGS 84 Coordinates)
Aerodrome Reference Point Coordinates (WGS 84 Coordinates)
OPERATOR’S DETAILS
Name of Operator
Address of Operator
P.O.BOX/Tel/Email/Mobile
Name of Land Owner and
Address of Land Owner
AERODROME PHYSICAL
CHARACTERISTICS
Runway Orientation
Runway Lengths (m)
Runway Widths (m)
Runway Surface Type
Runway Slope (%)
Runway Elevation (feet AMSL)
Mean Temperature (degrees)
Celsius
Runway Obstructions
Apron surface type
Approximate runway surface
Strength (PCN)
Runway surface testing
Prominent Obstructions
Location and size of aprons (sq.
m.)
Location and Widths of
Taxiways

DECLARATION/DETAILS COMMENTS
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22. Surface Type of Taxiways
VISUAL AIDS
23. Windsock Position
24. Markers
25. Any other visual aids available
RISK ANALYSIS
26. Recommendations on aircraft
weight/types
27. Landing Direction
Recommendations
28. Take off Direction
Recommendations
29. Obstructions mitigations
30. Wildlife hazard control
measures, if any
31. Arrangements for Rescue and
Fire fighting
32. If not fenced, human and vehicle
control measures
OTHER SERVICES
AVAILABLE
33. Terminal buildings
34. Toilets
35. Distance to the Lodge/Operator
house
36. Distance to Guard House
37. Access roads
38. Communication facilities if any
39. Contact person (Name, address,
e-mail, telephone number)
ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION
40. Photographs of the aerodrome
facilities and equipment
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PART II
METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINATION OF A CATEGORY E AERODROME
1. Purpose
These guidelines set out factors to be considered when determining an aerodrome to be a
category E aerodrome pursuant to regulation - and Part of these regulations.
The determination will be guided by:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Type of aircraft that may use the aerodrome;
Types of operations that may be conducted on the aerodrome runway;
Recommended minimum physical characteristics of the aerodromes;
Visual aids available at the aerodrome;
Surface type and serviceability of runway surface during adverse weather conditions;
and
6) Any other factors that may be considered prior to using a category E Aerodrome.
2. Type of aircraft that may use a category E aerodrome
Use of Category E Aerodromes other than licensed aerodromes is not recommended for
aircraft with a maximum certificated take-off mass of more than 5700 kg, except as
determined in section 1 above.
3. Types of operations that may be conducted from a Category E aerodrome Runway
Aircrafts engaged in the following operations may use a Category E Aerodromes:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Private;
Aerial work;
Private charter where the aircraft owner has taken Indemnity;
Government relief operations;
Flight intended for security purposes or for the purpose of saving life.

4. Recommended minimum physical characteristics for Category E Aerodromes
(a) Runway Width.
A minimum width of 18 metres is recommended although aircrafts with a maximum
certificated take-off mass below 2000kg can be operated safely on narrower runways
with light cross winds. For agricultural operations, an 18-metre-wide runway is the
recommended minimum.
(b) Runway Length.
For other than agricultural operations by day, a runway length equal to or greater than
that specified in the aircraft's flight manual or approved performance charts or
certificate of airworthiness, for the prevailing conditions is required (increasing the
length by an additional 25% is recommended when unfactored data is used). For
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agricultural day operations, the minimum runway length is the greater of 75% of the
take-off distance specified in the aircraft's flight manual or approved performance chart
for the prevailing conditions with the balance as clearway or the landing distance so
specified.
5. Longitudinal Slope.
The longitudinal slope between the runway ends shall not exceed 2%, except that 3%
is acceptable on part of the runway so long as the change of slope is gradual.
For agricultural operations, the slope shall not exceed the slope specified in the aircraft
flight manual where the overall slope exceeds 2% the runway shall only be used for
one-way operations — downhill for take-off and uphill for landing.
6. Transverse Slope.
The transverse slope between the extreme edges of the runway strip shall not exceed
2.5% or 12.5% upward slope over the fly-over area.
7. Other Physical Characteristics.
Both ends of a runway, not intended solely for agricultural operations, shall have
approach and take-off areas clear of objects above a 3% slope.
8. Marking of Category E Aerodromes
Where extended operations are expected to be conducted at a Category E Aerodromes,
the owner/operator is encouraged to provide markings similar to those found at licensed
aerodromes. If markings are provided, they shall follow the colours and specifications
set out in the Regulations. Where runway markers are provided which are not flush with
the surface, they shall be constructed of a material that is not likely to damage an
aircraft.
9. Other factors that shall be considered prior to using a category E Aerodrome
A pilot shall not use a Category E Aerodrome or have an aircraft engine running unless
the aircraft is clear of all persons, animals, vehicles or other obstructions.
A pilot shall not use a Category E Aerodrome without taking all reasonable steps to
ensure the physical characteristics and dimensions are satisfactory. For aerial work and
charter operations the operator shall provide evidence to the pilot on the suitability of a
Category E Aerodrome prior to its use.
Runway lengths calculated for take-offs and landings shall be increased by 50% for
agricultural operations on one-way runways.
10. Geographical Location.
A Category E Aerodrome shall not be located:
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(a) within the area or in such close proximity as to create a hazard to aircraft conducting a
published instrument approach, including the holding pattern; or
(b) within any area where the density of aircraft movements makes it undesirable; or
(c) where take-off or landing involving flight over a populated area creates an unnecessary
hazard.
Except in an emergency, the consent of the owner/operator is required before a
Category E Aerodrome may be used.
If the proposed Category E aerodrome is located near a city, town or populous area or
any other area where noise or other environmental considerations make aircraft
operations undesirable, the use of such a Category E aerodrome may be affected by the
provisions of the State.
National Environment Management Authority (NEMA) regulations. It is the
responsibility of the pilot and/or operator to conform to these requirements.
A method of determining the surface wind at a Category E Aerodrome is desirable. A
wind sock is the preferred method.
The surface of a Category E Aerodrome shall be assessed to determine its effect on
aircraft control and performance. For example, soft surfaces or the presence of long
grass (over 150mm) will increase take-off distances while moisture, loose gravel or any
material that reduces braking effectiveness will increase landing distance.
11. Surface testing of a Category E Aerodrome
(a) Rough Surfaces.
The presence of holes, cracks and ruts will degrade aircraft performance and handling
and increase the possibility of structural damage to aircraft. The smoothness of a
runway can be tested by driving a stiffly sprung vehicle along the runway at a speed of
at least 75 kph. If this is accomplished without discomfort to the occupants, the surface
can be considered satisfactory.
(b) Soft, Wet Surfaces.
A test vehicle shall be driven in a zig-zag pattern at a speed not exceeding 15 kph along
the full length and width of the runway. Particular attention shall be paid to suspect
areas with possibly three passes over these areas. If tyre imprints exceed a depth of
25mm the surface is not suitable for aircraft operations represented by the test vehicle.
Experience may prove that for a certain type of aircraft (e.g., an aircraft with small
wheels or high tyre pressure) operations are unsafe with a lesser imprint. Testing with
a crowbar shall also be done in several places along the runway to ensure that a dry
surface crust does not conceal a wet base.
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THE CIVIL AVIATION ACT
(CAP 80)
______________
REGULATIONS
______________
(Made under Section 4)
________________

THE CIVIL AVIATION (AERODROME DESIGN AND OPERATION) REGULATIONS 2023
PART I
PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS
Citation

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Civil Aviation (Aerodrome Design and
Operations) Regulations, 2023.

Interpretation

2. In these Regulations unless the context otherwise requires“accident” means an occurrence associated with the operation of an aircraft which, in
the case of a manned aircraft, takes place between the time any person boards the aircraft
with the intention of flight until such time as all such persons have disembarked, or in
the case of an unmanned aircraft, takes place between the time the aircraft is ready to
move with the purpose of flight until such time as it comes to rest at the end of the flight
and the primary propulsion system is shut down, in which:
(a) a person is fatally or seriously injured as a result of:
(i) being in the aircraft, or
(ii) direct contact with any part of the aircraft, including parts which have become
detached from the aircraft, or
(iii) direct exposure to jet blast, except when the injuries are from natural causes,
self-inflicted or inflicted by other persons, or when the injuries are to stowaways
hiding outside the areas normally available to the passengers and crew; or
(b) the aircraft sustains damage or structural failure which:
(i) adversely affects the structural strength, performance or flight characteristics of
the aircraft, and
(ii) will normally require major repair or replacement of the affected component,
except for engine failure or damage, when the damage is limited to a single engine
(including its cowlings or accessories), to propellers, wing tips, antennas, probes,
vanes, tires, brakes, wheels, fairings, panels, landing gear doors, windscreens, the
aircraft skin (such as small dents or puncture holes), or for minor damages to main
rotor blades, tail rotor blades, landing gear, and those resulting from hail or bird
strike (including holes in the radome); or
(c) the aircraft is missing or is completely inaccessible.
(For statistical uniformity only, an injury resulting in death within thirty days of the date
of the accident is classified as a fatal injury. An aircraft is considered to be missing when
the official search has been terminated and the wreckage has not been located)
“accuracy” means a degree of conformance between the estimated or measured value
and the true value;
“Act” means the Tanzania Civil Aviation Act;
“aerodrome” means a defined area on land or water (including any buildings,
installations and equipment) intended to be used either wholly or in part for the arrival,
departure and surface movement of aircraft;
“aerodrome beacon” means an aeronautical beacon used to indicate the location of an
aerodrome from the air;
“aerodrome certificate” means a certificate issued by the Authority under Part II of the
Civil Aviation (Certification, Licensing and Registration of Aerodromes) Regulations
2023;
“aerodrome elevation” means the elevation of the highest point of the landing area;
“aerodrome facilities and equipment” means facilities and equipment, inside or outside
the boundaries of an aerodrome that are constructed or installed and maintained for the
arrival, departure and surface movement of aircraft;
“aerodrome identification sign” means a sign placed on an aerodrome to aid in
identifying the aerodrome from the air;

“Aerodrome licence” means a licence to operate an aerodrome issued by the Authority
under the Civil Aviation (Certification, Licensing and Registration of Aerodromes)
Regulations for the operation of an aerodrome;
“aerodrome manual” means the manual that forms part of the application for a licence
or a certificate under the Civil Aviation (Certification, Licensing and Registration of
Aerodromes), including any amendments to the manual, approved by the Authority;
“aerodrome mapping data - (AMD)” means data collected for the purpose of compiling
aerodrome mapping information for aeronautical uses.
“aerodrome mapping database - (AMDB)” means a collection of aerodrome mapping
data organized and arranged as a structured data set.
“aerodrome operator” in relation to a certified or licensed aerodrome, means, the holder
of an Aerodrome certificate or licence;
“aerodrome reference code” means a code used for planning purposes to classify an
aerodrome with respect to the critical aircraft characteristics for which the aerodrome is
intended;
“aerodrome reference point” means the designated geographical location of an
aerodrome;
“aerodrome standards” means standards prescribed by the Authority applicable to
aerodromes;
“aerodrome traffic density” means
(a)

Light - Where the number of movements in the mean busy hour is not
greater than 15 per runway or typically less than 20 total aerodrome
movements;

(b)

Medium - Where the number of movements in the mean busy hour is
of the order of 16 to 25 per runway or typically between 20 to 35 total
aerodrome movements;

(c)

Heavy - Where the number of movements in the mean busy hour is of
the order of 26 or more per runway or typically more than 35 total
aerodrome movements;

“aerodrome traffic zone” means the airspace extending from aerodrome level to a
height of two thousand feet over the area comprising the aerodrome and the surrounding
land or water within a distance of two thousand yards of its boundaries;
“aeronautical beacon” means an aeronautical ground light visible at all azimuths, either
continuously or intermittently, to designate a particular point on the surface of the earth;
“aeronautical ground light” means any light provided as an aid to air navigation, other
than a light displayed on an aircraft;
“Aeronautical Information Circular – (AIC)” means a notice containing information
that does not qualify for the origination of a NOTAM or for inclusion in the Aeronautical
Information Publication, but which relates to flight safety, air navigation, technical,
administrative or legislative matters;

“Aeronautical Information Publication – (AIP)” means an aeronautical information
publication of a lasting character essential to air navigation, issued by the Authority;
“aeroplane” means
“aeroplane reference field length” means the minimum field length required for takeoff at maximum certificated take-off mass, sea- level, standard atmospheric conditions,
still air and zero runway slope, as shown in the appropriate aeroplane flight manual
prescribed by the certificating authority or equivalent data from the aeroplane
manufacturer. Field length means balanced field length for aeroplane, where applicable,
or take-off distance in other cases;
“aircraft” means
“Air Traffic Service – (ATS)” means a flight information service, alerting service, air
traffic advisory service, or air traffic control service;
“air traffic service unit” is a generic term meaning variously, air traffic control unit,
flight information centre or air traffic services reporting office;
“Aircraft Classification Number (ACN)” means a number expressing the relative effect
of an aircraft on a pavement for a specified standard sub grade category;
“Aircraft Classification Rating (ACR)” means a number expressing the relative effect
of an aircraft on a pavement for a specified standard subgrade category.
“aircraft stand” means a designated area on an apron intended to be used for parking an
aircraft;
“ADP” means airside driver permit
“apron” means a defined area, on an aerodrome, intended to accommodate aircraft for
purposes of loading or unloading of passengers, mail or cargo, fuelling, parking or
maintenance;
“apron management service” means a service provided to regulate the activities and the
movement of aircraft and vehicles on an apron;
“Arresting System.” means a system designed to decelerate an aeroplane overrunning
the runway;
“Autonomous runway incursion warning system - (ARIWS)” means a system which
provides autonomous detection of a potential incursion or of the occupancy of an active
runway and a direct warning to a flight crew or a vehicle operator.
“Authority” means the Tanzania Civil Aviation Authority;
"authorized person" means any person authorized by the Authority either generally or
in relation to a particular case or class of cases and reference to an authorized person
includes references to the holder for the time being of an office designated by the
Authority;
“balked landing” means a landing manoeuvre that is unexpectedly discontinued at any
point below the obstacle clearance altitude/height (OCA/H);
“barrette” means three or more aeronautical ground lights closely spaced in a
transverse line so that from a distance they appear as a short bar of light;
“Cabinet Secretary (Minister)” means the Cabinet Secretary (Minister) for the time
being responsible for civil aviation;

“calendar” means discrete temporal reference system that provides the basis for
defining temporal position to a resolution of one day;
“certificate” means the certificate to operate an aerodrome issued by the Authority under
the Civil Aviation (Certification, Licensing and Registration of Aerodromes);
“certified aerodrome” means an aerodrome whose operator has been granted an
Aerodrome Certificate;
“clearway” means a defined rectangular area under the control of the appropriate
authority selected or prepared as a suitable area over which an aircraft may make a
portion of its initial climb to a specified height;
“controlled aerodrome” means an aerodrome where air traffic services are provided;
“critical aircraft” means the most demanding aircraft with regard to the aircraft
performance and dimensions for a range of aircraft, for which the aerodrome facilities is
intended;
“cross wind component” means the surface wind component at right angles to the
runway centre line;
“cyclic redundancy check (CRC)” means a mathematical algorithm applied to the
digital expression of data that provides a level of assurance against loss or alteration of
data;
“dangerous goods” means articles or substances which are capable of posing a risk to
health, safety, property or the environment.
“data accuracy” means a degree of conformance between the estimated or measured
value and the true value.
“data quality” means a degree or level of confidence that the data provided meet the
requirements of the data user in terms of accuracy, resolution and integrity;
“data integrity (assurance level)” means a degree of assurance that an aeronautical data
and its value has not been lost or altered since the origination or authorized amendment.
“datum” means any quantity or set of quantities that may serve as a reference or basis
for the calculation of other quantities;
“declared distance” means (a) “accelerate-stop distance available (ASDA)” which is the length of the take-off
run available plus the length of the stopway, where provided;
(b) “landing distance available (LDA)” which is the length of the runway which is
declared available and suitable for the ground run of an aircraft landing;
(c) “take-off distance available (TODA)” which is the length of the take-off run
available plus the length of the clearway, where provided;
(d) “take-off run available (TORA)” which is the length of runway declared
available and suitable for the ground run of an aircraft taking off;
“dependent parallel approaches” means simultaneous approaches to parallel or nearparallel instrument runways where radar separation minima between aircraft on adjacent
extended runway centre lines are prescribed.

“displaced threshold” means a threshold not located at the extremity of a runway;
“effective intensity” means the effective intensity of a flashing light is equal to the
intensity of a fixed light of the same colour which shall produce the same visual range
under identical conditions of observation;
“ellipsoid height (Geodetic height)” means the height related to the reference ellipsoid,
measured along the ellipsoidal outer normal through the point in question;
“fixed light” means a light having constant luminous intensity when observed from a
fixed point;
“Foreign Object Debris (FOD) means an inanimate object within the movement area
which has no operational or aeronautical function and which has the potential to be a
hazard to aircraft operations;
“frangible object” means an object of low mass designed to break, distort or yield on
impact so as to present the minimum hazard to aircraft.
“geodetic datum” means a minimum set of parameters required to define location and
orientation of the local reference system with respect to the global reference
system/frame.
“geoid” means the equipotential surface in the gravity field of the earth which coincides
with the undisturbed Mean Sea Level extended continuously through the continents;
“geoid undulation” The distance of the geoid above (positive) or below (negative) the
mathematical reference ellipsoid;
“Gregorian calendar” means calendar in general use; first introduced in 1582 to define
a year that more closely approximates the tropical year than the Julian calendar
Geographic information — Temporal schema (In the Gregorian calendar, common years
have 365 days and leap years 366 days divided into twelve sequential months)
“hazard beacon” means an aeronautical beacon used to designate a danger to air
navigation;
“helicopter” means
“heliport” means an aerodrome or a defined area on a structure intended to be used
wholly or in part for the arrival, departure and surface movement of helicopters;
“holding bay” means a defined area where aircraft can be held, or bypassed, to facilitate
efficient surface movement of aircraft;
“Holdover time” means the estimated time the anti-icing fluid (treatment) will prevent

the formation of ice and frost and the accumulation of snow on the protected (treated)
surfaces of an aeroplane;
“hot spot” means a location on an aerodrome movement area with a history or potential
risk of collision or runway incursion, and where heightened attention by pilots/drivers is
necessary.
“human factor principles” means principles which apply to aeronautical design,
certification, training, operations and maintenance and which seek safe interface
between the human and other system components by proper consideration to human
performance;

“human performance” means human capabilities and limitations, which have an impact
on the safety and efficiency of aeronautical operations;
“identification beacon” means an aeronautical beacon emitting a coded signal by means
of which a particular point of reference can be identified;
“incident” means an occurrence other than an accident associated with the operation
of an aircraft, which affect or may affect the safety of operation of aircraft;
“independent parallel approaches” means simultaneous approaches to parallel or nearparallel instrument runways where radar separation minima between aircraft on adjacent
extended runway centre lines are not prescribed.
“independent parallel departures” means simultaneous departures from parallel or
near-parallel instrument runways.
“instrument runway” means one of the following types of runways intended for the
operation of aircraft using instrument approach procedures (a) “non- precision approach runway” means a runway served by visual aids and
non-visual aids intended for landing operations following an instrument
approach operation type A and a visibility not less than 1000 m.
(b) “precision approach runway, category I” means a runway served by visual aids
and non-visual aid(s) intended for landing operations following an instrument
approach operation type B with a decision height (DH) not lower than 60 m (200
ft) and either a visibility not less than 800 m or a runway visual range not less
than 550 m.
(c) “precision approach runway, category II” means a runway served by visual aids
and non-visual aid(s) intended for landing operations following an instrument
approach operation type B with a decision height (DH) lower than 60 m (200 ft)
but not lower than 30 m (100 ft) and a runway visual range not less than 300 m.
(d) “precision approach runway category III” means a runway served by visual
aids and non-visual aid(s) intended for landing operations following an
instrument approach operation type B with a decision height (DH) lower than 30
m (100 ft), or no decision height and a runway visual range not less than 300 m
or no runway visual range limitations.
(Visual aids need not necessarily be matched to the scale of non-visual aids provided.
The criterion for the selection of visual aids is the conditions in which operations are
intended to be conducted. Refer to the Civil Aviation (Operation of aircraft) regulations
for instrument approach operation types)
“integrity(aeronautical data)” means a degree of assurance that an aeronautical data
and its value has not been lost nor altered since the data origination or authorized
amendment.
“integrity classification (aeronautical data)” means classification based upon the
potential risk resulting from the use of corrupted data. Aeronautical data is classified as:
(a) routine data: there is a very low probability when using corrupted routine data that
the continued safe flight and landing of an aircraft will be severely at risk with the
potential for catastrophe;

(b) essential data: there is a low probability when using corrupted essential data that the
continued safe flight and landing of an aircraft will be severely at risk with the
potential for catastrophe; and
(c) critical data: there is a high probability when using corrupted critical data that the
continued safe flight and landing of an aircraft will be severely at risk with the
potential for catastrophe.
“intermediate holding position” means a designated position intended for traffic control
at which taxiing aircraft and vehicles stop and hold until they are cleared to proceed,
when so instructed by the aerodrome control tower;
“landing area” means that part of a movement area intended for the landing or take-off
of aircraft;
“landing direction indicator” means a device to indicate visually the direction currently
designated for landing and take-off;
“laser-beam critical flight zone (LCFZ)” means an airspace in the proximity of an
aerodrome but beyond the LFFZ where the irradiance is restricted to a level unlikely to
cause glare effects.
“laser-beam free flight zone (LFFZ)” means an airspace in the immediate proximity of
the aerodrome where the irradiance is restricted to a level unlikely to cause any visual
disruption.
“laser-beam sensitive flight zone (LSFZ)” means an airspace outside, and not
necessarily contiguous with, the LFFZ and LCFZ where the irradiance is restricted to a
level unlikely to cause flash-blindness or after-image effects.
"licence" means a licence to operate an aerodrome issued by the Authority under the
Civil Aviation (Certification, Licensing and Registration of Aerodromes)
“lighting system reliability” means the probability that the complete installation
operates within the specified tolerances and that the system is operationally usable;
“manoeuvring area” means that part of an aerodrome to be used for the take-off, landing
and taxiing of aircraft, excluding aprons;
“marker” means an object displayed above ground level in order to indicate an obstacle
or delineate a boundary;
“marking” means a symbol or group of symbols displayed on the surface of the
movement area in order to convey aeronautical information;
“movement area” means that part of the aerodrome to be used for take-off, landing and
taxiing of aircraft, consisting of the manoeuvring area and apron;
“near-parallel runways” means Non-intersecting runways whose extended centre lines
have an angle of convergence/divergence of 15 degrees or less.
“notify” means shown in Aeronautical Information Publications, Aeronautical
Information Circulars, NOTAM, civil aviation publications or any other official
publication issued for the purpose of enabling any of the provisions of these Regulations
to be complied with;

“non-instrument runway” means a runway intended for the operation of aircraft using
visual approach procedures;
“Normal flight zone (NFZ)” means airspace not defined as LFFZ, LCFZ or LSFZ but
which must be protected from laser radiation capable of causing biological damage to
the eye.
“obstacle” means any fixed (whether temporary or permanent) and mobile object, or
part thereof, that:
a) is located on an area intended for the surface movement of aircraft; or
b) extends above a defined surface intended to protect aircraft in flight; or
c) stands outside those defined surfaces and that has been assessed as being a hazard to
air navigation.
“Obstacle free zone (OFZ)” means the airspace above the inner approach surface, inner
transitional surfaces, the balked landing surface and that portion of the strip bounded by
these surfaces, which is not penetrated by any fixed obstacle other than a low-mass and
frangibly mounted one required for air navigation purposes;
“Obstacle limitation surfaces” means a series of surfaces that define the volume of
airspace at and around an aerodrome to be kept free of obstacles in order to permit the
intended aircraft operations to be conducted safely and to prevent the aerodrome from
becoming unusable by the growth of obstacles around the aerodrome;
“orthometric height” means height of a point related to the geoid, generally presented
as an MSL elevation.
“Outer main gear wheel span (OMGWS)” means the distance between the outside
edges of the main gear wheels;
“operator” means a person operating an aerodrome licensed, certificated or registered
under the Civil Aviation (Certification, Licensing and Registration of Aerodromes);
“Pavement Classification Number (PCN)” means a number expressing the bearing
strength of a pavement; Applicable until 27 November 2024
“Pavement Classification Rating (PCR)” means a number expressing the bearing
strength of a pavement. Applicable as of 28 November 2024
“precision approach runway” (see instrument runway);
“primary runway(s)” means runway(s) used in preference to others whenever
conditions permit;
“protected flight zones” means an airspace specifically designated to mitigate the
hazardous effects of laser radiation.
“recommended practice” means any specification for the physical characteristics
configuration, material, performance or procedure, the uniform application of which is
recognised as desirable in the interest of safety, regularity or efficiency of international
air navigation;
“registration approval” means an approval to operate an aerodrome granted by the
Authority under the Civil Aviation (Certification, Licensing and Registration of
Aerodromes)

“relevant authority” means any authority other than the Civil Aviation Authority whose
action may be necessary or complimentary for the implementation of these Regulations;
“road” means an established surface route on the movement area meant for the exclusive
use of vehicles;
“road holding position” means a designated position at which vehicles may be required
to hold;
“runway” means a defined rectangular area on a land aerodrome prepared for the
landing and take-off of aircraft;
“Runway condition assessment matrix (RCAM)” means a matrix allowing the
assessment of the runway condition code, using associated procedures, from a set of
observed runway surface condition(s) and pilot report of braking action.
“Runway condition code (RWYCC)” means a number describing the runway surface
condition to be used in the runway condition report.
Note. — The purpose of the runway condition code is to permit an operational aeroplane
performance calculation by the flight crew. Procedures for the determination of the
runway condition code are described in the PANS-Aerodromes (Doc 9981).
“Runway condition report (RCR)” means a comprehensive standardized report relating
to runway surface conditions and its effect on the aeroplane landing and take-off
performance.
“Runway surface condition(s)” means a description of the condition(s) of the runway
surface used in the runway condition report which establishes the basis for the
determination of the runway condition code for aeroplane performance purposes.
Note 1. — The runway surface conditions used in the runway condition report establish
the performance requirements between the aerodrome operator, aeroplane manufacturer
and aeroplane operator.
Note 2. — Aircraft de-icing chemicals and other contaminants are also reported but are
not included in the list of runway surface condition descriptors because their effect on
runway surface friction characteristics and the runway condition code cannot be
evaluated in a standardized manner.
Note 3.— Procedures on determining runway surface conditions are available in the
PANS-Aerodromes (Doc 9981).
(a) Dry runway. A runway is considered dry where its surface is free of visible moisture
and not contaminated within the area intended to be used.
(b) Wet runway. The runway surface is covered by any visible dampness or water up to
and including 3 mm deep within the intended area of use.
(c) Slippery wet runway. A wet runway where the surface friction characteristics of a
significant portion of the runway has been determined to be degraded.
(d) Contaminated runway. A runway is contaminated when a significant portion of the
runway surface area (whether in isolated areas or not) within the length and width
being used is covered by one or more of the substances listed in the runway surface
condition descriptors.

Note. — Procedures on determination of contaminant coverage on runway is available
in the PANS-Aerodromes (Doc 9981).
Runway surface condition descriptors. One of the following elements on the surface of
the runway:
Note. — The descriptions for e) i) to e) viii), below, are used solely in the context of the
runway condition report and are not intended to supersede or replace any existing WMO
definitions.
Standing water. Water of depth greater than 3 mm.
Note. — Running water of depth greater than 3 mm is reported as standing water by
convention.
“runway end safety area (RESA)” means an area symmetrical about the extended
runway centreline and adjacent to the end of the strip primarily intended to reduce the
risk of damage to an aircraft undershooting or overrunning the runway;
“runway guard lights” means a light system intended to caution pilots or vehicle drivers
that they are about to enter an active runway;
“runway-holding position” means a designated position intended to protect a runway,
an obstacle limitation surface, or an Instrument Landing System/Microwave Landing
System critical or sensitive area at which taxiing aircraft and vehicles shall stop and hold,
unless otherwise authorized by the aerodrome control tower;
“runway strip” means a defined area including the runway and stopway, where
provided, intended (a) to reduce the risk of damage to aircraft running off a runway; and
(b) to protect aircraft flying over it during take-off or landing operations;
“runway turn pad” means a defined area on a land aerodrome adjacent to a runway for
the purpose of completing a 180-degree turn on a runway;
“runway visual range (RVR)” means the range over which a pilot of an aircraft on the
centre line of a runway can see the runway surface markings or the lights delineating the
runway or identifying its centre line;
“safety” means a state in which the risk of harm to persons or of property damage is
reduced to, and maintained at or below unacceptable level through a continuing process
or hazard identification and risk management;
“safety management system (SMS)” means a systematic approach to managing safety
including the necessary organizational structure, accountabilities, policies and
procedures;
“segregated parallel operations” means simultaneous operations on parallel or nearparallel instrument runways in which one runway is used exclusively for approaches and
the other runway is used exclusively for departures.
“shoulder” means an area adjacent to the edge of a pavement, prepared to provide a
transition between the pavement and the adjacent surface;
“sign” means
(a) Fixed message sign. A sign presenting only one message.

(b) Variable message sign. A sign capable of presenting several predetermined
messages or no message, as applicable.
“signal area” means an area on an aerodrome used for the display of ground signals;
“standard” means any specification for physical characteristics, configuration, material,
performance, personnel or procedure, the uniform application of which is recognised as
necessary for the safety of air navigation;
“state safety programme” means an integrated set of regulations and activities aimed at
improving safety;
“station declination” means an alignment variation between the zero degree radial of a
VOR and true north, determined at the time the VOR station is calibrated;
“stopway” means a defined rectangular area on the ground at the end of the take-off run
available, prepared as a suitable area in which an aircraft can be stopped in the case of
an abandoned take-off;
“switch-over time (light)” means the time required for the actual intensity of a light
measured in a given direction to fall from 50 per cent and recover to 50 per cent during
a power supply change-over, when the light is being operated at intensities of 25 per cent
or above;
“take-off runway” means a runway intended for take-off only;
“taxiway” means a defined path on a land aerodrome established for the taxiing of
aircraft and intended to provide a link between one part of the aerodrome and another,
including (a) aircraft stand taxi lane which is a portion of an apron designated as a taxiway and
intended to provide access to aircraft stands only;
(b) apron taxiway which is a portion of a taxiway system located on an apron and
intended to provide a through taxi route across the apron;
(c) rapid exit taxiway which is a taxiway connected to a runway at an acute angle and
designed to allow landing aircrafts to turn off at higher speeds than are achieved on
other exit taxiways thereby minimizing runway occupancy times;
“taxiway intersection” means a junction of two or more taxiways;
“taxiway strip” means an area including a taxiway intended to protect aircraft operating
on a taxiway and to reduce the risk of damage to an aircraft accidentally running off the
taxiway;
“threshold” means the beginning of that portion of the runway usable for landing;
“touchdown zone” means the portion of a runway beyond the threshold, intended for
landing aircraft on first contact with the runway;
“unserviceable area” means a part of the movement area that is unfit and unavailable
for use by aircraft;
“usability factor” means the percentage of time during which the use of a runway or
system of runways is not restricted because of the cross-wind component (cross wind
component means the surface wind component at right angles to the runway centre line);
“vicinity” means a defined airspace around an aerodrome for control of obstacles that
may infringe the obstacle limitation surfaces around the aerodrome, contained within a

radius of thirteen kilometres from the aerodrome reference point up to a height of one
thousand five hundred feet above ground level;
“visual traffic pattern” means the aerodrome traffic zone of the aerodrome;
“WIP” means Work in Progress;
“wildlife” means feral birds and animals, including domestic animals out of the control
of their owners;
“wildlife hazard” means a potential for a damaging aircraft collision with wildlife on or
near an aerodrome; and
“WHMP” means Wildlife Hazard Management Programme.
Application

3. (1) These regulations apply to all civil aerodromes in Tanzania except where otherwise
specified.
(2) Save as otherwise provided, an aerodrome operator shall comply with specifications
as set out these Regulations.
(3) The specifications of Part V of these Regulations, shall apply only to land aerodromes.
(4) The specifications in this volume shall apply, where appropriate, to heliports but shall
not apply to stolports.
(5) Wherever a colour is referred to in this Regulation, the specifications for that colour
given in the Third Schedule shall apply.

Use of
common
refence
systems

4. (1) For the purpose of these regulations;
(a) The World Geodetic System – 1984 (WGS-84) shall be used as the horizontal
(geodetic) reference system;
(b) Reported aeronautical geographical coordinates (indicating latitude and longitude)
shall be expressed in terms of the WGS-84 geodetic reference datum; and
(c) The Mean Sea Level datum, which gives the relationship of gravity-related height
(elevation) to a surface known as the geoid, shall be used as the vertical reference
system (elevation) at aerodromes.
(2) Except where notified, Aeronautical Information Publication or the Aeronautical
Information Circular, the Gregorian calendar and Coordinated Universal Time shall
be used as the temporal reference system.
(3) Unless otherwise prescribed by the Authority, the International System of Units
developed and maintained by the General Conference on Weights and Measures
(CGPM) shall be used as the standard system of units of measurement.

Categories of
aerodromes

5. In these Regulations aerodromes shall be categorized as follows;(a)
Category A comprising aerodromes and heliports designated for international
flights;

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)

Category B comprising aerodromes available for use by domestic air traffic
operations with maximum certificated take-off mass exceeding five thousand
seven hundred kilogrammes and designated as a point of entry and exit other than
international aerodrome open for public use;
category C comprising aerodromes available for use only by domestic air traffic of
maximum certificated take-off mass exceeding five thousand seven hundred
kilogrammes and open for public use;
category D comprising aerodromes available for use only by domestic helicopters
operations;
category E comprising aerodromes and heliports available for use only by domestic
air traffic of maximum certificated take-off mass not exceeding five thousand
seven hundred kilogrammes and not open to public use or such aerodrome as may
be determined by the Authority to be registered as a category E aerodrome using
the methodology described in the Fourth Schedule of the Civil Aviation
(Certification, Licensing and Registration) Regulations 2023.

PART II
AERODROMES DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Requirements
for
application
for an
aerodrome
construction
permit

6. (1) A person shall not construct an aerodrome unless that person has a valid aerodrome
construction permit issued under Regulation 7.
(2) An application for an aerodrome construction permit shall be considered for approval,
where (a) the applicant holds a valid authorization from a relevant authority for use of the
place as an aerodrome;
(b) the application is approved by the authority responsible for national environment
management;
(3) The Authority shall prior to issuance of a construction permit, assess the suitability of
the place proposed for construction taking into consideration (c) the proximity of the place to other aerodromes and landing areas including
military aerodromes;
(d) obstacles, terrain and existing airspace restrictions; and
(e) that it is not against public interest that the place where the aerodrome is to be
constructed shall be used as such.
(4) The applicant for an aerodrome construction permit shall submit to the Authority for
approval an application on a form and in a manner prescribed by the Authority in the
applicable technical guidance material, accompanied by –
(a)

a detailed design of the proposed construction including related architectural
requirements approved by the relevant authority;
(b)
aerodrome data in accordance with the characteristics of the aircraft for which
the aerodrome is intended; and
(c)
a topographical map of the proposed aerodrome site.

Issuance of
aerodrome
construction
permits.

7. The Authority shall issue an aerodrome construction permit to an applicant who meets the
requirements of Regulation 6 and any other requirements as may be specified by any
relevant authority.

Design and
construction
of aerodromes

8. (1) An applicant for a construction permit shall ensure that the design and construction of
the aerodrome is undertaken by a person registered by the relevant professional body.
(2) The Authority shall inspect the site of an aerodrome during construction to ascertain
compliance with these Regulations, the Civil Aviation (Security) Regulations, other
applicable Laws and the terms of the aerodrome construction permit.

Requirement
for aerodrome
design

9. (1) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that architectural and infrastructure-related
requirements for the optimum implementation of the applicable Civil Aviation (Security)
Regulations shall be integrated into the design and construction of new facilities and
alterations to existing facilities at an aerodrome.
(2) The design of aerodromes shall take into account, where appropriate, land-use and
environmental control measures.
(3) An aerodrome design shall;(a) indicate the physical characteristics in accordance with these regulations;
(b) indicate the obstacle limitation surfaces;
(c) integrate security measures in accordance with the applicable Civil Aviation
(Security) Regulations;
(d) indicate appropriate visual aids for navigation; and
(e) indicate appropriate equipment and installations.
(4) The physical characteristics, obstacle limitation surfaces, visual aids and equipment
and installations, required under sub-regulation (1) shall (a) be appropriate to the critical aircraft characteristics for which the aerodrome
intends to serve;
(b) be at the lowest meteorological minima for each runway;
(c) provide conditions for the safe operation of aircraft; and
(d) comply with the appropriate aerodrome design requirements prescribed in these
Regulations.

Airport
design and
master plan

10.
(1) Development of aerodrome infrastructure shall be done in accordance with the
master plan approved by the Authority.
(2) The master plan in sub regulation (1) shall;(a) contain a schedule of priorities including a phased implementation plan; and
(b) be reviewed periodically to take into account current and future aerodrome traffic.
(3) Aerodrome stakeholders, particularly aircraft operators, shall be consulted in order to
facilitate the master planning process using a consultative and collaborative approach.

(4) Architectural and infrastructure-related requirements for the optimum implementation
of the Civil Aviation (Security) Regulations, as amended shall be integrated into the
design and construction of new facilities and alterations to existing facilities at an
aerodrome.
(5) The design of aerodromes shall take into account, where appropriate, land-use and
environmental control measures.

Aerodrome
reference code

11.
(1) An aerodrome reference code comprising a code number and a code letter shall
be used for aerodrome planning purposes.
(2) The aerodrome reference code shall be determined in accordance with the critical
aeroplane characteristics for which the aerodrome facility is intended.
(3) The aerodrome reference code numbers and code letters required under sub-regulation
(1) shall have the meanings assigned to them in Table 1.
(4) The code number for element 1 shall be determined from Table 1 selecting the code
number corresponding to the highest value of the aeroplane reference field lengths of
the aeroplanes for which the runway is intended.
(5) The code letter for element 2 shall be determined from Table 1 by selecting the code
letter which corresponds to the greatest wingspan of the aeroplanes for which the
facility is intended.

Table 1 Aerodrome reference code

Code number
(1)
1
2
3
4

Code letter
A
B
C
D
E
F

Table 1: Code Number
Code Element 1
Aerodrome reference field length
(2)
Less than 800 m
800 m up to but not including 1 200 m
1 200 m up to but not including 1 800 m
1 800 m and over

Table 1: Code Letter
Code Element 2
Wingspan
Up to but not including 15 m
15 m up to but not including 24 m
24 m up to but not including 36 m
36 m up to but not including 52m
52 m up to but not including 65 m
65 m up to but not including 80 m

(6) When the aerodrome accommodates an aeroplane that exceeds the certificated
characteristics of the aerodrome, the compatibility between the operation of the
aeroplane and aerodrome infrastructure and operations shall be assessed and
appropriate measures developed and implemented in order to maintain an acceptable
level of safety during operations.
(7) Information concerning alternative measures, operational procedures and operating
restrictions implemented at an aerodrome arising from sub regulation (1) shall be
promulgated.

12.(1) Where an aerodrome accommodates an aeroplane that exceeds the certificated
Specific
characteristics of the aerodrome, an aerodrome operator shall assess the compatibility
procedures
between the operation of the aeroplane and the aerodrome infrastructure structure and
for aerodrome
develop and implement appropriate measures in order to maintain an acceptable level of
operations
safety.
(2) Subject to sub-regulation (1) the aerodrome operator shall include in the aerodrome
manual, procedures for assessing the compatibility of the operation of a new aeroplane
with the aerodrome and the aerodrome infrastructure and for developing and
implementing appropriate measures.

(3) The procedures and measures developed in sub-regulation (2) shall be periodically
reviewed to assess their continued validity.
(4) The aerodrome operator shall notify the authority for promulgation information
concerning alternative measures, operational procedures and operating restrictions
implemented at an aerodrome arising from the assessment in sub-regulation (1).

PART III
INFORMATION TO BE REPORTED TO AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION SERVICES
Availability of
Information

13.(1) An operator shall ensure that information relating to the aerodrome and its facilities,
which is significant for the conduct of flights to and from the aerodrome, is available to
the users of the aerodrome.
(2) An operator shall be responsible for notifying the Aeronautical Information Services
of any errors and omissions in the aeronautical information of operational significance,
published in the Aeronautical Information Publication or Aeronautical Information
Circular or in the NOTAM, and of any pending changes in the aerodrome or its
facilities which are likely to affect this information.
(3) An operator shall provide information on the following for the guidance of pilots and
other operators (a) status of licensing/certification of the aerodrome;
(b) construction or maintenance work on or immediately adjacent to the
manoeuvring area;
(c) unserviceable portions of any part of the manoeuvring area;
(d) the runway surface conditions when affected by water, damp, wet, water
patches or flooded, as appropriate;
(e) parked aircraft or other objects on, or immediately adjacent to the taxiways;
(f) the presence of other temporary hazards;
(g) failure or irregular operation of any part of the aerodrome lighting system,
or of the aerodrome main and secondary power supplies;
(h) failure, irregular operation and changes in the operational status of any
electronic approach or navigation aid, or aeronautical communication
facility;
(i) failures and changes in the runway visual range observer system; and
(i) any other information of operational significance.

14.(1) Where any of the following conditions occur or are anticipated, an operator shall take
Action
immediate action to amend the information contained in the Aeronautical Information
required for
Circular and where necessary, promulgate the change by NOTAM through the
occurrences of
Aeronautical Information Services using the Aeronautical Information Services address
operational
notified in the Aeronautical Information Circular significance
other than
(a) changes in the availability of the manoeuvring area and changes in the
those
runway declared distance; except that increases in declared distances may
involving
only be made with the approval of the Authority;
electronic aids
(b) significant changes in aerodrome lighting and other visual aids;

and
communicatio
n facilities

(c) presence or removal of temporary obstructions to aircraft operation in the
manoeuvring area;
(d) presence of airborne hazards to air navigation;
(e) interruption, return to service, or major changes to rescue facilities and
firefighting services in terms of the new category of the rescue and
firefighting service available at the aerodrome; except that permanent
changes to the promulgated rescue firefighting category may only be made
with the approval of the Authority;
(f) failure of or return to operation of hazard beacons and obstruction lights on
or in the vicinity of the aerodrome;
(g) erection or removal of obstructions to air navigation, and erection or
removal of significant obstacles in take-off, climb or approach areas;
(h) air displays, air races, parachute jumping, or any unusual aviation activity;
and
(i) any other information of operational significance.
(2) Where any of the conditions in sub-regulation (1) arises at short notice, an operator
shall notify the Aeronautical Information Services for promulgation of a NOTAM.
(3) Where any of the conditions in sub-regulation (1) is intended, the operator shall make
a written request to the Aeronautical Information Services, for the amendment of the
Aeronautical Information Publication and Aeronautical Information Circular or for
supplementary action.

15.(1) An operator or a person in charge of a navigation facility shall initiate NOTAM actionAction
(a) for the establishment or withdrawal of electronic aids to air navigation;
required for
and
occurrences
(b) for changes in the regularity or reliability of operation of any electronic
that affect
aid to air navigation or aeronautical communication facility.
electronic aids
and
(2) An operator or a person in charge of a navigation facility shall request for the NOTAM
communicatio
action, or an amendment or a supplement of Aeronautical Information Publication or
n facilities
Aeronautical Information Circular directly from the Aeronautical Information
Services or through channels established by the Authority.

Aeronautical
data
reporting

16.(1) An operator shall provide to the Authority for promulgation, accurate aeronautical data
as specified in these Regulations.
(2)
An operator shall ensure that aerodrome related aeronautical data is
adequate and accurate and that the integrity of the data is maintained and
protected throughout the data process from survey or origin up to the next
intended user.
(3)

An operator shall determine and report aerodrome related aeronautical
data in accordance with the accuracy and integrity requirements of the
Civil Aviation (Aeronautical Information Services) Regulations while
taking into account the established quality management system
requirements.

(4)

Accuracy requirements for aeronautical data shall be based upon a ninetyfive per cent confidence level and in that respect, three types of positional
data, namely; surveyed points, calculated points and declared points shall
be identified.

(5)

Aerodrome mapping data shall be made available to the
aeronautical information services for aerodromes in category A where
safety and/or performance-based operations suggest possible benefits.

(6)

Where made available in accordance with these regulations, the selection
of the aerodrome mapping data features to be collected shall be made with
consideration of the intended applications.

(7)

Where made available in accordance with these regulations, aerodrome
mapping data shall comply with the accuracy and integrity requirements
specified in the applicable Civil Aviation (Aeronautical Information
Services) Regulations.

(8)

Subject to sub-regulation (7), the following classification and data integrity
levels shall apply –

(a)
(b)

(c)

for routine data: avoid corruption throughout the processing of the data;
for essential data: assure corruption does not occur at any stage of the
entire process and may include additional processes as needed to address
potential risks in the overall system architecture to further assure data
integrity at this level; and
for critical data: assure corruption does not occur at any stage of the entire
process and include additional integrity assurance procedures to fully
mitigate the effects of faults identified by thorough analysis of the overall
system architecture as potential data integrity risks.

PART IV
AERODROME DATA
Aerodrome
Data and
related
information

17.The aerodrome operator shall measure and describe the following data, as appropriate, for
each facility provided on an aerodrome:
(a) Runway - true bearing to one-hundredth of a degree, designation number,
length, width, displaced threshold location to the nearest metre or foot, slope,
surface type, type of runway and, for a precision approach runway category I,
the existence of an obstacle free zone when provided
(b) strip, runway end safety area, stopway - length, width to the nearest metre
or foot, surface type; and arresting system — location (which runway end) and
description and

(c) taxiway - designation, width, surface type
(d) apron - surface type, aircraft stands
Aeronautical
data

18. (1) An aerodrome operator shall determine and report aerodrome-related aeronautical
data in accordance with the accuracy and integrity requirements set forth in the applicable
Civil Aviation (Aeronautical Information Services) Regulations, while taking into account
the established quality system procedures.
(2) The accuracy requirements for aeronautical data shall be based upon a 95 per cent
confidence level and in that respect, three types of positional data shall be identified:
(a) surveyed points (e.g. runway threshold),
(b) calculated points (mathematical calculations from the known surveyed points of
points in space, fixes), and
(c) declared points (e.g. flight information region boundary points).
(3) The aerodrome operator shall make available to the aeronautical information
services aerodrome mapping data for aerodromes where safety and/or performancebased operations suggest possible benefits.
(4) Where made available in accordance with sub-regulation (3), the selection of the
aerodrome mapping data features to be collected shall be made with consideration
of the intended applications.
(5) Where made available in accordance with sub-regulation (3), aerodrome mapping
data shall comply with the accuracy and integrity requirements specified in the
applicable Civil Aviation (Aeronautical Information Services) Regulations.
(6) Integrity of aeronautical data shall be maintained throughout the data process from
survey/origin to the next intended user and based on the applicable integrity
classification, the validation and verification procedures shall;(a) for routine data: avoid corruption throughout the processing of the data;
(b) for essential data: assure corruption does not occur at any stage of the entire process
and may include additional processes as needed to address potential risks in the
overall system architecture to further assure data integrity at this level; and
(c) for critical data: assure corruption does not occur at any stage of the entire process
and include additional integrity assurance procedures to fully mitigate the effects of
faults identified by thorough analysis of the overall system architecture as potential
data integrity risks.
(7) Protection of electronic aeronautical data while stored or in transit shall be totally
monitored by the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) and to achieve protection of the
integrity level of critical and essential aeronautical data as classified in subregulation (6), a 32- or 24-bit CRC algorithm shall apply, respectively.
(8) To achieve protection of the integrity level of routine aeronautical data as classified
in sub-regulation (6), a 16-bit CRC algorithm shall apply.
(9) Geographical coordinates indicating latitude and longitude shall be determined and
reported to the aeronautical information services authority in terms of the World
Geodetic System — 1984 (WGS-84) geodetic reference datum, identifying those
geographical coordinates which have been transformed into WGS-84 coordinates by
mathematical means and whose accuracy of original field work does not meet the
requirements of the applicable Civil Aviation (Aeronautical Information services)
Regulations.

(10)
The order of accuracy of the field work shall be such that the resulting
operational navigation data for the phases of flight shall be within the maximum
deviations, with respect to an appropriate reference frame, as indicated in the
applicable Civil Aviation (Aeronautical Information Services) regulations. (An
appropriate reference frame is that which enables WGS-84 to be realized on a given
aerodrome and with respect to which all coordinate data are related).
(11)
In addition to the elevation (referenced to mean sea level) of the specific
surveyed ground positions at aerodromes, geoid undulation (referenced to the WGS84 ellipsoid) for those positions as indicated in the applicable Civil Aviation
(Aeronautical Information Services) regulations shall be determined and reported to
the aeronautical information services.
Aerodrome
reference
point

19. (1) An aerodrome operator shall establish reference point for an aerodrome.
(2) The aerodrome reference point referred to in sub-regulation (1) shall be located near
the initial or planned geometric centre of the aerodrome and shall normally remain
where first established.
(3) The position of the aerodrome reference point shall be measured and reported to the
aeronautical information services authority in degrees, minutes and seconds.

Aerodrome
and runway
elevations

20. (1) An aerodrome operator shall ensure that the aerodrome elevation and geoid undulation
at the aerodrome elevation position is measured to the accuracy of one-half metre or foot
and reported to the aeronautical information services authority.
(2) For an aerodrome used by international civil aviation for non-precision approaches,
the elevation and geoid undulation of each threshold, the elevation of the runway end
and any significant high and low intermediate points along the runway shall be
measured to the accuracy of one-half metre or foot and reported to the aeronautical
information services authority.
(3) For precision approach runway, the elevation and geoid undulation of the threshold,
the elevation of the runway end and the highest elevation of the touchdown zone
shall be measured to the accuracy of one-quarter metre or foot and reported to the
aeronautical information services authority.
(4) Geoid undulation must be measured in accordance with the appropriate system of
coordinates.

Aerodrome
reference
temperature

21. (1) An aerodrome operator shall determine aerodrome reference temperature for the
aerodrome in degrees Celsius.
(2) The aerodrome reference temperature shall be the monthly mean of the daily
maximum temperatures for the hottest month of the year (the hottest month being
that which has the highest monthly mean temperature) and this temperature shall,
where possible be averaged over a period of years.

Aerodrome
dimensions
and related
information

22. (1) An aerodrome operator shall measure or describe the following data, as appropriate,
for each facility provided on an aerodrome:
(a)
runway — true bearing to one-hundredth of a degree, designation number, length,
width, displaced threshold location to the nearest metre or foot, slope, surface
type, type of runway and, for a precision approach runway category I, the
existence of an obstacle free zone when provided;

(b)

width to the nearest metre or foot, surface type of the(i) strip
(ii) runway end safety area length,

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

stopway;
taxiway - designation, width, surface type;
apron - surface type, aircraft stands;
the boundaries of the air traffic control service;
clearway - length to the nearest metre or foot, ground profile;
visual aids for approach procedures, marking and lighting of runways, taxiways and
aprons, other visual guidance and control aids on taxiways and aprons, including taxiholding positions and stop bars, and location and type of visual docking guidance
systems;
(i) location and radio frequency of any VOR aerodrome checkpoint;
(j) location and designation of standard taxi-routes; and
(k) distances to the nearest metre or foot of localizer and glide path elements comprising
an instrument landing system (ILS) or azimuth and elevation antenna of a microwave
landing system (MLS) in relation to the associated runway extremities.

(3) The geographical coordinates of each threshold shall be measured and reported to
the aeronautical information services authority in degrees, minutes, seconds and
hundredths of seconds.
(4) The geographical coordinates of appropriate taxiway centre line points shall be
measured and reported to the aeronautical information services authority in degrees,
minutes, seconds and hundredths of seconds.
(5) The geographical coordinates of each aircraft stand shall be measured and reported
to the aeronautical information services authority in degrees, minutes, seconds and
hundredths of seconds.
(6) The geographical coordinates of obstacles in Area 2 (the part within the aerodrome
boundary) and in Area 3 shall be measured and reported to the aeronautical
information services authority in degrees, minutes, seconds and tenths of seconds
and in addition, the top elevation, type, marking and lighting (where any) of obstacles
shall be reported to the aeronautical information services authority.

Strength of
pavementsfrom 28
November
2024

23. This regulation shall be applicable from 28 November 2024.
(1) The aerodrome operator shall determine the bearing strength of a pavement.
(2) The bearing strength of a pavement intended for aircraft of apron (ramp) mass greater
than 5700 kg shall be made available using the aircraft classification rating —
pavement classification rating (ACR-PCR) method by reporting all of the following
information:
(a) the pavement classification rating (PCR) and numerical value;

(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

(b) pavement type for ACR-PCR determination;
(c) subgrade strength category;
(d) maximum allowable tire pressure category or maximum allowable tire
pressure value; and
(e) evaluation method; and where necessary, PCRs may be published to an
accuracy of one-tenth of a whole number.
The pavement classification rating (PCR) reported shall indicate that an aircraft with
an aircraft classification number (ACR) equal to or less than the reported PCR can
operate on the pavement subject to any limitation on the tire pressure, or aircraft allup mass for specified aircraft type(s).
Different PCRs may be reported where the strength of the pavement is subject to
significant seasonal variation.
The ACR of an aircraft shall be determined in accordance with the standard
procedures associated with the ACR-PCR method.
For the purposes of determining the ACR, the behaviour of a pavement shall be
classified as equivalent to a rigid or flexible construction.
Information on pavement type for ACR-PCR determination, subgrade strength
category, maximum allowable tire pressure category and evaluation method shall be
reported using the following codes:

(a) Pavement type for ACR-PCR determination:
Rigid pavement
Flexible pavement
(b) Subgrade strength category

Code
R
F
Code

High strength: characterized by E=200 MPa, and representing all E values equal
to or above 150 MPa for rigid and flexible pavements

A

Medium strength: characterized by E=120 MPa and representing a range in E
values equal to or above 100 MPa and strictly less than 150 MPa, for rigid and
flexible pavements.

B

Low strength: characterized by E=80 MPa and representing a range in E values
equal to or above 60 MPa and strictly less than 100 MPa, for rigid and flexible
pavements.

C

Ultra-low strength: characterized by E=50 MPa and representing all E values
strictly less than 60 MPa, for rigid and flexible pavements.

D

(c) Maximum allowable tire pressure category:
Unlimited: no pressure limit
High: pressure limited to 1.75 MPa

Code
W
X

Medium: pressure limited to 1.25 MPa
Low: pressure limited to 0.50 MPa

Y
Z

(d) Evaluation method:
Technical evaluation: representing a specific study of the pavement characteristics and
the types of aircraft which the pavement is intended to serve.

T

Using aircraft experience: representing a knowledge of the specific type and mass of
Aircraft satisfactorily being supported under regular use.

U

(8) The following examples shall be used to illustrate how pavement strength data are
reported under the ACR-PCR method.
(a) Where the bearing strength of a rigid pavement, resting on a medium strength
subgrade, has been assessed by technical evaluation to be PCR 760 and there is no
tire pressure limitation, then the reported information shall be:
PCR 760 / R / B / W / T
(b) Where the bearing strength of a composite pavement, behaving like a flexible
pavement and resting on a high strength subgrade, has been assessed by using aircraft
experience to be PCR 550 and the maximum tire pressure allowable is 1.25 MPa, then
the reported information shall be:
PCR 550 / F / A / Y / U
(9) An aerodrome operator in coordination with the Authority may establish the criteria
to regulate the use of a pavement by an aircraft with an ACR higher than the PCR
reported for that pavement in accordance with sub-regulations (2) and (3).
(10)
The bearing strength of a pavement intended for aircraft of apron (ramp) mass
equal to or less than 5 700 kg shall be made available by reporting the following
information:
(a) maximum allowable aircraft mass; and
(b) maximum allowable tire pressure.
Example: 4 800 kg/0.60 MPa.
Pre-flight
altimeter
check location

24. (1) An aerodrome operator shall establish one or more pre-flight altimeter check
locations for an aerodrome.
(2) Subject to sub-regulation (1) pre-flight check location shall be located on an apron
to enable an altimeter check to be made prior to obtaining taxi clearance and to
eliminate the need for stopping for that purpose after leaving the apron, in which
case, an entire apron can serve as a satisfactory altimeter check location.
(3) The elevation of a pre-flight altimeter check location shall be given as the average
elevation, rounded to the nearest metre or foot, of the area on which it is located.
(4) The elevation of any portion of a pre-flight altimeter check location shall be within
3 m (10ft) of the average elevation for that location.

Declared
distances

25. (1) An aerodrome operator shall calculate to the nearest metre or foot for a runway
intended for use by international commercial air transport the following distances:
(a) take-off run available;
(b) take-off distance available;
(c) accelerate-stop distance available; and
(d) landing distance available.
(1) Declared distances shall be calculated in accordance with the Eighth Schedule to these
regulations.

Condition of
the movement
area and
related
facilities

26. (1) The aerodrome operator shall provide information on the condition of the movement
area and the operational status of related facilities to the appropriate aeronautical
information services units, and similar information of operational significance to the air
traffic services units, to enable those units to provide the necessary information to arriving
and departing aircraft.
(2) The information referred to in sub-regulation (1) shall be kept up to date and changes in
conditions reported without delay.
(3) The aerodrome operator shall monitor the condition of the movement area and the
operational status of related facilities, and provide reports on matters of operational
significance affecting aircraft and aerodrome operations to Aeronautical information
Service provider and air traffic control unit in order appropriate action to be taken in
respect of at least the following:
(a) construction or maintenance work;
(b) rough or broken surfaces on a runway, a taxiway or an apron;
(c) water on a runway, a taxiway or an apron;
(d) other contaminants on a runway, taxiway or apron such as mud, dust, sand, volcanic
ash, oil and rubber;
(e) other temporary hazards, including parked aircraft;
(f) failure or irregular operation of part or all of the aerodrome visual aids; and
(g) failure of the normal or secondary power supply.
(4) Subject to sub-regulations (1) and (3), the following inspections shall be carried out
each day:
(a) For the movement area shall be carried out each day at least once where the code
number is 1 or 2 and at least twice where the code number is 3 or 4.
(b) For the runway(s), in addition to (a) whenever the runway surface conditions may
have changed significantly due to meteorological conditions.
(5) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that Personnel assessing and reporting runway
surface conditions required in sub-regulation (2) are conducted by appropriately trained
and competent personnel to perform such duties.

Runway
surface
condition(s)
for use in the
runway
condition
report

27. (1) The aerodrome operator shall assess and report the runway surface condition through
a runway condition code (RWYCC) and a description using the following terms as
applicable;COMPACTED SNOW
DRY
DRY SNOW
DRY SNOW ON TOP OF COMPACTED SNOW
DRY SNOW ON TOP OF ICE
FROST
ICE
SLUSH
STANDING WATER
WATER ON TOP OF COMPACTED SNOW
WET
WET ICE
WET SNOW
WET SNOW ON TOP OF COMPACTED SNOW
WET SNOW ON TOP OF ICE
CHEMICALLY TREATED
LOOSE SAND
(2) Whenever an operational runway is contaminated, the aerodrome operator shall assess and
report to aerodrome users the contaminant depth and coverage over each third of the runway.
(3) When friction measurements are used as part of the overall runway surface assessment on
contaminated surfaces, the friction measuring device shall meet the standard set or agreed by
the Authority.
(4) The Aerodrome operator shall make available information that a runway or portion thereof is
slippery wet.
(5) The Aerodrome operator shall notify relevant aerodrome users when the friction level of a paved
runway or portion thereof is less than the minimum friction level specified by the Authority.

Responsibility
for removal of
disabled
aircraft

28. (1) The aerodrome operator shall provide the telephone number and email address of the
office of the aerodrome coordinator responsible for the removal of an aircraft disabled on
or adjacent to the movement area and shall, on request, make available, this information
to aircraft operators.
(2) Information concerning the capability to remove an aircraft disabled on or adjacent to
the movement area shall be made available and such capability to remove a disabled
aircraft may be expressed in terms of the largest type of aircraft which the aerodrome is
equipped to remove.

Information
on level of
protection of
rescue and
fire fighting

29.(1) An aerodrome operator shall provide information concerning the level of protection
provided at an aerodrome for aircraft rescue and firefighting purposes.
(2) The level of protection available at an aerodrome shall be expressed in terms of the
category of the rescue and firefighting services in accordance with the types and
amounts of extinguishing agents available at the aerodrome.
(3) (a) Changes in the level of protection normally available at an aerodrome for rescue
and firefighting services caused by changes in the availability of extinguishing agents,
equipment to deliver the agents or personnel to operate the equipment, among others,
shall be notified to the appropriate air traffic services units and aeronautical information
services units to enable those units to provide the necessary information to arriving and
departing aircraft in the form of stating the revised RFF category.

(b) When such a change has been corrected, the appropriate air traffic services units and
aeronautical information services units shall be advised accordingly.
(4) A change shall be expressed in terms of the new category of the rescue and firefighting
service available at the aerodrome.
Visual
approach
slope
indicator
systems

30.The aerodrome operator shall make available the following information concerning a
visual approach slope indicator system installation;(a) associated runway designation number;
(b) type of system - for a, PAPI or APAPI installation, the side of the runway on which
the lights are installed, that is left or right, shall be given; and
(c) where the axis of the system is not parallel to the runway centre line, the angle of
displacement and the direction of displacement, that is left or right, shall be
indicated;
nominal approach slope angle(s). for a PAPI and an APAPI shall be angle (B + C)
÷ 2 and (A + B) ÷ 2, as in Figure 5-20; and minimum eye height(s) over the
threshold of the on-slope signal(s) for a PAPI this shall be the setting angle of the
third unit from the runway minus 2 minutes, that is. angle B minus 2 minutes, and
for an APAPI this shall be the setting angle of the unit farther from the runway
minus 2 minutes, that is. angle A minus 2 minutes.

Coordination
between
aeronautical
information
services and
aerodrome
authorities

31. (1) The aerodrome operator shall, for the purpose of ensuring that aeronautical
information services units obtain information to enable them to provide up-to-date preflight information and to meet the need for in-flight information, make arrangements with
the aeronautical information services and the authority to report to the responsible
aeronautical information services unit, with a minimum of delay the following:
(a) information on the status of certification of aerodromes and aerodrome conditions;
(b) the operational status of associated facilities, services and navigation aids within
their area of responsibility;
(c) any other information considered to be of operational significance.
(2) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that; (a) Before introducing changes to the air navigation system, due account is taken by
the services responsible for such changes of the time needed by aeronautical
information services for the preparation, production and issue of relevant
material for promulgation; and
(b) There is timely provision of the information to aeronautical information
services and close coordination between those services concerned.
(3) An aeronautical information service provider shall ensure that; (a) Changes to aeronautical information that affect charts and/or computer-based
navigation systems qualify to be notified by the aeronautical information
regulation and control (AIRAC) system.
(b) The predetermined, internationally agreed AIRAC effective dates in addition to
14 days postage time are observed by the responsible aerodrome services when
submitting the raw information/data to aeronautical information services.
(4) The aerodrome services responsible for the provision of raw aeronautical
information/data to the aeronautical information services shall do that while taking into
account accuracy and integrity requirements to meet the needs of the end user of
aeronautical data.

PART V
AERODROMES PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Application
Conditions
for operating
an aerodrome

32. The specifications under this Part shall only apply to land aerodromes.
33. A person shall not operate an aerodrome licensed, certificated or registered under the
applicable Civil Aviation (Certification, Licensing & Registration of Aerodromes)
Regulations unless the facilities and characteristics of the aerodrome are effectively
related and match the needs of the aircraft for which the aerodrome is intended.

Standards for
physical
characteristic
s of an
aerodrome

34.A person shall not operate an aerodrome unless the physical characteristics of the
aerodrome comply with these regulations.

Runways
Number and
orientation of
runways

35.The aerodrome operator shall ensure that; (a) The number and orientation of a runway at an aerodrome is such that, the usability
factor of the aerodrome is not less than 95 per cent for the aircraft for which the aerodrome
is intended to serve, taking into account the wind distribution for the location.
(b) The siting and orientation of runways at an aerodrome shall be such that the arrival
and departure tracks minimize interference with areas approved for residential use and
other noise-sensitive areas close to the aerodrome in order to avoid future noise problems.
(c) When a new instrument runway is being located, particular attention shall be given to
areas over which aircraft shall be required to fly when following instrument approach and
missed approach procedures, so as to ensure that obstacles in these areas or other factors
shall not restrict the operation of the aircraft for which the runway is intended.

Choice of
maximum
permissible
cross-wind
components

36.(1)- The aerodrome operator shall, in determining the number and orientation of runways
as required by regulation 100 (1), ensure that the crosswind component for aircraft landing
and taking off does not exceed the cross-wind components;–
(a) 37 km/h (20 kts) in the case of aircraft whose reference field length is 1500 m or
over, except that when poor runway braking action owing to an insufficient
longitudinal coefficient of friction is experienced with some frequency, a
crosswind component not exceeding 24 km/h (13 kts) shall be assumed;
(b) 24 km/h (13 kts) in the case of aircraft whose reference field length is 1200 m or
up to but not including 1 500 m; and
(c) 19 km/h (10 kts) in the case of aircraft whose reference field length is less than
1200 m.

(2) Subject to sub-regulation (1), factors that may affect the calculation of the estimate of
the usability factor and allowances to be made shall take into account of the effect of
unusual circumstance and shall include; –
(a) type of operation;
(b) climatological conditions including wind distribution, wind statistics and
crosswind components;
(c) Topography of the aerodrome site, aircraft approach paths, and surroundings
including –
(i) obstacle limitation surfaces, as applicable
(ii) current and future land use
(iii)construction costs
(iv) Visual and non-visual aids
(d) Air traffic in the vicinity of the aerodrome including; proximity of other
aerodromes or air traffic services routes traffic density air traffic control
procedures where applicable and missed approach procedures

Data to be
used for the
calculation of
the runway
usability
factor

37.(1) The selection of data to be used for the calculation of the runway usability factor shall
be based on reliable wind distribution statistics that extend over a period of not less than
five years with wind observations made at least eight times daily and spaced at equal
intervals of time.

Location of
threshold

38.(1) Unless operational considerations justify the choice of another location, the runway
threshold shall be located at the extremity of a runway.
(2) In determining that no obstacles penetrate above the approach surface, account shall be
taken of mobile objects (vehicles on roads, trains, etc.) at least within that portion of the
approach area within 1200 m longitudinally from the threshold and of an overall width
of not less than 150 m.
(3) When it is necessary to displace a threshold, either permanently or temporarily, from its
normal location, the operator shall take into account the various factors which may have
a bearing on the location of the threshold.
(4) Where a displacement is due to an unserviceable runway condition, a cleared and graded
area of at least 60 m in length shall be made available between the unserviceable area
and the displaced threshold and an additional distance shall be provided to meet the
requirements of the runway end safety area as appropriate.
(5) Pursuant to sub-regulation (3), factors to be considered in the determination of the
location of a displaced threshold shall be;(a) obstacles in the approach surface;

(2) Notwithstanding the requirements of sub-regulation (1) wind distribution statistics of a
shorter period may be used for runways in category E aerodromes as determined by the
operator and accepted by the Authority.

(b) landing distance available;
(c) type of aircraft for which the runway is intended;

(d) visibility and cloud base conditions;
(e) obstacle clearance limit in the case of precision approach runways; and
(f) provision for obstacle free surfaces.
Determinatio
n of actual
length of
runways

39.(1) Except as provided in sub-regulation (3), the actual runway length to be provided for
a primary runway shall be adequate to meet the operational requirements of the aeroplanes
for which the runway is intended and shall not be less than the longest length determined
by applying the corrections for local conditions to the operations and performance
characteristics of the relevant aeroplanes, including elevation, temperature, runway slope,
humidity and the runway surface characteristics.
(2) The specification in sub-regulation (1) shall not necessarily mean providing for
operations by the critical aeroplane at its maximum mass.

(3) Both take-off and landing requirements need to be considered when determining the
length of runway to be provided and the need for operations to be conducted in both
directions of the runway.
(4) The length of a secondary runway shall be determined in accordance with sub-regulation
(1) except that consideration shall only be given to the needs of those aeroplanes which
require to use the secondary runway in addition to other runways in order to obtain a
usability factor of at least 95 per cent.
(5) Where a runway is associated with a stop-way or clearway an actual runway length less
than that resulting from application of sub-regulations (1) or (4), as appropriate, may be
considered satisfactory, but in such a case any combination of runway, stop-way and
clearway provided shall permit compliance with the operational requirements for takeoff and landing of the aircraft the runway is intended to serve.

(6) The use of stopways and clearways shall be as described in the Eighth Schedule to these
regulations.
Determinatio
n of width of
runway

40.(1) The width of a runway shall not be less than the appropriate dimension specified in
the following tabulation:
Outer Main Gear Wheel Span (OMGWS)
Code number

Up to but
not
including
4.5

4.5 m up
to but not
including
6m

6 m up to
but not
including 9
m

9 m up to
but not
including
15 m

1a
2a
3
4

18 m
23 m
30 m
-

18 m
23 m
30 m
-

23 m
30 m
30 m
45 m

45 m
45 m

The width of a precision approach runway shall be not less than 30 m where the code number
is 1 or 2.
(2) The width of a precision approach runway shall be not less than 30 m where the code
number is 1 or 2.
Determinatio
n of minimum
distance
between
parallel
runways

41.(1) Where parallel non-instrument runways are intended for simultaneous use, the
minimum distance between their centre lines shall be:
(a) 210 m where the higher code number is 3 or 4;
(b) 150 m where the higher code number is 2; and
(c) 120 m where the higher code number is 1.
(2) Where parallel instrument runways are intended for simultaneous use, the minimum
distance between their centre lines shall be:
— 1 035 m for independent parallel approaches;
— 915 m for dependent parallel approaches;
— 760 m for independent parallel departures;
— 760 m for segregated parallel operations;
except that:
(a) for segregated parallel operations the specified minimum distance:
(i) may be decreased by 30 m for each 150 m that the arrival runway is staggered
toward the arriving aircraft, to a minimum of 300 m; and
(ii) shall be increased by 30 m for each 150 m that the arrival runway is staggered
away from the arriving aircraft;
(b) for independent parallel approaches, combinations of minimum distances and
associated conditions may be applied when it is determined that such combinations
shall not adversely affect the safety of aircraft operations.

Slopes on
runways

42.(1) The longitudinal slope of a runway shall be computed by dividing the difference
between the maximum and minimum elevation along the runway centre line by the
runway length and shall not exceed:
(a) 1 per cent where the code number is 3 or 4; and
(b) 2 per cent where the code number is 1 or 2.

(2) The longitudinal slopes along any portion of a runway shall not exceed:
(a) 1.25 per cent where the code number is 4, except that for the first and last quarter of
the length of the runway the longitudinal slope shall not exceed 0.8 per cent;
(b) 1.5 per cent where the code number is 3, except that for the first and last quarter of
the length of a precision approach runway category II or III the longitudinal slope
shall not exceed 0.8 per cent; and
(c) 2 per cent where the code number is 1 or 2

(3) Where longitudinal slope changes cannot be avoided, the slope change between two
consecutive slopes shall not exceed:
(a) 1.5 per cent where the code number is 3 or 4; and
(b) 2 per cent where the code number is 1 or 2.
(3) The transition from one longitudinal slope to another shall be accomplished by a curved
surface with a rate of change not exceeding:
(a) 0.1 per cent per 30 m (minimum radius of curvature of 30 000 m) where the code
number is 4;
(b) 0.2 per cent per 30 m (minimum radius of curvature of 15 000 m) where the code
number is 3; and
(c) 0.4 per cent per 30 m (minimum radius of curvature of 7 500 m) where the code
number is 1 or 2.
(4) Where slope changes cannot be avoided, they shall be such that there shall be an
unobstructed line of sight from:
(a) any point 3 m above a runway to all other points 3 m above the runway within a
distance of at least half the length of the runway where the code letter is C, D, E or
F;
(b) any point 2 m above a runway to all other points 2 m above the runway within a
distance of at least half the length of the runway where the code letter is B; and
(c) any point 1.5 m above a runway to all other points 1.5 m above the runway within a
distance of at least half the length of the runway where the code letter is A.

(5) In which case, consideration shall have to be given to providing an unobstructed line of
sight over the entire length of a single runway where a full-length parallel taxiway is
not available and where an aerodrome has intersecting runways, additional criteria on
the line of sight of the intersection area shall need to be considered for operational
safety.
(6) Undulations or appreciable changes in slopes located close together along a runway
shall be avoided and the distance between the points of intersection of two successive
curves shall not be less than:
(a) the sum of the absolute numerical values of the corresponding slope changes
multiplied by the appropriate value as follows:
(i) 30000 m where the code number is 4;
(ii) 15000 m where the code number is 3; and
(iii) 5000 m where the code number is 1 or 2; or
(b) 45 m;
whichever is greater.
(7) To promote the most rapid drainage of water, the runway surface shall, where
practicable, be cambered except where a single cross fall from high to low in the
direction of the wind most frequently associated with rain shall ensure rapid drainage.
(8) The transverse slope shall where possible, be:
(a) 1.5 per cent where the code letter is C, D, E or F; and

(b) 2 per cent where the code letter is A or B;
but in any event shall not exceed 1.5 per cent or 2 per cent, as applicable, nor be less
than 1 per cent except at runway or taxiway intersections where flatter slopes may be
necessary; and
For a cambered surface the transverse slope on each side of the centre line shall be
symmetrical.
(9) The transverse slope shall be substantially the same throughout the length of a runway
except at an intersection with another runway or a taxiway where an even transition
shall be provided taking into account the need for adequate drainage.

Strength of
runways

43.Aerodrome operator shall ensure that runway is capable of withstanding the traffic of
aircraft for which the runway is intended to serve.

Surface of
runways

44.(1) The surface of a runway shall be constructed without irregularities that shall impair
the runway surface friction characteristics or otherwise adversely affect the take-off or
landing of an aeroplane.
(2) A paved runway shall be constructed or resurfaced so as to provide surface friction
characteristics at or above the minimum friction level specified by the Authority.
(3) The surface of a paved runway shall be evaluated when constructed or resurfaced to
determine that the surface friction characteristics achieve the design objectives.
(4) Measurements of the surface friction characteristics of a new or resurfaced paved
runway shall be made with a continuous friction measuring device using self-wetting
features.
(5) The average surface texture depth of a new surface shall be not less than 1.0 mm, taking
into consideration macrotexture and microtexture in order to provide the required
surface friction characteristics.
(6) When the surface is grooved or scored, the grooves or scorings shall be either
perpendicular to the runway centre line or parallel to non-perpendicular transverse
joints, where applicable.

Runway
shoulders

45.(1) An aerodrome operator shall provide runway shoulders for a runway where the code
letter is D, E or F.
(2) For aeroplanes with OMGWS from 9 m up to but not including 15 m, the runway
shoulders shall extend symmetrically on each side of the runway so that the overall
width of the runway and its shoulders is not less than:
(a) 60 m where the code letter is D or E;

(b) 60 m where the code letter is F with two- or three-engined aeroplanes; and
(c) 75 m where the code letter is F with four (or more)-engined aeroplanes.

(3) The surface of the shoulder that abuts the runway shall be flush with the surface of the
runway and its transverse slope shall not exceed 2.5 per cent.
(4) The portion of a runway shoulder between the runway edge and a distance of 30 m from
the runway centre line shall be prepared or constructed so as to be capable;
(a) in the event of an aeroplane running off the runway, of supporting the aeroplane
without inducing structural damage to the aeroplane; and
(b) of supporting ground vehicles which may operate on the shoulder.
(5) A runway shoulder shall be prepared or constructed so as to resist erosion and the
ingestion of the surface material by aeroplane engines.
(6) Runway shoulders for code letter F aeroplanes shall be paved to a minimum overall
width of runway and shoulder of not less than 60 m.
Runway turn
pads

46.(1) Where the end of a runway is not served by a taxiway or a taxiway turnaround and
where the code letter is D, E, or F, an aerodrome operator shall provide a runway turn to
facilitate a 180-degree turn of aeroplane as indicated in the figure below.

Typical turn pad layout
(2) Where the end of a runway is not served by a taxiway or a taxiway turnaround and where
the code letter is A, B, or C, a runway turn pad shall be provided to facilitate a 180degree turn of aeroplanes.
(3) The runway turn pad may be located on either the left or right side of the runway and
adjoining the runway pavement at both ends of the runway and at some intermediate
locations where deemed necessary.
(4) The intersection angle of the runway turn pad with the runway shall not exceed 30
degrees.
(5) The nose wheel steering angle to be used in the design of the runway turn pad shall not
exceed 45 degrees.

(6) The design of a runway turn pad shall be such that, when the cockpit of the aircraft for
which the turn pad is intended remains over the turn pad marking, the clearance distance
between any wheel of the aircraft landing gear and the edge of the turn pad shall be not
less than that given by the following tabulation:

Up to but not
including 4.5m

OMGWS
4.5m up to but
not including 6m

6m up to but not
including 9m

9m up to
but not
including
15m
a
b
Clearance
1.50 m
2.25 m
3 m or 4 m
4m
a
Where the turn pad is intended to be used by aeroplanes with a wheelbase less than 18 m.
b
Where the turn pad is intended to be used by aeroplanes with a wheelbase equal to or
greater than 18 m.
(7) For the purpose of these regulations, wheelbase means the distance from the nose gear
to the geometric centre of the main gear.
(8) Where severe weather conditions and resultant lowering of surface friction
characteristics prevail, a larger wheel-to-edge clearance of 6 m shall be provided where
the code letter is E or F.
(9) The longitudinal and transverse slopes on a runway turn pad shall be sufficient to
prevent the accumulation of water on the surface and facilitate rapid drainage of surface
water, and the slopes shall be the same as those on the adjacent runway pavement
surface.
(10) The strength of a runway turn pad shall be at least equal to that of the adjoining
runway which it serves, due consideration being given to the fact that the turn pad shall
be subjected to slow-moving traffic making hard turns and consequent higher stresses
on the pavement and where a runway turn pad is provided with flexible pavement, the
surface shall be capable of withstanding the horizontal shear forces exerted by the main
landing gear tires during turning manoeuvres.
(11) The surface of a runway turn pad shall not have surface irregularities that may cause
damage to an aircraft using the turn pad.
(12) The surface of a runway turn pad shall be so constructed or resurfaced as to provide
surface friction characteristics at least equal to that of the adjoining runway.
(13) The runway turn pads shall be provided with shoulders of such width as is necessary
to prevent surface erosion by the jet blast of the most demanding aircraft for which the
turn pad is intended, and any possible foreign object damage to the aeroplane engines,
and as a minimum, the width of the shoulders shall be required to cover the outer engine
of the most demanding aircraft and thus may be wider than the associated runway
shoulders.
(14) The strength of runway turn pad shoulders shall be capable of withstanding the
occasional passage of the aircraft it is designed to serve without inducing structural

damage to the aircraft and to the supporting ground vehicles that may operate on the
shoulder.

Runway
strips

47.(1) An aerodrome operator shall include a runway and any associated stopways in a strip.
(2) A strip shall extend before the threshold and beyond the end of the runway or stopway
for a distance of at least:
(a) 60 m where the code number is 2, 3 or 4;
(b) 60 m where the code number is 1 and the runway is an instrument one; and
(c) 30 m where the code number is 1 and the runway is a non-instrument one.
(3) A strip including a precision approach runway shall, wherever practicable, extend
laterally to a distance of at least:
(a) 140 m where the code number is 3 or 4; and
(b) 70 m where the code number is 1 or 2;
on each side of the centre line of the runway and its extended centre line throughout the length
of the strip.
(4) A strip including a non-precision approach runway shall extend laterally to a distance
of at least:
(a) 140 m where the code number is 3 or 4; and
(b) 70 m where the code number is 1 or 2;
on each side of the centre line of the runway and its extended centre line throughout the length
of the strip.
(5) A strip including a non-instrument runway shall extend on each side of the centre line
of the runway and its extended centre line throughout the length of the strip, to a distance
of at least:
(a) 75 m where the code number is 3 or 4;
(b) 40 m where the code number is 2; and
(c) 30 m where the code number is 1.
(6) An object situated on a runway strip which may endanger aircraft shall be regarded as
an obstacle and shall, as far as practicable, be removed,

(7) The aerodrome operator shall give consideration: (a) to the location and design of drains on a runway strip to prevent damage to an
aeroplane accidentally running off a runway;
(b) where open-air or covered storm water conveyances are installed;
consideration shall have to be given to ensure that their structure does not
extend above the surrounding ground so as not to be considered an obstacle;
(c) to design and maintenance of an open-air storm water conveyance in order to
prevent wildlife attraction, notably birds; and
(d) Where needed, it can be covered by a net.
(8) No fixed object, other than visual aids required for air navigation or those required for
aircraft safety purposes and which must be sited on the runway strip, and satisfying the
relevant frangibility requirement, shall be permitted on any part of a runway strip of a
precision approach runway delineated by the lower edges of the inner transitional
surfaces; and, mobile objects shall not be permitted on this part of the runway strip
during the use of the runway for landing or take-off.
(9) That portion of a strip of an instrument runway within a distance of at least:
(a) 75 m where the code number is 3 or 4; and
(b) 40 m where the code number is 1 or 2;
from the centre line of the runway and its extended centre line shall provide a graded area for
aeroplanes which the runway is intended to serve in the event of an aircraft running off the
runway.
(10) That portion of a strip of a non-instrument runway within a distance of at least.
(a) 75 m where the code number is 3 or 4;
(b) 40 m where the code number is 2; and
(c) 30 m where the code number is 1;
from the centre line of the runway and its extended centre line shall provide a graded area for
aeroplanes which the runway is intended to serve in the event of an aeroplane running off the
runway.
(11) The surface of that portion of a strip that abuts a runway, shoulder or stopway shall
be flush with the surface of the runway, shoulder or stopway.
(12) A blast pad that is a portion of a strip to at least 30 m before the start of a runway shall
be prepared against blast erosion in order to protect a landing aeroplane from the danger
of an exposed edge
(13) Where the areas in sub-regulation (12) have paved surfaces, they shall be able to
withstand the occasional passage of the critical aeroplane for runway pavement design.

Slopes on
runway strips

48.(1) A longitudinal slope along that portion of a strip to be graded shall not exceed;
(a) 1.5 per cent where the code number is 4;
(b) 1.75 per cent where the code number is 3; and
(c) 2 per cent where the code number is 1 or 2.
(2) Longitudinal slope changes on that portion of a strip to be graded shall be as gradual as
practicable and abrupt changes or sudden reversals of slopes avoided.
(3) Transverse slopes on that portion of a strip to be graded shall be adequate to prevent the
accumulation of water on the surface but shall not exceed:
(a) 2.5 per cent where the code number is 3 or 4; and
(b) 3 per cent where the code number is 1 or 2;

(4) except that to facilitate drainage the slope for the first 3 m outward from the runway,
shoulder or stopway edge shall be negative as measured in the direction away from the
runway and may be as great as 5 per cent.
(5) The transverse slopes of any portion of a strip beyond that to be graded shall not exceed
an upward slope of 5 per cent as measured in the direction away from the runway.
(6) Where deemed necessary for proper drainage, an open-air storm water conveyance may
be allowed in the non-graded portion of a runway strip and shall be placed as far as
practicable from the runway.
(7) Where an open-air storm water conveyance is located within the non-graded portion of
a runway strip, the aerodrome RFF procedure shall take into account the location of
open-air water conveyances.
(8) The strength of that portion of a strip of an instrument runway within a distance of at
least:
(a) 75 m where the code number is 3 or 4; and
(b) 40 m where the code number is 1 or 2;

(9) From the centre line of the runway and its extended centre line shall be so prepared or
constructed as to minimize hazards arising from differences in load-bearing capacity to
aeroplanes which the runway is intended to serve in the event of an aeroplane running
off the runway.

(10) The strength of that portion of a strip containing a non-instrument runway within a
distance of at least:
(a) 75 m where the code number is 3 or 4;
(b) 40 m where the code number is 2; and
(c) 30 m where the code number is 1;

(11) From the centre line of the runway and its extended centre line shall be so prepared
or constructed as to minimize hazards arising from differences in load-bearing capacity
to aeroplanes which the runway is intended to serve in the event of an aeroplane running
off the runway.

Runway end
safety area

49.(1) An aerodrome operator shall provide a runway end safety area at each end of a runway
strip where:
(a) the code number is 3 or 4; and
(b) the code number is 1 or 2 and the runway is an instrument one.
(2) A runway end safety area shall be provided at each end of a runway strip where the code
number is 1 or 2 and the runway is a non-instrument one.
(3) A runway end safety area shall extend from the end of a runway strip to a distance of at
least:
(a) 240 m where the code number is 3 or 4; or a reduced length when an arresting system
is installed;
(b) 120 m where the code number is 1 or 2 and the runway is an instrument one; or a
reduced length when an arresting system is installed; and
(c) 30 m where the code number is 1 or 2 and the runway is a non-instrument one.

(4) Where compliance with sub regulation (3) is not practicable, a runway end safety area
shall extend from the end of a runway strip to a distance of at least 90 m where:
(a) the code number is 3 or 4; and
(b) the code number is 1 or 2 and the runway is an instrument one
(5) The width of a runway end safety area shall be at least twice that of the associated
runway or wherever practicable, be equal to that of the graded portion of the associated
runway strip.
(6) An object situated on a runway end safety area which may endanger aeroplanes shall be
regarded as an obstacle and shall, as far as practicable, be removed.
(7) A runway end safety area shall provide a cleared and graded area for aeroplanes which
the runway is intended to serve in the event of an aeroplane undershooting or
overrunning the runway.

(8) The slopes of a runway end safety area shall be such that no part of the runway end
safety area penetrates the approach or take-off climb surface.
(9) The longitudinal slopes of a runway end safety area shall not exceed a downward slope
of 5 percent and longitudinal slope changes shall be as gradual as practicable with abrupt
changes or sudden reversals of slopes avoided.
(10) The transverse slopes of a runway end safety area shall not exceed an upward or
downward slope of 5 per cent.
(11) Transitions between differing slopes shall be as gradual as practicable.
(12) A runway end safety area shall be so prepared or constructed as to reduce the risk of
damage to an aeroplane undershooting or overrunning the runway, enhance aeroplane
deceleration and facilitate the movement of rescue and fire fighting vehicles.
Clearways

50.(1) The origin of a clearway where provided, shall be at the end of the take-off run
available.
(2) The length of a clearway shall not exceed half the length of the take-off run available.
(3) A clearway shall extend laterally on each side of the extended centre line of the runway,
to a distance of at least:
(a) 75 m for instrument runways; and
(b) half of the width of the runway strip for non-instrument runways.
(4) The ground in a clearway shall not project above a plane having an upward slope of
1.25 per cent, the lower limit of this plane being a horizontal line which:
(a) is perpendicular to the vertical plane containing the runway centre line; and
(b) passes through a point located on the runway centre line at the end of the take-off run
available.
(5) Abrupt upward changes in slope shall be avoided when the slope on the ground in a
clearway is relatively small or when the mean slope is upward.
(6) Subject to sub-regulation (5), the portion of the clearway within a distance of 22.5 m or
half the runway width, whichever is greater, on each side of the extended centre line,
the slopes, slope changes and the transition from runway to clearway shall conform with
those of the runway with which the clearway is associated.
(7) An object situated on a clearway which may endanger aeroplanes in the air shall be
regarded as an obstacle and shall be removed.

Stopways

51.(1)A stopway shall have the same width as the runway with which it is associated.
(2) Slopes and changes in slope on a stopway, and the transition from a runway to a
stopway, shall comply with the requirements of regulation 49 for the runway with which
the stopway is associated except that:
(a) the limitation in regulation 43 of a 0.8 per cent slope for the first and last quarter of
the length of a runway need not be applied to the stopway; and
(b) at the junction of the stopway and runway and along the stopway the maximum rate
of slope change may be 0.3 percent per 30 m (minimum radius of curvature of 10 000
m) for a runway where the code number is 3 or 4.

(3) A stopway shall be prepared or constructed to achieve strength so as to be capable, in
the event of an abandoned take-off, of supporting the aircraft which the stopway is
intended to serve without inducing structural damage to the aircraft.
(4) The surface of a paved stopway shall be so constructed or resurfaced as to provide
surface friction characteristics at or above those of the associated runway.
Radio
altimeter
operating
area

52.(1) An aerodrome operator shall establish a radio altimeter operating area in the prethreshold area of a precision approach runway.
(2) The length of a radio altimeter operating area shall extend before the threshold for a
distance of at least 300 m.
(3) The width of a radio altimeter operating area shall extend laterally, on each side of the
extended centre line of the runway, to a distance of 60 m, except that, when special
circumstances so warrant, the distance may be reduced to no less than 30 m where an
aeronautical study indicates that such reduction shall not affect the safety of operations
of aircraft.
(4) Longitudinal slope changes on a radio altimeter operating area shall be avoided or kept
to a minimum and where slope changes cannot be avoided, abrupt changes or sudden
reversals of slopes shall be avoided and shall be as gradual as practicable and the rate
of change between two consecutive slopes shall not exceed 2 percent per 30 m.

Taxiways

53.(1) An aerodrome operator shall provide taxiways to permit the safe and expeditious
surface movement of aircraft.
(2) Sufficient entrance and exit taxiways for a runway shall be provided to expedite the
movement of aeroplanes to and from the runway and provision of rapid exit taxiways
considered when traffic volumes are high.
(3) The design of a taxiway shall be such that, when the cockpit of the aircraft for which
the taxiway is intended remains over the taxiway centre line markings, the clearance
distance between the outer main wheel of the aircraft and the edge of the taxiway shall
not be less than that given by the following tabulation:

OMGWS
Up to but
not
including
4.5

4.5 m up
to but not
including
6m

6 m up to but
not including 9
m

9 m up to
but not
including
15 m

Clearance
1.50 m
2.25 m
3 ma,b or 4mc
4m
a On straight portions.
b
On curved portions where the taxiway is intended to be used by aeroplanes with a wheelbase
of less than 18 m.
c On curved portions where the taxiway is intended to be used by aeroplanes with a wheel
base equal to or greater than 18 m

(4) A straight portion of a taxiway shall have a width of not less than that given by the
following tabulation:

OMGWS
Clearance

Up to but
not
including
4.5

4.5 m up
to but not
including
6m

Taxiway width

7.5 m

10.5 m

6 m up to but
not including 9
m

15 m

9 m up to
but not
including
15 m
23 m

(5) An operator shall ensure that:
(a) Changes in direction of taxiways shall be as few and small as possible;
(b) The radii of the curves shall be compatible with the manoeuvring capability and
normal taxiing speeds of the aircraft for which the taxiway is intended;
(c) The design of the curve shall be such that, when the cockpit of the aircraft remains
over the taxiway centre line markings, the clearance distance between the outer main
wheels of the aircraft and the edge of the taxiway shall not be less than those specified
in sub-regulation (3).

Taxiway curve

(6) To facilitate the movement of aeroplanes, fillets shall be provided at junctions and
intersections of taxiways with runways, aprons and other taxiways.
(7) The design of the fillets shall ensure that the minimum wheel clearances specified in
sub-regulation (3) are maintained when aeroplanes are maneuvering through the
junctions or intersections; and consideration shall be given to the aeroplane datum
length when designing fillets.
(8) The separation distance between the centre line of a taxiway and the centre line of a
runway, the centre line of a parallel taxiway or an object shall not be less than the
appropriate dimension specified in Table 2, except that it may be permissible to operate
with lower separation distances at an existing aerodrome where an aeronautical study
indicates that such lower separation distances shall not adversely affect the safety or
significantly affect the regularity of operations of aeroplanes.
(9) The longitudinal slope of a taxiway shall not exceed:
(a) 1.5 per cent where the code letter is C, D, E or F; and
(b) 3 per cent where the code letter is A or B.
(10) Where slope changes on a taxiway cannot be avoided, the transition from one slope
to another slope shall be accomplished by a curved surface with a rate of change not
exceeding:
(a) 1 per cent per 30 m (minimum radius of curvature of 3 000 m) where the code letter
is C, D, E or F; and
(b) 1 per cent per 25 m (minimum radius of curvature of 2 500 m) where the code letter
is A or B.
Table 2. Taxiway minimum separation distances

Co
de
lett
er

(1)

Distance between taxiway centre line
and runway centre line (metres)
Instrument
Non-instrument runways
code number
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Taxiwa Taxiw
y
ay,
centreli other
ne to
than
taxiway aircraf
centre t stand
line
taxila
(metres
ne,
)
centre
line to
object
(metre
s)
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(11)

Aircraft
stand
taxilane
centre
line to
aircraft
stand
taxilane
centre
line
(metres)

Aircraft
stand
taxilane
centre lin
to object

(12)

(13)

A
B
C
D
E

77.
5
82
88
-

77.
5
82
88
-

F

-

-

-

-

152
158
158
166
166
172. 172.5
5
180
180

37.
5
42
48
-

47.
5
52
58
-

-

-

-

-

23

15.5

19.5

12

87
93
101
107.
5
115

93
101
107.5

32
44
63
76

20
26
37
43.5

28.5
40.5
59.5
72.5

16.5
22.5
33.5
40

115

91

51

87.5

47.5

(11) Where a change in slope on a taxiway cannot be avoided, the change shall be such
that, from any point:
(a) 3 m above the taxiway, it shall be possible to see the whole surface of the taxiway for
a distance of at least 300 m from that point, where the code letter is C, D, E or F;
(b) 2 m above the taxiway, it shall be possible to see the whole surface of the taxiway for
a distance of at least 200 m from that point, where the code letter is B; and
(c) 1.5 m above the taxiway, it shall be possible to see the whole surface of the taxiway
for a distance of at least 150 m from that point, where the code letter is A.
(12) The transverse slopes of a taxiway shall be sufficient to prevent the accumulation of
water on the surface of the taxiway but shall not exceed:
(a) 1.5 per cent where the code letter is C, D, E or F; and
(b) 2 per cent where the code letter is A or B.
.
(13) The strength of a taxiway shall be at least equal to that of the runway it serves, due
consideration being given to the fact that a taxiway shall be subjected to a greater density
of traffic and, as a result of slow moving and stationary aeroplanes, to higher stresses
than the runway it serves.
(14) The surface of a taxiway shall not have irregularities that cause damage to aeroplane
structures.
(15) The surface of a paved taxiway shall be so constructed or resurfaced as to provide
suitable surface friction characteristics.
(16) For the purpose of sub-regulation (15) Suitable surface friction characteristics are those
surface properties required on taxiways that assure safe operation of aeroplanes.

Rapid exit
taxiways

54.(1) A rapid exit taxiway as illustrated in the figure below shall be designed with a radius
of turn-off curve of at least:
(a) 550 m where the code number is 3 or 4; and
(b) 275 m where the code number is 1 or 2;
to enable exit speeds under wet conditions of:
(a) 93 km/h where the code number is 3 or 4; and
(b) 65 km/h where the code number is 1 or 2.
(2) The radius of the fillet on the inside of the curve at a rapid exit taxiway shall be sufficient
to provide a widened taxiway throat in order to facilitate early recognition of the
entrance and turn-off onto the taxiway.

(3) A rapid exit taxiway shall include a straight distance after the turn-off curve sufficient
for an exiting aircraft to come to a full stop clear of any intersecting taxiway.
(4) The intersection angle of a rapid exit taxiway with the runway shall not be greater than
45° nor less than 25° and preferably shall be 30°.

Rapid Exit Taxiway
Taxiways on
bridges

55.(1) The width of that portion of a taxiway bridge capable of supporting aeroplanes, as
measured perpendicularly to the taxiway centre line, shall not be less than the width of the
graded area of the strip provided for that taxiway, unless a proven method of lateral
restraint is provided which shall not be hazardous for aeroplanes for which the taxiway is
intended.
(2) Access shall be provided to allow rescue and fire fighting vehicles to intervene in both
directions within the specified response time to the largest aeroplane for which the
taxiway bridge is intended.
(3) A bridge shall be constructed on a straight section of the taxiway with a straight section
on both ends of the bridge to facilitate the alignment of aeroplanes approaching the
bridge.

Taxiway
shoulders

56.(1) Straight portions of a taxiway where the code letter is C, D, E or F shall be provided
with shoulders which extend symmetrically on each side of the taxiway so that the overall
width of the taxiway and its shoulders on straight portions is not less than:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

44 m where the code letter is F;
38 m where the code letter is E;
34 m where the code letter is D; and
25 m where the code letter is C.

(2) Subject to sub-regulation (1) where increased pavement is provided on taxiway curves
and on junctions or intersections, the shoulder width shall be not less than that on the
adjacent straight portions of the taxiway.
(3) When a taxiway is intended to be used by turbine-engine aeroplanes, the surface of the
taxiway shoulder shall be so prepared as to resist erosion and the ingestion of the surface
material by aeroplane engines.

Taxiway

57.(1) A taxiway, other than an aircraft stand taxilane, shall be included in a strip.

strips
(2) A taxiway strip shall extend symmetrically on each side of the centre line of the taxiway
throughout the length of the taxiway to at least the distance from the centre line given
in Table 2, column 11.
(3) An operator shall ensure that the taxiway strip provides an area clear of objects which
may endanger taxiing aeroplanes and; (a) Give consideration to the location and design of drains on a taxiway strip to prevent
damage to an aeroplane accidentally running off a taxiway.
(b) Where open-air or covered storm water conveyances are installed, consideration shall
have to be given to ensure that their structure do not extend above the surrounding
ground so as not to be considered an obstacle.
(c) Particular attention needs to be given to the design and maintenance of an open-air
storm water conveyance in order to prevent wildlife attraction, notably birds.
(4) The centre portion of a taxiway strip shall provide a graded area to a distance from the
centre line of the taxiway of not less than that given by the following tabulation:
(a) 10.25 m where the OMGWS is up to but not including 4.5 m
(b) 11 m where the OMGWS is 4.5 m up to but not including 6 m
(c) 12.50 m where the OMGWS is 6 m up to but not including 9 m
(d) 18.50 m where the OMGWS is 9 m up to but not including 15 m, where the code
letter is D
(e) 19 m where the OMGWS is 9 m up to but not including 15 m, where the code letter
is E
(f) 22 m where the OMGWS is 9 m up to but not including 15 m, where the code letter
is F
(5) The surface of the strip shall be flush at the edge of the taxiway or shoulder, where
provided, and the graded portion shall not have an upward transverse slope exceeding:
(a) 2.5 per cent for strips where the code letter is C, D, E or F; and
(b) 3 per cent for strips of taxiways where the code letter is A or B;

(6) Subject to sub-regulation (5) the upward slope shall be measured with reference to the
transverse slope of the adjacent taxiway surface and not the horizontal and the
downward transverse slope shall not exceed 5 per cent measured with reference to the
horizontal.
(7) The transverse slopes on any portion of a taxiway strip beyond that to be graded shall
not exceed an upward or downward slope of 5 per cent as measured in the direction
away from the taxiway.
(8) Where deemed necessary for proper drainage, an open-air storm water conveyance may
be allowed in the non-graded portion of a taxiway strip and shall be placed as far as
practicable from the taxiway.
(9) The aerodrome RFF procedure shall take into account the location of open-air storm
water conveyances within the non-graded portion of a taxiway strip.

Holding bays,
runway
holding
positions,
intermediate
holding
positions and
road holding
positions

58.(1) An aerodrome operator shall provide holding bay(s) at aerodromes where the traffic
density is medium or heavy.
(2) The operator shall establish a runway-holding position or positions:
(a) on the taxiway, at the intersection of a taxiway and a runway; and
(b) at an intersection of a runway with another runway when the former runway is part
of a standard taxi-route.
(3) The operator shall establish a runway-holding position on a taxiway where the location
or alignment of the taxiway is such that a taxiing aircraft or vehicle can infringe an
obstacle limitation surface or interfere with the operation of radio navigation aids.
(4) The operator shall establish an intermediate holding position on a taxiway at any point
other than a runway-holding position where it is desirable to define a specific holding
limit.
(5) The operator shall establish a road-holding position at an intersection of a road with a
runway.
(6) The distance between a holding bay, runway-holding position established at a
taxiway/runway intersection or road-holding position and the centre line of a runway
shall be in accordance with Table 3 and, in the case of a precision approach runway,
such that a holding aircraft or vehicle shall not interfere with the operation of radio
navigation aids or penetrate the inner transitional surface.
(7) At elevations greater than 700 m (2300 ft) the distance of 90 m specified in Table 3 for
a precision approach runway code number 4 shall be increased as follows:
(a) up to an elevation of 2000 m (6600 ft); 1 m for every 100 m (330 ft) in excess of 700
m (2300 ft);
(b) elevation in excess of 2 000 m (6600 ft) and up to 4000 m (13320 ft); 13 m plus 1.5
m for every 100 m (330 ft) in excess of 2000 m (6 600 ft); and
(c) elevation in excess of 4000 m (13320 ft) and up to 5000 m (16 650 ft); 43 m plus 2 m
for every 100 m (330 ft) in excess of 4000 m (13320 ft).
(8) Where a holding bay, runway-holding position or road-holding position for a precision
approach runway code number 4 is at a greater elevation compared to the threshold, the
distance specified in Table 3 shall be further increased 5 m for every metre the bay or
position is higher than the threshold.
(9) The location of a runway-holding position established in accordance with sub-regulation
(3) shall be such that a holding aircraft or vehicle shall not infringe the obstacle free
zone, approach surface, take-off climb surface or ILS/MLS critical/sensitive area or
interfere with the operation of radio navigation aids.

Table 3. Minimum distance from the runway centre line
to a holding bay, runway-holding position or road-holding position

Type of
Runway
Noninstrument

1
30 m

2
40 m

Code Number
3
75 m

4
75 m

Non-precision
approach

40 m

40 m

75 m

75 m

Precision
approach
category I

60 mb

60 mb

90 ma,b

90 ma,b

-

-

90 ma,b

90 ma,b

30 m

40 m

75 m

75 m

Precision
approach
category II and
III
Take-off
runway

(a) Where a holding bay, runway-holding position or road-holding position is at a lower
elevation compared to the threshold, the distance of 90 m in columns 3 and 4 may be
decreased 5 m for every metre the bay or holding position is lower than the threshold,
contingent upon not infringing the inner transitional surface.
(b) The distance of 60 m and 90 m in columns 1, 2, 3 and 4 may need to be increased to
avoid interference with radio navigation aids, particularly the glide path and localizer
facilities.
(10) Where a holding bay, runway-holding position or road-holding position for a
precision approach runway code number 4 is at a greater elevation compared to the
threshold, the distance specified in Table 3 shall be further increased 5 m for every metre
the bay or position is higher than the threshold.
Aprons

59.(1) An aerodrome operator shall provide an apron where necessary to permit the on- and
off-loading of passengers, cargo or mail as well as the servicing of aircraft without
interfering with the aerodrome traffic.
(2) Where an apron is provided, the total apron area shall be adequate to permit expeditious
handling of the aerodrome traffic at its maximum anticipated density.

(3) Each part of an apron shall be capable of withstanding the traffic of the aircraft it is
intended to serve, due consideration being given to the fact that some portions of the
apron shall be subjected to a higher density of traffic and, as a result of slow moving or
stationary aircraft, to higher stresses than a runway.
(4) Slopes on an apron, including those on an aircraft stand taxilane, shall be sufficient to
prevent accumulation of water on the surface of the apron but shall be kept as level as
drainage requirements permit.
(5) On an aircraft stand, where applicable, the maximum slope shall not exceed 1 per cent.
(6) (a) An aircraft stand shall provide the following minimum clearances between an
aircraft entering or exiting the stand and any adjacent building, aircraft on another stand
and other objects:
Code letter
A
B
C
D
E
F

Clearance
3m
3m
4.5 m
7.5 m
7.5 m
7.5 m

(b) When special circumstances so warrant, these clearances may be reduced at a nose-in
aircraft stand, where the code letter is D, E or F:
(i) between the terminal, including any fixed passenger bridge, and the nose of
an aircraft; and
(ii) over any portion of the stand provided with azimuth guidance by a visual
docking guidance system.
(c) On aprons, consideration shall also be given to the provision of service roads and to
maneuvering and storage area for ground equipment.
Isolated
aircraft
parking
position

60.(1) An aerodrome operator shall designate an isolated aircraft parking positions and advise
the aerodrome control tower of an area or areas suitable for the parking of an aircraft
which is known or believed to be the subject of unlawful interference, or which for other
reasons needs isolation from normal aerodrome activities.
(2) The isolated aircraft parking position referred to in sub-regulation (1) shall be located
at the maximum distance practicable and in any case not less than 100 m from other
parking positions, buildings or public areas, among others.
(3) The Aerodrome operator shall ensure that, an isolated aircraft parking position is not
located over underground utilities such as gas and aviation fuel and, to the extent
feasible, electrical or communication cables.

PART VI
OBSTACLE RESTRICTION AND REMOVAL
Establishment
of obstacle
limitation
surfaces

61.(1) An aerodrome operator shall ensure that obstacle limitation surfaces are established
for the aerodrome in accordance with these regulations.
(2) An operator shall monitor the established obstacle limitation surfaces around the
aerodrome for infringement by objects, buildings or other structures.
(3) An aerodrome operator shall establish a systematic means of surveying and monitoring
any object that penetrates obstacle limitation surfaces around the aerodrome and report
any penetration immediately to the Authority.
(4) An aerodrome operator shall notify through the Aeronautical Information Services any
object that penetrates obstacle limitation surfaces around the aerodrome.
(5) The operator of an aerodrome shall work jointly with the appropriate Authority to plan
and determine the allowable height limits for new developments in the vicinity of and
outside its aerodrome and the type of instrument or visual flight operations that may be
permitted taking the obstacle survey plan into account.

Obstacle
limitation
surfaces

62.The obstacle limitation surfaces shall comprise the following surfaces as shown in the
figures 4-1 and 4-2 below:
(a) Conical surface
(b) Inner horizontal surface
(c) Approach surface
(d) Inner approach surface
(e) Transitional surface
(f) Inner transitional surface
(g) Balked landing surface

Figure 4-2 Inner approach, inner transitional and balked landing obstacle limitation
surfaces

Outer
Horizontal
Surface

63. (1) An outer horizontal surface is a horizontal plane around an aerodrome beyond the
limits of the conical surface..
(2) Subject to sub-regulation (1) the outer horizontal surface shall represent the level above
which consideration needs to be given to the control of new obstacles in order to
facilitate practicable and efficient instrument approach procedures, and together with
the conical and inner horizontal surfaces to ensure safe visual manoeuvring in the
vicinity of an aerodrome.
(3) An outer horizontal surface is established for every aerodrome where the aerodrome
reference code is 3 or 4.

(4) For aerodrome reference code 3 or 4, the outer horizontal surface extends from the outer
and upper periphery of the conical surface to a minimum radius of 15 000 m from the
aerodrome reference point.
(5) The outer horizontal surface level shall be up to 150 m height above aerodrome
elevation.
Conical
surface

64.(1) A conical surface is a surface sloping upwards and outwards from the periphery of the
inner horizontal surface.
(2) The limits of the conical surface shall comprise the following characteristics (a) a lower edge coincident with the periphery of the inner horizontal surface; and
(b) an upper edge located at a specified height above the inner horizontal surface.
(3) The slope of the conical surface shall be measured in a vertical plane perpendicular to
the periphery of the inner horizontal surface.

Inner
horizontal
surface

65.(1) The Inner horizontal surface is a surface located in a horizontal plane above an
aerodrome and its environs.
(2) The radius or outer limits of the inner horizontal surface shall be measured from a
reference point or points established for such purpose.
(3) The height of the inner horizontal surface shall be measured above an elevation datum
established for such purpose.

Approach
surface

66.(1) The approach surface is an inclined plane or combination of planes preceding the
threshold.
(2) The limits of the approach surface shall comprise the following characteristics:
(a) an inner edge of specified length, horizontal and perpendicular to the extended centre
line of the runway and located at a specified distance before the threshold;
(b) two sides originating at the ends of the inner edge and diverging uniformly at a
specified rate from the extended centre line of the runway;
(c) an outer edge parallel to the inner edge; and
(d) the above surfaces shall be varied when lateral offset, offset or curved approaches are
utilized, specifically, two sides originating at the ends of the inner edge and diverging
uniformly at a specified rate from the extended centre line of the lateral offset, offset
or curved ground track.
(3) The elevation of the inner edge shall be equal to the elevation of the mid-point of the
threshold.
(4) The slope(s) of the approach surface shall be measured in the vertical plane containing
the centre line of the runway and shall contain the centre line of any lateral offset or
curved ground track.

Inner
approach
surface

67.(1) The Inner approach surface is a rectangular portion of the approach surface
immediately preceding the threshold.
(2) The limits of the inner approach surface shall comprise the following characteristics:

(a) an inner edge coincident with the location of the inner edge of the approach
surface but of its own specified length;
(b) two sides originating at the ends of the inner edge and extending parallel to the
vertical plane containing the centre line of the runway; and
(c) an outer edge parallel to the inner edge.
Transitional
surface

68.(1) The Transitional surface is a complex surface along the side of the strip and part of the
side of the approach surface, the slopes upwards and outwards to the inner horizontal
surface.
(2) The limits of the transitional surface shall comprise the following characteristics:
(a) a lower edge beginning at the intersection of the side of the approach surface
with the inner horizontal surface and extending down the side of the approach
surface to the inner edge of the approach surface and from there along the length
of the strip parallel to the runway centre line; and
(b) an upper edge located in the plane in the inner horizontal surface.
(3) The elevation of a point on the lower edge shall be:
(a) along the side of the approach surface – equal to the elevation of the approach
surface at that point; and
(b) along the strip – equal to the elevation of the nearest point on the centre line of
the runway or its extension.
(4) Pursuant to sub-regulation (3) (b) the transitional surface along the strip shall be curved
where the runway profile is curved, or a plane where the runway profile is a straight
line; the intersection of the transitional surface with the inner horizontal surface shall
also be a curved or a straight line depending on the runway profile.
(5) The slope of the transitional surface shall be measured in a vertical plane at right angles
to the centre line of the runway.

Inner
transitional
surface

69. (1) The inner transitional surface shall be the controlling obstacle limitation surface for
navigation aids, aircraft, buildings and vehicles that must be near the runway and shall not
to be penetrated except for frangible objects.
(2) The Inner transitional surface is a surface similar to the transitional surface but closer to
the runway.
(3) The limits of an inner transitional surface shall comprise:
(a) a lower edge beginning at the end of the inner approach surface and extending down
the side of the inner approach surface to the inner edge of that surface, from there
along the strip parallel to the runway centre line to the inner edge of the balked landing
surface and from there up the side of the balked landing surface to the point where
the side intersects the inner horizontal surface; and
(b) an upper edge located in the plane of the inner horizontal surface.
(4) The elevation of a point on the lower edge shall be:
(a) along the side of the inner approach surface and balked landing surface – equal to the
elevation of the particular surface at that point; and
(b) along the strip – equal to the elevation of the nearest point on the centre line of the
runway or its extension.

(5) Pursuant to sub-regulation (2) (b) the inner transitional surface along the strip shall be
curved where the runway profile is curved or a plane where the runway profile is a
straight line; the intersection of the inner transitional surface with the inner horizontal
surface shall also be a curved or a straight line depending on the runway profile.
(6) The slope of inner transitional surface shall be measured in a vertical plane at right
angles to the centre line of the runway.
Balked
landing
surface

70.(1) A Balked landing surface is an inclined plane located at a specified distance after the
threshold, extending between the inner transitional surfaces.
(2) The limits of the balked landing surface shall comprise the following characteristics:
(a) an inner edge horizontal and perpendicular to the centre line of the runway and
location at a specified distance after the threshold;
(b) two sides originating at the ends of the inner edge and diverging uniformly at a
specified rate from the vertical plane containing the centre line of the runway; and
(c) an outer edge parallel to the inner edge and located in the plane of the inner horizontal
surface.
(3) The elevation of the inner edge shall be equal to the elevation of the runway centre line
at the location of the inner edge.
(4) The slope of the balked landing surface shall be measured in the vertical plane
containing the centre line of the runway.

Take-off
climb surface

71.(1) The take-off climb surface is an inclined plane or other specified surface beyond the
end of a runway or clearway.
(2) The limits of the take-off climb surface shall comprise the following characteristics (a) an inner edge horizontal and perpendicular to the centre line of the runway and located
either at a specified distance beyond the end of the runway or at the end of the
clearway when such is provided, and its length exceeds the specified distance;
(b) two sides originating at the ends of the inner edge, diverging uniformly at a specified
rate from the take-off track to a specified final width and continuing thereafter at that
width for the remainder of the length of the take-off climb surface; and
(c) an outer edge horizontal and perpendicular to the specified take-off track.
(3) The elevation of the inner edge shall be equal to the highest point on the runway centre
line between the end of the runway and the inner edge, except that when a clearway is
provided the elevation shall be equal to the highest point on the ground on the centre
line of the clearway.
(4) In the case of a straight take-off flight path, the slope of the take-off climb surface shall
be measured in the vertical plane containing the centre line of the runway.
(5) In the case of a take-off flight path involving a turn, the take-off climb surface shall be
a complex surface containing the horizontal normal to its centre line, and the slope of
the centre line shall be the same as that for a straight take-off flight path.

Obstacle
limitation

72.(1) The aerodrome operator shall specify the requirements for obstacle limitation surfaces
on the basis of the intended use of a runway, that is, take-off or landing and type of

requirements
for noninstrument
runways

approach, and shall be applied when such use is made of the runway and in cases where
operations are conducted to or from both directions of a runway.
(2) Subject to sub-regulation (1) the function of certain surfaces may be nullified due to
more stringent requirements of another lower surface in cases where operations are
conducted to or from both directions of the runway.
(3) The aerodrome operator shall establish the following obstacle limitation surfaces for a
non- instrument runway (a) conical surface;
(b) inner horizontal surface;
(c) approach surface;
(d) transitional surfaces ; and
(e) outer horizontal surface, where the aerodrome reference codes is 3 or 4.
(4) The heights and slopes of the surfaces shall not be greater than, and their other
dimensions not less than, those specified in Table 4-1under regulation 74(3).
(5) New objects or extensions of existing objects shall not be permitted above an approach
or transitional surface except when the new object or extension shall be shielded by an
existing immovable object.
(6) The circumstances under which the shielding principle may reasonably be applied are
described in the Second Schedule to these regulations.
(7) New objects or extensions of existing objects shall not be permitted above the conical
surface or inner horizontal surface except when in the opinion of the Authority, the
object shall be shielded by an existing immovable object, or after aeronautical study it
is determined that the object shall not adversely affect the safety or significantly affect
the regularity of aeroplane operations.
(8) Existing objects above any of the surfaces required by Regulation 139(2) shall as far
as practicable be removed except when, in the opinion of the Authority, the object is
shielded by an existing immovable object, or after aeronautical study it is determined
that the object shall not adversely affect the safety or significantly affect the regularity
of operations of aeroplanes.
(9) Due to transverse or longitudinal slopes on a strip, in certain cases the inner edge or
portions of the inner edge of the approach surface may be below the corresponding
elevation of the strip.
(10) Subject to sub-regulation (9)the strip may not have to be graded to conform with the
inner edge of the approach surface or the terrain or objects which are above the approach
surface, and in addition, terrain or objects which are above the approach surface beyond
the end of the strip, but below the level of the strip, may not have to be removed unless
it is considered that they may endanger aeroplane.
(11) The aerodrome operator shall take into account the possible future development of
an instrument runway and consequent requirement for more stringent obstacle limitation
surfaces when considering proposed construction.

Obstacle
limitation
requirements
for
Non-precision
approach
runway

73.(1) The aerodrome operator shall establish the following obstacle limitation surfaces for
a non-precision approach runway:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

conical surface;
inner horizontal surface;
approach surface; and
transitional surfaces.

(2) The heights and slopes of the surfaces shall not be greater than, and their other
dimensions not less than, those specified in Table 4-1 below, except in the case of the
horizontal section of the approach surface as per Regulation 140(3).
(3) The approach surface shall be horizontal beyond the point at which the 2.5 per cent
slope intersects:
(a) a horizontal plane 150m above the threshold elevation; or
(b) the horizontal plane passing through the top of any object that governs the obstacle
clearance altitude/height (OCA/H);
whichever is the higher
Table 4-1 – Dimensions and slopes of obstacle limitation surfaces
APPROACH RUNWAYS
RUNWAY CLASSIFICATION
Non-instrument
Non-precision
Precision approach
Surfaces and
approach
Category
a
Dimensions
I
II or
III
Code number
Code number
Code number
Code
numb
er
1
2
3
4
1,2
3
4
1,2
3,4
3,4
(1)
(2) (3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
CONICAL
Slope
5% 5% 5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
Height
35
55
75 m 100 60 m 75 m 100
60 m 100m 100 m
m
m
m
m
INNER HORIZONTAL
Height
45
45
45 m 45 m 45 m 45 m 45 m 45 m 45 m
45 m
m
m
Radius
2
2
4000 4000 3500 4000 4000 3500 4000
4000
000 500 m
m
M
m
m
m
M
M
m
m
INNER APPROACH
Width
90 m 120
120
me
me
Distance
60 m 60 m
60 m
from
Threshold
Length
900 900
900
m
M
M
Slope
2.5
2%
2%
%
APPROACH
Length of
60m 80m 150m 150 140m 280
280
140 280m 280m
inner edge
m
m
m
m
Distance
30m 60m 60m
60m 60m 60m 60m 60m 60m
60m
from
threshold
Divergence 10% 10% 10% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15% 15%
15%
(each side)
First section

Length

Slope

160
0
m
5%

250
0
m
4%

3000
m

3000 2500
m
M

3000 3000
m
m

3000 3000
m
M

3000
M

3.33
2.5% 3.33
2%
2%
2.5
2%
2%
%
%
%
a. All dimensions are measured horizontally unless specified otherwise.
b. Variable length (See Regulation).
c. Distance to the end of strip.
d. Or end of runway whichever is less.
e. Where the code letter is F (Column (3) of Table 3-1 of this Regulation), the width is
increased to 155 m., the width is increased to 140m except for those aerodromes that
accommodate a code letter F aeroplane equipped with digital avionics that provide steering
commands to maintain an established track during the go-around manoeuvre;
(4) New objects or extensions of existing objects above an approach surface within 3,000m
of the inner edge or above a transitional surface except when, in the opinion of the
authority, the new object or extension shall be shielded by an existing immovable object.
(5) New objects or extensions of existing objects above the approach surface beyond 3
000m from the inner edge, the conical surface or inner horizontal surface except when,
in the opinion of the authority, the object shall be shielded by an existing immovable
object, or after aeronautical study it is determined that the object shall not adversely
affect the safety of aeroplane operations.
(6) Existing objects above any of the surfaces required by Regulation 140(1) shall as far as
practicable be removed except when, in the opinion of the authority, the object is
shielded by an existing immovable object, or after aeronautical study it is determined
that the object shall not adversely affect the safety or significantly affect the regularity
of aeroplane operations.
Obstacle
limitation
requirements
for precision
approach
runways

74.(1) An aerodrome operator shall establish following obstacle limitation surfaces for a
precision approach runway category I:
(a) conical surface;
(b) inner horizontal surface;
(c) approach surface; and
(d) transitional surfaces.
(e) inner approach surface;
(f) inner transitional surfaces; and
(g) balked landing surface.
(2) An aerodrome operator shall establish the following obstacle limitation surfaces for a
precision approach runway category II or III;
(a) conical surface;
(b) inner horizontal surface;
(c) approach surface and inner approach surface;
(d) transitional surfaces;

(e) inner transitional surfaces; and
(f) balked landing surface.
(3) The heights and slopes of the surfaces shall not be greater than, and their other
dimensions not less than, those specified in Table 4-1 of these Regulations, except in
the case of the horizontal section of the approach surface as per sub regulation (4) below.
(4) The approach surface shall be horizontal beyond the point at which the 2.5 per cent
slope intersects:
(a) a horizontal plane 150m above the threshold elevation; or
(b) the horizontal plane passing through the top of any object that governs the obstacle
clearance limit;
whichever is the higher.
(5) The aerodrome operator shall not permit fixed objects above the inner approach surface,
the inner approach surface, the inner transitional surface or the balked landing surface,
except for frangible objects which because of their function must be located on the strip.
(6) The aerodrome operator shall not permit mobile objects above these surfaces during the
use of the runway for landing.
(7) The aerodrome operator shall not permit new objects or extensions of existing objects
above an approach surface or a transitional surface except when, in the opinion of the
Authority in the opinion of the Authority, the new object or extension shall be shielded
by an existing immovable object.
(8) New objects or extensions of existing objects above the conical surface and the inner
horizontal surface except when, in the opinion of the authority, an object shall be
shielded by an existing immovable object, or after aeronautical study it is determined
that the object shall not adversely affect or significantly affect the regularity the safety
of aeroplane operations.
(9) Existing objects above an approach surface, a transitional surface, the conical surface
and inner horizontal surface shall as far as practicable be removed except when in the
opinion of the authority, an object is shielded by an existing immovable object, or after
aeronautical study it is determined that the object shall not adversely affect the safety or
significantly affect the regularity of aeroplane operations.
Obstacle
limitation
requirements
for runways
meant for
take-off

75.(1) The aerodrome operator shall establish a take-off climb surface for a runway meant
for take-off.
(2) The dimension of the surface shall be not less than the dimensions specified in Table 42 of this Regulation, except that a lesser length may be adopted or the take-off climb
surface where such lesser length shall be consistent with procedural measures adopted
to govern the outward flight of aeroplanes.
(3) The operational characteristics of aeroplanes for which the runway is intended is
examined to see where it is desirable to reduce the slope specified in Table 4-2 of this
Regulation when critical operating conditions are to be catered to.
(4) Subject to sub-regulation (3) where the specified slope is reduced, corresponding
adjustment in the length of take-off climb surface shall be made so as to provide
protection to a height of 300m.

(5) When local conditions differ widely from sea level standard atmospheric conditions, it
may be advisable for the slope specified in Table 4-2 to be reduced.
(6) The degree of this reduction shall depend on the divergence between local conditions
and sea level standard atmospheric conditions, and on the performance characteristics
and operational requirements of the aeroplanes for which the runway is intended.
(7) The aerodrome operator shall not permit new objects or extensions of existing objects
above a take-off climb surface except when, in the opinion of the Authority, the new
object or extension shall be shielded by an existing immovable object.
(8) Where no object reaches the 2 per cent (1:50) take-off climb surface, new objects shall
be limited to preserve the existing obstacle free surface or a surface down to a slope of
1.6 per cent (1:62.5).
(9) Existing objects that extend above a take-off climb surface shall as far as practicable be
removed except when, in the opinion of the Authority, an object is shielded by an
existing immovable object, or after aeronautical study it is determined that the object
shall not adversely affect the safety or significantly affect the regularity of aeroplane
operations.
Table 4-2 – Dimensions and slopes of obstacle limitation surfaces
RUNWAYS MEANT FOR TAKE-OFF
Surface and dimensions a
1
(1)
(2)
TAKE-OFF CLIMB
Length of inner edge
60 m
Distance from runway end b
30 m
Divergence (each side)
10 %
Final width
380 m
Length
Slope

1 600 m
5%

Code number
2
(3)
80 m
60 m
10%
580 m
2 500 m
4%

3 or 4
(4)
180 m
60 m
12.5%
1 200 m
1800 mc
15 000 m
2% d

a. All dimensions are measured horizontally unless specified otherwise.
b. The take-off climb surface starts at the end of the clearway where the clearway length
exceeds the specified distance.
c. 1 800 m when intended track includes changes of heading greater than
15° for operations conducted in IMC, VMC by night.
d. See Regulations 142(3) and 142(6) of this Regulation.

(10) Due to transverse slopes on a strip, or clearway, in certain cases potions of the inner
edge of the take-off climb surface may be below the corresponding elevation of the strip,
or clearway.
(11) The strip, or clearway may not have to be graded to conform with the inner edge of
the take-off climb surface, and in addition, terrain or objects which are above the take-

off climb surface beyond the end of the strip or clearway, but below the level of the strip
or clearway, may not have to be removed unless it is considered that they may endanger
aircraft.
(12) The considerations in sub-regulation (11) shall apply at the junction of a clearway and
strip where differences in transfer slopes exist.
Objects
outside
obstacle
limitation
surfaces

76.(1) An aerodrome operator shall make arrangements to consult the Authority concerning
proposed construction beyond the limits of the obstacle limitation surfaces that extend
above a height established in regulation 143(2) in order to permit an aeronautical study of
the effect of such construction on the operation of aeroplanes.
(2) In areas beyond the limits of the obstacle limitation surfaces, at least those objects that
extend to a height of 150 m or more above ground elevation shall be regarded as
obstacles, unless a special aeronautical study indicate that they do not constitute a hazard
to operations of aeroplanes.

Other objects

77.(1) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that, objects which do not project through the
approach surface, but nevertheless adversely affect the optimum siting or performance of
visual or non-visual aids , are as far as practicable removed.
(2) Where in the opinion of the Authority after aeronautical study, anything which may
endanger aeroplanes on the movement area or in the air within the limits of the inner
horizontal and conical surfaces shall be regarded as an obstacle and shall be removed in
so far as practicable.
(3) In certain circumstances, objects that do not project above any of the surfaces
enumerated in Regulations 62 to 70 may constitute a hazard to aeroplanes as, for
example, where there are one or more isolated objects in the vicinity of an aerodrome.
PART VIII
VISUAL AIDS FOR NAVIGATION

Indicators and Signalling devices
Wind
direction
indicators

78.(1) An aerodrome operator shall provide and maintain at least one wind direction indicator
for an aerodrome.
(2) The wind direction indicator required under sub-regulation (1) shall be located so as to
be visible to an aircraft in-flight or on the movement area and in such a way as to be
free from the effects of air disturbances caused by nearby objects.
(3) The wind direction indicator shall;
(b)
be in the form of a truncated cone made of fabric and shall have a length of
not less than 3.6 m and a diameter, at the larger end, of not less than 0.9 m;
(c)
be constructed so that it gives a clear indication of the direction of the surface
wind and a general indication of the wind speed;
(d)
have a colour or colours selected as to make the wind direction indicator
clearly visible and understandable from a height of at least 300m, having regard to
background; or
(e)
, use a single colour, preferably white or orange where practicable.

(4) Subject to sub-regulation (3) where a combination of two colours is required to give
adequate conspicuity against changing backgrounds, preferably be orange and white,
red and white, or black and white, and shall be arranged in five alternate bands, the first
and last bands being the darker colour.
(5) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that, the location of at least one wind direction
indicator is marked by a circular band 15 m in diameter and 1.2 m wide.
(6) The band referred to in sub-regulation (5) shall be centred about the wind direction
indicator support, in a colour chosen to give adequate conspicuity, preferably white.
(7) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that, at least one wind indicator at an aerodrome
intended for use at night is illuminated.
Landing
direction
indicator

79.(1) An aerodrome operator shall provide a landing direction indicator located in a
conspicuous place on the aerodrome
(2) The landing direction indicator shall be in the form of a “T”.
(3) The shape and minimum dimensions of a landing “T” shall be as shown in the Figure
below.
(4) The colour of the landing “T” shall be either white or orange, the choice being dependent
on the colour that contrasts best with the background against which the indicator shall
be viewed.
(5) Where required for use at night, the landing “T” shall either be illuminated or outlined
by white lights.

Figure 5-1. Landing Direction Indicator

Signalling
lamp

80.(1) An operator of a controlled aerodrome shall ensure that a signalling lamp is provided
at the aerodrome control tower.
(2) A signalling lamp shall be capable of producing red, green and white signals, and of:
(a) being aimed manually at any target as required;
(b) giving a signal in any one colour followed by a signal in either of the two other
colours; and
(c) transmitting a message in any one of the three colours by Morse Code up to a
speed of at least four words per minute.

(3) When selecting the green light, use shall be made of the restricted boundary of green as
specified in the Third Schedule section 2.1.2.
(4) The beam spread shall not be less than 1° nor greater than 3°, with negligible light
beyond 3°. When the signalling lamp is intended for use in the daytime the intensity of
the coloured light shall be not less than 6 000 cd.
Signal panel
and signalling
area

81.(1) The Authority may where it deems necessary, require a signal panel and a signal area
to be provided at an aerodrome for safe operation of aircraft.
(2) Where provided, the signal area shall:
(a) be located so as to be visible for all angles of azimuth above an angle of 10° above
the horizontal when viewed from a height of 300 m.
(b) be an even horizontal surface at least 9 m square.
(c) have a colour chosen to contrast with the colours of the signal panels used, and it
shall be surrounded by a white border not less than 0.3 m wide.
(3) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that the location and the characteristics of the
signal area is provided in accordance with these regulations.

Markings
General
requirements
for markings

82.(1) An aerodrome operator shall provide markings for paved runway centreline, paved
runway edge, paved runway threshold, paved runway touchdown zone, paved runway
holding position, aiming point, paved runway side stripe, paved ru nway turn pad,
taxiways, aprons and intermediate holding positions at an aerodrome, in accordance with
these regulations.
(2) Runway marking shall be white in colour.
(3) Taxiway markings, runway turn pad markings and aircraft stand markings shall be
yellow in colour.
(4) Apron safety-lines shall be of a conspicuous colour, which shall contrast with that used
for aircraft stand markings.
(5) At aerodromes where operations take place at night, pavement markings shall be made
with reflective materials designed to enhance the visibility of the markings.
(6) An unpaved taxiway shall be provided, so far as practicable, with the markings
prescribed for paved taxiways.
(7) The application, location and the characteristics of markers for unpaved runway edge
markers, stopway edge markers, taxiway edge markers, taxiway centreline markers and
boundary markers shall be in accordance with these regulations.

Interruption
of runway
markings

83. (1) An aerodrome operator shall ensure that, at an intersection of two (or more) runways
the markings of the more important runway, except for the runway side stripe marking,
shall be displayed and the markings of the other runway(s) shall be interrupted.
(2) Subject to sub-regulation (1) the runway side stripe marking of the more important
runway may be either continued across the intersection or interrupted.
(3) The order of importance of runways for the display of runway markings shall be as
follows(a) 1st — precision approach runway;
(b) 2nd — non-precision approach runway; and

(c) 3rd — non-instrument runway.
(4) At an intersection of a runway and taxiway the markings of the runway shall be
displayed and the markings of the taxiway interrupted, except that runway side stripe
markings may be interrupted.
Runway
designation
marking

84.(1) An aerodrome operator shall ensure that a runway designation marking is provided at
the thresholds of a paved runway and shall be as far as practicable, at the thresholds of an
unpaved runway.

(2) The aerodrome operator shall designate runway marking located at a threshold as
shown in the Figure below as appropriate.

Figure 5-2. Runway designation, centre line and threshold markings

(3) Where the runway threshold is displaced from the extremity of the runway, a sign
showing the designation of the runway may be provided for aeroplanes taking off.
(4) A runway designation marking shall consist of a two-digit number and on parallel
runways shall be supplemented with a letter provided.
(5) On a single runway, dual parallel runways and triple parallel runways the two-digit
number shall be the whole number nearest the one-tenth of the magnetic North when
viewed from the direction of approach.

(6) On four or more parallel runways, one set of adjacent runways shall be numbered to the
nearest one-tenth magnetic azimuth and the other set of adjacent runways numbered to
the next nearest one-tenth of the magnetic azimuth provided that, when the above rule
shall give a single digit number, it shall be preceded by a zero.
(7) In the case of parallel runways, each runway designation number shall be supplemented
by a letter in the order shown from left to right when viewed from the direction of
approach as follows:
(a) for two parallel runways: “L” “R”;
(b) for three parallel runways: “L” “C” “R”;
(c) for four parallel runways: “L” “R” “L” “R”;
(d) for five parallel runways: “L” “C” “R” “L” “R” or “L” “R” “L” “C” “R”; and
(e) for six parallel runways: “L” “C” “R” “L” “C” “R”.
(8) The numbers and letters shall be in the form and proportion shown in the figure 5-3 as
provided under regulation 85(3).
(9) The dimensions shall be not less than those shown in figure 5-2, but where the numbers
are incorporated in the threshold marking, larger dimensions shall be used in order to
fill adequately the gap between the stripes of the threshold marking.
Runway
centreline
marking

85.(1) An aerodrome operator shall provide a runway centre line marking on a paved runway
and it shall be located along the centre line of the runway between the runway designation
markings as shown in figure 5-2, except when interrupted in compliance with Regulation
82(1).
(2) A runway centre line marking shall consist of a line of uniformly spaced stripes and
gaps and the length of:
(a) a stripe and the gap shall be not less than 50 m or more than 75 m; and
(b) each stripe shall be at least equal to the length of the gap or 30 m,
whichever is greater.
(3) The width of the stripes shall be not less than:
(a) 0.90 m on precision approach category II and III runways;
(b) 0.45 m on non-precision approach runways where the code number is 3 or 4,
and precision approach category I runways; and
(c) 0.30 m on non-precision approach runways where the code number is 1 or 2,
and on non-instrument runways.

Figure 5-3. Form and proportions of numbers and letters for runway designation
markings

Threshold
marking

86.(1) An aerodrome operator shall ensure that threshold marking is provided at the threshold
of a paved instrument runway, and of a paved non- instrument runway where the code
number is 3 or 4 and the runway is intended for use by international commercial air
transport.
(2) The aerodrome operator shall provide threshold marking at the threshold of a paved
non-instrument runway where the code number is 3 or 4 and the runway is intended for
use by other than international commercial air transport.
(3) The aerodrome operator shall provide a threshold marking, so far as practicable, at the
thresholds of an unpaved runway.
(4) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that, stripes of the threshold marking commence 6
m from the threshold.
(5) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that runway threshold marking consist of a pattern
of longitudinal stripes of uniform dimensions disposed symmetrically about the centre
line of a runway as shown in figure 5-2 above for a runway width of 45 m.

(b) The number of stripes shall be in accordance with the runway width as follows:
Runway width

Number of stripes

18 m

4

23 m

6

30 m

8

45 m

12

60 m

16

except that on non-precision approach and non-instrument runways 45 m or greater in
width, they may be as shown in figure above.
(6) The stripes required by sub-regulation (4) and (5) shall extend laterally to within 3 m of
the edge of a runway or to a distance of 27 m on either side of a runway centre line,
whichever results in the smaller lateral distance;
(7) Where a runway designation marking is placed within a threshold marking there shall
be a minimum of three stripes on each side of the centre line of the runway;
(8) Where a runway designation marking is placed above a threshold marking, the stripes
shall be continued across the runway;
(9) The stripes shall be at least 30 m long and approximately 1.80 m wide with spacing of
approximately 1.80 m between them except that, where the stripes are continued across
a runway, a double spacing shall be used to separate the two stripes nearest the centre
line of the runway, and in the case where the designation marking is included within the
threshold marking this spacing shall be 22.5 m.
(10) Where a threshold is displaced from the extremity of a runway or where the extremity
of a runway is not square with the runway centre line, a transverse stripe as shown in
Figure 5-4 (B) shall be added to the threshold marking.
(11) A transverse stripe shall be not less than 1.80 m wide and where a runway threshold
is permanently displaced, arrows conforming to Figure 5-4 (B) shall be provided on the
portion of the runway before the displaced threshold.
(12) When a runway threshold is temporarily displaced from the normal position, it shall
be marked shown in figure 5-4(A) or 5-4 (B) and all markings prior to the displaced
threshold shall be obscured except the runway centre-line marking, which shall be
converted to arrows.

Figure 5-4. Displaced threshold markings

Aiming point 87.(1) The aerodrome operator shall provide an aiming point marking at each approach end
of a paved instrument runway where the code number is 2, 3 or 4.
marking
(2) The aerodrome operator shall provide an aiming point marking at each approach end of:
(a) a paved non-instrument runway where the code number is 3 or 4,
(b) a paved instrument runway where the code number is 1, when additional conspicuity
of the aiming point is desirable.
(3) The aiming point marking shall commence not closer to the threshold than the distance
indicated in the appropriate column of Table 5-1except that, on a runway equipped with
a visual approach slope indicator system, the beginning of the marking shall be
coincident with the visual approach slope origin.
(4) An aiming point marking shall consist of two conspicuous stripes.
(5) Subject to sub-regulation (4) the dimensions of the stripes and the lateral spacing
between their inner sides shall be in accordance with the provisions of the appropriate
column of Table 5-1.
(6) Where a touchdown zone marking is provided, the lateral spacing between the
markings shall be the same as that of the touch-down zone marking.

Table 5-1. Location and dimensions of aiming point marking

Location and
dimensions
(1)
Distance from
threshold to
beginning of
marking
Length of stripea
Width of stripe
Lateral spacing
between inner
sides of stripes
a.
b.
c.

Touchdown
zone marking

Landing distance available
Less than 800m
800m up to but
1200m up to but
not including
not including
1200m
2400m
(2)
(3)
(4)
150 m
250m
300 m

30–45 m
4m
6mc

30–45 m
6m
9mc

45–60 m
6–10 mb
18–22.5 m

2400m and
above
(5)
400 m

45–60 m
6–10 mb
18–22.5 m

The greater dimensions of the specified ranges are intended to be used
where increased conspicuity is required.
The lateral spacing may be varied within these limits to minimize the
contamination of the marking by rubber deposits.
These figures were deduced by reference to the outer main gear wheel span
which is element 2 of the aerodrome reference code at Part 2, Table 1-1.

88.(1) The aerodrome operator shall provide a touchdown zone marking in the touchdown
zone of a paved precision approach runway where the code number is 2, 3 or 4.
(2) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that a touchdown zone marking is provided in the
touchdown zone of a paved non-precision approach or non-instrument runway where
the code number is 3 or 4 and additional conspicuity of the touchdown zone is desirable.
(3) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that a touchdown zone marking consist of pairs of
rectangular markings symmetrically disposed about the runway centre line with the
number of such pairs related to the landing distance available and, where the marking is
to be displayed at both the approach directions of a runway:
Landing distance available or the distance
between thresholds

Pair(s) of markings

Less than 900 m
900m up to but not including 1 200 m
1 200m up to but not including 1 500 m
1 500m up to but not including 2 400 m
2 400m or more

1
2
3
4
6

(4) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that, a touchdown zone marking conform to either
of the two patterns shown in Figure 5-5. For the pattern shown in Figure 5-5 (A), the
markings shall be not less than 22.5 m long and 3 m wide.
(5) Subject to sub-regulation (4), the aerodrome operator shall ensure that, the pattern
shown in Figure 5-5 (B), each stripe of each marking shall be not less than 22.5 m long
and 1.8 m wide with a spacing of 1.5 m between adjacent stripes.
(6) The lateral spacing between the inner sides of the rectangles shall be equal to that of the
aiming point marking where provided.
(7) Where an aiming point marking is not provided, the lateral spacing between the inner
sides of the rectangles shall correspond to the lateral spacing specified for the aiming
point marking in Table 5-1 (columns 2, 3, 4 or 5, as appropriate.
(8) The pairs of markings shall be provided at longitudinal spacings of 150 m beginning
from the threshold, except that pairs of touchdown zone markings coincident with or
located within 50 m of an aiming point marking shall be deleted from the pattern.
(9) On a non-precision approach runway where the code number is 2, an additional pair of
touchdown zone marking stripes shall be provided 150 m beyond the beginning of the
aiming point marking.

Figure 5-5. Aiming point and touchdown zone markings (illustrated for a runway with
a length of 2 400 m or more)

Runway side
stripe
marking

89.(1) An aerodrome operator shall provide runway side stripe marking between the
thresholds of a paved runway where there is a lack of contrast between the runway edges
and the shoulders or the surrounding terrain.
(2) The aerodrome operator shall provide a runway side stripe marking on a precision
approach runway irrespective of the contrast between the runway edges and the
shoulders or the surrounding terrain.
(3) The aerodrome operator shall provide a runway side stripe marking consisting of two
stripes, one placed along each edge of the runway with the outer edge of each stripe
approximately on the edge of the runway, except that, where the runway is greater than
60 m in width, the stripes shall be located 30 m from the runway centre line.
(4) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that where a runway turn pad is provided, the
runway side stripe marking shall be continued between the runway and the runway turn
pad.
(5) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that, a runway side stripe have an overall width of
at least 0.9 m on runways 30 m or more in width and at least 0.45 m on narrower
runways.

Taxiway
centreline
markings

90.(1) An aerodrome operator shall provide Taxiway centre line marking on a paved taxiway
and apron where the code number is 3 or 4 in such a way as to provide continuous guidance
between the runway centre line and aircraft stands.
(2) The aerodrome operator shall provide Taxiway centre line marking on a paved taxiway
and apron where the code number is 1 or 2 in such a way as to provide continuous
guidance between the runway centre line and aircraft stands.
(3) The aerodrome operator shall provide Taxiway centre line marking on a paved runway
when the runway is part of a standard taxi-route and:
(a) there is no runway centre line marking; or
(b) where the taxiway centre line is not coincident with the runway centre line.
(4) Where it is necessary to denote the proximity of a runway holding position, enhanced
taxiway centre line marking shall be provided and where provided, enhanced taxiway
centre line marking shall be installed at each taxiway/runway intersections.
(5) On a straight section of a taxiway, the taxiway centre line marking shall be located
along the taxiway centre line.
(6) On a taxiway curve the marking shall continue from the straight portion of the taxiway
at a constant distance from the outside edge of the curve.
(7) At an intersection of a taxi-way with a runway where the taxiway serves as an exit from
the runway, the taxiway centre line marking shall be curved into the runway centre line
marking.
(8) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that, taxiway centre line marking shall be extended
parallel to the runway centre line marking for a distance of at least 60 m beyond the
point of tangency where the code number is 3 or 4, and for a distance of at least 30 m
where the code number is 1 or 2.
(9) Where taxiway centre line marking is provided on a runway, the marking shall be
located on the centre line of the designated taxiway.
(10) On a straight section of a taxiway the taxiway centre line marking shall be located
along the taxiway centre line.

(b)
(11) On a taxiway curve the marking shall continue from the straight portion of the taxiway
at a constant distance from the outside edge of the curve.
(12) At an intersection of a taxi-way with a runway where the taxiway serves as an exit
from the runway, the taxiway centre line marking shall be curved into the runway centre
line marking.
(13) The taxiway centre line marking shall be extended parallel to the runway centre line
marking for a distance of at least 60 m beyond the point of tangency where the code
number is 3 or 4, and for a distance of at least 30 m where the code number is 1 or 2.

Figure 5-6. Taxiway markings (shown with basic runway markings)

Figure 5-7. Enhanced taxiway centre line marking

(14)

An enhanced taxiway centre line marking shall extend from the runway-holding position to
a distance of up to 47m in the direction of travel away from the runway.

(15) Where the enhanced taxiway centre line marking intersects another runway-holding
position marking, such as for a precision approach category II or III runway that is
located within 47 m of the first runway-holding position marking, the enhanced taxiway
centre line marking shall be interrupted 0.9 m prior to and after the intersected runwayholding position marking.

(16) The enhanced taxiway centre line marking shall continue beyond the intersected
runway-holding position marking for at least three dashed line segments or 47 m from
start to finish, whichever is greater.
(17) Where the enhanced taxiway centre line marking continues through a
taxiway/taxiway intersection that is located within 47 m of the runway-holding position
marking, the enhanced taxiway centre line marking shall be interrupted 1.5 m prior to
and after the point where the intersected taxiway centre line crosses the enhanced
taxiway centre line.

(18) The enhanced taxiway centre line marking shall continue beyond the taxiway/taxiway
intersection for at least three dashed line segments or 47 m from start to finish,
whichever is greater.
(19) Where two taxiway centre lines converge at or before the runway-holding position
marking, the inner dashed line shall not be less than 3 m in length.
(20) (Where there are two opposing runway-holding position markings and the distance
between the markings is less than 94 m, the enhanced taxiway centre line markings shall
extend over this entire distance.
(21) The enhanced taxiway centre line markings shall not extend beyond either runwayholding position marking.
(22) A taxiway centre line marking shall be at least 15cm in width and continuous in length
except where it intersects with a runway-holding position marking or an intermediate
holding position marking.
(23) Enhanced taxiway centre line marking shall be as shown in Figure 5-7.
Runway turn
pad marking

91.(1) Where a runway turn pad is provided, the aerodrome operator shall provide a runway
turn pad marking to ensure continuous guidance to enable an aeroplane to complete a
180–degree turn and align with runway centre line.
(2) The runway turn pad marking shall be curved from the runway centre line into the turn
pad.

(3) Subject to sub-regulation (2) the radius of the curve shall be compatible with the
manoeuvring capability and normal taxiing speeds of the aeroplanes for which the
runway turn pad is intended.
(4) The intersection angle of the runway turn pad marking with the runway centre line shall
not be greater than 30 degrees.
(5) The runway turn pad marking shall be extended parallel to the runway centre line
marking for a distance of at least 60 m beyond the point of tangency where the code
number is 3 or 4, and for a distance of at least 30 m where the code number is 1 or 2.
(6) A runway turn pad marking shall guide the aeroplane in such a way as to allow a straight
portion of taxiing before the point where a 180-degree turn is to be made.
(7) The straight portion of the runway turn pad marking referred to in sub-regulation (6)
shall be parallel to the outer edge of the runway turn pad.
(8) The design of the curve allowing the aeroplane to negotiate a 180-degree turn shall be
based on a nose wheel steering angle not exceeding 45 degrees.
(9) The design of the turn pad marking shall be such that, when the cockpit of the aeroplane
remains over the runway turn pad marking, the clearance distance between any wheel
of the aeroplane landing gear and the edge of the runway turn pad shall be not less than
those specified in sub-Regulation (6).
(10) A runway turn pad marking shall be at least 15 cm in width and continuous in length.
Runwayholding
position
marking

92. (1) An aerodrome operator shall ensure that, a runway-holding position marking is
displayed along a runway-holding position.
(2) At an intersection of a taxiway and a non-instrument, non-precision approach or takeoff runway, the runway holding position marking shall be as shown in Figure 5-8,
pattern A.
(3) Where a single runway-holding position is provided at an intersection of a taxiway and
a precision approach category I, II or III runway, the runway-holding position marking
shall be as shown in Figure 5-8, pattern A.
(4) Where two or three runway-holding positions are provided at such an intersection, the
runway-holding position marking closer (closest) to the runway shall be as shown in
Figure 5-8, pattern A and the markings farther from the runway shall be as shown in
Figure 5-8, pattern B.
(5) The runway-holding position marking displayed at a runway-holding position shall be
established as prescribed by these regulations
(6) Until 26 November 2026, the dimensions of runway-holding position markings shall be
as shown in Figure 5-8, pattern A1 (or A2) or pattern B1 (or B2), as appropriate.
(7) As of 26 November 2026, the dimensions of runway-holding position markings shall be
as shown in Figure 5-8, pattern A2 or pattern B2, as appropriate.
(8) Where increased conspicuity of the runway-holding position is required, the dimensions
of runway-holding position marking shall be done shown in figure 5-8, pattern A2 or
pattern B2, as appropriate.

(9)

Where a pattern B runway-holding position marking is located on an area where it
shall exceed 60 m in length, the term “CAT II” or “CAT III” as appropriate shall be
marked on the surface at the ends of the runway-holding position marking and at equal
intervals of 45 m maximum between successive marks.

(10) The letters referred to in sub-regulation (9) shall be not less than 1.8 m high and shall
be placed not more than 0.9 m beyond the holding position marking.
(11) The runway-holding position marking displayed at a runway or runway intersection
shall be perpendicular to the centre line of the runway forming part of the standard taxiroute.
(12) The pattern of the marking referred to in sub-regulation (11) shall be as shown in the
figure below;

Figure 5-8. Runway-holding position markings
Note. — Patterns A1 and B1 are no longer valid after 2026.

Intermediate
holding

93.(1) An aerodrome operator shall ensure that, an intermediate holding position marking is
displayed along an intermediate holding position.

position
marking

(2) Where an intermediate holding position marking is displayed at an intersection of two
paved taxiways, it shall be: –
(a) located across the taxiway at sufficient distance from the near edge of the
intersecting taxiway to ensure safe clearance between taxiing aircraft.
(b) coincident with a stop bar or intermediate holding position lights, where
provided.

(3) An intermediate holding position marking shall consist of a single broken line as shown
in figure 5-6.

VOR
aerodrome
checkpoint
marking

94.(1) An operator shall ensure that where a VOR aerodrome checkpoint is established at an
aerodrome, it is indicated by a VOR aerodrome checkpoint marking and sign.
(2) The VOR aerodrome checkpoint marking shall be centred on the spot at which an
aircraft is to be parked to receive the correct VOR signal.
(3) A VOR aerodrome checkpoint marking shall consist of a circle 6 m in diameter and
have a line width of 15 cm (see Figure 5-9 (A)).
(4) When it is preferable for an aircraft to be aligned in a specific direction, a line shall be
provided that passes through the centre of the circle on the desired azimuth.
(5) The line referred to in sub-regulation (4) shall extend 6 m outside the circle in the desired
direction of heading and terminate in an arrowhead and the width of the line shall be 15
cm (see Figure 5-9 (B)
(6) A VOR aerodrome checkpoint marking shall preferably be white in colour but shall
differ from the colour used for the taxiway markings.

Figure 5-9. VOR aerodrome checkpoint marking

Aircraft stand
markings

95. (1) An operator shall provide aircraft stand markings for designated parking positions on
a paved apron.
(2) Aircraft stand markings on a paved apron shall be located so as to provide the
clearances specified in Regulation 60 (6) when the nose wheel follows the stand
marking.
(3) Aircraft stand markings shall include such elements as stand identification, lead-in
line, turn bar, turning line, alignment bar, stop line and lead-out line, as are required
by the parking configuration and to complement other parking aids.
(4) An aircraft stand identification (letter or number) shall be included in the lead-in line
a short distance after the beginning of the lead-in line.
(5) The height of the identification referred in sub-regulation (4) shall be adequate to be
readable from the cockpit of aircraft using the stand.
(6) Where two sets of aircraft stand markings are superimposed on each other in order
to permit more flexible use of the apron and it is difficult to identify which stand
marking shall be followed, or safety shall be impaired where the wrong marking was
followed, then identification of the aircraft for which each set of markings is intended
shall be added to the stand identification.
Example: 2A-B747, 2B-F28
(7) Lead-in, turning and lead-out lines shall normally be continuous in length and have
a width of not less than 15 cm.
(8) Subject to sub-regulation (7) where one or more sets of stand markings are
superimposed on a stand marking, the lines shall be continuous for the most
demanding aircraft and broken for other aircraft.
(9) The curved portions of lead-in, turning and lead-out lines shall have radii appropriate
to the most demanding aircraft type for which the markings are intended.
(10)
Where it is intended that an aircraft proceed in one direction only, arrows
pointing in the direction to be followed shall be added as part of the lead-in and leadout lines.
(11)
A turn bar shall be located at right angles to the lead-in line, abeam the left
pilot position at the point of initiation of any intended turn.
(12)
The turn bar referred to in sub-regulation (11) shall have a length and width
of not less than 6 m and 15 cm, respectively, and include an arrowhead to indicate
the direction of turn.

(13)

Where more than one turn bar and/or stop line is required, they shall be coded.

(14)
An alignment bar shall be placed so as to be coincident with the extended
centre line of the aircraft in the specified parking position and visible to the pilot
during the final part of the parking manoeuvre.
(15)
The alignment bar referred to in sub-regulation (14) shall have a width of not
less than 15 cm.
(16)
A stop line shall be located at right angles to the alignment bar, abeam the left
pilot position at the intended point of stop.
(17)
The stop line referred to in sub-regulation (16) shall have a length and width
of not less than 6 m and 15 cm, respectively.
Apron safety
lines

96. (1) An aerodrome operator shall provide apron safety lines on a paved apron as required
by the parking configuration and ground facilities.
(2) The operator shall ensure that, the apron safety lines are located so as to define the
areas intended for use by ground vehicles and other aircraft servicing equipment to
provide safe separation from aircraft.
(3) Apron safety lines shall include such elements as wing tip clearance lines and service
road boundary lines as required by the parking configurations and ground facilities.
(4) An apron safety line shall be continuous in length and at least 10 cm in width.

Road-holding
positions

97. (1) An aerodrome operator shall provide road-holding position markings at all road
entrances to a runway.
(2) The road-holding position markings shall be located across the road at all the holding
positions.
(3) The road-holding position marking shall be in accordance with the local road traffic
regulations.

Mandatory
instruction
markings

98.(1) An aerodrome operator shall provide a mandatory instruction marking to identify a
location beyond which a taxiing aircraft or vehicle shall not proceed, unless authorized by
the aerodrome control tower.
(2) Where it is impracticable to install a mandatory instruction sign in accordance with
sub-regulation (1) the operator shall provide mandatory instruction marking or sign
on the surface of the pavement to identify a location beyond which a taxiing aircraft
or vehicle shall not proceed unless authorized by ATC.
(3) Where operationally required, such as on taxiways exceeding 60 m in width, or to
assist in the prevention of a runway incursion, a mandatory instruction sign shall be
supplemented by a mandatory instruction marking.
(4) The mandatory instruction marking on taxiways where the code letter is A, B, C or
D shall be located across the taxiway equally placed about the taxiway centre line
and on the holding side of the runway-holding position marking as shown in Figure
5-10 (A).
(5) Subject to sub-regulation (4) the distance between the nearest edge of the marking
and the runway-holding position marking or the taxiway centre line marking shall
not be less than 1 m.

(6) The mandatory instruction marking on taxiways where the code letter is E or F shall

be located on both sides of the taxiway centre line marking and on the holding side
of the runway-holding position marking as shown in Figure 5-10 (B).
(7) Subject to sub-regulation (6) the distance between the nearest edge of the marking
and the runway-holding position marking or the taxiway centre line marking shall be
not less than 1 m.

‘Figure 5-10. Mandatory instruction marking

(8) Except where operationally required, a mandatory instruction marking shall not be

located on a runway.
(9) A mandatory instruction marking shall consist of an inscription in white on a red
background.
(10)
Subject to sub-regulation (9), except for a “NO ENTRY” marking, the
inscription shall provide information identical to that of the associated mandatory
instruction sign.
(11)
A “NO ENTRY” marking shall consist of an inscription in white reading “NO
ENTRY” on a red background.
(12)
Where there is insufficient contrast between the marking and the pavement
surface, the mandatory instruction marking shall include an appropriate border,
preferably white or black.
(13)
The character height shall be 4 m for inscriptions where the code letter is C,
D, E or F, and 2 m where the code letter is A or B.
(14)
The inscriptions referred to in sub-regulation (13) shall be in the form and
proportions shown in Fifth Schedule to these Regulations.
(15)
The background shall be rectangular and extend a minimum of 0.5 m laterally
and vertically beyond the extremities of the inscription.

Information
marking

99.(1) An operator shall display an information marking on the surface of a pavement where
an information sign is required but is physically impractical to install, as determined by
the Authority.
(2) Where operationally required an information sign shall be supplemented by an
information marking.
(3) An information (location or direction) marking shall be displayed prior to and
following complex taxiway intersections and where operational experience has
indicated the addition of a taxiway location marking could assist flight crew ground
navigation.
(4) An information (location) marking shall be displayed on the pavement surface at
regular intervals along taxiways of great length.
(5) The information marking shall be displayed across the surface of the taxiway or
apron where necessary and positioned so as to be legible from the cockpit of an
approaching aircraft.
(6) An information marking shall comprise the following characteristics:(a) an inscription in yellow upon a black background, when it replaces or
supplements a location sign; and
(b) an inscription in black upon a yellow background, when it replaces or
supplements a direction or destination sign.

(7) Where there is insufficient contrast between the marking background and the
pavement surface, the marking shall include:
(a) a black border where the inscriptions are in black; and
(b) a yellow border where the inscriptions are in yellow.
(8) The character height shall be 4 m.
(9) Subject to sub-regulation (8) the inscriptions shall be in the form and proportions
shown in the Fifth Schedule to these Regulations.
Lights
Laser
emissions
which may
endanger the
safety of
aircraft

100. (1) To protect the safety of aircraft against the hazardous effects of laser emitters, an
operator shall establish the following protected zones around the aerodrome:
(a) a laser-beam free flight zone (LFFZ),
(b) a laser-beam critical flight zone (LCFZ), and
(c) a laser-beam sensitive flight zone.
(2) Flight zones required by sub-regulation (1) shall be established in accordance with
requirements of this regulation.
(3) Sub-regulations (2) and (4) shall not apply to aerodromes in categories C, D, and E
unless deemed necessary by the Authority.
(4) The exposure levels and distances that adequately protect flight operations shall be
determined as per figures 5-11, 5-12 and 5-13.

Figure 5-11. Protected flight zones

Figure 5-12. Multiple runway laser-beam free flight zone

Figure 5-13. Protected flight zones with indication of maximum irradiance
levels for visible laser beams

Elevated
approach
lights

101. (1) An aerodrome operator shall ensure that, elevated approach lights and their
supporting structures are frangible except that, in that portion of the approach lighting
system beyond 300 m from the threshold.
(2) Where the height of a supporting structure exceeds 12 m, the frangibility requirement
shall apply to the top 12 m only; and
(3) Where a supporting structure is surrounded by non-frangible objects, only that part
of the structure that extends above the surrounding objects shall be frangible.
(4) When an approach light fixture or supporting structure is not in itself sufficiently
conspicuous, it shall be suitably marked.

Elevated
lights

102. An aerodrome operator shall ensure that elevated runway, stop-way and taxiway
lights are frangible and their height shall be sufficiently low to preserve clearance for
propellers and for the engine pods of jet aircraft.

Surface lights

103. (1) Light fixtures inset in the surface of runways, stop-ways, taxiways and aprons
shall be designed and fitted as to withstand being run over by the wheels of an aircraft
without damage either to the aircraft or to the lights themselves.
(2) The temperature produced by conduction or radiation at the interface between an
installed inset light and an aircraft tire shall not exceed 160°C during a 10-minute
period of exposure.

Light intensity 104. (1) The intensity of runway lighting shall be adequate for the minimum conditions of
visibility and ambient light in which use of the runway is intended, and compatible with
and control
that of the nearest section of the approach lighting system when provided.
(2) Where a high-intensity lighting system is provided, a suitable intensity control shall
be incorporated to allow for adjustment of the light intensity to meet the prevailing
conditions.
(3) An aerodrome operator shall provide separate intensity controls or other suitable
methods to ensure that the following systems, when installed, can be operated at
compatible intensities:
(a) approach lighting system;
(b) runway edge lights;
(c) runway threshold lights;
(d) runway end lights;
(e) runway centre line lights;
(f) runway touchdown zone lights; and
(g) taxiway centre line lights.
(4) On the perimeter of and within the ellipse defining the main beam in Fourth
Schedule, Figures A2-1 to A2-10, the maximum light intensity value shall not be
greater than three times the minimum light intensity value measured in accordance
with Fourth Schedule, collective notes for Figures A2-1 to A2-11 and A2-26, Note
2.
(5) On the perimeter of and within the rectangle defining the main beam in Fourth
Schedule, Figures A2-12 to A2-20, the maximum light intensity value shall not be
greater than three times the minimum light intensity value measured in accordance
with Fourth Schedule, collective notes for Figures A2-12 to A2-21.
Emergency
lighting

105. (1) At an aerodrome provided with runway lighting and without a secondary power
supply, the aerodrome operator shall provide sufficient emergency lights conveniently
available for installation on at least the primary runway in the event of failure of the
normal lighting system.
(2) Where installed on a runway the emergency lights shall, as a minimum, conform to
the configuration required for a non-instrument runway.
(3) The colour of the emergency lights shall conform to the colour requirements for
runway lighting, except that, where the provision of coloured lights at the threshold
and the runway end is not practicable, all lights may be variable white or as close to
variable white as practicable.

Provision of 106. (1) Where operationally necessary an aerodrome operator shall provide aerodrome
beacon or an identification beacon at each aerodrome intended for use at night.
Aeronautical
beacons
(2) The operational requirement shall be determined having regard to the requirements
of the air traffic using the aerodrome, the conspicuity of the aerodrome features in
relation to its surroundings and the installation of other visual and non-visual aids
useful in locating the aerodrome.

Aerodrome
beacon

107. (1) An aerodrome beacon shall be provided at an aerodrome intended for use at night
where one or more of the following conditions exist:
(a) aircraft navigate predominantly by visual means;
(b)reduced visibilities are frequent; or
(c) it is difficult to locate the aerodrome from the air due to surrounding lights or
terrain.
(2) The aerodrome beacon shall be located on or adjacent to the aerodrome in an area of
low ambient back-ground lighting.
(3) The location of the beacon shall be such that the beacon is not shielded by objects in
significant directions and does not dazzle a pilot approaching to land.
(4) The aerodrome beacon shall show either coloured flashes alternating with white
flashes, or white flashes only.
(5) The frequency of total flashes shall be from 20 to 30 per minute.
(6) Where used, the coloured flashes emitted by beacons at land aerodromes shall be
green and coloured flashes emitted by beacons at water aerodromes shall be yellow.
(7) In the case of a combined water and land aerodrome, coloured flashes, where used,
shall have the colour characteristics of whichever section of the aerodrome is
designated as the principal facility.
(8) The light from the beacon shall show at all angles of azimuth.
(9) The vertical light distribution shall extend upwards from an elevation of not more
than 1° to an elevation determined by the Authority to be sufficient to provide
guidance at the maximum elevation at which the beacon is intended to be used and
the effective intensity of the flash shall be not less than 2 000 cd.
(10)
At locations where a high ambient background lighting level cannot be
avoided, the effective intensity of the flash shall be required to be increased by a
factor up to a value of 10.

Identification
beacon

108. (1) An identification beacon shall be provided at an aerodrome which is intended for
use at night and cannot be easily identified from the air by other means.
(2) The identification beacon shall be located on the aerodrome in an area of low ambient
background lighting.
(3) The location of the beacon shall be such that the beacon is not shielded by objects in
significant directions and does not dazzle a pilot approaching to land.
(4) An identification beacon at a land aerodrome shall show at all angles of azimuth.
(5) The vertical light distribution shall extend upwards from an elevation of not more
than 1° to an elevation determined by the Authority to be sufficient to provide
guidance at the maximum elevation at which the beacon is intended to be used and
the effective intensity of the flash shall be not less than 2 000 cd.
(6) At locations where a high ambient background lighting level cannot be avoided, the
effective intensity of the flash shall be required to be increased by a factor up to a
value of 10.
(7) An identification beacon shall show flashing-green at a land aerodrome and flashingyellow at a water aerodrome.
(8) The identification characters shall be transmitted in the International Morse Code.

(9) The speed of transmission shall be between six and eight words per minute, the
corresponding range of duration of the Morse dots being from 0.15 to 0.2 seconds
per dot.
Approach
Lighting
system

109. (1) Where physically practicable, a simple approach lighting system shall be
provided by the operator as specified in Regulation 111 to serve a non-instrument runway
where the code number is 3 or 4 and intended for use at night, except when the runway is
used only in conditions of good visibility and sufficient guidance is provided by other
visual aids.
(2) Where physically practicable, a simple approach lighting system as specified in
Regulation 111 shall be provided to serve a non-precision approach runway, except
when the runway is used only in conditions of good visibility or sufficient guidance
is provided by other visual aids.
(3) Where physically practicable, a precision approach category I lighting system as
specified in Regulation 112 shall be provided by the operator to serve a precision
approach runway category I.
(4) A precision approach category II and III lighting system as specified in Regulation
113 shall be provided to serve a precision approach runway category II or III.

Simple
approach
lighting
system

110. (1) An aerodrome operator shall ensure that, simple approach lighting system consist
of a row of lights on the extended centre line of the runway extending, whenever possible,
over a distance of not less than 420 m from the threshold with a row of lights forming a
crossbar 18 m or 30 m in length at a distance of 300 m from the threshold.
(2) The lights forming the crossbar shall be as nearly as practicable in a horizontal
straight line at right angles to, and bisected by, the line of the centre line lights.

(3) The lights of the crossbar shall be spaced so as to produce a linear effect, except that,
when a crossbar of 30 m is used, gaps may be left on each side of the centre line.
(4) These gaps shall be kept to a minimum to meet local requirements and each shall not
exceed 6 m.
(5) The lights forming the centre line shall be placed at longitudinal intervals of 60 m,
except that, when it is desired to improve the guidance, an interval of 30 m may be
used.
(6) The innermost light shall be located either 60 m or 30 m from the threshold,
depending on the longitudinal interval selected for the centre line lights.
(7) Where it is not physically possible to provide a centre line extending for a distance
of 420 m from the threshold, it shall be extended to 300 m so as to include the
crossbar
(8) Where this is not possible, the centre line lights shall be extended as far as
practicable, and each centre line light shall then consist of a barrette at least 3 m in
length.
(9) Subject to the approach system having a crossbar at 300 m from the threshold, an
additional crossbar may be provided at 150 m from the threshold.
(10)
The system shall lie as nearly as practicable in the horizontal plane passing
through the threshold, provided that:

(a) no object other than an ILS or MLS azimuth antenna shall protrude through
the plane of the approach lights within a distance of 60 m from the centre
line of the system; and
(b) no light other than a light located within the central part of a crossbar or a
centre line barrette (not their extremities) shall be screened from an
approaching aircraft.
(11)
Any ILS or MLS azimuth antenna protruding through the plane of the lights
shall be treated as an obstacle and marked and lighted accordingly.
The lights of a simple approach lighting system shall be fixed lights and the colour
of the lights shall be such as to ensure that the system is readily distinguishable from
other aeronautical ground lights, and from extraneous lighting where present.
(12)
Each centre line light shall consist of either:
(a) a single source; or
(b) a barrette at least 3 m in length.
(13)
Where provided for a non-instrument runway, the lights shall show at all
angles in azimuth necessary to a pilot on base leg and final approach.
(b)
(14)
The intensity of the lights shall be adequate for all conditions of visibility and
ambient light for which the system has been provided.
(15)
Where provided for a non-precision approach runway, the lights shall show
at all angles in azimuth necessary to the pilot of an aircraft which on final approach
does not deviate by an abnormal amount from the path defined by the non-visual aid.
(16)
The lights shall be designed to provide guidance during both day and night in
the most adverse conditions of visibility and ambient light for which it is intended
that the system shall remain usable.
Precision
approach
category I
lighting
system

111. (1) A precision approach category I lighting system shall consist of a row of lights on
the extended centre line of the runway extending, wherever possible, over a distance of
500 m from the runway threshold with a row of lights forming a crossbar 30 m in length
at a distance of 300 m from the runway threshold.
(2) The lights forming the crossbar shall be as nearly as practicable in a horizontal
straight line at right angles to, and bisected by, the line of the centre line lights.

(3) The lights of the crossbar shall be spaced so as to produce a linear effect, except that
gap may be left on each side of the centre line.
(4) These gaps shall be kept to a minimum to meet local requirements and each shall not
exceed 6 m.
(5) The lights forming the centre line shall be placed at longitudinal intervals of 30 m
with the innermost light located 30 m from the threshold.
(6) The system shall lie as nearly as practicable in the horizontal plane passing through
the threshold, provided that:
(a) no object other than an ILS or MLS azimuth antenna shall protrude through
the plane of the approach lights within a distance of 60 m from the centre
line of the system; and

(b) no light other than a light located within the central part of a crossbar or a
centre line barrette (not their extremities) shall be screened from an
approaching aircraft.
(7) Any ILS or MLS azimuth antenna protruding through the plane of the lights shall be
treated as an obstacle and marked and lighted accordingly.
(8) The centre line and crossbar lights of a precision approach category I lighting system
shall be fixed lights showing variable white.
(a)
(9) Each centre line light position shall consist of either:
(a) a single light source in the innermost 300 m of the centre line, two light sources
in the central 300 m of the centre line and three light sources in the outer 300 m
of the centre line to provide distance information; or
(b) a barrette.
(10)
Where the serviceability level of the approach lights specified as a
maintenance objective can be demonstrated, each centre line light position may
consist of either:
(a) a single light source; or
(b) a barrette.
(11)
The barrettes shall be at least 4 m in length and when they are composed of
lights approximating to point sources, the lights shall be uniformly spaced at
intervals of not more than 1.5 m.
(12)
Where the centre line consists of barrettes as described in above, each barrette
shall be supplemented by a flashing light, except where such lighting is considered
unnecessary taking into account the characteristics of the system and the nature of
the meteorological conditions.
(13)
Each flashing light shall be flashed twice a second in sequence, beginning
with the outermost light and progressing toward the threshold to the innermost light
of the system.
(14)
The design of the electrical circuit shall be such that these lights can be
operated independently of the other lights of the approach lighting system.
(15)
Where the centre line consists of lights as described in sub-regulation (9)
above additional crossbars of lights to the crossbar provided at 300 m from the
threshold shall be provided at 150 m, 450 m, 600 m and 750 m from the threshold.

(16)
The lights forming each crossbar shall be as nearly as practicable in a
horizontal straight line at right angles to, and bisected by, the line of the centre line
lights.
(17)
The lights shall be spaced so as to produce a linear effect, except that gap may
be left on each side of the centre line.
(18)
These gaps shall be kept to a minimum to meet local requirements and each
shall not exceed 6 m.

(19)
Where the additional crossbars are incorporated in the system, the outer ends
of the crossbars shall lie on two straight lines that either are parallel to the line of the
centre line lights or converge to meet the runway centre line 300 m from threshold.
(20)
The lights shall be in accordance with the specifications of the Fourth
Schedule, Figure A2-1.
Precision
approach
category II
and III
lighting
system

112. (1) The approach lighting system shall consist of a row of lights on the extended
centre line of the runway, extending, wherever possible, over a distance of 900 m from
the runway threshold.

(2) In addition, the system shall have two side rows of lights, extending 270 m from the
threshold, and two crossbars, one at 150 m and one at 300 m from the threshold, all
as shown in Figure 5-14.
(3) Where the serviceability level of the approach lights specified as maintenance
objectives in ……..can be demonstrated, the system may have two side rows of
lights, extending 240 m from the threshold, and two crossbars, one at 150 m and one
at 300 m from the threshold, all as shown in Figure 5-15.
(4) The lights forming the centre line shall be placed at longitudinal intervals of 30 m
with the innermost lights located 30 m from the threshold.
(5) The lights forming the side rows shall be placed on each side of the centre line, at a
longitudinal spacing equal to that of the centre line lights and with the first light
located 30 m from the threshold.
(6) Where the serviceability level of the approach lights specified as maintenance
objectives above, can be demonstrated, lights forming the side rows may be placed
on each side of the centre line, at a longitudinal spacing of 60 m with the first light
located 60 m from the threshold.
(7) The lateral spacing (or gauge) between the innermost lights of the side rows shall be
not less than 18 m nor more than 22.5 m, and preferably 18 m, but in any event shall
be equal to that of the touchdown zone lights.
(8) The crossbar provided at 150 m from the threshold shall fill in the gaps between the
centre line and side row lights.
(9) The crossbar provided at 300 m from the threshold shall extend on both sides of the
centre line lights to a distance of 15 m from the centre line.
(10)
Where the centre line beyond a distance of 300 m from the threshold consists
of lights as described above, additional crossbars of lights shall be provided at 450
m, 600 m and 750 m from the threshold.
(11)
Where the additional crossbars described in these regulations are incorporated
in the system, the outer ends of these crossbars shall lie on two straight lines that
either are parallel to the centre line or converge to meet the runway centre line 300
m from the threshold.

Figure 5-14. Inner 300 m approach and runway lighting for precision approach
runways, categories II and III

Figure 5-15. Inner 300 m approach and runway lighting for precision approach
runways, categories II and III, where the serviceability levels of the lights specified as
maintenance objectives in Part XII can be demonstrated

(12)
The system shall lie as nearly as practicable in the horizontal plane passing
through the threshold, provided that:
(i) no object other than an ILS or MLS azimuth antenna shall protrude through the
plane of the approach lights within a distance of 60 m from the centre line of the
system; and
(ii) no light other than a light located within the central part of a crossbar or a centre
line barrette (not their extremities) shall be screened from an approaching
aircraft.

(13)
Any ILS or MLS azimuth antenna protruding through the plane of the lights
shall be treated as an obstacle and marked and lighted accordingly.
(14)
The centre line of a precision approach category II and III lighting system for
the first 300 m from the threshold shall consist of barrettes showing variable white,
except that, where the threshold is displaced 300 m or more, the centre line may
consist of single light sources showing variable white.

(15)
Where the serviceability level of the approach lights specified as maintenance
objectives in these regulations can be demonstrated, the centre line of a precision
approach category II and III lighting system for the first 300 m from the threshold
may consist of either:
(a) barrettes, where the centre line beyond 300 m from the threshold consists of barrettes
as above or;
(b) alternate single light sources and barrettes, where the centre line beyond 300 m from
the threshold consists of single light sources as described in above with the innermost
single light source located 30 m and the innermost barrette located 60 m from the
threshold; or
(c) single light sources where the threshold is displaced 300 m or more; all of which shall
show variable white.
(16)
Beyond 300 m from the threshold each centre line light position shall
consist of either:
(a) a barrette as used on the inner 300 m; or
(b) two light sources in the central 300 m of the centre line and three light sources
in the outer 300 m of the centre line;
all of which shall show variable white.
(17)
Where the serviceability level of the approach lights specified as maintenance
objectives above can be demonstrated, beyond 300 m from the threshold each centre
line light position may consist of either:
(a) a barrette; or
(b) a single light source;
all of which shall show variable white.
(18)
The barrettes shall be at least 4 m in length and when composed of lights
approximating to point sources, the lights shall be uniformly spaced at intervals of
not more than 1.5 m.
(19)
Where the centre line beyond 300 m from the threshold consists of barrettes
as described above, each barrette beyond 300 m shall be supplemented by a flashing
light, except where such lighting is considered unnecessary taking into account the
characteristics of the system and the nature of the meteorological conditions.
(20)
Each flashing light as describe in these regulations shall be flashed twice a
second in sequence, beginning with the outermost light and progressing toward the
threshold to the innermost light of the system and the design of the electrical circuit
shall be such that these lights can be operated independently of the other lights of the
approach lighting system.
(21)
The side row shall consist of barrettes showing red and the length of a side
row barrette and the spacing of its lights shall be equal to those of the touchdown
zone light barrettes.
(22)
The lights forming the crossbars shall be fixed lights showing variable white
and the lights shall be uniformly spaced at intervals of not more than 2.7 m.
(23)
The intensity of the red lights shall be compatible with the intensity of the
white lights

(24)
The lights shall be in accordance with the specifications of Fourth Schedule,
Figures A2-1 and A2-2.
Visual
approach
slope
indicator
systems

113. A visual approach slope indicator system shall be provided to serve the approach to a
runway whether or not the runway is served by other visual approach aids or by non-visual
aids, where one or more of the following conditions exist:
(a) the runway is used by turbojet or other aeroplanes with similar approach guidance
requirements;
(b) the pilot of any type of aeroplane may have difficulty in judging the approach due to:
(i) inadequate visual guidance such as is experienced during an approach over water
or featureless terrain by day or in the absence of sufficient extraneous lights in the
approach area by night, or
(ii) misleading information such as is produced by deceptive surrounding terrain or
runway slopes;
(c) the presence of objects in the approach area may involve serious hazard where an
aeroplane descends below the normal approach path, particularly where there are no
non-visual or other visual aids to give warning of such objects;
(d) physical conditions at either end of the runway present a serious hazard in the event
of an aeroplane undershooting or overrunning the runway; and
(e) terrain or prevalent meteorological conditions are such that the aeroplane may be
subjected to unusual turbulence during approach.

Figure 5-16 – Visual Approach Slope Indicator systems

Approach
slope and
elevation

114. (1) The standard visual approach slope indicator systems shall consist of a PAPI or
APAPI system conforming to the specifications contained in these regulations as shown
in figure 5-16 above;

setting of light
beams

PAPI and
APAPI

(2) PAPI, shall be provided where the code number is 3 or 4 when one or more of the
conditions specified in Regulation 112 exist.
(3) PAPI or APAPI shall be provided where the code number is 1 or 2 when one or more
of the conditions specified in Regulation 112 exist.
(4) Where a runway threshold is temporarily displaced from the normal position and one
or more of the conditions specified in Regulation 112 exist, a PAPI should be
provided except that where the code number is 1 or 2 an APAPI may be provided.
(5) The elevation setting of the top of the red light beams of the wing bar and fly-up light
units shall be such that, during an approach, the pilot of an aeroplane to whom the
wing bar and three fly-up light units are visible shall clear all objects in the approach
area by a safe margin where any such light did not appear red.
115. (1) The PAPI system shall consist of a wing bar of 4 sharp transition multi-lamp (or
paired single lamp) units equally spaced and the system shall be located on the left side
of the runway unless it is physically impracticable to do so.
(2) The APAPI system shall consist of a wing bar of 2 sharp transition multi-lamp (or
paired single lamp) units and the system shall be located on the left side of the
runway unless it is physically impracticable to do so.
(3) The wing bar of a PAPI shall be constructed and arranged in such a manner that a
pilot making an approach shall:
(a) when on or close to the approach slope, see the two units nearest the runway as
red and the two units farthest from the runway as white;
(b) when above the approach slope, see the one unit nearest the runway as red and
the three units farthest from the runway as white; and when further above the
approach slope, see all the units as white; and
(c) when below the approach slope, see the three units nearest the runway as red and
the unit farthest from the runway as white; and when further below the approach
slope, see all the units as red.
(4) The wing bar of an APAPI shall be constructed and arranged in such a manner that
a pilot making an approach shall:
(a) when on or close to the approach slope, see the unit nearer the runway as red and
the unit farther from the runway as white;
(b) when above the approach slope, see both the units as white; and
(c) when below the approach slope, see both the units as red.

(5) The light units shall be located as in the basic configuration illustrated in the figure
bellow, subject to the installation tolerances given therein.
(6) The units forming a wing bar shall be mounted so as to appear to the pilot of an
approaching aircraft to be substantially in a horizontal line.
(7) The light units shall be mounted as low as possible and shall be frangible.

INSTALLATION TOLERANCES
a) Where a PAPI or APAPI is installed on a
runway not equipped with an ILS or MLS, the
distance D1 shall be calculated to ensure that
the lowest height at which a pilot shall see a
correct approach path indication (Figure 5-20,
angle B for a PAPI and angle A for an APAPI)
provides the wheel clearance over the threshold
specified in Table 5-2 for the most demanding
amongst aeroplanes regularly using the
runway.
b) Where a PAPI or APAPI is installed on a
runway equipped with an ILS and/or MLS, the
distance D1 shall be calculated to provide the
optimum compatibility between the visual and
non-visual aids for the range of eye-to-antenna
heights of the aeroplanes regularly using the
runway. The distance shall be equal to that
between the threshold and the effective origin
of the ILS glide path or MLS minimum glide
path, as appropriate, plus a correction factor for
the variation of eye to-antenna heights of the
aeroplanes concerned. The correction factor is
obtained by multiplying the average eye toantenna height of those aeroplanes by the
cotangent of the approach angle. However, the
distance shall be such that in no case shall the
wheel clearance over the threshold be lower
than that specified in column (3) of Table 5-2.
Note. —See Regulation 156 for specifications
on aiming point marking. Guidance on the
harmonization of PAPI, ILS and/or MLS
signals is contained in the Aerodrome Design
Manual (Doc 9157), Part 4.

c) Where a wheel clearance, greater than that
specified in a) above is required for specific
aircraft, this can be achieved by increasing D1.
d) Distance D1 shall be adjusted to compensate for
differences in elevation between the lens centres of
the light units and the threshold.
e) To ensure that units are mounted as low as
possible and to allow for any transverse slope,
small height adjustments of up to 5 cm between
units are acceptable. A lateral gradient not greater
than 1.25 per cent can be accepted provided it is
uniformly applied across the units.
f) A spacing of 6 m (±1 m) between PAPI units
should be used on code numbers 1 and 2. In such
an event, the inner PAPI unit shall be located not
less than 10 m (±1 m) from the runway edge.
Note.- Reducing the spacing between light units
results in a reduction in usable range of the system.
g) The lateral spacing between APAPI units may
be increased to 9 m (±1 m) where greater range is
required or later conversion to a full PAPI is
anticipated. In the latter case, the inner APAPI
unit shall be located 15 m (±1 m) from the
runway edge

The height of the pilot’s eye above the aircraft’s ILS glide path/MLS antenna varies with the type of
aeroplane and approach attitude. Harmonization of the PAPI signal and ILS glide path and/or MLS
minimum glide path to a point closer to the threshold may be achieved by increasing the on-course
sector from 20 to 30. The setting angles for a 3° glide slope would then be 2°25, 2°45, 3°15 and 3°35.

B — 3° APAPI ILLUSTRATED

Figure 5-20. Light beams and angle of elevation setting of PAPI and APAPI

Table 5-2 - Wheel clearance over threshold for PAPI and APAPI
Eye-to-wheel height of
aeroplane in the approach
configurationa
(1)

Required wheel clearance
(metres) b

Minimum wheel
clearance (metres)c

(2)

(3)

up to but not including 3 m

6

3d
4

3 m up to but not including 5
9
m
5 m up to but not including 8
9
5
m
8 m up to but not including
9
6
14 m
(8) In selecting the eye-to-wheel height group, only aeroplanes meant to use the
system on a regular basis shall be considered. The most demanding amongst such
aeroplanes shall determine the eye-to-wheel height group.
(9) Where practicable the desired wheel clearances shown in column (2) shall be
provided.
(10)
The wheel clearances shown in column (2) shall be provided, unless the
threshold is displaced.
(11)
When a reduced wheel clearance is provided at a displaced threshold it shall
be ensured that the corresponding desired wheel clearance specified in column (2)
shall be available when an aeroplane at the top end of the eye-to-wheel height
group chosen overflies the extremity of the runway.
(12)
This wheel clearance may be reduced to 1.5 m on runways used mainly by
light-weight non-turbojet aeroplanes.

(13)
The system shall be suitable for both day and night operations.
(14)
The colour transition from red to white in the vertical plane shall be such as
to appear to an observer, at a distance of not less than 300 m, to occur within a
vertical angle of not more than 3’.
(15)
At full intensity the red light shall have a Y coordinate not exceeding 0.320.
(16)
The light intensity distribution of the light units shall be as shown in Fourth
Schedule, Figure A2-23.
(17)
Suitable intensity control shall be provided so as to allow adjustment to meet
the prevailing conditions and to avoid dazzling the pilot during approach and landing
(18)
Each light unit shall be capable of adjustment in elevation so that the lower
limit of the white part of the beam may be fixed at any desired angle of elevation
between 1°30’ and at least 4°30’ above the horizontal.
(19)
The light units shall be so designed that deposits of condensation, dirt, etc., on
optically transmitting or reflecting surfaces shall interfere to the least possible extent

with the light signals and shall not affect the contrast between the red and white
signals and the elevation of the transition sector.
Approach
slope and
elevation
setting of light
units

116. (1) The approach slope as defined in Figure 5-20 shall be appropriate for use by the
aeroplanes using the approach.
(2) When the runway is equipped with an ILS and/or MLS, the siting and the angle of
elevation of the light units shall be such that the visual approach slope conforms as
closely as possible with the glide path of the ILS and/or the minimum glide path of
the MLS, as appropriate.
(3) The angle of elevation settings of the light units in a PAPI wing bar shall be such
that, during an approach, the pilot of an aeroplane observing a signal of one white
and three reds shall clear all objects in the approach area by a safe margin as per
Table 5-2.
(4) The angle of elevation settings of the light units in an APAPI wing bar shall be such
that, during an approach, the pilot of an aeroplane observing the lowest on slope
signal, i.e. one white and one red, shall clear all objects in the approach area by a
safe margin as per Table 5-2.
(5) The azimuth spread of the light beam shall be suitably restricted where an object
located outside the obstacle protection surface of the PAPI or APAPI system, but
within the lateral limits of its light beam, is found to extend above the plane of the
obstacle protection surface and an aeronautical study indicates that the object may
adversely affect the safety of operations.
(6) The extent of the restriction shall be such that the object remains outside the confines
of the light beam.
(7) Where wing bars are installed on each side of the runway to provide roll guidance,
corresponding units shall be set at the same angle so that the signals of each wing
bar change symmetrically at the same time.

Obstacle
protection
surface for
PAPI and
APAPI

117. (1) An aerodrome operator shall establish an obstacle protection surface when it is
intended to provide a visual approach slope indicator system.
(2) The aerodrome operator shall ensure that, characteristics of the obstacle protection
surface, i.e. origin, divergence, length and slope, correspond to those specified in the
relevant column of Table 5-3 and in Figure 5-21.

Table 5-3 Dimensions and slopes of the obstacle protection surface
Runway type/code number
Non-instrument

Instrument

Code number

Code number

Surface
dimensions
Length of inner
edge

1

60 m

2

3

80 m 150 m

Distance from the
D1+30 D1+60 D1+60
visual approach
slope indicator
m
m
m
e
system
Divergence (each
10%
10% 10%
side)
Total length

7 500 7 500 15 000
m

mb

m

A–

A–

0.57°

0.57°

4

1

2

3

4

300

150 m
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(c) No slope has been specified where a system is unlikely to be used on runway
type/code number indicated.
(d) Angles as indicated in Figure 20.
(e) D1 is the distance of the visual approach slope indicator system from threshold
prior to any displacement to remedy object penetration of the OPS (refer Figure
19). The start of the OPS is fixed to the visual approach slope indicator system
location, such that displacement of the PAPI results in an equal displacement of
the start of the OPS. See Sub Regulation (5) (e).

Figure 5-21. Obstacle protection surface for visual approach slope indicator systems.
(3) New objects or extensions of existing objects shall not be permitted above an
obstacle protection surface except when, in the opinion of the Authority, the new
object or extension shall be shielded by an existing immovable object.
(4) Existing objects above an obstacle protection surface shall be removed except when,
in the opinion of the Authority, the object is shielded by an existing immovable
object, or after aeronautical study it is determined that the object shall not adversely
affect the safety of operations of aeroplanes.
(5) Where an aeronautical study indicates that an existing object extending above an
obstacle protection surface may adversely affect the safety of operations of
aeroplanes one or more of the following measures shall be taken:
(a) remove the object;
(b) suitably raise the approach slope of the system;
(c) reduce the azimuth spread of the system so that the object is outside the
confines of the beam;
(d) displace the axis of the system and its associated obstacle protection surface
by no more than 5°; and
(e) suitably displace the system upwind of the threshold such that the object no
longer penetrates the OPS.

Circling
guidance
lights

118. (1) Circling guidance lights shall be provided when existing approach and runway
lighting systems do not satisfactorily permit identification of the runway and/or approach
area to a circling aircraft in the conditions for which it is intended the runway be used for
circling approaches.
(2) The location and number of circling guidance lights shall be adequate to enable a
pilot, as appropriate, to:
(a) join the downwind leg or align and adjust the aircraft’s track to the runway at a
required distance from it and to distinguish the threshold in passing; and
(b) keep in sight the runway threshold and/or other features which shall make it
possible to judge the turn on to base leg and final approach, taking into account
the guidance provided by other visual aids.
(3) Circling guidance lights shall consist of:
(a) lights indicating the extended centre line of the runway and/or parts of any
approach lighting system; or
(b)lights indicating the position of the runway threshold; or
(c) lights indicating the direction or location of the runway; or
(d)or a combination of such lights as is appropriate to the runway under consideration.
(4) Circling guidance lights shall be fixed or flashing lights of an intensity and beam
spread adequate for the conditions of visibility and ambient light in which it is
intended to make visual circling approaches.
(5) The flashing lights shall be white, and the steady lights either white or gaseous
discharge lights.
(6) The lights shall be designed and be installed in such a manner that they shall not
dazzle or confuse a pilot when approaching to land, taking off or taxiing.

Runway lead- 119. (1) A runway lead-in lighting system shall be provided where it is desired to provide
visual guidance along a specific approach path, for reasons such as avoiding hazardous
in
lighting
terrain or for purposes of noise abatement.
systems
(2) A runway lead-in lighting system shall consist of groups of lights positioned so as
to define the desired approach path and so that one group may be sighted from the
preceding group.
(3) The interval between adjacent groups shall not exceed approximately 1600 m.
(4) A runway lead-in lighting system shall extend from a point as determined by the
Authority, up to a point where the approach lighting system, where provided, or the
runway or the runway lighting system is in view.
(5) Each group of lights of a runway lead-in lighting system shall consist of at least three
flashing lights in a linear or cluster configuration.
(6) The system may be augmented by steady burning lights where such lights shall
assist in identifying the system.

Runway
threshold
identification
lights

(7) The flashing lights shall be white, and the steady burning lights gaseous discharge
lights
(8) Where practicable, the flashing lights in each group shall flash in sequence towards
the runway.
120. (1) Runway threshold identification lights shall be installed as follows:
(a) at the threshold of a non-precision approach runway when additional threshold
conspicuity is necessary or where it is not practicable to provide other approach
lighting aids; and
(b)where a runway threshold is permanently displaced from the runway extremity
or temporarily displaced from the normal position and additional threshold
conspicuity is necessary.
(2) Runway threshold identification lights shall be located symmetrically about the
runway centre line, in line with the threshold and approximately 10 m outside each
line of runway edge lights.
(3) Runway threshold identification lights shall be flashing white lights with a flash
frequency between 60 and 120 per minute.
(4) The lights shall be visible only in the direction of approach to the runway.

Runway edge 121. (1) An aerodrome operator shall provide Runway edge lights for a runway intended
for use at night or for a precision approach runway intended for use by day or night.
lights
(2) Runway edge lights shall be provided on a runway intended for take-off with an
operating minimum below an RVR of the order of 800 m by day.
(3) Runway edge lights shall be placed along the full length of the runway and shall be
in two parallel rows equidistant from the centre line.
(4) Runway edge lights shall be placed along the edges of the area declared for use as
the runway or outside the edges of the area at a distance of not more than 3 m.
(5) Where the width of the area which may be declared as runway exceeds 60 m, the
distance between the rows of lights shall be determined taking into account the nature
of the operations, the light distribution characteristics of the runway edge lights, and
other visual aids serving the runway.
(6) The lights shall be uniformly spaced in rows at intervals of not more than 60 m for
an instrument runway, and at intervals of not more than 100 m for a non-instrument
runway.
(7) The lights on opposite sides of the runway axis shall be on lines at right angles to
that axis.
(8) At intersections of runways, lights may be spaced irregularly or omitted, provided
that adequate guidance remains available to the pilot.
(9) Runway edge lights shall be fixed lights showing variable white, except that:
(a) in the case of a displaced threshold, the lights between the beginning of the
runway and the displaced threshold shall show red in the approach direction; and
(b) a section of the lights 600 m or one-third of the runway length, whichever is the
less, at the remote end of the runway from the end at which the take-off run is
started, may show yellow.
(10)
The runway edge lights shall show at all angles in azimuth necessary to
provide guidance to a pilot landing or taking off in either direction and when the

runway edge lights are intended to provide circling guidance, they shall show at all
angles in azimuth.
(11)
In all angles of azimuth required in Sub regulation (8) above, runway edge
lights shall show at angles up to 15° above the horizontal with an intensity adequate
for the conditions of visibility and ambient light in which use of the runway for takeoff or landing is intended.
(12)
In any case, the intensity shall be at least 50 cd except that at an aerodrome
without extraneous lighting, the intensity of the lights may be reduced to not less
than 25 cd to avoid dazzling the pilot.
(13)
Runway edge lights on a precision approach runway shall be in accordance
with the specifications of Fourth Schedule, Figure A2-9 or A2-10.
Runway
threshold and
wing bar
lights

122. (1) Runway threshold lights shall be provided for a runway equipped with runway
edge lights except on a non-instrument or non-precision approach runway where the
threshold is displaced and wing bar lights are provided.
(2) When a threshold is at the extremity of a runway, the threshold lights shall be placed
in a row at right angles to the runway axis as near to the extremity of the runway as
possible and, in any case, not more than 3 m outside the extremity.
(3) When a threshold is displaced from the extremity of a runway, threshold lights shall
be placed in a row at right angles to the runway axis at the displaced threshold.
(4) Threshold lighting shall consist of:
(a) on a non-instrument or non-precision approach runway, at least six lights;
(b) on a precision approach runway category I, at least the number of lights that
shall be required where the lights were uniformly spaced at intervals of 3 m
between the rows of runway edge lights; and
(c) on a precision approach runway category II or III, lights uniformly spaced
between the rows of runway edge lights at intervals of not more than 3 m.
(5) The lights prescribed in Sub regulation (4) (a) and (b) shall be either:
(a) equally spaced between the rows of runway edge lights; or
(b) Symmetrically disposed about the runway centre line in two groups, with the
lights uniformly spaced in each group and with a gap between the groups equal
to the gauge of the touchdown zone marking or lighting, where such is provided,
or otherwise not more than half the distance between the rows of runway edge
lights.
(6) Wing bar lights shall be provided on a precision approach runway when additional
conspicuity is considered desirable.
(7) Wing bar lights shall be provided on a non-instrument or non-precision approach
runway where the threshold is displaced and runway threshold lights are required,
but are not provided.
(8) Wing bar lights shall be symmetrically disposed about the runway centre line at the
threshold in two groups, i.e. wing bars.
(9) Each wing bar shall be formed by at least five lights extending at least 10 m outward
from, and at right angles to, the line of the runway edge lights, with the innermost
light of each wing bar in the line of the runway edge lights.
(10)
Runway threshold and wing bar lights shall be fixed unidirectional lights
showing green in the direction of approach to the runway.
(11)
The intensity and beam spread of the lights shall be adequate for the conditions
of visibility and ambient light in which use of the runway is intended

(12)
Runway threshold lights on a precision approach runway shall be in
accordance with the specifications of Fourth Schedule, Figure A2-3.
(13)
Threshold wing bar lights on a precision approach runway shall be in
accordance with the specifications of Fourth Schedule, Figure A2-4.
Runway end
lights

123. (1) Runway end lights shall be provided for a runway equipped with runway edge
lights and shall be in accordance with the specifications of Fourth Schedule Figure 5-22.
(2) Runway end lights shall be placed on a line at right angles to the runway axis as near
to the end of the runway as possible and, in any case, not more than 3 m outside the
end.
(3) Runway end lighting shall consist of at least six lights. The lights shall be either:
(a) equally spaced between the rows of runway edge lights, or
(b) symmetrically disposed about the runway centre line in two groups with the
lights uniformly spaced in each group and with a gap between the groups of not
more than half the distance between the rows of runway edge lights.

(4) For a precision approach runway category III, the spacing between runway end
lights, except between the two innermost lights where a gap is used, shall not exceed
6 m.
(5) Runway end lights shall be fixed unidirectional lights showing red in the direction
of the runway and the intensity.
(6) The intensity and beam spread of the lights shall be adequate for the conditions of
visibility and ambient light in which use of the runway is intended.
(7) Runway end lights on a precision approach runway shall be in accordance with the
specifications of Fourth Schedule, Figure A2-8.
Runway
centre
lights

line

124. (1) Runway centre line lights shall be provided on a precision approach runway
category II.
(2) Runway centre line lights shall be provided on a precision approach runway category
I, particularly when the runway is used by aircraft with high landing speeds or where
the width between the runway edge lights is greater than 50 m.
(3) Runway centre line lights shall be provided on a runway intended to be used for takeoff with an operating minimum below an RVR of the order of 400 m.
(4) Runway centre line lights shall be provided on a runway intended to be used for takeoff with an operating minimum of an RVR of the order of 400 m or higher when
used by aeroplanes with a very high take-off speed, particularly where the width
between the runway edge lights is greater than 50 m.
(5) Runway centre line lights shall be located along the centre line of the runway, except
that the lights may be uniformly offset to the same side of the runway centre line by
not more than 60 cm where it is not practicable to locate them along the centre line.
The lights shall be located from the threshold to the end at longitudinal spacing of
approximately 15 m.
(6) Where the serviceability level of the runway centre line lights specified as
maintenance objectives in 225(4) or 225(13), as appropriate, can be demonstrated
and the runway is intended for use in runway visual range conditions of 350 m or
greater, the longitudinal spacing may be approximately 30 m.

(7) Centre line guidance for take-off from the beginning of a runway to a displaced
threshold shall be provided by:
(a) an approach lighting system where its characteristics and intensity settings
afford the guidance required during take-off and it does not dazzle the pilot of
an aircraft taking off;
(b) runway centre line lights; or
(c) barrettes of at least 3 m length and spaced at uniform intervals of 30 m, as
shown in Figure 5-23, designed so that their photometric characteristics and
intensity setting afford the guidance required during take-off without dazzling
the pilot of an aircraft taking off:
(d) where necessary, provision shall be made to extinguish those centre line lights
specified in b) or reset the intensity of the approach lighting system or barrettes
when the runway is being used for landing and in no case shall only the single
source runway centre line lights show from the beginning of the runway to a
displaced threshold when the runway is being used for landing.

(8) Runway centre line lights shall be fixed lights showing variable white from the
threshold to the point 900 m from the runway end; alternate red and variable white
from 900 m to 300 m from the runway end; and red from 300 m to the runway end,
except that for runways less than 1 800 m in length, the alternate red and variable
white lights shall extend from the mid-point of the runway usable for landing to 300
m from the runway end.
(9) Runway centre line lights shall be in accordance with the specifications of Fourth
Schedule, Figure A2-6 or A2-7

Runway
touchdown
zone lights

125. (1) Touchdown zone lights shall be provided in the touchdown zone of a precision
approach runway category II or III.
(2) Touchdown zone lights shall extend from the threshold for a longitudinal distance
of 900 m, except that, on runways less than 1 800 m in length, the system shall be
shortened so that it does not extend beyond the midpoint of the runway.
(3) The pattern shall be formed by pairs of barrettes symmetrically located about the
runway centre line.
(4) The lateral spacing between the innermost lights of a pair of barrettes shall be equal
to the lateral spacing selected for the touchdown zone marking.
(5) The longitudinal spacing between pairs of barrettes shall be either 30 m or 60 m.
(6) A barrette shall be composed of at least three lights with a spacing between the lights
of not more than 1.5m.
(7) A barrette shall not be less than 3 m nor more than 4.5 m in length.
(8) Touchdown zone lights shall be fixed uni-directional lights showing variable white.
(9) Touchdown zone lights shall be in accordance with the specifications of Figure A2 5 in the Fourth Schedule to these regulations.

Simple
Touchdown
Zone Lights

126. (1) Except where Touchdown Zone Lights are provided, at an aerodrome where the
approach angle is greater than 3.5 degrees and/or the Landing Distance Available
combined with other factors increases the risk of an overrun, Simple Touchdown Zone
Lights shall be provided.

(2) Simple Touchdown Zone Lights shall be a pair of lights located on each side of the
runway centreline 0.3 metres beyond the upwind edge of the final Touchdown Zone
Marking.
(3) The lateral spacing between the inner lights of the two pairs of lights shall be equal
to the lateral spacing selected for the Touchdown Zone Marking.
(4) The spacing between the lights of the same pair shall not be more than 1.5 m or half
the width of the touchdown zone marking, whichever is greater.
(5) Where provided on a runway without TDZ markings, Simple Touchdown Zone
lights shall be installed in such a position that provides the equivalent TDZ
information.
(6) Simple Touchdown Zone Lights shall be fixed unidirectional lights showing variable
white, aligned so as to be visible to the pilot of a landing aeroplane in the direction
of approach to the runway
(7) Simple touchdown zone lights shall be in accordance with the specifications in
Fourth Schedule, Figure A2-5.

Figure 5-23. Example of approach and runway lighting for runway with displaced
thresholds

Figure 5-24. Simple touchdown zone lighting

Rapid exit
taxiway
indicator
lights

127. (1) An aerodrome operator shall provide Rapid exit taxiway indicator lights on a
runway intended for use in runway visual range condition less than value of 350 m and /
or where the traffic density is heavy.
(2) Rapid exit taxiway indicator lights shall not be displayed in the event of any lamp
failure or other failure that prevents the display of the light pattern depicted in Figure
5-25, in full.

Figure 5-25. Rapid exit taxiway indicator lights (RETILS)
(3) A set of rapid exit taxiway indicator lights shall be located on the runway on the
same side of the runway centre line as the associated rapid exit taxiway and in each
set, the light shall be located 2 m apart and light nearest to the runway centre line
shall be displaced 2 m from the runway centre line.
(4) Where more than one rapid exit taxiway exits on a runway, the set of rapid exit
taxiway indicator light for each exit shall not overlap when displayed.

(5) Rapid exit taxiway indicator lights shall be fixed unidirectional yellow lights, aligned
so as to be visible to the pilot of a landing aeroplane in the directional of approach
to the runway.
(6) Rapid exit taxiway indicator lights shall be in accordance with the specifications in
Fourth Schedule, Figure A2-6 or Figure A2-7, as appropriate.
(7) Rapid exit taxiway indicator lights shall be supplied with power on a separate circuit
to other runway lighting so that they may be used when other lighting is switched
off.
Stop-way
lights

128.

(1) Stop-way lights shall be provided for a stop-way intended for use at night.
(2) Stop-way lights shall be placed along the full length of the stop-way and shall be in
two parallel rows that are equidistant from the centre line and coincident with the
rows of the runway edge lights.
(3) Stop-way lights shall also be provided across the end of a stop-way on a line at right
angles to the stop-way axis as near to the end of the stop-way as possible and, in any
case, not more than 3 m outside the end.
(4) Stopway lights shall be fixed unidirectional lights showing red in the direction of the
runway.

129. (1) An aerodrome operator shall provide Taxiway centre line lights on an exit taxiway
Taxiway
and apron intended for use in runway visual range conditions less than a value of 350 m
centre
line
in such a manner as to provide continuous guidance between the runway centre line and
lights
aircraft stands, except that these lights need not be provided where the traffic density is
light and taxiway edge lights and centre line marking provide adequate guidance.
(2) The aerodrome operator shall provide Taxiway centre line lights on a taxiway
intended for use at night in runway visual range conditions of 350 m or greater, and
particularly on complex taxiway intersections and exit taxiways, except that these
lights need not be provided where the traffic density is light and taxiway edge lights
and centre line marking provide adequate guidance
(3) The aerodrome operator shall provide Taxiway centre line lights on an exit taxiway,
taxiway and apron in all visibility conditions where specified as components of an
advanced surface movement guidance and control system in such a manner as to
provide continuous guidance between the runway centre line and aircraft stands.
(4) The aerodrome operator shall provide Taxiway centre line lights on a runway
forming part of a standard taxi-route and intended for taxiing in runway visual range
conditions less than a value of 350 m, except that these lights need not be provided
where the traffic density is light and taxiway edge lights and centre line marking
provide adequate guidance.
(5) The aerodrome operator shall provide taxiway centre line lights in all visibility
conditions on a runway forming part of a standard taxi route where specified as
components of an advanced surface movement guidance and control system.
(6) Taxiway centre line lights on a taxiway other than an exit taxiway and on a runway
forming part of a standard taxi-route shall be fixed lights showing green with beam
dimensions such that the light is visible only from aeroplanes on or in the vicinity of
the taxiway
(7) Taxiway centre line lights on an exit taxiway shall be fixed lights.
(8) Alternate taxiway centre line lights shall show green and yellow from their
beginning near the runway centre line to the perimeter of the ILS/MLS

critical/sensitive area or the lower edge of the inner transitional surface, whichever
is farthest from the runway; and thereafter all lights shall show green.
(9) The first light in the exit centre line shall always show green and the light nearest
to the perimeter shall always show yellow.
(10)
Where it is necessary to denote the proximity to a runway, taxiway centre line
lights shall be fixed lights showing alternating green and yellow from the perimeter
of the ILS/MLS critical/sensitive area or the lower edge of the inner transitional
surface, whichever is farthest from the runway to the runway and continue
alternating green and yellow until:
(a) their end point near the runway centre line; or
(b)in the case of the taxiway centre line lights crossing the runway, to the opposite
perimeter of the ILS/MLS critical/sensitive area or the lower edge of the inner
transitional surface, whichever is farthest from the runway.
(11)
Where higher intensities are required, from an operational point of view,
taxiway centerline lights on rapid exit taxiways intended for use in runway visual
range conditions less than a value of 350m shall be in accordance with the
specifications prescribed by these regulations.
(12) The number of levels of brilliancy settings for these lights shall be the same as that
for the runway centreline lights.
(13)
Where taxiway centre line lights are specified as components of an advanced
surface movement guidance and control system and where, from an operational point
of view, higher intensities are required to maintain ground movements at a certain
speed in very low visibilities or in bright daytime conditions, taxiway centre line
lights shall be in accordance with these Regulations.
(14)
Taxiway centre line lights shall normally be located on the taxiway centre line
marking, except that they may be offset by not more than 30cm where it is not
practicable to locate them on the marking.
(15)
Taxiway centre line lights shall be in accordance with the specifications of:
(a) Fourth Schedule, Figure A2-12, A2-13, or A2-14, for taxiways intended for
use in runway visual range conditions of less than a value of 350 m; and
(b) Fourth Schedule, Figure A2-15 or A2-16, for other taxiways.

130. (1) Taxiway centre line lights on a straight section of a taxiway shall be spaced at
Taxiway
longitudinal intervals of not more than 30 m, except that:
centre
line
lights on a
straight
(a) larger intervals not exceeding 60 m may be used where, because of the prevailing
section of a
meteorological conditions, adequate guidance is provided by such spacing;
taxiway
(b) intervals less than 30 m shall be provided on short straight sections; and
(c) on a taxiway intended for use in RVR conditions of less than a value of 350 m, the
longitudinal spacing shall not exceed 15 m.
(d) Taxiway centre line lights on a taxiway curve shall continue from the straight portion
of the taxiway at a constant distance from the outside edge of the taxiway curve. The
lights shall be spaced at intervals such that a clear indication of the curve is provided.

(e) On a taxiway intended for use in RVR conditions of less than a value of 350 m, the
lights on a curve shall not exceed a spacing of 15 m and on a curve of less than 400
m radius the lights shall be spaced at intervals of not greater than 7.5 m; this spacing
shall extend for 60 m before and after the curve.
(2) Spacings on curves that have been found suitable for a taxiway intended for use in
RVR conditions of 350 m or greater are:
Curve radius
up to 400 m
401 m to 899 m
900 m or greater
Taxiway
centre line
lights on
rapid exit
taxiways

Light spacing
7.5 m
15m
30 m

131. (1) Taxiway centre line lights on a rapid exit taxiway shall commence at a point at
least 60 m before the beginning of the taxiway centre line curve and continue beyond the
end of the curve to a point on the centre line of the taxiway where an aeroplane can be
expected to reach normal taxiing speed. The lights on that portion parallel to the runway
centre line shall always be at least 60 cm from any row of runway centre line lights, as
shown in Figure 5-27.
(2) The lights shall be spaced at longitudinal intervals of not more than 15 m, except
that, where runway centre line lights are not provided, a greater interval not
exceeding 30 m may be used.

Figure 5-26. Taxiway lighting

Figure 5-27. Offset runway and taxiway centre line lights
132. (1) Taxiway centre line lights on exit taxiways other than rapid exit taxiways shall
Taxiway
commence at the point where the taxiway centre line marking begins to curve from the
centre line
runway centre line, and follow the curved taxiway centre line marking at least to the point
lights on other
where the marking leaves the runway and the first light shall be at least 60 cm from any
exit taxiways
row of runway centre line lights.
(2) The lights shall be spaced at longitudinal intervals of not more than 7.5 m.

Taxiway
centre line
lights on
runways

133. Taxiway centre line lights on a runway forming part of a standard taxi-route and
intended for taxiing in runway visual range conditions less than a value of 350 m shall be
spaced at longitudinal intervals not exceeding 15 m.

Taxiway edge
lights

134. (1) Taxiway edge lights shall be provided at the edges of a holding bay, apron, among
others intended for use at night and on a taxiway not provided with taxiway centre line
lights and intended for use at night, except that taxiway edge lights need not be provided
where, considering the nature of the operations, adequate guidance can be achieved by
surface illumination or other means.
(2) Taxiway edge lights shall be provided on a runway forming part of a standard taxiroute and intended for taxiing at night where the runway is not provided with taxiway
centre line lights
(3) (a) Taxiway edge lights on a straight section of a taxiway and on a runway forming
part of a standard taxi-route shall be spaced at uniform longitudinal intervals of not
more than 60 m.
(b) The lights on a curve shall be spaced at intervals less than 60 m so that a clear
indication of the curve is provided.

(4) Taxiway edge lights on a holding bay, apron, etc. shall be spaced at uniform
longitudinal intervals of not more than 60 m.
(5) Taxiway edge lights on a runway turn pad shall be spaced at uniform longitudinal
interval of not more than 30m.
(6) The lights shall be located as near as practicable to the edges of the taxiway, runway
turn pad, holding bay, apron or runway, etc. or outside the edges at a distance of not
more than 3 m.
(7) (a) Taxiway edge lights shall be fixed lights showing blue.
(b) The lights shall show up to at least 75° above the horizontal and at all angles in
azimuth necessary to provide guidance to a pilot taxiing in either direction.
(c) At an intersection, exit or curve the lights shall be shielded as far as practicable
so that they cannot be seen in angles of azimuth in which they may be confused with other
lights.
(8) Intensity of taxiway edge lights shall be at least 2 cd from 0° to 6° vertical, and 0.2
cd at any vertical angles between 6° and 75°.

Runway turn
pad lights

Stop bars

135. (1) Runway turn pad lights shall be provided for continuous guidance on a runway
turn pad intended for use in runway visual range conditions less than a value of 350 m, to
enable an aeroplane to complete a 180-degree turn and align with the runway centre line.
(2) Runway turn pad lights shall be provided on a runway turn pad intended for use at
night.
(3)

Runway turn pad lights shall normally be located on the runway turn pad marking,
except that they may be offset by not more than 30 cm where it is not practicable
to locate them on the marking.

(4)

Runway turn pad lights on a straight section of the runway turn pad marking shall
be spaced at longitudinal intervals of not more than 15 m.

(5)

Runway turn pad lights on a curved section of the runway turn pad marking shall
not exceed a spacing of 7.5 m.

(6)

Runway turn pad lights shall be unidirectional fixed lights showing green with
beam dimensions such that the light is visible only from aeroplanes on or
approaching the runway turn pad.

(7)

Runway turn pad lights shall be in accordance with the specifications of Fourth
Schedule, Figure A2-13, A2-14 or A2-15, as appropriate.

136. (1) A stop bar is intended to be controlled either manually or automatically by air
traffic services.

(2) A stop bar shall be provided at every runway-holding position serving a runway when
it is intended that the runway shall be used in runway visual range conditions less
than a value 550 m, except where:
(a) appropriate aids and procedures are available to assist in preventing inadvertent
incursions of traffic onto the runway; or
(b) operational procedures exist to limit, in runway visual range conditions less than a
value of 550 m, the number of:
(i) aircraft on the manoeuvring area to one at a time; and
(ii) vehicles on the manoeuvring area to the essential minimum.
(3) Where there is more than one stop bar associated with a taxiway/runway intersection,
only one shall be illuminated at any given time
(4) A stop bar shall be provided at an intermediate holding position when it is desired to
supplement markings with lights and to provide traffic control by visual means
(5) Stop bars shall be located across the taxiway at the point where it is desired that traffic
stop and where the additional lights are provided, these lights shall be located not less
than 3 m from the taxiway edge.
(6) Stop bars shall consist of lights spaced at uniform intervals of no more than 3 m across
the taxiway, showing red in the intended direction(s) of approach to the intersection
or runway-holding position.
(7) A pair of elevated lights shall be added to each end of the stop bar where the inpavement stop bar lights might be obscured from a pilot’s view, for example, by rain,
or where a pilot may be required to stop the aircraft in a position so close to the lights
that they are blocked from view by the structure of the aircraft.
(8) Stop bars installed at a runway-holding position shall be unidirectional and shall show
red in the direction of approach to the runway
(9) Where the additional lights specified by the Authority are provided, these lights shall
have the same characteristics as the lights in the stop bar, but shall be visible to
approaching aircraft up to the stop bar position
(10)
The intensity in red light and beam spreads of stop bar lights shall be in
accordance with the specifications in Fourth Schedule, Figures A2-12 through A216, as appropriate.
(11)
Where stop bars are specified as components of an advanced surface
movement guidance and control system and where, from an operational point of view,
higher intensities are required to maintain ground movements at a certain speed in
very low visibilities or in bright daytime conditions, the intensity in red light and

beam spreads of stop bar lights shall be in accordance with the specifications of
Fourth Schedule, Figure A2-17, A2-18 or A2-19
(12)
Where a wide beam fixture is req1ired, the intensity in red light and beam
spreads of stop bar lights shall be in accordance with the specifications of Fourth
Schedule, Figure A2-17 or A2-19
(13)

The lighting circuit shall be designed so that:

(a) stop bars located across entrance taxiways are selectively switchable;
(b) stop bars located across taxiways intended to be used only as exit taxiways are
switchable selectively or in groups;
(c) when a stop bar is illuminated, any taxiway centre line lights installed beyond the stop
bar shall be extinguished for a distance of at least 90 m; and
(d) stop bars are interlocked with the taxiway centre line lights so that when the centre
line lights beyond the stop bar are illuminated the stop bar is extinguished and vice
versa.
Intermediate
holding
position lights

137. (1) Except where a stop bar has been installed, intermediate holding position lights
shall be provided at an intermediate holding position intended for use in runway visual
range conditions less than a value of 350 m.
(2)
Intermediate holding position lights shall be provided at an intermediate holding
position where there is no need for stop-and-go signals as provided by a stop bar.
(3)

Intermediate holding position lights shall be located along the intermediate holding
position marking at a distance of 0.3 m prior to the marking

(4)

(a) Intermediate holding position lights shall consist of three fixed unidirectional
lights showing yellow in the direction of approach to the intermediate holding
position with a light distribution similar to taxiway centre line lights where
provided.
(b) The lights shall be disposed symmetrically about and at right angle to the taxiway
centre line, with individual lights spaced 1.5 m apart.

Runway
guard lights

138. (1) Runway guard lights, Configuration A, shall be provided at each taxiway/runway
intersection associated with a runway intended for use in:
(a) runway visual range conditions less than a value of 550 m where a stop bar is not
installed; and
(b) runway visual range conditions of values between 550 m and 1 200 m where the
traffic density is heavy
(2) As part of runway incursion prevention measures, runway guard lights, Configuration
A or B, shall be provided at each taxiway/runway intersection where runway incursion
hot spots have been identified, and used under all weather conditions during day and
night.
(3) Configuration B runway guard lights shall not be collocated with a stop bar.

(4) Where more than one runway-holding positions exist at a runway/taxiway intersection,
only the set of runway guard lights associated with the operational runway-holding
position shall be illuminated.
(5) Runway guard lights, Configuration A, shall be located at each side of the taxiway on
the holding side of the runway-holding position marking.
(6) Runway guard lights, Configuration B, shall be located across the taxiway on the
holding side of the runway-holding position marking.

Figure 5-29. Runway guard lights

(7) Runway guard lights, Configuration A, shall consist of two pairs of yellow lights
(8) Where there is a need to enhance the contrast between the on and off state of runway
guard lights, Configuration A, intended for use during the day, a visor of sufficient size
to prevent sunlight from entering the lens without interfering with the function of the
fixture shall be located above each lamp
(9) Runway guard lights, Configuration B, shall consist of yellow lights spaced at intervals
of 3 m across the taxiway
(10) The light beam shall be unidirectional and shall show yellow in the direction of
approach to the runway-holding position.
(11) The intensity in yellow light and beam spreads of lights of Configuration A shall be
in accordance with the specifications in Fourth Schedule, Figure A2-24
(12) Where runway guard lights are intended for use during the day, the intensity in yellow
light and beam spreads of lights of Configuration A shall be in accordance with the
specifications in Fourth Schedule, Figure A2-25.
(13) Where runway guard lights are specified as components of an advanced surface
movement guidance and control system where higher light intensities are required, the

intensity in yellow light and beam spreads of lights of Configuration A shall be in
accordance with the specifications in Fourth Schedule, Figure A2-25.
(14) The intensity in yellow light and beam spreads of lights of Configuration B shall be
in accordance with the specifications in Fourth Schedule, Figure A2-12.
(15) Where runway guard lights are intended for use during the day, the intensity in yellow
light and beam spreads of lights of Configuration B shall be in accordance with the
specifications in Fourth Schedule, Figure A2-20.
(16) Where runway guard lights are specified as components of an advanced surface
movement guidance and control system where higher light intensities are required, the
intensity in yellow light and beam spreads of lights of Configuration B shall be in
accordance with the specifications in Fourth Schedule, Figure A2-20.
(17) The lights in each unit of Configuration A shall be illuminated alternately.
(18) For Configuration B, adjacent lights shall be alternately illuminated and alternative
lights shall be illuminated in unison
(19) The lights shall be illuminated between 30 and 60 cycles per minute and the light
suppression and illumination periods shall be equal and opposite in each light.

Apron
floodlighting

139. (1) Apron floodlighting shall be provided on an apron and on a designated isolated
aircraft parking position intended to be used at night.
(2) (a) Apron floodlights shall be located so as to provide adequate illumination on all
apron service areas, with a minimum of glare to pilots of aircraft in flight and on the
ground, aerodrome and apron controllers, and personnel on the apron.
(b) The arrangement and aiming of floodlights shall be such that an aircraft stand
receives light from two or more directions to minimize shadows.
(3) The spectral distribution of apron floodlights shall be such that the colours used for
aircraft marking connected with routine servicing, and for surface and obstacle
marking, can be correctly identified.
(4) The average illuminance shall be at least the following:
Aircraft stand:
(a) horizontal illuminance 20 lux with a uniformity ratio (average to minimum) of not
more than 4 to 1; and
(b) vertical illuminance 20 lux at a height of 2 m above the apron in relevant directions.
Other apron areas:
(c) horizontal illuminance — 50 per cent of the average illuminance on the aircraft stands
with a uniformity ratio (average to minimum) of not more than 4 to 1.

Visual
docking

140. (1) A visual docking guidance system shall be provided when it is intended to
indicate, by a visual aid, the precise positioning of an aircraft on an aircraft stand and other
alternative means, such as marshallers, are not practicable.

guidance
system

(2) The system shall provide both azimuth and stopping guidance.
(3) The azimuth guidance unit and the stopping position indicator shall be adequate for
use in all weather, visibility, background lighting and pavement conditions for
which the system is intended both by day and night, but shall not dazzle the pilot.
(4) The azimuth guidance unit and the stopping position indicator shall be of a design
such that:
(a) a clear indication of malfunction of either or both is available to the pilot; and
(b) they can be turned off.
(5)The azimuth guidance unit and the stopping position indicator shall be located in such
a way that there is continuity of guidance between the aircraft stand markings, the
aircraft stand manoeuvring guidance lights, where present, and the visual docking
guidance system.
(6)The accuracy of the system shall be adequate for the type of loading bridge and fixed
aircraft servicing installations with which it is to be used
(7)The system shall be usable by all types of aircraft for which the aircraft stand is
intended, preferably without selective operation
(8)Where selective operation is required to prepare the system for use by a particular
type of aircraft, then the system shall provide an identification of the selected aircraft
type to both the pilot and the system operator as a means of ensuring that the system
has been set properly.

Azimuth
guidance unit

141. (1) The azimuth guidance unit shall be located on or close to the extension of the stand
centre line ahead of the aircraft so that its signals are visible from the cockpit of an aircraft
throughout the docking manoeuvre and aligned for use at least by the pilot occupying the
left seat.
(2) The azimuth guidance unit shall be aligned for use by the pilots occupying both the
left and right seats.
(3) The azimuth guidance unit shall provide unambiguous left/right guidance which
enables the pilot to acquire and maintain the lead-in line without over controlling.
(4) When azimuth guidance is indicated by colour change, green shall be used to identify
the centre line and red for deviations from the centre line.

Stopping
position
indicator

142. (1) The stopping position indicator shall be located in conjunction with, or sufficiently
close to, the azimuth guidance unit so that a pilot can observe both the azimuth and stop
signals without turning the head.
(2) The stopping position indicator shall be usable at least by the pilot occupying the left
seat.

(3) The stopping position information provided by the indicator for a particular aircraft
type shall account for the anticipated range of variations in pilot eye height and/or
viewing angle.
(4) The stopping position indicator shall show the stopping position for the aircraft for
which guidance is being provided, and shall provide closing rate information to
enable the pilot to gradually decelerate the aircraft to a full stop at the intended
stopping position
(5) The stopping position indicator shall provide closing rate information over a distance
of at least 10 m
(6) When stopping guidance is indicated by colour change, green shall be used to show
that the aircraft can proceed and red to show that the stop point has been reached,
except that for a short distance prior to the stop point a third colour may be used to
warn that the stopping point is close.

143. (1) An A-VDGS shall be provided where it is operationally desirable to confirm the
Advanced
correct aircraft type for which guidance is being provided and/or to indicate the stand
visual docking
centre line in use, where more than one is provided for.
guidance
system
(2) The A-VDGS shall be suitable for use by all types of aircraft for which the aircraft stand
is intended.
(3) The A-VDGS shall be used only in conditions in which its operational performance is
specified.
(4) The docking guidance information provided by an A-VDGS shall not conflict with that
provided by a conventional visual docking guidance system on an aircraft stand where
both types are provided and are in operational use. A method of indicating that the AVDGS is not in operational use or is unserviceable shall be provided.
(5) The A-VDGS shall be located such that unobstructed and unambiguous guidance is
provided to the person responsible for, and persons assisting, the docking of the aircraft
throughout the docking manoeuvre.
(6) The A-VDGS shall be located such that unobstructed and unambiguous guidance is
provided to the person responsible for, and persons assisting, the docking of the aircraft
throughout the docking manoeuvre;
(a)
an emergency stop indication;
(b)
the aircraft type and model for which the guidance is provided;
(c)
an indication of the lateral displacement of the aircraft relative to the stand
centre line;
(d)
the direction of azimuth correction needed to correct a displacement from the
stand centre line;
(e)
an indication of the distance to the stop position;
(f)
an indication when the aircraft has reached the correct stopping position; and

(g)

a warning indication where the aircraft goes beyond the appropriate stop
position.
(7) The A-VDGS shall be capable of providing docking guidance information for all aircraft
taxi speeds encountered during the docking manoeuvre.
(8) The time taken from the determination of the lateral displacement to its display shall not
result in a deviation of the aircraft, when operated in normal conditions, from the stand
centre line greater than 1 m.
(9) The information on displacement of the aircraft relative to the stand centre line and
distance to the stopping position, when displayed, shall be provided with the accuracy
specified in Table 5-4.
(10) Symbols and graphics used to depict guidance information shall be intuitively
representative of the type of information provided.
(11) Information on the lateral displacement of the aircraft relative to the stand centre line
shall be provided at least 25 m prior to the stop position.
(12) Continuous closure distance and closure rate shall be provided from at least 15 m
prior to the stop position.
(13) Where provided, closure distance displayed in numerals shall be provided in metre
integers to the stop position and displayed to 1 decimal place at least 3 m prior to the
stop position.

Table 5-4 A-VDGS recommended displacement accuracy

Guidance
information
Azimuth
Distance

Maximum
Maximum
deviation at stop deviation at 9m
position (stop area) from
stop
position
±250 mm
±340 mm
±500 mm
±1000mm

Maximum
Maximum
deviation at 15m deviation at
from
stop 25m from
position
stop position
±400 mm
±500 mm
±1300mm
Not
specified

(14) Throughout the docking manoeuvre, an appropriate means shall be provided on the
A-VDGS to indicate the need to bring the aircraft to an immediate halt. In such an event,
which includes a failure of the A-VDGS, no other information shall be displayed.
(15) Provision to initiate an immediate halt to the docking procedure shall be made
available to personnel responsible for the operational safety of the stand
(16) The word “stop” in red characters shall be displayed when an immediate cessation of
the docking manoeuvre is required.

Aircraft stand
manoeuvring
guidance
lights

144. (1) Aircraft stand manoeuvring guidance lights shall be provided to facilitate the
positioning of an aircraft on an aircraft stand on a paved apron or on a de-icing/anti-icing
facility intended for use in poor visibility conditions, unless adequate guidance is provided
by other means.
(2) Aircraft stand manoeuvring guidance lights shall be collocated with the aircraft stand
markings.
(3) Aircraft stand manoeuvring guidance lights, other than those indicating a stop position,
shall be fixed yellow lights, visible throughout the segments within which they are
intended to provide guidance.
(4) The lights used to delineate lead-in, turning and lead-out lines shall be spaced at
intervals of not more than 7.5 m on curves and 15 m on straight sections.
(5) The lights indicating a stop position shall be fixed unidirectional lights showing red.
(6) The intensity of the lights shall be adequate for the condition of visibility and ambient
light in which the use of the aircraft stand is intended.
(7) The lighting circuit shall be designed so that the lights may be switched on to indicate
that an aircraft stand is to be used and switched off to indicate that it is not to be used.

Road-holding
position light

145. (1) A road-holding position light shall be provided at each road-holding position
serving a runway when it is intended that the runway shall be used in runway visual range
conditions less than a value of 350 m.
(2) A road-holding position light shall be provided at each road-holding position serving a
runway when it is intended that the runway shall be used in runway visual range
conditions of values between 350 m and 550 m.
(3) A road-holding position light shall be located adjacent to the holding position marking
1.5 m (±0.5 m) from one edge of the road, i.e. left or right as appropriate to the local
traffic regulations.
(4) The road-holding position light shall comprise:
(a) a controllable red (stop)/green (go) traffic light; or
(b) a flashing-red light.
(5) The road-holding position light beam shall be unidirectional and aligned so as to be
visible to the driver of a vehicle approaching the holding position.
(6) The intensity of the light beam shall be adequate for the conditions of visibility and
ambient light in which the use of the holding position is intended, but shall not dazzle
the driver.

(7) The flash frequency of the flashing-red light shall be between 30 and 60 flashes per
minute.

No-entry bar

146. (1)A no-entry bar shall be provided across a taxiway which is intended to be used as
an exit only taxiway to assist in preventing inadvertent access of traffic to that taxiway.
(2) A no-entry bar shall be located across the taxiway at the end of an exit only taxiway
where it is desired to prevent traffic from entering the taxiway in the wrong direction.
(3) A no-entry bar shall be co-located with a no-entry sign and/or a no-entry marking.
(4) A no-entry bar shall consist of unidirectional lights spaced at uniform intervals of no
more than 3 m showing red in the intended direction(s) of approach to the runway.
(5) A pair of elevated lights shall be added to each end of the no-entry bar where the in
pavement no entry bar lights might be obscured from a pilot’s view, for example, by
snow or rain, or where a pilot may be required to stop the aircraft in a position so close
to the lights that they are blocked from view by the structure of the aircraft.
(6) The intensity in red light and beam spreads of no-entry bar lights shall be in accordance
with the specifications in Fourth Schedule, Figures A2-12 through A2-16, as
appropriate.
(7) Where no-entry bars are specified as components of an advanced surface movement
guidance and control system and where, from an operational point of view, higher
intensities are required to maintain ground movements at a certain speed in very low
visibilities or in bright daytime conditions, the intensity in red light and beam spreads
of no-entry bar lights shall be in accordance with the specifications of Fourth Schedule,
Figure A2-17, A2-18 or A2-19.
(8) Where a wide beam fixture is required, the intensity in red light and beam spreads of
no-entry bar lights shall be in accordance with the specifications of Fourth Schedule,
Figure A2-17 or A2-19.
(9) Taxiway centre line lights installed beyond the no-entry bar, looking in the direction of
the runway, shall not be visible when viewed from the taxiway.

Runway
status lights

147. (1) Where provided, RELs shall be offset 0.6 m from the taxiway centre line on the
opposite side to the taxiway centre line lights and begin 0.6 m before the runway-holding
position extending to the edge of the runway. An additional single light shall be placed on
the runway 0.6 m from the runway centre line and aligned with the last two taxiway RELs.
(2) RELs shall consist of at least five light units and shall be spaced at a minimum of 3.8 m
and a maximum of 15.2 m longitudinally, depending upon the taxiway length involved,
except for a single light installed near the runway centre line.

(3) Where provided, THLs shall be offset 1.8 m on each side of the runway centre line lights
and extend, in pairs, starting at a point 115 m from the beginning of the runway and,
thereafter, every 30 m for at least 450 m.
(4) Where provided, RELs shall consist of a single line of fixed in pavement lights showing
red in the direction of aircraft approaching the runway.
(5) RELs shall illuminate as an array at each taxiway/runway intersection where they are
installed less than two seconds after the system determines a warning is needed.
(6) Intensity and beam spread of RELs shall be in accordance with the specifications of
Fourth Schedule, Figures A2-12 and A2-14.
(7) Where provided, THLs shall consist of two rows of fixed in pavement lights showing
red facing the aircraft taking off.
(8) THLs shall illuminate as an array on the runway less than two seconds after the system
determines a warning is needed.
(9) Intensity and beam spread of THLs shall be in accordance with the specifications of
Fourth Schedule, Figure A2-26.
(10) RELs and THLs shall be automated to the extent that the only control over each
system shall be to disable one or both systems.

Signs
Provision of
signs

148. (1) Signs shall be provided to convey a mandatory instruction, information on a
specific location or destination on a movement area or to provide other information to
meet the requirements of these regulations.
(2) A variable message sign shall be provided where:
(a) the instruction or information displayed on the sign is relevant only during a certain
period of time; and/or
(b) there is a need for variable predetermined information to be displayed on the sign to
meet the requirements of these regulations.
(3) Signs shall be frangible. Those located near a runway or taxiway shall be sufficiently
low to preserve clearance for propellers and the engine pods of jet aircraft. The installed
height of the sign shall not exceed the dimension shown in the appropriate column of
Table 5-5.
(4) Signs shall be rectangular, as shown in Figures 5-30 and 5-31 with the longer side
horizontal.
(5) The only signs on the movement area utilizing red shall be mandatory instruction signs.

(6) The inscriptions on a sign shall be in accordance with the provisions of the Fifth
Schedule.
Table 5-5

Location distances for taxiing guidance signs including runway
exit signs
Sign height (mm)

Legend

Face
(min.)

Installe
d
(max)

Perpendicular
distance from
defined
taxiway
pavement
edge to near
side of sign

1 or 2

200

300

700

5-11 m

3-10 m

1 or 2

300

450

900

5-11 m

3-10 m

3 or 4

300

450

900

11-21 m

8-15 m

3 or 4

400

600

1 100

11-21 m

8-15 m

Code
number

Perpendicular
distance from
defined runway
pavement edge
to near side of
sign

(7)Signs shall be illuminated in accordance with the provisions of Third schedule when
intended for use:
a. in runway visual range conditions less than a value of 800 m; or
b. at night in association with instrument runways; or
c. at night in association with non-instrument runways where the code number
is 3 or 4.

Figure 5-30. Mandatory instruction signs

Figure 5-31. Information signs

(8)Signs shall be retro reflective and/or illuminated in accordance with the provisions of
the Fifth Schedule when intended for use at night in association with non-instrument
runways where the code number is 1 or 2.
(9)A variable message sign shall show a blank face when not in use.
(10)In case of failure, a variable message sign shall not provide information that could
lead to unsafe action from a pilot or a vehicle driver.

Mandatory
instruction
signs

(11)The time interval to change from one message to another on a variable message sign
shall be as short as practicable and shall not exceed 5 seconds.
149. (1) A mandatory instruction sign shall be provided to identify a location beyond
which an aircraft taxiing or vehicle shall not proceed unless authorized by the aerodrome
control tower.
(2) Mandatory instruction signs shall include runway designation signs, category I, II or
III holding position signs, runway-holding position signs, road-holding position signs
and NO ENTRY signs.
(3) A pattern “A” runway-holding position marking shall be supplemented at a
taxiway/runway intersection or a runway/runway intersection with a runway
designation sign.
(4) A pattern “B” runway-holding position marking shall be supplemented with a
category I, II or III holding position sign.
(5) A pattern “A” runway-holding position marking at a runway-holding position
established in accordance with Regulation 57(3) shall be supplemented with a
runway-holding position sign.
(6) A runway designation sign at a taxiway/runway intersection shall be supplemented
with a location sign in the outboard (farthest from the taxiway) position, as
appropriate.
(7) A NO ENTRY sign shall be provided when entry into an area is prohibited.
(8) A runway designation sign at a taxiway/runway intersection or a runway/runway
intersection shall be located on each side of the runway-holding position marking
facing the direction of approach to the runway.
(9) A category I, II or III holding position sign shall be located on each side of the
runway-holding position marking facing the direction of the approach to the critical
area.
(10)
NO ENTRY sign shall be located at the beginning of the area to which entrance
is prohibited on each side of the taxiway as viewed by the pilot.

Note. Distance X is established in accordance with Table 3-2. Distance Y is established at the edge of the
ILS/MLS critical/sensitive area.

Figure 5-32. Examples of sign positions at taxiway/runway intersections

(11)
A runway-holding position sign shall be located on each side of the runwayholding position established in accordance with Reg 57 (3) facing the approach to the
obstacle limitation surface or ILS/MLS critical sensitive area, as appropriate.
(12)
Mandatory instruction sign shall consist of an inscription in white on a red
background.
(13)
Where, owing to environmental or other factors, the conspicuity of the
inscription on a mandatory instruction sign needs to be enhanced, the outside edge of
the white inscription shall be supplemented by a black outline measuring 10 mm in
width for runway code numbers 1 and 2, and 20 mm in width for runway code
numbers 3 and 4.
(14)
The inscription on a runway designation sign shall consist of the runway
designations of the intersecting runway properly oriented with respect to the viewing
position of the sign, except that a runway designation sign installed in the vicinity of
a runway extremity may show the runway designation of the concerned runway
extremity only.
(15)
The inscription on a category I, II, III, joint II/III or joint I/II/III holding
position sign shall consist of the runway designator followed by CAT I, CAT II, CAT
III, CAT II/III or CAT I/II/III, as appropriate.
(16)

The inscription on a NO ENTRY sign shall be in accordance with Figure 26.

(17)
The inscription on a runway-holding position sign at a runway-holding position
established in accordance with Regulation 57 (3) shall consist of the taxiway
designation and a number.
(18)
The inscription on a runway-holding position sign at a runway-holding position
established in accordance with Regulation 57 (3) shall consist of the taxiway
designation and a number.
(19)

Information
signs

Where installed, the inscriptions/symbol of Figure 5-32 shall be used.

150. (1) An information sign shall be provided where there is an operational need to
identify by a sign, a specific location, or routing (direction or destination) information.
(2) Information signs shall include: direction signs, location signs, destination signs,
runway exit signs, runway vacated signs and intersection take-off signs.
(3) A runway exit sign shall be provided where there is an operational need to identify
a runway exit.
(4) A runway vacated sign shall be located at least on one side of the taxiway. The
distance between the sign and the centre line of a runway shall be not less than the
greater of the following:

(a) the distance between the centre line of the runway and the perimeter of the
ILS/MLS critical/sensitive area; or
(b) the distance between the centre line of the runway and the lower edge of the
inner transitional surface.
(5) An intersection take-off sign shall be provided when there is an operational need to
indicate the remaining take-off run available (TORA) for intersection take-offs.
(6) Where necessary, a destination sign shall be provided to indicate the direction to a
specific destination on the aerodrome, such as cargo area, general aviation, etc.
(7) A combined location and direction sign shall be provided when it is intended to
indicate routing information prior to a taxiway intersection.
(8) A direction sign shall be provided when there is an operational need to identify the
designation and direction of taxiways at an intersection.
(9) A location sign shall be provided at an intermediate holding position.
(10)
A location sign shall be provided in conjunction with a runway designation
sign except at a runway/runway intersection.
(11)
A location sign shall be provided in conjunction with a direction sign, except
that it may be omitted where an aeronautical study indicates that it is not needed.
(12)
Where necessary, a location sign shall be provided to identify taxiways
exiting an apron or taxiways beyond an intersection.
(13)
Where a taxiway ends at an intersection such as a ‘‘T’’ and it is necessary to
identify this, a barricade, direction sign and/or other appropriate visual aid shall be
used.
(14)
Except as specified in sub regulation (16) and (24) information signs shall,
wherever practicable, be located on the left-hand side of the taxiway in accordance
with Table 9.
(15)
At a taxiway intersection, information signs shall be located prior to the
intersection and in line with the intermediate holding position marking. Where there
is no intermediate holding position marking, the signs shall be installed at least 60
m from the centre line of the intersecting taxiway where the code number is 3 or 4,
and at least 40 m where the code number is 1 or 2.
(16)
A runway exit sign shall be located on the same side of the runway as the exit
is located (i.e. left or right) and positioned in accordance with Table 9.
(17)
A runway exit sign shall be located prior to the runway exit point in line with
a position at least 60 m prior to the point of tangency where the code number is 3 or
4, and at least 30 m where the code number is 1 or 2.
(18)
A runway vacated sign shall be located at least on one side of the taxiway.
The distance between the sign and the centre line of a runway shall be not less than
the greater of the following:
(19)
Where provided in conjunction with a runway vacated sign, the taxiway
location sign shall be positioned outboard of the runway vacated sign.
(20)
An intersection take-off sign shall be located at the left-hand side of the entry
taxiway. The distance between the sign and the centre line of the runway shall be
not less than 60 m where the code number is 3 or 4, and not less than 45 m where
the code number is 1 or 2.
(21)
A taxiway location sign installed in conjunction with a runway designation
sign shall be positioned outboard of the runway designation sign.
(22)
A destination sign shall not normally be collocated with a location or

direction sign.
(23)
An information sign other than a location sign shall not be collocated with a
mandatory instruction sign.
(24)
A direction sign, barricade and/or other appropriate visual aid used to identify
a ‘‘T’’ intersection shall be located on the opposite side of the intersection facing
the taxiway.
(25)
A location sign shall consist of an inscription in yellow on a black
background and where it is a stand-alone sign shall have a yellow border.
(26)
The inscription on a runway exit sign shall consist of the designator of the
exit taxiway and an arrow indicating the direction to follow.
(27)
The inscription on a runway vacated sign shall depict the pattern A runwayholding position marking as shown in Figure 27.
(28)
The inscription on an intersection take-off sign shall consist of a numerical
message indicating the remaining take-off run available in metres plus an arrow,
appropriately located and oriented, indicating the direction of the take-off as shown
in Figure 27.
(29)
The inscription on a destination sign shall comprise an alpha, alphanumerical
or numerical message identifying the destination plus an arrow indicating the
direction to proceed as shown in Figure 5-31.
(30)
The inscription on a direction sign shall comprise an alpha or alphanumerical
message identifying the taxiway(s) plus an arrow or arrows appropriately oriented
as shown in Figure 5-31.
(31)
The inscription on a location sign shall comprise the designation of the
location taxiway, runway or other pavement the aircraft is on or is entering and
shall not contain arrows.
(32)
Where it is necessary to identify each of a series of intermediate holding
positions on the same taxiway, the location sign shall consist of the taxiway
designation and a number.
(33)
Where a location sign and direction signs are used in combination:
a. all direction signs related to left turns shall be placed on the left side of the
location sign, and all direction signs related to right turns shall be placed on
the right side of the location sign, except that where the junction consists of
one intersecting taxiway, the location sign may alternatively be placed on the
left-hand side;
b. the direction signs shall be placed such that the direction of the arrows departs
increasingly from the vertical with increasing deviation of the corresponding
taxiway;
c. an appropriate direction sign shall be placed next to the location sign where the
direction of the location taxiway changes significantly beyond the
intersection; and
d. adjacent direction signs shall be delineated by a vertical black line as shown in
Figure 5-31.
(34)
A taxiway shall be identified by a designator that is used only once on an
aerodrome comprising a single letter, two letters or a combination of a letter or
letters followed by a number.
(35)
When designating taxiways, use of words such as inner and outer shall be
avoided wherever possible.
(36)
When designating taxiways, the use of the letters I, O or X shall not be used

to avoid confusion with the numerals 1, 0 and closed marking.
(37)
The use of numbers alone on the manoeuvring area shall be reserved for the
designation of runways.
(38)
Apron stand designators shall not be the same as taxiway designators.
VOR
aerodrome
checkpoint
sign

151. (1) When a VOR aerodrome checkpoint is established, it shall be indicated by a VOR
aerodrome checkpoint marking and sign.
(2) A VOR aerodrome checkpoint sign shall be located as near as possible to the
checkpoint and so that the inscriptions are visible from the cockpit of an aircraft
properly positioned on the VOR aerodrome checkpoint marking.
(3) A VOR aerodrome checkpoint sign shall consist of an inscription in black on a
yellow background.
(4) The inscriptions on a VOR checkpoint sign shall be in accordance with one of the
alternatives shown in Figure 28 in which:
VOR
is an abbreviation identifying this as a VOR checkpoint;
116.3
is an example of the radio frequency of the VOR concerned;
147°
is an example of the VOR bearing, to the nearest degree, which
shall be indicated at the VOR checkpoint; and
4.3 NM is an example of the distance in nautical miles to a DME collocated
with the VOR concerned.

Figure 5-33 VOR aerodrome checkpoint sign

Aerodrome
identification
sign.

152. (1) An aerodrome identification sign shall be provided at an aerodrome where there
is insufficient alternative means of visual identification.
(2) The aerodrome identification sign shall be placed on the aerodrome so as to be
legible, in so far as is practicable, at all angles above the horizontal.
(3) The aerodrome identification sign shall consist of the name of the aerodrome.
(4) The colour selected for the sign shall give adequate conspicuity when viewed
against its background.
(5) The characters shall have a height of not less than 3 m.

Aircraft stand
identification
signs.

153. (1)
An aircraft stand identification marking shall be supplemented with an aircraft
stand identification sign where feasible.
(2) An aircraft stand identification sign shall be located so as to be clearly visible from
the cockpit of an aircraft prior to entering the aircraft stand.
(3) An aircraft stand identification sign shall consist of an inscription in black on a
yellow background.

Road-holding
position sign

154. (1)
A road-holding position sign shall be provided at all road entrances to a
runway.
(2) The road-holding position sign shall be located 1.5 m from one edge of the road
(left or right as appropriate to the local traffic regulations) at the holding position.
(3) A road-holding position sign shall consist of an inscription in white on a red
background.
(4) The inscription on a road-holding position sign shall be in the national language, be
in conformity with the local traffic regulations and include the following:
(a) requirement to stop; and
(b) where appropriate:
(c) a requirement to obtain ATC clearance; and
(d) location designator.
(5) A road-holding position sign intended for night use shall be retro reflective or
illuminated.
Markers
155. Where provided, markers shall be frangible. Those located near a runway or taxiway
shall be sufficiently low to preserve clearance for propellers and for the engine pods of
jet aircraft.

Provision of
markers

Unpaved
runways edge
Markers

156. (1) Markers shall be provided when the extent of an unpaved runway is not clearly
indicated by the appearance of its surface compared with that of the surrounding ground.
(2) Where runway lights are provided, the markers shall be incorporated in the light
fixtures.
(3) Where there are no lights, markers of flat rectangular or conical shape shall be
placed so as to delimit the runway clearly.
(4) The flat rectangular markers shall have a minimum size of 1 m by 3 m and shall be
placed with their long dimension parallel to the runway Centre line.
(5) The conical markers shall have a height not exceeding 50cm.

Stop way edge
markers.

157. (1) Where provided, stop way edge markers shall be provided when the extent of a
stop way is not clearly indicated by its appearance compared with that of the surrounding
ground.
(2) The stopway edge markers shall be sufficiently different from any runway edge
markers used to ensure that the two types of markers cannot be confused.
(3) Markers consisting of small vertical boards camouflaged on the reverse side, as
viewed from the runway, have proved operationally acceptable.

Taxiway edge
markers.

158. (1) Where provided, taxiway edge markers shall be provided on a taxiway where the
code number is 1 or 2 and taxiway Centre line or edge lights or taxiway Centre line
markers are not provided.
(2) Taxiway edge markers shall be installed at least at the same locations as would the
taxiway edge lights had they been used.

(3) A taxiway edge marker shall be retroreflective blue.
(4) The marked surface as viewed by the pilot shall be a rectangle and shall have a
minimum viewing area of 150 cm2.
(5) Taxiway edge markers shall be frangible and their height shall be sufficiently low
to preserve clearance for propellers and for the engine pods of jet aircraft.
Taxiway
centre line
markers

159. (1) Where provided taxiway centre line markers shall be provided on a taxiway where
there is a need to improve the guidance provided by the taxiway centre line marking.
(2) A taxiway centre line marker shall be retroreflective green.
(3) Taxiway centre line markers shall be so designed and fitted as to withstand being
run over by the wheels of an aircraft without damage either to the aircraft or to the
markers themselves.
(4) The marked surface as viewed by the pilot shall be a rectangle and shall have a
minimum viewing area of 20 cm2.

Unpaved
taxiway edge
markers.

160. (1) Where the extent of an unpaved taxiway is not clearly indicated by its appearance
compared with that of the surrounding ground, markers shall be provided.
(2) Where taxiway lights are provided, the markers shall be incorporated in the light
fixtures.
(3) Where there are no lights, markers of conical shape shall be placed so as to delimit
the taxiway clearly

Boundary
markers.

161. (1) Boundary markers shall be provided at an aerodrome where the landing area has
no runway.
(2) Boundary markers shall be spaced along the boundary of the landing area at
intervals of not more than 200 m, where the type shown in Figure 5-34 is used, or
approximately 90 m, where the conical type is used with a marker at any corner
(3) Where provided, boundary markers shall be of a form similar to that shown in
Figure 5-34 or in the form of a cone not less than 50 cm high and not less than 75
cm in diameter at the base.
(4) The markers shall be coloured to contrast with the background against which they
shall be seen.
(5) A single colour, orange or red, or two contrasting colours, orange and white or
alternatively red and white, shall be used, except where such colours merge with the
background.

Figure 5-34 Boundary Markers

PART XIII
VISUAL AIDS FOR DENOTING OBSTACLES
Provision of visual
aids for denoting
obstacles

162. An aerodrome operator shall ensure that visual aids for denoting obstacles are
duly provided and properly maintained so as to ensure the safe operation of aircraft
at and around the aerodrome.

Objects within the
lateral boundaries
of the obstacle
limitation surfaces

163. (1) Vehicles and other mobile objects, excluding aircraft, on the movement
area of an aerodrome shall be considered to be obstacles and shall be marked and,
where the vehicles and aerodrome are used at night or in conditions of low
visibility, they shall be lighted, except that aircraft servicing equipment and
vehicles used only on aprons may be exempt.
(2) Elevated aeronautical ground lights within the movement area shall be
marked so as to be conspicuous by day and obstacle lights shall not be
installed on elevated ground lights or signs in the movement area.
(3) All obstacles within the distance specified in Table 2, column 11 or 12, from
the centre line of a taxiway, an apron taxiway or aircraft stand taxilane shall
be marked and, where the taxiway, apron taxiway or aircraft stand taxilane
is used at night, lighted.
(4) A fixed obstacle that extends above a take-off climb surface within 3000m
of the inner edge of the take-off climb surface shall be marked and, where
the runway is used at night, lighted, except that:
(a) such marking and lighting may be omitted when
(i) the obstacle is shielded by another fixed obstacle;
(ii) the marking may be omitted when the obstacle is lighted by
medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type A, by day and its height
above the level of the surrounding ground does not exceed 150m;
(b)

the marking may be omitted when the obstacle is lighted by high
intensity obstacle lights by day; and

(c)

lighting may be omitted where the obstacle is a lighthouse and an
aeronautical study indicates the lighthouse light to be sufficient.
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(5) A fixed object, other than an obstacle, adjacent to a take-off climb surface
shall be marked and, where the runway is used at night, lighted where such
marking and lighting is considered necessary to ensure its avoidance, except
that the marking may be omitted when:
(a) the object is lighted by medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type A, by
day and its height above the level of the surrounding ground does not
exceed 150m; or
(b) the object is lighted by high-intensity obstacle lights by day.
(6) A fixed obstacle that extends above an approach surface within 3 000 m of
the inner edge or above a transitional surface shall be marked and, where the
runway is used at night, lighted, except that:
(a) such marking and lighting may be omitted when the obstacle is shielded
by another fixed obstacle;
(b) the marking may be omitted when the obstacle is lighted by mediumintensity obstacle lights, Type A, by day and its height above the level
of the surrounding ground does not exceed 150 m;
(c) the marking may be omitted when the obstacle is lighted by highintensity obstacle lights by day; and
(d) the lighting may be omitted where the obstacle is a lighthouse and an
aeronautical study indicates the lighthouse light to be sufficient.
(4) A fixed obstacle that extends above a horizontal surface shall be
marked and, where the aerodrome is used at night, lighted except
that:
(a) such marking and lighting may be omitted when:
(i) the obstacle is shielded by another obstacle; or
(ii) for a circuit extensively obstructed by immovable objects or terrain,
procedures have been established to ensure safe vertical clearance
below prescribed flight paths; or
(iii)an aeronautical study shows the obstacle not to be of operational
significance;
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(b) the marking may be omitted when the obstacle is lighted by mediumintensity obstacle lights, Type A, by day and its height above the level
of the surrounding ground does not exceed 150m;
(c) the marking may be omitted when the obstacle is lighted by high
intensity obstacle lights by day; and
(d) the lighting may be omitted where the obstacle is a lighthouse and an
aeronautical study indicates the lighthouse light to be sufficient.
(7) A fixed object that extends above an obstacle protection surface shall be
marked and, where the runway is used at night, lighted.
(8) Other objects inside the obstacle limitation surfaces shall be marked and/or
lighted where an aeronautical study indicates that the object may constitute a
hazard to aircraft and this includes objects adjacent to visual routes e.g.
waterway or highway.
(9) Overhead wires, cables, etc., crossing a river, waterway, valley or highway
shall be marked and their supporting towers marked and lighted where an
aeronautical study indicated that the wires or cables may constitute a hazard
to aircraft.
Objects outside the
lateral boundaries
of the obstacle
limitation surfaces

164. (1) Obstacles in areas beyond the limits of the obstacle limitation surfaces,
which extend to a height of 150 m or more above ground elevation shall be
considered as obstacles and shall be marked and lighted, except that the marking
may be omitted when the obstacle is lighted by high-intensity obstacle lights by
day.
(2) Other objects outside the obstacle limitation surfaces shall be marked and/or
lighted where an aeronautical study indicates that the object may constitute a
hazard to aircraft including objects adjacent to visual routes such as
waterways, and highways.
(3) Overhead wires or cables, crossing a river, waterway, valley or highway
shall be marked and their supporting towers marked and lighted where an
aeronautical study indicates that the wires or cables may constitute a hazard
to aircraft.

Marking and/or
lighting of objects

165. (1) The presence of objects which must be lighted, in accordance with these
regulations shall be indicated by low-, medium- or high-intensity lights, or a
combination of such lights.
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(2) Low-intensity obstacle lights, Types A B, C and D, medium-intensity
obstacle lights, Types A, B and C, high-intensity obstacle lights Type A and
B, shall be in accordance with the specifications in Table 4 and the seventh
schedule.
(3) Pursuant to sub-regulations (1) and (2):
(a) The number and arrangement of low-, medium- or high-intensity obstacle
lights at each level to be marked shall be such that the object is indicated
from every angle in azimuth;
(b) Where a light is shielded in any direction by another part of the object, or
by an adjacent object, additional lights shall be provided on that adjacent
object or the part of the object that is shielding the light, in such a way as
to retain the general definition of the object to be lighted; and
(c) Where the shielded light does not contribute to the definition of the object
to be lighted, it may be omitted.

Marking and
lighting of mobile
objects

166. (1) All mobile objects to be marked shall be colourer or display flags.
(2) When mobile objects are marked by colour, a single conspicuous colour,
preferably red or yellowish green for emergency vehicles and yellow for
service vehicles, shall be used.
(3) Flags used to mark mobile objects shall be displayed around, on top of, or
around the highest edge of the object and shall not increase the hazard
presented by the object they mark.
(4) Pursuant to sub-regulations (1) and (2):
(a) Flags used to mark mobile objects shall not be less than 0.9 m on each side
and shall consist of a chequered pattern, each square having sides of not less
than 0.3m.
(b) The colours of the pattern shall contrast each with the other and with
the background against which they shall be seen.
(c) Orange and white or alternatively red and white shall be used, except
where such colours merge with the background;
(5) Low-intensity obstacle lights, Type C, shall be displayed on vehicles and
other mobile objects excluding aircraft.
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(6) Low-intensity obstacle lights, Type C, displayed on vehicles associated with
emergency or security shall be flashing-blue and those displayed on other
vehicles shall be flashing-yellow.
(7) Low-intensity obstacle lights, Type D, shall be displayed on follow-me
vehicles.
(8) Low-intensity obstacle lights on objects with limited mobility such as
aerobridges shall be fixed-red, and as a minimum be in accordance with the
specifications for low-intensity obstacle lights, Type A, in Table 4 and the
intensity of the lights shall be sufficient to ensure conspicuity considering
the intensity of the adjacent lights and the general levels of illumination
against which they would normally be viewed.
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Table 4. Characteristics of obstacle lights
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Table 5. Light distribution for low-intensity obstacle lights
Minimu
m
Maxi
intensit
mum
y
intens
(a)
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Vertical beam spread
(a)
(f)
Minimum
Inten
beam spread
sity
Type A
10 cd
N/A
10°
5 cd
(b)
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32 cd
N/A
10°
16 cd
(b)
Type A
40 cd
400
12° (d)
20 cd
(b)
cd
Type A
200 cd
400
N/A (e)
N/A
(b)
cd
Note. — This table does not include recommended horizontal beam spreads.
Therefore, the number of lights needed to meet this requirement shall depend
on the horizontal beam spreads of each light as well as the shape of the
obstacle. Thus, with narrower beam spreads, more lights shall be required.
a) 360° horizontal. For flashing lights, the intensity is read into effective
intensity.
b) Between 2 and 10° vertical. Elevation vertical angles are referenced to
the horizontal when the light is levelled.
c) Between 2 and 20° vertical. Elevation vertical angles are referenced to
the horizontal when the light is levelled.
d) Peak intensity shall be located at approximately 2.5° vertical.
e) Peak intensity shall be located at approximately 17° vertical.
f) Beam spread is defined as the angle between the horizontal plane and
the directions for which the intensity exceeds that mentioned in the
“intensity” column.
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Table 6. Light distribution for medium-and high-intensity obstacle lights
according to benchmark intensities of Table 4
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c) Beam spread is defined as the angle between the horizontal plane and
the directions for which the intensity exceeds that mentioned in the
“intensity” column.
Note. An extended beam spread may be necessary under specific
configuration and justified by an aeronautical study.
Marking of fixed
Objects

167. (1) All fixed objects to be marked shall, whenever practicable, be coloured,
but where this is not practicable, markers or flags shall be displayed on or above
them, except that objects that are sufficiently conspicuous by their shape, size or
colour need not be otherwise marked.
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(2) Pursuant to sub-regulation (1);
(a) An object shall be coloured to show a chequered pattern where it has
essentially unbroken surfaces and its projection on any vertical plane
equals or exceeds 4.5 m in both dimensions;
(b) The pattern shall consist of rectangles of not less than 1.5 m and not
more than 3 m on a side, the corners being of the darker colour;
(c) The colours of the pattern shall contrast each with the other and with
the background against which they shall be seen; and
(d) Orange and white or alternatively red and white shall be used, except
where such colours merge with the background;
as indicated in Figure 1.
(3) An object shall be coloured to show alternating contrasting bands if:
(a) it has essentially unbroken surfaces and has one dimension, horizontal
or vertical, greater than 1.5 m, and the other dimension, horizontal or
vertical, less than 4.5 m; or
(b) it is of skeletal type with either a vertical or a horizontal dimension
greater than 1.5 m.
(4) Subject to sub regulation (3);
(a) the bands shall be perpendicular to the longest dimension and have a
width approximately 1/7 of the longest dimension or 30 m, whichever
is less;
(b) the colours of the bands shall contrast with the background against
which they shall be seen;
(c) orange and white shall be used, except where such colours are not
conspicuous when viewed against the background; and
(d) the bands on the extremities of the object shall be of the darker colour;
as indicated in Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1. Basic marking patterns
(5) The formula for determining bandwidth and for having an odd number of
bands, thus permitting both the top and bottom bands to be of the darker
colour shall be as indicated in Table 7.
Table 7. – Marking band widths
Longest dimension
Great
Not
er
exceedi
than
ng
1.5 m
210 m
210 m

270 m

270 m

330 m

330 m

390 m

390 m

450 m

450 m

510 m

510 m

570 m

570 m

630 m
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Band width

1/7 of longest
dimension
1/9 of longest
dimension
1/11 of longest
dimension
1/13 of longest
dimension
1/15 of longest
dimension
1/17 of longest
dimension
1/19 of longest
dimension
1/21 of longest
dimension

(6) An object shall be coloured in a single conspicuous colour where its
projection on any vertical plane has both dimensions less than 1.5 m and
orange or red shall be used, except where such colours merge with the
background, in which case it may be necessary to use a different colour from
orange or red to obtain sufficient contrast.

Figure 2:

Marking and lighting of tall structures
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Marking by flags

168. (1) Flags used to mark fixed objects shall be displayed around, on top of, or
around the highest edge of, the object and when flags are used to mark extensive
objects or groups of closely spaced objects, they shall be displayed at least every
15 m and such flags shall not increase the hazard presented by the object they
mark.
(2) Flags used to mark fixed objects shall not be less than 0.6 m on each side.
(3) Flags used to mark fixed objects shall be orange in colour or a combination
of two triangular sections, one orange and the other white, or one red and the
other white, except that where such colours merge with the background other
conspicuous colours shall be used.
(4) Markers displayed on or adjacent to objects shall be located in conspicuous
positions so as to retain the general definition of the object and shall be
recognizable in clear weather from a distance of at least 1 000 m for an object
to be viewed from the air and 300 m for an object to be viewed from the
ground in all directions in which an aircraft is likely to approach the object.
(5) Pursuant to sub-regulation (4) the shape of markers shall be distinctive to the
extent necessary to ensure that they are not mistaken for markers employed
to convey other information, and they shall be such that the hazard presented
by the object they mark is not increased.
(6) A marker shall be of one colour and when installed, white and red, or white
and orange markers shall be displayed alternately and the colour selected shall
contrast with the background against which it shall be seen.

Lighting of fixed
objects

169. (1) In the case of an object to be lighted, one or more low-, medium- or highintensity obstacle lights shall be located as close as practicable to the top of the
object.
(2) In the case of chimney or other structure of like function, the top lights shall
be placed sufficiently below the top so as to minimize contamination by
smoke, etc. as indicated in Figure 2.
(3) In the case of a tower or antenna structure indicated by high-intensity
obstacle lights by day with an appurtenance, such as a rod or an antenna,
greater than 12 m where it is not practicable to locate a high-intensity obstacle
light on the top of the appurtenance, such a light shall be located at
the highest practicable point and, where practicable, a medium-intensity
obstacle light, Type A, mounted on the top.
(4) In the case of an extensive object or of a group of closely spaced objects to be
lighted that are:
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(a) penetrating a horizontal obstacle limitation surface (OLS) or located
outside an OLS, the top lights shall be so arranged as to at least
indicate the points or edges of the object highest in relation to the
obstacle limitation surface or above the ground, and so as to indicate the
general definition and the extent of the objects; and
(b) penetrating a sloping OLS, the top lights shall be so arranged as to at
least indicate the points or edges of the object highest in relation to the
OLS, and so as to indicate the general definition and the extent of the
objects, and where two or more edges are of the same height, the edge
nearest the landing area shall be marked.
(5) When the obstacle limitation surface concerned is sloping and the highest
point above the OLS is not the highest point of the object, additional obstacle
lights shall be placed on the highest point of the object.
(6) Where lights are applied to display the general definition of an extensive
object or a group of closely spaced objects, and(a) low-intensity lights are used, they shall be spaced at longitudinal
intervals not exceeding 45 m; and
(b) Medium-intensity lights are used, they shall be spaced at longitudinal
intervals not exceeding 900 m.
(7) High-intensity obstacle lights, Type A, and medium-intensity obstacle lights,
Types A and B, located on an object shall flash simultaneously.
(8) The installation setting angles for high-intensity obstacle lights, Type A, shall
be in accordance with Table 8, except that where high-intensity obstacle lights
are intended for day use as well as night use, care shall be taken to ensure that
these lights do not create disconcerting dazzle.
(9) The design, location and operation of high-intensity obstacle lights shall be in
accordance with these Regulations.
(10)
Where, in the opinion of the appropriate authority, the use of highintensity obstacle lights, Type A, or medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type
A, at night may dazzle pilots in the vicinity of an aerodrome (within
approximately 10 000 m radius) or cause significant environmental
concerns, a dual obstacle lighting system shall be provided, in which case,
this system shall be composed of high-intensity obstacle lights, Type A,
or medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type A, as appropriate, for daytime
and twilight use and medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type B or C, for nighttime use.
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Lighting of objects
with height less
than 45 m above
ground level

170. (1) Low-intensity obstacle lights, Type A or B, shall be used where the object
is a less extensive one and its height above the surrounding ground is less than 45
m.
(2) Where the use of low-intensity obstacle lights, Type A or B, would be
inadequate or an early special warning is required, then medium- or highintensity obstacle lights shall be used.
(3) Low-intensity obstacle lights, Type B, shall be used either alone or in
combination with medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type B, in accordance
with sub-regulation (4).
(4) Medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type A, B or C, shall be used where the
object is an extensive one (including a group of buildings), and mediumintensity obstacle lights, Types A and C, shall be used alone, whereas
medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type B, shall be used either alone or in
combination with low-intensity obstacle lights, Type B.

Lighting of objects
with a height 45m
or more to a height
less than 150 m
above ground level

171. (1) Medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type A, B or C, shall be used for
lighting objects with a height of 45 m to a height less than 150 m above ground
level, medium-intensity obstacle lights, Types A and C, shall be used alone,
whereas medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type B, shall be used either alone
or in combination with low-intensity obstacle lights, Type B.
(2) Where an object is indicated by medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type A,
and the top of the object is more than 105 m above the level of the surrounding
ground or the elevation of tops of nearby buildings (when the object to be
marked is surrounded by buildings), additional lights shall be provided at
intermediate levels.
(3) Pursuant to sub-regulation (2), these additional intermediate lights shall be
spaced as equally as practicable, between the top lights and ground level or
the level of tops of nearby buildings, as appropriate, with the spacing not
exceeding 105 m.
(4) Where an object is indicated by medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type B, and
the top of the object is more than 45 m above the level of the surrounding
ground or the elevation of tops of nearby buildings (when the object to be
marked is surrounded by buildings), additional lights shall be provided at
intermediate levels.
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(5) Pursuant to sub-regulation (4), these additional intermediate lights shall be
alternately low-intensity obstacle lights, Type B, and medium-intensity
obstacle lights, Type B, and shall be spaced as equally as practicable between
the top lights and ground level or the level of tops of nearby buildings, as
appropriate, with the spacing not exceeding 52 m.
(6) (a) Where an object is indicated by medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type
C, and the top of the object is more than 45 m above the level of the
surrounding ground or the elevation of tops of nearby buildings (when the
object to be marked is surrounded by buildings), additional lights shall be
provided at intermediate levels.
(b) These additional intermediate lights shall be spaced as equally as
practicable, between the top lights and ground level or the level of tops of
nearby buildings, as appropriate, with the spacing not exceeding 52 m.
(7) Where high-intensity obstacle lights, Type A, are used, they shall be spaced
at uniform intervals not exceeding 105 m between the ground level and the
top light(s), except that where an object to be marked is surrounded by
buildings, the elevation of the tops of the buildings may be used as the
equivalent of the ground level when determining the number of light levels.
Lighting of objects
with a height 150 m
or more above
ground level

172. (1) High-intensity obstacle lights, Type A, shall be used to indicate the
presence of an object where its height above the level of the surrounding ground
exceeds 150 m and an aeronautical study indicates such lights to be essential for
the recognition of the object by day.
(2) Where high-intensity obstacle lights, Type A, are used, they shall be spaced
at uniform intervals not exceeding 105 m between the ground level and the
top light(s), except that where an object to be marked is surrounded by
buildings, the elevation of the tops of the buildings may be used as the
equivalent of the ground level when determining the number of light levels.
(3) Where, in the opinion of the appropriate authority, the use of high-intensity
obstacle lights, Type A, at night may dazzle pilots in the vicinity of an
aerodrome (within approximately 10 000 m radius) or cause significant
environmental concerns, medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type C, shall be
used alone, whereas medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type B, shall be used
either alone or in combination with low-intensity obstacle lights, Type B.
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(4) (a) Where an object is indicated by medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type A,
additional lights shall be provided at intermediate levels.
(b) These additional intermediate lights shall be spaced as equally as
practicable, between the top lights and ground level or the level of tops of
nearby buildings, as appropriate, with the spacing not exceeding 105 m.
(5) Where an object is indicated by medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type B,
additional lights shall be provided at intermediate levels and these additional
intermediate lights shall be alternately low-intensity obstacle lights, Type B,
and medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type B, and shall be spaced as equally
as practicable between the top lights and ground level or the level of tops of
nearby buildings, as appropriate, with the spacing not exceeding 52 m.
(6) Where an object is indicated by medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type C,
additional lights shall be provided at intermediate levels and these additional
intermediate lights shall be spaced as equally as practicable, between the top
lights and ground level or the level of tops of nearby buildings, as appropriate,
with the spacing not exceeding 52 m.
Marking of wind
turbines

173. (1) A wind turbine shall be marked and/or lighted where the Authority
determines that the wind turbine is an obstacle.
(2) The rotor blades, nacelle and upper 2/3 of the supporting mast of wind
turbines shall be painted white, unless otherwise indicated by an aeronautical
study.

Lighting of wind
turbines

174. (1) When lighting is deemed necessary, medium-intensity obstacle lights
shall be used and in the case of a wind farm, i.e. a group of two or more wind
turbines, it shall be regarded as an extensive object and the lights shall be installed
–
(a) to identify the perimeter of the wind farm;
(b) respecting the maximum spacing between the lights along the perimeter,
unless a dedicated assessment shows that a greater spacing can be used;
(c) so that, where flashing lights are used, they flash simultaneously; and
(d) so that, within a wind farm, any wind turbines of significantly higher
elevation are also identified wherever they are located and
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(e) at locations prescribed in paragraphs (a), (b) and (d), respecting the
following criteria:
(f) for wind turbines of less than 150 m in overall height (hub height plus
vertical blade height), medium intensity lighting on the nacelle shall be
provided;
(g) for wind turbines from 150 m to 315 m in overall height, in addition to the
medium intensity light installed on the nacelle, a second light serving as an
alternate shall be provided in case of failure of the operating light. The lights
shall be installed to assure that the output of either light is not blocked by
the other;
(h) in addition, for wind turbines from 150 m to 315 m in overall height, an
intermediate level at half the nacelle height of at least 3 low intensity Type
E lights, as specified in Regulation 164 (3) shall be provided, but where an
aeronautical study shows that low intensity type E lights are not suitable,
low-intensity type A or B lights may be used; and
(i) for wind turbines of more than 315 m of overall height additional marking
and lighting may be required as determined by an aeronautical study.
(2) The obstacle lights shall be installed on the nacelle in such a manner as to
provide an unobstructed view for aircraft approaching from any direction.
(3) Where lighting is deemed necessary for a single wind turbine or short line of
wind turbines, the installation shall be in accordance with sub-regulation (1)
(e) above or as determined by an aeronautical study.
Marking of
overhead wires
and/or, cables, and
supporting towers

175. (1) The wires and/or cables, to be marked shall be equipped with markers and
the supporting tower shall be coloured.
(2) The supporting towers of overhead wires and cables, that require marking
shall be marked in accordance with Regulations 166(1) to 166(6), except that
the marking may be omitted when they are lighted by high-intensity obstacle
lights by day.
(3) Markers displayed on or adjacent to objects shall be located in conspicuous
positions so as to retain the general definition of the object and shall be
recognizable in clear weather from a distance of at least 1 000 m for an object
to be viewed from the air and 300 m for an object to be viewed from the
ground in all directions in which an aircraft is likely to approach the object.
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(4) Subject to sub-regulation (3), the shape of markers shall be distinctive to the
extent necessary to ensure that they are not mistaken for markers employed
to convey other information, and they shall be such that the hazard presented
by the object they mark is not increased.
(5) A marker displayed on an overhead wire and/or cable shall be spherical and
have a diameter of not less than 60 cm.
(6) The spacing between two consecutive markers or between a marker and a
supporting tower shall be appropriate to the diameter of the marker, but in no
case shall the spacing exceed:
(a) 30 m where the marker diameter is 60 cm progressively increasing with the
diameter of the marker to;
(b) 35 m where the marker diameter is 80 cm and further progressively
increasing to a maximum of;
(c) 40 m where the marker diameter is of at least 130 cm;
(7) where multiple wires and/or cables are involved, a marker shall be located not
lower than the level of the highest wire at the point marked.
(8) A marker shall be of one colour and when installed, white and red, or white
and orange markers shall be displayed alternately and the colour selected shall
contrast with the background against which it shall be seen.
(9) When it has been determined that an overhead wire and/or, cable needs to be
marked but it is not practicable to install markers on the wire and/or cable
then high-intensity obstacle lights, Type B, shall be provided on their
supporting towers.
Lighting of
overhead wires
and/or, cables, and
supporting towers

176. (1) High-intensity obstacle lights, Type B, shall be used to indicate the
presence of a tower supporting overhead wires and/or cables where –
(a) an aeronautical study indicates such lights to be essential for the
recognition of the presence of wires and/or cables; or
(b) it has not been found practicable to install markers on the wires and/or
cables.
(2) Where high-intensity obstacle lights, Type B, are used, they shall be located
at three levels:
(a) at the top of the tower;
(b) at the lowest level of the catenary of the wires or cables;
(c) at approximately midway between these two levels; and
(d) in some cases, this may require locating the lights off the tower.
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(3) High-intensity obstacle lights, Type B, indicating the presence of a tower
supporting overhead wires and/or cables shall flash sequentially; first the
middle light, second the top light and last, the bottom light, and the intervals
between flashes of the lights shall approximate the following ratios:
Flash interval between
middle and top light
top and bottom light
bottom and middle light

Ratio of cycle
time
1/13
2/13
10/13

(4) where high intensity obstacle lights are intended for day use as well as for
night use, care shall be taken to ensure that these lights do not create
disconcerting dazzle.
(5) Where, in the opinion of the appropriate authority, the use of high-intensity
obstacle lights, Type B, at night may dazzle pilots in the vicinity of an
aerodrome (within approximately 10 000 m radius) or cause significant
environmental concerns, a dual obstacle lighting system shall be provided.
(6) The dual obstacle lighting system required by sub-regulation (4) shall be
composed of high-intensity obstacle lights, Type B, for daytime and twilight
use and medium-intensity obstacle lights, Type B, for night-time use and
where medium-intensity lights are used they shall be installed at the same
level as the high-intensity obstacle light Type B.
(7) The installation setting angles for high-intensity obstacle lights, Type B, shall
be in accordance with Table 8.
Table 8. Installation setting angles for high-intensity obstacle lights
Height of light unit
above terrain (AGL)
greater than
Not exceeding
151 m
122 m
151 m
92 m
122 m
92 m
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Angle of the peak of the
beam above the horizontal
0°
1°
2°
3°

PART IX
VISUAL AIDS FOR DENOTING RESTRICTED USE AREAS
Marking of
restricted use areas

177. (1)
An operator shall ensure that restricted areas are marked in a manner
that is visible to aircraft operating on the ground and in the air.
(2) An aerodrome operator shall adhere to the visual aids requirements prescribed
in these Regulations so as to ensure that aircraft operations can be conducted
safely on the aerodrome.

Marking and
lighting of closed
runways and
taxiways, or parts
thereof

178. (1) A closed marking shall be displayed on a runway or taxiway, or portion
thereof, which is permanently closed to the use of all aircraft.
(2) A closed marking shall be displayed on a temporarily closed runway or
taxiway or portion thereof, except that such marking may be omitted when
the closing is of short duration (less than 3 days) and adequate warning by air
traffic services is provided.
(3) On a runway, a closed marking shall be placed at each end of the runway, or
portion thereof, declared closed, and additional markings shall be so placed
that the maximum interval between markings does not exceed 300m and on a
taxiway a closed marking shall be placed at least at each end of the taxiway
or portion thereof closed.
(4) The closed marking shall be of the form and proportions as detailed in Figure
3, Illustration a), when displayed on a runway, and shall be of the form and
proportions as detailed in Figure 3 (Illustration b), when displayed on a
taxiway and the marking shall be white when displayed on a runway and shall
be yellow when displayed on a taxiway.
(5) When an area is temporarily closed, frangible barriers or markings utilizing
materials other than paint or other suitable means may be used to identify the
closed area.
(6) When a runway or taxiway or portion thereof is permanently closed, all
normal runway and taxiway markings shall be obliterated.
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Figure 3. Closed runway and taxiway markings

(7) Lighting on a closed runway or taxiway or portion thereof shall not be
operated, except as required for maintenance purposes.
(8) In addition to closed markings, when the runway or taxiway or portion thereof
closed is intercepted by a usable runway or taxiway which is used at night,
un-serviceability lights shall be placed across the entrance to the closed area
at intervals not exceeding 3m.
Marking of nonload-bearing
surfaces

179. (1) Shoulders for taxiways, runway turn pads, holding bays and aprons and
other non-load-bearings surfaces, which cannot readily be distinguished from
load-bearing surfaces and which, where used by aircraft, might result in damage
to the aircraft shall have the boundary between such areas and the load-bearing
surface marked by a taxi side stripe marking.
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(2) A taxi side stripe marking shall be placed along the edge of the load-bearing
pavement, with the outer edge of the marking approximately on the edge of
the load-bearing pavement.
(3) A taxi side stripe marking shall consist of a pair of solid lines, each 15cm
wide and spaced 15cm apart and the same colour as the taxiway centre line
marking.

Marking of Prethreshold areas

180. (1) When the surface before a threshold is paved and exceeds 60m in length
and is not suitable for normal use by aircraft, the entire length before the threshold
shall be marked with a chevron marking.
(2) A chevron marking shall point in the direction of the runway and be placed
as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Pre-threshold marking
(3) A chevron marking shall be of conspicuous colour and contrast with the
colour used for the runway markings; it shall preferably be yellow. It shall
have an over-all width of at least 0.9m.

Marking and
lighting of
unserviceable areas

181. (1) Un-serviceability markers shall be displayed wherever any portion of a
taxiway, apron or holding bay is unfit for the movement of aircraft but it is still
possible for aircraft to bypass the area safely and shall also be displayed at the
entrances to a permanently or temporarily closed runway or taxiway, or part
thereof whereas on a movement area used at night, un-serviceability lights shall be
used.
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(2) Un-serviceability markers and lights shall be placed at intervals sufficiently
close so as to delineate the unserviceable area.
(3) Un-serviceability markers shall consist of conspicuous upstanding devices
such as flags, cones or marker boards.
(4) An un-serviceability light shall consist of a red fixed light and the light shall
have intensity sufficient to ensure conspicuity considering the intensity
sufficient to ensure conspicuity considering the intensity of the adjacent lights
and the general level of illumination against which it would normally be
viewed and in no case shall the intensity be less than 10 cd of red light.
(5) An un-serviceability cone shall be at least 0.5m in height and red, orange or
yellow or any one of these colours in combination with white.
(6) An un-serviceability flag shall be at least 0.5m square and red, orange or
yellow or any one of these colours in combination with white.
(7) An un-serviceability marker board shall be at least 0.5m in height and 0.9m
in length, with alternate red and white or orange and white vertical stripes.
PART X
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

Electrical
power supply
systems for
air navigation
services and
facilities

182. (1)
An aerodrome operator shall not operate an aerodrome unless adequate
primary power supply systems are made available for the safe functioning of air
navigation facilities.
(2) The design and provision of electrical power systems for aerodrome visual
and radio navigation aids shall be such that an equipment failure shall not
leave the pilot with inadequate visual and non-visual guidance or misleading
information.
(3) The design and installation of the electrical systems shall take into
consideration factors that can lead to malfunction, such as electromagnetic
disturbances, line losses, power quality, among others.
(4) Where secondary power is required for air navigation services and facilities,
the operator shall arrange the electric power supply connections so as to
ensure that the facilities are automatically connected to the secondary power
supply upon failure of the primary power supply.
(5) For purposes of sub regulation (4), the time interval between failure of the
primary source of power and the complete restoration of the services shall be
as short as practicable, except that for visual aids associated with nonprecision, precision approach or take-off runways the requirements of Table
11 for maximum switch-over times shall apply.
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(6) For a precision approach runway, a secondary power supply capable of
meeting the requirements of Table 11 for the appropriate category of precision
approach runway shall be provided.
(7) Electric power supply connections to those facilities for which secondary
power is required shall be so arranged that the facilities are automatically
connected to the secondary power supply on failure of the primary source of
power.
(8) For a runway meant for take-off in runway visual range conditions less than
a value of 800 m, a secondary power supply capable of meeting the relevant
requirements of Table 11 shall be provided.
(9) At an aerodrome where the primary runway is a non-precision approach
runway, a secondary power supply capable of meeting the requirements of
Table 11 shall be provided, except that a secondary power supply for visual
aids need not be provided for more than one non-precision approach runway.
(10)
At an aerodrome where the primary runway is a non-instrument
runway, a secondary power supply capable of meeting requirements of subregulation (6) shall be provided, except that a secondary power supply for
visual aids need not be provided when an emergency lighting system is
provided and capable of being deployed in 15 minutes.
(11)
The following aerodrome facilities with secondary power supply
capable of supplying power where there is a failure of the primary power
supply (a) the signalling lamp and the minimum lighting necessary to enable
air traffic services personnel to carry out their duties;
(b) all obstacle lights which, in the opinion of the appropriate
authority are essential to ensure the safe operation of aircraft;
(c) approach, runway and taxiway lighting;
(d) meteorological equipment;
(e) essential security lighting, where provided;
(f) essential equipment and facilities for the aerodrome responding
emergency agencies;
(g) floodlighting on a designated isolated aircraft packing position
where provided; and
(h) illumination of apron areas over which passengers may walk.
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(12)
Requirements for a secondary power supply shall be met by either of
the following:
(a) independent public power, which is a source of power supplying
the aerodrome service from a substation other than the normal
substation through a transmission line following a route different
from the normal power supply route and such that the possibility
of a simultaneous failure of the normal and independent public
power supplies is extremely remote; or
(b) standby power unit(s), which are engine generators, batteries, etc.,
from which electric power can be obtained.
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Table 11 - Secondary power supply requirements

Runway
Type
Noninstrume
nt

Lighting aids requiring power
Visual approach slope indicatorsa
Runway edgeb
Runway thresholdb
Runway endb
Obstacle

Nonprecision
approach

Maximum
switch-over
time
15 seconds
15 seconds
15 seconds
15 seconds
15 seconds

Approach lighting system
15 seconds
a,d
Visual approach slope indicators
15 seconds
Runway edge d
15 seconds
Runway threshold d
15 seconds
Runway end
15 seconds
Obstacle a
15 seconds
Precision
Approach lighting system
15 seconds
approach
Visual approach slope indicators a,d
15 seconds
d
category
Runway edge
15 seconds
I
Runway threshold d
15 seconds
Runway end
15 seconds
Essential taxiways a
15 seconds
a
Obstacle
15 seconds
Precision
Inner 300 m of the approach
1 second
approach
lighting system
15 seconds
category
Other parts of the approach
15 seconds
II
lighting system
15 seconds
Obstacle a
1 second
Runway edge
1 second
Runway threshold
1 second
Runway end
1 second
Runway centre line
1 second
Runway touchdown zone
15 seconds
All stop bars
Essential taxiway
a. Supplied with secondary power when their operation is essential to the
safety of flight operation.
b. See Part XIV– Visual aids for air navigation, regarding the use of
emergency lighting.
c. One second where no runway centre line lights are provided.
d. One second where approaches are over hazardous or precipitous terrain.
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Electrical
System
design

183. (1) For a runway meant for use in runway visual range conditions less than a
value of 550 m, the electrical systems for the power supply, lighting and control
of the lighting systems included in Table 11 shall be so designed that an equipment
failure shall not leave the pilot with inadequate visual guidance or misleading
information.
(2) Where the secondary power supply of an aerodrome is provided by the use of
duplicate feeders, such supplies shall be physically and electrically separate
so as to ensure the required level of availability and independence.
(3) Where a runway forming part of a standard taxi-route is provided with runway
lighting and taxiway lighting, the lighting systems shall be interlocked to
preclude the possibility of simultaneous operation of both forms of lighting.

Monitoring of
electrical
systems

184. (1) A system of monitoring shall be employed to indicate the operational status
of the lighting systems.
(2) Where lighting systems are used for aircraft control purposes, such systems
shall be monitored automatically so as to provide an indication of any fault
which may affect the control functions and this information shall be relayed
to the air traffic service unit.
(3) Where a change in the operational status of lights has occurred, an indication
may be provided within two seconds for a stop bar at a runway holding
position and within five seconds for all other types of visual aids.
(4) For a runway meant for use in runway visual range conditions less than a
value of 550 m, the lighting systems detailed in Table 11 shall be monitored
automatically so as to provide an indication when the serviceability level of
any element falls below the minimum serviceability level specified in
Regulation… and this information shall automatically be relayed to the
maintenance crew.
(5) For a runway meant for use in runway visual range conditions less than a
value of 550 m, the lighting systems detailed in Table 11 shall be monitored
automatically to provide an indication when the serviceability level of any
element falls below the minimum level specified below which operations
shall not continue; and this information shall be automatically relayed to the
air traffic services unit and displayed in a prominent position.
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PART XI
AERODROME OPERATIONAL SERVICES, EQUIPMENT, INSTALLATIONS AND
FACILITIES
Aerodrome Emergency Planning
Application
185. The regulations relating to Aerodrome Emergency Planning shall apply to all
aerodromes commensurate with the size and complexity of their operations.
General
Aerodrome
emergency
planning
requirements

186. (1)
An aerodrome operator shall establish an aerodrome emergency plan
at the aerodrome commensurate with the most demanding aircraft operations and
other activities conducted at the aerodrome.
(2) The aerodrome emergency plan shall provide for the coordination of the
actions to be taken in the event of an emergency occurring at the
aerodrome or in its vicinity.
(3) Aerodrome emergencies shall include –
(a) aircraft emergencies;
(b) sabotage including bomb threats;
(c) unlawfully seizure of aircraft;
(d) dangerous goods occurrences;
(e) building fires;
(f) natural disasters; and
(g) public health emergencies.
(4) Subject to sub-regulation (3) (g), public health emergencies shall
include–
(a) increased risk of travellers or cargo spreading a serious communicable
disease internationally through air transport; and
(b) severe outbreak of a communicable disease potentially affecting a
large proportion of aerodrome staff.
(5) The aerodrome emergency plan shall set forth the procedures for
coordinating the response or participation of all existing agencies
which, in the opinion of the appropriate authority would be of
assistance in responding to an emergency, including(a) at an aerodrome (i) air traffic control unit;
(ii) rescue and fire fighting services;
(iii) aerodrome administration;
(iv) medical, port health and ambulance services;
(v) aircraft operators;
(vi) security services; and
(vii) airport police unit
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(b) outside the aerodromes (i) fire departments;
(ii) Police services;
(iii) health authorities including medical, ambulance services, hospitals and
public health services;
(iv) the military forces
(v) harbour patrol or coast guard
(6) Public health services shall include planning to minimize adverse effects
to the community from health-related events and deal with population
health issues rather than provision of health services to individuals.
(7) The aerodrome emergency plan shall provide for cooperation and
coordination with the rescue coordination centre as necessary.
(8) The aerodrome emergency plan shall include at least the following(a) the types of emergencies planned for;
(b) agencies to be involved in the plan;
(c) the responsibility and role of each agency, the emergency
operation centre and the command post for each type of
emergency;
(d) information on names and contacts of offices or people to be
contacted in the case of a particular emergency; and
(e) a grid map of the aerodrome and its immediate vicinity.
(9) In developing an aerodrome emergency plan, the aerodrome operator
shall take into consideration the human factor principles to ensure
optimum response by all existing agencies participating in the
emergency operations.
(10) An aerodrome operator shall engage the relevant stakeholders in the
development of the aerodrome emergency plan.
Emergency
planning committee

187. An operator shall form an emergency planning committee to discuss,
determine and implement emergency planning arrangements commensurate with
the size and type of aircraft that use the aerodrome.

Emergency
operation centre
and command post

188. (1) An operator of an aerodrome shall ensure that a fixed emergency operation
centre and a mobile command post are available for use during an emergency.
(2) The emergency operations centre shall be a part of the aerodrome
facilities and shall be responsible for the overall coordination and
general direction of the response to an emergency.
(3) The command post shall be a facility capable of being moved rapidly to
the site of an emergency, when required, and shall undertake the local
coordination of those agencies responding to the emergency.
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(4) An operator shall ensure that a person is assigned to assume control of
the emergency operations centre and, when appropriate, another person
the mobile command post.
Communication
system

189. An operator shall ensure that adequate communication systems linking the
command post and the emergency operations centre with each other and with the
participating agencies are provided in accordance with the plan and are consistent
with the particular requirements of the aerodrome.

Aerodrome
emergency exercise

190. (1) The aerodrome emergency plan shall contain procedures for periodic
testing of the adequacy of the plan and for reviewing the results in order to improve
its effectiveness and shall include all participating agencies and associated
equipment.
(2) The aerodrome emergency plan required by sub-regulation (1) shall be
tested by conducting –
(a) a full-scale aerodrome emergency exercise at intervals not exceeding
two years and partial emergency exercises in the intervening year to
ensure that any deficiencies found during the full-scale aerodrome
emergency exercise have been corrected; or
(b) a series of modular tests commencing in the first year and concluding
in a full-scale aerodrome emergency exercise at intervals not exceeding
three years; and reviewed thereafter, or after an actual emergency, so as
to correct any deficiency found during such exercises or actual
emergency.

Emergencies in
difficult
environment

191. (1)
The aerodrome emergency plan shall include the ready availability of
and coordination with appropriate specialist rescue services to be able to respond
to emergencies where an aerodrome is located close to water and/or swampy areas
and where a significant portion of approach or departure operations takes place
over these areas.
(2) At an aerodrome located close to a water body, a swampy area, or
difficult terrain, the aerodrome emergency plan shall include the
establishment, testing and assessment at regular intervals of a predetermined response for the specialist rescue services.
(3) An assessment of the approach and departure areas within 1,000 m of
the runway threshold shall be carried out to determine the options
available for intervention.
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Provision of
aerodrome rescue
and firefighting
services

Level of protection
for rescue and fire
fighting services to
be provided

Rescue and firefighting
192. (1)
An aerodrome operator shall put in place rescue and firefighting
equipment and services commensurate with the category of the aerodrome.
(2) Public or private organizations, suitably located and equipped, may be
designated to provide the rescue and firefighting service and where
designated the fire station housing these organizations shall where
possible be located on the aerodrome, although an off-aerodrome
location is not precluded provided the response time can be met.
(3) Where an aerodrome is located close to a water body, a swampy area or
difficult terrain and where a significant portion of approach or departure
operations takes place over such an area, specialist rescue services and
fire-fighting equipment appropriate to the hazard and risk shall be made
available.
(4) Subject to sub-regulation (3), the aerodrome operator shall plan and
deploy the necessary life-saving flotation equipment as expeditiously as
possible in a number commensurate with the largest aeroplane normally
using the aerodrome.
193. (1)
The level of protection provided at an aerodrome for rescue and
firefighting shall be appropriate to the aerodrome category determined using the
principles in sub-regulation (2) and (3) below, except that, where the number of
movements of the aeroplanes in the highest category normally using the aerodrome
is less than 700 in the busiest consecutive three months, the level of protection
provided shall be not less than one category below the determined category.
(2) The aerodrome rescue and firefighting services category shall be
determined using Table 9 and shall be based on the longest aeroplane
that normally uses the aerodrome, and its fuselage width.
(3) Where after selecting the aerodrome category appropriate to the longest
aeroplane’s overall length, that aeroplane’s fuselage width is found to be
greater than the maximum width in Table 9, column 3, for that category,
then the category for that aeroplane shall be one category higher.
(4) During anticipated periods of reduced activity, the level of protection
available shall be no less than that needed for the highest category of
aeroplane planned to use the aerodrome during that time irrespective of
the number of movements.
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Table 9 – Aerodrome category for rescue and fire fighting
Aerodrome
Aircraft overall length
Maximum
fire
fuselage width
category
1
0 M up to but not including 9 M
2M
2
9 M up to but not including 12 M
2M
3
12 M up to but not including 18 M
3M
4
18 M up to but not including 24 M
4M
5
24 M up to but not including 28 M
4M
6
28 M up to but not including 39 M
5M
7
39 M up to but not including 49 M
5M
8
49 M up to but not including 61 M
7M
9
61 M up to but not including 76 M
7M
10
76 M up to but not including 90 M
8M
Extinguishing
agents

194. (1) Both principal and complementary agents shall be provided at an
aerodrome.
(2) The principal extinguishing agent shall be:
(a) a foam meeting the minimum performance level A; or
(b) a foam meeting the minimum performance level B; or
(c) a foam meeting the minimum performance level C; or
(d) a combination of these agents;
except that the principal extinguishing agent for aerodromes in categories 1 to
3 shall preferably meet the minimum performance level B or C foam.
(3) The complementary extinguishing agent shall be a dry chemical powder
suitable for extinguishing hydrocarbon fires, and care must be taken to
ensure compatibility when selecting dry chemical powder for use with
foam; and alternate complementary agents having equivalent
firefighting capability may be utilised.
(4) The amounts of water for foam production and the complementary
agents to be provided on the rescue and fire fighting vehicles shall be in
accordance with the aerodrome category determined in accordance with
Table 10 below, except that for aerodrome categories 1 and 2 up to 100
per cent of the water may be substituted with complementary agent.
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(5) For the purpose of agent substitution, 1 kg of complementary agent shall
be taken as equivalent to 1.0 L of water for production of a foam meeting
performance level A.
(6) The amounts of water specified for foam production shall be predicated
on an application rate of 8.2 L/min/m2 for a foam meeting performance
level A, 5.5 L/min/m2 for a foam meeting performance level B and 3.75
L/min/m2 for a foam meeting performance level C; and when any other
complementary agent is used, the substitution ratios shall be checked.
(7) At aerodromes where operations by aeroplanes larger than the average
size in a given category are planned, the quantities of water shall be
recalculated and the amount of water for foam production and the
discharge rates for foam solution shall be increased accordingly.
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Table 10 - Minimum usable amounts of extinguishing agents
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(8) The quantity of foam concentrates separately provided on vehicles for
foam production shall be in proportion to the quantity of water provided
and the foam concentrate selected.
(9) The amount of foam concentrate provided on a vehicle shall be sufficient
to produce at least two loads of foam solution.
(10) Supplementary water supplies, for the expeditious replenishment of
rescue and fire fighting vehicles at the scene of an aircraft accident, shall
be provided.
(11) When a combination of different performance level foams are
provided at an aerodrome, the total amount of water to be provided for
foam production shall be calculated for each foam type and the
distribution of these quantities shall be documented for each vehicle and
applied to the overall rescue and firefighting requirement.
(12) The complementary agents shall comply with the appropriate
specifications of the International Organization for Standardisation (ISO
7202 (Powder)).
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(13) The discharge rate of the foam solution and of complementary agents
shall be no less than the values shown in Table 10.
(14) Dry chemical powders shall only be substituted with an agent that
has equivalent or better firefighting capabilities for all types of fires
where complementary agent is expected to be used.
(15) A reserve supply of foam concentrate, equivalent to 200 per cent of
the quantities identified in Table 10, shall be maintained on the
aerodrome for vehicle replenishment purposes and foam concentrate
carried on fire vehicles in excess of the quantities specified in Table 10,
shall be considered to contribute to the reserve.
(16) A reserve supply of complementary agent, equivalent to 100 per cent
of the quantity identified in Table 10, shall be maintained on the
aerodrome for vehicle replenishment purposes and sufficient propellant
gas shall be included to utilize this reserve complementary agent.
(17) Category 1 and 2 aerodromes that have replaced up to 100 per cent
of the water with complementary agent shall hold a reserve supply of
complementary agent of 200 per cent.
(18) Where a major delay in the replenishment of the supplies is
anticipated, the amount of reserve supply required by sub-regulations
(1), (2) and (3) shall be increased as determined by a risk assessment.

Rescue equipment

195. An operator shall ensure that rescue equipment commensurate with the level
of aircraft operations are provided on the rescue and fire fighting vehicles.

Response time for
rescue and
firefighting services

196. (1) The operational objective of the rescue and firefighting service shall be to
achieve a response time not exceeding three minutes to any point of each
operational runway in optimum visibility and surface conditions.
(2) The operational objective of the rescue and firefighting service shall be
to achieve a response time not exceeding three minutes to any other part
of the movement area in optimum visibility and surface conditions.
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(3) For the purpose of these regulations, response time means the time
between the initial call to the rescue and firefighting service, and the time
when the first responding vehicle is in position to apply foam at a rate of
at least 50 per cent of the discharge rate specified in Table 10 and
optimum visibility while optimum visibility and surface conditions
means daytime, good visibility, no precipitation with normal response
route free of surface contamination such as water.
(4) To meet the operational objectives as nearly as possible in less than
optimum conditions of visibility, especially during low visibility
operations, suitable guidance, equipment and/or procedures for rescue
and firefighting services shall be provided.
(5) Any vehicles, other than the first responding vehicle(s), required to
deliver the amounts of extinguishing agents specified in Table 10 shall
ensure continuous agent application and shall arrive no more than four
minutes from the initial call.
(6) A system of preventive maintenance of rescue and fire fighting vehicles
shall be employed to ensure effectiveness of the equipment and
compliance with the specified response time throughout the life of the
vehicle.
Establishment of
emergency access
roads

197. (1) Emergency access roads shall be provided on an aerodrome where terrain
conditions permit their construction, so as to facilitate achieving minimum
response times.
(2) Particular attention shall be given to the provision of ready access to
approach areas up to 1 000 m from the threshold, or at least within the
aerodrome boundary and where a fence is provided, the need for
convenient access to outside areas shall be taken into account.
(3) Aerodrome service roads may serve as emergency access roads when
they are suitably located and constructed.
(4) Emergency access roads shall be capable of supporting the heaviest
vehicles which shall use them, and be usable in all weather conditions.
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(5) Roads within 90 m of a runway shall be surfaced to prevent surface
erosion and the transfer of debris to the runway. Sufficient vertical
clearance shall be provided from overhead obstructions for the largest
vehicles.
(6) When the surface of the road is indistinguishable from the surrounding
area, edge markers shall be placed at intervals of about 10 m.

Fire stations

198.

(1) Rescue and fighting vehicles shall be housed in a fire station.
(2) Satellite fire stations shall be provided where the response time cannot
be achieved from a single fire station.
(3) The fire station shall be located so that the access for rescue and fire
fighting vehicles into the runway area is direct and clear, requiring a
minimum number of turns.

Communication
and alerting
systems for rescue
and firefighting
services

199. (1) An aerodrome operator shall provide a discrete communication system
linking a fire station with the control tower, any other fire station on the aerodrome
and the rescue and fire fighting vehicles.
(2) An alerting system for rescue and firefighting personnel, capable of
being operated from that station, shall be provided at a fire station, any
other fire station on the aerodrome and at the aerodrome control tower.

Number of rescue
and fire fighting
vehicles

200. The minimum number of rescue and fire fighting vehicle provided at an
aerodrome shall be in accordance with the following tabulation:
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Table 11 - Minimum number of rescue and fire fighting vehicle
Aerodrome fire
category
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Requirements for
rescue and
firefighting
personnel

Number of rescue and fire fighting
vehicles
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
3
3

201. (1) An aerodrome operator shall ensure that all rescue and firefighting
personnel are properly trained to perform their duties in an efficient manner, and
shall participate in live fire drills commensurate with the types of aircraft and type
of rescue and firefighting equipment in use at the aerodrome, including pressurefed fuel fires.
(2) For the purpose of these regulations, pressure-fed fires are fires
associated with fuel discharge under very high pressure from a ruptured
fuel tank.
(3) The rescue and firefighting personnel training programme shall include
training in human performance, including team coordination.
(4) During flight operations, sufficient trained and competent personnel
shall be designated to be readily available to ride the rescue and fire
fighting vehicles and to operate the equipment at maximum capacity.
(5) The rescue and fire fighting personnel shall be deployed in a way that
ensures that minimum response times can be achieved and that
continuous agent application at the appropriate rate can be fully
maintained, taking into account, the need for the personnel to use hand
lines, ladders and other rescue and fire fighting equipment normally
associated with aircraft rescue and fire fighting operations.
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(6) In determining the minimum number of rescue and firefighting
personnel required, a task resource analysis shall be completed and the
level of staffing documented in the Aerodrome Manual.
(7) All responding rescue and firefighting personnel shall be provided with
protective clothing and respiratory equipment to enable them to perform
their duties in an effective manner.
Maintenance of fire
prevention
programme

Removal of
disabled aircraft

202. (1)
An aerodrome operator shall establish a fire prevention programme
with preventive measures against possible fires on the aerodrome and identify a
person to maintain the fire prevention programme for the aerodrome and the
aerodrome buildings.
(2) Where an aerodrome does not have designated fire service, the
aerodrome operator shall arrange with the relevant local government
authority or any other concerned authority to maintain a fire prevention
programme for the aerodrome and to advise the operator of any
dangerous conditions for rectification.
(3) An aerodrome operator shall ensure that unsafe practices that may result
in fire are not performed on the aerodrome or within its vicinity.
(4) Notwithstanding sub-regulation (3) where unsafe practices are
performed during maintenance on the aerodrome, an operator shall alert
the rescue and firefighting services concerned, to be on standby for the
duration of the practices.
Disabled aircraft removal
203. (1)
An aerodrome operator shall have in place a plan for the removal of an
aircraft disabled on, or adjacent to, the movement area and shall designate a
coordinator to implement the plan when necessary.
(2) The disabled aircraft removal plan shall be based on the characteristics
of the aircraft that may normally be expected to operate at the aerodrome,
and include among other things –
(a) a list of equipment and personnel on, or in the vicinity of, the aerodrome
which would be available for such purpose; and;
(b) arrangement for the rapid receipt of aircraft recovery equipment kits
from other aerodromes, where applicable; and
(c) the name and contacts of the coordinator designated to implement the
plan.
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(3) The plan under this regulation shall include particulars of the procedures
for removing a disabled aircraft on the movement area or adjacent to it.
Wildlife strike hazard reduction

Wildlife hazard
management

204. (1) An operator shall, in consultation with the authority responsible for
wildlife, take necessary action to control wildlife hazards at the aerodrome.
(2) An operator shall ensure that procedures to deal with the danger posed to aircraft
operations by the presence of wildlife in the aerodrome flight pattern or
movement area are in place.
(3) The wildlife management plan of an aerodrome shall be approved by the
Authority and shall form part of the aerodrome manual.
The wildlife strike hazard on, or in the vicinity of, an aerodrome shall be assessed through:

Wildlife strike
hazard reduction at
aerodrome

205. (1)
An operator shall, in consultation with the authority responsible for
wildlife, take all reasonable steps to minimize the risks associated with wildlife
strike hazards. The wildlife strike hazard on, or in the vicinity of, an aerodrome
shall be assessed through:
(2) An operator shall take practical measures to control the wildlife habitat at or
around the aerodrome and to disperse birds, which are a potential hazard to
aircraft operations.
(3) A wildlife strike hazard on, or in the vicinity of, an aerodrome shall be assessed
through (a) the establishment of a national procedure for recording and reporting
wildlife strikes to aircraft;
(b) the collection of information from aircraft operators, aerodrome
personnel, and other sources on the presence of wildlife on, or around
the aerodrome constituting a potential hazard to aircraft operations.;
and
(c) an on-going evaluation of the wildlife hazard by competent personnel.
(4) The aerodrome operator shall collect and forward wildlife strike reports to the
Authority for submission to ICAO for inclusion in the ICAO Bird Strike
Information System (IBIS) database.
(5) An aerodrome operator shall take action to decrease the risk to aircraft operations
by adopting measures to minimize the likelihood of collisions between wildlife
and aircraft.
(6) An aerodrome operator in collaboration with the appropriate authorities shall
take action to eliminate or to prevent the establishment of refuse collection sites,
garbage disposal dumps, including landfills, or any other source which may
attract wildlife to the aerodrome, or its vicinity, unless an appropriate wildlife
assessment indicates that they are unlikely to create conditions conducive to a
wildlife hazard problem.
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(7) Subject to sub-regulation (6), refuse collection sites, garbage disposal dumps and
landfills shall be located no closer than a 13km radius circle centred on the
aerodrome reference point and shall be located further, where located in the
vicinity of an approach and take-off path of an aerodrome, except where studies
of flight lines of birds attracted to these sites show that the birds shall not be
problematic for the aerodrome.
(8) Where the elimination of existing sites is not possible, the operator and the
appropriate authorities shall ensure that any risk to aircraft posed by these sites
is assessed and reduced to as low as reasonably practicable.
(9) An aerodrome operator shall establish a local wildlife hazard management
committee to manage wildlife hazard at the aerodrome.
(10) An aerodrome operator shall establish aerodrome wildlife control unit,
adequately equipped to control and manage wildlife hazard at the aerodrome.
(11) The operator shall cause records of all aspects of wildlife hazard control to be
kept and shall report all wildlife strikes to the Authority.
(12) An operator shall monitor the local environment including any activities that
may attract wildlife and in designing the wildlife hazard management
programme, shall consider that environment and the activities that may attract
wildlife.
(13) The authority shall give due consideration to aviation safety concerns related
to land developments in the vicinity of the aerodrome that may attract wildlife.
National
Committee on
Wildlife Hazard
Management

206. There shall be a national committee on wildlife hazard management
established by the national authority responsible for airports.

207. The national committee on wildlife hazard management shall be responsible
Responsibilities of
for –
the National
(a)
analysing wildlife hazard problems at aerodromes;
Committee on
Wildlife Hazard
Management
(b) carrying out research and development on wildlife hazard management;
(c) acting as an interface between the aerodrome operators and air operators;
(d) advising aerodrome operators on wildlife hazard management; and
(e) reviewing the effectiveness of the wildlife hazard management
programmes at aerodromes.

208. The national committee on wildlife hazard management shall consist of:
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Composition of the
National
Committee on
Wildlife Hazard
Management

(a) the chief executive of the State’s airports authority who shall be the chair;
(b) representatives from the ministries responsible for civil aviation, local
government, and defence;
(c) aerodrome operator representatives;
(d) aircraft operator representatives;
(e) chairpersons of the airports’ local wildlife hazard management
committees;
(f) air navigation service provider representatives;
(g) agencies responsible for wildlife services; and
(h) such other persons or agencies as may be deemed necessary.

Apron management service
209. (1)
When warranted by the volume of traffic and operating
Apron management
conditions, an appropriate apron management service shall be provided on an
service
apron by an aerodrome air traffic services unit, by the aerodrome operating
authority, or by a cooperative combination of these, in order to:
(a) regulate movement with the objective of preventing collisions
between aircraft, and between aircraft and obstacles;
(b) regulate entry of aircraft into, and coordinate exit of aircraft
from, the apron with the aerodrome control tower; and
(c) ensure safe and expeditious movement of vehicles and
appropriate regulation of other activities.
(2) Where the aerodrome control tower does not participate in the apron
management service, procedures shall be established to facilitate the orderly
transition of aircraft between the apron management unit and the aerodrome
control tower.
(3) An aerodrome operator shall ensure that, where an apron management service is
established, radio telephony communication facilities are provided.
(4) Where low visibility procedures are in effect, persons and vehicles operating in
the apron shall be restricted to the essential minimum.
(5) An emergency vehicle responding to an emergency shall have priority over all
other surface movement traffic.
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(6) A vehicle operating on an apron shall:
(a) give way to an emergency vehicle; an aircraft taxiing, about to taxi, or
being pushed or towed; and
(b) give way to other vehicles in accordance with local regulations.
(7) An aircraft stand shall be visually monitored to ensure that the recommended
clearance distances are provided to an aircraft using the stand.

Ground servicing
of aircraft

210.
(1)
An aerodrome operator shall ensure that fire extinguishing
equipment, suitable for at least the initial intervention in the event of a fuel fire, is
readily available during the ground servicing of an aircraft, and that there is means
of quickly summoning the rescue and firefighting service in the event of a fire or
major fuel spill.
(2) An aerodrome operator shall ensure that, when aircraft refuelling operations take
place while passengers are on board, embarking or disembarking, ground
equipment are positioned in a manner that allows (a) the use of a sufficient number of exits for expeditious evacuation;
and
(b) a ready escape route from each of the exits to be used in an
emergency.

Aerodrome vehicle
operation

211.
(1) A person shall not operate a vehicle on the manoeuvring
area at an aerodrome where air traffic service is provided, except where
authorized by the aerodrome control tower.
(2) A person shall not operate a vehicle on an apron of an aerodrome except where
authorized by the aerodrome operator.
(3) A vehicle operating on the movement area shall have a rotating beacon.
(4) A driver of the vehicle on the movement area shall comply with all mandatory
instructions conveyed by markings and signs, where the vehicle is on the
manoeuvring area, except where the driver is authorized by:
(a) the aerodrome control tower when on the manoeuvring area; and
(b) on an apron only as authorized by the appropriate designated authority
(5) A driver of the vehicle on the movement area shall comply with all mandatory
instructions conveyed by lights.
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(6) A driver of a vehicle on the movement area shall comply with all mandatory
instructions conveyed by lights and instructions issued by the aerodrome control
tower where the vehicle is on the manoeuvring area or by the appropriate
designated authority, where the vehicle is on an apron.
(7) A driver of a vehicle on the movement area shall be appropriately trained for the
tasks to be performed and shall comply with the instructions issued by:
(a) the aerodrome control tower, when on the manoeuvring area; and
(b) the appropriate designated authority, when on the apron.
(8) A driver of a radio-equipped vehicle shall establish satisfactory two-way radio
communication with the aerodrome control tower before entering the
manoeuvring area and with the appropriate designated authority before entering
the apron and shall maintain a continuous listening watch on the assigned
frequency while on the movement area.
212. (1) A surface movement guidance and control system (SMGCS) shall
Surface movement
be provided at an aerodrome.
guidance and
control systems
(2) The design of an SMGCS provided at an aerodrome shall take into account:
(a) the density of air traffic;
(b) the visibility conditions under which operations are intended;
(c) the need for pilot orientation;
(d) the complexity of the aerodrome layout; and
(e) movements of vehicles.
(3) The visual aid components of an SMGCS, that is, markings, lights and signs,
shall be designed to conform with the relevant specifications in these regulations
(4) An SMGCS shall be designed to assist in the prevention of inadvertent
incursions of aircraft and vehicles onto an active runway.
(5) The system shall be designed to assist in the prevention of collisions between
aircraft, and between aircraft and vehicles or objects, on any part of the
movement area.
(6) Where an SMGCS is provided by selective switching of stop bars and taxiway
centre line lights, the following requirements shall be met(a) taxiway routes which are indicated by illuminated taxiway
centre line lights shall be capable of being terminated by an
illuminated stop bar;
(b) the control circuits shall be so arranged that when a stop bar
located ahead of an aircraft is illuminated, the appropriate
section of taxiway centre line lights beyond it is suppressed;
and
(c) the taxiway centre line lights are activated ahead of an aircraft
when the stop bar is suppressed.
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(7) Surface movement radar for the manoeuvring area shall be provided at an
aerodrome intended for use in runway visual range conditions less than a value
of 350 m.
(8) Minimum for the manoeuvring area shall be provided at an aerodrome other than
that in sub-regulation (7) when traffic density and operating conditions are such
that regularity of traffic flow cannot be maintained by alternative procedures and
facilities.
(9) This regulation shall apply to aerodromes in category A.
213. (1) Unless its function requires it to be there for air navigation or for
Siting of equipment
and installations on aircraft safety purposes, no equipment or installation shall be(a) on a runway strip, a runway end safety area, a taxiway strip or
operational areas
within the distances specified in Table 2, column 11, where it
would endanger an aircraft; or
(b) on a clearway where it would endanger an aircraft in the air.
(2) Any equipment or installation required for air navigation or for aircraft safety
purposes which must be located(a) on that portion of a runway strip within:
(i) 75 m of the runway centre line where the code number is 3 or
4; or
(ii) 45 m of the runway centre line where the code number is 1 or
2; or
(b) on a runway end safety area, a taxiway strip or within the
distances specified in Table 2; or
(c) on a clearway and which would endanger an aircraft in the air;
shall be frangible and mounted as low as possible.
(3) Any equipment or installation required for air navigation or for aircraft safety
purposes which must be located on the non-graded portion of a runway strip
shall be regarded as an obstacle and shall be frangible and mounted as low as
possible.
(4) Unless its function requires it to be there for air navigation or for aircraft safety
purposes, no equipment or installation shall be located within 240 m from the
end of the strip and within(a) 60 m of the extended centre line where the code number is 3 or
4; or
(b) 45 m of the extended centre line where the code number is 1 or
2;
of a precision approach runway category I, II or III.
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(5) Any equipment or installation required for air navigation or for aircraft safety
purposes which must be located on or near a strip of a precision approach runway
category I, II or III and which
(a) is situated within 240 m from the end of the strip and within(i) 60 m of the extended runway centre line where the code number is 3
or 4; or
(ii) 45 m of the extended runway centre line where the code number is 1
or 2; or
(b) penetrates the inner approach surface, the inner transitional surface or
the balked landing surface;
shall be frangible and mounted as low as possible.
(6) Any equipment or installation required for air navigation or for aircraft safety
purposes which are an obstacle of operational significance shall be frangible and
mounted as low as possible.
Fencing of
aerodromes and
installations

214. (1) An aerodrome operator of an aerodrome shall provide a fence or a
suitable barrier on the aerodrome (a)
to prevent the entrance into the movement area, of any animals likely
to be a hazard to aircraft; and
(b)
to deter the inadvertent or premeditated access of an unauthorised
person onto a non-public area of the aerodrome.
(2) An aerodrome operator shall provide suitable means of protection for an
aerodrome to deter the inadvertent or premeditated access of unauthorised
persons into ground installations and facilities essential for the safety of civil
aviation located off the aerodrome.
(3) The fence or barrier required under sub-regulation (1) shall be located so as to
separate the movement area and other facilities or zones on the aerodrome which
are vital to the safe operation of aircraft from areas open to public access.
(4) Where greater security is needed, a cleared area shall be provided on both sides
of the fence or barrier to facilitate the work of patrols and to make trespassing
more difficult and provision for a perimeter road along the aerodrome fencing
for the use of both maintenance personnel and security patrols may be made.
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Security lighting of
aerodrome fence

Autonomous
runway incursion
warning system
(ARIWS)

215.
Where it is deemed desirable for security reasons, a fence or
other barrier provided for the protection of international civil aviation and its
facilities shall be illuminated at a minimum essential level and the security
lighting shall be located so that the ground area on both sides of the fence or
barrier, particularly at access points, is illuminated.
216. (1) Where an ARIWS is installed at an aerodrome(a) it shall provide autonomous detection of a potential incursion or of the
occupancy of an active runway and a direct warning to a flight crew or
vehicle operator;
(b) it shall function and be controlled independently of any other visual
system on the aerodrome;
(c) its visual aid components, including lights, shall be designed to
conform with the relevant specifications in these Regulations; and
(d) failure of part or all of it shall not interfere with normal aerodrome
operations. To this end, provision shall be made to allow the ATC unit
to partially or entirely shut down the system.
(2) It is intended that the system be operational under all weather conditions,
including low visibility.
(3) Where an ARIWS is installed at an aerodrome, information on its characteristics
and status shall be provided to the Aeronautical Information Services for
promulgation in the AIP with the description of the aerodrome surface
movement guidance and control system and markings as specified in the
applicable Civil Aviation (Aeronautical Information Services) Regulations.

Maintenance of
safety inspection
programme

217.
(1) An aerodrome operator shall establish and maintain a
safety inspection programme for the aerodrome.
(2) The safety inspection programme shall (a) provide procedures to ensure that competent aerodrome personnel
execute the programme effectively; and
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(b) provide a reporting system to ensure prompt correction of unsafe
aerodrome conditions noted during any inspection.

Access of ground
vehicles to
aerodrome
movement area

218. (1) An aerodrome operator shall (a) limit the access of any ground vehicles used for aerodrome and aircraft
operations, to the aerodrome manoeuvring area;
(b) provide adequate procedures for the safe and orderly access to the
aerodrome and operation in the manoeuvring area of ground vehicles, where an
air traffic service unit is in operation at the aerodrome, in order to ensure that
each ground vehicle operating in the aerodrome manoeuvring area is controlled
by (i) two-way radio communication between the vehicle and the
air
traffic service unit;
(ii) an accompanying radio communication or an escort vehicle
with adequate measures including signals or guards to control the vehicle,
where the vehicle does not have a radio;
(c) provide adequate measures to ensure that ground vehicles operating
in the aerodrome movement area are controlled by signs, pre-arranged signals
or guidelines prescribed by the Authority in the applicable technical guidance
materials, where an air traffic service unit is not in operation at the aerodrome;
(d) ensure that any person who operates a ground vehicle on the
aerodrome movement area is familiar with and complies with the aerodrome
rules and procedures for the operation of ground vehicles as prescribed by the
Authority in the technical guidance material.
(2) An aerodrome operator shall ensure that a person who has access to the
aerodrome movement area wears a coloured reflective gear which shall be
conspicuously displayed while on the movement area.

Supply of aviation
fuel to aircraft

219.
(1) An operator of an aviation fuel installation at an aerodrome
shall not cause or permit any aviation fuel to be delivered to that installation or
from it, to an aircraft unless (a) when the aviation fuel is delivered to the installation, the operator of the
aviation fuel installation is satisfied that (i) the installation is capable of storing and dispensing the fuel so as not to
render it unfit for use in an aircraft;
(ii) the installation is marked in an appropriate manner to the grade of the fuel
stored or where different grades are stored in different parts, that each part is so
marked;
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(iii) in the case of delivery into the installation or part of the installation from a
vehicle or vessel, the fuel has been sampled and is of the grade appropriate to
that installation or part of the installation as the case may be and is fit for use
in an aircraft;
(b) when aviation fuel is dispensed from the installation, the operator
of the aviation fuel installation is satisfied after sampling, that the fuel is fit
for use in an aircraft.
(2) A person shall not cause or permit aviation fuel to be dispensed for use in an
aircraft where that person knows or has reason to believe that the aviation fuel
is not fit for use in an aircraft.
(3) An aerodrome operator of an aviation fuel installation shall not on an
aerodrome, supply fuel to an aircraft except at a place and in a manner
approved by the operator.
(4) An aerodrome operator may subject to the approval granted under subregulation (3), ensure compliance with any conditions as the operator may
impose, in order to safeguard persons or property on the ground.
(5) An aerodrome operator of an aviation fuel installation shall keep a written
record in respect of each installation managed by that operator.
(6) The record in sub-regulation (5) shall include (a) particulars of the grade and quantity of aviation fuel delivered and
the date of delivery;
(b) particulars of all samples taken of the aviation fuel and of the
results of the tests of those samples; and
(c) particulars of the maintenance and cleaning of the installation.
(7) An operator of an aviation fuel installation shall preserve the written record
for a period of twelve months or such longer period as the Authority may in
a particular case direct and shall, within a reasonable time after being
requested to do so by an authorised person, produce the record to that
authorised person.
(8) The Authority or an authorised person may direct the operator of an aviation
fuel installation not to permit aviation fuel to be dispensed from that
installation until the direction is revoked by the Authority or that authorised
person, where it appears to the Authority or to that authorised person that
aviation fuel is intended or likely to be delivered in contravention of this
regulation.
(9) For the purpose of this regulation (a) “aviation fuel” means fuel intended for use in an aircraft; and
(b) “aviation fuel installation” means any apparatus or container,
including a vehicle designed, manufactured or adapted for the storage of
aviation fuel or for the delivery of fuel to an aircraft.
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PART XII
AERODROME MAINTENANCE
Maintenance
programme

220.
(1) An aerodrome operator shall establish at the aerodrome, a
maintenance programme, including preventive maintenance to maintain a
facility in a condition that does not impair the safety, regularity and efficiency
of air navigation.
(2) In this regulation “facility” includes a pavement, visual aid, fencing, drainage system, electrical
system and building;
“preventive maintenance” means programmed maintenance work done to
prevent failure or degradation of a facility.
(3) The design and application of the maintenance programme shall observe
Human Factors principles.

Maintenance
of pavements
and adjacent
areas

221. An aerodrome operator shall at all times ensure that (a) the surfaces of all movement areas including pavements (runways,
taxiways, and aprons) and adjacent areas are inspected and their
conditions monitored regularly as part of an aerodrome preventive and
corrective maintenance programme with the objective of avoiding and
eliminating any foreign object debris (FOD) that might cause damage to
aircraft or impair the operation of aircraft systems;
(b) the surface of the runway is maintained in a condition that precludes
formation of harmful irregularities such as water pools and rough
surfaces;
(c) a paved runway is be maintained in a condition so as to provide surface
friction characteristics at or above the minimum friction level specified
by the Authority in Table 1 below..
(d) runway surface friction characteristics for maintenance purposes is
periodically measured with a continuous friction measuring device using
self-wetting features and documented and that the frequency of these
measurements are sufficient to determine the trend of the surface friction
characteristics of the runway;
(e) when runway surface friction measurements are made for maintenance
purposes using a self-wetting continuous friction measuring device, the
performance of the device shall meet the standard set or agreed by the
Authority, and the personnel measuring runway surface friction required
shall be trained to fulfil their duties.
(f) corrective maintenance action is taken to prevent the runway surface
friction characteristics for either the entire runway or a portion thereof
from falling below a minimum friction level specified by the Authority;
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(g) subject to paragraph (f) above, a portion of runway in the order of 100
m long may be considered significant for maintenance or reporting
action.
(h) when there is reason to believe that the drainage characteristics of a
runway or portions of the runway, are poor due to slopes or depressions,
then the runway friction characteristics are assessed under natural or
simulated conditions that are representative of local rain and corrective
maintenance action is taken where necessary;
(i) the runway surface shall be visually assessed, as necessary, under natural
or simulated rain conditions for ponding or poor drainage and where
required, corrective maintenance action taken.
(j) where a taxiway is used by turbine-engine aeroplanes, the surface of the
taxiway shoulders shall be maintained so as to be free of any loose stones
or other objects that may be ingested by the aeroplane engines;
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Test
tire
type

Test equipment
Mu-meter trailer
Skiddometer
Trailer
Surface Friction
Tester
Vehicle
Runway Friction
Tester Vehicle
TATRA Friction
Tester Vehicle
Grip Tester Trailer

Test tire
pressure
(KPa)

Test
Speed
(km/h)

Test water
depth
(mm)

Design
objective new
surface

Maintenanc
planning leve

A

70

65

1.0

0,72

0,52

A

70

95

1.0

0,66

0,38

B

210

65

1.0

0,82

0,60

B

210

95

1.0

0,74

0,47

B

210

65

1.0

0,82

0,60

B

210

95

1.0

0,74

0,47

B

210

65

1.0

0,82

0,60

B

210

95

1.0

0,74

0,54

B

210

65

1.0

0,76

0,57

B

210

95

1.0

0,67

0,52

C

140

65

1.0

0,74

0,53

C

140

95

1.0

0,64

0,36

Removal of
contaminants

222. (1) Standing water, mud, dust, sand, oil, rubber deposits and other
contaminants are removed from the surface of runways in use as rapidly and
completely as possible to minimize accumulation.
(2) Chemicals which may have harmful effects on aircraft or pavements, or
chemicals which may have toxic effects on the aerodrome environment, shall
not be used.

Maintenance
of runway

223. (1) The following specifications apply where a runway is to be
returned temporarily to an operational status before resurfacing is complete
during a runway pavement overlay project-
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pavement
overlays

Preventive
maintenance
of visual aids

(a) The longitudinal slope of the temporary ramp when established between
the new and old runway surfaces, measured with reference to the existing
runway surface or previous overlay course, shall be:
(b) 0.5 to 1.0 per cent for overlays up to and including 5 cm in thickness;
and not more than 0.5 per cent for overlays more than 5 cm in thickness;
(c) Overlaying shall proceed from one end of the runway toward the other
end so that based on runway utilization most aircraft operations shall
experience a down ramp;
(d) The entire width of the runway shall be overlaid during each work
session; and
(e) Before a runway being overlaid is returned to a temporary operational
status, a runway centre line marking shall be provided and in addition,
the location of any temporary threshold shall be identified by a 3.6 m
wide transverse stripe;
(2) An aerodrome operator shall ensure that, the overlay is constructed and
maintained above the minimum friction level specified by the Authority.
224.
(1) An aerodrome operator shall not operate an aerodrome
unless a system of preventive maintenance of visual aids is employed at the
aerodrome.
(2) The system of preventive maintenance of visual aids to be employed shall
ensure lighting and marking system reliability.
(3) (a) A light shall be deemed to be unserviceable when the main beam average
intensity is less than 50 per cent of the value specified in the appropriate figure
in the Fourth Schedule to these regulations.
(b) For light units where the designed main beam average intensity is above
the value shown in the Fourth Schedule to these regulations, the 50 per cent
value shall be related to that design value.
(4) The system of preventive maintenance employed for a precision approach
runway category II or III shall include at least the following checks:
(a) visual inspection and in-field measurement of the intensity, beam
spread and orientation of lights included in the approach and runway
lighting systems;
(b) control and measurement of the electrical characteristics of each
circuitry included in the approach and runway lighting systems; and
(c) control of the correct functioning of light intensity settings used by air
traffic control.
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(5) The in-field measurements of intensity, beam spread and orientation of lights
included in approach and runway lighting systems for a precision approach
runway category II or III shall be undertaken by measuring all lights, as far as
practicable, to ensure conformance with the applicable specification of in the
Fourth Schedule to these regulations.
(6) Measurement of intensity, beam spread and orientation of lights included in
approach and runway lighting systems for a precision approach runway
category II or III shall be undertaken using a mobile measuring unit of
sufficient accuracy to analyse the characteristics of the individual lights.
(7) The frequency of measurement of lights for a precision approach runways
categories II or III shall be based on traffic density, the local pollution level,
the reliability of installed lighting equipment and the continuous assessment
of the result of the in-field measurements but, in any event, shall not be less
than twice a year for in-pavement lights and not less than once a year for other
lights.
(8) The system of preventive maintenance employed for a precision approach
runway category II or III shall have as its objective that, during any period of
category II or III operations, all approach and runway lights are serviceable and
that, in any event, at least:
(a) 95 per cent of the lights are serviceable in each of the following particular
significant elements:
(i) precision approach category II and III lighting system, the inner 450 m;
(ii) runway centre line lights;
(iii)runway threshold lights; and
(iv) runway edge lights;
(b) 90 per cent of the lights are serviceable in the touchdown zone lights;
(c) 85 per cent of the lights are serviceable in the approach lighting system
beyond 450 m; and
(d) 75 per cent of the lights are serviceable in the runway end lights.
In order to provide continuity of guidance, the allowable percentage of
unserviceable lights shall not be permitted in such a way as to alter the basic
pattern of the lighting system. Additionally, an unserviceable light shall not be
permitted adjacent to another unserviceable light, except in a barrette or a
crossbar where two adjacent unserviceable lights may be permitted.
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(9) With respect to barrettes, crossbars and runway edge lights, lights are
considered to be adjacent where located consecutively and:
(a) laterally: in the same barrette or crossbar; or
(b) longitudinally: in the same row of edge lights or barrettes.
(10)
The system of preventive maintenance employed for a stop bar
provided at a runway-holding position used in conjunction with a runway
intended for operations in runway visual range conditions less than a value of
350 m shall have the following objectives:
(a) no more than two lights shall remain unserviceable; and
(b) two adjacent lights shall not remain unserviceable unless the light spacing
is significantly less than that specified.
(11)
The system of preventive maintenance employed for a taxiway intended
for use in runway visual range conditions less than a value of 350 m shall
have as its objective that no two adjacent taxiway centre line lights be
unserviceable.
(12)
The system of preventive maintenance employed for a precision
approach runway category I shall have as its objective that, during any period
of category I operations, all approach and runway lights are serviceable and
that, in any event, at least 85 per cent of the lights are serviceable in each of
the following:
(a) precision approach category I lighting system;
(b) runway threshold lights;
(c) runway edge lights; and
(d) runway end lights.
In order to provide continuity of guidance an unserviceable light shall not be
permitted adjacent to another unserviceable light unless the light spacing is
significantly less than that specified.
(13)
The system of preventive maintenance employed for a runway meant
for take-off in runway visual range conditions less than a value of 550 m shall
have as its objective that, during any period of operations, all runway lights
are serviceable and that in any event:
(a) at least 95 per cent of the lights are serviceable in the runway centre line
lights (where provided) and in the runway edge lights; and
(b) at least 75 per cent of the lights are serviceable in the runway end lights.
In order to provide continuity of guidance, an unserviceable light shall not be
permitted adjacent to another unserviceable light.
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(14)
The system of preventive maintenance employed for a runway meant
for take-off in runway visual range conditions of a value of 550 m or greater
shall have as its objective that, during any period of operations, all runway
lights are serviceable and that, in any event, at least 85 per cent of the lights
are serviceable in the runway edge lights and runway end lights. In order to
provide continuity of guidance, an unserviceable light shall not be permitted
adjacent to another unserviceable light.
(15)
During low visibility procedures the appropriate authority shall restrict
construction or maintenance activities in the proximity of aerodrome
electrical systems.
Construction
or
maintenance
activity
during low
visibility
operations
Works at
aerodromes

225. An aerodrome operator shall ensure that any construction or
maintenance activity is not undertaken in the proximity of aerodrome
electrical systems at any time during periods of low visibility
operations.

226. (1) An operator shall establish procedures and precautions to ensure that
any works carried out at an aerodrome do not endanger the safety of any
aircraft operations.
(2) The procedures and precautions in sub-regulation (1) shall comply with
guidelines prescribed by the Authority in the applicable technical
guidance material.

PART XIV
EXEMPTIONS
Application for
exemption

227. (1) A person may apply in writing to the Authority for an exemption from
specific provision of these Regulations in accordance with PART VIII the Civil
Aviation (Certification, Licensing and Registration of aerodromes) regulations.
PART XV
GENERAL PROVISIONS
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Deviations from
these Regulations

228. Any deviation from these Regulations shall be set out in an endorsement on
the aerodrome certificate, license and in the aerodrome manual.

Aeronautical study

229. (1) Where an aerodrome does not meet the requirements of these regulations,
the Authority may determine, after an aeronautical study, the conditions and
procedures that are necessary to ensure a level of safety equivalent to that
established by the relevant regulations.
(2) Subject to sub regulation (1), the aerodrome operator shall conduct an
aeronautical study, and submit the report to the authority for review.

Safety inspections
and audits

230. The Authority shall –
(a) carry out such safety inspections and audits as may be necessary for the
purpose of verifying the validity of an application for construction and
operation of an aerodrome;
(b)

Enforcement

carry out safety inspections and audits of any document and records of an
operator, which may be necessary to determine compliance with the
appropriate requirements as prescribed in these Regulations.

231. (1) The Authority shall take enforcement action on any regulated entity that
fails to comply with the provisions of these regulations.
(2) Inspectors of the Authority holding valid delegations shall take necessary
action to preserve safety where an undesirable condition has been detected.
(3) The action(s) referred to in sub-regulation (2) may include:
(a) In the case of a regulated entity, imposition of operating restrictions until
such a time that the existing undesirable condition has been resolved;
(b)

In carrying out the enforcement actions pursuant to the provisions of subregulation (2), the inspectors of the Authority shall invoke the powers with
due care and act in good faith in the interest of preserving safety.

(4) Inspectors of the Authority holding valid delegations shall take necessary
action to preserve safety where an undesirable condition has been detected.
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PART XVI
ENFORCEMENT, OFFENCES AND PENALTIES
Contravention of
Regulations

Enforcement

232. A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations may have his
certificate, licence, approval, authorisation or such other document suspended or
revoked.

233. (1) The Authority shall take enforcement action on any regulated entity that
fails to comply with the provisions of these regulations.
(2) A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations may have his
certificate, licence, approval, authorization or such other document revoked or
suspended by the Authority.
(3) Inspectors of the Authority holding valid delegations shall take necessary action
to preserve safety where an undesirable condition has been detected.
(4) The action(s) referred to in sub-regulation (2) may include:
(a) In the case of a regulated entity, imposition of operating restrictions until
such a time that the existing undesirable condition has been resolved;
(b) In carrying out the enforcement actions pursuant to the provisions of subregulation (2), the inspectors of the Authority shall invoke the powers in
the interest of preserving safety.

Offences and
Penalties

234. (1) A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations, orders or
notices commits an offence and upon conviction is liable to fine of not more than
[State million] shillings/pounds or to imprisonment for a term not more than [six
months] or to both.
(2) In the case of a continuing contravention, each day of the contravention shall
constitute a separate offence and shall be liable to an additional fine of not more
than [State shillings/Pounds] for each day the offence continues.
(3) Where it is proved that an act or omission of any person, which would otherwise
have been a contravention by that person of a provision of these Regulations,
orders or notices made there under was due to any cause not avoidable by the
exercise of reasonable care by that person, the act or omission shall be deemed
not to be a contra vention by that person of that provision.
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PART XVII
SAVINGS AND TRANSITION
Savings and
Transition

235. A licence, certificate, approval, construction permit or any other document
issued to an operator prior to the commencement of these Regulations shall
continue in force as where it was issued under these Regulations until it expires or
is cancelled by the Authority or a court of competent jurisdiction.

Revocation

236. The Civil Aviation (Aerodromes) Regulations, 2017 is repealed.
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_______________
FIRST SCHEDULE
____________
Regulation 57
_________
PART A
SYSTEMATIC MANAGEMENT OF SAFETY AT AERODROMES
1. Safety Management
All aerodromes shall establish and implement a system for managing safety at the aerodrome
commensurate with the size and complexity of the aerodrome.
2. Interpretation
In this Schedule, unless the context otherwise requires “risk” is the combination of the probability, or frequency of occurrence of a defined hazard and
the magnitude of the consequences of the occurrence.
3. Safety Objective
An aerodrome and the facilities, equipment and systems of the aerodrome shall be designed and
operated such that for any hazard, the combination of the probability of occurrence and the
seriousness of the consequences of the hazard occurring must not result in a level of risk that is
unacceptable.
4. Safety Management Policy Statements
Safety Management Systems (SMS) established at aerodromes shall include the following(a) a statement that the highest priority shall be attached to safety in relations to all business
activities;
(b) a business objective for safety that shall minimize the aerodrome’s contribution to aviation
accidents risk to as low as reasonably practicable;
(c) a commitment by the aerodrome operator to adopt an explicit and pro-active approach to
safety management.
(d) statements of safety-related responsibilities and accountabilities at all levels
of
the
organization;
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(e) a commitment to comply with all appropriate safety standards;
(f) a commitment that the safety assurance processes used by external suppliers comply with
safety standards and requirements;
(g) an emergency response plan that provides for the orderly and efficiency transition and
coordination of operations from normal to emergency and back to normal.
5. Safety Management Principles
(1)
(a) Whenever practicable, quantitative safety levels shall be derived, maintained and improved
for all aviation products and services delivered by the aerodrome; and when quantitative
safety levels cannot be derived, a qualitative reasoning shall be performed in order to meet
the safety objective.
(b) An operator shall assess all existing operations, proposed changes, additions or
replacements for their safety significance.
(c) An operator shall identify and record the safety requirements for a service or product, the
results of the safety assessment process and the evidence that the safety requirements have
been met; and the records shall be maintained throughout the life of the service or product.
(d) An operator shall ensure that personnel whose functions impact on safety at the aerodrome
are adequate, trained and qualified for the job they are required to do and for which they
have accountability.
(2)
(a) An operator shall ensure that there is accountability, at a suitable senior level for the
management, development and monitoring of the safety management system.
(b) An operator shall routinely carry out internal safety audits to provide assurance of the safety
activities and to confirm compliance with the safety requirements and the safety
management system.
(c) An operator shall have in place suitable monitoring arrangements so that undesirable trends
in service or product performance can be recognized and be subject to remedial action; and
in order to achieve this, the operator shall in accordance with the provisions of the Part B of
this Schedule –
(i) establish a reporting system for accident and incident reporting that ensures the
Authority is informed of the aviation safety aspects in connection with the
aerodrome;
(ii) investigate safety significant occurrences, identify any failures of its management of
safety and take corrective action where required;
(d) The operator shall establish and maintain procedures, which enable tracing of documents
and data related to the safety management system, and the procedures shall ensure that all
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safety related documents and data are available, and that invalid documents and data shall
be destroyed and secured against unintended use.
6. Safety Management Strategy
(1) An operator shall establish processes to identify safety shortcomings, so that remedial action can
be taken to ensure safety levels are maintained.
(2) The basic principles to be applied in the safety management strategy shall include (a) safety achievement; specifying the means by which the safety performance of the
organization meets its safety objectives and derived requirements;
(b) safety assurance; specifying the means for providing assurance that risks are being
managed properly and effectively;
(c) safety performance monitoring and measurement; specifying the means to verify
safety performance of the organisation and to validate the effectiveness of safety risk
controls;
(d) safety promotion; specifying the means by which safety issues are communicated
within the aerodrome to eliminate unnecessary risks and avoid repeat errors or risks
and safety training programme that ensures personnel are trained and competent to
perform SMS duties.
(3) An operator shall develop and maintain a formal process to:
(a) ensure that hazards in operations are identified.
(b) identify changes within the organisation which may affect processes and services and
shall describe arrangements to ensure safety performance before implementing
changes.
(c) identify the causes of substandard performance of safety management systems,
determine the implications of substandard performance of the SMS in operation and
eliminate or mitigate such processes.
7. Operational safety assurances documentation
An operator shall produce and maintain safety assurance documentation, and this documentation
shall cover(a) all safety related roles and functions;
(b) a safety-based risk assessment of the roles and functions where practicable;
(c) a process of risk management for safety related tasks and functions to ensure that
identified risks remain tolerable;
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(d) safety performance measurements of the current operations as part of the ongoing
risk management; and
(e) corrective procedures and measures that modify the original tasks or functions to
address inadequate performance.
8. Safety assurance documentation on systems requiring approval
(1) An operator shall, when intending to introduce new systems into
operation, or introduce
changes to, or replace existing systems, submit an application for approval by the Authority.
(2) The aerodrome operator shall also submit an application for approval where the intended changes
affect the approvals in the aerodrome licence.
(3) An aerodrome operator shall, where satisfied that their own safety requirements as well as those
issued by the Authority have met the compliance criteria, notify the Authority in writing
indicating compliance with the specified safety requirements for any operational system.
9. Safety assessment methodology
The safety assessment of the aerodrome shall involve (a) systematic identification of possible hazards to aircraft;
(b) evaluation of the seriousness of the consequences of the hazard occurring;
(c) considering the chances of a hazard happening;
(d) determining whether the consequent risk is tolerable and within the operator’s acceptable
safety performance criteria; and
(e) taking action to reduce the severity of the hazard or the probability of it arising in order
to reduce the risk to a tolerable level.
10. Safety auditing of aerodromes
An operator shall carry out internal safety auditing of the aerodrome in order to determine (a) the level of compliance with requirements;
(b) the areas and degree of risk and their effective management; and
(c) the competence and performance of those responsible for safety.
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PART B
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT AND INCIDENT REPORTING AND INVESTIGATION AT
AERODROMES
1. Aerodrome occurrence reporting
(1) This schedule prescribes the requirements for reporting the occurrence or detection of
defects, failures or malfunctions at an aerodrome, its components or equipment, which may
jeopardize the safe operation of the aerodrome or cause it to become a danger to persons or
property.
(2) The objectives of the aerodrome occurrence reports are as follows (a) to ensure that knowledge of these occurrences is disseminated so that other persons and
organizations may learn from them; and
(b) to enable an assessment to be made by those concerned (whether internal or external to
the aerodrome operator) of the safety implications of each occurrence, both in itself and
in relation to previous similar occurrences, so that they may take or initiate any necessary
action.
2. Reportable occurrences and reporting procedures
(1) An operator shall notify the Authority of any accident, serious incident, fatal or serious injury
occurring at the aerodrome as soon as practicable after the occurrence and provide a detailed
occurrence report thereafter.
(2) For the purpose of this Schedule (a) “accident” means an occurrence associated with the operation of an aircraft, which takes
place between the time any person boards the aircraft with the intention of flight until
such time as all such persons have disembarked, in which;
(i) a person is fatally or seriously injured as a result of(aa) being in the aircraft, or
(bb) direct contact with any part of the aircraft, including parts which have become
detached from the aircraft, or
(cc) direct exposure to jet blast, except when the injury are from natural causes, selfinflicted, or inflicted by other persons, or when the injuries are to stowaways hiding
outside the areas normally available to the passengers and crew or;
(ii) the aircraft sustains damage or structural failure which-
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(aa) adversely affects the structural strength, performance or flight characteristics of the
aircraft; and
(bb) shall normally require major repair or replacement of the affected component except
for engine failure or damage, when the damage is limited to the engine, its cowlings or
accessories; or for damage limited to propellers, wing tips, antennas, tires, brakes,
fairings, small dents or puncture holes in the aircraft skin; or
(iii) the aircraft is missing or is completely inaccessible.
(b) “serious incident” includes(i) a near collision requiring avoidance manoeuvre to avoid a collision or an unsafe
situation or where an avoidance action shall have been appropriate;
(ii) a controlled flight into terrain only marginally avoided;
(iii)an aborted take-off on a closed or engaged runway;
(iv) a take-off from a closed or engaged runway with marginal separation from an
obstacle;
(v) a landing or attempted landing on a closed or engaged runway;
(vi) a take-off or landing incident such as undershooting; or overrunning or running off
the side of runways; or
(vii) a major failure of any navigation aid when a runway is in use;
(c) “serious injury” means any injury that is sustained by a person in an accident and that(i) requires hospitalization for more than forty-eight hours, commencing within seven
days from the date the injury was received;
(ii) results in a fracture of any bone, except simple fractures of fingers, toes or nose;
(iii)involves lacerations which cause severe haemorrhage, nerve, muscle, or tendon
damage;
(iv) involves any injury to any internal organ;
(v) involves second- or third-degree burns, or any burns affecting more than 5% of the
body surface; or
(vi) involves verified exposure to infectious substances or injurious radiation.
(3) The operator shall notify the Aircraft Accident and Incident Investigation Branch whenever
an accident or serious incident occurs on or adjacent to his aerodrome in accordance with the
provisions of the Civil Aviation (Aircraft Accident and Incident Investigation) Regulations.
(4) Information to be provided in the reporting and notification of an accident, serious incident
or serious injury shall as far as possible include the following (a) the date and local time of occurrence;
(b) the exact location of the occurrence with reference to some easily defined geographical
point;
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(c) detailed particulars of the parties involved, including the owner, operator, manufacturer,
nationality, registration marks, serial numbers, assigned identities of aircraft and
equipment;
(d) a detailed description of the sequence of events leading up to the incident;
(e) the physical characteristics, environment or circumstances of the area in which the
incident occurred and an indication of the access difficulties or special requirements to
reach the site;
(f) the identification of the person sending the notice and where the incident occurred;
(g) in the case of an aircraft accident, the number of crew members, passengers or other
persons respectively killed or seriously injured as a result of the accident; and
(h) a description of the follow-up action being taken after the incident has occurred.
3.

Aerodrome occurrence records
(1) An operator shall establish and maintain aerodrome occurrence reports for any accident,
serious incident, serious injury or any occurrence or event that has a bearing on the safety of
aerodrome operations.
(2) An operator shall use aerodrome occurrence reports to monitor and improve the level of
operational safety, including reviews of safety standards required.
(3) The Authority may require the operator to produce and provide information contained in the
aerodrome occurrence report relating to any safety occurrence or event.

4.

Aircraft accident and incident investigation
(1) In the event of an accident or serious incident, an operator shall carry out its own
investigations.
(2) The investigations carried out by the aerodrome operator shall be additional to that carried
out by the Aircraft Accident and Incident Investigation Branch to enable the operator to
assess safety of aircraft operations at his aerodrome.
(3) The investigator, or team of investigators, shall be technically competent and shall either
possess or have access to the background information, so that the facts and events are
interpreted accurately. The investigations shall be a search to establish how the mishap
happened, why it occurred, including organizational contributing factors, and to recommend
action to prevent a recurrence, and shall not be intended to apportion blame.
(4) The lesson learnt derived from an aerodrome incident or accident investigation shall be
disseminated to personnel to provide feedback for safety improvement.
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(5) The Authority may require the operator to produce and provide information contained in the
aerodrome accident or incident investigation report relating to any such event.
(6) An operator shall inspect his aerodrome, as circumstances require, to ensure safety as soon
as practicable after any aircraft accident or incident.
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SECOND SCHEDULE
Regulation 72
SHIELDING OF OBSTACLES
1. General
1.1 The principle of shielding as applied to obstacles to air navigation may reduce the necessity for
removing obstacles or prohibiting the construction of new constructions.
1.2 Shielding principles are employed when some object, an existing building or natural terrain
already penetrates above one of the obstacle limitation surfaces.
2. The principles of Shielding
2.1 Where it is considered that the nature of an object is such that its presence may be described as
permanent, the additional objects within a specified area around it may be permitted to penetrate
the surface without being considered as obstacles. The original obstacle is considered as
dominating or shielding the surrounding area.
2.2 The formula for shielding shall be based on a horizontal plane projected from the top of each
obstacle away from the runway and a plane with a negative slope of 10% towards the runway.
Any object which is below either of the two planes shall be considered shielded. The permission
to allow objects to penetrate an obstacle limitation surface under the shielding principle shall
however be qualified by reference to the need for an aeronautical study in all cases.
2.3 The shielding effect of immovable obstacles laterally in approach and take-off climb shall be
more critically considered. It is important to preserve existing unobstructed cross section areas
particularly when the obstacle is close to the runway. This shall guard against future changes in
either approach or take-off climb area specifications or the adoption of a turned take-off
procedure.
2.4 An object shall be considered as permanent and immovable obstacle only if, when taking the
longest view possible, there is no prospect of removal being practicable, possible or justifiable,
regardless of how the pattern, type or density of air operations might change. Generally, an
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aeronautical study shall need to be carried out to determine the exact effect the construction of a
new object shall have on air operations.
3. Alternative methods for assessing Obstacles in critical areas
The Authority may assess and determine whether an obstacle is shielded. In assessing whether
an existing obstacle shields other obstacles, the Authority may be guided by the following
shielding practices:
3.1

Obstacles in the Take-off climb and Approach Surfaces
An obstacle may be assessed as not imposing additional restrictions if:

(i) when located between the inner edge end and the critical obstacle, the obstacle being assessed is
below a plane sloping downwards at 10% from the top of the critical obstacle toward the inner
edge;
(ii) when located beyond the critical obstacle from the inner edge end, the obstacle being assessed
is not higher than the height of the permanent obstacle; and
(iii) where there is more than one critical obstacle within the approach and take-off climb area, and
the obstacle being assessed is located between two critical obstacles, the height of the obstacle
being assessed is not above a plane sloping downwards at 10% from the top of the next critical
obstacle.
3.2

Obstacle in the Transitional Surfaces
An obstacle may be assessed as not imposing additional restrictions where it does not exceed the
height of an existing obstacle which is closer to the runway strip and the obstacle being assessed
is located perpendicularly behind the existing obstacle relative to the runway centre line.
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Figure 4-3 – Shielding of obstacles penetrating the approach and take-off climb surfaces
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3.3

Obstacle in the Horizontal and Conical Surfaces
An obstacle may be assessed as not imposing additional restrictions where it is in the vicinity of
an existing obstacle, and does not penetrate a 10% downward sloping conical shaped surface
from the top of the existing obstacle, i.e. the obstacle is shielded radially by the existing obstacle.
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THIRD SCHEDULE
Regulation 79, 147,
COLOURS FOR AERONAUTICAL GROUND LIGHTS,
MARKINGS, SIGNS AND PANELS
1. General
Introductory Note. — The following specifications define the chromaticity limits of colours to be used
for aeronautical ground lights, markings, signs and panels. The specifications are in accord with the
1983 specifications of the International Commission on Illumination (CIE), except for the colour orange
in Figure A1-2.

It is not possible to establish specifications for colours such that there is no possibility of confusion. For
reasonably certain recognition, it is important that the eye illumination be well above the threshold of
perception, that the colour not be greatly modified by elective atmospheric attenuations and that the
observer’s colour vision be adequate. There is also a risk of confusion of colour at an extremely high
level of eye illumination such as may be obtained from a high-intensity source at very close range.
Experience indicates that satisfactory recognition can be achieved where due attention is given to these
factors.
The chromaticities are expressed in terms of the standard observer and coordinate system adopted by
the International Commission on Illumination (CIE) at its Fourth Session at Cambridge, England, in
1931. *
The chromaticities for solid state lighting (e.g. LED) are based upon the boundaries given in the standard
S 004/E-2001 of the International Commission on Illumination (CIE), except for the blue boundary of
white.
2. Colours for aeronautical ground lights
2.1Chromaticities for lights having filament-type light sources
2.1.1 The chromaticities of aeronautical ground lights shall be within the following boundaries:
CIE Equations (see Figure A1-1):
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a) Red
Purple boundary y = 0.980 – x
Yellow boundary y = 0.335, except for visual approach slope indicator systems
Yellow boundary y = 0.320, for visual approach slope indicator systems
Note. — See Regulation …….
b) Yellow
Red boundary y = 0.382
White boundary y = 0.790 – 0.667x
Green boundary y = x – 0.120
c) Green
Yellow boundary x = 0.360 – 0.080y
White boundary x = 0.650y
Blue boundary y = 0.390 – 0.171x
d) Blue
Green boundary y = 0.805x + 0.065
White boundary y = 0.400 – x
Purple boundary x = 0.600y + 0.133
e) White
Yellow boundary x = 0.500
Blue boundary x = 0.285
Green boundary y = 0.440 and y = 0.150 + 0.640x
Purple boundary y = 0.050 + 0.750x and y = 0.382
(j) Variable white
Yellow boundary x = 0.255 + 0.750y and y = 0.790 – 0.667x
Blue boundary x = 0.285
Green boundary y = 0.440 and y = 0.150 + 0.640x
Purple boundary y = 0.050 + 0.750x and y = 0.382
2.1.2 Where dimming is not required, or where observers with defective colour vision must be able to
determine the colour of the light, green signals shall be within the following boundaries:
Yellow boundary

y = 0.726 – 0.726x
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White boundary
Blue boundary

x = 0.650y
y = 0.390 – 0.171x

2.1.3 Where increased certainty of recognition is more important than maximum visual range, green
signals shall be within the following boundaries:
Yellow boundary
White boundary
Blue boundary

y = 0.726 – 0.726x
x = 0.625y – 0.041
y = 0.390 – 0.171x

2.2 Discrimination between lights having filament-type sources
2.2.1 Where there is a requirement to discriminate yellow and white from each other, they shall be
displayed in close proximity of time or space as, for example, by being flashed successively from the
same beacon.
2.2.2 Where there is a requirement to discriminate yellow from green and/or white, as for example on
exit taxiway centre line lights, the y coordinates of the yellow light shall not exceed a value of 0.40.
Note. — The limits of white have been based on the assumption that they shall be used in situations in
which the characteristics (colour temperature) of the light source shall be substantially constant.
Note.— The limits of white have been based on the assumption that they will be used in situations in
which the characteristics (colour temperature) of the light source will be substantially constant.
2.2.3 The colour variable white is intended to be used only for lights that are to be varied in intensity,
e.g. to avoid dazzling. Where this colour is to be discriminated from yellow, the lights shall be so
designed and operated that:
a) the x coordinate of the yellow is at least 0.050 greater than the x coordinate of the white; and
b) the disposition of the lights shall be such that the yellow lights are displayed simultaneously and
in close proximity to the white lights.
2.3 Chromaticities for lights having a solid-state light source
2.3.1 The chromaticities of aeronautical ground lights with solid state light sources, e.g. LEDs, shall
be within the following boundaries:
CIE Equations (see Figure A1-1b):
a) Red
Purple boundary y = 0.980 – x
Yellow boundary y = 0.335, except for visual approach slope indicator systems
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Yellow boundary y = 0.320, for visual approach slope indicator systems
Note.— See regulation () and (12).
b) Yellow
Red boundary y = 0.387
White boundary y = 0.980 – x
Green boundary y = 0.727x + 0.054
c) Green (also refer to 2.3.2 and 2.3.3)
Yellow boundary x = 0.310
White boundary x = 0.625y – 0.041
Blue boundary y = 0.400
d) Blue
Green boundary y = 1.141x – 0.037
White boundary y = 0.400 – y
Purple boundary x = 0.134 + 0.590y
e) White
Yellow boundary x = 0.440
Blue boundary x = 0.320 Green boundary y = 0.150 + 0.643x
Purple boundary y = 0.050 + 0.757x
e) Variable white
The boundaries of variable white for solid state light sources are those of e) White above.

2.3.2 Where observers with defective colour vision must be able to determine the colour of the light,
green signals should be within the following boundaries:
Yellow boundary y = 0.726 – 0.726x
White boundary x = 0.625y – 0.041
Blue boundary y = 0.400
2.3.3 In order to avoid a large variation of shades of green, where colours within the boundaries below
are selected, colours within the boundaries of 2.3.2 should not be used.
Yellow boundary x = 0.310
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White boundary x = 0.625y – 0.041
Blue boundary y = 0.726 – 0.726x
2.4 Colour measurement for filament-type and solid state-type light sources
2.4.1 The colour of aeronautical ground lights shall be verified as being within the boundaries specified
in Figure A1-1 by measurement at five points within the area limited by the innermost iso candela curve
(iso candela diagrams in Fourth Schedule refer), with operation at rated current or voltage. In the case
of elliptical or circular iso candela curves, the colour measurements shall be taken at the centre and at
the horizontal and vertical limits. In the case of rectangular iso candela curves, the colour measurements
shall be taken at the centre and the limits of the diagonals (corners). In addition, the colour of the light
shall be checked at the outermost iso candela curve to ensure that there is no colour shift that might
cause signal confusion to the pilot.
Note 1. — For the outermost iso candela curve, a measurement of colour coordinates shall be made and
recorded for review and judgment of acceptability by the appropriate authority.
Note 2. — Certain light units may have application so that they may be viewed and used by pilots from
directions beyond that of the outermost iso candela curve (e.g. stop bar lights at significantly wide
runway-holding positions). In such instances, the appropriate authority shall assess the actual application
and where necessary, require a check of colour shift at angular ranges beyond the outermost curve.
2.4.2 In the case of visual approach slope indicators and other light units having a colour transition
sector, the colour shall be measured at points in accordance with 2.4.1 above, except that the colour
areas shall be treated separately and no point shall be within 0.5 degrees of the transition sector.
3. Colours for markings, signs and panels
Note 1. — The specifications of surface colours given below apply only to freshly coloured surfaces.
Colours used for markings, signs and panels usually change with time and therefore require renewal.
Note 2.— Guidance on surface colours is contained in the CIE document entitled Recommendations for
Surface Colours for Visual Signalling — Publication No. 39-2 (TC-106) 1983.
Note 3. — The specifications recommended in 3.4 below for trans illuminated panels are interim in
nature and are based on the CIE specifications for trans illuminated signs. It is intended that these
specifications shall be reviewed and updated as and when CIE develops specifications for trans
illuminated panels.
3.1 The chromaticities and luminance factors of ordinary colours, colours of retro-reflective materials
and colours of trans illuminated (internally illuminated) signs and panels shall be determined under the
following standard conditions:
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a) angle of illumination: 45°;
b) direction of view: perpendicular to surface; and
c) illuminant: CIE standard illuminant D65 .
3.2 The chromaticity and luminance factors of ordinary colours for markings and externally illuminated
signs and panels shall be within the following boundaries when determined under standard conditions.
CIE Equations (see Figure A1-2):
a) Red
Purple boundary
White boundary
Orange boundary
Luminance factor

y = 0.345 – 0.051x
y = 0.910 – x
y = 0.314 + 0.047x
ß = 0.07 (mnm)

b) Orange
Red boundary
White boundary
Yellow boundary
Luminance factor

y = 0.285 + 0.100x
y = 0.940 – x
y = 0.250 + 0.220x
ß = 0.20 (mnm)

c) Yellow
Orange boundary
White boundary
Green boundary
Luminance factor

y = 0.108 + 0.707x
y = 0.910 – x
y = 1.35x – 0.093
ß = 0.45 (mnm)

d) White
Purple boundary
Blue boundary
Green boundary
Yellow boundary
Luminance factor

y = 0.010 + x
y = 0.610 – x
y = 0.030 + x
y = 0.710 – x
ß = 0.75 (mnm)

e) Black
Purple boundary

y = x – 0.030
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Blue boundary
Green boundary
Yellow boundary
Luminance factor

y = 0.570 – x
y = 0.050 + x
y = 0.740 – x
ß = 0.03 (max)

f) Yellowish green
Green boundary
White boundary
Yellow boundary

y = 1.317x + 0.4
y = 0.910 – x
y = 0.867x + 0.4

g) Green
Yellow boundary
White boundary
Blue boundary
Luminance factor

x = 0.313
y = 0.243 + 0.067x
y = 0.493 – 0.524x
ß = 0.10 (mnm)

Note. — The small separation between surface red and surface orange is not sufficient to ensure the
distinction of these colours when seen separately.
3.3 The chromaticity and luminance factors of colours of retro-reflective materials for markings, signs
and panels shall be within the following boundaries when determined under standard conditions. CIE
Equations (see Figure A1-3):
a) Red
Purple boundary
White boundary
Orange boundary
Luminance factor

y = 0.345 – 0.051x
y = 0.910 – x
y = 0.314 + 0.047x
ß = 0.03 (mnm)

b) Orange
Red boundary y = 0.265 + 0.205x
White boundary
y = 0.910 – x
Yellow boundary
y = 0.207 + 0.390x
Luminance factor
ß = 0.14 (mnm)
c) Yellow
Orange boundary

y = 0.160 + 0.540x
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White boundary
Green boundary
Luminance factor

y = 0.910 – x
y = 1.35x – 0.093
ß = 0.16 (mnm)

d) White
Purple boundary
Blue boundary
Green boundary
Yellow boundary
Luminance factor

y=x
y = 0.610 – x
y = 0.040 + x
y = 0.710 – x
ß = 0.27 (mnm)

e) Blue
Green boundary
White boundary
Purple boundary
Luminance factor

y = 0.118 + 0.675x
y = 0.370 – x
y = 1.65x – 0.187
ß = 0.01 (mnm)

f) Green
Yellow boundary
White boundary
Blue boundary
Luminance factor

y = 0.711 – 1.22x
y = 0.243 + 0.670x
y = 0.405 – 0.243x
ß = 0.03 (mnm)

3.4 The chromaticity and luminance factors of colours for trans-illuminated (internally illuminated)
signs and panels shall be within the following boundaries when determined under standard conditions.
CIE Equations (see Figure A1-4):
a) Red
Purple boundary
White boundary
Orange boundary
Luminance factor
(day condition)
Relative luminance
to white (night
condition)

y = 0.345 – 0.051x
y = 0.910 – x
y = 0.314 + 0.047x
ß = 0.07 (mnm)
5% (mnm)
20% (max)
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b) Yellow
Orange boundary
White boundary
Green boundary
Luminance factor
(day condition)
Relative luminance
to white (night
condition)

y = 0.108 + 0.707x
y = 0.910 – x
y = 1.35x – 0.093
ß = 0.45 (mnm)
30% (mnm)
80% (max)

c) White
Purple boundary
Blue boundary
Green boundary
Yellow boundary
Luminance factor
(day condition)
Relative luminance
to white (night
condition)

y = 0.010 + x
y = 0.610 – x
y = 0.030 + x
y = 0.710 – x
ß = 0.75 (mnm)
100%

d) Black
Purple boundary
Blue boundary
Green boundary
Yellow boundary
Luminance factor
(day condition)
Relative luminance
to white (night
condition)

y = x – 0.030
y = 0.570 – x
y = 0.050 + x
y = 0.740 – x
ß = 0.03 (max)
0% (mnm)
2% (max)

e) Green
Yellow boundary
White boundary
Blue boundary
Luminance factor
Relative luminance

x = 0.313
y = 0.243 + 0.670x
y = 0.493 – 0.524x
ß = 0.10 minimum (day conditions)
5% (minimum)
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to white (night
conditions)

30% (maximum)

Figure A1-1a. Colours for aeronautical ground lights (filament-type lamps)
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Figure A1-1b. Colours for aeronautical ground lights (solid state lighting)
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Figure A1-2. Ordinary colours for markings and externally illuminated signs and panels
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Figure A1-3. Colours of retroreflective materials for markings, signs and panels
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Figure A1-4. Colours of luminescent or trans illuminated (internally illuminated) signs and
panels
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FOURTH SCHEDULE
Regulation 103, 110, 111, 114, 120, 121, 122, 123,
124, 126, 128, 134, 135, 136, 137, 145, 146, 223
AERONAUTICAL GROUND LIGHT CHARACTERISTICS

Notes:
1. Curves calculated on formula

𝑥2
𝑎2

+

𝑦2
𝑏2

=1

a

10

14

15

b

5.5

6.5

8.5

2. Vertical setting angles of the lights shall be such that the following vertical coverage of the
main beam shall be met:
distance from threshold
threshold to 315 m
316 m to 475 m
476 m to 640 m

vertical main beam coverage
0.0° — 11°
0.5° — 11.5°
1.5° — 12.5°
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641 m and beyond

2.5° — 13.5° (as illustrated above)

3. Lights in crossbars beyond 22.5 m from the centre line shall be toed-in 2 degrees. All other
lights shall be aligned parallel to the centre line of the runway
4. See collective notes for Figures A2-1 to A2-11 and A2-26.
Figure A2-1. Isocandela diagram for approach centre line light and crossbars (white light)
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Notes:
1. Curves calculated on formula
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b
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2. Toe-in 2 degrees.
3. Vertical setting angles of the lights shall be such that the following vertical coverage of the
main beam will be met:
distance from threshold
threshold to 115 m
116 m to 215 m
216 m and beyond

vertical main beam coverage
0.5° — 10.5°
1° — 11°
1.5° — 11.5°

4. See collective notes for Figures A2-1 to A2-11 and A2-26.
Figure A2-2. Isocandela diagram for approach side row light (red light)
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Notes:
1. Curves calculated on formula
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2. Toe-in 3.5 degrees.
3. See collective notes for Figures A2-1 to A2-11 and A2-26.

Figure A2-3. Isocandela diagram for threshold light (green light)
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Notes:
1. Curves calculated on formula
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2. Toe-in 2 degrees.
3. See collective notes for Figures A2-1 to A2-11 and A2-26.

Figure A2-4. Isocandela diagram for threshold wing bar light (green light)
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Notes:
1. Curves calculated on formula
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2. Toe-in 4 degrees.
3. See collective notes for Figures A2-1 to A2-11 and A2-26.

Figure A2-5. Isocandela diagram for touchdown zone light (white light)
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Notes:
1. Curves calculated on formula
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2. For red light, multiply values by 0.15.
3. For yellow light, multiply values by 0.40.
4. See collective notes for Figures A2-1 to A2-11 and A2-26.
Figure A2-6. Isocandela diagram for runway centre line light with 30 m longitudinal spacing (white light)
and rapid exit taxiway indicator light (yellow light)
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Notes:
1. Curves calculated on formula
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2. For red light, multiply values by 0.15.
3. For yellow light, multiply values by 0.40.
4. See collective notes for Figures A2-1 to A2-11 and A2-26.
Figure A2-7. Isocandela diagram for runway centre line light with 15 m longitudinal spacing
(white light) and rapid exit taxiway indicator light (yellow light)
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Notes:
1. Curves calculated on formula
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2. See collective notes for Figures A2-1 to A2-11 and A2-26.

Figure A2-8. Isocandela diagram for runway end light (red light)
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Notes:
1. Curves calculated on formula

2.
3.
4.
5.
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Toe-in 3.5 degrees
For red light, multiply values by 0.15.
For yellow light, multiply values by 0.40.
See collective notes for Figures A2-1 to A2-11 and A2-26.

Figure A2-9. Isocandela diagram for runway edge light where width of runway is 45 m (white
light)
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Notes:
1. Curves calculated on formula

2.
3.
4.
5.
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b

3.5

6.0
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Toe-in 4.5 degrees
For red light, multiply values by 0.15.
For yellow light, multiply values by 0.40.
See collective notes for Figures A2-1 to A2-11 and A2-26.

Figure A2-10. Isocandela diagram for runway edge light where width of runway is 60 m (white
light)
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Figure A2-11. Grid points to be used for the calculation of average intensity of approach and
runway lights
Collective notes to Figures A2-1 to A2-11
1. The ellipses in each figure are symmetrical about the common vertical and horizontal axes.
2. Figures A2-1 to A2-10 show the minimum allowable light intensities. The average intensity of
the main beam is calculated by establishing grid points as shown in Figure A2-11 and using the
intensity value measures at all grid points located within and on the perimeter of the ellipse
representing the main beam. The average value is the arithmetic average of light intensities
measured at all considered grid points.
3. No deviations are acceptable in the main beam pattern when the lighting fixture is properly
aimed.
4. Average intensity ratio. The ratio between the average intensity within the ellipse defining the
main beam of a typical new light and the average light intensity of the main beam of a new
runway edge light shall be as follows:
Figure A2-1

Approach centre line and crossbars

1.5 to 2.0 (white
light)

Figure A2-2

Approach side row

0.5 to 1.0 (red light)
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Figure A2-3

Threshold

Figure A2-4

Threshold wing bar

Figure A2-5

Figure A2-7

Touchdown zone
Runway centre line (longitudinal spacing
30 m)
Runway centre line (longitudinal spacing
15 m)

Figure A2-8

Runway end

1.0 to 1.5 (green
light)
1.0 to 1.5 (green
light)
0.5 to 1.0 (white
light)
0.5 to 1.0 (white
light)
0.5 to 1.0 for CAT
III
(white light)
0.25 to 0.5 for CAT
I, II
(white light)
0.25 to 0.5 (red
light)

Figure A2-9
Figure A210

Runway edge (45 m runway width)

1.0 (white light)

Runway edge (60 m runway width)

1.0 (white light)

Figure A2-6

5. The beam coverages in the figures provide the necessary guidance for approaches down to an
RVR of the order of 150 m and take-offs down to an RVR of the order of 100 m.
6. Horizontal angles are measured with respect to the vertical plane through the runway centre line.
For lights other than centre line lights, the direction towards the runway centre line is considered
positive. Vertical angles are measured with respect to the horizontal plane.
7. Where, for approach centre line lights and crossbars and for approach side row lights, inset lights
are used in lieu of elevated lights, e.g. on a runway with a displaced threshold, the intensity
requirements can be met by installing two or three fittings (lower intensity) at each position.
8. The importance of adequate maintenance cannot be overemphasized. The average intensity shall
never fall to a value less than 50 per cent of the value shown in the figures, and it shall be the
aim of airport authorities to maintain a level of light output close to the specified minimum
average intensity.
9. The light unit shall be installed so that the main beam is aligned within one-half degree of the
specified requirement.
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Notes:
1. These beam coverages allow for displacement of the cockpit from the centre line up to distances
of the order of 12 m and are intended for use before and after curves.
2. See collective notes for Figures A2-12 to A2-21.
3. Increased intensities for enhanced rapid exit taxiway centre line lights as recommended in
5.3.16.9 are four times the respective intensities in the figure (i.e. 800 cd for minimum average
main beam).

Figure A2-12. Isocandela diagram for taxiway centre line (15 m spacing), no-entry bar and stop
bar lights in straight sections intended for use in runway visual range conditions of less than a
value of 350 m where large offsets can occur and for low-intensity runway guard lights,
Configuration B
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Notes:

1. These beam coverages are generally satisfactory and cater for a normal displacement of the
cockpit from the centre line of approximately 3 m.
2. See collective notes for Figures A2-12 to A2-21.
Figure A2-13. Isocandela diagram for taxiway centre line (15 m spacing), no-entry bar
and stop bar lights in straight sections intended for use in runway visual range conditions
of less than a value of 350 m
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Notes:
1. Lights on curves to be toed-in 15.75 degrees with respect to the tangent of the curve. This does not apply
to runway entrance lights (RELs)
2. Increased intensities for RELs shall be twice the specified intensities, i.e., minimum 20 cd, main beam
minimum 100 cd and minimum average 200 cd.
3. See collective notes for Figures A2-12 to A2-21.

Figure A2-14. Isocandela diagram for taxiway centre line (7.5 m spacing), RELs, no-entry bar
and stop bar lights in curved sections intended for use in runway visual range conditions of less
than a value of 350 m
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Notes:

1. At locations where high background luminance is usual and where deterioration of light output
resulting from dust, snow and local contamination is a significant factor, the cd-values should be
multiplied by 2.5.
2. Where omnidirectional lights are used they shall comply with the vertical beam requirements in
this figure.
3. See collective notes for Figures A2-12 to A2-21.

Figure A2-15. Isocandela diagram for taxiway centre line (30 m, 60 m spacing), no-entry bar and
stop bar lights in straight sections intended for use in runway visual range conditions of 350 m
or greater
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Notes:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Lights on curves to be toed-in 15.75 degrees with respect to the tangent of the curve.
At locations where high background luminance is usual and where deterioration of light
output resulting from dust, snow and local contamination is a significant factor, the cdvalues should be multiplied by 2.5.
These beam coverages allow for displacement of the cockpit from the centre line up to
distances of the order of 12 m as could occur at the end of curves.
See collective notes for Figures A2-12 to A2-21.

Figure A2-16. Isocandela diagram for taxiway centre line (7.5 m, 15 m, 30 m spacing), no-entry
bar and stop bar lights in curved sections intended for use in runway visual range conditions of
350 m or greater
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Curve
Intensity (cd)

a
8

b
20

c
100

d
450

e
1800

Notes:
1. These beam coverages allow for displacement of the cockpit from the centre line up to distances
of the order of 12 m and are intended for use before and after curves.
2. See collective notes for Figures A2-12 to A2-21.

Figure A2-17. Isocandela diagram for high-intensity taxiway centre line (15 m spacing), no-entry
bar and stop bar lights in straight sections intended for use in an advanced surface movement
guidance and control system where higher light intensities are required and where large offsets
can occur
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Curve
Intensity (cd)

a
8

b
20

c
100

d
450

e
1800

Notes:
1. These beam coverages are generally satisfactory and cater for a normal displacement of the cockpit
corresponding to the outer main gear wheel on the taxiway edge.
2. See collective notes for Figures A2-12 to A2-21.

Figure A2-18. Isocandela diagram for high-intensity taxiway centre line (15 m spacing), no-entry
bar and stop bar lights in straight sections intended for use in an advanced surface movement
guidance and control system where higher light intensities are required
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Curve
Intensity (cd)

a
8

b
100

c
200

d
400

Notes:

1. Lights on curves to be toed-in 17 degrees with respect to the tangent of the curve.
2. See collective notes for Figures A2-12 to A2-21.

Figure A2-19. Isocandela diagram for high-intensity taxiway centre line (7.5 m spacing), noentry bar and stop bar lights in curved sections intended for use in an advanced surface
movement guidance and control system where higher light intensities are required.
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Notes:

1. Although the lights flash in normal operation, the light intensity is specified as where the lights
were fixed for incandescent lamps.
2. See collective notes for Figures A2-12 to A2-21.
Figure A2-20. Isocandela diagram for high-intensity runway guard lights, Configuration B

Figure A2-21. Grid points to be used for calculation of average intensity of taxiway centre line
and stop bar lights
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Collective notes to Figures A2-12 to A2-21
1. The intensities specified in Figures A2-12 to A2-20 are in green and yellow light for taxiway
centre line lights, yellow light for runway guard lights and red light for stop bar lights.
2. Figures A2-12 to A2-20 show the minimum allowable light intensities. The average intensity
of the main beam is calculated by establishing grid points as shown in Figure A2 -21 and
using the intensity values measured at all grid points located within and on the perimeter of
the rectangle representing the main beam. The average value is the arithmetic average of the
light intensities measured at all considered grid points.
3. No deviations are acceptable in the main beam or in the innermost beam, as applicable, when
the lighting fixture is properly aimed.
4. Horizontal angles are measured with respect to the vertical plane through the taxiway centre
line except on curves where they are measured with respect to the tangent to the curve.
5. Vertical angles are measured from the longitudinal slope of the taxiway surface.
6. The importance of adequate maintenance cannot be overemphasized. The intensity, either
average where applicable or as specified on the corresponding iso candela curves, shall never
fall to a value less than 50 per cent of the value shown in the figures, and it shall be the aim
of airport authorities to maintain a level of light output close to the specified minimum
average intensity.
7. The light unit shall be installed so that the main beam or the innermost beam, as applicable,
is aligned within one-half degree of the specified requirement.
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Figure A2-22. Light intensity distribution of T-VASIS and AT-VASIS
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Notes:

1. These curves are for minimum intensities in red light.
2. The intensity value in the white sector of the beam is no less than 2 and may be as high as 6.5
times the corresponding intensity in the red sector.
3. The intensity values shown in brackets are for APAPI.
Figure A2-23. Light intensity distribution of PAPI and APAPI
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Notes:

1. Although the lights flash in normal operation, the light intensity is specified as where the lights
were fixed for incandescent lamps.
2. The intensities specified are in yellow light.
Figure A2-24. Isocandela diagram for each light in low-intensity runway guard lights,
Configuration A
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Notes:
1. Although the lights flash in normal operation, the light intensity is specified as where the lights
were fixed for incandescent lamps.
2. The intensities specified are in yellow light.
Figure A2-25. Isocandela diagram for each light in high-intensity runway guard lights,
Configuration A
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Notes:
1. Curves calculated on formula

𝑥2

𝑦2

𝑎

𝑏2

+
2

=1

a

5.0

7.0

b

4.5

8.5

2. Toe-in 4.5 degrees
3. See collective notes for Figures A2-1 to A2-11 and A2-26.
Figure A2-26. Isocandela diagram for take-off and hold lights (THL) (red light)
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FIFTH SCHEDULE
Regulation 98
MANDATORY INSTRUCTION MARKINGS AND
INFORMATION MARKINGS
Note 1.— See Part VII, Regulation 98 for specifications on the application, location and characteristics
of mandatory instruction markings and information markings.
Note 2. — This schedule details the form and proportions of the letters, numbers and symbols of
mandatory instruction markings and information markings on a grid.
Note 3.— The mandatory instruction markings and information markings on pavements are formed as
where shadowed (i.e., stretched) from the characters of an equivalent elevated sign by a factor of 2.5 as
shown in Figure A3-1. The shadowing, however, only affects the vertical dimension. Therefore, the
spacing of characters for pavement marking is obtained by first determining the equivalent elevated sign
character height and then proportioning from the spacing values given in Table A4 -1.
For example, in the case of the runway designator “10” which is to have a height of 4 000 mm (Hps),
the equivalent elevated sign character height is 4 000/2.5=1 600 mm (Hes). Table A4-1(b) indicates
numeral to numeral code 1 and from Table A4-1(c) this code has a dimension of 96 mm, for a character
height of 400 mm. The pavement marking spacing for “10” is then (1 600/400) *96=384 mm.

Figure A3-1
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SIXTH SCHEDULE
Regulation
REQUIREMENTS CONCERNING DESIGN OF
TAXIING GUIDANCE SIGNS

1. Inscription heights shall conform to the following tabulation.

Minimum character height
Information sign

Runway code
number

Mandatory
instruction sign

Runway exit and
runway vacated
signs

1 or 2

300 mm

300 mm

200 mm

3 or 4

400 mm

400 mm

300 mm

Other
signs

Note. — Where a taxiway location sign is installed in conjunction with a runway designation sign (see
regulation), the character size shall be that specified for mandatory instruction signs
2. Arrow dimensions shall be as follows:
Legend height

Stroke

200 mm
300 mm
400 mm

32 mm
48 mm
64 mm

3. Stroke width for single letter shall be as follows:
Legend height

Stroke
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200 mm
300 mm
400 mm

32 mm
48 mm
64 mm

4. Sign luminance shall be as follows:
a) Where operations are conducted in runway visual range conditions less than a value of 800m,
average sign luminance shall be at least:
Red
Yellow
White

30 cd/m2
150 cd/m2
300 cd/m2

b) Where operations are conducted in accordance with Regulation 147 (7) and 147 (8), average sign
luminance shall be at least:
Red
Yellow
White

10 cd/m2
50 cd/m2
100 cd/m2

Note.— In runway visual range conditions less than a value of 400 m, there will be some degradation in
the performance of signs.
5. The luminance ratio between red and white elements of a mandatory sign shall be between
1:5 and 1:10.
6. The average luminance of the sign is calculated by establishing grid points as shown in
Figure B4-1 and using the luminance values measured at all grid points located within the
rectangle representing the sign.
7. The average value is the arithmetic average of the luminance values measured at all
considered grid points.
Note. — Guidance on measuring the average luminance of a sign is contained in the Aerodrome Design
Manual, Part 4.
8. The ratio between luminance values of adjacent grid points shall not exceed 1.5:1. For
areas on the sign face where the grid spacing is 7.5 cm, the ratio between luminance values
of adjacent grid points shall not exceed 1.25:1. The ratio between the maximum and
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minimum luminance value over the whole sign face shall not exceed 5:1.
9. The forms of characters, i.e. letters, numbers, arrows and symbols, shall conform to those
shown in Figure A4-2. The width of characters and the space between individual characters
shall be determined as indicated in Table A4-1.
10. The face height of signs shall be as follows:
Legend height
200 mm
300 mm
400 mm

Face height (min)
300 mm
450 mm
600 mm

11. The face width of signs shall be determined using Figure A4-3 except that, where a
mandatory instruction sign is provided on one side of a taxiway only, the face width shall
not be less than:
a) 1.94 m where the code number is 3 or 4; and
b) 1.46 m where the code number is 1 or 2.
Note. — Additional guidance on determining the face width of a sign is contained in the Aerodrome
Design Manual, Part 4.
12. Borders
a) The black vertical delineator between adjacent direction signs shall have a width of approximately
0.7 of the stroke width.
b) The yellow border on a stand-alone location sign shall be approximately 0.5 stroke width
13. The colours of signs shall be in accordance with the appropriate specifications in Seventh Schedule.
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Figure A4-1. Grid points for calculating average luminance of a sign
Note 1.- The average luminance of a sign is calculated by establishing grid points on a sign face
showing typical inscriptions and a background of the appropriate colour (red for mandatory instruction
signs and yellow for direction and destination signs) as follows:
a) Starting at the top left corner of the sign face, establish a reference grid point at 7.5 cm from the
left edge and the top of the sign face.
b) Create a grid of 15 cm spacing horizontally and vertically from the reference grid point. Grid
points within 7.5 cm of the edge of the sign face shall be excluded.
c) Where the last point in a row/column of grid points is located between 22.5 cm and 15 cm from
the edge of the sign face (but not inclusive), an additional point shall be added 7.5 cm from this point.
d) Where a grid point falls on the boundary of a character and the background, the grid point shall
be slightly shifted to be completely outside the character.
Note 2. — Additional grid points may be required to ensure that each character includes at least
five evenly spaced grid points.
Note 3. — Where one unit includes two types of signs, a separate grid shall be established for each
type.
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Figure A4-2. Forms of characters
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Figure A4-2. (cont.)
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Figure A4-2. (cont.)
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Figure A4-2. (cont.)
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Figure A4-2. (cont.)
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Note 1. —The arrow stroke width, diameter of the dot, and both
width and length of the dash shall be proportioned to the character
stroke widths.
Note 2.— The dimensions of the arrow shall remain constant for a
particular sign size, regardless of orientation.

Figure A4-2.

Runway vacated sign (with typical location sign)

Figure A4-3. Runway vacated and NO ENTRY signs
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Figure A4-3. Sign dimensions
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Table A4-1. Letter and numeral widths and space between letters or numerals
a)

Preceding
letter

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

d)

B, D, E, F, H,
I, K, L, M, N,
P, R, U

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1, 5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0

1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

Code No.

Following Letter
C, G, O, Q, S,
X, Z

Code number
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2

Letter

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

4
2
3
2
3
3
2
2
2
2
3
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
2
4
4
3
4
3

Following number
2, 3, 6,
8, 9, 0
Code number
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Space between characters
Character height (mm)
200
300
Space (mm)

Width (mm)
255
205
205
205
186
186
205
205
48
190
210
186
236
205
214
205
214
205
205
186
205
229
267
205
257
205

c)

Width of runways

400
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340
274
274
274
248
248
274
274
64
254
280
248
314
274
286
274
286
274
274
248
274
304
356
274
342
274

Numeral height (mm)
200

300
Width (mm)

400

60
137
137
149
137
137
137
137
137
143

74
205
205
224
205
205
205
205
205
214

98
274
274
298
274
274
274
274
274
286

4, 7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0

400

170
137
137
137
124
124
137
137
32
127
140
124
157
137
143
137
143
137
137
124
137
152
178
137
171
137

Numeral

2
2
2
4
2
2
4
2
2
2

Width of letter

Letter height (mm)
200
300

A, J, T, V,
W, Y

Numerical to numerical code number

Preceding
numeral

e)

b)

Letter to letter code number

48
38
25
13

71
57
38
19

96
76
50
26

INSTRUCTIONS
1. To determine the proper SPACE between letters or numerals, obtain the code number from table a) or b)
and enter table c) for that code number to the desired letter or numeral height.
2. The space between words or groups of characters forming an abbreviation or symbol should be equal to
0.5 to 0.75 of the height of the characters used except that where an arrow is located with a single character
such as ‘A ‘, the space may be reduced to not less than one quarter of the height of the character in
order to provide a good visual balance.
3. Where the numeral follows a letter or vice versa use Code 1.
4. Where a hyphen, dot, or diagonal stroke follows a character or vice versa use Code 1.
5. For the intersection take-off sign, the height of the lower case “m” is 0.75 of the height of the preceding
“0” (zero) and spaced from the preceding “0” at code 1 for the character height of the numerals.
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SEVENTH SCHEDULE
Regulation 164
LOCATION OF LIGHTS ON OBSTACLES

Note. — High-intensity obstacle lighting is recommended on structures with a height of more than
150 m above ground level. Where medium-intensity lighting is used, marking will also be required.
Figure A5-1. Medium-intensity flashing-white obstacle lighting system, Type A
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Note. — For night-time use only.
Figure A5-2. Medium-intensity flashing-red obstacle lighting system, Type B
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Height of structure in metres above ground level
Note. — For night-time use only.
Figure A5-3. Medium-intensity fixed-red obstacle lighting system, Type C
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Note. — High-intensity obstacle lighting is recommended on structures with a height of more than 150
m above ground level. Where medium-intensity lighting is used, marking will also be required.
Figure A5-4. Medium-intensity dual obstacle lighting system, Type A/Type B
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Note. — High-intensity obstacle lighting is recommended on structures with a height of more than 150
m above ground level. Where medium-intensity lighting is used, marking will also be required.
Figure A5-5. Medium-intensity dual obstacle lighting system, Type A/Type C
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Figure A5-6. High-intensity flashing-white obstacle lighting system, Type A
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Figure A5-7. High-/medium-intensity dual obstacle lighting system, Type A/Type B
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Figure A5-8. High-/medium-intensity dual obstacle lighting system, Type A/Type C
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EIGHTH SCHEDULE
Regulation 26, 27, 38
GUIDANCE MATERIAL SUPPLEMENTARY TO THE CIVIL AVIATION (AERODROMES)
REGULATIONS
1. Number, siting and orientation of runways
Siting and orientation of runways
1.1

1.1.1

1.1.2

Many factors shall be taken into account in the determination of the siting and orientation of
runways. Without attempting to provide an exhaustive list of these factors or an analysis of their
effects, it appears useful to indicate those which most frequently require study. These factors
may be classified under four headings:
Type of operation. Attention shall be paid in particular to whether the aerodrome is to be used
in all meteorological conditions or only in visual meteorological conditions, and whether it is
intended for use by day and night, or only by day.
Climatological conditions. A study of the wind distribution shall be made to determine the
usability factor. In this regard, the following comments shall be taken into account:

a) Wind statistics used for the calculation of the usability factor are normally available in ranges of
speed and direction, and the accuracy of the results obtained depends, to a large extent, on the
assumed distribution of observations within these ranges. In the absence of any sure information
as to the true distribution, it is usual to assume a uniform distribution since, in relation to the
most favorable runway orientations, this generally results in a slightly conservative for the
usability factor.
b) The maximum mean cross-wind components given in Part V, Regulation 35 refer to normal
circumstances. There are some factors which may require that a reduction of those maximum
values be taken into account at a particular aerodrome. These include:
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)

the wide variations which may exist, in handling characteristics and maximum permissible
cross-wind components, among diverse types of aeroplanes (including future types) within
each of the three groups given in Regulation 35;
prevalence and nature of gusts;
prevalence and nature of turbulence;
the availability of a secondary runway;
the width of runways;
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6)
7)

the runway surface conditions — water, snow and ice on the runway materially reduce the
allowable crosswind component; and
the strength of the wind associated with the limiting cross-wind component.

A study shall also be made of the occurrence of poor visibility and/or low cloud base. Account shall be
taken of their frequency as well as the accompanying wind direction and speed.
1.1.3

Topography of the aerodrome site, its approaches, and surroundings, particularly:
a)
b)

c)
d)
e)
1.1.4

compliance with the obstacle limitation surfaces;
current and future land use. The orientation and layout shall be selected so as to protect as
far as possible the particularly sensitive areas such as residential, school and hospital zones
from the discomfort caused by aircraft noise. Detailed information on this topic is provided
in the Airport Planning Manual, Part 2, and in Guidance on the Balanced Approach to
Aircraft Noise Management (Doc 9829);
current and future runway lengths to be provided;
construction costs; and
possibility of installing suitable non-visual and visual aids for approach-to-land.

Air traffic in the vicinity of the aerodrome, particularly:
a)
b)
c)

proximity of other aerodromes or ATS routes;
traffic density; and
air traffic control and missed approach procedures.

Number of runways in each direction
1.2

The number of runways to be provided in each direction depends on the number of aircraft
movements to be catered to.

2. Clearways and stopways
2.1

The decision to provide a stopway and/or a clearway as an alternative to an increased length of
runway will depend on the physical characteristics of the area beyond the runway end, and on
the operating performance requirements of the prospective aeroplanes. The runway, stopway and
clearway lengths to be provided are determined by the aeroplane takeoff performance, but a
check shall also be made of the landing distance required by the aeroplanes using the runway to
ensure that adequate runway length is provided for landing. The length of a clearway, however,
cannot exceed half the length of take-off run available.
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2.2

The aeroplane performance operating limitations require a length which is enough to ensure that
the aeroplane can, after starting a take-off, either be brought safely to a stop or complete the takeoff safely. For the purpose of discussion, it is supposed that the runway, stopway and clearway
lengths provided at the aerodrome are only just adequate for the aeroplane requiring the longest
take-off and accelerate-stop distances, taking into account its take-off mass, runway
characteristics and ambient atmospheric conditions. Under these circumstances there is, for each
take-off, a speed, called the decision speed; below this speed, the take-off must be abandoned
where an engine fails, while above it the take-off must be completed. A very long take-off run
and take-off distance will be required to complete a take-off when an engine fails before the
decision speed is reached, because of the insufficient speed and the reduced power available.
There will be no difficulty in stopping in the remaining accelerate stop distance available
provided action is taken immediately. In these circumstances the correct course of action will be
to abandon the take-off.

2.3

On the other hand, where an engine fails after the decision speed is reached, the aeroplane will
have sufficient speed and power available to complete the take-off safely in the remaining takeoff distance available. However, because of the high speed, there will be difficulty in stopping
the aeroplane in the remaining accelerate-stop distance available.

2.4

The decision speed is not a fixed speed for any aeroplane, but can be selected by the pilot within
limits to suit the accelerate-stop and take-off distance available, aeroplane take-off mass, runway
characteristics, and ambient atmospheric conditions at the aerodrome. Normally, a higher
decision speed is selected as the accelerate-stop distance available increases.

2.5

A variety of combinations of accelerate-stop distances required and take-off distances required
can be obtained to accommodate a particular aeroplane, taking into account the aeroplane takeoff mass, runway characteristics, and ambient atmospheric conditions. Each combination
requires its particular length of take-off run.

2.6

The most familiar case is where the decision speed is such that the take-off distance required is
equal to the accelerate-stop distance required; this value is known as the balanced field length.
Where stopway and clearway are not provided, these distances are both equal to the runway
length. However, where landing distance is for the moment ignored, runway is not essential for
the whole of the balanced field length, as the take-off run required is, of course, less than the
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balanced field length. The balanced field length can, therefore, be provided by a runway
supplemented by an equal length of clearway and stopway, instead of wholly as a runway. Where
the runway is used for take-off in both directions, an equal length of clearway and stopway has
to be provided at each runway end. The saving in runway length is, therefore, bought at the cost
of a greater overall length.
2.7

In case economic considerations preclude the provision of stopway and, as a result, only runway
and clearway are to be provided, the runway length (neglecting landing requirements) shall be
equal to the accelerate-stop distance required or the take-off run required, whichever is the
greater. The take-off distance available will be the length of the runway plus the length of
clearway.

2.8

The minimum runway length and the maximum stopway or clearway length to be provided may
be determined as follows, from the data in the aeroplane flight manual for the aeroplane
considered to be critical from the viewpoint of runway length requirements:

a) where a stopway is economically possible, the lengths to be provided are those for the balanced field
length. The runway length is the take-off run required or the landing distance required, whichever is
the greater. Where the accelerate-stop distance required is greater than the runway length so
determined, the excess may be provided as stopway, usually at each end of the runway. In addition,
a clearway of the same length as the stopway must also be provided;
b) where a stopway is not to be provided, the runway length is the landing distance required, or where
it is greater, the accelerate-stop distance required, which corresponds to the lowest practical value
of the decision speed. The excess of the take-off distance required over the runway length may be
provided as clearway, usually at each end of the runway.
2.9

In addition to the above consideration, the concept of clearways in certain circumstances can be
applied to a situation where the take-off distance required for all engines operating exceeds that
required for the engine failure case.

2.10

The economy of a stopway can be entirely lost if, after each usage, it must be re-graded and
compacted. Therefore, it shall be designed to withstand at least a certain number of loadings of
the aeroplane which the stopway is intended to serve without inducing structural damage to the
aeroplane.
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3. Calculation of declared distances
3.1

3.2

3.3
3.4
3.5

3.6

3.7

The declared distances to be calculated for each runway direction comprise: the take-off run
available (TORA), take-off distance available (TODA), accelerate-stop distance available
(ASDA), and landing distance available (LDA).
Where a runway is not provided with a stopway or clearway and the threshold is located at the
extremity of the runway, the four declared distances shall normally be equal to the length of the
runway, as shown in Figure B-1 (A).
Where a runway is provided with a clearway (CWY), then the TODA will include the length of
clearway, as shown in Figure B-1 (B).
Where a runway is provided with a stopway (SWY), then the ASDA will include the length of
stopway, as shown in Figure B-1 (C).
Where a runway has a displaced threshold, then the LDA will be reduced by the distance the
threshold is displaced, as shown in Figure B-1 (D). A displaced threshold affects only the LDA
for approaches made to that threshold; all declared distances for operations in the reciprocal
direction are unaffected.
Figures B-1 (B) through B-1 (D) illustrate a runway provided with a clearway or a stopway or
having a displaced threshold. Where more than one of these features exist, then more than one
of the declared distances will be modified — but the modification will follow the same principle
illustrated. An example showing a situation where all these features exist is shown in Figure B 1 (E).
A suggested format for providing information on declared distances is given in Figure B-1 (F).
Where a runway direction cannot be used for take-off or landing, or both, because it is
operationally forbidden, then this shall be declared and the words “not usable” or the
abbreviation “NU” entered.

4. Slopes on a runway
4.1

Distance between slope changes.

The following example illustrates how the distance between slope changes is to be determined (see
Figure B-2):
D for a runway where the code number is 3 shall be at least:
15 000 (|x – y| + |y – z|) m
|x – y| being the absolute numerical value of x – y
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|y – z| being the absolute numerical value of y – z
Assuming x = + 0.01
Assuming y = –0.005
Assuming z = +0.005
then |x – y| = 0.015
then |y – z| = 0.01
To comply with the specifications, D shall be not less than:
that is, 15 000 (0.015 + 0.01) m,
that is, 15 000 × 0.025 = 375 m
4.2

Consideration of longitudinal and transverse slopes

When a runway is planned that will combine the extreme values for the slopes and changes in slope
permitted under Part X, Regulation , a study shall be made to ensure that the resulting surface profile
will not hamper the operation of aeroplanes.

4.3

Radio altimeter operating area

In order to accommodate aeroplanes making auto-coupled approaches and automatic landings
(irrespective of weather conditions) it is desirable that slope changes be avoided or kept to a minimum,
on a rectangular area at least 300 m long before the threshold of a precision approach runway. The area
shall be symmetrical about the extended centre line, 120 m wide. When special circumstances so
warrant, the width may be reduced to no less than 60 m where an aeronautical study indicates that such
reduction will not affect the safety of operations of aircraft. This is desirable because these aeroplanes
are equipped with a radio altimeter for final height and flare guidance, and when the aeroplane is above
the terrain immediately prior to the threshold, the radio altimeter will begin to provide information to
the automatic pilot for auto flare. Where slope changes cannot be avoided, the rate of change between
two consecutive slopes shall not exceed 2 per cent per 30 m.
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Figure A-1. Illustration of declared distances

Figure

A-2: Profile on centre line of runway
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5.

Runway surface evenness

5.1

In adopting tolerances for runway surface irregularities, the following standard of construction is
achievable for short distances of 3 m and conforms to good engineering practice.
Except across the crown of a camber or across drainage channels, the finished surface of the wearing
course is to be of such regularity that, when tested with a 3 m straightedge placed anywhere in any
direction on the surface, there is no deviation greater than 3 mm between the bottom of the straightedge and the surface of the pavement anywhere along the straight edge.

5.2

Caution shall also be exercised when inserting runway lights or drainage grilles in runway surfaces
to ensure that adequate smoothness of the surface is maintained.

5.3

The operation of aircraft and differential settlement of surface foundations will eventually lead to
increases in surface irregularities. Small deviations in the above tolerances will not seriously hamper
aircraft operations. In general, isolated irregularities of the order of 2.5 cm to 3 cm over a 45 m
distance are tolerable. Although maximum acceptable variations vary with the type and speed of an
aircraft, the limits of acceptable surface irregularities can be estimated to a reasonable extent. The
following table describes the maximum and temporarily acceptable limits.
a) Where the maximum limits are irregularities exceed the heights defined by the acceptable limit
curve but are less than the heights defined by the tolerable limit curve, at the specified minimum
acceptable length, herein noted by the tolerable region, then maintenance action should be
planned. The runway may remain in service. This region is the start of possible passenger and
pilot discomfort;
b) where the surface irregularities exceed the heights defined by the tolerable limit curve, but are
less than the heights defined by the excessive limit curve, at the specified minimum acceptable
length, herein noted by the excessive region, then maintenance corrective action is mandatory to
restore the condition to the acceptable region. The runway may remain in service but be repaired
within a reasonable period. This region could lead to the risk of possible aircraft structural
damage due to a single event or fatigue failure over time; and where the surface irregularities
exceed the heights defined by the excessive limit curve, at the specified minimum acceptable
length, herein noted by the unacceptable region, then the area of the runway where the roughness
has been identified warrants closure. Repairs must be made to restore the condition to within the
acceptable limit region and the aircraft operators may be advised accordingly. This region runs
the extreme risk of a structural failure and must be addressed immediately.
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Surface irregularity
3

6

9

Length of irregularity (m)
12
15
20

30

45

60

Acceptable
irregularity
(cm)

surface
height

2.9

3.8

4.5

5

5.4

5.9

6.5

8.5

10

Tolerable
irregularity
(cm)

surface
height

3.9

5.5

6.8

7.8

8.6

9.6

11

13.6

16

5.8

7.6

9.1

10

10.8

11.9

13.9

17

20

Excessive
surface
irregularity(cm)

Note that “surface irregularity” is defined herein to mean isolated surface elevation deviations that do
not lie along a uniform slope through any given section of a runway. For the purposes of this concern, a
“section of a runway” is defined herein to mean a segment of a runway throughout which a continuing
general uphill, downhill or flat slope is prevalent. The length of this section is generally between 30 and
60 metres, and can be greater, depending on the longitudinal profile and the condition of the pavement.
This section is generally between 30 and 60 metres, and can be greater, depending on the longitudinal
profile and the condition of the pavement.
5.4

Figure A-3 illustrates a comparison of the surface roughness criteria with those developed by the
United States Federal Aviation Administration. Further guidance regarding temporary slopes for
overlay works on operational runways can be found in the Aerodrome Design Manual, Part 3 —
Pavements (Doc 9157).

5.5

Deformation of the runway with time may also increase the possibility of the formation of water
pools. Pools and shallow as approximately 3 mm in depth, particularly where they are located where
they are likely to be encountered at high speed by landing aeroplanes, can induce aquaplaning,
which can then be sustained on a wet runway by a smaller shallow depth of water. Improved
guidance regarding the significant length and depth of pools relative to aquaplaning is the subject
of further research. It is, of course especially necessary to prevent pools from forming whenever
there is possibility that they might become frozen.
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Figure A-3. Comparison of roughness criteria
Note.— These criteria address single event roughness, not long wavelength harmonic effects nor the
effect of repetitive surface undulations.

Applicable until 3 November 2021
6. Assessing the surface friction characteristics of snow-, slush-, ice- and frost-covered paved
surfaces
6.1

There is an operational need for reliable and uniform information concerning the surface condition
of contaminated runways. Contaminant type, distribution and for loose contaminants, depth are
assessed for each third of the runway. An indication of surface friction characteristics is helpful in
conducting runway condition assessment. It can be obtained by friction measuring devices;
however, there is no international consensus on the ability to correlate the results obtained by such
equipment directly with aircraft performance. However, for contaminants such as slush, wet snow
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and wet ice, contaminant drag on the equipment’s measuring wheel, amongst other factors, may
cause readings obtained in these conditions to be unreliable.

6.2

Any friction measuring device intended predict aircraft braking performance according to an agreed
local or national procedure should be shown to correlate such performance in a manner acceptable
to the State. Information on the practice of one State providing correlation directly with aircraft
braking performance can be found in Appendix A of Assessment, Measurement and Reporting of
Runway Surface Conditions (ICAO Cir 329).

6.3

The friction conditions of a runway can be assessed in descriptive terms of “estimated surface
friction”. The estimated surface friction is categorized as good, medium to good, medium, medium
to poor, and poor, and promulgated in PANS-AIM (Doc 10066), Appendix 4, “SNOWTAM format”
as well as in PANS-ATM, Chapter 12, 12.3, “ATC phraseologies”.

6.4

The table below with associated descriptive terms was developed from friction data collected only
in compacted snow and ice and should not therefore be taken to be absolute values applicable in all
conditions. Where the surface is affected by snow or ice and the estimated surface friction is
reported as “good”, pilots should not expect to find conditions as good as on a clean dry runway
(where the available friction may well be greater than that needed in any case). The value “good”
is a comparative value and is intended to mean that aeroplanes should not experience directional
control or braking difficulties, especially when landing. The figures in the “Measured Coefficient
μ” column are given as an indication. At each aerodrome a specific table can be developed according
to the measuring device used on the aerodrome and according to the standard and correlation criteria
set or agreed by the State. The μ values given will be specific to each friction measuring device as
well as to the surface being measured and the speed employed.
Measurement coefficient μ
0.40 and above
0.39 to 0.36
0.35 to 0.30
0.29 to 0.26
0.25 and above

Estimated surface friction
Good
Medium to good
Medium
Medium to poor
Poor
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code
5
4
3
2
1

6.5

Relating braking action to friction measurements has been elusive over the years. The main reason
is that the industry to date has not achieved the ability to control the total uncertainty associated
with the readings from these devices.

Consequently, readings from a friction measuring device should be used only as part of an overall
runway condition assessment. A major difference between the decelerometer type of devices and the
other types is that when using the decelerometer type the operator is an integrated part of the measuring
process. In addition to carrying out the measurement, the operator can feel the behaviour of the vehicle
where the decelerometer is installed and by that feel the deceleration process. This gives additional
information in the total assessment process.
6.6

It has been found necessary to provide assessed surface condition information, including estimated
surface friction, for each third of a runway. The thirds are called A, B and C. For the purpose of
reporting information to aeronautical service units, section A is always the section associated with
the lower runway designation number. When giving landing information to a pilot before landing,
the sections are however referred to as first, second or third part of the runway. The first part always
means the first third of the runway as seen in the direction of landing. Assessments are made along
two lines parallel to the runway, i.e. along a line on each side of the centre line approximately 3 m,
or that distance from the centre line at which most operations take place. The objective of the
assessment is to determine the type, depth and coverage of the contaminants and their effect on
estimated surface friction, given the prevailing weather conditions for sections A, B and C. In cases
where a continuous friction measuring device is used, the mean values are obtained from the friction
values recorded for each section. In cases where a spot measuring friction measuring device is used
as part of the total assessment of estimated surface friction, each third of the runway should have a
minimum of three tests carried out on it where achievable. Information collected and assessed on
the state of pavement surface is disseminated using forms prepared by the State for SNOWTAM
and NOTAM (see the Airport Services Manual (Doc 9137) Part 2).

6.7

The Airport Services Manual (Doc 9137), Part 2 provides guidance on the uniform use of test
equipment and other information on removal of surface contamination and improvement of friction
conditions.
Applicable 4 November 2021

6. Runway condition report for reporting runway surface condition

6.1

On a global level, movement areas are exposed to a multitude of climatic conditions and
consequently a significant difference in the condition to be reported. The runway condition report
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(RCR) describes a basic methodology applicable for all these climatic variations and is structured
in such a way that States can adjust them to the climatic conditions applicable for that State or
region.
6.2
The concept of the RCR is premised on:
a) an agreed set of criteria used in a consistent manner for runway surface condition assessment,
aeroplane (performance) certification and operational performance calculation;
b) a unique runway condition code (RWYCC) linking the agreed set of criteria with the aircraft
landing and takeoff performance table, and related to the braking action experienced and
eventually reported by flight crews;
c) reporting of contaminant type and depth that is relevant to take-off performance;
d) a standardized common terminology and phraseology for the description of runway surface
conditions that can be used by aerodrome operator inspection personnel, air traffic controllers,
aircraft operators and flight crew; and
e) globally-harmonized procedures for the establishment of the RWYCC with a built-in flexibility
to allow for local variations to match the specific weather, infrastructure and other particular
conditions.
6.3

These harmonized procedures are reflected in a runway condition assessment matrix (RCAM)
which correlates the RWYCC, the agreed set of criteria and the aircraft braking action which the
flight crew should expect for each value of the RWYCC.

6.4

Procedures which relate to the use of the RCAM are provided in the PANS-Aerodromes (Doc
9981).

6.5

It is recognized that information provided by the aerodrome’s personnel assessing and reporting
runway surface condition is crucial to the effectiveness of the runway condition report. A
misreported runway condition alone should not lead to an accident or incident. Operational
margins should cover for a reasonable error in the assessment, including unreported changes in
the runway condition. But a misreported runway condition can mean that the margins are no
longer available to cover for other operational variance (such as unexpected tailwind, high and
fast approach above threshold or long flare).

6.6

This is further amplified by the need for providing the assessed information in the proper format
for dissemination, which requires insight into the limitations set by the syntax for dissemination.
This in turn restricts the wording of plain text remarks that can be provided.
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6.7

It is important to follow standard procedures when providing assessed information on the runway
surface conditions to ensure that safety is not compromised when aeroplanes use wet or
contaminated runways. Personnel should be trained in the relevant fields of competence and their
competence verified in a manner required by the State to ensure confidence in their assessments.

6.8

The training syllabus may include initial and periodic recurrent training in the following areas:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)

aerodrome familiarization, including aerodrome markings, signs and lighting;
aerodrome procedures as described in the aerodrome manual;
aerodrome emergency plan;
Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) initiation procedures;
completion of/initiation procedures for RCR;
aerodrome driving rules;
air traffic control procedures on the movement area;
Radiotelephone operating procedures;
phraseology used in aerodrome control, including the ICAO spelling alphabet;
aerodrome inspection procedures and techniques;
type of runway contaminants and reporting;
assessment and reporting of runway surface friction characteristics;
use of runway friction measurement device;
calibration and maintenance of runway friction measurement device;
awareness of uncertainties related to l) and m); and
low visibility procedures.

7. Determination of surface friction characteristics for construction and maintenance purposes

Applicable until 4 November 2021
Note. — The guidance in this section involves the functional measurement of friction-related aspects
related to runway construction and maintenance. Excluded from this section is the operational, as
opposed to functional, measurement of friction for contaminated runways. However, the devices used
for functional measurement could also be used for operational
measurement, but in the latter case, the figures given in Airport Services Manual (Doc 9137), Part 2,
Table 3-1 are not relevant.
7.1

The surface friction characteristics of a paved runway should be:
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a) assessed to verify the surface friction characteristics of new or resurfaced paved runways ( Part
X, Regulation (4)); and
b) assessed periodically in order to determine the slipperiness of paved runways (Part XVII,
Regulation).
7.2
The condition of a runway pavement is generally assessed under dry conditions using a selfwetting continuous friction measuring device. Evaluation tests of runway surface friction
characteristics are made on clean surfaces of the runway when first constructed or after
resurfacing.
7.3
Friction tests of existing surface conditions are taken periodically in order to avoid falling below
the minimum friction level specified by the State. When the friction of any portion of a runway
is found to be below this value, then such information is promulgated in a NOTAM specifying
which portion of the runway is below the minimum friction level and its location on the runway.
A corrective maintenance action must be initiated without delay. Friction measurements are
taken at time intervals that will ensure the identification of runways in need of maintenance or
of special surface treatment before their condition becomes serious. The time intervals and mean
frequency of measurements depend on factors such as: aircraft type and frequency of usage,
climatic conditions, pavement type, and pavement service and maintenance requirements.
7.4

Friction measurements of existing, new or resurfaced runways are made with a continuous
friction measuring device provided with a smooth tread tire. The device should use self-wetting
features to allow measurements of the surface friction characteristics to be made at a water depth
of 1 mm.

7.5

When it is suspected that the surface friction characteristics of a runway may be reduced because
of poor drainage, owing to inadequate slopes or depressions, then an additional measurement is
made, but this time under natural conditions representative of a local rain. This measurement
differs from the previous one in that water depths in the poorly cleared areas are normally greater
in a local rain condition. The measurement results are thus more apt to identify problem areas
having low friction values that could induce aquaplaning than the previous test. Where
circumstances do not permit measurements to be conducted during natural conditions
representative of a rain, then this condition may be simulated. (See section 8.)
When conducting friction tests using a self-wetting continuous friction measuring device, it is
important to note that, unlike compacted snow and ice conditions, in which there is very limited
variation of the friction coefficient with speed, a wet runway produces a drop in friction with an
increase in speed. However, as the speed increases, the rate at which the friction is reduced
becomes less. Among the factors affecting the friction coefficient between the tire and the

7.6
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runway surface, texture is particularly important. Where the runway has a good macro-texture
allowing the water to escape beneath the tire, then the friction value will be less affected by
speed. Conversely, a low macro-texture surface will produce a larger drop in friction with
increase in speed.
7.7

This regulation, requires States to specify a minimum friction level below which corrective
maintenance action should be taken. As criteria for surface friction characteristics of new or
resurfaced runway surfaces and its maintenance planning, the State can establish a maintenance
planning level below which appropriate corrective maintenance action should be initiated to
improve the friction. The Airport Services Manual (Doc 9137), Part 2, provides guidance on
establishing maintenance planning and minimum friction levels for runway surfaces in use.

8. Drainage characteristics of the movement area and adjacent areas
8.1 General
8.1.1

Rapid drainage of surface water is a primary safety consideration in the design, construction
and maintenance of the movement area and adjacent areas. The objective is to minimize
water depth on the surface by draining water off the runway in the shortest path possible and
particularly out of the area of the wheel path. There are two distinct drainage processes
taking place:

a) natural drainage of the surface water from the top of the pavement surface until it reaches the
final recipient such as rivers or other water bodies; and
b) dynamic drainage of the surface water trapped under a moving tire until it reaches outside the
tire-to-ground contact area.
8.1.2

Both processes can be controlled through:

a) design;
b) construction; and
c) maintenance.
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of the pavements in order to prevent accumulation of water on the pavement surface.
8.2 Design of pavement
8.2.1

Surface drainage is a basic requirement and serves to minimize water depth on the surface.
The objective is to drain water off the runway in the shortest path. Adequate surface drainage
is provided primarily by an appropriately sloped surface (in both the longitudinal and
transverse directions). The resulting combined longitudinal and transverse slope is the path
for the drainage run-off. This path can be shortened by adding transverse grooves.

8.2.2

Dynamic drainage is achieved through built-in texture in the pavement surface. The rolling
tire builds up water pressure and squeezes the water out the escape channels provided by the
texture. The dynamic drainage of the tire-to-ground contact area may be improved by adding
transverse grooves provided that they are subject to rigorous maintenance.

8.3 Construction of pavement
8.3.1

Through construction, the drainage characteristics of the surface are built into the pavement.
These surface characteristics are:

a) slopes;
b) texture:
1) microtexture;
2) macrotexture;
8.3.2

Slopes for the various parts of the movement area and adjacent parts are described in Part V
and figures are given as per cent. Further guidance is given in the Aerodrome Design Manual
(Doc 9157), Part 1, Chapter 5.

8.3.3

Texture in the literature is described as microtexture or macrotexture. These terms are
understood differently in various parts of the aviation industry.
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8.3.4

Microtexture is the texture of the individual stones and is hardly detectable by the eye.
Microtexture is considered a primary component in skid resistance at slow speeds. On a wet
surface at higher speeds a water film may prevent direct contact between the surface
asperities and the tire due to insufficient drainage from the tire-to-ground contact area.

8.3.5

Microtexture is a built-in quality of the pavement surface. By specifying crushed material
that will withstand polishing microtexture, drainage of thin water films are ensured for a
longer period of time. Resistance against polishing is expressed in terms of the Polished
Stone Values (PSV) which is in principle a value obtained from a friction measurement in
accordance with international standards. These standards define the PSV minima that will
enable a material with a good microtexture to be selected.

8.3.6

A major problem with microtexture is that it can change within short time periods without
being easily detected. A typical example of this is the accumulation of rubber deposits in the
touchdown area which will largely mask microtexture without necessarily reducing
macrotexture.

8.3.7

Macrotexture is the texture among the individual stones. This scale of texture may be judged
approximately by the eye. Macrotexture is primarily created by the size of aggregate used
or by surface treatment of the pavement and is the major factor influencing drainage capacity
at high speeds. Materials shall be selected so as to achieve good macrotexture.

8.3.8

The primary purpose of grooving a runway surface is to enhance surface drainage. Natural
drainage can be slowed down by surface texture, but grooving can speed up the drainage by
providing a shorter drainage path and increasing the drainage rate.

8.3.9

For measurement of macrotexture, simple methods such as the “sand and grease patch”
methods described in the Airport Services Manual (Doc 9137), Part 2 were developed. These
methods were used for the early research on which current airworthiness requirements are
based, which refer to a classification categorizing macrotexture from A to E. This
classification was developed, using sand or grease patch measuring techniques, and issued
in 1971 by the Engineering Sciences Data Unit (ESDU).

Runway classification based on texture information from ESDU 71026:
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Classification

Texture depths (mm)

A
B
C
D
E

0.10 – 0.14
0.15 – 0.24
0.25 – 0.50
0.51 – 1.00
1.01 – 2.54

8.3.10

Using this classification, the threshold value between microtexture and macrotexture is 0.1
mm mean texture depth (MTD). Related to this scale, the normal wet runway aircraft
performance is based upon texture giving drainage and friction qualities midway between
classification B and C (0.25 mm). Improved drainage through better texture might qualify
for a better aircraft performance class. However, such credit must be in accordance with
aeroplane manufacturers’ documentation and agreed by the State. Presently credit is given
to grooved or porous friction course runways following design, construction and
maintenance criteria acceptable to the State. The harmonized certification standards of some
States refer to texture giving drainage and friction qualities midway between classification
D and E (1.0 mm).

8.3.11

For construction, design and maintenance, States use various international standards.
Currently ISO 13473-1: Characterization of pavement texture by use of surface profiles —
Part 1: Determination of Mean Profile Depth links the volumetric measuring technique with
non-contact profile measuring techniques giving comparable texture values. These standards
describe the threshold value between microtexture and macrotexture as 0.5 mm. The
volumetric method has a validity range from 0.25 to 5 mm MTD. The profilometry method
has a validity range from 0 to 5 mm mean profile depth (MPD). The values of MPD and
MTD differ due to the finite size of the glass spheres used in the volumetric technique and
because the MPD is derived from a two-dimensional profile rather than a three-dimensional
surface. Therefore, a transformation equation must be established for the measuring
equipment used to relate MPD to MTD.

8.3.12

The ESDU scale groups runway surfaces based on macrotexture from A through E, where
E represents the surface with best dynamic drainage capacity. The ESDU scale thus reflects
the dynamic drainage characteristics of the pavement. Grooving any of these surfaces
enhances the dynamic drainage capacity. The resulting drainage capacity of the surface is
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thus a function of the texture (A through E) and grooving. The contribution from grooving
is a function of the size of the grooves and the spacing between the grooves. Aerodromes
exposed to heavy or torrential rainfall must ensure that the pavement and adjacent areas have
drainage capability to withstand these rainfalls or put limitations on the use of the pavements
under such extreme situations. These airports shall seek to have the maximum allowable
slopes and the use of aggregates providing good drainage characteristics. They shall also
consider grooved pavements in the E classification to ensure that safety is not impaired.

8.4 Maintenance of drainage characteristics of pavement
8.4.1

Macrotexture does not change within a short timespan but accumulation of rubber can fill
up the texture and as such reduce the drainage capacity, which can result in impaired safety.
Furthermore, the runway structure may change over time and give unevenness which results
in ponding after rainfall. Guidance on rubber removal and unevenness can be found in the
Airport Services Manual (Doc 9137), Part 2. Guidance on methods for improving surface
texture can be found in the Aerodrome Design Manual (Doc 9157), Part 3.

8.4.2

When groovings are used, the condition of the grooves shall be regularly inspected to ensure
that no deterioration has occurred and that the grooves are in good condition. Guidance on
maintenance of pavements is available in the Airport Services Manual (Doc 9137), Part 2
— Pavement Surface Conditions and Part 9 — Airport Maintenance Practices and the
Aerodrome Design Manual (Doc 9157), Part 2.

8.4.3

The pavement may be shot blasted in order to enhance the pavement macrotexture.

9. Strips
9.1 Shoulders
9.1.1

The shoulder of a runway or stopway shall be prepared or constructed so as to minimize
any hazard to an aeroplane running off the runway or stopway. Some guidance is given
in the following paragraphs on certain special problems which may arise, and on the
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further question of measures to avoid the ingestion of loose stones or other objects by
turbine engines.
9.1.2

In some cases, the bearing strength of the natural ground in the strip may be sufficient,
without special preparation, to meet the requirements for shoulders. Where special
preparation is necessary, the method used will depend on local soil conditions and the
mass of the aeroplanes the runway is intended to serve. Soil tests will help in determining
the best method of improvement (e.g. drainage, stabilization, surfacing, light paving).

9.1.3

Attention shall also be paid when designing shoulders to prevent the ingestion of stones
or other objects by turbine engines. Similar considerations apply here to those which are
discussed for the margins of taxiways in the Aerodrome (Doc 9157) Design Manual, Part
2, both as to the special measures which may be necessary and as to the distance over
which such special measures, where required, shall be taken.

9.1.4

Where shoulders have been treated specially, either to provide the required bearing
strength or to prevent the presence of stones or debris, difficulties may arise because of
a lack of visual contrast between the runway surface and that of the adjacent strip. This
difficulty can be overcome either by providing a good visual contrast in the surfacing of
the runway or strip, or by providing a runway side stripe marking.

9.2 Objects on strips
Within the general area of the strip adjacent to the runway, measures shall be taken to prevent an
aeroplane’s wheel, when sinking into the ground, from striking a
hard-vertical face. Special problems may arise for runway light fittings or other objects mounted in the
strip or at the intersection with a taxiway or another runway. In the case of construction, such as runways
or taxiways, where the surface must also be flush with the strip surface, a vertical face can be eliminated
by chamfering from the top of the construction to not less than 30 cm below the strip surface level. Other
objects, the functions of which do not require them to be at surface level, shall be buried to a depth of
not less than 30 cm.
9.3 Grading of a strip for precision approach runways
Part X, 115(7) prescribes that the portion of a strip of an instrument runway within at least 75 m from
the centre line shall be graded where the code number is 3 or 4. For a precision approach runway, it may
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be desirable to adopt a greater width where the code number is 3 or 4. Figure B-4 shows the shape and
dimensions of a wider strip that may be considered for such a runway. This strip has been designed using
information on aircraft running off runways. The portion to be graded extends to a distance of 105 m
from the centre line, except that the distance is gradually reduced to 75 m from the centre line at both
ends of the strip, for a length of 150 m from the runway end.

Figure B-4. Graded portion of a strip including a precision approach runway where the code
number is 3 or 4
10. Runway end safety areas
10.1
Where a runway end safety area is provided in accordance with Part X of these
regulations, consideration shall be given to providing an area long enough to contain overruns
and undershoots resulting from a reasonably probable combination of adverse operational
factors. On a precision approach runway, the ILS localizer is normally the first upstanding
obstacle, and the runway end safety area shall extend up to this facility. In other circumstances,
the first upstanding obstacle may be a road, a railroad or other constructed or natural feature. The
provision of a runway end safety area shall take such obstacles into consideration.
10.2
Where provision of a runway end safety area will be particularly prohibitive to
implement, consideration will have to be given to reducing some of the declared distances of the
runway for the provision of a runway end safety area and installation of an arresting system.
10.3
Research programmes, as well as evaluation of actual aircraft overruns into arresting
systems, have demonstrated that the performance of some arresting systems can be predictable
and effective in arresting aircraft overruns.
10.4
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10.5
Demonstrated performance of an arresting system can be achieved by a validated design
method, which can predict the performance of the system. The design and performance shall be
based on the type of aircraft anticipated to use the associated runway that imposes the greatest
demand upon the arresting system.
10.6
The design of an arresting system must consider multiple aircraft parameters, including
but not limited to, allowable aircraft gear loads, gear configuration, tire contact pressure, aircraft
centre of gravity and aircraft speed. Accommodating undershoots must also be addressed.
Additionally, the design must allow the safe operation of fully loaded rescue and fire fighting
vehicles, including their ingress and egress.
10.7
The information relating to the provision of a runway end safety area and the presence of
an arresting system shall be published in the AIP.
10.8
1.

Additional information is contained in the Aerodrome Design Manual (Doc 9157), Part

Figure B-5 Runway end safety area for a runway where the code number is 3 or 4
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11. Location of threshold

11.1 General
11.1.1 The threshold is normally located at the extremity of a runway, where there are no obstacles
penetrating above the approach surface. In some cases, however, due to local conditions it may
be desirable to displace the threshold permanently (see below). When studying the location of
a threshold, consideration shall also be given to the height of the ILS reference datum and/or
MLS approach reference datum and the determination of the obstacle clearance limits.
(Specifications concerning the height of the ILS reference datum and MLS approach reference
datum are given in the applicable Civil Aviation (Navigation Aids) Regulations.
11.1.2

11.2

In determining that no obstacle penetrate above the approach surface, account shall be taken of
mobile objects (vehicles on roads, trains, etc.) at least within that portion of the approach area
within 1 200 m longitudinally from the threshold and of an overall width of not less than 150
m.
Displaced threshold

11.2.1

Where an object extends above the approach surface and the object cannot be removed,
consideration shall be given to displacing the threshold permanently.

11.2.2

To meet the obstacle limitation objectives of Part VI of these regulations, the threshold shall
ideally be displaced down the runway for the distance necessary to provide that the approach
surface is cleared of obstacles.

11.2.3

However, displacement of the threshold from the runway extremity will inevitably cause
reduction of the landing distance available, and this may be of greater operational significance
than penetration of the approach surface by marked and lighted obstacles. A decision to displace
the threshold, and the extent of such displacement, shall therefore have regard to an optimum
balance between the considerations of clear approach surfaces and adequate landing distance.
In deciding this question, account will need to be taken of the types of aeroplanes which the
runway is intended to serve, the limiting visibility and cloud base conditions under which the
runway will be used, the position of the obstacles in relation to the threshold and extended
centre line and, in the case of a precision approach runway, the significance of the obstacles to
the determination of the obstacle clearance limit.
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11.2.4

Notwithstanding the consideration of landing distance available, the selected position for the
threshold shall not be such that the obstacle-free surface to the threshold is steeper than 3.3 per
cent where the code number is 4 or steeper than 5 per cent where the code number is 3.

11.2.5

In the event of a threshold being located according to the criteria for obstacle-free surfaces in
the preceding paragraph, the obstacle marking requirements of Part VIII of these regulations
shall continue to be met in relation to the displaced threshold.

11.2.6

Depending on the length of the displacement, the RVR at the threshold could differ from that
at the beginning of the runway for take-offs. The use of red runway edge lights with photometric
intensities lower than the nominal value of 10 000 cd for white lights increases that
phenomenon. The impact of a displaced threshold on take-off minima should be assessed by
the appropriate authority.

11.2.7

Provisions in this regulation, regarding marking and lighting of displaced thresholds and some
operational recommendations can be found in Regulations 85(8), 85(9), 113, 119, 121(3),
121(7) and 123(7).

12. Approach lighting systems
12.1

Types and characteristics

12.1.1

The specifications in this volume provide for the basic characteristics for simple and precision
approach lighting systems. For certain aspects of these systems, some latitude is permitted, for
example, in the spacing between centre line lights and crossbars. The approach lighting patterns
that have been generally adopted are shown in Figures B-6 and B-7. A diagram of the inner
300 m of the precision approach category II and III lighting system is shown in Figure 5-14.

12.1.2

The approach lighting configuration is to be provided irrespective of the location of the
threshold, i.e. whether the threshold is at the extremity of the runway or displaced from the
runway extremity. In both cases, the approach lighting system shall extend up to the threshold.
However, in the case of a displaced threshold, inset lights are used from the runway extremity
up to the threshold to obtain the specified configuration. These inset lights are designed to
satisfy the structural requirements specified in Part VII, Regulation 103(1), and the photometric
requirements specified in Fourth Schedule, Figure A2-1 or A2-2.
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12.1.3

Flight path envelopes to be used in designing the lighting are shown in Figure B-5.

Figure A-6. Flight path envelop to be used for lighting design for category I, II and III operations
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Figure A-7. Simple approach lighting system
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Figure B-7. Precision Approach Category 1 Lighting systems
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Figure B-8. Vertical installation tolerance
320
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12.2

Installation tolerances

Horizontal
12.2.1

The dimensional tolerances are shown in Figure B-7.

12.2.2

The centre line of an approach lighting system shall be as coincident as possible with the
extended centre line of the runway with a maximum tolerance of ± 15′.

12.2.3

The longitudinal spacing of the centre line lights shall be such that one light (or group of lights)
is located in the centre of each crossbar, and the intervening centre line lights are spaced as
evenly as practicable between two crossbars or a crossbar and a threshold.

12.2.4

The crossbars and barrettes shall be at right angles to the centre line of the approach lighting
system with a tolerance of ± 30′, where the pattern in Figure B-7 (A) is adopted or ± 2°, where
Figure B-7 (B) is adopted.

12.2.5

When a crossbar has to be displaced from its standard position, any adjacent crossbar shall,
where possible, be displaced by appropriate amounts in order to reduce the differences in the
crossbar spacing.

12.2.6

When a crossbar in the system shown in Figure B-7 (A) is displaced from its standard position,
its overall length shall be adjusted so that it remains one twentieth of the actual distance of the
crossbar from the point of origin. It is not necessary, however, to adjust the standard 2.7 m
spacing between the crossbar lights, but the crossbars shall be kept symmetrical about the centre
line of the approach lighting.

Vertical
12.2.7

The ideal arrangement is to mount all the approach lights in the horizontal plane passing
through the threshold (see Figure B-8), and this shall be the general aim as far as local
conditions permit. However, buildings, trees, etc., shall not obscure the lights from the view of
a pilot who is assumed to be 1° below the electronic glide path in the vicinity of the outer
marker.
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12.2.8

Within a stopway or clearway, and within 150 m of the end of a runway, the lights shall be
mounted as near to the ground as local conditions permit in order to minimize risk of damage
to aeroplanes in the event of an overrun or undershoot. Beyond the stopway and clearway, it is
not so necessary for the lights to be mounted close to the ground and therefore undulations in
the ground contours can be compensated for by mounting the lights on poles of appropriate
height.

12.2.9

It is desirable that the lights be mounted so that, as far as possible, no object within a distance
of 60 m on each side of the centre line protrudes through the plane of the approach lighting
system. Where a tall object exists within 60 m of the centre line and within 1 350 m from the
threshold for a precision approach lighting system, or 900 m for a simple approach lighting
system, it may be advisable to install the lights so that the plane of the outer half of the pattern
clears the top of the object.

12.2.10 In order to avoid giving a misleading impression of the plane of the ground, the lights shall not
be mounted below a gradient of 1 in 66 downwards from the threshold to a point 300 m out,
and below a gradient of 1 in 40 beyond the 300 m point. For a precision approach category II
and III lighting system, more stringent criteria may be necessary, e.g. negative slopes not
permitted within 450 m of the threshold.
12.2.11 Centre line. The gradients of the centre line in any section (including a stopway or clearway)
shall be as small as practicable, and the changes in gradients shall be as few and small as can
be arranged and shall not exceed 1 in 60. Experience has shown that as one proceeds outwards
from the runway, rising gradients in any section of up to 1 in 66, and falling gradients of down
to 1 in 40, are acceptable.
12.2.12 Crossbars. The crossbar lights shall be so arranged as to lie on a straight line passing through
the associated centre line lights, and wherever possible this line shall be horizontal. It is
permissible, however, to mount the lights on a transverse gradient not more than 1 in 80, where
this enables crossbar lights within a stopway or clearway to be mounted nearer to the ground
on sites where there is a cross-fall.

12.3 Clearance of obstacles
12.3.1 An area, hereinafter referred to as the light plane, has been established for obstacle clearance
purposes, and all lights of the system are in this plane. This plane is rectangular in shape and
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symmetrically located about the approach lighting system’s centre line. It starts at the threshold
and extends 60 m beyond the approach end of the system, and is 120 m wide.
12.3.2

No objects are permitted to exist within the boundaries of the light plane which are higher than
the light plane except as designated herein. All roads and highways are considered as obstacles
extending 4.8 m above the crown of the road, except aerodrome service roads where all
vehicular traffic is under control of the aerodrome authorities and coordinated with the
aerodrome traffic control tower. Railroads, regardless of the amount of traffic, are considered
as obstacles extending 5.4 m above the top of the rails.

12.3.3

It is recognized that some components of electronic landing aids systems, such as reflectors,
antennas, monitors, etc., must be installed above the light plane. Every effort shall be made to
relocate such components outside the boundaries of the light plane. In the case of reflectors and
monitors, this can be done in many instances.

12.3.4

Where an ILS localizer is installed within the light plane boundaries, it is recognized that the
localizer, or screen where used, must extend above the light plane. In such cases the height of
these structures shall be held to a minimum and they shall be located as far from the threshold
as possible. In general, the rule regarding permissible heights is 15 cm for each 30 m the
structure is located from the threshold. As an example, where the localizer is located 300 m
from the threshold, the screen will be permitted to extend above the plane of the approach
lighting system by 10 × 15 = 150 cm maximum, but preferably shall be kept as low as possible
consistent with proper operation of the ILS.

12.3.5

In locating an MLS azimuth antenna, the guidance contained in the applicable Civil Aviation
(Navigation Aids) Regulations shall be followed. This material, which also provides guidance
on collocating an MLS azimuth antenna with an ILS localizer antenna, suggests that the MLS
azimuth antenna may be sited within the light plane boundaries where it is not possible or
practical to locate it beyond the outer end of the approach lighting for the opposite direction of
approach. Where the MLS azimuth antenna is located on the extended centre line of the runway,
it shall be as far as possible from the closest light position to the MLS azimuth antenna in the
direction of the runway end. Furthermore, the MLS azimuth antenna phase centre shall be at
least 0.3 m above the light centre of the light position closest to the MLS azimuth antenna in
the direction of the runway end. (This may be relaxed to 0.15 m where the site is otherwise free
of significant multipath problems.) Compliance with this requirement, which is intended to
ensure that the MLS signal quality is not affected by the approach lighting system, may result
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in the partial obstruction of the lighting system by the MLS azimuth antenna. To ensure that
the resulting obstruction does not degrade visual guidance beyond an acceptable level, the MLS
azimuth antenna shall not be located closer to the runway end than 300 m and the preferred
location is 25 m beyond the 300 m crossbar (this will place the antenna 5 m behind the light
position 330 m from the runway end). Where an MLS azimuth antenna is so located, a central
part of the 300 m crossbar of the approach lighting system will alone be partially obstructed.
Nevertheless, it is important to ensure that the unobstructed lights of the crossbar remain
serviceable all the time.
12.3.6

Objects existing within the boundaries of the light plane, requiring the light plane to be raised
in order to meet the criteria contained herein, shall be removed, lowered or relocated where this
can be accomplished more economically than raising the light plane.

12.3.7

In some instances objects may exist which cannot be removed, lowered or relocated
economically. These objects may be located so close to the threshold that they cannot be cleared
by the 2 per cent slope. Where such conditions exist and no alternative is possible, the 2 per
cent slope may be exceeded or a “stair step” resorted to in order to keep the approach lights
above the objects. Such “step” or increased gradients shall be resorted to only when it is
impracticable to follow standard slope criteria, and they shall be held to the absolute minimum.
Under this criterion no negative slope is permitted in the outermost portion of the system.

12.4
12.4.1

Consideration of the effects of reduced lengths
The need for an adequate approach lighting system to support precision approaches where the
pilot is required to acquire visual references prior to landing, cannot be stressed too strongly.
The safety and regularity of such operations is dependent on this visual acquisition. The height
above runway threshold at which the pilot decides there are sufficient visual cues to continue
the precision approach and land will vary, depending on the type of approach being conducted
and other factors such as meteorological conditions, ground and airborne equipment, etc. The
required length of approach lighting system which will support all the variations of such
approaches is 900 m, and this shall always be provided whenever possible.

12.5 However, there are some runway locations where it is impossible to provide the 900 m length of
approach lighting system to support precision approaches.
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12.5.1

In such cases, every effort shall be made to provide as much approach lighting system as
possible. The appropriate authority may impose restrictions on operations to runways equipped
with reduced lengths of lighting. There are many factors which determine at what height the
pilot must have decided to continue the approach to land or execute a missed approach. It must
be understood that the pilot does not make an instantaneous judgment upon reaching a specified
height. The actual decision to continue the approach and landing sequence is an accumulative
process which is only concluded at the specified height. Unless lights are available prior to
reaching the decision point, the visual assessment process is impaired and the likelihood of
missed approaches will increase substantially. There are many operational considerations
which must be taken into account by the appropriate authorities in deciding where any
restrictions are necessary to any precision approach and these are detailed in the applicable
Civil Aviation (Air Operations) Regulations.

13. Priority of installation of visual approach slope indicator systems
13.1 It has been found impracticable to develop guidance material that will permit a completely
objective analysis to be made of which runway on an aerodrome shall receive first priority for the
installation of a visual approach slope indicator system. However, factors that must be considered
when making such a decision are:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

frequency of use;
seriousness of the hazard;
presence of other visual and non-visual aids;
type of aeroplanes using the runway; and
frequency and type of adverse weather conditions under which the runway will be used.

13.2 With respect to the seriousness of the hazard, the order given in the application specifications
for a visual approach slope indicator system, may be used as a general guide. These may be
summarized as:
a) inadequate visual guidance because of:
1) approaches over water or featureless terrain, or absence of sufficient extraneous light in
the approach area by night;
2)
deceptive surrounding terrain;
b) serious hazard in approach;
c) serious hazard where aeroplanes undershoot or overrun; and
d) unusual turbulence.
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13.3 The presence of other visual or non-visual aids is a very important factor. Runways equipped
with ILS or MLS will generally receive the lowest priority for a visual approach slope indicator
system installation. It must be remembered, though, that visual approach slope indicator systems are
visual approach aids in their own right and can supplement electronic aids. When serious hazards
exist and/or a substantial number of aeroplanes not equipped for ILS or MLS use a runway, priority
might be given to installing a visual approach slope indicator on this runway.
13.4

Priority shall be given to runways used by turbojet aeroplanes.

14. Lighting of unserviceable areas

Where a temporarily unserviceable area exists, it may be marked with fixed-red lights. These lights shall
mark the most potentially dangerous extremities of the area. A minimum of four such lights shall be
used, except where the area is triangular in shape where a minimum of three lights may be employed.
The number of lights shall be increased when the area is large or of unusual configuration. At least one
light shall be installed for each 7.5 m of peripheral distance of the area. Where the lights are directional,
they shall be orientated so that as far as possible their beams are aligned in the direction from which
aircraft or vehicles will approach. Where aircraft or vehicles will normally approach from several
directions, consideration shall be given to adding extra lights or using omnidirectional lights to show the
area from these directions. Unserviceable area lights shall be frangible. Their height shall be sufficiently
low to preserve clearance for propellers and for engine pods of jet aircraft.

15. Rapid exit taxiway indicator lights (RETILs)
15.1 Rapid exit taxiway indicator lights (RETILs) comprise a set of yellow unidirectional lights
installed in the runway adjacent to the centre line. The lights are positioned in a 3-2-1 sequence at
100 m intervals prior to the point of tangency of the rapid exit taxiway centre line. They are intended
to give an indication to pilots of the location of the next available rapid exit taxiway.
15.2 In low visibility conditions, RETILs provide useful situational awareness cues while allowing
the pilot to concentrate on keeping the aircraft on the runway centre line.
15.3 Following a landing, runway occupancy time has a significant effect on achievable runway
capacity. RETILs allow pilots to maintain a good roll-out speed until it is necessary to decelerate to
an appropriate speed for the turn into a rapid exit turn-off. A roll-out speed of 60 knots until the first
RETIL (three-light barrette) is reached is seen as the optimum.
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16. Intensity control of approach and runway lights
16.1 The conspicuity of a light depends on the impression received of contrast between the light and
its background. Where a light is to be useful to a pilot by day when on approach, it must have an
intensity of at least 2 000 or 3 000 cd, and in the case of approach lights an intensity of the order of
20 000 cd is desirable. In conditions of very bright daylight fog it may not be possible to provide
lights of sufficient intensity to be effective. On the other hand, in clear weather on a dark night, an
intensity of the order of 100 cd for approach lights and 50 cd for the runway edge lights may be
found suitable. Even then, owing to the closer range at which they are viewed, pilots have sometimes
complained that the runway edge lights seemed unduly bright.
16.2 In fog the amount of light scattered is high. At night this scattered light increases the brightness
of the fog over the approach area and runway to the extent that little increase in the visual range of
the lights can be obtained by increasing their intensity beyond 2 000 or 3 000 cd. In an endeavor to
increase the range at which lights will first be sighted at night, their intensity must not be raised to
an extent that a pilot might find excessively dazzling at diminished range.
16.3 From the foregoing will be evident the importance of adjusting the intensity of the lights of an
aerodrome lighting system according to the prevailing conditions, so as to obtain the best results
without excessive dazzle that will disconcert the pilot. The appropriate intensity setting on any
particular occasion will depend both on the conditions of background brightness and the visibility.
Detailed guidance material on selecting intensity setting for different conditions is given in the
Aerodrome Design Manual (Doc 9157), Part 4.
17.

Signal area

A signal area need be provided only when it is intended to use visual ground signals to communicate
with aircraft in flight. Such signals may be needed when the aerodrome does not have an aerodrome
control tower or an aerodrome flight information service unit, or when the aerodrome is used by
aeroplanes not equipped with radio. Visual ground signals may also be useful in the case of failure of
two-way radio communication with aircraft. It shall be recognized, however, that the type of information
which may be conveyed by visual ground signals shall normally be available in AIPs or NOTAM. The
potential need for visual ground signals shall therefore be evaluated before deciding to provide a signal
area.
18.

Rescue and fire fighting services
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18.1

Administration

18.1.1

The rescue and fire fighting service at an aerodrome shall be under the administrative control
of the aerodrome management, which shall also be responsible for ensuring that the service
provided is organized, equipped, staffed, trained and operated in such a manner as to fulfill its
proper functions.

18.1.2

In drawing up the detailed plan for the conduct of search and rescue operations (Civil Aviation
(Search and Rescue) regulation), the aerodrome management shall coordinate its plans with the
relevant rescue coordination centres to ensure that the respective limits of their responsibilities
for an aircraft accident within the vicinity of an aerodrome are clearly delineated.

18.1.3

Coordination between the rescue and fire fighting service at an aerodrome and public protective
agencies, such as local fire brigade, police force, coast guard and hospitals, shall be achieved
by prior agreement for assistance in dealing with an aircraft accident.

18.1.4

A grid map of the aerodrome and its immediate vicinity shall be provided for the use of the
aerodrome services concerned. Information concerning topography, access roads and location
of water supplies shall be indicated. This map shall be conspicuously posted in the control
tower and fire station and available on the rescue and fire fighting vehicles and such other
supporting vehicles required to respond to an aircraft accident or incident. Copies shall also be
distributed to public protective agencies as desirable.

18.1.5

Coordinated instructions shall be drawn up detailing the responsibilities of all concerned and
the action to be taken in dealing with emergencies. The appropriate authority shall ensure that
such instructions are promulgated and observed.

18.2

Training

The training curriculum shall include initial and recurrent instruction in at least the following areas:
a)
b)
c)
d)

airport familiarization;
aircraft familiarization;
rescue and firefighting personnel safety;
emergency communications systems on the aerodrome, including aircraft fire related alarms;
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e) use of the fire hoses, nozzles, turrets and other appliances required for compliance with Part XVI,
Regulation 263 - Regulation 272;
f) application of the types of extinguishing agents required for compliance with Part XVI, 9.2
Regulation 263-Regulation 272;
g) emergency aircraft evacuation assistance;
h) firefighting operations;
i) adaptation and use of structural rescue and fire-fighting equipment for aircraft rescue and fire
fighting;
j) dangerous goods;
k) familiarization with fire fighters’ duties under the aerodrome emergency plan; and
l) protective clothing and respiratory protection.
18.3

Level of protection to be provided

18.3.1

In accordance with Part XVI, 9.2 Regulation 263-Regulation 272 aerodromes shall be
categorized for rescue and firefighting purposes and the level of protection provided shall be
appropriate to the aerodrome category.

18.3.2

However, Part XI, Regulation 192 (1) permits a lower level of protection to be provided for a
limited period where the number of movements of the aeroplanes in the highest category
normally using the aerodrome is less than 700 in the busiest consecutive three months. It is
important to note that the concession included in Regulation 192 (1) is applicable only where
there is a wide range of difference between the dimensions of the aeroplanes included in
reaching 700 movements.

18.4

Rescue equipment for difficult environments.

18.4.1

Suitable rescue equipment and services shall be available at an aerodrome where the area to be
covered by the service includes water, swampy areas or other difficult environment that cannot
be fully served by conventional wheeled vehicles. This is particularly important where a
significant portion of approach/departure operations takes place over these areas.

18.4.2

The rescue equipment shall be carried on boats or other vehicles such as helicopters and
amphibious or air cushion vehicles, capable of operating in the area concerned. The vehicles
shall be so located that they can be brought into action quickly to respond to the areas covered
by the service.
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18.4.3

At an aerodrome bordering the water, the boats or other vehicles shall preferably be located on
the aerodrome, and convenient launching or docking sites provided. Where these vehicles are
located off the aerodrome, they shall preferably be under the control of the aerodrome rescue
and fire fighting service or, where this is not practicable, under the control of another competent
public or private organization working in close coordination with the aerodrome rescue and fire
fighting service (such as police, military services, harbour patrol or coast guard).

18.4.4

Boats or other vehicles shall have as high a speed as practicable so as to reach an accident site
in minimum time. To reduce the possibility of injury during rescue operations, water jet-driven
boats are preferred to water propeller driven boats unless the propellers of the latter boats are
ducted. Shall the water areas to be covered by the service be frozen for a significant period of
the year, the equipment shall be selected accordingly. Vehicles used in this service shall be
equipped with life rafts and life preservers related to the requirements of the larger aircraft
normally using the aerodrome, with two-way radio communication, and with floodlights for
night operations. Where aircraft operations during periods of low visibility are expected, it may
be necessary to provide guidance for the responding emergency vehicles.

18.4.5

The personnel designated to operate the equipment shall be adequately trained and drilled for
rescue services in the appropriate environment.

18.5
18.5.1

Facilities
The provision of special telephone, two-way radio communication and general alarm systems
for the rescue and fire fighting service is desirable to ensure the dependable transmission of
essential emergency and routine information. Consistent with the individual requirements of
each aerodrome, these facilities serve the following purposes:

a) direct communication between the activating authority and the aerodrome fire station in order to
ensure the prompt alerting and dispatch of rescue and fire fighting
b) vehicles and personnel in the event of an aircraft accident or incident;
c) emergency signals to ensure the immediate summoning of designated personnel not on standby
duty;
d) as necessary, summoning essential related services on or off the aerodrome; and
e) maintaining communication by means of two-way radio with the rescue and fire fighting vehicles
in attendance at an aircraft accident or incident.
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18.5.2

The availability of ambulance and medical facilities for the removal and after-care of casualties
arising from an aircraft accident shall receive the careful consideration of the aerodrome
operator and shall form part of the overall emergency plan established to deal with such
emergencies.

19. Operators of vehicles
19.1 The authorities responsible for the operation of vehicles on the movement area shall ensure that
the operators are properly qualified. This may include, as appropriate to the driver’s function,
knowledge of:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
19.2
a)
b)
c)
d)

the geography of the aerodrome;
aerodrome signs, markings and lights;
radiotelephone operating procedures;
terms and phrases used in aerodrome control including the ICAO spelling alphabet;
rules of air traffic services as they relate to ground operations;
airport rules and procedures; and
specialist functions as required, for example, in rescue and fire fighting.
The operator should be able to demonstrate competency, as appropriate, in:
the operation or use of vehicle transmit/receive equipment;
understanding and complying with air traffic control and local procedures;
vehicle navigation on the aerodrome; and
special skills required for the particular function.

In addition, as required for any specialist function, the operator should be the holder of a State driver’s
licence, a State radio operator’s licence or other licences.
19.3 The above should be applied as is appropriate to the function to be performed by the operator,
and it is not necessary that all operators be trained to the same level, for example, operators whose
functions are restricted to the apron.
19.4 Where special procedures apply for operations in low visibility conditions, it is desirable to verify
an operator’s knowledge of the procedures through periodic checks.
20. The ACN-PCN method of reporting pavement strength
20.1

Overload operations
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20.1.1

Overloading of pavements can result either from loads too large, or from a substantially
increased application rate, or both. Loads larger than the defined (design or evaluation) load
shorten the design life, whilst smaller loads extend it. With the exception of massive
overloading, pavements in their structural behaviour are not subject to a particular limiting
load above which they suddenly or catastrophically fail. Behaviour is such that a pavement
can sustain a definable load for an expected number of repetitions during its design life. As
a result, occasional minor overloading is acceptable, when expedient, with only limited loss
in pavement life expectancy and relatively small acceleration of pavement deterioration. For
those operations in which magnitude of overload and/or the frequency of use do not justify
a detailed analysis, the following criteria are suggested:
a) for flexible pavements, occasional movements by aircraft with ACN not exceeding 10 per cent
above the reported PCN should not adversely affect the pavement;
b) for rigid or composite pavements, in which a rigid pavement layer provides a primary element
of the structure, occasional movements by aircraft with ACN not exceeding 5 per cent above
the reported PCN should not adversely affect the pavement;
c) if the pavement structure is unknown, the 5 per cent limitation should apply; and
d) the annual number of overload movements should not exceed approximately 5 per cent of the
total annual aircraft movements.

20.1.2

20.2

Such overload movements shall not normally be permitted on pavements exhibiting signs of
distress or failure. Furthermore, overloading shall be avoided during any periods of thaw
following frost penetration, or when the strength of the pavement or its sub-grade may be
weakened by water. Where overload operations are conducted, the appropriate authority
shall review the relevant pavement condition regularly and shall also review the criteria for
overload operations periodically since excessive repetition of overloads can cause severe
shortening of pavement life or require major rehabilitation of pavement.
ACNs for several aircraft types

For convenience, several aircraft types currently in use have been evaluated on rigid and flexible
pavements founded on the four sub-grade strength categories in Part V Regulation 42, and the results
tabulated in the ICAO Aerodrome Design Manual (Doc 9157), Part 3.

20A. The ACR-PCR method of reporting pavement strength
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(1) Overloading of pavements can result either from loads too large, or from a substantially
increased application rate, or both. Loads larger than the defined (design or evaluation) load shorten the
design life, whilst smaller loads extend it.
(2) With the exception of massive overloading, pavements in their structural behaviour are not
subject to a particular limiting load above which they suddenly or catastrophically fail. Behaviour is
such that a pavement can sustain a definable load for an expected number of repetitions during its design
life. As a result, occasional minor overloading is acceptable, when expedient, with only limited loss of
pavement life expectancy and relatively small acceleration of pavement deterioration.
(3) For those operations in which magnitude of overload and/or the frequency of use do not justify
a detailed analysis, the following criteria are suggested:
a) for flexible and rigid pavements, occasional movements by aircraft with ACR not exceeding 10
per cent above the reported PCR should not adversely affect the pavement;
b) the annual number of overload movements should not exceed approximately 5 per cent of the total
annual aircraft movements, excluding light aircraft.
(4) Such overload movements should not normally be permitted on pavement exhibiting signs of
distress or failure. Furthermore, overloading should be avoided during any periods of thaw following
frost penetration, or when the strength of the pavement or its subgrade could be weakened by water.
(5) Where overload operations are conducted, the appropriate authority should review the relevant
pavement condition regularly, and should also review the criteria for overload operations periodically
since excessive repetition of overloads can cause severe shortening of pavement life or require major
rehabilitation of pavement.
(6) For convenience, a dedicated software is available on the ICAO website, for computing any
aircraft ACRs at any mass on rigid and flexible pavements for the four standard subgrade strength
categories detailed in Regulation 70 (6) b.

21. Autonomous runway incursion warning system (ARIWS)
Note 1. — These autonomous systems are generally quite complex in design and operation and, as such,
deserve careful consideration by all levels of the industry, from the regulating authority to the end user.
This guidance is offered to provide a clearer description of the system(s) and offer some suggested
actions required in order to properly implement these system(s) at an aerodrome in any State.
Note 2.— The Manual on the Prevention of Runway Incursion (Doc 9870) presents different approaches
for the prevention of runway incursion.
21.1 General description
21.1.1
The operation of an ARIWS is based upon a surveillance system which monitors the actual
situation on a runway and automatically returns this information to warning lights at the
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runway (take-off) thresholds and entrances. When an aircraft is departing from a runway
(rolling) or arriving at a runway (short final), red warning lights at the entrances will
illuminate, indicating that it is unsafe to enter or cross the runway. When an aircraft is
aligned on the runway for take-off and another aircraft or vehicle enters or crosses the
runway, red warning lights will illuminate at the threshold area, indicating that it is unsafe
to start the take-off roll.
21.1.2

In general, an ARIWS consists of an independent surveillance system (primary radar,
multilateration, specialized cameras, dedicated radar, etc.) and a warning system in the form
of extra airfield lighting systems connected through a processor which generates alerts
independent from ATC directly to the flight crews and vehicle operators.

21.1.3

An ARIWS does not require circuit interleaving, secondary power supply or operational
connection to other visual aid systems.

21.1.4

In practice, not every entrance or threshold needs to be equipped with warning lights. Each
aerodrome will have to assess its needs individually depending on the characteristics of the
aerodrome. There are several systems developed offering the same or similar functionality.

21.2 Flight crew actions
21.2.1
It is of critical importance that flight crews understand the warning being transmitted by the
ARIWS system. Warnings are provided in near real-time, directly to the flight crew because
there is no time for “relay” types of communications. In other words, a conflict warning
generated to ATS which must then interpret the warning, evaluate the situation and
communicate to the aircraft in question, would result in several seconds being taken up
where each second is critical in the ability to stop the aircraft safely and prevent a potential
collision. Pilots are presented with a globally consistent signal which means “STOP
IMMEDIATELY” and must be taught to react accordingly. Likewise, pilots receiving an
ATS clearance to take-off or cross a runway, and seeing the red-light array, must STOP and
advise ATS that they aborted/stopped because of the red lights. Again, the criticality of the
timeline involved is so tight that there is no room for misinterpretation of the signal. It is of
utmost importance that the visual signal be consistent around the world.
21.2.2

It must also be stressed that the extinguishing of the red lights does not, in itself, indicate a
clearance to proceed. That clearance is still required from air traffic control. The absence of
red warning lights only means that potential conflicts have not been detected.
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21.2.3

In the event that a system becomes unserviceable, one of two things will occur. If the system
fails in the extinguished condition, then no procedural changes need to be accomplished.
The only thing that will happen is the loss of the automatic, independent warning system.
Both ATS operations and flight crew procedures (in response to ATS clearances) will remain
unchanged.

21.2.4

Procedures should be developed to address the circumstance where the system fails in the
illuminated condition. It will be up to the ATS and/or aerodrome operator to establish those
procedures depending on their own circumstances. It must be remembered that flight crews
are instructed to “STOP” at all red lights. If the affected portion of the system, or the entire
system, is shut off the situation is reverted to the extinguished scenario described in 21.2.3.

21.3 Aerodromes
21.3.1
An ARIWS does not have to be provided at all aerodromes. An aerodrome considering the
installation of such a system may wish to assess its needs individually, depending on traffic
levels, aerodrome geometry, ground taxi patterns, etc. Local user groups such as the Local
Runway Safety Team (LRST) can be of assistance in this process. Also, not every runway
or taxiway needs to be equipped with the lighting array(s), and not every installation requires
a comprehensive ground surveillance system to feed information to the conflict detection
computer.
21.3.2

Although there may be local specific requirements, some basic system requirements are
applicable to all ARIWS:
a) the control system and energy power supply of the system must be independent from any other
system in use at the aerodrome, especially the other parts of the lighting system;
b) the system must operate independently from ATS communications;
c) the system must provide a globally accepted visual signal that is consistent and instantly
understood by crews; and local procedures should be developed in the case of malfunction or
failure of a portion of, or the entire system. (Eighth Schedule to these Regulations).

21.4
21.4.1

Air traffic services
The ARIWS is designed to be complementary to normal ATS functions, providing warnings
to flight crews and vehicle operators when some conflict has been unintentionally created or
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missed during normal aerodrome operations. The ARIWS will provide a direct warning
when, for example, ground control or tower (local) control has provided a clearance to hold
short of a runway but the flight crew or vehicle operator has “missed” the hold short portion
of their clearance and tower has issued a take-off or landing clearance to that same runway,
and the non-read back by the flight crew or vehicle operator was missed by air traffic control.
21.4.2

In the case where a clearance has been issued and a crew reports a non-compliance due to
“red lights”, or aborting because of “red lights”, then it is imperative that the controller assess
the situation and provide additional instructions as necessary. It may well be that the system
has generated a false warning or that the potential incursion no longer exists; however, it
may also be a valid warning. In any case, additional instructions and/or a new clearance need
to be provided. In a case where the system has failed, then procedures will need to be put
into place as described in 21.2.3 and 21.2.4. In no case 130 the illumination of the ARIWS
be dismissed without confirmation that, in fact, there is no conflict. It is worth noting that
there have been numerous incidents avoided at aerodromes with such systems installed. It is
also worth noting that there have been false warnings as well, usually as a result of the
calibration of the warning software, but in any case, the potential conflict existence or nonexistence must be confirmed.

21.4.3

While many installations may have a visual or audio warning available to ATS personnel, it
is in no way intended that ATS personnel be required to actively monitor the system. Such
warnings may assist ATS personnel in quickly assessing the conflict in the event of a
warning and help them to provide appropriate further instructions, but the ARIWS should
not play an active part in the normal functioning of any ATS facility.

21.4.4

Each aerodrome where the system is installed will develop procedures depending upon its
unique situation. Again, it must be stressed that under no circumstances should pilots or
operators be instructed to “cross the red lights”. As indicated previously, the use of local
runway safety teams can greatly assist in this development process.

21.5
21.5.1

Promulgation of information
Information on the characteristics and status of an ARIWS at an aerodrome are promulgated
in the AIP section AD 2.9 in PANS-AIM (Doc 10066), and its status updated as necessary
through NOTAM or ATIS in compliance with 2.9.1 of this Regulation.
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21.5.2

Aircraft operators are to ensure that flight crews’ documentation include procedures
regarding ARIWS and appropriate guidance information, in compliance with Civil Aviation
( Air Operat Annex 6, Part I.

21.5.3

Aerodromes may provide additional sources of guidance on operations and procedures for
their personnel, aircraft operators, ATS and third-party personnel who may have to deal with
an ARIWS.

22. Taxiway design guidance for minimizing the potential for runway incursions
22.1 Good aerodrome design practices can reduce the potential for runway incursions while
maintaining operating efficiency and capacity. The following taxiway design guidance may be
considered to be part of a runway incursion prevention programme as a means to ensure that runway
incursion aspects are addressed during the design phase for new runways and taxiways. Within this
focused guidance, the prime considerations are to limit the number of aircraft or vehicles entering
or crossing a runway, provide pilots with enhanced unobstructed views of the entire runway, and
correct taxiways identified as hot spots as much as possible. (Eighth Schedule to these regulations)
22.2 The centre line of an entrance taxiway should be perpendicular to the runway centre line, where
possible. This design principle provides pilots with an unobstructed view of the entire runway, in
both directions, to confirm that the runway and approach are clear of conflicting traffic before
proceeding towards the runway. Where the taxiway angle is such that a clear unobstructed view, in
both directions, is not possible, consideration should be given to providing a perpendicular portion
of the taxiway immediately adjacent to the runway to allow for a full visual scan by the pilots prior
to entering or crossing a runway.
22.3 For taxiways intersecting with runways, avoid designing taxiways wider than recommended in
this Annex. This design principle offers improved recognition of the location of the runway holding
position and the accompanying sign, marking and lighting visual cues.
22.4 Existing taxiways wider than prescribed in this Regulation, can be rectified by painting taxi side
stripe markings to the recommended width. As far as practicable, it is preferable to redesign such
locations properly rather than to repaint such locations.
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22.5 Multi-taxiway entrances to a runway should be parallel to each other and should be distinctly
separated by an unpaved area. This design principle allows each runway holding location an earthen
area for the proper placement of accompanying sign, marking and lighting visual cues at each
runway holding position. Moreover, the design principle eliminates the needless costs of building
unusable pavement and as well as the costs for painting taxiway edge markings to indicate such
unusable pavement. In general, excess paved areas at runway holding positions reduce the
effectiveness of sign, marking and lighting visual cues.
22.6 Build taxiways that cross a runway as a single straight taxiway. Avoid dividing the taxiway into
two after crossing the runway. This design principle avoids constructing “Y-shaped” taxiways
known to present risk of runway incursions.
22.7 If possible, avoid building taxiways that enter at the mid-runway location. This design principle
helps to reduce the collision risks at the most hazardous locations (high energy location) because
normally departing aircraft have too much energy to stop, but not enough speed to take-off, before
colliding with another errant aircraft or vehicle.
22.8 Provide clear separation of pavement between a rapid exit taxiway and other non-rapid taxiways
entering or crossing a runway. This design principle avoids two taxiways from overlapping each
other to create an excessive paved area that would confuse pilots entering a runway.
22.9 Avoid the placement of different pavement materials (asphalt and cement concrete) at or near
the vicinity of the runway holding position, as far as practicable. This design principle avoids
creating visual confusion as to the actual location of the runway holding position.
22.10 Many aerodromes have more than one runway, notably paired parallel runways (two runways
on one side of the terminal), which creates a difficult problem in that either on arrival or departure
an aircraft is required to cross a runway. Under such a configuration, the safety objective here is to
avoid or at least keep to a minimum the number of runway crossings. This safety objective may be
achieved by constructing a “perimeter taxiway”. A perimeter taxiway is a taxi route that goes around
the end of a runway, enabling arrival aircraft (when landings are on outer runway of a pair) to get to
the terminal, or departure aircraft (when departures are on outer runway of a pair) to get to the
runway, without either crossing a runway or conflicting with a departing or approaching aircraft.
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22.11 A perimeter taxiway would be designed according to the following criteria:
a) Sufficient space is required between the landing threshold and the taxiway centre line where
it crosses under the approach path to enable the critical taxiing aircraft to pass under the
approach without penetrating any approach surface.
b) The jet blast impact of aircraft taking off should be considered in consultation with aircraft
manufacturers; the extent of take-off thrust should be evaluated when determining the
location of a perimeter taxiway. Eighth Schedule to these Regulations.
c) The requirement for a runway end safety area, as well as possible interference with landing
systems and other navigation aids should also be taken into account. For example, in the case
of an ILS, the perimeter taxiway should be located behind the localiser antenna, not between
the localiser antenna and the runway, due to the potential for severe ILS disturbance, noting
that this is harder to achieve as the distance between the localizer and the runway increases.
d) d) Human factors issues should also be taken into account. Appropriate measures should be
put in place to assist pilots to distinguish between aircraft that are crossing the runway and
those that are safely on a perimeter taxiway.
23. Aerodrome mapping data
23.1 Part IV, Regulation 18(2) and 18(3), relate to the provision of aerodrome mapping data. The
aerodrome mapping data features are collected and made available to the aeronautical information
services for aerodromes designated by States with consideration of the intended applications. These
applications are closely tied to an identified need and operational use where the application of the
data would provide a safety benefit or could be used as mitigation of a safety concern.
23.2 Applications
23.2.1

Aerodrome mapping data include aerodrome geographic information that supports
applications which improve the user’s situational awareness or supplement surface
navigation, thereby increasing safety margins and operational efficiency. With appropriate
data element accuracy, these data sets support collaborative decision-making, common
situational awareness and aerodrome guidance applications. The data sets are intended to be
used in the following air navigation applications:
a) on-board positioning and route awareness including moving maps with own aircraft position,
surface guidance and navigation;
b) traffic awareness including surveillance and runway incursion detection and alerting (such as,
respectively, in A-SMGCS levels 1 and 2);
c) ground positioning and route awareness including situational displays with aircraft and vehicles
position and taxi route, surface guidance and navigation (such as A-SMGCS levels 3 and 4);
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d) facilitation of aerodrome-related aeronautical information, including NOTAMs;
e) resource and aerodrome facility management; and
f) aeronautical chart production.
23.2.2

The data may also be used in other applications such as training/flight simulators and onboard or ground enhanced vision systems (EVS), synthetic vision systems (SVS) and
combined vision systems (CVS). Annex 14 — Aerodromes Volume I 8/11/18 ATT A-36.

23.3 Determination of aerodromes to be considered for collection of aerodrome mapping data
features
In order to determine which aerodromes may make use of applications requiring the collection of
aerodrome mapping data features, the following aerodrome characteristics may be considered: –
safety risks at the aerodrome; – visibility conditions; – aerodrome layout; and – traffic density.
Note. — Further guidance on aerodrome mapping data can be found in the Airport Services Manual,
Part 8 — Airport Operational Service (Doc 9137). ___

NINTH SCHEDULE
Regulation 61
OBSTACLE LIMITATION SURFACES
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THE CIVIL AVIATION ACT
(CAP 80)
______________
REGULATIONS
______________
(Made under Section 4)
________________

THE CIVIL AVIATION (HELIPORTS) REGULATIONS, 2022

PART I
PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS

Citation

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Civil Aviation (Heliports)
Regulations, 2022.

Application

2. (1) These Regulations shall apply to all civil heliports in the United
Republic of Tanzania except water heliports where touchdown or lift-off is
on the surface of water.
(2) These regulations shall apply equally to areas for the exclusive use
of helicopters at an aerodrome primarily meant for the use of aeroplanes
and where relevant, the requirements of the Civil Aviation (Aerodrome
Design and Operations) Regulations, shall apply to the helicopter
operations being conducted at such an aerodrome.
(3) Unless otherwise specified, the specification for a colour referred to
within these regulations shall be contained in the Third schedule of the Civil
Aviation (Aerodrome Design and Operations) Regulations.

Interpretation

3. In these Regulations unless the context otherwise requires“Accident” means an occurrence associated with the operation of an
aircraft which, in the case of a manned aircraft, takes place between the
time any person boards the aircraft with the intention of flight until such
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time as all such persons have disembarked, or in the case of an unmanned
aircraft, takes place between the time the aircraft is ready to move with
the purpose of flight until such time as it comes to rest at the end of the
flight and the primary propulsion system is shut down, in which:
(a) a person is fatally or seriously injured as a result of:
(i) being in the aircraft, or
(ii) direct contact with any part of the aircraft, including parts
which have become detached from the aircraft, or
(iii) direct exposure to jet blast,
except when the injuries are from natural causes, self-inflicted or
inflicted by other persons, or when the injuries are to stowaways
hiding outside the areas normally available to the passengers and
crew; or
(b) the aircraft sustains damage or structural failure which:
(i) adversely affects the structural strength, performance or flight
characteristics of the aircraft, and
(ii) will normally require major repair or replacement of the
affected component;
except for engine failure or damage, when the damage is limited to
a single engine (including its cowlings or accessories), to
propellers, wing tips, antennas, probes, vanes, tires, brakes, wheels,
fairings, panels, landing gear doors, windscreens, the aircraft skin
(such as small dents or puncture holes), or for minor damages to
main rotor blades, tail rotor blades, landing gear, and those
resulting from hail or bird strike (including holes in the radome);
or
(c) the aircraft is missing or is completely inaccessible.
(For statistical uniformity only, an injury resulting in death within thirty
days of the date of the accident is classified as a fatal injury. An
aircraft is considered to be missing when the official search has been
terminated and the wreckage has not been located);
“Accuracy” means a degree of conformance between the estimated or
measured value and the true value;
“Act” means the Tanzania Civil Aviation Act;
“Aeronautical ground light” means any light provided as an aid to air
navigation, other than a light displayed on an aircraft;
“Aeronautical Information Circular – (AIC)” means a notice
containing information that does not qualify for the origination of a
NOTAM or for inclusion in the Aeronautical Information Publication, but
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which relates to flight safety, air navigation, technical, administrative or
legislative matters;
“Aeronautical Information Publication – (AIP)” means an
aeronautical information publication of a lasting character essential to air
navigation, issued by the Authority;
“Air Traffic Service – (ATS)” means a flight information service,
alerting service, air traffic advisory service, or air traffic control service;
“Air taxi-route” means a marked taxi-route intended for air taxiing;
“Apron” means a helicopter stand on an elevated heliport;
“Authority” means the Tanzania Civil Aviation Authority;
"Authorized person" means any person authorized by the Authority
either generally or in relation to a particular case or class of cases and
reference to an authorized person includes references to the holder for the
time being of an office designated by the Authority;
“Cabinet Secretary (Minister)” means the Cabinet Secretary (Minister)
for the time being responsible for civil aviation;
“Calendar” means discrete temporal reference system that provides
the basis for defining temporal position to a resolution of one day;
“Critical data” means there is a high probability when using corrupted
critical data that the continued safe flight and landing of an aircraft would
be severely at risk with the potential for catastrophe;
“D” means the largest overall dimension of the helicopter when rotor or
rotors are turning measured from the most forward position of the main
rotor tip path plane to the most rearward position of the tail rotor tip path
plane or helicopter structure;
“Datum” means any quantity or set of quantities that may serve as a
reference or basis for the calculation of other quantities;
“Declared distances-heliports” means;
(a) “Take-off distance available (TODAH)” - the length of the
FATO plus the length of helicopter clearway (if provided)
declared available and suitable for helicopters to complete the
take-off;
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(b) “Rejected take-off distance available (RTODAH)” - length
of the FATO declared available and suitable for helicopters
operated in performance class 1 to complete a rejected take-off;
and
(c) “Landing distance available (LDAH)” - The length of the
FATO plus any additional area declared available and suitable
for helicopters to complete the landing maneuvers from a
defined height.
“Design D” means the D of the design helicopter;
“D-value” means a limiting dimension, in terms of “D”, for a heliport,
helideck or shipboard heliport, or for a defined area within.;
“Dynamic load-bearing surface” means surface capable of supporting
the loads generated by a helicopter in motion;
“Elevated heliport” means a heliport located on a raised structure on
land;
“Elongated” when used with TLOF or FATO, elongated means an area
which has a length more than twice its width.
“En-route obstacle” means any building, structure or erection, which is
one hundred metres or more, above ground level, except a building,
structure or erection, which is in the vicinity of a heliport;
“Essential data” means there is a low probability when using corrupted
essential data that the continued safe flight and landing of an aircraft
would be severely at risk with the potential for catastrophe;
“Final approach and take-off area (FATO)” means a defined area over
which the final phase of the approach manoeuvre to hover or landing is
completed and from which the take-off manoeuvre is commenced. Where
the FATO is to be used by helicopters operated in performance class 1,
the defined area includes the rejected take-off area available;
“Ground taxi-route” means a taxi-route centred on a taxiway;
“Helicopter clearway” means a defined area on the ground or water,
selected and/or prepared as a suitable area over which a helicopter
operated in performance class 1 may accelerate and achieve a specific
height;
“Helicopter stand” means a defined area intended to accommodate a
helicopter for purposes of: loading or unloading passengers, mail or
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cargo; fuelling, parking or maintenance; and, where air taxiing operations
are contemplated, the TLOF;
“Helicopter taxiway” means a defined path on a heliport intended for the
ground movement of helicopters and that may be combined with an air
taxi-route to permit both ground and air taxiing.;
“Helicopter taxi-route” means a defined path established for the
movement of helicopters from one part of a heliport to another.
“Helideck” means a heliport located on a fixed or floating offshore
facility such as an exploration and/or production unit used for the
exploitation of oil or gas;
“Heliport” means a heliport or a defined area on a structure intended to
be used wholly or in part for the arrival, departure and surface movement
of helicopters;
“Heliport elevation” means the elevation of the highest point of the
FATO;
“Heliport reference point (HRP)” means the designated location for a
heliport;
“Incident” means an occurrence other than an accident associated with
the operation of an aircraft, which affect or may affect the safety of
operation of aircraft;
“Medium intensity steady light” means a light, which complies with the
characteristics described for a medium intensity type C light;
“MPt” Missed approach point
“Obstacle” means all fixed (whether temporary or permanent) and
mobile objects, or parts thereof, that:
(a) are located on an area intended for the surface movement of aircraft; or
(b) extend above a defined surface intended to protect aircraft in flight; or
(c) Stand outside those defined surfaces and that have been assessed as
being a hazard to air navigation.
“Point-in-space approach (PinS)” means the Point-in-space approach is
based on Global navigation satellite system (GNSS) and is an approach
procedure designed for helicopters only. It is aligned with a reference
point located to permit subsequent flight manoeuvring or approach and
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landing using visual manoeuvring in adequate visual conditions to see and
avoid obstacles;
“Point-in-space (PinS) visual segment” means the segment of a
helicopter PinS approach procedure from the Missed approach point
(MAPt) to the landing location for a PinS “proceed visually” procedure.
This visual segment connects the Point-in-space (PinS) to the landing
location;
“Protection area” means a defined area surrounding a stand intended to
reduce the risk of damage from helicopters accidentally diverging from
the stand;
“Rejected take-off area” means a defined area on a heliport suitable for
helicopters operating in performance class 1 to complete a rejected takeoff;
“Relevant authority” means any authority other than the Civil Aviation
Authority whose action may be necessary or complimentary for the
implementation of these Regulations;
“Routine data” means there is a very low probability when using
corrupted routine data that the continued safe flight and landing of an
aircraft would be severely at risk with the potential for catastrophe;
“Runway-type FATO” means a FATO having characteristics similar in
shape to a runway;
“Safety” means a state in which the risk of harm to persons or of property
damage is reduced to, and maintained at or below unacceptable level
through a continuing process or hazard identification and risk
management;
“Safety area” means a defined area on a heliport surrounding the FATO
which is free of obstacles, other than those required for air navigation
purposes and intended to reduce the risk of damage to helicopters
accidentally diverging from the FATO;
“Shipboard heliport” means a heliport located on a ship that may be
purpose or non-purpose built. A purpose-built shipboard heliport is one
designed specifically for helicopter operations. A non-purpose-built
shipboard heliport is one that utilizes an area of the ship that is capable of
supporting a helicopter but not designed specifically for that task;
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“Static load-bearing surface” means a surface capable of supporting the
mass of a helicopter situated upon it;
“Surface-level heliport” means a heliport located on the ground or on a
structure on the surface of the water;
“Touchdown and Lift-Off Area (TLOF)” means an area on which a
helicopter may touch down or lift off;
“Touchdown positioning circle (TDPC)” means a touchdown
positioning marking (TDPM) in the form of a circle used for
omnidirectional positioning in a TLOF;
“Touchdown positioning marking (TDPM)” means a marking or set of
markings providing visual cues for the positioning of helicopters;
“Winching area” means an area provided for the transfer by helicopter
of personnel or stores to or from a ship.

Common refence
systems

4. (1) The World Geodetic System – 1984 (WGS-84) shall be used as the
horizontal (geodetic) reference system;
(2) Reported aeronautical geographical coordinates indicating latitude
and longitude shall be expressed in terms of the WGS-84 geodetic
reference datum.
(3) The Mean Sea Level datum, which gives the relationship of gravityrelated height or elevation to a surface known as the geoid, shall be
used as the vertical reference system ..
(4) Except where notified in the [State] Aeronautical Information
Publication or the Aeronautical Information Circular, the Gregorian
calendar and Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) shall be used as the
temporal reference system.
(5) Unless otherwise prescribed by the Authority, the International
System of Units developed and maintained by the General
Conference of Weights and Measures (CGPM) shall be used as the
standard system of units of measurement.

Types of heliports

5. In these Regulations the following types of heliports shall be
considered;
(1) Surface-level Heliport:
A heliport located on the ground or on a structure on the surface of the
water.
(2) Elevated Heliport:
A heliport located on a raised structure on land.
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(3) Helideck:
A heliport located on a fixed or floating offshore facility such as an
exploration and/or production unit used for the exploitation of oil or gas.
(4) Shipboard Heliport:
A heliport located in the bow or stern of a ship or is purpose-built above the
ship’s structure.

PART 2
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF HELIPORTS
6. (1) A person shall not construct a heliport unless that person has a
Requirements
for
application for a valid heliport construction permit issued under Regulation 8.
heliport construction
(2) An application for a heliport construction permit shall be considered
permit
for approval, where
(a) the applicant holds a valid authorization from a relevant authority
for use of the place as a heliport; and
(b) the application is approved by the authority responsible for
national environment management.
(3) The Authority shall prior to issuance of a construction permit, assess
the suitability of the place proposed for construction taking into
consideration (a) the proximity of the place to other aerodromes and landing areas
including military aerodromes or heliports;
(b) obstacles, terrain and existing airspace restrictions; and
(c) that it is not against public interest that the place where the
aerodrome is to be constructed shall be used as such.
(4) An applicant for a heliport construction permit shall submit to the
Authority for approval an application form prescribed by the
Authority in the technical guidance material, accompanied by –
Issuance of heliport
construction permit.

Design
construction
heliports.

7. The authority shall issue a heliport construction permit to an
applicant where the application meets the requirements in regulation 6 and
any other requirements as may be specified by any relevant authority.

8. (1) An applicant for a construction permit shall ensure that the
and
of design and construction of the heliport is undertaken by a person registered
by the relevant professional body and shall take into account land use and
environmental control measures.
(2) The authority shall inspect the site of a heliport during
construction to ascertain compliance with the standards prescribed and the
terms of the heliport construction permit.

Requirements for a
heliport design.

9. A heliport design shall: —
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(a) indicate the physical characteristics in accordance with these
Regulations;
(b) indicate the obstacle limitation surfaces;
(c) indicate visual aids for air navigation;
(d) indicate the appropriate equipment and installations; and integrate
security measures in accordance with the Civil Aviation (Security)
Regulations, as amended.
PART 3
INFORMATION TO BE REPORTED TO AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION SERVICES
Availability
Information

of

10. (1) An operator shall ensure that information relating to the heliports
and its facilities, which is significant for the conduct of flights to and from
the heliports, is available to the users of the heliport.
(2) An operator shall be responsible for notifying the Aeronautical
Information Services of any errors and omissions in the aeronautical
information of operational significance, published in the
Aeronautical Information Publication or Aeronautical Information
Circular or in the NOTAM, and of any pending changes in the
heliport or its facilities which are likely to affect this information.
(3) An operator shall provide information on the following for the
guidance of pilots and other operators —
(a) status of licensing/certification/registration of the heliport;
(b) construction or maintenance work on or immediately adjacent to the
manoeuvring area;
(c) unserviceable portions of any part of the maneuvering area;
(d) the heliport surface conditions when affected by water, damp, wet,
water patches or flooded, as appropriate;
(e) parked aircraft or other objects on, or immediately adjacent to the
taxiways;
(f) the presence of other temporary hazards;
(g) failure or irregular operation of any part of the heliport lighting
system, or of the heliport main and secondary power supplies;
(h) failure, irregular operation and changes in the operational status of
any electronic approach or navigation aid, or aeronautical
communication facility; and
(i) Any other information of operational significance.
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Action required for
occurrences
of
operational
significance
other
than those involving
electronic aids and
communication
facilities

11. (1) Where any of the following conditions occur or are anticipated,
an operator shall take immediate action to amend the information contained
in the Aeronautical Information Circular and where necessary, promulgate
the change by NOTAM through the Aeronautical Information Services
using the Aeronautical Information Services address notified in the
Aeronautical Information Circular:

Aeronautical
reporting

12. (1) An operator shall provide to the Authority for promulgation,
accurate aeronautical data as specified in these Regulations.

data

(a) changes in the availability of the manoeuvring area and changes in
the heliport declared distance; except that increases in declared
distances may only be made with the approval of the Authority;
(b) significant changes in heliport lighting and other visual aids;
(c) presence or removal of temporary obstructions to aircraft operation
in the manoeuvring area;
(d) presence of airborne hazards to air navigation;
(e) interruption, return to service, or major changes to rescue facilities
and firefighting services in terms of the new category of the rescue
and firefighting service available at the heliport; except that
permanent changes to the promulgated rescue firefighting category
may only be made with the approval of the Authority;
(f) failure of or return to operation of hazard beacons and obstruction
lights on or in the vicinity of the heliport;
(g) erection or removal of obstructions to air navigation, and erection
or removal of significant obstacles in take-off, climb or approach
areas;
(h) air displays, air races, parachute jumping, or any unusual aviation
activity; and
(i) any other information of operational significance.
(2) Where any of the conditions in sub-regulation (1) arises at short
notice, an operator shall notify the Aeronautical Information
Services for promulgation of a NOTAM.
(3) Where any of the conditions in sub-regulation (1) is intended, the
operator shall make a written request to the Aeronautical Information
Services, for the amendment of the Aeronautical Information
Publication and Aeronautical Information Circular or for
supplementary action.

(2) An operator shall ensure that heliport related aeronautical data is
adequate and accurate and that the integrity of the data is maintained
and protected throughout the data process from survey or origin up
to the next intended user.
(3) An operator shall determine and report heliport related aeronautical
data in accordance with prescribed accuracy and integrity
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requirements while taking into account the established quality
system procedures.
(4) Accuracy requirements for aeronautical data shall be based upon a
ninety-five per cent confidence level and in that respect, three types
of positional data, namely; surveyed points, calculated points and
declared points shall be identified.
(5) Where made available in accordance with these regulations, the
selection of the heliport mapping data features to be collected shall
be made with consideration of the intended applications.
(6) Where made available in accordance with these regulations, heliport
mapping data shall comply with the accuracy and integrity
requirements specified by the Authority.
(7) Subject to sub-regulation (6), the following classification and data
integrity levels shall apply —
(a) for routine data: avoid corruption throughout the processing of the
data;
(b) for essential data: assure corruption does not occur at any stage of
the entire process and may include additional processes as needed to
address potential risks in the overall system architecture to further assure
data integrity at this level; and
(c) for critical data: assure corruption does not occur at any stage of the
entire process and include additional integrity assurance procedures to
fully mitigate the effects of faults identified by thorough analysis of the
overall system architecture as potential data integrity risks.
PART 4
HELIPORT DATA
Aeronautical data

13. (1) A heliport Operator or owner shall determine and report heliportrelated aeronautical data with the accuracy and integrity classification
required to meet the needs of the end-user of aeronautical data as specified
in the Civil Aviation (Aeronautical Information Services) Regulations as
amended.
(2) Digital data error detection techniques shall be used during the
transmission and/or storage of aeronautical data and digital data sets.
(3) The digital error detection techniques shall be in accordance with the
specifications contained in the Civil Aviation (Aeronautical
Information Service) Regulations as amended.

Heliport
point

reference

14. (1) A heliport operator shall establish heliport reference point for a
heliport not collocated with an aerodrome.
(2) Where the heliport is collocated with an aerodrome, the established
heliport reference point shall serve both aerodrome and heliport.
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(3) The heliport reference point shall be located near the initial or
planned geometric centre of the heliport and shall normally remain
where first established.
(4) The position of the heliport reference point shall be measured and
reported to the aeronautical information services department in
degrees, minutes and seconds.
Heliport elevation

15. (1) A heliport operator shall measure and report to the aeronautical
information services department the accuracy of one-half metre or foot the
heliport elevation and geoid undulation at the heliport elevation position..
(2) The elevation of the TLOF and the elevation and geoid undulation
of each threshold of the FATO where appropriate shall be measured
and reported to the aeronautical information services department to
the accuracy of one-half metre or foot.

16. (1) A heliport operator shall measure or describe the following data
Heliport dimensions
as
appropriate,
for each facility provided on a heliport:
and
related
(a) heliport type : surface-level, elevated, shipboard or helideck;
information
(b) TLOF: dimensions to the nearest metre or foot, slope, surface type,
bearing strength in tonnes (1,000 kg);
(c) FATO : type of FATO, true bearing to one-hundredth of a degree,
designation number where appropriate, length and width to the
nearest metre or foot, slope, surface type;
(d) Safety area: length, width and surface type;
(e) helicopter taxiway and helicopter taxi route: designation, width,
surface type;
(f) apron: surface type, helicopter stands;
(g) clearway: length, ground profile; and
(h) visual aids for approach procedures, marking and lighting of FATO,
TLOF, helicopter ground taxiways, helicopter air taxiways and
helicopter stands.
(2) The geographical coordinates of the geometric centre of the TLOF
or of each threshold of the FATO, where appropriate, shall be
measured and reported to the aeronautical information services
department in degrees, minutes, seconds and hundredths of seconds.
(3) The geographical coordinates of appropriate centre line points of
helicopter ground taxiways and helicopter taxi routes shall be
measured and reported to the aeronautical information services
department in degrees, minutes, seconds and hundredths of seconds.
(4) The geographical coordinates of each helicopter stand shall be
measured and reported to the aeronautical information services
department in degrees, minutes, seconds and hundredths of seconds.
(5) The geographical coordinates of obstacles in Area 2 (the part within
the heliport boundary) and in Area 3 shall be measured and reported
to the aeronautical information services department in degrees,
minutes, seconds and tenths of seconds.
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(6) The top elevation, type, marking and lighting, if any, of obstacles
shall be reported to the aeronautical information services
department.
Declared distances

17. (1) A heliport operator shall declare the following distances to the
nearest metre or foot where applicable, for a heliport:
(a) take-off distance available;
(b) rejected take-off distance available; and
(c) Landing distance available.

Coordination
between aeronautical
information services
department
and
heliport Operators

18. (1) A heliport operator shall:
(a) ensure that aeronautical information services department obtains
information to enable them to provide up-to-date pre-flight information
and to meet the need for in-flight information; and
(b)make arrangements with aeronautical information services
department to report the following with a minimum delay:
(i)

information on heliport conditions;

(ii)

the operational status of associated facilities, services and
navigation aids within their area of responsibility;

(iii) any other information considered to be of operational
significance.

(2) The heliport operator shall ensure that; (a)
before introducing changes to the air navigation system, due
account is taken of the time needed by aeronautical information
services for the preparation, production and issue of relevant
material for promulgation; and
(b)
there is close coordination between the services concerned
to ensure timely provision of the information to aeronautical
information services.

(2) The heliport operator shall obtain up to date information on
changes to aeronautical information that affect charts and
computer-based navigation systems which qualify to be notified by
the specified aeronautical information regulation and control
(AIRAC) system, as specified in the Civil Aviation (Aeronautical
Information Services) Regulations.
(3) A heliport operator shall observe the predetermined,
internationally agreed Aeronautical Information Regulation and
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Control (AIRAC) effective dates when submitting the raw
information or data to aeronautical information services
constituting changes to aeronautical information that affect charts
or computer-based navigation systems, which qualify to be notified
by the AIRAC system, as specified in the Civil Aviation
(Aeronautical Information Services) Regulations.
(4) The heliport operator shall, while providing raw aeronautical
information or data to the aeronautical information services take
into account accuracy and integrity requirements necessary to meet
the needs of the end-user of aeronautical data.
Rescue
firefighting

and

19. (1)
A heliport operator shall make available information
concerning the level of protection provided at a heliport for helicopter rescue
and firefighting purposes.
(2) Subject to sub-regulation (1) the level of protection normally
available at a heliport shall be expressed in terms of the category
of the rescue and firefighting service as described in Regulation 79
and in accordance with the types and amounts of extinguishing
agents normally available at the heliport.
(3) The heliport operator shall notify changes in the level of protection
normally available at a heliport for rescue and firefighting to the
aeronautical information services department and air traffic
services units to enable them to provide the necessary information
to arriving and departing helicopters.;
(4) Subject to sub-regulation (3) when such changes have been made,
the aeronautical information services department and air traffic
services units shall be advised accordingly.
(5) Subject to sub-regulations (3) and (4) the changes in the level of
protection from that normally available at the heliport may result
from, but not limited to:
(a) a change in the availability of extinguishing agent; or
(b) equipment used to deliver agents; or
(c) personnel used to operate the equipment.
(6) Subject to sub-regulation (3) a heliport operator shall express any
change in terms of the new category of the rescue and firefighting
service available at the heliport.

PART 5
HELIPORTS PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Part 5.1: Onshore heliports
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20. (1)A heliport operator shall consider the following in the design of a
General
design
heliport:
requirements
(a) requirements as specified in this part are based on design assumption
that no more than one helicopter shall be allowed in the final
approach and take-off area (FATO) at the same time;
(b) the design requirements specified in this part assume when
conducting operations to a FATO in proximity to another FATO,
these operations shall not be simultaneous;
(c) where simultaneous helicopter operations are required, appropriate
separation distances between FATOs shall be determined, giving due
regard issues such as rotor downwash and airspace, and ensuring the
flight paths for each FATO, as specified in part 6 to these Regulations
do not overlap;
(d) the requirements specified in this part are common for surface-level
heliports and elevated heliports unless otherwise specified;
(e) guidance on the minimum size for elevated FATO/TLOF in order to
permit facilitation of essential operations around the helicopter shall
be specified in the applicable technical guidance materials;
(f) guidance on structural design to account for the presence on elevated
heliports of personnel, snow, freight, refueling and firefighting
equipment shall be specified in the applicable technical guidance
materials; and
(g) guidance on siting of a heliport and the location of the various
defined areas, with due consideration of the effects of rotor
downwash and other aspects of helicopter operations on third parties
shall be specified in the applicable technical guidance materials;
(h) guidance on siting and orientation of the FATO at a heliport to
minimize interference of arrival and departure tracks with areas
approved for residential use and other noise-sensitive areas close to
the heliport shall be specified in the applicable technical guidance
materials;
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Final approach and
take-off area
(FATO)

21. (1)A FATO shall provide:
(a) an area free of obstacles, except for essential objects, specified in
paragraph (b), which because of their function are located on it, and of
sufficient size and shape to ensure containment of every part of the design
helicopter in the final phase of approach and commencement of take-off in
accordance with the intended procedures;
(b) the essential objects specified in paragraph (a) include visual aids
for example lighting or others such as firefighting systems necessary for
safety purposes and further requirements regarding penetration of a FATO
by essential objects as specified in sub regulation (7);
(c) when solid, a surface which is resistant to the effects of rotor
downwash:
(i) when collocated with a TLOF, is contiguous and flush with the
TLOF; has bearing strength capable of withstanding the intended
loads; and ensures effective drainage; or
(ii) when not collocated with a TLOF, is free of hazards should a
forced landing be required.
(2) The FATO shall be associated with a safety area.
(3) A heliport shall be provided with at least one FATO, which need
not be solid.
(4) The minimum dimensions of a FATO shall be:
(a) where intended to be used by helicopters operated in performance
class 1:
(i) the length of the Rejected Take-Off Distance (RTOD) for the
required Take-Off procedure prescribed in the helicopter flight
manual (HFM) of the helicopters for which the FATO is intended,
or 1.5 Design D, whichever is greater; and
(ii) the width for the required procedure prescribed in the HFM of
the helicopters for which the FATO is intended, or 1.5 Design D,
whichever is greater.
(b) where intended to be used by helicopters operated in performance
class 2 or 3, the lesser of:
(i) an area within which can be drawn a circle of diameter of 1.5
Design D; or
(ii)
when there is a limitation on the direction of approach and
touchdown, an area of sufficient width to meet the requirement
sub regulation (1) but not less than 1.5 times the overall width of
the design helicopter.
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(5) Essential objects located in a FATO shall not penetrate a
horizontal plane at the FATO elevation by more than 5 cm.
(6) When the FATO is solid the slope shall not:
(a)
except as provided in paragraphs (b) or (c) ; exceed 2 per
cent in any direction;
(b)
when the FATO is elongated and intended to be used by
helicopters operated in performance class 1, exceed 3 per
cent overall, or have a local slope exceeding 5 per cent; and
(c)
when the FATO is elongated and intended to be used solely
by helicopters operated in performance class 2 or 3, exceed
3 per cent overall, or have a local slope exceeding 7 per
cent.

(7) The FATO shall be located so as to minimize the influence of the
surrounding environment, including turbulence, which could have
an adverse impact on helicopter operations.
(8) A FATO shall be surrounded by a safety area which need not be
solid as prescribed in First Schedule figure 3-1.
Safety areas

22. (1) A safety area shall provide:
(a) an area free of obstacles, except for essential objects which because
of their function are located on it, to compensate for manoeuvring
errors; and
(b) when solid, a surface which is contiguous and flush with the FATO,
is resistant to the effects of rotor downwash; and ensures effective
drainage.;
(2) The safety area surrounding a FATO shall extend outwards from
the periphery of the FATO for a distance of at least 3 m or 0.25
Design D, whichever is greater.
(3) No mobile object shall be permitted in a safety area during
helicopter operations.
(4) Essential objects located in the safety area shall not penetrate a
surface originating at the edge of the FATO at a height of 25 cm
above the plane of the FATO sloping upwards and outwards at a
gradient of 5 per cent.
(5) When solid, the slope of the safety area shall not exceed an
upward slope of 4 per cent outwards from the edge of the FATO.
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Protected side slope

23. (1) A heliport shall be provided with at least one protected side slope,
rising at 45 degrees from the edge of the safety area and extending to a
distance of 10 m as indicated in figure 3-2.
(2) A heliport shall be provided with at least two protected side
slopes, rising at 45 degrees outward from the edge of the safety
area and extending to a distance of 10 m.
(3) The surface of a protected side slope shall not be penetrated by
obstacles as prescribed in first schedule figure 3-2.

Helicopter clearways

24. (1) A helicopter clearway shall provide:
(a) an area free of obstacles, except for essential objects which because
of their function are located on it, and of sufficient size and shape to
ensure containment of the design helicopter when it is accelerating
in level flight, and close to the surface, to achieve its safe climbing
speed; and
(b) when solid, a surface which is contiguous and flush with the FATO
is resistant to the effects of rotor downwash and is free of hazards if
a forced landing is required.
(2) When a helicopter clearway is provided, it shall be located
beyond the end of the FATO and its width shall not be less than
the width of the FATO and associated safety area as indicated in
Figure 3-1.
(3) When solid, the ground in a helicopter clearway shall not project
above a plane having an overall upward slope of 3 per cent or
having a local upward slope exceeding 5 per cent, the lower limit
of this plane being a horizontal line which is located on the
periphery of the FATO.
(4) An object situated in a helicopter clearway, which may endanger
helicopters in the air, shall be regarded as an obstacle and shall be
removed.

Touchdown and liftoff areas (TLOF)

25. (1) A TLOF shall provide:

(a) an area free of obstacles and of sufficient size and shape to
ensure containment of the undercarriage of the most
demanding helicopter the TLOF is intended to serve in
accordance with the intended orientation;
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(b) a surface which:
(i) has sufficient bearing strength to accommodate the dynamic
loads associated with the anticipated type of arrival of the
helicopter at the designated TLOF;
(ii) is free of irregularities that would adversely affect the
touchdown or lift-off of helicopters;
(iii)has sufficient friction to avoid skidding of helicopters or
slipping of persons;
(iv) is resistant to the effects of rotor downwash; and
(v) ensures effective drainage while having no adverse effect on
the control or stability of a helicopter during touchdown and
lift-off, or when stationary.
(a) (2) A TLOF shall be associated with a FATO or a stand.
(3) A heliport shall be provided with at least one TLOF.
(4) A TLOF shall be provided whenever it is intended that the
undercarriage of the helicopter will touch down within a FATO or
stand or lift off from a FATO or stand.
(5) The minimum dimensions of a TLOF shall be:
(a) when in a FATO intended to be used by helicopters operated in
performance class 1, the dimensions for the required procedure
prescribed in the helicopter flight manuals (HFMs) of the helicopters
for which the TLOF is intended; and
(b) when in a FATO intended to be used by helicopters operated in
performance classes 2 or 3, or in a stand:
(i) when there is no limitation on the direction of touchdown, of
sufficient size to contain a circle of diameter of at least 0.83
D of:
(aa)
in a FATO, the design helicopter; or
(bb)
in a stand, the largest helicopter the stand is intended
to serve.
(ii) when there is a limitation on the direction of touchdown, of
sufficient width to meet the requirement of 74(1) above but
not less than twice the undercarriage width (UCW) of:
(aa) in a FATO, the design helicopter; or,
(bb) in a stand, the most demanding helicopter the stand is
intended to serve.
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(6) For an elevated heliport, the minimum dimensions of a TLOF, when
in a FATO, shall be of sufficient size to contain a circle of diameter
of at least 1 Design-D.
(7) The slope on a TLOF shall not:
(a)
except as provided in paragraphs (b) or (c) ; exceed 2 per
cent in any direction;
(b)
when the TLOF is elongated and intended to be used by
helicopters operated in performance class 1exceed 3 per
cent overall, or have a local slope exceeding 5 per cent; and
(c)
when the TLOF is elongated and intended to be used solely
by helicopters operated in performance class 2 or 3, exceed
3 per cent overall, or have a local slope exceeding 7 per
cent.

(8) When a TLOF is within a FATO it shall be:
(a) centered on the FATO; or
(b) for an elongated FATO, centered on the longitudinal axis of the
FATO.
(9) When a TLOF is within a helicopter stand, it shall be centered on the
stand.
(10) A TLOF shall be provided with markings which clearly indicate the
touchdown position and, by their form, any limitations on
manoeuvring.
(11) Where an elongated Performance Class 1 FATO/TLOF contains
more than one TDPM, the heliport operator shall put be in place
measures to ensure that only one can be used at a time.
(12) Where alternative TDPMs are provided they shall be placed to
ensure containment of the undercarriage within the TLOF and the
helicopter within the FATO.
(13) Safety devices such as safety nets or safety shelves shall be located
around the edge of an elevated heliport but shall not exceed the
height of the TLOF.

Helicopter taxiways

26. (1) A helicopter taxiway shall provide:
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(a) an area free of obstacles and of sufficient width to ensure
containment of the undercarriage of the most demanding
wheeled helicopter the taxiway is intended to serve;
(b) a surface which:
(i) has bearing strength to accommodate the taxiing loads of the
helicopters the taxiway is intended to serve;
(ii) is free of irregularities that would adversely affect the ground
taxiing of helicopters;
(iii)is resistant to the effects of rotor downwash; and
(iv) ensures effective drainage while having no adverse effect on
the control or stability of a wheeled helicopter when being
maneuvered under its own power, or when stationary; and

(2) A helicopter taxiway shall be associated with a taxi-route.
(3) The minimum width of a helicopter taxiway shall be the lesser of:
(a) twice the undercarriage width (UCW) of the most demanding
helicopter the taxiway is intended to serve; or
(b) a width meeting the requirements of sub regulation (1) (a).
(4) The transverse slope of a taxiway shall not exceed 2 per cent and
the longitudinal slope shall not exceed 3 per cent.

Helicopter
routes

taxi-

27. (1) A helicopter taxi-route shall provide:
(a) an area free of obstacles, except for essential objects which because
of their function are located on it, established for the movement of
helicopters; with sufficient width to ensure containment of the
largest helicopter the taxi-route is intended to serve; and
(b) when solid, a surface which is resistant to the effects of rotor
downwash; and
(i) when collocated with a taxiway:
(aa) is contiguous and flush with the taxiway;
(bb) does not present a hazard to operations; and
(cc) ensures effective drainage; and
(ii) when not collocated with a taxiway, is free of hazards if a
forced landing is required.

(2) No mobile object shall be permitted on a taxi-route during
helicopter operations.
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(3) When solid and collocated with a taxiway, the taxi-route shall not
exceed an upward transverse slope of 4 per cent outwards from the
edge of the taxiway.

Helicopter
taxi-routes

ground

28.
(1) A helicopter ground taxi-route shall have a minimum
width of 1.5 times the overall width of the largest helicopter it is intended
to serve, and be centred on a taxiway as shown in figure 3-3.
(2) Essential objects located in a helicopter ground taxi-route shall
not:,
(a) be located at a distance of less than 50 cm outwards from the edge
of the helicopter ground taxiway; and
(b) Penetrate a plane originating 50 cm outwards of the edge of
the helicopter taxiway and a height of 25 cm above the
surface of the taxiway and sloping upwards and outwards at
a gradient of 5 per cent.
(c) the Helicopter taxiway/ground taxi-route calculation is
guided in figure 3-3 of the first schedule to these
Regulations.

29. (1)A helicopter air-taxi route shall permit the movement of a
Helicopter air taxihelicopter above the surface at a height normally associated with ground
routes
effect and at ground speed less than 37 km/h (20 kt).
(2) A helicopter air taxi-route shall have a minimum width of twice the
overall width of the largest helicopter it is intended to serve.
(3) where collocated with a taxiway for the purpose of permitting both
ground and air taxi operations as shown in Figure 3.4:
(a) the helicopter air taxi-route shall be centered on the taxiway; and
(b) essential objects located in the helicopter air taxi-route shall not:
(i) be located at a distance of less than 50 cm outwards from the
edge of the helicopter taxiway; and
(ii) penetrate a surface originating 50 cm outwards of the edge
of the helicopter taxiway and a height of 25 cm above the
surface of the taxiway and sloping upwards and outwards at
a gradient of 5 per cent.
(4) Where not collocated with a taxiway, the slopes of the surface of an air
taxi-route shall not exceed the slope landing limitations of the helicopters
the taxi-route is intended to serve and the transverse slope shall not exceed
10 per cent and the longitudinal slope shall not exceed 7 per cent. Figure
3-4 first schedule elaborates.
Helicopter stands

30. (1) A helicopter stand shall provide:
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(a) an area free of obstacles and of sufficient size and shape to ensure
containment of every part of the largest helicopter of which the
stand is intended to serve when it is being positioned within the
stand;
(b) a surface which:
(i) is resistant to the effects of rotor downwash;
(ii) is free of irregularities that would adversely affect the
maneuvering of helicopters;
(iii)has bearing strength capable of withstanding the intended
loads;
(iv) has sufficient friction to avoid skidding of helicopters or
slipping of persons; and
(v) ensures effective drainage while having no adverse effect on
the control or stability of a wheeled helicopter when being
maneuvered under its own power, or when stationary; and
(2) A helicopter stand shall be associated with a protection area.
(3) The minimum dimensions of a helicopter stand shall be:
(a) a circle of diameter of 1.2 D of the largest helicopter the stand is
intended to serve; or
(b) when there is a limitation on maneuvering and positioning, of
sufficient width to meet the requirement of sub- regulation (1) (a)
but not less 1.2 times overall width of largest helicopter the stand
is intended to serve.
(4) The mean slope of a helicopter in any direction shall not exceed 2
per cent.
(5) Each helicopter stand shall be provided with positioning markings
to clearly indicate where the helicopter is to be positioned and, by
their form, any limitations on manoeuvring
(6) A stand shall be surrounded by a protection area which need not be
solid.
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Protection areas

31. (1) A protection area shall provide:
(a) an area free of obstacles, except for essential objects which
because of their function are located on it; and
(b) when solid, a surface which is contiguous and flush with the
stand; is resistant to the effects of rotor downwash; and ensures
effective drainage.

(2) When associated with a stand designed for turning, the protection
area shall extend outwards from the periphery of the stand for a
distance of 0.4D as shown in Figure 3.5.
(3) When associated with a stand designed for taxi-through, the
minimum width of the stand and protection area shall not be less
than the width of the associated taxi-route shown in Figures 3.6 and
3.7.
(4) When associated with a stand designed for non-simultaneous use
as shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9:
(a) the protection area of adjacent stands may overlap but shall
not be less than the required protection area for the larger of
the adjacent stands; and
(b) the adjacent non-active stand may contain a static object but
it shall be wholly within the boundary of the stand.
(5) The instruction to pilots in the AIP make clear that a limitation on
the use of the stands is in force to ensure that only one of the adjacent
stands is active at a time.
(6) A heliport operator shall not permit any mobile object in the
protection area during helicopter operations.
(7) Essential objects located in the protection area shall not:
(a) where located at a distance of less than 0.75 D from the centre
of the helicopter stand, penetrate a surface at a height of 5 cm
above the surface of the central zone; and
(b) where located at a distance of 0.75 D or more from the centre of
the helicopter stand, penetrate a surface at a height of 25 cm
above the plane of the central zone and sloping upwards and
outwards at a gradient of 5 per cent.
(8) When solid, the slope of a protection area shall not exceed an
upward slope of 4 per cent outwards from the edge of the stand,
figure 3-5 to figure 3-9 presents.
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32. (1) Where a FATO is located near a runway or taxiway, and where
Location of a final
simultaneous
operations are planned, the separation distance between the
approach and takeoff area in relation to edges of a runway or taxiway and the edge of a FATO shall not be less than
a runway or taxiway the appropriate dimension in Table 3-1.
(2) A FATO shall not be located—
(a) near taxiway intersections or holding points where jet engine efflux
is likely to cause high turbulence; or
(b) near areas where aeroplane vortex wake generation is likely to
exist.
Table 3-1: FATO minimum separation distance for
simultaneous operations

where aeroplane mass and/or helicopter mass
are

Final approach
take-off areas
touch down and
off
areas
helidecks

Distance
between FATO
edge and runway
edge or taxiway
edge

up to but not including 3 175 kg

60 m

3 175 kg up to but not including 5 760 kg

120 m

5 760 kg up to but not including 100 000 kg

180 m

100 000 kg and over

250 m

Part 5.2: Helidecks
33. (1) The specifications in this part are for helidecks located on
and
and structures engaged in such activities as mineral exploitation, research or
lift- construction.
for (2) Helidecks that have a 1 D or larger FATO, the FATO and the TLOF shall
occupy the same space and have the same load bearing characteristics so
as to be coincidental.
(3) For helidecks that are less than 1 D:
(a) the reduction in size shall be applied to the TLOF which is a load
bearing area;
(b) the FATO remains at 1 D but the portion extending beyond the
TLOF perimeter shall not be load bearing for helicopters; and
(c) the TLOF and the FATO shall be assumed to be collocated.
(4) Guidance on the effects of airflow direction and turbulence, prevailing
wind velocity and high temperatures from gas turbine exhausts or flareradiated heat on the location of the FATO shall be specified in the
applicable technical guidance material.
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(5) Guidance on the design and markings for helideck parking areas shall
be specified in the technical guidance material.
(6) The specifications in Regulation 35 (13) and (14) shall be applicable for
helidecks completed on or after 1 January 2012.
(7) A helideck shall be provided with one FATO and one coincident or
collocated TLOF.
(8) A FATO may be any shape but shall be of sufficient size to contain an
area within which can be accommodated a circle of diameter of not less
than 1 D of the largest helicopter the helideck is intended to serve.
(9) A TLOF may be any shape but shall be of sufficient size to contain—
(a) for helicopters with an MTOM of more than 3 175 kg, an area
within which can be accommodated a circle of diameter not less
than 1 D of the largest helicopter the helideck is intended to serve;
and
(b) for helicopters with an MTOM of 3 175 kg or less, an area within
which can be accommodated a circle of diameter not less than 0.83
D of the largest helicopter the helideck is intended to serve.

(10) For helicopters with a MTOM of 3 175 kg or less, the TLOF shall be
of sufficient size to contain an area within which can be accommodated
a circle of diameter of not less than 1 D of the largest helicopter the
helideck is intended to serve.
(11) A helideck shall be arranged to ensure that a sufficient and
unobstructed air-gap is provided which encompasses the full dimensions
of the FATO.
(12)
Specific guidance on the characteristics of an air-gap shall be
specified in the applicable technical guidance material and as a general
rule, except for shallow superstructures of three stories or less, a
sufficient air -gap will be at least 3 m.
(13) The FATO shall be located so as to avoid, as far as is practicable, the
influence of environmental effects, including turbulence, over the
FATO, which could have an adverse impact on helicopter operations.
(14) The TLOF shall be dynamic load-bearing and shall provide ground
effect.
(15) A heliport operator shall not permit any fixed object around the edge
of the TLOF except for frangible objects, which, because of their
function, may be located thereon.
(16) For any TLOF 1 D or greater and any TLOF designed for use by
helicopters having a D-value of greater than 16.0 m, objects installed in
the obstacle-free sector whose function requires them to be located on
the edge of the TLOF shall not exceed a height of 25 cm.
(17) For any TLOF 1 D or greater and any TLOF designed for use by
helicopters having a D-value of greater than 16.0 m, objects installed in
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the obstacle-free sector whose function requires them to be located on
the edge of the TLOF shall be as low as possible and in any case not
exceed a height of 15 cm.
(18) A TLOF designed for use by helicopters having a D-value of 16.0 m
or less, and any TLOF having dimensions of less than 1 D, objects
installed in the obstacle-free sector whose function requires them to be
located on the edge of the TLOF, shall not exceed a height of 5 cm.
(19) Lighting that is mounted at a height of less than 25 cm shall be
assessed for adequacy of visual cues before and after installation.
(20) Objects whose function requires them to be located within the TLOF
such as lighting or nets shall not exceed a height of 2.5 cm and such
objects shall only be present where they do not represent a hazard to
helicopters.
(21) Safety devices such as safety nets or safety shelves shall be located
around the edge of a helideck but not exceed the height of the TLOF.
(22) The surface of the TLOF shall be skid-resistant to both helicopters
and persons and be sloped to prevent pooling of water.
Part 5.3 Shipboard heliports
General Requirements
34. (1) The specifications in Regulation 35(19) and (20) shall be
for shipboard heliports applicable to shipboard heliports completed on or after 1 January 2012 and
1 January 2015, respectively.
(2) When helicopter operating areas are provided in the bow or stern
of a ship or are purpose-built above the ship’s structure, they shall
be regarded as purpose-built shipboard heliports.

Final approach and
take-off areas and
touchdown and liftoff
areas
for
Shipboard heliports.

35. (1) For shipboard heliports, the FATO and the TLOF will be
coincidental and guidance on the effects of airflow direction and turbulence,
prevailing wind velocity and high temperature from gas turbine exhausts or
flare-radiated heat on the location of the FATO as specified in the applicable
material.
(2) A shipboard heliport shall be provided with one FATO and one
coincidental or collocated TLOF.
(3) A FATO may be any shape but shall be of sufficient size to contain
an area within which can be accommodated a circle of diameter of
not less than 1 D of the largest helicopter the heliport is intended
to serve.
(4) The TLOF of a shipboard heliport shall be dynamic load-bearing
and shall provide ground effect.
(5) For purpose-built shipboard heliports provided in a location other
than the bow or stern, the TLOF shall be of sufficient size to
contain a circle with a diameter not less than 1 D of the largest
helicopter the heliport is intended to serve.
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(6) For purpose-built shipboard heliports provided in the bow or stern
of a ship, the TLOF shall be of sufficient size to:
(a) contain a circle with a diameter not less than 1 D of the largest
helicopter the heliport is intended to serve; or
(b) For operations with limited touchdown directions, contain an area
within which can be accommodated two opposing arcs of a circle with
a diameter of not less than 1 D in the helicopter’s longitudinal
direction and the minimum width of the heliport shall be not less than
0.83 D as shown in Figure 3-10.
(7) The ship shall be manoeuvred to ensure that the relative wind is
appropriate to the direction of the helicopter touchdown heading.
(8) The touchdown heading of the helicopter shall be limited to the
angular distance subtended by the 1 D arc headings, minus the
angular distance which corresponds to 15 degrees at each end of
the arc.
(9) For non-purpose-built shipboard heliports, the TLOF shall be of
sufficient size to contain a circle with a diameter not less than 1 D
of the largest helicopter the heliport is intended to serve.
(10)
A shipboard heliport shall be arranged to ensure that a
sufficient and unobstructed air-gap is provided which encompasses
the full dimensions of the FATO.
(11)
The FATO shall be located so as to avoid, as far as is
practicable, the influence of environmental effects, including
turbulence, over the FATO, which could have an adverse impact
on helicopter operations.
(12)
No fixed object shall be permitted around the edge of the
TLOF except for frangible objects, which, because of their
function, must be located thereon.
(13)
For any TLOF 1D or greater and any TLOF designed for use
by helicopters having a D-value of greater than 16.0 m, objects
installed in the obstacle-free sector whose function requires them
to be located on the edge of the TLOF shall not exceed a height of
25 cm.
(14)
For any TLOF 1 D or greater and any TLOF designed for
use by helicopters having a D-value of greater than 16.0 m, objects
installed in the obstacle-free sector whose function requires them
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to be located on the edge of the TLOF should be as low as possible
and in any case not exceed a height of 15 cm.
(15)
For any TLOF designed for use by helicopters having a Dvalue of 16.0 m or less, and any TLOF having dimensions of less
than 1 D, objects in the obstacle-free sector, whose function
requires them to be located on the edge of the TLOF, shall not
exceed a height of 5 cm
(16)
Lighting that is mounted at a height of less than 25 cm is
typically assessed for adequacy of visual cues before and after
installation.
(17)
Objects whose function requires them to be located within
the TLOF (such as lighting or nets) shall not exceed a height of 2.5
cm. Such objects shall only be present if they do not represent a
hazard to helicopters.
(18)
Safety devices such as safety nets or safety shelves shall be
located around the edge of a shipboard heliport, except where
structural protection exists, but shall not exceed the height of the
TLOF.
(19)
The surface of the TLOF shall be skid-resistant to both
helicopters and persons as prescribed by the Authority in figure 310 first schedule.

General
Requirements

Approach surface

PART 6
OBSTACLE ENVIRONMENT
Part 6.1 : Obstacle limitation surfaces and sectors
36.
(1) The specifications in this part specify the requirements
for the airspace around heliports that permit helicopter operations to be
conducted safely and to prevent, where appropriate State controls exist,
heliports from becoming unusable by the growth of obstacles around
them.
(3) Subject to sub-regulation (1), the specifications establish a series of
obstacle limitation surfaces that define the limits to which objects may
project into the airspace.
37. (1) An Approach surface shall be an inclined plane or a combination
of planes or, when a turn is involved, a complex surface sloping upwards
from the end of the safety area and centered on a line passing through the
centre of the FATO.
(2) The approach surface shall be depicted as shown in Figures 4-1, 42, 4-3 and 4-4, and the dimensions and slopes of surfaces shall be
as indicted in Table 4-1.
(3) The limits of an approach surface shall comprise:
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(a) an inner edge horizontal and equal in length to the minimum
specified width/diameter of the FATO plus the safety area,
perpendicular to the centre line of the approach surface and
located at the outer edge of the safety area;
(b) two side edges originating at the ends of the inner edge diverging
uniformly at a specified rate from the vertical plane containing the
centre line of the FATO; and:
(c) An outer edge horizontal and perpendicular to the centre line of
the approach surface and at a specified height of 152 m (500 ft)
above the elevation of the FATO.
(4) The elevation of the inner edge shall be the elevation of the FATO
at the point on the inner edge that is intersected by the centre line
of the approach surface. For heliports intended to be used by
helicopters operated in performance class 1 and when approved by
an appropriate authority, the origin of the inclined plane may be
raised directly above the FATO.
(5) The slope of the approach surface shall be measured in the vertical
plane containing the centre line of the surface.
(6) In the case of an approach surface involving a turn, the surface shall
be a complex surface containing the horizontal normal to its centre
line and the slope of the centre line shall be the same as that for a
straight approach surface, as shown in figure 4-5 first schedule to
these Regulations.
(7) For an approach surface involving a turn, the surface shall not
contain more than one curved portion.
(8) Where a curved portion of an approach surface is provided, the
sum of the radius of arc defining the centre line of the approach
surface and the length of the straight portion originating at the
inner edge shall not be less than 575 m.
(9) Any variation in the direction of the centre line of an approach
surface shall be designed so as not to necessitate a turn radius less
than 270 m.

Transitional surface

38. (1)
A transitional surface is a complex surface along the side of
the safety area and part of the side of the approach take-off climb surface,
that slopes upwards and outwards to a predetermined height of 45 m (150
ft).
(2) A transitional surface is as shown in figure 4-3 and the dimensions
and slopes of the surfaces shall be as indicated in Table 4-1.
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(3) For a FATO at a heliport without a PinS approach incorporating a
visual segment surface may not be required to provide transitional
surfaces.
(4) The limits of a transitional surface shall comprise the following
characteristics:
(a) a lower edge beginning at a point on the side of the approach/takeoff climb surface at a specified height above the lower edge
extending down the side of the approach/take-off climb surface to
the inner edge of the approach/takeoff climb surface and from there
along the length of the side of the safety area parallel to the centre
line of the FATO; and
(b) an upper edge located at a specified height above the lower edge as
set out in Table 4-1.
(5) The elevation of a point on the lower edge shall be:
(a) along the side of the approach/take-off climb surface; equal to the
elevation of the approach/take-off climb surface at that point; and
(b) along the safety area equal to the elevation of the inner edge of the
approach/take-off climb surface.
(6) Where the origin of the inclined plane of the approach/take-off
climb surface is raised as approved by the Authority, the elevation
of the origin of the transitional surface shall be raised accordingly.
(7) Subject to sub-regulations (5) (b), the transitional surface along the
safety area shall be curved where the profile of the FATO is curved,
or a plane where the profile is a straight line.
(8) The slope of the transitional surface shall be measured in a vertical
plane at right angles to the centre line of the FATO.

Take-off
surface

climb

39. (1) Take-off climb surface shall be an inclined plane, a combination
of planes or, when a turn is involved, a complex surface sloping upwards
from the end of the safety area and centered on a line passing through the
centre of the FATO.
(2) Take-off climb surface shall be depicted as indicated in figures 41, 4-2, 4-3 and 4-4, and dimensions and slopes of surfaces shall
be as indicted in table 4-1.
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(3) The limits of a take-off climb surface shall comprise the following
characteristics:
(a) an inner edge horizontal and equal in length to the
minimum specified width/diameter of the FATO plus the
safety area, perpendicular to the centre line of the take-off
climb surface and located at the outer edge of the safety
area;
(b) two side edges originating at the ends of the inner edge and
diverging uniformly at a specified rate from the vertical
plane containing the centre line of the FATO; and
(c) an outer edge horizontal and perpendicular to the centre line
of the take-off climb surface and at a specified height of
152 m (500 ft) above the elevation of the FATO.
(4) The elevation of the inner edge shall be the elevation of the FATO
at the point on the inner edge that is intersected by the centre line
of the take-off climb surface.
(5) Subject to sub-regulation (4), for a heliport used by helicopters
operated in performance class 1 and when approved by the
Authority, the origin of the inclined plane may be raised directly
above the FATO.
(6) Where a clearway is provided the elevation of the inner edge of the
take-off climb surface shall be located at the outer edge of the
clearway at the highest point on the ground based on the centre line
of the clearway.
(7) In the case of a straight take-off climb surface, the slope shall be
measured in the vertical plane containing the centre line of the
surface.
(8) In the case of a take-off climb surface involving a turn, the surface
shall be a complex surface containing the horizontal normals to its
centre line and the slope of the centre line shall be the same as that
for a straight take-off climb surface as shown in figure 4-5.
(9) In the case of a take-off climb surface involving a turn, the surface
shall not contain more than one curved portion.
(10)
Where a curved portion of a take-off climb surface is
provided the sum of the radius of arc defining the centre line of the
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take-off climb surface and the length of the straight portion
originating at the inner edge shall not be less than 575 m.
(11)
Any variation in the direction of the centre line of a take-off
climb surface shall be designed so as not to necessitate a turn of
radius less than 270 m.

Obstacle-free sector
or surface —
helidecks

40. (1) Obstacle-free sector or surface shall be a complex surface
originating at and extending from, a reference point on the edge of the FATO
of a helideck and in the case of a TLOF of less than 1 D, the reference point
shall be located not less than 0.5 D from the centre of the TLOF.
(2) An obstacle-free sector or surface shall subtend an arc of specified
angle.
(3) A helideck obstacle-free sector shall comprise of two components,
as shown in figure 4-7, one above and one below helideck level:
(a) Above helideck level - the surface shall be a horizontal plane
level with the elevation of the helideck surface that subtends
an arc of at least 210 degrees with the apex located on the
periphery of the D circle extending outwards to a distance that
will allow for an unobstructed departure path appropriate to the
helicopter the helideck is intended to serve;
(b) Below helideck level - Within the minimum 210-degree arc,
the surface shall additionally extend downward from the edge
of the FATO below the elevation of the helideck to water level
for an arc of not less than 180 degrees that passes through the
centre of the FATO and outwards to a distance that will allow
for safe clearance from the obstacles below the helideck in the
event of an engine failure for the type of helicopter the helideck
is intended to serve.
(4) Subject to sub-regulation (1) for both the above obstacle-free sectors
for helicopters operated in performance class 1 or 2, the horizontal
extent of these distances from the helideck shall be compatible with
the one-engine-inoperative capability of the helicopter type to be used.

Limited obstacle
sector or surface —
helidecks

41. (1) Where obstacles are located on the structure, a helideck shall have
a limited obstacle sector (LOS).
(2) Limited obstacle sector or surface shall be a complex surface
originating at the reference point for the obstacle-free sector and
extending over the arc not covered by the obstacle free sector within
which the height of obstacles above the level of the TLOF will be
prescribed.
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(3) Characteristics: A limited obstacle sector shall not subtend an arc
greater than 150 degrees and its dimensions and location shall be as
shown in Figure 4-8 for a 1 D FATO with coincidental TLOF and
Figure 4-9 for a 0.83 D TLOF.
Part 6.2: Obstacle Limitation Requirements
General
requirements

Surface-level
heliports

42. (1) The requirements under this part are specified on the basis of the
intended use of a FATO including approach manoeuvre to hover or landing,
or take-off manoeuvre and type of approach, and shall be applied when such
use is made of the FATO.
(2) Subject to sub-regulation (1), where operations are conducted to or from
both directions of a FATO, then the function of certain surfaces shall be
nullified because of more stringent requirements of another lower surface.
(3) Guidance on obstacle protection surfaces, for when a visual approach
slope indicator (VASI) is installed shall be specified in the applicable
technical guidance material.
43. (1) The following obstacle limitation surfaces shall be established for
a FATO at heliports with a PinS approach procedure utilizing a visual
segment surface as shown in Figure 4-3:
(a) take-off climb surface;
(b) approach surface; and
(c) transitional surface.
(2) The following obstacle limitation surfaces shall be established for
a FATO at heliports, other than specified in sub-regulation (1),
including heliports with a PinS approach procedure where a visual
segment surface is not provided:
(a) take-off climb surface; and
(b) approach surface.
(3) The slopes of the obstacle limitation surfaces shall not be greater
than, and their other dimensions not less than, those specified in
Table 4-1 and shall be located as shown in Figures 4-1, 4-2 and 46.
(4) For heliports that have an approach/take-off climb surface with a
4.5 per cent slope design, objects shall be permitted to penetrate
the obstacle limitation surface, where the results of an
aeronautical study approved by the Authority have reviewed the
associated risks and mitigation measures.
(5) Subject to sub-regulation (6) the identified objects may limit the
heliport operation.
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(6) A heliport operator shall not permit new objects or extensions of
existing objects above any of the surfaces in sub- regulation (1) and
(2) except when shielded by an existing immovable object or after
an aeronautical study approved by the Authority determines that
the object will not adversely affect the safety or significantly affect
the regularity of operations of helicopters.
(7) Circumstances in which the shielding principle may reasonably be
applied shall be specified in the applicable technical guidance
material.
(8) Heliport operator shall ensure that any existing objects above any
surfaces specified in sub regulation (1) and (2) are removed except
when the object is shielded by an existing immovable object or
after an aeronautical study approved by the authority determines
that the object will not adversely affect the safety or significantly
affect the regularity of operations of helicopters.
(9) The application of curved approach or take-off climb surfaces
specified in Regulation 37(6) or 38(8) may alleviate the problems
created by objects infringing these surfaces.
(10)
A surface-level and elevated heliport shall have at least one
approach and take-off climb surface and an aeronautical study shall
be undertaken by an appropriate authority when only a single
approach and take-off climb surface is provided considering as a
minimum, the following factors:
(a) the area/terrain over which the flight is being conducted;
(b) the obstacle environment surrounding the heliport and the
availability of at least one protected side slope;
(c) the performance and operating limitations of helicopters
intending to use the heliport; and
(d) the local meteorological conditions including the prevailing
winds.
(11)
Surface-level and elevated heliport shall have at least two
approach and take-off climb surfaces to avoid downwind
conditions, minimize crosswind conditions and permit for a balked
landing.
(12) The slope design categories in Table 4-1 may not be restricted to a
specific performance class of operation and may be applicable to more
than one performance class of operation.
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(13) The slope design categories shown in Table 4-1 shall represent
minimum design slope angles and not operational slopes.
(14) Slope category:
(a) “A” generally corresponds with helicopters operated in
performance class 1;
(b) “B” generally corresponds with helicopters operated in
performance class 3; and
(c) “C” generally corresponds with helicopters operated in
performance class 2.
(15) Slope category referred to in sub-regulation (14) shall be determined
according to the heliport environment and the most critical helicopter
type for which the heliport is intended.
Elevated heliports

44. (1)
A heliport operator shall ensure that obstacle limitation
surfaces for elevated heliports conform to the requirements for surface-level
heliports as specified in sub regulation (2) to (3).
(2) An elevated heliport shall have at least one approach and take-off
climb surface and an aeronautical study shall be undertaken by the
aerodrome operator when only a single approach and take-off
climb surface is provided considering as a minimum, the following
factors:
(a) the area/terrain over which the flight is being conducted;
(b) the obstacle environment surrounding the heliport and the
availability of at least one protected side slope;
(c) the performance and operating limitations of helicopters
intending to use the heliport; and
(d) the local meteorological conditions including the prevailing
winds.
(3) An elevated heliport should have at least two approach and takeoff climb surfaces to avoid downwind conditions, minimize
crosswind conditions and permit for a balked landing.

Helidecks

45. (1) A helideck shall have an obstacle-free sector.
(2) There shall be no fixed obstacles within the obstacle free sector
above the obstacle-free surface of a helideck.
(3) The heliport operator shall provide obstacle protection for
helicopters below the helideck level in the immediate vicinity of
the helideck;
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(4) Subject to sub-regulation 3 the heliport operator shall provide
protection extended over an arc of at least 180 degrees with the
origin at the centre of the FATO, with a descending gradient having
a ratio of one unit horizontally to five units vertically from the
edges of the FATO within the 180-degree sector and the
descending gradient may be reduced to a ratio of one unit
horizontally to three units vertically within the 180-degree sector
for multi-engine helicopters operated in performance class 1 or 2
as shown in Figure 4-7 in first schedule to these Regulations.

(5) Where one or more offshore support vessel such as a standby vessel
essential to the operation of a fixed or floating offshore facility at sea
surface level, but located within the proximity of the fixed or floating
offshore facility, such offshore support vessel shall be positioned so as
not to compromise the safety of helicopter operations during take-off
departure and/or approach to landing.
(6) Objects shall not exceed a height of 25 cm above the TLOF of1 D
and larger, within the 150-degree limited obstacle surface or sector
out to a distance of 0.12 D measured from the point of origin of the
limited obstacle sector.
(7) Subject to sub-regulation (5), beyond that arc, out to an overall
distance of a further 0.21 D measured from the end of the first
sector, the limited obstacle surface shall rise at a rate of one unit
vertically for each two units horizontally originating at a height
0.05 D above the level of the TLOF, as shown in Figure 4-8.
(8) Where the area enclosed by the TLOF perimeter marking is a shape
other than circular, the extent of the LOS segments shall be
represented as lines parallel to the perimeter of the TLOF rather
than arcs.
(9) Subject to sub-regulation (7) helideck obstacle limitation sectors
and surfaces for a FATO and coincidental TLOF of 1 D and larger
as specified in figure 4-8 shall be constructed:
(a) on the assumption that an octagonal helideck arrangement
is provided; and
(b) in accordance with guidance for square (quadrilateral) and
circular FATO and TLOF arrangements specified in the
applicable guidance material.
(10)
Objects shall not exceed a height of 5 cm above the TLOF
less than 1 D within the 150-degree limited obstacle surface or
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sector out to a distance of 0.62 D and commencing from a distance
0.5 D, both measured from the centre of the TLOF..
(11)
Subject to sub-regulation (9), beyond that arc, out to an
overall distance of 0.83 D from the centre of the TLOF, the limited
obstacle surface shall rise at a rate of one unit vertically for each
two units horizontally originating at a height 0.05 D above the level
of the TLOF as shown in Figure 4-9.

Shipboard heliports

46. (1) The requirements in sub regulations (5) and (9) shall be
applicable for shipboard heliports completed on or after 1 January 2012.
(2) Purpose-built heliports located forward or aft: When helicopter
operating areas are provided in the bow or stern of a ship, they shall
apply the obstacle criteria for helidecks.
(3) Amidships location - Purpose-built and non-purpose-built: The
forward and aft of a TLOF of 1 D and larger shall be two
symmetrically located sectors, each covering an arc of 150 degrees,
with their apexes on the periphery of the TLOF.
(4) Subject to sub-regulation (3), there shall be no objects rising above
the level of the TLOF within the area enclosed by the two sectors,
except those aids essential for the safe operation of a helicopter and
only up to a maximum height of 25 cm.
(5) Objects whose function requires them to be located within the
TLOF such as lighting or nets, shall not exceed a height of 2.5 cm
and such objects shall only be present when they do not represent
a hazard to helicopters.
(6) Subject to sub-regulation (5) potential hazards shall include nets or
raised fittings on the deck that might induce dynamic rollover for
helicopters equipped with skids.
(7) Rising surfaces with gradients of one unit vertically to five units
horizontally shall extend from the entire length of the edges of the
two 150-degree sectors to provide further protection from obstacles
fore and aft of the TLOF.
(8) Subject to sub-regulation (7) the surfaces shall extend for a
horizontal distance equal to at least 1 D of the largest helicopter the
TLOF is intended to serve and shall not be penetrated by any
obstacle as shown in Figure 4-10.
(9) Non-purpose-built heliports — Ship’s side location: No objects
shall be located within the TLOF except those aids essential for the
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safe operation of a helicopter, such as nets or lighting, and only up
to a maximum height of 2.5 cm.
(10)
Subject to sub-regulation (9) such objects shall only be
present where they do not represent a hazard to helicopters.
(11)
From the fore and aft mid-points of the D circle in two
segments outside the circle, limited obstacle areas shall extend to
the ship’s rail to a fore and aft distance of 1.5 times the fore-to-aftdimension of the TLOF, located symmetrically about the athwart
ships bisector of the D circle.
(12)
Subject to sub-regulation (11) there shall be no objects rising
above a maximum height of 25 cm above the level of the TLOF
within these areas as shown in Figure 4-11 and such objects shall
be present where they do not represent a hazard to helicopters.
(13)
A limited obstacle sector horizontal surface shall be
provided, at least 0.25 D beyond the diameter of the D circle, which
shall surround the inboard sides of the TLOF to the fore and aft
mid-points of the D circle.
(14)
The limited obstacle sector shall continue to the ship’s rail
to a fore and aft distance of 2.0 times the fore-to-aft dimension of
the TLOF, located symmetrically about the athwartships bisector
of the D circle and within this sector there shall be no objects rising
above a maximum height of 25 cm above the level of the TLOF.
(15)
Any objects located within the areas described in subregulations (11), (12), (13) and (14) that exceed the height of the
TLOF shall be notified to the helicopter operator using a ship’s
helicopter landing area plan.
(16)
Subject to sub-regulation (15) for notification purposes,
consideration shall be made for immoveable objects beyond the
limit of the surface specified in sub-regulation(13) and (14),
particularly where objects are significantly higher than 25 cm and
in close proximity to the boundary of the LOS.

Winching areas

47. (1) An area designated for winching on-board ships shall be provided
by the aerodrome operator, comprising of a circular clear zone of diameter
5 m and extending from the perimeter of the clear zone, a concentric
manoeuvring zone of diameter 2 D as shown in Figure 4-12, first schedule.
(2) The maneuvering zone shall be comprised of two areas:
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(a) the inner maneuvering zone extending from the perimeter of the
clear zone and of a circle of diameter not less than 1.5 D; and
(b) the outer maneuvering zone extending from the perimeter of the
inner maneuvering zone and of a circle of diameter not less than
2 D.
(2) Within the clear zone of a designated winching area, no objects
shall be located above the level of its surface.
(3) Objects located within the inner maneuvering zone of a
designated winching area shall not exceed a height of 3 m.
(4) Objects located within the outer maneuvering zone of a designated
winching area shall not exceed a height of 6 m.
PART 7—VISUAL AIDS

General
requirements

Part 7.1: Indicators
48. (1) For the purpose of this part, a FATO having characteristics
similar in shape to a runway is considered as satisfying the concept for a
“runway-type FATO” and for such arrangements specific markings shall be
provided to enable a pilot to distinguish a runway-type FATO during an
approach.
(2) Subject to sub-regulation (1) appropriate markings shall be contained
within sub-sections entitled “Runway-type FATOs” and the
requirements applicable to all other types of FATOs shall be given
within sub-sections entitled “all FATOs except runway-type FATOs.
(3) On surfaces of light colour:
(a) the conspicuity of white and yellow markings can be improved by
outlining them in black; and
(b) guidance shall be given in the applicable technical guidance
material on marking the maximum allowable mass specified in
Regulation 52 and the D-value specified in Regulation 53 on the
heliport surface to avoid confusion between markings where metric
units are used and markings where imperial units are used.

(4) Discretion shall be exercised in the colour selection of heliport paint
schemes for a non-purpose-built heliport located on a ship’s side to
ensure that the markings are conspicuous against the surface of the ship
and the operating background.
(5) Subject to sub-regulation (4) the surface colour of the main deck may
vary from ship to ship.
49. (1) A heliport operator shall equip the heliport with at least one wind
Wind
direction
direction indicator.
indicators
(2) A wind direction indicator shall be located so as to indicate the
wind conditions over the FATO and TLOF and in such a way as to
be free from the effects of airflow disturbances caused by nearby
objects or rotor downwash.
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(3) Subject to sub-regulation (2) the wind direction shall be visible
from a helicopter in flight, in a hover or on the movement area.
(4) Where a TLOF and FATO are subject to a disturbed airflow,
additional wind direction indicators located close to the area shall
be provided to indicate the surface wind on the area.
(5) The wind direction indicator shall be constructed to provide a clear
indication of the direction of the wind and a general indication of
the wind speed.
(6) An indicator shall be a truncated cone made of lightweight fabric
and shall have the following minimum dimensions:

Surface-level heliports Elevated heliports and
Helidecks
Length

2.4 m

Diameter (larger end)
Diameter (smaller end)

0.6 m
0.3 m

1.2 m
0.3 m
0.15 m

(7) The colour of the wind direction indicator shall be selected so as to
make it clearly visible and understandable from a height of at least
200 m (650 ft) above the heliport, having regard to background and
where practicable, a single colour, preferably white or orange, shall
be used.

(8) Where a combination of two colours is required to give adequate
conspicuity against changing backgrounds, they shall:
(a) be orange and white;
(b) red and white; or
(c) black and white.
(9) Subject to sub-regulation (8) a combination of two colours shall be
arranged in five alternate bands the first and last band being the
darker colour.
(10)
A wind direction indicator at a heliport intended for use at
night shall be illuminated.
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Part 7.2: Markings and markers
Winching
marking

area

50. (1) A heliport operator shall provide winching area markings at a
designated winching area as shown in Figure 4-12, to give visual cues which
assist a helicopter to be positioned over, and retained within, an area from
which a passenger or equipment can be lowered or raised.
(2) Winching area markings shall be located so that their centres
coincides with the centre of the clear zone of the winching area as
shown in Figure 4-12.
(3) Winching area markings shall comprise a winching area clear zone
marking and a winching area maneuvering zone marking.
(4) A winching area clear zone marking shall consist of a solid circle
of diameter not less than 5 m and of a conspicuous colour.
(5) A winching area maneuvering zone marking shall consist of a
broken circle line of 30 cm in width and of a diameter not less than
2 D and be marked in a conspicuous colour. Within it “WINCH
ONLY” shall be marked to be easily visible to the pilot.

Heliport
identification
marking

51. (1) A heliport operator shall provide a heliport with identification
marking, to provide to the pilot an indication of the presence of a heliport
and, by its form, likely usage; the preferred direction(s) of approach; or the
FATO orientation within the helideck obstacle environment.
(2) The heliport identification marking shall be located at or near the
centre of the FATO.
(3) When the touchdown or positioning marking is offset on a
helideck, the heliport identification marking shall be established in
the centre of the touchdown or positioning marking.
(4) On a FATO, which does not contain a TLOF and which is marked
with an aiming point marking except for a heliport at a hospital, the
heliport identification marking shall be established in the centre of
the aiming point marking as shown in Figure 5-1.
(5) On a FATO which contains a TLOF, a heliport identification
marking shall be located in the FATO so the position of it coincides
with the centre of the TLOF.
(6) A heliport identification marking shall be located in the FATO and
when used in conjunction with FATO designation markings, it
shall be displayed at each end of the FATO as shown in Figure 53.
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(7) A heliport identification marking, except for a heliport at a hospital,
shall consist of a letter H, white in colour. The dimensions of the
H marking shall be no less than those shown in Figure 5-3 and
where the marking is used for a runway-type FATO, its dimensions
shall be increased by a factor of 3 as shown in Figure 5-3.
(8) A heliport identification marking for a heliport at a hospital shall
consist of a letter H, red in colour, on a white cross made of squares
adjacent to each of the sides of a square containing the H as shown
in Figure 5-2 and 5-4.
(9) A heliport identification marking shall be oriented with the cross
arm of the H at right angles to the preferred final approach
direction. For a helideck the cross arm shall be on or parallel to the
bisector of the obstacle free sector. For a non-purpose-built
shipboard heliport located on a ship’s side, the cross arm shall be
parallel with the side of the ship.
(10)
On a helideck or a shipboard heliport where the D-value is
16.0 m or larger, the size of the heliport identification H marking
shall have a height of 4 m with an overall width not exceeding 3 m
and a stroke width not exceeding 0.75 m. Where the D-value is less
than 16.0 m, the size of the heliport identification H marking shall
have a height of 3 m with an overall width not exceeding 2.25 m
and a stroke width not exceeding 0.5 m.

Maximum allowable
mass marking

52. (1) A heliport operator shall display a maximum allowable mass
marking at an elevated heliport, a helideck, a shipboard heliport and at a
surface level heliport.
(2) A maximum allowable mass marking shall be located within the
TLOF or FATO and so arranged as to be readable from the
preferred final approach direction.
(3) A maximum allowable mass marking shall be located within the
TLOF or FATO and so arranged as to be readable from the
preferred final approach direction.
(4) A maximum allowable mass marking shall consist of a one-, twoor three-digit number.
(5) The maximum allowable mass shall be expressed in tonnes, 1,000
kg rounded down to the nearest 1,000 kg followed by a letter “t”.
(6) For all FATOs except runway-type FATO, the numbers and the
letter of the marking shall have a colour contrasting with the
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background and shall be in the form and proportion shown in
Figure 5-5 D-value of more than 30 m.
(7) For a D-value between 15 m to 30 m the height of the numbers and
the letter of the marking shall be a minimum of 90 cm, and for a Dvalue of less than 15 m the height of the numbers and the letter of
the marking shall be a minimum of 60 cm, each with a proportional
reduction in width and thickness.
(8) For Runway-type FATOs, the numbers and the letter of the
marking shall have a colour contrasting with the background and
shall be in the form and proportion shown in Figure 5-5.

D-value marking

53. (1) All FATOs except runway-type FATOs shall have the D-value
marking displayed at a helideck and at a shipboard heliport.
(2) Runway-type FATOs do not need to be marked with the D-value.
(3) The D-value marking shall be displayed at surface-level and
elevated heliports.
(4) A D-value marking shall be located within the TLOF or FATO and
so arranged as to be readable from the preferred final approach
direction
(5) Where there is more than one approach direction, additional Dvalue markings shall be provided such that at least one D-value
marking is readable from the final approach directions. For a nonpurpose-built heliport located on a ship’s side, D-value markings
shall be provided on the perimeter of the D circle at the 2 o’clock,
10 o’clock and 12 o’clock positions when viewed from the side of
the ship facing towards the centre line.
(6) The D-value marking shall be white. The D-value marking shall be
rounded to the nearest whole metre or foot with 0.5 rounded down.
(7) The numbers of the marking shall have a colour contrasting with
the background and shall be in the form and proportion shown in
Figure 5-4 above for a D-value of more than 30 m. For a D-value
with a dimension of between 15 m to 30 m the height of the
numbers of the marking shall be a minimum of 90 cm, and for a Dvalue of less than 15m the height of the numbers of the marking
shall be a minimum of 60cm, each with a proportional reduction in
width and thickness.
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54. (1) A heliport operator shall provide a FATO perimeter marking or
Final approach and
take-off
area markers at a surface-level heliport where the extent of a FATO with a solid
perimeter marking surface is not self-evident.
(2) The FATO perimeter marking, or markers shall be located on the
or
markers
for
surface-level
edge of the FATO.
heliports
(3) The perimeter of a FATO shall be defined with markings or
markers spaced at equal intervals of not more than 50 m with at
least three markings or markers on each side including a marking
or marker at each corner.
(4) A FATO perimeter marking shall be a rectangular stripe with a
length of 9 m or one-fifth of the side of the FATO which it defines
and a width of 1 m.
(5) FATO perimeter markings shall be white.
(6) A FATO perimeter marker shall have dimensional characteristics
as shown in Figure 5-5 of the first schedule to these Regulations.
(7) FATO perimeter markers shall be of colours that contrast
effectively against the operating background.
(8) FATO perimeter markers shall be a single colour, orange or red, or
two contrasting colours, orange and white or, alternatively, red and
white shall be used except where such colours would merge with
the background.
(9) All FATOs except runway-type FATOs shall be defined as follows
(a) For an unpaved FATO, the perimeter shall be defined with flush inground markers. The FATO perimeter markers shall be 30 cm in
width, 1.5 m in length, and with end-to-end spacing of not less than
1.5 m and not more than 2 m.
(b) For a paved FATO the perimeter shall be defined with a dashed line.
The FATO perimeter marking segments shall be 30 cm in width, 1.5
m in length, and with end-to-end spacing of not less than 1.5 m and
not more than 2 m. The corners of the square or rectangular FATO
shall be defined.
(10)
FATO perimeter markings and flush in-ground markers
shall be white.
55. (1) A heliport operator shall provide a FATO designation marking at
Final approach and
take-off
area a heliport where it is necessary to designate the FATO to the pilot.
(2) A FATO designation marking shall be located at the beginning of
designation markings
for
runway-type
the FATO as shown in Figure 5-3.
FATOs
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(3) A FATO designation marking shall consist of a two-digit number
and the two-digit number shall be the whole number nearest the
one-tenth of the magnetic North when viewed from the direction
of approach. When the above rule would give a single digit
number, it shall be preceded by a zero. The marking as shown in
Figure 5-3, shall be supplemented by the heliport identification
marking.
Aiming
marking
.

point

56. (1) A heliport operator shall provide an aiming point marking at a
heliport where it is necessary for a pilot to make an approach to a particular
point above a FATO before proceeding to a TLOF.
(2) The aiming point marking shall be located within the FATO.
(3) For all FATOs except runway-type FATOs, the aiming point
marking shall be located at the centre of the FATO as shown in
Figure 5-1.
(4) The aiming point marking shall be an equilateral triangle with the
bisector of one of the angles aligned with the preferred approach
direction. The marking shall consist of continuous lines, providing
a contrast with the background colour, and the dimensions of the
marking shall conform to those shown in Figure 5-7.

Touchdown and liftoff area perimeter
marking

57. (1) A heliport operator shall display a TLOF perimeter marking on
a TLOF located in a FATO at a surface-level heliport if the perimeter of the
TLOF is not self-evident.
(2) A TLOF perimeter marking shall be displayed on an elevated
heliport, a helideck and a shipboard heliport.
(3) The TLOF perimeter marking shall be located along the edge of
the TLOF and shall consist of a continuous white line with a width
of at least 30cm.

58. (1) A heliport operator shall provide a touchdown or positioning
Touchdown
or
positioning marking marking for a helicopter to touch down or be accurately placed in a specific
position.
(2) The touchdown or positioning marking shall be:
(a) when there is no limitation on the direction of touchdown or
positioning, a touchdown or positioning circle (TDPC) marking;
and
(b) when there is a limitation on the direction of touchdown or
positioning:
(i) for unidirectional applications, a shoulder line with an
associated centerline; or
(ii) for multidirectional applications, a TDPC marking with
prohibited landing sectors marked.
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(3) The inner edge/inner circumference of the touchdown or
positioning marking shall be at a distance of 0.25 D from the centre
of the area in which the helicopter is to be positioned.
(4) On a helideck, the centre of the TDPC marking shall be located at
the centre of the FATO, except that the marking may be offset
away from the origin of the obstacle-free sector by no more than
0.1 D where an aeronautical study indicates such offsetting is
necessary and would not impair safety.
(5) Prohibited landing sector markings, when provided, shall be
located on the touchdown or positioning marking, within the
relevant headings, and extend to the inner edge of the TLOF
perimeter marking.
(6) The inner diameter of the TDPC shall be 0.5 D of the largest
helicopter the area is intended to serve.
(7) A touchdown or positioning marking shall have a line width of at
least 0.5 m. For a helideck and a purpose-built shipboard heliport,
the line width shall be at least 1 m.
(8) The length of a shoulder line shall be 0.5D of the largest helicopter
the area is intended to serve.
(9) The prohibited landing sector markings, when provided, shall be
indicated by white and red hatched markings as shown in Figure 57.
(10)
The TDPM shall take precedent when used in conjunction
with other markings on the TLOF except for the prohibited landing
sector marking.

Heliport
marking

name

59. (1) A heliport operator shall provide name marking at a heliport and
helideck where there is insufficient alternative means of visual
identification.
(2) Where a Limited Obstacle Sector (LOS) exists on a helideck the
marking shall be located on that side of the heliport identification
marking. For a non-purpose-built heliport located on a ship’s side
the marking shall be located on the inboard side of the heliport
identification marking in the area between the TLOF perimeter
marking and the boundary of the LOS.
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(3) A heliport name marking shall consist of the name or the
alphanumeric designator of the heliport as used in the radio (R/T)
communications.
(4) A heliport name marking intended for use at night or during
conditions of poor visibility shall be illuminated, either internally
or externally.
(5) For Runway type FATOs, the characters of the marking shall be
not less than 3 m in height.
(6) For All FATOs except runway-type FATOs, the characters of the
marking shall be not less than 1.5 m in height at surface-level
heliports and not less than 1.2 m on elevated heliports, helidecks
and shipboard heliports. The color of the marking shall contrast
with the background and preferably be white.

60. (1) A helideck with adjacent obstacles that penetrate above the level
Helideck obstaclefree sector (chevron) of the helideck shall have an obstacle-free sector marking.
(2) A helideck obstacle-free sector marking shall be located, where
marking
practicable, at a distance from the centre of the TLOF equal to the
radius of the largest circle that can be drawn in the TLOF or 0.5 D,
whichever is greater.
(3) The helideck obstacle-free sector marking shall indicate the
location of the obstacle-free sector and the directions of the limits
of the sector.
(4) The height of the chevron shall not be less than 30 cm and shall be
in a conspicuous colour preferably black.

Helideck and
shipboard heliport
surface marking

61. (1) A heliport operator shall provide surface marking to assist the
pilot to identify the location of the helideck or shipboard heliport during an
approach by day.
(2) A surface marking shall be applied to the dynamic load bearing
area bounded by the TLOF perimeter marking.
(3) The helideck or shipboard heliport surface bounded by the TLOF
perimeter marking shall be of dark green using a high friction
coating.
(4) Where the application of a surface coating may have a degrading
effect on friction qualities the surface may not be painted. In such
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cases the best operating practice to enhance the conspicuity of
markings is to outline deck markings with a contrasting colour.

Helicopter
markings
markers

62. (1) The specifications for taxi-holding position markings in the Civil
taxiway
and Aviation (Aerodrome Design & Operation) Regulations are equally
applicable to taxiways intended for ground taxiing of helicopters.
(2) The centre line of a helicopter taxiway shall be identified with a
marking.
(3) The edges of a helicopter taxiway, if not self-evident, shall be
identified with markers or markings.
(4) Helicopter taxiway markings shall be along the centre line and, if
required, along the edges of a helicopter taxiway.
(5) Helicopter taxiway edge markers shall be located at a distance of 1
m to 3 m beyond the edge of the helicopter taxiway.
(6) Helicopter taxiway edge markers shall be spaced at intervals of not
more than 15 m on each side of straight sections and 7.5 m on each
side of curved sections with a minimum of four equally spaced
markers per section.
(7) On a paved taxiway, a helicopter taxiway centre line marking shall
be a continuous yellow line 15 cm in width.
(8) On an unpaved taxiway that will not accommodate painted
markings, a helicopter taxiway centre line shall be marked with
flush in-ground 15 cm wide and approximately 1.5 m in length
yellow markers, spaced at intervals of not more than 30 m on
straight sections and not more than 15 m on curves, with a
minimum of four equally spaced markers per section.
(9) Helicopter ground taxiway edge markings shall be a continuous
double yellow line, each 15 cm in width, and spaced 15 cm apart,
nearest edge to nearest edge.
(10)
A helicopter taxiway edge marker shall be frangible to the
wheeled undercarriage of a helicopter.
(11)
A helicopter taxiway edge marker shall not exceed a plane
originating at a height of 25 cm above the plane of the helicopter
taxiway, at a distance of 0.5 m from the edge of the helicopter
ground taxiway and sloping upwards and outwards at a gradient of
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5 per cent to a distance of 3 m beyond the edge of the helicopter
taxiway.
(12)

A helicopter taxiway edge marker shall be blue in colour.

(13)
If the helicopter taxiway is to be used at night, the edge
markers shall be internally illuminated or retro-reflective.

Helicopter air taxiroute markings and
markers

63. (1)
A heliport operator shall identify the centre line of a
helicopter air taxi-route with markers or markings.
(2) A helicopter air taxi-route centre line marking or flush in-ground
centre line marker shall be located along the centre line of the
helicopter air taxiway.
(3) A helicopter air taxi-route centre line, when on a paved surface,
shall be marked with a continuous yellow line 15 cm in width.
(4) A helicopter air taxi-route centre line, when on an unpaved
surface that will not accommodate painted markings, shall be
marked with flush in-ground 15 cm wide and approximately 1.5
m in length yellow markers, spaced at intervals of not more than
30 m on straight sections and not more than 15 m on curves, with
a minimum of four equally spaced markers per section.
(5) If the helicopter air taxi-route is to be used at night, markers shall
be either internally illuminated or retro-reflective.

Helicopter
markings

stand

64. (1) A heliport operator shall provide helicopter stand perimeter
marking.
(2) A helicopter stand shall be provided with the appropriate TDPM as
shown in Figure 5-8.
(3) Alignment lines and lead-in or lead-out lines shall be provided on a
helicopter stand.
(4) The TDPM, alignment lines and lead-in/lead-out lines shall be located
such that every part of the helicopter can be contained within the
helicopter stand during positioning and permitted manoeuvring.
(5) Alignment lines and lead-in/lead-out lines shall be located as shown
in Figures 5-8.
(6) A helicopter stand perimeter marking shall consist of a continuous
yellow line and have a line width of 15 cm.
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(7) The TDPM shall have the characteristics described in Regulation 54
above.
(8) Alignment lines and lead-in or lead-out lines shall be continuous
yellow lines and have a width of 15cm
(9) Curved portions of alignment lines and lead-in/lead-out lines shall
have radii appropriate to the most demanding helicopter type the
helicopter stand is intended to serve.
(10) Stand identification markings shall be marked in a contrasting
colour so as to be easily readable.
(11) Where it is intended that helicopters proceed in one direction only,
arrows indicating the direction to be followed may be added as part of
the alignment lines.

Flight
alignment
marking

65. (1) A heliport operator shall provide flight path alignment guidance
path
markings
at a heliport where it is desirable and practicable to indicate
guidance
available approach and/or departure path direction.
(2) The flight path alignment guidance marking shall be located in a
straight line along the direction of approach and/or departure path on
one or more of the TLOF, FATO, safety area or any suitable surface
in the immediate vicinity of the FATO or safety area.
(3) A flight path alignment guidance marking shall consist of one or more
arrows marked on the TLOF, FATO and/or safety area surface as
shown in Figure 5-9.
(4) The stroke of the arrow(s) shall be 50 cm in width and at least 3 m in
length and where combined with a flight path alignment guidance
lighting system it shall take the form shown in Figure 5-9 which
includes the scheme for marking ‘heads of the arrows’ which are
constant regardless of stroke length.
(5) The markings shall be in a colour which provides good contrast
against the background colour of the surface on which they are
marked, preferably white.

Lights
66. (1) The specifications on screening of non-aeronautical ground
lights, and design of elevated and inset lights shall be those in the Civil
Aviation (Aerodrome Design and operations) Regulations as amended.
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General
requirements
heliport lights

for

(2) In the case of helidecks and heliports located near navigable waters,
consideration shall to be given to ensuring that aeronautical ground
lights do not cause confusion to mariners.
(3) The specifications for marking and lighting of obstacles in the Civil
Aviation (Aerodrome Design and Operations) Regulations are equally
applicable to heliports and winching areas.

Heliport beacon

67. A heliport operator shall provide a heliport beacon at a heliport
where—
(a) long-range visual guidance is considered necessary and is not
provided by other visual means; or
(b) Identification of the heliport is difficult due to surrounding lights.
(2) The heliport beacon shall be located on or adjacent to the heliport
preferably at an elevated position and so that it does not dazzle a pilot
at short range.
(3) Where a heliport beacon is likely to dazzle pilots at short range, it may
be switched off during the final stages of the approach and landing.
(4) The heliport beacon shall emit repeated series of equispaced short
duration white flashes in the format shown in Figure 5-10 and the
light shall show at all angles of azimuth.
(5) The effective light intensity distribution of each flash shall be as
shown in Figure 5-11.

Figure 5-10. Flight path alignment guidance markings and lights
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Approach lighting
system

68. (1) A heliport operator shall provide an approach lighting system at
a heliport where it is desirable and practicable to indicate a preferred
approach direction.
(2) The approach lighting system shall be located in a straight line along
the preferred direction of approach.
(3) An approach lighting system shall consist of a row of three lights
spaced uniformly at 30 m intervals and of a crossbar 18 m in length at
a distance of 90 m from the perimeter of the FATO as shown in Figure
5-13. The lights forming the crossbar shall be as nearly as practicable
in a horizontal straight line at right angles to, and bisected by, the line
of the centre line lights and spaced at 4.5 m intervals. Where there is
the need to make the final approach course more conspicuous,
additional lights spaced uniformly at 30 m intervals shall be added
beyond the crossbar. The lights beyond the crossbar may be steady or
sequenced flashing, depending upon the environment.
(4) Both steady and sequenced flashing lights shall be omnidirectional
white lights.
(5) The flashing lights shall have a flash frequency of one per second and
their light distribution shall be as shown in Figure 5-12, Illustration 3.
The flash sequence shall commence from the outermost light and
progress towards the crossbar.
(6) A suitable brilliancy control shall be incorporated to allow for
adjustment of light intensity to meet the prevailing conditions. The
following intensity settings are suitable: —
(a) steady lights — 100 per cent, 30 per cent and 10 per cent;
and
(b) Flashing lights — 100 per cent, 10 per cent and 3 per cent.

Flight path
alignment guidance
lighting system

69. (1) Flight path alignment guidance lighting system shall be provided
at a heliport where it is desirable and practicable to indicate available
approach and departure path direction.
(2) The flight path alignment guidance lighting system shall be in a
straight line along the direction(s) of approach and/or departure path
on one or more of the TLOF, FATO, safety area or any suitable surface
in the immediate vicinity of the FATO, TLOF or safety area.
(3) Where combined with a flight path alignment guidance marking, as
far as is practicable the lights shall be located inside the “arrow”
markings.
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(4) A flight path alignment guidance lighting system shall consist of a row
of three or more lights spaced uniformly a total minimum distance of
6 m. Intervals between lights shall not be less than 1.5 m and shall not
exceed 3 m. Where space permits there shall be 5 lights steady
omnidirectional inset white lights as shown in Figure 5-10.
(5) The lights shall be steady omnidirectional inset white lights.
(6) The distribution of the lights shall be as indicated in Figure 5-12,
Illustration 6.
(7) A suitable control shall be incorporated to allow for adjustment of
light intensity to meet the prevailing conditions and to balance the
flight path alignment guidance lighting system with other heliport
lights and general lighting that may be present around the heliport.

Figure 5-11. Heliport beacon flash characteristics

Visual alignment
guidance system

70. Visual alignment guidance system shall be provided to serve the
approach to a heliport where one or more of the following conditions exist
especially at night:
(a) obstacle clearance, noise abatement or traffic control procedures
require a particular direction to be flown;
(b) the environment of the heliport provides few visual surface cues;
and
(c) it is physically impracticable to install an approach lighting
system

Visual approach
slope indicator

71. A visual approach slope indicator shall be provided to serve the
approach to a heliport, whether or not the heliport is served by other visual
approach aids or by non-visual aids, where one or more of the following
conditions exist especially at night—
(a) obstacle clearance, noise abatement or traffic control procedures
require a particular slope to be flown;
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(b) the environment of the heliport provides few visual surface cues;
and
(c) The characteristics of the helicopter require a stabilized
approach.
72. (1) Where a FATO with a solid surface is established at a surfaceFinal approach and
take-off area lighting level heliport intended for use at night, FATO lights shall be provided except
systems for onshore that they may be omitted where the FATO and the TLOF are nearly
coincidental or the extent of the FATO is self-evident.
surface-level
heliports
(2) FATO lights shall be placed along the edges of the FATO. The lights
shall be uniformly spaced as follows—
(a) for an area in the form of a square or rectangle, at intervals of
not more than 50 m with a minimum of four lights on each side
including a light at each corner; and
(b) For any other shaped area, including a circular area, at intervals
of not more than 5 m with a minimum of ten lights.

(3) FATO lights shall be fixed omnidirectional lights showing white.
Where the intensity of the lights is to be varied the lights shall show
variable white and the light distribution of FATO lights shall be as
shown in Figure 5-12, Illustration 4.

(4) The lights shall not exceed a height of 25 cm and shall be inset when
a light extending above the surface would endanger helicopter
operations. Where a FATO is not meant for lift-off or touchdown, the
lights shall not exceed a height of 25 cm above ground or snow level.

Aiming point lights

73. (1) Where an aiming point marking is provided at a heliport intended
for use at night, aiming point lights shall be provided.
(2) Aiming point lights shall be collocated with the aiming point
marking.
(3) Aiming point lights shall form a pattern of at least six
omnidirectional white lights as shown in Figure 5-7. The lights shall
be inset when a light extending above the surface could endanger
helicopter operations.
(4) The light distribution of aiming point lights shall be as shown in Figure
5-12, Illustration 4.
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Touchdown and liftoff area lighting
system

74. (1) A heliport operator shall provide a TLOF lighting system at a
heliport intended for use at night.
(2) For a surface-level heliport, lighting for the TLOF in a FATO shall
consist of one or more of the following—
(a) perimeter lights;
(b) floodlighting;
(c) Arrays of segmented point source lighting (ASPSL) or
luminescent panel (LP) lighting to identify the TLOF when a)
and b) are not practicable and FATO lights are available.
(3) For an elevated heliport, shipboard heliport or helideck, lighting of the
TLOF in a FATO shall consist of—
(a) perimeter lights; and
(b) ASPSL or LPs to identify the TDPM or floodlighting to
illuminate the TLOF.
(4) TLOF ASPSL or LPs to identify the TDPM or floodlighting shall be
provided at a surface-level heliport intended for use at night when
enhanced surface texture cues are required.
(5) TLOF perimeter lights shall be placed along the edge of the area
designated for use as the TLOF or within a distance of 1.5 m from the
edge. Where the TLOF is a circle the lights shall be:
(a) located on straight lines in a pattern which will provide
information to pilots on drift displacement; and
(b) Where (a) is not practicable, evenly spaced around the
perimeter of the TLOF at the appropriate interval, except that
over a sector of 45 degrees the lights shall be spaced at half
spacing
(6) TLOF perimeter lights shall be uniformly spaced at intervals of not
more than 3 m for elevated heliports and helidecks and not more than
5 m for surface-level heliports. There shall be a minimum number of
four lights on each side including a light at each corner. For a circular
TLOF, where lights are installed in accordance to sub regulation (5)
(b) there shall be a minimum of fourteen lights.
(7) The TLOF perimeter lights shall be installed at an elevated heliport or
fixed helideck such that the pattern cannot be seen by the pilot from
below the elevation of the TLOF.
(8) The TLOF perimeter lights shall be installed on a moving helideck or
shipboard heliport, such that the pattern cannot be seen by the pilot
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from below the elevation of the TLOF when the helideck or shipboard
heliport is level.
(9) On surface-level heliports, ASPSL or LPs, if provided to identify the
TLOF, shall be placed along the marking designating the edge of the
TLOF. Where the TLOF is a circle, they shall be located on straight
lines circumscribing the area
(10) On surface-level heliports the minimum number of LPs on a TLOF
shall be nine. The total length of LPs in a pattern shall not be less than
50 per cent of the length of the pattern. There shall be an odd number
with a minimum number of three panels on each side of the TLOF
including a panel at each corner. LPs shall be uniformly spaced with
a distance between adjacent panel ends of not more than 5 m on each
side of the TLOF.
(11) When LPs are used on an elevated heliport or helideck to enhance
surface texture cues, the panels shall not be placed adjacent to the
perimeter lights and they shall be placed around a touchdown marking
or coincident with heliport identification marking.
(12) TLOF floodlights shall be located so as to avoid glare to pilots in
flight or to personnel working on the area. The arrangement and
aiming of floodlights shall be such that shadows are kept to a
minimum.
(13) The TLOF perimeter lights shall be fixed omnidirectional lights
showing green.
(14) At a surface-level heliport, ASPSL or LPs shall emit green light
when used to define the perimeter of the TLOF.
(15) The chromaticity and luminance of colours of LPs shall conform the
applicable Civil Aviation (Aerodrome Design and Operations)
regulations.
(16) An LP shall have a minimum width of 6 cm. The panel housing shall
be the same colour as the marking it defines.
(17) For a surface level or elevated heliport, the TLOF perimeter lights
located in a FATO shall not exceed a height of 5 cm and shall be inset
when a light extending above the surface could endanger helicopter
operations.
(18) For a helideck or shipboard heliport, the TLOF perimeter lights shall
not exceed a height of 5 cm, or for a FATO or TLOF, 15 cm.
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(19) When located within the safety area of a surface level or elevated
heliport, the TLOF floodlights shall not exceed a height of 25 cm.
(20) For a helideck or shipboard heliport, the TLOF floodlights shall not
exceed a height of 5 cm, or for a FATO or TLOF, 15 cm.
(21) The LPs shall not extend above the surface by more than 2.5 cm.
(22) The light distribution of the perimeter lights shall be as shown in
Figure 5-12, Illustration 5.
(23) The light distribution of the LPs shall be as shown in Figure 5-12,
Illustration 6
(24) The spectral distribution of TLOF area floodlights shall be such that
the surface and obstacle marking can be correctly identified.
(25) The average horizontal illuminance of the floodlighting shall be at
least 10 lux, with a uniformity ratio, average to minimum, of not more
than 8:1 measured on the surface of the TLOF.
(26) Lighting used to identify the TDPC shall comprise a segmented
circle of omnidirectional ASPSL strips showing yellow. The segments
shall consist of ASPSL strips, and the total length of the ASPSL strips
shall not be less than 50 per cent of the circumference of the circle.
(27) If utilized, the heliport identification marking lighting shall be
omnidirectional showing green.

Helicopter stand
floodlighting

75. (1) A heliport operator shall provide floodlighting on a helicopter
stand intended for use at night.
(2) Helicopter stand floodlights shall be located so as to provide adequate
illumination, with a minimum of glare to the pilot of a helicopter in
flight and on the ground, and to personnel on the stand. The
arrangement and aiming of floodlights shall be such that a helicopter
stand receives light from two or more directions to minimize shadows.
(3) The spectral distribution of stand floodlights shall be such that the
colours used for surface and obstacle marking can be correctly
identified.
(4) Horizontal and vertical illuminance shall be sufficient to ensure that
visual cues are discernible for required manoeuvring and positioning,
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and essential operations around the helicopter can be performed
expeditiously without endangering personnel or equipment.

Figure 5-12. Isocandela diagrams

Winching area
floodlighting

76. (1) A heliport operator shall provide winching area floodlighting at
a winching area intended for use at night.
(2) Winching area floodlights shall be located so as to avoid glare to pilots
in flight or to personnel working on the area. The arrangement and
aiming of floodlights shall be such that shadows are kept to a
minimum.
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(3) The spectral distribution of winching area floodlights shall be such
that the surface and obstacle markings can be correctly identified.
(4) The average horizontal illuminance shall be at least 10 lux, measured
on the surface of the winching area.

Taxiway lights

77. Light requirements for taxiways intended for ground taxiing of
helicopters shall conform to the Taxiway lights and taxiway centre line lights
requirements of the Civil Aviation (Aerodrome Design and operations)
Regulations as amended.

Visual aids for
denoting obstacles
outside and below
the obstacle
limitation surfaces

78. (1) Where an aeronautical study indicates that obstacles in areas
outside and below the boundaries of the OLS, established for a heliport,
constitute a hazard to helicopters, they shall be marked and lit, except that
the marking may be omitted when the obstacle is lighted with high-intensity
obstacle lights by day.
(2) Where an aeronautical study indicates that overhead wires or cables
crossing a river, waterway, valley or highway constitute a hazard to
helicopters, they shall be marked, and their supporting towers marked
and lit.

Floodlighting of
obstacles

79. (1) At a heliport intended for use at night, obstacles shall be
floodlighted if it is not possible to display obstacle lights on them.
(2) Obstacle floodlights shall be arranged so as to illuminate the entire
obstacle and as far as practicable in a manner so as not to dazzle the
helicopter pilots.
(3) Obstacle floodlighting shall be such as to produce a luminance of at
least 10 cd/m2.

Figure 5-13. Approach lighting system
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PART VIII—HELIPORT OPERATIONAL SERVICES, EQUIPMENT, INSTALLATIONS
AND FACILITIES
80. The following specifications of Regulation 80(4) (a), Regulation 80
(4)(b), Regulation 80 (5) (a), Reg 80 (5)(b), Reg 80 (6)(a), Reg 80 (6) and
Regulation 101 3 shall apply to new builds or replacement of existing
systems or part thereof from 1 January 2023.
81. (1) A heliport operator shall establish an emergency plan
Heliport emergency
commensurate with the helicopter operations and other activities conducted
planning
at the heliport.
(2) The plan shall identify agencies which could be of assistance in
responding to an emergency at the heliport or in its vicinity.
Applicability

(3) The heliport emergency plan shall provide for the coordination of the
actions to be taken in the event of an emergency occurring at a
heliport or in its vicinity.
(4) Where an approach/departure path at a heliport is located over water,
the plan shall identify which agency is responsible for coordinating
rescue in the event of a helicopter ditching and indicate how to contact
that agency.
(5) The plan shall include, as a minimum, the following information—
(a) the types of emergencies planned for;
(b) how to initiate the plan for each emergency specified;
(c) the name of agencies on and off the heliport to contact for each
type of emergency with telephone numbers or other contact
information;
(d) the role of each agency for each type of emergency;
(e) a list of pertinent on-heliport services available with telephone
numbers or other contact information;
(f) copies of any written agreements with other agencies for
mutual aid and the provision of emergency services; and
(g) A grid map of the heliport and its immediate vicinity
(6) All agencies identified in the plan shall be consulted about their role
in the plan.
(7) The plan shall be reviewed and the information in it updated at least
yearly or, if deemed necessary, after an actual emergency, so as to
correct any deficiency found during an actual emergency.
(8) A test of the emergency plan shall be carried out at least once every
three years
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Rescue and firefighting
Provision of RFFS
equipment

82. (1) A heliport operator shall provide rescue and firefighting
equipment and services at helidecks and at elevated heliports located above
occupied structures.
(2) A safety risk assessment shall be performed to determine the need for
rescue and firefighting equipment and services at surface level
heliports and elevated heliports located above unoccupied structures.

Level of protection
provided

83. (1) For the application of primary media, the discharge rate, in
litres/minute, applied over the assumed practical critical area, in m2, shall be
predicated on a requirement to bring any fire which may occur on the
heliport under control within one minute, measured from activation of the
system at the appropriate discharge rate.
(2) For practical critical area calculation where primary media is applied
as a solid stream, the practical critical area shall be calculated by
multiplying the helicopter fuselage length (m) by the helicopter
fuselage width (m) plus an additional width factor (W1) of 4 m.
Categorization from H0 to H3 shall be determined on the basis of the
fuselage dimensions in Table 6-1 below.
Table 6-1.
Category
(1)
H0
H1
H2
H3

Heliport firefighting category
Maximum fuselage
length
(2)
up to but not including 8
m
from 8 m up to but not
including 12 m

Maximum fuselage width
(3)

from 12 m up to but not
including 16 m
from 16 m up to 20 m

2.5 m

1.5 m
2m

3m

(3) Practical critical area calculation where primary media is applied in a
dispersed pattern;
(a) For heliports, except helidecks, the practical critical area shall
be based on an area contained within the heliport perimeter,
which always includes the TLOF, and to the extent that it is
load-bearing, the FATO.
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(b) For helidecks the practical critical area shall be based on the
largest circle capable of being accommodated within the
TLOF perimeter.

Extinguishing agents

84. (1) For Surface level heliports where an RFFS is provided; with
primary media applied as a solid stream using a portable foam application
system (PFAS); the amount of primary media and complementary agents
shall be in accordance with Table 6-2.
Table 6-2

Minimum usable amounts of extinguishing agents for
surface-level heliports
Foam
meeting
performance
level B
Wat
Discharge
er
rate foam
(L) solution/min
ute (L)

Foam
meeting
performance
level C
Wat
Discharge
er
rate foam
(L)
solution/min
ute (L)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

H0

500

250

330

165

23

(
7
)
9

H1

800

400

540

270

23

9

H2

1
200

600

800

400

45

1
8

H3

1
600

800

1
100

550

90

3
6

Catego
ry

Complementary agents

Dry
chemic
al
powde
r (kg)

Gaseous
an media
d (kg)

(2) For Elevated heliports where an RFFS is provided; with primary
media applied as a solid stream using a fixed foam application
system (FFAS) the amount of foam media and complementary
agents shall be in accordance with Table 6-3.
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Table 6-3

Minimum usable amounts of extinguishing agents for
elevated heliports

Foam meeting
performance level B
Water Discharge rate
(L)
foam
Category
solution/minute
(L)

Foam meeting
Complementary
performance level C
Water
Discharge rate
Dry
Gase
(L)
foam
chemical and me
(k
solution/minute powder
(L)
(kg)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7

H0

1 250

250

825

165

23

9

H1

2 000

400

1 350

270

45

1

H2

3 000

600

2 000

400

45

1

H3

4 000

800

2 750

550

90

3

(3) For elevated heliports or limited-sized surface level heliports with
primary media applied in a dispersed pattern through a fixed foam
application system (FFAS) – a solid plate heliport;
(a) the amount of water required for foam production shall be
predicated on the practical critical area (m2) multiplied by the
appropriate application rate (L/min/m2), giving a discharge
rate for foam solution (in L/min). The discharge rate shall be
multiplied by the discharge duration to calculate the amount of
water needed for foam production.
(b) the discharge duration shall be at least three minutes.
(c) complementary media shall be in accordance with Table 6-3,
for H2 operations.
(4) For purpose-built elevated heliports/limited-sized surface level
heliport with primary media applied in a dispersed pattern through a
fixed application system (FAS), a passive fire retarding surface with
water-only DIFFS;
(a) the amount of water required shall be predicated on the
practical critical area (m2) multiplied by the appropriate
application rate (3.75 L/min/m2) giving a discharge rate for
water (in L/min). The discharge rate shall be multiplied by the
discharge duration to determine the total amount of water
needed.
(b) the discharge duration shall be at least two minutes.
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(c) complementary media shall be in accordance with Table 6-3,
for H2 operations.
(5) For purpose-built helidecks with primary media applied in a solid
stream or a dispersed pattern through a fixed foam application system
(FFAS), a solid plate heliport;
(a) the amount of water required for foam media production shall
be predicated on the practical critical area (m2) multiplied by
the application rate (L/min/m2) giving a discharge rate for
foam solution (in L/min). The discharge rate shall be
multiplied by the discharge duration to calculate the amount of
water needed for foam production.
(b) the discharge duration shall be at least five minutes.
(c) complementary media shall be in accordance with Table 6-3,
H0 levels for helidecks up to and including 16.0 m and to
H1/H2 levels for helidecks greater than 16.0 m. Helidecks
greater than 24 m shall adopt H3 levels.
(6) For purpose-built helidecks with primary media applied in a dispersed
pattern through a fixed application system (FAS), a passive fireretarding surface with water-only DIFFS;
(a) the amount of water required shall be predicated on the
practical critical area (m2) multiplied by the application rate
(3.75 L/min/m2) giving a discharge rate for water (in L/min).
The discharge rate shall be multiplied by the discharge
duration to calculate the amount of water needed.
(b) the discharge duration shall be at least three minutes.
(c) complementary media shall be in accordance with Table 6-3,
to H0 levels for helidecks up to and including 16.0 m and to
H1/H2 levels for helidecks greater than 16.0 m. Helidecks
greater than 24 m shall adopt H3 levels.

Response time

85. (1) At surface level heliports, the operational objective of the rescue
and firefighting response shall be to achieve response times not exceeding
two minutes in optimum conditions of visibility and surface conditions.
(2) Response time is considered to be the time between the initial call to
the rescue and firefighting service and the time when the first
responding vehicle(s) (the service) is (are) in position to apply foam
at a rate of at least 50 per cent of the discharge rate specified in Table
6-2.
(3) At elevated heliports, limited-sized surface level heliports and
helidecks, the response time for the discharge of primary media at the
required application rate shall be 15 seconds measured from system
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activation and if rescue and firefighting personnel are needed, they
shall be immediately available on or in the vicinity of the heliport
while helicopter movements are taking place.

Rescue
arrangements

86. A heliport operator shall provide rescue arrangements commensurate
with the overall risk of the helicopter operation at the heliport.

87. A heliport operator shall provide
suitable alerting and
Communication and
communication
system
in
accordance
with
the
emergency
response plan.
alerting system

Personnel

88. (1)
Where provided, the number of rescue and firefighting
personnel shall be sufficient for the required task.
(2) Where provided, rescue and firefighting personnel shall be trained to
perform their duties, and maintain their competence.
(3) Rescue and firefighting personnel shall be provided with protective
equipment.

Means of escape

89. (1) A heliport operator shall provide elevated heliports and helidecks
with a main access and at least one additional means of escape.
(2) Access points shall be located as far apart from each other as is
practicable.

Wildlife
Management

90. A heliport operator shall establish measures for the management of
wildlife at the heliport in accordance with part IX of the Civil Aviation
(Aerodrome Design and Operations) Regulations.

Apron management
service

91. Where applicable, a heliport operator shall provide apron
management service at the heliport in accordance with the Part IX of the
Civil Aviation (Aerodrome Design and Operations) Regulations.

Maintenance

92. A heliport operator shall establish and maintain a system for the
maintenance of heliport facilities and equipment in accordance with part X
of the Civil Aviation (Aerodrome Design and Operations) Regulations.

PART IX - EXEMPTIONS
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Application for
exemption

93. (1) A person may apply in writing to the Authority for an exemption
from specific provision of these Regulations in accordance with Part …the
Civil Aviation (Certification, Licensing and Registration) regulations.

Aeronautical study

94. Where an aerodrome does not meet the requirements of these
regulations, the Authority may determine, after an aeronautical study, the
conditions and procedures that are necessary to ensure a level of safety
equivalent to that established by the relevant regulations.
PART X - GENERAL PROVISIONS

Deviations from
these Regulations

95. Any deviation from these Regulations shall be set out in an
endorsement on the aerodrome certificate, license and in the aerodrome
manual.

Safety inspections
and audits

96. The Authority shall —
(a) carry out such safety inspections and audits as may be necessary for
the purpose of verifying the validity of an application for construction and
operation of a heliport;
(b) Carry out safety inspections and audits of any document and records
of an operator, which may be necessary to determine compliance with the
appropriate requirements as prescribed in these Regulations.

Enforcement

97. (1) The Authority shall take enforcement action on any regulated
entity that fails to comply with the provisions of these regulations.
(2) Inspectors of the Authority holding valid delegations shall take
necessary action to preserve safety where an undesirable condition
has been detected.
(3) The action(s) referred to in sub-regulation (2) may include:
In the case of a regulated entity, imposition of operating restrictions
until such a time that the existing undesirable condition has been
resolved;
(4) In carrying out the enforcement actions pursuant to the provisions of
sub-regulation (2), the inspectors of the Authority shall invoke the
powers with due care and act in good faith in the interest of
preserving safety.
(5) Inspectors of the Authority holding valid delegations shall take
necessary action to preserve safety where an undesirable condition
has been detected.
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(6) The action(s) referred to in sub-regulation (2) may include:
In the case of a regulated entity, imposition of operating restrictions
until such a time that the existing undesirable condition has been
resolved;

PART XII - OFFENCES AND PENALTIES

Contravention of
Regulations

98. A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations may
have his certificate, licence, approval, authorisation or such other document
suspended or revoked.

Offences and
Penalties

99. (1) A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations,
orders or notices commits an offence and upon conviction is liable to fine of
not more than [State million] shillings/pounds or to imprisonment for a term
not more than [six months] or to both.
(2) In the case of a continuing contravention, each day of the
contravention shall constitute a separate offence and shall be liable to
an additional fine of not more than [State shillings/Pounds] for each
day the offence continues.
(3) Where it is proved that an act or omission of any person, which
would otherwise have been a contravention by that person of a
provision of these Regulations, orders or notices made there under
was due to any cause not avoidable by the exercise of reasonable
care by that person, the act or omission shall be deemed not to be a
contravention by that person of that provision.

PART XIII - SAVINGS AND TRANSITION
Savings and
Transition

100. A licence, certificate, approval or any other document issued to an
operator prior to the commencement of these Regulations shall continue in
force as where it was issued under these Regulations until it expires or is
cancelled by the Authority or a court of competent jurisdiction.

Revocation

101. The Civil Aviation (Aerodromes) Regulations, 2020 is repealed.
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FIRST SCHEDULE
Regulations (21, 23, 28, 35, 37, 43, 47, )
GUIDANCE MATERIALS FOR INSTRUMENT HELIPORTS WITH NONPRECISION AND/ OR PRECISION APPROACHES AND INSTRUMENT
DEPARTURES
1. General
Introductory Note 1. — These Regulations contain specifications that prescribe the physical
characteristics and obstacle limitation surfaces to be provided for at heliports, and certain
facilities and technical services normally provided at a heliport. It is not intended that these
specifications limit or regulate the operation of an aircraft.
Introductory Note 2. — The specifications in this schedule describe additional conditions
beyond those found in the main sections of the Civil Aviation (Heliports) Regulations that
apply to instrument heliports with non-precision and/or precision approaches. All
specifications contained within the main parts of the Heliports regulations are equally
applicable to instrument heliports, but with reference to further provisions described in this
schedule.

2. Heliport Data
2.1 Heliport elevation
The elevation of the TLOF and/or the elevation and geoid undulation of each threshold of the
FATO (where appropriate) shall be measured and reported to the aeronautical information
services authority to the accuracy of:
(a)

one-half metre or foot for non-precision approaches; and

(b)

one-quarter metre or foot for precision approaches.

Note. — Geoid undulation must be measured in accordance with the appropriate system of
coordinates.

2.2 Heliport dimensions and related information
The following additional data shall be measured or described, as appropriate, for each facility
provided on an instrument heliport:
Distances to the nearest metre or foot of localizer and glide path elements comprising an
instrument landing system (ILS) or azimuth and elevation antenna of a microwave landing
system (MLS) in relation to the associated TLOF or FATO extremities.
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Figure 3-1. FATO and associated safety area

Figure 3-2.

FATO simple/complex safety area and side slope protection
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Figure 3-3: Helicopter taxiway/ground taxi-route

Figure 3-4. Helicopter air taxi-route and combined air taxi-route/taxiway
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Figure 3-5.

Figure 3-6.

Turning stands (with air taxi-routes)— simultaneous use

Ground taxi-through stands (with taxiway/ground taxi-route) simultaneous use

Figure 3-7.

Air taxi-through stands (with air taxi-route) simultaneous use
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Figure 3-8.

Turning stands (with air taxi-routes) non- simultaneous use – outer stands active

Figure 3-9.

Turning stands (with air taxi-route) non-simultaneous use – inner
stand active
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Figure 3-10. Shipboard permitted landing headings for limited heading operations

3. Physical Characteristics
3.1 Surface-level and elevated heliports
Safety areas
A safety area surrounding an instrument FATO shall extend:

a)

laterally to a distance of at least 45 m on each side of the centre line; and

b)

Longitudinally to a distance of at least 60 m beyond the ends of the FATO .

Note. — See Figure S-1.

Figure S-1.

Safety Area for Instrument FATO
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4. Obstacle Environment
4.1 Obstacle limitation surfaces and sectors
Approach surface
Characteristics. The limits of an approach surface shall comprise:
an inner edge horizontal and equal in length to the minimum specified width
of the FATO plus the safety area, perpendicular to the centre line of the approach
surface and located at the outer edge of the safety area;
b)
two side edges originating at the ends of the inner edge;
i) for an instrument FATO with a non-precision approach, diverging uniformly
at a specified rate from the vertical plane containing the centre line of the FATO;
a)

ii) for an instrument FATO with a precision approach, diverging uniformly at a

specified rate from the vertical plane containing the centre line of the FATO, to a
specified height above FATO, and then diverging uniformly at a specified rate to
a specified final width and continuing thereafter at that width for the remaining
length of the approach surface; and
c)
an outer edge horizontal and perpendicular to the centre line of the approach
surface and at a specified height above the elevation of the FATO.
4.2 Obstacle limitation requirements
4.2.1 The following obstacle limitation surfaces shall be established for an instrument
FATO with a non-precision and/or precision approach:
a)
take-off climb surface;
b)
approach surface; and
c)
Transitional surfaces.
Note. — See Figure S-2 to S-5.
4.2.2 The slopes of the obstacle limitation surfaces shall not be greater than, and their other
dimensions not less than, those specified in Tables S-1 to S-3.
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Figure S-2. Take-off climb surface for instrument FATO
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Figure S-3. Approach surface for precision approach FATO
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Figure S-4. Approach Surface for non-precision approach FATO

Figure S-5. Transitional surfaces for an instrument FATO with a non-precision and/or
precision approach
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Figure 4-1. Obstacle limitation surfaces — Take-off climb and approach surface

Figure 4-2. Take-off climb/Approach surface width
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Figure 4-3. Transitional surface for a FATO with a PinS approach procedure with a VSS

Figure 4-4. Example of raised inclined plane during operations in performance class 1
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Figure 4-5. Curved approach and take-off climb surface for all FATOs

a) Approach and take-off climb surfaces - “A” slope profile - 4.5% design
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b) Approach and take-off climb surfaces - “B” slope profile - 8% and 16% design

c) Approach and take-off climb surfaces - “C” slope profile - 12.5% design

Figure 4-6. Approach and take-off climb surfaces with different slope design categories
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Figure 4-7. Helideck obstacle-free sector
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Figure 4-8. Helideck obstacle limitation sectors and surfaces
for a FATO and coincidental TLOF of 1 D and larger

Figure 4-9. Helideck obstacle limitation sectors and surfaces for a TLOF of 0.83 D and larger
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Figure 4-10. Amidship’s location — shipboard heliport obstacle limitation surfaces
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Figure 4-11. Ships-side non-purpose-built heliport
obstacle limitation sectors and surfaces

Figure 4-12. Winching area of a ship
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Table A-1. Dimensions and slopes of obstacle limitation surfaces Instrument (nonprecision) FATO
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Table S-2. Dimensions and slopes of obstacle limitation surfaces Instrument (precision)
FATO
3° approach
Height
FATO

Surface and dimensions

6° approach
above

45 m

Height
FATO

90 m

60 m

30 m

(300 ft)

(200 ft) (150 ft) (100 ft)

above

90 m

60 m

45 m

30 m

(300 ft)

(200 ft)

(150 ft) (100 ft)

APPROACH SURFACE
90 m
Length of inner edge

90 m

90 m

90 m

90 m

Distance from end of FATO

90 m
90 m

90 m

60 m

60 m

60 m

60 m

60 m

60 m

60 m

60m

Divergence each side to height
above FATO
25%

25%

25%

25%

25%

25%

25%

25%

1 163 m 872 m

581 m

870 m

580 m

435 m

290 m

Width at height above FATO 962 m

671 m

526 m

380 m

521 m

380 m

307.5 m 235 m

Divergence to parallel section 15%

15%

15%

15%

15%

15%

15%

Distance to parallel section

2 793 m

3 763 m 4 246 m 4 733 m

4 250 m

4 733 m

4 975 m 5 217 m

Width of parallel section

1 800 m

1 800 m 1 800 m 1 800 m

1 800 m

1 800 m

1 800 m 1 800 m

Distance to outer edge

5 462 m

5 074 m 4 882 m 4 686 m

3 380 m

3 187 m

3 090 m 2 993 m

Width at outer edge

1 800 m

1 800 m 1 800 m 1 800 m

1 800 m

1 800 m

1 800 m 1 800 m

Slope of first section

2.5%

2.5%

2.5%

2.5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

(1:40)

(1:40)

(1:40)

(1:40)

(1:20)

(1:20)

(1:20)

(1:20)

Length of first section

3 000 m

3 000 m 3 000 m 3 000 m

1 500 m

1 500 m

1 500 m 1 500 m

Slope of second section

3%

3%

6%

6%

6%

(1:33.3)

(1:33.3) (1:33.3) (1:33.3)

(1:16.66) (1:16.66) (1.16.66) (1:16.66)

2 500 m

2 500 m 2 500 m 2 500 m

1 250 m

Distance
FATO

to

height

above

Length of second section

1 745 m

3%
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3%

1 250 m

15%

6%

1 250 m 1 250 m

Total length of surface

10 000 m 10 000 m 10 000 10 000 m 8 500 m
m

TRANSITIONAL
Slope
Height

14.3%
45 m

14.3% 14.3%
45m

45m

14.3%
45 m

8 500 m

14.3%
45 m

14.3%
14.3%
45 m

Table A-3. Dimensions and slopes of obstacle limitation surfaces Straight take-off
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8 500 m 8 500 m

45 m

14.3%
45 m

Table 4-1. Dimensions and slopes of obstacle limitation surfaces for all visual FATOs

5. Visual Aids
5.1 Lights
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Approach Lighting Systems

5.1.1 Where an approach lighting system is provided for a non-precision FATO, the system
shall not be less than 210 m in length.
5.1.2 The light distribution of steady lights shall be as indicated in Figure 5-12, Illustration 2
except that the intensity shall be increased by a factor of three for a non-precision
FATO.
Table A-4. Dimensions and slopes of the obstacle protection surface
SURFACE AND DIMENSIONS

NON-PRECISION FATO

Length of inner edge

Width of safety area

Distance from end of FATO

60 m

Divergence

15%

Total length

2 500 m

Slope

PAPI

Aa – 0.57°

HAPI

Ab – 0.65°

APAPI

Aa – 0.9°

a. As indicated in figure 5-19 in the Civil Aviation (Aerodrome

Design and Operations) Regulations.
b. The angle of the upper boundary of the “below slope” signal.
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Figure 5-2. Heliport identification markings with TLOF and
aiming markings for heliport and hospital heliport

Figure 5-3. FATO designation marking and heliport
identification marking for a runway-type FATO
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Figure 5-4. Hospital heliport identification and heliport identification marking

Figure 5-5. Form and proportions of numbers and letters
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Figure 5-6. Runway-type FATO edge marker

Figure 5-7. Aiming point marking
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Figure 5-9. Helicopter stand markings
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Figure 5-5. Form and proportions of numbers and letters
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Figure 5-5. Form and proportions of numbers and letters

Figure 5-5. Form and proportions of numbers and letters

Figure 5-5. Form and proportions of numbers and letters
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Figure 5-5. Form and proportions of numbers and letters

Figure 5-5. Form and proportions of numbers and letters
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UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA
MINISTRY OF WORKS AND TRANSPORT
TANZANIA CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY

ANDIKO LA MAPENDEKEZO YA MAREKEBISHO YA KANUNI ZA
VIWANJA VYA NDEGE ZA MWAKA 2017

IMEANDALIWA NA MKURUGENZI MKUU
MAMLAKA YA USAFIRI WA ANGA, DAR ES SALAAM

1.0 UTANGULIZI
Mamlaka ya Usafiri wa Anga Tanzania, chini ya Sheria ya Usafiri wa Anga, Sura ya
80, iliyofanyiwa marekebisho mwaka 2020 [The Civil Aviation Act, Cap 80 (R.E
2020)], imepewa mamlaka, kwa kushauriana na Waziri mwenye dhamana na
masuala ya usafiri wa anga, kutunga Kanuni za kudhibiti huduma za usafiri wa anga
nchini na kutekeleza Mkataba wa Chicago (The Convention of International Civil
Aviation, opened for signature at Chicago on 7 December 1944). Ili kutekeleza jukumu
hili muhimu la kisheria, Mamlaka imeona kuna umuhimu wa kuzipitia kanuni zake na
kuziboresha kutokana na mabadiliko mbalimbali ya kimaendeleo na kitekinolojia
duniani ili kuendana na mabadiliko hayo pamoja na kutekeleza vyema malengo na
madhumuni ya kisheria ambayo Mamlaka imepewa pamoja na matakwa ya Mkataba
wa Chicago.

2.0

MADHUMUNI
Madhumuni ya andiko hili ni kupendekeza marekebisho ya Kanuni hizi za Viwanja
Vya Ndege za Mwaka 2017 [The Civil Aviation (Aerodromes) Regulations, 2017], ili
kanuni hizi ziakisi hali halisi ya sasa ya maendeleo na marekebisho ya Kiambatishi
cha 14 (toleo la 1) cha Mkataba wa Chicago katika sekta ya usafiri wa anga nchini na
duniani kote pamoja na changamoto zilizojitokeza katika kipindi cha zaidi ya miaka
mitano (5) wakati wa utekelezaji wa Kanuni hizi.
Kanuni hizi za Viwanja vya Ndege, za mwaka 2017 za kudhibiti viwanja vya ndege
kuanzia usanifu na ujenzi, Marekebisho, Usajili na Uendeshaji wake ili vikidhi viwango
vya Kitaifa na Kimataifa vya Usafiri wa Anga tumekubaliana na Nchi wanachama wa
Jumuiya ya Africa Mashariki zinazoshughulikia Usalama wa Anga (CASSOA)
tuzigawe ziwe seti tatu (3) kama ifuatavyo:
i.

The Civil Aviation (Certification, Licensing and Registration of Aerodromes)
Regulations, 2022

ii.

The Civil Aviation (Aerodrome Design and Operations) Regulations, 2022

Kwa kuwa pia kuna marekebisho ya pili ya Kiambatishi cha 14 (toleo la 2) cha Mkataba
wa Chicago katika sekta ya usafiri wa anga kwa kutumia Helikopter ambapo hatukuwahi
kutengeneza Kanuni zake. Hivyo seti ya tatu (3) ya Kanuni za viwanja vya ndege itakuwa:
iii.

The Civil Aviation (Heliports) Regulations, 2022

3.0 CHIMBUKO LA MAREKEBISHO
Mamlaka inapendekeza maboresho ya Kanuni hizi kwa kuzingatia ongezeko la ukuaji wa
kasi wa ujenzi wa viwanja vya ndege nchini na marekebisho ya Kiambatisho cha 14 cha
Mkataba wa Chicago usafiri wa anga duniani wa Viwanja Vya Ndege, (Marekebisho na.
13, 14, 15, 16 na 17) ambayo lengo kuu likiwa kuziba mianya inayoweza kusababisha
mapungufu katika utekelezaji wa Kanuni hizo kutokana na mabadiliko ya kibiashara,
kidemografia, kiuchumi na kijamii. Mmarekebisho haya yamezingatia hali halisi ya
kibiashara na kiudhibiti pamoja na Kanuni za Msingi za Shirika la Kimataifa la Usafiri wa
Anga (ICAO) yaani ICAO Annex 14 volume 1 and 2 ambazo zinaainisha kinagaubaga
Kanuni na Taratibu za Usanifu, Ujenzi, Operesheni na Matengenezo ya Viwanja vya
Ndege.
Kwa mujibu wa Shirikisho la Usafiri wa Anga Duniani (International Civil Aviation Authority
– ICAO), Kila panapotokea Maboresho ya Viwango na Marekebisho yoyote [ICAO
Standards and Recommended Practices, SARPs], Nchi za Mkataba [Contracting States]
zinatakiwa kurekebisha kanuni zake kuingiza marekebisho na maboresho hayo. Kwa
kuwa marekebisho mengi yanatokea kwenye uendeshaje wa viwanja na utoaji wa vyeti,
kuzigawa Kanuni zilizopo itatusaidia kuwa na kanuni ambazo si kila ICAO wanapotoa
Maboresho nasi turekebishe kanuni zote.

Maboresho yanayopendekezwa, yatasaidia kupata Kanuni bora zinazolenga kutimiza
majukumu ya Mamlaka kwa mujibu wa Kifungu cha 30 cha The Civil Aviation Act, Cap.
80 (R.E. 2020). Majukumu hayo ni pamoja na haya yafuatayo:

(a) Kulinda maslahi ya watumiaji huduma za usafiri wa anga;
(b) Kulinda maslahi ya watoa huduma za usafiri wa anga zenye ufanisi;
(c) Kuongeza uelewa wa umma kwa kutoa elimu ya sekta ndogo ya usafiri wa
anga ikiwa ni pamoja na kujua haki na wajibu wa watumiaji na watoa
huduma wanaodhibitiwa na Mamlaka.
4.0 MAPENDEKEZO YA KANUNI MPYA ZA VIWANJA VYA NDEGE NA
Kanuni zilizopo za Viwanja vya Ndege za mwaka 2017 kufutwa na kutengeneza mpya
ambazo ni:
i.

The Civil Aviation (Certification, Licensing and Registration of
Aerodromes) Regulations, 2022

ii.

The Civil Aviation (Aerodrome Design and Operations) Regulations,
2022

Kanuni mpya za viwanja vya Helikopta ambazo ni:
iii.

The Civil Aviation (Heliports) Regulations, 2022

5.0 MAPENDEKEZO
Kama ilivyo ada, Mamlaka inaiomba Wizara iitishe mkutano wa wadau ili kupata
maoni yao kabla ya kuendelea na hatua zingine stahiki.
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THE CIVIL AVIATION ACT
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_______
REGULATIONS
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_______

PART I
PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS
Citation
Application

Interpretation

1. These Regulations shall be cited as the Civil Aviation (Operation of
Aircraft - Commercial Air Transport Aircrafts) Regulations, 2021.
2. These Regulations shall apply to operations of aircraft by authorised
operators of domestic or international commercial air transport.
3. In these Regulations, unless the context otherwise requires:
“Acts of unlawful interference” means acts or attempted acts aimed at
jeopardizing the safety of civil aviation and air transport, such as:
(a) unlawful seizure of aircraft in flight;
(b) unlawful seizure of aircraft on the ground;
(c) hostage-taking on board an aircraft or on aerodromes;
(d) forcible intrusion on board an aircraft, at an airport or on the premises of
an aeronautical facility;
(e) introduction on board an aircraft or at an airport of a weapon or
hazardous device or material intended for criminal purposes; and
(f) communication of false information as to jeopardize the safety of an
aircraft in flight or on the ground, of passengers, crew, ground personnel or
the general public, at an airport or on the premises of a civil aviation facility.
“Advisory airspace” means an airspace of defined dimensions, or designated
route, within which air traffic advisory service is available;
“Aerial work” means an aircraft operation in which an aircraft is used for
specialised services including, but not limited to agriculture, construction,
photography, surveying, observation, patrol, aerial advertisement, search and
rescue;
“Accelerate-stop distance available or ASDA” means the length of the takeoff run available plus the length of stop way, where provided;

“Aerial work” means an aircraft operation in which an aircraft is used for
specialized services including agriculture, construction, photography,
surveying, observation, patrol, aerial advertisement, search and rescue;
“authorized person” means any person authorized by the Authority either generally
or in relation to a particular case or class of cases, and references to an authorized
person includes references to a holder for the time being of any office designated by
the Authority;

“Aerodrome” means a defined area on land or water, including any buildings,
installations and equipment intended to be used either wholly or in part for the
arrival, departure and surface movement of aircraft;
“Aerodrome operating minima” means the limits of usability of an
aerodrome for:
(a) take-off, expressed in terms of runway visual range or visibility and
where necessary, cloud conditions;
(b) landing in 2D instrument approach operations, expressed in terms of
visibility or runway visual range, minimum descent altitude or MDA
or minimum descent height or MDH and, where necessary, cloud
conditions; and
(c) landing in 3D instrument approach operations, expressed in terms of
visibility or runway visual range and decision altitude or DA or
decision height or DH as appropriate to the type or category of the
operation.
“Aircraft” means a power-driven heavier-than-air aircraft, deriving its lift in
flight chiefly from aerodynamic reactions on surfaces which remain fixed
under given conditions of flight;
“Agreement summary” in the case of an aircraft operating under an Article
83 bis agreement between the State of Registry and another State, means a
document transmitted with the Article 83 (b) is Agreement registered with the
ICAO Council that identifies succinctly and clearly which functions and duties
are transferred by the State of Registry to that other State.
“Aircraft” means any machine that can derive support in the atmosphere from
the reactions of the air other than the reactions of the air against the earth’s
surface;
“Aircraft operating manual” means a manual, acceptable to the Authority,
containing normal, abnormal and emergency procedures, checklists,
limitations, performance information, details of the aircraft systems and other
material relevant to the operation of the aircraft;

“Aircraft tracking” means a process, established by the operator that
maintains and updates, at standardized intervals, a ground-based record of the
four-dimensional position of individual aircraft in flight;
“Air operator certificate or AOC” means a certificate authorizing an
operator to carry out specified commercial air transport operations;
“Air traffic service or ATS” generic term meaning variously, flight
information service, alerting service, air traffic advisory service, air traffic
control service or area control service, approach control service or aerodrome
control service;
“Airworthy” means the status of an aircraft, engine, propeller or part when it
conforms to its approved design and is in a condition for safe operation;
“Alternate aerodrome” means an aerodrome to which an aircraft may
proceed when it becomes either impossible or inadvisable to proceed to or to
land at the aerodrome of intended landing where the necessary services and
facilities are available, where aircraft performance requirements can be met
and which is operational at the expected time of use and alternate aerodromes
include the following:
a) Take-off alternate which is an alternate aerodrome at which an
aircraft would be able to land should this become necessary shortly
after take-off and it is not possible to use the aerodrome of
departure;
b) En-route alternate which is an alternate aerodrome at which an
aircraft would be able to land in the event that a diversion becomes
necessary while en route; and
c) Destination alternate which is an alternate aerodrome at which an
aircraft would be able to land should it become either impossible or
inadvisable to land at the aerodrome of intended landing.
“Altimetry system error or ASE” means the difference between the altitude
indicated by the altimeter display, assuming a correct altimeter barometric
setting, and the pressure altitude corresponding to the undisturbed ambient
pressure;
“Area navigation or RNAV” means a method of navigation which permits
aircraft operation on any desired flight path within the coverage of groundor space-based navigation aids or within the limits of the capability of selfcontained aids, or a combination of these;
“Cabin crew member” means a crew member who performs, in the interest
of safety of passengers, duties assigned by the operator or the pilot-incommand of the aircraft, but who shall not act as a flight crew member;
“COMAT” means an operator’s material carried on an operator’s aircraft for
the operator’s own purposes;
“Combined vision system or CVS” means a system to display images from a
combination of an enhanced vision system or EVS and a synthetic vision

system (SVS);
“Commercial air transport operation” means an aircraft operation
involving the transport of passengers, cargo or mail for remuneration or
hire;
“Configuration deviation list (CDL)” means a list established by the
organization responsible for the type design with the approval of the State
of Design which identifies any external parts of an aircraft type which may
be missing at the commencement of a flight, and which contains, where
necessary, any information on associated operating limitations and
performance correction;
“Contaminated runway” means a condition where a significant portion of
the runway surface area, whether in isolated areas or not, within the length
and width being used, is covered by one or more of the substances listed in
the runway surface condition descriptors;
“Continuing airworthiness” means the set of processes by which an aircraft,
engine, propeller or part complies with the applicable airworthiness
requirements and remains in a condition for safe operation throughout its
operating life;
“Continuous descent final approach or CDFA” means a technique,
consistent with stabilized approach procedures, for flying the final
approach segment or FAS of an instrument a non-precision approach or
NPA procedure as a continuous descent, without level-off, from an altitude
or height at or above the final approach fix altitude or height to a point
approximately 15 m or 50 ft above the landing runway threshold or the
point where the flare maneuver begins for the type of aircraft flown, for
the FAS of an NPA procedure followed by a circling approach, the CDFA
technique applies until circling approach minima circling OCA or H) or
visual flight manoeuvre altitude or height are reached.
“Crew member” means a person assigned by an operator to duty on an
aircraft during a flight duty period;
“Cruise relief pilot” means a flight crew member who is assigned to perform
pilot tasks during cruise flight, to allow the pilot-in-command or a co-pilot
to obtain planned rest;
“Cruising level” means a level maintained during a significant portion of a
flight;
“Dangerous goods” means articles or substances which are capable of posing
a risk to health, safety, property or the environment and which are shown
in the list of dangerous goods in the Technical Instructions or which are
classified according to those Instructions;
“Decision altitude or DA or decision height or DH” means a specified altitude
or height in a 3D instrument approach operation at which a missed approach must be
initiated where the required visual reference to continue the approach has not been
established;
“Dry runway” means a runway surface free of visible moisture and not

contaminated within the area intended to be used;
“Duty” means any task that flight or cabin crew members are required by the
operator to perform, including, for example, flight duty, administrative
work, training, positioning and standby when it is likely to induce fatigue;
“Duty period” means a period which starts when a flight or cabin crew
member is required by an operator to report for or to commence a duty and
ends when that person is free from all duties.
“EDTO critical fuel” means the fuel quantity necessary to fly to an en-route
alternate aerodrome considering, at the most critical point on the route, the
most limiting system failure;
“EDTO significant system” means an aircraft system whose failure or
degradation could adversely affect the safety particular to an EDTO flight,
or whose continued functioning is specifically important to the safe flight
and landing of an aircraft during an EDTO diversion;
“Electronic flight bag or EFB” means an electronic information system
comprised of equipment and applications for flight crew, which allows for
the storing, updating, displaying and processing of EFB functions to
support flight operations or duties;
“Emergency locator transmitter or ELT” means a generic term describing
equipment which broadcast distinctive signals on designated frequencies
and, depending on application, may be automatically activated by impact
or be manually activated. An ELT may be any of the following:
(a) “Automatic fixed ELT or ELT-AF” means an automatically
activated ELT which is permanently attached to an aircraft;
(b) Automatic portable ELT or ELT-AP” means an automatically
activated ELT which is rigidly attached to an aircraft but readily
removable from the aircraft;
(c) “Automatic deployable ELT or ELT-AD” means an ELT which is
rigidly attached to an aircraft and which is automatically deployed and
activated by impact, and, in some cases, also by hydrostatic sensors
where the manual deployment is provided; and
(d) “Survival ELT or ELT-S” means an ELT which is removable from
an aircraft, stowed so as to facilitate its ready use in an emergency, and
manually activated by survivors.
“Engine” means a unit used or intended to be used for aircraft propulsion and
consists of at least those components and equipment necessary for
functioning and control, but excludes the propeller/rotors where
applicable;
“Enhanced vision system or EVS” means a system to display electronic realtime images of the external scene achieved through the use of image
sensors;
“Extended diversion time operations or EDTO” means any operation by an
aircraft with two or more turbine engines where the diversion time to an
en-route alternate aerodrome is greater than the threshold time established
by the Authority;
“Fatigue” means a physiological state of reduced mental or physical

performance capability resulting from sleep loss, extended wakefulness,
circadian phase, or workload, mental or physical activity that can impair a
person’s alertness and ability to perform safety-related operational duties;
“Fatigue Risk Management System or FRMS” means data-driven means of
continuously monitoring and managing fatigue-related safety risks, based
upon scientific principles and knowledge as well as operational experience
that aims to ensure relevant personnel are performing at adequate levels of
alertness;
“Final approach segment or FAS” means that segment of an instrument
approach procedure in which alignment and descent for landing are
accomplished;
“Flight crew member” means a licensed crew member charged with duties
essential to the operation of an aircraft during a flight duty period;
“Flight data analysis” means a process of analyzing recorded flight data in
order to improve the safety of flight operations;
“Flight duty period” means a period which commences when a flight or
cabin crew member is required to report for duty that includes a flight or a
series of flights and which finishes when the aircraft finally comes to rest and
the engines are shut down at the end of the last flight on which he or she is a
crew member;
“Flight manual” means a manual, associated with the certificate of
airworthiness, containing limitations within which the aircraft is to be
considered airworthy, and instructions and information necessary to the flight
crew
members
for
the
safe
operation
of
the
aircraft;
“Flight operations officer or flight dispatcher” means a person designated
by the operator to engage in the control and supervision of flight operations,
whether licensed or not, suitably qualified in accordance with the applicable
Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations , who supports, briefs or
assists the pilot-in-command in the safe conduct of the flight;
“Flight plan” means a specified information provided to air traffic services
units, relative to an intended flight or portion of a flight of an aircraft;
“Flight recorder” means any type of recorder installed in the aircraft for the
purpose of complementing accident and incident investigation;
“Automatic deployable flight recorder or ADFR” means a combination
flight recorder installed on the aircraft which is capable of automatically
deploying from the aircraft;
“Flight safety documents system” means a set of interrelated documentation
established by the operator, compiling and organizing information
necessary for flight and ground operations, and comprising, as a minimum,
the operations manual and the operator’s maintenance control manual;
“Flight simulation training device” means any one of the following three
types of apparatus in which flight conditions are simulated on the ground:
(a) “A flight simulator, which provides an accurate representation of the

flight deck of a particular aircraft type to the extent that the
mechanical, electrical, electronic, etc. aircraft systems control
functions, the normal environment of flight crew members, and the
performance and flight characteristics of that type of aircraft are
realistically simulated;
(b) A flight procedures trainer, which provides a realistic flight deck
environment, and which simulates instrument responses, simple
control functions of mechanical, electrical, electronic, etc. aircraft
systems, and the performance and flight characteristics of aircraft of a
particular class;
(C)A basic instrument flight trainer, which is equipped with appropriate
instruments, and which simulates the flight deck environment of an
aircraft in flight in instrument flight conditions;
“Flight time — aircrafts” means the total time from the moment an aircraft
first moves for the purpose of taking off until the moment it finally comes
to rest at the end of the flight;
“General aviation operation” means an aircraft operation other than a
commercial air transport operation or an aerial work operation;
“Ground handling” means services necessary for an aircraft’s arrival at, and
departure from, an airport, other than air traffic services;
“Head-up display or HUD” means a display system that presents flight
information into the pilot’s forward external field of view;
“Human factors principles” means principles which apply to aeronautical
design, certification, training, operations and maintenance and which seek safe
interface between the human and other system components by proper
consideration to human performance;
“Human performance” means human capabilities and limitations which
have an impact on the safety and efficiency of aeronautical operations;
“Instrument approach operations” means an approach and landing using
instruments for navigation guidance based on an instrument approach
procedure, and there are two methods for executing instrument approach
operations:
(a) a two-dimensional or 2D instrument approach operation, using lateral
navigation guidance only; and
(b) a three-dimensional (3D) instrument approach operation, using both
lateral and vertical navigation guidance.
“Instrument approach procedure or IAP” means a series of predetermined
maneuvers by reference to flight instruments with specified protection from
obstacles from the initial approach fix, or where applicable, from the
beginning of a defined arrival route to a point from which a landing can be
completed and thereafter, where a landing is not completed, to a position at
which holding or en-route obstacle clearance criteria apply and the instrument
approach procedures are classified as follows:
(a) Non-precision approach or NPA procedure that is an instrument
approach procedure designed for 2D instrument approach operations
Type A;

(b) Approach procedure with vertical guidance or APV that is a
performance-based navigation or PBN instrument approach procedure
designed for 3D instrument approach operations Type A; and
(c) Precision approach or PA procedure that is an instrument approach
procedure based on navigation systems -ILS, MLS, GLS and SBAS
CAT I designed for 3D instrument approach operations Type A or B.
“Instrument meteorological conditions or IMC” means meteorological
conditions expressed in terms of visibility, distance from cloud and ceiling as
defined in the civil Aviation (Rules of the Air) Regulations, less than the
minima specified for visual meteorological conditions;
“Isolated aerodrome” means a destination aerodrome for which there is no
destination alternate aerodrome suitable for a given aircraft type;
“Landing distance available or LDA” means the length of runway which is
declared available and suitable for the ground run of an aircraft landing;
“Large aircraft means” means an aircraft of a maximum certificated take-off
mass of over 5 700 kg;
“Low-visibility operations or LVO” means approach operations in RVRs
less than 550 m or with a DH less than 60 m or 200 ft or take-off operations in
RVRs less than 400 m.
“Maintenance” means the performance of tasks on an aircraft, engine,
propeller or associated part required to ensure the continuing airworthiness of
an aircraft, engine, propeller or associated part including any one or
combination of overhaul, inspection, replacement, defect rectification, and the
embodiment of a modification or repair;
“Maintenance organization’s procedures manual” means a document
endorsed by the head of the maintenance organization which details the maintenance
organization’s structure and management responsibilities, scope of work, description
of facilities, maintenance procedures and quality assurance or inspection systems;

“Maintenance Programme” means a document which describes the specific
scheduled maintenance tasks and their frequency of completion and related
procedures, such as a reliability Programme, necessary for the safe operation
of those aircraft to which it applies;
“Maintenance release” means a document which contains a certification
confirming that the maintenance work to which it relates has been completed
in a satisfactory manner, either in accordance with the approved data and the
procedures described in the maintenance organization’s procedures manual or
under an equivalent system;
“Master minimum equipment list or MMEL” means a list established for a
particular aircraft type by the organization responsible for the type design with
the approval of the State of Design containing items, one or more of which is
permitted to be unserviceable at the commencement of a flight, where the
MMEL may be associated with special operating conditions, limitations or
procedures;
“Maximum diversion time” means maximum allowable range, expressed in
time from a point on a route to an en-route alternate aerodrome;
“Maximum mass” means maximum certificated take-off mass;

Minimum descent altitude or MDA or minimum descent height or MDH”
means a specified altitude or height in a 2D instrument approach operation or
circling approach operation below which descent must not be made without
the required visual reference;
“Minimum equipment list or MEL” means a list which provides for the
operation of aircraft, subject to specified conditions, with particular equipment
inoperative, prepared by an operator in conformity with, or more restrictive
than, the MMEL established for the aircraft type;
“munitions of war” means such weapons, ammunition, articles, materials or
devices as are intended or adapted for use in warfare;
“Navigation specification” means a set of aircraft and flight crew
requirements needed to support performance-based navigation operations
within a defined airspace and there are two kinds of navigation specifications:
(a) “Required navigation performance or RNP specification” means
navigation specification based on area navigation that includes the
requirement for performance monitoring and alerting, designated by
the prefix RNP, e.g. RNP 4, RNP APCH; and
(b) “Area navigation or RNAV specification” means a navigation
specification based on area navigation that does not include the
requirement for performance monitoring and alerting, designated by
the prefix RNAV, e.g. RNAV 5, RNAV 1.
“Night” meansthe hours between the end of evening civil twilight and the
beginning of morning civil twilight where Civil twilight ends in the evening
when the centre of the sun’s disc is 6 degrees below the horizon and begins in
the morning when the centre of the sun’s disc is 6 degrees below the horizon;
“Obstacle clearance altitude or OCA or obstacle clearance height or
OCH” means the lowest altitude or the lowest height above the elevation of
the relevant runway threshold or the aerodrome elevation as applicable, used
in establishing compliance with appropriate obstacle clearance criteria;
“Operational control” means the exercise of authority over the initiation,
continuation, diversion or termination of a flight in the interest of the safety of
the aircraft and the regularity and efficiency of the flight;
“Operational flight plan” means the operator’s plan for the safe conduct of
the flight based on considerations of aircraft performance, other operating
limitations and relevant expected conditions on the route to be followed and at
the aerodromes concerned;
“Operations manual” means a manual containing procedures, instructions
and guidance for use by operational personnel in the execution of their duties;
“Operations specifications” means the authorizations, including specific
approvals, conditions and limitations associated with the air operator certificate
and subject to the conditions in the operations manual;
“Operator” means the person, organization or enterprise engaged in or
offering to engage in an aircraft operation;
“Operator’s maintenance control manual” means a document which
describes the operator’s procedures necessary to ensure that all scheduled and
unscheduled maintenance is performed on the operator’s aircraft on time and

in a controlled and satisfactory manner;
“Performance-based communication or PBC” means communication based
on performance specifications applied to the provision of air traffic services;
“Performance-based navigation or PBN means area navigation based on
performance requirements for aircraft operating along an ATS route, on an
instrument approach procedure or in a designated airspace;
“Performance-based surveillance or PBS” means surveillance based on
performance specifications applied to the provision of air traffic services;
“Pilot-in-command” means the pilot designated by the operator, or in the
case of general aviation, the owner, as being in command and charged with the
safe conduct of a flight;
“Point of no return” means the last possible geographic point at which an
aircraft can proceed to the destination aerodrome as well as to an available enroute alternate aerodrome for a given flight;
“Pressure-altitude” means an atmospheric pressure expressed in terms of
altitude which corresponds to that pressure in the Standard Atmosphere;
“Psychoactive substances” means alcohol, opioids, can nabinoids, sedatives
and hypnotics, cocaine, other psychostimulants, hallucinogens, and volatile
solvents, whereas coffee and tobacco are excluded;
“Repair” means the restoration of an aeronautical product to an airworthy
condition to ensure that the aircraft continues to comply with the design
aspects of the appropriate airworthiness requirements used for the issuance of
the type certificate for the respective aircraft type, after it has been damaged or
subjected to wear;
“Required communication performance or RCP specification” means a set
of requirements for air traffic service provision and associated ground
equipment, aircraft capability, and operations needed to support performancebased communication;
“Required surveillance performance or RSP specification”means a set of
requirements for air traffic service provision and associated ground
equipment, aircraft capability, and operations needed to support performancebased surveillance;
“Rest period” means a continuous and defined period of time, subsequent to
or prior to duty, during which flight or cabin crew members are free of all
duties;
“Runway visual range or RVR” means the range over which the pilot of an
aircraft on the center line of a runway can see the runway surface markings or
the lights delineating the runway or identifying its center line;
“Safe forced landing” means unavoidable landing or ditching with a
reasonable expectancy of no injuries to persons in the aircraft or on the
surface;
“Safety management system or SMS” means a systematic approach to
managing safety, including the necessary organizational structures,
accountability, responsibilities, policies and procedures;
Safety-sensitive personnel. Persons who might endanger aviation safety if they
perform their duties and functions improperly including, but not limited to, crew
members, aircraft maintenance personnel and air traffic controllers.

“Small aircraft” means an aircraft of a maximum certificated take-off mass of 5
700 kg or less.
“Specific approval”. means an approval which is documented in the Operations
Specifications for commercial air transport operations or in the list of specific
approvals for non-commercial operations.
“State of Registry” means the state on whose register the aircraft is entered;

“State of the Aerodrome” means the state in whose territory the aerodrome
is located;
“State of the Operator” means the State in which the operator’s principal
place of business is located or, where there is no such place of business, the
operator’s permanent residence;
“Synthetic vision system or SVS” means a system to display data-derived
synthetic images of the external scene from the perspective of the flight deck;
“Target level of safety or TLS” means a generic term representing the level
of risk which is considered acceptable in particular circumstances;
“Threshold time” means the range, expressed in time, established by the
Authority, to an en-route alternate aerodrome, whereby any time beyond
requires a specific approval for EDTO from the Authority;
“Total vertical error or TVE” means the vertical geometric difference
between the actual pressure altitude flown by an aircraft and its assigned
pressure altitude or flight level;
“Visual meteorological conditions or VMC” means meteorological
conditions expressed in terms of visibility, distance from cloud, and ceiling
equal to or better than specified minima;
“6.9 Vso” means the number of feet per minute obtained by multiplying the
aircraft's minimum steady flight speed by 6.9.

PART II
OPERATIONAL CONTROL
Operators
responsibilities

4. (1) An operator or a designated representative shall have sole
responsibility for operational control.
(2) Responsibility for operational control shall be delegated only to
the pilot-in-command and to a flight operations officer or flight dispatcher
where the operator approved method of control and supervision of flight
operations requires the use of flight operations officer or flight dispatcher.
(3) When an emergency situation which endangers the safety of the
aircraft or persons becomes known first to the flight operations officer or
flight dispatcher, action by that person shall include, where necessary,
notification to the appropriate authorities of the nature of the situation
without delay, and requests for assistance where required.
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(4) When an emergency situation which endangers the safety of the
aircraft or persons necessitates the taking of action which involves a
violation of local regulations or procedures, the pilot-in-command shall
notify the appropriate local authority without delay.
(5) When required by the State in which the incident occurs, the
pilot-in-command shall submit a report on any such violation to the
appropriate authority of such state, in that event, the pilot-in-command shall
also submit a copy of it to the Authority, and the reports shall be submitted
within ten days.
(6) An operator shall ensure a pilots-in-command have available on
board the aircraft all the essential information concerning the search and
rescue services in the area over which the aircraft will be flown.
(7) An operator shall ensure that flight crew members demonstrate
the ability to speak and understand the english language used for
radiotelephony communications as specified in the Civil Aviation (Personnel
Licensing) Regulations.
(8) A person who engages in the operations of aircraft under these
Regulations shall operate such aircraft as to comply with these Regulations
and the Civil Aviation (Rules of the Air) Regulations.
(9) An operator shall ensure that an aircraft has communication,
navigation and surveillance equipment and instruments as provided for in the
Civil Aviation (Instruments and Equipment) Regulations.
5. (1) The operator of an aircraft of a certificated take-off mass in
excess of 20, 000 kg shall establish and maintain a flight data analysis
programme as part of the safety management system.
(2) Where the operator contract operation of a flight data analysis
programme to another party, the operator shall retain overall responsibility
for the maintenance of such a programme.
(3) A flight data analysis programme shall be non-punitive and
contain adequate safeguards to protect the source of the data in accordance
with the applicable Civil Aviation (Safety Management) Regulations.
(4) The Operator shall establish a flight safety document system for
the use and guidance of operational personnel, as part of its safety
management system.
(5) A person shall not use recordings or transcripts of CVR, CARS,
Class A AIR and Class A AIRS for purposes other than the investigation of
an accident or incident in accordance with the Civil Aviation (Aircraft
Accident and Incident Investigation) Regulations, except where the
recordings or transcripts are:
(a) related to a safety-related event identified in the context of a
safety management system;
(b) restricted to the relevant portions of a de-identified transcript
of the recording;
(c) subject to the protections accorded by the Civil Aviation
(Safety Management) Regulations;
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(d) sought for use in criminal proceedings not related to an event
involving an accident or incident investigation and are subject to
the protections accorded by the Civil Aviation (Safety
Management Systems) Regulations; or
(e) used for inspections of flight recorder systems as provided in
the Civil Aviation (Instruments and Equipment) Regulations.
(6) A person shall not use recordings or transcripts of FDR, ADRS as
well as Class B and Class C AIR and AIRS for purposes other than the
investigation of an accident or incident in accordance with applicable Civil
Aviation (Aircraft Accident and Incident Investigation) Regulations, except
where the recordings or transcripts are subject to the protections accorded by
the applicable Civil Aviation(Safety Management) Regulations and are:
(a) used by the operator for airworthiness or maintenance purposes;
(b) used by the operator in the operation of a flight data analysis
Programme required in these Regulations;
(c) sought for use in proceedings not related to an event involving an
accident or incident investigation;
(d) de-identified; or
(e) disclosed under secure procedures.

Use of psychoactive
substances.

6. (1) An operator shall ensure that a flight crew member while
performing any function specified in the privileges applicable to his license
is not under the influence of any psychoactive substance which may render
him unable to perform such functions in a safe and proper manner.
(2) An operator shall ensure that a person whose function is critical to
the safety of aviation (safety-sensitive personnel) is not undertaking that
function while under the influence of any psychoactive substance, by reason
of which human performance is impaired.

Aircraft tracking

7. (1) An operator shall establish an aircraft tracking capability to track
aircrafts throughout its area of operations.
(2) An operator shall track the position of an aircraft through
automated reporting at least every 15 minutes for the portion or portions of
the in-flight operations under the following conditions:
(a) the aircraft has a maximum certificated take-off mass of over
27 000 kg and a seating capacity greater than 19; and
(b) where an ATS unit obtains aircraft position information at
greater than 15 minutes intervals.
(3) The operator shall track the position of an aircraft through
automated reporting at least every 15 minutes for the portion or portions of
the in-flight operations that is planned in an oceanic area under the following
conditions:
(a) the aircraft has a maximum certificated take-off mass of over
45 500 kg and a seating capacity greater than 19; and
(b) where an ATS unit obtains aircraft position information at
greater than 15 minutes intervals.
(4) Notwithstanding the provisions in sub regulations (2) and (3), the

Authority may, based on the results of an approved risk assessment process
implemented by the operator, allow for variations to automated reporting intervals.

(5) The risk assessment process shall demonstrate how risks to the
operation resulting from such variations can be managed and shall include at
least the following:
(a) capability of the operator’s operational control systems and
processes,
including those for contacting ATS units;
(b) overall capability of the aircraft and its systems;
(c) available means to determine the position of, and communicate with,
the aircraft;
(d) frequency and duration of gaps in automated reporting;
(e) human factors consequences resulting from changes to flight crew
procedures; and
(f) specific mitigation measures and contingency procedures.
(6) An operator shall subject to the approval by the Authority,
establish procedures for the retention of aircraft tracking data to assist
search and rescue in determining the last known position of the aircraft.
Airworthiness
and safety
precautions
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Inoperative
instruments
and equipment

8. An operator shall develop procedures to ensure that any flight is not
commenced unless:
(a) the aircraft is airworthy, duly registered and appropriate
certificates with respect thereto are aboard the aircraft;
(b) the instruments and equipment installed in the aircraft are
appropriate, taking into account the expected flight conditions;
(c) any necessary maintenance has been performed in accordance
with Civil Aviation (Airworthiness of Aircraft) Regulations;
(d) the mass of the aircraft and centre of gravity location are such
that the flight can be conducted safely, taking into account the
flight conditions expected;
(e) any load carried is properly distributed and safely secured; and
(f) the aircraft operating limitations contained in the flight manual or
its equivalent, shall not be exceeded.
9.

(1) A person shall not:
(a) commence an aircraft flight with inoperative instruments
or equipment installed, except as authorised by the
Authority;
(b) operate a multi-engine aircraft in commercial air transport
with inoperative instruments and equipment installed
unless the following conditions are met:
(i) an approved MEL exists for that aircraft;
(ii) the flight crew has direct access at all times prior
to flight to all of the information contained in the
approved MEL through printed or other means
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Aircraft flight
manual, marking
and placard
requirements

approved by the Authority in the operations
specifications which constitutes an approved
change to the type design without requiring decertification;
(iii) records identifying the inoperative instruments
and equipment and the information required by
paragraph (iii) which shall be available to the
pilot; and
(iv) the aircraft is operated under all applicable
conditions and limitations contained in the
Minimum Equipment List .
(3) The inoperative instruments and equipment referred to in subregulation (1) shall not be:
(a) part of the visual flight rules day instruments and equipment
prescribed in the applicable Civil Aviation (Instruments and
Equipment) Regulations;
(b) required by the Civil Aviation (Instruments and Equipment)
Regulations for the specific kind of flight operation being
conducted; or
(c) required to be operational by an airworthiness directive.
(4) The Authority may authorise a person to operate an aircraft with
inoperative instruments and equipment where such instruments and
equipment are:
(a) determined by the pilot-in-command not to be a hazard to safe
operation;
(b) deactivated and placarded “Inoperative”; and
(c) removed from the aircraft, the cockpit control placarded and
the maintenance recorded in accordance with the Civil Aviation
(Airworthiness of aircraft) Regulations.
(5) Where deactivation of the inoperative instrument or equipment
involves maintenance, it shall be accomplished and recorded in accordance
with the Civil Aviation (Airworthiness of Aircraft) Regulations.
(6) The following instruments and equipment shall not be included in
the MEL:
(a) instruments and equipment that are either specifically or otherwise
required by the airworthiness certification requirements and which are
essential for safe operations under all operating conditions;
(b) instruments and equipment required for operable condition by an
airworthiness directive, unless the airworthiness directive provides
otherwise; or
(c) instruments and equipment required for specific operations.
10. (1) A person shall not operate an aircraft registered in the United
Republic of Tanzania unless there is available in the aircraft(a) a current, approved aircraft flight manual or rotorcraft flight

manual;
(b) an operations manual approved by the Authority for the AOC;
and
(c) the general operations manual describing the content and use of
the operational flight plan.
(2) A person shall not operate a civil aircraft within the United Republic of
Tanzania without complying with the operating limitations specified in the
approved AFM or RFM, markings and placards, or as otherwise prescribed by the
certifying authority for the aircraft’s State of Registry.
(3) An operator shall display in the aircraft all placards, listings, instrument
markings or combination thereof, containing those operating limitations prescribed
by the certifying Authority for the aircraft’s State of Registry for visual
presentation.
(4) An AFM shall be updated by implementing changes made mandatory by
the State of Registry.
Inspection
aircraft
equipment

Electronic
Flight Bag
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11.
(1) Unless otherwise authorised by the Authority, a person
and shall not operate an aircraft registered in Tanzania unless it has had the following
inspections(a)
an annual inspection within the past twelve months;
(b)
a one hundred hour inspection;
(c)
an altimeter and pitot-static system inspection in the past twelve
months;
(d)
for transponder equipped aircraft, a transponder check within the past
twelve months; and
(e)
for emergency locator transmitter-equipped aircraft, an emergency
locator transmitter check within the past twelve months.
(f)
in accordance with an approved aircraft maintenance programme

12. (1) An Operator who uses an Electronic Flight Bag on board an
aircraft shall ensure that:
(a) it is approved by the Authority in compliance with the
applicable Civil Aviation (Instruments and Equipment)
Regulations;
(b) it does not affect the performance of the aircraft systems,
equipment or the ability to operate;
(c) has assessed the safety risks associated with each function;
(d) is providing training and has documented procedures for users;
and
(e) in the event of any failure, sufficient information is readily
available to the flight crew for the flight to be conducted safely.
(2) In approving the use of Electronic Flight Bags, the Authority shall
ensure that:
(a) the Electronic Flight Bag equipment and its associated
installation hardware, including interaction with aircraft
systems, meet the appropriate airworthiness certification
requirements;
(b) the operator has assessed the safety risks associated with the

operations supported by the Electronic Flight Bag functions;
(c) the operator has established requirements for redundancy of the
information, contained in and displayed by the Electronic Flight
Bag functions; and
(d) the operator has established and documented procedures for the
management of the Electronic Flight Bag functions including
database and its training requirements.
Documents to
be carried on
aircraft

13. (1) An operator shall not fly an aircraft unless the aircraft carries
documents which are required to be carried on board.
(2) Subject to sub regulation (1), where the flight is intended to begin
and end at the same aerodrome and does not include passage over the
territory of any other State, the documents may be kept at the aerodrome
instead of being carried aboard the aircraft.
(3) The required documents to be carried in an aircraft are:
(a)
within the United Republic of Tanzania for
passenger and cargo flight includes:
(i) licence in force in respect of the aircraft radio
station installed in the aircraft;
(ii) the certificate of airworthiness in force in respect
of the aircraft;
(iii) the licences and certificates of members of the
flight crew of the aircraft;
(iv) one copy of mass and balance documentation, if
any, required with respect to the flight
(v) one copy of the certificate of release to service, if
any, in force with respect to the aircraft;
(vi) the technical logbook required by these
Regulations;
(vii) the operations manual required by these
Regulations to be carried on the flight;
(viii) aircraft certificate of registration;
(ix) aircraft journey logbook;
(x) list of passenger names and points of embarkation
and disembarkation if applicable;
(xi) cargo manifest including special loads information
if applicable;
(xii) certified true copy of the AOC and operations
specifications relevant to the aircraft type, issued
in conjunction with the certificate;
(xiii) noise certificate, if applicable;
(xiv) aircraft flight manual or rotorcraft flight
manual;
(xv) minimum equipment list;
(xvi) category II or III Manual, as applicable;
(xvii) operational flight plan;

(xviii) filed notice to airmen or NOTAMS briefing
documentation;
(xix) meteorological information;
(xx) maps and charts required for the flight and
possible diversions;
(xxi) forms for complying with the reporting
requirements of the Authority and the AOC holder
list of special situation passengers if applicable;
(xxii) list of special situation passengers if applicable
;
(xxiii) filed ATC flight plan;
(xxiv) Search and rescue information; and
(b)
on a flight which includes passage over a territory
of another State:
(i) those documents set forth in sub paragraph (a);
(ii) a copy of notified procedure to be followed by the
PIC of an intercepted aircraft and the notified
visual signals for use by intercepting and
intercepted aircraft; and
(iii) general declaration.
(c)
on a flight for the purpose of aerial work:
(i) licence in force in respect of the aircraft radio
station installed in the aircraft;
(ii) the certificate of airworthiness in force in respect
of the aircraft;
(iii) the licences and certificates of members of the
flight crew of the aircraft;
(iv) the technical logbook required by these
Regulations;
(v) one copy of the certificate of release to service, if
any, in force with respect to the aircraft;
(vi) aircraft certificate of registration; and
(vii) any other document required by the Authority
(d)
on a flight of aerial work which includes passage
over a territory of another State:
(i) those documents set forth in paragraph (c); and
(ii) a copy of notified procedure to be followed by PIC
of an intercepted aircraft and the notified visual
signals for use by intercepting and intercepted
aircraft.
Translation of air
operator certificate

Production of
documents

14. An air operator certificate and associated operations specification
when issued by another State in a language other than English, a translated
certified true copy of English shall be included.
15. (1) Upon request, a Pilot in Command shall produce for examination

to the authorized person the following documents(a) a certificate of registration in force in respect of the aircraft;
(b) a certificate of airworthiness in force in respect of the aircraft;
(c) a licence or certificate of crew member, as applicable; and
(d) such other documents as required by Regulation 13 to be on board
the aircraft when in flight.

(2) An operator of aircraft registered in the United Republic of Tanzania
shall, upon request by an authorized person, produce any of the following
documents or records(a) a licence in force in respect of installed aircraft radio station;
(b) a certificate of registration in force with respect to the aircraft;
(c) a certificate of airworthiness in force in respect of the aircraft;
(d) the aircraft logbook, engine logbook and variable pitch propeller
logbook;
(e) the mass and balance documentation;
(f) any records of flight time, duty periods and rest periods
required to be preserved;
(g) operations manuals; and
(h) the record made by any flight recorder installed under the applicable
Civil Aviation (Instruments and Equipment) Regulations.

(3) A person required by the Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing)
Regulations, to keep a personal flying log-book shall:
(a) keep such records for a period of not less than two years after
the date of the last entry therein; and
(b) produce it to an authorized person immediately, and in any case
not latter than 14 days after being requested to do so.
Preservation
of documents

16. (1) Subject to sub-regulation (2) an operator required by these
Regulations to preserve documents or records shall, when ceases to be the
operator, continue to preserve the documents or records as if he had not
ceased to be the operator, and in the event of windup, the duty to preserve a
documents or records shall fall upon the liquidator:
(2) Where new operator becomes the operator of an aircraft, the
former operator shall deliver to the new operator(a) a certificate of release to service;
(b) a logbook;
(c) a mass and balance schedule; and
(d) a flight recorder.
(3) Where an engine or variable pitch propeller is removed from the
aircraft and installed in another aircraft operated by another person the
former operator shall deliver to new operator the logbook relating to that
engine or propeller.

Insurance

17. (1) An operator shall not allow an aircraft to fly unless there is in
force an insurance policy cover in respect to third party risks.
(2) The insurance policy for commercial air transport aircraft shall cover
insurance in respect of passengers’ liability, cargo, baggage and mail risks.

(3) The insurance cover in respect of any aircraft insured in accordance with
sub-regulation (2) shall be presented to the Authority.
Coordination
of activities
hazardous to
an aircraft

18. (1) A person shall not carry out activities hazardous to an aircraft
whether flying over the United Republic of Tanzania or over the territorial
waters of United Republic of Tanzania without approval from the Authority.
(2) Notwithstanding the generalities of sub-regulation (1):
(a) a person shall not intentionally project, or cause to be
projected, a laser beam or other-directed high intensity
light at an aircraft in such a manner as to create a hazard
to aviation safety, damage to the aircraft or injury to its
crew or passengers;
(b) a person using or planning to use lasers or other-directed
high intensity lights outdoors in such a manner that the
laser beam or other light beam may enter navigable
airspace with sufficient power to cause an aviation hazard
shall provide written notification to the competent
authority;
(c) a pilot in command shall not deliberately operate an
aircraft into a laser beam or other-directed high-intensity
light unless flight safety is ensured and this may require
mutual agreement by operator of the laser emitter or light
source, the pilot in command and the competent
Authority.
(3) A person shall not release into the atmosphere any radioactive material
or toxic chemicals which may affect the safety of aircraft operating within
the United Republic of Tanzania airspace.

Power to
prohibit, restrict
flying, landing or
taking off

19. (1) Where the Authority deems it necessary in the public interest to,
restrict or prohibit(a) flying over any area of the United Republic of Tanzania or
along any route therein; or
(b) landing or take-off at any place in the United Republic of
Tanzania by reason of(i) the intended gathering or movement of a large number of
persons;
(ii) the intended holding of an aircraft race contest or of an
exhibition of flying; or
(iii) national security or any reason affecting public interest,
(iv) making orders prohibiting, restricting or imposing
conditions on flight by any aircraft, whether or not
registered in the United Republic of Tanzania, in any
airspace and by an aircraft registered in the United
Republic of Tanzania, in any other airspace, being
airspace in respect of which the United Republic of
Tanzania has in pursuance of international arrangements

undertaken to provide navigation services for aircraft.
(2) Orders made under this regulation may apply either generally or
in relation to any class of aircraft.
(3) It shall be an offence to contravene or permit the contravention of
or fail to comply with any Orders made under these Regulations.
(4) where the pilot-in-command becomes aware that he is flying in
contravention of any regulation made for any of the reasons referred to in
sub-regulation (1) (b)(iv), he shall, unless otherwise instructed pursuant to
sub-regulation (5), cause the aircraft to leave the area to which the order
relates by flying to the least possible extent over such area and the aircraft
shall not begin to descend while over such an area.
(5) The PIC flying either within an area for which Orders have been
made for any of the reasons referred to in sub-regulation (1)(b)(iv) or within
airspace notified as a danger area shall forthwith comply with instructions
given by radio by the appropriate air traffic services unit or by, or on behalf
of, the person responsible for safety within the relevant airspace.
Balloons, kites
and airships

20. (1) A person shall not, within the United Republic of Tanzania(a) fly a captive balloon or kite at a height of more than 200 feet
above the ground level or within 200 feet of any vessel, vehicle or
structure;
(b) fly a captive balloon within an aerodrome traffic zone;
(c) fly a balloon exceeding 6 feet in any linear dimension at any stage
of its flight, including any basket or other equipment attached to
the balloon, in controlled airspace;
(d) fly a kite within an aerodrome traffic zone;
(e) moor an airship; or
(f) fly a free balloon at night, without the permission in writing of
the Authority, and in accordance with any conditions subject to
which the permission may be granted.
(2) A captive balloon when in flight shall not be left unattended
unless it is fitted with a device which ensures automatic deflation when it
breaks.
(3) An unmanned free balloon shall be operated in such a manner as
to minimize hazards to persons, property or other aircraft.

Imperilling safety of
persons and
property

Operating
considerations and
facilities

21. (1) A person shall not wilfully, recklessly or negligently cause or
permit an aircraft to endanger any life or property.

PART III:
FLIGHT OPERATIONS
22. (1) An operator shall ensure that a flight does not commence unless it
has been ascertained by every reasonable means available that the ground or
water facilities available and directly required on such flight, for the safe

operation of the aircraft and the protection of the passengers, are adequate for
the type of operation under which the flight is to be conducted and are
adequately operated for this purpose.
(2) The operator shall ensure that any inadequacy of facilities observed
in the course of operations is reported to the authority responsible for them
without undue delay.
(3) Subject to their published conditions of use, aerodromes and their
facilities shall be kept continuously available for flight operations during their
published hours of operations, irrespective of weather conditions
(4) The operator shall, as part of its safety management system, assess
the level of rescue and fire fighting service or RFFS protection available at any
aerodrome intended to be specified in the operational flight plan in order to
ensure that an acceptable level of protection is available for the aircraft
intended to be used.
(5) Information related to the level of RFFS protection that is deemed
acceptable by the operator shall be contained in the operations manual.
(6) The operator shall ensure that a flight does not commence or continue
as planned unless it has been ascertained by every reasonable means available
that the airspace containing the intended route from aerodrome of departure to
aerodrome of arrival, including the intended take-off, destination and en-route
alternate aerodromes, can be safely used for the planned operation.
(7) An operator shall conduct a risk assessment and take mitigation
measures to ensure a safe flight when he intends to operate over or near a
conflict zone.
Operational
certification and
supervision
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23. (1) An operator shall not engage in operations unless is in possession
of a valid air operator certificate and its associated operations specifications
issued by the Authority.
(2) An air operator certificate issued by the Authority shall be
dependent upon the operator demonstrating an adequate organization, method
of control and supervision of flight operations, training Programme as well as
ground handling and maintenance arrangements consistent with the nature and
extent of the operations specified.
(3) An air operator shall develop policies and procedures for third
parties that perform work on its behalf.
(4) The continued validity of an air operator certificate shall depend
upon the operator maintaining the requirements in sub-regulation (2) under
the supervision of the Authority.
(5) An air operator certificate shall be in the format prescribed in the
First Schedule of the Civil Aviation (Air Operator Certification and
Administration) Regulations and shall contain at least the following
information:
(a) the State of the Operator and the issuing authority;
(b) the air operator certificate number and its expiry date;
(c) the operator name, trading name if different and address of the
principal place of business;

(d) the date of issue and the name, signature and title of the authority
representative; and
(e) the contact details, of which operation management can be
contacted without undue delay.
(6) The operations specifications associated with the air operator
certificate shall be in the format prescribed in the Second Schedule of the Civil
Aviation (Air Operator Certification and Administration) Regulations and
shall contain at least the following information(a) issuing authority contact details;
(b) operator name and AOC number;
(c) trading name if applicable;
(d) date of issue and signature of the authority representative;
(e) aircraft make, model and series;
(f) aircraft registration;
(g) special limitations and authorizations;
(h) type of operation; and
(i) area of operation.
(7) The certification and the continued surveillance of the operator shall
be carried out by the Authority in accordance with the Civil Aviation (Air
Operator Certification and Administration) Regulations and the Civil Aviation
(Safety Management) Regulations.
Operations
manual

24. (1) An operator shall provide, for the use and guidance of operations
personnel concerned, an approved operation manual as prescribed in the Third
Schedule of the Civil Aviation (Air Operator Certification and
Administration) Regulations.
(2) An operator shall amend or revise as is necessary the operations
manual to ensure that the information contained therein is kept up to date and
amendments or revisions shall be issued to all personnel that are required to
use the manual.
(3) An operator shall provide a copy of the operations manual together
with all amendments or revisions, for review and approval by the Authority.
(4) An operator shall incorporate in the operations manual such
mandatory material as the Authority may require.

General operating
instructions

25. (1) An operator shall ensure that, all operations personnel are properly
instructed in their particular duties and responsibilities and the relationship of
such duties to the operation as a whole.
(2) An aircraft shall not be taxied on the movement area of an
aerodrome unless the person at the controls(a) has been duly authorized by the operator or a designated
agent;
(b) is fully competent to taxi the aircraft;
(c) is qualified to use the radiotelephone; and
(d) has received instruction from a competent person in respect
of aerodrome layout, routes, signs, marking, lights, air

traffic control or ATC signals and instructions, phraseology
and procedures, and is able to conform to the operational
standards required for safe aircraft movement at the
aerodrome.
(3)An operator shall issue operating instructions and provide
information on aircraft climb performance with all engines operating to enable
the pilot-in-command to determine the climb gradient that can be achieved
during the departure phase for the existing take-off conditions and intended
take-off technique and this information shall be included in the operations
manual.
In-flight
simulation of
emergency
situations

26. An operator shall ensure that, when passengers or cargo are being
carried, no emergency or abnormal situations shall be simulated.

Normal,
Abnormal and
emergency
Checklists

27. (1) An operator shall provide normal, abnormal and emergency
procedure checklists that shall be used by flight crew prior to, during and after
all phases of operations, and in an emergency, to ensure compliance with the
operating procedures contained in the aircraft operating manual and the
aircraft flight manual or other documents associated with the certificate of
airworthiness and otherwise in the operations manual.
(2) An operator shall observe human factors principles in the design
and utilization of the checklists specified in sub-regulation (1).

Altimeter
settings.

28. (1) A person operating an aircraft registered in the United Republic of
Tanzania shall set the aircraft altimeters to maintain the cruising altitude for
flight level reference in accordance with the procedure notified by:
(a) the state where the aircraft may be; or
(b) the aeronautical information publication of the state of the
operator.

Operation of
radio in
aircraft

29. (1) An operator shall not operate a radio station in an aircraft, whether
or not the aircraft is in flight, except in accordance with the conditions of the
licence issued in respect of that station under the law of the State of registry,
and by a person duly licensed or otherwise permitted to operate the radio
station under that law.
(2) Subject to sub-regulations (3) and (4), an operator shall ensure that,
whenever an aircraft is in flight in such circumstances that it is required under these
Regulations to be equipped with radio communications apparatus, a continuous radio
watch shall be maintained by a member of a flight crew listening to the signals
transmitted upon the frequency notified, or designated by a message received from an
appropriate aeronautical radio station, for use by that aircraft.
(3) The radio watch may be discontinued or continued on another frequency
to the extent that a message as aforesaid so permits.
(4) The watch may be kept by a device installed in the aircraft where the
appropriate aeronautical radio station has been informed to that effect and has raised
no objection; and that station is notified, or in the case of a station situated in a state

other than United Republic of Tanzania otherwise designated as transmitting a signal
suitable for that purpose.
(5) Whenever an aircraft is in flight in such circumstances that it is required
under these Regulations to be equipped with radio or radio navigation equipment a
member of the flight crew shall operate that equipment in such a manner as he may be
instructed by the appropriate air traffic control unit or as may be notified in relation to
any airspace in which the aircraft is flying.

(6) An operator shall ensure that, the radio station in an aircraft is not
operated so as to cause interference, that impairs the efficiency of aeronautical
telecommunications or navigational services, and in particular emissions shall
not be made except as follows:
(a) emission of the class and frequency for the time being in use, in
accordance with general international aeronautical practice, in the
airspace in which the aircraft is flying;
(b) distress, urgency and safety messages and signals, in accordance
with general international aeronautical practice;
(c) messages and signals relating to the flight of the aircraft, in
accordance with general international aeronautical practice; and
(d) such public correspondence messages as may be permitted under
the aircraft radio station licence referred in sub-regulation (1).
(7) An aircraft registered in the United Republic of Tanzania which is engaged
on a flight, the pilot and the flight engineer shall not make use of a hand-held
microphone, whether for the purpose of radio communication or for
intercommunication within the aircraft, whilst the aircraft is flying in controlled
airspace below flight level 150 or is taking off or landing.

(8) An aircraft which is equipped with a radio station having a defect
such as to impair the safety of the aircraft shall not undertake any flight until(a) the aircraft has been rendered safe; or
(b) when such defect occurs during flight, shall land as soon as possible
unless the radio station can be and is speedily rendered safe for flight.
Minimum flight
altitudes
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30. (1) An operator shall be permitted to establish minimum flight altitudes
for those routes flown for which minimum flight altitudes have been
established by the state flown over or the responsible state, provided that they
shall not be less than those established by that state.
(2) An operator shall specify the method by which it is intended to
determine minimum flight altitudes for operations conducted over routes for
which minimum flight altitudes have not been established by the State flown
over or the responsible state, and shall include this method in the operations
manual.
(3) The minimum flight altitudes determined in accordance with the
above method shall not be lower than specified in the Civil Aviation (Rules of
the Air) Regulations.
(4) The method for establishing the minimum flight altitudes shall be
approved by the Authority after consideration of the probable effects of the
following factors on the safety of the operation:

(a) the accuracy and reliability with which the position of the
aircraft can be determined;

Aerodrome
operating minima

(b) the inaccuracies in the indications of the altimeters used;
(c) the characteristics of the terrain such as sudden changes in the
elevation;
(d) the probability of encountering unfavorable meteorological
conditions such as severe turbulence and descending air
currents;
(e) possible inaccuracies in aeronautical charts; and
(f) airspace restrictions.
31. (1) An operator shall establish aerodrome operating minima for each
aerodrome to be used in operations and the Authority shall approve the
method of determination of such minima.
(2) The minima specified in sub-regulation (1) shall not be lower than any that
may be established for such aerodromes by the state of the aerodrome, except
when specifically approved by that State.
(3) The Authority shall approve operational credit or credits for operations
with aircrafts equipped with automatic landing systems, a HUD or equivalent
displays, EVS, SVS or CVS.
(4)Where the operational credit relates to low visibility operations, the
Authority shall issue a specific approval.
(5)Such authorizations shall not affect the classification of the
instrument approach procedure.
(6) for the purpose of this regulation “Operational credit” includes:
(a) requiring fewer ground facilities as compensated for by airborne
capabilities.
(b) reducing or satisfying the visibility requirements; or
(c) for the purposes of an approach ban, a minima below the
aerodrome operating minimal;
(7) In establishing the aerodrome operating minima which applies to
any particular operation, an operator shall take full account of(a) the type, performance and handling characteristics of the
aircraft;
(b) the composition of the flight crew, their competence and
experience;
(c) the dimensions and characteristics of the runways which
may be selected for use;
(d) the adequacy and performance of the available visual and
non-visual ground aids;
(e) the equipment available on the aircraft for the purpose of
navigation, acquisition of visual references and control of
the flight path during the approach, landing and the missed
approach;
(f) the obstacles in the approach and missed approach areas
and the obstacle clearance altitude or height for the
instrument approach procedures;
(g) the means used to determine and report meteorological
conditions; and

(h) the obstacles in the climb-out areas and necessary clearance
margins.
(i) the condition prescribed in the operations specifications;
and
(j) any minima that may be promulgated by the Authority.
(8) Instrument approach operations shall be classified based on the
designed lowest operating minima below which an approach operation shall
only be continued with the required visual reference as follows:
(a)
Type A- a minimum descent height or decision
height at or above 75 m (250 ft); and
(b)
Type B- a decision height below 75m (250 ft)
which are categorised as follows:
(i) Category I (CAT I) - a decision height not lower
than 60 m (200 ft) and with either a visibility not
less than 800 m or a runway visual range not less
than 550 m;
(ii) Category II (CAT II)- a decision height lower than
60 m (200 ft) but not lower than 30 m (100 ft) and a
runway visual range not less than 300 m; and
(iii) Category III (CAT III) - a decision height lower
than 30 m (100 ft) or no decision height and a
runway visual range less than 300 m or no runway
visual rangelimitations.
(9) The Authority shall issue a specific approval for instrument approach
operations in low visibility which shall only be conducted when RVR
information is provided.
(10) For take-off low visibility, the Authority shall issue a specific
approval for minima take-off RVR.
(11) Category II and Category III of Type B instrument approach
operations shall not be authorized unless RVR information is provided.
(12) For instrument approach operations, aerodrome operating minima
below 800 m visibility shall not be authorized unless RVR information is
provided.
(13) The operating minima for 2D instrument approach operations using
instrument approach procedures shall be determined by establishing a
minimum descent altitude (MDA) or minimum descent height (MDH),
minimum visibility and, where necessary, cloud conditions.
(14) The operating minima for 3D instrument approach operations using
instrument approach procedures shall be determined by establishing a decision
altitude (DA) or decision height (DH) and the minimum visibility or RVR.
Category II
and III
operationsgeneral
operating rules
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32. (1) A person shall not operate an aircraft in a category II or III
operations unless(a) the pilot-in-command and co-pilot of the aircraft hold the appropriate
authorizations and ratings prescribed in the Civil Aviation (Personnel

Licensing) Regulations;
(b) each flight crew member has adequate knowledge of, and
familiarity with, the aircraft and the procedures to be used; and
(c) the instrument panel in front of the pilot who is controlling the
aircraft has the appropriate instrumentation for the type of flight
control guidance system that is being used.
(2) Unless otherwise authorised by the Authority, a person shall not operate an
aircraft in a Category II or Category III operations unless each ground component
required for that operation and the related airborne equipment is installed and
operating.
(3) Where the approach procedure being used provides for and requires the use of a
decision height, the authorised decision height is the highest of the following:

(a) the decision height prescribed in the approach procedure;
(b) the decision height prescribed for the pilot in command; or
(c) the decision height for which the aircraft is equipped.
(4) Unless otherwise authorised by the Authority, a pilot operating an aircraft in a
Category II or Category III approach that provides and requires use of a decision
height shall not continue the approach below the authorised decision height unless:

(a) the aircraft is in a position from which a descent to a landing on the
intended runway can be made at a normal rate of descent using normal
manoeuvres, and where that descent rate shall allow touchdown to occur
within the touchdown zone of the runway of intended landing;
(b) at least one of the following visual references for the intended runway
is distinctly visible and identifiable to the pilot(i) the approach light system, except that the pilot shall not
descend below 30 m (100 ft) above the touchdown zone elevation
using the approach lights as a reference unless the red terminating
bars or the red side row bars are also distinctly visible and
identifiable;
(ii) the threshold or the threshold markings;
(iii) the threshold lights;
(iv) the touchdown zone or touchdown zone markings; and
(v) the touchdown zone lights.
(5) Unless otherwise authorised by the Authority, a pilot operating an
aircraft shall immediately execute an appropriate missed approach procedure
whenever, prior to touchdown, the requirements of sub-regulation (4) are not
met.
(6) A person operating an aircraft using a Category III approach without
decision height shall not land that aircraft except in accordance with the
provisions of the letter of authorisation issued by the Authority.
(7) A person shall not operate an aircraft in a Category II or Category III
operations conducted by an AOC holder unless the operation is conducted in
accordance with that AOC holder's specific operations specifications.
operations
manual for
Category II
and Category
III

33. (1) A person shall not operate an aircraft in a Category II or a Category
III operation unless-

(a) there is available in the aircraft a current and approved Category II or
Category III manual, as appropriate, for that aircraft;
(b) the operation is conducted in accordance with the procedures,
instructions, and limitations in the appropriate manual; and
(c) the instruments and equipment listed in the manual that are required
for a particular Category II or Category III operation have been inspected
and maintained in accordance with the maintenance programme
contained in the manual.
(2) An operator shall keep a current copy of each approved manual at
its principal base of operations and shall make each manual available for
inspection upon request by the Authority.
(3) An operator who applies for approval of a Category II or III
operations manual or an amendment to an approved Category II operations
manual shall submit the proposed manual or amendment to the Authority.
(4) Where the application made under this regulation is a request for an
evaluation programme, the application shall include the following:
(a) the location of the aircraft and the place where the demonstrations are
to be conducted; and
(b) the date the demonstrations are to commence at least ten days after filing the
application.
(5) A Category II or III operations manual shall contain:

(a) the registration number, make, and model of the aircraft to which it
applies;
(b) a maintenance programme; and

(c) the procedures and instructions related to(i) recognition of decision height or decision altitude;
(ii) use of runway visual range information;
(iii) approach monitoring;
(iv) the decision region, which is the region between the middle
marker and the decision height or decision altitude;
(v) the maximum permissible deviations of the basic instrument
landing system indicator within the decision region;
(vi) a missed approach procedure;
(vii) use of airborne low approach equipment;
(viii) minimum altitude for the use of the autopilot;
(ix) instrument and equipment failure warning systems;
(x) instrument failure; and
(xi) other procedures, instructions, and limitations as the Authority may
deem necessary.

(x) instrument failure; and
Threshold
crossing height
for 3D instrument
approach

34. An operator shall establish operational procedures designed to ensure
that an aircraft being used to conduct 3D instrument approach operations
crosses the threshold by a safe margin, with the aircraft in the landing

operations

configuration and attitude.

Fuel and oil
records

35. (1) An operator shall maintain fuel records to enable the Authority to
ascertain that, for each flight, the requirements of regulations 85 and 86 have
been complied with.
(2) An operator shall maintain oil records to enable the Authority to
ascertain that trends for oil consumption are such that an aircraft has sufficient
oil to complete each flight.
(3) Fuel and oil records shall be retained by the operator for a period of
three months.

Crew

36. (1) An operator shall designate one pilot for each flight to act as pilotin-command.
(2) For each flight of an aircraft above 15 000 m (49 000 ft), the
operator shall maintain records so that the total cosmic radiation dose received
by each crew member over a period of 12 consecutive months can be
determined.

Pre-flight
action

37. A pilot-in-command of an aircraft registered in United Republic of
Tanzania shall satisfy himself before the flight is commenced that(a) all documents prescribed under regulation 13 are valid and
onboard;
(b) complies with the provisions relating to general instrument and
equipment requirements under Civil Aviation (Instrument and
Equipment) Regulations;
(c) the mass of the aircraft and centre of gravity location are such
that the flight can be conducted safely, taking into account the
flight conditions expected;
(d) any load carried is properly distributed and safely secured;
(e) a check has been completed indicating the aircraft performance
operating limitation can be complied with the flight to be
undertaken; and
(f) the operational flight planning have been complied with.

loading of
aircraft

38. (1) An operator shall not cause or permit an aircraft to be loaded for a
flight except under the supervision of a person who the operator has caused to
be furnished with written instructions as to the distribution and securing of the
load so as to ensure that(a) the load shall safely be carried on the flight; and
(b) any condition subject to which the certificate of airworthiness in force
in respect of the aircraft was issued or rendered valid, being conditions
relating to the loading of the aircraft are complied with.
(2) The instructions shall indicate the mass of the aircraft prepared for
service, the aggregate of the basic mass and the mass of such additional items
in or on the aircraft as the operator may include, and the instructions shall
indicate the additional items included in the mass of the aircraft prepared for

service, and shall show the position of the centre of gravity of the aircraft at
that mass.
(3) An operator of an aircraft shall not cause or permit the aircraft to be
loaded in contravention of the instructions set out in sub regulation (1).
(4) A person supervising the loading of the aircraft shall before the
commencement of flight(a) prepare and sign a load sheet in duplicate conforming to the
requirements specified in sub regulation (7); and
(b) submit the loadsheet for examination by the pilot in command of
the aircraft who shall, upon being satisfied that the aircraft is loaded
in the manner required by sub regulation (1), sign his name thereon;
and
(c) paragraph (b) shall not apply where the operator is the pilot in
command of the aircraft.
(5) The requirements of sub regulation (4) shall not apply where:
(a) the load and the distributing and securing thereof upon the
next intended flight are to be unchanged from the previous
flight and the pilot in command of the aircraft makes and
signs an endorsement to that effect upon the load sheet for
the previous flight, indicating the date of the endorsement,
the place of departure upon the next intended flight and the
next intended destination; or
(b) set out in sub regulation (3) and (2) shall not apply in relation
to the flight.
(6) A pilot operating an aircraft shall ensure that one copy of the load
sheet shall be carried in the aircraft when so required by these Regulations,
until the flights to which the load sheet relates have been completed, and one
copy of that load sheet and of the instruction referred to in this regulation shall
be preserved by the operator until the expiration of a period of six months
thereafter, and shall not be carried in the aircraft.
(7) A load sheet required under sub regulation (4) shall contain the
following information;
(a) the nationality and registration marks of the aircraft to which the
loadsheet relates;
(b) particulars of the flight to which the loadsheet relates;
(c) the total mass of the aircraft as loaded for the flight;
(d) the mass of the several items from which the total mass of the aircraft
loaded, has been calculated including in particular the mass of the aircraft
prepared for service and the respective total mass of the passengers,
crew, baggage and cargo intended to be carried on the flight;
(e) the manner in which the load is distributed and the resulting position
of the centre of gravity of the aircraft which shall be given approximately
to the extent that the relevant certificate of airworthiness so permits; and
(f) at the foot or end of the load sheet, a certificate signed by the person
referenced in sub regulation (1) as responsible for the loading of the

aircraft, stating that the aircraft has been loaded in accordance with the
written instructions furnished by the operator of the aircraft.
(8) For the purpose of calculating the total mass of the aircraft, the
respective total mass of the passengers and crew entered in the loadsheet shall
be computed from the actual mass of each person, and for that purpose each
person shall be separately weighed unless sub-regulations (9), (10) and (11)
applies.
(9) When determining the actual mass by weighing, an operator must
ensure that passengers’ personal belongings and hand baggage are included,
and such weighing must be conducted immediately prior to boarding and at an
adjacent location.
(10) The Operator shall compute the mass of passengers and checked
baggage using the standard mass values specified in Tables 1 and 2 except
where the number of passenger seats available is less than 10.
(11) The standard masses values include hand baggage and the mass of
any infant below two years of age carried by an adult on one passenger seat
and infants occupying separate passenger seats must be considered as children
for the purpose of this Regulation.
(12) In cases where the number of passenger seats available is less than
10, passenger mass shall be established for each individual passenger and
these procedures shall be included in the operations manual.
(13) In flights where no hand baggage is carried in the cabin or where
hand baggage is accounted for separately, 6 kg may be deducted from the male
and female masses in Table 1 below and articles such as an overcoat, an
umbrella, a small handbag or purse, reading material or a small camera are not
considered as hand baggage for the purpose of this regulation;

TABLE 1-COMPUTATION OF MASS OF PASSENGERS

(14) Where the total number of passenger seats available on the aircraft
is 20 or more the standard mass values given in Table 2 are applicable for each
piece of checked baggage and for aircraft with less than 20 passenger seats the
actual mass of checked baggage, determined by weighing, must be used.

TABLE 2: CARRY-ON BAGGAGE STANDARD MASS

(15) Where sub-regulation (9), (10) and (11) is applied, the load sheet
shall bear a notation to that effect.
(16) Where sub-regulations (9), (10) and (11) may apply, the PIC shall,
where the standard masses described in sub-regulation (9) appear to be
inapplicable or doing so is in the interests of safety of the aircraft, require any
or all of the passengers, crew and cargo to actually be weighed for the purpose
of the entry to be made in the load sheet.
Stowage of
baggage and
cargo

39. (1) An operator shall establish procedures to ensure that all baggage is
taken into the passenger cabin as can be adequately and securely stowed.
(2) An operator shall establish procedures to ensure that all baggage
and cargo on board, which might cause injury or damage, or obstruct aisles
and exits when displaced, is placed in storages designed to prevent its
movement.
(3) The procedure referred to in sub-regulation (2) shall ensure that:
(a) each item carried in cabin shall be stowed only in a location that is
capable of restraining it;
(b) mass limitations placarded on or adjacent to stowages shall not be
exceeded;
(c) under seat stowages shall not be used unless the seat is equipped with a
restraint bar and the baggage is of such size that it may adequately be
restrained by this equipment;
(d) items shall not be stowed in toilets or against bulkheads that are
incapable of restraining articles against movement forwards, sideways or
upwards and unless the bulkheads carry a placard specifying the greatest
mass that may be placed there;
(e) baggage and cargo placed in lockers shall not be of such size that they
prevent latched doors from being closed securely;
(f) baggage and cargo shall not be placed where it can impede access to
emergency equipment; and
(g) checks shall be made before take-off, before landing and whenever the
fasten seat belts signs are illuminated or it is otherwise so ordered to
ensure that baggage is stowed where it cannot impede evacuation from
the aircraft or cause injury by falling or other movement, as may be
appropriate to the phase of flight.

Passengers

40. (1) An operator shall ensure that, passengers are made familiar with the

location and use of(a) seat belts;
(b) emergency exits;
(c) life jackets, where the carriage of life jackets is prescribed;
(d) oxygen dispensing equipment, where the provision of oxygen
for the use of passengers is prescribed; and
(e) other emergency equipment provided for individual use,
including passenger emergency briefing cards.
(2) An operator shall inform the passengers of the location and general
manner of use of the principal emergency equipment carried for collective use.
(3) An operator shall ensure that, in an emergency during flight,
passengers are instructed in such emergency action as may be appropriate to
the circumstances.
(4) An operator shall ensure that, during take-off and landing and
whenever considered necessary by reason of turbulence or any emergency
occurring during flight, all passengers on board an aircraft shall be secured in
their seats by means of the seat belts or harnesses provided.
Required
passenger
briefings

41. (1) A person shall not commence a take-off unless the passengers are
briefed prior to take-off in accordance with the AOC holder’s operations
manual procedures on(a) smoking limitations and prohibitions;
(b) emergency exit location and use;
(c) use of safety belts;
(d) emergency floatation means location and use;
(e) location and the general manner of use of the principal
emergency equipment for collective use;
(f) fire extinguisher location and operation;
(g) placement of seat backs;
(h) when flight is above 12,000 ft above mean sea level, the normal
and emergency use of oxygen; and
(j) The passenger briefing card
(2) Immediately before or after turning the seat belt sign off, pilot in command
shall ensure that the passengers are briefed to keep their seat belts fastened while
seated, even when the seat belt sign is off.

(3) Before take-off, the pilot in command shall ensure that persons of
reduced mobility are personally briefed on the:
(a) route to the most appropriate exit; and
(b) time to begin moving to the exit in the event of an emergency.
(4) The pilot in command operating a flight shall ensure that the briefing
specified in this regulation contains all the objects approved for the specific
operations conducted as included in the relevant operations manual.
Carriage of
persons with
reduced
mobility

42. A pilot in command shall ensure that persons with reduced mobility do
not occupy seats that:
(a) impede the crew in their duties;

(b) obstruct access to emergency equipment; or
(c) impede the emergency evacuation of the aircraft
Exit row
seating

43. (1) A Pilot in command shall ensure that, no passenger sits in an
emergency exit row where the PIC determines that in case of an emergency
the passenger would be unable to understand and perform the functions
necessary to open an exit and to exit rapidly.
(2) A PIC shall ensure that, a person is not seated in a passenger exit
seat where it is likely that the person would be unable to perform one or more
of the applicable functions listed below(a) lacks sufficient mobility, strength, or dexterity in both arms and
hands, and both legs to(i) reach upward, sideways, and downward to the location of
emergency exit and exit-slide operating mechanisms;
(ii) grasp and push, pull, turn, or otherwise manipulate those
mechanisms;
(iii) push, shove, pull, or otherwise open emergency exits;
(iv) lift out, hold, deposit on nearby seats, or manoeuvre over the
seatbacks to the next row objects the size and weight of over-wing
window exit doors;
(v) remove obstructions of size and weight similar over-wing exit
doors;
(vi) reach the emergency exit expeditiously;
(vii) maintain balance while removing obstructions;
(viii) exit expeditiously;
(ix) stabilise an escape slide after deployment; and
(x) assist others in getting off an escape slide.
(b) is less than 15 years of age or lacks the capacity to perform one
or more of the applicable functions listed in this regulation without assistance;
(c) lacks the ability to read and understand instructions required by this
regulation and related to emergency evacuation provided by the AOC holder
in printed or graphic form or the ability to understand oral crew commands;
(d) lacks sufficient visual capacity to perform one or more of the functions
specified in paragraphs (a) up to (c) without the assistance of visual aids
beyond contact lenses or eye glasses.
(e) lacks sufficient aural capacity to hear and understand instructions given by
cabin crew members, without assistance beyond a hearing aid;
(f) lacks the ability to adequately impart information orally to other
passengers; or
(g) has a condition or responsibilities, such as caring for small children, that
might prevent the person from performing one or more of the functions listed
(3) Determination by a crew member as to the suitability of each person
permitted to occupy an exit seat shall be made by the cabin crew members.
(4) Where a cabin crew member determines that a passenger assigned to an
exit seat would be unable to perform the emergency exit functions, or if a
passenger requests a non-exit seat, the cabin crew member shall

expeditiously relocate the passenger to a non-exit seat.
(5) In the event of full booking in the non-exit seats, and where necessary to
accommodate a passenger being relocated from an exit seat, the cabin crew
member shall move a passenger who is willing and able to assume the
evacuation functions, to an exit seat.
(6) An operator shall(a) assign seats consistent with the passenger selection criteria and the
emergency exit functions, to the maximum extent feasible, prior to
boarding;
(b) make available for inspection by the public at all passenger loading
gates and ticket counters at each aerodrome where it conducts passenger
operations, written procedures established for making determinations in
regard to exit row seating.
(7) A cabin crew member shall include in the passenger briefings:
(a) a request for a passenger to identify himself to allow reseating where
the passenger:
(i) cannot meet the selection criteria;
(ii) has a non-discernible condition that shall prevent them from
performing the evacuation functions;
(iii) may suffer bodily harm as the result of performing one or more
of those functions; or
(iv) does not wish to perform emergency exit functions;
(b) a reference to the passenger information cards and the functions to be
performed in an emergency.
(8) An operator shall ensure that, a passenger complies with instructions
given by a crew member implementing exit seating restrictions.
(9) A Pilot in Command shall not allow taxi or pushback of an aircraft
unless at least one required crew member has verified that all exit rows and
escape paths are unobstructed and that no exit seat is occupied by a person the
crew member determines is likely to be unable to perform the applicable
evacuation functions.
(10) The procedures required by this regulation shall not become effective
until final approval is granted by the Authority, and approval shall be based
solely upon the safety aspects of the operator procedures; in order to comply
with this regulation an operator shall(a) establish procedures that address the requirements of this
regulation; and
(b) submit their procedures for preliminary review and approval to the
Authority.
Passenger seat
belts.

44. (1) A cabin crew member shall ensure that, a passenger occupying a
seat or berth shall fasten his safety belt and keep it fastened while the sign is
lighted or, in aircraft not equipped with such a sign, whenever instructed by a
pilot-in-command.
(2) A passenger safety belt shall not be used by more than one
occupant during take-off and landing the flight.

(3) At each unoccupied seat, the safety belt and shoulder harness,
where installed, shall be secured not to interfere with crew members in the
performance of their duties or with the rapid egress of occupants in an
emergency.
(4) A person who is not two years of age may be held by an adult who
is occupying a seat or berth.
(5) A berth, such as a multiple lounge or divan seat, may be occupied
by two persons provided it is equipped with an approved safety belt for each
person and is used during en route flight only.
Passenger seat
backs.

45. (1) A pilot-in-command shall not allow the take-off or landing of an
aircraft unless each passenger seat back is in the upright position.
(2) Exceptions to this requirement shall only be made in accordance
with procedures in the operator operations manual provided the seat back does
not obstruct any passenger’s access to the aisle or to any emergency exit.

Stowage of
food, beverage
and passenger
service

46. A pilot in command shall not allow the movement of an aircraft on the
surface, take-off or landing:
(a) when any food, beverage or tableware furnished by the air
operator certificate holder is located at any passenger seat; and
(b) unless each food and beverage tray and seat back tray table is in
the stowed position.

Securing of
items of mass
in passenger
compartment

47. A Pilot in command shall not allow:

(a) the take-off or landing of an aircraft unless each item of mass in
the passenger cabin is properly secured to prevent it from becoming a
hazard during taxi, take-off and landing and during turbulent weather
conditions; or
(b) an aircraft to move on the surface, take-off or land unless each
passenger serving cart is secured in its stowed position.
Unacceptable
conduct

48. A person on board an aircraft shall not:
(a) interfere with a crew member in the performance of that crew
member’s duties;
(b) refuse to fasten his seat belt and keep it fastened while the seat belt
sign is lighted;
(c) willfully, recklessly or negligently act or omit to act:
(i) to endanger an aircraft or persons and property therein; and
(ii) to cause or permit an aircraft to endanger any person or
property;
(d) secrete himself nor secrete cargo on board an aircraft;
(e) smoke while the no-smoking sign is lighted;
(f) smoke in any aircraft lavatory;

(g) tamper with, disable or destroy any smoke detector installed in
any aircraft lavatory; or
(h) wilfully, recklessly or negligently, imperil the safety of an aircraft
or any person on board, whether by interference with any crew
member, or by tampering with the aircraft or its equipment, or by
disorderly conduct by any other means.
Alcohol or
drugs

49. (1) A Pilot in command shall not permit any person who appears to be
intoxicated or who demonstrates, by manner or physical indications, that
person is intoxicated to board an aircraft or while on board the aircraft be
served alcohol.
(2) A person shall not:
(a) board an aircraft while intoxicated or under the influence of
drugs; or
(b) while on board the aircraft, be intoxicated or under the influence of
drugs.

Carriage of
munitions of
war

50. (1) An aircraft shall not carry munitions of war.
(2) A person shall not take or cause to be taken on board an aircraft, or
deliver or cause to be delivered for carriage thereon, any goods which that
person knows or has reason to believe or suspect to be munitions of war.
(3) Without prejudice to sub regulations (1) and (2), a person shall not
carry or have in his charge any weapon on board an aircraft registered in the
United Republic of Tanzania provided that a weapon, not being munitions of
war, may be carried as passenger’s baggage where it is stowed in the part of
the aircraft inaccessible to passengers and, in the case of a firearm, it is not
loaded.
(4) Nothing in this regulation shall apply to weapons or ammunition
taken or carried on board an aircraft where the weapons or ammunition may,
under the law of the State in which the aircraft is registered, be lawfully taken
or carried on board for the purpose of ensuring the safety of the aircraft or of
the persons on board.

Prohibition
against
carriage of
weapons

51. A person shall not, while on board an aircraft carry a deadly or
dangerous weapon, either concealed or unconcealed.

Least-risk
bomb location
and stowage
of weapons

52. (1) Specialized means of attenuating and directing the blast shall be
provided for use at the least-risk bomb location by the State of Design by
Authority.
(2) Where an operator accepts the carriage of weapons removed from
passengers, such weapons shall be stowed in a place which is inaccessible to
any other person during flight time.

Passenger
compliance
with
instructions
Denial of
transportation

53. A passenger on a flight shall comply with instructions given by a crew
member in accordance with these Regulations.

54. An operator may deny to transport a passenger who:
(a) refuses to comply with the instructions regarding exit seating
restrictions in these Regulations; or
(b) has a handicap that can be physically accommodated only
through causing an obstruction to the safe evacuation of other
passengers from the aircraft as provided for in these Regulations.

Passenger
information
signs

55. A Pilot in command of an aircraft shall turn on required passenger
information signs during any movement on the surface, for each take-off and
each landing, and when otherwise considered to be necessary.

Carriage of
persons
without
compliance
with
passengercarrying
requirements

56. (1) The passenger-carrying requirements of sub regulation (2) shall not
apply when carrying:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

a crew member not required for the flight;
a representative of the Authority on official duty;
a person necessary to the safety or security of cargo or animals; or
a person authorised by the operator’s operations manual procedures, as
approved by the Authority.

(2) A pilot in command shall not allow a person to be carried without
compliance to the passenger carrying requirements unless there is an
approved seat with an approved seat belt for that person, and:
(a) the seat is so located that the occupant is not in any position to
interfere with the flight crew members performing their duties;
(b) there is unobstructed access from the approved seat to the flight deck
or a regular or emergency exit;
(c) there is a means for notifying that person when smoking is prohibited
and when seat belts shall be fastened; and
(d) that person has been orally briefed by a crew member on the use of
emergency equipment and exits.

Evacuation
capability

57. A Pilot in command or other person assigned by the operator shall
ensure that, when passengers are on board the aircraft prior to movement on
the surface, at least one floor-level exit provides for egress of passengers

through normal or emergency means.
Operational flight
planning

58. (1) An operational flight plan shall be completed for every intended
flight.
(2)The operational flight plan shall be approved and signed by the pilot-incommand and, where applicable, signed by the flight operations officer or
flight dispatcher, and a copy shall be filed with the operator or a designated
agent, or, if these procedures are not possible, it shall be left with the
aerodrome authority or on record in a suitable place at the point of departure.
(3) The operations manual shall describe the content and use of the operational
flight plan.

En-route
Limitations-all
engines
operating

59. A person shall not commence a flight in a reciprocating engine
powered aircraft used in operation at a weight that does not allow a rate of
climb of at least 6.9 Vso with all engines operating, at an altitude of at least
300 m (1,000 ft) above all terrain and obstructions within ten miles of each
side of the intended track.

En-route
limitations:
one engine
inoperative

60. (1) An operator shall ensure that one engine inoperative enroute net
flight path data shown in the aircraft flight manual, appropriate to the
meteorological conditions expected for the flight, complies with either sub
regulation (2) or (3) at all points along the route.
(2) The net flight path shall have a positive gradient at 1500 ft above
the aerodrome where the landing is assumed to be made after engine failure, in
meteorological conditions requiring the operation of ice protection systems,
the effect of their use on the net flight path must be taken into account.
(3) The gradient of the net flight path shall be positive at least 300 m
(1000 ft) above all terrain and obstructions along the route within 9.3 km (5
NM) on either side of the intended track.
(4) The net flight path shall permit the aircraft to continue flight from
the cruise altitude to an aerodrome where a landing can be made in accordance
with regulation 145 as appropriate, the net flight path clearing vertically, by at
least 600 m (2000 ft), all terrain and obstructions along the route within 9.3
km (5 NM) on either side of the intended track in accordance with the
following:
(a) the engine is assumed to fail at the most critical point along the
route;
(b) account is taken of the effects of winds on the flight path;
(c) fuel jettisoning is permitted to an extent consistent with reaching
the aerodrome with the required fuel reserves, when a safe procedure
is used; and
(d) the aerodrome where the aircraft is assumed to land after engine
failure shall meet the following criteria:
(i) the performance requirements at the expected landing mass
are met; and
(ii) weather reports or forecasts or any combination thereof, and field

condition reports indicate that a safe landing can be accomplished at the
estimated time of landing.
(5) An operator shall increase the width margins of sub-regulation (4) to 18.5 km or
10 nm when the navigational accuracy does not meet the 95% containment level.

En-route
Limitationsthree or more
engines, two
engines
inoperative

61. (1) A person may not take-off an aircraft used in commercial air
transport operation having three or more engines at such a weight where there
is no suitable landing aerodrome within 90 minutes at any point along the
intended route, with all engines operating at cruising power, unless that
aircraft can, in the event of simultaneous power failure of two critical engines
at the most critical point along that route, continue to a suitable landing
aerodrome while complying with the requirements of sub regulations (2) up to
(6).
(2) The two engines inoperative en-route net flight path data shall
permit the aircraft to continue the flight, in the expected meteorological
conditions, from the point where two engines are assumed to fail
simultaneously, to an aerodrome at which it is possible to land and come to a
complete stop when using the prescribed procedure for a landing with two
engines inoperative.
(3) The net flight path referred to in sub-regulation (2) shall clear
vertically, by at least 2000 ft all terrain and obstacles along the route within
9.3 km (5 NM) on either side of the intended track.
(4) At altitudes and in meteorological conditions requiring ice
protection systems to be operable, the effect of their use on the net flight path
data must be taken into account, and when the navigational accuracy does not
meet the 95% containment level, an operator shall increase the width margin
given above to 18.5 km (10 NM).
(5) The two engines are assumed to fail at the most critical point of that
portion of the route where the aircraft is more than ninety minutes, at the all
engines long range cruising speed at standard temperature in still air, away
from alternate aerodrome at which the performance requirements applicable at
the expected landing mass are met.
(6) The net flight path shall have a positive gradient at 450m (1500 ft)
above the aerodrome where the landing is assumed to be made after the failure
of two engines.
(7) Fuel jettisoning in an aircraft referred to in this regulation is
permitted to an extent consistent with reaching the aerodrome with the
required fuel reserves, where a safe procedure is used.
(8) The expected mass of the aircraft at the point where the two
engines are assumed to fail shall not be less than that which would include
sufficient fuel to proceed to an aerodrome where the landing is assumed to be
made, and to arrive there at least 450 m (1500 ft) directly over the landing area
and thereafter to fly level for fifteen minutes at cruise power.
(9) The consumption of fuel and oil after the engines become
inoperative is that which is accounted for in the net flight path data shown in

the flight manual.
Alternate
aerodromes-takeoff alternate
aerodrome

62. (1) A take-off alternate aerodrome shall be selected and specified in the
operational flight plan where either the meteorological conditions at the
aerodrome of departure are below the operator’s established aerodrome
landing minima for that operation or if it would not be possible to return to the
aerodrome of departure for other reasons.
(2) The take-off alternate aerodrome shall be located within the
following flight time from the aerodrome of departure:
(a)for aircraft with two engines, one hour of flight time at a one
engine in operative cruising sped, determine from the aircraft
manual, calculated in international standard atmosphere ISA and still
air conditions using the actual take-off mass; or
(b)for aircraft with three or more engines, two hours of flight time at
an all engines operating cruising speed, determined from the aircraft
operating manual, calculated in ISA and still air conditions using the
actual take-off mass; or
(c)for aircraft engaged in extended diversion time operations or
EDTO where an alternate aerodrome meeting the distance criteria
under paragraphs (a) or (b) is not available, the first available
alternate aerodrome located within the distance of the operator’s
approved maximum diversion time considering the actual take-off
mass.
(3) For an aerodrome to be selected as a take-off alternate, the available
information shall indicate that, at the estimated time of use, the conditions will
be at or above the operator’s established aerodrome operating minima for that
operation.

En-route alternate
aerodromes,

63. (1)En-route alternate aerodromes, required under regulation 105 for
extended diversion time operations (EDTO) by aircrafts with two turbine
engines shall be selected and specified in the operational and air traffic
services (ATS) flight plans.

Destination
alternate
aerodromes

64. (1) For a flight to be conducted in accordance with the instrument
flight rules, at least one destination alternate aerodrome shall be selected and
specified in the operational and ATS flight plans, unless:
(a) the duration of the flight from the departure aerodrome, or from the
point of in-flight re-planning, to the destination aerodrome is such that,
taking into account all meteorological conditions and operational
information relevant to the flight, at the estimated time of use, a
reasonable certainty exists that:
(i) the approach and landing may be made under visual
meteorological conditions; and
(ii) separate runways are usable at the estimated time of use of the
destination aerodrome with at least one runway having an
operational instrument approach procedure; or

(b) the aerodrome is isolated and operations into isolated aerodromes do
not require the selection of a destination alternate aerodrome or
aerodromes and shall be planned in accordance with regulation
85(3)(d);
(i) for each flight into an isolated aerodrome;
(ii) a flight to be conducted to an isolated aerodrome shall not
be continued past the point of no return unless a current
assessment of meteorological conditions.
(2) Two destination alternate aerodromes shall be selected and specified in the
operational and ATS flight plans when, for the destination aerodrome:

(a) meteorological conditions at the estimated time of use will be below
the operator’s established aerodrome operating minima for that
operation; or
(b) meteorological information is not available.
(3) Notwithstanding the provisions in Regulations 63,64 and this
Regulation, the Authority may, based on the results of a specific safety risk
assessment conducted by the operator which demonstrates how an equivalent
level of safety shall be maintained, approve operational variations to alternate
aerodrome selection criteria, and the specific safety risk assessment shall,
include:
(a) capabilities of the operator;
(b) overall capability of the aircraft and its systems;
(c) available aerodrome technologies, capabilities and infrastructure;
(d) quality and reliability of meteorological information;
(e) identified hazards and safety risks associated with each alternate
aerodrome variation; and
(f) specific mitigation measures.
Continuation
of flight when
destination
aerodrome is
temporarily
restricted

65. A Pilot in command shall not allow a flight to continue toward any
aerodrome of intended landing where operations is restricted or suspended,
unless(a) in the opinion of the Pilot in command, the conditions that are a
hazard to safe operations may reasonably be expected to be corrected or
have improved by the estimated time of arrival; or
(b) there is no safer procedure.

Restriction or
suspension of
operations

66. Where a Pilot in command or an operator knows of conditions,
including aerodrome and runway conditions, that are a hazard to safe
operations, that Pilot in command or an operator shall restrict or suspend all
operations to such aerodromes and runways as necessary until those
conditions are corrected or have improved.

Meteorological
conditions-VFR Flights

67. A flight to be conducted in accordance with VFR shall not be
commenced unless current meteorological reports or a combination of current

reports and forecasts indicate that the meteorological conditions along the
route or that part of the route to be flown under VFR will, at the appropriate
time, be such as to enable compliance with these Regulations.
Meteorological
conditionsIFR Flights

68. (1) A flight to be conducted in accordance with the IFR shall not(a) take off from the departure aerodrome unless the meteorological
conditions, at the time of use, are at or above the operator’s established
aerodrome operating minima for that operation; and
(b) take off or continue beyond the point of in-flight re-planning unless at
the aerodrome of intended landing or at each alternate aerodrome to be
selected in compliance with Regulation 63, 64 and 65, current
meteorological reports or a combination of current reports and
forecasts indicate that the meteorological conditions will be, at the
estimated time of use, at or above the operator’s established
aerodrome operating minima for that operation.

Visibility or cloud
base

69. (1) The operator shall specify appropriate incremental values for height
of cloud base and visibility, acceptable to the Authority, to be added to the
operator’s established aerodrome operating minima to ensure that an adequate
margin of safety is observed in determining whether or not an approach and
landing can be safely carried out at each alternate aerodrome;
(2) The Authority shall approve a margin of time established by the
operator for the estimated time of use of an aerodrome.

Icing conditions

70. (1) A flight to be operated in known or expected icing conditions shall
not be commenced unless the aircraft is certificated and equipped to cope with
such conditions.
(2) A flight to be planned or expected to operate in suspected or known
ground icing conditions shall not take off unless the aircraft has been inspected
for icing and, where necessary, has been given appropriate de-icing or antiicing treatment.
(3) The operator shall remove accumulation of ice or other naturally
occurring contaminants so that the aircraft is kept in an airworthy condition
prior to take-off.

Fuel requirements

71. (1) An aircraft shall carry a sufficient amount of usable fuel to
complete the planned flight safely and to allow for deviations from the
planned operation.
(2) The amount of usable fuel to be carried shall, as a minimum, be
based on:
(a)
the following data:
(i) current aircraft-specific data derived from a fuel consumption
monitoring system, where available; or
(ii) where current aircraft-specific data are not available, data
provided by the aircraft manufacturer; and

(b) the operating conditions for the planned flight including:
(i) anticipated aircraft mass;
(ii) current meteorological reports or a combination of current
reports and forecasts;
(iii) air traffic services procedures, restrictions and anticipated
delays;
(iv) the effects of deferred maintenance items and configuration
deviations; and
(v) Notice to Airmen
(3) The pre-flight calculation of usable fuel required shall include:
(a) taxi fuel, which shall be the amount of fuel expected to be
consumed before take-off, taking into account local conditions at
the departure aerodrome and auxiliary power unit (APU) fuel
consumption;
(b) trip fuel, which shall be the amount of fuel required to enable the
aircraft to fly from take-off, or the point of inflight re-planning,
until landing at the destination aerodrome taking into account the
operating conditions of sub regulation (2);
(c) contingency fuel, which shall be the amount of fuel required to
compensate for unforeseen factors and it shall be five per cent of
the planned trip fuel or of the fuel required from the point of inflight re-planning based on the consumption rate used to plan the
trip fuel but, in any case, shall not be lower than the amount
required to fly for five minutes at holding speed at 450 m (1500 ft)
above the destination aerodrome in standard conditions;
(d) destination alternate fuel, shall be:
(i) where a destination alternate aerodrome is required, the
amount of fuel required to enable the aircraft to:
(aa) perform a missed approach at the destination
aerodrome;
(bb) climb to the expected cruising altitude;
(cc) fly the expected routing;
(dd) descend to the point where the expected approach is
initiated; and
(ee) conduct the approach and landing at the destination
alternate aerodrome; or
(ii) where two destination alternate aerodromes are required,
the amount of fuel, as calculated in paragraph (i), required
to enable the aircraft to proceed to the destination
alternate aerodrome which requires the greater amount of
alternate fuel; or
(iii)where a flight is operated without a destination alternate
aerodrome, the amount of fuel required to enable the
aircraft to fly for fifteen minutes at holding speed at 450
m (1500 ft) above destination aerodrome elevation in
standard conditions; or

(iv) where the aerodrome of intended landing is an isolated
aerodrome:
(aa) for a reciprocating engine aircraft, the amount of
fuel required to fly for forty five minutes plus fifteen per cent of the flight time
planned to be spent at cruising level, including final reserve fuel, or two hours,
whichever is less; or
(bb) for a turbine-engine aircraft, the amount of fuel
required to fly for two hours at normal cruise consumption above the
destination aerodrome, including final reserve fuel;
(e) final reserve fuel, which shall be the amount of fuel calculated
using the estimated mass on arrival at the destination alternate
aerodrome, or the destination aerodrome when no destination
alternate aerodrome is required.
(i) for a reciprocating engine aircraft, the amount of fuel required to
fly for forty five minutes, under speed and altitude conditions
specified by the State of the Operator; or
(ii) for a turbine-engine aircraft, the amount of fuel required to fly for
30 minutes at holding speed at 450 m (1500 ft) above aerodrome elevation in
standard conditions;
(f) additional fuel, which shall be the supplementary amount of fuel
required if the minimum fuel calculated in accordance with
paragraph (b),(c),(d) and (e) is not sufficient to:
(i) allow the aircraft to descend as necessary and proceed to an
alternate aerodrome in the event of engine failure or loss of
pressurization, whichever requires the greater amount of fuel based
on the assumption that such a failure occurs at the most critical
point along the route;
(aa) fly for 15 minutes at holding speed at 450 m (1500 ft) above
aerodrome elevation in standard conditions; and
(bb)
make an approach and landing;
(ii) allow an aircraft engaged in EDTO to comply with the EDTO
critical fuel scenario as established by the Authority;
(iii)meet additional requirements not covered above;
(4) Operators shall determine one final reserve fuel value for each
aircraft type and variant in their fleet rounded up to an easily recalled figure.
(5) A flight shall not commence unless the usable fuel on board meets all
the requirements in sub regulation (3) if required and shall not continue from
the point of in-flight re-planning unless the usable fuel on board meets the
requirements in sub regulation (3)(b),(c),(d),(e)and (f) if required.
(6) Notwithstanding the provisions in sub regulation (3) (a), (b),(c),(d)
and (f), the Authority may approve based on the results of a specific safety risk
assessment conducted by the operator which demonstrates how an equivalent
level of safety will be maintained, approve variations to the pre-flight fuel
calculation of taxi fuel, trip fuel, contingency fuel, destination alternate fuel,
and additional fuel.
(7) The specific safety risk assessment shall include-

(a) flight fuel calculations;
(b) capabilities of the operator to include:
(i) a data-driven method that includes a fuel consumption
monitoring programme; and
(ii) the advanced use of alternate aerodromes; and
(c) specific mitigation measures.
(8) The use of fuel after flight commencement for purposes other than
originally intended during pre-flight planning shall require a re-analysis and, if
applicable, adjustment of the planned operation.
In-flight fuel
management

72. (1) An operator shall establish policies and procedures, approved by
the Authority, to ensure that in flight fuel checks and fuel management are
performed.
(2) The pilot-in-command shall continually ensure that, the amount of
usable fuel remaining on board is not less than the fuel required to proceed to
an aerodrome where a safe landing can be made with the planned final reserve
fuel remaining upon landing.
(3) The pilot-in-command shall request delay information from ATC
when unanticipated circumstances may result in landing at the destination
aerodrome with less than the final reserve fuel plus any fuel required to
proceed to an alternate aerodrome or the fuel required to operate to an isolated
aerodrome.
(4) The Pilot-in-command shall advise ATC of a minimum fuel state by
declaring MINIMUM FUEL when, having committed to land at a specific
aerodrome, the pilot calculates that any change to the existing clearance to that
aerodrome may result in landing with less than the planned final reserve fuel.
(5) The pilot-in-command shall declare a situation of fuel emergency by
broadcasting MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY FUEL, when the calculated
usable fuel predicted to be available upon landing at the nearest aerodrome
where a safe landing can be made is less than the planned final reserve fuel.

Refuelling with
passengers on
board

73. (1) A person shall not refuel an aircraft when passengers are
embarking, on board or disembarking unless the aircraft is properly attended
to by qualified personnel ready to initiate and direct an evacuation of the
aircraft by the most practical and expeditious means available.
(2)When refuelling with passengers embarking, on board or
disembarking, two-way communication shall be maintained by the aircraft
inter-communication system or other suitable means between the ground crew
supervising the refuelling and the qualified personnel on board the aircraft.
(3) A person shall observe additional precautions required when refuelling
with fuels other than aviation kerosene or when refuelling results in a mixture
of aviation kerosene with other aviation turbine fuels, or when an open line is
used.

Oxygen supply

74. (1) The approximate altitudes in the Standard Atmosphere
corresponding to the values of absolute pressure used in these Regulations are

as follows:
Absolute pressure
Meters
Feet
700 hPa
3 000
10 000
620 hPa
4 000
13 000
376 hPa
7 600
25 000
(2) A flight to be operated at flight altitudes at which the atmospheric
pressure in personnel compartments is less than 700 hPa shall not be
commenced unless sufficient stored breathing oxygen is carried to supply.
(a)all crew members and 10 per cent of the passengers for any period in
excess of 30 minutes that the pressure in compartments occupied by
them will be between 700 hPa and 620 hPa; and
(b) the crew and passengers for any period that the atmospheric pressure in
compartments occupied by them will be less than 620 hPa.
(3) A flight to be operated with a pressurized aircraft shall not be
commenced unless a sufficient quantity of stored breathing oxygen is carried
to supply all the crew members and passengers, as is appropriate to the
circumstances of the flight being undertaken, in the event of loss of
pressurization, for any period that the atmospheric pressure in any
compartment occupied by them would be less than 700 hPa.
(4) Where an aircraft is operated at flight altitudes at which the
atmospheric pressure is less than 376 hPa, or which, when operated at flight
altitudes at which the atmospheric pressure is more than 376 hPa and cannot
descend safely within 4 minutes to a flight altitude at which the atmospheric
pressure is equal to 620 hPa, there shall be no less than 10-minutes supply for
the occupants of the passenger compartment.
Time capability of
cargo
compartment fire
suppression
system

75. (1) An Operator shall ensure that, all flights are planned so that the
diversion time to an aerodrome where a safe landing can be made does not
exceed time the cargo compartment fire suppression capability of the aircraft,
when the cargo compartment fire suppression capability time is identified in
the relevant aircraft documentation, reduced by an operational safety margin
specified by the Authority.
(2) The operator shall ensure that, the aircraft cargo compartment fire
suppression time capabilities are clearly identified in the relevant aircraft
documentation when they are to be considered for the operation.

In-flight
proceduresAerodrome
operating minima

76. (1) A flight shall not be continued towards the aerodrome of intended
landing, unless the latest available information indicates that at the expected
time of arrival, a landing can be effected at that aerodrome or at least one
destination alternate aerodrome, in compliance with regulation 31.
(2) An instrument approach shall not be continued below 300 m (1 000
ft) above the aerodrome elevation or into the final approach segment unless the
reported visibility or controlling RVR is at or above the aerodrome operating
minima.
(3) Where, after entering the final approach segment or after descending
below 300 m (1 000 ft) above the aerodrome elevation, the reported visibility

or controlling RVR falls below the specified minimum, the approach may be
continued to DA or DH or MDA or MDH.
(4) An aircraft shall not continue its approach-to-land at any aerodrome
beyond a point at which the limits of the operating minima specified for that
aerodrome would be infringed.
Meteorological
observations

77. The pilot in command shall report the runway braking action special
air-report (AIREP) when the runway braking action encountered is not as
good as reported.

Hazardous flight
conditions

78. A person who encounters hazardous flight conditions, other than those
associated with meteorological conditions, shall report to the appropriate
aeronautical station as soon as possible and the reports so rendered shall give
such details as may be pertinent to the safety of other aircraft.

Flight crew
members at duty
stations

79. (1) Take-off and landing, all flight crew members required to be on
flight duty shall be at their stations.
(2) Enroute, all flight crew members required to be on flight deck duty
shall remain at their stations except when their absence is necessary for the
performance of duties in connection with the operation of the aircraft or for
physiological needs.
(3) Seat belts, all flight crew members shall keep their seat belts
fastened when at their stations.
(4) Safety harness, any flight crew member occupying a pilot’s seat
shall keep the safety harness fastened during the take-off and landing phases.
(5) all other flight crew members shall keep their safety harnesses
fastened during the take-off and landing phases unless the shoulder straps
interfere with the performance of their duties, in which case the shoulder
straps may be unfastened but the seat belt shall remain fastened.

Use of oxygen

Safeguarding of
cabin crew and
passengers in
flight

80. (1) All flight crew members, when engaged in performing duties
essential to the safe operation of an aircraft inflight, shall use breathing
oxygen continuously whenever the circumstances prevail for which its supply
has been required in regulation 74.
(2) All flight crew members of pressurized aircrafts operating above an
altitude where the atmospheric pressure is less than 376 hPa shall have
available at the flight duty station a quick-donning type of oxygen mask which
will readily supply oxygen upon demand.
81. An operator shall ensure that-

(1) Cabin crew is safeguarded reasonably to retain his consciousness
during any emergency descent which may be necessary in the event of loss of
pressurization and, in addition, he shall have means of protection to administer

first aid to passengers during stabilized flight following the emergency.
(2) Passenger is safeguarded by such devices or operational procedures
to ensure reasonable probability of his surviving the effects of hypoxia in the
event of loss of pressurization.
In-flight
operational
instructions

82. Operational instructions involving a change in the ATS flight plan
shall, when practicable, be coordinated with the appropriate ATS unit before
transmission to the aircraft.

Instrument flight
procedures.

83. (1) An operator shall comply with instrument approach procedures
designed to support instrument approach operations approved and
promulgated by the Authority in the Aeronautical Information Publication
(AIP) to serve each instrument runway or aerodrome utilized for instrument
flight operations for aerodromes located in the United Republic of Tanzania.
(2) All aircraft operated in accordance with IFR shall comply with the
instrument flight procedures approved by the Authority for aerodromes located
in United Republic of Tanzania.

IFR
take-off
minima

84. Unless otherwise authorised by the Authority, no pilot operating an
aircraft in operations shall accept a clearance to take off from an aerodrome
under IFR unless weather conditions are at or above(a) for aircraft, having two engines or less 1500 m (1 SM) visibility; and
(b) for aircraft having more than two engines 800 m (1/2 SM) visibility.

Instrument
approach
procedures
and
IFR
landing
minima

85. (1) A person shall not make an instrument approach at an aerodrome
except in accordance with IFR weather minima and instrument approach
procedures set out in the operator’s operations specifications.

(2) One or more instrument approach procedures designed in
accordance with the classification of instrument approach and landing
operations shall be approved and promulgated by the Authority in which the
aerodrome is located to serve each instrument runway or aerodrome utilized
for instrument flight operations.
(3) All aircrafts operated in accordance with instrument flight rules
shall comply with the instrument flight procedures approved by the Authority
in which the aerodrome is located.
Compliance
with visual
and electronic
glide slopes

86. (1) A Pilot in command of an aircraft approaching to land on a runway
served by a visual approach slope indicator or precision approach path
indicator shall maintain an altitude at or above the glide slope until a lower
altitude is necessary for a safe landing.
(2) A Pilot in command of a turbojet, turbofan, or large aircraft
approaching to land on a runway served by an instrument landing system shall
fly that aircraft at or above the glide slope from the point of interception of the
glide slope to the decision height.

Commencing
an instrument
approach

87. (1) A pilot shall not continue an approach past the final approach fix,
or where a final approach fix is not used, begin the final approach segment of
an instrument approach procedure, at any aerodrome unless:
(a) a source approved by the Authority issues a weather report for
that aerodrome;
(b) the latest weather report for that aerodrome indicates the
visibility to be equal to or more than the visibility minima
prescribed for that procedure; and
(c) for instrument approach and landing operations,800 m visibility
should not be authorized unless RVR information is provided.
(2) Where a pilot begins the final approach segment of an instrument
approach procedure and subsequently receives a weather report indicating
below minimum conditions, the pilot may continue the approach to decision
height or minimum descent altitude.
(3) For the purpose of this regulation, the final approach segment
begins at the final approach fix or facility prescribed in the instrument
approach procedure.
(4) When a final approach fix is not prescribed for a procedure that
includes a procedure turn, the final approach segment begins at the point
where the procedure turn is completed and the aircraft is established inbound
toward the aerodrome on the final approach course within the distance
prescribed in the procedure.

Threshold
crossing
height for
precision
approaches

88. An operator shall establish operational procedures designed to ensure
that aircraft being used to conduct precision approaches crosses the threshold
by a safe margin with the aircraft in the landing configuration and altitude.

Operation
below
decision
height or
minimum
descent
altitude

89. (1) Where a decision height or minimum descent altitude is applicable,
a pilot shall not operate an aircraft at any aerodrome below the authorised
minimum descent altitude, or continue an approach below the authorised
decision height unless:
(a) the aircraft is continuously in a position from which a descent to a landing
on the intended runway can be made at a normal rate of descent using normal
manoeuvres;
(b) a descent rate shall allow touchdown to occur within the touchdown zone
of the runway of intended landing;
(c) the flight visibility is not less than the visibility prescribed in the standard
instrument approach being used; and
(d) at least one of the following visual references for the intended runway is
distinctly visible and identifiable to the pilot:
(i) the approach light system, except that the pilot shall not descend below 100
feet above the touchdown zone elevation using the approach lights as a
reference unless the red terminating bars or the red side row bars are also
distinctly visible and identifiable:
(ii) threshold or the threshold markings;

(iii) threshold lights;
(iv) the runway end identifier lights;
(v) the visual approach slope indicator system or precision approach path
indicator;
(vi) the touchdown zone or touchdown zone markings;
(vii) the touchdown zone lights;
(viii) the runway or runway markings; or
(ix) the runway lights.
(2) The visual references set out in sub-regulation (1)(d) shall not apply
to Category II and III operations.
(3) The required visual references under Category II and III operations
shall be provided in the operator’s operations specifications or a special
authorisation prescribed by the Authority.
Landing
during
instrument
meteorological
conditions

90. A pilot operating an aircraft shall not land that aircraft when the flight
visibility is less than the visibility prescribed by the Authority in the standard
instrument approach procedure being used.

Execution of a
missed
approach
procedure

91. A pilot operating an aircraft shall immediately execute an appropriate
missed approach procedure when either of the following conditions exist:
(a) whenever the required visual reference criteria is not met in the following
situations:
(i) when the aircraft is being operated below minimum descent altitude or
MDA; or
(ii) upon arrival at the missed approach point, including a DH where a DH is
specified and its use is required, and at any time after that until touchdown; or
(b) whenever an identifiable part of the aerodrome is not distinctly visible to
the pilot during a circling manoeuvre at or above MDA, unless the inability to
see an identifiable part of the aerodrome results only from a normal bank of
the aircraft during the circling approach.

Minimum
altitudes for
use of an
autopilot
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92. (1) Except as provided in sub-regulations (2),(3) and (4) , a person
shall not use an autopilot en route, including climb and descent, at an altitude
above the terrain that is less than twice the maximum altitude loss specified in
the aircraft flight manual for malfunction of the autopilot under cruise
conditions, or less than 500 ft, whichever is higher.
(2) When using an instrument approach facility, a person shall not use
an autopilot at an altitude above the terrain that is less than twice the
maximum altitude loss specified in the aircraft flight manual for a malfunction
of the autopilot under approach conditions, or less than 50 ft below the
approved minimum descent altitude or decision height for the facility,
whichever is higher, except:
(a) when reported weather conditions are less than the basic visual flight rules
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or VFR weather conditions as specified in the Civil Aviation (Rules of the Air)
Regulations and Civil Aviation (Air Traffic Services) Regulations

(b) when reported weather conditions are equal to or better than the basic
VFR minima as specified in the Civil Aviation (Rules of the Air )and Civil Aviation
(Air Traffic Services) Regulations

(3) Notwithstanding sub regulation (1) or (2) , the Authority shall issue
operation specifications to allow the use, to touchdown, of an approved
flight control guidance system with automatic capability, in any case in
which(a) the system does not contain any altitude loss or above zero specified in the
aircraft flight manual for malfunction of the autopilot with approach coupler;
and
(b) the Authority finds that the use of the system to touchdown will not otherwise
affect the safety standards required by this regulation.

(4) Notwithstanding sub regulation (1), the Authority shall issue operation
specifications to allow the use of an approved autopilot system with automatic
capability below the altitude specified in sub-regulation (1) during the take-off
and initial climb phase of flight provided(a) the aircraft flight manual specifies a minimum altitude engagement
certification restriction;
(b) the system is not engaged prior to the minimum engagement certification
restriction specified in the aircraft flight manual or an altitude specified by the
Authority, whichever is higher; and
(c) the Authority finds that the use of the system will not otherwise affect the
safety standards required by this regulation.
(5) Unless otherwise specified in an air traffic control instruction, to
avoid unnecessary airborne collision avoidance system (ACAS II) resolution
advisories in aircraft at or approaching adjacent altitudes or flight levels,
operators shall specify procedures by which an aircraft climbing or descending
to an assigned altitude or flight level, especially with an autopilot engaged,
may do so at a rate less than 8 m/sec 1 500 ft/min depending on the
instrumentation available throughout the last 300 m (1 000 ft) of climb or
descent to the assigned level when the pilot is made aware of another aircraft
at or approaching an adjacent altitude or flight level.
Minimum
flight
altitudes

93. (1) An operator shall be permitted to establish minimum flight altitudes
for those routes flown for which minimum flight altitudes have been
established by the State flown over, provided that minimum flight altitudes
shall not be less than those established by that State.
(2) An operator shall specify the procedure intended to determine
minimum flight altitudes for operations conducted over routes for which
minimum flight altitudes have not been established by the State flown over
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and shall include this procedure in the operations manual.
(3) The minimum flight altitudes determined in accordance with sub
regulation (2) shall not be lower than specified in Civil Aviation (Rules of Air)
Regulations.
(4) The operator shall submit to the Authority for approval such
procedure only after careful consideration of the probable effects of the
following factors on the safety of the operation in question(a) the accuracy and reliability with which the position of the aircraft
can be determined;
(b) the inaccuracies in the indications of the altimeters used;
(c) the characteristics of the terrain;
(d) the probability of encountering unfavourable meteorological
conditions;
(e)possible inaccuracies in aeronautical charts; and
(f) airspace restrictions.

Receiver
failure

94. (1) Where an aircraft radio station is unable to establish
communication due to receiver failure, that aircraft shall transmit(a) reports at the scheduled times, or positions, on the frequency in use,
preceded by the phrase “TRANSMITTING BLIND DUE TO RECEIVER
FAILURE”; and
(b) the intended message, following this by a complete repetition, during this
procedure, the aircraft shall also advise the time of its next intended
transmission.
(2) An aircraft which is provided with air traffic control service or
advisory service shall, in addition to complying with sub-regulation (1),
transmit information regarding the intention of the pilot in command with
respect to the continuation of the flight of the aircraft.
(3) Where a pilot in command is unable to establish communication
due to airborne equipment failure he shall, when the aircraft is so equipped,
select the appropriate secondary surveillance radar (SSR) code 7600 to
indicate radio failure.

Aircraft operating
procedures for
noise abatement.
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95. (1)Aircraft operating procedures for noise abatement shall comply with
the provisions of the Civil Aviation (Airworthiness) Regulations.
(2) Noise abatement procedures specified by the operator for any one
aircraft type shall be the same for all aerodromes.

Aircraft operating
procedures for
rates of climb,
descent and
Landing
Performance

96. (1) Unless otherwise specified in an air traffic control instruction, to
avoid unnecessary airborne collision avoidance system (ACAS II) resolution
advisories in aircraft at or approaching adjacent altitudes or flight levels,
operators shall specify procedures by which an aircraft climbing or
descending to an assigned altitude or flight level, especially with an autopilot
engaged, shall do so at a rate less than 8 m/sec or 1 500 ft/min, depending on
the instrumentation available throughout the last 300 m (1 000 ft) of climb or

descent to the assigned level when the pilot is made aware of another aircraft
at or approaching an adjacent altitude or flight level.
(2) An approach to land shall not be continued below 300 m (1 000 ft)
above aerodrome elevation unless the pilot-in-command is satisfied that, with
the runway surface condition information available, the aircraft performance
information indicates that a safe landing can be made.
Duties of Pilot in
Command
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Duties of flight
operations officer
or flight
dispatcher

97. (1) The pilot in command shall be responsible for the safety of all crew
members, passengers and cargo on board when the doors are closed.
(2) The pilot in command shall be responsible for the operation and
safety of the aircraft from the moment the aircraft is ready to move for the
purpose of taking off until the moment it finally comes to rest at the end of the
flight and the engine or engines used as primary propulsion units are shut
down.
(3) The pilot in command shall ensure that the checklists specified in
regulation 27 are complied with in detail.
(4) The pilot in command shall be responsible for notifying the nearest
appropriate authority by the quickest available means of any accident
involving the aircraft, resulting in serious injury or death of any person or
substantial damage to the aircraft or property.
(5) The pilot in command shall be responsible for reporting all known
or suspected defects in the aircraft, to the operator, at the termination of the
flight.
(6) Pilot in command shall submit a report to the Authority of any
accident which occurred while was responsible for the flight.
(7) The pilot in command shall be responsible for the aircraft technical
log book or the general declaration containing the information listed in the
Civil Aviation (Air Operator Certification and Administration) Regulation.
98.
(1) A flight operations officer or flight dispatcher in conjunction
with a method of control and supervision of flight operations in accordance
with regulation 23 shall(a) assist the pilot in command in flight preparation and provide the
relevant information;
(b) assist the pilot in command in preparing the operational and
ATS flight plans, sign when applicable and file the ATS flight
plan with the appropriate ATS unit;
(c) furnish the pilot in command while in flight, by appropriate
means, with information which may be necessary for the safe
conduct of the flight; and
(d) notify the appropriate ATS unit when the position of the aircraft
cannot be determined by an aircraft tracking capability, and
attempts to establish communication are unsuccessful.
(2) In the event of an emergency, a flight operations officer or flight
dispatcher shall:
(a) initiate such procedures as outlined in the operations manual

while avoiding taking any action that would conflict with ATC
procedures; and
(b) convey safety related information to the pilot in command that
may be necessary for the safe conduct of the flight, including
information related to any amendments to the flight plan that
become necessary in the course of the flight.
Operations
beyond 60
minutes to an enroute alternate
aerodrome

99. (1) An operator who conducts operations beyond 60 minutes from a
point on a route to an en-route alternate aerodrome shall ensure that(a) for all aircrafts:
(i) en-route alternate aerodromes are identified; and
(ii) the most up-to-date information is provided to the flight crew
on identified en-route alternate aerodromes, including
operational status and meteorological conditions;
(b) for aircraft with two turbine engines, the most up-to-date
information provided to the flight crew indicates that conditions at
identified en-route alternate aerodromes will be at or above the
operator’s established aerodrome operating minima for the operation
at the estimated time of use.
(2) Subject to the requirements under sub regulation (1), all operators
shall ensure that the following are taken into account and provide the overall
level of safety intended by the provisions of these Regulations:
(a) operational control and flight dispatch procedures;
(b) operating procedures; and
(c) training programs.

Requirements
for extended
diversion time
operations
(EDTO)

100. (1) An aircraft with two or more turbine engines shall not be operated,
unless the operation has been specifically approved by the Authority on a
route where the diversion time to an en-route alternate aerodrome from any
point on the route, calculated in ISA and still-air conditions at the one-engineinoperative cruise speed for aircrafts with two turbine engines and at the all
engines operating cruise speed for aircrafts with more than two turbine
engines, exceeds a threshold time established for such operations by
Authority.
(2) The maximum diversion time for the operator of a particular aircraft type
engaged in extended diversion time operations shall be approved by the Authority
(3) When approving the appropriate maximum diversion time for the operator
of a particular aircraft type engaged in extended diversion time operations, the
Authority shall ensure that:

(a) for all aircrafts, the most limiting EDTO significant system time
limitation, if any, indicated in the aircraft flight manual (directly or by
reference) and relevant to that particular operation is not exceeded; and
(b) for aircrafts with two turbine engine, the aircraft is EDTO certified.
(4) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub regulation (5)(a), the
Authority may, based on the results of a specific safety risk assessment
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conducted by the operator which demonstrates how an equivalent level of
safety shall be maintained, approve operations beyond the time limits of the
most time-limited system.
(5) The specific safety risk assessment as provided in sub regulation (4)
shall include:
(a)capabilities of the operator;
(b)overall reliability of the aircraft;
(c)reliability of each time-limited system;
(d)relevant information from the aircraft manufacturer; and
(e) specific mitigation measures.
(6) For aircraft engaged in EDTO, the additional fuel required under
regulation 71(3)(f)(ii) shall include the fuel necessary to comply with the
EDTO critical fuel scenario as established by the Authority.
(7) A flight shall not proceed beyond the threshold time in accordance
with sub regulation (1) unless the identified en-route alternate aerodromes
have been re-evaluated for availability and the most up-to-date information
indicates that, during the estimated time of use, conditions at those aerodromes
will be at or above the operator’s established aerodrome operating minima for
the operation.
(8) Where any conditions are identified that would preclude a safe
approach and landing at that aerodrome during the estimated time of use, an
alternative course of action shall be determined by the Operator.
(9) The Authority shall, when approving maximum diversion times for
aircrafts with two turbine engines, ensure that the following are taken into
account in providing the overall level of safety intended by the provisions
under Civil Aviation (Airworthiness of Aircraft) Regulations(a) a reliability of the propulsion system;
(b) airworthiness certification for EDTO of the aircraft type; and
(c) EDTO maintenance programme.

Extended
Diversion Time
Operations
(EDTO)

101. (1) An operator shall not conduct operations beyond the threshold
distance determined in accordance with regulation 100, unless approved by
the Authority.
(2) Prior to conducting an extended diversion time operation flight, an
operator shall ensure that a suitable EDTO en route alternate is available,
within either the approved diversion time or a diversion time based on
minimum equipment list generated serviceability status of the aircraft,
whichever is shorter.

Maximum
distance from an
adequate
aerodrome for two
engine aircraft
without an EDTO
approval

102. (1) Unless specifically granted an extended diversion time operations
approval by the Authority, an operator shall not operate a twin engine
aircraft over a route which contains a point further from an adequate
aerodrome than, in the case of:
(a) large, turbine engine powered aircrafts the distance flown in 60
minutes at the one-engine-inoperative cruise speed determined in

accordance with sub regulation (2) with either:
(i) a maximum approved passenger seating configuration of 20 or
more; or
(ii) a maximum take-off mass of 45360 kg or more;
(b) reciprocating engine powered aircrafts:
(i) the distance flown in 120 minutes at the one-engine-inoperative
cruise speed determined in accordance with sub regulation (2); or
(ii) 300 nautical miles, whichever is less.

Additional
requirements for
single pilot
operations under
the instrument

(2) An operator shall determine a speed for the calculation of the maximum
distance to an adequate aerodrome for each two-engine aircraft type or variant
operated, not exceeding Vmo based upon the true airspeed that the aircraft can
maintain with one-engine-inoperative under the following conditions:
(a) International Standard Atmosphere;
(b) level flight:
(i) for turbine engined powered aircrafts at:
(aa) flight level 170; or
(bb) at the maximum flight level to which the aircraft, with one engine
inoperative, can climb, and maintain, using the gross rate of climb specified
in the aircraft flight manual, whichever is less;
(ii) for piston powered aircrafts:
(aa) flight level 80; or
(bb) at the maximum flight level to which the aircraft, with one engine
inoperative, can climb, and maintain, using the gross rate of climb specified in
the aircraft flight manual, whichever is less;
(iii) maximum continuous thrust or power on the remaining operating engine;
(iv) an aircraft mass not less than that resulting from:
(aa) take-off at sea-level at maximum take-off mass until the time elapsed
since take-off is equal to the applicable threshold prescribed in sub-regulation
(1);
(bb) all engines climb to the optimum long range cruise altitude until the time
elapsed since take-off is equal to the applicable threshold prescribed in sub
regulation (1);
(cc) all engines cruise at the long range cruise speed at this altitude until the
time elapsed since take-off is equal to the applicable threshold prescribed in
sub regulation (1).
(3) An operator shall ensure that the following data, specific to each type or
variant, is included in the Operations Manual:
(a) the one-engine-inoperative cruise speed determined in accordance with
sub-regulation (2); and
(b) the maximum distance from an adequate aerodrome determined in
accordance with sub-regulation (1) and (2).
(4) The speeds and altitudes specified in this regulation shall only be used
for establishing the maximum distance from an adequate aerodrome.
103. (1) An aircraft shall not be operated under IFR or at night by a single
pilot unless approved by the Authority.

flight rules or IFR
or at night
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(2) An aircraft shall not be operated under IFR or at night by a single
pilot unless:
(a) the flight manual does not require a flight crew of more than
one;
(b) the aircraft is propeller-driven;
(c) the maximum approved passenger seating configuration is not
more than nine;
(d) the maximum certificated take-off mass does not exceed 5 700
kg;
(e) the aircraft is equipped as described in the Civil Aviation
(Instruments and Equipment) Regulations; and
(f) the pilot in command has satisfied the requirements of
experience, training, checking and recency described in
regulation 127.
PART IV
AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE OPERATING LIMITATIONS

General

104. (1) Aircrafts shall be operated in accordance with operating conditions
and limitations specified in the type certificate, type certificate data sheets,
aircraft flight manual, manufactures recommendations, certificate of
Airworthiness and any other applicable limitations in compliance with these
Regulations.
(2) Except as provided for in regulation 112, single engine aircrafts
shall only be operated in conditions of weather and light, and over such routes
and diversions there from, that permit a safe forced landing to be executed in
the event of engine failure.
(3) An operator of aircrafts excluding:
(a) aircrafts over 5 700 kg for which application for certification
was submitted on or after 13 June 1960, but before 2 March
2004;
(b) aircrafts over 5 700 kg for which application for certification
was submitted on or after 2 March 2004; and
(c) aircraft and aircraft equipment of types of which the prototype
is submitted to the appropriate national authorities for
certification prior to a date three years after the date of
adoption of an international standard of airworthiness for such
equipment, shall not operate such aircraft unless the level of
performance specified in regulation 109 is met as far as
practicable.

Performance
limitation of
aircrafts above
5700kg
certificated
between 13th
june, 1960 and

105. (1) These Regulations shall be applicable to large aircrafts certificated
between 13thJune 1960 and 2ndMarch 2004 and those certificated after
2ndMarch2004.

2nd March 2004
and those
certificated after
2nd March 2004

(2) The level of performance defined in Regulation 113 (1)
appropriate parts for the aircrafts designated in sub regulation (1) shall be at
least substantially equivalent to the overall level embodied in these
Regulations.
(3) An aircraft shall be operated in compliance with the terms of its
certificate of airworthiness and within the approved operating limitations
contained in its flight manual.
(4) An Operator shall ensure that the general level of safety required by
the provisions of these Regulations is maintained under all expected operating
conditions, including those not covered specifically by these Regulations.
(5) A flight shall not be commenced unless the performance information
provided in the flight manual, supplemented as necessary with other data
acceptable to the Authority, indicates that these regulations can be complied
with for the flight to be undertaken.
(6) Until 4November 2020 An Operator shalltake into account all factors that
significantly affect the performance of the aircraft including:
(a) the mass of the aircraft;
(b)the operating procedures;
( c)the pressure altitude appropriate to the elevation of the aerodrome;
(d)the ambient temperature;
(e)the wind;
(f)the runway slope;
(g)surface conditions of the runway- presence of snow, slush, water or ice for
landplanes; and
(h)water surface condition for seaplanes.
(7) The factors in sub regulation (6) shall be taken into account directly as
operational parameters or indirectly by means of allowances or margins, which
may be provided in the scheduling of performance data or in the
comprehensive and detailed code of performance in accordance with which the
aircraft is being operated.
(8)[As of 5 November 2020,] an operator shall take into account all factors
that significantly affect the performance of the aircraft including:
(a) the mass of the aircraft;
(b) the operating procedures;
(c) the pressure-altitude appropriate to the elevation of the aerodrome,
(d) the runway slope;
(e) the ambient temperature;
(f) the wind;
(g) surface conditions of the runway at the expected time of use- presence
of snow, slush, water or ice for landplanes; and
(h) water surface condition for seaplanes.
(9) The factors in sub regulation (8)shall be taken into account directly as
operational parameters or indirectly by means of allowances or margins, which

shall be provided in the scheduling of performance data or in the
comprehensive and detailed code of performance in accordance with which the
aircraft is being operated.
Mass limitations

106. (1) The mass of the aircraft at the start of take-off:
(a) shall not exceed the mass at which sub regulation (2) is complied with,
or the mass at sub regulations (5), (6) and (7) are complied with,
allowing for expected reductions in mass as the flight proceeds, and for
such fuel jettisoning as is envisaged in applying sub regulations (6) and
(7) and, in respect of alternate aerodromes, sub regulations (1)(c) and
(7);
(b) shall not exceed the maximum take-off mass specified in the flight
manual for the pressure-altitude appropriate to the elevation of the
aerodrome, and, where used as a parameter to determine the maximum
take-off mass, any other local atmospheric condition;
(c) shall not exceed the estimated mass for the expected time of landing at
the aerodrome of intended landing and at any destination alternate
aerodrome, exceed the maximum landing mass specified in the flight
manual for the pressure-altitude appropriate to the elevation of those
aerodromes, and where used as a parameter to determine the maximum
landing mass, any other local atmospheric condition; or
(d) at the expected time of landing at the aerodrome of intended landing
and at any destination alternate aerodrome, shall not exceed the
relevant maximum masses at which compliance has been demonstrated
with the applicable noise certification, unless otherwise authorized in
exceptional circumstances for a certain aerodrome or a runway where
there is no noise disturbance problem, by the Authority.
(2) Take-off, the aircraft shall be able, in the event of a critical engine
failing, or for other safety reasons, at any point in the take-off, either to
discontinue the take-off and stop within the accelerate-stop distance available,
or to continue the takeoff and clear all obstacles along the flight path by an
adequate vertical or horizontal distance until the aircraft is in a position to
comply with sub regulation (5).
(3) When determining the resulting take-off obstacle accountability
area, the operator shall take into account the operating conditions, such as the
crosswind component and navigation accuracy.
(4) In determining the length of the runway available, the operator
shall take into account the loss, if any, of runway length due to alignment of
the aircraft prior to take-off.
(5) En route-one engine inoperative, the aircraft shall, in the event of
the critical engine becoming inoperative at any point along the route or
planned diversions there from, be able to continue the flight to an aerodrome at
which the requirement of sub regulation (7) can be met without flying below
the minimum flight altitude at any point.
(6)En route-two engines inoperative, in the case of aircrafts having
three or more engines, on any part of a route where the location of en-route
alternate aerodromes and the total duration of the flight are such that the

probability of a second engine becoming inoperative shall be allowed for if the
general level of safety implied by the Standards of these regulations is to be
maintained, the aircraft shall, in the event of any two engines becoming
inoperative, be able to continue the flight to an en-route alternate aerodrome
and land.
(7) Landing, the pilot in command shall, at the aerodrome of intended
landing and at any alternate aerodrome, after clearing all obstacles in the
approach path by a safe margin, be able to land, with assurance that it can
come to a stop or, for a seaplane, to a satisfactorily low speed, within the
landing distance available.
(8) Allowance shall be made for expected variations in the approach
and landing techniques, if such allowance has not been made in the scheduling
of performance data.
Obstacle Data

107. (1) The Authority shall provide obstacle data to enable the operator to
develop procedures to comply with regulation 106(5).
(2) The operator shall take into account of charting accuracy when
assessing compliance with regulation 106(2).

Additional
requirements for
operations of
single-engine
turbine-powered
aircrafts at night
or in instrument
meteorological
conditions or IMC
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108. (1) When approving operations by single-engine turbine-powered
aircrafts at night or in IMC, the Authority shall ensure that the airworthiness
certification of the aircraft is appropriate and that the overall level of safety
intended by the provisions of these regulations, First Schedule to these
Regulations and the Civil Aviation (Airworthiness of aircraft) Regulations as
provided by-
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Composition of
the flight crew

(a) the reliability of the turbine engine;
(b) the operator’s maintenance procedures, operating practices, flight
dispatch procedures and crew training programs; and
(c) equipment and other requirements provided in accordance with
the Civil Aviation (Instruments and Equipment) Regulations.
(2) All single-engine turbine-powered aircrafts operated at night or in
IMC shall have an engine trend monitoring system, and those aircrafts for
which the individual certificate of airworthiness is first issued (on or after 1
January 2005) shall have an automatic trend monitoring system.

PART V
AIRCRAFT FLIGHT CREW
109. (1) The number and composition of the flight crew shall not be less
than that specified in the approved operations manual.
(2) The flight crew shall include flight crew members in addition to the minimum
numbers specified in the flight manual or other documents associated with the

certificate of airworthiness, when necessitated by considerations related to the type of
aircraft used, the type of operation involved and the duration of flight between points
where flight crew are changed.
Radio operator

110. The flight crew shall include at least one member who holds a valid
license, issued or rendered valid by the State of Registry, authorizing
operation of the type of radio transmitting equipment to be used.

Flight engineer

111. When a separate flight engineer’s station is incorporated in the design
of an aircraft, the flight crew shall include at least one flight engineer
especially assigned to that station, unless the duties associated with that
station can be satisfactorily performed by another flight crew member,
holding a flight engineer license, without interference with regular duties.

One pilot
qualified to
perform flight
engineer functions

112. An operator shall ensure that, on all flights requiring a flight engineer,
there is assigned at least one other flight crew member qualified to perform
the flight engineer duties in the event the flight engineer becomes
incapacitated.

Flight crew
member
emergency duties

113. (1) An operator shall, for each type of aircraft, assign to all flight crew
members the necessary functions they are to perform in an emergency or in a
situation requiring emergency evacuation.
(2)Annual training in accomplishing these functions shall be contained
in the operator’s training programme and shall include instruction in the use of
all emergency and life-saving equipment required to be carried, and drills in
the emergency evacuation of the aircraft.

Flight crew
member training
programmes

114. (1) An operator shall establish and maintain a ground and flight
training programme, approved by the Authority, which ensures that all flight
crew members are adequately trained to perform their assigned duties.
(2) The training programme shall-

(a) include ground and flight training facilities and properly
qualified instructors as determined by the Authority
(b) consist of ground and flight training in the type(s) of aircraft on
which the flight crew member serves;
(c) include proper flight crew coordination and training in all types of
emergency and abnormal situations or procedures caused by engine,
airframe or systems malfunctions, fire or other abnormalities;
(d) include training in knowledge and skills related to visual and
instrument flight procedures for the intended area of operation,
charting, human performance including threat and error management
and in the transport of dangerous goods;
(e) ensure that all flight crew members know the functions for which
they are responsible and the relation of these functions to the
functions of other crew members, particularly in regard to abnormal
or emergency procedures; and
(f) ensure that all flight crew members know the functions for which
they are responsible and the relation of these functions to the

(g)

functions of other crew members
be undertaken on a recurrent basis, as determined by the Authority
and shall include an assessment of competence.

(3) The requirement for recurrent flight training in a particular type of aircraft
shall be considered fulfilled by(a) the use, to the extent deemed feasible by the Authority, of
flight simulation training devices approved by the Authority
for that purpose; or
(b) the completion within the appropriate period of the
proficiency check required by regulation 126 in that type of
aircraft.
Duties during
critical phases
of flight

115. A flight crew member shall not(a) perform any duties during a critical phase of flight except duties required
for the safe operation of the aircraft;
(b) engage in any activity during a critical phase of flight which may distract
or interfere with the performance of that flight crew member’s assigned duties.

Manipulation
of the controls

116. A person shall not manipulate the controls of an aircraft during
operations unless such person is qualified and authorised to do so by the
operator.

Power to inspect

117. (1) The pilot in command shall give an inspector unrestricted access to
the aircraft, including the cockpit, when an inspector from the Authority
presents inspector credentials to the pilot in command in order to conduct an
inspection.

Qualificationsrecent experience
pilot in command
and co-pilot

118. (1)An operator shall not assign a pilot in command or a co-pilot to
operate at the flight controls of a type or variant of a type of aircraft during
take-off and landing unless that pilot has operated the flight controls during at
least three take-offs and landings within the preceding ninety days on the
same type of aircraft or in a flight simulator approved for the purpose.
(2)Where a pilot in command or a co-pilot is flying several variants of
the same type of aircraft or different types of aircrafts with similar
characteristics in terms of operating procedures, systems and handling, the
Authority shall decide under which conditions the requirements of sub
regulation (1) for each variant or each type of aircraft can be combined.
(3) The take-offs and landings required by sub-regulation (1) may be
performed in a visual synthetic flight trainer approved by the Authority to
include take-off and landing manoeuvres and any person who fails to make the
3 required take-offs and landings within any consecutive 90 day period shall
re-establish recency of experience as provided in this regulation.
(4) In addition to meeting all applicable training and checking requirements of
these Regulations, a flight crew member who has not met the requirements of
sub-regulation (1) shall re-establish recency of experience as follows:

(a) under the supervision of a check pilot, make at least 3 take-offs and
landings in the type of aircraft in which that person is to serve or where an
advanced synthetic flight trainer is used, the requirements of this regulation
shall be met; and
(b) the take-offs and landings required in this paragraph shall include(i) at least one take-off with a simulated failure of the most critical
engine;
(ii) at least one landing from an instrument landing system approach to the
lowest instrument landing system minimum authorized for the certificate
holder; and
(iii)at least one landing to a full stop.
(5) A required flight crew member who performs the manoeuvres prescribed
in sub-regulation (3) in a visual synthetic flight trainer shall:
(a) have previously logged 100 hours of flight time in the same aircraft type in
which the pilot is to serve; and
(b) be observed on the first 2 landings made in operations under this Part by an
approved check pilot who acts as pilot in command and occupies a pilot seat
and the landings shall be made in weather minima that are not less than those
contained in the operator’s operation specifications for Category I operations,
and shall be made within 45 days following completion of training in the
synthetic flight trainer.
(6) When using a synthetic flight trainer to accomplish any of the
requirements of sub-regulation (1) or (3), a required flight crew member
position shall be operated as if in a normal in-flight environment without use
of the repositioning features of the synthetic flight trainer.
(7) A check pilot who observes the take-offs and landings prescribed
in sub regulation (3)(a) and (4) shall certify that the person being observed is
proficient and qualified to perform flight duty in operations under these
Regulations and may require any additional manoeuvres that are determined
necessary to make this certifying statement.
Pilot
operating
limitations
and pairing
requirements

119. (1) Where a co-pilot has fewer than 100 hours of flight time as co-pilot
in operations in the aircraft type being flown, and the pilot in command is not
an appropriately qualified check pilot, the pilot in command shall make all
take-offs and landings in the following situations(a) special airports designated by the Authority or special airports designated
by the operator; and
(b) in any of the following conditions:
(i) the prevailing visibility value in the latest weather report for the airport is at
or below 1200 m;
(ii) the Runway Visual Range (RVR) for the runway to be used is at or below
4,000 ft;
(iii) the runway to be used has water, snow, slush or similar conditions that
may adversely affect aircraft performance;
(iv) the braking action on the runway to be used is reported to be less than
“good”;

(v) the crosswind component for the runway to be used is in excess of 15
knots;
(vi) wind shear is reported in the vicinity of the airport; or.
(vii) any other condition in which the pilot in command determines to be prudent to
exercise the pilot in command prerogative.
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(2) A person shall not conduct operations under the Civil Aviation (Air
Operator Certification and Administration) Regulations unless, for that type
aircraft, either the pilot in command or the co-pilot has at least 75 five hours of
line operating flight time, either as pilot in command or co-pilot.
(3) The Authority may, upon application by the operator, authorize
exemptions from the requirements of this regulation by an appropriate
amendment to the operations specifications in any of the following
circumstances:
(a) a newly certificated operator does not employ any pilots who meet the
minimum requirements of this regulation;
(b) an existing operator adds to its fleet an aircraft type not before proven
for use in its operations; or
(c) an existing certificate holder establishes a new domicile to which it assigns
pilots who will be required to become qualified on the aircraft operated from
that domicile.

Recent experience
cruise relief pilot

120. (1)An operator shall not assign a pilot to act in the capacity of cruise
relief pilot in a type or variant of a type of aircraft unless, within the preceding
ninety days that pilot has either:
(a) operated as a pilot in command, co-pilot or cruise relief pilot on
the same type of aircraft; or
(b) carried out flying skill refresher training including normal,
abnormal and emergency procedures specific to cruise flight on
the same type of aircraft or in a flight simulator approved for
the purpose, and has practiced approach and landing
procedures, where the approach and landing procedure practice
may be performed as the pilot who is not flying the aircraft.
(2) When a cruise relief pilot is flying several variants of the same type
of aircraft or different types of aircrafts with similar characteristics in terms of
operating procedures, systems and handling, recency or refresher training may
be combined, if approved by the Authority.

Pilot in command
area, route and
aerodrome
qualification

121. (1)An operator shall not utilize a pilot as pilot-in-command of an
aircraft on a route or route segment for which that pilot is not currently
qualified until such pilot has complied with sub regulation (2) and (3).
(2) Each pilot referred to in sub regulation (1) shall demonstrate to the
operator an adequate knowledge of:
i.
the terrain and minimum safe altitudes;
ii.
the seasonal meteorological conditions;
iii.
the meteorological, communication and air traffic facilities, services
and procedures;

iv.
v.

the search and rescue procedures; and
the navigational facilities and procedures, including any long-range
navigation procedures, associated with the route along which the flight
is to take place; and
b) the route to be flown, and the aerodromes which are to be used and this
shall include knowledge of:
b) procedures applicable to flight paths over heavily populated areas and areas
of high air traffic density, obstructions, physical layout, lighting, approach aids
and arrival, departure, holding and instrument approach procedures, and
applicable operating minima.
c) That portion of the demonstration relating to arrival, departure, holding and
instrument approach procedures may be accomplished in an appropriate training
device which is adequate for this purpose.
(3) A pilot-in-command shall have made an actual approach into each aerodrome of
landing on the route, accompanied by a pilot who is qualified for the aerodrome, as a
member of the flight crew or as an observer on the flight deck, unless:

(a) the approach to the aerodrome is not over difficult terrain and
the instrument approach procedures and aids available are
similar to those with which the pilot is familiar, and a margin to
be approved by the Authority is added to the normal operating
minima, or there is reasonable certainty that approach and
landing can be made in visual meteorological conditions;
(b) the descent from the initial approach altitude can be made by
day in visual meteorological conditions;
(c) the operator qualifies the pilot- command to land at the
aerodrome concerned by means of an adequate pictorial
presentation; or
(d) the aerodrome concerned is adjacent to another aerodrome at
which the pilot in command is currently qualified to land.
(4) The operator shall maintain a record, sufficient to satisfy the Authority of
the qualification of the pilot and of the manner in which such qualification has
been achieved.
(5) The operator shall not continue to utilize a pilot as a pilot in command
on a route or within an area specified by the operator and approved by the
Authority unless, within the preceding twelve months, that pilot has made at
least one trip as a pilot member of the flight crew, or as a check pilot, or as an
observer in the flight crew compartment(a) within that specified area; and
(b) where appropriate, on any route where procedures associated with that
route or with any aerodromes intended to be used for take-off or
landing require the application of special skills or knowledge.
(6) In the event that more than twelve months elapse in which a pilot in
command has not made such a trip on a route in close proximity and over
similar terrain, within such a specified area, route or aerodrome, and has not
practiced such procedures in a training device which is adequate for this

purpose, prior to again serving as a pilot in command within that area or on
that route, that pilot shall re-qualify in accordance with this regulation.
Pilot in command
aeronautical
experienceSmall aircraft
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Co-pilot licence
requirements

122. An operator shall ensure that:

(a) a commercial pilot licence holder does not operate as a pilot in command
certificated in the aircraft flight manual for single pilot operations unless:
(i) when conducting passenger carrying operations under visual flight rules
outside a radius of 50 nm from an aerodrome of departure, the pilot has a
minimum of 500 hours total flight time on aircrafts or holds a valid instrument
rating; or
(ii) when operating on a multi-engine type under instrument flight rules, the
pilot has a minimum of 700 hours total flight time on aircrafts which includes
400 hours as PIC of which 100 hours have been under IFR including 40 hours
multi-engine operation; and
(iii) the 400 hours referred to paragraph (ii) are substituted by hours operating
as co-pilot on the basis that two hours co-pilot is equivalent to one hour as PIC
provided that those hours were gained within an established multi-pilot crew
system specified in the operations manual in accordance with the Civil
Aviation (Air Operator Certification and Administration) Regulations.
(b) subject to paragraph (a)(ii), when operating under IFR as a single pilot,
requirements prescribed in regulation 146 are satisfied; and
(c) in multi-pilot crew operations, subject to sub-paragraph (a), and prior to the
pilot operating as PIC, the command course specified in the operations manual
specified in accordance with the Civil Aviation (Air Operator Certification and
Administration) Regulations is completed.
123. A pilot shall not act as co-pilot of an aircraft unless that pilot holds:
(a) a commercial pilot licence with appropriate category, class and type
ratings for the aircraft operated; and
(b) an instrument rating, where applicable.

Pilot Age
restriction

124. A person shall not act, or an operator shall not use a person as a pilot,
on an aircraft when that person has attained the age of 65 years.

Pilot in command
licence
requirementsturbojet, turbofan
or large aircraft

125. A pilot shall not act as pilot in command of a non-turbojet or turbofan
small aircraft during:
(a) instrument flight rules operations unless that pilot holds a CPL with
appropriate category and class ratings for the aircraft operated, an instrument
rating and meets the experience requirements for the operation; or
(b) day visual flight rules operations unless that pilot holds a CPL with
appropriate category and class ratings for the aircraft operated.

Pilot proficiency
checks

126. (1) The operator shall ensure that piloting technique and the ability to
execute emergency procedures is checked in such a way as to demonstrate the
pilot’s competence on each type or variant of a type of aircraft.
(2) Where the operation may be conducted under instrument flight
rules, the operator shall ensure that the pilot’s competence to comply with
such rules is demonstrated to either a check pilot of the operator or to a
representative of the Authority
(3) Pilot proficiency checks shall be performed twice within any period
of one year.
(4)Any two pilot proficiency checks which are similar, and which
occur within a period of four consecutive months shall not alone satisfy this
requirement.
(5)Flight simulation training devices approved by the Authority may be
used for those parts of the checks for which they are specifically approved.
(6)Where the operator schedules flight crew on several variants of the
same type of aircraft or different types of aircrafts with similar characteristics
in terms of operating procedures, systems and handling, the Authority shall
determine under which conditions the requirements of sub regulation (1) for
each variant or each type of aircraft can be combined.

Single pilot
operations under
the instrument
flight rules or IFR
or at night

127. (1) An Operator shall comply with the experience, recency and training
requirements applicable to single pilot operations intended to be carried out
under the IFR or at night as specified in these Regulations.
(2) The pilot in command shall:
(a) for operations under the IFR or at night, have accumulated at least 50
hours flight time on the class of aircraft, of which at least 10 hours
shall be as pilot in command;
(b)
for operations under the IFR, have accumulated at least 25 hours flight
time under the IFR on the class of aircraft, which may form part of the 50
hours flight time in paragraph (a);
(c) for operations at night, have accumulated at least 15 hours flight time
at night, which may form part of the 50 hours flight time in paragraph
(a);
(d)
for operations under the IFR, have acquired recent experience as a pilot
engaged in a single pilot operation under the IFR of(i) at least 5 IFR flights, including 3 instrument approaches carried
out during the preceding 90 days on the class of aircraft in the
single pilot role; or
(ii) an IFR instrument approach check carried out on such an aircraft
during the preceding 90 days;
(e) for operations at night, have made at least 3 take-offs and landings at
night on the class of aircraft in the single pilot role in the preceding 90
days; and
f)
have successfully completed training programmes that include, in
addition to the requirements of regulation 114, passenger briefing with respect

to emergency evacuation, autopilot management, and the use of simplified inflight documentation.
(3) The initial and recurrent flight training and proficiency checks indicated in
regulation 114 and regulation 126 shall be performed by the pilot in command
in the single pilot role on the class of aircraft in an environment representative
of the operation.
(iv) involve only the carriage of flight crew members considered essential for the
flight.
Licences
required

Pilot
Qualifications

128. A person shall not act as pilot in command or in any other capacity as
a required flight crew member of an aircraft(a) registered in the United Republic of Tanzania unless that
person carries in his personal possession the appropriate and
current licence for that flight crew position for that type of
aircraft; or
(b) of foreign registry, unless that person carries in his personal
possession a valid and current licence for that type of aircraft
issued to them by the State of registry.
129. (1) A person shall not operate an aircraft unless that person is qualified
for the specific operation and in the specific type of aircraft used.
(2) The operator of the aircraft shall ensure that flight crew speak and
understand the English Language.

Fitness of
crew members

130. (1) A person shall not act as a crew member at any time when that
person is aware of any decrease in the medical fitness which might render him
unable to safely and properly execute the duties of a crew member.
(2) The operator and the pilot in command shall be responsible for
ensuring that a flight is not(a) commenced if any crew member is incapacitated or unable to perform
duties by any cause such as injury, fatigue, the effects of alcohol or drugs;
or
(b) continued beyond the nearest suitable aerodrome where a flight
crew member’s capacity to perform functions is significantly
reduced by impairment of faculties from causes such as fatigue,
sickness or lack of oxygen.

Special
authorisation
required for
Category II or
III operations

131. (1) A person shall not act as a pilot of an aircraft in a Category II or III
operations unless:
(a) in the case of a pilot in command, the person holds a current Category
II or III pilot authorisation for that aircraft type; or
(b) in the case of a co-pilot, the person is authorised by the State of Registry to
act in that capacity in that aircraft in Category II or III operations.

Recording of

132. (1) A pilot shall record and keep details of all flights he has flown in a

flight time

logbook format acceptable to the Authority.
(2) An operator(a) may record details of flights flown by a pilot in a manner acceptable by
the Authority; and
(b) shall make the records of all flights operated by the pilot, including
differences and familiarisation training, available on request to the pilot
concerned.
(3) The record referred to in sub-regulation (1) and (2) shall contain the
following information:
(a) name and address of the holder;
(b) for each flight(i) name of the Pilot in command;
(ii) date of flight;
(iii) place and time of departure and arrival, times to be UTC and block to
block;
(iv) type, aircraft make, model and variant, aircraft nationality and registration
marks of aircraft;
(v) single engine or multi-engine;
(vi) total time of flight; and
(vii) accumulated total time of flight.
(c) for each synthetic flight trainer or flight and navigation procedures
trainer’s session(i) type and qualification number of training device;
(ii) synthetic training device instruction;
(iii) date;
(iv) total time of session; and
(v) accumulated total time.
(d) pilot function(i) the pilot in command;
(ii) the co-pilot;
(iii) dual;
(iv) authorised instructor or authorised examiner; and
(v) a remarks column to give details of specific functions such as student pilot
in command time, pilot in command under supervision time, pilot in command
instrument flight time.
(e) operational conditions:
(i) night; or
(ii) instrument flight rules.
(4) Logging of time(a) pilot in command flight time:
(i) the holder of a licence may log as pilot in command time all of the flight
time during which he or she is the pilot in command;
(ii) the applicant for or the holder of a pilot licence may log as pilot in
command time all solo flight time and flight time as student pilot in command
provided that such student pilot in command time is countersigned by the
instructor;

(iii) the holder of an instructor rating may log as pilot in command all flight
time during which he acts as an instructor in an aircraft;
(iv) the holder of an examiner’s authorisation may log as pilot in command all
flight time during which he occupies a pilot’s seat and acts as an examiner in
an aircraft;
(v) a co-pilot acting as pilot in command under the supervision of the pilot in
command on an aircraft on which more than one pilot is required under the
certificate of airworthiness of the aircraft or by these Regulations may log as
pilot in command under supervision flight time, provided such pilot in
command time under supervision is countersigned by the pilot in command; or
(vi) where the holder of a licence carries out a number of flights upon the same
day returning on each occasion to the same place of departure and the interval
between successive flights does not exceed thirty minutes, such series of
flights are to be recorded as a single entry.
(b) co-pilot flight time, the holder of pilot licence occupying a pilot seat as
co-pilot may log all flight time as co-pilot flight time on an aircraft on
which more than one pilot is required under the certificate of airworthiness
of the aircraft;
(c) cruise relief co-pilot flight time, a cruise relief co-pilot may log all
flight time as co-pilot when occupying a pilot’s seat;
(d) instruction time, a summary of all time logged by an applicant for a
licence or rating as flight instruction, instrument flight instruction,
instrument ground time, shall be certified by the appropriately rated or
authorised instructor from whom it was received; and
(e) pilot in command under supervision, a co-pilot may log as pilot in
command under supervision flight time flown as pilot in command under
supervision, when all of the duties and functions of pilot in command on that
flight were carried out, such that the intervention of the pilot in command in
the interest of safety was not required, provided that the method of supervision
is acceptable to the Authority.
Completion of
the technical
logbook
GN. No.69 of
2017

133. A pilot in command shall ensure that all portions of the technical
logbook required under the Civil Aviation (Air Operator Certification and
Administration) Regulations, are completed at the appropriate points before,
during and after flight operations.

Reporting
mechanical
irregularities

134. A pilot in command shall ensure that all mechanical irregularities
occurring during flight time are(a) reported to the operator at the termination of the flight; and
(b) entered in the aircraft technical logbook and dealt with in accordance with
the Minimum Equipment List or other approved or prescribed procedure at the
end of that flight time.

Reporting of
facility and

135. (1) An operator shall report, without delay, any inadequacy or
irregularity of a facility or navigational aid observed in the course of

navigation aid
inadequacies

operations to the person responsible for that facility or navigational aid.
(2) Subject to their published conditions of use, aerodromes and their
facilities shall be kept continuously available for flight operations during their
published hours of operations, irrespective of weather conditions.

Pilot
privileges and
limitations

136. A pilot shall not conduct flight operations unless the operations are
within the privileges and limitations of each licence he holds as specified in
the Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations.

GN. No.
71 of 2017
Flight crew
equipment

137. A flight crew member assessed as fit to exercise the privileges of a
license, subject to the use of suitable correcting lenses, shall have a spare set
of the correcting lenses readily available when exercising those privileges.

Crew resource
management or
CRM Training

138. (1) A person shall not serve nor shall any operator use a person as a
crew member or flight operations officer unless that person has completed the
initial crew resource management curriculum approved by the Authority.
(2) An operator shall ensure that all crew members have crew resource
management training as part of their initial and recurrent training
requirements.
(3) A crew resource management training program shall include(a) an initial indoctrination or awareness segment;
(b) a method to provide recurrent practice and feedback; and
(c) a method of providing continuing reinforcement.
(4) Curriculum topics to be contained in an initial crew resource
management training course include(a) communications processes and decision behaviour;
(b) internal and external influences on interpersonal communications;
(c) barriers to communication;
(d) listening skills;
(e) decision making skills;
(e) effective briefing
(g) developing open communications;
(h) inquiry, advocacy, and assertion training;
(i) crew self-critique;
(j) conflict resolution;
(k) team building and maintenance;
(l) leadership and followship training;
(m) interpersonal relationships;
(n) workload management;
(o) situational awareness;
(p) how to prepare, plan and monitor task completions;
(q) workload distribution;
(r) distraction avoidance;
(s) individual factors; and

(t) stress reduction.
Initial emergency
equipment drills

139. (1) A person shall not serve nor shall any air operator certificate holder
use a person as a crew member unless that person has completed the
appropriate initial emergency equipment curriculum and drills for the crew
member position approved by the Authority for the emergency equipment
available on the aircraft to be operated.
(2) A crew member shall complete emergency training during the
specified training periods, using the items of installed emergency equipment
for each type of aircraft in which that crew member is to serve.
(3) During initial training, a crew member shall perform the following
one time emergency drills:
(a) protective breathing equipment or fire-fighting drill(i) locate the source of fire or smoke for an actual or simulated fire;
(ii) implement procedures for effective crew co-ordination and
communication, including notification of flight crew members about the fire
situation;
(iii) don and activate installed protective breathing equipment or approved
protective breathing equipment simulation device;
(iv) manoeuvre in limited space with reduced visibility;
(v) effectively use the aircraft's communication system;
(vi) identify the class of fire;
(vii) select the appropriate extinguisher;
(viii) properly remove the extinguisher from the securing device;
(ix) prepare, operate and discharge the extinguisher properly; and
(x) utilise the correct fire-fighting techniques for type of fire.
(b) emergency evacuation drill(i) recognise and evaluate an emergency;
(ii) assume the appropriate protective position;
(iii) command passengers to assume protective position;
(iv) implement crew co-ordination procedures;
(v) ensure activation of emergency lights;
(vi) assess aircraft condition;
(vii) initiate evacuation, dependent on signal or decision;
(viii) command passengers to release their seatbelts and evacuate;
(ix) assess exit and redirect passengers, where necessary, to open exits,
including deploying slides and commanding helpers to assist;
(x) command the passengers to evacuate at exit and run away from the aircraft;
(xi) assist special need passengers, such as handicapped, elderly, and persons
in a state of panic; and
(xii) actually exit the aircraft or training device using at least one of the
installed emergency evacuation slides.
(4) In the case of an emergency evacuation drill, the crew member may either
observe the aircraft exits being opened in the emergency mode and the
associated exit slider or aft pack being deployed and inflated, or perform the
tasks resulting in the accomplishment of these actions.

(5) An aircraft crew member shall accomplish additional emergency drills
during initial and recurrent training, including performing the following
emergency drills(a) emergency exit drill(i) correctly pre-flight each type of emergency exit and evacuation
slide or slide raft, if part of cabin crew member's assigned duties;
(ii) disarm and open each type of door exit in normal mode;
(iii) close each type of door exit in normal mode;
(iv) arm each type of door exit in emergency mode;
(v) open each type of door exit in emergency mode;
(vi) use the manual slide inflation system to accomplish or ensure slide
or slide raft inflation;
(vii) open each type of window exit; and
(viii) remove the escape rope and position it for use.
(b) hand fire extinguisher drill fighting an actual or a simulated fire is not
necessary during this drill:
(i) pre-flight each type of hand fire extinguisher;
(ii) locate the source of fire or smoke and identify class of fire;
(iii) select the appropriate extinguisher and remove from securing device;
(iv) prepare the extinguisher for use;
(v) actually operate and discharge each type of installed hand fire extinguisher;
(vi) utilise correct fire-fighting techniques for the type of fire; and
(vii) implement procedures for effective crew coordination and
communication, including notification of crew members about the type of fire
situation.
(c) emergency oxygen system drill(i) actually operate portable oxygen bottles, including masks and tubing;
(ii) verbally demonstrate operation of chemical oxygen generators;
(iii) prepare for use and properly operate an oxygen device, including donning
and activation;
(iv) administer oxygen to self, passengers, and to those persons with special
oxygen needs;
(v) utilise proper procedures for effective crew coordination and
communication;
(vi) activate protective breathing equipment;
(vii) manually open each type of oxygen mask compartment and deploy
oxygen masks;
(viii) identify compartments with extra oxygen masks;
(ix) implement immediate action decompression procedures; and
(x) reset the oxygen system, where applicable.
(d) flotation device drill(i) don and inflate life vests;
(ii) remove and use flotation seat cushions; and
(iii) demonstrate swimming techniques using a seat cushion.
(e) ditching drill, where applicable, during which ditching drill trainees shall
perform the "prior to impact" and "after impact" procedures for a ditching, as

appropriate to the specific operator's type of operation:
(i) implement crew coordination procedures, including a briefing with the
captain to obtain pertinent ditching information and briefing cabin crew
members;
(ii) coordinate time-frame for cabin and passenger preparation;
(iii) adequately brief passengers on ditching procedures;
(iv) ensure the cabin is prepared, including the securing of carry-on baggage,
lavatories, and galleys;
(v) demonstrate how to properly deploy and inflate slide rafts;
(vi) remove, position and attach slide rafts to aircraft;
(vii) inflate the rafts;
(viii) use escape ropes at over wing exits;
(ix) command any helpers to assist;
(x) use slides and seat cushions as flotation devices;
(xi) remove appropriate emergency equipment from the aircraft;
(xii) board rafts properly;
(xiii) initiate raft management procedures, such as disconnecting rafts from
aircraft, applying immediate first aid, rescuing persons in water, salvaging
floating rations and equipment, deploying sea anchor, tying rafts together, and
activating or ensuring operation of emergency locator transmitter;
(xiv) initiate basic survival procedures, such as removing and utilising
survival kit items, repairing and maintaining raft, ensuring protection from
exposure, erecting canopy, communicating location, providing continued first
aid, and providing sustenance;
(xv) use heaving line to rescue persons in the water;
(xvi) tie slide rafts or rafts together;
(xvii) use life line on edge of slide raft or raft as a handhold; and
(xviii)secure survival kit items.
(6) An aircraft crew member shall accomplish additional emergency drill
requirements during initial and recurrent training including observing the
following emergency drills(a) life raft removal and inflation drill, if applicable:
(i) removal of a life raft from the aircraft or training device; and
(ii) inflation of a life raft.
(b) slide raft transfer drill:
(i) transfer each type of slide raft pack from an unusable door to a usable door;
(ii) disconnect the slide raft at an unusable door;
(iii) redirect passengers to the usable slide raft; and
(iv) install and deploy the slide raft at a usable door.
(c) slide and slide raft deployment, inflation, and detachment:
(i) engage slide girt bar in floor brackets;
(ii) Arm slide for automatic inflation
(iii) inflate slides with and without quick-release handle, manually and
automatically;
(iv) disconnect slide from aircraft for use as a flotation device;
(v) arm slide rafts for automatic inflation; and

(vi) disconnect slide raft from the aircraft.
(d) emergency evacuation slide drill(i) open armed exit with slide or slide raft deployment and inflation; and
(ii) egress from aircraft via the evacuation slide and run away to a safe distance.
Initial aircraft
ground
training:
flight crew

140. (1) A person shall not serve nor shall an operator use a person as a
flight crew member unless that person has completed the initial ground
training approved by the Authority for the aircraft type.
(2) Initial aircraft ground training for flight crew members shall include
the pertinent portions of the operations manuals relating to aircraft-specific
performance, mass and balance, operational policies, systems, limitations,
normal, abnormal and emergency procedures on the aircraft type to be used.
(3) An operator shall have an initial aircraft ground training curriculum
for the flight crew applicable to the type of operations conducted and aircraft
flown.
(4) Instructions shall include at least the following general subjects(a) operator dispatch, flight release, or operational control or flight
following procedures:
(b) principles and methods for determining mass and balance, and
runway limitations for take-off;
(c) adverse weather recognition and avoidance, and flight procedures
which shall be followed when operating in the following conditions:
(i) icing;
(ii) fog;
(iii) Turbulence;
(iv) heavy precipitation;
(v) thunderstorms;
(vi) low-level wind shear and microburst; and
(vi) low visibility.
(vii) contaminated runway.

(d) normal and emergency communications procedures and navigation
equipment including the operator communications procedures and air
traffic control clearance requirements;
(e) navigation procedures used in area departure, en route, area arrival,
approach and landing phases;
(f) approved crew resource management (CRM) training;
(g) air traffic control systems, procedures, and phraseology;
(h) aircraft performance characteristics during all flight regimes, including(i) the use of charts, tables, tabulated data and other related manual
information;
(ii) normal, abnormal, and emergency performance problems;
(iii) meteorological and weight limiting performance factors, such as
temperature, pressure, contaminated runways, precipitation, climb and
runway limits;
(iv) inoperative equipment performance limiting factors, such as
minimum equipment list or configuration deviation list, inoperative

antiskid; and
(iv) special operational conditions, such as unpaved runways, high altitude
aerodromes and drift down requirements.
(v) normal, abnormal and emergency procedures of the aircraft type to
be used.
(5) An operator shall have an initial aircraft ground training curriculum
for the flight crew applicable to the type of operations conducted and aircraft
flown, including at least the following aircraft systems:
(a) airframe
(i) aircraft:
(ii) aircraft dimensions, turning radius, panel layouts, cockpit and cabin
configurations; and
(i) other major systems and components or appliances of the
aircraft.
(ii) operating limitations
(iii)Approved aircraft flight manual
(b) power plants:
(i) basic engine description;
(ii) engine thrust ratings; and
(iii) engine components such as accessory drives, ignition, oil, fuel
control, hydraulic, and bleed air features.
(c) electrical:
(i) sources of aircraft electrical power, such as engine driven generators,
auxilliary power unit (APU) generator, and external power;
(ii) electrical buses;
(iii) circuit breakers;
(iv) aircraft battery; and
(v) standby power systems.
(d) hydraulic:
(i) hydraulic reservoirs, pumps, accumulators, filters, check valves,
interconnects and actuators; and
(ii) other hydraulically operated components.
(e) fuel:
(i) fuel tanks, including location and quantities;
(ii) engine driven pumps;
(iii) boost pumps;
(iv) system valves and cross feeds;
(v) quantity indicators; and
(vi) provisions for fuel jettisoning
(f) pneumatic:
(i) bleed air sources (auxiliary power unit or external ground air); and
(ii) means of routing, venting and controlling bleed air via valves, ducts,
chambers, and temperature and pressure limiting devices.
(g) air conditioning and pressurization:
(i) heaters, air conditioning packs, fans, and other environmental control
devices;

(ii) pressurisation system components such as outflow and negative
pressure relief valves; and
(iii) automatic, standby, manual pressurisation controls and
annunciations.
(h) flight controls:
(i) primary controls, including yaw, pitch, and roll devices;
(ii) secondary controls, including leading or trailing edge devices:
flaps, trim, and damping mechanisms;
(iii) means of actuation, whether direct or indirect or fly by wire;
and
(iv) redundancy devices.
(i) landing gear:
(i) landing gear extension and retraction mechanism including the
operating sequence of struts, doors, and locking devices, and brake and
antiskid systems, where applicable;
(ii) steering, including nose or body steering gear;
(iii) bogie arrangements;
(iv) air or ground sensor relays; and
(v) visual downlock indicators.
(j) ice and rain protection:
(i) rain removal systems;
(ii) anti-icing or de-icing systems affecting flight controls,
engines; and
(iii) pitot static probes, fluid outlets, cockpit windows, and
aircraft structures.
(k) equipment and furnishings:
(i) exits;
(ii) galleys;
(iii) water and waste systems;
(iv) lavatories;
(v) cargo areas;
(vi) crew member and passenger seats;
(vii) bulkheads;
(viii) seating and cargo configurations; and
(ix) non-emergency equipment and furnishings.
(l) navigation equipment:
(i) flight directors;
(ii) horizontal situation indicator;
(iii) radio magnetic indicator;
(iv) navigation receivers as required for flight operations to be conducted;
(v) inertial systems such as inertia navigation system (INS) and inertia
reference (IRS);
(vi) functional displays;
(vii) fault indications and comparator systems;
(viii) aircraft transponders;
(ix) radio altimeters;

(x) weather radar; and
(xi) cathode ray tube or computer-generated displays of aircraft position and
navigation information.
(m) auto flight system:
(i) autopilot;
(ii) auto throttles;
(iii) flight director and navigation systems;
(iv) automatic approach tracking;
(v) auto land; and
(vi) automatic fuel and performance management systems.
(n) flight instruments:
(i) panel arrangement;
(ii) flight instruments, including attitude indicator, directional gyro, magnetic
compass, airspeed indicator, vertical speed indicator, altimeters, standby
instruments; and
(iii) instrument power sources, and instrument sensory sources, such as pitot
static pressure.
(o) display systems:
(i) weather radar; and
(ii) other Cathode ray tube (CRT) displays, such as checklist,
(p) communication equipment:
(i) very high frequency (VHF) or high frequency (HF);
(ii) audio panels;
(iii) in flight interphone and passenger address systems;
(iv) voice recorder; and
(v) aircraft communication addressing and reporting system (ACARS).
(q) warning systems:
(i) aural, visual, and tactile warning systems, including the character
and degree of urgency related to each signal; and
(ii) warning and caution annunciator systems, including ground
(r) fire protection:
(i) fire and overheat sensors, loops, modules, or other means of
providing visual or aural indications of fire or overheat detection;
(ii) procedures for the use of fire handles, automatic extinguishing
systems and extinguishing agents; and
(iii) power sources necessary to provide protection for fire and overheat
conditions in engines, auxiliary power unit, cargo bay or wheel well,
cockpit, cabin and lavatories.
(s) oxygen:
(i) passenger, crew, and portable oxygen supply systems;
(ii) sources of oxygen such as gaseous or solid;
(iii) flow and distribution networks;
(iv) automatic deployment systems;
(v) regulators, pressure levels and gauges; and
(t) lighting:
(i) cockpit, cabin, and external lighting systems;

(ii) power sources;
(iii) switch positions; and
(iv) spare light bulb locations.
(u) emergency equipment:
(i) fire and oxygen bottles;
(ii) first aid and medical kits;
(iii) life rafts and life preservers;
(iv) crash axes;
(v) emergency exits and lights;
(vi) slides and slide rafts;
(vii) escape straps or handles; and
(viii)
hatches, ladders and movable stairs
(v) auxiliary power unit(i) electric and bleed air capabilities;
(ii) interfaces with electrical and pneumatic systems;
(iii) inlet doors and exhaust ducts; and
(iv) fuel supply.
(6) An operator shall have an initial aircraft ground training curriculum for the
flight crew applicable to the type of operations conducted and aircraft flown,
including at least the following aircraft systems integration items:
(a) use of checklist:
(i) safety checks;
(ii) cockpit preparation (switch position and checklist flows);
(iii) checklist callouts and responses; and
(iv) checklist sequence.
(b) flight planning:
(i) pre-flight and in-flight planning
(ii) performance limitations, including meteorological, weight,
minimum equipment list and configuration deviation list items;
(iii) required fuel loads; and
(iv)weather planning (lower than standard take-off minimum or
alternate requirements).
(c) Display system:
(i) weather radar
(ii) CRT display such as checklist, vertical navigation, longitudinal
navigation display.
(d) navigation systems(i) pre-flight and operation of applicable receivers;
(ii) onboard navigation systems; and
(iii) flight plan information input and retrieval.
(e) auto flight: autopilot, auto thrust, and flight director systems,
including the appropriate procedures, normal and abnormal indications,
and annunciators;
(f) cockpit familiarization(i) activation of aircraft system controls and switches to include normal,
abnormal and emergency switches; and

(ii) control positions and relevant annunciators, lights, or other caution
and warning systems.
(7) An operator may have separate initial aircraft ground training curricula
of varying lengths and subject emphasis which recognise the experience levels
of a flight crew members approved by the Authority.
Initial aircraft
ground training:
cabin crew
members

141. (1) A person shall not serve nor shall an operator use a person as a
cabin crew member unless that person has completed the initial ground
training approved by the Authority for aircraft type.
(2) Initial aircraft ground training for cabin crew members shall include the
pertinent portions of the operations manuals relating to aircraft specific
configuration, equipment, normal and emergency procedures for the aircraft
types within the fleet
(3) An operator shall have an initial ground training curriculum for cabin
crew members applicable to the type of operations conducted and aircraft
flown, including at least the following general subjects:
(a) aircraft familiarization:
(i) aircraft characteristics and description;
(ii) cockpit configuration;
(iii) cabin configuration;
(iv) galleys;
(v) lavatories; and
(vi) stowage areas.
(b) aircraft equipment and furnishings:
(i) cabin crew member stations;
(ii) cabin crew member panels;
(iii) passenger seats;
(iv) passenger service units and convenience panels;
(v) passenger information signs;
(vi) aircraft markings;
(vii) aircraft placards and;
(viii) Bassinets and bayonet tables
(c) aircraft systems:
(i) air conditioning and pressurisation system;
(ii) aircraft communication systems (call, interphone and passenger
address);
(iii) lighting and electrical systems;
(iv) oxygen systems (flight crew, observer and passenger); and
(v) water system
(d) aircraft exits:
(i) general information;
(ii) exits with slides or slide rafts for pre-flight and normal operation;
(iii) exits without slides (pre-flight and normal operations); and
(iv) window exits( pre-flight).
(e) crew member communication and coordination(i) authority of pilot in command;

(ii) routine communication signals and procedures; and
(iii) crew member briefing.
(f) routine crew member duties and procedures(i) crew member general responsibilities;
(ii) reporting duties and procedures for specific aircraft;
(iii) pre-departure duties and procedures prior to passenger boarding;
(iv) passenger boarding duties and procedures;
(v) prior-to-movement-on-the-surface duties and procedures;
(vi) prior-to-take-off duties and procedures applicable to specific
aircraft;
(vii) in-flight duties and procedures;
(viii) prior-to-landing duties and procedures;
(ix) movement on the surface and arrival duties and procedures;
(x) after-arrival duties and procedures; and
(xi) intermediate stops.
(g) passenger handling responsibilities:
(i) crew member general responsibilities;
(ii) infants, children, and unaccompanied minors;
(iii) passengers needing special assistance;
(iv) passengers needing special accommodation;
(v) carry-on stowage requirements;
(vi) passenger seating requirements;
(vii) smoking and no-smoking requirements and;
(h) approved Crew Resource Management (CRM) training.
(4) An operator shall have an initial ground training curriculum for cabin crew
members applicable to the type of operations conducted and aircraft flown,
including at least the following aircraft specific emergency subjects:
(a) emergency equipment:
(i) emergency communication and notification systems;
(ii) aircraft exits;
(iii) exits with slides or slide rafts (emergency operation);
(iv) slides and slide rafts in a ditching;
(v) exits without slides (emergency operation);
(vi) window exits (emergency operation);
(vii) exits with tail cones (emergency operation);
(viii) cockpit exits (emergency operation);
(ix) ground evacuation and ditching equipment;
(x) first-aid equipment;
(xi) portable oxygen systems (oxygen bottles, chemical oxygen
generators, protective breathing equipment);
(xii) fire-fighting equipment;
(xiii) emergency lighting systems; and
(xiv) additional emergency equipment.
(b) emergency assignments and procedures:
(i) general types of emergencies specific to aircraft;
(ii) emergency communication signals and procedures;

(iii) rapid decompression;
(iv) insidious decompression and cracked window and pressure seal
leaks;
(v)fires;
(vi) ditching;
(vii) ground evacuation;
(viii) unwarranted evacuation for example, passenger initiated;
(ix) illness or injury;
(x) abnormal situations involving passengers or crew members;
(xi) unlawful interference;
(xii) bomb threat;
(xiii) turbulence;
(xiv) other unusual situations; and
(xv) previous aircraft accidents and incidents.
(c) aircraft specific emergency drills:
(i) emergency exit drill;
(ii) hand fire extinguisher drill;
(iii) emergency oxygen system drill;
(iv) flotation device drill;
(v) ditching drill, if applicable;
(vi) life raft removal and inflation drill, if applicable;
(vii) slide raft pack transfer drill, if applicable;
(viii) slide or slide raft deployment, inflation, and detachment drill,
where applicable; and
(ix) emergency evacuation slide drill, where applicable.
(5) An operator shall ensure that initial ground training for cabin crew
members include a competence check to determine that person’s ability to
perform assigned duties and responsibilities.
(6) An operator shall ensure that initial ground training for cabin crew
members consists of at least the following programmed hours of instruction:
(a) piston engine 8 hours;
(b) turbo-propellor powered 8 hours; and
(c) turbojet 16 hours
(7) An operator shall ensure that a training programme is completed by
all persons before being assigned as a cabin crew member.
(8) Cabin crew members shall complete a recurrent training
programme annually.
(9) The training programmes shall ensure that each person is:
(a) competent to execute those safety duties and functions that the cabin
attendant is assigned to perform in the event of an emergency or in a situation
requiring emergency evacuation;
(b) drilled and capable in the use of emergency and life-saving equipment
required to be carried, such as life jackets, life rafts, evacuation slides,
emergency exits, portable fire extinguishers, oxygen equipment, first-aid and
universal precaution kits, and automated external defibrillators;
(c) aware of other crew members’ assignments and functions in the event of an

emergency so far as is necessary for the fulfilment of the cabin crew member’s
own duties;
(d) aware of the types of dangerous goods which may, and may not, be carried
in a passenger cabin; and
(e) knowledgeable about human performance as related to passenger cabin safety
duties including flight crew-cabin crew coordination.
Competence
checks: cabin
crewmembers

142. (1) A person shall not serve nor shall any operator use a person as a
cabin crew member unless, within the preceding twelve months before that
service, that person has passed the competency check approved by the
Authority performing the emergency duties appropriate to that person’s
assignment.
(2) Evaluators shall conduct competency checks for cabin crew
members to demonstrate that the candidate's proficiency level is sufficient to
successfully perform assigned duties and responsibilities.
(3) A qualified supervisor or inspector approved by the Authority shall
observe and evaluate competency checks for cabin crew members.
(4) Evaluators shall include during each cabin crew member
competency check a demonstrated knowledge of:
(a) emergency equipment:
(i) emergency communication and notification systems:
(ii) aircraft exits;
(iii) exits with slides or slide rafts (emergency operation);
(iv) slides and slide rafts in a ditching;
(v) exits without slides (emergency operation);
(vi) window exits (emergency operation);;
(vii)
exits with tail cones (emergency operation);
(viii)
cockpit exits (emergency operation);
(ix) ground evacuation and ditching equipment;
(x) first-aid equipment;
(xi) portable oxygen systems (oxygen bottles, chemical oxygen generators,
protective breathing equipment (PBE);
(xii)
fire-fighting equipment;
(xiii) emergency lighting systems; and
(xiv) additional emergency equipment
(b) emergency procedures:
(i) general types of emergencies specific to aircraft;
(ii) emergency communication signals and procedures;
(iii) rapid decompression;
(iv) insidious decompression and cracked window and pressure seal leaks;
(v) fires;
(vi) ditching;
(vii) ground evacuation;
(viii) unwarranted evacuation, for example that is passenger initiated;
(ix) illness or injury;
(x) abnormal situations involving passengers or crew members;
(xi) turbulence; and

(xii) other unusual situations.
(c) emergency drills:
(i) location and use of all emergency and safety equipment carried on the
aircraft;
(ii) the location and use of all types of exits;
(iii) actual donning of a lifejacket where fitted;
(iv) actual donning of protective breathing equipment; and
(v) actual handling of fire extinguishers.
(d) crew resource management:
(i) decision making skills:
(ii) briefings and developing open communication;
(iii) inquiry, advocacy, and assertion training; and
(iv) workload management.
(e) dangerous goods:
(i) recognition of and transportation of dangerous goods;
(ii) proper packaging, marking, and documentation; and
(iii) instructions regarding compatibility, loading, storage and handling
characteristics.
(f) security:
(i) unlawful interference; and
(ii) disruptive passengers.
(5) An operator shall establish and maintain a cabin crew training
programme that is designed to ensure that persons who receive training
acquire the competency to perform their assigned duties and includes or makes
reference to a syllabus for the training programme in the company operations
manual. The training programme should include Human Factors training.
Initial
trainingflight
operations
officer

143. (1) A person shall not serve nor an operator use a person as a flight
operations officer unless that person has completed the initial training
approved by the Authority.
(2) Aircraft initial flight operations officer training shall include the
pertinent portions of the operations manual relating to aircraft specific flight
preparation procedures, performance, mass and balance, systems, limitations
for the aircraft types within the fleet.
(3) An operator shall provide initial aircraft training for flight
operations officers that include instruction in at least the following general
dispatch subjects:
(a) normal and emergency communications procedures;
(b) available sources of weather information;
(c) actual and prognostic weather charts;
(d) interpretation of weather information;
(e) adverse weather phenomena, such as clear air turbulence, wind shear, and
thunderstorms;
(f) Notice to Airmen or NOTAM system;
(g) navigational charts and publications;
(h) air traffic control and instrument flight rules procedures;

(i) familiarisation with operational area;
(j) characteristics of special aerodromes and other operationally significant
aerodromes which the operator uses, such as terrain, approach aids, or
prevailing weather phenomena;
(k) joint flight operations officer and group responsibilities; and
(l) approved crew resource management training for flight operations officers.
(4) An operator shall provide initial aircraft training for flight operations
officers that include instruction in at least the following aircraft characteristics:
(a) general operating characteristics of the operator aircraft;
(b) aircraft specific training with emphasis on the following topics:
(i) aircraft operating and performance characteristics;
(ii) navigation equipment;
(iii) instrument approach and communications equipment; and
(iv) emergency equipment.
(c) flight manual training; and
(d) equipment training.
(5) An operator shall provide initial aircraft training for flight operations
officers that include instruction in at least the following emergency
procedures:
(a) assisting the flight crew in an emergency; and
(b) alerting of appropriate governmental, company and private agencies.
(6) An operator shall ensure that initial ground training for flight
operations officers includes a competence check given by an appropriate
supervisor or ground instructor that demonstrates the required knowledge and
abilities.
Initial flight
Trainingflight crew
member

144. (1) A person shall not serve nor an operator use a person as a flight
crew member unless that person has completed the initial flight training
approved by the Authority for the aircraft type.
(2) Initial flight training of a flight crew member shall focus on the
manoeuvring and safe operation of the aircraft in accordance with operator
normal, abnormal and emergency procedures.
(3) An operator may have separate initial flight training curriculum
which recognise the experience levels of flight crew members approved by the
Authority.
(4) Flight training may be conducted in an appropriate aircraft or
adequate synthetic flight trainer:
(a) having landing capability; and
(b) qualified for training or checking on circling manoeuvres.
(5) An operator shall ensure that pilot initial flight training includes at least the
following:
(a) preparation:
(i) visual inspection, and use authorised of pictorial display for aircraft
with a flight engineer ;
(ii) pre-taxi procedures; and
(iii) performance limitations.

(b) surface operation:
(i) pushback;
(ii) power back taxi, where applicable to type of operation to be
conducted;
(iii) starting;
(iv) taxi; and
(v) pre-take-off checks.
(c) take-off:
(i) normal;
(ii) crosswind;
(iii) rejected;
(iv) power failure after v1; and
(v) lower than standard minimum, where applicable to type of operation
to be conducted.
(d) climb:
(i) normal; and
(ii) one-engine inoperative during climb to en route altitude.
(e) en-route:
(i) steep turns;
(ii) approaches to stalls, take-off, en route, and landing configurations;
(iii) in flight power plant shutdown;
(v) in-flight power plant restart; and
(vi) high speed handling characteristics.
(f) descent:
(i) normal; and
(ii) maximum rate.
(g) approaches:
(i) visual flight rules procedures;
(ii) visual approach with 50% loss of power on one-engine 2 engines
inoperative on 3-engine aircraft for pilot in command only;
(iii) visual approach with slat or flap malfunction;
(iv) instrument flight rules precision approaches such as instrument
landing system normal and instrument landing system with one-engine
inoperative;
(v) IFR non-precision approaches non-directional radio beacon or NDB
normal and VHF omni-directional radio range beacon or VOR normal;
(vi) non-precision approach with one engine inoperative Localizer back
course procedure, SDF or localizer type directional aid, a global
positioning system, TACAN and circling approach procedures;
(vii) missed approach from precision approach;
(viii) missed approach from non-precision approach; and
(ix) missed approach with engine failure.
(h) landings:
(i) normal with a pitch mis-trim small aircraft only;
(ii) normal from precision instrument approach;
(iii) normal from precision instrument approach with most critical

engine inoperative;
(iv) normal with 50% loss of power on one side 2 engines inoperative on
3 - engine aircraft;
(v) normal with flap or slat malfunction;
(vi) rejected landings;
(vii) crosswind;
(viii) manual reversion or degraded control augmentation;
(ix) short or soft field small aircraft, land amphibian aircraft only; and
(x) glassy or rough water, seaplanes only.
(i) after landing:
(i) parking;
(ii) emergency evacuation; and
(iii) docking, mooring, and ramping, seaplanes only.
(j) other flight procedures during any airborne phase:
(i) holding;
(ii) ice accumulation on airframe;
(iii) air hazard avoidance; and
(iv) wind shear or microburst.
(k) normal, abnormal and alternate systems procedures during any phase:
(i) pneumatic or pressurisation;
(ii) air conditioning;
(iii) fuel and oil;
(iv) electrical;
(v) hydraulic;
(vi) flight controls;
(vii) anti-icing and de-icing systems;
(viii) autopilot;
(ix) flight management guidance systems and automatic or other
approach and landing aids;
(x) stall warning devices, stall avoidance devices, and stability
augmentation systems;
(xi) airborne weather radar;
(xii) flight instrument system malfunction;
(xiii) communications equipment; and
(xiv) navigation systems.
(l) emergency systems procedures during any phase:
(i) aircraft fires;
(ii) smoke control;
(iii) power plant malfunctions;
(iv) fuel jettison;
(v) electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic systems;
(vi) flight control system malfunction; and
(vii) landing gear and flap system malfunction.
(m) procedures for upset prevention and recovery training in a flight
simulation training device as contained in the Procedures for Air Navigation
Services.”

(6) An operator shall ensure that flight engineer training includes at least the
following(a) training and practice in procedures related to the carrying out of flight
engineer duties and functions, where this training and practice may be
accomplished either in flight or, in a synthetic flight trainer;
(b) training in knowledge and skills related to visual and instrument flight
procedures for the intended area of operation, human performance
including threat and error management and in the transport of dangerous
goods; and
(c) a proficiency checks as specified in these Regulations.
Initial
specialised
operations
training

145. (1) A person shall not serve nor shall an operator use a person as a
flight crew member unless that person has completed the appropriate initial
specialised operations training curriculum approved by the Authority.
(2) Specialised operations for which initial training curricula shall be
developed include:
(a) low minima operations, including low visibility take-offs and
Category II and III operations;
(b) extended range operations;
(c) specialised navigation; and
(d) pilot in command right seat qualification.
(3) An operator shall provide initial specialised operations training to
ensure that each pilot and flight operations officer is qualified in the type of
operation in which that person serves and in any specialised or new
equipment, procedures, and techniques, such as(a) Class II navigation(i) knowledge of specialised navigation procedures, such as Required
Navigation Performance (RNP), Minimum Navigation Performance
System (MNPS) and Reduced Vertical Separation Minimum (RVSM);
and
(ii) knowledge of specialised equipment, such as Inertia Navigation
System (INS), Long Range Navigation (LORAN), OMEGA.
(b) Category II and CAT III operations approaches:
(i) special equipment, procedures and practice;
(ii) a demonstration of competency;
(c) lower than standard minimum take-offs:
(i) runway and lighting requirements;
(ii) rejected take-offs at or near V1 with a failure of the most critical
engine;
(iii) taxi operations; and
(iv) procedures to prevent runway incursions under low visibility
conditions.
(d) extended range operations with two turbine engine aircrafts.
(e) approaching using on-board radar; and
(f) autopilot instead of co-pilot.

Aircraft
differences
training

146. (1) A person shall not serve nor shall an operator use a person as a
crew member on an aircraft of a type for which a differences curriculum is
included in the operator’s approved training programme, unless that person
has satisfactorily completed that curriculum, with respect to both the crew
member position and the particular variant of that aircraft.
(2) An operator shall ensure that a crew member completes(a) differences training which requires additional knowledge and
training on an appropriate training device or the aircraft:
(i) when operating another variant of an aircraft of the same type
or another type of the same class currently operated; or
(ii) when changing equipment procedures on types or variants
currently operated.
(b) familiarization training which requires the acquisition of additional
knowledge:
(i) when operating another aircraft of the same type; or
(ii) when changing equipment procedures on types of variants
currently operated.
(c) the operator referred to in sub regulation (1) shall specify in
the operations manual when such differences training or
familiarization training is required.
(3) An operator shall provide aircraft differences training for flight
operations officers when the operator has aircraft variances within the same
type of aircraft, which includes at least the following(a) operations procedures:
(i) operations under adverse weather phenomena conditions, including clear air
turbulence, wind shear, and thunderstorms;
(ii) mass and balance computations and load control procedures;
(iii) aircraft performance computations, to include take-off mass limitations
based on departure runway, arrival runway, and en –route limitations, and also
engine-out limitations;
(iv) flight planning procedures, to include route selection, flight time, and fuel
requirements analysis;
(v) dispatch release preparation;
(vi) crew briefings;
(vii) flight monitoring procedures;
(viii) flight crew response to various emergency situations, including the
assistance the aircraft flight operations officer can provide in each situation;
(ix) minimum equipment list and configuration deviation list procedures;
(x) manual performance of required procedures in case of the loss of
automated capabilities;
(xi) training in appropriate geographic areas;
(xii) air traffic control and instrument flight rules procedures, to include
ground hold and central flow control procedures; and
(b) emergency procedures:
(i) actions taken to aid the flight crew; and
(ii) notification to the operator and Authority.

Use of
synthetic
flight trainers

147. A synthetic flight trainer that is used for flight crew member
qualification shall:
(a) be specifically approved by the Authority for the:
(i) operator;
(ii) type aircraft, including type variations, for which the training or check is
being conducted; and
(iii) particular manoeuvre, procedure, or flight crew member function
involved.
(b) maintain the performance, functional, and other characteristics that are
required for approval;
(c) be modified to conform with any modification to the aircraft being
simulated that results in changes to performance, functional, or other
characteristics required for approval;
(d) be given a daily functional pre-flight check before use;
(e) have a daily discrepancy logbook kept by the appropriate instructor or
check pilot at the end of each training or check flight; and
(f) for initial aircraft type training, be qualified for training and checking on
the circling manoeuvre.

Aircraft and
instrument
proficiency
checks

148. (1) A person shall not serve nor operator use a pilot unless, since the
beginning of the sixth calendar month before that service, that person has
passed the proficiency check prescribed by the Authority in the make and
model of aircraft on which their services are required.
(2) A person shall not serve nor operator use a person as a flight crew
member in instrument flight rules operations unless, from the beginning of the
sixth calendar month before that service, that pilot has passed the instrument
competency check prescribed by the Authority.
(3) A flight crew member may complete the requirements of sub
regulations (1) and (2) of this regulation simultaneously in a make and model
of the aircraft.
(4) The completion of an approved operator training programme for the
particular aircraft type and the satisfactory completion of a pilot in command
proficiency check, shall satisfy the requirement for an aircraft type rating
practical test provided that the proficiency check:
(a) includes all manoeuvres and procedures required for a type rating practical
test; and
(b) is conducted by an examiner.
(5) Aircraft and instrument proficiency checks for pilot in command and copilot shall include the following operations and procedures listed in Table 6. as
prescribed in the Third Schedule .
(6) The oral and flight phases of a proficiency check shall not be
conducted simultaneously.
(7) When the examiner or check pilot determines that pilot’s
performance is unsatisfactory, the examiner or check pilot may terminate the

Introduction
of new
equipment or
procedures

Flight
engineer
proficiency
checks

proficiency check immediately.
(8) Where the proficiency check is terminated for mechanical or other
reasons, and there are events which still need to be repeated, the examiner or
check pilot shall issue a letter of discontinuance, valid for sixty days, listing
the specific areas of operation that have been successfully completed.
(9) At least one of the two annual proficiency checks shall be
conducted by an examiner.
(10) The other proficiency check may be conducted by a check pilot
approved by the Authority.
149. A person shall not serve, or an operator shall not use a person as a
flight crew unless such person has successfully completed the operator’s
approved training programme to both the crew member position and the
particular variant of that aircraft.
150. (1) A person shall not serve nor operator use a person as a flight
engineer on an aircraft unless within the preceding twelve calendar months he
has(a) had a proficiency check in accordance with the requirements
prescribed by the Authority; or
(b) 50 hours flight time for the operator as flight engineer in the type
aircraft.
(2) Examiners shall include during proficiency checks for flight engineers an
oral or written examination of the normal, abnormal, and emergency
procedures listed below:
(a) normal procedures:
(i) interior pre-flight;
(ii) panel set-up;
(iii) fuel load;
(iv) engine start procedures;
(v) taxi and before take-off procedures;
(vi) take-off and climb pressurization;
(vii) cruise and fuel management;
(viii) descent and approach;
(ix) after landing and securing;
(x) crew coordination;
(xi) situational awareness;
(xii) performance computations; and
(xiii) anti-ice and de-ice measures.
(b) abnormal and emergency procedures:
(i) troubleshooting;
(ii) knowledge of checklist;
(iii) crew coordination;
(iv) minimum equipment list (MEL);
(v) configuration deviation list (CDL); and
(vi) emergency or alternate operation of aircraft flight systems.

Competence
checks- flight
operations
officer.

151. (1) A person shall not serve nor operator use person as a flight
operations officer unless, within the preceding twelve months before that
service, such person passed the competency check, approved by the Authority,
performing the flight preparation and subsequent duties appropriate to that
person’s assignment.
(2) Examiner of the flight operations officer referred to under sub
regulation (1) shall conduct competency checks for flight operations officers to
demonstrate that the candidate's proficiency level is sufficient to ensure the
successful outcome of all dispatch operations.
(3) An authorized person shall observe and evaluate competency
checks for flight operations officers.
(4) Each competency check for flight operations officers shall include:
(a) an evaluation of all aspects of the dispatch function;
(b) a demonstration of the knowledge and abilities in normal and
abnormal situations; and
(c) an observation of actual flights being dispatched.
(5) Examiner of newly hired flight operations officer shall include
during initial competency checks, an evaluation of all of geographic areas and
types of aircraft the flight operations officer shall be qualified to dispatch.
(6) Examiner may limit initial equipment and transition competency
checks solely to the dispatch of the types of aircraft on which the flight
operations officer is qualifying, unless the check is to simultaneously count as
a recurrent check.
(7) Examiner of flight operations officers shall include, during
recurrent and re-qualification competency checks, a representative sample of
aircraft and routes for which the flight operations officers maintain current
qualification.
(8) A flight operations officer shall not qualify in extended diversion time
operations (EDTO) or other special operations authorised by the Authority unless that
flight operations officer submits special operations competency checks to the
Authority.

(9) Examiner, approved by the Authority, shall conduct competency
checks for FOOs in at least the following areas to demonstrate that each
candidate’s competency level is sufficient to successfully perform assigned
duties and responsibilities.
(a) Use of communications systems including the characteristics of those
systems and the appropriate normal and emergency procedures;
(b) Meteorology, including various types of meteorological information
and forecasts, interpretation of weather data (including forecasting of
en route and terminal temperatures and other weather conditions),
frontal systems, wind conditions, and use of actual and prognostic
weather charts for various altitudes;
(c)
The NOTAM system;
(d)
Navigational aids and publications;
(e)
Joint dispatcher-pilot responsibilities;
(f)
Characteristics of appropriate aerodromes;

(g)
Prevailing weather phenomena and the available sources of
weather information;
(h)
Air traffic control and Instrument Approach Procedures (IAP);
and
(i)
Approved dispatcher resource management initial training.
Supervised
line flyingpilots

152. (1) A pilot initially qualifying as a pilot in command shall complete a
minimum of ten flights performing the duties of a pilot in command under the
supervision of an authorised instructor.
(2) A pilot in command transitioning to a new aircraft type shall
complete a minimum of five flights performing the duties of a pilot in command
under the supervision of an authorised instructor.
(3) A pilot qualifying for duties other than pilot in command shall
complete a minimum of five flights performing those duties under the
supervision of an authorised instructor.
(4) During the time that a qualifying pilot in command is acquiring
operating experience, an authorised instructor who is also serving as the pilot in
command shall occupy a co-pilot station.
(5) In the case of a transitioning pilot in command, an authorised
instructor serving as pilot in command may occupy the observer's seat if the
transitioning pilot has made at least two take-offs and landings in the type
aircraft used, and has satisfactorily demonstrated to the authorized instructor
that he is qualified to perform the duties of a pilot in command for that type of
aircraft.

Supervised
line flyingflight engineers.

153. A flight engineer who has qualified on a new type rating on an aircraft
shall perform the functions of a flight engineer for a minimum of five flights
under the supervision of a flight instructor or qualified flight engineer
approved by the operator and accepted by the Authority.

Supervised
Line experiencecabin crew.

154. A person training as a cabin crew member shall(a) perform the functions of a cabin crew member for a minimum of two
flights under the supervision of a cabin crew instructor; and
(b) not serve as a required crew member.

Line
Observationsflight operations
officer.

155. A person shall not serve nor operator use a person as a flight operations
officer unless within the preceding twelve months before that service, that
person has observed, in the cockpit, the conduct of two complete flights over
routes representative of those for which that person is assigned duties.

Line ( route and
Area) checks
pilot qualification

156. (1) A person shall not serve nor operator use a pilot unless, within the
preceding twelve months, that pilot has passed line check in which the person
satisfactorily performed his assigned duties in one of the types of aircraft he is
to fly.
(2) A person shall not perform pilot in command duties over a

designated special operational area that requires a special navigation system or
procedures or in EDTO operations unless his competency with the system and
procedures has been demonstrated to the operator within the past twelve
months.
(3) A pilot in command of an aircraft shall demonstrate special operational
competency by navigation over the route and area as pilot in command under
the supervision of a check pilot on an annual basis by demonstrating a
knowledge of(a) the terrain and minimum safe altitudes;
(b) the seasonal meteorological conditions;
(c) the search and rescue procedures;
(d) the navigational facilities and procedures, including any long-range
navigation procedures, associated with the route along which the flight
is to take place;
(e) procedures applicable to flight paths over heavily populated areas of
high air traffic density, obstructions, physical layout, lighting, approach
aids and arrival, departure, holding and instrument approach
procedures, and applicable operating minima;
(f) the meteorological, communication and air traffic facilities, services
and procedures; and
(g) NOTAMs
Low
minimums
authorizationPIC

157. Where a pilot in command has not completed:

(a) fifteen flights performing pilot in command duties in an aircraft type,
including five approaches to landing using Category I or II procedures,
that pilot in command shall not plan for or initiate an instrument
approach when the ceiling is less than 100 m (300 ft) and the visibility is
less than 2000 m; and
(b) twenty flights performing pilot in command duties in an aircraft
including five approaches and landing using Category III operations
procedures, that pilot in command shall not plan for or initiate an
approach when the ceiling is less than 100 ft or the visibility is less than
400 m runway visual range (RVR).
Designated
special
aerodromesPIC
qualification

158. (1) The Authority may determine that certain aerodromes, due to items
such as surrounding terrain obstructions, or complex approach or departure
procedures are special airport qualifications and that certain areas or routes, or
both require a special type of navigation qualification.
(2) A person shall not serve nor operator use a pilot in command for
operations at designated special aerodromes unless within the preceding
twelve months the pilot in command:
(a) has been qualified by the operator through a pictorial means acceptable to
the Authority for that aerodrome; or
(b) the assigned co-pilot has made a take-off and landing at that aerodrome or while
serving as a flight crew member for the operator.

Designated
special airport
qualifications
aerodrome
limitations

159. Designated special airport qualifications aerodrome limitations are not
applicable if the operation occurs:
(a) during daylight hours;
(b) when the visibility is at least 5 km; and
(c) when the ceiling at that aerodrome is at least 1,000 ft above the lowest
initial approach altitude prescribed for an instrument approach procedure.

Recurrent
training and
checkingflight crew
members

160. (1) An operator shall ensure that-

(a) a flight crew member undergoes recurrent training curricula approved by
the authority;
(b) and checking in sub-regulation (2) and that all such training and checking
is relevant to the type or variant of aircraft on which the flight crew member
operates; and
(c) a recurrent training and checking programme is established in the
operations manual and approved by the Authority.
(2) Recurrent training referred to in sub-regulation (1) shall be conducted by
the following personnel
(a) ground and refresher training: by suitably qualified personnel;
(b) aircraft synthetic flight trainer training: by an authorized instructor or in the
case of the synthetic flight trainer content schedule, a synthetic flight trainer
authorized instructor provided that the authorized instructor or synthetic flight
trainer authorized instructor satisfied the operator’s experience and knowledge
requirements sufficient to instruct on the items specified in the operations
manual;
(c) emergency and safety equipment training: by suitably qualified
personnel;
(d) crew resource management training: by suitably qualified personnel
to integrate elements of crew resource management into all phases of
recurrent training; and
(e) modular crew resource management training: by at least one Crew
Resource Management (CRM) trainer acceptable to the Authority who
may be assisted by experts in order to address specific areas.
(3) The recurrent checking referred to in sub-regulation (1) shall be
conducted by the following personnel(a) operator proficiency check: by a check pilot or flight engineer authorized
by the operator and accepted by the Authority, as appropriate, or, if the check
is conducted in a synthetic flight trainer training device, by check pilot or
authorized flight engineer as appropriate; or
(b) line checks: by a check pilot of the operator and acceptable to the
Authority; and
(c) emergency and safety equipment checking by suitably qualified personnel

acceptable to the Authority.
(4) The period of validity of an operator proficiency check shall be(a) six months in addition to the remainder of the month of issue; or
(b) if issued within the final three months of validity of a previous
operator proficiency check, extended from the date of issue until six
months from the expiry date of that previous operator proficiency check.
(5) An operator shall ensure that each flight crew member undergoes a
line check on the aircraft to demonstrate his competence in carrying out
normal line operations described in the operations manual.
(6) The period of validity of a line check referred to in sub regulation
(3) shall be(a) twelve months, in addition to the remainder of the month of issue; or
(b) if issued within the final three months of validity of a previous line
check, extended from the date of issue until twelve months from the
expiry date of that previous check.
(7) An operator shall ensure that each flight crew member undergoes
training and checking on the location and use of emergency and safety
equipment carried.
(8) The period of validity of an emergency and safety equipment check
referred to in sub regulation (7) shall be(a) twelve months in addition to the remainder of the month of issue; or
(b) if issued within the final three months of validity of a previous
emergency and safety check, extended from the date of issue until twelve
months from the expiry date of the previous emergency and safety
equipment check.
(9) An operator shall ensure(a) elements of CRM are integrated into all appropriate phases of the recurrent
training; and
(b) a flight crew member undergoes specific modular CRM training and all
major topics of CRM training shall be covered over a period not exceeding
three years.
(10) An operator shall ensure that each flight crew member undergoes(a) ground and refresher training at least every twelve months, if the training
is conducted within three months prior to the expiry of the twelve months
period, the next ground and refresher training must be completed within
twelve months of the original expiry date of the previous ground and refresher
training; and
(b) aircraft training or synthetic flight trainer training at least every six
months, if the training is conducted within three months prior to the expiry of
the twelve months period, the next aircraft or synthetic flight trainer training
must be completed within six months of the original expiry date of the
previous aircraft or synthetic flight trainer training.
(11) An operator shall ensure that flight crew member recurrent ground training
includes at least the following:

(a) general subjects;
(i) Flight locating procedures

(ii) Principles and method for determining mass/balance and
runway limitations
(iii) Meteorology to ensure practical knowledge of weather
phenomena including the
principles of frontal system, icing, fog, thunderstorms, windshear,
and high altitude weather situations
(iv) ATC systems and phraseology
(v) Navigation and use of navigational aids
(vi) Normal and emergency communication procedures
(vii) Visual cues before descent to MDA
(viii) Accident/incident and occurrence review
(b) aircraft systems and limitations.
(i) Normal, abnormal, and emergency procedures
(ii) Aircraft performance characteristics
(iii) Engines and, if applicable, propellers
(iv) Major aircraft components
(v) Major aircraft systems (i.e., flight controls, electric, hydraulic
and other systems as appropriate)
(c) ground icing and de-icing procedures and requirements.
(d) emergency equipment and drills
(e) every 12 months
(i) Location and use of all emergency and safety equipment
carried on the aeroplane
(ii) The location and use of all types of exits
(iii) Actual donning of a lifejacket where fitted
(iv) Actual donning of PBE
(v) Actual handling of fire extinguishers
(f) every 3 years.
(i) Operation of all types of exits
(ii) Demonstration of the method used to operate a slide, where fitted
(iii) Firefighting using equipment representative of that carried in the
aeroplane on an actual or simulated fire. Halon extinguishers, an
alternative method acceptable to the Authority may be used.
(iv) Effects of smoke in an enclosed area and actual use of all relevant
equipment ina simulated smoke-filled environment.
(v) Actual handling of pyrotechnics, real or simulated, where fitted
(vi) Demonstration in the use of the life-raft(s), where fitted
(vii) An emergency evacuation drill
(viii) A ditching drill, if applicable
(ix) A rapid decompression drill, if applicable
(x) Survival suits, if applicable to the operation
g) crew resource management.
(i) Decision-making skills
(ii) Briefings and developing open communication
(iii) Inquiry, advocacy, and assertion training
(iv) Workload management

(v) Situational awareness
(h) dangerous goods.
(i) Recognition of and transportation of dangerous goods
(ii) Proper packaging, marking, and documentation
(iii)
Instructions regarding compatibility, loading, storage and
handling characteristics
(i) security.
(i) Hijacking
(ii) Disruptive passengers
(12) An operator shall verify knowledge of the recurrent ground training by an
oral or written examination.
(13) An operator shall ensure that pilot recurrent flight training include at least
the following:
(a) preparation.
(i) Visual inspection (use of pictorial display authorised)
(ii) Pre-taxi procedures
(b) ground operation.
(i) Performance limitations
(ii) Flight deck management
(iii) Securing cargo
(iv) Pushback
(v) Powerback taxi, if applicable
(vi) Starting
(vii) Taxi
(viii) Pre-take-off checks
(c) take-off.
(i) Normal
(ii) Crosswind
(iii) Rejected
(iv) Power failure after V1
(v) Powerplant failure during second segment
(vi) LVTO operations
(d) CLIMB.
(i) Normal
(ii) One-engine inoperative climb to en route altitude
(e) en route.
(i) Steep turns
(ii) Approaches to stalls (take-off, en route, and landing configurations)
(iii) In-flight powerplant shutdown
(iv) In-flight powerplant restart
(v) High speed handling characteristics
(f) descent.
(i) Normal
(g) approaches.
(i) VFR procedures

(ii) Visual approach with 50% loss of power of available powerplants
(iii) Visual approach with slat/flap malfunction
(iv) IFR PAs (ILS normal and ILS with one-engine inoperative)
(v) IFR NPAs (NDB normal and VOR normal)
(vi) NPA with one engine inoperative (LOC backcourse, SDF/LDA, GPS,
TACAN and circling approach procedures)
(h) landings.
(i) Abnormal with a pitch mistrim (small aircraft only)
(ii) Abnormal from precision instrument approach
(iii) Abnormal from precision instrument approach with most critical
engine
inoperative
(iv) Abnormal with 50% loss of power of available powerplants
(v) Abnormal with flap/slat malfunction
(vi) Rejected landings
(vii) Crosswind
(viii) Short/soft-field (small aircraft only)
(vii) Missed approach from PA
(viii) Missed approach from NPA
(ix) Missed approach with powerplant failure
(i) after landing.
(i) Parking
(ii) Emergency evacuation
(iii) Docking, mooring, and ramping (seaplanes only)
(j) other flight procedures during any airborne phase.
(i) ACAS: use and avoidance manoeuvres
(ii) Holding
(iii) Ice accumulation on airframe
(iv) Air hazard avoidance
(v) Windshear/microburst
(k) normal, abnormal and alternate systems procedures during any
phase.
(i) Pneumatic/pressurisation
(ii) Air conditioning
(iii) Fuel and oil
(iv) Electrical
(v) Hydraulic
(vi) Flight controls
(vii) Anti-icing and de-icing systems
(viii) Flight management guidance systems and/or automatic or other
approach and landing aids
(ix) Stall warning devices, stall avoidance devices, and stability
augmentation systems
(x) Airborne weather radar
(xi) Flight instrument system malfunction
(xii) Communications equipment

(xiii) Navigation systems
(xiv) Autopilot
(xv) Approach and landing aids
(xvi) Flight instrument system malfunction
(l) emergency systems procedures during any phase.
(i) Aircraft fire
(ii) Smoke control
(iii) Powerplant malfunctions
(iv) Fuel jettison
(v) Electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic systems
(vi) Flight control system malfunction
(vii) Landing gear and flap system malfunction
(14) An operator shall ensure that Flight Engineer recurrent flight training
includes at least the flight training specified in this regulation.
(16) Recurrent ground and flight training curricula may be accomplished
concurrently or intermixed, but completion of each of these curricula shall be
recorded separately.
(17) Flight training may be conducted in an appropriate aircraft, in an adequate
FSTD, or in a combination of aircraft and FSTD, as approved by the
Authority.
Recurrent
Trainingcabin crew
members

161. (1) An operator shall ensure that-

(a) a cabin crew member undergoes recurrent training, covering the actions
assigned to each cabin crew member in normal and emergency procedures and
drills relevant to the type or variant of aircraft on which they operate as
specified in this regulation; and
(b) the recurrent training and checking programme, approved by the
Authority include theoretical and practical instruction together with individual
practice as provided in this regulation.
(2) The period of validity of recurrent training and the associated checking
required by this regulation shall be twelve months.
(3) An operator shall ensure(a) recurrent training required under this regulation is conducted by suitably
qualified personnel;
(b) ensure that every twelve months, the programme of practical training
includes the following(i) emergency procedures including pilot incapacitation;
(ii) evacuation procedures including crowd control techniques;
(iii) touch-drills by each cabin crew member for opening normal and
emergency exists for passenger evacuation;
(iv) the location and handling of emergency equipment, including
oxygen systems, and the donning by each cabin crew member of
lifejackets, portable oxygen and protective breathing equipment;
(v) first aid and the contents of the first aid kit;

(vi) stowage of articles in the cabin;
(vii) security procedures;
(viii) incident and accident review; and
(ix) crew resource management.
(c) at intervals not exceeding three years, recurrent training for cabin crew
members also includes:
(i) the operation and actual opening of all normal and emergency exits for
passenger evacuation in an aircraft or representative training device;
(ii) demonstration of the operation of all other exits including cock pit
windows: and
iii)the training of cabin crew member undergoing realistic and practical
training in the use of all fire-fighting equipment, including protective clothing,
representative of that carried in the aircraft shall include:
(aa) each cabin crew member extinguishing a fire characteristic of an aircraft
interior fire except that, in the case of Halon extinguishers, an alternative
extinguishing agent may be used; and
(bb) the donning and use of protective breathing equipment by each cabin
crew member in an enclosed, simulated smoke-filled environment.
(iv)use of pyrotechnics, actual or representative devices; and
(v) demonstration of the use of the life-raft, or slide-raft, where fitted.
(d) all appropriate requirements in these regulations are included in the training of
cabin crew members.
Recurrent
Training-flight
operations
officers

162. (1) A person shall not serve nor operator use a flight operations officer
unless within the preceding twelve months that person has completed the
recurrent ground curricula approved by the Authority.
(2) An operator shall(a) establish and maintain a recurrent training programme, approved by the
Authority and established in the operator’s operations manual, to be completed
annually by each flight operations officer;
(b) conduct all recurrent training, of flight operations officers, by suitably
qualified personnel;
(c) ensure that, every twelve months, each flight operations officer receive
recurrent training in at least the following:
(i) aircraft-specific flight preparation;
(ii) emergency assistance to flight crews;
(iii) crew resource management; and
(iv) recognition and transportation of dangerous goods; and
(d) may administer each of the recurrent ground and flight training curricula
concurrently or intermixed but shall record completion of each of these
curricula separately.
(3) A flight operations officer shall undergo recurrent training relevant to the
type or variant of aircraft and operations conducted by the operator.

Check pilot
training

163. (1) A person shall not serve nor operator use a check pilot in an aircraft
or check pilot in a synthetic flight trainer in a training programme unless, with
respect to the aircraft type involved, that check pilot has satisfactorily

completed the appropriate training phases for the aircraft, including recurrent
training, that are required to serve as pilot in command.
(2) An operator shall ensure that initial ground training for check pilots
includes(a) check pilot duties, functions, and responsibilities;
(b) applicable regulations and the operator policies and procedures;
(c) appropriate methods, procedures, and techniques for
conducting the required checks;
(d) proper evaluation of student performance including the
detection of(i) improper and insufficient training; and
(ii) personal characteristics of an applicant that could
adversely affect safety.
(e) appropriate corrective action in the case of unsatisfactory
checks; and
(f) approved methods, procedures, and limitations for performing
the required normal, abnormal, and emergency procedures in the
aircraft.
(3) Transition ground training for all check pilots shall include the
approved methods, procedures, and limitations for performing the required
normal, abnormal and emergency procedures applicable to the aircraft to
which the check pilot is in transition.
(4) An operator shall ensure that the initial and transition flight training
for check pilots in an aircraft include(a) training and practice in conducting flight evaluations, from the left
and right pilot seats for pilot check pilots in the required normal,
abnormal, and emergency procedures to ensure competence to conduct
the flight checks;
(b) the potential results of improper, untimely, or non-execution of
safety measures during an evaluation; and
(c) the safety measures, to be taken from either pilot seat for pilot
check pilots, for emergency situations that are likely to develop during
an evaluation.
(d) training and practice in conducting flight checks in the required
normal, abnormal, and emergency procedures to ensure competence to
conduct the evaluations checks required by this regulation; and
(e) training in the operation of synthetic flight trainers to ensure
competence to conduct the evaluations required by this regulation.
(5) An operator shall accomplish flight training for check pilot in full or in part
in an aircraft, in flight in a synthetic flight trainer, as appropriate.
Authorised
instructor or
synthetic
flight trainer
and
authorised
instructor
training

164. (1) A person shall not serve nor operator use a pilot as an authorised
instructor or a synthetic flight trainer authorised instructor in a training
programme unless:

(a) that person has satisfactorily completed initial or transition authorized
instructor or a synthetic flight trainer authorised instructor training, as
appropriate; and
(b) within the preceding twenty four months, that person satisfactorily
conducts instruction under the observation of an authorized person, an
operator check pilot, an authorised flight engineer, as appropriate, or an
examiner employed by the operator.
(2) An operator shall(a) accomplish the observation check for an authorized instructor or a
synthetic flight trainer authorised instructor, in part or in full, in an aircraft,
or a synthetic flight trainer; as appropriate;
(b) ensure that initial ground training for an authorised instructor and
synthetic flight trainer authorised instructor includes the following:
(i) the duties, functions, and responsibilities;
(ii) applicable regulations and the operator policies and procedures;
(iii) appropriate methods, procedures, and techniques for conducting the
required checks; and
(iv) proper evaluation of trainee performance including the detection of:
(aa) improper and insufficient training; and
(bb) personal characteristics of an applicant that could adversely affect
safety.
(v) appropriate corrective action in the case of unsatisfactory checks;
(vi) approved methods, procedures, and limitations for performing the
required normal, abnormal, and emergency procedures in the aircraft; and
(vii) except for holders of a flight instructor licence:
(aa) the fundamental principles of the teaching-learning process;
(bb) teaching methods and procedures; and
(cc) the instructor-trainee relationship.
(c) ensure that the transition ground training for an authorised instructor and
synthetic flight trainer authorised instructor includes the approved methods,
procedures, and limitations for performing the required normal, abnormal,
and emergency procedures applicable to the aircraft to which the authorised
instructor is in transition;
(d) ensure that the initial and transition flight training for an authorized
instructor and synthetic flight trainer authorised instructor includes the
following:
(i) the safety measures for emergency situations that are likely to develop
during instruction;
(ii) the potential results of improper, untimely, or non-execution of safety
measures during instruction;
(iii)for pilot authorised instructor(aa) in-flight training and practice in conducting flight instruction from the left
and right pilot seats in the required normal, abnormal, and emergency
procedures to ensure competence as an instructor; and
(bb) the safety measures to be taken from either pilot seat for emergency
situations that are likely to develop during instruction; and

(iv)for authorised flight engineer instructor, in-flight training to ensure
competence to perform assigned duties.
(e) accomplish the flight training requirements for an authorised instructor in
full or in part in an aircraft, in flight or in a synthetic flight trainer;
(f) ensure that the initial and transition flight training for synthetic flight
trainer authorised instructor includes the following:
(i) training and practice in the required normal, abnormal, and emergency
procedures to ensure competence to conduct the flight instruction required
by this regulation, where the training and practice are accomplished in full or
in part in a synthetic flight trainer; and
(ii) training in the operation of synthetic flight trainers, to ensure competence to
conduct the flight instruction required by this regulation.
Authorised
instructor
qualifications

165. An operator shall not use a person nor person serve as an instructor in
an established training programme unless, with respect to the aircraft type
involved, that person(a) holds licences and ratings required to serve as a pilot in command or a
flight engineer;
(b) has satisfactorily completed the appropriate training phases for the aircraft,
including recurrent training, that are required to serve as a pilot in command or
a flight engineer, as applicable;
(c) has satisfactorily completed the appropriate proficiency, competency and
recency of experience checks that are required to serve as a pilot in command
or a flight engineer, as applicable;
(d) has satisfactorily completed the applicable initial or transitional training
requirements and the Authority-observed in-flight competency check; and
(e) holds a Class 1 medical certificate.

Check pilot and
authorised
Flight engineer
Qualifications

166. An operator shall not use a person, nor person serve as a check pilot or
an flight engineer authorised by the operator holder and accepted by the
Authority in an established training programme unless, with respect to the
aircraft type involved, that person(a) holds the pilot licences and ratings required to serve as pilot in command or
a flight engineer;
(b) has satisfactorily completed the appropriate training phases for the aircraft,
including recurrent training, that are required to serve as a pilot in command or
a flight engineer;
(c) has satisfactorily completed the appropriate proficiency, competency and
recency of experience checks that are required to serve as a pilot in command
or a flight engineer;
(d) has satisfactorily completed the applicable initial or transitional training
requirements and the Authority-observed in-flight competency check;
(e) holds Class I or II medical certificate as may be applicable; and
(f) has been approved by the Authority for the check pilot or authorised flight
engineer duties involved as applicable.

Check pilot
designation,
authorizations
and limitations

167. (1) A person shall not serve nor operator use a person as a check pilot
for: (a) any flight check unless that person has been designated by name for
specified function by the Authority within the preceding twelve months;
(b) for any check;
(i) in an aircraft as a required flight crew member unless that person holds the
required flight crew licence and ratings and has completed for the operator all
applicable training, qualification and currency requirements under these
Regulations applicable to the crew position and the flight operations being
checked;
(ii) in an aircraft as an observer check pilot unless that person holds the pilot
licences and ratings and has completed all applicable training, qualification
and line observation requirements under these Regulations applicable to the
position and the flight operations being checked; or
(iii) in a synthetic flight trainer unless that person has completed or observed
with the operator all training, qualification and line observation requirements
under these Regulations applicable to the position and flight operations being
checked.
(2) For purposes of sub-regulation (1), a check pilot shall be authorized
to:
(a) conduct proficiency or competency checks, line checks, and special
qualification checks;
(b) supervise the re-establishment of landing currency; and
(c) supervise any initial operating experience requirements prescribed by the
regulations or the Authority.

Synthetic flight
trainer approval

168. An operator shall not use a synthetic flight trainer for(a) training or checking unless that synthetic flight trainer has been specifically
approved for the operator in writing by the Authority; or
(b) any purpose other than that specified in the Authority’s approval.

Line qualification:
check pilot and
instructor

169. A person shall not serve nor operator use a person as a check pilot or
synthetic flight trainer instructor unless, within the preceding twelve months
before that service, that person has(a) flown at least five flights as a required flight crew member for the type of
aircraft involved; or
(b) observed, in the cockpit, the conduct of two complete flights in the aircraft
type to which the person is assigned.

Termination
of a proficiency,
competence
or line check

170. An operator shall not use a crew member or flight operations officer in
whose check was terminated in operations until the completion of a
satisfactory recheck of that crew member or flight operations officer has been
carried out.

Recording of
crew member
qualifications

171. (1) The operator shall record and maintain for each crew member and
flight operations officer, a record of each test and check as required by these
Regulations.
(2) A pilot may complete the curricula required by these Regulations
concurrently or intermixed with other required curricula, but completion of
each of these curricula shall be recorded separately.

Monitoring of
training and
checking activities

172. (1) An operator shall forward to the Authority, within five working
days prior to the scheduled activity, the dates, location, reporting times and
report of all(a) training for which a curriculum is approved in the operator training
programme; and
(b) proficiency, competence and line checks so as to enable adequate
supervision of its training and checking activities,
(2) Failure to provide the information in sub regulation (1) shall
invalidate the training or check and require that training or check be repeated
for observation purposes.

Eligibility period

173. (1) A crew member who is required to take a proficiency check, a test
or competency check, or recurrent training to maintain qualification for
operations shall complete those requirements within sixty days.
(2) Completion of the requirement referred to under sub regulation (1)
shall be considered as completed in the month due for calculation of the next
due date.

Flight operations
officer Persons
qualified in-flight
release
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PART VI
FLIGHT OPERATIONS OFFICER
174. (1) An Operator engaging flight operations officers employed in
conjunction with an approved method of control and supervision of flight
operations shall be licensed in accordance with the provisions of Civil
Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations.
(2) A person shall not act as a flight operations officer in releasing a
scheduled passenger-carrying operation aircraft unless that person holds a
flight operations officer licence or an Airline Transport Pilot Licence, and is
currently qualified by the operator for the operation and type of aircraft used.
(3) In accepting proof of qualifications other than the option of holding
of a flight operations officer the Authority, in accordance with the approved
method of control and supervision of flight operations, shall require that, as a
minimum, such persons meet the requirements specified in Civil Aviation
(Personnel Licensing) Regulations for the flight operations officer.
(4) A flight operations officer shall not be assigned to duty unless that
person has(a) satisfactorily completed the operator-specific training course that
addresses all the specific components of its approved method of
control and supervision of flight operations as specified under

regulation 23;
(b) made within the preceding twelve months, at least one sector
qualification flight in the flight crew compartment of an aircraft
over any area for which that individual is authorized to exercise
flight supervision and the flight should include landings at as many
aerodromes as practicable;
(c) demonstrated to the operator a knowledge of(i)
the contents of the operations manual ;
(ii)
the radio equipment in the aircrafts used; and
(iii)
the navigation equipment in the aircrafts used;
(d) demonstrated to the operator a knowledge of the following details
concerning operations for which the officer is responsible and areas
in which that individual is authorized to exercise flight supervision:
(i)
the seasonal meteorological conditions and the sources
of meteorological information;
(ii)
the effects of meteorological conditions on radio
reception in the aircrafts used;
(iii)
the peculiarities and limitations of each navigation
system which is used by the operation; and
(iv)
the aircraft loading instructions;
(e) demonstrated to the operator knowledge and skills related to human
performance relevant to dispatch duties; and
(f) demonstrated to the operator the ability to perform the duties
specified in regulation 98 of these regulations.
(5) A flight operations officer assigned to duty shall maintain
complete familiarization with all features of the operation which are pertinent
to such duties, including knowledge and skills related to human performance.
(6) A flight operations officer shall not be assigned to duty after twelve
consecutive months of absence from such duty, unless the provisions of sub
regulation (4) are met.
Operator
procedures
indoctrination

175. (1) A person shall not serve nor operator use a person as a crew
member or flight operations officer unless that person has completed the
operator procedures indoctrination curriculum approved by the Authority,
which shall include a complete review of operations manual procedures
pertinent to the crew member or flight operation officer’s duties.
(2) An operator shall ensure that all operations personnel are provided
with operator indoctrination training that covers the following areas:
(a) An operator’s organisation, scope of operation, and administrative
practices as applicable to crew member assignments and duties;
(b) appropriate provisions of Civil Aviation Regulations and other applicable
Regulations and guidance materials;
(c) An operator policies and procedures;
(d) applicable crew member manuals; and
(e) appropriate portions of the operator’s operations manual.
(f) operator’s certificate and operations specifications;

(g) operator testing programme for alcohol and narcotic psychoactive
substance; and
(h) crew member and of flight operations officer duties and responsibilities.
(3) An operator shall provide a minimum of 40 hours of programmed
instruction for basic indoctrination training unless a reduction of the hours of
instruction is approved by the Authority.
PART VIII
CABIN CREW
Assignment of
emergency duties

176. (1) An operator shall establish, to the satisfaction of the Authority, the
minimum number of cabin crew required for each type of aircraft, based on
seating capacity or the number of passengers carried, in order to effect a safe
and expeditious evacuation of the aircraft, and the necessary functions to be
performed in an emergency or a situation requiring emergency evacuation.
(2) The operator shall assign the functions referred to in sub regulation (1)
for each type of aircraft.

Cabin crew
at
emergency
evacuation
stations
GN. No. 64
of 2017

177. Each cabin crew member assigned to emergency evacuation duties
shall occupy a seat provided in accordance with the Civil Aviation
(Instruments and Equipment) Regulation during take-off and landing and
whenever the pilot in command so directs.

Arming of
automatic
Emergency exits.

178. A person shall not cause an aircraft carrying passengers to be moved
on the surface, take-off or land unless each automatically deployable
emergency evacuation assisting means installed on the aircraft is ready for
evacuation.

Accessibility of
emergency exits
and equipment

179. A person shall not allow carry-on baggage or other items to block
access to the emergency exits when the aircraft is moving on the surface,
during take-off or landing, or while passengers remain on board.

Stops where
passengers remain
on board

180. A pilot in command shall ensure that where passengers remain on
board the aircraft:
(a) all engines are shut down;
(b) at least one floor level exit remains open to provide for the
evacuation of passengers where necessary; and
(c) there is at least one person who is qualified in the emergency
evacuation of the aircraft and who has been identified to the
passengers on board as responsible for the passenger safety is
immediately available.
(2) When refueling with passengers on board, the pilot in command or a
designated operator representative shall ensure that the operations manual
procedures are followed.

Protection of
cabin crew during
flight

181. Each cabin crew member shall be seated with seat belt or, when
provided, safety harness fastened during take-off and landing and whenever
the pilot in command so directs.

Training

182. (1)An operator shall establish and maintain a training Programme,
approved by the Authority, to be completed by all persons before being
assigned as a cabin crew member.
(2) Cabin crew members shall complete a recurrent training
Programme annually.
(3) The training programs established in terms of sub regulation (1)
shall ensure that each person is:
(a) competent to execute those safety duties and functions which
the cabin crew member is assigned to perform in the event of an
emergency or in a situation requiring emergency evacuation;
(b) drilled and capable in the use of emergency and life-saving
equipment required to be carried, such as life jackets, life rafts,
evacuation slides, emergency exits, portable fire extinguishers,
oxygen equipment, first-aid and universal precaution kits, and
automated external defibrillators;
(c) when serving on aircrafts operated above 3 000 m (10 000 ft),
knowledgeable as regards the effect of lack of oxygen and, in the
case of pressurized aircrafts, as regards physiological phenomena
accompanying a loss of pressurization;
(d) aware of other crew members’ assignments and functions in the
event of an emergency so far as is necessary for the fulfilment of
the cabin crew member’s own duties;
(e) aware of the types of dangerous goods which may, and may not,
be carried in a passenger cabin; and
(f) knowledgeable about human performance as related to
passenger cabin safety duties including flight crew-cabin crew
coordination.

Security of
the flight
crew
compartment

PART IX
SECURITY
183. (1) In all aircrafts which are equipped with a flight crew compartment
door, the flight crew compartment door shall be capable of being locked, and
means shall be provided by which cabin crew can discreetly notify the flight
crew in the event of suspicious activity or security breaches in the cabin.
(2) All passenger-carrying aircrafts:
(a) of a maximum certificated take-off mass in excess of 54 500 kg; or
(b) of a maximum certificated take-off mass in excess of 45 500 kg with a
passenger seating capacity greater than 19; or with a passenger seating
capacity greater than 60 shall be equipped with an approved flight crew
compartment door that is designed to resist penetration by small arms
fire and grenade shrapnel, and to resist forcible intrusions by
unauthorized persons, and the door shall be capable of being locked

and unlocked from either pilot’s station.
(3) In all aircrafts which are equipped with a flight crew compartment door
in accordance with sub regulation (2)(a) the door shall be closed and locked from the time all external doors are
closed following embarkation until any such door is opened for
disembarkation, except when necessary to permit access and egress by
authorized persons; and
(b) means shall be provided for monitoring from either pilot’s station the
entire door area outside the flight crew compartment to identify
persons requesting entry and to detect suspicious behavior or potential
threat.
(4) All passenger-carrying aircrafts shall be equipped with an approved flight
crew compartment door, where practicable, that is designed to resist
penetration by small arms fire and grenade shrapnel, and to resist forcible
intrusions by unauthorized persons., and the door shall be capable of being
locked and unlocked from either pilot’s station.
Aircraft
search
procedure
checklist

184. (1) An operator shall ensure that there is on board a checklist of the
procedures to be followed in searching for a bomb in case of suspected
sabotage and for inspecting aircraft for concealed weapons, explosives or
other dangerous devices when a well-founded suspicion exists that the aircraft
may be the object of an act of unlawful interference.
(2) The checklist shall be supported by guidance on the appropriate
course of action to be taken should a bomb or suspicious object be found and
information on the least-risk bomb location specific to the aircraft.

Security Training
programme

185. (1) An Operator shall establish and maintain an approved security
training programme which ensures crew members act in the most appropriate
manner to minimize the consequences of acts of unlawful interference.
(2)
As a minimum, approved security training programme shall
include the following elements(a) determination of the seriousness of any occurrence;
(b) crew communication and coordination;
(c) appropriate self-defense responses;
(d) use of non-lethal protective devices assigned to crew members whose
use is authorized by the Authority;
(e) understanding of behaviour of terrorists so as to facilitate the ability
of crew members to cope with hijacker behaviour and passenger
responses;
(f) live situational training exercises regarding various threat conditions;
(g) flight crew compartment procedures to protect the aircraft; and
(h) aircraft search procedures and guidance on least-risk bomb locations
where practicable.
(3) Subject to sub regulation (1), an operator shall establish and maintain a
training programme to acquaint appropriate employees with preventive
measures and techniques in relation to passengers, baggage, cargo, mail,

equipment, stores and supplies intended for carriage on an aircraft so that they
contribute to the prevention of acts of sabotage or other forms of unlawful
interference.
Reporting acts of
unlawful
interference

186. Following an act of unlawful interference, the pilot command shall
submit, without delay, a report of such an act to the designated authorities.

Weapons

187. (1) Specialized means of attenuating and directing the blast shall be
provided for use at the Least-risk bomb location.
(2) Where the operator accepts the carriage of weapons removed from
passengers, the aircraft shall have provision for stowing such weapons in a
place so that they are inaccessible to any person during flight time.
PART X
CARGO COMPARTMENT SAFETY

Transport of
items in the
cargo
compartment

188. (1)An Operator shall establish a policy and procedures for the transport of
items in the cargo compartment, which include the conduct of a specific safety risk
assessment.
(2) The risk assessment specified in sub-regulation (1) shall include at least the
(a) hazards associated with the properties of the items to be transported;
(b) capabilities of the operator;
(c) operational considerations including area of operations, diversion time;
(d) capabilities of the aircraft and its systems including cargo compartment fire
suppression capabilities;
(e) containment characteristics of unit load devices;
(f) packing and packaging;
(g) safety of the supply chain for items to be transported; and
(h) quantity and distribution of dangerous goods items to be transported.

Fire
protection

(3) The operator shall comply with the requirements for the transport of dangerous
goods as specified in the applicable Civil Aviation Regulations.
189. (1) The elements of the cargo compartment fire protection system as
approved by the State of Design or the Authority, and a summary of the demonstrated
cargo compartment fire protection certification standards, shall be provided in the
aircraft flight manual or other documentation supporting the operation of the aircraft.
(2) The Operator shall establish policy and procedures that address the items to be
transported in the cargo compartment.
(3) The policy and procedures specified in sub-regulation (2) shall ensure to a
reasonable certainty that in the event of a fire involving those items in the
cargo compartment , it can be detected and sufficiently suppressed or contained
by the elements of the aircraft design associated with cargo compartment fire
protection, until the aircraft makes a safe landing.

This section to be revised by DLS

PART XII
EXEMPTIONS
Application for
exemptions

190. (1) A person or operator may apply to the Authority for an exemption
from any provisions of these Regulations.
(2) A request for exemption shall be made in accordance with the
requirements of these Regulations and an application for such exemption shall
be submitted and processed in a manner prescribed by the Authority.
(3) A request for an application of exemption shall contain the
following:
(a) name;
(b) physical address and mailing address;
(c) telephone number;
(d) fax number where available; and
(e) email address where available;
(4) The application shall be accompanied by a fee prescribed by
the Authority in the applicable aeronautical information circulars for
technical evaluation.

Exemptions

191. (1) The Authority may, upon consideration of the circumstances of a
particular maintenance organisation, issue an exemption providing relief from
specified provisions of these Regulations, provided that:
a) the Authority finds that the circumstances presented warrant the
exemption; and
b) a level of safety shall be maintained equal to that provided by
the Regulations from which the exemption is sought.
(2) The exemption referred to in sub-regulation (1) may be terminated or
amended at any time by the Authority.
(3) A person or operator who receives an exemption shall have a
means of notifying the management and appropriate personnel
performing functions subject to the exemption.

PART VIII
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Possession of the
licence,
certificate,
approval or
authorization

192. A holder of a licence, certificate, approval or authorization issued by
the Authority shall have in his physical possession or at the workstation when
exercising the privileges of that licence, certificate, approval or authorization.

Inspection of
licences,
certificates,
approval or
authorization

193. A person who holds a licence, certificate, approval or authorization
required by these Regulations shall present it for inspection upon a request
from the Authority or any other person authorized by the Authority.

Change of
Address

194. (1) A holder of a licence, certificate, approval or authorization, or any
other such document issued under these Regulations shall notify the Authority
of any change in the physical and mailing address and shall do so in the case
of(a)physical address, at least fourteen days before the change; and
(b) mailing address, upon the change;
(2) A person who does not notify the Authority of the change in the
physical address within the time frame specified in sub-regulation (1) shall
not exercise the privileges of the certificate or authorization.

Replacement of
licence,
certificate,
approval or
authorization

195. A person may apply to the Authority in a form and manner
determined by the Authority for replacement of documents issued under
these Regulations when such documents are lost or destroyed.

Compliance by a
foreign operator
with laws,
regulations and
procedures of an
Authority

196. (1) When the Authority identifies a non-compliance by a foreign
operator with laws, regulations and procedures applicable within the United
Republic of Tanzania or a similar serious safety issue with that operator, the
Authority shall immediately notify the operator and, where the issue warrants
it, to the State of Operator.
(2) Where State of operator and the State of Registry are different, the
notification under sub regulation (1) shall also be made to the State of
Registry, where the issue falls within the responsibilities of that State and
warrants a notification.
(3) In the case of notification to States as specified in sub regulations
(1) and (2), where the issue and its resolution warrant it, the State in which the
operation is conducted shall engage in consultations with State of operator and
the State of Registry, concerning the safety standards maintained by the
operator.
(4) A crew member of a foreign registered aircraft shall hold a valid
licence, certificate, approval or authorization and have in his physical
possession or at the workstation when exercising the privileges of that licence,
certificate, approval or authorization.

Suspension and
revocation of
licence,
certificate,
approval or
authorization

197. (1) The Authority may, where it considers it to be in public interest,
suspend provisionally, pending further investigation, any licence, certificate,
approval, authorization or any such other document issued under the relevant
Civil Aviation Regulations.
(2) The Authority may, upon the completion of an investigation
which has shown sufficient ground to the Authority’s satisfaction and
where it considers it to be in public interest, revoke, suspend or vary any
licence, certificate, approval, authorization or any other document issued
or granted under the relevant Civil Aviation Regulations.
(3) The Authority may, where it considers it to be in public
interest, prevent any person or aircraft from flying.
(4) An operator or a person having the possession or custody of
any licence, certificate, approval, authorization or any such other
documents which have been revoked, suspended or varied under
these Regulations shall surrender the licence, certificate, approval,
authorization or such other documents to the Authority within
fourteen days from the date of revocation, suspension or variation.
(5) The breach of any condition subject to which any licence,
certificate, authorization or any such other document has been granted
or issued under the relevant Civil Aviation Regulations shall render the
document invalid during the continuance of the breach.

Use and retention
of licence,
certificate,
authorization and
records

198. (1) A person shall not(a) use any licence, certificate, approval, authorization, or such
other document issued or required under these Regulations which
has been forged, altered, revoked, or suspended, or to which that
person is not entitled;
(b) forge or alter any licence, certificate, approval, authorization or
any such other document issued or required by, or under these
Regulations;
(c) lend any licence, certificate, approval, authorization or any such
other document issued or required under these Regulations to any
other person;
(d) make any false representation for the purpose of procuring for
himself or any other person the issue, renewal or variation of the
licence, certificate, approval, authorization or any such other
document.
(2) During the period for which it is required under these Regulations to be
preserved, a person shall not mutilate, alter, render illegible or destroy any
records, or any entry made therein, to be maintained, or knowingly make, or
procure or assist in the making of, any false entry in any such record, or
wilfully omit to make a material entry in such record.
(3) All records required to be maintained by or under these
Regulations shall be recorded in a permanent and indelible material.
(4) A person shall not purport to issue any licence, certificate, approval,
authorization or any such other document for the purpose of these Regulations

unless he is authorized to do so under these Regulations.
(5) A person shall not issue any licence, certificate, approval,
authorization any such other document of the kind referred to in these
Regulations unless he has satisfied himself that all statements in the
licence, certificate, approval, authorization any such other document
are correct, and that the applicant is qualified to hold that licence,
certificate, approval, authorization or any such other document .
Reports of
violation

199. (1) A person who knows of a violation of the Civil Aviation Act, any
rule, Regulation or order made there under, shall report it to the Authority.
(2) The Authority shall determine the nature and type of any additional
investigation or enforcement action that shall be taken.

Enforcement of
directives

200. (1) A person who fails to comply with any directives given to him by
the Authority or by any authorized person under any provisions of these
Regulations shall be deemed for the purposes of these Regulations to have
contravened that provision.
(2) The Authority shall take enforcement action on any regulated entity that
fails to comply with any provisions of these Regulations.
(3) The Inspectors of the Authority holding valid delegations shall take
necessary actions to preserve safety where an undesirable condition has been
detected.
(4)The actions referred to in sub regulation (2) may include(a) in the case of a regulated entity, imposition of operating restrictions
until such a time the existing undesirable condition has been
resolved; or
(b) in case of a licensed personnel, require that the individual does not
exercise the privileges of the licence until such a time that the
undesirable condition has been resolved.
(5) In carrying out enforcement actions pursuant to the provisions of subregulation (3), the Inspectors of the Authority shall invoke the powers with
due diligence and act in good faith in the interest of preserving safety.

Aeronautical user
fees

201. (1) The Authority shall notify applicants of the fees to be charged in
connection with the issue, validation, renewal, extension or variation of any
licence, certificate, approval, authorization or such other document, including
the issue of a copy thereof, or the undergoing of any examination, test,
inspection or investigation or the grant of any permission or approval,
required by, or for the purpose of these Regulations, any orders, notices or
proclamations made thereunder.
(2) Upon an application being made in connection with which any fee is
chargeable in accordance with sub-regulation (1), the applicant shall be
required, before the application is entertained, to pay the fee so chargeable.
(3) Where the payment of fees has been made and the application is
withdrawn by the applicant or otherwise ceases to have effect or is
rejected, the Authority shall not refund such payment.

Application of
Regulations to
government and
visiting forces

202. (1) These Regulations shall apply to aircraft, not being military
aircraft, belonging to or exclusively employed in the service of the
government, and for the purposes of such application, the department or other
authority for the time being responsible for management of the aircraft shall
be deemed to be the operator of the aircraft, and in the case of an aircraft
belonging to the government, to be the owner of the interest of the
government in the aircraft.
(2) The naval, military and air force authorities and members of any
visiting force and property held or used for the purpose of such a force
shall be exempted from the provisions of this regulation except as
otherwise expressly provided.

Extra- territorial
application of
Regulations

203. The provisions of these Regulations except where the context
otherwise requires shall(a) in so far as they apply, whether by express reference or otherwise,
to aircraft registered in the United Republic of Tanzania, apply to such
aircraft wherever they may be;
(b) in so far as they apply, whether by express reference or otherwise,
to other aircraft, apply to such aircraft when they are within the United
Republic of Tanzania;

Compliance with
laws, regulations
and procedures.

Contravention of
Regulations

(c) in so far as they prohibit, require or regulate, whether by express
reference or otherwise, the doing of anything by any person in, or by
any of the crew of, any aircraft registered in the United Republic of
Tanzania, shall apply to such persons and crew, wherever they may
be; and
(d) in so far as they prohibit, require or regulate, whether by express
reference or otherwise, the doing of anything in relation to any
aircraft registered in the United Republic of Tanzania by other
persons shall, where such persons are citizens of the United
Republic of Tanzania, apply to them wherever they may be.
204. (1) An operator shall ensure that all employees when abroad comply
with the laws, regulations and procedures of those states in which operations
are conducted.
(2)An operator shall ensure that members of the flight crew other than pilots
are familiar with the laws, regulations and procedures referred to under sub
regulation (1), are pertinent to the performance of their respective duties in the
operation of the aircraft.
PART XIV
OFFENCES AND PENALTIES
205. A person who contravenes any provisions of these Regulations
may have his licence, certificate, approval, authorization, exemption or such
other document varied, suspended or revoked.

Penalties

206. (1) Where any provisions of these Regulations, orders, notices or
proclamations made thereunder is contravened in relation to an aircraft, the
operator of that aircraft and the pilot in command, when the operator or, the
pilot in command is not the person who contravened that provision the person
shall, without prejudice to the liability of any other person, be deemed to have
contravened that provision unless he proves that the contravention occurred
without his consent or connivance and that he exercised all due diligence to
prevent the contravention.
(2) Where it is proved that an act or omission of any person, which
would otherwise have been a contravention by that person of a
provision of these Regulations, orders, notices or proclamations made
thereunder was due to any cause not avoidable by the exercise of
reasonable care by that person, the act or omission shall be deemed not
to be a contravened by that person.
(3) Where a person is charged with contravening a provisions of these
Regulations, orders, notices or proclamations made there under by
reason of his having been a member of the flight crew of an aircraft on
a flight for the purpose of the operations, the flight shall be treated,
without prejudice to the liability of any other person, as not having
been for that purpose where he proves that he neither knew nor had
reason to know that the flight was for that purpose.
(4) A person who contravenes any provisions of these Regulations,
orders, notices or proclamations made thereunder not being a provision
referred to in sub regulation (9) shall, upon conviction, be liable to a
fine, and in the case of a continuing contravention, each day of the
contravention shall constitute a separate offence.
(5) Where an aircraft is involved in a contravention and the
contravention is by the owner or operator of the aircraft, the aircraft
shall be subject to a lien for the penalty.
(6) Any aircraft subject to alien for the purpose of sub regulation (5)
may be seized by and placed in the custody of the Authority.
(7) The aircraft shall be released from custody of the Authority
Upon(a) payment of the penalty or the amount agreed upon in compromise;
(b) deposit of a bond in such amount as prescribed by the Authority;
and
(c) receiving an order of the court to that effect.
(8) The Authority and any person specifically authorized by name or
any police officer not below the rank of inspector specifically
authorized by name by the [Minister], may compound offences
under Part A of the third Schedule to these Regulations by assessing
the contravention and requiring the person reasonably suspected of
having committed the offence to pay to the Authority a sum equivalent
in the United Republic of Tanzania shillings of one hundred United
States dollars and three hundred United States dollars for provisions

referred to Part A of the Third schedule to these Regulations.
(9) Where a person contravenes any provision specified in Part B of
the Third schedule to these Regulations, upon conviction is liable to a
fine not less than the equivalent in the United Republic of Tanzania
Shillings of one thousand United States Dollars or to imprisonment for
a term of twelve months or to both.
(10) Where any person is aggrieved by any order made under sub
regulation (8), he may, within twenty one days of such order being
made, appeal against the order to a high court and the relevant
provisions of the Criminal Procedure Act, shall apply mutatis
mutandis, to every such appeal as if it were an appeal against a
sentence passed by a district court in the exercise of its original
jurisdiction.
(11) A person who contravenes any provision specified as an “A”
provision in the Third schedule to these Regulations commits an
offence and is liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding a sum
equivalent in [state] shillings of ten thousand United States dollars
shillings for each offence and or to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding one year or to both.
(12) A person who contravenes any provision specified as a “B”
provision in the Third schedule to these Regulations commits an
offence and is liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding a sum
equivalent in [state] shillings of twenty thousand United States dollars
for each offence and or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding three
years or to both.
(13) A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations not being a
provision referred to in the Third schedule to these Regulations commits an
offence and is liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding a sum equivalent in
[state] shillings of twenty thousand United States dollars, and in the case of a
second or subsequent conviction for the like offence to a fine not exceeding a
sum equivalent in [state] shillings of forty thousand United States dollars.
Revocation of
GN. No.
74 of 2017

1. The Civil Aviation (Operation of Aircraft) Regulations, 2017 are hereby
revoked.

FIRST SCHEDULE.
(REGULATION 114)
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR APPROVED OPERATIONS BY
SINGLE-ENGINE TURBINE-POWERED AIRCRAFTS AT NIGHT AND/OR
IN INSTRUMENT METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS (IMC)
Airworthiness and operational requirements provided in accordance with these
Regulations shall satisfy the following:
1.

TURBINE ENGINE RELIABILITY

1.1 Turbine engine reliability shall be shown to have a power loss rate of less than 1
per 100 000 engine hours.
1.2 The operator shall be responsible for engine trend monitoring.
1.3 To minimize the probability of in-flight engine failure, the engine shall be
equipped with:
a) an ignition system that activates automatically, or is capable of being operated
manually, for take-off and landing,
and during flight, in visible moisture;
b) a magnetic particle detection or equivalent system that monitors the engine,
accessories gearbox, and reduction
gearbox, and which includes a flight deck caution indication; and
c) an emergency engine power control device that permits continuing operation of
the engine through a sufficient power range to safely complete the flight in the
event of any reasonably probable failure of the fuel control unit.
2.

SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT
Single-engine turbine-powered aircrafts approved to operate at night and/or in
IMC shall be equipped with the following systems and equipment intended to
ensure continued safe flight and to assist in achieving a safe forced landing after
an engine failure, under all allowable operating conditions:
a) two separate electrical generating systems, each one capable of supplying all
probable combinations of continuous in-flight electrical loads for instruments,
equipment and systems required at night and/or in IMC;
b) a radio altimeter;
c) an emergency electrical supply system of sufficient capacity and endurance,
following loss of all generated power to as a minimum:
i) maintain the operation of all essential flight instruments, communication and
navigation systems during a descent from the maximum certificated altitude in a
glide configuration to the completion of a landing;
ii) lower the flaps and landing gear, if applicable;
iii) provide power to one pitot heater, which must serve an air speed indicator
clearly visible to the pilot;
iv) provide for operation of the landing light specified in 2( j);

v) provide for one engine restart, if applicable; and
vi) provide for the operation of the radio altimeter;
d) two attitude indicators, powered from independent sources;
e) a means to provide for at least one attempt at engine re-start;
f) airborne weather radar;
g) a certified area navigation system capable of being programmed with the
positions of aerodromes and safe forced landing areas, and providing instantly
available track and distance information to those locations;
h) for passenger operations, passenger seats and mounts which meet
dynamically-tested performance standards and which are fitted with a shoulder
harness or a safety belt with a diagonal shoulder strap for each passenger seat;
i) in pressurized aircrafts, sufficient supplemental oxygen for all occupants for
descent following engine failure at the maximum glide performance from the
maximum certificated altitude to an altitude at which supplemental oxygen is no
longer required;
j) a landing light that is independent of the landing gear and is capable of
adequately illuminating the touchdown area in a night forced landing; and
k) an engine fire warning system.
3.

MINIMUM EQUIPMENT LIST
The Authority shall require the minimum equipment list of the operator approved
in accordance with the provision, regulations to specify the operating equipment
required for night and/or IMC operations, and for day/VMC operations.

4.

FLIGHT MANUAL INFORMATION
The flight manual shall include limitations, procedures, approval status and other
information relevant to operations by single-engine turbine-powered aircrafts at
night and/or in IMC.

5.

EVENT REPORTING

5.1 The operator approved for operations by single-engine turbine-powered aircrafts
at night and/or in IMC shall report all significant failures, malfunctions or defects
to the Authority who in turn will notify the State of Design.
5.2 The Authority shall review the safety data and monitor the reliability information
so as to be able to take any actions necessary to ensure that the intended safety
level is achieved.
5.3 The Authority shall notify major events or trends of particular concern to the
appropriate Type Certificate Holder and the State of Design.
6.

OPERATOR PLANNING

6.1 Operator route planning shall take account of all relevant information in the
assessment of intended routes or areas of operations, including the following:

a) the nature of the terrain to be over flown, including the potential for carrying
out a safe forced landing in the event of an engine failure or major malfunction;
b) weather information, including seasonal and other adverse meteorological
influences that may affect the flight; and
c) other criteria and limitations as specified by the Authority.
6.2 The operator shall identify aerodromes or safe forced landing areas available for
use in the event of engine failure, and the position of these shall be programmed
into the area navigation system.
7.

FLIGHT CREW EXPERIENCE, TRAINING AND CHECKING

7.1 The Authority shall prescribe the minimum flight crew experience required for
night/IMC operations by single-engine turbine-powered aircrafts.
7.2 The operator’s flight crew training and checking shall be appropriate to night
and/or IMC operations by single engine turbine-powered aircrafts, covering
normal, abnormal and emergency procedures and, in particular, engine failure,
including descent to a forced landing in night and/or in IMC conditions.
8.

ROUTE LIMITATIONS OVER WATER
The Authority shall apply route limitation criteria for single-engine turbinepowered aircrafts operating at night and/or in IMC on over water operations if
beyond gliding distance from an area suitable for a safe forced landing/ditching
having regard to the characteristics of the aircraft, seasonal weather influences,
including likely sea state and temperature, and the availability of search and
rescue services.

9.

OPERATOR CERTIFICATION OR VALIDATIO
The operator shall demonstrate the ability to conduct operations by single-engine
turbine-powered aircrafts at night and/or in IMC through a certification and
approval process specified by the Authority.

THIRD SCHEDULE
(REGULATION……)
LOCATION OF AN AIRCRAFT IN DISTRESS
10.

PURPOSE AND SCOPE
Location of an aircraft in distress aims at establishing, to a reasonable extent,
the location of an accident site within a 6 NM radius.

11.

OPERATION

2.1 An aircraft in distress shall automatically activate the transmission of information
from which its position can be determined by the operator and the position
information shall contain a time stamp. It shall also be possible for this
transmission to be activated manually. The system used for the autonomous
transmission of position information shall be capable of transmitting that
information in the event of aircraft electrical power loss, at least for the expected
duration of the entire flight.
2.2 An aircraft is in a distress condition when it is in a state that, if the aircraft
behavior event is left uncorrected, can result in an accident. Autonomous
transmission of position information shall be active when an aircraft is in a
distress condition. This will provide a high probability of locating an accident site
to within a 6 NM radius. The operator shall be alerted when an aircraft is in a
distress condition with an acceptable low rate of false alerts. In case of a triggered
transmission system, initial transmission of position information shall commence
immediately or no later than five seconds after the detection of the activation
event.
2.3 When an aircraft operator or an air traffic service unit (ATSU) has reason to
believe that an aircraft is in distress, coordination shall be established between the
ATSU and the aircraft operator.
2.4 The State of the Operator shall identify the organizations that will require the
position information of an aircraft in an emergency phase. These shall include, as
a minimum:
a) air traffic service unit(s) (ATSU); and
b) SAR rescue coordination center (s) (RCC) and sub-centers.
2.5 When autonomous transmission of position information has been activated, it
shall only be able to be deactivated using the same mechanism that activated it.
2.6 The accuracy of position information shall, as a minimum, meet the position
accuracy requirements established for ELTs.
SECOND SCHEDULE
(REGULATION 220)
PENALTIES
REG.
NO.
9
10
11
6
12
13
14
16
17
18
19
20

TITLE

PART

Registration markings.
Civil aircraft airworthiness.
Certificate of airworthiness.
Aircraft instruments and equipment.
Inoperative instruments and equipment.
Aircraft flight manual, marking and placard requirements.
Required aircraft and equipment inspections.
Documents to be carried on aircraft.
Production of documents.
Preservation of documents.
Insurance.
Stowaways.

A
B
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
A

21
22
23
18
19
25
28
29
30
31
115
36
38
39
132
135
136
43
138
139
46
47
48
143
137
57
58
84
123
122
70
85
79
203
188
41
83
84
35
33
8
90
91
92
93
94
95
67

Co-ordination of activities potentially hazardous to civil aircraft.
Power to prohibit or restrict flying or landing or taking off.
Balloons, kites and airships.
Aircraft maintenance requirements.
Maintenance required.
Inspections: commercial air transport.
Inspections: all other aircraft.
Maintenance records.
Maintenance records retention.
Transfer of maintenance records.
Composition of flight crew.
Requirements of experience, recency and training for single pilot operations
at night or IFR.
Pilot recent experience: PIC and co-pilot, cruise relief pilot.
PIC: route and airport qualification.
Pilot proficiency checks.
Licences required.
Pilots: Qualifications
Rating required for IFR operations.
Special authorisation required for Category II or III operations.
Recording of flight time.
PIC and co-pilot currency: takeoffs and landings.
Pilot currency: IFR operations.
Pilot currency: general aviation operations.
Pilot privileges and limitations.
Fitness of flight crew members.
Use of narcotics, drugs or intoxicating liquor.
Crew member use of seatbelts and shoulder harnesses.
Flight crew members at duty stations.
Power to inspect.
Manipulation of the controls: commercial air transport.
Simulated abnormal situations in flight: commercial air transport.
Operation of flight recorders.
Crew member oxygen supply
Carriage of dangerous goods.
Portable electronic devices.
Pre-flight action.
Operation of aircraft on the ground.
Flight into known or expected icing
Aerodrome operating minima
Operation of radio in aircraft
Weather reports and forecasts.
Weather limitations for VFR flights
Adequacy of operating facilities.
Diversions decision: engine inoperative
IFR destination aerodromes.
IFR alternate aerodrome selection criteria.
Off-shore alternates for helicopter operations.
Takeoff alternate aerodromes: commercial air transport operations.

B
A
A
B
B
B
B
A
A
A
B
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
A
A
A
B
A
A
A
B
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

107
99
104
101
102
42
42
43
106
107
63
110
111
112
113
116
117
121
122
123
124
125
126
128
133
134
135
136
138
140
141
64
65
66
146
52
194
48
45
79
53
7
57
60
192
194
46

Maximum distance from an adequate aerodrome for two-engined aircrafts
without an ETOPS approval.
Extended range operations with two-engined aircrafts.
En-route alternate aerodromes: ETOPS operations.
Fuel, oil and oxygen planning and contingency factors.
Flight planning: document distribution and retention.
Commercial air transport: loading of aircraft.
Aircraft loading, mass and balance.
Stowage of baggage and cargo.
Maximum allowable weights to be considered on all load manifests.
Flight release required: commercial air transport.
Operational flight plan: commercial air transport.
Performance and operating limitations.
In-flight simulation of abnormal situations
Test flight areas
Operations in MNPS or RVSM airspace.
Compliance with visual and electronic glide slopes
Restriction or suspension of operations: commercial air transport.
Operations of single-engine turbine-powered aircraft at night or in IMC.
IFR takeoff minimums for commercial air transport
Instrument approach procedures and IFR landing minima.
Commencing an instrument approach.
Instrument approaches to aerodromes
Threshold crossing height for precision approaches.
Landing during instrument meteorological conditions
Aircraft performance calculations for all aircrafts.
General weight and obstruction clearance limitations.
Category II and III operations: general operating rules
Category II and Category III: operations manual
General
Aircraft performance calculations for commercial air transport.
Takeoff limitations.
En-route limitations: all engines operating.
En-route limitations: one engine inoperative.
En-route limitations: three or more engines, two engines inoperative.
Landing limitations.
Unacceptable conduct.
Refuelling or defuelling with passengers on board.
Passenger seats, safety belts and shoulder harnesses.
Passenger briefing: non AOC holder aircraft.
Passenger oxygen: minimum supply and use.
Alcohol or drugs.
Use of psychoactive substances.
Passenger compliance with instructions.
Carriage of Persons Without Compliance with Passenger-Carrying
Requirements.
Arming of automatic emergency exits.
Stops where passengers remain on board.
Carriage of persons with reduced mobility

B
B
A
B
A
B
B
A
A
A
A
B
B
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
A
A
A
A

54
55
166
170
171
130
131
178
128
129
117
118
181
155
156
199
157
158
162
163
165
173
218
174
175
176
177
178
228
229
230
231
232
195
40
241
242
243
244
246
247
248
249
255
208
212

Carriage of munitions of war.
Prohibition against carriage of weapons.
Oxygen for medical use by passengers.
Required passenger briefings: AOC holder.
Passenger briefing: extended over-water operations.
Age restriction.
PIC licence requirements: turbojet, turbofan or large aircraft.
PIC licence requirements: non turbojet or turbofan small aircraft
PIC aeronautical experience: Small aircraft.
Co-pilot licence requirements.
Flight engineer licence requirements.
One pilot qualified to perform flight engineer functions.
Persons qualified in flight release.
Aircraft and instrument proficiency checks.
Introduction of new equipment or procedures.
Pilot qualification: recent experience.
Flight engineer proficiency checks
Competence checks: flight operations officer.
Line observations: flight operations officer.
Route and area checks: pilot qualification.
Designated special aerodromes and heliports: PIC qualification.
Check pilot and authorised flight engineer qualifications.
Check airman designation.
Check pilot authorizations and limitations.
Synthetic flight trainer approval.
Line qualification: check pilot and instructor.
Termination of proficiency, competence or line check.
Recording of crew member qualifications.
Maximum flight duty periods for crew members.
Minimum rest periods for crew members.
Duty and rest periods for flight operations officers
Records of flight times and duty periods.
Maximum flight times for crew.
Protection of flight crew during flight
Cosmic radiation: records to be kept
Flight release: aircraft requirements.
Flight release: facilities and NOTAMs.
Flight release: weather reports and forecasts.
Flight release under VFR or IFR.
Flight release: minimum fuel supply.
Flight release: aircraft loading and performance.
Flight release: amendment or re-release en-route.
Flight release: requirement for airborne weather radar equipment.
Drug and alcohol testing and reporting
Inspection of licences and certificates
Use and retention of certificates and records

B
B
B
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
A
B
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THE CIVIL AVIATION ACT
(CAP. 80)
_______
REGULATIONS
_______
(Made under section 4)
_______
THE CIVIL AVIATION (TRANSPORT OF DANGEROUS GOODS BY AIR) REGULATIONS, 2021
PART I
PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS
Citation

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Civil Aviation (Transport of Dangerous
Goods by Air) Regulations, 2021.

Application

2. These regulations shall apply to all international, domestic operations of civil
aircraft and any person engaged in or offering to engage in aircraft operations involved
in the safe transport of dangerous goods by air.

Interpretation

3. In these Regulations, unless the context otherwise requires“Approval” meansan authorization granted by an appropriate national authority for:
a) the transport of dangerous goods forbidden on passenger and/or cargo aircraft where
the Technical Instructions statethat such goods may be carried with an approval; or
b) other purposes as provided for in the Technical Instructions.
“Cargo aircraft” meansany aircraft, other than a passenger aircraft, which is carrying
goods or property.
“COMAT” means “Company material- is aterm used by operators to describe the
shipment of non-revenue (no freight revenue or compensation received) materials and
supplies owned by the operator that are shipped by the operator in support of its
operations.”
“Consignment” meansone or more packages of dangerous goods accepted by an
operator from one shipper at one time and at oneaddress, receipted for in one lot and
moving to one consignee at one destination address.
“Crew member” meansa person assigned by an operator to duty on an aircraft during
a flight duty period.
“Dangerous goods” meansarticles or substances which are capable of posing a risk to
health, safety, property or the environment andwhich are shown in the list of dangerous
goods in the Technical Instructions or which are classified according to
thoseInstructions.
“Dangerous goods accident” meansan occurrence associated with and related to the
transport of dangerous goods by air which resultsin fatal or serious injury to a person or
major property or environmental damage.
3

“Dangerous goods incident” means an occurrence, other than a dangerous goods
accident, associated with and related to the transportof dangerous goods by air, not
necessarily occurring on board an aircraft, which results in injury to a person, property
orenvironmental damage, fire, breakage, spillage, leakage of fluid or radiation or other
evidence that the integrity of thepackaging has not been maintained. Any occurrence
relating to the transport of dangerous goods which seriouslyjeopardizes the aircraft, or
its occupants is also deemed to constitute a dangerous goods incident.
“Designated postal operator” means any governmental or non-governmental entity
officially designated by relevant authority to operate postal services and to fulfil the
related obligations.
“Exception” means a provision in this Annex which excludes a specific item of
dangerous goods from the requirements normally applicable to that item.
“Exemption” means an authorization, other than an approval, granted by an
appropriate national authority providing relief from the provisions of the Technical
Instructions.
“Flight crew member” means a licensed crew member charged with duties essential
to the operation of an aircraft during a flight duty period.
“Operator” means a person, organization or enterprise engaged in or offering to
engage in an aircraft operation.
“Overpack” means an enclosure used by a single shipper to contain one or more
packages and to form one handling unit for convenience of handling and stowage.
“Package” meansthe complete product of the packing operation consisting of the
packaging and its contents prepared for transport;
“Packaging” means receptacles and any other components or materials necessary for
the receptacle to perform its containment function;
“Passenger aircraft” means an aircraft that carries any person other than a crew
member, an operator’s employee in an official capacity, an authorized representative of
an appropriate national authority or a person accompanying a consignment or other
cargo;
“Person”means an individual, company, or other entity which has legal rights and is
subject to obligations;
“Pilot-in-command” means the pilot designated by the operator, or in the case of
general aviation, the owner, as being in command and charged with the safe conduct of
a flight.
“Safety management system (SMS)” means a systematic approach to managing safety,
including the necessary organizational
structures, accountabilities, policies and procedures.
“Serious injury” means an injury which is sustained by a person in an accident and
which:
a) requires hospitalization for more than 48 hours, commencing within seven days from
the date the injury was received; or
b) results in a fracture of any bone (except simple fractures of fingers, toes or nose); or
c) involves lacerations which cause severe haemorrhage, nerve, muscle or tendon
damage; or
d) involves injury to any internal organ; or
e) involves second- or third-degree burns, or any burns affecting more than 5 per cent
of the body surface; or
f) involves verified exposure to infectious substances or injurious radiation.
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“Shipping name” means a standard technical name to describe the hazard properties
and the composition of dangerous goods.
“States concerned” for the purpose of approvals, means the States of Origin and the
Operator, unless otherwise specified in the Technical Instructions and for the purpose
of exemptions, means the States of Origin, Operator, Transit, Overflight and
Destination;
“State of Destination” meansthe State in the territory of which the consignment is
finally to be unloaded from an aircraft.
“State of Origin” means the State in the territory of which the consignment is first to
be loaded on an aircraft.
“State of the Operator” meansthe State in which the operator’s principal place of
business is located or, if there is no such place of
business, the operator’s permanent residence.
“Technical Instructions” means the Technical Instructions for the Safe Transport of
Dangerous Goods by Air (Doc 9284), approved and issued periodically in accordance
with the procedure established by the ICAO Council.
“UN number” means the four-digit number assigned by the United Nations Committee
of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous.
Goods and on the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labelling of
Chemicals to identify an article or
substance or a particular group of articles or substances.
“Unit load device” means any type of freight container, aircraft container, aircraft pallet
with a net, or aircraft pallet with a net over an igloo.
PART II
TRANSPORTATION OF DANGEROUS GOODS
Approval
transport
dangerous
goods
Compliance

to

4. A person shall not engage in transport of dangerous goods by air unless issued
with a specific approval to do so by the Authority and in compliance with the
requirements of these Regulations.
5. (1) A person shall comply with these Regulations and the provisions contained
in the Technical Instructions on all occasions when dangerous goods are carried,
irrespective of whether the flight is wholly or partly within or wholly outside the United
Republic of Tanzania.
(2) Where dangerous goods are to be transported outside United Republic of
Tanzania, a person shall review and comply with the appropriate variations notified by
Contracting States contained in Attachment 3 to the Technical Instructions.
(3) Where specifically provided for in the Technical Instructions, the
Authority may grant an approval provided that in such instances an overall level of
safety in transport which is equivalent to the level of safety provided for in the Technical
Instructions is achieved in the following instances:
(a) of extreme urgency;
(b) when other forms of transport are inappropriate; or
(c) when full compliance with the prescribed requirements is contrary to the
public interest, the Authority may grant an exemption from the provisions of
the Technical Instructions provided that in such instances every effort shall be
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made to achieve an overall level of safety in transport which is equivalent to
the level of safety provided for in the Technical Instructions.
(4) In case of overflight, if none of the criteria for granting an exemption are
relevant, an exemption may be granted based solely on whether it is believed that an
equivalent level of safety in air transport has been achieved.
(5) The Authority shall take the necessary measures to achieve compliance with
the detailed provisions contained in the Technical Instructions and shall also take the
necessary measures to achieve compliance with any amendment to the Technical
Instructions which may be published during the specified period of applicability of an
edition of the Technical Instructions.
(6)
Persons performing functions involving the safe transportation of
dangerous goods by air are subject to safety oversight inspections programme of the
Authority during the performance of those functions.
(7) Subject to sub regulation (8) a person’s performing functions involving the
safe transportation of dangerous goods by air shall grant the Authority free and
uninterrupted access to the facilities, aircraft and other areas where these functions are
being performed for the purpose of(a) inspecting dangerous goods consignments prepared, offered, accepted or
transported by these entities;
(b) inspecting the procedures and practices of these entities;
(c) inspecting the required records that must be maintained;
(d) investigating incidents and alleged violations; and
(e) other safety oversight functions relating to transportation of dangerous
goods.
(8) Persons performing functions involving the safe transportation of dangerous
goods by air shall be liable to administrative and enforcement action for failure to
comply with these regulations and the Technical Instructions.
(9) A person shall ensure that he(i) reports to the Authority and the State of Origin any occasions when
dangerous goods are discovered to have been carried when not loaded,
segregated, separated or secured in accordance with the Technical
Instructions and without information having been provided to the pilot
in command;
(ii) accepts, handles, stores, transports, loads and unloads dangerous goods,
including COMAT classified as dangerous goods as cargo on board an
aircraft;
(iii) provides the pilot in command with accurate and legible written or
printed information concerning dangerous goods that are to be carried as
cargo.
(10) When information about a violation is received from another State, such
as when a consignment of dangerous goods is found not to comply with the
requirements of the Technical Instructions upon arrival in the United Republic of
Tanzania the provisions of these Regulations shall apply.
Dangerous
Goods
Technical
Instructions

6. A person shall not engage in transport of dangerous goods by air unless such
operations are carried out in accordance with the latest edition of technical instructions
and its amendments.
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Dangerous
Goods Manual

7. (1) A person shall not engage in or offer to engage in aircraft operations involved
in the safe transport of dangerous goods by air unless he has Dangerous Goods Manual
approved by the Authority.
(2) Subject to sub regulation (1), the Dangerous Goods Manual may be part of
the operator’s Operations Manual or standalone provided it is developed in accordance
with the First schedule to these regulations.

Safety
Management
System

8. A person who engages in the carriage of Dangerous Goods by air shall establish
and maintain a Safety Management System commensurate to the size and complexity
of the operations in accordance with the Civil Aviation (Safety Management)
Regulations.

GN. No.
753 of 2017
Postal operator

9.

(1) A person approved as a postal operator shall establish:
(a) procedures for transport of dangerous goods by air in mail; and
(b)dangerous goods training programmes approved by the Authority and
the State where the mail is accepted.

(2) For entities other than designated postal operator’s the dangerous goods
training programme shall be approved by the Authority.
Limitations on
transportation
of dangerous
goods

Exceptions

10.
(1) A person shall take reasonable measures to ensure that, articles and
substances that are specifically identified by name or generic description in the
Technical Instructions as being forbidden for transport under any circumstances are not
carried on any aircraft.
(2) A person shall take reasonable measures to ensure that, articles and
substances or other goods that are identified in the Technical Instructions as being
forbidden for transport in normal circumstances are transported only when(a) they are exempted by the Contracting States concerned under the
provisions of the Technical Instructions; or
(b) the Technical Instructions indicate they may be transported under an
approval issued by the State of Origin of the goods.
(3) The dangerous goods and infected live animals identified in the technical
instructions are forbidden on aircraft unless exempted by the Authority or the provisions
of the Technical Instructions indicate that, they may be transported under an approval
granted by the State of Origin.
11. (1) Articles and substances which would otherwise be classified as dangerous
goods are excluded from the provisions of these Regulations, to the extent
specified in the Technical Instructions, provided they are(a) required to be on board the aircraft for operating reasons;
(b) carried as catering or cabin service supplies;
(c) carried for use in flight as veterinary aid or as a humane killer for an
animal; or
(i) gas cylinders have been manufactured specifically for the purpose of
containing and transporting that particular gas;
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(ii) drugs, medicines and other medical matter are under the control of
trained personnel during the time when they are in use in the aircraft;
(iii) equipment containing wet cell batteries is kept and, when
necessary, secured in an upright position to prevent spillage of the
electrolyte; and
(iv) proper provision is made to stow and secure all the equipment
during take-off and landing and at all other times when deemed
necessary by the pilot in command in the interests of safety; or
(v) they are carried by passengers or crew members.
(2) Articles and substances intended as replacements for those specified in sub
regulation (1)(a) may be transported on an aircraft as specified in the Technical
Instructions.
Notification of
variations from
the Technical
Instructions

12. (1) Where the Authority adopts different provisions from those specified in the
Technical Instructions shall notify ICAO promptly of such variations for publication in
the Technical Instructions.
(2) The United Republic of Tanzania shall take the necessary measures to ensure
that, when an operator adopts more restrictive requirements than those specified in the
Technical Instructions, the notification of such operator variations is made to ICAO for
publication in the Technical Instructions.

Surface
transport

13. An operator shall ensure that, a person transporting dangerous goods by surface
transport to or from aerodrome shall develop procedures in accordance with the
Technical Instructions acceptable to the operator.

Classification

14. A person shall take all reasonable measures to ensure that articles and substances
are classified as dangerous goods as specified in the Technical Instructions.

Packing

15.

A person shall ensure that(a) packaging used for the transport of dangerous goods by air are of good
quality and constructed and securely closed so as prevent leakage which might
be caused in normal conditions of transport due to changes in temperature,
humidity, pressure or vibration;
(b) packaging is suitable for the contents, and packaging in direct contact with
dangerous goods shall be resistant to any chemical or other action of such goods;
(c) packaging meets the material and construction specifications in the
Technical Instructions;
(d) packaging is tested in accordance with the provisions of the Technical
Instructions;
(e) packaging for which retention of a liquid is a basic function are capable of
withstanding, without leaking, the pressure stated in the Technical Instructions;
(f) inner packaging is packed, secured or cushioned as to prevent their breakage
or leakage and to control their movement within the outer packaging during
normal conditions of air transport and the cushioning and absorbent materials
will not react dangerously with the contents of the packaging.
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(2) A person shall not reuse packaging unless the packaging is inspected and
found free from corrosion or other damage and where a packaging is reused, all
necessary measures shall be taken to prevent contamination of subsequent contents.
(3) Where, due to the nature of their former contents, uncleaned empty
packaging is likely to present a hazard, the packaging shall be tightly closed and treated
according to the hazard they constitute.
(4) A person shall ensure that no harmful quantity of a dangerous substance shall
adhere to the outside of packages.
Labelling
Marking

and

16. (1) A person shall take all reasonable measures to ensure that packages, over
packs and freight containers are labelled and marked as specified in the Technical
Instructions.
(2) Unless otherwise provided for in the Technical Instructions(a) each package of dangerous goods shall be marked with the proper shipping
name of its contents and, when assigned, the UN number and such other
markings as may be specified in those Instructions; and
(b) each packaging manufactured to a specification contained in those
Instructions shall be so marked in accordance with the appropriate provisions
of those Instructions and no packaging shall be marked with a packaging
specification marking unless it meets the appropriate packaging specification
contained in those Instructions.
(3) Where dangerous goods are carried on a flight which takes place wholly or partly
outside the United Republic of Tanzania, the person shall ensure that labelling and
marking are in the English and where another language is used, an English translation
shall be included.
PART III:
RESPONSIBILITIES FOR CARRIAGE OF DANGEROUS GOODS BY AIR

Separation,
segregation
and securing of
Dangerous
Goods

17. (1) A person shall ensure that packages -

(a) containing dangerous goods which might react dangerously with one
another shall not be stowed on an aircraft next to each other or in a
position that would allow interaction between them in the event of
leakage;
(b) of toxic and infectious substances shall be stowed on an aircraft in
accordance with the provisions of the Technical Instructions; and
(c) of radioactive materials shall be stowed on an aircraft so that they are
separated from persons, live animals and undeveloped film, in accordance
with the provisions in the Technical Instructions.
(2)
For packages containing radioactive materials, the securing shall be
adequate to ensure that the separation requirements of this regulation are met at all
times.
(3) Subject to provisions of these Regulations, when dangerous goods are loaded
in an aircraft, the operator shall protect the dangerous goods from being damaged, and
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shall secure such goods in aircraft in a manner that will prevent any movement in-flight
which would change the orientation of the packages.
Dangerous
goods transport
document

18. (1)
A person shall ensure that, dangerous goods are accompanied by a
dangerous goods transport document except where otherwise specified in the Technical
Instructions.
(2) A person shall ensure that, the transport document bears a declaration
signed by the person who offers dangerous goods for transport indicating that, the
dangerous goods are fully and accurately described by their proper shipping names and
that they are classified, packed, marked, labelled and in proper condition for transport
by air in accordance with these Regulations.
(3) A person shall ensure that, where dangerous goods are carried on a flight
which takes place wholly or partly outside the United Republic of Tanzania an English
language shall be used and where different language is used, an English translation shall
be included for the dangerous goods transport document.

Acceptance of
dangerous
goods

19. An operator shall not accept dangerous goods transport by air unless the (a) dangerous goods are accompanied by a completed dangerous good transport
document, except where technical instructions indicate that such a document is
not required; and
(b) package, overpack or freight container containing dangerous goods has been
inspected in accordance with accepted procedures contained in the Technical
Instructions.

Acceptance
Checklist

Inspection for
damage leakage
or
contamination.

20. A person shall develop and use an acceptance checklist as an aid to compliance
with these Regulations.
21. A person shall ensure that-

(a) packages, over packs and freight containers are inspected for evidence of
leakage or damage immediately prior to loading on an aircraft or into a unit
load device or ULD, as specified in the Technical Instructions;
(b) a unit load device is not loaded on an aircraft unless it has been inspected as
required by the Technical Instructions and found free from any evidence of leakage
from, or damage to, the dangerous goods contained therein;
(c) leaking or damaged packages, over packs or freight containers are not loaded
on an aircraft;
(d) any package of dangerous goods found on an aircraft and which appears to
be damaged or leaking is removed, or arrangements made for its removal by
an appropriate authority or organisation;
(e) after removal of any leaking or damaged goods, the remainder of the consignment
is inspected to ensure it is in a proper condition for transport and that no damage or
contamination has occurred to the aircraft or its load; and
(f) packages, over packs and freight containers are inspected for signs of damage or
leakage upon unloading from an aircraft or from a unit load device and, if there is
evidence of damage or leakage, the area where the dangerous goods were stowed
shall be inspected for damage or contamination.
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Inspection for
damage leakage
or
contamination

22. A person shall ensure that-

(a) packages, over packs and freight containers are inspected for evidence of leakage or
damage immediately prior to loading on an aircraft or into a unit load device (ULD) as
specified in the Technical Instructions;
(b) a unit load device is not loaded on an aircraft unless it has been inspected
as required by the Technical Instructions and found free from any evidence
of leakage from, or damage to, the dangerous goods contained therein;
(c) leaking or damaged packages, over packs or freight containers are not
loaded on an aircraft;
(d) any package of dangerous goods found on an aircraft and which appears to be
damaged or leaking is removed, or arrangements made for its removal by an appropriate
authority or organisation;
(e) after removal of any leaking or damaged goods, the remainder of the
consignment is inspected to ensure it is in a proper condition for transport
and that no damage or contamination has occurred to the aircraft or its load;
and
(f) packages, over packs and freight containers are inspected for signs of damage or
leakage upon unloading from an aircraft or from a unit load device and, if there is
evidence of damage or leakage, the area where the dangerous goods were stowed shall
be inspected for damage or contamination.
Loading
restrictions in
passenger cabin
or on flight
deck

23. A person shall ensure that:

(a) dangerous goods are not carried in an aircraft cabin occupied by passengers
or in the cockpit, unless otherwise specified in the Technical Instructions;
(b) dangerous goods are loaded, segregated, stowed and secured on an aircraft
as specified in the Technical Instructions;
(c) Packages of dangerous goods bearing the “Cargo aircraft only” label shall be
loaded in accordance with the provisions in the Technical Instructions; and
(d) Packages and overpacks containing dangerous goods and freight containers
containing radioactive materials shall be loaded and stowed on an aircraft in accordance
with the provisions of the Technical Instructions
Removal
of
contamination

24. A person shall ensure that(a) any contamination found as a result of the leakage or damage of dangerous
goods is removed without delay; and
(b) an aircraft which has been contaminated by radioactive materials is immediately
taken out of service and not returned until the radiation level at any accessible surface
and the no fixed contamination are not more than the values specified in the Technical
Instructions.
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Loading
on
cargo aircraft

25. Packages of dangerous goods bearing the “Cargo aircraft only” label shall be
loaded in accordance with the provisions in the Technical Instructions.

Provision of
Information

26. (1) A person shall ensure that-

Training
Programmes

(a) information is provided to enable ground staff to carry out their duties with
regard to the transport of dangerous goods, including the actions to be taken in
the event of emergencies, incidents and accidents involving dangerous goods;
(b) information for transportation of dangerous goods is provided to the handling
agent;
(c) information is promulgated as required by the Technical Instructions so that
passengers are warned as to the types of goods which they are forbidden from
transporting on board an aircraft;
(d) the handling agent provides notices at acceptance points for cargo giving
information about the dangerous goods;
(e) information is provided in the operations manual to enable crew members to
carry out their responsibilities in regard to the transport of dangerous goods,
including the actions to be taken in the event of emergencies involving
dangerous goods;
(f) the pilot in command is provided with written information on dangerous goods
carried on board the aircraft in the manner and form specified in the Technical
Instructions; and
(g) If an in-flight emergency occurs, the pilot in command shall, as soon as the
situation permits, inform the appropriate air traffic services unit, for the
information of aerodrome authorities, of any dangerous goods on board the
aircraft, as provided for in the Technical Instructions.
(h) all personnel, including third party personnel, involved in the acceptance,
handling, loading and unloading of cargo are informed of the operator’s specific
approval and limitations with regard to the transport of dangerous goods.
(2) A person that is involved in an aircraft incident or accident shall(a) as soon as possible, inform the Authority and the appropriate authority of the
State in which the aircraft incident or accident occurred of any dangerous
goods carried; and
(b) on request by the Authority, provide any information required to minimise
the hazards created by any dangerous goods carried.
(c) provide information, when carrying dangerous goods as cargo on board without
delay, to emergency services responding to the accident or serious incident as
shown on the written information to the pilot in command.
(d) provide information, if requested to do so, without delay to emergency services
responding to the incident and to the appropriate authority of the State in which
the incident occurred, about the dangerous goods on board, as shown on the
written information to the pilot in command.
27. (1) A person shall establish and maintain initial and recurrent dangerous goods
training programmes, which shall be approved by the Authority in accordance
with the Technical Instructions.
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(2) Dangerous goods training programmes are required for all operators regardless of
whether or not they are approved to transport dangerous goods.
(3) Dangerous goods training programmes for entities other than operators and
designated postal operators shall be approved as determined by the Authority.
(4) Persons holding approval for the transport of dangerous goods shall ensure(a) all staff who require dangerous goods training receive recurrent training
at intervals of no longer than two years;
(b) the records of dangerous goods training are maintained for all staff trained
in accordance with the provisions of this regulation; and
(c) handling agents staff are trained in accordance with the Technical
Instructions.
Cooperation
between States

28. (1) United Republic of Tanzania shall participate in cooperative efforts with
other States concerning violations of dangerous goods regulations, with the aim
of eliminating such violations.
(2) Cooperative efforts shall include coordination of investigations and
enforcement actions; exchanging information on a regulated party’s compliance history,
joint inspections and other technical liaisons, exchange of technical staff, and joint
meetings and conferences.
(3) Appropriate information that can be exchanged shall include(i) safety alerts;
(ii) bulletins or dangerous goods advisories;
(iii)proposed and completed regulatory actions;
(iv) incident reports;
(v) documentary and other evidence developed in the investigation of incidents;
(vi) proposed and final enforcement actions; and
(vii)
educational/outreach materials suitable for public dissemination.

Dangerous
goods by mail

29. (1) The procedures of designated postal operators for controlling the
introduction of dangerous goods in mail into air transport shall be acceptable to
the operator.
(2) In accordance with the Universal Postal Union (UPU) Convention,
dangerous goods are not permitted in mail, or their introduction into air transport
through the postal service except as provided for in the Technical Instructions.
(3) The procedures established by designated postal operators to control the
introduction of dangerous goods into air transport shall be in accordance with the
Technical Instructions acceptable to the operator.

Dangerous
Goods
Accident and
Incident
Reporting

30. (1) The United Republic of Tanzania shall establish procedures for investigating
and compiling information concerning accidents and incidents which occur
within the United Republic of Tanzania and which involve the transport of
dangerous goods originating in or destined for another State.
(2) Subject to sub regulation (1), reports on such accidents and incidents shall
be made in accordance with the detailed provisions of the latest edition of Technical
Instructions and in accordance with the Civil Aviation (Aircraft Accident Incident
Investigation) Regulations.

GN. No.
No. 58 of 2017
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(3) A person shall not hinder the investigation and compilation of information
concerning undeclared or mis-declared dangerous goods which may occur in the United
Republic of Tanzania involving transportation of dangerous goods by air originating in
or destined for another State.
(4) The United Republic of Tanzania shall establish procedures for investigating
and compiling information concerning undeclared and mis-declared of dangerous goods
which occur in its territory as prescribed in sub regulation (3).
(5) Reports on such instances of undeclared or mis declared dangerous goods in
cargo shall be made in accordance with the detailed provisions of the latest edition of
the Technical Instructions and its amendments.
Dangerous
Goods Security
Provisions

GN. No.
756 of 2018

Possession of
the
licence,
certificate,
approval
or
authorization
Inspection of
licences,
certificates,
approval
or
authorization
Change of
Address

31. (1) A person, shippers, operators and other individuals engaged in the transport
of dangerous goods by air, shall establish and implement security measures to
be taken to minimize theft or misuse of dangerous goods that may endanger
persons, property or the environment.
(2) The Security measures referred to under sub regulation (1), shall be
commensurate with security provisions specified in the Civil Aviation (Security)
Regulations and the Technical Instructions.
PART IV
GENERAL PROVISIONS
32. A holder of a licence, certificate, approval or authorization issued by the
Authority shall have in his physical possession or at the workstation when
exercising the privileges of that licence, certificate, approval or authorization.

33. A person who holds a licence, certificate, approval or authorization required by these
Regulations shall present it for inspection upon a request from the Authority or any other person
authorized by the Authority.

34. (1) A holder of a licence, certificate, approval or authorization, or any other
such document issued under these Regulations shall notify the Authority of any
change in the physical and mailing address and shall do so in the case of(a)physical address, at least fourteen days before the change; and
(b) mailing address, upon the change;
(2) A person who does not notify the Authority of the change in the physical
address within the time frame specified in sub-regulation (1) shall not exercise the
privileges of the certificate or authorization.

Replacement of
licence,
certificate,
approval
or
authorization

35. A person may apply to the Authority in a form and manner determined by the
Authority in the applicable technical guidance material for replacement of
documents issued under these Regulations when such documents are lost or
destroyed.

Compliance
by a foreign

36. (1) When the Authority identifies a non-compliance by a foreign operator with
laws, regulations and procedures applicable within the United Republic of
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operator
with laws,
regulations
and
procedures
of an
Authority

Tanzania or a similar serious safety issue with that operator, the Authority shall
immediately notify the operator and, where the issue warrants it, to the State of
Operator.

(2) Where State of operator and the State of Registry are different, the notification under
sub regulation (1) shall also be made to the State of Registry, where the issue falls
within the responsibilities of that State and warrants a notification.
(3) In the case of notification to States as specified in sub regulations (1) and (2), where
the issue and its resolution warrant it, the State in which the operation is conducted
shall engage in consultations with State of operator and the State of Registry,
concerning the safety standards maintained by the operator.
(4) A crew member of a foreign registered aircraft shall hold a valid licence, certificate,
approval or authorization and have in his physical possession or at the workstation
when exercising the privileges of that licence, certificate, approval or authorization.
Suspension
and
revocation
of licence,
certificate,
approval or
authorizatio
n

37. (1) The Authority may, where it considers it to be in public interest, suspend
provisionally, pending further investigation, any licence, certificate, approval,
authorization or any such other document issued under the relevant Civil
Aviation Regulations.

(2) The Authority may, upon the completion of an investigation which has
shown sufficient ground to the Authority’s satisfaction and where it considers it to be
in public interest, revoke, suspend or vary any licence, certificate, approval,
authorization or any other document issued or granted under the relevant Civil Aviation
Regulations.
(3) The Authority may, where it considers it to be in public interest, prevent
any person or aircraft from flying.
(4) An operator or a person having the possession or custody of any licence,
certificate, approval, authorization or any such other documents which have been
revoked, suspended or varied under these Regulations shall surrender the licence,
certificate, approval, authorization or such other documents to the Authority within
fourteen days from the date of revocation, suspension or variation.
(5) The breach of any condition subject to which any licence, certificate,
authorization or any such other document has been granted or issued under these
Regulations shall render the document invalid during the continuance of the breach.
Use
and
retention of
licence,
certificate,
authorizatio
n and
records

38. (1) A person shall not-

(a) use any licence, certificate, approval, authorization, or such other document
issued or required under these Regulations which has been forged, altered,
revoked, or suspended, or to which that person is not entitled;
(b) forge or alter any licence, certificate, approval, authorization or any such
other document issued or required by, or under these Regulations;
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(c) lend any licence, certificate, approval, authorization or any such other
document issued or required under these Regulations to any other person;
(d) make any false representation for the purpose of procuring for himself or any
other person the issue, renewal or variation of the licence, certificate, approval,
authorization or any such other document.
(2) During the period for which it is required under these Regulations to be preserved, a person
shall not mutilate, alter, render illegible or destroy any records, or any entry made therein, to be
maintained, or knowingly make, or procure or assist in the making of, any false entry in any such record,
or wilfully omit to make a material entry in such record.

(3) All records required to be maintained by or under these Regulations shall be
recorded in a permanent and indelible material.
(4) A person shall not purport to issue any licence, certificate, approval, authorization or any
such other document for the purpose of these Regulations unless he is authorized to do so under these
Regulations.

(5) A person shall not issue any licence, certificate, approval, authorization any
such other document of the kind referred to in these Regulations unless he has satisfied
himself that all statements in the licence, certificate, approval, authorization any such
other document are correct, and that the applicant is qualified to hold that licence,
certificate, approval, authorization or any such other document.
Reports of
violation

39. (1) A person who knows of a violation of the Civil Aviation Act, any rule,
Regulation or order made there under, shall report it to the Authority.
(2) The Authority shall determine the nature and type of any additional investigation or
enforcement action that shall be taken.

Enforcement of
directives

40. (1) A person who fails to comply with any directives given to him by the
Authority or by any authorized person under any provisions of these Regulations shall
be deemed for the purposes of these Regulations to have contravened that provision.
(2) The Authority shall take enforcement action on any regulated entity that
fails to comply with any provisions of these Regulations.
(3) The Inspectors of the Authority holding valid delegations shall take
necessary actions to preserve safety where an undesirable condition has been detected.
(4)The actions referred to in sub regulation (2) may include(a) in the case of a regulated entity, imposition of operating restrictions until such
a time the existing undesirable condition has been resolved; or
(b) in case of a licensed personnel, require that the individual does not exercise
the privileges of the licence until such a time that the undesirable condition
has been resolved.
(c) licensed personnel, require that the individual does not exercise the
privileges of the licence until such a time that the undesirable condition has
been resolved.
(5) In carrying out enforcement actions pursuant to the provisions of sub-regulation
(3), the Inspectors of the Authority shall invoke the powers with due diligence and
act in good faith in the interest of preserving safety.

Aeronautica
l user fees

41. (1) The Authority shall notify applicants of the fees to be charged in connection
with the issue, validation, renewal, extension or variation of any licence, certificate,
approval, authorization or such other document, including the issue of a copy thereof,
or the undergoing of any examination, test, inspection or investigation or the grant of
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any permission or approval, required by, or for the purpose of these Regulations, any
orders, notices or proclamations made thereunder.
(2) Upon an application being made in connection with which any fee is chargeable in
accordance with sub-regulation (1), the applicant shall be required, before the
application is entertained, to pay the fee so chargeable.
(3) Where the payment of fees has been made and the application is withdrawn by the
applicant or otherwise ceases to have effect or is rejected, the Authority shall not refund
such payment.
Application of
Regulations to
government and
visiting forces,
etc.

42. (1) These Regulations shall apply to aircraft, not being military aircraft,
belonging to or exclusively employed in the service of the government, and for the
purposes of such application, the department or other authority for the time being
responsible for management of the aircraft shall be deemed to be the operator of the
aircraft, and in the case of an aircraft belonging to the government, to be the owner of
the interest of the government in the aircraft.
(2) The naval, military and air force authorities and members of any visiting
force and property held or used for the purpose of such a force shall be
exempted from the provisions of this regulation except as otherwise expressly
provided.

Extraterritorial
application
of
Regulations

1. The provisions of these Regulations except where the context otherwise

requires shall(a) in so far as they apply, whether by express reference or otherwise, to aircraft
registered in the United Republic of Tanzania, apply to such aircraft wherever
they may be;
(b) in so far as they apply, whether by express reference or otherwise, to other
aircraft, apply to such aircraft when they are within the United Republic of
Tanzania;
(d) in so far as they prohibit, require or regulate, whether by express reference or
otherwise, the doing of anything by any person in, or by any of the crew of,
any aircraft registered in the United Republic of Tanzania, shall apply to such
persons and crew, wherever they may be; and
(e) in so far as they prohibit, require or regulate, whether by express reference
or otherwise, the doing of anything in relation to any aircraft registered in
the United Republic of Tanzania by other persons shall, where such persons
are citizens of the United Republic of Tanzania, apply to them wherever
they may be.

Contraventi
on of
Regulations

43.

Penalties

44.

PART V
OFFENCES AND PENALTIES
A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations may
have his licence, certificate, approval, authorization, exemption or such other
document revoked or suspended.
(1) Where any provision of these Regulations, orders, notices or proclamations
made there under is contravened in relation to an aircraft, the operator of that
aircraft and the pilot-in-command, when the operator or, the pilot in command
is not the person who contravened that provision the person shall, without
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prejudice to the liability of any other person under these Regulations for that
contravention, be deemed for the purposes of the following provisions of this
Regulation to have contravened that provision unless he or she proves that the
contravention occurred without his or her consent or connivance and that he or
she exercised all due diligence to prevent the contravention.
(2) Where it is proved that an act or omission of any person, which would
otherwise have been a contravention by that person of a provision of these Regulations,
orders, notices or proclamations made there under was due to any cause not avoidable
by the exercise of reasonable care by that person, the act or omission shall be deemed
not to be a contravention by that person of that provision.
(3) Where a person is charged with contravening a provision of these
Regulations, orders, notices or proclamations made there under by reason of his or her
having been a member of the flight crew of an aircraft on a flight for the purpose of
commercial air transport operations, the flight shall be treated, without prejudice to the
liability of any other person under these Regulations, as not having been for that
purpose where he or she proves that he or she neither knew nor had reason to know
that the flight was for that purpose.
(4) A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations, orders,
notices or proclamations made thereunder not being a provision referred to in subregulation (9) shall, upon conviction, be liable to a fine, and in the case of a continuing
contravention, each day of the contravention shall constitute a separate offence.
(5) Where an aircraft is involved in a contravention and the contravention is by
the owner or operator of the aircraft, the aircraft shall be subject to a lien for the
penalty.
(6) Any aircraft subject to alien for the purpose of sub- regulation may be seized
by and placed in the custody of the Authority.
(7) The aircraft shall be released from custody of the Authority upon:
(a) payment of the penalty or the amount agreed upon in compromise;
(b) deposit of a bond in such amount as the Authority may prescribe in the
applicable aeronautical information circular, conditioned upon payment of the
penalty or the amount agreed upon in compromise; and
(c) receiving an order of the court to that effect.
(8) The Authority and any person specifically authorized by name or any police
officer not below the rank of inspector specifically authorized by name by the
[Minister], may compound offences under Part A of the third Schedule to these
Regulations by assessing the contravention and requiring the person reasonably
suspected of having committed the offence to pay to the Authority a sum equivalent
in the United Republic of Tanzania shillings of one hundred United States dollars and
three hundred United States dollars for provisions referred to Part A of the Third
schedule to these Regulations.
(9) Where a person contravenes any provision specified in Part B of the Third
schedule to these Regulations, upon conviction is liable to a fine not less than the
equivalent in the United Republic of Tanzania Shillings of one thousand United States
Dollars or to imprisonment for a term of twelve months or to both.
(10) Where any person is aggrieved by any order made under sub- regulation
(8), he may, within twenty-one days of such order being made, appeal against the order
to a higher court and the relevant provisions of the Criminal Procedure Act, shall apply
18

mutatis mutandis, to every such appeal as if it were an appeal against a sentence passed
by a district court in the exercise of its original jurisdiction.
(11) A person who contravenes any provision specified as an “A” provision in
the Third schedule to these Regulations commits an offence and is liable on conviction
to a fine not exceeding a sum equivalent in the United Republic of Tanzania shillings
of ten thousand United States dollars shillings for each offence and or to imprisonment
for a term not exceeding one year or to both.
(12) A person who contravenes any provision specified as a “B” provision in
the Third schedule to these Regulations commits an offence and is liable on conviction
to a fine not exceeding a sum equivalent in the United Republic of Tanzania shillings
of twenty thousand United States dollars for each offence and or to imprisonment for
a term not exceeding three years or to both.
(13) A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations not being a
provision referred to in the Third schedule to these Regulations commits an offence
and is liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding a sum equivalent in the United
Republic of Tanzania shillings of twenty thousand United States dollars, and in the
case of a second or subsequent conviction for the like offence to a fine not exceeding
a sum equivalent in the United Republic of Tanzania shillings of forty thousand United
States dollars.
PART X
DANGEROUS GOODS
Operators with a
specific
approval for the
transport of
dangerous
goods as cargo

(1) The Authority shall issue a specific approval for the transport of dangerous
goods and ensure that the Operator(a) establishes a dangerous goods training programme that meets the
requirements in the Technical Instructions, and the requirements of the
Civil Aviation (Dangerous Goods) Regulations as appropriate.
(b) Details of the dangerous goods training programme shall be included in the
operator’s operations manuals;
(c) establishes dangerous goods policies and procedures in its operations
manual to meet, at a minimum, the requirements of Civil Aviation
(Dangerous Goods) Regulations, the Technical Instructions and the to
enable operator personnel to:
i.
identify and reject undeclared or mis declared dangerous
goods, including COMAT classified as dangerous goods;
ii.
report to the appropriate authorities of the state of the
operator and the State in which it occurred any:
a. occasions when undeclared or mis declared
dangerous goods are discovered in cargo or mail;
and
b. dangerous goods accidents and incidents;
(d) report to the appropriate authorities of the state operator and the State of
Origin any occasions when dangerous goods are discovered to have
been carried when not loaded, segregated, separated or secured in
accordance with the Technical Instructions;
(e) accept, handle, store, transport, load and unload dangerous goods,
including COMAT classified as dangerous goods as cargo on board an
aircraft; and
1.
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provide the pilot-in-command with accurate and legible written or printed information
concerning dangerous goods that are to be carried as cargo.
Provision of
information

2.
The operator shall ensure that all personnel, including third-party personnel,
involved in the acceptance, handling, loading and unloading of cargo are informed of
the operator’s specific approval and limitations with regard to the transport of dangerous
goods.

FIRST SCHEDULE
(Made under Regulation 7)
Dangerous goods manual
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PART I: PRELIMINARY

Citation

Application

Interpretation.

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Civil Aviation (Fatigue Risk
Management System) Regulations 2021.
These Regulations shall be applicable to operators of general aviation, aerial
work and commercial air transport operations of United Republic of Tanzania
registered aircraft.
2. In these Regulations, unless the context otherwise requires“Augmented flight crew” means a flight crew that comprises more than the
minimum number required to operate the aeroplane and in which each flight
crew member can leave his assigned post and be replaced by another
appropriately qualified flight crew member for the purpose of in-flight rest;
“Cabin crew member” means a crew member who performs, in the interest of
the safety of passengers, duties assigned by the operator or the pilot-incommand of the aircraft, but who shall not act as a flight crew member;
“Commercial air transport” means an aircraft operation involving the
transport of passengers, cargo, or mail for remuneration or hire;
“Crew member” means a person assigned by an operator to duty on an aircraft
during a flight duty period;
“Cumulative fatigue” means fatigue that occurs after incomplete recovery
from transient fatigue over a period of time;
“Duty” means any task that flight or cabin crew members are required by the
operator to perform, including, for example, flight duty, administrative work,
training, positioning and standby when it is likely to induce fatigue;
“Duty period” means a period which starts when a flight or cabin crew member
is required by an operator to report for or to commence a duty and ends when
that person is free from all duties;
“Duty aloft” means the assignment of the crew member on the basis of the flight
time established in the operations schedule, rather than the actual flight time.

“Fatigue” means a physiological state of reduced mental or physical
performance capability resulting from sleep loss or extended wakefulness
and/or physical activity that can impair a crew member’s alertness and ability
to safely operate an aircraft or perform safety related duties;
“Flight crew member” means a licensed crew member charged with duties
essential to the operation of an aircraft during a flight duty period;
“Flight duty period” means a period which commences when a crew member
is required to report for duty that includes a flight or a series of flights and which
finishes when the aeroplane finally comes to rest at the end of the last flight on
which he or she is a crewmember;
“Flight time” means(a) for aeroplanes and gliders the total time from the moment an aeroplane
or a glider moves for the purpose of taking off until the moment it finally
comes to rest at the end of the flight and it is synonymous with the term
“block to block” or “chock to chock” time in general usage which is
measured from the time an aeroplane first moves for the purpose of
taking off until it finally stops at the end of the flight;
(b) for helicopter the total time from the moment a helicopter rotor blades
start turning until the moment a helicopter comes to rest at the end of
the flight and the rotor blades are stopped;
(c) for airships or free balloon the total time from the moment an airship
or free balloon first becomes detached from the surface until the moment
when it next becomes attached thereto or comes to rest thereon;
“General aviation operation” means an aircraft operation other than
a commercial air transport operation or an aerial work operation;
“Home base” means the location nominated by the operator to the crew
member from where the crew member normally starts and ends a duty period
or a series of duty periods;
“Operator” means a person, organization or enterprise engaged in or offering
to engage in an aircraft operation;
“operations manual” means a manual containing procedures, instructions and
guidance for use by operational personnel in the execution of their duties;
“Positioning” means the transferring of a non-operating crew member from
place to place as a passenger at the behest of the operator;
“Positioning” as here defined is synonymous with the term “Deadheading”.
“Reporting time” means the time at which flight and cabin crew members are
required by an operator to report for duty;
“Rest period” means a continuous and defined period of time, subsequent to
and/or prior to duty, during which flight or cabin crew members are free of all
duties;
“Roster” means a list provided by an operator of the times when a crew
member is required to undertake duties.

“Roster” as here defined is synonymous with “Schedule”, “Line of Time”,
“Pattern”, and “Rotation”;
“Standby” means a defined period of time during which a flight or cabin crew
member is required by the operator to be available to receive an assignment for
a specific duty without an intervening rest period;
“Suitable accommodation” means a furnished bedroom which provides for the
opportunity of adequate rest;
“Transient fatigue” means fatigue that is dispelled by a single sufficient period
of rest or sleep;
“Unforeseen operational circumstance” means an unplanned event, such as
un forecast weather, equipment malfunction, or air traffic delay that is beyond
the control of the operator
Knowledge or
suspicion of crew
fatigue

3. (1) A person shall not act as a crew member of an aircraft if he knows or
suspects that he or she is suffering from such fatigue as may endanger the safety
of the flight.
(2) A person shall not cause or permit a crew member to fly an aircraft if
he knows or suspects that the crew member is suffering from such fatigue as may
endanger the safety of the flight.

Fitness for duty

4. (1) A crew member shall report for flight duty period when rested and
prepared to perform his assigned duties.
(2) An operator shall not assign, and a flight crew member shall not accept
assignment to a flight duty period if the flight crew member has reported fatigue
for a flight duty period to safely perform his assigned duties.
(3) An operator shall not permit a flight crew member to continue a flight
duty period if the flight crew member has reported fatigue for a flight duty period
to safely perform his assigned duties.
(4) A flight crew member shall affirmatively state that, he is fit for duty
prior to commencing flight as part of the dispatch or flight release.
5. (1) An operator may adopt Prescriptive Fatigue Risk Management as
prescribed under these Regulations.

Prescriptive fatigue
risk management
regulations

(2) Where the operator adopts prescriptive fatigue risk management
regulations for part or all of its operations, the Authority may approve, in
exceptional circumstances, variations to these Regulations on the basis of a risk
assessment provided by the operator.
(3) To be eligible for that approval, the proposed variations shall provide
a level of safety equivalent to or better than that achieved through the prescriptive
fatigue management regulations.

Mirroring of Flight
and cabin crew
schedules

6. An operator may elect to apply the flight crew member flight duty and
rest requirements to the cabin crew members without seeking separate approval
from the Authority.

Record keeping
responsibilities

7. (1) An operator shall maintain the required records for tracking flight
times, duty times and rest periods.
(2) The records maintained under paragraph (a) shall be kept up to date
and made available before a person begins their duty or their first flight of the
day.

Maximum number
of flight time hours
and duty aloft

Exceeding flight
time in unforeseen
circumstances

PART II
PRESCRIPTIVE FLIGHT TIME LIMITATIONS
8. (1) An operator shall not schedule any flight crew member and a flight
crew member shall not accept an assignment for flight time in commercial air
transport, if that flight crew member’s total flight time for any consecutive 24hour period will exceed(a) 8 hours if the operation is conducted with a 2 pilot flight crew;
(b) 13 hours if the operation is conducted with a 3 pilot flight crew;
or
(c) 17 hours if the operation is conducted with a 4 pilot flight crew.
(2) An operator shall not schedule any flight crew member and a flight
crew member shall not accept an assignment in commercial air transport as a
required crew member for more than(a) 8 flights during a 24 hours consecutive duty period; or
(b) 7 flights during an 18 hours consecutive duty period.
(3) An operator shall not schedule any flight crew member and a flight
crew member shall not accept an assignment for flight time if that flight crew
member’s total flight time will exceed(a) 34 hours in any consecutive 7 days period;
(b) 100 hours in any consecutive 28 days period; or
(c) 1000 hours in any consecutive 12 calendar months period.
(4)
An operator shall not schedule any flight crew member and a
flight crew member shall not accept an assignment for flight time in commercial
air transport, if that crew member’s total flight time, total flights or duty aloft in
commercial flying will exceed the limitations prescribed by the Authority.
(5) The Authority shall consider all time spent on an aircraft as an assigned
flight crew member or relief flight crew member, whether resting or performing
tasks, to be duty aloft.
(6) The Authority shall consider a flight crew member to be on continuous
duty aloft unless the flight crew member receives a rest period of 8 consecutive
hours on the ground.
(7) An operator shall provide adequate sleeping quarters, including a berth
on the aircraft whenever a flight crew member is scheduled to be aloft for more
than 12 hours during any 24 consecutive hours.
9. (1) Where unforeseen operational circumstances arise after takeoff that
are beyond the operator's control, a flight crew member may exceed the
maximum and cumulative flight time specified in regulation 9 to the extent

necessary to safely land the aircraft at the next destination airport or alternate
airport.
(2) An operator shall report to the Authority within 10 days, any flight time
that exceeded the maximum flight time limits permitted by regulation 9 and Part
III.
(3) The report referred to in sub regulation (2) shall contain a description
of the extended flight time limitation and the circumstances surrounding the need
for the extension.
PART III
PRESCRIPTIVE DUTY PERIODS
Duty periods

10. (1) A crew member is considered to be on duty if he is performing any
tasks on behalf of the operator, whether scheduled, requested or self-initiated.
(2) The Authority in computing duty period for crew member shall take
into consideration excessive time accumulated during an emergency or adverse
situation beyond the control of the operator.

Cumulative duty
hours

11. (1) With respect to duty periods, an operator shall not schedule any crew
member and crew member shall not accept an assignment for duty which will
exceed (a) 1800 hours in any 12 consecutive months;
(b) 190 hours in any 28 consecutive days; and
(c) 55 hours in any 7 consecutive days.
(2) With regard to the cumulative duty hours, a break during a split-duty
assignment will be calculated in the following manner (a) where the break is less than 8 hours, the full period of the
break is accountable;
(b) where the break is 8 hours or more, 50% of the period of
the break is accountable.
12. (1) An operator shall not schedule any crew member and a crew member
shall not accept an assignment for flight duty periods that will exceed the
limitations specified in Parts I and II of the First Schedule.
(2) All time spent on an aircraft as an assigned or relief flight crew
member, whether resting or performing tasks shall be included in the
determination of the flight duty period.
(3) Where an operator requires a flight crew member to engage in
deadhead transportation for more than 4 hours, one half of that time shall be
included in the calculation of the flight duty period, unless a flight crew member
is given 10 hours of rest on the ground before being assigned to flight duty (a) all time spent in deadhead transportation is duty time and is not
rest period.
(b) for purposes of determining the maximum flight duty period,
deadhead transportation is not considered a flight segment.

Flight duty period

(5) An operator shall not schedule any crew member and a crew member
shall not accept an assignment involving the extension of the flight duty period
for cabin crew up to a maximum of 18 hours, unless (a) not more than 2 landings are carried out within a flight duty period;
(b) rest facilities are available on board for resting cabin crew members;
and
(c) each cabin crew member is relieved of all tasks during a part of the
flight.
Split-duty
assignments

Augmented flight
crew assignments

13. (1) An operator may increase the allowable planned flight duty period
through the application of the split-duty policies specified in Part IV of the First
Schedule and subject to the following conditions (a) the flight duty period shall not consist of more than 2 periods of duty;
(b) there shall be a single break of sufficient length;
(c) the crew member is notified in advance;
(d) adequate facilities shall be provided; and
(e) suitable accommodations shall be provided, where the break(i) is 6 hours or more; or
(ii) covers 3 hours or more of the period 2200 - 0600 local time at the
place where it occurs.
(2) Subject to the conditions of sub regulation (1), an operator shall not schedule
any crew member and a crew member shall not accept an assignment involving
a split-duty assignment, unless(a) parts of the flight duty period before and after the break do not exceed
10 hours; and
(b) the total flight duty period does not exceed 18 hours.
(3) Where the total travelling time in both directions between the place of
duty and the adequate facilities or suitable accommodation exceeds one hour, any
travelling time in excess of one hour total is deducted from the break for the
purpose of calculating the increased flight duty period.
(4) Split duty shall not be combined with the provisions for an augmented
flight crew or, for cabin crew, extension of the allowable flight duty period.
14. (1) An operator shall not schedule any crew member and a crew member
shall not accept an assignment involving the use of an augmented flight crew to
increase the length of a flight duty period for more than (a) 18 hours, where every flight crew member can leave his post for at least 50%
of the total flight time of all flights within the flight duty period, or
(b) 16 hours, where every flight crew member can leave his post for at least 25%
of the total flight time of all flights within the flight duty period
(2) An operator shall not schedule any crew member and a crew member shall
not accept an assignment involving the use of an augmented flight crew to
increase the length of a flight duty period unless that crew scheduled to carry out
no more than (a) 2 landings within a flight duty period; or
(b) 3 landings, if the following conditions are met -

(i) the flight time for one sector is 3 hours or less; and
(ii) the rest period immediately following the flight duty period is
increased by 6 hours.
(3) An operator shall not schedule any crew member and a crew member shall
not accept an assignment involving the use of an augmented flight crew to
increase the length of a flight duty period unless there are adequate rest facilities
approved by the Authority available on board the aircraft for all resting flight
crew members.
Mixed flying types
of operation

On-call duty

Time zone difference

15. (1) An operator shall not schedule any flight crew member and a crew
member shall not accept an assignment for mixed flying types of operation, such
as flight simulator and conversion or recurrent training flights prior to
commercial air transport flights, except as prescribed by this regulation.
(2) Where a flight crew member carries out either flight simulator or
training flights prior to a commercial air transport flight, the duration of flight
simulator or training flights shall be doubled for the purpose of calculating the
limits of that flight duty period.
(3) The number of landings during flight simulator and training flights
need not be taken into account.
16. When using the scheduled on-call duty crew members, operators shall (a) apply the on-call duty period limitation for flight crew members
in Part V of the First Schedule;
(b) provide suitable rest facilities where (i) a member of the flight crew request for call duty at a distance base;
(ii) on-call duty is to be carried out at the aerodrome.
(c) make sure the following items are included in the total duty time
prescribed in this regulation(i) 50% of the on-call duty time excluding the first 4 hours of on-call duty
done at home;
(ii) if being notified for the duty, 50% of the notification time is
calculated if the notice period is less than 10 hours.
(d) ensure that a flight crew member has completed on-duty call time without
doing the duty, this crew member will have rest period of at least 10 hours
before commencing duty or the next on-call duty.
17. The operator shall ensure that, where there is a time zone difference
between the start and end of a duty time period of 4 hours or more, the following
conditions are applied (a) the time difference between the place at which the flight duty period
begins and ends is 6 hours or less, the next rest period shall be at least equal to
the period of the previous duty or 14 hours, whichever is greater; or
(b) the time difference between the place at which the flight duty period
begins and ends is more than six hours, the next rest period shall be at least
equal to the previous duty period or 16 hours, whichever is greater.

PART IV
REST PERIODS
Rest period

18. (1) With respect to rest periods, a crew member shall not(a) perform duties unless that crew member has had at least the
minimum rest period applicable to those duties as prescribed by these
Regulations; or
(b) accept an assignment during any required rest period.
(2) The operator may exercise the option to reduce a crew member’s rest
period within the limitations prescribed in Part VI and VII of the First Schedule.

Local and deadhead
transportation

19. (1) Time spent in local transportation in excess of 30 minutes shall not be
considered a part of a crew member’s rest period.
(2) Time spent in transportation, not local in character that is required by
the operator to position crew members to or from flights is not considered part of
a rest period.
(3) Time spent in transportation on aircraft at the insistence of the operator
to or from a crew member’s home station is not considered part of a rest period.

Minimum rest
period

20. (1) Rest period shall not be less than (a) 9 hours for pilots; or
(b) 8 hours for cabin crew members.
(2) Notwithstanding sub regulation (1), the operator shall ensure that, before the
start of a flight duty period, a crew member has completed a rest period (a) at least as long as the preceding duty period;
(b) 11 hours, whichever is greater; and
(c) the minimum rest period following a flight duty period in which split-duty
credit has been used (i) shall be at least as long as the total flight duty period, including the
break;
(ii) except that, if suitable accommodations were provided, the
duration of the break shall not be included in the rest period
calculation.
(d) the operator may reduce the rest period calculated in accordance with sub
regulation (1) by not more than 3 hours, but not less than 11 hours, subject to the
following conditions (i) the previous rest period must have been completed in accordance with sub
regulation (1);
(ii) the amount by which the rest period is reduced must be added to
the next rest period, which cannot be reduced; and
(3) The amount of time by which the rest period is reduced shall be deducted
from the subsequent allowable flight duty period.

Minimum rest
period each seven or
ten Consecutive day
period

21. The operator shall relieve the flight crew member and flight operations
officer from all duties for (a) 36 consecutive hours during any 7 consecutive day period; and
(b) 60 consecutive hours during any 10 consecutive day period.
PART V
FATIGUE RISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Approval of fatigue
risk management
system

22. (1) The Authority may approve an operator's FRMS to take the place of
any or all of the prescriptive fatigue management requirements prescribed under
these Regulations.
(2) The Authority shall before granting the approval in sub regulation (1) satisfy
itself that, the operator’s proposed FRMS provides a level of safety equivalent
to, or better than, the prescriptive fatigue management requirements prescribed
under these Regulations.
(3) The operator's FRMS shall establish a process to ensure a level of safety
equivalent to, or better than, the prescriptive fatigue management requirements.
(4) As part of this process, the Authority shall (a) require the operator establish maximum values for flight times or flight duty
periods, duty periods and minimum values for rest periods based upon scientific
principles and knowledge, subject to safety assurance processes;
(b) mandate a decrease in maximum values and an increase in minimum values
in the event that the operator's data indicates these values are too high or too low,
respectively; and
(c) approve any increase in maximum values or decrease in minimum values only
after evaluating the operator's justification for such changes, based on
accumulated FRMS experience and fatigue-related data.
(5) To be eligible for approval by the Authority, the operator’s FRMS to manage
fatigue-related safety risks shall, as a minimum, meet the following general
process requirements and the implementing requirements outlined in the Second
Schedule (a) incorporate scientific principles and knowledge within the FRMS;
(b) identify fatigue-related safety hazards and the resulting risks on
an ongoing basis;
(c) ensure that remedial actions, necessary to effectively mitigate the
risks associated with the hazards, are implemented promptly;
(d) provide a system for continuous monitoring and regular
assessment of the mitigation of fatigue risks achieved by such actions;
and
(e) provide for performance evaluation and continuous
improvement to the overall performance of the FRMS.
PART VI
GENERAL PROVISIONS

Possession of the
licence,
certificate,
approval
or
authorization

23. (1) A holder of a licence, certificate, approval or authorization issued by
the Authority shall have in his physical possession or at the workstation when
exercising the privileges of that licence, certificate, approval or authorization.

Inspection of licences,
certificates, approval
or authorization

24. A person who holds a licence, certificate, approval or authorization
required by these Regulations shall present it for inspection upon a request from
the Authority or any other person authorized by the Authority.

Change of
Address

25. (1) A holder of a licence, certificate, approval or authorization, or any other
such document issued under these Regulations shall notify the Authority of any
change in the physical and mailing address and shall do so in the case of(a)physical address, at least fourteen days before the change; and
(b) mailing address, upon the change;
(2) A person who does not notify the Authority of the change in the physical
address within the time frame specified in sub-regulation (1) shall not exercise
the privileges of the certificate or authorization.

Replacement
of
licence,
certificate,
approval
or
authorization

26. A person may apply to the Authority in a form and manner determined
by the Authority in the applicable technical guidance material for replacement
of documents issued under these Regulations when such documents are lost
or destroyed.

Suspension and
revocation of
licence,
certificate,
approval or
authorization

27. The Authority may, where it considers it to be in public interest, suspend
provisionally, pending further investigation, any licence, certificate, approval,
authorization or any such other document issued under the relevant Civil Aviation
Regulations.
(2) The Authority may, upon the completion of an investigation which has
shown sufficient ground to the Authority’s satisfaction and where it considers it to
be in public interest, revoke, suspend or vary any licence, certificate, approval,
authorization or any other document issued or granted under the relevant Civil
Aviation Regulations.
(3) The Authority may, where it considers it to be in public interest, prevent
any person or aircraft from flying.
(4) An operator or a person having the possession or custody of any
licence, certificate, approval, authorization or any such other documents which
have been revoked, suspended or varied under these Regulations shall surrender
the licence, certificate, approval, authorization or such other documents to the
Authority within fourteen days from the date of revocation, suspension or
variation.
(5) The breach of any condition subject to which any licence, certificate,
authorization or any such other document has been granted or issued under these
Regulations shall render the document invalid during the continuance of the
breach.

Use and retention of
licence,
certificate,
authorization and
records

28. (1) A person shall not-

(a) use any licence, certificate, approval, authorization, or such other
document issued or required under these Regulations which has been
forged, altered, revoked, or suspended, or to which that person is not
entitled;
(b) forge or alter any licence, certificate, approval, authorization or any
such other document issued or required by, or under these Regulations;
(c) lend any licence, certificate, approval, authorization or any such other
document issued or required under these Regulations to any other person;
(d) make any false representation for the purpose of procuring for himself
or any other person the issue, renewal or variation of the licence, certificate,
approval, authorization or any such other document.
(2) During the period for which it is required under these Regulations to
be preserved, a person shall not mutilate, alter, render illegible or destroy any
records, or any entry made therein, to be maintained, or knowingly make, or
procure or assist in the making of, any false entry in any such record, or wilfully
omit to make a material entry in such record.
(3) All records required to be maintained by or under these Regulations
shall be recorded in a permanent and indelible material.
(4) A person shall not purport to issue any licence, certificate, approval,
authorization or any such other document for the purpose of these Regulations
unless he is authorized to do so under these Regulations.
(5) A person shall not issue any licence, certificate, approval, authorization
any such other document of the kind referred to in these Regulations unless he has
satisfied himself that all statements in the licence, certificate, approval,
authorization any such other document are correct, and that the applicant is
qualified to hold that licence, certificate, approval, authorization or any such other
document.
Reports of violation

29. (1) A person who knows of a violation of the Civil Aviation Act, any rule,
Regulation or order made there under, shall report it to the Authority.
(2) The Authority shall determine the nature and type of any additional
investigation or enforcement action that shall be taken.

Enforcement of
directions

30. (1) A person who fails to comply with any directives given to him by the
Authority or by any authorized person under any provisions of these Regulations
shall be deemed for the purposes of these Regulations to have contravened that
provision.
(2) The Authority shall take enforcement action on any regulated entity that
fails to comply with any provisions of these Regulations.

(3) The Inspectors of the Authority holding valid delegations shall take
necessary actions to preserve safety where an undesirable condition has been
detected.
(4)The actions referred to in sub regulation (2) may include(a) in the case of a regulated entity, imposition of operating restrictions until
such a time the existing undesirable condition has been resolved; or
(b) in case of a licensed personnel, require that the individual does not
exercise the privileges of the licence until such a time that the
undesirable condition has been resolved.
(c) licensed personnel, require that the individual does not exercise the
privileges of the licence until such a time that the undesirable condition
has been resolved.
In carrying out enforcement actions pursuant to the provisions of sub-regulation
(3), the Inspectors of the Authority shall invoke the powers with due diligence
and act in good faith in the interest of preserving safety.
Aeronautical user
fees

31. (1) The Authority shall notify applicants of the fees to be charged in
connection with the issue, validation, renewal, extension or variation of any
licence, certificate, approval, authorization or such other document, including the
issue of a copy thereof, or the undergoing of any examination, test, inspection or
investigation or the grant of any permission or approval, required by, or for the
purpose of these Regulations, any orders, notices or proclamations made
thereunder.
(2) Upon an application being made in connection with which any fee is
chargeable in accordance with sub-regulation (1), the applicant shall be required,
before the application is entertained, to pay the fee so chargeable.
(3) Where the payment of fees has been made and the application is withdrawn
by the applicant or otherwise ceases to have effect or is rejected, the Authority shall
not refund such payment.

Application of
Regulations to
government and
visiting forces, etc.

32. (1) These Regulations shall apply to aircraft, not being military aircraft,
belonging to or exclusively employed in the service of the government, and for the
purposes of such application, the department or other authority for the time being
responsible for management of the aircraft shall be deemed to be the operator of
the aircraft, and in the case of an aircraft belonging to the government, to be the
owner of the interest of the government in the aircraft.
(2) The naval, military and air force authorities and members of any visiting
force and property held or used for the purpose of such a force shall be exempted
from the provisions of this regulation except as otherwise expressly provided.

Extra- territorial
application of

33. The provisions of these Regulations except where the context otherwise
requires shall-

Regulations

(a) in so far as they apply, whether by express reference or otherwise, to
aircraft registered in the United Republic of Tanzania, apply to such
aircraft wherever they may be;

(b) in so far as they apply, whether by express reference or otherwise, to
other aircraft, apply to such aircraft when they are within the United
Republic of Tanzania;
(d) in so far as they prohibit, require or regulate, whether by express
reference or otherwise, the doing of anything by any person in, or by any
of the crew of, any aircraft registered in the United Republic of Tanzania,
shall apply to such persons and crew, wherever they may be; and
(e) in so far as they prohibit, require or regulate, whether by express
reference or otherwise, the doing of anything in relation to any aircraft
registered in the United Republic of Tanzania by other persons shall,
where such persons are citizens of the United Republic of Tanzania,
apply to them wherever they may be.
PART VII:OFFENCES AND PENALTIES
Contravention of
Regulations

34. A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations may
have his licence, certificate, approval, authorization, exemption or such other
document revoked or suspended.

Penalties

35. (1) Where any provision of these Regulations, orders, notices or
proclamations made there under is contravened in relation to an aircraft, the
operator of that aircraft and the pilot-in-command, when the operator or, the pilot
in command is not the person who contravened that provision the person shall,
without prejudice to the liability of any other person under these Regulations for
that contravention, be deemed for the purposes of the following provisions of this
Regulation to have contravened that provision unless he or she proves that the
contravention occurred without his or her consent or connivance and that he or she
exercised all due diligence to prevent the contravention.
(2) Where it is proved that an act or omission of any person, which would
otherwise have been a contravention by that person of a provision of these
Regulations, orders, notices or proclamations made there under was due to any
cause not avoidable by the exercise of reasonable care by that person, the act or
omission shall be deemed not to be a contravention by that person of that
provision.
(3) Where a person is charged with contravening a provision of these
Regulations, orders, notices or proclamations made there under by reason of his
or her having been a member of the flight crew of an aircraft on a flight for the
purpose of commercial air transport operations, the flight shall be treated, without
prejudice to the liability of any other person under these Regulations, as not having
been for that purpose where he or she proves that he or she neither knew nor had
reason to know that the flight was for that purpose.
(4) A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations, orders,
notices or proclamations made thereunder not being a provision referred to in subregulation (9) shall, upon conviction, be liable to a fine, and in the case of a
continuing contravention, each day of the contravention shall constitute a separate
offence.

(5) Where an aircraft is involved in a contravention and the contravention
is by the owner or operator of the aircraft, the aircraft shall be subject to a lien for
the penalty.
(6) Any aircraft subject to alien for the purpose of sub- regulation may be
seized by and placed in the custody of the Authority.
(7) The aircraft shall be released from custody of the Authority
Upon:
(a) payment of the penalty or the amount agreed upon in compromise;
(b) deposit of a bond in such amount as the Authority may prescribe in the
applicable aeronautical information circular, conditioned upon payment of
the penalty or the amount agreed upon in compromise; and
(c) receiving an order of the court to that effect.
(8) The Authority and any person specifically authorized by name or any police
officer not below the rank of inspector specifically authorized by name by the
[Minister], may compound offences under Part A of the third Schedule to these
Regulations by assessing the contravention and requiring the person reasonably
suspected of having committed the offence to pay to the Authority a sum
equivalent in [state] shillings of one hundred United States dollars and three
hundred United States dollars for provisions referred to Part A of the Third
schedule to these Regulations.
(9) Where a person contravenes any provision specified in Part B of the
Third schedule to these Regulations, upon conviction is liable to a fine not less
than the equivalent in [state] Shillings of one thousand United States Dollars or to
imprisonment for a term of twelve months or to both.
(10) Where any person is aggrieved by any order made under subregulation (8), he may, within twenty-one days of such order being made, appeal
against the order to a higher court and the relevant provisions of the Criminal
Procedure Act, shall apply mutatis mutandis, to every such appeal as if it were an
appeal against a sentence passed by a district court in the exercise of its original
jurisdiction.
(11)
A person who contravenes any provision specified as an “A”
provision in the Third schedule to these Regulations commits an offence and is
liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding a sum equivalent in [state] shillings of
ten thousand United States dollars shillings for each offence and or to
imprisonment for a term not exceeding one year or to both.
(12) A person who contravenes any provision specified as a “B” provision
in the Third schedule to these Regulations commits an offence and is liable on
conviction to a fine not exceeding a sum equivalent in [state] shillings of twenty
thousand United States dollars for each offence and or to imprisonment for a term
not exceeding three years or to both.
(13) A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations not
being a provision referred to in the Third schedule to these Regulations commits
an offence and is liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding a sum equivalent in
[state] shillings of twenty thousand United States dollars, and in the case of a
second or subsequent conviction for the like offence to a fine not exceeding a sum
equivalent in [state] shillings of forty thousand United States dollars.

SCHEDULES
FIRST SCHEDULE
PART I:
MAXIMUM UNINTERRUPTED FLIGHT TIME
(a) The maximum uninterrupted flight time for a crew of 1 or 2 shall be:
Local Time of Start Maximum Uninterrupted Flight Time
0000- 0459
0500- 1959
2000-2359

8 hours
9 hours
8 hours

PART II:
ALLOWABLE FLIGHT DUTY PERIODS – MULTI-PILOT
The maximum allowable flight duty period may be extended during multi-pilot operations as
provided in the following table:

Scheduled Maximum Flight Duty Period (Hours) based on number of flight segments (Sector)
time of start
(acclimated
1
2
3
4
5
6
7+
time)
0000-0359

9

9

9

9

9

9

9

0400-0459

10

10

10

10

9

9

9

0500-0559

12

12

12

12

11.5

11

10.5

0600-0659

13

13

12

12

11.5

11

10.5

0700-1159

14

14

13

13

12.5

12

11.5

1200-1259

13

13

13

13

12.5

12

11.5

1300-1659

12

12

12

12

11.5

11

10.5

1700-2159

12

12

11

11

10

9

9

2200-2259

11

11

10

10

9

9

9

2300-2359

12

10

10

9

9

9

9

PART III:
ALLOWABLE FLIGHT DUTY PERIOD - SINGLE PILOT
(a) The maximum allowable flight duty period may be extended for single-pilot operations as
provided in the following table:
Reporting time

Number of landings as operating crew member

0700-1759
1800-2159
2200-0459

1-4
0930
0830
0800

5
0830
0800
0830

>= 6
0800
0800
0800

0500-0659

0830

0800

0800

(b) For flights operated by a single pilot and conducted wholly under VFR, allowable flight duty
periods must be derived from first column (column addressing 1-4 landings) in this case however
there is no limit to the number of landings.
(c) Where the number of landings exceeds an average of 4 per hour a break of at least 30minutes
must be taken within any period of 3 consecutive hours.
PART IV:
ACCEPTABLE SPLIT-DUTY EXTENSION
Consecutive hours break
0- 2 hours 59 minutes
3 - 6 hours 59 minutes
7 - 10 hours 59 minutes

Increase in Flight duty period
NIL
1/2 length of break
2/3 length of break or 1 1/2 length of break if at least
8 hoursof the break fall between 2000-0800 local
time where thebreak occurs

PART V:
ON-CALL DUTY LIMITATION
Notification Time
0 - 5 hours 59 minutes
From 6 hours and more

Maximum On-Call Duty Period
12 Hours
18 Hours

PART VI:
THE ACCEPTABLE METHODS FOR REDUCING FLIGHT CREW REST PERIODS
Conditions required for flight crew member rest reduction.
Flight Deck Duty
Normal Rest
Authorized
Period
Period
Reduced
(Hours)
(Hours)
Rest Period
(Hours)
Less than 8
9
8
8-9
10
8
9 or more
11
9

Next Rest
Period if
Reduction
Taken
10
11
12

PART VII:
THE ACCEPTABLE METHODS FOR REDUCING CABIN CREW REST PERIODS
Conditions required for cabin crew member rest reduction
Scheduled Duty
Extra Cabin
Normal Rest
Authorized
Period (Hours)
Crew
Period
Reduced
Members
(Hours)
Rest Period
Required
(Hours)
14 or Less
0
9
8
14-16
1
12
10
16-18
2
12
10
18-20
3
12
10

Next Rest
Period if
Reduction
Taken
10
14
14
14

PART VII
THE MAXIMUM FLIGHT DUTY PERIOD (HOURS) BASED ON REST FACILITY AND
NUMBER OF PILOTS
Maximum Flight Duty Period (Hours) based on rest facility and number
of Pilots
Scheduled
time of start
Class 1 rest facility
Class 2 rest facility
Class 3 rest facility
(acclimated
time)
3 Pilots
4 Pilots
3 Pilots
4 Pilots
3 Pilots
4 Pilots
0000-0559

15

17

14

15.5

13

13.5

0600-0659

16

18.5

15

16.5

14

14.5

0700-1259

17

19

16.5

18

15

15.5

1300-1659

16

18.5

15

16.5

14

14.5

1700-2359

15

17

14

15.5

13

13.5

SECOND SCHEDULE
PART I: FRMS POLICY
(1) A Fatigue Risk Management System (FRMS) established in accordance with this Part
shall contain, at a minimum (a) FRMS policy, with all elements of the FRMS clearly identified.
(b) The policy shall require that the scope of FRMS operations be clearly defined in the
operations manual.
(2) The policy shall:
(a) reflect the shared responsibility of management, flight and cabin crews, and other involved
personnel;
(b) clearly state the safety objectives of the FRMS;
(c) be signed by the Accountable Manager of the organization;
(d) be communicated, with visible endorsement, to all the relevant areas and levels of the
organization;
(e) declare management commitment to effective safety reporting;
(f) declare management commitment to the provision of adequate resources for the FRMS;
(g) declare management commitment to continuous improvement of the FRMS;
(h) require that clear lines of accountability for management, flight and cabin crews and all
other involved personnel are identified; and
(i) require periodic reviews to ensure it remains relevant and appropriate.
PART II:
FRMS DOCUMENTATION
An operator shall develop and keep current FRMS documentation that describes and records
(a) FRMS policy and objectives;
(b) FRMS processes and procedures;
(c) accountabilities, responsibilities and authorities for the processes and procedures;
(d) mechanisms for ongoing involvement of management, flight and cabin crew membersand
all other involved personnel;
(e) FRMS training programmes, training requirements and attendance records;
(f) scheduled and actual flight times, duty periods and rest periods with significant deviations
and reasons for deviations noted; and
(g) FRMS outputs including findings from collected data, recommendations, and actions
taken.
PART III:
FATIGUE RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESSES

A. Identification of Hazards
An operator shall develop and maintain three fundamental and documented processes for
fatigue hazard identification.
(1) Predictive
The predictive process shall identify fatigue hazards by examining crew scheduling and taking
into account factors known to affect sleep and fatigue and their effects on performance and
the methods of examination may include (a) operator or industry operational experience and data collected on similar types of
operations;
(b) evidence-based scheduling practices; and
(c) bio-mathematical models.
(2) Proactive
The proactive process shall identify fatigue hazards within current flight operations and the
methods of examination may include (a) self-reporting of fatigue risks;
(b) crew fatigue surveys;
(c) relevant flight and cabin crew performance data;
(d) available safety databases and scientific studies; and
(e) analysis of planned versus actual time worked.
(3) Reactive
The reactive process shall identify the contribution of fatigue hazards to reports and events
associated with potential negative safety consequences in order to determine how the impact
of fatigue could have been minimized and at a minimum, the process may be triggered by any
of the following (a) fatigue reports;
(b) confidential reports;
(c) audit reports;
(d) incidents; and
(e) flight data analysis events.
B. Risk Assessment
(1) An operator shall develop and implement risk assessment procedures that determine the
probability and potential severity of fatigue-related events and identify when the associated
risks require mitigation.
(2) The risk assessment procedures shall review identified hazards and link them to (a) operational processes;
(b) their probability;
(c) possible consequences; and
(d) the effectiveness of existing safety barriers and controls.
C. Risk Mitigation
An operator shall develop and implement risk mitigation procedures that -

(a) select the appropriate mitigation strategies;
(b) implement the mitigation strategies; and
(c) monitor the strategies’ implementation and effectiveness
PART IV:
FRMS SAFETY ASSURANCE PROCESSES
The operator shall develop and maintain FRMS safety assurance processes to;
(a)provide for continuous FRMS performance monitoring, analysis of trends, and
measurement to validate the effectiveness of the fatigue safety risk controls. The sources of
data may include, but are not limited to:
(i) hazard reporting and investigations;
(ii)
audits and surveys; and
(iii)
reviews and fatigue studies;
(b) provide a formal process for the management of change which shall include (i) identification of changes in the operational environment that may affect FRMS;
(ii) identification of changes within the organization that may affect FRMS; and
(iii) consideration of available tools which could be used to maintain or improve FRMS
performance prior to implementing changes; and
(c) Provide for the continuous improvement of the FRMS including(i) the elimination or modification of risk controls that have had unintended consequences or
that are no longer needed due to changes in the operational or organizational environment;
(ii) routine evaluations of facilities, equipment, documentation and procedures; and
(iii) the determination of the need to introduce new processes and procedures to mitigate
emerging fatigue-related risks.
PART V:
FRMS PROMOTION PROCESSES
FRMS promotion processes support the ongoing development of the FRMS, the continuous
improvement of its overall performance, and attainment of optimum safety levels.
The following shall be established and implemented by the operator as part of its FRMS (a) training programs to ensure competency commensurate with the roles and
responsibilities of management, flight and cabin crew, and all other involved personnel under
the planned FRMS; and
(b) an effective FRMS communication plan that (i) explains FRMS policies, procedures and responsibilities to all relevant stakeholders; and
(ii) describes communication channels used to gather and disseminate FRMS-related
information.

HOJA YA KUTENGANISHA KANUNI ZA UENDESHAJI NDEGE (THE CIVIL
AVIATION (OPERATION OF AIRCRAFT) REGULATIONS
1.0 UTANGULIZI
Kwa ujumla majukumu ya Mamlaka, na hasa katika udhibiti wa usalama na utoaji wa
huduma za uongozaji ndege yanatokana na Mkataba wa Kimataifa wa Usafiri wa Anga
‘The Convention on International Civil Aviation’ au maarufu kama “Chicago Convention”.
Mkataba huu ndio ulianzisha Shirika la Kimataifa la Usafiri wa Anga (ICAO).
Majukumu makubwa ya Shirika hili ni kuweka viwango vya kimataifa vinavyotumika
katika nyanja mbalimbali za usafiri wa anga. Viwango hivi vinatolewa katika viambatisho
vya Mkataba huu (Annexes to the Chicago Convention). Nchi wanachama wa ICAO
(signatory to the Chicago Convention au Contracting State kama zinavyojulikana
huwajibika kutekeleza viwango hivi pindi vinapopitishwa. Vinginevyo, mwanachama
anapaswa kutoa taarifa kwa ICAO ambayo itawajulisha wanachama wengine tofauti
itayokuwepo kati ya viwango hivyo na vile ambavyo mwanachama husika anavitumia
(Articles 12, 37 and 38 of the Convention). Hii ina maana kuwa ikiwa viwango vya nchi
mwanachama ni vya chini ya vile ambavyo vimetolewa na ICAO basi wanachama wengine
wana haki ya kuzuia au kuweka masharti ya ndege na wafanyakazi wataalamu toka katika
nchi husika katika anga lao (Articles 39 and 40 of the Convention).
Kuna viambatisho 19 vya ICAO mpaka sasa, navyo ni:
Annex 1 – Personnel Licensing
Annex 2 – Rules of the Air
Annex 3 – Meteorological Services for International Air Navigation
Annex 4 – Aeronautical Charts
Annex 5 – Units of Measurements to be used in Air and Ground Operations
Annex 6 – Operation of Aircraft (Parts I to III)
Annex 7 – Aircraft Nationality and Registration Marks
Annex 8 – Airworthiness of Aircraft
Annex 9 – Facilitation
Annex 10 – Aeronautical Telecommunications (Parts I to V)
Annex 11 – Air Traffic Services
Annex 12 – Search and Rescue
Annex 13 – Aircraft Accident and Incident Investigation
Annex 14 – Aerodromes (Parts I to II)
Annex 15 – Aeronautical Information Services
Annex 16 – Environmental Protection (Parts I to IV)
Annex 17 – Security (Safeguarding International Civil Aviation Against Acts of
Unlawful Interference)
18. Annex 18 –The Safe Transportation of Dangerous Goods by Air
19. Annex 19 – Safety Management Systems
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

2.0 UDHIBITI WA USALAMA (SAFETY AND SECURITY REGULATION)
Udhibiti wa usalama unatekelezwa kwa kutumia Kanuni zifuatazo ambazo zimetungwa
chini ya Sheria mama zilizotajwa hapo juu na Waziri mwenye dhamana ya usafiri wa anga
kwa sasa Waziri wa Ujenzi, Uchukuzi na Mawasiliano kwa kuzingatia Viambatisho vya
Mkataba wa Chicago.
Jedwali hili linaonyesha Annex na kanuni husika ambayo imetengezwa au Rasimu ya
Kanuni:
NA.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

ANNEX

KANUNI ILIYOPO/RASIMU
PENDEKEZWA
Annex 1 – Personnel Licensing
i. The Civil Aviation (Personnel
Licensing) Regulations
ii. The Civil Aviation (Approved
Training
Organization)
Regulations
Annex 2 – Rules of the Air
The Civil Aviation (Rules of the Air)
Regulations
Annex 3 – Meteorological Services for The Civil Aviation (Meteorological
International Air Navigation
services
for
air
navigation)
Regulations
Annex 4 – Aeronautical Charts
The Civil Aviation (Aeronautical
Charts) Regulations
Annex 5 – Units of Measurements to be The Civil Aviation (Units of
used in Air and Ground Operations
Measurement for Air and Ground
Operations), Regulations
Annex 6 – Operation of Aircraft (Parts i. Rasimu - The Civil Aviation
I to III)
(Operation
of
Aircraft
–
Commercial
Air
Transport
Aeroplanes) Regulations
ii. Rasimu - The Civil Aviation
(Operation of Aircraft – General
Aviation
Aeroplanes)
Regulations; na
iii. Rasimu - The Civil Aviation
(Helicopter
Operations)
Regulations
iv. Rasimu - The Civil Aviation
(Fatigue
Risk
Management
System) Regulations

The Civil Aviation (Air Operator
Certification and Administration)
Regulations,
7. Annex 7 – Aircraft Nationality and The
Civil
Aviation
(Aircraft
Registration Marks
Registration Marking) Regulations
8. Annex Annex 8 – Airworthiness of i. The Civil Aviation (Approved
Aircraft 9 – Facilitation
Maintenance
Organization)
Regulations

9. Annex 9 – Faclitation
10. Annex
10
–
Aeronautical
Telecommunications (Parts I to V)

11. Annex 11 – Air Traffic Services

12. Annex 12 – Search and Rescue
13. Annex 13 – Aircraft Accident and
Incident Investigation
14. Annex 14 – Aerodromes (Parts I to II)
15. Annex 15 – Aeronautical Information
Services
16. Annex 16 – Environmental Protection
(Parts I to IV)
17. Annex 17 – Security (Safeguarding
International Civil Aviation Against
Acts of Unlawful Interference)
18. Annex 18 –The Safe Transportation of
Dangerous Goods by Air
19. Annex 19 – Safety Management
Systems

ii. The Civil Aviation (Instrument and
Equipment) Regulations
iii. The Civil Aviation (Airworthiness)
Regulations
Rasimu – The Civil Aviation
(Facilitation) Regulations
i. The Civil Aviation (Radio
Navigation Aids) Regulations
ii. The
Civil
Aviation
(Communication
Procedures)
Regulations
iii. The
Civil
Aviation
(Communication
Systems)
Regulations
iv. The Civil Aviation (Surveillance
and Collision Avoidance Systems)
Regulations
v. The Civil Aviation (Aeronautical
Radio
Frequency
Spectrum
Utilization) Regulations
i.The Civil Aviation (Air Traffic
Services) Regulations
ii.The Civil Aviation (Pans Ops)
Regulations
The Civil Aviation (Search and
Rescue) Regulations
The Civil Aviation (Aircraft accident
and
incident
investigation)
Regulations
The Civil Aviation (aerodromes)
Regulations
The Civil Aviation (Aeronautical
Information Services) Regulations,
Draft
- The Civil Aviation
(Environmental
Protection)
Regulations
The Civil Aviation (Security)
Regulations
Proposed - The Civil Aviation
(Dangerous Goods) Regulations
The
Civil
Aviation
(Safety
Management
Regulations)
Regulations

Kanuni hizi kila Moja imeweka viwango kutoka katika moja ya kiambatisho kwa kuwa kila
moja ni kwa ajili maeneo tofauti kuhusiana na huduma zinazotolewa ambazo utoaji wake
unazingatia mwongozo au taratibu za Kiamabatisho (Annex) husika.

Zoezi la kutengeneza kanuni hizi lilianza mwaka 2006 na kanuni hizi zimekuwa zikifanyiwa
marekebisho kila mwaka kwa kuwa ICAO hutoa marekebisho kila mwaka mwezi wa
Novemba. Nchi wanachama pia hufanyiwa ukaguzi na shirika la kimataifa kuangalia ni kwa
namna gani nchi imeweza kuzingatia viwango vilivyowekwa na sio tu kuviandika bila
kutekeleza.
Kanuni zilizobaki zimetokana na miongozo mbalimbali ya ICAO:
1. The Civil Aviation (Remotely Piloted Aircraft System) Regulations; na
2. The Civil Aviation (Certification of Air Navigation Services) Regulations.
3.0 CHANGAMOTO ZA UTEKELEZAJI
Mamlaka imeweka utaratibu wa kubadili kanuni zake kwa kuzingatia mabadiliko ya
annexes lakini pia kwa kupokea maoni kutoka kwa wadau. Mwaka 2006 wakati kanuni
hizi zinaandikwa, kanuni za uendeshaji ndege (The Civil Aviation (Operation of Aircraft)
Regulation) zilitoa taratibu na maelekezo ya uendeshaji ndege kwa kutoa masharti ya jumla
kwa waendeshaji wa ndege za kibiashara, ndege binafsi, helkopta na balloon kwenye
kanuni moja wakati kila mtuamiaji ana masharti yake tofauti na hivyo kuleta mgongano
wakati wa utekelezaji.
Kufuatia changamoto hiyo, ilipendekezwa kuwa Kanuni hiyo igawanywe na kuwa na
Kanuni tatu (3) ambazo zitakuwa na masharti tofauti kulingana na mahitaji ya watumiaji
na kwa kuzingatia masharti ya Mkataba wa Kimataifa wa Usafiri wa Anga ambapo kila
Kiambatisho (Annexes to the Chicago Convention) inapaswa kuwa na Kanuni yake
kulingana na eneo husika. Annex hiyo imegawanyika katika sehemu zifuatazo:
i. Part I - Operation of Aircraft – Commercial Air Transport Aeroplanes –
Mahususi kwa waendeshaji wa ndege za kibiashara pekee;
ii. Part II - Operation of Aircraft – General Aviation Aeroplanes – Mahususi
kwa watumiaji wa ndege Binafsi; na
iii. Part III - Helicopter Operations - mahususi wa watumiaji wa Helicopta.
Kufuatia maoni ya wadau wa ndani na wa nje, na mapendekezo kutoka kwa Shirika la
kimataifa, mamlaka kwa kushirikiana na wataalamu kutoka nchi za Afrika Mashariki
waliandaa rasimu ya kanuni 3 na kuzitaka nchi wanachama kama makubaliano
yanavyotaka, kuzifuata kanuni husika kwa ajili ya kurahisisha utekelezaji wa watumiaji
katika nchi husika.
Rasimu ya Kanuni hizi ni :
i. Part I - The Civil Aviation (Operation of Aircraft – Commercial Air
Transport Aeroplanes) Regulations – Mahususi kwa waendesha
kibiashara za ndege pekee;
ii. Part II - The Civil Aviation (Operation of Aircraft – General Aviation
Aeroplanes) Regulations – Mahususi wa watumiaji wa ndege za Binafsi;
na
iii. Part III - The Civil Aviation (Helicopter Operations) Regulations mahususi wa watumiaji wa Helicopta.
Bango kitita limeambatishwa linaloainisha mifano halisi.

4.0 MATOKEO YA KUTENGANISHA KANUNI
Kufuatia kutenganishwa kwa kanuni hiyo, wataalamu walipendekeza kuandaliwa kwa
Kanuni nyingine mbili (2) zinazotoa utaratibu kuhusu muda wa kufanya kazi pamoja na
mapumziko ya wafanya kazi kwenye ndege pamoja na usafirishaji wa bidhaa hatarishi
(Dangerous Goods) kwa kuzingatia miongozo ya ICAO. Hapo awali vifungu vyote hivi
vilikuwa ndani ya kanuni hiyo ya The Civil Aviation (Operation of Aircraft) Regulation,
na kwa kuwa kanuni hizi zinawalenga watendaji wote katika usafiri wa anga,
ilipendekezwa kila moja ijitegemee badala ya kukaa ndani ya kanuni moja. Kanuni
pendekezwa ni:
i.
ii.

The Civil Aviation (Fatigue Risk Management System) Regulations; na
The Civil Aviation (Dangerous Goods) Regulations.
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PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS

Citation

Interpretation

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Model EAC Civil Aviation
(Operations of Aircraft- Helicopters) Regulations 2020
2. In these Regulations, unless the context otherwise requires“Aerial work” means an aircraft operation in which an aircraft is used for
specialized services such as agriculture, construction, photography,
surveying, observation and patrol, search and rescue, aerial
advertisement, etc;
“Aerodrome” means a defined area on land or water, including any
buildings, installations and equipment intended to be used either wholly
or in part for the arrival, departure and surface movement of aircraft;
“Agreement summary”. means when an aircraft is operating under an
Article 83 bis agreement between the State of Registry and another State,
the agreement summary is a document transmitted with the Article 83 bis
Agreement registered with the ICAO Council that identifies succinctly
and clearly which functions and duties are transferred by the State of
Registry to that other State;
“Aircraft” means any machine that can derive support in the atmosphere
from the reactions of the air other than the reactions of the air against the
earth’s surface;
“Aircraft operating manual” means a manual, acceptable to the
Authority, containing normal, abnormal and emergency procedures,
checklists, limitations, performance information, details of the aircraft
systems and other material relevant to the operation of the aircraft;
“Air operator certificate or AOC” means a certificate authorizing an
operator to carry out specified commercial air transport operations;
“Air traffic service or ATS” is a generic term meaning variously, flight
information service, alerting service, air traffic advisory service, air
traffic control service ,area control service, approach control service or
aerodrome control service;
“Airworthy” means the status of an aircraft, engine, propeller or part

when it conforms to its approved design and is in a condition for safe
operation;
“Alternate heliport” means a heliport to which a helicopter may proceed
when it becomes either impossible or inadvisable to proceed to or to land
at the heliport of intended landing where the necessary services and
facilities are available, where aircraft performance requirements can be
met and which is operational at the expected time of use:
Alternate heliports include the following:
(a) “Take-off alternate” means an alternate heliport at which a
helicopter would be able to land should this become necessary
shortly after take-off and it is not possible to use the heliport of
departure;
(b) “En-route alternate” means an alternate heliport at which a
helicopter would be able to land in the event that a diversion
becomes necessary while en route;
(c) “Destination alternate” means an alternate heliport at which a
helicopter would be able to land should it become either
impossible or inadvisable to land at the heliport of intended
landing;
“Approach and landing phase helicopters” means that part of the flight
from 300 m or 1 000 ft above the elevation of the FATO, if the flight is
planned to exceed this height, or from the commencement of the descent
in the other cases, to landing or to the balked landing point;
“Appropriate airworthiness requirements” means the comprehensive
and detailed airworthiness codes established, adopted oraccepted by a
Contracting State for the class of aircraft, engine or propeller under
consideration;
“Area navigationor RNAV” means a method of navigation which
permits aircraft operation on any desired flight path within the coverage
of ground- or space-based navigation aids or within the limits of the
capability of self-contained aids, or a combination of these;
“Cabin crew member” means a crew member who performs, in the
interest of safety of passengers, duties assigned by the operator or the
pilot-in-command of the aircraft, but who shall not act as a flight crew
member;
“Combined vision system or CVS” means a system to display images
from a combination of an enhanced vision system or EVS and a synthetic

vision system or SVS;
“Commercial air transport operation” means an aircraft operation
involving the transport of passengers, cargo or mail for remuneration or
hire;
“Configuration deviation list or CDL” means a list established by the
organization responsible for the type design with the approval of the State
of Design which identifies any external parts of an aircraft type which
may be missing at the commencement of a flight, and which contains,
where necessary, any information on associated operating limitations and
performance correction;
“Congested area” means in relation to a city, town or settlement, any
area which is substantially used for residential, commercial or
recreational purposes;
“Congested hostile environment” means a hostile environment within a
congested area;
“Continuing airworthiness” means the set of processes by which an
aircraft, engine, rotor or part complies with the applicable airworthiness
requirements and remains in a condition for safe operation throughout its
operating life;
“Continuing airworthiness records” means records which are related to
the continuing airworthiness status of an aircraft, engine,
rotor or associated part;
“Continuous descent final approach or CDFA” means a technique,
consistent with stabilized approach procedures, for flying the final
approach segment or FAS of an instrument non-precision approach or
NPA procedure as a continuous descent, without level-off, from an
altitude or height at or above the final approach fix altitude/height to a
point approximately 15 m or 50 ft above the landing runway threshold or
the point where the flare maneuver begins for the type of aircraft flown;
for the FAS of an NPA procedure followed by a circling approach, the CDFA

technique applies until circling approach minima circling OCA or H or
visual flight manoeuvre altitude or height are reached;
“Crew member” means a person assigned by an operator to duty on an
aircraft during a flight duty period;
“Dangerous goods” means articles or substances which are capable of

posing a risk to health, safety, property or the environment and which are
shown in the list of dangerous goods in the Technical Instructions or
which are classified according to those Instructions;
“Decision altitude or DA or decision height or DH” means a specified
altitude or height in a three-dimensional or 3D instrument approach
operation at which a missed approach must be initiated if the required
visual reference to continue the approach has not been established;
“Defined point after take-off or DPATO” means the point, within the
take-off and initial climb phase, before which the helicopter’s ability to
continue the flight safely, with one engine inoperative, is not assured and
a forced landing may be required;
“Defined point before landing or DPBL” means the point, within the
approach and landing phase, after which the helicopter’s ability to
continue the flight safely, with one engine inoperative, is not assured and
a forced landing may be required;
“Duty means” means any task that flight or cabin crew members are
required by the operator to perform, including, for example, flight duty,
administrative work, training, positioning and standby when it is likely to
induce fatigue;
“Duty period” means a period which starts when a flight or cabin crew
member is required by an operator to report for or to commence a duty
and ends when that person is free from all duties;
“Electronic flight bag or EFB” means an electronic information system,
comprised of equipment and applications for flight crew, which allows
for the storing, updating, displaying and processing of EFB functions to
support flight operations or duties;
“Elevated heliport” means a heliport located on a raised structure on
land;
“Emergency locator transmitter or ELT” means a generic term
describing equipment which broadcast distinctive signals on designated
frequencies and, depending on application, may be activated
automatically on impact or be manually, and An ELT may be any of the
following:
(a) “Automatic fixed ELT or ELT- AF” means an automatically
activated ELT which is permanently attached to an aircraft.
(b) “Automatic portable ELT or ELT-AP means an automatically
activated ELT which is rigidly attached to an aircraft but readily

removable from the aircraft.
(c) “Automatic deployable ELT or ELT-AD” means an ELT which
is rigidly attached to an aircraft and which is automatically
deployed and activated by impact, and, in some cases, also by
hydrostatic sensors. Manual deployment is also provided.
(d) “Survival ELT or ELT or ELTS” means an ELT which is
removable from an aircraft, stowed so as to facilitate its ready use
in an emergency, and manually activated by survivors.
“Engine” means a unit used or intended to be used for aircraft propulsion.
consisting of at least those components and equipment necessary for
functioning and control, but excludes the propeller/rotors where
applicable;
“Enhanced vision system or EVS” means a system to display electronic
real-time images of the external scene achieved through the use of image
sensors;
“En-route phase” means that part of the flight from the end of the takeoff and initial climb phase to the commencement of the approach and
landing phase;
“Fatigue” means a physiological state of reduced mental or physical
performance capability resulting from sleep loss, extended
wakefulness, circadian phase, or workload ,mental or physical activity
that can impair a person’s alertness and ability to adequately perform
safety-related operational duties;
“Fatigue risk management system or FRMS”. means data-driven means
of continuously monitoring and managing fatigue-related safety risks,
based upon scientific principles and knowledge as well as operational
experience that aims to ensure relevant personnel are performing at
adequate levels of alertness;
“Final approach and take-off area orFATO” means a defined area over
which the final phase of the approach manoeuvre to hover or landing is
completed and from which the take-off manoeuvre is commenced. Where
the FATO is to be used by helicopters operating in performance Class 1,
the defined area includes the rejected take-off area available;
“Final approach segment orFAS” means that segment of an instrument
approach procedure in which alignment and descent for landing are
accomplished;
“Flight crew member” means a licensed crew member charged with
duties essential to the operation of an aircraft during a flight duty period;

“Flight duty period” means a period which commences when a flight or
cabin crew member is required to report for duty thatincludes a flight or
a series of flights and which finishes when the aircraft finally comes to
rest and the engines are shut down at the end of the last flight on which
the flight or cabin crew is a crew member;
“Flight manual” means a manual, associated with the certificate of
airworthiness, containing limitations within which the aircraft is to be
considered airworthy, and instructions and information necessary to the
flight crew members for the safe operation of the aircraft;
“Flight operations officer” or “flight dispatcher” means person
designated by the operator to engage in the control and supervision of
flight operations, whether licensed or not, suitably qualified in
accordance with Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations who
supports, briefs and/or assists the pilot-in-command in the safe conduct
of the flight;
“Flight plan” means a specified information provided to air traffic
services units, relative to an intended flight or portion of a flight of an
aircraft;
“Flight recorder” means any type of recorder installed in the aircraft for
the purpose of complementing accident/incident investigation;
“Automatic deployable flight recorder or ADFR” means a combination
flight recorder installed on the aircraft which is capable of automatically
deploying from the aircraft;
“Flight safety documents system” means a set of interrelated
documentation established by the operator, compiling and organizing
information necessary for flight and ground operations, and comprising,
as a minimum, the operations manual and the operator’s maintenance
control manual;
“Flight simulation training device” means any one of the following three
types of apparatus in which flight conditions are simulated on the ground;
(a) “A flight simulator”- which provides an accurate representation
of the flight deck of a particular aircraft type to the extent that the
mechanical, electrical, electronic, etc. aircraft systems control
functions, the normal environment of flight crew members, and
the performance and flight characteristics of that type of aircraft
are realistically simulated;

(b) “A flight procedures trainer”, which provides a realistic flight
deck environment, and which simulates instrument responses,
simple control functions of mechanical, electrical, electronic, etc.
aircraft systems, and the performance and flight characteristics of
aircraft of a particular class;
(c) “A basic instrument flight trainer”, which is equipped with
appropriate instruments, and which simulates the flight deck
environment of an aircraft in flight in instrument flight conditions;
“Flight time” — helicopters” means the total time from the moment a
helicopter’s rotor blades start turning until the moment the helicopter
finally comes to rest at the end of the flight, and the rotor blades are
stopped;
“General aviation operation” means an aircraft operation other than a
commercial air transport operation or an aerial work operation;
“Ground handling” means services necessary for an aircraft’s arrival at,
and departure from, an airport, other than air traffic services;
“Head-up display or HUD” means a display system that presents flight
information into the pilot’s forward external field of view;
“Helicopter or Rotorcraft” means a heavier-than-air aircraft supported
in flight chiefly by the reactions of the air on one or more power-driven
rotors on substantially vertical axes;
“Helideck” means a heliport located on a floating or fixed offshore
structure;
“Heliport” means an aerodrome or a defined area on a structure intended
to be used wholly or in part for the arrival, departure and surface
movement of helicopters;
Heliport operating minima” means the limits of usability of a heliport
for:
(a) take-off, expressed in terms of runway visual range or visibility
and, where necessary, cloud conditions;
(b) landing in 2D instrument approach operations, expressed in terms
of visibility and/or runway visual range, minimum descent
altitude or MDA or minimum descent height MDH and, where
necessary, cloud conditions; and

(c) landing in 3D instrument approach operations, expressed in terms
of visibility or runway visual range and decision altitude or DA
or descent height or DH as appropriate to the type or category of
the operation;
“Hostile environment” means an environment in which:
(a) a safe forced landing cannot be accomplished because the surface
and surrounding environment are inadequate;
(b) the helicopter occupants cannot be adequately protected from the
elements;
(c) search and rescue response/capability is not provided consistent
with anticipated exposure; or
(d) there is an unacceptable risk of endangering persons or property
on the ground.
“Human Factors principles” means principles which apply to
aeronautical design, certification, training, operations and maintenance
and which seek safe interface between the human and other system
components by proper consideration to human performance;
“Human performance” means human capabilities and limitations which
have an impact on the safety and efficiency of aeronautical operations;
“Instrument approach operations” means an approach and landing
using instruments for navigation guidance based on an instrument
approach procedure. There are two methods for executing instrument
approach operations:
(a) a two-dimensional (2D) means instrument approach operation,
using lateral navigation guidance only; and
(b) a three-dimensional (3D) means instrument approach operation, using
both lateral and vertical navigation guidance.
“Instrument approach procedure or IAP” means a series of
predetermined manoeuvres by reference to flight instruments with
specified protection from obstacles from the initial approach fix, or where
applicable, from the beginning of a defined arrival route to a point from
which a landing can be completed and thereafter, if a landing is not
completed, to a position at which holding or en-route obstacle clearance
criteria apply. Instrument approach procedures are classified as follows:
(a) “Non-precision approach or NPA procedure” means an
instrument approach procedure designed for 2D instrument
approach operations Type A;
(b) “Approach procedure with vertical guidance or APV” means a

performance - based navigation or PBN instrument approach
procedure designed for 3D instrument approach operations Type
A;and
(c) “Precision approach orPA procedure” means An instrument
approach procedure based on navigation systems or ILS, MLS,
GLS and SBAS CAT I designed for 3D instrument approach
operations Type A or B.
“Instrument meteorological conditions or IMC” means Meteorological
conditions expressed in terms of visibility, distance from cloud, and
ceiling, as defined in the Civil Aviation (Rules of the Air) Regulations,
less than the minima specified for visual meteorological conditions;
“Integrated survival suit” means a survival suit which meets the
combined requirements of the survival suit and life jacket;
“Landing decision point or LDP” means the point used in determining
landing performance from which, an engine failure occurring at this
point, the landing may be safely continued or a balked landing initiated;
“Low-visibility operations or LVO”. Means approach operations in
RVRs less than 550 m or with a DH less than 60 m or 200 ft or take-off
operations in RVRs less than 400 m;
“Maintenance” means the performance of tasks on an aircraft, engine,
propeller or associated part required to ensure the continuing
airworthiness of an aircraft, engine, propeller or associated part including
any one or combination of overhaul, inspection, replacement, defect
rectification, and the embodiment of a modification or repair;
“Maintenance organization’s procedures manual” means a document
endorsed by the head of the maintenance organization which details the
maintenance organization’s structure and management responsibilities,
scope of work, description of facilities, maintenance procedures and
quality assurance or inspection systems;
“Maintenance programme” means a document which describes the
specific scheduled maintenance tasks and their frequency of completion
and related procedures, such as a reliability programme, necessary for the
safe operation of those aircraft to which it applies;
“Maintenance release” means a document which contains a certification
confirming that the maintenance work to which it relates has been

completed in a satisfactory manner in accordance with appropriate
airworthiness requirements;
“Master minimum equipment list or MMEL means a list established for
a particular aircraft type by the organization responsible for the type
design with the approval of the State of Design containing items, one or
more of which is permitted to be unserviceable at the commencement of
a flight. The MMEL may be associated with special operating conditions,
limitations or procedures;
“Maximum mass” means maximum certificated take-off mass;
“Minimum descent altitude or MDA or minimum descent height
orMDH” means a specified altitude or height in a 2D instrument
approach operation or circling approach operation below which descent
must not be made without the required visual reference;
“Minimum equipment list or MEL” means a list which provides for the
operation of aircraft, subject to specified conditions, with particular
equipment inoperative, prepared by an operator in conformity with, or
more restrictive than, the MMEL established for the aircraft type;
“Modification” means a change to the type design of an aircraft, engine
or propeller, and may include the embodiment of the modification which
is a maintenance task subject to a maintenance release as per Civil
Aviation (Airworthiness of Aircraft) Regulations;
“Navigation specification” means a set of aircraft and flight crew
requirements needed to support performance-based navigation operations
within a defined airspace. There are two kinds of navigation
specifications;
“Required navigation performance or RNP specification” means
navigation specification based on area navigation that includes the
requirement for performance monitoring and alerting, designated by the
prefix RNP, e.g. RNP 4, RNP APCH;
“Area navigation or RNAV specification” means a navigation
specification based on area navigation that does not include the
requirement for performance monitoring and alerting, designated by the
prefix RNAV, e.g. RNAV 5, RNAV 1;
“Night” The hours between the end of evening civil twilight and the
beginning of morning civil twilight where Civil twilight ends in the
evening when the centre of the sun’s disc is 6 degrees below the horizon

and begins in the morning when the centre of the sun’s disc is 6 degrees
below the horizon;
“Non-congested hostile environment” means a hostile environment
outside a congested area;
“Non-hostile environment” means an environment in which:
a safe forced landing can be accomplished because the surface and
surrounding environment are adequate;
the helicopter occupants can be adequately protected from the elements;
search and rescue response/capability is provided consistent with
anticipated exposure; and
the assessed risk of endangering persons or property on the ground is
acceptable.
“Obstacle clearance altitude or OCA or obstacle clearance height or
OCH” means the lowest altitude or the lowest height above the elevation
of the relevant runway threshold or the aerodrome elevation as applicable,
used in establishing compliance with appropriate obstacle clearance
criteria;
“Offshore operations” means operations which routinely have a
substantial proportion of the flight conducted over sea areas to or from
offshore locations. Such operations include, but are not limited to, support
of offshore oil, gas and mineral exploitation and sea-pilot transfer;
“Operation” means an activity or group of activities which are subject to
the same or similar hazards and which require a set of equipment to be
specified, or the achievement and maintenance of a set of pilot
competencies, to eliminate or mitigate the risk of such hazards;
“Operational control” means the exercise of authority over the initiation,
continuation, diversion or termination of a flight in the interest of the
safety of the aircraft and the regularity and efficiency of the flight;
“Operational flight plan” means the operator’s plan for the safe conduct
of the flight based on considerations of helicopter performance, other
operating limitations and relevant expected conditions on the route to be
followed and at the heliports concerned;
“Operations in performance Class 1” means Operations with
performance such that, in the event of a critical engine failure,
performance is available to enable the helicopter to safely continue the

flight to an appropriate landing area, unless the failure occurs prior to
reaching the take-off decision point or TDP or after passing the landing
decision point or LDP, in which cases the helicopter must be able to land
within the rejected take-off or landing area;
“Operations in performance Class 2” means operations with
performance such that, in the event of critical engine failure, performance
is available to enable the helicopter to safely continue the flight to an
appropriate landing area, except when the failure occurs early during the
take-off manoeuvre or late in the landing manoeuvre, in which cases a
forced landing may be required;
“Operations in performance Class 3” means operations with
performance such that, in the event of an engine failure at any time during
the flight, a forced landing will be required;
“Operations manual” means manual containing procedures, instructions
and guidance for use by operational personnel in the execution of their
duties;
“Operations specifications” means the authorizations including specific
approvals, conditions and limitations associated with the air operator
certificate and subject to the conditions in the operations manual;
“Operator” means the person, organization or enterprise engaged in or
offering to engage in an aircraft operation;
“Operator’s maintenance control manual” means a document which
describes the operator’s procedures necessary to ensure that all scheduled
and unscheduled maintenance is performed on the operator’s aircraft on
time and in a controlled and satisfactory manner;
“Performance-based communication or PBC” means communication
based on performance specifications applied to the provision of air traffic
services;
“Performance-based navigation or PBN” means Area navigation based
on performance requirements for aircraft operating along an ATS route,
on an instrument approach procedure or in a designated airspace;
“Performance-based surveillance or PBS” means Surveillance based on
performance specifications applied to the provision of air traffic services;
“Pilot-in-command” means the pilot designated by the operator, or in the
case of general aviation, the owner, as being in command and charged
with the safe conduct of a flight;

“Point of no return” means the last possible geographic point at which
an aircraft can proceed to the destination aerodrome as well as to an
available en-route alternate aerodrome for a given flight;
“Psychoactive substances” means Alcohol, opioids, cannabinoids,
sedatives and hypnotics, cocaine, other psychostimulants, hallucinogens,
and volatile solvents, whereas coffee and tobacco are excluded;
“Repair” The restoration of an aircraft, engine or associated part to an
airworthy condition in accordance with the appropriate
airworthiness requirements after it has been damaged or subjected to
wear;
“Required communication performance or RCP specification” means a
set of requirements for air traffic service provision and associated ground
equipment, aircraft capability, and operations needed to support
performance-based communication;
“Required surveillance performance or RSP specification” means a set
of requirements for air traffic service provision and associated ground
equipment, aircraft capability, and operations needed to support
performance-based surveillance;
“Rest period means” a continuous and defined period of time,
subsequent to and/or prior to duty, during which flight or cabin crew
members are free of all duties;
“Runway visual range or RVR” means the range over which the pilot of
an aircraft on the centre line of a runway can see the runway surface
markings or the lights delineating the runway or identifying its centre
line;
“Safe forced landing” means unavoidable landing or ditching with a
reasonable expectancy of no injuries to persons in the aircraft or on the
surface;
“Safety management system or SMS” means a systematic approach to
managing safety, including the necessary organizational structures,
accountability, responsibilities, policies and procedures;
“Series of flights” means consecutive flights that:
(a) begin and end within a period of 24 hours; and
(b) are all conducted by the same pilot-in-command.

“Specific approval”. means an approval which is documented in the
Operations Specifications for commercial air transport operations or in
the list of specific approvals for non-commercial operations;
“State of Registry” means the State on whose register the aircraft is
entered;
“State of the Aerodrome” means the State in whose territory the
aerodrome is located;
“ State of Operator” means the State in which the operator’s principal
place of business is located or; if there is no such place of business, the
operator permanent residence;
“State of the principal location of a general aviation operator”. Means
the State in which the operator of a general aviation aircraft has its
principal place of business or, if there is no such place of business, its
permanent residence;
“Synthetic vision system or SVS” means a system to display data-derived
synthetic images of the external scene from the perspective of the flight
deck;
“Take-off and initial climb phase” means that part of the flight from the
start of take-off to 300 m or 1 000 ft above the elevation of the FATO, if
the flight is planned to exceed this height, or to the end of the climb in the
other cases;
“Take-off decision point or TDP” means the point used in determining
take-off performance from which, an engine failure occurring at this
point, either a rejected take-off may be made or a take-off safely
continued;
“Visual meteorological conditions or VMC” means Meteorological
conditions expressed in terms of visibility, distance from cloud, and
ceiling,* equal to or better than specified minima;
“VTOSS” means the minimum speed at which climb shall be achieved
with the critical engine inoperative, the remaining engines operating
within approved operating limits;

Application

3. These Regulations shall be applicable to all helicopters engaged in

commercial air transport operations, general aviation operations,
except helicopters engaged in aerial work.

PART 2
COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT
PART 2.1
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Compliance with laws,
regulations and
procedures

4. (1) An operator shall ensure that all personnel when abroad know that they must
comply with the laws, regulations and procedures of those States in which their
operations are conducted.
(2) The operator shall ensure that all pilots are familiar with the laws, regulations
and procedures pertinent to the performance of their duties prescribed for the areas
to be traversed, the heliports to be used and the air navigation facilities relating
thereto.
(3) The operator shall ensure that other members of the flight crew are familiar
with these Regulations and operator procedures as are pertinent to the performance
of their respective duties in the operation of the helicopter.
(4) The operator or a designated representative shall have responsibility for
operational control.
(5) Responsibility for operational control shall be delegated only to the pilot-incommand and to a flight operations officer or flight dispatcher where the operator’s
approved method control and supervision of flight operations requires the use of
flight operations officer or flight dispatcher personnel.
(6) Where an emergency situation which endangers the safety of the helicopter or
persons becomes known first to the flight operations officer orflight dispatcher,
action by that person in accordance with Regulations 45 shall include, , notification
to the appropriate authorities of the nature of the situation without delay, and
requests for assistance when required.
(7) Where an emergency situation which endangers the safety of the helicopter or
persons necessitates the taking of action which involves a violation of local
regulations or procedures, the pilot-in-command shall notify the appropriate local
authority without delay.
(8) Where required by the State in which the incident occurs, the pilot-in-command

shall, within ten days, submit a report on any such violation of local regulation and
procedures to the appropriate authority of that State and a copy thereto to the
Authority.

(9) An operator shall ensure that pilots-in-command have available on board the
helicopter all the essential information concerning the search and rescue services
in the area over which the helicopter will be flown.
(10)An operators shall ensure that flight crew members demonstrate the ability to
speak and understand the English language used for radiotelephony
communications as specified in Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations.
(11) An Operators shall ensure that a helicopter:
(a)
has equipments and instruments; and
(b)
has communication, navigation and surveillance equipment, in the manner
provided in the Civil Aviation (Instrument and Equipments ) Regulations.
Compliance by a
foreign operator with
laws regulations and
procedures of the
Authority

5. (1) When the Authority identifies a case of non-compliance or suspected noncompliance by a foreign operator with laws, regulations and applicable
procedures, or a similar serious safety issue with that operator, the Authority shall
immediately notify the operator and, where the issue warrants it, the State of the
Operator.
(2) Where the State of Operator and the State of Registry are different, the
notification under sub regulation (1) shall also be made to the State of Registry,
where the issue falls within the responsibilities of that State and warrants a
notification.
(3) In the case of notification to States as specified in sub regulations (1), where the issue
and its resolution warrant it, the State in which the operation is conducted shall engage in
consultations with the Authority and the State of Registry, as applicable, concerning the
safety standards maintained by the operator.

Safety management

6. (1)The operator of a helicopter of a certified take-off mass in excess of 7000 kg
or having a passenger seating configuration of more than 9 and fitted with a flight
data recorder should establish and maintain a flight data analysis programme as
part of its safety management system.
(2) A flight data analysis programme shall contain adequate safeguards to protect
the sources of the data in accordance with Civil Aviation (Safety Management)
Regulations
(3) The operator shall not use recordings or transcripts of CVR, CARS, Class A
AIR and Class A AIRS for purposes other than the investigation of an accident or
incident as per Civil Aviation (Accidents and Incidents Investigation)Regulations,
except where the recordings or transcripts are:

(a) related to a safety-related event identified in the context of a safety
management system; are restricted to the relevant portions of a deidentified transcript of the recording; and are subject to the protections
accorded by Civil Aviation (Safety Management) Regulations;
(b) sought for use in criminal proceedings not related to an event involving an
accident or incident investigation and are subject to the protections
accorded by Civil Aviation (Safety Management) Regulations; or
(c) used for inspections of flight recorder systems as specified in the Civil
Aviation (Instruments and Equipment) Regulations.
(4) The operator shall not use recordings or transcripts of FDR, ADRS, Class B
and C AIR, and Class B and C AIRS for purposes other than the investigation of
an accident or incident as per Civil Aviation (Aircraft Accident and Incident
Investigation)Regulations except where the recordings or transcripts are subject
to the protections accorded by Civil Aviation (Safety Management) Regulations
and are:
(a) used by the operator for airworthiness or maintenance purposes;
(b) used by the operator in the operation of a flight data analysis programme as
provided in the Civil Aviation (Operation of Aircraft Commercial Air Transport
Aeroplane) Regulations;
(c) sought for use in proceedings not related to an event involving an accident or
incident investigation;
(d) de-identified; or
(e) disclosed under secure procedures.
(5) The operator shall establish a flight safety documents system, for the use and
guidance of operational personnel, as part of its safety management system.
Dangerous Good

7. (1) The operator shall ensure adherence to the provisions for carriage of dangerous
goods as contained in Civil Aviation (Dangerous Goods) Regulations.

Use of
Psychoactive substances

8. (1) The operator shall ensure that the provisions concerning the use of
psychoactive substances as contained in Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing) and
Civil Aviation (Rules of the Air) Regulations are adhered to.

PART 2.2
FLIGHT OPERATIONS
Operating facilities

9. (1) An operator shall ensure that a flight will not be commenced unless it has been
ascertained by every reasonable means available that the ground or water facilities
available and directly required on such flight, for the safe operation of the
helicopter and the protection of the passengers, are adequate for the type of
operation under which the flight is to be conducted and are adequately operated
for this purpose.
(2) The operator shall ensure that any inadequacy of facilities observed in the
course of operations is reported to the responsible authority without undue delay.

Operational
Certification and
supervision - The air
operator certificate

10. (1) An operator shall not engage in commercial air transport operations unless in
possession of a valid air operator certificate issued by the Authority.
(2) The air operator certificate shall authorize the operator to conduct commercial
air transport operations in accordance with the operations specifications.
(3) The issuance of an air operator certificate by the Authority shall be dependent
upon the operator demonstrating an adequate level of organization, method of
control and supervision of flight operations, training programme as well as ground
handling and maintenance arrangements consistent with the nature and extent of
the operations specified.
(4) The continued validity of an air operator certificate shall depend upon the
operator maintaining the requirements of sub regulation (3) under the supervision
of the Authority.
(5) The air operator certificate shall contain at least the following information
and shall follow the layout of the First Schedule to the Civil Aviation (Air
Operator Certification and Administration) Regulations:
(a) the State of the Operator and the issuing Authority;
(b) the air operator certificate number and its expiration date;
(c) the operator name, trading name, if different and address of the principal
place of business;
(d) the date of issue and the name, signature and title of the authority
representative; and
(e) the location, in a controlled document carried on board, where the contact
details of operational management can be found.
(6) The operations specifications associated with the air operator certificate shall
contain at least the information and shall follow the lay out provided in the in the
Second Schedule to the Civil Aviation (Air Operator Certification and
Administration) Regulations.
(7) Air operator certificates and their associated operations specifications shall
follow the layouts in the Second Schedule to the Civil Aviation (Air Operator
Certification and Administration) Regulations.
(8) The certification and the continued surveillance of the operator shall be carried
out in accordance with the system and procedures established by the Authority in
the applicable Civil Aviation (Air Operator Certification and Administration)
Regulations Civil Aviation (Safety Management) Regulations and the applicable
technical guidance material to ensure that the required standards of operations
established in these regulation are maintained.

Surveillance of
operations by a
foreign operator

11. (1) The Authority shall recognize as valid an air operator certificate issued by
another Contracting State provided that the requirements under which the
certificate was issued are at least equal to the applicable Standards specified in
these Regulations and the Civil Aviation (Safety Management) Regulations.
(2) The Authority shall carry out surveillance of operations by a foreign operator
and for take appropriate action when necessary to preserve safety, through
programme and procedures specified in the applicable technical guidance
materials.
(3) The operator shall meet and maintain the requirements established by the states
in which the operations are conducted.

Operations manual

12. (1) An operator shall provide for the use and guidance of operations personnel
concerned, an operations manual developed using the guidance contained in the
Third Schedule to the Civil Aviation (Air Operator Certification and
Administration) Regulations.
(2) The operations manual shall be amended or revised as is necessary to ensure
that the information contained therein is kept up to date and all such amendments
or revisions shall be issued to all personnel that are required to use the manual.
(3) The operator shall provide a copy of the operations manual together with all
amendments and revisions for review, acceptance and where required, approval.
(4) The operator shall incorporate in the operations manual such mandatory
material as the Authority may require.

Operating
instructions —
General

13. (1) An operator shall ensure that all operations personnel are properly instructed
in their particular duties and responsibilities and the relationship of such duties to
the operation as a whole.
(2) A helicopter rotor shall not be turned under power, for the purpose of flight,
without a qualified pilot at the controls.
(3) The operator shall provide appropriately specific training and procedures to be
followed for all personnel, other than qualified pilots, who are likely to carry out
the turning of a rotor under power for purposes other than flight.
(4) The operator shall issue operating instructions and provide information on
helicopter climb performance with all engines operating to enable the pilot-incommand to determine the climb gradient that can be achieved during the take-off
and initial climb phase for the existing take-off conditions and intended take-off
technique.
(5) The information provided in sub-regulation (4) shall be based on the
helicopter manufacturer’s or other data, acceptable to the Authority, and the
information shall be included in the operations manual.

In-flight simulation of
emergency situations

14. The operator shall ensure that when passengers or cargo are being carried, no
emergency or abnormal situations shall be simulated.

Checklists

15. (1)The normal, abnormal and emergency procedures checklists shall be used by
flight crew prior to, during and after all phases of operations, and in emergency,
to ensure compliance with the operating procedures contained in the aircraft
operating manual, the helicopter flight manual or other documents associated with
the certificate of airworthiness and in the operations manual.
(2) The operator shall ensure that the design and utilization of checklists observe
Human Factors principles.

Minimum flight
altitudes (operations
under IFR)

16. (1) An operator shall be permitted to establish minimum flight altitudes for those
routes flown for which minimum flight altitudes have been established by the
State flown over or the Authority, provided that they shall not be less than those
established by that State, unless specifically approved by the State flown over.
(2) The operator shall specify the method by which it is intended to determine
minimum flight altitudes for operations conducted over routes for which minimum
flight altitudes have not been established by the State flown over, or the Authority,
and shall include the method in the operations manual.
(3)The minimum flight altitudes determined in accordance with sub-regulation (2)
shall not be lower than the minimum flight altitudes specified in Civil Aviation
(Rules of the Air) Regulations.
(4)The method for establishing the minimum flight altitudes shall be approved by
the Authority.
(5)The Authority shall approve such method only after consideration of the
probable effects of the following factors on the safety of the operation:
(a) the accuracy and reliability with which the position of the helicopter can be
determined;
(b) the inaccuracies in the indications of the altimeters used;
(c) the characteristics of the terrain such as sudden changes in the elevation;
(d) the probability of encountering unfavourable meteorological conditions, such
as severe turbulence and descending air currents;
(e) possible inaccuracies in aeronautical charts; and
(f) airspace restrictions.

Heliport or landing
location operating
minima

17. (1) The operator shall establish operating minima for each heliport or landing
location to be used in operations and the method of determination of such
minima shall be approved by the Authority.
(2) The operating minima shall not be lower than any that may be established for
such heliports or landing locations by the State of the Aerodrome, except when
specifically approved by that State.
(3) The Authority shall authorise operational credit or credits for operations with
helicopters equipped with automatic landing systems, a HUD or equivalent
displays, EVS, SVS or CVS.
(4)Where the operational credit relates to low visibility operations, the State of
the Operator shall issue a specific approval.
(5) Authorisations specified in sub regulation (3) shall not affect the classification
of the instrument approach procedure.
(6) In establishing the operating minima for each heliport or landing location
which will apply to any particular operation the operator shall take full account
of the following:
(a) the type, performance and handling characteristics of the helicopter and
any conditions or limitations stated in the flight manual;
(b) the composition of the flight crew, their competence and experience;
(c) the physical characteristics of the heliport, and direction of approach;
(d) the adequacy and performance of the available visual and non-visual
ground aids;
(e) the equipment available on the helicopter for the purpose of navigation,
acquisition of visual references and control of the flight path during the
approach, landing and missed approach;
(f) the obstacles in the approach and missed approach areas and the obstacle
clearance altitude/height for the instrument approach procedures;
(g) the means used to determine and report meteorological conditions;
(h) the obstacles in the climb-out areas and necessary clearance margins;
(i) the conditions prescribed in the operations specifications; and
(j) any minima that may be promulgated by the State of the Aerodrome.
(7)Instrument approach operations shall be classified based on the designed
lowest operating minima below which an approach operation shall only be
continued with the required visual reference as follows:
(a) Type A: a minimum descent height or decision height at or above
75 m or 250 ft; and
(b) Type B: a decision height below 75 m or 250 ft. Type B instrument
approach operations are categorized as:
(i)
Category I or CAT I: a decision height not lower
than 60 m (200 ft) and with either a visibility not less
than 800 m or a runway visual range not less than
550 m;

(ii)

Category II or CAT II: a decision height lower than
60 m or200 ft, but not lower than 30 m or 100 ft and
a runway visual range not less than 300 m;
(iii)
Category III or CAT IIIA: a decision height lower
than 30 m or100 ft or no decision height and a
runway visual range less than 300 m; or no runway
range limitation.
(c) Category IIIB or CAT IIIB: a decision height lower than 15 m or
50 ft, or no decision height and a runway visual range less than 175
m but not less than 50 m; and
(d) Category IIIC or CAT IIIC: no decision height and no runway
visual range limitations.
(8) The Authority shall issue a specific approval for instrument approach
operations in low visibility which shall only be conducted when RVR
information is provided RVR information is provided.
(9) For take-off in low visibility, the State of the Operator shall issue a specific
approval for the minimum take-off RVR.
(10) For instrument approach operations, heliport or landing location operating
minima below 800 m visibility shall not be authorized unless RVR information
or an accurate measurement or observation of visibility is provided.
(11) The operating minima for 2D instrument approach operations using
instrument approach procedures shall be determined by establishing a minimum
descent altitude or MDA or minimum descent height or MDH, minimum
visibility and, where necessary, the cloud conditions.
(12) The operating minima for 3D instrument approach operations using
instrument approach procedures shall be determined by establishing a decision
altitude or DA or decision height or DH and the minimum visibility or RVR.

Fuel and oil records

Crew – Pilot-inCommand

18. (1) The operator shall maintain fuel and oil records to enable the Authority to
ascertain that, for each flight, the requirements of regulation 30 have been
complied with.
(2) Fuel and oil records shall be retained by the operator for a period of 6
months.

19. (1) For each flight, the operator shall designate one pilot to act as pilot-incommand.

Passengers

20. (1)The operator shall ensure that passengers are made familiar with the location
and use of:
(a) seat belts or harnesses;
(b) emergency exits;
(c) life jackets, if the carriage of life jackets is prescribed;
(d) oxygen dispensing equipment, if the provision of oxygen for the use
of passengers is prescribed; and
(e) other emergency equipment provided for individual use, including
passenger emergency briefing cards
(2)The operator shall ensure that the passengers are informed of the location and
general manner of use of the principal emergency equipment carried for
collective use.
(3)The operator shall ensure that in an emergency during flight, passengers are
instructed in such emergency action as may be appropriate to the circumstances.
(4) The operator shall ensure that, during take-off and landing and whenever
considered necessary by reason of turbulence or any emergency occurring
during flight, all passengers on board a helicopter shall be secured in their seats
by means of the seat belts or harnesses provided.

Over-water flights

21. (1) All helicopters on flights over water in a hostile environment in accordance
with Regulation ……. shall be certificated for ditching and sea state shall be an
integral part of ditching information.

Flight preparation

22. (1) A flight, or series of flights, shall not be commenced until flight preparation
forms have been completed certifying that the pilot-in-command is satisfied
that:
(a) the helicopter is airworthy;
(b) the instruments and equipment prescribed in Civil Aviation (Instrument &
Equipment) Regulations, for the particular type of operation to be undertaken,
are installed and are sufficient for the flight;
(c) a maintenance release as prescribed in Civil Aviation (Air Operator
Certification and Administration) Regulations has been issued in respect of
the helicopter;
(d) the mass of the helicopter and centre of gravity location are such that the
flight can be conducted safely, taking into account the flight conditions
expected;
(e) any load carried is properly distributed and safely secured;
(f) a check has been completed indicating that the operating limitations as
described in part 2.2 of these Regulations can be complied with for the flight
to be undertaken; and
Requirements of Regulation 22 have been complied with
(2) Completed flight preparation forms shall be kept by the operator for a period of 6
months.

Operational flight
planning

Alternate heliportsTake-off alternate
heliport

23. (1) An operational flight plan shall be completed for every intended flight or
series of flights, and approved by the pilot-in-command, and shall be lodged
with the appropriate authority.
(2) The operator shall determine the most efficient means of lodging the
operational flight plan.
(3) The operations manual shall describe the content and use of the operational
flight plan.
24. (1) A take-off alternate heliport shall be selected and specified in the operational
flight plan where the weather conditions at the heliport of departure are at or
below the applicable heliport operating minima.
(2) When a heliport is selected as a take-off alternate, the available information
shall indicate that, at the estimated time of use, the conditions will be at or above
the heliport operating minima for that operation.

Destination alternate
heliport

25. (1) For a flight is conducted in accordance with IFR, at least one destination
alternate shall be specified in the operational flight plan and the flight plan,
unless:
(a) the duration of the flight and the meteorological conditions prevailing are such
that there is reasonable certainty that, at the estimated time of arrival at the
heliport of intended landing, and for a reasonable period before and after such
time, the approach and landing may be made under visual meteorological
conditions as prescribed by the Authority; or
(b) the heliport of intended landing is isolated and no alternate is available; and
(c) a point of no return (PNR) is determined.
(2) For a heliport is selected as a destination alternate, the available information
shall indicate that, at the estimated time of use, the conditions will be at or above
the heliport operating minima for that operation.
(3) Where a flight departs to a destination which is forecast to be below the
heliport operating minima, two destination alternates shall be selected.
(4) Notwithstanding sub-regulation (3), the first destination alternate shall be at
or above the heliport operating minima for destination and the second at or above
the heliport operating minima for alternate.
(5) When an offshore alternate heliport is specified, it shall be specified subject
to the following:
(a) the offshore alternate heliport shall be used only after a PNR. Prior to a PNR,
onshore alternate heliports shall be used;
(b) mechanical reliability of critical control systems and critical components
shall be considered and taken into account when determining the suitability
of the alternate heliport or heliports;

(c) one engine inoperative performance capability shall be attainable prior to
arrival at the alternate heliport;
(d) to the extent possible, deck availability shall be guaranteed; and
(e) weather information shall be reliable and accurate.
(6) Offshore alternate heliports shall not be used when it is possible to carry
enough fuel to have an onshore alternate.
(7) Offshore alternate heliports should not be used in a hostile environment.
Meteorological
conditions - VFR

26. (1) A flight to be conducted in accordance with VFR shall not be commenced
unless current meteorological reports or a combination of current reports and
forecasts indicate that the meteorological conditions along the route or that part
of the route to be flown or in the intended area of operations under VFR will, at
the appropriate time, be such as to enable compliance with these Regulations.

Meteorological
conditions - IFR

27. (1) A flight to be conducted in accordance with IFR shall not be commenced
unless information is available which indicates that conditions at the destination
heliport or landing location or, when an alternate is required, at least one
alternate heliport will, at the estimated time of arrival, be at or above the heliport
operating minima.

Visibility

28. (1) To ensure that an adequate margin of safety is observed in determining
whether or not an approach and landing can be safely carried out at each alternate
heliport or landing location, the operator shall specify appropriate incremental
values for height of cloud base and visibility, acceptable to the Authority, to be
added to the operator’s established heliport or landing location operating minima.

Icing Conditions

29. (1) A flight to be operated in known or expected icing conditions shall not be
commenced unless the helicopter is certificated and equipped to cope with such
conditions.
(2) A flight to be planned or expected to operate in suspected or known ground
icing conditions shall not be commenced unless the helicopter has been inspected
for icing and, where necessary, has been given appropriate de-icing or anti-icing
treatment.
(3) Accumulation of ice or other naturally occurring contaminants shall be
removed so that the helicopter is kept in an airworthy condition prior to take-off.

Fuel and oil
requirements

30. (1) all helicopters-No helicopter flight shall be commenced unless, taking into
account both the meteorological conditions and any delays that are expected in

flight, the helicopter carries sufficient fuel and oil to ensure that it can safely
complete the flight.
(2) Notwithstanding sub-regulation (1), a reserve shall be carried to provide for
contingencies.
VFR Operations-

31. (1) The fuel and oil carried in order to comply with regulation 30 shall, in the case
of VFR operations, be at least the amount to allow the helicopter to:
(a) fly to the landing site to which the flight is planned;
(b) have final reserve fuel to fly thereafter for a period of 20 minutes at bestrange speed; and
(c) have an additional amount of fuel to provide for the increased
consumption on the occurrence of any of the potential contingencies
specified by the operator to the satisfaction of the Authority.

IFR Operations-

32. (1) The fuel and oil carried in order to comply with sub -regulations (1) shall, in
the case of IFR operations, be at least the amount to allow the helicopter:
(a) When an alternate is not required, in accordance with Regulation 24 to fly
to and execute an approach at the heliport or landing location to which the
flight is planned, and thereafter to have:
(i) final reserve fuel to fly 30 minutes at holding speed at 450 m or 1 500 ft
above the destination heliport or landing location under standard
temperature conditions and approach and land; and
(ii) an additional amount of fuel to provide for the increased consumption on
the occurrence of any of the potential contingencies specified by the
operator to the satisfaction of the Authority.
(b) When an alternate is required to fly to, and execute an approach, and a
missed approach, at the heliport or landing location to which the flight is
planned, and thereafter:
(i) fly to, and execute an approach at the alternate specified in the flight plan;
and then;
(ii) have final reserve fuel to fly for 30 minutes at holding speed at 450 m or1
500 ft above the alternate under standard temperature conditions, and
approach and land; and
(iii)have an additional amount of fuel to provide for the increased
consumption on the occurrence of any of the potential contingencies
specified by the operator to the satisfaction of the Authority.
(c) When no alternate heliport or landing location is available, with respect to
Regulation 24, in circumstances including when. the destination is isolated,
sufficient fuel shall be carried to enable the helicopter to fly to the

destination to which the flight is planned and thereafter for a period that
will, based on geographic and environmental considerations, enable a safe
landing to be made.
(5) In computing the fuel and oil required in sub-regulation (1), at least the
following shall be considered:
(a) meteorological conditions forecast;
(b) expected air traffic control routings and traffic delays;
(c) for IFR flight, one instrument approach at the destination heliport,
including a missed approach;
(d) the procedures prescribed in the operations manual for loss of
pressurization, where applicable, or failure of one engine while en route;
and
(e) any other conditions that may delay the landing of the helicopter or increase
fuel or oil consumption.
(6)The use of fuel after flight commencement for purposes other than originally
intended during pre-flight planning shall require a re-analysis and, where
applicable, adjustment of the planned operation.
Refuelling with
passengers on board or
rotors turning

33. (1) A helicopter shall not be refuelled, rotors stopped or turning, when:
(a) passengers are embarking or disembarking; or
(b) oxygen is being replenished.
(2) When the helicopter is refuelled with passengers on board, rotors stopped or
turning, it shall be properly attended by sufficient qualified personnel, ready to
initiate and direct an evacuation of the helicopter by the most practical, safe and
expeditious means available.
(3)In order to achieve the requirements of sub regulation (2):
(a)
the flight crew shall ensure that the passengers are briefed on what actions
to take if an incident occurs during refuelling;
(b)
a constant two-way communication shall be maintained by the
helicopter’s intercommunication system or other suitable means between the
ground crew supervising the refuelling and the qualified personnel on board the
helicopter; and
during an emergency shutdown procedure, the flight crew shall ensure that any
personnel or passengers outside the helicopter are clear of the rotor area.
(4) The operator shall establish procedures and specify conditions under which
such refueling may be carried out.
(5) In addition to the requirements of sub regulation (2), operational procedures
shall specify that at least the following precautions are taken:
(a) doors on the refueling side of the helicopter remain closed where
possible, unless these are the only suitable exits;
(b) doors on the non-refueling side of the helicopter remain open, weather

permitting, unless otherwise specified by the rotorcraft flight manual or
RFM;
(c) fire-fighting facilities of the appropriate scale are positioned so as to be
immediately available in the event of a fire;
(d) where the presence of fuel vapour is detected inside the helicopter, or any
other hazard arises during refueling, fueling shall be stopped
immediately;
(e) the ground or deck area beneath the exits intended for emergency
evacuation shall be kept clear;
(f) seat belts shall be unfastened to facilitate rapid egress; and
(g) when rotors are turning, only ongoing passengers shall remain on board.
(6) A helicopter shall not be refueled with aviation gasoline or AVGAS , or
wide-cut type fuel or a mixture of these types of fuel, when passengers are on
board.
(7) A helicopter shall not be defueled at any time when:
(a) passengers remain on board; or
(b) passengers are embarking or disembarking; or
(c) oxygen is being replenished.
Oxygen supply

34. (1) Approximate altitudes in the Standard Atmosphere corresponding to the
values of absolute pressure used in these Regulationsshall be as follows:
Absolute pressure
Metres
Feet
700 hPa
3 000
10000
620 hPa
4 000
13000
376 hPa
7 600
25000
(2)A flight to be operated at flight altitudes at which the atmospheric pressure in
personnel compartments will be less than 700 hPa shall not be commenced unless
sufficient stored breathing oxygen is carried to supply:
(a) all crew members and 10 per cent of the passengers for any period
in excess of 30 minutes that the pressure in compartments occupied by
them will be between 700 hPa and 620 hPa; and
(b) the crew and passengers for any period that the atmospheric
pressure in compartments occupied by them will be less than 620 hPa.

(3)A flight to be operated with a pressurized helicopter shall not be commenced
unless a sufficient quantity of stored breathing oxygen is carried to supply all the
crew members and passengers, as is appropriate to the circumstances of the flight
being undertaken, in the event of loss of pressurization, for any period that the
atmospheric pressure in any compartment occupied by them would be less than
700 hPa.
(4)When the helicopter is operated at flight altitudes at which the
atmospheric pressure is more than 376 hPa and cannot descend safely to a flight

altitude at which the atmospheric pressure is equal to 620 hPa within four
minutes, there shall be no less than a 10-minute supply for the occupants of the
passenger compartment.
In-flight procedures –
heliport operating
minima

35. (1)A flight shall not be continued towards the heliport of intended landing, unless
the latest available information indicates that at the expected time of arrival, a
landing can be effected at that heliport, or at least one destination alternate
heliport, in compliance with the operating minima established in accordance with
Regulation 17.
(2) An instrument approach shall not be continued below 300 m or 1 000 ft
above the heliport elevation or into the final approach segment unless the
reported visibility or controlling RVR is at or above the heliport operating
minima.
(3) Where, After entering the final approach segment or after descending
below 300 m or 1 000 ft above the heliport elevation, the reported visibility or
controlling RVR falls below the specified minimum, the approach may be
continued to DA or DH or MDA or MDH.
(4) A helicopter shall not continue its approach-to-land at any heliport beyond a
point at which the limits of the operating minima specified for that heliport
would be infringed.

Meteorological
Observations

36. An operator shall comply with the requirements for making meteorological
observations on board helicopter in flight and for recording and reporting them as
specified in the Civil Aviation (meteorology services for air navigation)
Regulations, procedures for air navigation systems-air traffic management or
PANS – ATM, the appropriate regional supplementary procedures and any other
relevant publications issued by the Authority

Hazardous flight
conditions

37. Hazardous flight conditions encountered, other than those associated with
meteorological conditions, shall be reported to the appropriate aeronautical station
as soon as possible, and such reports rendered shall give details pertinent to the
safety of other aircraft.

Flight crew members at
duty stations

38. (1)Takeoff and landing- All flight crew members required to be on flight deck
duty shall be at their stations during take-off and landing.
(2) En-route-, All flight crew members required to be on flight deck duty shall
remain at their stations except when their absence is necessary for the performance
of duties in connection with the operation of the helicopter or for physiological
needs.

(3) Seat belts- All flight crew members shall keep their seat belt fastened when at
their stations.
(4) Safety harness- Any flight crew member occupying a pilot’s seat shall keep
the safety harness fastened during the take-off and landing phases;
(5) All other flight crew members shall keep their safety harness fastened during
the take-off and landing phases unless the shoulder straps interfere with the
performance of their duties, in which case the shoulder straps may be unfastened
but the seat belt shall remain fastened.
Use of oxygen

39. All flight crew members, when engaged in performing duties essential to the safe
operation of a helicopter in flight, shall use breathing oxygen continuously
whenever the circumstances prevail for which its supply has been required in
accordance with Regulation 31.

Safeguarding of cabin
crew and passengers in
pressurized helicopter
in the event of loss of
pressurization

40. (1) Cabin crew shall be safeguarded so as to ensure reasonable probability of their
retaining consciousness during any emergency descent which may be necessary
in the event of loss of pressurization and, they shall have such means of protection
as to enable them administer first aid to passengers during stabilized flight
following the emergency.
(2) Passengers shall be safeguarded by such devices or operational procedures to
ensure reasonable probability of their surviving the effects of hypoxia in the
event of loss of pressurization.

Instrument flight
procedures

41. (1) One or more instrument approach procedures to serve each final approach
and take-off area or heliport utilized for instrument flight operations shall be
approved and promulgated by the State in which the heliport is located, or by the
State which is responsible for the heliport when located outside the territory of
any State.
(2) All helicopters operated in accordance with IFR shall comply with the
instrument approach procedures approved by the State in which the heliport is
located, or by the State which is responsible for the heliport when located outside
the territory of any State..

Helicopter operating
procedures for noise
abatement

42. An operator shall ensure that take-off and landing procedures take into account
the need to minimize the effect of helicopter noise.

In-flight fuel
management

43. (1) An operator shall establish policies and procedures, approved by the
Authority, to ensure that in-flight fuel checks and fuel management are
performed.

(2) The pilot-in-command shall monitor the amount of usable fuel remaining on
board to ensure it is not less than the fuel required to proceed to a landing site
where a safe landing can be made with the planned final reserve fuel remaining.
(3) The pilot-in-command shall advise ATC of a minimum fuel state by
declaring MINIMUM FUEL when, having committed to land at a specific
landing site, the pilot calculates that any change to the existing clearance to that
landing site, or other air traffic delays, may result in landing with less than the
planned final reserve fuel.
(4) The pilot-in-command shall declare a situation of fuel emergency by
broadcasting MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY FUEL, when the usable fuel
estimated to be available upon landing at the nearest landing site where a safe
landing can be made is less than the required final reserve fuel in compliance
with Regulation 29.

Duties of pilot-incommand

44. (1) The pilot-in-command shall be responsible for the operation and safety of the
helicopter and for the safety of all crew members, passengers and cargo on board,
from the moment the engine or engines are started until the helicopter finally
comes to rest at the end of the flight, with the engine or engines shut down and
the rotor blades stopped.
(2) The pilot-in-command shall ensure that the checklists specified in Regulation
15 are complied with in detail.
(3) The pilot-in-command shall be responsible for notifying the nearest
appropriate authority by the quickest available means of any accident involving
the helicopter, resulting in serious injury or death of any person or substantial
damage to the helicopter or property in accordance with Civil Aviation (Aircraft
Accident and Incident Investigation) Regulations.
(4) The pilot-in-command shall be responsible for reporting all known or
suspected defects in the helicopter, to the operator, at the termination of the
flight.
(5) The pilot-in-command shall be responsible for the journey log book or the
general declaration containing the information require Regulation 77.

Duties of flight
operations officer or
flight dispatcher

45. (1)A flight operations officer or flight dispatcher in conjunction with a method of
control and supervision of flight operations in accordance with Regulation 10
shall:
(a) assist the pilot-in-command in flight preparation and provide the relevant
information;
(b) assist the pilot-in-command in preparing the operational and ATS flight
plans, sign when applicable and file the ATS flight plan with the
appropriate ATS unit; and
(c) furnish the pilot-in-command while in flight, by appropriate means, with

information which may be necessary for the safe conduct of the flight.
(2) In the event of an emergency, a flight operations officer or flight dispatcher
shall:
(a)initiate such procedures as outlined in the operations manual while
avoiding taking any action that would conflict with ATC procedures;
and
(b)convey safety-related information to the pilot-in-command that may
be necessary for the safe conduct of the flight, including information
related to any amendments to the flight plan that become necessary in
the course of the flight.
(3) The Pilot-in-command shall convey relevant information to the flight
operations officer /or flight dispatcher during the course of flight, particularly
in the context of emergency situations.

Carry-on
baggage

46. The operator shall ensure that all baggage carried onto a helicopter and taken into
the passenger cabin is adequately and securely stowed.

Fatigue management

47. (1) The Operator shall establish and implement fatigue a management programme
that ensures all operator personnel involved in the operation and maintenance of
the helicopter do not carry out their duties when fatigued.
(2) The programme referred to under sub regulation (1) shall address flight and
duty times and be included in the operations manual
(3) The fatigue risk management referred to in sub-regulation (shall be in
accordance with the Civil Aviation (Fatigue risk management) Regulations.

PART 2.3
HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE OPERATING LIMITATIONS
General

48. (1) Helicopters shall be operated in accordance with operating conditions and
limitations specified in the helicopter flight manual accepted by the Authority,
and any other applicable limitations in compliance with these Regulations.
(2) In conditions where the safe continuation of flight is not ensured in the event
of a critical engine failure, helicopter operations shall be conducted in condition
of weather and light and over such routes and diversion, that permit a safe forced
landing to be executive.
(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-regulation (2), the State of the Operator
may, based on the result of a risk assessment, allow for variations without a safe
forced landing to be included in the Code of Performance established in
accordance with the provisions of sub-regulation (1).
(4) The risk assessment shall take into consideration at least the following:

(a) the type and circumstances of the operation;
(b) the area/terrain over which the operation is being conducted;
(c) the probability of, and length of exposure to, a critical engine failure and the
tolerability of such an event;
(d) the procedures and systems for monitoring and maintaining the reliability of
the engine(s);
(e) the training and operational procedures to mitigate the consequences of the
critical engine failure; and
(f) helicopter equipment
(5) Where the Authority permits IMC operations in performance Class 3, such
operations shall be conducted in accordance with the provisions of Regulation 52
(6) An operator of a helicopter excluding:
(a) helicopters for which application for certification was submitted on or after
22 March, 1991 but before 13 December, 2007;
(b) aircraft and aircraft equipment of types of which the prototype is submitted to
the appropriate national authorities for certification prior to a date three years after
the date of adoption of an international standard of airworthiness for such
equipment,
(c) Shall not operate such aircraft unless the level of performance specified in
Regulation 46 is met as far as practicable.
Helicopters for which
application for
certification was
submitted on or after 22
March 1991 but before
13 December 2007

49. (1) The provisions contained in this Regulation are applicable to the helicopters
to which the airworthiness standards are applicable.
(2) The level of performance defined by sub-regulation (1) for the helicopters
shall be consistent with the overall level embodied in this Regulation.

(3)A helicopter shall be operated in compliance with the terms of its certificate of
airworthiness and within the approved operating limitations contained in its flight
manual.
(4)The to the operator shall ensure that the general level of safety required by these
Regulations is maintained under all expected operating conditions, including those
not covered specifically by the provisions of these egulations.
(5)A flight shall not be commenced unless the performance information provided
in the flight manual indicates that these regulations can be complied with for the
flight to be undertaken.
(6)In applying these regulations, account shall be taken of all factors that
significantly affect the performance of the helicopter including:
(a) : mass;
(b) operating procedures;
(c) the pressure-altitude appropriate to the elevation of the operating site;
(d) temperature; and
(e) wind and condition of the surface.

(7) The factors specified in sub- regulation (5) shall be taken into account directly
as operational parameters or indirectly by means of allowances or margins,
provided in the scheduling of performance data or in accordance with
performance requirements of sub-regulation (1) with which the helicopter is
being operated.
Mass limitations

50. (1)The mass of the helicopter at the start of take-off shall not exceed the mass at
which the performance requirements referred to in Regulation 46(1) is complied
with, allowing for expected reductions in mass as the flight proceeds and for such
fuel jettisoning as is appropriate.
(2)In no case shall the mass at the start of take-off exceed the maximum take-off
mass specified in the helicopter flight manual taking into account the factors
specified in Regulation 46(6)
(3)In no case shall the estimated mass for the expected time of landing at the
destination and at any alternate exceed the maximum landing mass specified in the
helicopter flight manual taking into account the factors specified in Regulation
46(6).
(4)In no case shall the mass at the start of take-off, or at the expected time of
landing at the destination and at any alternate, exceed the relevant maximum mass
at which compliance has been demonstrated with the applicable in Civil Aviation
(Environment Protection) Regulations unless otherwise authorized in exceptional
circumstances for a certain operating site where there is no noise disturbance
problem, by the competent authority of the State in which the operating site is
situated.

Take-off and initial
climb phase

51. (1)Operations in performance Class1: The helicopter shall be able, in the event
of the failure of the critical engine being recognized at or before the take-off
decision point, to discontinue the take-off and stop within the rejected take-off
area available or, in the event of the failure of the critical engine being recognized
at or after the take-off decision point, to continue the take-off, clearing all
obstacles along the flight path by an adequate margin until the helicopter is in a
position to comply with Regulation49.
(2)Operations in performance Class 2: The helicopter shall be able, in the
event of the failure of the critical engine at any time after reaching decision point
before take-off or DPATO, to continue the take-off, clearing all obstacles along
the flight path by an adequate margin until the helicopter is in a position to
comply with Regulation 49.
(3) Before the DPATO, failure of the critical engine may cause the helicopter to
force-land, therefore, the conditions stated in Regulation 45(2)s shall apply
(4)Operations in performance Class 3: At any point of the flight path, failure

of an engine will cause the helicopter to force-land; therefore, the conditions
stated in Regulation 45(2) shall apply.

En-route phase

52. (1) Operations in performance Classes 1 and 2: The helicopter shall be able, in
the event of the failure of the critical engine at any point in the en-route phase, to
continue the flight to a site at which the conditions of Regulation 50(1) for
operations in performance Class 1, or the conditions of Regulation 50(3) for
operations in performance Class 2 can be met, without flying below the
appropriate minimum flight altitude at any point.
(2)When the en-route phase is conducted over a hostile environment and the
diversion time to an alternate exceeds two hours, the operator shall assess the
risks associated with a second engine failure.
(3)Operations in performance Class 3: The helicopter shall be able, with all
engines operating, to continue along its intended route or planned diversions
without flying at any point below the appropriate minimum flight altitude.
(4)At any point of the flight path, failure of an engine will cause the helicopter to
force-land; therefore the conditions stated in these regulations shall apply.

Approach and landing
phase

53. (1) Operations in performance Class 1: In the event of the failure of the critical
engine being recognized at any point during the approach and landing phase,
before the landing decision point, the helicopter shall, at the destination and at any
alternate, after clearing all obstacles in the approach path, be able to land and stop
within the landing distance available or to perform a balked landing and clear all
obstacles in the flight path by an adequate margin equivalent to that specified in
Regulation 48(1).
(2)In case of the failure occurring after the landing decision point, the helicopter
shall be able to land and stop within the landing distance available.
(3)Operations in performance Class 2: In the event of the failure of the critical
engine before the DPBL, the helicopter shall, at the destination and at any
alternate, after clearing all obstacles in the approach path, be able either to land
and stop within the landing distance available or to perform a balked landing and
clear all obstacles in the flight path by an adequate margin equivalent to that
specified in Regulation 48(2).
(4)After the DPBL, failure of an engine may cause the helicopter to force-land;
therefore the conditions stated in Regulation 45(2) shall apply.
(5)Operations in performance Class 3: At any point of the flight path, failure of
an engine will cause the helicopter to force-land, therefore, the conditions stated
in regulation 45(2) shall apply.

Obstacle data

54. The operator shall use available obstacle data to develop procedures to comply
with the take-off, initial climb, approach and landing phases detailed in the
performance requirements specified in Regulation 45(1)..

Additional
requirements for
operations of
helicopters in
performance class 3 in
IMC, except special
VFR flights

55. (1)Operations in performance Class 3: in IMC shall be conducted only over a
surface environment acceptable to the competent authority of the State over which
the operations are performed.
(2)An operator shall not be approved for helicopter operations in performance
Class 3 in IMC, unless the helicopter is certificated for flight under IFR and the
requirements for overall level of safety provided for regulations and the
applicable Civil Aviation (Airworthiness of aircraft) Regulations are complied
with as follows:
(a)the reliability of the engines;
(b)the operator’s maintenance procedures, operating practices and
crew training programmes; and
(c)equipment and other requirements provided in accordance with the
First Schedule.
(3) The Operator of helicopters operating in performance Class 3 in IMC shall
have a programme for engine trend monitoring and utilize the engine and
helicopter manufacturers’ recommended instruments, systems and operational or
maintenance procedures to monitor the engines.
(4) The operator of helicopters operating in IMC in performance Class 3 shall
utilize vibration health monitoring for the tail-rotor drive system to minimize the
occurrence of mechanical failures

Electronic data
management

56. (1) The operator shall not employ electronic navigation data products that have
been processed for application in the air and on the ground, unless the Authority
has approved the operator’s procedures for ensuring that the process applied and
the products delivered have met acceptable standards of integrity and that the
products are compatible with the intended function of the existing equipment.
(2)The Operator shall continue to monitor both the process and products.
(3)The operator shall implement procedures that ensure the timely distribution
and insertion of current and unaltered electronic navigation data to all necessary
helicopters.

PART 2.4
HELICOPTER CONTINUING AIRWORTHINESS

Operator’s Continuing
Airworthiness
Responsibilities.

57. (1) An operator shall ensure that in accordance with the procedures acceptable to
the Authority::
a) each helicopter operated is maintained in an airworthy condition;
b) the operational and emergency equipment necessary for the intended flight is
serviceable; and
c) the certificate of airworthiness of the helicopter operated remains valid.

(2) The operator shall not operate a helicopter unless maintenance on the
helicopter, including any associated engine, rotor and part, is carried out by:
(a) an organization complying with the Civil Aviation (Approved
Maintenance Organization ) Regulations that is either approved by the
Authority or is approved by another Contracting State and is acceptable by
the Authority
(b) a qualified person or organization in accordance with procedures that are
authorized by the Authority and
(c) there is a maintenance release in relation to the maintenance carried out.
(3) The operator shall employ a qualified person or group of persons to ensure
that all maintenance is carried out in accordance with the maintenance control
manual.
(4) The operator shall ensure that the maintenance of its helicopters is
performed in accordance with the maintenance programme approved by the
Authority.
Operator’s maintenance
control manual

Maintenance
programme

58. (1)An operator shall provide, for the use and guidance of maintenance and
operational personnel concerned, a maintenance control manual, acceptable to the
Authority in accordance with the requirements of Regulation 71, and the design
of the manual shall observe Human Factors principles.
(2) The operator shall ensure that the maintenance control manual is
amendedas necessary to keep the information
contained therein up to date.
(3) Copies of all amendments to the operator’s maintenance control manual
shall be furnished promptly to all organizations or persons to whom the manual
has been issued.
(4) The operator shall provide the State of the Operator and the State of
Registry with a copy of the operator’s maintenance control manual, together
with all amendments or revisions to it and shall incorporate in it such
mandatory material as the State of Operator or the State of Registry may
require.
59. (1)An operator shall provide, for the use and guidance of maintenance and
operational personnel concerned, a maintenance programme, approved by the
Authority containing the information required in Regulation 72

(2) The operator shall ensure that the design and application of the operator’s
maintenance programme observes Human Factors principles.
(3) Copies of all amendments to the maintenance programme shall be
furnished promptly to all organizations or persons to whom the maintenance
programme has been issued.
Continuing
Airworthiness Records

60. (1) The operator shall ensure that the following records are kept for the periods
specified in these regulations:
(a) the total time in service ,hours, calendar time and cycles, as appropriate of the
helicopter and all life-limited components;
(b) the current status of compliance with all mandatory continuing airworthiness
information;
(c) appropriate details of modifications and repairs to the helicopter and its major
components;
(d) the time in service hours, calendar time and cycles, as appropriate since last
overhaul of the helicopter or its
components subject to a mandatory overhaul life;
(e) the current status of the helicopter’s compliance with the maintenance
programme; and
(f) the detailed maintenance records to show that all requirements for a
maintenance release have been met.
(2) The records in Paragraph (a) to (e) of Sub regulation (1) shall be kept for a
minimum period of 180 days after the unit to which they refer has been
permanently withdrawn from service, and the records in Sub Regulation (1)(f)
for a minimum period of 2 year after the signing of the maintenance release.
(3) In the event of a temporary change of operator, the records shall be made
available to the new operator, and in the event of any permanent change of
operator, the records shall be transferred to the new operator.
(4) Records kept and transferred in accordance with this Regulation shall be
maintained in a form and format that ensures readability, security and integrity
of the records at all times.

Continuing
airworthiness
information

61. (1)The operator of a helicopter over 3 175 kg maximum mass shall monitor and
assess maintenance and operational experience with respect to continuing
airworthiness and provide the information as prescribed by the State of Registry
and report through the system specified in Civil Aviation (Airworthiness of
Aircraft) Regulations.
(2) The operator of a helicopter over 3 175 kg maximum mass shall obtain and
assess continuing airworthiness information and recommendations available
from the organization responsible for the type design and shall implement
resulting actions considered necessary in accordance with a procedure
acceptable to the State of Registry.
.

Modifications and
repairs

Maintenance release

62. (1) The operator shall ensure that all modifications and repairs comply with
airworthiness requirements acceptable to the Authority.
(2) The operator shall establish Procedures to ensure that the substantiating
data supporting compliance with the airworthiness requirements are retained.
63. (1) when maintenance is carried out by an approved maintenance organization,
the maintenance release shall be issued by the approved maintenance organization
in accordance with the Civil Aviation (Approved Maintenance Organisations)
Regulations.
(2) when maintenance is not carried out by an approved maintenance organization,
the maintenance release shall be completed and signed by a person appropriately
licensed in accordance with Civil aviation (Personnel licensing) Regulations to
certify that the maintenance work performed has been completed satisfactorily and
in accordance with approved data and the procedures acceptable to the Authority.
(3) when maintenance is not carried out by an approved maintenance organization,
the maintenance release shall include the following:
(a) basic details of the maintenance carried out including detailed reference of the
approved data used;
(b) the date such maintenance was completed; and
(c) the identity of the qualified person or persons signing the release.

Records

64. (1) The operator shall ensure that the following records are kept:
(a) in respect of the entire helicopter: the total time in service;
(b) in respect of the major components of the helicopter:
(i) the total time in service;
(ii) the date of the last overhaul;
(iii) the date of the last inspection;
(c) in respect of those instruments and equipment, the serviceability and operating
life of which are determined by their time in service:
(i) such records of the time in service as are necessary to determine their
serviceability or to compute their operating life;
(ii) the date of the last inspection.
(2) The records specified in sub-regulation (1) shall be kept for a period of 90 days
after the end of the operating life of the unit to which they refer.
PART 2.5
HELICOPTER FLIGHT CREW

Composition of the
flight crew

65. (1) The number and composition of the flight crew shall not be less than that
specified in the operations manual.
(2)
The flight crews shall include flight crew members in addition to the
minimum numbers specified in the flight manual or other documents associated
with the certificate of airworthiness, when necessitated by considerations related

to the type of helicopter used, the type of operation involved and the duration of
flight between points where flight crews are changed.
(3)
The flight crew shall include at least one member authorized by the State
of Registry to operate the type of radio transmitting equipment to be used.

Flight Crew
Member
Emergency
Duties

66. (1) The operator shall, for each type of helicopter, assign to all flight crew
members the necessary functions they are to perform in an emergency or in a
situation requiring emergency evacuation.
(2) In accomplishing the functions specified in sub regulation (1), annual training
shall be contained in the operator’s training programme and shall include
instruction in the use of all emergency and life-saving equipment required to be
carried, and drills in the emergency evacuation of the helicopter.

Flight Crew Member
Training Programmes

67. (1) The operator shall establish and maintain a ground and flight training
programme, approved by the Authority, which ensures that all flight crew
members are adequately trained to perform their assigned duties.
(2)The training programme referred to in sub regulation (1) shall:
(a) include ground and flight training facilities and properly qualified
instructors as determined by the Authority;
(b) consist of ground and flight training for the type of helicopter on
which the flight crew member serves;
(c) include proper flight crew coordination and training for all types of
emergency and abnormal situations or procedures caused by engine,
transmission, rotor, airframe or systems malfunctions, fire or other
abnormalities;
(d) include training in knowledge and skills related to the visual and
instrument flight procedures for the intended area of operation,
human performance and threat error and management, the transport
of dangerous goods and, where applicable, procedures specific to the
environment in which the helicopter is to be operated;
(e) ensure that all flight crew members know the functions for which they
are responsible and the relation of these functions to the functions of
other crew members, particularly in regard to abnormal or emergency
procedures;
(f) include training in knowledge and skills related to the operational use
of head-up display or enhanced vision systems for those helicopters
so equipped; and
(g) undertaken on a recurrent basis, as determined by the Authority, and
shall include an assessment of competence.
(3)The requirement for recurrent flight training in a particular type of helicopter
shall be considered fulfilled by:

(a) the use, to the extent deemed feasible by the Authority, of flight
simulation training devices approved by the Authority for that
purpose; or
(b) the completion within the appropriate period of the proficiency
check required under regulation 71 in that type of helicopter.
General qualifications

68. The operator shall comply with the Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing)
Regulations in assigning a pilot-in-command or a co-pilot to operate at the flight
controls of a type or variant of a type of a helicopter during flight.

Recent
Experience for
pilot-in-command
and co-pilot

69. (1) The operator shall not assign a pilot-in-command or a co-pilot to operate at
the flight controls of a type or variant of a type of a helicopter during take-off and
landing unless that pilot has operated the flight controls during at least three takeoffs and landings within the preceding 90 days on the same type of helicopter or
in a flight simulator approved for the purpose.

(2)Where a pilot-in-command or a co-pilot is flying several variants of the same
type of helicopter or different types of helicopter with similar characteristics in
terms of operating procedures, systems and handling, the Authority shall decide
under which conditions the requirements of sub-regulation (1) for each variant or
each type of helicopter can be combined.
Pilot-in-Command
Operational
Qualifications

70. (1)The operator shall not utilize a pilot as pilot-in-command of a helicopter on an
operation for which that pilot is not currently qualified until such pilot has
complied with sub-regulations (2) and (3).
(2)Each pilot referred to in sub regulation (1) shall demonstrate to the operator
an adequate knowledge of:
(a) the operation to be flown, including knowledge of:
(i) the terrain and minimum safe altitudes;
(ii) the seasonal meteorological conditions;
(iii)the meteorological, communication and air traffic facilities, services
and procedures;
(iv) the search and rescue procedures; and
(v) the navigation facilities and procedures associated with the route or
area in which the flight is to take place; and
(b) procedures applicable to flight paths over heavily populated areas and areas
of high air traffic density, obstructions, physical layout, lighting, approach
aids and arrival, departure, holding and instrument approach procedures, and
applicable operating minima;
(c) the portion of the demonstration relating to arrival, departure, holding and
instrument approach procedures may be accomplished in an appropriate
training device which is adequate for this purpose.

(3)A pilot-in-command shall have made a flight, representative of the operation
with which the pilot is to be engaged which must include a landing at a
representative heliport, as a member of the flight crew and accompanied by a pilot
who is qualified for the operation.
(4)The operator shall maintain a record, sufficient to satisfy the Authority of the
qualification of the pilot and of the manner in which such qualification has been
achieved.
(5)The operator shall not continue to utilize a pilot as a pilot-in-command on an
operation in an area specified by the operator and approved by the Authority
unless, within the preceding 12 months, the pilot has made at least one
representative flight as a pilot member of the flight crew, or as a check pilot, or
as an observer on the flight deck.
(6)In the event that more than 12 months elapse in which a pilot has not made
such a representative flight, prior to again serving as a pilot-in-command on that
operation, that pilot shall requalify in accordance with sub-regulations (2) and
(3).
Pilot Proficiency
Checks

71. (1) The operator shall ensure that piloting technique and the ability to execute
emergency procedures is checked in such a way as to demonstrate the pilot’s
competence on each type or variant of a type of helicopter.
(2)Where the operation may be conducted under IFR, the operator shall ensure
that the pilot’s competence to comply with such rules is demonstrated to either a
check pilot of the operator or to a representative of the Authority.
(3) pilot proficiency checks shall be performed twice within any period of one
year, and two such checks which are similar and which occur within a period of
four consecutive months shall not alone satisfy this requirement.
(4)Flight simulation training devices approved by the Authority may be used for
those parts of the checks for which they are specifically approved.
(5)Where the operator schedules flight crew on several variants of the same type
of helicopter or different types of helicopters with similar characteristics in terms
of operating procedures, systems and handling, the Authority shall determine
under which conditions the requirements of this regulation for each variant or each
type of helicopter can be combined.

Flight crew equipment

72. Flight crew member assessed as fit to exercise the privileges of a licence, subject
to the use of suitable correcting lenses, shall have a spare set of the correcting
lenses readily available when exercising those privileges.
PART 2.5
FLIGHT OPERATIONS OFFICER OR FLIGHT DISPATCHER
73. (1) An operator engaging a flight operations officer or flight dispatcher employed

Qualification and
training

in conjunction with an approved method of control and supervision of flight
operations shall be licensed flight operations officer or flight dispatcher in
accordance with the Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations.
(2) In accepting proof of qualifications other than the option of holding of a flight
operations officer or flight dispatcher licence, in accordance with the approved
method of control and supervision of flight operations, as a minimum, such
persons shall meet the requirements specified in the applicableCivil Aviation
(Personnel Licensing) Regulations .
(3) A flight operations officer or flight dispatcher shall not be assigned to duty
unless that person has:
(a) satisfactorily completed the operator-specific training course that
addresses all the specific components of its approved method of control
and supervision of flight operations as specified in Regulation 10;
(b) made, within the preceding 12 months, at least two qualification flights
in a helicopter over any area for which that person is authorized to
exercise flight supervision and the flight shall include landings as many
heliports as practicable;
(c) demonstrated to the operator a knowledge of:
(i) the contents of the operations manual;
(ii) the radio equipment in the helicopters used; and
(iii)the navigation equipment in the helicopters used;
(d) demonstrated to the operator a knowledge of the following details
concerning operations for which the officer is responsible and areas in
which that individual is authorized to exercise flight supervision:
(i) the seasonal meteorological conditions and the
sources of meteorological information;
(ii) the effects of meteorological conditions on radio
reception in the helicopters used;
(iii)the peculiarities and limitations of each navigation
system which is used by the operation; and
(iv) the helicopter loading instructions;
(e) demonstrated to the operator as to knowledge and skills related to human
performance as they apply to dispatch duties; and
(f) demonstrated to the operator the ability to perform the flight operations
or flight dispatcher duties specified in regulation 42.
(4)A flight operations officer or flight dispatcher assigned to duty shall maintain
complete familiarization with all features of the operations which are pertinent to
such duties, including knowledge and skills related to human performance.
(5)A flight operations officer or flight dispatcher shall not be assigned to duty
after 12 consecutive months of absence from such duty, except in accordance
with the sub-regulation (3) are met.

PART 2.6
MANUALS, LOGS AND RECORDS
Flight manual

74. (1) An operator shall ensure that a flight manual contains the information
specified in the Civil Aviation (Airworthiness or Aircraft) Regulations.
(2) The flight manual shall be updated by implementing changes made mandatory
by the Authority.

Operator’s maintenance
control manual

75. The operator’s maintenance control manual, which may be issued in separate
parts, shall contain the following information:
(a) a description of the procedures including, where applicable:
(i) a description of the administrative arrangements between the operator and
the approved maintenance organization;
(ii) a description of the maintenance procedures and the procedures for
completing and signing a maintenance release when maintenance is based
on a system other than that of an approved maintenance organization;
(b) names and duties of the qualified person or persons required.
(c) a reference to the maintenance programme required;
(d) a description of the methods used for the completion and retention of the
operator’s maintenance records required;
(e) a description of the procedures for monitoring, assessing and reporting
maintenance and operational experience required;
(f) a description of the procedures for complying with the service information
reporting requirements for airworthiness;
(g) a description of procedures for assessing continuing airworthiness
information and implementing any resulting actions, as required.;
(h) a description of the procedures for implementing action resulting from
mandatory continuing airworthiness information;
(i) a description of establishing and maintaining a system of analysis and
continued monitoring of the performance and efficiency of the maintenance
programme, in order to correct any deficiency in that programme;
(j) a description of helicopter types and models to which the manual applies;
(k) a description of procedures for ensuring that unserviceabilities affecting
airworthiness are recorded and rectified;
(l) a description of the procedures for advising the Authority of significant inservice occurrences;
(m) a description of procedures to control the leasing of aircraft and related
aeronautical products; and
(n) a description of the maintenance control manual amendment procedures.

Maintenance programme

76. (1)A maintenance programme for each helicopter as required by Regulation55
shall contain the following information:
(a) maintenance tasks and the intervals at which these are to be performed,
taking into account the anticipated utilization of the helicopter;
(b) where applicable, a continuing structural integrity programme;
(c) procedures for changing or deviating from paragraphs (a) and (b); and

(d) where applicable, condition monitoring and reliability programme
descriptions for helicopter systems, components, power transmissions,
rotors and engines.
(2) Maintenance tasks and intervals that have been specified as mandatory in
approval of the type design shall be identified as such by the Operator.
(3) The maintenance programme shall be based on maintenance programme
information made available by the State of Design or by the organization
responsible for the type design, and any additional applicable experience.
Journey logbook

77. (1)A helicopter journey log book shall contain the following items and the
corresponding roman numerals:
I — Helicopter nationality and registration.
II — Date.
III — Names of crew members.
IV — Duty assignments of crew members.
V — Place of departure.
VI — Place of arrival.
VII — Time of departure.
VIII — Time of arrival.
IX — Hours of flight.
X — Nature of flight -private, scheduled or non-scheduled.
XI — Incidents, observations, if any.
XII — Signature of person in charge.
(2) Entries in the journey log book shall be made current and in ink or indelible
pencil.
(4)
A completed journey log books shall be retained to provide a continuous
record of the last [six] months’ operations.

Records of emergency
and survival equipment
carried

78. (1) An Operators shall at all times have available for immediate communication
to rescue coordination centres, lists containing information on the emergency and
survival equipment carried on board any of their helicopters engaged in air
navigation.
(2)The information specified in sub-regulation(1) shall include, as
applicable:
(a) the number, colour and type of life rafts and pyrotechnics;
(b) details of emergency medical supplies;and
(c) water supplies and the type and frequencies of the emergency portable
radio equipment.

Flight recorder records

79. An operator shall ensure, to the extent possible, in the event the helicopter
becomes involved in an accident or incident, the preservation of all related flight
recorder records, and where necessary the associated flight recorders, and their

retention in safe custody pending their disposition as determined in accordance
with Civil Aviation (Aircraft Accident and Incident Investigation) Regulations.
PART 2.7 –
CABIN CREW
Assignment of
emergency duties

80. (1) An operator shall establish, to the satisfaction of the Authority, the minimum
number of cabin crew required for each type of helicopter, based on seating
capacity or the number of passengers carried, which shall not be less than the
minimum number established during certification, in order to effect a safe and
expeditious evacuation of the helicopter, and the necessary functions to be
performed in an emergency or a situation requiring emergency evacuation.
(2)The operator shall assign the functions referred to in sub regulation
(1) for each type of helicopter.

Protection of cabin crew
during flight

81. Each cabin crew member shall be seated with seat belt or, when provided, safety
harness fastened during take-off and landing and whenever the pilot-incommand so directs.

Training

82. (1) an operator shall establish and maintain a training programme, approved by
the Authority, to be completed by all persons before being assigned as a cabin
crew member.
(2) A Cabin crew members shall complete a recurrent training
programme annually.
(3)The training programmes specified in sub regulation (1) shall ensure that each
person is:
(a) competent to execute those safety duties and functions that the cabin
attendant is assigned to perform in the event of an emergency or in a
situation requiring emergency evacuation;
(b) drilled and capable in the use of emergency and life-saving equipment
required to be carried, such as life jackets, life rafts, evacuation slides,
emergency exits, portable fire extinguishers, oxygen equipment, first-aid
and universal precaution kits, and automated external defibrillators;
(c) when serving on helicopters operated above 3000 m or 10 000 ft,
knowledgeable as regards the effect of lack of oxygen and, in the case of
pressurized helicopters, as regards physiological phenomena accompanying
a loss of pressurization;
(d) aware of other crew members’ assignments and functions in the event of an
emergency so far as is necessary for the fulfilment of the cabin crew
member’s own duties;
(e) aware of the types of dangerous goods which may, and may not, be carried
in a passenger cabin; and

(f) knowledgeable about human performance as related to passenger cabin
safety duties including flight crew-cabin crew coordination.

PART 2.8
SECURITY
Helicopter Search
Procedure Checklist

83. (1) An operator shall ensure that there is on board a checklist of the procedures
to be followed in searching for a bomb in case of suspected sabotage.
(2)The checklist specified in sub regulation (1) shall be supported by
guidance on the course of action to be taken should a bomb or suspicious
object be found.

Training Programmes

84. (1) An operator shall establish and maintain a training programme which enables
crew members to act in the most appropriate manner to minimize the
consequences of acts of unlawful interference.
(2) The operator shall establish and maintain a training programme to acquaint
appropriate employees with preventive measures and techniques in relation to
passengers, baggage, cargo, mail, equipment, stores and supplies intended for
carriage on a helicopter so that they contribute to the prevention of acts of
sabotage or other forms of unlawful interference.
(3) As a minimum, approved security training programme shall include the following
elements:
(a) determination of the seriousness of any occurrence
(b) crew communication and coordination;
(c) appropriate self-defense responses
(d) use of non-lethal protective devices assigned to crew members whose use
is authorized by the Authority;
(e) understanding of behaviour of terrorists so as to facilitate the ability of crew
members to cope with hijacker behaviour and passenger responses;
(f) live situational training exercises regarding various threat conditions;
(g) flight crew compartment procedures to protect the aeroplane; and
aeroplane search procedures and guidance on least-risk bomb locations where
practicable.

Reporting Acts of
Unlawful Interference

85. Following an act of unlawful interference, the pilot-in-command shall submit,
without delay, a report of such an act to the designated local authority.

PART 3
GENERAL AVIATION

86. (1) The pilot-in-command shall comply with the relevant laws, regulations and

Compliance with laws
regulations and
procedures

procedures of the States in which the helicopter is operated.

(2)The pilot-in-command shall be responsible for the operation and safety of the
helicopter and for the safety of all crew members, passengers and cargo on board,
from the moment the engine or engines are started until the helicopter finally
comes to rest at the end of the flight, with the engine or engines shut down and
the rotor blades stopped.
(3) Where an emergency situation which endangers the safety of the helicopter or
persons necessitates the taking of action which involves a violation of local
regulations or procedures, the pilot-in-command shall notify the appropriate local
authority without delay.
(4) Where required by the State in which the incident occurs, the pilot-incommand shall submit a report on any such violation to the appropriate authority
of such State and the pilot-in-command shall also submit a copy of it to the
Authority and such reports shall be submitted within ten days.
(5)The pilot-in-command shall be responsible for notifying the nearest
appropriate authority by the quickest available means of any accident involving
the helicopter, resulting in serious injury or death of any person or substantial
damage to the helicopter or property.
(6)The pilot-in-command shall have available on board the helicopter essential
information concerning the search and rescue services in the areas over which it
is intended the helicopter will be flown.
(7) Operators shall ensure that an aeroplane(a) has equipment and instruments;
(b) has communication, navigation and surveillance equipment,
(c) in the manner provided in the Civil Aviation (Instrument and Equipment)
Regulations.

Dangerous Goods

87. The pilot-in-command of a helicopter to which this Part applies shall not carry
dangerous goods in the helicopter unless in accordance with the Technical
Instructions for the Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods by Air as approved and
published by decision of the Council of the International Civil Aviation
Organisation for the time being in force, and the the requirement of the Civil
Aviation (Dangerous Goods )Regulations.

Use of psychoactive
substances.

88. A person shall not use psychoactive substances as specified in the Civil Aviation
(Personnel Licensing) Regulations and Civil Aviation (Rule of the Air)
Regulations.

Specific approvals

89. (1) The pilot- in-command shall not conduct operations for which a specific
approval is required unless such approval has been issued by the Authority.

(2) Specific approvals shall follow the layout and contain at least the
information specified in the Second Schedule to the Civil Aviation
(Operation of Air Craft- General Aviation) Regulations.

PART 3.1
FLIGHT OPERATIONS
Adequacy of operating
Facilities

90. (1) The pilot-in-command shall not commence a flight unless it has been
ascertained by every reasonable means available that the ground or water
facilities available and directly required for such flight and for the safe operation
of the helicopter are adequate including communication facilities and navigation
aids.

Heliport or landing
location operating
minima

91. (1) The pilot-in-command shall establish operating minima in accordance with
criteria specified by the Authority for each heliport or landing location to be used
in operations.
(2) When establishing aerodrome operating minima, any conditions that may be
prescribed in the list of specific approvals shall be observed.
(3)The minima specified in sub-regulation (1) shall not be lower than any that may
be established by the State of the Aerodrome, except when specifically approved
by that State.
(4)The Authority shall authorise operational credit or credits for operations with
helicopters equipped with automatic landing systems, a HUD or equivalent
displays, EVS, SVS or CVS.
(5)
Where the operational credit relates to low visibility operations, the
Authority shall issue a specific approval.
(6) The authorizations specified in sub-regulation (4) shall not affect the
classification of the instrument approach procedure.
(7)For the purpose of these regulations, operational credit shall include:
(a) for the purposes of an approach ban specified in Regulation 93 a
minima below the heliport or landing location operating minima;
(b) reducing or satisfying the visibility requirements; or
(c) requiring fewer ground facilities as compensated for by airborne
capabilities.

Passenger briefing

92. (1) The pilot-in-command shall ensure that crew members and passengers are
made familiar, by means of an oral briefing or by other means, with the location
and the use of:
(a)seat belts or harnesses; and, as appropriate,
(b)emergency exits;
(c)life jackets;

(d)oxygen dispensing equipment; and
(e)other emergency equipment provided for individual use, including
passenger emergency briefing cards.
(2)The pilot-in-command shall ensure that all persons on board are aware
of the location and general manner of use of the principal emergency
equipment carried for collective use.
Helicopter Airworthiness
and Safety Precaution

93. A flight shall not be commenced until the pilot-in-command is satisfied that:
(a) the helicopter is airworthy, duly registered and that the appropriate
certificates with respect thereto are aboard the helicopter;
(b) the instruments and equipment installed in the helicopter are
appropriate, taking into account the expected flight conditions;
(c) any necessary maintenance has been performed in accordance with sub
PART 3.3 of these Regulations;

(d) The mass of the helicopter and centre of gravity location are such
that the flight can be conducted safely, taking into account the flight
conditions expected;
(e) any load carried is properly distributed and safely secured; and

(f) the helicopter operating limitations contained in the flight manual, or
its equivalent, will not be exceeded.
Weather Reports and
Forecasts

94. (1)Before commencing a flight, the pilot-in-command shall be familiar with all
available meteorological information appropriate to the intended flight.
(2) Preparation for a flight away from the vicinity of the place of departure, and
for every flight under IFR, shall include:
(a) a study of available current weather reports and forecasts; and
(b) the planning of an alternative course of action to provide for the eventuality
that the flight cannot be completed as planned, because of weather
conditions.

Limitations imposed by
weather conditions –
VFR Flight

95. A flight, except one of purely local character in visual meteorological conditions,
to be conducted in accordance with VFR shall not be commenced unless current
meteorological reports, or a combination of current reports and forecasts,
indicate that the meteorological conditions along the route, or that part of the
route to be flown under VFR, will, at the appropriate time, be such as to enable
compliance with the VFR.
96. (1) When an alternate is required -A flight to be conducted in accordance with

Limitations imposed by
weather conditions – IFR
Flight

IFR shall not be commenced unless the available information indicates that
conditions, at the heliport of intended landing and at least one alternate heliport
will, at the estimated time of arrival, be at or above the heliport operating minima.

(2) When no alternate is required-A flight to be conducted in accordance with
IFR to a heliport when no alternate heliport is required shall not be commenced
unless available current meteorological information indicates that the following
meteorological conditions will exist from two hours before to two hours after the
estimated time of arrival, or from the actual time of departure to two hours after
the estimated time of arrival, whichever is the shorter period:
(a) a cloud base of at least 120 m (400 ft) above the minimum associated with the
instrument approach procedure; and
(b)visibility of at least 1.5 km more than the minimum associated with the
procedure
Heliport operating
minima

97. (1)A flight shall not be continued towards the heliport of intended landing unless
the latest available meteorological information indicates that conditions at that
heliport, or at least one alternate heliport, will, at the estimated time of arrival,
be at or above the specified heliport operating minima.
(2)An instrument approach shall not be continued below 300 m or 1 000 ft above
the heliport elevation or into the final approach segment unless the reported
visibility or controlling RVR is at or above the heliport operating minima.
(3)where, after entering the final approach segment or after descending below 300
m or 1 000 ft above the heliport elevation, the reported visibility or controlling
RVR falls below the specified minimum, the approach may be continued to DAor
DH or MDA or MDH.
(4) Subject to sub-regulation (3), a helicopter shall not continue its approach-toland beyond a point at which the limits of the heliport operating minima would
be infringed

Flight in icing conditions

98. (1) A flight to be operated in known or expected icing conditions shall not be
commenced unless the helicopter is certificated and equipped to cope with such
conditions.

Alternate Heliports

99. (1) For a flight to be conducted in accordance with IFR, at least one alternate
heliport or landing location shall be specified in the operational flight plan and
the flight plan, unless:
(a) the weather conditions in regulation 92(2) prevail; or
(b) the heliport or landing location of intended landing is isolated:

(i) no alternate heliport or landing location is available;
(ii) an instrument approach procedure is prescribed for the isolated heliport of
intended landing; and
(iii)a point of no return or PNR is determined in case of an offshore destination.
(2)Suitable offshore alternates may be specified subject to the following:
(a) the offshore alternates shall be used only after passing a PNR, and prior to
a PNR, onshore alternates shall be used;
(b) mechanical reliability of critical control systems and critical components
shall be considered and taken into account when determining the
suitability of the alternate;
(c) one engine inoperative performance capability shall be attainable prior
to arrival at the alternate;
(d) to the extent possible, deck availability shall be guaranteed; and
(e) weather information must be reliable and accurate.
(3) Offshore alternates shall not be used when it is possible to carry enough fuel to
have an onshore alternate, and shall not be used in a hostile environment.
Fuel and Oil
requirements

100. (1) All helicopters- Aflight shall not be commenced unless, taking into account
both the meteorological conditions and any delays that are expected in flight, the
helicopter carries sufficient fuel and oil to ensure that it can safely complete the
flight.
(2) subject to sub-regulation (1), reserve fuel and oil shall be carried to
provide for contingencies
(3) VFR operation-The fuel and oil carried in order to comply with
sub-regulation (1) shall, in the case of VFR operations, be at least the
amount to allow the helicopter to:
(a)fly to the landing site to which the flight is planned;
(b)have a final reserve fuel to fly thereafter for a period of 20
minutes at best-range speed; and
(c)have an additional amount of fuel to provide for the increased
consumption on the occurrence of potential contingencies, as
determined by the Authority.
(4) IFR operations-The fuel and oil carried in order to comply with subregulation(1) shall, in the case of IFR operations, be at least the amount to allow
the helicopter:
(a)Where no alternate is required, in accordance with regulation 92(2), to
fly to and execute an approach at the heliport or landing location to which
the flight is planned, and thereafter to have:
(i) a final reserve fuel to fly 30 minutes at holding speed at 450 m or 1
500 ft above the destination heliport or landing location under
standard temperature conditions and approach and land; and

(ii) an additional amount of fuel to provide for the increased
consumption on the occurrence of potential contingencies.
b) Where an alternate is required, in terms of regulations 92(1), to fly to
and execute an approach, and a missed approach, at the heliport or
landing location to which the flight is planned, and thereafter:
(i) fly to and execute an approach at the alternate specified in the
flight plan; and then
(ii) have a final reserve fuel to fly for 30 minutes at holding speed at
450 m or 1 500 ft above the alternate under standard temperature
conditions, and approach and land; and
(iii)have an additional amount of fuel to provide for the increased
consumption on the occurrence of potential contingencies.
c)Where no alternate heliport or landing location is available, including the
heliport of intended landing is isolated and no alternate is available, to fly
to the heliport to which the flight is planned and thereafter for a period as
specified by the Authority.

(5) In computing the fuel and oil required in sub-regulations (1), at least the
following shall be considered;
(a) meteorological conditions forecast;
(b) expected air traffic control routings and traffic delays;
(c)for IFR flight, one instrument approach at the destination heliport,
including a missed approach;
(d)the procedures for loss of pressurization, where applicable, or failure
of one engine while en route; and
(e)any other conditions that may delay the landing of the helicopter or
increase fuel and/or oil consumption.
(6) The use of fuel after flight commencement for purposes other than originally
intended during pre-flight planning shall require a re-analysis and, where
applicable, adjustment of the planned operation.
In Flight Fuel
Management.

101. (1) The pilot-in-command shall monitor the amount of usable fuel remaining on
board to ensure it is not less than the fuel required to proceed to a landing site
where a safe landing can be made with the planned final reserve fuel remaining.
(2) The pilot-in-command shall advise ATC of a minimum fuel state by declaring
MINIMUM FUEL when, having committed to land at a specific landing site, the
pilot calculates that any change to the existing clearance to that landing site, or

other air traffic delays, may result in landing with less than the planned final
reserve fuel.
(3) The pilot-in-command shall declare a situation of fuel emergency by
broadcasting MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY FUEL, when the usable
fuel estimated to be available upon landing at the nearest landing site where
a safe landing can be made is less than the required final reserve fuel in
compliance with Rgulation 96.
Oxygen supply

102. (1) Approximate altitudes in the Standard Atmosphere corresponding to the
values of absolute pressure used in these regulations are as follows:
Absolute
pressure
700 hPa
620 hPa

Metres
Feet
3 000 10 000
4 000 13 000

(2)A flight to be operated at altitudes at which the atmospheric pressure in personnel
compartments will be less than 700 hPa shall not be commenced unless sufficient
stored breathing oxygen is carried to supply:
(a)all crew members and 10 per cent of the passengers for any period in
excess of 30 minutes that the pressure in compartments occupied by them
will be between 700 hPa and 620 hPa;
(b)the crew and passengers for any period that the atmospheric pressure in
compartments occupied by them will be less than 620 hPa.
(3)A flight to be operated with a pressurized helicopter shall not be commenced
unless a sufficient quantity of stored breathing oxygen is carried to supply all the
crew members and a proportion of the passengers, as is appropriate to the
circumstances of the flight being undertaken, in the event of loss of pressurization,
for any period that the atmospheric pressure in any compartment occupied by them
would be less than 700 hPa
Use of Oxygen

103. (1) All flight crew members, when engaged in performing duties essential to
the safe operation of a helicopter in flight, shall use breathing oxygen
continuously whenever the circumstances prevail for which its supply has been
required in Regulation 98 (1) and (2).

In -Flight Emergency
Instruction.

104. (1) In an emergency during flight, the pilot-in-command shall ensure that all
persons on board are instructed in such emergency action as may be appropriate
to the circumstances.

Weather Reporting by
Pilots.

105. (1) Where weather conditions likely to affect the safety of other aircraft are
encountered, they shall be reported as soon as possible.

Hazardous Flight
Conditions

106. (1) Hazardous flight conditions, other than those associated with
meteorological conditions, encountered en route shall be reported as soon as
possible and the reports so rendered shall give such details as may be pertinent
to the safety of other aircraft.

Fitness of Flight Crew
Members

107. (1) The pilot-in-command shall be responsible for ensuring that a
flight:
(a)shall not be commenced when any flight crew member is incapacitated
from performing duties by any cause such as injury, sickness, fatigue, the
effects of alcohol or drugs; and
(b)shall not be continued beyond the nearest suitable heliport when flight crew
members’ capacity to perform functions is significantly reduced by
impairment of faculties from causes such as fatigue, sickness, lack of oxygen.

Flight Crew
Members at
Duty Stations.

108. (1)Take-off and landing- All flight crew members required to be on flight deck
duty shall be at their stations during take-off and landing.
(2) Enroute -During enroute phase of a flight, all flight crew members required
to be on flight deck duty shall remain at their stations except when their absence
is necessary for the performance of duties in connection with the operation of
the helicopter, or for physiological needs.
(3) Seat belt-All flight crew members shall keep their seat belt fastened when
at their stations.
(4) Safety harness-Where safety harnesses are provided, any flight crew member
occupying a pilot’s seat shall keep the safety harness fastened during the take-off
and landing phases; and

(5) Subject to sub-regulation (4), all other flight crew members shall keep their
safety harness fastened during the take-off and landing phases unless the
shoulder straps interfere with the performance of their duties, in which case the
shoulder straps may be unfastened but the seat belt shall remain fastened.
Instrument Flight
Procedures.

109. (1) One or more instrument approach procedures designed to support instrument
approach operations shall be approved and promulgated by the State in which
the heliport is located, or by the State which is responsible for the heliport when
located outside the territory of any State, to serve each final approach and takeoff area or heliport utilized for instrument flight operations.

(2) All helicopters operated in accordance with IFR shall comply with the
instrument approach procedures approved by the State in which the heliport is
located, or by the Authority which is responsible for the heliport when located
outside the territory of any State.
Instruction — General

110. (1) A helicopter rotor shall not be turned under power for the purpose of flight
without a qualified pilot at the controls.

Refuelling with
passengers on board or
Rotors turning

111. (1) A helicopter shall not be refuelled when passengers are embarking, on board
or disembarking or when the rotor is turning unless it is attended by the pilot-incommand or other qualified personnel ready to initiate and direct an evacuation
of the helicopter by the most practical and expeditious means available.
(2)When refuelling with passengers embarking, on board or disembarking, twoway communications shall be maintained by helicopter inter-communications
system or other suitable means between the ground crew supervising the
refuelling and the pilot-in-command or other qualified personnel required by the
sub-regulation (1).

Over water-flights.

112. (1) All helicopters on flights over water in a hostile environment in accordance
with Civil aviation (Instruments and Equipment) Regulation shall be certificated
for ditching and sea state shall be an integral part of ditching information.
PART 3.2–
HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE OPERATING LIMITATIONS

113. (1) A helicopter shall be operated:
Operating limitations

(a)in compliance with the terms of its airworthiness certificate or equivalent document;
(b)within the operating limitations prescribed by the Authority; and

(c)within the mass limitations imposed by compliance with the applicable noise
requirements in the Civil Aviation (Environmental Protection) Regulations, unless
otherwise authorized, in exceptional circumstances for a certain heliport where
there is no noise disturbance problem, by the competent authority of the State in
which the heliport is situated.
(2)Placards, listings, instrument markings, or combinations thereof, containing those
operating limitations prescribed by the Authority for visual presentation, shall be
displayed in the helicopter.
(3)Where helicopters are operating to or from heliports in a congested hostile
environment, the competent authority of the State in which the heliport is

situated shall take such precautions as are necessary to control the risk
associated with an engine failure.
PART 3.3
HELICOPTER CONTINUING AIRWORTHINESS

Owner’sContinuing
Airworthiness
Responsibilities

Continuing
Airworthiness Records

114. (1) The owner of a helicopter, or in the case where it is leased, the lessee, shall
ensure that:
(a) the helicopter is maintained in an airworthy condition;
(b) the operational and emergency equipment necessary for the intended flight is
serviceable;
(c) the certificate of airworthiness of the helicopter remains valid; and
(d) the maintenance of the helicopter is performed in accordance with a
maintenance programme acceptable to the Authority.
(2) The owner or the lessee shall not operate the helicopter unless
maintenance on the helicopter, including any associated engine, rotor and
part, is carried out:
(a) by an organization complying with airworthiness requirements that are
either approved by the Authority of the helicopter by another Contracting
State and are accepted by the Authority; or
(b) by a qualified person or organization in accordance with procedures that
are authorized by the Authority and there is a maintenance release in relation
to the maintenance carried out.
115. (1) The owner shall ensure the following records are kept for the periods
mentioned in Sub-regulations(2):
(a)The total time in service hours, calender time and cycles, as appropriate of
the helicopter
(b) the current status of compliance with all mandatory continuing
airworthiness information;
(c) appropriate details of modifications and repairs to the helicopter;
(d) the time in service since last overhaul of the helicopter or its components
subject to a mandatory overhaul life;
(e) the current status of the helicopter’s compliance with the maintenance
programme; and
(f) The detailed maintenance records to show that all requirements for signing
of a maintenance release have been met.
(2) The records in sub regulation (1)(a) to(e) shall be kept for a minimum
period of 180 days after the unit to which they refer has been permanently
withdrawn from service, and the records in sub regulation (1)(f) for a
minimum period of 2 year after the signing of the maintenance release.

(3) Where a helicopter is leased, the lessee of that helicopter shall comply
with the requirements of sub regulation (1) and(2), as applicable while the
helicopter is leased,
(4) The records kept and transferred in accordance with this regulation shall
be maintained in a form and format that ensures readability, security and
integrity of the records at all times.

Continuing
Airworthiness
Information

Modifications and
Repairs

Maintenance Release

116. The owner of a helicopter over 3 175 kg maximum certificated take-off mass,
or in the case where it is leased, the lessee, shall, as required by the Authority,
ensure that the information resulting from maintenance and operational
experience with respect to continuing airworthiness is transmitted in accordance
with the Civil Aviation (Airworthiness of Aircraft) Regulations.
117. All modifications and repairs shall comply with airworthiness requirements
acceptable to the Authority, and the owner shall establish procedures to ensure
that the substantiating data supporting compliance in accordance with the Civil
Aviation Airworthiness requirements are retained.
118. (1) when maintenance is carried out by an approved maintenance organization,
the maintenance release shall be issued by the approved maintenance
organization in accordance with the provisions of the Civil Aviation (Approved
Maintenance Organization ) Regulations
(2) When maintenance is not carried out by an approved maintenance
organization, the maintenance release shall be completed and signed by a
person appropriately licensed in accordance with Civil Aviation (Personnel
Licensing) Regulations to certify that the maintenance work performed has
been completed satisfactorily and in accordance with data and procedures
acceptable to the Authority.
(3) when maintenance is not carried out by an approved maintenance
organization, the maintenance release shall include the following:
(a) basic details of the maintenance carried out;
(b) the date such maintenance was completed; and
(c) the identity of the person or persons signing the release.
PART 3.4
HELICOPTER FLIGHT CREW

Qualifications

119. (1) The pilot-in-command shall ensure that the licences of each flight crew
member have been issued or rendered valid by the Authority, and are properly
rated and of current validity, and shall be satisfied that flight crew members have
maintained competence.

Composition of Flight
Crew.

120. (1) The number and composition of the flight crew shall not be less than that
specified in the flight manual or other documents associated with the certificate
of airworthiness.
PART
EXEMPTIONS

Application for
exemptions

121. (1) A person or operator may apply to the Authority for an exemption from any
provision of these Regulations.
(2) A request for exemption shall be made in accordance with the requirements of these
Regulations and an application for such exemption shall be submitted and processed in a
manner prescribed in the applicable technical guidance material.
(3) A request for an exemption must contain the
applicant’s:
(a) name;
(b) physical address and mailing address;
(c) telephone number;
(d) fax number where available; and
(e) email address where available;
(4) The application shall be accompanied by a fee prescribed by the
applicable aeronautical information circulars for technical evaluation.

Exemptions

Authority in the

122. (1) The Authority may, upon consideration of the circumstances of a
particular maintenance organisation, issue an exemption providing relief from
specified provisions of these Regulations, provided that:
a) the Authority finds that the circumstances presented warrant the
exemption; and
b) a level of safety shall be maintained equal to that provided by the
Regulations from which the exemption is sought.
2) The exemption referred to in sub-regulation (1) may be terminated or amended
at any time by the Authority.
(3) A person or operator who receives an exemption shall have a means of
notifying the management and appropriate personnel performing functions
subject to the exemption.
PART 6

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Possession of the licence,
certificate, approval or
authorization

Inspection of licences,
certificates, approval or
authorization

Change of Address

123. (1) A holder of a licence, certificate, approval or authorization issued by the
Authority shall have in his or her physical possession or at the work station when
exercising the privileges of that licence, certificate, approval or authorization.
(2) A crew member of a foreign registered aircraft shall hold a valid licence,
certificate or authorization and have in his or her physical possession or at the
work station when exercising the privileges of that licence, certificate, approval
or authorization.

124. A person who holds a licence, certificate, approval or authorization required by
these Regulations shall present it for inspection upon a request from the Authority
or any other person authorized by the Authority.

125. (1) A holder of a licence, certificate, approval or authorization, or any other
such document issued under these Regulations shall notify the Authority of any
change in the physical and mailing address and shall do so in the case of:
(a) physical address, a t least fourteen days before the change;
and
(b) mailing address, upon the change;
(2) A person who does not notify the Authority of the change in the physical
address within the time frame specified in sub-regulation (1) shall not exercise
the privileges of the certificate or authorization.

Replacement of licence,
certificate, approval or
authorization

Suspension and
revocation of licence,
certificate, approval or
authorization

126. A person may apply to the Authority in a form and manner determined by the
Authority in the applicable technical guidance material for replacement of
documents issued under these Regulations when such documents are lost or
destroyed.

127. (1) The Authority may, where it considers it to be in public interest, suspend
provisionally, pending further investigation, any licence, certificate,
authorization or any such other document issued under these Regulations.
(2) The Authority may, upon the completion of an investigation which has
shown sufficient ground to the Authority’s satisfaction and where it considers
it to be in public interest, revoke, suspend, or vary any licence, certificate,
approval, authorization or any other document issued or granted under these
Regulations.
(3) The Authority may, where it considers it to be in public interest, prevent
any person or aircraft from flying.

(4) A holder or any person having the possession or custody of any licence,
certificate, approval, authorization or any such other documents which have
been revoked, suspended or varied under these Regulations shall surrender
the licence, certificate, approval, authorization or such other documents to the
Authority within fourteen days from the date of revocation, suspension or
variation.
(5) The breach of any condition subject to which any licence, certificate,
authorization or any such other document has been granted or issued under these
Regulations shall render the document invalid during the continuance of the
breach.

Use and retention of
licence, certificate,
authorization and
records

Reports of violation

128. (1) A person shall not:
(a) use any licence, certificate, approval, authorization, or such other
document issued or required under these Regulations which has been forged,
altered, revoked, or suspended, or to which that person is not entitled;
(b) forge or alter any licence, certificate, approval, authorization or any such
other document issued or required by, or under these Regulations;
(c) lend any licence, certificate, approval, authorization or any such other
document issued or required under these Regulations to any other person;
(d) make any false representation for the purpose of procuring for himself or
herself or any other person the issue, renewal or variation of the licence,
certificate, approval, authorization or any such other document.
(2) During the period for which it is required under these Regulations to be
preserved, a person shall not mutilate, alter, render illegible or destroy any
records, or any entry made therein, required by or under these Regulations to be
maintained, or knowingly make, or procure or assist in the making of, any false
entry in any such record, or willfully omit to make a material entry in such record.
(3) All records required to be maintained by or under these
Regulations shall be recorded in a permanent and indelible material.
(4) A person shall not purport to issue any licence, certificate, approval,
authorization or any such other document for the purpose of these Regulations
unless he is authorized to do so under these Regulations.
(5) A person shall not issue any licence, certificate, approval, authorization any
such other document of the kind referred to in these Regulations unless he has
satisfied himself that all statements in the licence, certificate, approval,
authorization any such other document are correct, and that the applicant is
qualified to hold that licence, certificate, approval, authorization or any such
other document .
129. (1) A person who knows of a violation of the Civil Aviation Act, any rule,
Regulation or order made there-under, shall report it to the Authority.

(2) The Authority shall determine the nature and type of any additional
investigation or enforcement action that shall be taken.

Enforcement of
directions

130. (1) A person who fails to comply with any direction given to him or her by the
Authority or by any authorized person under any provision of these Regulations
shall be deemed for the purposes of these Regulations to have contravened that
provision.
(2) The Authority shall take enforcement action on any regulated entity that fails
to comply with any provisions of these Regulations.
(3) The Inspectors of the Authority holding valid delegations shall take necessary
actions to preserve safety where an undesirable condition has been detected.
(4) The action (s) referred to in sub-regulation (2) may include:
(a) In the case of a regulated entity, imposition of operating restrictions until such a
time the existing undesirable condition has been resolved; or
(b)In case of a licensed personnel, require that the individual does not exercise the
privileges of the licence until such a time that the undesirable condition has
been resolved.
(5) In carrying out enforcement actions pursuant to the provisions of subregulation (3), the Inspectors of the Authority shall invoke the powers with due
care and act in good faith in the interest of preserving safety.

Aeronautical user
Fees

Application of
Regulations to
government and visiting
forces, etc.

131. (1) The Authority shall notify applicants of the fees to be charged in connection
with the issue, validation, renewal, extension or variation of any licence,
certificate, authorization or such other document, including the issue of a copy
thereof, or the undergoing of any examination, test, inspection or investigation
or the grant of any permission or approval, required by, or for the purpose of
these Regulations any orders, notices or proclamations made thereunder.
(2) Upon an application being made in connection with which any fee is
chargeable in accordance with sub-regulation (1), the applicant shall be required,
before the application is entertained, to pay the fee so chargeable.
(3) Where, payment of fees has been made and the application is withdrawn by
the applicant or otherwise ceases to have effect or is rejected, the Authority shall
not refund such payment.

132. (1) These Regulations shall apply to aircraft, not being military aircraft,
belonging to or exclusively employed in the service of the government, and for
the purposes of such application, the department or other authority for the time
being responsible for management of the aircraft shall be deemed to be the
operator of the aircraft, and in the case of an aircraft belonging to the government,
to be the owner of the interest of the government in the aircraft.
(2) Except as otherwise expressly provided, the naval, military and air force
authorities and members of any visiting force and property held or used for the

purpose of such a force shall be exempt from the provision of these regulations to
the same extent as if the visiting force formed part of the military force of [state].

Extra- territorial
application of
Regulations

133. (1) Except where the context otherwise requires, the provisions of these
Regulations shall:
(a) in so far as they apply, whether by express reference or otherwise, to aircraft
registered in [state], apply to such aircraft wherever they may be;
(b) in so far as they apply, whether by express reference or otherwise, to other
aircraft, apply to such aircraft when they are within [state];
(c) in so far as they prohibit, require or regulate, whether by express reference or
otherwise, the doing of anything by any person in, or by any of the crew of, any
aircraft registered in [state], shall apply to such persons and crew, wherever they
may be; and
(d) in so far as they prohibit, require or regulate, whether by express reference or
otherwise, the doing of anything in relation to any aircraft registered in [state] by
other persons shall, where such persons are citizens of [state], apply to them
wherever they may be.

PART 7
OFFENCES AND PENALTIES

Contravention of
Regulations

Penalties

134. (1) A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations may
have his licence, certificate, approval, authorization, exemption or such other
document revoked or suspended.
135. (1) Where any provision of these Regulations, orders, notices or proclamations
made there under is contravened in relation to an aircraft, the operator of that
aircraft and the pilot-in-command, when the operator or, the pilot in command is
not the person who contravened that provision the person shall, without prejudice
to the liability of any other person under these Regulations for that contravention,
be deemed for the purposes of the following provisions of this Regulation to have
contravened that provision unless he or she proves that the contravention
occurred without his or her consent or connivance and that he or she exercised
all due diligence to prevent the contravention.
(2) Where it is proved that an act or omission of any person, which would
otherwise have been a contravention by that person of a provision of these
Regulations, orders, notices or proclamations made there under was due to any
cause not avoidable by the exercise of reasonable care by that person, the act or

omission shall be deemed not to be a contravention by that person of that
provision.
(3) Where a person is charged with contravening a provision of these
Regulations, orders, notices or proclamations made there under by reason of his
or her having been a member of the flight crew of an aircraft on a flight for the
purpose of commercial air transport operations, the flight shall be treated, without
prejudice to the liability of any other person under these Regulations, as not
having been for that purpose where he or she proves that he or she neither knew
nor had reason to know that the flight was for that purpose.
(4) A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations, orders, notices
or proclamations made thereunder not being a provision referred to in subregulation (9) shall, upon conviction, be liable to a fine, and in the case of a
continuing contravention, each day of the contravention shall constitute a separate
offence.
(5) Where an aircraft is involved in a contravention and the contravention is by
the owner or operator of the aircraft, the aircraft shall be subject to a lien for the
penalty.
(6) Any aircraft subject to alien for the purpose of sub- regulation (5) may be
seized by and placed in the custody of the Authority.
(7) The aircraft shall be released from custody of the Authority
Upon:
(a) payment of the penalty or the amount agreed upon in compromise;
(b) deposit of a bond in such amount as the Authority may prescribe in the
applicable aeronautical information circular, conditioned upon payment of the
penalty or the amount agreed upon in compromise; and
(c) receiving an order of the court to that effect.
(8) The Authority and any person specifically authorized by name or any police
officer not below the rank of inspector specifically authorized by name by the
[Minister], may compound offences under Part A of the third Schedule to these
Regulations by assessing the contravention and requiring the person reasonably
suspected of having committed the offence to pay to the Authority a sum
equivalent in [state] shillings of one hundred United States dollars and three
hundred United States dollars for provisions referred to Part A of the Third
schedule to these Regulations.
(9) Where a person contravenes any provision specified in Part B of the Third
schedule to these Regulations, upon conviction is liable to a fine not less than the
equivalent in [state] Shillings of one thousand United States Dollars or to
imprisonment for a term of twelve months or to both.

(10) Where any person is aggrieved by any order made under sub- regulation (8),
he may, within twenty-one days of such order being made, appeal against the
order to a higher court and the relevant provisions of the Criminal Procedure Act,
shall apply mutatis mutandis, to every such appeal as if it were an appeal against
a sentence passed by a district court in the exercise of its original jurisdiction.
(11) A person who contravenes any provision specified as an “A” provision in
the Third schedule to these Regulations commits an offence and is liable on
conviction to a fine not exceeding a sum equivalent in [state] shillings of ten
thousand United States dollars shillings for each offence and or to imprisonment
for a term not exceeding one year or to both.
(12) A person who contravenes any provision specified as a “B” provision in the
Third schedule to these Regulations commits an offence and is liable on
conviction to a fine not exceeding a sum equivalent in [state] shillings of twenty
thousand United States dollars for each offence and or to imprisonment for a term
not exceeding three years or to both.
(13) A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations not being a
provision referred to in the Third schedule to these Regulations commits an
offence and is liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding a sum equivalent in
[state] shillings of twenty thousand United States dollars, and in the case of a
second or subsequent conviction for the like offence to a fine not exceeding a
sum equivalent in [state] shillings of forty thousand United States dollars.
Revocation of
L.N……….

136. The Civil Aviation (Helicopter Operations) Regulations, are revoked.

FIRST SCHEDULE
(REGULATION 55)
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR OPERATIONS OF HELICOPTERS IN
PERFORMANCE CLASS 3 IN INSTRUMENT METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS (IMC)

Airworthiness and operations requirements provided in accordance with Regulation 58, shall
satisfy the following:

1. ENGINE RELIABILITY
1.1.

Attaining and maintaining approval for engines used by helicopters operating in
performance
Class 3 in IMC:
1.1.1. In order to attain initial approval for existing in-service engine types, reliability shall be
shown to have a nominal power loss rate of less than 1 per 100 000 engine hours based on
a risk management process.
Note. — Power loss in this context is defined as any significant loss of power, the cause of
which may be traced to engine or engine component, design, maintenance or installation,
including design or installation of the fuel ancillary or engine control systems.
1.1.2. In order to attain initial approval for new engine types, the State of Design shall assess
engine models for acceptance for operations in performance Class 3 in IMC on a case-bycase basis.
1.1.3. In order to maintain approval, the State of Design shall, through the continuing
airworthiness process, ensure that engine reliability remains consistent with the intent of
the standards contained is 1.1.1.
1.2.

The operator shall be responsible for a programme for ongoing engine trend monitoring.

1.3.

To minimize the probability of in-flight engine failure, the engine shall be equipped with:
a) for turbine engines: a re-ignition system that activates automatically or a manually
selectable continuous ignition system unless the engine certification has determined that
such a system is not required, taking into consideration the likely environmental conditions
in which the engine is to be operated;
b) a magnetic particle detection or equivalent system that monitors the engine,
accessories gearbox, and reduction gearbox, and which includes a flight deck caution
indication; and

c) a means that would permit continuing operation of the engine through a sufficient
power range to safely complete the flight in the event of any reasonably probable failure
of the fuel control unit.
2. SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT
2.1.

Helicopters operating in performance Class 3 in IMC shall be equipped with the following
systems and equipment intended to ensure continued safe flight or to assist in achieving a
safe forced landing after an engine failure, under all allowable operating conditions:
a)
either two separate electrical generating systems, each one capable of supplying all
probable combinations of continuous in-flight electrical loads for instruments, equipment
and systems required in IMC; or a primary electrical source and a standby battery or other
alternate source of electric power that is capable of supplying 150 per cent of electrical
loads of all required instruments and equipment necessary for safe emergency operations
of the helicopter for at least one hour; and
b)
an emergency electrical supply system of sufficient capacity and endurance,
following loss of all normally generated power to, as a minimum:
Note.— If a battery is used to satisfy the requirement for a second power source
(see 2.a) above), an additional electrical power supply may not be required.
i.maintain the operation of all essential flight instruments, communication and
navigation systems during a descent from the maximum certificated altitude in an
autorotational configuration to the completion of a landing;
ii.maintain the operation of the stabilization system, if applicable;
iii.lower the landing gear, if applicable;
iv.where required, provide power to one pitot heater, which must serve an airspeed
indicator clearly visible to the pilot;
v.provide for the operation of the landing light;
vi.provide for one engine restart, if applicable; and
vii.provide for the operation of the radio altimeter;
c)

a radio altimeter;

d)
an autopilot if intended as a substitute for a second pilot. In these cases, the
Authority shall ensure the operator’s approval clearly states any conditions or limitations
on its use;

e)

a means to provide for at least one attempt at engine re-start;

f)
an area navigation system approved for use in IFR, capable of being used to
locate suitable landing areas in the event of an emergency;
g)
a landing light that is independent of retractable landing gear and is capable of
adequately illuminating the touchdown area in a night forced landing; and
h)

an engine fire warning system.

3. MINIMUM SERVICEABILITY REQUIREMENTS —
OPERATING EQUIPMENT
The Authority shall specify the minimum serviceability requirements in accordance with Civil
Aviation (Instruments and Equipment) and (Airworthiness) Regulations for operating
equipment in helicopters operating in performance Class 3 in IMC.

4. OPERATIONS MANUAL INFORMATION
The operations manual shall include limitations, procedures, approval status and other
information relevant to operations in performance Class 3 in IMC, in accordance with
Civil Aviation (Air Operator Certification and Administration) Regulation.

5. EVENT REPORTING
5.1.

The operator approved to conduct operations by helicopters in performance Class 3 in IMC
shall report all significant failures, malfunctions or defects to the Authority who in turn
shall notify the State of Design in accordance with Civil Aviation (Airworthiness) and
(Safety Management) Regulations.

5.2.

The Authority shall monitor operations in performance Class 3 in IMC so as to be able to
take any actions necessary to ensure that the intended safety level is maintained. The
Authority shall notify major events or trends of particular concern to the appropriate type
certificate holder and the State of Design.
6. OPERATOR PLANNING

6.1.

Operator route planning shall take account of all relevant information in the assessment of
intended routes or areas of operations, including the following:
a)
the nature of the terrain to be overflown, including the potential for carrying out a
safe forced landing in the event of an engine failure or major malfunction;
b)
weather information, including seasonal and other adverse meteorological
influences that may affect the flight; and
c)
other criteria and limitations as specified by the Authority.
7. FLIGHT CREW EXPERIENCE, TRAINING AND
CHECKING

7.1.

The Authority shall prescribe the minimum flight crew experience for helicopters operating
in performance Class 3 in IMC.

7.2.

The operator’s flight crew training and checking programme shall be appropriate to
operations in performance Class 3 in IMC, covering normal, abnormal and emergency
procedures and, in particular, detection of engine failure including descent to a forced
landing in IMC and, for single engine helicopters, entry into a stabilized autorotation.

8. OPERATOR CERTIFICATION OR VALIDATION
The operator shall demonstrate the ability to conduct operations in performance Class 3 in IMC
through a certification and approval process specified by the Authority in accordance with Civil
Aviation (Air Operator Certificate and Administration) Regulations.

SECOND SCHEDULE
GENERAL AVIATION SPECIFIC APPROVALS
(REGULATION 89)
1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE
1.1 Specific approvals shall have a standardized format which contains the minimum information
required in the specific approval template.
Note.— When the operations to be conducted require a specific approval, a copy of the
document(s) needs to be carried on board (see Section III, Chapter 4, 4.1.3.1 ).

SPECIFIC APPROVAL
ISSUING AUTHORITY and CONTACT DETAILS
Issuing Authority __________________________________
Address ________________________________________
Signature: _______________________ Date2 : __________________
Telephone: ______________________ Fax: ______________________ Email: __________________
OWNER/OPERATOR
Name3 : ___________________________ Address: ________________________________________
Telephone: ______________________ Fax: ______________________ Email: _____________

Aircraft model4 and registration marks:
SPECIFIC APPROVAL
YES
Low visibility
Approach and landing
Take off
operational
RVSM
AR navigation specifications for
PMBN operations
EFB
Other11

NO

DESCRIPTION

REMARKS

CAT_____RVR7:______m DH:_____ft
RVR:_____m
8
9
10

Notes:
1. Civil Aaviation Aauthority name and contact details, including the telephone country code and email if
available.
2. Issuance date of the specific approval (dd-mm-yyyy) and signature of the authority representative.
3. Owner or operator’s name and address.
4. Insert the aeroplane make, model and series, or master series, if a series has been designated. The
CAST/ICAO taxonomy is ava ilable at: http://www.intlaviationstandards.org/.

5. List in this column the most permissive criteria for each specific approval with appropriate criteria.
6. Insert the applicable precision approach category CAT II or III. Insert the minimum RVR in metres and
decision height in
feet. One line is used per listed approach category.
7. Insert the approved minimum take-off RVR in metres, or the equivalent horizontal visibility if RVR is
not used. One line per approval may be
used if different approvals are granted.
8. List the airborne capabilities (i.e. automatic landing, HUD, EVS, SVS, CVS) and associated operational
credit(s) granted.
9. Performance-based navigation (PBN): one line is used for each PBN AR navigation specification
approval (e.g. RNP AR APCH), with
appropriate limitations listed in the “Description” column.
10. List the EFB functions used for the safe operation of aeroplanes and any applicable limitations.
11. Other specific approvals or data can be entered here, using one line (or one multi-line block) per
approval (e.g. specific approach operations
approval.
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PART I
PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS

Citation

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Model EAC Civil
Aviation (Operation of Aircraft –General Aviation Aeroplanes) Regulations 2020.

Interpretation.

2. In these Regulations, unless the context otherwise requires:
“Accelerate-stop distance available or ASDA” means the length
of the take-off run available plus the length of stopway, if
provided;
“Act” means the Civil Aviation Act as Amended;
“Acts of unlawful interference” means acts or attempted acts
such as to jeopardize the safety of civil aviation and air transport,
and includes:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

unlawful seizure of aeroplane in flight;
unlawful seizure of aeroplane on the ground;
hostage-taking on board an aeroplane or on aerodromes;
forcible intrusion on board an aeroplane, at an airport or on the
premises of an aeronautical facility;
(e) introduction on board an aeroplane or at an airport of a weapon
or hazardous device or material intended for criminal purposes;
and
(f) communication of false information as to jeopardize the safety
of an aeroplane in flight or on the ground, of passengers, crew,
ground personnel or the general public, at an airport or on the
premises of a civil aviation facility.
“Advisory airspace” means an airspace of defined dimensions,
or designated route, within which air traffic advisory service is
available;
“Aerial work” means an aeroplane operation in which an aeroplane
is used for specialised services including, but not limited to
agriculture, construction, photography, surveying, observation and
patrol, search and rescue and aerial advertisement;
“Aerodrome” means a defined area on land or water, including any
buildings, installations and equipment, used or intended to be used
either wholly or in part for the arrival, departure and surface
movement of aeroplane;
“Aerodrome operating minima” means the limits of usability of an
aerodrome for:

(a) take-off, expressed in terms of runway visual range and
visibility and, if necessary, cloud conditions;

(b) landing in 2D instrument approach operations, expressed in
terms of visibility or runway visual range, minimum descent
altitude/height MDA or MDH) and, where necessary, cloud
conditions; and

(c) landing in 3D instrument approach operations, expressed in
terms of visibility and/or runway visual range and decision
altitude/height (DA/H) as appropriate to the type and/or
category of the operation.

“Aeronautical product” means any aeroplane, aeroplane engine,
propeller, or subassembly, appliance, material, part, or component
to be installed;

“Aeroplane” means a power-driven heavier-than-air aeroplane,
deriving its lift inflight chiefly from aerodynamic reactions on
surfaces which remain fixed under given conditions of flight;
“Aeroplane” means any machine that can derive support in the
atmosphere from the reactions of the air, other than the reactions of
the air against the earth’s surface; “aeroplane component” means
any component part of an aeroplane up to and including a complete
power plant or any operational or emergency equipment;
“Agreement summary”. means when an aircraft is operating under an
Article 83 bis agreement between the State of Registry and another
State,a document transmitted with the Article 83 bis Agreement
registered with the ICAO Council that identifies succinctly and clearly
which functions and duties are transferred by the State of Registry to
that other State;
“Aircraft operating manual” means a manual, acceptable to the
Authority, containing normal, abnormal and emergency
procedures, checklists, limitations, performance information,
details of the aeroplane systems and other material relevant to the
operation of the aeroplane;
“Airframe” means the fuselage, booms, nacelles, cowlings,
fairings, airfoil surfaces, including rotors (but excluding propellers
and rotating airfoils of a powerplant) and landing gear of an
aeroplane and their accessories and controls;
“Aeroplane Tracking”. A process, established by the operator, that
maintains and updates, at standardized intervals, a ground-based
record of the four dimensional position of individual aeroplane in
flight;
“Air operator certificate or AOC” means a certificate authorizing
an operator to carry out specified commercial air transport
operations;
“Air traffic control service” means a service provided for the
purpose of-

(a) preventing collisions:
(i) between aeroplane; and
(ii) on maneuvering area between aeroplane and
obstructions.
(b) expediting and maintaining an orderly flow of air traffic;

“Air traffic control unit” is a generic term meaning variously an
area control centre, approach control unit or aerodrome control
tower;
“Air traffic service or ATS” means a generic term meaning
variously, flight information service, alerting service, air traffic
advisory service, air traffic control service,area control service,
approach control service or aerodrome control service;
“Aeroplane type” means all aeroplane of the same basic design;
“Airworthy” means the status of an aeroplane, engine, propeller or
part when it conforms to its approved design and is in a condition
for safe operation;
“Alternate aerodrome” means an aerodrome to which an aeroplane
may proceed when it becomes either impossible or inadvisable to
proceed to or to land at the aerodrome of intended landing including
the following:
(a) take-off alternate; an alternate aerodrome at which an
aeroplane can land should this become necessary shortly after
take-off and it is not possible to use the aerodrome of
departure;
(b) en-route alternate- an alternate aerodrome at which an
aeroplane would be able to land after experiencing an
abnormal or emergency condition while en route;and
(c) destination alternate- an alternate aerodrome to which an
aeroplane may proceed should it become either impossible or
inadvisable to land at the aerodrome of intended landing.
“Altimetry system error or ASE” means the difference between the
altitude indicated by the altimeter display, assuming a correct
altimeter barometric setting, and the pressure altitude corresponding
to the undisturbed ambient pressure;
“Appliance” means any instrument, mechanism, equipment, part,
apparatus, appurtenance, or accessory, including communications
equipment, that is used or intended to be used in operating or
controlling an aeroplane in flight, is installed in or attached to the
aeroplane, and is not part of an airframe, power plant, or propeller;
“Approach procedure with vertical guidance or APV” means a
performance-based navigation or PBN instrument approach
procedure designed for 3D instrument approach operations Type A;
“Approach and landing operations using instrument approach
procedures” means instrument approach and landing operations
classified as follows:

(a) non-precision approach and landing operations- an instrument
approach and landing which utilizes lateral guidance but does
not utilize vertical guidance;
approach and landing operations with vertical guidance-an
instrument approach and landing which utilizes lateral and
vertical guidance but does not meet the requirements
established for precision approach and landing operations;
(b) precision approach and landing operations- an instrument
approach and landing using precision lateral and vertical
guidance with minima as determined by the category of
operation;
“Appropriate
airworthiness
requirements”
means
the
comprehensive and detailed airworthiness codes established,
adopted or accepted by a Contracting State for the class of
aeroplane, engine or propeller under consideration;
“Appropriate authority” means:

(a) regarding flight over the high seas, the relevant authority of
the state of registry;
(b) regarding flight other than over the high seas, the relevant
authority of the state having sovereignty over the territory
being overflown;
“Area navigation or RNAV” means a method of navigation which
permits aeroplane operation on any desired flight path within the
coverage of ground- or space-based navigation aids or within the
limits of the capability of self-contained aids, or a combination of
these;
“Automatic deployable flight recorder or ADFR”. A combination
flight recorder installed on the aeroplane which is capable of
automatically deploying from the aeroplane;
“Authorised instructor” means a person who:

(a) holds a valid ground instructor licence issued under the Civil
Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations when
conducting ground training;
(b) holds a current flight instructor rating issued under the Civil
Aviation (Personnel Licensing) Regulations when
conducting ground training or flight training; or

(c) is authorised by the Authority to provide ground training or
flight training under the Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing)
and the Civil Aviation (Approved Training Organisations)
Regulations;
“Authority” means the [State] Civil Aviation Authority;
“Cabin crew member” means a crew member who performs, in the
interest of safety of passengers, duties assigned by the operator or
the pilot-in-command of the aeroplane, but who shall not act as a
flight crew member;
“Category II or CAT II operations” means, a precision instrument
approach and landing with a decision height lower than 60 m (200
ft) , but not lower than 30 m or 100 ft, and a runway visual range
not less than 350 m;
“Category IIIA or CAT IIIA operations” means, a precision
instrument approach and landing with:
(a) a decision height lower than 30 m or 100 ft or no decision
height; and
(b) a runway visual range not less than 200 m.
“Category IIIB or CAT IIIB operations” means, a precision
instrument approach and landing with:
(a) a decision height lower than 15 m or 50ft or no decision
height; and
(b) a runway visual range less than 200 m but not less than 50 m;
“Category IIIC or CAT IIIC operations” means a precision
instrument approach and landing with no decision height and no
runway visual range limitations.
“Check pilot” means a pilot approved by the Authority who has the
appropriate training, experience, and demonstrated ability to
evaluate and certify the knowledge and skills of other pilots;
“COMAT” Operator material carried on an operator’s aeroplane for
the operator’s own purposes;
“Combined vision system or CVS” means a system to display
images from a combination of an enhanced vision system or EVS
and a synthetic vision system or SVS;
“Commercial air transport” means an aeroplane operation
involving the transport of passengers, cargo, or mail for
remuneration or hire;
“Configuration deviation list or CDL” means a list established by
the organization responsible for the type design with the approval

of the Manufacturer which identifies any external parts of an
aeroplane type which may be missing at the commencement of a
flight, and which contains, where necessary, any information on
associated operating limitations and performance correction;
“Continuing airworthiness” means the set of processes by which
an aeroplane, engine, propeller or part complies with the applicable
airworthiness requirements and remains in a condition for safe
operation throughout its operating life;
“Continuing airworthiness records” means records which are
related to the continuing airworthiness status of an aeroplane,
engine, propeller or associated part;
““Continuous descent final approach or CDFA” means a technique,
consistent with stabilized approach procedures, for flying the final
approach segment or FAS of an instrument a non-precision
approach or NPA procedure as a continuous descent, without leveloff, from an altitude or height at or above the final approach fix
altitude or height to a point approximately 15 m or 50 ft above the
landing runway threshold or the point where the flare maneuver
begins for the type of aircraft flown, for the FAS of an NPA
procedure followed by a circling approach, the CDFA technique
applies until circling approach minima (circling OCA or H)or visual
flight manoeuvre altitude or height are reached.
“Corporate aviation operation” means the non-commercial
operation or use of aeroplane by a company for the carriage of
passengers or goods as an aid to the conduct of company business,
flown by a professional pilot(s) employed to fly the aeroplane;
“co-pilot” means a licensed pilot serving in any piloting capacity
other than as PIC, but excluding a pilot who is on board the
aeroplane for the sole purpose of receiving flight instruction;
“cruising level” means a level maintained during a significant
portion of a flight;
“crew member” means a person assigned by an operator to duty on
an aeroplane during a flight duty period;
“crew resource management or CRM” means a program designed
to improve the safety of flight operations by optimising the safe,
efficient, and effective use of human resources, hardware, and
information through improved crew communication and coordination;
“Critical engine” means the engine whose failure would most
adversely affect the performance or handling qualities of an
aeroplane;
“Critical phases of flight” means those portions of operations
involving taxiing, take-off and landing, and all flight operations
below 10,000 feet, except cruise flight;

“Dangerous goods” means articles or substances which are capable
of posing a risk to health, safety, property or the environment and
which are shown in the list of dangerous goods in the Technical
Instructions or which are classified according to those Instructions;
“Decision altitude or DA or decision height or DH, duty” means a
specified altitude or height in the precision approach or approach
with vertical guidance at which a missed approach must be initiated
if the required visual reference to continue the approach has not
been established;
“Defined point after take-off” means the point, within the take-off
and initial climb phase, before which the performance class 2
helicopter's ability to continue the flight safely, with one engine
inoperative, is not assured and a forced landing may be required;
“Duty” Means any task that flight or cabin crew members are
required by the operator to perform, including, for example, flight
duty, administrative work, training, positioning and standby when
it is likely to induce fatigue;
“Duty period” means a period which starts when a flight or cabin
crew member is required by an operator to report for or to
commence a duty and ends when that person is free from all duties;
“Extended diversion time operations or EDTO” means any
operation by an aeroplane with two or more turbine engines where
the diversion time to an en-route alternate aerodrome is greater than
the threshold time established by the Authority;
“EDTO critical fuel” Means the fuel quantity necessary to fly to an
en-route alternate aerodrome considering, at the most critical point
on the route, the most limiting system failure;
“EDTO significant system” means an aeroplane system whose
failure or degradation could adversely affect the safety particular to
an EDTO flight, or whose continued functioning is specifically
important to the safe flight and landing of an aeroplane during an
EDTO diversion;
“Electronic flight bag or EFB” means an electronic information
system, comprised of equipment and applications for flight crew,
which allows for the storing, updating, displaying and processing of
EFB functions to support flight operations or duties;
“Emergency Locator Transmitter or ELT” means a generic term
describing equipment which broadcast distinctive signals on
designated frequencies and, depending on application, may be
automatically activated by impact or be manually activated and an
ELT may be any of the following:
(a) Automatic fixed ELT or ELTAF means an automatically
activated ELT which is permanently attached to an
aeroplane;

(b) Automatic portable ELT or ELTorAP means an
automatically activated ELT which is rigidly attached to an
aeroplane but readily removable from the aeroplane;
(c) Automatic deployable ELT or ELTorAD means an ELT
which is rigidly attached to an aeroplane and which is
automatically deployed and activated by impact, and, in
some cases, also by hydrostatic sensors. Manual deployment
is also provided;and
(d) Survival ELT or ELT or ELTS means an ELT which is
removable from an aeroplane, stowed so as to facilitate its
ready use in an emergency, and manually activated by
survivors.
“Engine” means a unit used or intended to be used for aeroplane
propulsion and it consists of at least those components and
equipment necessary for functioning and control, but excludes the
propeller/rotors (if applicable);
“Enhanced vision system or EVS” means a system to display
electronic real-time images of the external scene achieved through
the use of image sensors;
“Extended flight over water” means a flight operated over water
at a distance of more than 93 km or 50 NM, or 30 minutes at normal
cruising speed, whichever is the lesser, away from land suitable for
making an emergency landing;
“Estimated time of arrival” means for IFR flights, the time at
which it is estimated that the aeroplane will arrive over that
designated point, defined by reference to navigation aids, from
which it is intended that an instrument approach procedure will be
commenced, or, if no navigation aid is associated with the
aerodrome, the time at which the aeroplane will arrive over the
aerodrome and for VFR flights, the time at which it is estimated
that the aeroplane will arrive over the aerodrome;
“Evaluator” means a person employed by an Approved Training
Organisation who performs tests for licensing, added ratings,
authorizations, and proficiency checks that are authorised by the
certificate holder's training specification, and who is authorised by
the Authority to administer such checks and tests;
“Examiner” means any person authorised by the Authority to
conduct a proficiency test, a practical test for a licence or rating, or
a knowledge test under these Regulations:
“Fatigue” means a physiological state of reduced mental or
physical performance capability resulting from sleep loss or
extended wakefulness and/or physical activity that can impair a
crew member’s alertness and ability to safely operate an aeroplane
or perform safety related duties;

“Flight crew member” means a licensed crew member charged
with duties essential to the operation of an aeroplane during flight
time;
“Flight duty period” means a period which commences when a
flight or cabin crew member is required to report for duty that
includes a flight or a series of flights and which finishes when the
aeroplane finally comes to rest and the engines are shut down at
the end of the last flight on which he/she is a crew member;
“Flight manual” means a manual, associated with the certificate
of airworthiness, containing limitations within which the
aeroplane is to be considered airworthy, and instructions and
information necessary to the flight crew members for the safe
operation of the aeroplane;
“Flight operations officer” herein also referred to as “flight
dispatcher” means a person designated by the operator to engage
in the control and supervision of flight operations, whether licensed
or not, suitably qualified in accordance with Civil Aviation
(Personnel Licensing) Regulations, who supports, briefs and/ or
assists the pilot-in-command in the safe conduct of the flight;
“Flight plan” means specified information provided to air traffic
services units, relative to an intended flight or portion of a flight of
an aeroplane;
“Flight safety documents system” means a set of interrelated
documentation established by the operator, compiling and
organizing information necessary for flight and ground operations,
and comprising, as a minimum, the operations manual and the
operator’s maintenance control manual;
“Flight simulation training device” means any one of the
following three types of apparatus in which flight conditions are
simulated on the ground:
(a) Aflight simulator, which provides an accurate
representation of the flight deck of a particular aeroplane
type to the extent that the mechanical, electrical, electronic,
etc. aeroplane systems control functions, the normal
environment of flight crew members, and the performance
and flight characteristics of that type of aeroplane are
realistically simulated;
(b) A flight procedures trainer, which provides a realistic flight
deck environment, and which simulates instrument
responses, simple control functions of mechanical,
electrical, electronic, etc. aeroplane systems, and the
performance and flight characteristics of aeroplane of a
particular class;

(c) A basic instrument flight trainer, which is equipped with
appropriate instruments, and which simulates the flight deck
environment of an aeroplane in flight in instrument flight
conditions;
“flight time” means:
(a) for aeroplanes and gliders the total time from the moment
an aeroplane or a glider moves for the purpose of taking off
until the moment it finally comes to rest at the end of the
flight and it is synonymous with the term “block to block”
or “chock to chock” time in general usage which is
measured from the time an aeroplane first moves for the
purpose of taking off until it finally stops at the end of the
flight;
(b) for helicopter the total time from the moment a helicopter
rotor blades start turning until the moment a helicopter
comes to rest at the end of the flight and the rotor blades are
stopped;and
(c) for airships or free balloon the total time from the moment
an airship or free balloon first becomes detached from the
surface until the moment when it next becomes attached
thereto or comes to rest thereon.
“General aviation operation” means an aeroplane operation other
than a commercial air transport operation or an aerial work
operation;
“Ground handling services” means services necessary for an
aeroplane’s arrival at, and departure from, an airport, other than
air traffic services;
“Head-up display or HUD” means a display system that presents
flight information into the pilot’s forward external field of view;
“Heavier-than-air aeroplane” means any aeroplane deriving its
lift in flight chiefly from aerodynamic forces;
“Helicopter” means a heavier-than-air aeroplane supported in
flight chiefly by the reactions of the air on one or more powerdriven rotors on substantially vertical axis;
“Human factors principles” means principles which apply to
aeronautical design, certification, training, operations and
maintenance and which seek safe interface between the human
and other system components by proper consideration to human
performance;
“Human performance” means human capabilities and limitations
which have an impact on the safety and efficiency of aeronautical
operations;

“Inspection” means the examination of an aeroplane or
aeronautical product to establish conformity with a standard
approved by the Authority;
“Instrument approach procedure or IAP” means series of
predetermined maneuvers by reference to flight instruments with
specified protection from obstacles from the initial approach fix,
or where applicable, from the beginning of a defined arrival route
to a point from which a landing can be completed and thereafter,
if a landing is not completed, to a position at which holding or
en-route obstacle clearance criteria apply;
“Instrument approach operations” means an approach and
landing using instruments for navigation guidance based on an
instrument approach procedure;
“Instrument approach procedure or IAP” means aseries of
predetermined maneuvers by reference to flight instruments with
specified protection from obstacles from the initial approach fix,
or where applicable, from the beginning of a defined arrival route
to a point from which a landing can be completed and thereafter,
if a landing is not completed, to a position at which holding or
en-route obstacle clearance criteria apply. Instrument approach
procedures are classified as follows:

a) Non-precision approach or NPA procedure- an
instrument approach procedure designed for 2D
instrument approach operations Type A;
b) Approach procedure with vertical guidance or APVA
-performance -based navigation or PBN instrument
approach procedure designed for 3D instrument approach
operations Type A; and
c) Precision approach (PA) procedure. An instrument
approach procedure based on navigation systems (ILS,
MLS, GLS and SBAS CAT I) designed for 3D instrument
approach operations Type A or B.
“Instrument meteorological conditions or IMC” means
meteorological conditions expressed in terms of visibility,
distance from cloud, and ceiling as defined in the civil Aviation
(Rules of the Air) Regulations, less than the minima specified for
visual meteorological conditions;
“Isolated aerodrome” Means a destination aerodrome for which
there is no destination alternate aerodrome suitable for a given
aeroplane type;
“Journey log” means a form signed by the PIC of each flight that
records the aeroplane's registration, crew member names and
duty assignments, the type of flight, and the date, place, and time
of arrival and departure;

“Knowledge test” means a test on the aeronautical knowledge
areas required for a pilot licence or rating that can be
administered in written form or by a computer;
“Landing distance available or LDA” means the length of
runway which is declared available and suitable for the ground
run of an aeroplane landing;
“Large aeroplane” means an aeroplane having a maximum
certified take-off mass of over 5,700 kg or 12,500 lbs;
“Lighter-than-air aeroplane” means any aeroplane supported
chiefly by its buoyancy in the air;
“Low-visibility operations or LVO” means approach operations in
RVRs less than 550 m or with a DH less than 60 m or 200 ft or takeoff operations in RVRs less than 400 m
“Maintenance” means the performance of tasks on an aircraft,
engine, propeller or associated part required to ensure the
continuing airworthiness of an aircraft, engine, propeller or
associated part including any one or combination of overhaul,
inspection,replacement, defect rectification, and the embodiment
of a modification or repair.
“Maintenance programme” means a document which describes
the specific scheduled maintenance tasks and their frequency of
completion and related procedures, such as a reliability
programme, necessary for the safe operation of those aeroplane
to which it applies;
“Maintenance release” means a document which contains a
certification confirming that the maintenance work to which it
relates has been completed in a satisfactory manner in accordance
with appropriate airworthiness requirements;
“Master Minimum Equipment List or MMEL” means a list
established for a particular aeroplane type by the organisation
responsible for the type design with the approval of the
Manufacturer containing items, one or more of which is
permitted to be unserviceable on the commencement of a flight.
The MMEL may be associated with special operating conditions,
limitations or procedures;
“Maximum diversion time” Means maximum allowable range,
expressed in time, from a point on a route to an en-route alternate
aerodrome;
“Maximum mass” means maximum certificated take-off mass;
“Minimum descent altitude or MDA or minimum descent height
or MDH” means a specified altitude or height in a non-precision
approach or circling approach below which descent must not be
made without the required visual reference;

“Minimum equipment list or MEL” means a list approved by the
Authority which provides for the operation of the aeroplane,
subject to specific conditions, with particular equipment
inoperative, prepared by an operator in conformity with, or more
restrictive than, the MMEL established for a particular aeroplane
type;
“Missed approach point” means that point in an instrument
approach procedure at or before which the prescribed missed
approach procedure must be initiated in order to ensure that the
minimum obstacle clearance is not infringed.
“Missed approach procedure” means the procedure to be
followed if the approach cannot be continued;
“Modification” means a change to the type design of an aeroplane
or aeronautical product which is not a repair;
“Navigation specification” means a set of aeroplane and flight
crew requirements needed to support performance-based
navigation operations within a defined airspace which are of are
two kinds-

(a) Required navigation performance or RNP specification
means a navigation specification based on area navigation
that includes the requirement for performance monitoring
and alerting, designated by the prefix RNP, e.g. RNP 4, RNP
APCH;
(b) Area navigation (RNAV) specification means a navigation
specification based on area navigation that does not include
the requirement for performance monitoring and alerting,
designated by the prefix RNAV, e.g. RNAV 5, RNAV 1;
“Night” The hours between the end of evening civil twilight and the
beginning of morning civil twilight where Civil twilight ends in the
evening when the centre of the sun’s disc is 6 degrees below the
horizon and begins in the morning when the centre of the sun’s disc
is 6 degrees below the horizon;
“Non-precision approach or NPA procedure” means an
instrument approach procedure designed for 2D instrument
approach operations Type A;
“Obstacle clearance altitude (OCA) or obstacle clearance height
(OCH)” means the lowest altitude or the lowest height above the
elevation of the relevant runway threshold or the aerodrome
elevation as applicable, used in establishing compliance with
appropriate obstacle clearance criteria;

“Operator” means a person, organization or enterprise engaged in
or offering to engage in an aeroplane operation;
“Operating base” means the location from which operational
control is exercised;
“Operational control” means the exercise of authority over the
initiation, continuation, diversion or termination of a flight in the
interest of the safety of the aeroplane and the regularity and
efficiency of the flight;
“Operational flight plan” means the operator's plan for the safe
conduct of the flight based on considerations of aeroplane
performance, other operating limitations, and relevant expected
conditions on the route to be followed and at the aerodromes
concerned;
“Operations manual” means a manual containing procedures,
instructions and guidance for use by operational personnel in the
execution of their duties;
“Operator’s maintenance control manual” means a document
which describes the operator’s procedures necessary to ensure
that all scheduled and unscheduled maintenance is performed on
the operator’s aeroplane on time and in a controlled and
satisfactory manner;
“Overhaul” means the restoration of an aeroplane or aeronautical
product using methods, techniques, and practices acceptable to
the Authority, including disassembly, cleaning, and inspection as
permitted, repair as necessary, and reassembly; and tested in
accordance with approved standards and technical data, or in
accordance with current standards and technical data acceptable
to the Authority, which have been developed and documented by
the manufacturer, holder of the type certificate, supplemental
type certificate, or a material, part, process, or appliance approval
under Parts Manufacturing Authorisation or PMA or Technical
Standard Order or TSO;
“Package” means the complete product of the packing operation
consisting of the packaging and its contents prepared for
transport;
“Packaging” means receptacles and any other components or
materials necessary for the receptacle to perform its containment
function;
“Passenger exit seats” means those seats having direct access to
an exit, and those seats in a row of seats through which
passengers would have to pass to gain access to an exit, from the
first seat inboard of the exit to the first aisle inboard of the exit;
“Performance-based communication or PBC”. Communication
based on performance specifications applied to the provision of
air traffic services;

“Performance-based navigation or PBN” means area navigation
based on performance requirements for aeroplane operating
along an ATS route, on an instrument approach procedure or in
a designated airspace;
“Performance-based surveillance or PBS”. Surveillance based
on performance specifications applied to the provision of air
traffic services;
“Pilot-in-command or PIC” means the pilot designated by the
operator, or in the case of general aviation, the owner as being in
command and charged with the safe conduct of a flight;
“Point of no return” means the last possible geographic point at
which an aeroplane can proceed to the destination aerodrome as
well as to an available en-route alternate aerodrome for a given
flight;
“Psychoactive
substances”
means
alcohol,
opioids,
cannabinoids, sedatives and hypnotics, cocaine, other
psychostimulants, hallucinogens, and volatile solvents, whereas
coffee and tobacco are excluded;
“Specific approval” means an approval which is documented in the
Operations Specifications for commercial air transport operations or in
the list of specific approvals for non-commercial operations;

“Special VFR” means a controlled VFR traffic authorized by air
traffic control to operate within the control zone under
meteorological conditions below the visual meteorological
conditions or at night;
“State of the Aerodrome”. The State in whose territory the
aerodrome is located;
“State of Registry”. The State on whose register the aeroplane is
entered;
“State of the Operator” means the State in which the operator’s
principal place of business is located or, if there is no such place
of business, the operator’s permanent residence;
“State safety programme” means an integrated set of regulations
and activities aimed at improving safety;
“State of the principal location of a general aviation operator”
means the State in which the operator of a general aviation
aircraft has its principal place of business or, if there is no such
place of business, its permanent residence;

“Substance” means alcohol, sedatives, hypnotics, anxiolytics,
hallucinogens, opioids, cannabis, inhalants, central nervous
system stimulants such as cocaine, amphetamines, and similarly
acting sympathomimetics, phencyclidine or similarly acting
arylcyclohexylamines, and other psychoactive drugs and
chemicals;
“Synthetic vision system or SVS”means a system to display dataderived synthetic images of the external scene from the
perspective of the flight deck;
“Synthetic flight trainer” means any one of the following three
types of apparatus in which flight conditions are simulated on the
ground:
(a) a flight simulator, which provides an accurate representation
of the cockpit of a particular aeroplane type to the extent that
the mechanical, electrical, electronic, etc. aeroplane systems
control functions, the normal environment of flight crew
members, and the performance and flight characteristics of
that type of aeroplane are realistically simulated;
(b) a flight procedures trainer, which provides a realistic cockpit
environment, and which simulates instrument responses,
simple control functions of mechanical, electrical, electronic,
etc. aeroplane systems, and the performance and flight
characteristics of aeroplane of a particular class;

(c) a basic instrument flight trainer, which is equipped with
appropriate instruments, and which simulates the cockpit
environment of an aeroplane in flight in instrument flight
conditions;
“Take-off decision point” means the point used in
determining take-off performance from which, an engine
failure occurring at this point, either a rejected take-off may
be made or a take-off safely continued.;
“Target level of safety or TLS” means a generic term representing
the level of risk which is considered acceptable in particular
Circumstances;
“Technical Instructions” means edition of the Technical
Instructions for the Safe Transport of Dangerous Goods by
Air approved and published by decision of the Council of the
International Civil Aviation Organisation;
“Threshold time” means the range, expressed in time,
established by the Authority, to an en-route alternate
aerodrome, whereby any time beyond requires an EDTO
approval from the Authority;
“Total vertical error or TVE” means the vertical geometric
difference between the actual pressure altitude flown by an
aeroplane and its assigned pressure altitude (flight level);
“Training program” means a program that consists of
courses, courseware, facilities, flight training equipment, and
personnel necessary to accomplish a specific training
objective and may include a core curriculum and a specialty
curriculum;
“V1” means take-off decision speed;
“Vmo” means maximum operating speed;
“Vso” means stalling speed or the minimum steady flight
speed in landing configuration; and
“Visual meteorological conditions or VMC” means
meteorological conditions expressed in terms of visibility
distance from cloud, and ceiling, equal to or better than
specified minima;

Application

3. .These Regulations are applicable to all operations of
aeroplanes engaged in general aviation.
PART 2

Compliance with laws,
regulations and
procedures

GENERAL AVIATION OPERATIONS
4. (1) The pilot-in-command of an aero plane to which this part
applies shall comply with the laws, regulations and
procedures of any other States in which operations are
conducted.

(2) The pilot in Command shall be familiar with the laws,
regulations and procedures, pertinent to the performance of
his or her duties, prescribed for the areas to be traversed, the
aerodromes to be used and the air navigation facilities
relating thereto.
(3) The Pilot in Command shall ensure that other members of
the flight crew are familiar with such laws, regulations and
procedures as are pertinent to the performance of their
respective duties in the operation of the aeroplane.
(4) The Pilot in Command shall have responsibility for
operational control.
(5) Where an emergency situation which endangers the safety
or security of the aeroplane or persons necessitates the
taking of action which involves a violation of local
regulations or procedures, the pilot-in-command shall notify
the appropriate local authority without delay.
(6)Where required by the State in which the incident occurs,
the pilot-in-command shall submit a report on any such
violation to the appropriate authority of such State, in that
event, the pilot-in-command shall also submit a copy of it to
the State of Registry of the aeroplane.

(7)The reports refered to in subregulation (6) shall be
submitted to the State in which the incident occurs and the
State of Registry within ten days.
(8)The pilot-in-command shall have available on board the
aeroplane the essential information concerning the search and
rescue services in the area over which the aeroplane will be
flown.

(9)The pilot-in-command shall ensure that flight crew
members demonstrate the ability to speak and understand
the english language used for aeronautical radiotelephony
communications as specified in the Civil Aviation
(Personnel Licensing) Regulations.
(10)The pilot in command shall ensure that an areroplane;
(a) has instruments and equipment and:
(b) has communication, navigation and surveillance
equipment in the manner provided in the Civil Aviation
(Instruments and Equipment) Regulations.
Dangerous goods.

5.

(1) A Pilot in Command of an aeroplane registered in (State)
shall not carry any dangerous goods unless :
(a) the Authority has granted to the operator a dangerous goods
permit, subject to such conditions as the Authority finds it fit, to
carry dangerous goods on board its aeroplane; and
(b) such goods are carried or loaded as cargo in accordance with––
(i) the provisions approved by the Authority and any conditions to
which such approval may be subject; and
(ii) in accordance with the Technical Instructions for the safe
transport of dangerous goods by air approved and published by
the Authority in compliance with the decisions of the Council
of the International Civil Aviation Organisation for the time
being in force.
(2) An application for a dangerous goods permit shall:
(a) be submitted to the Authority for consideration before the
proposed date of shipment; and
(b) contain the information required by the Authority and the duly
completed dangerous goods transport document at the time the
application is made.
(3) The Authority may issue a dangerous goods permit for the carriage
of dangerous goods on a single return flight or ad hoc permit or on more
than 10 return flights over a period of 6 months block permit.
(4) Sub-regulation (1) and (2) shall not apply to the following dangerous
goods that are carried in compliance with the Technical Instructions:
(a) required to be aboard the aeroplane in accordance with the
relevant airworthiness requirements and operating regulations
or that are authorized by the Authority to meet special
requirements;
(b) required to provide, during flight, medical aid to a patient;
(c) required to provide, during flight, veterinary aid or a humane
killer for an animal;
(d) required to provide, during flight, aid in connection with search
and rescue operations;

(e) permitted for carriage by passengers or crew members;
(f) intended for use or sale during the flight in question;
(g) vehicles carried in aeroplane designed or modified for vehicle
ferry operations; or
(h) required for the propulsion of the means of transport or the
operation of its specialized equipment during transport such as
refrigeration units or that are required in accordance with any
operating regulations such as fire extinguishers.
Use of Psychoactive
Substances

6. (1) A member of a flight crew shall not perform any function
specified in the privileges applicable to the member’s license
where that member is under the influence of any
psychoactive substance which may render the member
unable to perform such functions in a safe and proper
manner.
(2) Safety-sensitive personnel shall not undertake any function while
under the influence of any psychoactive substance, by reason of which
human performance is impaired.
(3) A person shall not engage in any kind of problematic use of
substances.

Specific Approval

7. (1) The pilot-in-command shall not conduct operations for
which a specific approval is required unless such approval
has been issued by the Authority.
(2) Specific approvals shall follow the layout and contain at least
the information listed in Third Schedule.

PART 2.1
FLIGHT OPERATIONS

Operating Facilities

8. The pilot-in-command shall ensure that a flight will not be
commenced unless it has been ascertained by every
reasonable means available that the ground or water facilities
including communication facilities and navigation aids
available and directly required on such flight, for the safe
operation of the aeroplane, are adequate for the type of
operation under which the flight is to be conducted.

Operational
management-operating
instructions -general

9. An aeroplane shall not be taxied on the movement area of an
aerodrome unless the person at the controls is an
appropriately

qualified pilot or:
(a) has been duly authorized by the owner or in the case where it is
leased the lessee, or a designated agent;
(b) is fully competent to taxi the aeroplane;
(c) is qualified to use the radio if radio communications are required;
and
(d) has received instruction from a competent person in respect
of aerodrome layout, and where appropriate,information on
routes, signs, marking, lights, ATC signals and instructions,
phraseology and procedures, and is able to conform to the
operational standards required for safe aeroplane movement at
the aerodrome.

Aerodrome Operating
Minima

10. (1) A pilot- in-command shall establish aerodrome operating
minima in accordance with criteria specified by the
Authority in the aeronautical information publications, for
each aerodrome to be used in operations.,

(2) When establishing aerodrome operating minima, any conditions that
may be prescribed in the list of specific approvals shall be observed.
(3) Such minima specified in sub regulation (1) shall not be lower than any
that may be established for such aerodromes by the State of the
Aerodrome, except when specifically approved by that State.

(4) The Authority shall authorize operational creditor creditsfor
operations with aeroplanes equipped with automatic landing
systems, a HUD or equivalent displays, EVS, SVS or CVS.
(5) Where the operational credit relates to low visibility operations, the
Authority shall issue a specific approval. Such authorizations shall not
affect the classification of the instrument approach procedure.
(6)Such authorizations specified in sub regulation (4) shall not affect the
classification of the instrument approach procedure.

(7) Instrument approach operations shall be classified based on
the designed lowest operating minima below which an approach
operation shall only be continued with the required visual
reference as follows:
(a)Type A- a minimum descent height or decision height at or
above 75 m or 250 ft; and

(b) Type B- a decision height below 75 m or 250 ft, where
Type B instrument approach operations are categorized as:
(i) Category I or CAT I- a decision height not lower than
60 m or 200 ft and with either a visibility not less than
800 m or a runway visual range not less than 550 m;
(ii) Category II or CAT II- a decision height lower than 60
m or 200 ft but not lower than 30 m or 100 ft and a
runway visual range not less than 300 m;
(iii) Category III or CAT III- a decision height lower than
30 m or 100 ft or no decision height and a runway
visual range less than 300 m; or no runway visual range
limitations;

(8) The operating minima for 2D instrument approach operations
using instrument approach procedures shall be determined by
establishing a minimum descent altitude or MDA or minimum
descent height or MDH, minimum visibility and, where necessary,
cloud conditions.

(9) The operating minima for 3D instrument approach operations
using instrument approach procedures shall be determined by
establishing a decision altitude or DA or decision height or DH and
the minimum visibility or RVR.

(10)The State of Registry shall issue a specific approval for instrument
approach operations in low visibility which shall only be conducted when
RVR information is provided.
(11)For take-off in low visibility, the State of Registry shall issue a specific
approval for the minimum take-off RVR.

Passengers

11.

The pilot-in-command shall ensure that passengers are
made familiar with the location and use of:
(a) seat belts
(b) emergency exits;
(c) life jackets, if the carriage of life jackets is prescribed
(d) oxygen dispensing equipment where the use of oxygen
is anticipated; and
(e) other emergency equipment provided for individual use,
including passenger emergency briefing cards.

(1)

The pilot-in-command shall ensure that all persons on board
are aware of the location and general manner of use of the
principal emergency equipment carried for collective use.

(2)

In an emergency during flight, the pilot-in-command shall
ensure that passengers are instructed in such emergency action
as may be appropriate to the circumstances.

(3)

The pilot-in-command shall ensure that, during take-off and
landing and whenever considered necessary by reason of
turbulence or any emergency occurring during flight, all
passengers on board an aeroplane are secured in their seats by
means of the seat belts or harnesses provided.

Flight Preparation

12.

(1) A flight shall not be commenced until the pilot-in
command is satisfied that:
(a) the aeroplane is airworthy, duly registered and that
appropriate certificates with respect thereto are aboard the
aeroplane;
(b) the instruments and equipment installed in the aeroplane are
appropriate, taking into account the expected flight
conditions;
(c) any necessary maintenance has been performed in
accordance with PART VII, of these regulations;
(d) the mass of the aeroplane and centre of gravity location are
such that the flight can be conducted safely, taking into
account the flight conditions expected;
(e) any load carried is properly distributed and safely secured;
and
(f) the aeroplane
(g) , contained in the flight manual, or its equivalent, will not be
exceeded.

(2)

The pilot in command shall have sufficient information on
climb performance with all engines operating to enable
determination of the climb gradient that can be achieved
during the departure phase for the existing take-off and
intended take-off technique.

Flight Planning

13. Before commencing a flight, the pilot-in command shall be
familiar with all available meteorological information
appropriate to the intended flight.
(1) Preparation for a flight away from the vicinity of the place of
departure, and for every flight under the instrument flight
rules, shall include:
(a) a study of available current weather reports and forecasts;
and
(b) the planning of an alternative course of action to provide
for the eventuality that the flight cannot be completed as
planned, because of weather conditions.

Meteorological
conditionsVFR Flights

IFR Flights

14. VFR flights shall not be commenced unless current
meteorological reports or a combination of current reports and
forecasts indicate that the meteorological conditions along the
route or that part of the route to be flown under VFR will, at the
appropriate time, be such as to enable compliance with these
rules.

15. (1)A flight to be conducted in accordance with the instrument
flight rules shall not:
(a) take off from the departure aerodrome unless the
meteorological conditions, at the time of use, are at or above
the aerodrome operating minima for that operation; and
(b) take off or continue beyond the point of in-flight re-planning
unless at the aerodrome of intended landing or at each
alternate aerodrome to be selected in compliance with
Regulation 17, and the current meteorological reports or a
combination of current reports and forecasts indicate that the
meteorological conditions will be, at the estimated time of
use, at or above the aerodrome operating minima for that
operation.
(2) A Pilot in command shall comply with criteria for use of the
estimated time of an aerodrome including a margin of time
specified by Authority in the aeronautical information
publications.

Flight in Known Icing
Conditions

16. A flight to be operated in known or expected icing conditions
shall not be commenced unless the aeroplane is certificated and
equipped to cope with such conditions.

(1) A flight to be planned or expected to operate in suspected or
known ground icing conditions shall not take off unless the
aeroplane has been inspected for icing and, if necessary, has
been given appropriate de-icing/anti-icing treatment.
(2) A pilot in command shall ensure that accumulation of ice or
other naturally occurring contaminants shall be removed so
that the aeroplane is kept in an airworthy condition prior to
take-off.
Destination alternate
aerodromes

17. For a flight to be conducted in accordance with the instrument
flight rules, at least one destination alternate aerodrome shall be
selected and specified in the flight plans, unless:

(a) the duration of the flight from the departure aerodrome, or
from the point of in-flight re-planning to the destination
aerodrome is such that, taking into account all
meteorological conditions and operational information
relevant to the flight, at the estimated time of use, a
reasonable certainty exists that:

(i) the approach and landing may be made under visual
meteorological conditions; and
(ii) separate runways are usable at the estimated time of
use of the destination aerodrome with at least one
runway having an operational instrument approach
procedure; or
(b) the aerodrome of intended landing is isolated and:
(i)

a standard instrument approach procedure is
prescribed for the aerodrome of intended landing;

(ii)

a point of no return has been determined; and

(iii) a flight is not continued past the point of no return
unless available current meteorological information
indicates that the following meteorological
conditions will exist at the estimated time of use:

(aa)a cloud base of at least 300 m (1 000 ft) above the
minimum associated with the instrument approach
procedure; and
(bb)visibility of at least 5.5 km (3 NM) or of 4 km or
2 NM more than the minimum associated with the
instrument approach procedure.
Fuel and Oil
Requirements

18. A flight shall not be commenced unless, taking into account
both the meteorological conditions and any delays that are
expected in flight, the aeroplane carries sufficient fuel and oil to
ensure that it can safely complete the flight.

(2)The amount of fuel to be carried must permit:
(a) when the flight is conducted in accordance with the
instrument flight rules and a destination alternate
aerodrome is not required in accordance with Regulation
17, or when the flight is to an isolated aerodrome, flight to
the aerodrome of intended landing, and after that, have a
final reserve fuel for at least 45 minutes at normal cruising
altitude; or
(b) when the flight is conducted in accordance with the
instrument flight rules and a destination alternate
aerodrome is required, flight to the aerodrome of intended
landing, then to an alternate aerodrome, and after that,
have a final reserve fuel for at least 45 minutes at normal
cruising altitude; or
(c) when the flight is conducted in accordance with day VFR,
flight to the aerodrome of intended landing, and after that,
have a final reserve fuel for at least 30 minutes at normal
cruising altitude; or
(d) when the flight is conducted in accordance with night
VFR, flight to the aerodrome of intended landing and
thereafter have a final reserve fuel for at least 45 minutes
at normal cruising altitude.
(3) The use of fuel after flight commencement for purposes
other than originally intended during pre-flight
planning shall require a re-analysis and, if applicable,
adjustment of the planned operation.

Refuelling with
passengers on board

19. An aeroplane should not be refuelled when passengers are
embarking, on board or disembarking unless it is attended by
the pilot-in-command or other qualified personnel ready to
initiate and direct an evacuation of the aeroplane by the most
practical and expeditious means available.

.
(1) When refuelling with passengers embarking, on board or
disembarking, two-way communications should be
maintained by the aeroplane’s intercommunication system or
other suitable means between the ground crew supervising the
refuelling and the pilot-in-command or other qualified
personnel reguired by sub regulation (1).
Oxygen supply

20. (1) The pilot-in-command shall ensure that breathing oxygen is
available to crew members and passengers in sufficient
quantities for all flights at such altitudes where a lack of oxygen
might result in impairment of the faculties of crew members or
harmfully affect passengers.
Approximate altitudes in the Standard Atmosphere corresponding to
the values of absolute pressure shall be as follows:
Absolute pressure Metres

In Flight ProceduresAerodrome Operating
Minima.

Feet

700 hPa

3 000

10 000

620 hPa

4 000

13 000

376 hPa

7 600

25 000

21. A flight shall not be continued towards the aerodrome of
intended landing, unless the latest available information
indicates that at the expected time of arrival, a landing can be
effected at that aerodrome or at least one destination alternate
aerodrome, in compliance with the operating minima
established in Regulation 10 (1)

(1) An aeroplane shall not continue its approach-to-land beyond a
point at which the limits of the aerodrome operating minima
would be infringed.
(2) After entering the final approach segment or after descending
below 300 m or 1 000 f above the aerodrome elevation,and
where the reported visibility or controlling RVR falls below the
specified minimum, the approach may be continued to DA or
DH or MDA or MDH.
(3) An aeroplane shall not continue its approach-to-land beyond a
point at which the limits of the aerodrome operating minima
would be infringed.

Meteorological and
operational
observations by pilots

22. (1) When meteorological conditions likely to affect the safety
of other aircraft are encountered, the pilot shall report the
weather condition as soon as possible.

(1)
The pilot-in-command shall report runway braking
action when the runway braking action encountered is not as
good as reported
Hazardous flight
conditions

23. (1) Hazardous flight conditions encountered, other than those
associated with meteorological conditions, shall be reported to
the appropriate aeronautical station as soon as possible.
(2) The reports specified in sub regulation (1) shall give such details as
may be pertinent to the safety of other aircraft.

Flight crew members
at duty stations

24. (1) Take-off and landing-All flight crew members required to be
on flight deck duty shall be at their stations during take-off and
landing.

(1)
(2) During en route- phase of a flight, all flight crew members
required to be on flight deck duty shall remain at their stations
except when their absence is necessary for the performance

of duties in connection with the operation of the aeroplane or
for physiological needs.
(3) seat belts- All flight crew members shall keep their seat belts
fastened when at their stations.
safety harness- When safety harnesses are provided, any flight
crew member occupying a pilot’s seat shall keep the safety
harness fastened during the take-off and landing phases and
(4)

all other flight crew members shall keep their safety
harnesses fastened during the take-off and landing phases
unless the shoulder straps interfere with the performance of
their duties, in which case the shoulder straps may be
unfastened but the seat belt must remain fastened.

Aeroplane operating
procedures for landing
performance

25. (1) An approach to land shall not be continued below 300 m or
1 000 ft above aerodrome elevation unless the pilot-incommand is satisfied that, with the runway surface condition
information available, the aeroplane performance information
indicates that a safe landing can be made.

Use of Oxygen

26. (1) All flight crew members, when engaged in performing
duties essential to the safe operation of an aeroplane in flight,
shall use breathing oxygen continuously whenever the
circumstances prevail for which its supply has been prescribed
in regulation 20 of these regulations.

Safeguarding of cabin
crew and passengers in
pressurized aeroplanes

27. (1) Cabin crew shall be safeguarded so as to ensure reasonable
probability of their retaining consciousness during any
emergency descent which may be necessary in the event of loss
of pressurization and, in addition, they shall have such means of
protection as will enable them to administer first aid to
passengers during stabilized flight following the emergency.

In the event of loss of
pressurization

28. (2) Passengers shall be safeguarded by such devices or
operational procedures as will ensure reasonable probability of
their surviving the effects of hypoxia in the event of loss of
pressurization.

In-flight fuel
management

29. (1) The operator shall establish policies and procedures to
ensure that in-flight fuel checks and fuel management are
performed.

(2) The pilot-in-command shall continually ensure that the amount of
usable fuel remaining on board is not less than the fuel required to
proceed to an aerodrome where a safe landing can be made with the
planned final reserve fuel remaining upon landing.
(3) The pilot-in-command shall request delay information from ATC
when unanticipated circumstances may result in landing at the
destination aerodrome with less than the final reserve fuel plus any fuel
required to proceed to an alternate aerodrome or the fuel required to
operate to an isolated aerodrome.
(4) The pilot-in-command shall advise ATC of a minimum fuel state by
declaring MINIMUM FUEL when, having committed to land at a
specific aerodrome, the pilot calculates that any change to the existing
clearance to that aerodrome may result in landing with less than the
planned final reserve fuel. The declaration of MINIMUM FUEL
informs ATC that all planned aerodrome options have been reduced to
a specific aerodrome of intended landing and any change to the existing
clearance may result in landing with less than the planned final reserve
fuel. This is not an emergency situation but an indication that an
emergency situation is possible should any additional delay occur.
(5) The pilot-in- command shall declare a situation of fuel emergency
by broadcasting MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY FUEL when
the calculated usable fuel estimated to be available upon landing
at the nearest aerodrome where a safe landing can be made is less
than the planned final reserve fuel.

Instrument approach
procedures

30. One or more instrument approach procedures designed to
support instrument approach operations shall be approved and
promulgated by the State in which the aerodrome is located to
serve each instrument runway or aerodrome utilized for
instrument flight operations.

(2) Aeroplanes operated in accordance with the instrument
flight rules shall comply with the instrument approach
procedures approved by the State in which the aerodrome
is located.

Duties of Pilot in
Command

31. The pilot-in-command shall be responsible for the operation,
safety and security of the aeroplane and the safety of all crew
members, passengers and cargo on board.

(1)

The pilot-in-command shall be responsible for ensuring that
a flight:
(a) will not be commenced when any flight crew member
is incapacitated from performing duties by any cause
such as injury, sickness, fatigue, the effects of any
psychoactive substance; and
(b) will not be continued beyond the nearest suitable
aerodrome when flight crew members' capacity to
perform functions is significantly reduced by
impairment of faculties from causes such as fatigue,
sickness or lack of oxygen.
(2) The pilot- in-command shall be responsible for notifying
the nearest appropriate authority by the quickest available
means of any accident involving the aeroplane, resulting in
serious injury or death of any person or substantial damage
to the aeroplane or property.

Cabin baggage-Takeoff and Landing

32. The pilot in command shall ensure that all baggage carried onto
an aeroplane and taken into the passenger cabin is securely
stowed.

PART 2.2
AEROPLANE PERFORMANCE OPERATING LIMITATIONS

General

33. (1) An aeroplane shall be operated:
(a) in compliance with the terms of its airworthiness
certificate or equivalent documents;
(b) within the operating limitations prescribed by the
Authority ; and
(c) Where applicable, within the mass limitations imposed
by compliance with the applicable noise certificate
requirements in the Civil Aviation (Environmental
protection )Regulation issued by the Authority, unless
otherwise authorized in exceptional circumstances for a
certain aerodrome or a runway where there is no noise
disturbance problem, by the competent authority of the
State in which the aerodrome is situated.
(2) Placards, listings, instrument markings, or combinations
thereof, containing those operating limitations prescribed
by the certificating authority of the State of Registry for
visual presentation, shall be displayed in the aeroplane.
The pilot-in-command shall determine that aeroplane
performance will permit the take-off and departure to be carried
out safely.

PART 2.3
AEROPLANE CONTINUING AIRWORTHINESS

Owner’s continuing
airworthiness
responsibilities

34. (1) An owner of an aeroplane, or in the case where it is leased,
the lessee, shall ensure that, in accordance with procedures
acceptable to the Authority:

(a) the aeroplane is maintained in an airworthy condition;
(b) the operational and emergency equipment necessary for
an intended flight is serviceable; and

(2) the certificate of airworthiness of the aeroplane remains
valid.

(3)
(4) The owner or the lessee shall not operate an aeroplane unless
maintenance on the aeroplane, including any associated engine,
propeller and part, is carried out:
(a) by an organization complying with the Civil Aviation
(Approved Maintenance Organization )Regu;lations that
is either approved by the Authority or by another
Contracting State, and the organization is acceptable by
the Authority; or
(b) by a qualified person or organization in accordance with
procedures that are authorized by the Authority,
and there is a maintenance release in relation to the
maintenance carried out.
(5) .The owner or the lessee shall ensure that the maintenance of
the aeroplane is performed in accordance with a maintenance
programme acceptable to the Authority.

Continuing
Airworthiness
Records;

35. (1) The owner of an aeroplane, or in the case where it is leased,
the lessee, shall ensure that the following records are kept for
the periods mentioned in sub- regulations (2):

(a) the total time in service -hours, calendar time and
cycles, as appropriate of the aeroplane and all lifelimited components;
(b) the current status of compliance with all applicable
mandatory continuing airworthiness information;
(c) appropriate details of modifications and repairs;
(d) the time in service -hours, calendar time and cycles, as
appropriate since the last overhaul of the aeroplane or
its components subject to a mandatory overhaul life;
(e) the current status of the aeroplane's compliance with the
maintenance programme; and

(f) the detailed maintenance records to show that all
requirements for the signing of a maintenance release
have been met.

(2) records kept and transferred in accordance with these
regulations shall be maintained in a form and format that
ensures readability, security and integrity of the records at
all times.
(3) The records in sub- regulation9(a) to(e) shall be kept for a
minimum period of 180 days after the unit to which they
refer has been permanently withdrawn from service and the
records in sub- regulation (1)(f) for a minimum period of 2
years after the signing of the maintenance release.
(4) In the event of a temporary change of owner or lessee, the
records shall be made available to the new owner or lessee,
and notice of the change shall be made to the Authority.
(5) In the event of any permanent change of owner or lessee,
the records shall be transferred to the new owner or lessee,
and notice of the change shall be made to the Authority.
(6) records kept and transferred in accordance with these
regulations shall be maintained in a form and format that
ensures readability, security and integrity of the records at
all times.

Modifications and
Repairs

36. An Owner shall ensure alll modifications and repairs shall
comply with airworthiness requirements acceptable to the
Authority.

(1) The owner or lessee shall establish procedures to ensure that the
substantiating data supporting compliance with the airworthiness
requirements are retained.

Maintenance release

37. (1) When maintenance is carried out by an approved
maintenance organization, the maintenance release shall be
issued by the approved maintenance organization in accordance
with the applicable Civil Aviation Regulations.
(1)
(2) When maintenance is not carried out by an approved
maintenance organization, the maintenance release shall be
completed and signed by a person appropriately licensed in
accordance with Civil Aviation (Personnel Licensing)
Regulations to certify that the maintenance work performed
has been completed satisfactorily and in accordance with data
and procedures acceptable to the Authority.
(3) When maintenance is not carried out by an approved
maintenance organization, the maintenance release shall
include the following:
a) basic details of the maintenance performed;
b) the date such maintenance was completed; and
c) the identity of the authorized person or persons signing the
release.

PART 2.4
AEROPLANE FLIGHT CREW

Composition of Flight
Crew

38. The number and composition of the flight crew shall not be less
than that specified in the flight manual or other documents
associated with the certificate of airworthiness.

Qualifications

39. The pilot-in-command shall:

(a) ensure that each flight crew member holds a valid licence
issued by the Authority, or where issued by another State,
rendered valid by the Authority;
(b) ensure that flight crew members are properly rated; and

(c) be satisfied that flight crew members have maintained
competency.
(1) The pilot-in-command of an aeroplane equipped with an
airborne collision avoidance system or ACAS II shall ensure that
each flight crew member has been appropriately trained to
competency in the use of ACAS II equipment and the avoidance of
collision.

PART 2.5
MANUALS, LOGS AND RECORDS

Flight manual

40. An aeroplane flight manual shall be updated by implementing
changes made mandatory by the State of Registry.

Journey Logbook

41. A journey log book shall be maintained for every aeroplane
engaged in air navigation in which shall be entered particulars
of the aeroplane, its crew and each journey.
(a) .
(1) The Aeroplane journey shall contain the following items:
(b) aeroplane nationality and registration
(c) date;
(d) crew member names and duty assignments
(e) departure and arrival points and times
(f) purpose of flight
(g) observations regarding the flight; andsignature of the
pilot-in-command

Records of emergency
and survival
equipment

42. The owner of the aeroplane, or in the case where it is leased, the
lessee, shall at all times have available for immediate
communication to rescue coordination centres, lists containing
information on the emergency and survival equipment carried
on board the aeroplane engaged in international air navigation.
(1) The information specified in sub regulation (1) shall include, as
applicable,
(a) the number, color and type of life rafts and
pyrotechnics;
(b) details of emergency medical supplies;
(c) water supplies; and

(d) the type and frequencies of the emergency portable
radio equipment.

PART 2.6
SECURITY

Security of Aeroplane

43. (1) The pilot-in-command shall be responsible for the security
of the aeroplane during its operation

Reporting acts of
unlawful interference

44. Following an act of unlawful interference, the pilot-incommand shall submit a report of such an act to the designated
local authority.

PART 3
LARGE AND TURBOJET AEROPLANES

Application

45. (1) The following operations shall be subject to the provisions
of PART 2 of these regulations and shall apply to general
aviation operations with respect to:

(a) aeroplanes with a maximum certificated take-off
mass exceeding 5700 kg; or
(b) aeroplanes equipped with one or more turbojet
engines.

(2)An operation involving an Aeroplane with a seating
configuration of more than 9 passenger seats shall be
conducted in accordance with the provisions of these
Regulations.

PART 3.1
CORPORATE AVIATION OPERATIONS

Corporate Aviation
Operations

46. (1) A corporate aviation operation involving three or more
aircraft that are operated by pilots employed for the purpose of
flying the aircraft shall be conducted in accordance with these
regulations.
(2) For the purpose of sub-regulation (1), the term “aircraft”
means corporate aviation operation using a mix of aeroplanes
and helicopters subject to this Regulation as long as at least
one aeroplane is involved.
PART 3.2
GENERAL

Compliance with laws,
regulations and
procedures;

47. (1) An operator shall ensure that all personnel comply with the
laws, regulations and procedures of those States in which
operations are conducted.

(1)

(2) The operator shall ensure that all pilots are familiar with the
laws, regulations and procedures, pertinent to the
performance of their duties, prescribed for the areas to be
traversed, the aerodromes to be used and the air navigation
facilities relating thereto.
(3) The operator shall ensure that other members of the flight
crew are familiar with such laws, regulations and
procedures as are pertinent to the performance of their
respective duties in the operation of the aeroplane.
(4) The pilot-in-command is responsible for operational
control.
(5) The operator shall describe the operational control system
in the operations manual and identify the roles and
responsibilities of those involved with the system.

(6) The operator shall ensure that the pilot-in-command has
available on board the aeroplane, all the essential
information concerning the search and rescue services in
the area over which the aeroplane will be flown.
(7) The operator shall ensure that flight crew members
demonstrate the ability to speak and understand the
english language used for aeronautical radiotelephony
communications as specified in Civil Aviation (Personnel
Licensing) Regulations.

Safety Management

48. (1) An operator shall not allow the use of recordings or
transcripts of CVR, CARS and Class A AIRS for purposes
other than the investigation of an accident or incident in
accordance with the Civil Aviation (Aircraft Accidents and
Incidents Investigations) Regulations, except where the
recordings or transcripts are:
a) related to a safety-related event identified in the context of a safety
management system, are restricted to the relevant portions of a deidentified transcript of the recording; and are subject to the
protections accorded by Civil Aviation (Safety Management)
Regulations;
b) sought for use in criminal proceedings not related to an event
involving an accident or incident investigation and are subject to the
protections accorded by the Civil Aviation (Safety Management)
Regulations; or
c) used for inspections of flight recorder systems as provided in the
Civil Aviation (Instruments Equipment) Regulations

(2)Non operator shall not allow the use of recordings or transcripts
of FDR, ADRS, Class B and C AIR, and Class B and C AIRS for
purposes other than the investigation of an accident or incident in
accordance with the Civil Aviation (Aircraft Accidents and
Incidents Investigations) Regulations, except where the recordings
or transcripts are subject to the protections accorded by Civil
Aviation (Safety Management) Regulations;
and are:
a) used by the operator for airworthiness or maintenance purposes;

b) sought for use in proceedings not related to an event involving an
accident or incident investigation;
c) de-identified; or
d) Disclosed under secure procedures.

PART 3.3
FLIGHT OPERATIONS

Operating Facilities

49. An operator shall ensure that a flight will not be commenced
unless it has been ascertained by every reasonable means
available that the ground or water facilities including
communication facilities and navigation aids available and
directly required on such flight, for the safe operation of the
aeroplane, are adequate for the type of operation under which
the flight is to be conducted.

Operational
Managementoperator notification

50. where the operator has an operating base in a State other than
the State of registry, the operator shall notify the State in which
the operating base is located.
(1) Upon notification in accordance with sub-regulation (1),
safety and security oversight shall be coordinated between the
State in which the operating base is located and the [State]

Operations Manual

51. The operator shall provide, for the use and guidance of
personnel concerned, an operations manual containing all the
instructions and information necessary for operations personnel
to perform their duties.

(1) The operations manual shall be amended or revised as is
necessary to ensure that the information contained therein is
kept up to date.

(2) All amendments or revisions in sub regulation (2) shall be
issued to all personnel that are required to use this manual.

Operating Instructions
General

52. The operator shall ensure that all operations personnel are
properly instructed in their particular duties and responsibilities
and the relationship of such duties to the operation as a whole.
(1) The operator shall issue operating instructions and provide
information on aeroplane climb performance with all
engines operating to enable the pilot-in-command to
determine the climb gradient that can be achieved during the
departure phase for the existing take-off conditions and
intended take-off technique and the information shall be
included in the operations manual.
(2) The operator shall issue operating instructions and provide
information on aeroplane climb performance with all
engines operating to enable the pilot-in-command to
determine the climb gradient that can be achieved during the
departure phase for the existing take-off conditions and
intended take-off technique and the information shall be
included in the operations manual.

In Flight Simulation of
Emergency Situations.

53. The operator shall ensure that when passengers are being
carried, no emergency or abnormal situations shall be simulated.

Checklists

54. (1)
Checklists shall be used by flight crew prior to, during
and after all phases of operations, and in emergencies, to ensure
compliance with the operating procedures contained in the
aircraft operating manual and the aeroplane flight manual or
other documents associated with the certificate of airworthiness
and otherwise in the operations manual.

(2) The operator shall that the design and utilization of
checklists shall observe Human Factors principles.

Minimum Flight
Altitudes

55. The operator shall specify, for flights which are to be conducted
in accordance with the instrument flight rules, the method of
establishing terrain clearance altitudes.

Aerodrome Operating
Minima

56. (1)
The operator shall establish aerodrome operating
minima, in accordance with criteria specified by the Authority
in the aeronautical information publications for each aerodrome
to be used in operations.

(2)When establishing aerodrome operating minima, any conditions
that may be prescribed in the list of specific approvals shall be
observed.
(3)The operating minima in Sub Regulation (1) shall not be lower than
any that may be established for such aerodromes by the State of the
Aerodrome, except when specifically approved by that State

Fatigue Management
Programme.

57. (1)
The operator shall establish and implement a fatigue
management programme that ensures that all operator personnel
involved in the operation and maintenance of aeroplane do not
carry out their duties when fatigued.

(2)
The programme shall address flight and duty times and
be included in the operations manual.

Passengers

58. An operator shall ensure that passengers are made familiar with
the location and use of:

(a) seat belts;
(b) emergency exits;
(c) life jackets, where the carriage of life jackets is
prescribed;
(d) oxygen dispensing equipment, where the provision of
oxygen for the use of passengers is prescribed; and

(e) other emergency equipment provided for individual use,
including passenger emergency briefing cards.

(1) The operator shall ensure that during take-off and landing
and whenever considered necessary, by reason of
turbulence or any emergency occurring during flight, all
passengers on board an aeroplane are secured in their seats
by means of the seat belts or harnesses provided
(2) The operator shall ensure that all persons on board are aware
of the location and general manner of use of the principal
emergency equipment carried for collective use.

(3) The operator shall ensure that in an emergency during flight,
passengers are instructed in such emergency action as may
be appropriate to the circumstances.

(4) The operator shall ensure that during take-off and landing
and whenever considered necessary, by reason of
turbulence or any emergency occurring during flight, all
passengers on board an aeroplane are secured in their seats
by means of the seat belts or harnesses provided

Flight Preparation.

59. (1) The operator shall develop procedures to ensure that a flight
is not commenced unless:

(a) the aeroplane is airworthy, duly registered and that
appropriate certificates with respect thereto are aboard
the aeroplane;
(b) the instruments and equipment installed in the aeroplane
are appropriate, taking into account the expected flight
conditions;
(c) any necessary maintenance has been performed in
accordance with PART 3.3 of these Regulations;

(d) the mass of the aeroplane and centre of gravity location are
such that the flight can be conducted safely, taking into
account the flight conditions expected;
(e) any load carried is properly distributed and safely
secured; and
(f) the aeroplane operating limitations, contained in the
flight manual, or its equivalent, shall not be exceeded.

(2) The operator shall make available sufficient information
on climb performance with all engines operating to enable
determination of the climb gradient that can be achieved
during the departure phase for the existing take-off
conditions and intended take-off technique.

Operational Flight
Planning

60. An operator shall specify flight planning procedures to provide
for the safe conduct of the flight based on considerations of
aeroplane performance, other operating limitations and relevant
expected conditions on the route to be followed and at the
aerodromes concerned and these procedures shall be included in
the operations manual.

A take-off- Alternate
aerodromes.

61. Shall be selected and specified in the flight plan where either the
meteorological conditions at the aerodrome of departure are
below the applicable aerodrome landing minima for that
operation or where it would not be possible to return to the
aerodrome of departure for other reasons.

(1)

The take-off alternate aerodrome shall be located within
the following flight time from the aerodrome of departure:
(a) for aeroplanes with two engines, one hour of flight
time at a one-engine-inoperative cruising speed,
determined from the aircraft operating manual,

calculated in ISA and still-air conditions using the
actual take-off mass; or
(b) for aeroplanes with three or more engines two hours of
flight time at an all engines operating cruising speed,
determined from the aircraft operating manual,
calculated in ISA and still-air conditions using the
actual take-off mass.
(2)

Fuel requirements

For an aerodrome to be selected as a take-off alternate the
available information shall indicate that, at the estimated
time of use, the conditions will be at or above the
applicable aerodrome operating minima for that operation.

62. An aeroplane shall carry a sufficient amount of usable fuel to
complete the planned flight safely and to allow for deviations
from the planned operation.

(1) The amount of usable fuel to be carried shall, as a
minimum, be based on:
(a) fuel consumption data:
(i) provided by the aeroplane manufacturer; or
(ii) where available, current aeroplane-specific data derived
from a fuel consumption monitoring system; and
(b) the operating conditions for the planned flight including:
(i) anticipated aeroplane mass;
(ii) Notices to Airmen;
(iii) current meteorological reports or a combination
of current reports and forecasts;
(iv) air traffic services procedures, restrictions
and anticipated delays; and
(v) the effects of deferred maintenance items or
configuration deviations.

(c) Where no specific fuel consumption data exist for the
precise conditions of the flight, the aeroplane may be
operated in accordance with estimated fuel consumption
data.
(2) The pre-flight calculation of usable fuel required shall
include:
(a) taxi fuel- which shall be the amount of fuel expected to
be consumed before take-off taking into account local
conditions at the departure aerodrome and auxiliary power
unit (APU) fuel consumption;
(a) trip fuel- which shall be the amount of fuel required to
enable the aeroplane to fly from take-off until landing
at the destination aerodrome taking into account the
operating conditions of sub-regulation (2)(b);
(b) contingency fuel- which shall be the amount of fuel
required to compensate for unforeseen factors and
shall not be less than five per cent of the planned trip
fuel;
(c) destination alternate fuel- which shall be:
(i) where a destination alternate aerodrome is
required, the amount of fuel required to enable the
aeroplane to:
(aa) perform a missed approach at the destination
aerodrome;
(bb)climb to the expected cruising altitude;
(cc )fly the expected routing;
(dd)descend to the point where the expected
approach is initiated; and
(ee)conduct the approach and landing at the
destination alternate aerodrome; or
(ii) where a flight is operated without a destination
alternate aerodrome, the amount of fuel required

to enable the aeroplane to fly for 15 minutes at
holding speed at 450 m or 1 500 ft above
destination aerodrome elevation in standard
conditions; or
(iii)where the aerodrome of intended landing is an
isolated aerodrome:
(aa)for a reciprocating engine aeroplane, the amount of
fuel required to fly for 45 minutes plus 15 per cent of the
flight time planned to be spent at cruising level, including
final reserve fuel, or two hours, whichever is less; or
(bb)for a turbine-engined aeroplane, the amount of fuel
required to fly for two hours at normal cruise
consumption above the destination aerodrome, including
final reserve fuel;
(e) Final reserve fuel- which shall be the amount of fuel
on arrival at the destination alternate aerodrome, or the
destination aerodrome when no destination alternate
aerodrome is required:
(i) for a reciprocating engine aeroplane, the amount of
fuel required to fly for 45 minutes; or
(ii) for a turbine-engined aeroplane, the amount of fuel
required to fly for 30 minutes at holding speed at
450 m or 1 500 ft above aerodrome elevation in
standard conditions;
(f) additional fuel- which shall be the supplementary
amount of fuel required to enable the aeroplane to
descend as necessary and proceed to land at an
alternate aerodrome in the event of engine failure or
loss of pressurization based on the assumption that
such a failure occurs at the most critical point along
the route;
(g) discretionary fuel- which shall be the extra amount of
fuel to be carried at the discretion of the pilot-incommand.

(3) The operator should determine one final reserve fuel value
for each aeroplane type and variant in their fleet rounded
up to an easily recalled figure.
(4) The use of fuel after flight commencement for purposes
other than originally intended during pre-flight planning
shall require a re-analysis and, where applicable, adjustment
of the planned operation.

In-Flight Fuel
Management

63. (1) An operator shall establish policies and procedures to
ensure that in-flight fuel checks and fuel management are
performed.
(2) The pilot-in-command shall continually ensure that the amount of
usable fuel remaining on board is not less than the fuel required to
proceed to an aerodrome where a safe landing can be made with the
planned final reserve fuel remaining upon landing.
(3)The pilot-in-command shall request delay information from ATC
when unanticipated circumstances may
result in landing at the destination aerodrome with less than the final
reserve fuel plus any fuel required to proceed to an
alternate aerodrome or the fuel required to operate to an isolated
aerodrome.
(4)The pilot-in-command shall advise ATC of a minimum fuel state
by declaring MINIMUM FUEL when, having committed to land at a
specific aerodrome, the pilot calculates that any change to the existing
clearance to that aerodrome may result in landing with less than the
planned final reserve fuel.
(5)The pilot-in-command shall declare a situation of fuel emergency
by broadcasting MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY FUEL when the
calculated usable fuel estimated to be available upon landing at the
nearest aerodrome where a safe landing can be made is less than the
planned final reserve fuel.

Additional
requirements for
operations beyond 60
minutes to an en-route
alternate aerodrome

64. (1) When conducting operations beyond 60 minutes from a
point on a route to an en-route alternate aerodrome operators
shall ensure that:

a) en-route alternate aerodromes are identified; and
b) the pilot-in-command has access to current information on
the identified en-route alternate aerodromes, including
operational status and meteorological conditions

Refuelling with
Passengers on board

65. An aeroplane shall not be refuelled when passengers are
embarking, on board or disembarking unless it is properly
attended by qualified personnel ready to initiate and direct an
evacuation of the aeroplane by the most practical and
expeditious means available.

(1)
(2)

(3)

Oxygen Supply

When refuelling with passengers embarking, on board or
disembarking, two-way communication shall be maintained by
the aeroplane's intercommunication system or other suitable
means between the ground crew supervising the refuelling and
the qualified personnel on board the aeroplane.
Additional precautions are required when refuelling with fuels
other than aviation kerosene or when refueling results in a
mixture of aviation kerosene with other aviation turbine fuels,
or when an open line is used.

66. A flight to be operated at flight altitudes at which the
atmospheric pressure in personnel compartments will be less
than 700 hPa shall not be commenced unless sufficient stored
breathing oxygen is carried to supply:
(a) All crew members and 10 per cent of the passengers for
any period in excess of 30 minutes that the pressure in
compartments occupied by them will be between 700
hPa and 620 hPa; and
(b) the crew and passengers for any period that the
atmospheric pressure in compartments occupied by
them will be less than 620 hPa.

(1)
(2) A flight to be operated with a pressurized aeroplane shall
not be commenced unless a sufficient quantity of stored
breathing oxygen is carried to supply all the crew members
and passengers, as is appropriate to the circumstances of
the flight being undertaken, in the event of loss of
pressurization, for any period that the atmospheric pressure

in any compartment occupied by them would be less than
700 hPa.
(3) when an aeroplane is operated at flight altitudes at which the
atmospheric pressure is less than 376 hPa, or which,when
operated at flight altitudes at which the atmospheric.
pressure is more than 376 hPa and cannot descend safely
within four minutes to a flight altitude at which the
atmospheric pressure is equal to 620 hPa, there shall be no
less than a 10-minute supply for the occupants of the
passenger compartment.

In flight proceduresInstrument
Approaches

Use of Oxygen

67. An operator shall include operating procedures for conducting
instrument approaches in the aircraft operating manual specified
in the
Civil Aviation ( Instruments and Equipment)
Regulations.

68. (1) All flight crew members, when engaged in performing duties
essential to the safe operation of an aeroplane in flight, shall use
breathing oxygen continuously whenever the circumstances
prevail for which its supply has been required in Regulation 65

(2) All flight crew members of pressurized aeroplanes
operating above an altitude where the atmospheric pressure
is less than 376 hPa shall have available at the flight duty
station a quick-donning type of oxygen mask which will
readily supply oxygen upon demand.

Aeroplane operating
procedures for noise
abatement

69. Aeroplane operating procedures for noise abatement shall
comply with the provisions of the noise abatement procedures
in the operations manual.
(1)
Noise abatement procedures specified by the operator for any
one aeroplane type shall be the same for all aerodromes.

Aeroplane operating
procedures for rates of
climb and descent

70. Unless otherwise specified in an air traffic control instruction,
to avoid unnecessary airborne collision avoidance system or
ACAS II resolution advisories in aeroplane at or approaching
adjacent altitudes or flight levels, pilots shall consider using
appropriate procedures to ensure that a rate of climb or descent
of less than 8 m/s or 1 500 ft/min, depending on the
instrumentation available, is achieved throughout the last 300 m
or1 000 ft of climb or descent to the assigned altitude or flight
level, when made aware of another aeroplane at or approaching
an adjacent altitude or flight level.

Aeroplane operating
procedures for landing
performance

71. An approach to land shall not be continued below 300 m or 1
000 ft above aerodrome elevation unless the Pilot-In-Command
is satisfied that, with the runway surface condition information
available, the aeroplane performance information indicates that
a safe landing can be made.

Duties of Pilot in
Command

72. The pilot-in-command shall ensure that the checklists specified
in Regulation 53 are complied with in detail.

(1)

The pilot-in-command shall be responsible for the journey
log book or the general declaration containing the
information listed in Regulation 40.

(2)

The pilot-in-command shall be responsible for notifying the
nearest appropriate authority by the quickest available
means of any accident involving the aeroplane, resulting in
serious injury or death of any person or substantial damage
to the aeroplane or property.

(3)

In the event that the pilot-in-command is incapacitated the
operator shall take the forgoing action.

(4)

The pilot-in-command shall be responsible for reporting all
known or suspected defects in the aeroplane, to the
operator, at the termination of the flight.

(5)

Cabin Baggage Takeoff and Landing

The pilot-in-command shall be responsible for the journey
log book or the general declaration containing the
information listed in Regulation 40.

73. The operator shall specify procedures to ensure that all baggage
carried onto an aeroplane and taken into the passenger cabin is
adequately and securely stowed.

PART 4
AEROPLANE PERFORMANCE OPERATING LIMITATIONS

General

74. An operator of aeroplanes excluding:
(a)aeroplanes over 5 700 kg for which application for certification
was submitted on or after 13 June 1960, but before 2 March 2004;
(b)aeroplanes over 5 700 kg for which application for certification
was submitted on or after 2 March 2004; and
(c ) aircraft and aircraft equipment of types of which the prototype
is submitted to the appropriate national authorities for certification
prior to a date three years after the date of adoption of an
international standard of airworthiness for such equipment,shall not
operate such aircraft unless the level of performance specified in
Regulation 74 is met as far as practicable.

Performance
limitation of
aeroplanes above
5700kg certificated
between 13th june,
1960 and 2nd March,
2004 and those
certificated after 2nd
March, 2004

75. (1) These Regulations shall be applicable to large aeroplanes to
which aeroplanes certificated between 13th june, 1960 and 2nd
March, 2004 and those certificated after 2nd March, 2004,an
aeroplane shall be operated in compliance with the terms of its
certificate of airworthiness and within the approved operating
limitations contained in its flight manual.
(2) The operator shall take such precautions as are
reasonably possible to ensure that the general level of safety
required by these Regulations is maintained under all
expected operating conditions, including those not covered
specifically by these Regulation.

(3) A flight shall not be commenced unless the performance
information provided in the flight manual indicates that the
requirements of these Regulation can be complied with for
the flight to be undertaken.
(4) An operator shall take into account all factors that
significantly affect the performance of the aeroplane
including:
(a) mass,
(b) operating procedures,
(c) the pressure altitude appropriate to the elevation of the
aerodrome,
(d) runway slope,
(e) the ambient temperature,
(f) wind, and
(g) surface conditions of the runway at the expected time
of use- including presence of slush, water and/or ice,
for landplanes, water surface condition for seaplanes.
(5) Such factors specified in sub-regulation (4) shall be taken
into account directly as operational parameters or indirectly
by means of allowances or margins, which may be provided
in the scheduling of performance data or in the
comprehensive and detailed code of performance in
accordance with which the aeroplane is being operated.
(6) Aeroplanes shall be operated in accordance with
operating conditions and limitations specified in the type
certificate, type certificate data sheets, aeroplane flight
manual, manucfactures recommendations, certificate of
Airworthiness and any other applicable limitations in
compliance with these Regulations.

Mass limitations

76. (1) The mass of the aeroplane at the start of take-off shall not
exceed the mass at which the requirements of sub-regulation
(10) are complied with, or the mass at which sub regulations
(11) and (12) are complied with, allowing for expected
reductions in mass as the flight proceeds, and for such fuel
jettisoning as is envisaged and, in applying sub-regulation (10)
and (11) and, in respect of alternate aerodromes, sub-regulation
(3) and (12)
(1)
(2)

(3)

The mass at the start of take-off shall not exceed the maximum
take-off mass specified in the flight manual for the pressure
altitude appropriate to the elevation of the aerodrome, and if
used as a parameter to determine the maximum take-off mass,
any other local atmospheric condition.
The estimated mass for the expected time of landing at the
aerodrome of intended landing and at any destination alternate

aerodrome, shall not exceed the maximum landing mass
specified in the flight manual for the pressure altitude
appropriate to the elevation of those aerodromes, and when
used as a parameter to determine the maximum landing mass,
any other local atmospheric condition.
(4)

The mass at the start of take-off, or at the expected time of
landing at the aerodrome of intended landing and at any
destination alternate aerodrome, shall not exceed the relevant
maximum masses at which compliance has been demonstrated
with the applicable noise certification requirements in the Civil
Aviation (Environmental Protection) Regulations, unless
otherwise authorized in exceptional circumstances for a certain
aerodrome or a runway where there is no noise disturbance
problem, by the competent authority of the State in which the
aerodrome is situated.

(5)

Take-off-The aeroplane shall be able, in the event of a critical
engine failing at any point in the take-off, either to discontinue
the take-off and stop within either the accelerate-stop distance
available or the runway available, or to continue the take-off
and clear all obstacles along the flight path by an adequate
margin until the aeroplane is in a position to comply with subregulation (6).

(6)

In determining the length of the runway available, account
shall be taken of the loss, , of runway length due to alignment
of the aeroplane prior to take-off.

En route — one engine inoperative-the aeroplane shall be able, in the event
of the critical engine becoming
inoperative at any point along the route or planned diversions therefrom, to continue
the flight to an aerodrome at which the sub-regulation (8) can be met, without flying
below the minimum obstacle clearance altitude at any point.
(8) Landing- the aeroplane shall, at the aerodrome of intended landing and at
any alternate aerodrome, after clearing all obstacles in the approach path by
a safe margin, be able to land, with assurance that it can come to a stop or,
for a seaplane, to a satisfactorily low speed, within the landing distance
available and allowance shall be made for expected variations in the
approach and landing techniques,when such allowance has not been made
in the scheduling of performance data.
(7)

PART
PART 6AEROPLANE CONTINUING AIRWORTHINESS

PART5
AEROPLANE CONTINUING AIRWORTHINESS
Owner’s Continuing
Airworthiness
Responsibilities

77. An owner shall comply with the requirements of Regulation 33
of these regulations.

(1) The owner shall ensure that all maintenance personnel
receive initial and continuation training acceptable to the
Authority and appropriate to their assigned tasks and
responsibilities, including human factors principles and
coordination with other maintenance personnel and flight
crew.

(1)
The owner shall ensure that the design of the manual observes
human factors principles.

Maintenance
Programme

78. An owner shall provide, for the use and guidance of
maintenance and operational personnel concerned, a
maintenance programme, acceptable to the Authority,
containing the information required by Regulation 90.

(1) Copies of all amendments to the maintenance programme
shall be furnished promptly to all organizations or
persons to whom the maintenance programme has been
issued.
(2) The design and application of the operator's
maintenance programme shall observe human factors
principles.
(3) Copies of all amendments to the maintenance programme
shall be furnished promptly to all organizations or
persons to whom the maintenance programme has been
issued.

Continuing
Airworthiness
Information

79. Anowner of an aeroplane of a maximum certificated take-off
mass in excess of 5700 kg shall ensure that the information
resulting from maintenance and operational experience with
respect to continuing airworthiness, is transmitted as required
by the Civil Aviation (Airworthiness of Aircraft) Regulations.

maintenance release

80. (1)An Owner shall comply with the requirements of
maintenance release as prescribed in regulation 37.
(2)when maintenance is carried out by an approved maintenance
organization, the maintenance release shall be issued by the
approved maintenance organization in accordance with the
applicable Civil Aviation (Approved maintenance Organization)
Regulation
(3)when maintenance is not carried out by an approved maintenance
organization, the maintenance release shall be completed and signed
by a person appropriately licensed in accordance with Civil
Aviation(Personnel Licensing) Regulations to certify that the
maintenance work has been performed in accordance with the
maintenance programme or other data and procedures acceptable to
the Authority.
(4)when maintenance is not carried out by an approved maintenance
organization, the maintenance release shall include the following:
(a) basic details of the maintenance performed;
(b) the date such maintenance was completed; and
(c) the identity of the person or persons signing the release.

PART 6
AEROPLANE FLIGHT CREW

Composition of the
Flight Crewdesignation of pilot in
command

81. (1) For each flight the owner shall designate a pilot to act as
pilot-in-command

Flight Engineer

82. When a separate flight engineer’s station is incorporated in the
design of an aeroplane, the flight crew shall include at least one
flight engineer especially assigned to that station, unless the
duties associated with that station can be satisfactorily
performed by another flight crew member, holding a flight
engineer licence, without interference with regular duties.

Flight Crew member
Emergency duties

83. An operator shall, for each type of aeroplane, assign to all flight
crew members the necessary functions they are to perform in an
emergency or in a situation requiring emergency evacuation.

(1) Recurrent training in accomplishing functions referred to in
sub regulation (1) shall be contained in the operator’s
training programme and shall include instruction in the use
of all emergency and life-saving equipment required to be
carried, and drills in the emergency evacuation of the
aeroplane.

Flight Crew Member
Training Programmes

84. An operator shall establish and maintain a training programme
that is designed to ensure that a person who receives training
acquires and maintains the competency to perform assigned
duties, including skills related to human performance.

Ground and flight training programmes shall be established,
either through internal programmes or through a training
services provider, and shall include or make reference to a
syllabus for those training programmes in the company
operations manual.

(1) The training programme shall include training to
competency for all equipment installed.

(2) Flight simulators should be used to the maximum extent
practicable for initial and Bi - Annual recurrent training.
Qualifications-

85. An Operator shall;

flight crew memberlicensing

(a)ensure that each flight crew member assigned to duty
holds a valid licence issued by the Authority, or if
issued by another State, rendered valid by the
Authority;
(b) ensure that flight crew members are properly rated;
and

(c)ensure that flight crew members are competent to carry
out assigned duties.

(1) The operator of an aeroplane equipped with an airborne
collision avoidance system or ACAS II shall ensure that each
flight crew member has been appropriately trained to
competency in the use of ACAS II equipment and the
avoidance of collisions.

Recent Experience

86. The operator shall not assign a pilot to act as pilot-in command of an aeroplane unless that pilot has made at least
three take-offs and landings within the preceding 90 days on
the same type of aeroplane or in a flight simulator approved
for that purpose.

(1) The operator shall not assign a co-pilot to operate at the flight
controls of an aeroplane during take-off and landing unless
that pilot has made at least three take-offs and landings within
the preceding 90 days on the same type of aeroplane or in a
flight simulator approved for the purpose.

Pilot proficiency checks

87. (1)The operator shall ensure that piloting technique and the
ability to execute emergency procedures is checked
periodically in such a way as to demonstrate the pilot’s
competence.

(2) Where the operation may be conducted under the instrument
flight rules, the operator shall ensure that the pilot’s competence
to comply with such rules is demonstrated to either a check pilot
of the operator or a representative of the Authority.
(3) The periodicity of the checks referred to in sub regulation
(2) shall be dependent upon the complexity of both the
aeroplane and the operation but, in any case, no longer than six
months.

PART 7
FLIGHT OPERATIONS OFFICER/FLIGHT DISPATCHER

Flight operations
officer or flight
dispatcher

88. An operator shall ensure that any person assigned as a flight
operations officer or flight dispatcher is trained and maintains
familiarization with all features of the operation which are
pertinent to their duties, including knowledge and skills related
to human factors principle.

PART 8
MANUALS, LOGS AND RECORDS

(a)

Maintenance
Programme

89. A maintenance programme for each aeroplane as required by
under regulation 78 shall contain the following information:

(a) maintenance tasks and the intervals at which these are
to be performed, taking into account the anticipated
utilization of the aeroplane;
(b) when applicable, a continuing structural
integrity programme;
(c) procedures for changing or deviating from sub
regulations (a) and (b) as approved by the State of
Registry; and
(d) when applicable and approved by the State of
Registry, condition monitoring and reliability
programme descriptions for aeroplane systems,
components and engines.

(2) The maintenance programme shall be based on
maintenance programme information made available by
the State of Design or by the organization responsible for
the type design, and any additional applicable experience.

(3) Maintenance tasks and intervals that have been specified
as mandatory in approval of the type design, or approved
changes to the maintenance programme shall be identified
as such.
(4) The maintenance programme shall be based on
maintenance programme information made available by
the State of Design or by the organization responsible for
the type design, and any additional applicable experience.

Flight Recorder
Records

90. An owner of an aeroplane, or in the case where it is leased, the
lessee, shall ensure, to the extent possible, in the event the
aeroplane becomes involved in an accident or incident, the
preservation of all related flight recorder records and, where
necessary, the associated flight recorders, and their retention in
safe custody pending their disposition as determined in
accordance with Civil Aviation (Aircraft Accident and
Incident Investigation) Regulations.

PART 8
CABIN CREW
Cabin Crew
Assignment of
Emergency Duties

91. The requirement for cabin crew for each type of aeroplane
shall be determined by the operator, based on seating capacity
or the number of passengers carried, in order to effect a safe
and expeditious evacuation of the aeroplane, and the necessary
functions to be performed in an emergency or a situation
requiring emergency evacuation, and the operator shall assign
these functions for each type of aeroplane.

Cabin Crew at
emergency evacuation
stations

92. An owner, lessee or operator shall ensure that, each cabin crew
member assigned to emergency evacuation duties shall occupy
a seat provided in accordance with the applica Civil Aviation
(Instruments and Equipment) Regulations during take-off and
landing and whenever the pilot-in-command so directs.

Protection of cabin
Crew during Flight

93. Each cabin crew member shall be seated with seat belt or,
when provided, safety harness fastened during take-off and
landing and whenever the pilot-in-command so directs.

Cabin Crew Training

94. An operator shall ensure that a training programme is
completed by all persons before being assigned as a cabin crew
member.

(1)

The operator shall establish and maintain a cabin crew training
programme that is designed to ensure that persons who receive
training acquire the competency to perform their assigned
duties, and the operator shall include or make reference to a
syllabus for the training programme in the company operations
manual and such training programme shall include the training
programme should include human factors principles.
PART 9
SECURITY

Security Programme

95. (1) An each entity conducting general aviation operations,
including corporate operator aviation operations, using
aeroplane with a maximum take-off mass greater than 5 700
kg, shall establish, implement and maintain an approved
written operator security programme that meets the
requirements of the national Civil Aviation security
programme of [State].

Reporting Acts of
unlawful Interference

96. Following an act of unlawful interference, the pilot-incommand shall submit a report of such an act to the designated
local authority.

PART 10
EXEMPTIONS

Application for
exemptions

97. (1) A person or operator may apply to the Authority for an
exemption from any provision of these Regulations.

(2) A request for exemption shall be made in accordance with
the requirements of these Regulations and an application for
such exemption shall be submitted and processed in a manner
prescribed in the applicable technical guidance material.

PART 11
GENERAL PROVISIONS

Possession of the
licence, certificate,
approval or
authorization

98. (1) A holder of a licence, certificate, approval or
authorization issued by the Authority shall have in his or her
physical possession or at the work station when exercising the
privileges of that licence, certificate, approval or authorization.
(2) A crew member of a foreign registered aircraft shall hold a
valid licence, certificate or authorization and have in his or her
physical possession or at the work station when exercising the
privileges of that licence, certificate, approval or authorization.

Inspection of licences,
certificates, approval or
authorization

99. A person who holds a licence, certificate, approval or
authorization required by these Regulations shall present it for
inspection upon a request from the Authority or any other
person authorized by the Authority.

Change of Address

100.
(1) A holder of a licence, certificate, approval or
authorization, or any other such document issued under these
Regulations shall notify the Authority of any change in the
physical and mailing address and shall do so in the case of:

(a) physical address, a t least fourteen days before the
change;
and
(b) mailing address, upon the change;

(2) A person who does not notify the Authority of the change in
the physical address within the time frame specified in subregulation (1) shall not exercise the privileges of the certificate
or authorization.

Replacement of licence,
certificate, approval or
authorization

101.
A person may apply to the Authority in a form and
manner determined by the Authority in the applicable
technical guidance material for replacement of documents
issued under these Regulations when such documents are
lost or destroyed.

Suspension and
revocation of licence,
certificate, approval or
authorization

102.
(1) The Authority may, where it considers it to be in
public interest, suspend provisionally, pending further
investigation, any licence, certificate, authorization or any such
other document issued under these Regulations.
(2) The Authority may, upon the completion of an
investigation which has shown sufficient ground to the
Authority’s satisfaction and where it considers it to be in
public interest, revoke, suspend, or vary any licence,
certificate, approval, authorization or any other document
issued or granted under these Regulations.

(3) The Authority may, where it considers it to be in public
interest, prevent any person or aircraft from flying.

(4) A holder or any person having the possession or custody of
any licence, certificate, approval, authorization or any such
other documents which have been revoked, suspended or varied
under these Regulations shall surrender the licence, certificate,
approval, authorization or such other documents to the
Authority within fourteen days from the date of revocation,
suspension or variation
(5) The breach of any condition subject to which any licence,
certificate, authorization or any such other document has been
granted or issued under these Regulations shall render the
document invalid during the continuance of the breach.

Use and retention of
licence, certificate,
authorization and
records

103.

(1) A person shall not:
(a) use any licence, certificate, approval, authorization, or
such other document issued or required under these
Regulations which has been forged, altered, revoked, or
suspended, or to which that person is not entitled;
(b) forge or alter any licence, certificate, approval,
authorization or any such other
document issued or
required by, or under these Regulations;
(c) lend any licence, certificate, approval, authorization or
any such other document issued or required under these
Regulations to any other person;
(d) make any false representation for the purpose of procuring
for himself or herself or any other person the issue, renewal or
variation of the licence, certificate, approval, authorization or
any such other document.
During the period for which it is required under these
Regulations to be preserved, a person shall not mutilate, alter,
render illegible or destroy any records, or any entry made
therein, required by or under these Regulations to be
maintained, or knowingly make, or procure or assist in the
making of, any false entry in any such record, or willfully omit
to make a material entry in such record.
All records required to be maintained by or under these
Regulations shall be recorded in a permanent and indelible
material.
A person shall not purport to issue any licence, certificate,
approval, authorization or any such other document for the
purpose of these Regulations unless he is authorized to do so
under these Regulations.
A person shall not issue any licence, certificate, approval,
authorization any such other document of the kind referred to
in these Regulations unless he has satisfied himself that all
statements in the licence, certificate, approval, authorization
any such other document are correct, and that the applicant is
qualified to hold that licence, certificate,
approval,
authorization or any such other document .

Reports of violation

104.
(1) A person who knows of a violation of the Civil
Aviation Act, any rule, Regulation or order made there-under,
shall report it to the Authority.

(2) The Authority shall determine the nature and type of any
additional investigation or enforcement action that shall be
taken.

Enforcement of
directions

105.
(1) A person who fails to comply with any direction
given to him or her by the Authority or by any authorized
person under any provision of these Regulations shall be
deemed for the purposes of these Regulations to have
contravened that provision.

(2) The Authority shall take enforcement action on any
regulated entity that fails to comply with any provisions of these
Regulations.
The Inspectors of the Authority holding valid delegations shall
take necessary actions to preserve safety where an undesirable
condition has been detected.
(3) The action (s) referred to in sub-regulation (2) may include:
(a) In the case of a regulated entity, imposition of operating
restrictions until such a time the existing undesirable
condition has been resolved; or
(b)In case of a licensed personnel, require that the individual does
not exercise the privileges of the licence until such a time that
the undesirable condition has been resolved.
In carrying out enforcement actions pursuant to the provisions
of sub-regulation (3), the Inspectors of the Authority shall
invoke the powers with due care and act in good faith in the
interest of preserving safety.

Aeronautical user
fees

106.
(1) The Authority shall notify applicants of the fees to
be charged in connection with the issue, validation, renewal,
extension or variation of any licence, certificate, authorization
or such other document, including the issue of a copy thereof,
or the undergoing of any examination, test, inspection or
investigation or the grant of any permission or approval,

required by, or for the purpose of these Regulations any
orders, notices or proclamations made thereunder.
(2) Upon an application being made in connection with which
any fee is chargeable in accordance with sub-regulation (1), the
applicant shall be required, before the application is entertained,
to pay the fee so chargeable.
(3) Where, payment of fees has been made and the application
is withdrawn by the applicant or otherwise ceases to have effect
or is rejected, the Authority shall not refund such payment.

Application of
Regulations to
government and
visiting forces, etc.

107.
(1) These Regulations shall apply to aircraft, not being
military aircraft, belonging to or exclusively employed in the
service of the government, and for the purposes of such
application, the department or other authority for the time
being responsible for management of the aircraft shall be
deemed to be the operator of the aircraft, and in the case of an
aircraft belonging to the government, to be the owner of the
interest of the government in the aircraft.

(2) Except as otherwise expressly provided, the naval, military
and air force authorities and members of any visiting force and
property held or used for the purpose of such a force shall be
exempt from the provision of these regulations to the same
extent as if the visiting force formed part of the military force
of [state].

Extra- territorial
application of
Regulations

108.
(1) Except where the context otherwise requires, the
provisions of these Regulations shall:
(a) in so far as they apply, whether by express reference or
otherwise, to aircraft registered in [state], apply to such aircraft
wherever they may be;
(b) in so far as they apply, whether by express reference or
otherwise, to other aircraft, apply to such aircraft when they are
within [state];

(c) in so far as they prohibit, require or regulate, whether by
express reference or otherwise, the doing of anything by any
person in, or by any of the crew of, any aircraft registered in
[state], shall apply to such persons and crew, wherever they may
be; and
(d) in so far as they prohibit, require or regulate, whether by
express reference or otherwise, the doing of anything in relation
to any aircraft registered in [state] by other persons shall, where
such persons are citizens of [state], apply to them wherever they
may be.

PART 12
OFFENCES AND PENALTIES

Contravention of
Regulations

109.

Penalties

110.

A person who contravenes any provision of these
Regulations may have his licence, certificate, approval,
authorization, exemption or such other document revoked or
suspended.

(1) Where any provision of these Regulations, orders,
notices or proclamations made there under is contravened in relation
to an aircraft, the operator of that aircraft and the pilot-in-command,
when the operator or, the pilot in command is not the person who
contravened that provision the person shall, without prejudice to the
liability of any other person under these Regulations for that
contravention, be deemed for the purposes of the following
provisions of this Regulation to have contravened that provision
unless he or she proves that the contravention occurred without his
or her consent or connivance and that he or she exercised all due
diligence to prevent the contravention.

(2) Where it is proved that an act or omission of any person, which
would otherwise have been a contravention by that person of a
provision of these Regulations, orders, notices or proclamations made
there under was due to any cause not avoidable by the exercise of
reasonable care by that person, the act or omission shall be deemed
not to be a contravention by that person of that provision.
(3) Where a person is charged with contravening a provision of these
Regulations, orders, notices or proclamations made there under by
reason of his or her having been a member of the flight crew of an
aircraft on a flight for the purpose of commercial air transport
operations, the flight shall be treated, without prejudice to the liability
of any other person under these Regulations, as not having been for

that purpose where he or she proves that he or she neither knew nor
had reason to know that the flight was for that purpose.
(4) A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations,
orders, notices or proclamations made thereunder not being a
provision referred to in sub-regulation (9) shall, upon conviction, be
liable to a fine, and in the case of a continuing contravention, each
day of the contravention shall constitute a separate offence.
(5) Where an aircraft is involved in a contravention and the
contravention is by the owner or operator of the aircraft, the aircraft
shall be subject to a lien for the penalty.
(6) Any aircraft subject to alien for the purpose of sub- regulation
may be seized by and placed in the custody of the Authority.
(7) The aircraft shall be released from custody of the Authority
Upon:
(a) payment of the penalty or the amount agreed upon in
compromise;
(b) deposit of a bond in such amount as the Authority may
prescribe in the applicable aeronautical information circular,
conditioned upon payment of the penalty or the amount agreed
upon in compromise; and
(c) receiving an order of the court to that effect.
(8) The Authority and any person specifically authorized by name or
any police officer not below the rank of inspector specifically
authorized by name by the [Minister], may compound offences
under Part A of the third Schedule to these Regulations by assessing
the contravention and requiring the person reasonably suspected of
having committed the offence to pay to the Authority a sum
equivalent in [state] shillings of one hundred United States dollars
and three hundred United States dollars for provisions referred to Part
A of the Third schedule to these Regulations.
(9) Where a person contravenes any provision specified in Part B of
the Third schedule to these Regulations, upon conviction is liable to a
fine not less than the equivalent in [state] Shillings of one thousand
United States Dollars or to imprisonment for a term of twelve months
or to both.
(10) Where any person is aggrieved by any order made under subregulation (8), he may, within twenty-one days of such order being
made, appeal against the order to a higher court and the relevant
provisions of the Criminal Procedure Act, shall apply mutatis
mutandis, to every such appeal as if it were an appeal against a
sentence passed by a district court in the exercise of its original
jurisdiction.
(11) A person who contravenes any provision specified as an “A”
provision in the Third schedule to these Regulations commits an
offence and is liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding a sum

equivalent in [state] shillings of ten thousand United States dollars
shillings for each offence and or to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding one year or to both.
(12) A person who contravenes any provision specified as a “B”
provision in the Third schedule to these Regulations commits an
offence and is liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding a sum
equivalent in [state] shillings of twenty thousand United States
dollars for each offence and or to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding three years or to both.
(13) A person who contravenes any provision of these Regulations not
being a provision referred to in the Third schedule to these Regulations
commits an offence and is liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding a
sum equivalent in [state] shillings of twenty thousand United States dollars,
and in the case of a second or subsequent conviction for the like offence to a
fine not exceeding a sum equivalent in [state] shillings of forty thousand
United States dollars.

Revocation

111.

The Civil Aviation (Airworthiness) Regulations, 2017 are
revoked.

Repeal and savings

FIRST SCHEDULE
(REGULATION 110)
PENALTIES
REG.
NO.

TITLE

PART

9

Registration markings.

A

10

Civil aircraft airworthiness.

B

11

Certificate of airworthiness.

A

6

Aircraft instruments and equipment.

A

12

Inoperative instruments and equipment.

A

13

Aircraft flight manual, marking and placard requirements.

A

14

Required aircraft and equipment inspections.

A

16

Documents to be carried on aircraft.

A

17

Production of documents.

A

18

Preservation of documents.

A

19

Insurance.

B

20

Stowaways.

A

21

Co-ordination of activities potentially hazardous to civil aircraft.

B

22

Power to prohibit or restrict flying or landing or taking off.

A

23

Balloons, kites and airships.

A

18

Aircraft maintenance requirements.

B

19

Maintenance required.

B

25

Inspections: commercial air transport.

B

28

Inspections: all other aircraft.

B

29

Maintenance records.

A

30

Maintenance records retention.

A

31

Transfer of maintenance records.

A

115

Composition of flight crew.

B

36

Requirements of experience, recency and training for single pilot
operations at night or IFR.

A

38

Pilot recent experience: PIC and co-pilot, cruise relief pilot.

A

39

PIC: route and airport qualification.

A

132

Pilot proficiency checks.

A

135

Licences required.

A

136

Pilots: Qualifications

A

43

Rating required for IFR operations.

B

138

Special authorisation required for Category II or III operations.

B

139

Recording of flight time.

A

46

PIC and co-pilot currency: takeoffs and landings.

A

47

Pilot currency: IFR operations.

A

48

Pilot currency: general aviation operations.

A

143

Pilot privileges and limitations.

B

137

Fitness of flight crew members.

B

57

Use of narcotics, drugs or intoxicating liquor.

B

58

Crew member use of seatbelts and shoulder harnesses.

A

84

Flight crew members at duty stations.

A

123

Power to inspect.

A

122

Manipulation of the controls: commercial air transport.

B

70

Simulated abnormal situations in flight: commercial air transport.

A

85

Operation of flight recorders.

A

79

Crew member oxygen supply

A

203

Carriage of dangerous goods.

B

188

Portable electronic devices.

A

41

Pre-flight action.

A

83

Operation of aircraft on the ground.

A

84

Flight into known or expected icing

A

35

Aerodrome operating minima

A

33

Operation of radio in aircraft

A

8

Weather reports and forecasts.

A

90

Weather limitations for VFR flights

A

91

Adequacy of operating facilities.

A

92

Diversions decision: engine inoperative

A

93

IFR destination aerodromes.

A

94

IFR alternate aerodrome selection criteria.

A

95

Off-shore alternates for helicopter operations.

A

67

Takeoff alternate aerodromes: commercial air transport operations.

A

107

Maximum distance from an adequate aerodrome for two-engined
aeroplanes without an ETOPS approval.

B

99

Extended range operations with two-engined aeroplanes.

B

104

En-route alternate aerodromes: ETOPS operations.

A

101

Fuel, oil and oxygen planning and contingency factors.

B

102

Flight planning: document distribution and retention.

A

42

Commercial air transport: loading of aircraft.

B

42

Aircraft loading, mass and balance.

B

43

Stowage of baggage and cargo.

A

106

Maximum allowable weights to be considered on all load manifests.

A

107

Flight release required: commercial air transport.

A

63

Operational flight plan: commercial air transport.

A

110

Performance and operating limitations.

B

111

In-flight simulation of abnormal situations

B

112

Test flight areas

A

113

Operations in MNPS or RVSM airspace.

A

116

Compliance with visual and electronic glide slopes

A

117

Restriction or suspension of operations: commercial air transport.

A

121

Operations of single-engine turbine-powered aircraft at night or in IMC.

A

122

IFR takeoff minimums for commercial air transport

A

123

Instrument approach procedures and IFR landing minima.

A

124

Commencing an instrument approach.

A

125

Instrument approaches to aerodromes

A

126

Threshold crossing height for precision approaches.

A

128

Landing during instrument meteorological conditions

A

133

Aircraft performance calculations for all aircrafts.

A

134

General weight and obstruction clearance limitations.

A

135

Category II and III operations: general operating rules

A

136

Category II and Category III: operations manual

A

138

General

A

140

Aircraft performance calculations for commercial air transport.

A

141

Takeoff limitations.

A

64

En-route limitations: all engines operating.

A

65

En-route limitations: one engine inoperative.

A

66

En-route limitations: three or more engines, two engines inoperative.

A

146

Landing limitations.

A

52

Unacceptable conduct.

B

194

Refuelling or defuelling with passengers on board.

A

48

Passenger seats, safety belts and shoulder harnesses.

A

45

Passenger briefing: non AOC holder aircraft.

A

79

Passenger oxygen: minimum supply and use.

A

53

Alcohol or drugs.

A

7

Use of psychoactive substances.

B

57

Passenger compliance with instructions.

B

60

Carriage of Persons Without Compliance with Passenger-Carrying
Requirements.

A

192

Arming of automatic emergency exits.

A

194

Stops where passengers remain on board.

A

46

Carriage of persons with reduced mobility

A

54

Carriage of munitions of war.

B

55

Prohibition against carriage of weapons.

B

166

Oxygen for medical use by passengers.

B

170

Required passenger briefings: AOC holder.

A

171

Passenger briefing: extended over-water operations.

A

130

Age restriction.

A

131

PIC licence requirements: turbojet, turbofan or large aircraft.

B

178

PIC licence requirements: non turbojet or turbofan small aircraft

B

128

PIC aeronautical experience: Small aircraft.

B

129

Co-pilot licence requirements.

B

117

Flight engineer licence requirements.

B

118

One pilot qualified to perform flight engineer functions.

A

181

Persons qualified in flight release.

A

155

Aircraft and instrument proficiency checks.

A

156

Introduction of new equipment or procedures.

A

199

Pilot qualification: recent experience.

A

157

Flight engineer proficiency checks

A

158

Competence checks: flight operations officer.

A

162

Line observations: flight operations officer.

A

163

Route and area checks: pilot qualification.

A

165

Designated special aerodromes and heliports: PIC qualification.

A

173

Check pilot and authorised flight engineer qualifications.

A

218

Check airman designation.

A

174

Check pilot authorizations and limitations.

A

175

Synthetic flight trainer approval.

A

176

Line qualification: check pilot and instructor.

A

177

Termination of proficiency, competence or line check.

A

178

Recording of crew member qualifications.

A

228

Maximum flight duty periods for crew members.

A

229

Minimum rest periods for crew members.

A

230

Duty and rest periods for flight operations officers

A

231

Records of flight times and duty periods.

A

232

Maximum flight times for crew.

A

195

Protection of flight crew during flight

B

40

Cosmic radiation: records to be kept

A

241

Flight release: aircraft requirements.

A

242

Flight release: facilities and NOTAMs.

A

243

Flight release: weather reports and forecasts.

A

244

Flight release under VFR or IFR.

A

246

Flight release: minimum fuel supply.

A

247

Flight release: aircraft loading and performance.

A

248

Flight release: amendment or re-release en-route.

A

249

Flight release: requirement for airborne weather radar equipment.

A

255

Drug and alcohol testing and reporting

B

208

Inspection of licences and certificates

A

212

Use and retention of certificates and records

B

SECOND SCHEDULE
(REGULATION )

GENERAL AVIATION SPECIFIC APPROVALS
PURPOSE AND SCOPE
Specific approvals shall have a standardized format which contains the minimum information required in
the specific approval template.

SPECIFIC APPROVAL
ISSUING AUTHORITY and CONTACT DETAILS

Issuing Authority __________________________________
Address ________________________________________
Signature: _______________________ Date2 : __________________
Telephone: ______________________ Fax: ______________________ Email: __________________

OWNER/OPERATOR

Name3 : ___________________________ Address: ________________________________________
Telephone: ______________________ Fax: ______________________ Email: _____________

Aircraft model4 and registration marks:
SPECIFIC APPROVAL

YES

NO

DESCRIPTION

Low visibility
Approach and landing

CAT_____RVR7:______m DH:_____ft

Take off

RVR:_____m

operational

8

RVSM

REMARKS

AR navigation specifications for
PMBN operations

9

EFB

10

Other11

Notes.—
1. Civil Aviation Authority name and contact details, including the telephone country code and email if
available.
2. Issuance date of the specific approval (dd-mm-yyyy) and signature of the authority representative.
3. Owner or operator’s name and address.
4. Insert the aeroplane make, model and series, or master series, if a series has been designated. The
CAST/ICAO taxonomy is available at: http://www.intlaviationstandards.org/.
5. List in this column the most permissive criteria for each specific approval (with appropriate criteria).
6. Insert the applicable precision approach category (CAT II or III,). Insert the minimum RVR in metres
and decision height in feet. One line is used per listed approach category.
7. Insert the approved minimum take-off RVR in metres, or the equivalent horizontal visibility if RVR is
not used. One line per approval may be used if different approvals are granted.
8. List the airborne capabilities (i.e. automatic landing, HUD, EVS, SVS, CVS) and associated
operational credit(s) granted.
9. Performance-based navigation (PBN): one line is used for each PBN AR navigation specification
approval (e.g. RNP AR APCH), with appropriate limitations listed in the “Description” column.
10. List the EFB functions used for the safe operation of aeroplanes and any applicable limitations.
11. Other specific approvals or data can be entered here, using one line (or one multi-line block) per
approval (e.g. specific approach operations approval).

